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Foreword

I HI. SHRINKING WORI D is making effective communication a
vital necessity. And among the communication components
reading stands out as the most accessary. With the explosion of
knowledge has come, as a corollary, the explosion in publications
of all kinds, each demanding the attention of the reader. The
complexity of the total reading act and the greater holding power
of the school has increased the difficulty of teaching reading ef-
fectively to everyone. Now there is g..eater interest in methodol-
ogy, reading materials including special media, teacher training,
in-service programs, research and its applications, contributions
of other disciplines to reading, and many more. In fact, almost
everyone is getting into the reading act, professional and lay peo-
ple alike. This volume and its three companion publications is a

reflection of such wide-scale activities throughout the world. The
volumes arc by far the most up-to-date collection of ideas on
reading.

Forging Ahead in Reading, the largest of the volumes, con-
tains the Featured Addresses of the Seattle Convention, sections
on Instruction in Reading, Curriculum and Organization, Teacher
Education, Special Interest Areas, and Research on the psychology
and sociology of reading, the pedagogy of reading, linguistics in
its application to reading, and the application of research to class-
room situations. The papers here presented represent broad
viewpoints on the-.reaching of reading at all levels, from the
kindergarten through college and graduate school. Much material
is contained in this volume. The manuscripts hae been edited
but not abbreviated. In reading the volume, the teacher can be
as selective as she chooses to be. The reading of any one paper
is not a prerequisite for reading another, although reading related
papers will serve as background for evaluation. The three com-
panion volumes, which may be purchased separately, are Part 2,
/tory, Apes, and Peacocks: The Literature Point of Vi,It'; Part
3, A Decade of Innovations: Approaches to Beginning Reading;
and Part 4, Perception and Reading.

Conventioneers found Seattle a truly remarkable city, abound-
ing in many interests and having pleasant May weather. The of-
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ticers of the Association, the program committee, and the many
local committees had done their homework well, resulting it one
of the most profitable conventions of IRA. The program pro-
vided an array of choices. Special effort had been made to pro-
vide opportunity for divergent ideas to be presented and critically
evaluated. The tine program combined with the luncheons, con-
vention dinner, school visitations, and general hospitality made
going to Seattle a profitable trip both professionally and socially.
The city was truly a benign host, as were the universities, colleges,
and schools of the area. Sincere and warm thanks go to them.

Neither this foreword nor the papers herein presented can
transmit the enthusiasm and spirit of the convention. The report
will however give you a totality of the papers presented and dis-
cussed. The editor hopes you will find encouragement in read-
ing them.

J. ALLEN FIGUREL
Editor

The International Reading Association attempts, through its
publications, to pros ide a forum for wide spectrum of
opinion on rcadong. This policy permits divergent view-
points without assuming the endorsement of the Association.
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forging .khead in Re-

Mit,rixEn A. D WSON
Sacramento State College

w ARr. LIVING in a fast-moving world.
Tic fore we know it, men will take up
residence on the barren moon, their
li es sustained lw huge rock crushers
which will reduce the moon's crust
to fine powder, then to basic ele-
ments, in the process of producing air.
water, soil, and fuel from the rocks
Tomorrow, perhaps, a fls ing saucer
will deliver a flock of beings superior
in ability and achievement to us htinian
folk, and from them we x!'l learn to
soar O\ er the 'mix erse with the great-
est of ease Ere long we will not take
the trouble to sit down to a superb
banquet like this one, lint will pause
only to swallow a capsule which will
sustain us for long hours. Soon man
will work no more. except possibls a

two -hour week in rotation in order to
repair the mechanisms charged with
producing the wherewithal for our
Cl int inued existence. Social .ecurity
as we know it will disappear utse
all will have wealth: poverty and
ii.norauce will disappear , no more drill
or defective children w ill be born since
we will have mastered the principles of
selectis its. in delivering the offspring of
man and beast into the world

\ 11 of this sounds fantastic; \ et
wonders do e ist, even in our field of
reading We has e this remarkable
development at Indiana I 'nix el sits
where research reports are being;
assembled in the FRIC Clearinghouse
on Netries al of Information and
Evaluation on Reading Soon all we
will have to do in getting background
for a proposed study is to write to the
center and ITIM types of machines will
feed out all the summary cards per-
tinent to the problem in hand We
are ;dreads programing materials and
reading instruction: automation is
springing tip everywhere. Innovations
greet us on every hand and there
might sometime be a single innovation

that will prose to be the panacea for all
out reading ills: but I doubt it

All of des elopluents are dial-
leuges to n, in INA They provide us
witb opporttinitic,; for progress in
nians instances, but possilib. more
important they put on its the
responsibilitx for evaluating them and
detsrmining to what extent they work
and under what conditions

In an entirely different vein, there
are other challenges which we must ac-
cept and meet if we are to forge ahead
in reading On the one hand, there
are schools where administrators and
teachers seem reads to jump on es cry
new liandwagon that conies along,
where the school personnel are
conistantiv looking for a single panacea
which w ill cure all troubles in teaching
reading On the other hand. there are
still classrooms where leading is taught
in routine. old-fashioned was s and
where change and prou,ness; seem im-
possible The new and the old both
challenge ns m this orgimi,ation to
investigate, trS MI. accept change
where it is merited, reject change to
the d \tent that innovations are futile
or harmful. \ \'e must accept the fact
that certain procedures and materials
are saluable under particular circum-
stances, valueless in others I have
al xx a \ s enloxcd the capsules of wis-
domhu lit l'ope's Rope of the Lock
This one seems pertinent here

Be not the first by Tk.hont the
new i.s? tried

Nor last to throw the old aside.
In past months as I pondered this

matter of forging ahead, I often re-
called a talk I heard at an initiation in
a girls' honorary society. The speaker
was a gentle-mannered, retiring little
woman who was known over our state
as a leader in PT Vs program for
library des elopment in schools. She
started out by telling an anecdote
about her early class in local PTA
work. She was a mother of irimary
children and the president of a local
PTA. She knew of a bill being debated
in the legislature, one that might do
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great harm to !Hoary programs in
schools. So she went to listen to the
debate. One speech so alarmed her and
so aroused her indignation that, before
she knew it, she was striding down the
aisle calling out, "No' No! You
mustn't do that '" And then she
launched into a speech that expressed
what she had in her heart. She got
results, made a deep impression on the
legislators, but went home trembling
and upset because of her experience.
This quiet little woman then went
ahead talking to the senior girls in the
honor society about what they must do
if they were to succeed as members of
their iirospectivt., school communities.
"G 2t 'evolved." she advised them and
told them how _1tul that is my mes-
sage to you, each of ylm. Get in-
volved Involve yourself in the IRA
purposes of inyroving reading in
every classroom in every nation.

What diould Your commitment be'
Poy-ibly ou have a bent for researd+
nd have facilities for it Then com-

mit yourself to doing research that
will promote progrest, in the field of
reading. There are multitudinous op-
portunities. Innovations already at
hand need thorough testing and
evaluation; others will be constantly
emerging , possibly you can ex-
perimentally devise additional innova-
tions. We have little truly definitive
research on the innovations that arc
seeking a place on the market and in
the schools. Or vou may prefer to fol-
low the suggestions made by the late
William S. Gray and David Russell
who stated that all research on reading
should he repeated and brought up to
date. Conditions have changed; mate-
rials and procedures have been re-
vised ; we know much more now about
setting up controls, devising effective
techniques, applying appropriate sta-
tistical formulas, and the like.
Besides, many of the studies we
constantly cite were much too narrow
to permit sweeping generalizations.
Are you interested in readiness
throughout the spectrum of reading, in
phonic applications, in the effectiveness
of various linguistic approaches, in

critical reading, in the development of
interests and taste in rfeadin,g, in di-
agnosis and remediation, or in
developmental rea-ling at secondary
and college levels? There is room for
research in all of these and other as-
pects of reading We are far 'from
having the last word.

Let us hope you do not confine
yourseh es to solo performances in the
research to which you commit your-
self. We need cooperative research
which is well coordinated, fully con-
trolled, longitud-nal, far-reaching.
This may he in tlte way of having
sex eral competent persons working on
different aspects of the same problem
in one institution of higher learning or
within a single foundation Better
still, a large group of public schools or
several universities will plan together
and carry to completion a comprehen-
sive and conclusive study. I should
like to see a chair set tip at IR A Head-
quarters to he occupied year by year
by different leaders in the field of
reading. Each :ender would plan and
implement a program of cooperative re-
search in the aspect where he is espe-
cially competent. He would turn to
public schools, universities, founda-
tions, governmental agencies, or any
other organization to act as coopera-
ti,'e participants in a widespread in-
vestigation. Why shouldn't IRA take
leadership in researchnot to do it as
an organization. but to bring to focus a
program of coordinated and definitive
research by having a key person at
Headquarters with time to plan and to
implement the research we so badly
need?

This would take money and IRA
does not and never will have sufficient
funds. Maybe this is where you can
commit yourself. If you have a flair
for raising funds, if you have winning
ways with directors of foundations or
heads of governmental agencies or
with persons rich from writing basal
reading series, IRA can use you.
Seriously, there is a certain know-how
in writing up proposals, in approach-
ing various sources for funding re-
search ; and we would welcome
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suggestions and help in locating funds
and in soliciting them in effective
was. i hac asked the Long-Range
Planning Committee to consider se-
riously this problem of financing
IR \ projects in the \ ears ahead.

Possibly your interests he in another
direction Are von interested. as am
T. in the international opportunities
and responsibilities of TR \ in future

ears"' Our Board is international
mith Canada, Sweden and the United
States represented The Organisation
Committee cons,sts of persons in all
the at ions %%here me have affiliates
alit council, already formed or im-
minent As a result, we are at this
moment haNing translations of TR .\
materials published in various lan-
guages abroad; we have the biennial
World Congress on the way : the
United Kingdom is holding :timid
conferences with representation from
other countries

I envision a great extension of such
acti%itis, and they should not be on a
one-way street. It is fine to translate
TR \ publications into other languages:
but there are deN clopments of great
moment in other countries, and we can
uric great from sharing their wis-
dro 1 recall how impressed T was by
the address given by Sakamoto in
Paris and how I wished that every
conned in 1R.\ could take on the
enterpi ise shown in japan I recall
two protects. the promotion of reading
interest on flue part of the adult, out-
of-school population; the selection and
carving out of a major research proj-
ect by each separate council, Here is
an idea for our Regional Planning

onnlit tee.
In a troubled world, such coopera-

tive endeavors on the part of reading
personnel the world over should do
much to cultivate understanding and
promote friendship among the peoples
of the entire globe, Possibly IRA can
do much to bring the millennium that
we hope for.

Those of \ oat able and ready to com-
mit \ ourself to the international as-
pects of IRA work may he more
interested in attacking the problems of

illiteracy Think of the andost hope-
less efforts to set rip dril cratic
government, to re( entl% de-erdomied
countne, No here most of the people can
neither read nor write There is a

ci% hug need for et, pert help it reading
personnel \\ illing to spend from two to
four \ ears abroad helping new govern-
ments to organi7e ft," currkidirin
development so that appropriate mate-
rials iii the natiNe tongue t possiblt
and appropriate teacher education may
lie ,et np We are sitting tip institutes
to stoup the hest way, to proceed in
fighting illiterao (met- the morld: lout
realh this is so small a licl.onning Is
it \oil olio should CO1111111( \o111;(11 to
thought on the problem of fighting il-
literan at the source, of raising hinds
to linden% rite the expenses of some
other persons who are free to go
abroad. or dm eloping helpful bulletins
and curricular materials-- surely
there are several anuoug Volt \VII() will
commit \ 0111 'ICE CS to ,itch projects,

Perhaps you, like me, have spent
vt'ar in teacher education. and here is
M here your romniitmnt should lie.

knout all teo well that our prospec-
tke teachers learn too little about how
to teach reading before they start
teaching We realise that too feat are
trained and that shools M ho seek
reading teachers for the secondary
school and college find them in short
supply \ \'e are disturbed that stand-
ards for training reading spenali,ts are
so low in titan' states Now let us
commit ourselves to doing something,
definite to remedy these situations Tt

does little good to wring our hands
and lament over the situations. Now
cionmit yourself to go home and do
something about it Possibly von can
help to work np a program where
methods courses and practice teaching
are concomitant and the prospective
teacher tttili7es each procedure as she
learns it in theory. Maybe von can
work with school boards, legislators,
school administrators, teacher training
institutions to convince them that there
should be an internship or sonic defi-
nite follom-up procedure for each
newly installed teacher. It is likely
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that Non Can upgrade your ow n work
lit going out into schools and taking
mei. classes from titAv to time so that
;oil sense and understand the man-
agement problem!' of the teacher, ab-
sorb the actual impact of individual
differences among- children, and get a
trait- definite idea of the nature of the
reading materials with which teachers

orl: It is SO easy to abide in an
ivory tower when we are working with
our teachers-to-be, when we need to
keep our feet on the ground. As
teacher education personnel, ton. you
and f have the responsibility of kep-
ing up with the innovations like the
various phonic adaptations and pro
graming so that we help our students
evaluate them and know how to use
the better ones appropriately we
should keep abeeast of the various con-
trot ersies. know the facts on either
side, take a stand if and -.lien duly
convince( with out legal complica-
tions. please! Commit yourself to
being alert. dynamic, practical, for-
ward-hftiking. well informed, and
alio% e all active in promoting bet-
terment wherex Cr yoll see deficiencies

1 fore is an area where each of Non
can and should make a definite
commitment --legislation. In general.
school people are somewhat fatalistic
and resignMly aept legislation which
the elu lint approve MIN' should yetui

henna; ii the' ii tilliticicnt preparation to
teach reading, the low standards for
certification in some quarters, the lack
of provision for diagnostic and reme-
dial attention Get busy and do some-
thing about it. Talk reasonably but
persuasively wherever talking will do
some good to an influential person in
PTA, a school board member. a
perceptite member of a service club, a
local legislator, your principal or su-
perintendent or dean. Once I had a
hard-headed, conservative dean. When
he was not receptive to an idea I
was sure to be worthwhile, I did not
argue: but I managed to send in a gen
ial person who had evidence or left
persuasive publications on the dean's
desk. I don't recall a single instance
when I didn't get my way, usually 1w

having him call me to his office and
say, "I wonder tt by you ha en't been
truth:, this " \nil then he would cite
the et idence that I had subtlh brought
to his attention He net r did catch
on to my tactics. Or take the time
when a certain principal campaignei
against a police that the su-
perintendent and school board had de-
cided to 1w a ice policy. T asked the
superintendent and president of the
se inol board if I might take a nand in
getting community support. I started
simph and concluded massively The
county chairman in the dominant
political party was also the husband of
the president of A.WW: sn I went to
the A 11'W president and explained
the constructive action which the
whonl board wished to take Her
husband approached Tom Dewey's
right-hand man at Albany. the liuten-
ant-gm erne r, and the school bciard ac-
tion got the appr1 al necessary.

So, do something- about matters that
need attention, not in a combative way
but a way likelt to get smoothly ftmc-
tinning action. For instance. write let-
ters to the governor, members of the
assembly or Congress:. the state su-
perintendent of instruction, nr whatev-
er person can promote desirable
change One matter many of you can
work on is the study, revision, and
final adoption of the professional
standards that IRA is setting up

Each of von here is undoubtedly a
member of a local TRA council. So
here is a commitment for everyone.
Work to improve reading instruction
in your own area because, unless IRA
touches classroom procednres, all our
more grandiose schemes avail us little.
How many classroom teachers in your
area are not members of IRA? We
find that teachers a few miles from a
national or state convention do not
know the nrgani7atinn exists. That
shrink' not be. 1f von are to get these
nonmentheis to ioin, you must help to
see that the programs of meetings are
valuable, intriguing, too gond to miss.
You may want an outside speaker once
a year, but see that it is someone with
a real messageinspirational or in-
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formatie or 1)1411 i lae most of the
meetings handleo by local personnel in
panels, demonstrations. or just plain
tails,' with meat in them The Council
13rogram .11(1. Cifilimittee has three
kits that sbonld be in\ aluable helps in
setting up fine programs The numer-
ous pnblications of II< \ are a limitless
source for subieet matter for inctinits

Help IN.\ to reach out into ever\
school in ;tit enlightening. stimulating.
constructi e \- a \ {kip it to span the
earth in a tight on illiteracy and in
programs that feature cooperation and
mutual miderstanding ai'd assistance
I lelp to get the legislation and
filiancial support that -ill make IR \ a
ital force Lend a helping hand 1111

only ly -- ruing letters to persons in
authorit I am committed Your
Board is committed. \ MI join
its in commitment to the betterment of
reading on ever\ handl ()n\ thus
can we -forge ahead in t eading

.1.1W NM Front fel s 01 Print

\N.) 1 :nrNROROtroit
Saturday Night Pnblications, Limited

iirs; t vi [ENN/ the university, a
friend I .f mine became embarrassed at
his inabilitx to swim. \n asthmatic
duld, he had been forbidden to stay m
the ater at his summer cottage for
longer than a few minutes. Hut by the
time he got to college lie 11a a bosky
six-footer whose asthma had blessedly
disappeared Ile felt out of it i\hen lie
sat around the imming- pool mar the
;;cm

The spring of los sophomore car he
cut, unknon to us, to a pri\ate

pmnasium and toi k n intensive
course. I le Vas determined to sur-
prise ns all- -and he did. One early
sumnier afternoon, he roared out of
the bicker room. raced down the
springboard, and dixed into the pool.
Unfortunately it had been drained for
cleaning he Vas in a cast for the rest
of the summer.

I thought of that incident as I

looked mem the impresRe program
for the Intonational Reading As-

ociation's TYelftli Om-
\ ent1011 great number of people
arc really getting them...ekes and mass-
es of other people into shape to read
and to read well But. -- hen toda's
kindergarten and primary children
have gomn to itni ersit age. Vill
readin be necesan

Is their .t home lot piny?
Consider first the technology which

111111tat al',.1111`4 It

ThC hiloloov of sottml
Much of v, hat used to be v i uteri can

not/ be recorded and reidaed as often
as print can be reread In schools, all
language skills can be bi tter tan2ht

ith tape in a language lab than v ith a
book in a clas.room In nni\ crsnics
and public libraries. an aichite 01 ac-
tnal speeches and special audio-
material \\All soon replace trans-, ripts
or arciimit of such cuts lot busi-
ness. the noire Vritci into -Moen :t

\owe can .peal.. a tape can be
1,1111(1,1. and v, ith Ykhich either a ts-
ual transcript or an aural file can be
proiinced is not far .t :t1 11'0111 (1411-

111rITIal production and application.

The 1e, hnu/m/v of chilli

cle :t1r.q(1 111( mid. a great
man\ children's attitudes mine titan
the classroom d 111(1(111, the sap
het 11 Cell 11 hat absorbed front TV
and what is taught in the classroom is
widening. Onk er I'm\ teachers are
aware of the amount of information
and the range of opinions and attitudes
built up by television in children, both
preschoolers and those in school.
F.yen the global eminimnent of tele-
\ ismnso often talked about bx 'Nfar-
shall :\lachthanis more consistently
apprehended bs the 3- to 1 5-age group
than by any other. For them, reading-
in manx subject areas only sa s again,
after infinite pains, hat they :dread\
knot/ from their osmotic, hpuutic
\atching of the box, There is also the
controlled tele\ isit n teaching now
going on in many unirsitis
Scarborough College in Toronto does
50 percent of its totai instruction by

/
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tel(\ ision. and e en in such differing
areas as the teaching of poetry and
biology, instructors have evohed
awho-visual techniques which have
enonnons impact The use of tapes.
andio- isml material. and effective
programing. for instance. can make
poetry the musical act it once was and
should be. eliminating the rigidities of
print which have _1(,ing interposed
thinseh es lot \\ cep poti and reader.

"11e1e are also closed-circuit tele-
\ ision applications in industry Mere,
linked uith the tape memory of itt com-
puter. the stud. of records and the
assessing of performance can be great-
ly simplified As Shakespeare w(011(1
seu on behalf of the anti-print people.
"fie noon hot vet, it does allay the
good precedence"----and so it does.

The status of pi int
Secondly. in the face of all this au-

dio -usualisnal tecl nology. let us look at
some interestim., facts.

X.-,-,..craters First. in the North
\mriean continent, (I(- ,ite the navel -

t and the amaring speed vi ith uhich
tile\ ision has become almost
unnersalk a'ailable in the past fifteen
years, the circulation of newspapers
has increasedand increased in per-
centage of (-overage. not just in ac-
tual numbers. In other words, more
people read more newspapers than
they (1 ' before tele\ ision

1/a/urines Seco,id. though there
hay c' been some lossesmainly due to
managerial ineptness rather than audi-
ence rejectionmagazines have consol-
idated their position. Compare Time's
circulation now or The New Yorker's
vith their figures for the thirties.

Canada's Saturday Night fifteen years
ago had a circulation of 45,000 when
the population of Canada was some 13
millum : today it has 95.000 \011ie the
poentlation has increased to only 20
million- -a 120 percent increase for the
magazine, just over 50 percent for the
nation.

Silt/Verne/as Again, weekend sup-
plements came into operation in Can-
ada at the very same time as television.
and now No arc published every

week both Viith circulations ofer No
nulli111

In Great Britain. Lord Thoinin
tool; the colored supplement idea and,
against all the criti.:s. not onl ni-
triduced nt but made a slice( ss of it
and forced other Stunlm newspapers
to include a supplement. Elsewhere,
the same innovations and extensions of
the daily and periodical press have
caught on. Link in India, Pcr Shirred
in German . andill a different
area--rneo / or ter in London and
Commentary in the United States

Books. Pan it is in book production
that the full impact of print is seen.

In Canada there were only 684 titles
published in 1952. before tele\ ismn
\vas nationalh available. In 1962. the
pnblicanfal of 3.600 titles evidenced an
increase of 426 2 percent. The I'nited
States increased production from
11.840 to 21.904. or 85 percent . and
Britain, France. and Germany all in-
creased book production by vat-, ing
amounts from five percent to 35 per-
cent.

These spectacular increases ere
nothing. howeNer, compared to the in-
crease in some other countries. In
Africa. fourteen newly independent na-
tions cc Inch had no publishing program
in 1952 published a total of 1503 titles
ten Years later. These aried from
programs of a handful in I,ibva and
the Cameroons to several hundred in
Ghana. Ethiopia, and Nigeria. Tn
China. the number of titles increased
tenfold (from 2,500 to 26,000) 011 the
mainland and fivefold in Formosa
(427 to 2625).

These statistics, mainly supplied by
UNESCO. are buttressed by the
statistics on paper consumption in the
viorld supplied by the International
Institute for Economic Studies.
Though North Amelica has only in-
creased in paper consumption by 44
percent. Europe has increased by al-
most 100 percent : Africa by 242 per-
cent : and Asia by 512 percent.
Obviously. then, print is not on its way
out and reading is not going; to be a
superfluous skill.
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New It mit tut s 01 punt
The reasons the increases hat e

taken place var% from area to area and
an ;mid. sis %% ill perhaps the way
aheadthe way to the new frontiers of
prtnt-

The undeveloped Icorld
In the world of emerging nations,

the phenomenal increase is due to the
growth of literacy. The peasants of
Russia, the masses of (.hina, the
Negroes of Africa are all emerging
slow it into the industrial era : for
China it, is a reawakening of an old
and skilled civilwation. for Russia it is
a change in the metlmils of production;
for \ frica it is the assumption of in-
dependent political and economic ac-
tion. Millions are learning to read in
order to acquire the training for which
reading is itself the basic skill. Many
are reading m a foreign language as
well as their own

For these people. reading is es-
sential: alai they must lie provided
tt ith hterall% thousands of millions of
instructional pamphlets workbooks,
and textbooks. Since they will be
learning about already established
technical processes and will have
to relate those processes to thinking
patterns established in a preliterate cul-
ture. I hi ipe there will be a cross-
crrent of ideas which will make for a
new flexibilit of approach. :1 la%he
our technical writing can be improed
by the rejection of stereotypes we have
created. I ,,ay "we" because English
is still a powerful language in the
world. One in five of all literate per-
sons an% where on the globe reads En-
glish.

But comomic advance does not
come front machines alone. In fact
machiners or, more precisely, tech-
nology, can often defeat its appar-
ent aims in underdeveloped countries.
( What is needed in 'India, for ex-
ample, is a very selective group of
technological processes which demand
the minimunt of capital and nfinintum
of labor,) The newly independent
masses of Africa and Asia, not to men-

Anottesses

tine those of I ,atin America, nett] a %
son to

There is another new frontier of
print the export of hooks and mag-
azines in sufficient quantities to muter
the ti. ton of freedom, Itt +th polItital
and ecouom,c, which has brought this
continent aml Ell nye to their present
highly de% eloped state: 1ierelt send-
ing %%hat we publish fi.r ourselves
won't do. In the struggle for men's
minds expert plans for attack must be
carefully laid. Friends who lime been
to .\ frica report new books from 'Red
China and Russia arc minter wt.;
books from the West are not nearly so
obvious. Yet our whole Iudeo-
Christian heritage, that heritage of in-
dividual dignity ard freedom, is based
on the Book : hristems and Jews
alike arc people of the Book, and it is
the Bible which has made us free

The developed nations
The increases in the printed word

are not so spectacular in the dv( loped
nations: but they arc solid and, in the
face of the grow tit of other media of
11111,,C Llniummicatum, perhaps even
more surprising There arc, to my
mind. two main reasons for the in-
crease. technical and psycludogical.

Trritmen/ adi-MICTS in the developed
it'Mid The art of printing is changing
as rapidly in this last half of the 20th
century as it did in the first quarter of
the 19th. Then. the mechanical steam
press so increased efficiency that Rob-
ert I"scarpit says in his excellent
monograph The Book Revolution,
". . before the end of Napoleon's
reign, more sheets could be printed in
an hour than had been possible in a
day fifteen years earlier."

In the past ten years we have bro-
ken the hold of metal. Instead of set-
ting type in lead, then transferring it
to paper-mache and later by metal
again to press, we can now set and
print type from film. What is more,
we can use an ordinary typewriter
keyboard to punch a tape which can
then be typeset, the words properly
hyphenated in the setting by feed-
ing the tape first through a computer
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where all possible sllabications (or
breaks i are 11(1(1 in the computer's
!minor\

P. the refining of mks and paper
and w nth the use of hlni instead of
metal, it is now possible to print four-
color reproductions at the rite of 50
per second.

It will not lie long before it will lie
possible to print new simpers from the
same cop\ simultaneously in New
Yl irk and Seattle. Los Angeles and
Boston

Tint the greatest advances have been
more in the production of paperback
books: and though paperbacks are
taken for granted. the rely on snerai
new techniques in order to be as sale-
able as the are. It was necessan to
hate a cheap coated paper before they
could lie ilhistrated a paper which
has (oil\ recently been practicable at
its present prices. New lithograidi
techniques to make use of this paper
were also required. The reyohnion in
clnbmistn was necessary to produce
the glue which holds the books togeth-
er and the plastic coating which makes
their corers so attractie Also need-
ed were new materials-handling tech-
niques to ship the book; and com-
puters to process the inventory.

With all those things, what hap-
pened: A paperback revolution! In
the Vnited States it i., reckoned that
almost half of all books published this
war will be in paperbacks. Look at
the sales figures for the past tell years:
from 250 million to 600 million. from
less than 50 million dollars to over 100
million dollars. Anyone who has been
to an Enropean book fair knows that
what is now true in Canada and the
Ifnited States has been true in Europe
for sonic time. It was after all. Sir
Allen Lane who launched Penguin
Books. the "quality" paperback, in
1935.

Psychological factors in the developed
world

But the spread of the newspaper. the
success of new magazines (Look at
Playboy), and the paperback revolu-
tion did not all come about because of

new techniques Producing print
one thing: getting people to read it is
another

Neshozcibility \Inch speculation
exists on w-h people read Large
leaders!iip snneys 11an e been onv!uct-
ed on the subject. especially by
new-simpers The one overriding
quality expected of the print media is
that it 1w right Tele\ ision and radio
can show on something happening.
lint for most people the event needs
putting into context The fragnumed
world of tele\ ision actuali;v is not co-
herent enough for linear man. to use
Nhicluhan's phrase As Jai as TV
news is concerned. the medium is not
the message it is still the em elope in
which the message comes. People
who saw the shooting of Oswald
couldn't a ait until the papers next day
told them how and why it had hap-
pened.

A heart responsilnlio ests on the
journalist who must act ethically in re-
searching. bad:grounding, and c4,111-

limiting on an event It also puts a
heavy onus on the teacher of reading
to see that all students be taught to de-
tect and evaluate the slanting which
goes into e.,er newspaper report or
magazine article. If publishers and
teachers and researchers can produce a
responsible press. that will lie a new
frontier of pr.nt

It is not just that people want to see
Happenings in black and white : it is
that they can select their own pace or
differing paces. considering what it is
that is being read They can choose
their own level of reading. While
there is now a very heavy insistence on
speed-reading (inspired. I think, by
John F. Kennedy). I would like to ask
for a reassertion of the values of
contemplation. As flacon said: "Some
few are to be chewed and digested."

Overall on the North Americari,
cootinent there is the need t i he sol-
itary. the need to individnali7e oneself
again Television does not allow this:
you are either a willing or unwilling
participant. You are involved, but in-
volved often in such a way as to reject
the involvement and be alienated.
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Too-real actualities, like Napalm-
Inirned children in the new s. Von may
reject Villgarit. like that of Jimmy
I hirante. ott ma\ reject \nd the
commercials ha\ e becii almost totally
rejected m many categories. especially
by young people-

.\ 1i:11>cl-hack book--print in an
form- imoh es us It is all effort to
read it or an ifort not to. an esisten-
tial choice. We can argue with it : tie
can be inf,rmed lit it : and we gradual-
ly build the content into our ow\it el 1-

414 ;11,..11(,,, solitary activity
enhances our indixidnality since the
honk Making 11`; \ en more different
from our fellows who haven't read it.
Because it is an object, it also helps us
to knit] a hearth for onrsehes The
collection of books is an indication to
character lien anise tt Lailds ehar;fct( r.

\lime all. the hook. the word., ap-
peals to our imagination in a way
which nothing else can. Language
pills ti. abo\ e the apes: the recording,
trail...mitt:Lk and later enjoyment of
that lainoiage make ins Imman It is
this area of imagination \vhich is the
List frontier of the printed word.

Walt R 'stow has posited set oral
states of econoniies Inuit primitive,
throng], take-off, to sophisticated de-
\ elopment. I would like to do the
same for man's mind, hi, spiritual and
psychological economy.

First, wit's lucre literacy. \vhre
reading is a tool that represents an
immense frontier for the emerging na-
tions, ()nil they can cross it, their
nw-found independence \von't do
them nitwit gowl. Neo-colonialism or
econom'c colonialism is much like
old -sty it imperial colonialism. Tech-
nology and ideology can bring them,
\\ nth our help, into the famib, of aspir-
ing if not affluent man.

Second, comes inquiring literacy,
where reading is not just a bread-
and-butter matter hilt a skill whereby
one can beconie totally involved with
his environment. That is the frontier
facing Ettrope, North America, and
some scattered countries of Africa and
Asia, chiefly those where Western set-
tlment is still a dominant influence as

9

\frica. :\ ustraba and Sing-
apore It is an important one for It
bnlld. ,latioaal let ling and a g,enerallv
: cepod thical and moral framework

Ili II OW nation has its bt lit and
fr m .1;11(11 it ,I1(111C1 115

111 Hal atlairs The paperback
'gnu, I and the increase in the

l' -iodic; this tube so
i'hird. comes committed literacy,

flit-I is a pow ei in words which
transcenos all other influences and
,nods us hack to ourselves to find out
\\ hat tie kno\\ NlontaiLme \\ such a
committed mail. -()/t1 -CillS- le"... he
asks: so \\ as \Ilium. who tried to
justify God's \\ a\ s to man: so were
the li/th centnr\ liberal. under the in-
fluence of John Stuart \lin: so was T.
S Eliot : in (lifter( lit areas but in no
different sense. so were C. S. Lewis,
Teilhard de Chard in, .\lbert Camus,
Ahlons I Insle. and Robert Frost, all
of whom are now in print in millions
of copies of paperbacks.

Tins I take to be the last frontier of
print : \\ here reading instructors. writ-
ers. publishers, and the readers them-
sel\ es ran be led to think of the human
condition and to make ever\ one so
conscious of his own human dignity
that he will not tr \ to limit someone
else's. It is not an impossible task.
The techmons and resources are open
to its all, and there may be in your
classes at this moment a dozen or so
writers who iia the genius to write
what we would all wish to read and
see read Professor scarpn, in the
hook to which I have already referred,
sums it up this way :

Looks ale like bread. Throin411,nit tine
v,orld, the production of grain and the
basic lodsoilt dern«i from it urn Kiln-
Itv.e man's great ictory krngt r
'1-he result nas that bread became some-
thing almost holy, the symbol of likrat-
mg labour, survi\al and cominunion.
The instinctive reactions t,f many peo-
nies still emhodv tins sort tit ornate ,-
slicet for bread. nhich is i,bseurely um.
shrint'd m then c"Iloo.c hull as a
saviour Books arc the "hie( t nt the
curt of tmacknom.ledgcd veneration since
they were the bread of the mind, the
great %ictory iii hit veil by sonnet hat less
prmutne men over ignorance and the
slavery it nuAns \ book thick does
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not last, an ephemeral a ho k
%%huh is an act and nut mts,al a

lasting reality, a neasure t,. 1w pi%-

ser%ed a pf for all now At, in,
es a is S. ,InetilIng Inch profoundly
shock, inir instinctite feelings and may
%yen disgust us

1,1 the %%t- art_ %41 y toll
assaie tha the p. or man's be ad in the
iiresent-day %%odd has ceased to be a

and has become a mine meta-
phut, and a bad one at that. We knots
that the %%orld's Iningir- %%ill not be ioer-
come this min I % the indnidnd toasts
of die ear or the loaf, but by a vast col-
leen% c effort bringing into play all the
silenutic, technual, and mechanical re-
souttes of the advanced eistlizations, by

a profound and s% stematic reform of so-
il:II structures, by a etnwerted ioi it
pnhty %%huh will affect nuoy other sec-
tors those of agriculture and
flood.

N., )1' taut tin gi eat Imogir of tie, mind
IR overcome m ant other %%ay. The in-
di%idual demands of aritcis. the refilled
ta,tts of culti% at ed book-losers, should
he given neithir mote not It %%eight in
inn plans fin the future than the man
tic gesture of the sosser or the gastrin-
fn% of Brillat-Savarm in the dist us-
sums of the Food and Agriculture Or-

mast deny nothing. but
nor must 55e interpose ;tingling het%%een
books and life, and especially not mths.

are his tog in an age is hen great
things ale being dime I* teams assist«1
h machines We readily accept this for
the arts %%hull base desloped along
is ith mass el%1117ation. such as radio,
tele%naon and films, not to mention the
theane, %%here there is direct contact
%% all the audtenc% and %% her- the prim
plc has al%%a)s been more or less ac-
cpted We MINI now go on to accept it

its respect of hooks it goes mthout
sa%ing that the very nature of reading
istlf al%%ass necessitate ur-ater mea-
sure of solitude than other form, of coin
immication nr artistic e\pressioii, but
the solitude 01 the %slater. like the soli-
tude of the reader, is not anti-social it
is only the means %%hereby each may
find the other \ man reading: alone in
his room often has more companions
than if he %sere catching a film ii nth a
thousand other spectator, in a cinema.

It is this inherent virtue bilks
%Odell must maintained and desel-
oped Dissemination, I i m i t I i s s and

ceaselessly retiM efl commtniteation
among all menthat is the trite function
of the hook Ome It ceases to fulfil it.
lum ever fine its appearance and how-
CN er noble its content. It is merely sr,'

much waste - toper, a soul-less treasure.
One might as is t11 put a stone in its
place.

It is that communication. that in-
di%idual. refreshing. searching commu-
nication Non and 1 are both concerned
with. Out of it comes any hopes we
may hase for a sane, free. peaceful
world. 1 hope we make it.

F fie( t c St tidy
I ts Nature anti until e

A. S mkt. ARILEY
Uhiyersity of Missouri

t IN THE HAYS OF Collipittertied educa-
tiol, programed learning. mid audio-
visual aids of various sorts and tvjws
one begins to wonder if in the Year
1967 a paper on study has am place on
the program of 11: \ Vet. (((i second
thought. the process of assembluvg
idea., and using them in forming gel -
eralizations and resulting issues is one
that will be forever witl: us regardless
of how the ideas are clothed and re-
gardless of w holier we are rei2t ring to
a third grader or a graduate student.
The Education Research Information
Center ( ER !Cr may reduce tutus of
the tasks ins I dyed in study. particularly
in locating and stimmatiiing informa-
tion , but the major task of sNnthesii-
ing and using it cannot be reduced to
a mechanical process.

\inch has been written already
about the process of said : but in spite
of the attention it has received as a
specialised reading act ivit , major
changes in school prt)grains designed
to improse stud% procedures have not
taken place in is idespread fashion A
few sporadic and transient programs
are the best we can find Karlin (8)
in a paper presented at the Miami
meeting of IR \ quoted Ruth Strang
as saving, "The most discouraging cir-
cmustance is that so little has been
done to implement sound ideas that
were advocated and tried Years ago"
In the saute paper Karlin also ref.'rs to
a survet made by lef;iiinis in 1961 in
which she reported 61 percent of a
total of 1,029 college freshman said
that their high school teachers had not
showed them how to improve reading
skills. In addition, h ss than 10 per-
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cent of the high school teachers sur-
eyed elannen to hacc had any training

teaching reading and study proce-
dun s

It is not to be presumed that another
paper on study will effect major
changes in practice. However. there
are several aspect: of study that have
not been sufficiently enilihasized These
f would like to explore with vou.

The 11.11111e of SIIIth

Furst, i should 111+V to discuss the
Ilse of the term study Literature uses
sey ( ral terms somewhat synonymous
in reference to this subjectAtm/v.
shav reading-study (dainties.
and readino abilities in the :cadent
areas .111 these terms relate to what
one uses in terms of skills, abilities.
and understandings m the process of
sold% Hut study itself, what is it?
What does one do or should one do
%%ken lie studies. %vhether at the fifth
grade level or the eleventh? Strangely
enough it is at this orecise point that
some of our study-skills problems lie,
for we are not in agreement as to what
the process is, in the first place Even
dictionaries an' of limited help, for they
define the process in diffeient ways.
One states that it is . . a process of
acquiring . . knowledge of a sub-
ject.** Ani4her defines it as " . . . the
application of the 111111(1 to the acquisi-
tion of knowledge, as by reading. in-
vestigation, or reflection The flu--
tut/iffy of Education defines it as "the
applimtion of the mind to a problem or
subject," Note that the first two defi-
nitions stress the idea of study as the
process of "getting" knowledge, while
the last one connotes the idea of proll-
lent sok ing.

In reading a number of articles and
reports dealing with the subject, I
have been parficularlv sensitive to the
definition of study that the y% ricer ei-
ther states or implies. In the majority
of cases it seems to oe assumed that
study is the act in which one engages
to accumulate facts, information, or
ideas. The end result is a score on a
test of factual information or the mini-
ber of questions that can be answered

correctly after one has read a geogra-
phy or science text .\ snub -skills
course may. lie devoted to teaching the
pupil or student how to locate informa-
tion or to use a table of contents or to
secure data from charts, graphs, dia-
grams. and the like, after which a
study -skills test is administered and
progress is noted in the learner's ability.
to engage in each of these tasks more
efficiently, the implication being that
he now has at hand a set of skills that
1%111 enable him to acquire facts more
expeditiously

On the other hand. we find state-
ments to the effect that study should be
cons,dered as something more than in-
formation gathering. or as the diction-
ary says, "knowledge acquisition "
ban 4i wrote, "Students must be
shown that there is more to study than
merely reading the pages of an assign-
nu nt He contends that study in so-
cial studies is an active thinking pro-
cess of following an author's line of
reasoning in relation to a well-defined
and clearly- understood pnrimise In
other words. the pnicess of stud) is
engaged in when there exis s some
purpose or need to be satisfied

In like manner, Robinson t11 t iii
an article in The Reading Teacher
said. . a meaningful reading pro-
gram in social studies or the other
content areas will focus on problem-
solution as the end, and skill (leyelop-
ment as the means. not vice versa.'.
1 ie. too. sees study in broader terms
than the acquisition of information.

In a paper that I fear has been lost
in the welter of literature on reading
and study is the one presented by Pres-
ton I /01 as the keynote speech at the
Miami meeting of IRA. In "Reading
for What?" Hr. Preston discusses.
%%bat lie called the "low ebb of ,eading
as an intellectual activity " As an in-
telleitnal activity, he said, reading was
at a low ebb for several reasons, one
being that reading people are preoccu-
pied with technical problems. the me-
chanics of the act, information getting.
rather than the end result. He wrote.
"We should not take our chief satisfac-
tion in bringing about mere literacy,
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desirable though literacy is. It is only
half the job We need to conceh-e of
our role in broader terms and not rest
content until the learner is caged ap-
plvintl radino, to gsmoi, 7%.mth;clule
goal [italics mine] The real mira-
cle of reading hes less in the process
than in what can be accomplished
through tt Translating this concept
of reading into the language of study,
we have the generalization that ttuiv
is being carried on its highest loci
\\lien the reader 1. doing something

ith the w ideas
In fact it i. almost in these terms

that Nila 'Banton Smith t 1.5f defined
study In differentiating between
reading and study ..he described a
Iniusewife perusing a household per-
iodical for entertainment 1.ater the
housewife returned to the magazine
and swilled an article hming a recipe
winch she wanted to use its preparing
the e cuing meal. In the latter situa-
tion she ha, put information to work
and has mili,ed skills where the intent
was "to do something" with the con-
tent read

What we have then are two points
of iew with regard to the means and
the end of the study act. One, that in-
formation. know ledge. facts. and ideas
are the end: the other. that these are
the means to the end of use, applica-
tion. problem solving, question an.wyer-
Mg-. or issue resolving One has en-
gaged in the act of study ashen he has
derived information or ideas and has
put them to use for some purpose that
has relevance and significance to the
learner.

Perhaps if we were to look at the
study act apart front reading, t might
be helpfnl: for we engage i t studs
many times where no reading ,,s such
is iii oh ed. Many of us engaged in
study \\lien we faced the question as to
whether we would attend the Seattle
meeting of IRA. For some there were
deterrents: it is a long way to Seattle
from New York. Florida, and even
'Missouri, and cost was a major factor.
Sonic were engaged in major projects
where time away from the job had to
be considered. Hut at the same time

there were reasons why we should
come: there were excellent meetings to
attend . there wa a paper to prcs( rat
there were friends that we see only
once a ear: and the State of \Vasil-
ington is pleasant in Aim \nd so we
assembled facts front carton, .,ource.
we used our past c\periinces:
talked w ith friends: we clic( i:ed to see
if there was mono in the trael
we looked over the program: we may
oen dun e read the 'minimum:11 litera-
ture about Seattle. and eventually we
canu t(1 a decision Can anyone sa:'
that this actk ity was not the process of
study in every sense of the word'

On analysis, wha was invoked in
this act ? What were the steps?
First. there was a problem, a question.
or an issue. Second. there was the se-
curing and marshalling of facts and in-
formation needed to soh e the problem.
Third. there was the oalnating and
weighing of the hits of information.
since each bit was not neeessarik of
equal alue or merit Finally. there
was a resolution of the problem. .\11

of this together composes the act of
sold\ .

Take note, if von w ill. of the second
step m the study act. We called it the
securing and marshalling of facts and
information There 1. rat doubt that
this was a en important part of the
study process : lint there would have
been very little. if any. 'ason for it
had there not been o problem to re-
solve Stody took !dace when there
was a purpose or motive. and the col-
lection of information was a means to
the end of problems solving. Isn't
meaning hereby given to Robin.on's
generalization that stuck should focus
on problem soh ing a. the end and skill
development as the means" And in
the same w a% isn't a partial answer
provided. at least, to Preston's ques-
tion, "reading for what?"

. don't wish to labor the place of
idea intake in stud" or in the receptive
area, as Herber (7) calls it. vet I do
feel that it is in this step that the study
act on all levels of instructionfrom
the elementary grades through col-
legeso frequently begins and ends
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It is reflected in the sixth grade teach-
er's assignment. "For t9morrow study
to the middle of page 126." meaning
that tomorrow be prepared to hand the
material back in a discussion. It is re-
flected in the high school teacher's ad-
monition. "Be sure to 'cm er' the mate-
rial carefullx, for omit-mum: We are
going to have a test.'' which frequently
ends up being a series of true-false
items measuring little other than fac-
tual recall. It is reflected in research
in which the researcher matches a con-
trol and experimental group tt which
lie gi es a series of lessons on the use
of the card catalog. use of the diction-
ar . and map reading. After post-
testing the two groups. lie enters the
data on I Iollerith cards, puts them
through a computer. and conies out
with the fact that the 3.78 points of
difference between the two groups is
statistically significant at the one per-
cent level Truh, studying for what'

Facts. knowledge. ideas, all are use-
ful. in fact essential, in the study act
because they constitute the raw mate-
lit,: in the process of proldem Si dying
But accumulated for their own sake to
be regurgitated later. they are no bet-
ter than the miser's coins which he
counts each Saturday night and re-
turns to his sack since they sene nei-
ther himself nor society to au v useful
purpose.

In fact. they represent a kind of
pseudo erudition dramatized in radio
days by the Quiz Kids and today in
television on the College Bowl pro-
gram. where for preparation the group
dredges up every particle of isolated
and undigested information that the
questioner might possibly ask. Un-
derstanding the process of study

(mid in a dramatic way modify the
assignments that we make, the stud
act in which the students engage, and
our teaching methods in general.

The reading-study purpose

The term purpose in relation to
reading and study also is used in
different ways by different writers.
Some speak of study as being a pur-
poseful activity when the reader ap-

proaches his material with a definite
question m nimd : such as. "To what
extent did Germanv's decision to at-
tack the Soviet I 'Ilion and Japan's de-
cision to attack the United States
make possible the defeat of the Axis in
WoJd War II )tiers use the term
in reference to the reading set or study
objective that the reader keeps in mind
as lie studies, as. for example. to note
deoils. to erify a statement. and to
answer a specific question. Still oth-
ers refer to purpose as adjustments
that the reader makes in reading. such
as to skim or to recognize do ices and

ords that indicate certain types Of
idea rlatitinships. Certainly before
one can help students establish a pur-
pose for study one needs to know what
a purpose is to begin with.

Perhaps the follow ing may help in
clarification. The student begin. with
a studs objective or study task, which
may be a question for which he wants
an answer or a problem situation in
nord of resolution. It is the read-
er's basic motivation for reading.
Examides of these kinds of reading
tasks might be: Why does a satellite
orbit the earth What steps are in-ised iii baking a cake? or. What
factors made possible the defeat of the
Axis in orld War II.' The reading
or study objectlie. on the one hand.
may be met with a minimum amount
of reading: or it may require the use
of several sources and a prolonged per-
iod of study. It may lie one that is es-
taiiiished by the teacher as part of an
assignment. It ma be one set by the
strident himself as something he needs
to find out or understand. At an rate
it is an essential prerequisite for stiul.
Being without it is like beginning a va-
cation trill with no idea of where one is
going or what one wishes to see.

The study task or objective deter-
mines in turn, the study ptirpfise.
"1-he purpose may be to determine the
main idea, to note details or facts, to
trace out the writer's organization, to
distinguish between fact and opinion,
or to sense idea relationships. The
purpose supplies the mental set for the
act of study. If the study objective or
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task calls for tracing out the writer's
organization, the student puts his mind
to the job of searching tor the main
ideas being developed and the various
let els of subordination used by the
writer in developing his ideas. But. of
course, a reading purpose cannot 1w
determined until the student clearly
has in mind his study oi.jective.

Knowing the study objective and the
stud% purpose, the student now needs
to make certain adjustments as he pro-
ceeds An obvious adjustment would
he in the area of rate, for some pur-
poses may call for rapid reading while
others may call for a slow, study-type
reading. The student may need to re-
read to determine the level of subordi-
nation of a given point, or he may
need to skim to determine whether a
particular bit of information is supplied
by the article. The adjustments. then.
are those required in order to satisfy
the study purpose which in turn is
conditioned by the study objective.

The most recent and possibly the
most complete piece of research deal-
ing with reading purposes is that of
Helen K Smith (14). She was con-
cerned with student ability. to identify
appropriate reading purposes from the
nature of the content, to comprehend
material. and to make necessary read-
ing adjustments in the light of the
reading purpose. Using ninth graders
from a suburban Chicago high school.
Smith divided them into experimental
and control groups, fourteen classes
composed of 204 students being expe-
rimental and fifteen classes of 307 stu-
dents being control. From these two
sets of classes she matched two
groupsan experimental group of 62
students and a control group of like
number. All comparisons were be-
tween both experimental and control
classes and groups. All students were
tin- and post-tested with the Coopera-
tive English Test : Reading Compre-
hension, and a "Test of Purpose" de-
veloped by the researcher, This test
was made up of two parts : Part J, to
assess the ability of students to identify
appropriate reading purposes for
which a given selection should he

read: and Part II. to determine the
ability to comprehend passages when
given a pre-stated purpose, as well as
to determine the procedures and ad-
justments used in reading those pas-
sages. over a petiotl of a sear the t \-

et-fluent:II students were given in-
,

uction in purposeful reading
through work in their regular English
-'asses

(' omparisons made at the end of the
experimental period indicated that
those Iwo% een the experimental and
control classes were much more signif-
icant than those between the smaller
groups of experimental and control
subjects. As a result of the instruction
given in the experimental classes, the
students were better able to identiR
appropriate purposes for reading, to
read significantly better fin- the pm--
pises studied, and to comprehend on a
higher le% el than could the students in
the control classes.

As an overall conclusion from this
comprehensive study. Smith concluded
that well-planned assignments should
be made in which students are given
reading purposes or are given direct
instruction and guidance in setting
their own purposes. Nloreover, she
recommended that instruction in pur-
poseful reading should he given below
and above the ninth grade. the grade in
%%Inch this study w as carried out.

Other studies than Smith's confirm
the value of study objectk es and pur-
poses Schlosser and Young t 13 )

working with college students found
that higher levels of achievement ac-
crued from helping students develop
motives for study than from instruc-
tion in specific study techniques.
They said. steady. vigorous,
highly motivated effort is the outstand-
ing trait of the student whose achieve-
ment is high relative to his abilities:*

Spache (1S) made several pertinent
observations concerning study objec-
tives. IR pointed out that accurate
comprehension assumes clear -cut hair-
poses (reading objectives), established
either by the teacher or by the student
himself. "Without directions." he

wrote, "he is likely to retain neither
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main ideas. nor details, nor relation-
ships since he knows not what he is
seeking And then lie continued dis-
cussing the importance of clarifing
study objectives for each assignment
i le suggested that the instructor ask
himself. "What are the reasons for
having the pupils read this assign-
ment ''' And then he added a state-
unlit with which T thoroughl concur.
"If the insti uctor has not a particular
purpose in mind, it is doubtful whether
the assignment is justifiable."

To nn way of thinkirg, the point
Spaehe made regarding the importance
of reading objectives underlies one of
the most troublesome problems facing
a student in the act of study. When
questioned about their study problems,
students frequently list as one of the
first their inability to concentrate.
What they don't know and what we
many time, don't realize is that unless
they are asleep, they are alwals con-
centrating on something: but what
thaw are concentrating on may have lit-
tle relation to the learning task.
Rather than thinking about the precip-
itating causes of the Civil War, the
major problem is "How will 1 ask
Susie to go to the spring formal. and
what will 1 do if she says. 'No'?"

It is a well known principle that one
focuses his attention (concentrates) on
those things that are of most signifi-
cance to him. Consequently, if one is
to concentrate one must make the
learning task preeminent Granted
this is difficult to do when the learning
task is in competition with the spring
prom, but the principle still remains.
If learning tasks are to be competith e
with oth- questions and problems
confront'og the learner to which his
attention might be drawn, two things
must be kept in mind. First, the
learning task or sti.dy objective should
he one that focuses on problem soling,
issue resolving, or generalization form-
ing rather than memorization of de-
tails. Tyler ( /Q) showed, for exam-
ple, that facts and rote learnings were
eroded away by the passage of time
while generalizations and principles
were retained to a much greater de-
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gree Second, and most important, the
learning task must have relevance tee

the learner It must be one to which
he sees some point. some purpose in
doing Otherwise it becomes another
assignment to do, to get out of the
way. and to forget, As Spache sa\ s. if
there is no good purpose for doing it.
it is doubtful whether the assignment
is justifiable.

When discussing reading-study ob-
jectives. the question frequently arises
as to whether, to be most effective. the
souk objrctives should have their

w ith the teacher or the student .\
study reported In Henderson ( 3 )
throw s some light on this question
Taking 24 good readers and 24 poor
readers on the fifth grade level he sub-
jected them to four different t ries of
purpose setting behavior In one of
these situations the -iihjects read the
fir ,t half of a still -in,' then conjec-
tured and declared a reading purpose
In another the reading objectives were
supplied In the teacher. A check of
comprehension indicated that the
differences between the two treatments
were insignificant whether the pupils
set their own purposes or were given
purposes by the teacher

Similar findings to those alone were
reported b, Smith d 141 in the sty h to
which we have ;dread\ referred.
From her findings. \ ou will recall, she
concluded that well-planncil

nts should he made in which stu-
dents either were given reading pur-
poses or were given direct instruction
and guidance in setting their o pur-
poses

It would appear logical to assume
that the younger children would profit
from stud objectives supplied largely
by the tepcher. Eientuall the objec-
tives will be cooperatively derived b
teacher and and still later, as
pupils become more mature, they will
assume increasing responsibility for
formulating their own study objectives.

Skills involved un stud)

In the area of study skills, there is
likewise confusion growirg out of the
inconsistent use of terminology and the
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merlapping of skills front one 1( arning
area to another Nita Banton Smith
(16) helps to clarify the issues here by
categorizing skills needed to stud)
effectis els- as common reading skills,
common studs' skills. and specialized
skills and competencies needed for
study in the various curricular areas.
The common reading competencies uti-
lized in studs' are those used in any
type of reading in anv tspe of content,
nontextual as well as textual. and for
any type of objective. Important here
wmild be the anions mord perception
abilities, vocabulary. basic comprehen-
SI011 skills, and critical evaluation. To
a large degree the comprehension skills
are those growing out of the reading;
purpose we have already discussed
reading for the main idea. following di-
rection. following a sequence of ideas.
forming generalizations. and the like

One can find almost as niz.ny lists of
comprehension skills assumed to be
important in reading and study as there
are writers on the subject Niles (C)
contems. however, that at the heart
of the ability to comprehend content of
any kind there are three major skill
a...eas The first is the ability to find
and understand thought relationships
(comparison-contrast. chronological.
cause- effect, etc 1 The second is the
abilits to set specific study objectives
and purposes. These we have already
discussed at length The third is the
ability to make use of the backlog of
real and vicarious experiences that re-
late to and serse to amplifr the new
materials 'Without a doubt these are
essential npetencies that would
serve w ell the purpose of reading or
study in any area.

The common study skills are those
to which frequent reference is made in
the literature. Thew are skills and
abiliCes used in study rather than cas-
ual reading and used similarly regard-
less of the area or subject I'snallc
these are referred to as location of in-
formation with reference to a particti-
lai leading task or objective: selecting
and evaluating information in the light
of the objective: and organizing in-
formation (fa -'s, principles, generaii-
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nations in a form or manner de-
manded by the situation This task
ma\ be in the form of an outline for an
oral report. notes for a discussion. an
investigatis e paper. a dramatization. or
a cartoon or draw ing to illustrate a
ss uthesis of ideas

Freqtienth. recall
listed as um' of the common studs
skills T am omitting it here for it has
alw as s seemed to me that recall is in-
herent to the act of organization
Recall is a in-product of the organiza-
tion process rather than a separate
conmetencv to be des eloped In the
second place it carries the connotation
of niemorization for later rote recall or
recitation of such things a, lists. iso-
lated facts, and statements These we
would hardiv accept as the end toward
which the study process should be di-
rected

1 ant omitting from our discussion
am thing liming to do N\ nth the a,ttial
teaching procedures for the develop-
ment of the common study sl."'s.
clueds because the numograph on

studs skills in the Perspectives in

Beading s(ries, prepared under the
sponsorship of INA and compiled and
edited bs I larold I lerber ( 6 ) . cos

ers this area so completely. This is
a nil inograph that should be in the

hands of ever\ classroom teacher.
particuhriv those on the secondary
he el ritten and extremels
helpful chapters (.. er the development
of word studs- skills, the use of book
parts. sources, of information. and vis-
ual aids 1 recommend it highly as it
source of practical help Suffice it to
say here toat there is ample evidence
that studs- abilities can be taught (2
and that the te,iching of them contrib-
utes to improved

Within the past twenty-6,e years
or so Nye have become increasingly
aware f tne fact that efficient reading-
in the content areas cads for more than
the general or conimon studv skills re-
fen ed to :those. A considerable body
of research evidence is available that
competent reading in one area, litera-
ture for example, does not necessarily
insure competent reading in science or

or retention is
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mathematics Though there niay be
skills that overlap one area with an-
other, there are others quite unique to
a gi% en area. This is so because each
content has its own specialized vocabu-
lary, its method of treating ideas, its
pattern of writing, and its own particu-
lar objectives which structure the kind
of approach required (1).

Further evidence of this is in a

study by Smith (17) who made an
analysis of 52 tests in science, 60 in so-
cial studies, 49 in mathematics, aud 45
in literature and arrived at a set of
writing patterns used by authors in the
development of content in each of these
areas. From these writing patterns
she derived the various response types
demanded of the reader in dealing with
the content. For example, social stud-
ies requires the reacting of pictures,
maps, and at'ases : the analyzing of
content for cause-effect relations, com-
parisons, sequence of events: and the
critical analysis of content where
different viewpoints are expressed,
where facts are mixed with opinions,
and where propaganda is used. This
analysis is extremely helpful to teach-
ers in aiding their students to read the
subject matter in each of their teaching
areas.

Other lists of skills and abilities as-
sumed to be necessary for interpreting
content in the various subject areas are
found in any text in reading methods.
I would want to call particular atten-
tion to another monograph in the Per-
spectives in Reading series titled
Reading Instruction in Secondary
Schools and edited by Margaret J.
Early (3). Chapters by Bamman on
reading in the science and mathematics
areas, Herber in history, and Burton
in literature are very comprehensive.

But in the final analysis, as helpful
as these sources niay be, it is quite dif-
ficult to tell Mr. Harris, teaching his-
tory. in P S. 46, precisely what study
competencies he will need to develop.
In the first place, the curricular design
lie follows will determine to a great ex-
tent the skills he will need to teach. If
he follows a single text, the skills will
he quite different from those he would

need to develop were he using a prob-
lem centered approach They will de-
pend on the level of students in his class
and to a large extent on their prior in-
struction. Consequently. Mr. Harris'
best guide will come from the answer
to a question he asks of himself :
"What competencies do my students
need io order to study my subject as T
teach it Following this is the sec-
ond question : "In which skills and
abilities are my students sufficiently
competent to deal with in my area?"
These remaining skills then become
the teaching responsibility of that
teacLer as they are required, keeping
in mind of course that there may be
students who will require individual
help apart from that given to the
group.

Study skills programs

The literature contains a number of
action studies and a few pieces of
well-controlled research attesting to
the value of school programs devoted
to the development of study skills and
abilities. Many of these are described
by Catterson (2). She points out that
some programs are carried out under
the aegis of English classes and others
in special reading classes. She notes.
however, a trend toward programs
handled by classroom teachers in the
regular content areas. If content area
teachers are involved with content that
students use for study purposes r.,Id if
study competencies are to a substantial
degree specific to each content area,
then it must follow, as night the day,
that the major responsibility for de-
veloping study competencies will be
within the context of subject content
on all grade levels.

But content area teachers have not
been overwhelmingly responsive to this
idea. One reason is, they say, that
they lack the knoeldge to conduct in-
struction. This, I think, is a rationali-
zation ; for if the doing of it is impor-
tant, as evidence and sheer logic
shows, then there are ample resource
materials available for help. The two
IRA Perspecti% es monographs to
which we have frequently referred, to
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say nothing about the treatment of
study in any reading test, would pro-
vide ample help. Moreover, reports of
most of the successful reading and
study programs on the secondary level
have indicated that in -sere ice training
of teachers was an essential part of the
program Frequently such instruction
was provided by the reading supervi-
sor or coordinator.

Another reason. implied if not ac-
tually stated, for letting the task go by
default is that the subject matter
teacher feels that he hasn't tiny! to de-
velop study procedures along with the
teaching of his subject content. The
task is assumed to be something extra
added to an already overextended
course outline Like selling football
tickets on Saturday afternoon, it goes

er and beyond the call of duty. But
Catterson makes a statement that I
think takes away the potency of this as
an argument. She says, "The authors
of these papers have made it Avious
that they think of study skill: not as
something to teach, but as a way to
teacha way of teaching which ad-
vances not only the student's knowl-
edge of subject matter but his ability
to learn other subject matter independ-
ently and at will." In other words she
was not talking about a unit on study
to be added to an already overloaded
course outline but something that
should be a part of just good teaching.

But if we need to clinch the argu-
ment that the teaching of subject con-
tent cannot be divorced from the
development of study competencies, the
following question is offered as the
coup de grace. What is the teaching
of a particular subject such as social
studies, science, literature, or home ec-
onomics other than that of teaching
the pupil or student to recognize and
face issues, questions, or problems in-
herent to that body of content ; to lo-
cate appropriate informative content ;
and to derive from that content ideas,
generalizations, and principles that will
help him answer his questions, resolve
the issues, or form valid bases for
opinions or judgments? It would seem,
then, we arc saying only in another

way that the teaching of a particular
subject is the teaching of the study of
that subject; and that makes inescapa-
ble the fact that every teacher is a
teacher of reading and study.
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Phonics Problems in
Beginning Reading

DONALD D. DURRELL
Boston I-niversity

THE CENTRAL PROBLEM in learning to
read is the mastery of phonics Any
child who can speak English can learn
to read it, if an adequate program in
phonics is provided for him. The fact
that he can speak demonstrates his in-
tellectual capacity to use symbols for
objects. ;Actions. ideas. Since his
speech is made up of phonetic elements
combined to produce words and sen-
tences, he has a working basis of pho-
nemics, even though he may be uncon-
scious of the separate elements. The
task of phonics is one of attaching
these sounds in speech to printed s)m-
bols.

The elimination of poor readers,
reading failures, or nonreaders usually
requires only the improvement in the
effectiveness of phonics instruction.
In the early days of the study of read-
ing failures, we pursued the question,
"What is wrong with the child?"
This approach brought elaborate psy-
chological inquiry: tests of eye-hand
domiaance, motor tests, visual and au-
ditory perception tests, neurological
theories, psychiatric concern, sociologi-
cal studies. We find this approach re-
peated in the current reincarnation of
"dyslexia." There is usually nothing

iO

wrong with the child; what he needs is
precisely adjusted and highly moti-
vated lessons which establish relation-
ships between sounds in speech and
words in print. Our present crude
knowledge of phonics is adequate to
overcome difficulties in individual tu-
toring where constant adjustments
may he made to the child's learning
needs, but the elimination of failures in
classroom teaching requires better
services than our current phonics pro-
grams offer We still have too many
unanswered questions allow phonics

If there are ant lingering doubts
about the value of phonics in beginning
reading, the Bond-Dykstra report (3)
should dispel them. In this analysis of
the national study of first grade read-
ing, it is noted that the reading ap-
proaches which stressed phonics had
the highest yields. The differences
among the programs were not great,
but the general order seems to be the
following: basal readers plus supple-
mentary phonics. linguistic approaches,
the initial teaching alphabet, language
experience approaches. and basal read-
ers without extra phonics service.
The only individualized reading pro-
gram was that of Spencer (15) who
provided a foundation of intensive
phonics. All programs pros id«I phon-
ics instruction; even the language ex-
perience programs included systematic
phonics instruction.

Apparently we need p. definition of
phonics. We find some authors of
reading approaches which stress phon-
ics denying that they use a phonics ap-
proach. College students of the cur-
rent generation often believe that they
had no phonics in their reading pro-
grams. The basic definition of phonics
might well he "attaching speech sounds
to printed words." If one is learning
to read by any method, he is learning
phonics; if he has learned to read, he
has learned phonics. It is the only
way a phonetically-based reading sys-
tem can be learned. Even the
"look say" approaches match speech
elements to printed words, although
both pupils and teachers may be un-
aware of the fact. All approaches to
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reading are phonic approaches, just as
all are "linguistic" approaches: phon-
ics and language are basic elements in
beginning reading. The learning of
phonics begins with speech and contin-
ues as long as a person reads: ad-
vanced language scholars con-..antly
add to their phonics learnings

The child's phonics program begins
with learning to speak. 'When he
learns to say "mamma,- "daddy." and
"rive- bye." he has started his phonics
program. De has mastered the trick
of producing the phonemes /m/,
and /It/ plus the vowels. As other
phoneme-. are added and words come
clearly, the phonetic background for
reading is being established. but often
unconsciously. A child may develop a
wide speaking vocabulary with clear
enunciation and still 1w unaware of the
phonemes in his speech. just as most
adults are unconscious of the lip-
tongue-teeth-breath gymnastics in their
speech. Until the phonemes in speech
are brought to the child's attention, he
will not learn to read: he has no pho-
nemes to attach to graphemes. About
one third of children entering first
grade need special training to bring the
sininds in spoken words to their atten-
tion (12 1. This lack of ability to
identify phonemes in spoken words is
the major cause of reading failures
There is nothing wrong with the child:
all he needs is help in becoming aware
of the sound elements in his spoken
words. The need is easy to discover :
simply ask the child to give the first
sound in money or magic and the last
sound in steam or drton and then test
for other consonant phonemes in a

similar manner, Oddly enough, sonic
of our linguists seem unaware of this
difficulty: sonic e'en deny the need for
"ear training."

The child's preschool phonics also
consists of familiarity with letter
names The average American child
conies to first grade knowing the
names of twenty-one capital and fifteen
lower-case letters (12), but some chil-
dren know no letter names. Despite
the continuing evidence of the relation-
ship of letter name knowledge to learn-

ing to read, some people see no tic be-
tween letter names and phonics in a
recent textbook. one of our top schol-
ars acknowledges the relationship of
letter names to success in reading lint
adds this footnote. "Yet undoubtedly
letter names is a symptom rather
than a cause of reading success."
Apparently we need a rationale and
e% idence for letter names as a part of
phonic~. The rationale is easy, and we
have smile beginning evidence of the
relationship All consonant letter
names. except Jt, q. 7c, and v. contain
their phonemes plus an extraneous
vow el and, of conr.,e, the names of
vowels are their "long sound.- In the
names of the "long -c" lettersb. c. d.
q. p. t. v.: the phoneme precedes the
vow el in the name : to say these letters,
the child uses exactly the same speech
mechanisms as in giving the "sounds.-
The names of the "short-e- lettersf.
I, to. s. .rhme a similar %aim..
will the phoneme follow ing the vowel
in the name. The names of r. and i
also contain their phonemes The
close association between name and
sound in twent%-two of the tw ent
letters surely should help phonics; it

Wylie ( 76) shows that when
the letter name is known. the sound is
easier to learn 11e finds that the
names of h. q, 7, and y also helped it.
learning sounds. although to a lesser
extent: the name may indicate high
familiarity with letter form, making
the sound easier to attach. Someone
who init.:: the athantage of letter
names in phonics will surely ask Con-
gress to rename It. q. le. and y: per-
haps hay. we, st'ay'. and t,tth might
do: and at the same time they might
change the names of c and y to AT(' and
gay, to take advantage of their more
frequent hard sounds!

The ability to identify phonemes in
orris and to recognize letter names rep-

resents a prereading phonics achieve-
ment which can he inventoried at
school entrance. The value of this
early phonics learning in predicting
reading success is shown in the Bond-
Dykstra (3) report: "The best single
predictor of first grade reading success
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among the premeasures used in this
study was the Murphy-Durrell Letter
Names Test. Likewise. n (,ur of the
six treatment groups. the Murphy-
Durrell Phonemes Test ranked as the
second best predictor of reading
achieN einem." (It is evident here that-
modesty has been set aside for the sat-
isfaction of the supporting evidence!)
What is measured by these tests is
early phonics achievement, the com-
pleteness of the phonics foundations
for beginning reading and for more
advanced phonics. Successful "look-
say" pupils always have this phonics
background; all of the children who
learn to read before coming to school
are quite proficient in phoneme per-
ception and letter name knowledge;
they can even "spell by ear." It is this
phonics background that makes it pos-
sible for the child to master the "fifty
to seventy-five sight words before
phonicsics i nstruction" wh icl , some people
insist upon. The phonics actually comes
before the sight words; without this
prereading phonics, sight words are
very difficult to acquire Of course
there is no need to quarrel about
"words first" or "phonics first"; phon-
ics conies first. but both prereading
phonics and more advanced phonics
may he taught through techniques
using whole words so that sight vocab-
ulary and phonics may be learned at
the same time

Problems and controversies abound
in the teaching of phonics. Vowels
seen) to invite the hottest conflicts; the
amount of the heat indicates the depth
of our ignorance about how vowels
should he taught The uadependabil-
ity of spelling vowel phonemes is. of
course, the cause of the trouble
florn's (9) finding that "the short i
sound is spelled at least fifteen vays,"
is confirmed by Hanna (8) c0-.. re-
ported twenty-two different s , ,,;'s
of short i. The hope that rime. rules
will solve the problem seems to fade
with (ach new study: Clymer (5) and
now Bailey (2) find the two-vowel
rule, "the first says its name, the sec-
ond is usually silent," to be more often
wrong than right. They find that oth-

ers among our traditional rules lack
desirable dependability. Hanna's team
(8) derived 1 1 1 vowel rules and 92
consonant rules to assist their com-
puter to spell ; even with these 203
rules the computer spelled only one
half of the 17.000 words correctl !
Shumwav's finding (14) that fifth
grade children could sn," correctly in
September more than half of the spell-
ing words for the year is rather com-
forting ; one wonders what rules were
built into their computers. And it is
reassuring to contemplate McKee's
demonstration (10) that one can get
on quite well in reading when dashes
are substituted for vowels.

In addition to rules, many other so-
lutions have been proposed and devel-
oped to meet the N ark(' spellings of
vowels. Diacritical marks to distin-
guish different vowel sound,. in begin-
ning reading was found by Fry (7) to
be one of his less effective approaches
Different colors of print to indicate
different vowel sounds is another ap-
proach. Some linguists establish the
more dependable short \ ON% els in
three-letter words before moving to
other vowel sounds. George Bernard
.-;haw suggested simplified spelling. a
proposal which is constantly revived
Dewey (6) presents scholar]: support
for simplified spelling. discussing, and
illustrating both ends of the problem:
difficultie in putting sounds into print
and in obtaining sounds from print.
The initial teaching alphabet is a modi-
fication of simplified spelling. sug-
gested as an approach to stabilize the
phoneme-grapheme relationship for
early stages of reading. All of these
approaches are successful in teaching
reading. but none more than another
nor more than phonics in standard
spellings and print. There is the per-
sistent question of why so many chil-
dren acquire superior abilities in read-
ing and spelling despite the vowel vari-
ations. Vhat perceptual abilities.
what insights. do such children acquire
which eliminate most of the trouble?
Can we identify these and teach them
to others?

Our studies ;ndicate that the phono-
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gram is the unit moist children depend
upon in recognizing words in begin-
ning reading. The phonogram stabi-
lizes the vowel quite dependably: in
one-syllable words, the consonants
which follow the %ow el set the vowel
Nalue. In the ancient ca -t versus c-at
controversy, our evidence favors c-at.
In studying the abilities of first grade
children to read unfamiliar words,
Canham (4) found that even those
children who were taught a ca-t ap-
proach could get fn An cap to map eas-
ier than from man to map. Of course
this is a featherweight problem. there
are fewer than 150 three-letter words
with medial short vowels in the child's
speaking vocabulary. Yet the fact re-
mains that at says at, but ca- says
different things in came, call. car, care.
catch In most of the 225 phonograms
from which stem three or more pri-
mary grade words, the vowel is sfahle,
relati%ely few change vowel sounds
with initial consonants, such as the
-ant phonogram shifting the vowel in
want. Of course, the same sound clus-
ter may be spelled different ways; for
example, the air sound is spelled many
ways. the most frequent being -ear.
-are. and -air. However, Santeusanio
(13 ) found that children have little
difficulty with this problem in rcading:
spelling presents more difficulties
The utility of the phonogram as a rec-
ovition unit is further supported by
Wylie's finding (16) that children can
identify whole phonograms easier than
they can identik the vowels within the
phonogram. If the phonogram which
includes the vowel is known, why
bother with the separate sound of the
vowel?

Wylie also pros ided some light on
the question of teaching long vowels
first or short vowels first In his test
of recognition of 140 phonograms by
first grade children in May, the long
vowel phonograms and the short vowel
phonograms were almost equally easily
mastered. The same finding was

shown for long vowel phonograms
formed by silent e and those formed by
vowel digraphs. The only significant
differences in ease of learning was in

frequency of appearance of phono-
grams in words Phonograms which
were common to manv words were
more readily learned than those from
which few words stemmed. If stabil-
ity in vowel sounds is desired in begin-
ning reading, the selection of which to
present first seems to be one of fre-
quency of appearance in words:
whether the are long or short makes
little difference.

We lime thus far ignored the conso-
nant problems perhaps we should
continue to do so. That they present
difficulties of phonemes being repre-
sented by different letters, silent let-
ters. doubled letters, or letters repre-
senting different sounds is amply
shown by Hanna's need (8) for ninety-
two consonant rules for his computer.

There are other more intriguing
concerns in phonics, Slane of which
may be trivial but others significant.
The order of teaching letters, "stick
letters befo:e circle letters or stick-
arid-circle letters," is trivial: children's
knowledge of letter names bears no re-
lationship to form (16). NVhich
sonant phonoucs to teach first is also a
trivial question the child iiiiist know
them all within a short period, and
the difficulty of learning one seems lit-
tle different from learning another.
Vowels first or consonants first also is
of little concern . both must be 1,.arned
and in a phonogram or whole -word
phonics approach, they are presented
together. Regardless of the pro-
gramed order, each child has his ow n
unique order of learning, so the pro-
gram seldom fits any indi%idual.
Where does writing come into the
phonics program? Is it an earlier or
later learning? Child development
studies find that the desire to write
comes by the fourth year, long before
the desire to read . phonics programs
possibly should include writing very
early.

Of greater import are the questions
concerning methods of teaching phon-
ics. First, as for the matter of keeping
meaning foremost in words used in
phonics instruction, shall we stress
meaning or eliminate it? Shall we
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learning rates: pupils who come with
inadequate prereading phonics get
early help in letter names and phoneme
identification. while such instruction is
omitted for those who don't need it
There are many other differences in
the economy of the use of classroom
learning time, but these will illustrate
some differences in practice. A care-
ful study would probably show that
there is more leaming opportunity
pros tiled in a single hour in some
classrooms than there is in a week in
either classrooms Of course there are
desirable persolmlitv qualities as well
as undesirable ones among teachers.
we all prefer attractive pleasant teach-
ers to frowsy ones with nasty disposi-
tions. but pupil achim mews are more
likely to var with what the teacher
does in using learning time than with
her pursonalit

The teacher %ariable will continue to
be the most significant factor in phon-
ics learning until our instructional
materials are improved. Some phonics
programs depend almost entirely upon
teacher-built materials, offering only
sample lessons and general advice.
Some offer hit-or-miss lessons, unre-
lated to differences in phonics back-
grounds brought to first grade or to
the amounts of practice required for
mastery. Nlany programs have low
economy techniques built in when ev-
ery-pupil-response techniques and
self-directing, self-correcting lessons
might well have been included. Few
programs take ad%antage of the mutual
aid in learning prmided bty pupil
teams Even the most carefull% struc-
tured programs offer the 3aniu see ice
for all children. ignoring individual
differnnces. Each must make choices
among the unanswered questions about
phonics. providing a plausible rationale
rather than evidence for the choice.

We need many innovations in phon-
ics programs, but with the miunations
we have the responsibility to evaluate.
\o current phonics program warrants
uncritical school-wide adoption. All
offer plausible ativantagcs, evidences of
higher achievements as compared to
undefined alternative programs, and

testimonials from satisfied and de-
lighted users. We need well-designed
studies to evaluate phonics pro-
gramsstudies which use many ap-
proaches in direct comparisons, which
utilize more precise measures of
phonics growth and transfer, and
which control man% essential variables.
Many of the unarm ered questions will
require the precision of inventories of
small elements of growth Clearly
there are rich opportunities for re-
search studies, both large and small. in
the area of phonics

While searching for store perfect
phonics programs. we should not fail
to recognize that we have done well
with current ones. All newly-
standardized primary reading tests
show that children at the end of first
grade now achieve e nearly as well as
did children at tlle end of second grade
fifteen years ago. If we can make this
progress with our imperfect phonics
programs, we can make still higher
gains as our knowledge and services
improve.
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Five Decades of
Remedial Reading

ALBERT j. HARRIS
The City University of New York

THE YEAR 1965 marked the close of the
first fifty years of American interest in
remedial reading. \\lien I was invited
to choose a topic. it occurred to me
that an historical overview of the
50-year period might be appropriate
As I read again some of the contribu-
tions that were w ritten over 30 years
ago, I rediscovered many an idea that
had been new and exciting 'hen I
had first encountered it. I developed a
new respect for the pioneers and a
com iction that much of our present
thinking has roots that go far back. It
began to appear that each of the five
decades had its ow n distinctive charac-
teristics.

Since this paper is an attempt to
provide an historical overview and
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perspective, the five decades will he
discussed in sequence. For each
ten-year period, major trends will be
noted and the particular developments
that seem to me most noteworthy will
be briefly described ObNionsly, the
selection of what to include from a
vast and neark overwhelming litera-
ture is a matter of personal opinion:
and while I haN e tried to be objective,

MV11 beliefs and interests mcessar-
ih have influenced my choices am!
w hat I shall say about them

The first decade 1916 to 1925
The idea that some children hat e

special difficult \ in learning to read
and can be diagnosed and given special
teaching seems to hat e sprung into
prominence in \nterican education al-
most full grown The first journal ar-
ticle on the subject appeared in 1016.
hv 11)22 there ;dread, w (Tr two books
and a boil of periodical literature on
the subject

Concern with reading disabilit \ ,lid
not originate on this continent. \
case study Totten in 1896 a British
phsician. \V Pringle Morgan. is gen-
erally thought to be the first writing on
the subject (41 Morgan used the
term -congenital word-blindness" to
describe a fourteen-year-old boy \\ ho
had not learned to read although he
seemed intelligent in other respects.
But for the next Nentv years interest
was confined almost entirely to a few
European medical practitioners and
di,1 not cross the Atlantic.

The first American paper on reme-
dial reading Wa%, probably one written
by Willis Uhl and published in the El-
ementary School Journal id 1916
(59). Uhl gave silent and oral read-
ing tests to all pupils in grades three to
eight of an elementary school, listed
ten kinds of faults, and suggested
remedial procedures. Within the next
four years diagnostic procedures, case
studies, and school survey results were
published by such people as Augusta
Bronner (5), Charles Judd (31), W.
S. Gray (25), Clarence T. Gray (34),
and I .aura Zirlies (62). By 1921
William S. Gray authored a hook of
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case studies (26). and in 1922 Clar-
ence T Gray attempted to cover the
field in a book entitled Deficiencies in
Reading Ability. Their Diagnosis and
Remedies (21).

The fast American paper in the Eu-
ropean mode %%as by Clara Schmitt
and appeared in 1918 (50). She used
the terms "developmental alexia" and
"congenital word-blindness" and advo-
cated a systematic phonic method of
remedial instruction She introduced
one new sound at a time in a continued
story ii, which hells rang (1), dogs
barked ( r ) , cows mooed ( m), etc.

At the same time Grace Fernald.
who had worked under Dr Shepherd
Ivory Franz in the retraining of sol-
diers with head wounds, was develop-
ing the kinesthetic method for teaching
nonreaders Her first paper. published
in 1921. was widely read and influen-
tial (18).

The first decade drew to a close
with the publication of the Report of
the National Committee on Reading in
1925 -the famous 24th Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of
Education ( /61. In this highly in-
fluential volume there was a chapter
entitled "Diagnosis and Remedial
Work." That chapter consisted
mainly of a table with three parallel
columns: evidences of deficiency, diag-
nosis and remedial suggestions The
table occupied ten pages am: contained
suggestions that are still worth read-
ing

There is an interesting contrast in
the basic approach )f the early medical
and educational w riters on reading
problems, one which T believe contin-
ues to this day The physicians w ere
concerned primarily with differential
diagnosis and only secondarily with
remedial help. The educators were
concerned mainly with developing tests
to measure reading skills and with
practical teaching techniques. They
were interested in diagnosisespecially
the kind of diagnosis that tries to es-
tablish causationto a far lesser de-
gree This difference is still quite
evident in the 1960's.

The second decade: 1926-1935

The later 1920's saw the doelop-
ment of many new ideas. Most im-
portant, probably, was the development
of batteries of tests for use in diagnos-
ing reading difficulties First to ap-
pear were the Gates Reading Diagno-
sis Tests in 1927 (21). NIonroe's
Diagnostic Reading Examination was
published in 1928 (39), and the fu r-
rell Analysis of Reading Difficultyv.as
rst cops righted in 1933. These three

batteries are still used widely in read-
ing clinics. two of them in revised edi-
tions

Among the research studies of the
decade. perhaps the most valuable %%as
Monroe's Children Cannot Read
(38). This hook summarized pre%i-
ous research, reported on a detailed
studs of hundreds of severe :-eading
disability cases. and described in detail
a teaching method emphasizing phon-
ics w ith a good deal of kinesthetic
reinforcement It ranks. in my opin-
ion, among the best researches on
reading disability Other important
research contributions were made by
Gates and his doctoral students, one of
whom was GUN I. Bond. These stud-
ies sstematically ',niched visual, andi-
tor, readiness, and lateral dcaninancc
factors in relation to reading problems

Sanmel T. Orton, a neurologist,
published his first paper on reading
problems in 1925 (43). The develop-
ment of his ideas has recently been
summarized usefully by :111-s. Orton
(,12), who was instrumental in found-
ing the Orton Societ in his memory.
Orton's theoretical formulation is
based on ri%alry between two cerchral
hemispheres, neither of which has es-
tablished a clear dominance over the
other: as dominance shifts, the child
shows a fluctuating reversal tendency.
Orton's followers have generally fa-
vored a synthetic phonic or sounding-
blending method of teaching.

At about the same time, Walter F.
Dearborn of Haryard was reporting a
high incidence of mixed dominance
and left-handedness in cases of reading
disability (//, He explained their
reversals in terms of conflicting motor
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tendencies, a theory that was for many
years the main alternative to Orton's
ideas. Dearborn also studied aniseiko-
ilia, a coudition in which the two eyes
form images of unequal S7e, and found
that children with this condition were
handicapped in reading (12) My own
first introduction to reading prob-
lems came about through Dearborn's
assistant who in 1929 let me take all of
the tests they were using and ex-
plained their research methodology to
Inc

fly the early 1930's there was
enough published on reading problems
to make summaries very useful.
Integrate summaries of research on
remedial reading %%ere published by
Miles A. Tinker in the 1930's (56,
57) .

Still another feature of the second
decade was the founding of the first
reading clinics Among the earliest
were those founded at Boston 1Thiver-
sit by I)urrell add at Shaker Ileights,
Ohio. by Betts.

Aside from Monroe's monograph,
referred to earlier. the most influential
book on remedial reading of the second
decade was Gates' The Improvement
of Reading. first published in 1927 and
re%isd in 1935 (22). Although Gates
concentrated mainly on his own tests
and teaching materials, his was the
best textbook on remedial reading for
man% %ears

The third decade: 1936-1915

The period from 1935 to the begin-
ning of World War II was marked by
a continued output of new books.
First to appear were Betts' Prevention
and Correction of Reading Difficulties
(2) and the first book on remedial
reading in secondary schools. by
McCallister (35), both of which were
published in 1936. The next year
came Remedial Reading by Monroe
and Backus (40), and Prediction and
Prevention of Reading Difficulties by
Stanger and Donohue, two followers of
Orton (54). In 1938 Luella Cole's
The Improvement of Reading called
for multilevel boxed materials for indi-
vidualized practice and predicted the
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coining of reading laboratories which
arrived commercially about 20 years
later (9). Russell, Karp, and Kelly
issued a compendium of useful readi
exercises and games in the same sear
(49). In 1940 two textbooks ap-
peared, How to Increase Reading
Ability by Harris (28) and Durrell's
Improvement of Basic Reading .Huh-
ties (16) During the early 1940's,
the %ears of World War 11. the only
other important new book was Fer-
nald's definitive description of her kin-
esthetic method (17)

The mid- and late-1930's also saw
the de%elopment of the first large-scale
remedial program in a public school
s%stem The presence of many hun-
dreds of unemployed college graduates
led to sonic bold ventures in finding
useful things for them to do while re-
ceiving federal aid Under the super-
vision of sonic of Gates' assistants, the
Federal Writer's Project prepared a
series of 80 prat tice booklets for use in
remedial reading Several hundred
people w ith no previous teaching ex-
perience were put through a short
training program and then were as-
signed to teach small groups of re-
tarded readers in the public schools of
N York ( ity. Most of my earliest
students in remedial reading courses
were inyol% ed as teachers or supervi-
sors in that remedial program, which
lasted for several years until our entry
into 'World War II caused the pro-
gram to be discontinued.

The accelerating pace of research
and writing on all aspects of reading
instruction during the 1930's produced
an appreciative welcome for Traxler's
Ten Fears of Research in Reading.
which appeared in 1941 (58). This
summary and annotated bibliography
listed and briefly summarized more
than 100 articles on remedial reading
and 18 articles on diagnosis and in-
cluded in addition references on many
other topics. Traxler was encouraged
to prepare three later volumes of the
same kind, each covering a period of
several years (58). These have been
extremely valuable to scholars and re-
search workers in reading.
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Horing this decade the mental 11)-
giene movement disco .ered rcadiiig
disallility. and case studies, theoretical
discussions. and research reports
began to appear in such journals as
Menta/ limiene. American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry. and the International
Journal of Psychoanalysis Blanch-
ard's case studies of children with
reading problems of apparently emo-
tional origin at tracted wide atten-
tion (3). In 1941. Gates estimated
that aiming children with marked read-
ing disabilities about 75 percent sluw
personality maladjustment and that m
only about 25 percent is the emotional
difficulty a contributing cause of the
reading failure Ile was widely quoted
in educational circles (23). Child
guidance specialists, however, regarded
his figures as marked underestimates.
While in educational situations reme-
dial teaching was the preferred treat-
ment, child guidance clinics often gave
prioiity to psychotherapy for child and
parent.

This decade also saw the develop-
ment of what may be called the ma-
chine approach to remedial reading
For diagnosis. the major development
was the production of a commercially
mannfactured eve-movement camera
called the nothahn-o-Graph. de-
signed by Earl A. Taylor ; previoush
such cameras had to be indi%idnally
designed and custom built. TaNbes
P)37 book proyrled new information
On the use of (le-movement photog-
raphy in diagnosis (55)

On the remedial side. there were
three main machine developnients.
One was the first reading pacer. de-
signed In Guy T. Boswell (6). It
contained a motor-driven shutter that
would come down over a page of print
at a rate that could lie controlled. N

second was the first set of motion pic-
ture films for reading practice at con-
trolled speeds, developed at Ilaryard
for use with college studentsA third
was Earl Taylor's Mcfron-O-Scope
(.55 ). This was a large and cumber-
some device which had three shutters
and could expose a line of print one
third at a time at a controlled rate.

All of these appeared between 1935
and 1940. Improed devices to ac-
complish the same purposes are cur-
rently in wide use, particularly in col-
lege and adult reading programs

In 1940 I summarized the results of
the research then mailable on the
effectiveness of improving ading by
attempting to train e%e moy-mients
In controlling the exposure of reading
material. as follows: "Experimental
evidence indicates that motivated prac-
tice produces as much impro mem in
rate of reading as programs of ee-
movement training do, while it has a
somewhat more fmorable effect on
comprehension Another point of
practical importance is the fact that
motivated practice requires no special
material while eye-nun mein drills re-
quire the use of siweially prepared
material or expensive apparatus
There is no reason for the teacher who
relies on motivated practice to feel that
Ills method is inferior to the formal
methods of training (ne mm.ements or
the use of niplex machines to pace
the reader.' (28). Now, 27 years
later, I have found no reason to change
that opinion.

America's entry into World War iI
caused a depletion of the graduate
schools: and (hiring the w;Ir and for a
couple of years after it. little that was
new about remedial reading appeared
m print

The fourth decade: 1916-1955

Of the research studies that ap-
peared during the tell years that fol-
lowed World War II, the one that had
the greatest influence in America was
Helen Rolimson's 11.111, Pupsls Fail (n
Reading. published in 1947 (47).
The first part of the book ontalued a
scludark review of the literature on
the causation of readiw,!
The rest of it was a detailed report of
the intensive study of 22 c, . by a
staff representing ten different profes-
sional specialties. Robinson stressed
the absence of any one causal factor
present in all cases. In these children
many anomalies were present that
were not considered to have causal im-
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portance r the reading problem. as
%veil as many that were. For example,
while 73 percent of the cases had vis-
ual problems, the visual problem wa-
considered causally significant in only
50 percent. Social, visual, and emo-
tional problems apoeared most fre-
quently Inappropriate teaching meth-
ods, neurological difficulties. and
speech or functional auditory difficul-
ties seemed less ire(fuently to be cau-
sal. Endocrine disturbances. general
physical difficulties, and insufficient
auditory acuity appeared to be least
important. Robinson's book provided
strong support for a pluralistic view of
the causation of reading disabilities.

The major European research study
of the decade was lIallgren's mono-
graph on the inheritance of specific dys-
lexia. cinch was published in 1950
(27). I fallgren's study of 79 clinic
cases and 43 other "word blind- cases
included family histories lle reported
some evidence of reading disability
among the parents or siblings in all but
13 cases and concluded that a primary
reading disability is inherited as a uni-
tary Mendelian dominant characteris-
tic. lie also accepted the idea that
there are other reading disabil ties
caused lw such factors as emotional
disorders or environmental conditions

Ilallgren's monograph is 1%
cited by recent 1, titers on dyslexia.
such as Hermann in Denmark (30),
and t_ritchlev in England (10), as
pros iding evidence of a special kind of
"pare" reading disability. I and in-
clined to agree ..yith M. D. Vernon,
who coninwnted. "What seems much
more plausible is that there is a con-
genital disposition in certain cases to-
wards the occurrence of certain related
defects: reading disability, speech de-
fects or infantile speech motor incoor-
dination: left-handedness or amhidex-
minty- (61).

In the textbook field. 1947 saw the
publication of Kottmeyer's Handboot.
of Remedial Reading (33), as well as
roised editions by (laws and Ifarris.

This decade saw the birth of the two
organizations which later merged to
become the -International Reading Ass

sliciation The National .kssociation
for Pcmedial Teaching. known as
N ART was started in New England
bt a group among whom Elva E.
Knight was prominent and shortly at-
tracted to its board of directors many
of the leading authorities on reading
problems The International Council
for the Improement of Reading In-
struction (I CA PI.) was started
around 1947 by graduate students at
Temple University. Following the
naming of its publication as The Rad-
ing Teacher in '."51 and its issuance as
a printed magazine in 1052. I C I.R I
grew steadd 11\ 1054 the nmajorit-
of the people on the board of low of
these organizations were also on the
hoard of the other. and the desirability
of a merger was evident. The last day
of their independent -xistence was
December 31, 1955. a fitting close to
the decade.

The Orton Society was also founded
during this decade and issued its first
bulletin in 11)50

The preference of many l) dna-
trists and clinical psychologists for em-
phasis on emotional causation and
treatment of reading problems lw ps
chotherqw continued strongly through
these ten years One of the most in-
fluential papers was lw Gerald Pear-
son, a highly regarded psychoanaIst.
and described several kilids of person
alit that could produce
reading disability as a smptom (V).
I cab recall being a member of a mm-
posium on ego problems ill reading dif-
ficulties at the annual con\ onion of the
American Orthops cluatric ssocia-
thin in 1053: I described remedial
reading as a form of non-interpretiv,
ego- strengthening psychotherapy
Numerous theses were done about that
time in w Inch personalit tests were
gi\ en to a reading disability group and
a group of normal readers. Nearly all
of those studies found a wide range of
scores in both groups and no signifi-
cant liticrences in group averages.
BV the end of the decade the suspicion
was growing that the psycholog of
personalih was not providing the key
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to the understanding of reading disa-
bility

This decade from 1946 to 1955 was
also marked by a general expansion of
interest in remedial reading, an expan-
sion which %%as shown in many ways
Scores of colleges and uni%ersities or-
ganized re ling clinics. and many
started grad fie training programs for
reading specialists The nninhe of
remedial teachers in public school s:s-
tems continued to grow. dial
reading programs began to spread ip-
ward from elementary schools to the
secondary schools Commercial or-
ganizations offering everything from
tutoring the nonreader to speed read-
ing for executives sprang up in the
larger cities.

With a gro _ng market, materials
written specifically for use in remedial
reading began to appear. and several
%%Titers compiled lists of books that
combined a mature interest level with
low difficulty

As this decade ended, in 1955. a new
theon burst upon the public children
were failing to learn to read just be-
cause they weren't being taught phon-
ics Rudolf Flesch's ff'h, Johnnv
Can't Read (19) became a best seller,
and public and parental criticism of the
schools quickly intensified. 1.00king
hack. it is easy to see both that the ar-
gument was a gross oversimplification.
put across with blatant use of propa-
ganda techniques. and that it had a
partial basis in fact. The merger re-
sulting in the birth of IRA came just
%%hen public interest in reading was
reaching a peak of intensity. So
closed a most interesting decade.

The fifth decade: 1956-1965

The year 1956 opened the fifth dec-
ade on a level of high emotional ten-
sion. Reading specialists were busy
showing that disabilities existed in
countries where the grapheme-
phoneme reidt;ouship was regular and
phonic instruction was the rule and in-
forming the public about all the factors
that may help to produce a reading dif-
ficulty other than method of teaching.
Flesch had, how,:ver, done remedial

reading a great service he had con-
vinced hundreds of thousands of par-
ents that when Johnny had trouble
with reading. he was not necessarily
stupid : and this viewpoint led to public
pressure both for improved develop-
mental reading prigrams and for more
diagnostic and remedial facilities.

On January 1, 1956. IRA officially
came into existence; and its phenome-
nal growth since then has been a
source of continuing ama7ement to nie,
as well as of satisfaction. Before and
shortly after the merger sonic remedial
specialists expressed fears that their
interests would 1w neglected in the new
organization By now, I hope. such
fears are things of the past.

New books continued to appear.
New textbooks included one by Bond
and Tinker in 1957 (4) uul one by
Roswell and Natchez in 1964 (48).
Re% iced editions were hrought out by
Harris in 1956 and 1961 and Kott-
'never in 1959. The 1%2 University
of Chicago Reading Conference was
devoted to underachie%ement in read-
irg (60) Scholarly contributions in-
cluded Vernon's re% iew of the litera-
ture on backwardness in reading (6/ ),
Malmquises study of reading disability
in the first grade (36), the hooks by
Hermann and Critchly mentioned
previous:v. and a useful collection of
papers edited by Money ( 37 ).
though papers on diagnostic and reme-
dial reading continued to appear in
scores of educational, psychological,
and medical journals, the various IRA
publications became increasingly help-
ful Annual reviews of reading research
by Helen M. Robinson for IRA* and
Theodore Harris for the Journal of
Education Research continued the pi-
oneer efforts of Gray and helped to
keep reading specialists in touch with
new developments.

The major shift in theory was away
from psychodynamics and toward re-
newed emphasis on physiological, neu-
rological, and constitutional factors.
In 1956 kabinovitch first published his

*In The Reading Teacher throngh 1964
and in the Reading Research Quarterly f-Yini
1965 on.
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distinction beNeen primary reading
disabilities. which he considered to he
the result of constitutional (lex iations
in neurological functioning, and sec-
ondarx reading disabilities %% hick nia
he induced by a variety of en-
yironment41 factors (45). The next
year Lauretta Bender attributed sex ere
reading disability to a maturational
lag, a delayed development of certain
brain centers (1). Rabinovitch and
Bender were both psychiatrists with
excellent reputaticns and their papers
were influential. Both avoided the
trap of attributing deficiencies in
perceptual or motor skills necessarily
to brain damage, a diagnosis mad( all
t to often on (Mils% evidence

1n 1959 a brave &tut %% as made to
explain all reading disabilities with a
single theorx Smith and Carrigan,
after an intensive stud% of about 40
cases, concluded that all of the xaried
symptoms could be explztt.ied 1) a lack
of balance between two chemicals elm-
trolling the transmission of nerve im-
pulses in the brain (52). The theory
was impressive the evidence,
unfortunittelv, xvas less than con-
vincing

\notlier unconxentional apps each
%% as that of 1)elacato, whose back-
ground %% as in work with brain-
damaged children. Delacato attributed
reading disability to an arrest of neu-
rological development (14). Sonic
children were thought to be arrested at
a level of one of the lox% er brain cen-
ters, their treatment might start with
practice in creeping, crawling, and
sleeping in a preferred position. Not
other children the problem was
thought to he failure to establish
unilateral dominance, and uncoils ell-
11011:11 measures to enforce unilateral
dominance were used, including such
practices as forbidding the child to
listen to music. Delacato's theories
have been widely discussed, but most
specialists on reading disability remain
skeptical.

. \t IRA pre-conference institutes ef-
forts were made by Harris in 1961

(29) and dellirsch in 1962 (13) to
clarify the nature of the perceptual
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difficulties in reading cases. Both
strossed the Gestalt aspects of percep-
tion, particularly xx ith regard to
part-whole relationships anti failures in
integration of one experience with
another

E\Perimentallon %%hit drugs as an
adjunct to remedial treatment %%as

started but did lint get .x en far
Smith and Carrigan %% ere encouraged
by their results 11 ith a fexx cases.
Staiger, on the other hand, obtained
negatixe results t 53) Considering
the anety of drugs now used in
us% cluatric settings, this area of read-
ing research has hardy been started

Next trends in diagnostic testing
mchuled gruming- skeptieisni about
intelligence tests, a new and -o.armlY
greeted test based on psxcholinguistic
principles. and considerable attention
to testing of p%rceptttal abilities.
While reading clinics continued to relx
on the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler
intelligence scales %% Bich are in-
dividually adniimstered, there was
growing lecognition that group tests of
mental abilitx arc not very 4,at iSfactOr
with retarded readers. The 'Illinois
Test of Ps\ cholinguistic Abilities mea-
sured nine aspects of visual, auditory,
;old motor functioning relevant to lan-
guage development and %% as welcomed
in many reading clinics (32) The
Frostig Developmental Test of Visual
Perception attempted to pro\ i le mea-
sures of five aspects of isual percep-
tion ex e-hand coordination, figure-
ground, form constancy, position in
space, and spatial relations (20).
Auditor perception tests were found
useful, anti faxorable validity data were
reported for the Wcpman Auditor
1)iscrinunation Test (8). and an
amlitorx blending test (lex iced by Ros-
well and Chall (7)

The outpouring of new ideas about
how the teaching of begiinong reading
can he improved that has taken place
since 1960 has had its counterpart in
remedial teaching. Advocates of
perceptual training i.t.a., words in
color, materials based on linguistic
principles, programed materials, pro-
gramed tutoring, talking typewriters,
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and specific phonic s stemshave all
been clamoring for attention. Most of
these approaches are still too new to he
properly evaluated, and we will have to
wait a few years for the dust to settle.

lw 1960's have also seen an out-
but st of interest in the niassie reading
retardation among disadvantaged chil-
dren, par,:cularl those belonging to
minority groups So far. most of this
attention has been focused on improv-,
Mg the developmental reading pro-
gram, prmiding preschool enrichment.
and working with the school dropout
and adult illiterate. We need to take a
careful look at the child who is both
disadvantaged and a case of special
dtsabilitx.

Remedial reading began during this
decade to be ace( pull as a field of spe-
cial education, requiring speciall
trained teachers and deserving
financial support. The first state cer-
tification of remedial teachers was
begun, although most states still do not
certify remedial teachers as such.

Tho climax of the decade. howe%er,
cams with the passing of the new ed-
twatioa acts of 1965. The Elementa
,n Secondar Education Act pro-
xided hundreds of millions of dollars
for new programs to meet the needs of
the disadvantaged. Much of this
money under Title I and Title III has
gone into an almost infinite variety of
remedial readini, projects and pro-
grams. One of e.,e immediate results
was that the previously inadequate
suppl of trained reading specialists
was totally insufficient to meet the de-
mand. and hundreds of untrained or
insufficiently trained people have had
to fill a great man% of the new po-
sitions. flow serilms this condition
ma hay,- affected the finality of the
new prog.ams is still a matter of
gnessw ork.

In 165. also, federal recognition of
the critical need for reading personnel
was shown by the addition of reading
to the fields of study in which special
training institutes could be supported
tinder the National Defense Education
Act. The December 1965 issue of The
Reading Teacher listed 67 N DEA

institutes in reading to be held in 1066.
This institute program. which is
continuing, holds promise of lessening
SI one%% hat the critical shortage of
t :sued reading- specialists

Thus. the fifth decade closed with
recognition b the public and 1)% the
government that remedial reading is a
necessary siKcial service and that it
should be staffed with properly trained
teachers.

We have taken a birds -eve -clew of
five decades The year 1916 marked
the first publication on reading difficul-
ties in America: 1965 ended with
federal support for a cast program of
new diagnostic and remedial services
and :th support also for the training
of needed personnel in this field. We
have come far in these 50 ears

As the 50 years came to a close,
however. much remained open and un-
soled, and still is. We still (If) not
have definitions of reading disabilit%
and remedial reading which everfme
is willing to accept. Controversy con-
tinues over the carnation of reading
failure Ian arieties of remedial
treatment are in use. sonic long es-
tablished, others en- new While
reading clinics and remedial programs
hae proliferated, there is no set of
standards as to how they should be
organized, how they should operate, or
how they should be staffed. Research
is lagging far behind innovation. mak-
ing it possible for the program with
the best press agent to get the most at-
tention The many professions
interested in reading problems are just
beginning to pay attention to one
another's findings and opinions.

There is, then. a great deal still to be
accomplished. The work of 1)redict-
ing, preventing. diagnosing. and
correcting reading failure has been
well started Hut final answers are a
hope for the future rather than a pres-
ent realit. Much remains to be done.
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Tomorrow's
Reading Instruction:
Paradox and Promise

NIL\ BANTON SMITH
;lassboro State College

TIIIti Is AN AGI: of explosions. There
is a knowledge explosion, a trans-
portation explosion. a communication
explosion. a chemical expl(-ion, a
psychological explosion. a medical ex-
plosion, and an cdticational explosion,
of which reading instruction is One
part. tVhile trying to adjust ourselves
to these explosions. other explosions
will burst forth-all new and exciting.

Paradoxes usually accompany ex-
plosions.
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In discussing "Tomorrow's Reading
instruction : Paradox and Promise." I
plan to point out some Of the paradox-
es of the future and to attempt to
evaluate their promises and dangers in
reading.

In order to consider paradoxes of
tomorrow. we must first \ isualize the
world of tomorrow The "tomorrow"
that I halve in mind is the year 1985.
Children born in the present year of
1967 will be eighteen years old in 1985
and receiving their high school diplo-
mas in June of that year. These are
the children that we shall be teaching
in the \ ears ahead. In what kind of a
world will they he mg ? What kind
of reading instruction must we provide
if these voting people are to cope with
changes that are racing by in
supersonic speed; Surely it will be
paradoxical to what we are doing now.

First. let us discuss the kind of
world in which these children will be
educated and then the kind of reading
that we shall need to provide.

The world of torrun row

Transportation and communication
Travel of all kinds will have un-
dergone striking change by 1985.
Man will not only have landed on the
moon but he will have estahlisl ed
bases there. Because of man's ardent
craving to explore new worlds, per-
haps astronauts will have landed on
Mars. Surely this visitation will hap-
pen before the end of this century, and
perhaps other planets will have been
reached, also.

Atomic powered tplanes will flash
thronghl the air with supersonic speeds.
taking us any place in the world in
fantastically short times. Huge car-
rier: many times bigger than the big-
gest plane at present will carry large
groups of people to conventions or on
excursions to different parts of the
world. I Telicopters will be commonly
owned and used in carrying people to
and from work. In cities the cowers
may land on rooftops.

Luxury trains will travel trom coast
to coast in a few hours. Some trains
now tinder experimentation travel 150
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miles per hour. Undoubtedly these
speeds will he greatly increased by
1985.

.1titinuohiles will be streamlined,
self-driving, and so hemily equipped
w ith safety dm ice: controlled by the
government that it will be practically
impossible for a person to get himself
killed in an accident on the highw ay
Because of air pollution the electric car
may come back. A Ford Motor
official says that there will be antoniat-
ed tracks between major cities. A
computer will guide the car to the
right track and take over its speed at
75 miles per hour while the driNer
Plays cards. dictates letters. or eats a
lunch taken from the car's refrigerator.

Telephones will be equipped with
photographic devices. and w e will 1w
able to reach a person dialing any
place in the world Business con-
ferences by video plume will take place
commonly. NI en 111 the conference
will see and hear one another while sit-
ting in their respective offices all over
the countn.

Talking typewriters will take dic-
tation. changing spoken words to
printed svmluds: and computers will
take care of bookkeeping and record-
ing in business offices Suit-age of in-
formation w ill undergo phenomenal
change Even now the National ( ash
Register Compam has perfected the
art of microphotography to a point it is
able to store on a single 4 x 6 inch film
the entire contents of the Encyclopae-
dia Britannica

Satellites will flash educational pro-
grams, entertainment, and propaganda
into far distant homes which now have
little contact w ith the rest of the world.
Satellites equipped with strong phys-
ical sensors will be able also to survey
farms to detect diseases in crops.
They 111aV also be used to locate
sources of minerals, drought areas, and
forest fires

Chemical and psychological devemp-
ments. The chemical revolution may
result in spectacular changes in learn-
ing with use of the new drugs. One of
the most publicued drugs with which
chemists are experimenting at present
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is their memory-enhancing pill. This
drug has the trade-name Cvlert. Re-
searchers discmered it at Abbott Lab-
oratodes in North Chicago. Cylert
appears to produce a chemical found in
the brain called ribonucleic acid. and
so it is given the abbreviation RNA.

When N Plotinkoff. a scientist in
the Abbott laborator ( /Oh tested the
drug on rats. he discovered that it im-
proved their learning capacity up to
five times the learning capacity of
untreated rats. And this learning was
permanent

Now the memory pill is being tried
in human beings. Results will not be
available for some time. but hopes are
high that the drug w ill do for humans
that it did for rats.

Retarded children arc likely to he
given the memory pill under ex-
perimental conditions. If most re-
tarded children are slow because of nn-
derdet eloped brain cells. the drug may
offer some benefit to their

Perhaps in this period of stepped -tip
effort by biochemists and biophysicists,
control or modification of specific per-
sonality characteristics may become a
possibility. And perhaps scientists may
one day even reach into the genes and
change the er matter were made of.

Environment, social contacts, and
dendrites seem to have something to
do with learning. also The neurons
appear to be the most likely candidates
for the thinking process. but it is not
known whether they reproduce.
Dendrites which extend into the arms
and legs do grow back after being sev-
ered or mangled. Therefore, scientists
think that possibly neurons may send
out nett shoots also, thus increasing
learning ability.

Anyhow, there is some evidence
linking dendritic growth with intelli-
gence. Rats raised in enriched en-
vironments and in company with other
rats were found more adept at learning
tricks than were their brothers and sis-
ters raised in complete isolation. Dr.
Krech and his co-workers at
U.0 L.A. examined and compared the
brains of these rats. They found a
striking difference in the dendritic

grow th in the two groups of rats. The
enriched environment social gnnip had
much greater dendritic growth than
the deprived rats had and. as already
stated. they were more adept at learn-
ing

And dendrites, RNA and other
memory drugs all fit nao the picture.
Nature seems to make use of all these
elements in her own wm. By 1985,
scientists mac hate pn died into nature
and forced her to reveal her secrets in
was mhich ill raise intelligence and
increase learning abilit

The possibility of using chemistry
and psychology to imprme learning is,
indeed. a paradox of great significance

11 edical developments. Equally ex-
citing will be the developments in med-
icine No doubt the class of 1085 will
have much longer lives than any
precedmq class will have had
Chemical control of aging will take
place Resistance will be made pos-
sible in man\ kinds of disease and
unhealthy hearts, kidneys, livers, and
spleens will be replaced w ith healthy

in Irani other people, or it may he
that muthetic organs or electronic de-
vices may he used instead of natural
organs

MI of this means, of course, that our
population of older people will he
greatly increased Ent ironment will
change rapidly over their snan of
vear and it will be necessary for them
to go back to school periodically to
keep up with the changes, particnlarly
in the areas of social studies and the
sciences.

The possibilities of corn r'S ill
everyday living This may be an

appropriate point at which to discuss
the computer and some of its
characteristics :lid to indicate some of
its possibilitier, in future years The
first commercial computer in the
United States was installed just thir-
teen years ago Now almost 20,000
are in usein factories, banks, business
offices, governmentand 7,000 more
are on order. Scientists are working
on models that will, it is predicted,
develop their own intuition, design
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their own descendants, and make their
own decisions.

Sonic experts predict that eventually
we 11-ill hale high IO computers
These computers will be able to
comprehend IO tests and make un-
believabl high scores on them.

It is said that indi%iduals w ill not be
handling moue% or even checks in the
Years ahead. Each person will have a
computer number Ile will give this
number when he makes a deposit, and
he will use the number and perhaps a
thumb print in lieu of cash whenever
he makes a purchase. The computer
will keep a record of deposits and ex-
penditures It also will warn the per-
son. himself. and the people with
whom lie is dealing when his deposits
are reaching it dangerously low level in
relation to his expenditures.

Schools and reading in 1985

School architecture. In order that
the flexible kind of education which we
visualize for I()85 may proceed. we
shall need new architectural arrange-
ments in school buildings One of the
boldest new plans being proposed is
the educational park, which would
assemble on a single large site children
fiann a broad attendance area. In this
park-like setting there would be clus-
ters of schoolsa high school which
would accommodate several thousand
students, intermediate schools for
se. end thousands of middle-grade
pupils, and perhalis only one priniary
school which would still serve as a
neighborhood school. Students would
be taken to and from school by buses

perhaps. by helicopters.
Ore indication of the transition from

old buildings to new ones in order bet-
ter to meet the coning.; instructional
programs is that the are "open-
ended--lea% ing opportunities for easy
adaptations in the enrricul n and
instructional methods. Sine will be
fluid with flexible, sound-proof par-
titions unwed to make large or small
rooms as desired. Traditional class-
rooms will lie replaced by instructional
spaces designated as learning centers,
seminar rooms, research areas, and
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learning laboratories Air conditioning
will he the rule Large spaces w ill he
broken into a series of operational
units. Interiors will lie broken by
courts. lounges. snack bars. and gen-
eral service areas Drainas, interior
glass panels, brick walls, murals, and
ar%ing color schemes will add softness
to the interiors Office space. lounges,
and classrooms ', ill be carpeted.

The stud- hall will disappear It
will be n-placed with student carrels

enclosed structures for in-
dividual study 1. cubicles for computer
work, seminar rooms. reading lounges,
and more extensive library and re-
search facilities.

Thus. the architecture of the new
schools in coniumnities that can afford
them will lie conducive to reading int-
pro enient The pn S1( )11 fo; flexiliiii-
t1 in room size will make it possilile to
organise sniall groups who have spe-
cial needs in reading. Small rooms
and carrels will permit some students
to work individuail% and progress at
their (man rates. !letter libraries,
learning laboratories, and real
lounges will permit independent stink,
research, opportunities to pursue solu-
tions to problems. and the enjnient
of reading for just pleasure and
relaxation.

Organ/Lint/ for oisirllition. Some of
the new grouping pi ocedures at pres-
ent are paradoxes. So ma of these
are appearing at this time that it al-
most seems as if we are groping for
grouping. This is quite iiaradoxical to
our philosophy of the past.

Our first concern about grouping-
arose in the 1800's. The Westward
nuuement, industrialism, more rapid
transportation. the birth of new towns,
and moonting hordes of )(nail all of
these factors togeCler lin night about

tax - supported schools and mass
instruction began. Organi/mg classes
into grade levels %%:n ushered in as

the solution to our problems. and
McGuffev wrote the first series of
graded readers to fit in w ith the new
school organization. Elementary teach-
ers, stria ing to meet individual differ-
ences. di% ided their classes into three
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groups each The three-group plan has
stood as an invincible bulm ark el er
since, but it will he gone b 1985.

Many new scheduling and grouping
plans. already underway. stand as
paradoxes to former arrangements. I
will mention two of these. One is the
flexible scheduling plan which may
serve as a harbinger of the future
This plan schedules the day into short
modules of time. In Norridge,

sclumls hme 20-minute modules
or 21 periods per day, instead of 7 as
formerly. In the Indiana plan.
15-minute modules occur 0). One
short module may be used for some-
thing that doesn't require much time
Other modules may he connected to
make longer periods as desi, ed. (troup-
ing lanes. also

Such flexibility in scheduling offers
excellent possibilities for teaching
reading. Perhaps a few students who
%Y am power reading mig meet for fif-
teen minutes twice a week. Perhaps
those needing corrective reading co;ild
meet fifteen minutes daily Possibly
remedial cases could meet with an
instructor individually or m very small
groups for thirty minutes daily. I sus-
pect that when all schools have more
flexible schedules the problem of
trl Mg to find time in mhich to teach
reading in the secondary school will no
longer exist. and that such flexibility
will also be a valuable aid in meeting
individual differences in the el-
ementary grades.

Ahmg with flexible time scheduling.
we find many other new grouping
plans emerging One of these innova-
tions at present is team teaching. in
which (1) there are new groupings of
both teachers and students. I singwct
that many are already experimenting
with team teaching. I think this meth-
od has great promise for tomorroy.';
tcachers of reading.

A team of teachers may request a
single student or as many as 350 stu-
dents for lengths of time which xary
from twenty minutes to a whole day.
The team teachers decide what activi-
ties will best meet the needs of their
students for any particular day. They

then plan on groupings and procedures
in terms of these needs. Thus. the
amount of time for reading and the
elements of reading to be given prac-
tice are varied in terms of pupil re-
quirements.

These exampIes of flexible schedul-
ing and team teaching. I believe. are
harbingers of future arrmigemnts
m Inch hold much promise for suc-
cessful teaching of reading to children
of laried

methods and ntatertals The
reading explosion of the sixties has
been responsible for an outcropping of
maul new aigmiaches to begnionig
reading. Authors and publishers h(q)e
that their respective products will en-
able children to learn to read better
and in a shorter time.

We hale the Initial Teaching
Alphabet, linguistic reading materials
programed instruction, Words in
Color. and set oral other new
approaches. All of these are paradoxi-
cal to the use of a graded basal reading
series mhich has been with us ever
since the publication of Mc( Mffel's set
of readers What about the future of
these paradoxical methods and mate-
rials that are alread with us? Some
of their may he with us in 1985, but
perhap integrated within frameworks
broader than v ord recognition m Inch
most of them are primarily designed to
teach Others of them may remain
much as they are it and be pro' ided
to teachers along with several other
sets of material. -ruder these con-
ditions, the teacher may choose from
several methods those materials best
suited to teach word recognition to
children haying different styles of
learning, Some of our present
paradoxical methods may disappear
entirely and then come back in fifty or
a hundred years wearing a different
cloak of philosophy. i have found in
my research that there are such things
as historical cycles in reading. In ad-
dition, some new approaches that we
don't even dream of at the present time
m ill have appeared by 1985 and will
begin their cycles of modification.
integration, or obsolescence. as the
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case may be. Our knowledge of teach-
ing reading w ill be richer, however.
because of all of them.

As for promise, the fact that so
many people are trying to find better
ways of teaching reading is in itself
promising I hope that we may con-
tinue to search

Teaching reading at different age
e.1 treat's. For the past four decades,
children ha% e entered first grade and
started their reading instruction at six
viars of age During the early twen-
ties, instruction in reading was sup-
posd to lime been concluded at the
end of third grade. Later the endpoint
came to be sixth grade, and eventually
high school, and then on to college
freshmen who needed to upgrade their
reading skills A few adults began
coming to reading centers to impro%e
their speed and comprehension. Now
we ha% e strong directives to teach all
adult illiterates to read, and this work
is presentl% being done with vigor and
the in% ulvement of thousands of in-
dkuluals . \s a paradox of 1985, we
ma% see the complete obliteration of il-
literacy in our country, including all
adult, as %yell as children.

As for young children at the oth?r
age extreme, the government, in ,ts
IlePd 'tart project, has already set the
pattern for sending three- and four-
%ear-olds to school. By 1985 all
public schools %rill probably have
nursery schools.

In some quarters pressure is now
being made 1, parents to teach their
three- and four-xear-olds to read, aml
some schools arc teaching reading in
kindergarten Specialists in early
childhood deplore this situation. On
the other hand, children are inure so-
phisticated today than they w (re when
the six-year-old readiness age was es-
tablished in the 1920's Studies and
articles report that marry children are
reading early. We find accounts in
popular literature as well.

Von will probably recall that the au-
thor of the Pulit7er Prize %%inning
novel To kW a .11ockingbird amusingly
portrays the experiences of a preschool
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reader. ).on w ill remember that lent
said of his four-and-adill ear old sis-
ter. ", . Scout there's been reading'
since she was loin]. and she ain't e%en
been to school %et Then, upon
entrance in first grade Scout, whose
real name was lean Louise, was asked
to read something that 'Miss Caroline
wrote on the chalkboard ; and she read
it so well that Miss Caroline was visi-
bly vexed 'Miss Caroline then had
her read most of the first reader and
the stock market quotations in the I/0-
bite Register All of this time Miss
Caroline's nritanon was building up,
and she titian% exploded. "Tell your
father to stop teaching you It will in-
terfere with %our learning to read in
school lean Ix-rinse said that her fa-
ther didn't teach her and then she
began soliloqui/ing to herself as to
how she did learn to read and finally
decided that it just came like leaning
to fasten the flap on the back of her
union tut 1i it around

There are other children like Jean
Louise, and the% should not be denied
reading if the 'A Mil it On the other
hand, we must bear in mind that there
are great masses of children in the
United States who are not ready for
reading, %wen at six %ears of age and
perhaps not until seven or later In
these cases the school must catch up
the lag

NN'ithout a doubt, our concept of
reading readiness needs re%ision. Mn

the meantime, let us hold fast to the
assumption that there is no one chron-
ological or mental age at which read-
ing instruction should begin. Readiness
fur reading is a matter of individual
qualifications

By 1985, when all schools pri)%ide
nursery schools, perhaps sonic children
will be ready for reading earlier than
otherwise would be the case. Sinml-
taneonh,, b% 1985 we shall ha% e 11%%
tests for assessing reading readiness,
m w materials to use in strengthening
certain readiness factors, and new ad-
mimstrati% c arrangements to take care
of children who are immature in the
readnu ss constituents.
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Nationalud, fa( tualued.
tomputeri/ed insti othon

Without a doubt, our schools are be-
commg more nationalized, more fac-
tualized, and more comp gerized. As
one example of these trends. "National
Testing" %yin he discussed.

.VatIonal testing. As you undoubt-
edl know, a Carnegie-supported ex-
ploratory committee on preparing tests
for national assessment was appointed.
This committee requested specific or-
ganizations to produce specifications
for instruments for each assessment
The Educational Testing Service and
three other agencies were given con-
tracts and have set up panels of spe-
cialists m each :subject field. Ithough
primary attention is focused on the
Carnegie-supported "Assessment of
Educational Progress," efforts to set
up national testing has the support and
encouragement of the S Office of
Education

Several educational organizations
and individual leaders in education i-
olently disapprove of such a measure
Sonie of their reasons arc as

follows

Any national testing program
will Met itabh lead to a stand-
ardi/ation of the curriculum.

2 Such a program will be used to
compare one school with another

3. The art of group testing is too
poor to justif a national pro-
gram

4. It places gi eat emphasis on only
a part of the true objectit es--the
acquisition of knowledge and
measurable skill, neglecting the
important factors of total physi-
cal, social. and emotional devel-
opment. as well as personality
grow th and self-actualization.

Those who support the movement
rite reasons such as these:

1 At present we are without data
to tell us where we as nation
stand in education or how we
compare with othet nations.

2. In view of planning for educa-
tion at local, state, and national

we must have accurate in-
formation.

3. The government needs some uni-
form test data from the schools
of the nation so that it may
judge properb the effectiveness
of subsidies

So pm see there are two sides to
the matter

The baselines for the first major as-
sessment are well underway and the
assessment will he made this fall ()

1. Samphnqs will be taken from
age levels of 9. 13. 17. and adult
(about 30 years old ). it is hoped
that the school-age samples will
he conducted through tne schools :
the adults w ill be reached by
population sampling techniques.

2. Sampling Toll be at three
leels--what 90 percent of the
population should know. what the
majorit of the population should
he expected to know. and what
a small percentage ( 10 percent)
should kin)w.

3. The sampling also will he taken
by four regions ( Northeast.
Southeast. M id west, and Far
West ) , by four levels of urban-
ization (city. rural. etc.). which
also w ill take into account the
socioeconomic let : and by both
sexes.

4. The first m«isurements ill be
in urn(' at easreading,
literature. vocational education.
line arts, social studies. niath,
citi/enship and science

5. No participant Toll be expected
to take more than a small part
of the battery, a maximum of
40 minutes. The full assessment
would require about 10 hours

The first assessment will be volun-
tary. git en to schools whose adminis-
trators approve it

This planned assessment will require
from $2 to $3 million. Floyd N. Mar-
risett, Vice-President of Carnegie, ad-
mits that some comparisons will he

made, " . . . and that there is some
possibility of conformity to a nati:mal
standard" Henry Dyer of ETS says
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that "teaching should he pointed very
specifically at the tests the students
will take as measures of output.. . ."
and he beLeces that this is the only
wit\ to (10(111111W OntC0Illes, W. hid]
niust he known before objectives can
be set So it is that the leaders in-
volved in this project are still talking
about comparison, conformity to a na-
tional standard, and to test results
pointing toward our teaching goals. If
the national tests are pointing toward
teacher goals. then our education is
bound to become increasing]) factual.

So. from what I can gather. I sus-
pect that the reading teacher of tomor-
row will have the results of his efforts
tested by national tests Tut' most
promising feature of this mot ement is
that the poorer schools will probably
get more financial aid from the govern-
ment in order that thec may produce
better test results. I trust that each of
us will hold fast to and strengthen our
own personal ideals in regard to the
development of physical. mental. lin-
guistic, social, and emotional grow ths.

Tohnology and reading instruction
Now I shall discuss the paradox that
(it ershadow s all others mentioned so far

the technological re)olution. Nlany
people are predicting that all learning
in the future will he administered by
satellites and computers and that hooks
as we know them will become obsolete.
Well simply have microdot, on com-
puters

Companies hoping to make a forme
in school hardware are buying up the
publishers of school textbooks. RCA
bought Random House: Litton Indus-
tries. Inc., bought American Book
Compan) ; Thlle, Inc.. bought Silver
Burdett and placed it in a joint ven-
ture with G. E., Zerox bought Ameri-
can Edtication PnblIshers, together
with their smaller subsidiaries; Ray-
theon bought D. C. 1-Leath. Between
1964 and the end of 1966, 120 arrange-
ments of this type were made, and thev
are still going on. Recent]) CBS
bought Manhattan's venerable publish-
ing house of Holt, Rinehart, and Win-
ston and Bell & Howell bought
Charles Merrill.

"ig business Is pushing the concept
chn( re\ olution In schools
great vigor Last .\ngust, I !is-
'o represent:dices of Ford Fowl-

. Carnegie. Western Union. and
;.- each presented to a connnit-

te (I ogress his company's plan for
-atiunal satellite program. Such

a pre, -.it. -You'd reach many people
who t In :iced of education. It
would, se also make a fortune
for the c. or organization that is
permitted 1, .velop it Nlilhons of
recek ers ni,;st he kinght to make use
of satellite programs. man) new televi-
sion se's must be purchased

According to these plans, the costs
Of educational satellite programs are to
he paid in one form or another by peo-
ple exclusive of big husint.s. One
plan is to place a tax On television sets
to support the program : another plan
is to run a satellite commercial pro-
gram concnrrentl) with the educa-
tional program and use fiintls from the
commercird 'migrant to finance the ed-
ucational program. .\nother plan is to
have the government finance the edu-
cational program out of taxes Regard-
less of the plan, big business will make
the profit and others will finance the
program

As for computers: the computer en-
thusiasts sal, that practically all educa-
tion ill the future will be achiec ed
through the use of programed material
served by computers as the student sits
by himself m a carrel or cubicle. Nluch
exiieritnentition in teaching rethitny
with the use of computers is now un-
derway in all elementar) grades and
high school

The very latest experiment that I
have heard about is the one underway

lirentw owl School, East Palo Alto,
California. 113M is the company that
is financing this experiment. here is
a (imitation about the experiment from
Look mayo.:Arc. "The 113 NI ur-
porat ion is especially happy since it
has invested some $30 million in the
research and development of continuer-
based instruction rhere may lie a lot
of profit in this one day,' sacs Leon-
ard Nlidler, Director of Instructional
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St stems Development for IBM.
Execntives of other heavyw eight elec-
tronics corporations agree They hat e
begun to hear the rustle of the new
moue% that is falling like autumn
leaves onto educational ground

Now to decrilk briefly how the
children in this experiment are learn-
ing to read. The master computer
that does the teaching has 18 termi-
nals. As the children conic to the
classroom. each one sits down behre a
screen at the end of his terminal.
Various pictures begin to dance on this
Cfeell in front of him. Soon he is

asked bv the computer to make a re-
sponse, This he does with a light-
projecting pen. If the response is
correct. the computer sat s otod!"
If it is wrong. the compnt...r says
"N00000." If there is a hesitation of
more than 5 to 10 seconds, the com-
puter saes decisit etc, "Do it now !" If
the child still sits and does nothing at
all. the computer taps out a distress
signal calling the teacher I .inspect
that in computer teaching the teacher
tvould be receiving such calls very
often. because as I previously men
tinned children have different styles of
learning.

It seems that the government is aid-
ing and encouraging the hastening of
antoniated instruction. In the SatHr-
dav Revica, for annary 14. 196i .
there is a repo of a stikconnitittee of
economic development. This commit-
tee had as its charge to make recom-
mendations in regard to "Efficiency
and Intimations in Education The
committee was made up of 200, mostly
business men.

To give ton an idea of the tone of
their recommendations, I will read von
the opening paragraph of the report by
the chairman of this committee (11)

Fite centuries ago, when the first book
was printed with movable type. the
groundwork was laid for the greatest
forward surge in education that the
world has knonn up to non Totla we
are seeing the beginning of another for-
ward surge that may prove even greater.
TIn- electronic age is changing our tra-
ditional notions of education The ride
of the teacher, the role of the classroom.
the nati:re of the learning process, itself.

must be re-examined in the light of the
nett to hnolop

The iniplicatin is that books are
dead and -ail] be replaced 1w technol-
ogy Sexeral articles 1w other mem-
bers of the committee follow. pointing
out new directions in (Odle:Mon in
terms of electronic des ices. I don't
know why the committee on economic
deellmient should be telling the
profession of education what the new
directions in education should he. hot
they are There are set ral other in-
dications that log bie,;ness is overstep-
Pillg it- bounds somewhat iv, tning to
control education I don't behete. Low--
Net-. that we need to fear the future
possibilities of this situation. I and con-
fident that our lead( rs In education,
buttressed by the support of classroom
teacher: and college professors, will
hold the trout Imes It) a healthy balance.

I am pleased. alreadt, at smile of the
responses that are coming forth from
our l irofessional leadership. The
American .1ssociation of School Ad-
ministrators, one of our most prestig-
ious groups. held its annual conten-
tion in Atlamic City in Febrnary.
1967. Many of the speeches git en by
the members emphasized software as
well as hardware The Tatman 1%7
issue of the Phi Delta Nappan devoted
its entire contents to -Big lininess.
Teelnuthip and Education "

Fritz tanni. Research Chic' in the
Office of Education. expressed himself
quite bluntiv after attending a manage-
ment contention. .1mong other things
that wet e said at this convention in re-
gard to the Intire of education was the
remark of one liminess executive who
blurted out. "There's a billion dollar
market at onr feet " Another ex-
plained. -We're been in education for
years. fl 'c gain thousands of people
every year. teach them to operate com-
puters, build jet engines: weve got
one machine with a tape recorder and
color slides that show how to do indus-
trial stildtling in 35 steps." Ianni,
being jnstifiably alarmed. exploded in
effective, if not elegant, language lie
said. "Those guys who think yin can
teach kids in school jest like you'd set
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up an industr program for 50 men in
industrial soldering, thch're nuts "

These arc just a few examples of the
expressed attitudes of some of our
leadership people in regard to the
aggressi% eness of big business in our
professional field I think all of us
should be a are of this situation

There is no doubt at all that we
find many of the new electronic de-
vices helpful But I hope that we, as
teachers, may always be able to choose
which ones we want to use, what we
want to use iii them, how we want to
use them, and w "th whom. These de-
cisions I think inn,t he left with us, ir-
revocably

77ir rOI of the readier, teat-her.
Some people are asking "Will teachers
of reading be needed m the future?
Will teachers of 'eading hme any role
to play at all Will bot ks become ob-
solete? Will tcchnolog- do the entire
job of teaelmtg reading? W111 the
teacher become just a buttommshing
rcliot ?"

In my opinion. teachers of ending
w ill be needed in the future, but they
will have different roles to play. it is
olhious. for one thing, that teachers
should learn to 1 e mechanics. They
must understand . pmers and other
teclu'ological de%.tes thoroughly so
that they may use them to advantage,
maintain them, and pos.ibly repair
'hem when inivor breakdowns occur
Teacher iireimration will require
courses 111 conquiteri7ation. In con
nection with such a course, or in a sep-
arate course, teachers should be taught
how to prepare programed material for
use in the computer

It is imperative, in my opinion, that
teachers put their creative talent to
work in preparing materials for elec-
tronic devices. Computers at present
arc too expensive for schools to bu%.
So, those firms dealing in computers
rent them to school., In ler the condi-
tion that the schools buy from them
their programed matori-ds to use in the
computer. And by 'vlioni are these
materials prepared? By programers,
generally, not by educators!

There is a heavy demand at the mo-

ment f-r programers Big business
needs 50,000 programers at once It
is advertising for programers and often
saing that no special education or
math is required. I know a young
man who had great difficulty in getting
through high school lie went to
work for a computer company, where
he %%as to learn how to be a computer
mechanic Soon afterwards he told
me that instead of working with the
mechanical aspects of computering, he
was pnigraming material
asked 111111 %%-hat he %%as programing,
and his reply %%as they give.
me. All I have to do is to break it
down into tiny bits and ask a lot of
questions o% er and o% er

At ,he present time in our schools,
we are using reading materials which
hme been prep,tred b% authorities in
the field of reading educators who
know children, and w ho are well ac-
quainted in the broad, btu speciali7ed,
field of reading. The computer people
are making a big mistake in assuming,
that all that is needed in preparing
reading material for the schools is
someone %%du) 1,now s how to progiam.
I am not alone in passing this judg-
ment 1-tin% others arc sating the
same thing.

In a talk gi% en lh Harold Howe
o S Commis, loner Of Educa-

tion, I heard him say, not in so many
minis, but to this effect :

I spoke m a hunch of business men the
other day about setting up an orgamia-
don for evaluating the educational umls
that big business will be coming up
vtith in the future The Food and Drug
Administration keeps an eye ou %%hat %%e
Put in our bodies This organuathio I
am talking about would take care of
%%hat %%e put in our minds The speech
made eerybody pretty nervous. That's
%%hat I %%anted to domake them nerv-
ous

Here is another quotation; this one
is from II. Thomas fames ( /2), Dean,
School of Education, Stanford UniNer-
sitv:

pillion to spend
The word seems to he going out to the

schools that they are expected to buy
$50 billion worth of hard%%are in the
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nem decade, and that they should get
busy and figure out lulu they are going
to use it. I have no doubt that $51) bil-
lion north of equipment could help im-
lino e education in this c(itintr : my pica
is that ue ;nit the geniuses to work
studying the education process, as some
few of them are doing, and asking, not,
"What can this piece of equipment I
happen to have too much of do for edu-
cation but, "(;t en present needs and
opportunities in education, shat kind of
equipment might I invent that could he
useful

II 'anted Bigger Stop erooMS
Unless the latter question gets attended

to, se sill have to build even larger
storage rooms for unused harduare than
se already base (and one has to see
shat se even have nos to believe it !)
or else invent some neu kind of disposal
unit to grind it

I don't know ',nether big business
will eser take educators into partner-
ship with them in preparing electronic
des ices and material to be used in
them. I do know that teachers have
much unused creative ability and inge-
Milt v. If they will put their latent tal-
ent to work preparing materials, them-
selves, in terms of needs of their spe-
cial groups or individual pupils and
then process these through the com-
puter or other electronic des ice. I can
see flinch more promise in the whole
situation.

Don't you belies(' the shibboleth that
computers are going to free you from
drudgei y and leave on free to do
other things. This is a paradox in it-
self. for main of the people who arc
saving this are saving at the same time
that cominners have the possibilities of
doing every thing.

I.et's consider f- r a moment what
the computer c.. in reading and
what \ on as teacl rs will need to do.
The computer can drill children in
recognizing whole words, in learning
phonetic clenlents, and perhaps in
working with word structure. It can
give a lot of practice in following di-
rections. It can ch,ok literal compre-
hension with set answers.

But how about interpretation, criti-
cal reading, and creative reading? In
order to answer this question, I would
like to take a moment to define these
different kinds of comprehension as I

see them Literal coin prehension is
the skill of getting the primar. direct,
"literal" meaning of a word, idea, or
sentence in context. into tretation is
used to include those skills necessar
in getting deeper meanings than in lit-
eral comprehension, such as supph mg
or anticipating meanings not stated di-
rectly in text, drawing inferences,
making generalizations, reasoning cause
and effect. speculating on what w ill
happen next, detecting the significance
of a statenn nt or passage or -Alec-
tlUll. and 5) on Critical reading is
the third leel in the hierarchy of read-
ing-for-meaning skills \ccordino. to\ccording
nix thinking. critical reading includes
literal comprehension and interpreta-
tion; but it goes further than either of
these in that the reader es aluates----
passes personal judgment on the qual-
It % , the value, the accuracy, and the
truthfulness of what is read. Creative
reading/ is different again. In the first
three tin's of reading that I has e men-
tioned, the student is working with the
author's text and his thinking In
creative reading, the student leases the
author's tet and branches out on his
ow n in thinking through to different
solutions to a problem or to sensing
new relationship

One of our most important objec-
tives in reading at present is to teach
students to think , hence, the emphasis
on all of our teaching should be on the
last three hiws of thinking, and I can't
see how a computer can des clop these
types of reading for which there may
he mam ailsw yrs The computer may
offer a child three answers from which
he is to choose one. In this case. the
child is confined to the three answers
resulting from someone else's thinking,
rather than doing his own thinking
and coming lip with his own unique
answer.

Thinking, discriminating, decision-
making individnals are what we need
in future America Our students can
only des clop in these ways through
particilwition in group thinking he,-e
each one expresses his own thinking
orally, checks others' thinking and is
checked lw others, adds to others'
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thinking and lets others add to his
all of this guided by an astute teacher
who will throw in a remark or ques-
tion at the proper moment to stim-
ulate deeper reflection, Mental inter-
action is necessary in working with
deeper meanings in reading, but arriv-
ing at one set answer usually is not
necessary. A variety of answers may
come forth but if straight thinking
and sound judgment is shown, the va-
riety that comes from uniqueness
should be praised and not condemned.
Under conditions described above stu-
dents will have had practice in think-
ing rather than merely trying to find
the one right answer set by someone
else. Computers or no computers, the
teacher will have the major responsi-
bility for teaching interpretation of
reading content and the thinking pro-
cesses attendant upon critical and crea-
tive reading

Then what about the children for
whom the computer taps nut a distress
call to the teacher ? Certainlv not all
children are going to learn by compu-
terized instruction or by TV programs
administered by satellites There
never will be any one panacea for
teaching all children to read.

Perhaps while the majority arc bum
with the computer or other electronic
device. the teacher may make case
studies of those who are h:-,ing diffi-
culty in reading She should lc
equipped during her college days to do
a comprehensive case study of each
child's qualifications for learning to
read. including the social and emo-
tional factors which affect reading suc-
cess. Perhaps numberless prospective
remedial rea()ing as might hay
been prevented from developing if
their teachers had made case studies
of them at the ()inset of their troubles.
We hope that :acInrs of the future
may have time to make such studies
and that their colleges will have pre-
pared them to do so and to correct the
difficulties that are revealed, as well.

Ps: chotherap has proved to be val-
uable also in working with remedial
reading cases, Just being with some-
one N% ho is sympathetic and encourag-

ing aids the child in improxing
Teachers should have more instruction
in and more practice in using therapy
during their college years. Warm,
friendly, personal companionship is
something that a computer or a satel-
lite 1- V. program cannot give Teach-
ers should be equipped to do more
m the x%av of therapy This is an area
of teacher specialization Nvhich cannot
ey em be touched lu automation

There are other human influences of
good teachers. that cannot be dupli-
cated by electronic devices. As I larr
I3randv ,al, f 2)

it Is hard to imagine a conversa-
tion hem een a machine and a pupil: it is
difficult to imagine the machine and thy
learner growing togetht r. interacting
with each other so that the experience
of each changt.s irreversibly with each
moment of instruction It is een more
difficult to eonceie of a machine hmartl
which the pupil feels respect and from
%cinch he expects understanding and re-
spect It is difficult to imagine how a
machine could, V. idiom a cc ord. pass a
Judgment on a pupil that the pupil trill
feel more keenly than the most detailed
of reports from the battery of tests that
the electronic counselors can emit on a
,ectitul', notice

We shall alw ay s need perceptive
teachers of reading to guide and en-
courage students to invent qtiestions as
well as to answer them to reflect.
infer. and predict . to string together
beads of information in arriving at
generaliiations: to and indtpndence nun
study to foster creativttv to nourish
values: and to refine sensitivities In
my opinion. no automated device can
ey er take the place of a tolerant. un-
derstanding, dedicated, inspired teacher
of reading

One more point, "Arc books dead?"
This is a qiiestion which we as teach-

s of reading mast face,
"The printed word is passing'', say

the technologists. Is this true? If
not. what is the function of books in
this automated world? Flank Jen-
nings says (7)

. the value of a book in the chang-
ing world is in its ability to hold things
still long enough for them to he under-
stood, until fear and confusion can he
replaced by something less paralyzing.
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The hook can make yesterday's seven
thousand years a golden tapestry for the
hero's hall. With it we can measure to-
day's dilemma against yesterday's de-
feats. It may not diminish the press of
our anguish, nor tarnish the glow of our
achievements, but it can show us con-
nectioas, it can point out perspectives

The function of books. ;Kith for
adults and children, has betn stated
well in this quotation.

Insofar as children alone are con-
cerned. never before have so many
books been written for children. never
have so many hooks been read by chil-
dren.

As _franc Dunn has so aptly said
(3):

From the s cry tiny who point with
petal fingers to intriguing details of illus-
tration and inquire: 'What's dat?' to the
!,orng girl or lad with the just-
perceptible mantle of adulthood resting
on them, engrossed in the fifth dimen-
sion of .4 Wrinkle in Time, from these I
have derived an uncrushable belief that
Nlan's great gift to himselfthe printed
wordwill never die.

I agree heartily with this sentiment.
Books are not dead! Teachers are

nut dead ! God is not dead ! God-
given teachers of reading and interest-
laden books will walk down the aisles
of time together in happy communion
so long as cRilization may endure.
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Skillful Teaching:
Them-% and Practice

ht TII STRANG
The Unnrsity of Arizona

RI'oGNIZING the relationship between
reading disability and emotional
disturbance, clinical psychologists and
psychiatrists are emphasizing the
importance of skillful instruction. A
child's feeling of inadequacy in school
can become pervasive and lead to a con-
sistent pattern of failure to work up to
his level of abilit. As a basic process
of the reeducation of emotionally dis-
turbed children. Hobbs (5) mentioned
competence in teaching that results in
competence in learning Psychiatrists.
too. have recognized that disabilit( in
reading. which often underlies failure
in other school subjects, is the root of
many problems referred to mental hy-
giene and guidance clinics. From his
experience in the I.anglv (

reached the conclusion that "The
edncatne efforts of our skilled teachers
play an mq sirtant part in the r1,:over
of even psychotic children Beginning
to learn academic material is inie way
of beginning to deal with the real

world. . . . I would, therefore,
emphasize that the teacher expects of
Herself that she learn to teach as effc-
ti(el and skillfnlh as possible and
that. in teaching. slit' is performing an
important mental health task'' ( 1 ).

Conditions for effective
learning

A major emphasis in the teaching of
reading today is on how pupils learn.
Understanding the learning process is
basic to effective teaching. We
should, therefore, first ask what con-
ditions are prerequisite to effective
learning?
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1. Attention is basic to learning. If
we can get and hold the pupil's at-
tention. then the way is open to learn-
ing. Movement attracts attention
Contrast captures a child's attention
contrast between capitals and lower
case letters, between words that are
alike except for a single' letter (fat
and fate, hat and hate, and between
different kinds of sentences and para-
graphs (10. pp. 125-128) Instead of
drilling on one form. the pupil learns
by haying to distinguish one form from
another. This skill req.::ces active at-
tention

\ mild discrepanc% novelty. or sur-
prise also attracts attention. That is
one reason who any new method so
often get results. .1 new approach is
especially imi%ortant for pupils who
ha% e failed to learn I)) methods
previously used ilo%wewer. if the
snomIns situation is so completely un-
familiar that the pupil has no response
to make to it. it (-misc.:, anxiety The
best %%ay to find out whether a task is
stimulating or frustrating to a pimil IS

to ol.serve his response. If he be-
comes bored. the reading material ma
be dull or too easy or too difficult.
Bright children sometimes avoid get-
ting bored by discovering or creating
some variation i a monotonous rou-
talc task. Less aide Icaniers may not
get bored because they have not yet
learned the response needed : the task
still has some novelty to them.

2 .1 background of correct oral Eng-
lih is another prerequisite to success
in learning to read. The spoken lan-
guage i, primary. By listening to
selected TV programs. recordings.: nd
stories read aloud to them. children
gain a feeling for the sound and struc-
ture of English sentences. They also
learn to associate the sound of words
and phrases with printed forms as they
follow the Imes of print while listening
to the passage read %%ith natural in-
tonation and stress. Pupils from nom-
English speaking homes esi(cciall%
need mud) experience m listening and
speaking.

3. The spirit of discovery lightens
learning. It is intellectually stim-
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idating: it associates the experience
with satisfaction : it aids menion : and
it makes learning more personall%
meaningful. Even the study of phon-
ics may hale an element of discovery
as when a child learns for himself that
the same letter may hae different
sounds in different words as e in ever.
eve. fear, end and player. Ile has this
feeling of discover% when he finds that
he can read inan% new words as stiOn
as he kno%%. the consonant letter-suond
associations and a single o%% el sound
It is also exciting to realiie that he can
c Thipletel change the meaning of a
word by adding a different initial con-
sonant to a familiar cluster- attic as in
name. same, wow. and tame. Merely
using %%ord recognition skills to itienti-
fv an unfamiliar %vim' is an act of
discovery. as is also locating and
interpreting clues of character. mood.
and plot in a .ton. Thus many as-
pects of reiding can be presented as a
process of disco% en.

4 Reinfonement of progress in
reading is another basic condition for
effectiN e learning which requires skill
in linking the consequences of the
reading act satisfing or rewarding
Much has been w ritter on the
pmehology of **operant conditioning.-
and a few tNpVtilllellD, along this line
in the field of reading have been re-
ported. Severel% retarded readers in
several classes were given check marks
on a chart fo..- coining to class on time.
for lianding in their homework. and
for even looking quite steadily at a
book during a library period They
received extra credit for reading and
re] wirt i lig on a book. These check
marks added lip to some specil priv-
ilege such as going to a scl,,,(%1 movie
or football game. The result was that
these students became more receptie
to learning. more accessible to re-uling
instruction. The teacher's hope is that
the students will have acquired a new
mode of response and will e%entnally
become interested enough it- readilig to
continue on their own initiatne.

Reinforcement is most effective
when it follows alniost immedi: tel
after the desired lrhayior and is
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oecific and relevant to the individual.
5 Social reinforcement Lased 0:1

identification n:th an admired person
also provides a favorable condition for
learning. II:tying established a num-
ber of points of identity with the pu-
pil. thy' teaches may then describe ins
method of reading: "When I conie to
an unfamiliar .turd,_ I stop and think
'what word might make sense in the
sentence: does that word begin and
end w ith the sounds these letters stand
for : does the word ha e some common
parts I already know?' I don't at-
tempt to say the word until I've ap-
plied my word recognition skills.''
This procednre was employed effec-
tkek with an inqiulsive boy who made
mans erro-s in reading because he did
not stop to think and analize the un-
familiar words

6. I positive expectancy of progress
promotes learning \ Pupil who !x-
pects success is willing to attack oew
tasks FA en when he meets difficult
he will lint forth effort because he has
built up ego strength in earlier years.

,But what of the pupil who has
preionsly met more failure t;.,in suc-
cess? Ile needs immediate experience
of success through carefully chosen
reading material and skillful instruc-
tion In one exl)crinment a teacher's
expectation that certain pupils would
make unusual growth in reading dim-
Mg the sear actually did result in high-
er acIne% einem than would nonuall%
hme been expected of them.

7. Reading must be functional and
have personal significance and value in
the life of the child or adolescent. The
undiscmlined Maori children described
by Syivia Ashton Warner learned
readil words like mammy. fight. and
ghost they failed to learn the words in
a primer foreign to them. Adolescents
whose wa-ys of perceiving, thinking,
and 1 emembenng ha e been shaped by
a lifetime of Ty and other mass media
require the stimulus of reading mate-
rial relevant to their world They
lean] because reading has personal
value for them. Unless the tachir
looks at the world through their eves,
he fails to make connection with them.

R. Understanding the individual in
his environment. This in col yes
diagnostic teaching. Learning tasks
must be commensurate with the iv-
&victual's capacity, challenging but not
overwhelming. But an exclusive
analysis of his internal chnamics as in
psychotherapy is increasingly being re-
placed by an analysis of the indkidual
with reference to environmental con-
ditions that may be facilitating or in-
hibiting progress in reading.

There are inch% idual differences in
the learning process used li% children
of different ages, abilities, and back-
grounds. Some indk iduals tend to
perceive the situation as a whole: oth-
ers notice only details, often trk ial,
insignificant details (9). Some in-
dividuals tend to learn more easily
through a t isual approach : others,
through auditory channels (2). If the
teacher is aware of children who
strongly favor either the auditory or
u isual modality, he may prmide ex-
periences in learning- dining,' their
preferred channel. In addition. h?
ma gin e special practice to strengthen
the aspect in which they are weak; for
example, exercises and games in
auditory perception for boys who are
weak in this basic ability. In general.
the teacher "accentuates the positive"
and eliminates the negative Iwhavior
In not giving attention to it.

Because of the effect of age Mei--
ences on the learning-teaching proc-
ess. this anicle will attempt to de-
scribe some examples of skillful teach-
ing at different stages of child and ad-
olescent development

Infante and preschool
pervading experiences

Preparation for successful reading
begins at birth. Apparently an in-
dividual's cognitive style- his wins of
perceiving. reasoning, and rememl)er-
inghas its genesis very early in life.
Unless his cm moment provides ap-
propriate stimulation, these abilities,
%% Inch underlie r-ading achievement.
do not begin to do clop. With
opportunities to manilifilate things, to
look, and to listen, the child's visual,
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auditory. and related perceptions de-
vclop

Concomitant with the cognitive
development is the affective aspect in-
°ling human relationship. The

tender loving care of the mothering
one is the basis of a seise of trust. A
sense of trust encourages freedom to
explore and an openness to new ex-
periences.

During preschool years qualities of
an inquiring mind, an outgoing at-
titiul, a feeling of self-confidence and
competence are further developed
The work of I fess and his associates
(I at the University of Chicago illus-
trates concretely the teaching process
involved. Mothers were asked to
teach their preschool children a simple
task such as putting together a simple
puzzle Their methods varied greatly
Some mothers practically completed
the task for the child or told him ex-
actly what to do while others guided
his learning by questions and com-
ments which eventuated in the child's
sncessfnl performance. Some moth-
ers made disparaging remarks such as,
"Whc are von so slow "You're not
half finished vet.- Others encouraged
the child by comments such as "You
found just the right piece." "You're
half finished already." Wilma Miller

continued exil imentation along
the same line by studying the re-
lationship of parental language pat-
terns and control to reading readiness
and reading achievement at the end of
the first grade. She found thac the
mother's teaching style and the
prereading activities in the home were
related to the child's initial reading
readi ;;ess and to reading achievement
near the end of the first grade.

Other preschool environmental con-
ditions cmulncic e to success in learn-
ing to read are opportimities for chil-
dren to become familiar with the sound
of language by hearing stori!.s and
poems read aloud to develop their
speaking vocabulary and facility in the
spoken language. The child'm desire to
learn to read grows as he sees others
enjoying reading, discovers the deligit
that lies between the covers of books,

and begins to have a practical need to
know words in print.

If a child has not had the opportuni-
ty to develop these abilities and inter-
estsand this lack is true of most
disadsantaged and bilingual chil-
drenhe needs earlier rather than de-
la ecl school entrance, procided that
his experiences in the preschool group ,

develop the prereading competencies
needed ft ir successfully learning to
read.

"Skillfid instruction" during infancy
and preschool .ears consists in pro-
viding a "responsive en% ironment" for
the child a stinmlating environment
in which the child takes the initiative
and the adult responds appropriately.

The primar grades: mastel) of
basic reading skills

Skillful instruction in beginning
reading folio s the preschool pattern
of providing a resiionsixe environnicu t.
In school there are new words,
phrases. and sentences that the first
grader wants and needs to read : his
name on his bicker. girls, boys, up.
down. details of the daily schedule, and
the like Ile can learn these by sight.
To aid hint the teacher mac illustrate
and discuss the meaning of the word
and call his attention to its con-
figuration, the sequence of letters, and
auu distinguishing characteristics : she
writes the word on the board, pro-
nouncing it as she writes. She may
ask the children to trace the word
with their fingers The aim is to make
the first impression as yix id as pos-
sible. The value of starting reading
instruction in this way is to introduce
reading as a personally significant,
thought- getting process.

Realizing that no learning takes place
without attention, she selects the
words most interesting to the children.
She uses movement, contrast, and
novelt to attract and hold their at-
tention

Because of wide differences iii
childrn's abilities and preschool back-
gronnd, skillful teaching in the primary
grades must be diagnostic teaching,
that is, teaching based on an under-
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standing not only of the child's pres-
ent competencies and learning ca-
pacity but also of the way s in which
his emironnient is influencing him.
The teacher can gain such un-

derstanding by combining readiness
training with diagnosi'. As she uses
various readiness exercises, she will
note which children respond quickly
and which need further practice in a
small group or as individuals. A
standardized readiness test sores as a
check on the teacher's informal ap-
praisal.

The following procedures used by a
first grade teacher. Mrs Dorothy
Maxson of the Tucson public schools,
provided practice in preliminary read-
ing skills and also in some of the un-
derlying mental abilities needed in
learning to read,

An action song. "Where Is Thumb -
kin ?" involved attention. memory. repe-
tition of familiar words and phrases
with emphasis in natural intonation
and coordination of voice, eyes, and

bodily movements.
Listening to and following directions

required close attention, comprehen-
sion of the directions, memory, and

motor ability to carry them out.
.An exercise in distinguishing begin-

ning sounds of pairs of words such as
foxbox, which is an animal?

hawchair, which can you sit on?
required a background of experience.

ord kip nt ledge. and ability to recog-
nize the category in which a given word
Ix:hinged.

.\ simple kind of closure exercise
consisted of stipi,lying the divining
word omitted in hiirsery rin flies.
This exercise also gax e practice in the
recognition of ending sounds of words.

Recalling, in proper sequence, the
events of stories heard previously
helped in developing a sense of se-
quence in reading. The children's at-
tention was called to sequence by lead-

ing questions: "NVhat aninial did
Sambo meet in the jungle? What
happened then? What did the tiger
say', etc."

Discrimination of differences in the
position of objects and letters sas

taught with pictures of one annual fac-
ing right and the other three facing left
and with a series of letters -bbba
one letter shorter than the others)

ni n in (one letter with One hump
missing ) , d d b d (the same letter
form but in a different position ). This
last exercise is especially important to
teach the principle that changing the
position of certain letter forms changes
their meaning For example, the let-
ter form d when facing in the opposite
direction becomes b and when turned
upside down. becomes p. The chit-
(ken were asked not only to identify
the form that w as different but to tell

why they thought it was different.
They were encouraged to erbalize the
methods of learning that brought suc-
ce-s

The same letter w as presented in dif-
ferent forms: capital B. small b, and 1,

in print. script. and manuscript This,
too. was an important principle for
children to learn, namely . that the

Sallie letter meaning may be presented

in different forms (., pp. 40-1400
Asking children to tell what they

saw in a picture quickly detected the

those
who looked

:IaltnIli'lislidifil)Pitiric;olliv(t'(::tche appropriateness

at picture as a 1. ie,talt or whole,

and the "part erc .iyers." those who

picked out separate and often trivial

and sequence of instructional methods

and materials, this teacher's enthu-
siasm. encouragement, and sensitivity
to imdiS idual children provided all

ideal environment for learning.
Skillful teaching recognizes in-

disidnal differences in children's need

for practice. There is danger in

erdrilling. if a child overlearns a
habit where flexibility is necessary, it
becomes rigid and detrimei tal to other

learning For example, practice in
=angling out words may be continued
w hen they should be recognized by the
child's noting fewer and fewer cites.
Once a child builds a rut in the road, it
is hard for h Ai to get out of it

Skillful teaching is sequential. It
progresses from auditory and visnal
perception. discrimination, and memo-
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ry to the integration of auditory with
visual symbols, to simple categorization
and concept formation.

Skillful instruction in the primary
grades exposes children to complexity
as well as to the specific sequential
learning of vocabulary and word
recognition skills. Sound-letter as-
sociations are taught in words.
Words are taught in sentences; sen-
tences are used to build paragraphs,
and the sequence of idea; in a passage
as a whole is recognized.

Interinedi.ite grades

Skillful instruction in the intermedi-
ate grades introduces advanced read-
ing skills incidentally. g.ves specific
instruction in location of information
and study skills, and reinforces and ap-
plies skills taught in the earlier grades.

Perhaps the most serious criticism
of teaching in the intermediate grades
is that little or no real instruction in
reading is given. Instead of haying
the dual objectives of knowledge of the
subjects and development of effective
methods of reading each of these sub-
jects. the focus is on content.

Children in the intermediate grades
need specific instruction. Skillful
teaching of the new technical vo-
cabulary in science and social studies
through objects, pictures, dramatiza-
tionsmakes words come -dive in the
context in which they are used. These
children need instruction in how to
read a sentence, and how to get the
author'., thought from a paragraph,
and how to recognize the structure
of a selection as a whole. Skillful
teaching of sentences involves lingui,
tic study of the structure of the En-
glish language as an aid to comprehen-
sion. Skillful teaching of paragraph
reading leads the students to explore
and discover the various purposes for
which paragraphs are written and the
various forms they may take ( 1 0 ) . pp.
125-128).

The intermediate grades are not too
early to teach an approach to a read-
ing selectionthe preliminary ex-
ploration, thinking, atii speculation as
to the content and contribution of the
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selection : the raising of questions
%%inch the selection might answer ; the
reading folltmed 1w review and finally
by putting the knowledge gained in the
form in which it might be used This
is the familiar Surve Q3R method,
though it may not be introduced to the
children 1w that name. But the teach-
ers would go through the process with
the class man times and remind them
of the method when giving as-
signment;.

Skillful instruction develops and
encourages reading interests in chil-
dren of this age who usually reach a
peak of voluntary reading about twelve
years of age.

junior high s( tool
Reading problems pile up in junior

high school. Whether they have
learned to read, students are required
to attend school until they have
reached the legal school-leaving age.
Effective reading instruction during
these years is crucial ; it may be the
school's last chance to salvage potential
ability. Research has shown that a
large percentage of dropouts have
potential reading ability ( 7 ).

Skillful instruction in junior high
school must recognize a) the students'
values and %vays of thinking and feel-
ing, shaped by the mass media of
communication; b) their sense of
inadequacy engendered by years of
failure to succeed in school ; c) their
embarrassment at having to read mate-
rial below their interest and difficulty
level ; d) their impatience with meth-
ods of teaching reading that have failed
to help them make progress; and e)
their fear of or lack of hope for their
future.

English S. a course of study devel-
oped for potential dropouts in the De-
troit schools, explores these students'
current interest in TV programs,
part-time employment, recreation, fam-
ily relations. boy-girl relations, and
similar areas of young adult interests.
This approach to reading has been re-
ported as very successful with the
group for whom it was designed.
Practicalh none of the potential drop-
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outs who were enrolled in this course
left school prematurely.

Skillful teaching of retarded young
adolescents aims to assure immediate
success; another experience of failure
confirms their feeling of inadequacy.
For this reason the learning tasks must
he selected carefully they must he
challenging yet possible of achievement
with reasonable effort If a book is
too easy. the student obtains no real
sense of accomplishment ; if it is too
difficult. he will feel only frustration

When the student's progress in
reading is blocked by lack of basic
reading skill, in simple sight vo-
cabulary and word recognition, the
teacher must find a different way to
teach these skills. junior high school
students will reject primary methods
and materials. One teacher in-
troduced the Phono-V;sual Charts as a
scientific method developed by experts
in speech. Another teacher preceded
drill with the Fernald Method 1w a
psychological explanation of how a
person learns better by using several
sensory avenues.

Novelty of method not only attracts
attention it also revives hope, (On
the other hand, a method that has
previously resulted in no imprmement
in reading tends to be rejected.) This
is one reason why any new gadget or
machine or method of instruction often
results in some initial progress with
retarded readers.

Thoughts of the future depress some
adolescents' effort but stimulate others
to put forth more effort to learn to
read. Their reaction depends neon
how they view their future and what
the future actually offers them. For
months one ninth grade Spanish-
American boy had made no effort to
improve his reading. One day in a

con% ersation with him, his teacher.
Mrs. Betty Frey, learned that he had
given up hope of making anything of
himself. Ile could see no use for read-
ing or any need for school learning.
.\ few days later his teacher read an
article in the local paper about a Mex-
ican-American who had been elected to
a position of some prominence. She

cut out the clipping and put it on the
boy's desk without comment. From
that time on the boy's interest and ef-
fort to imprme in all the language arts
increased.

Skillful teaching of able learners is
aimed at developing greater proficiency
in reading and study skills and in
preventing waste of precious years in
which childish habits are discarded or
revised and more mature habits and
skills arc de% eloped.

Senior high school

NIthough some senior high school
students are merely "serving their
term." many are anxious about enter-
mg and succeeding in college or a vo-
cation. They reali7e the value of
efficient reading and study habits: they
are impatient w ith the reiteration of
general rules about study methods.
paragraph reading, and the like They
want specific help over and above what
they have been able to work out for
them:id% es.

Skillful teaching- requires nitwit
more understanding of the reading
process than we possess at present.
Students can help teachers to acquire
this understanding through con-
tributing introspective reports re-
garding their own most efficient read-
ing inetilod

One high school student, oft % iouslv
a bright boy. was making a %cr poor
academ.- record. Some conflict re-
gardinj., his ambitious mother and his
%ocational choice was evident. Ile de-
scribed his pre% ions instruction in
reading as "too vague and general."
1 Its present teacher, taking the clue
from the boy's own comments, went
through the process of reading a rather
difficult paragraph front his history
book She guided each step in the
intensive study of this paragraph. He
skimmed, noting key words, to get all
overview; approached the reading with
a que-tion in mind ; varied his rate,
laming to fix in mind the informa-
tion he was looking for , related the
illustrations to his own experience:
and reacted to the specific ideas.
interpreting words and phrases as he
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read. The teacher emphasized recalling
Vl hat lie had read rather than spending
the same time in the common practice
of merels re-reading The ho's re-
sponse to this specific instrnction was
markedly different from his Pre ums
laCkadaVNield attitude iNN ard reading

Although instruction in simple as-
pects of interpretation of literature and
critical and creatise reading begins as
soon as children has e acquired a min-
imum of pruiiciencs in "reading the
lines.- there is loom during high
school car. for more intensise
instruction ill the higher level reading
skills \lam high school students do
not know :that clues of character and
motis e to look for or how to locate and
interpret them 'Instruction of this
kind can be given on a storm read ht
the entire class. Tlw teacher repeat-
(Ills demonstrates the process of in-
terpretation with the Is hole class until
the students has e masteied the skills
sufficiently to use them in their outside
reading

Creati\ e reading is encouraged by
calling attention to imagers of various

\N 111(11 students can reproduce in
their (M11 minds and describe in
svords, drawings. or paintings. Sim('
the interpretation of poetry is mans
sided. the teacher encourages stmlmts
to make their own unique responses to
a gis en poem or piece of literature
How et cr. there 111aV even be a place
for programed instrnetion in the initial
studs of poetry t

instruction in higher les els
of critical reading is also needed by
most high school and c( liege .andent,

Skillful teaching of reading begins
with an understanding of the in-
dividual student's reading abilities.
diffictilti(s. and potential: NN ith his
cahics and concept of lumsell : and
with school. home: and neighborhood
conditions that are facilitating or hin-
dering his progress in reading.

1 las inL, this understanding, the
teacher sets the stage for succe,,, by
providing appropriate reading tasks
and by giving skillful instruction,
Nlieneser possible, he ignores the
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1)ehasior that is interfering with the
student', learning. Instead of calling
attention to errors, he ''accentuates the
positise tries to attach satisfac-
tion to the conseqsieiwes of helm\ ior
that lead to improvement it rein-
forcing an muse in ti' right direc-
tion To accomplish this rein-
Irtwinent lie enlists the aid of
all r qr-late 11111118t1011 ranging all
where from tolsens, material rew aids.
recognition. and appros al to the
satisfaction that conies front success

and seil-reali/at;on.
I n respuns. in smelt teach; the

highest praise a student could giNe
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INSTRUCTION IN READING

WORD RECOGNITION

A Critical Look at Instruction
in Word Recognition at the

Elementary Level

JUANITA LEWIS
Colorado State College

woHo Hic-oi;x1TioN, the same as any
other term in the field of reading. can
become ambiguous when one examines
it in the mans different pieces of litera-
ture of a reading program. For the
purpose of this paper word recognition
refers to the child's ability to recognize
a word and its meaning in context.
Before a child can recognize a word,
lie must first have the opportunity and
skills necessary to identify that word,
or someone must tell it to him. Ac-
tually, one could hardly talk about
word recognition without getting into
word identification skills. Therein lies
the ambiguity of word recognition; it
is a result of word identification.

Instruction in word
recognition

Consider the ways a child learns to
recognize or identify a word. There
are four major areas to be considered
as far as instruction in word recogni-
tion is concerned. They are 1) Con-
text, 2) Phonetic Analysis, 3) Struc-
tural Analysis. and -I) Comprehension
Context

Anyone who has examined one or
more of the available reading programs
being used by children today is aware
of the fact that attention is given to
helping children through three diffe-
rent kinds of context.

Oral Context. The purpose of oral
context is to give the child practice in
using verbal clues to identify words.
Frequently, it is supplemented with
picture and/or printed context, struc-
tural and/or phonetic analysis, or in
some cases any miracle that comes to
the teacher's mind.

Picture Context. The purpose of
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this activits is the give the child prac-
tice in using picture clues to identify
words. Most readiness programs and
preprimers offer opportunities for the
child to des elop this skill. It, too, is
frequently supplemented with oral and
printed context

Printed Context The purpose of
printed context N two-fold:
I To give the child practice in using

printed context to identify new
words, and

2 To gise the child practic^ in com-
prehension.

Oral and picture context used along
with printed context seems to be a
means to an endwhat end '
Reading!

Phonetic Analysis
Varying degrees of phonetic analysis

appear in reading programs. A con-
sensus seems to he that children need
help with at least three skills:

identifying likenesses and differ-
ene,,c in beginning sounds. Attention
is devoted here to giving children skill
in sounding out the beginning of a
word to enable them to identify words.

Identifying likenesses and differ-
ences in sounds in the medial posi-
tion. Attention is devoted here to giv-
ing children skill in sounding out the
"middle" of a word of syllable to help
them identify words

/dentifying likenesses and differ-
OUTS in ending sounds Attention is
devoted here to giving children skill in
sounding out the ending of a word to
help them identif words.

Structural analysis
Again, almost any method of teach-

ing reading that could he mentioned
gives attention to structural analysis.
This skill enables the child to take a
word apart and sound out the parts to
help him identify it. Children are
helped with five different kinds of
structural analysis:

Root words. It is believed that to
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find a root word in a strange word will
help a child identify the strange word

Prefi res. After the child has
learned to idennfe the root word, he,
identifies the prefix to further aid him
in identliN Mg the strange word

Sufi; res \gam the child is encour-
aged to find the root word plus the
suffix tr, help hint identify the strange
word

Compound ik ordc hildt en are
also gm en practice in (!iscox (Ting that
the strange word Ilia\ consist of t\\
words that the\ ;dread\ know

yvitabication \ttention is dexoted
to helping children develop skill in di-
ruling words into sllables as a means
of ulentifx mg strange words.

Comprehension
The advocatts of any method of

teaching reading would strongly agree
that their approach to reading leads to
()into ehenston otherwise, what is the

purpose of context, phonetic anal\ sis.
or structural anal cis ", Some are
happx if the child understands a word
Otlu.s are not happy imless the child
understands the whole sentence
Manx are not satisfied until the child
comprehends a whole paragraph, a

whole story, nr the main idea o' ,e-
lection Pito twin. shows that .aithor-
ities expect the child to understawl
what he reads Most authorities are(
that it is from the printed context that
comprehension comes

Picture Context. Programs devote
a suable amount of time to helping
children de\ clop comprehension with
picture Illbok

()nil Con/C.11, Programs de\ ote time
to !wiping children develop comprehen-
sion throngh listening to oral context,

Plotted Conte.tt No method ig-
nores printed context and the role it

pkns m comprehension. The most
«munon use made of printed cont( so

I. Silent Reading. The child is
a purpose: he examines the printed
context sileoth and through compre-
hension fulfills his purpose

2 Oral Reading. Again the child is

gien a purpose for reading,, he reads
(Tall\ and fulfills his purpose

3 Skimming Sometimes the child
is giten a purpose and is called upon
to skim the material with comprehen-
sion to fulfill Its purpose

4. Drill The matt different t pes
of drill emploxed in helping children
with compreht nsion would be too me-
mrons to hst at this time Snfiice ut

to sax the end result should be com-
prehension of the man rial which the
children hate handled

ritual look at institution
WUId tecogiutioll

(ixx for a critical look at instrnction
in word recognition \,s was pointed
out earlier in this paper, word recogni-
tion is the ability to lecognue a word
and its meaning m a oaitanlar con-
text It was al.., pointed out that
there are four major areas m instruc-
tion in word recognition 1 t Context.
21 Phonetic \nal\ -is. 3 1 'Ail-11011ra]

Nnaixsts. and -0 Comprehension
Take a critical look at these four area
which ha \e become sacred to people m
the field of reading

Cotter/.
.Pidon Conte 1"/ let's 1 ol; first at

picture context Couldn't we devote
snore time to printed context rather
than picture context' When i exa-
mine a basal series. I ne er fail to ask
Invself this question. I will agree that
in the beginning children do enjoy
SOME picture reading, lint through
observiog children during raw class-
room teaching experiences I foinid
time after time that children het ame
bored and restless when asked to read
a picture to death .\greed, some
method needs to he used to "put words
into the months of poor rt adet s." butt

men the rebel after a w huh 1 hate
nothing hut sxmpath% for the six-

\ ear-4d child who has to go through a
reading readiness program where he is
asked to read pictnres and more pic-
tures and noire pictures.

Those who are first grade teachers
pun e probably had the same experience
I had m first grade reading The child
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who can go thrinigh the whole story
reading e cry detail in the picture plus
adding numerous ones of his 11,11

%rho) asked to read the selection. look,
at %on with a question in his 111111(1 aim
asks. "What selection'

.Slitutuin/ Publishing companies and
teachers must concentrate less on pic-
ture context.

Ora Context flow about oral con-
text" Does it help the child or not
Hair xon cer at in the hack of the
room and listened to a first grade
teacher teach reading' If %nu have. I
belie% %Oil will agree with me that
much of the oral context given by the
leacher is not w hat we are after at all
For example: when a child is reading
a sentence and tops in the middle of
the sentence because he can't identify a
word, it would seem to me that lie
needs to know that word inimediatel%
for coniprehension, otherwise, lie loses
Ins train of thought and begins to word
call, In my opinion, teachers don't
help by such oral context as "It begins
with the same sound as ball, bird" or
"We had that word vesterdtk. remem-
ber:" or "That's one of ullr new
words." concerned, too. when the
teacher gives the child oral context
that lie will not have access to later
when lie is reading independently. In
summan. I suppose my major criti-
cism is the fact that teachers using de-
tailed oral context during a silent or
oral reading lesson can be interfering
with comprehension lather than help-
ing the

.S'olution' Tell the child the word
now : help him later with hi-; problem!

Printed Context. Couldn't ue have
more words in beginning reading, and
couldn't we inchnh more than just
one syllable words"

Sotnetinies I womb r what chIldn'll
think of our 'chop Is when we take
them to a reading cirri( build up their
interest in reading. :old then hand
then] a story with sndi hunted %ocalm-
lark that it couldn't possibh compete
with library hooks they are reading or
are having read to them or with their
conversations during recess Pleice
don't misunderstand me. 1 ant not ad-

vocating a recording of the conversa-
tion .it recess time followed by a

printed (hart from which the child
read, and rereads and rereads what a
group had to sa during a particular
recess in a particular situation. i am
nn' advocating this approach at all I

have tried that approach and it didn't
work for me.

Solution ' 1 would like to ..(AC more
readnig readiness programs denote at-
tention to the skills basic to beginning
reading and less -it untinn to picture
reading of ex elk (la% .situations or nur-
ser% flume.

As for two-or snore -'. liable words,
recall from ilk own classrlioni expen-
owe that If 'aching/on was a ,rd that
all of nip first grade children could re-
cognize when they saw it in panted
formAes, even the ill the
low group.

Solut on! Put more m. on], tin pri-
mark reading material. and let', not be
afraid to try the big ones

Phoneth . lnalvsb
ha% e several questions concerning

phonetic anal% sis .

Sounds The reading
readiness program

Why spend mica in our reading
readiness books with actkitn. com-
pletch unrelated to beginning reading?

It seems to ine that lw the time a
child completes his reading readiness
program he should be oil the niad to
reading If this is true, it would seem
to me tliat our reading readiness
shonld get him ready!

How about teaching begmninc
sounds'

This makes sense to me, and since I
have worked with kindergarten and
first grade children. i kinm that man,
of them can successfully work with be-
ginning snunds. Not only front obser-
vation do i know this. but 1 also know
it from examining and conducting re-
search. I ha% e aIreadv heard the ar-
gument that all cl ildren cannot do this
work at kindergaten level. Is this
an reason for not letting those who
can nvive forw aid? If we hold bark
for this reason, we can't hike reading
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at first grade level or geometry at high
school, can we ?

Solution? Give the child more
work with letter forms and sounds.

-AlPfzial.Saunds. .Whv can't children
he exposed to them earlier?

At first grade level it bothers me
that we can't start working earlier
with certain phonetic analysis
skillsto be specific. with vowels. I
don't recall too many words the child
meets in his recreational reading where
he wouldn't be confronted with vowels.
I believe that if e would work with
the vowels soon enough at early first
grade level, we could help children be-
come more independent in their read-
ing habits. After all. aren't we sup-
pose(' to give the child what he can put
to use immediately? And surely one
can't deny that even in the first word
in the preprimer the child meets a
vowel I remember hearing a saying
one time "get what you need but need
what v ai get." "Needing what Non
get- brings me to my next comment.
I ani a little disturbed when I go into
classrooms and see teachers using pho-
netic programs that are not in any way
iied to the immediate needs of the
child. I'm sure that teachers are using
these highly advertised, colorful, pho-
netic programs with good intentions.
I would just like to mention that ac-
cording to the laws of learning. chil-
dren tend to forget what they don't use
and, secondly, that what they learn
should be used immediately in a mean-
ingful situation.

I would be happy to see a structural
program in phonics if it is a program
that goes along with the reading pro-
gram the teacher is using at that time
and if it concentrates on the high fre-
quency needs of the children. Why
should a child have to drill on a spe-
cific sound if he is not having trouble
with it?

Solution? Give children practice in
hearing likenesses and differences in
words they are using now, Don't wait
until that magic period, the second
grade.

.Structural analysis
I ha\ e three criticisms concerning

structural analysis
ll'hy have children find little words

in hiq words? I am concerned about
programs that encourage children- to

little words in big words. This
procedure forms a BAD habit that
children must break sooner than one
expects T can see no advantage in
this activity whatsoeN er because the
English language is not that consistent
The minute the child starts having
two-syllable words he is e-oing to run
into trouble.

What about configuration? T am
equally concerned abort the series that
wastes the child's time by having him
look at a printed word and visnali7e a
picture of that word that, probabh, is
completely unrelated to that word.
When you have a child look at the
word been, think of it with an outline
around it. add wheels to it. and make
smoke come out of the top, ou're tak-
ing his mind off the word. Again. very
rarely have I seen chil,:rens books
where, first of all the word was
framed : and I nee er rec dl seeing one
where the word's had wheels on th.,m.

ll'hy do we ask children to diicie
words in syllables? It is well and
good to have children divide words
into syllables, but many programs
never go be%ond this step. Children
should then be taught to look at each
syllable as an indepemlint word that
would be identified the same as anv
small word.

Solution' IIave the child take the
word apart in a logical manner and use
these parts tc identify the word.

Comprehension
Sonic of our programs make little, if

any, provision for compreheosion.
Some of our teacher's manuals ask
such regurgitative-type questions that
the only thing alchild has to do is to
repeat a sentences whether it makes
sense. Some of the drills provided by
publishing companies and by teachers
ask for such specific details that chil-
dren lose the meaning of the whole
story. Some teachers fail to help chil-
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dren see that the material they arc
reading silently or orally must make
sense Some of our teachers have re-
signed themselves to the fact that chil-
dren simply can't use expression-

-therefore, "I'm not going to push the
issue." Some teachers have become
obsessed wit' ,te at the expense of
comprehension. And some teachers
have not themselves fully understood
what reading actually is

Solution? Pros ide practice for chil-
dren that will help them critically
think and critically read so they w ill

learn to demand meaning from printed
material

Summary

.\s I ,t ,ted at the beginning of this
paper. c'or! recognition refers to the
child's ability to recognise a word and
its meaning in a particular context.
We must realize that recognizing a

word is only part of the job. Unless a
child understands what he reads, we
are not preparing him to cope with the
printed material he will he meeting as
hr continues his education. 1.et's not
he so involved in instruction in word
recognition that we ourselves forget to
take a critical look at it ai.,1 the role it
plats to helping children learn to read!

Word Recognition Skills
for the junior High School

KATHLE:EN K. CL1Vrox
Manaus 1 New York) Public Scho

WHEN considering the topic of word
recognition skills for the junior high
school, one has to think about what
word recognition techniques these stu-
dents have been taught in the elemen-
tary grades. Next, some type of eval-
uation or diagnosis, should he planned
to determine if these junior high stu-
dents hate these After adminis-
tering a group or an individual instru-
ment, the teacher has to plan the pro-
gram around the needs of the students.
Some groups of students may have lit-
tle need for extensive work in word re-
cognition techniques at the junior high
level because their skills are already

well developed. Some groups will
need the kind of program that involves
a heavy concentration on word recog-
nition techniques.

What is word recognition' It has
been. defined as the "identification of a
ord by means of a context clue or
shill in analysis of the word form"
(2) Word recognition involve., a

number of techniques: the use of sight
words, the use of phonetic analysis, the
use of structural analysis, the use of
context, and the use of the dictionary.
Word recognition skills are those
methods or techniques used 1w readers
to identify. to pronounce. or to recall
words Before the reader can attach
meaning to a word. he must 1w able to
identif tt I.earning to read and
being able to read requires word rec-
ognition skills Johnson has said:

The ultimat, aim of the reading pro-
gram in relation to word recognition
ability, snould be the spontaneous recog-
nition of virtually eery \ord Accom-
paning this ability to react effortlessly
to the majority of words should he a
reseroir of %%or(' analysis skills to un-
lock the fen unfamiliar words which
are met from time to time (5)

Let us consider the various word
recognition techniques already men-
tioned that have been taught in the ele-
mentary school and that ma) need re-
viewing or reteaehing in the junior
high school

Sight It ord.c Most profesfional
books on reading and basal reader
manuals have descriptive material on
sight words in the discussion of teach-
ing word recognition. Sight words
are those words that are recognized as

a whole. The sight word is the word
that is told to the child and is the basis
for teaching phonetic and structural
analysis. The child becomes familiar
with words already in his listening and
speaking vocabidaries by hating the
printed forms of the words presented
to him as wholes in meaningful con-
text. The sight word is used in a
meaningful situation and discussed.
Then there is the need for this word to
be used frequently in different settings
so that the word is recognized in-
stantly and spontaneously.
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Ph(»retic analysis Phonetic anal\
sis is a term that is a source of confu-
sion in dismission~ on the teaching of
reading \l'e talk about phonetics,
phonics, and phonetic analysis
I'lionetics is the science of speech
solinds 1)1Mnic-s. is" the science of
speech sounds as applied to reading
Phonetic anal 51,, 1, the anadtsis of a
tyord into its phonetic elements for
pronunciation purpose: (2) liamman
sat s "The recognition of stinbols and
the sounds tt hich they represent is
knimii as phonetic anal sis 11"

ll'hat we are to present or teach at a
grade let cl tt ill be depndent upon
\that the student already luiutys about
phonics Phonics is part of et cry
sound reading program. The junior
high school program needs to be con-
cerned tt ith phonics and phonetic anal-
\ sis to the e tent that the student
should be able to use phonics as a
ttord recognition technique.

The teaching- of phonetic analysis
proceeds from the knotty' to the un-

n or from the simple to the com-
pie\ Teach those phonetic principles
that arc more generally and unit ersallt
applied before tooting to less fre-
quntlt used anal\ tic skills. The de-
vc1"1""clII of 'doll.- ill phonetic :malt sis
is based on phonetic understandings
The student must hat e a knowledge of
the sounds that are used inn our Eng-
lish language and of the stinhols that
stand for those sounds It is generally
accepted that tt e hat e about fort
three separate sound units or pho-
nemes in our language Each of these
phonemes is either a vott el or a conso-
nant sound \\-e Irate only R\ cllt -six
\\ linen Illbok in traditional ortho-
graph to represent these sounds \Ve
hate umre sounds than symbols, and
some stmbols must be used to repre-
sent more than one sound. This sittna-
imn makes it difficult to
teach phonetic analtsis.

The student should hate learned to
associate sounds with various tpes of
consonant and vowel smbols. lie
should know the single consonant let-
ters that are used to represent a single
consonant sound. Ile should know or

be taught consonant blends. \\lien.
two or three consonant letters are
blended so closely that titer are pro-
duced almost as one sound : e g . hr. S
.r-r, The 0-1011.1 consonant
N mho! s that are used to represent a
single consonant. sound slitnikl be
known The letters 511 as it) shirt or
shape, fur example, repress ni one
sound that is different from that of ei-
ther of the single letters in the st nibol
sh

There are three general trees of
vowel stmbols with winch the student
should be acquainted These are sm-
gle-vott el letters as a as in rat Or o as
in go. The student need, to under-
stand that these single-towel stnibok
can he used to represent variant single
(mei 11e needs to know that

two-vowel letters mat be used to rep-
resent variant single towel sounds:
c g rat as in book or food (*(1 as in
ha, too. or /Odd The third general
tt pe is the knowledge of the (111,111,41gs
or two-tow el b. tiff. that are used to
represent two towel sounds blended to
form one speech sound . e,g
arouse

The understandings of silentness
.111d utriabiljh of consonants and tow-
els arc basic 11 )(mid(' consonants
at the end of a w ird represent one
sound eg., si 11, tot/ \\urds with
double consonants follo,.(d lit t \m
are hiselt to hate two stilables. e g ,
maid/e. ha/'en Silent ci ntsi mart
stinhols in it word mat- hat e a mean
ing function The student should know
or be taught the hard and soft sounds
of r and a and hnw he can determine
these for litonttntiatiun and meaning
purposes

Ile should know that tow el lettei
are sometimes silent and that the
lyre a finiction shinild also
know that each towel letter represents
set oral tow el sounds Final 0 oil a

wind is usuallt silent and nsuallt pro-
longs the sound of the erect ding
(mei If there are two vowels to-

gether in a word or a stliabl, the first
towel is nsuallt long aril the second
t (mei is usnallv silent If there is

milt one t (mei in the stilable or void.
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Such inferential thinking is an essen-
tial part of the reading process at all
maturity levels and should be strongly
encouraged (7

Jan-Tausch has indicated that words
are learned best when introduced in
conjunction with meaningful context.
This remark applies to the teaching of
all word recognition skills.

The dictionary. The dictionary is
used as an aid ill identifying unknown
words met in reading and as a check
on a pronunciation or a meaning tenta-
tively arrived at by the reader through
the use of context clues, word-form
clues. and systematic analysis (4).
The dictionary is a storehouse of the
meanings of words but is a word recog-
nition helper.

Skills needed in using the dictionary
as a w ord recognition technique are
1) being able to locate the word by
opening the dictionary to the section in
which the word is contained and being
able to apply alphabetical knowledge to
find the word: 2) being able to use
guide words as aid' in the locatio:, of
words: 3) being able to identify 'he
root form from alternate forms of the
word : and 4) being able to pronounce
the word (6).

Evaluation of nerds. As stated ear-
lier, in order to plan a program the
teacher must know what are the stu-
dent's needs. Different types of test-
ing or evaluative instruments can be
used to determine these needs.
Standardized tests can be administered
and compared with national norms.
Individual informal reading invento-
ries can be administered where word
recognition skills of the student are
cardully studied. Johnson has sug-
gested pertinent questions on word rec-
ognition skills as listed below

Does 1w see base words in affixed
forms?

Does he apply the final- e principle?
Does he use the dictionary sponta-

neously to get the pronunciation
of a word he cannot analyze on
his own ?

Dues he use his oral language back-
ground as checkpoint for his anal-
ysis of a printed form ?

Does he skip over unfamiliar words
or use a slurred pronunciation
rather than attempt to analyze
them ?

Does he drop word endings (5) ?
Reading is-a series of many skills in-

termeshed with one another. It is a
thinking process and not subject mat-
ter to be taught. Word recognition
techniques must he taught, evaluated,
and retaught w here needed for effec-
tive use and reading skill develop-
ment.
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Matching Word Aru.'ysis Skills
to Student Needs at the

Secondary Level

LIFFoRn J. LORENZ
Clarke College

"THEY ONLY TEACH US to talk about
what we do not know." The words
were Jear Jacques Rousseau's in his
famous hook Emile. The subject was
the use of books, and perhaps he had a
point when we consider the time and
effort which is being expended by sen-
ior high school reading teachers. It is
becoming painfully obvious to many of
these teachers that this great expend-
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ing of time and effort is not worth it.
Perhaps it 1ould he best, as Rousseau
advocated, to take the pupil to a hill on
a dear night and allow him to observe
the Ivonders of heaven rather than
have him read about astronomy from a
book.

flow often is heard the complaint
rrom teachers of secondary reading
that students in their classes find the
phonetic and structural analysis of
words tedious, unsophisticated. and
unrelated to their present and future
needs. Parents and school officials
mal belies e in the importance of
"remedial" reading. but the adolescent
is not willing to accept this same belief.
The curriculimi, therefore, mist he
something the pupil does, not some-
thing that is done for him. It must be
filing as well as preparation for life.
It was Rousseau who said that what
we do in school should be designed to

et the natural needs of the pupil.
ff a program of teaching reading

skills is to become worthwhile, teach-
ers should concern themselves first and
foremost with an evaluation of the spe-
cific needs of the youth who are en-
rolled in their reading classes and sec-
ondly with the actual improvement of

Such an approach does not re-
gard the acquisition of skills as a sep-
arate problem. but it does recognize
the uniqueness of each child and his
needs. It is not a problem of lack of
material but of adapting available
material to the student.

For purposes of this paper. T am as-
suming that the teacher to whom
speak is well qualified to teach word
analysis and has a thorough knowledge
of time sequential development of word
analysis skills. T also assume that the
reading teacher is familiar with the use
of diagnostic procedures and has ana-
lyzed the problem correctly.

The concept of needs is not new, nor
is the proposal that teachers meet the
needs of youth a unique one. All sec-
ondary schools are organized on the
vague premise that needs are present
and ninst he met. We hear of track
programs, computer programed
schedules, college preparatory courses.

vocational education, and .o forth
The National Society for the Study of
Education pointed out approximatell
fifteen sears ago the necessity of the
concept of needs as a foundation of
curricnlum development and that a
wider recognition of the implications
of this concept for the education of
youth must he achieved. And vet in
1967. one only has to look at the large
nunikr of students who do not finish
high school to decide just how gradual
needs are being met. The Office of
Education estimates that only sixty
per cent of those who enter high
school actually continue until gradua-
tion The question Are Ile just pay-
ing lip service to this problem?" must.
therefore. be asked. Many educators
say this situation is as it should he.
They claim the presence of children
with learning problems results inevi-
tably in a lowering of standards. If.
h wever. we believe m the democratic
ideals of education, we cannot accept
this premise.

It is nw contention that high schools
are bound in a straight jacket of aca-
demk conventions and traditions and
surrounded by rules. regulations, and
requirements and are so compartmen-
talized. formalized, and non-functional
as far as curriculum is concemed that
the child with a reading problem has
len,' little chance to make progress.
The undeniable fact is present that
most high schools have been very re-
lnetant to accept the child who has a
reading problem and make a serious
effort to adapt instruction to this prob-
lem. Granted. reading classes have
been established in many schools be-
cause of the large amount of money
available through ESEA titles. but
money alone is not the complete solu-
tion to the problem. As long as de-
partmentalized instruction exists with
the implication that each teacher
teaches primarily 0.il one specialty
and that any particular child, unfortu-
nately. has many different teachers
(hiring the course of a day the child
who has a reading problem is going to
encounter an impersonal and routine
environment. In other words. it really
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isn't doing much good to place a child
in a reading class and then turn him
loose the rest of the day to face teach-
ers ho are not :mare of his problem
and expect him to read from books far
above his level \s Samuel Kirk said
man% times, rapid and frequent shift-
ing of gears from one teacher to an-
other and from one group to another
places a set ere strain on the mental
and emotional adaptability of the child.
This is not to sa% that the child who is
in a correcti%e reading, class should he
pm in the charge of one teacher exclu-
si%el Nevertheless. a substantial rt -
dnction in the yariet%. coniplexit v. and
nsual inconsistent% of the personal re-
lations of a typical senior high school
is desil able.

It seems to me. therefore. before ne
can intelligenth discuss the proh,em of
providing corrective and remedial
services on the senior high school
level. our curricAlum makers and ad-
ministrators nit sit down with the
reading consulti.wit and nod: in close
accord for the thud nho has a reading
problem Enrolled with the reading
teacher. the student now becomes the
special concern for all his classroom
teachers through the school day. Test
remits arc shared The classroom
teacher is k:pt informed of the level at
%%hick the student is capable of read-
ing Suitable reading materials ma
be supplied by the consultant
Assignments are adjusted. Personal
recognition is given %%ien there are
small successes\II hme a part now
in the (1)1111)10e program.

It %vas Kottme%er %vho said. "At the
secondary level. the rescue operation
for the retarded reader is difficult and
uncertain The participation of each
classroem teacher helps to bring the
rescue infinitely closer. Every mem-
ber of the staff should knon what is
being (1(me for each student enrolled in
a correctie or remedial reading class-
room. Transfer will take place only as
the school staff makes a direct effort to
have the work of the reading teacher
applied to the various lessous of the
(lay.

If these ideas are brought into being,

then n e can get down to the basic
problem of matching %vord anal% sis
skills to student needs and translate
these needs into teaching goals

N1any teachers are ignoring the
needs of Ow children in their class-
rolmis 1 think this condition is quite
apparent anicmg the large group of
ES1 ...N teachers %%lio have been pressed
into service (hiring the past two sears.
NIam simpl% have little or no aware-
ness of the basic needs of adolescents
.\11(1 et, if ne are going to reach the
children in °lir classrooms. a defensible
educational program must recogni7e
both the personal needs of youth and
the broader needs of soiett \Ve lit e
in the tense balance of n hat the stu-
dent is and %%hat he niav become lw-
canse of our influence

I.et us take a look at %%hat is meant
by needs, Mans authors have listed
the needs of youth iii countless studies
During recent %ears, for example. defi-
ciencies iii the amount and kind of o-
cat ional and educational guidance have
been pointed out ()tiler similes. in
light of camplis rii,ts and student re-

liae expressed concern over
the need for de%cloping a more respon-
sible belia%ior of jmeniles and ha% e led
many to the conchision that a tta ak-
ening of spiritnal and moral %alnes
aniong %-outh is needed \\-ben one
Links at the amount of research con-
ducted b psychologists,
guidance personnel. and
one is struck. lion e%er. by a c(mspic-
nous similarity to Robert .1 I la% ig-
hnrst's de%vlopmental tasks of adoles-
cence Thu tasks of which IImigluirst
%%rites are those the intik idnal must
learn- -the developuli-ntal tasks of life.
th(ise things that constitute litalthy and
satisfactory growth in our societ.
They are the things a person must
learn if 1w is to he judged and to
judge himself to be a reasonabh happ%
and siiccessful person. Ilaviglint-st
points out that the period from tnehe
to eighteen is primarily one of Idisical
and emotional maturing The boy be-
conies ready for manhood and the girl,
for wonianhcrid. Emotional independ-
ence front parents is necessary.
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Vocational choice becomes a worn
School loses its appeal to the wide
open mind of the child and must cater
to the selective interests of the teen-
ager. t I think this last point is %vor-
thy of serious reflection.)

Specifically the nine developmental
tasks are

achieving new and more matere re-
lations with peers of both sexes.

achieving a masculine or feminine
social role,

-accepting one's physique and using
the body efficiently,

achieving emotional independence of
parents.

achieving assurance of economic- in-
dependence,

sdecting and preparing for an occu-
pation,

preparing for marriage and family
life.

developing intellectual skills and
concepts necessary for civic
competence,

desiring and achieving socially re-
sponsible helm. ior, and

acquiring a set of values and an ethi-
cal system as a guide to behavior.

These developmental tasks, then, be-
come the needs of the students in your
classroom. These needs become the
motivating force in your remedial set-
ting. With the above tasks as a guide.
a technique which has been used suc-
cessfully by psychologists and psychia-
trists for years is employed. Listen.
Oftentimes we spend too much time
talking and not enough time listening.
Teachers sometimes feel they are not
accomplishing something unless they
are talking. If we would take more
time to listen, %%e would find out a
great deal. Honesty is the best policy.
The child has to discuss his needs. In
word analysis, therefore, the teacher is
guided by the individual and his needs.
and a curriculum is devised to meet
the twin motivational forces of needs
and interests. Giving an adolescent a
workbook, similar in content and style
to One a younger brother or sister is
using in elementary school, is not
going to motivate him. Telling him to

11.0k at a picture sequence of a "tur-
ke-,," "tent," and "bottle" and requir-
ing him to say each picture in the
gri- up and decide whether he hears a
consonant sound at the beginning.
middle. or end may be sound instruc-
tion for developing auditory discrimi-
nation of consonant sounds: but I (II)

not believe the student is going to be
particularly motivated or interested.
The teacher must begin with listening
to the student and discussing his ;weds
and then relate these needs to the
problem at hand. Then, using the
basic principles of developing word at-
tack skills, the teacher creates her pro-
gram designed for the uniqueness of
the persons with %%h ow she is working.
Obviously this is going to take time
and a great deal of work. lint as
someone once said, "Filiwatuin won't
be such fun vv lien we get where we
want to go...

',eating to know the student is the
first step in teaching %vont analysis
skills. If %iiti haven't discovered by
now, most of the children enrolled in
remedial or corrective reading classes
have personality problems. The child
who is in high school and has a read-
ing problem of such magnitude that he
still needs to be taken back to second.
third, or fourth grade material is frus-
trated : and this frustration shows up
in everything from a large yawn in tfie
back of the room, to complete indiffe-
rence, or to outright rebellion. Ile has
been down the remedial road for seven
or eight years and has just about "had
it." The teacher of reading will not
get very far if she assumes a smiling
facade and mere tolerance and then
plunges into a structured program of
word attack skills. If she is going to
succeed where others have failed, the
teacher must get to know the students
in her class Slit must learn to mini-
mize personality short (-timings and
ease the tensions that result from hay-
ing the students' inadequacies exposed
for all to see. A knowledge of child
growth and development is a must for
all remedial teachers. As has been
pointed out in the literature on this
subject, once the studet_ has found his
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niche in the class program am re-
ceived the approoation of the te.cher
and the group. the child with a reading
problem gradually learns that he can
afford to forget himself and begin
working. Each succeeding accom-
plishment. however trivial, is another
segment added to the building of
self-confidence

The fundamental problem in the
teaching of reading skills to high school
students is one of listening and deter-
mining needs and using these needs as
the motivating force. I am not advo-
cating that every teacher should ascer-
tain evert specific need of ever stu-
dent. It would obviously be impossi-
ble to list all the needs of youth. The
de%elopmental tasks outlined earlier.
however, illustrate general classifica-
tion of needs. It is clear that general
needs such as selecting and preparing
for a vocation would expand in many
directions upon careful analysis.
Nloremer, attempts to enable a youth
to acquire essential competencies in
this respect would take into considera-
tion wide differences in the abilities
am' interests of students in your class-
room. Howe%er. aF Featherstone in
his nook Functional Curriculum for
Fa/. th states. "Insight, understandi,-.g.
and generalized knowledge in term of
principles and laws are what ! ye
youthor zdults---effective contro
dealing _with today's and tomorrow s
problems of lit ing."

Let us ask. "Have -e so stereotped
ourselves to such a extent that w.!
cannot do what is bung asked?" I las
the role which we play every day taken
over the personMs message, his
meaning? Has the role of the teacher
assumed boundaries so limited, so im-
pregnable that the person playing the
role acts and reacts in only one way)"
In stereotyping ourselves and our stu-
dents we do violence to the holiness of
human nature. The role, although a
haven for security, keeps up from com-
mitments. adventures. and excursions
which are valid and fitting and many
Ones obligatory. We play the role
and bury the person because we are ei-

ther afraid or too lazy to try a new ap-
proach.

God has offered us a spirit of crea-
tiveness, a spirit of innovation. Use
it ! Ve must become personal toward
one another. We must talk about our-
selves, ab mt our lives, about our emo-
tions. Again. we must become per-
sonal toward one another. In the
encounter of persons love becomes con-
tagious and communication exists.

I would like to share with you a
statement of Nlax Ehrmann. I think
it sa)s what I have been trying to say.
"Cm placidly amid the noise and the
haste, and ronember what peace there
may be ir silence. \ s far as possible
without surrender, be on pod terms
with all persons Speak your truth
quietly and clearly. and listen to oth-
ers; they too lime their story."

The teaching of reading. therefore.
!mist not just be an experience but an
opportunity for dialogue between stu-
dent and teacher.
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Word Attack Skills for the
Retarded Reader in College

NI 'LURED B. FORD
Voorhees College

GOOD READERS not only must be able to
recognize quickly and accurately the
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words they have met before but they
'mist also he at hand toc s with
which they can determine the mean-
ings of new words. One of the mo.,t
important of these tools is the ability
to pronounce the words because some-
times one knows a word when he
hears it spoken and vet does not rec-
ognize it whim lie sees it in print.

Print iples of word recognition

The terms word recognthon and
word attack are used soniewli:t in-
terchangeabl as applied to reading
skills (5). Word recognition is an
important basic reading skill. It is in
word recognition skills that re arced
readers most commonly are deficient.
Even though comprehension is the pri-
mary goal of reading inst.-lie:ion. word
recognition is prerequisite.

We are primarily concerned with
finding the method of teaching that
best advances the retarded pupil in au-
ditory and visual discrimination.

Bond and Tinker (1) identify word
recognition with the following basic
skills:

I. Associating the approrpriate
meanings with the printed symbol :

2. Using the context clues and
other meaning aids to anticipate the
words to be recognized and then
checking the accuracy of the recogni-
tion :

3. Becoming flexible and efficient in
visually analyzing the word into usable
recognition elements:

4. Developing knowledges of visual.
structural and phonetic elements.
knowledge of consonant and vowel
sounds, blends and diagraphs. prefixes
and suffixes. etc.:

5. Learning skills in anditory
blending and visually synthesi,ing
word parts to rapidly pronounce or
recognize the word as a whole: and

(6. Forming the habit of using the
more analytical and the pronunciation
techniques when and only when
needed.

Word recognition problems are
often found to lie at the root of the dif-
ficulty of disabled readers who fall into
the descriptive categories of limiting
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disability and complex disabilit%
College readers (retarded) fall into
these areas: some can be helped with
individualized instruction and some
lane problems that are too difficult to
cope with in a classroom situation.

Et let five teat Ii ing tee hniyues
of word attack skills

To determine the degree of difficulty
the college leader has in being able to
attack words. systematic evaluation
should be administered. The evalua-
tion techniques must be informal or
standardi zed. Nader'y sel
testing section is suggested as an eclec-
tic procedure Teacher observations
should be used to determine what
methods are used by the reader to at-
tack new words. Does the student use
context clues? Or phonetics' Or
structural analsis-- Does he know
and use th? rules syllabic-mon-.

Knowledge of word attack skills is
important. but skill in using them
while reading makes the knowledge of
value (6).

Scholastic Scope 1 Scholastic Maga-
zine), a weekly periodical for high
sclutol students. is one reading media
which has been used successfully in
teaching the use of word mei. 'lig and
context clues to retarded collets read-
ers.

Training in the utilization of context
clues should be stressed in teaching
word attack skills The student at this
level should be encouraged to employ
shrewd guesses in an attempt to deter-
mine the meaning of a word from the
way it is used in the text (3). .\ stu-
dent proficient in utilizing context
dues can usually derive enough sense
from a word to satisfy his need at the
moment. One method of increasing
his ability is to present the student
with a list of sentences in which the
critical word is omitted and have the
students fill in the blanks or have them
read short interesting articles with
words they should know, may not. but
can determine the meaning of because
of the context.

The problem a college student faces
when he meets a new word is likely to
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he different from that of a child seeing
a word for the first time When a
child first starts to read, the words
that he encounters are, for the most
part. strange to him in form only
That is, most of the words that a child
finds in his beginning reading assign-
ments arc already in his speaking vo-
cahn The words that are new to
a college student, however. are usually
strange in both meaning and form (6).
When the college freshman enters his
history- class. the vocabulary is as for-
eign as German. Ile has had no pre-
vious experience which would give him
familiarity- to the concept or the ab-
straction for which the word stands.
His success in the course is partially
dependent upon his ability to under-
stand the technical terminology.

In attempting to develop word rec-
ognition for college students. the req-
uisite is to stimulate interest in learn-
ing new words and to make the stu-
dent aware of the words lie does not
know.

The inherent factors which the stu-
dent possesses %%lien he enters college
hate not prepared him for college
reading More than one half of .he
students entering the small colleges are
taking remedial courses. High school
lir/war:quill has not been efficient :
therefore. the student is in "trouble"
with reading.

hi structural analysis. words should
be taught in terms of their comp o-
nents. prefixes, suffixes, and roots so
that students can see the effects of pre-
fixes and suffixes upon the meaning of
the root. learn the meaning of common
Latin and Greek roots and affixes. and
get the meaning and prommication of a
word when the surrounding context is
not enough (2). The students can
build their own derivations. place them
an original context. and exchange them
with one another to try out their skills.

In order to use roots, prefixes. and
suffixes most effectively the student
nmst be proficient in syllabication. If
he possesses scanty knowledge in this
area, syllabication as means of word
attack should he demonstrated and the

rules fin- din iding word. into %%liable%
should be presented

Roberts ( 1) has outlined the princi-
ples of syllabication with examples and
exercises on the college let el
Sometimes the student is so deficient
that an individual approach should be
adopted He also suggests exercises
using Greek and Latin roots so that
students who have problems unlocking
new words mat review the rules

If the college student cannot recog-
nize words quickly and accurately and
cannot begin the attack of new words
lit dividing them into -411:Odes and
pronouncing them. it is very probable
he has net er become a mature reader.
with reading skills developed beyond
those of the elementary school child
The student will not gain much from
training in t ocalmlary, rate. and coin-
phrehension unless he can recognize a
kt c word by its context. by structural
or phonetic analysis. or by syllabica-
tion. the next thinv to do is look it up
in the dictionary and learn how to
pronounce the unfamiliar word.
Independent use of the dictionary re-
quires skills in the use of guide words.
use of the pronunciation key, and the
use of set eral definitions gin en for aid
in word recognition These four tech-
niques should be stressed with the re-
tarded reader if the techniques have
been forgotten.

In the reading laboratory several
levels of dictionaries should be aton-
able so that students may refer to them
as they are needed.

The retarded reader should hat e at
his disposal many kinds of reading
materials of low levels but of high in-
terest. The Globe Book company-
( New York ) has all of the classics on
these levels. Careful selection of read-
ing matecial is important so that the
student will not feel that he is reaching
"child stuff."

One step of correcting a disability in
word recognition is to make the stu-
dent sound conscious (3). He must
learn to hear sounds and to think of
letters in terms of sounds, and his les-
sons may vary with a series of exer-
cises that teach him the various sounds
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attached to the vowel and the conso-
nants. After lie has learned to hear
the sounds and to associate them with
the proper letters, he must be taught to
blend them in combination. All this
activity can he achieved through the
use of simple words Nhose pronuncia-
tion he already knows : he simple
learns to break their sounds down into
their comi)onent parts until he can
hear the value of each letter and com-
bination of letters

Xxt, the student should be given
the bask rules for building these into
words, that is, the rules of syllabica-
tion. accent. and pronunciation. These
rules should he simple and general as
possible, taking account of only the
most common exceptions. "The stu-
dent is not to be made a specialist in
phonetics." states Triggs (6).

awe the basic facts have been mas-
tered. the lessons become a matter of
practicing their application in forms as
varied as the instructor's ingenuity can
s,,pplv and for as long as the student's
disability requires. This application
sbnild include drill in discriminating
among words of similar configuration
and in retaining the Visual image of the
word once it is learned. This work
must be done first with words m isola-
tion. but it should be applied immedi-
ately in sentences so as to approximate
the reading situation. Workbooks are
recommended for this practice. along
with teacher made exercises.

Materials for the retarded
reader

Word Attack (Harcourt. Brace and
World, 1956) is acceptable to college
students because of its hard cover and
format. It contains lists of words and
permits the student to develop
cluesan aid to word identification.
The idea of becoming a word detective
appeals to students and helps them de-
velop the important concept that figur-
ing Out words is a responsibility each
person must accept if he is to read in-
dependently.
:Mentioned earlier, Scholastic Scope
(Scholastic Magazine, Inc., 1966-67)

is desirable because context clues and
word meaning skills are presented in
such a way that students are enthusias-
tic ahoilt fleflorifittlg those tasks.

Basic Reading Skills for Junior
Huth School ('se ( Scott. Foreqman.
1057) contains exercises v 1; 1 may be
used in re% iMing and developing word
attack skills w ith older pupils.

Oral reading is necessary to assure
the application of word attacks skills.
Preparing a newspaper report. short
book review, excerpts from magazine
articles to read heft ire a group helps to
give the student the confidence he

needs to read aloud in his regular
classroom situation.

Reading Laboratory II lb (Science
Research Associates, has been ac-
cepted by retarded college readers as
an aid to word attack skills because of
its multile%el activities. The exercises
are designed for culturally deficient
readers After completion of Labora-
tory Illb the student is moved to Lab-
oratory [Va. a more difficult reading
aid. to promote learning of higher lev-
els of prefixes, suffixes. context clues,
and word meaning skills.

The use of Flash N's and a Tachis-
toscope (Educational Developmental
Laboratories) with some of the college
students for improving concentration
and quickness in prci%ing words and
assuciatmg them with meaning has
been used. Students like the feel of a
machine. they think that this device is
something new and scientific that will
help them to learn to read better.
Students at thus age need motivation if
results are to be expected.

Phonics l'seBook F (1-vons
and Carnaham-1%4 ) us an excellent
refresher course for students who are
in need of independent attack on words.
Analytical inspection of words phis
context clues are used in attacking new
word, in a modern program of phon-
ics

The college retarded reader is often
culturally inefficient because he has
been carelessly taught by teachers who
are net proficient in the teaching of
reading.
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Evaluation of progress

The appraisal procedures are as

broad as the concept of reading and
the program planned to achieve the
broad objectives. Standardized text
should not be used alone Observation
is of greatest importance: informal
tests, practice exorcizes, and interest
inventories would give evidence of
progress in word attack skills.

Cone hiding statement

Developing word attack skills for
the retarded college reader is a slow
and difficult process. Rapport should
he established among the teachers and
student to acquire the best results.
The physical condition of the
classroom should he conducive to
learning. A soundproof room is rec-
ommended. Instruction should in-
clude the utilization of context clues.
structural and phonetic analysis and
the teachings of suffixes, roots. pre-
fixes, and dictionary skills: and the de-
vising of supplementary exercises by
the instructor. Reliable measurement
of gnatli should be provided for at in-
tervals of nine-week periods.
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Word Attack Skills for the
junior College

NIARGARF.T F. PORTER
.111111(w College of Broward County,

Florida

VORDS LIE t ( 1 ) We arc all aware of
this condition but have We honestly
faced up to the problem which con-
fronts the toung inexperienced reader ?
For instance. in Florida the ocean is
handy and fishing is not a rare sport.
With the EDI. films (2) our reading
students are faced ith the \Nord
"gaff." Few, if any, of the students
have a problem in de fining this word
as "a barbed hook for seeming a heat v
fish to lift tbe fish into the boat (

the other hand, if I use "gaff ' by say-
ing. "Have my pat ready b four
o'clock! I can't stand the gaff any
longer." students are bewildered and
go fishing for a meaning.

Power and speed in readino by
Doris Gilbert ( 1) in the first vocabu-
lary test presents the word "depauper-
ate" and gives the student a choice of
meanings. Now. let's face it ! If toss
are a pauper, yon are certainly depen-
dnt on the charity of tl e mmunit :

in fact. t ou can't own the shirt on lour
hack. How much poorer can ton pos-
sibly get ? Yet, the prefix "de" has
many meanings: "send attar" as in the
word deport. "out of" as in the word
detrain, "down" as in the word dep ose.
or in "depauperate" apparently it
memos "deeper into poverty" or "inn
pot erished ( 7)." What can this pos-
sibly mean when a man is already a
pauper? I low much deeper into i,v_
ertv can 1w go ?

Perhaps ou have now begun to re-
call how many different meanings even
prefixes have, let alone words.

Arthur S. McDonald in his article
"Vocabulary Development: Facts. Fal-
lacies and Programs" (6) states " . . .

a word is not an entity with a mean-
ing. Few, if any, words have absolute
unchangeable meanings. Rather,
words serve as stimuli to call up a cat-
egory of meanings, the appropriate one
of which must be selected by the
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victual in accord with the context."
The same article defines six different
approaches to teaching vocabulary now
in use; y17.:

1. Historical
2 \Vide reading
3. Memorization of word lists
4 Dictionary
5. Word analysis
6. Context approaches

George D Spache in seven, of his
articles on promoting vocabulary
growth t 11). but particularly in
"Frontiers of Research" (10), recom-
mends very much the same approach
as NIcDonald but specifies Latin roots,
prefixes. suffixes, and inflectional end-
ings lie also goes on to suggest that
present approa-lies to promoting yo-
cabnlary dee opulent at the college-
adult level not working and that
the results ;whit., ,,41 are not very en-
couraging Spa:he further hints that
perhaps the fault lies in the tests we
are using to measure such growth.
This hint opens up for us a new line of
reasoning since ve are %yell aware that
vocabulary portions in tests reflect the
background. training. and prejudices
f the test-maker. We discover con-

,derable variance if the test supplies
the word only and permits choice of
meaning or if the student is given ad-
ditional as',istance by haying the word
to be defined used in a phrase or sen-
tence You will note the differences in
the students' scores.

With these few facts facing us. then
what are the problems we are faced
with in individual sections of the coun-
try, and w hit experiences have each of
us had wherein we have arricd at
some possible partial solutions.

Junior College Problems
We in Froward County have _an

up-and-coming wide-awake commu-
nity, fighting for better educational fa-
cilities. The majority of high schools
have had reading programs for many
years. The students have taken from
these programs the urge for speed
above all other things. They come to
the juniot "ollege with fairly adequate

rates of reading, but they have
achieved the speed at the expense of
other reading skills The majority of
students make the same mistakes that
young inexperienced vounsters make
in the elementary grades. They fail to
note median vowels, a p--,.tice which
results m confusion of stK,1 words as
adapt, adept. and adopt They fail to
note endings or skip them entirely.
They believe "pogrom" (2) is a mis-
spelling or a misprint of the word
"program

The first great error. failure to
really see the word. is lack of percep-
tion. To (Animate this error we train
for acuity of vision through perception
exercises. Using the perceptoscope
and its accompanying filnistr.ps, the
training begins with numbers at var-
ying flashed speeds, advances to geo-
metric designs which the student is
asked to reproduce, then moves to
won's and phrases This machine.
how ex er. has its limitations.

The exercises are short, rather
sketchy, ao:l certainly lack depth.
Thus when using perceptoscope mate-
rials, we feel that we should expose
our students to other reading experi-
ences. WE extend the perception
training through the use of workbooks,
three or four in many cases (4. 5. 8.
12). and through teacher-made ex-
ercises The commercial workbooks
train in timed perception exercises
with a given word to the left, and the
students match this word with one of a
group. After approximately two
weeks of this tpe of training. we moie
into word meaning exercisesthe
word to the left matched with a defini-
tion or synonym from a group.
Again, after approximately two weeks
of this type of training, we move into
word association exercises. Oils word
association is so planned that a general
term is supplied. such as bakery or
mine, and groups of specific words are
supplied which fit into the general cat-
egory.

These types of exercises sound long
and complicated. Actually, in working
with a group they consume only five to
ten minutes of the class period. They
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sere to alert the student, offer %alit-
able t-aining in budding up experience.
while at the same time also serve as a
"warm up" for the xocalndary and
reading sessions which immediately
follow

Readiness or reading readiness is

something we rater hear mentioned at
college-adult level although it is used
frequently in the elementary grades
Rather, we prefer the term "set."
Our everiences tend to show that no
matter what the age. experience, or
level of tl o student. lie does better
work and gains confidence through the
short exercises which give time to
become oriented and which pro% ide

"set." Perhaps the re.:) secret of the
sii.:ess of these exercises is largely
p,wcholog-ical. On the other hand, as
the exercises increase in difficult%. we
use them to teach the word attack
skills .\s we carefully elleck errors, the
student is questioned als'nt errors, and
the mistake is used to ( :plain some
rule of syllabication. prefix, root, or

'my Notice that the rule is offered
time the mistake is made

These same %vo:ds, are made the re-
sponsibility of the strode' f and he is
warned that later they pp:ar on a
spelling t(- -,t

Speli' tests, or the threat of them.
usually lead to long discussions of how
to go :Wont really learning to spell
With the students who will take the
trouble to practice and who recognise
themselves as "hopelessly" had spell-
ers. the old and yet ever new Grace
Fernald technigde (3) of kinesthetic
learning is still a fine way to improve.
Approached through the angle of good
psychology and vossible development
of sensory involvement, college-adult
groups become interested and experi-
ment. If they can be encouraged to
continth .:.e practice with some modi-
fications, their spelling really does im-
prove.

We have been gratified to note that
our experiences at JCBC closely paral-
lel the findings of the Vineyard and
Massey study in which they discovered
that through teaching vocahnlary and
;improving spelling the grade point av-
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erage of students unpriw es from
one-half to one point as a general rule
t1 3i

A check of the literature for the past
six or se\en ears makes little or no
mention of the 1( 1,1s of language usage
0 recognition of the leels of experi-
ence at which :on- college-adult stu-
dents operate rerhap we ha e be-
come so involved with oethodoh g% in
the toachmg of %oca' Alan that we
have forgotten it.: oh adage that we
take from the pi one(' page in propor-
tion to what we brim:, to it. Thns we
mamtam in the reading laboncor% a

large collection of paperback books.
leaning toward the classics and do
it-onrsell instru:tional books. sill of
winch may he used for practice, with
individual accelerator, or stopwatches

We are primarik interested m the
development of scholarshipthe grade
point average of tl e student who must
attain 20 if he is to remain in school
In main cases we try to help him by
telescoping baci-gronnd ma frrial s
which he has remised or rejected in due
past. To keep tins student in the pro-
gram, he mast he shown immediately
that he can improve. This impro% (
mein must he self evident in what he
scores in his reg.ilar credit courses.
Thus our clinic of materials is always
guided into articles, exercises, vocabu-
lary, and discussions to btuld quickly
facts and figures which have some car-
ry-over into his regular academic dis-
ciplines On the obverse side is the
fact that the student has already
achieved a fairly high level of sophisti-
cation in spoken language which he
fails to recognize when he sees it in
print. We try to make use of this
speaking and listening skill by encour-
aging the student to use it in this
theme writing. in answering the (ies-

s in the comptahension checks, and
in his written sun mu 1 'snally the
student is so surised to discover how
much he already knows that he rarely
forgets once he sees h. itself in print.
In fact, at this very moment most of

our JCBC students are suffering from
"ennui" after the exciting n. intents of
the "pogrom."
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In summing up what I have tried to
say, students at college-adult levels are
aware of their shortcomings. They ar-
m e at the reading laboratory highly
motivated to set the world on fire If
they fail to achieve, it is in most cases
the fault of the teacher. The teacher
must make the work meaningful stu-
dents at this level will not stand for nor
endure dull, uninteresting classes. They
know that they do not know ; they are
ready, willing, and very ableit is for
its to supply them with interesting and
fruitful experiences.
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Vocabulary De ielopment
in the Primary Grades

MAR(.1ERITE B BOMEPE
University of Chicago

THERE IS A NNryly humorous and re-
vealing story of the first grader who
burst into tears on the first day of
school when her teacher told the chil-
dren to "get into liie behind each
other." Upon being asked why she
was crying. the little girl sobbed out
"1 don't know NN here each other is'"
The story provides a point ( f depar-
ture for a discussion of ()cab; ;ary de-
velopment in the primary gradesa
discussion which will focus upon rela-
tionships between the spoken and the
wi it,en language

in considering means to promote vo-
cabulary development, it should be
stressed that such development cannot
proceed merely by accretion of isolated
words. In speaking and listening, as
in reading and NVrit;11g. indi, !dual
words have meaning only as they are
related to one another and to the ideas
xpressed. The meaning of the phrase

each other, for example. is not taught
by giving definitions of each and other
separately : it is learned as a whole in
the context of meaningful experience.
The job of the primary teacher is to
help children deN elop competence in
receiving ideas through listening and
reading ana in expressing ideas
through speaking and writing.
Vocabularies grow as children share
experiences which broaden their inter-
est in and understanding of their
world. In --the school setting, the
teacher structures experiences in such
a way th't children are stimulated to
use language and to express and re-
ceive conimunication with ever-
increasing skill and satisfaction.

In this frame of reference the read-
ing teacher is seen first and always as
a language teacher, and vocabulary de-
velopment is seen as an integral part of
total language development in listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing.
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Reading is viewed as an extension of
the child's previously achieved and
still-developing skills in oral laT nagc
This view is reflected in sow., of
well-know n series of reading texts
which incorporate specific instructional
procednres in speaking. listening, and
writing as part of a total plan for read-
ing development

The use of such a frame of reference
does not imply that vocabulary devel-
ops "just naturally- as maturation and
experience firing increasing compe-
tence in language abilities. ,Ns long
ago as 1935. S Gray and
Eleanor Holmes conducted a series of
studies of the development of meaning
vocabularies that function in reading.
Their findings, Nvhich have been cor-
roborated In subsequent im estigations,
indicate that a close relationship exists
between knowledge of word meanings
and reading achievement and that di-
rect methids of teaching vocabulary,
where the teacher plans for and rein-
forces the learning of ords in con-
text. giNc pupils great( . command of
vocabulary than do methods which de-
pend upon incidental learnings only.

Evaluating language oevelopment

The teacher who wishes to develop
forces- the learning of words in con-
stant CI :dilation is needed to identify
strengths and weaknesses, to chart
progress. and to provide guidelines for
helpful learning experiences A pupil
language deNelopmem chart or a note-
book with a page for each child can
provide a graphic record of each
child's language status an:I develop-
mnt. Marion Monroe and Bernice
Rogers. in Foundations fo) Reading.
suggest a simple and workable plan for
rcordiug and eN ablating a pupil's use
of language. including his ability to
verbalize ideas, his knowledge of word
meanings, and his mastery of sentence
structure. Time here does not permit
a full discussion of this plan, but care-
ful study of this or of the similar
suggestions contained in teachers'
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manuals of language arts series is sug-
gested. Such study %vill prove reward-
ing to the teacher intere.,ted in foster-
ing language grow th

The stecia/ case of the
disadzyintaged child

For those teachers who are working
with children fro nn lower FO Ic o cc() ion c
backgrounds. it is important to em-
phasize that e%aluation of language use
should be made in terms of the child's
power to communicate and compre-
hend rather than merel in terms of
middle-class standards of "correct
usage." The cataloging of what the
teacher considers "errors" does not
pros ide an adequate base for planning
situations which will develop greater
language competence. Although we
do not as et know enough about the
complex process of language learning
to pinpoint xact procedures for meas-
uring and increasing language compe-
tency, linguistic and ciiticational
seal ch strongly suggest that a positive,
accepting approach to the child's lan-
guage is more beneficial than a critical
or wholly correction-oriented approach.

Fngfish sociohnguist Basil Bernstein
has provided sonic insights into the
school language problems of the disad-
,antaged chld .

The child has to translate and thus
mediate middle-class language structure
through the logically simpler language
structure of his own class to make it
personally meaningful.. The expres-
sive behavior and immediacy of responst,
that accompany the Ilse of (the child's)
language may . be urongfully inter-
preted by the teacher. This may lead to
a situation %%here pupil and teacher each
disalne each other's %%odd, and commu-
nication becomes a way of asserting dif-
ferences *

1 recently observed a first grade
reading lesson, an overview in which
children were discussing the pictures.
During the lesson the teacher rejected
every single verbal offering made by
the children. The children's com-
ments were couched in non-standard

* Basil Bernstein. "Some Sociological De-
terminarts of Perception: an Enquiry into
Subcultural Differences," British Journal of
Sociology (1958), 249.
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but often delightfull% colorful lan-

guage. Sample responses were. "Ile
popin' the battercakes!" "That's a
might% big icebox I" "She got on her
high heels!" The teacher. wearily and
griml correcting every expression, ut-
tered, "I IC is h/SSIng pant-tikeS

"The refrigerator is ,cry big "She
her good shoes At the

end of the session the teacher %%as ex-
hausted and dise(inraged , the children
were apathetic and confused The
teacher said to the observer. "It's so
hard t teach tb..se children
anything on hake to pull eenthing
out of theni." I fer communication
with the children, was indeed a w av of
asserting differences: she was, further-
more. implic;t1v saving to them. "Of
course, you'll never learn to read.

You can't even talk.
The teacher might ha% e made an at-

tempt to mediate between the chil-
dren's choice of words and that pre-
ferred 1w the school. She might have
recognised that they were responding
and comintmicating at the only level
they knew. She might have welcomed
the opportunity to extend and enrich
their vocabularies by discussing alter-
native expressions pleasantly and posi-
tivel% For example, she might lime
said. "Yes. he's liming a good time
with the battercakes You know, lots
of people call these `liattercalses: lint
they ha% e another name. too Lots of
people call them 'pancakes Isn't it fut.
to know two names for something
that's so good to eat ?"

Petsonaliiittg % Audit
dC1P1OpMent

reading materials can
help bridge the gap between the child's
oral languag and the written lan-

guage. This condition is equally true
for the "disadvantaged" child who
needs constant reinforcement of the
basic notion that reading is "talk writ-
ten down" and for the verbally able
youic.t.ster who nmls scope for self-
expri *ion so that school remains an
exciti ig challenge to his abilities. A
goo(' beginning at any primary grade
he ...i is a booklet : perhaps entitled "All
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aliout Nle:- illustrated with snapshots
or drawings of the child. his famil)
and friends, including a map of his
neighborhood; and containing refer-
ences to games he plays, books he
likes, and activities he enjos. Such
booklets and others based on group ex-
periences. learning from class work, or
the child's own creative imagination
become part of the class lib:ary. They
are displayed, read aloud. and dis-
cussed in specially planned language
periods The alert teacher uses them
for evaluation of indiv idnal language
growth anti .lects from them "Mary's
new wore and "_Joe's interesting sen-
tence" to use in enriching vocabulary
development for the entire group.

I1ovv do teachers find time to help
chilren prepare such booklets? Some
teachers plan a few minim 's each day
in which children can distaste material
for their own hooks Other teachers.
in schoois where the col 7ept of vi,e
teacher aide is being put into practice.
have older children. parent volunteers.
or paid aides who can transcribe the
c:nldren's own language into their
booklets.

Using story time to develop
vocabulary

The practice of telling and read-
ing stories to children can be an im-
portait aid to vocabular dexehqi-
ment if the teacher plans for effective
listening by actively invoh:ng children
in slid' activities as retelling, dramati/-
ing assisting in, and illustrating the
s.o.ies heard. Allowing the children
to manipulate puppets or place figures
on the flannel board to go along with
the sequence of the story promotes full
involvement. The teacher sets the
stage for comprehension and vocabu-
lary development as she clarifies and
illustrates the meaning of unfamiliar
words before relating the stor), in
which they appear. Asking questions
afterwards, such as, "How did the_
princess show that she was disap-
pointed?" or "Why do you think the
money is called "Curious George?"
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gi't es opportunities for reusing and
further strengthening meaning associa-
tions with new words.

Encouraging young children to join
in a refrain, snch as. "Run, run, run/
As fast as %nu can/ Von can't catch
me/ fill the ;ingerbread Man.-
promotes unselfconscious oral expres-
sion for children who ma seldom
"speak out- alone. ( horal reading by
more mature groups ser't es a similar
purpose Selected words and phrases
from favorite storybook passages or re-
frains can be related to the vocabulary
used in school text. Presenting such
words and phrases on the blackboard,
charts. flash cards. and sentence snips
transfers what has been heard and spo-
ken to the visual realm. The enjoy-
ment of listening and speaking thus
motivates meaningful reading experi-
ences.

HtlittlifIlly on ellioVlitild Of
songs and rhymes

The teacher can capitalize on chil-
dren's love of rhyme and rhythm to
develop Ntwahularh through listening
to records and other musical activities.
New NN ()Ms learned in songs can
become %%Ord .1 Child Uses frequently
and can become part of the 'cading
NOCabtliarl NN hen their printed forms
are subsequentl introduced on board
or chart. The use of familiar fold:

song anti of the chants and rhines
the children use in games is often
helpful in making the culturally dif-
ferent child feel more at home in the
classroom. The introduction of these
songs and the reuse of their words in
other language act iv ities can hdp build
common yocabulan for the entire
class

Developing vocabulary through
shared experiences.

Planning and earning out a class
trip or a special evem such as a pro-
gram or holiday celebration can build
a background of shared experience
which promotes vocabulai ly develop-
ment. The planning phase provides
a meaningful settin fcr di:eassion and
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interchange of ideas which the teacher
may organize by writing out "What
We Will See at the Zoo," for example.
The trip itself will provide many op-
portunities for verbal d:scriptions and
discussion of what is seen and done
A recapitulation of the experience
through class discussion, dramatization,
illustration, and preparation-of a story
chart or of indiNidual booklets can give
further opportunities for use of the
newly learned words and concepts
which can thus become part of each

vocabulary.

Developing vocabulary, in the
content areas.

At one time it NN as often supposed
that "reading in the content areas"
was begun at the intermediate level.
Today, it is understood that the
basis for successful achievement in the
content fields lutist be firmh es-
tablished in the primary grades The
meaning vocabulary that is needed for
reading social studies, science, and
other content materials can and should
1w introduced through oral language
acti\ ities very early in the child's
schoi,1 life. Beautiful new picture
books and easy-to-read science texts
and trade books for young children.
children's weekly 11CNN spapeN, discus-
sion and chart presentation of new
words and concepts currently in the
political or science news, and well-
planned class units of study in science
and social studies, all provide a basis
for learning specialized vocabulary.
This vocabulary, com-irehended and
used in the daily speech of the prio,ary
youngster, is the firm foundation for
successful reading in th content areas.

Creative book-reporting activities
can develop vocabulary.

As children mature in their rea,:inc
skills, the sharing of stories through a
variety of i)ook-reporting activities
gives opportunities for vocabulary de-
velopment. The creative teacher does
not limit book reporting to a sterotyped
retelling of the story but lets children
share their enthusiasn, for books

through group activities. The youngest
children enjoy drawing their favorite
characters and mounting them on
sticks. They can then, individually or
in groups, use the puppets as foils to
recount a humorous or exciting scene
or bit of dialogue. By third grade
sonic children are socially and linguist-
icall mature enough to take part in
panel discussions of hooks. Book re-
porting can be particularly useful in
helping both reporters and listeners
clarify the meanings of abstract NN ords
such as pride, curiosity. dancer. or
courage It can further give oppor-
tunities for better understanding of fig-
urative la, age and implied mean-
ings The awn teacher will capitalize
on the children's interest in storybook
characters and situations to broaden
and deepen their understanding of ab-
stract concepts. Those children who
cannot yet read "on their own" need
not to be left out of participation in
book-reporting activities. They may
show pictures from a picture book or
occasiimally report on a story that has
been read aloud to them. and always
they are included as active listeners
and discussants at book-reporting tulle.
an acti.itiv bolstering both their inter-
est in reading and their vocabnlary
growth.

Cone lust on

The foregoing suggestions are but a
sampling of the means thoughtful
teachers us( to foster ()mind:try de-
velopment the framework of all
the language arts. Oral vocabulary
develop ,ient has bee! 'viewed as the
foundation fur and the accompaniment
to the de, tlopment of reading skills.
As primary teachers recognize the im-
portance of oral language to growth in
reading. they seek throughout the
school day to accept, encourage, eNalti-
ate, and build upon the children's abil-
ity to understand and produce spoken
language and thereby - ..-ste their
ability to perce: --' /id, and

tcn language asrespond to t'
well.
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Vocabulary Growth through
the Use of Context in

E:einentary Grades

PAUL C. BURNS
The University of Tennessee

AC( ORDING TO IIARRIS (10), "If the
total vocabulary of representative chil-
dren grows 15.000 words or more (lur-
ing the first six grades . . this means
an average of at least 2.500 words a
year. 66 %roils a week. or 13 words a
dav--exchiding vacations. weekends.
and holidays." This statement sug-
gests that although the vocabulary of
basal readers may he controlled, the
total reading done by children involves
a great number of words. The impor-
tant fact is that if teachers had to teach
all the words that childr 1 learn, the
time required would be ex( oitant.

Children who read widely can learn
a great many words through use of
context. Wide reading 'provides the
opportunity for context, or all of the
elements which give support to mean-
ing. to illuminate word meaning when
it is essential to the flow of thought.
Throng_h wide reading, the reader can
begin to recognize the subtleties and
varied meanings of words. This idea
has its basis in semantics: "We learn
the meanings of practically all our
words not from dictionaries. not from
definitions. but from hearing th(
noises as they accon,pany actual situa-
tions in life and learning to associate
certain noises with certain situations
(23)."

Types and uses of
contextual aids

Artlev (1) suggests four types of
contextual aids: pictorial context, ver-
bal context, experimential context, and
organizational or structural context.

Logical reasoning and research evi-
dence support the validity of pictures
as a way of supporting word meaning.
Some recent writers obviously ques-
tion this premise in favor of children's
reading materials which omit pictures
presumably to focus attention strictly
upon "decoding symbols." It is a well
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established fact that many primary
school pupils lack ability to use pic-
tures in constructing the meaning of
strange words (4. 33. 34). In its
broader sense, pictorial context in-
clude., maps. charts. graphs. and statis-
tical tables: and inadequate "reading"
and interpreting of these may lie hind-
ered by .he omission of or de-
emphasis of foundational "picture
reading" experiences "Visual con-
text" examples are emphasized in such
programs as Gibson-Richards' First
Steps in Reading English (14 ).

Of .erbal context. a distinction may
be made between the two types of acts
in which context can be used to figure
out the meaning of a word : first, using
context in figuring out the meaning of
a word is (The lecturer leaned upon
the [podium. lectern, etc.] as
he spoke.) : and second, in using con-
text in unlocking a word which is
strange only in print ( Jim opened his

[Book. magazine, etc.] and
began to mid.) In the first case. coo-
text is used as an explainer of a mean-
ing unfamiliar to the reader or as a de-
terminer of which of several familiar
meanings is needed for a given word:
in the second situation. the reader uses
context as a clue which along with his
use of sounds represented by letters
stimulates the reader to call to mind si-
multaneouslv the familiar spoken form
and ti familiar mea'iing of a given
word (30).

By experience cues. Artley refers to
the idea that the reader may rely on
his past concrete experience. Perhaps
to a crow's harsh voice, to help clarify
the meaning of the last word in the
sentence "The crow cawed raucously."
Organizational or structural context
refers to such clues in the presentation
of the material as sectional or marginal
headings. paragraphing, typographical
aids, and those aids that are in the fa-
miliar patterns of language as apposi-
tive. nonrestrictive, or interpolated
phrases or clauses and other language
expressions.

A little explored type of context
may be referred to as "spoken con-
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text." a foul. lational experience parti-
enlarly nee led at the beginning in-
strnctional levels libt adpropriate at all
;,title ht eI' Exan ple- of use of this
orallt prese-eed ttpe context 11,111
can play- tag. ec.] tt ith

can be -iitind it, NIc!.,-ce iiid Har-
rison's Pre r our ( 'rild For
Wading (20

\ wither t ttjx mat lie labeled
as "set context-: that is, the particular
ciretnnstances under which the reader
doe, the reading. This type of context
pnetic- much of the eontew of the
study of semantics which deals with
phi -ical and list chologit ii conk t-. as
well as verbal context.

From consideration of such ttlx. of
context. it can he reasoned that the
uses of cintext include I I ;,erceiving
ilex words on the basis of reasoning
and logical inference: 2i checking
nieanings clerked thoniti other word
analysis skills, 3) cher anti cill word
pcrcelitio.,. particularly i a- of hom-
ographs Ural-. hail trod etc I ty ere
one must diccose the prorninci:tion
meaning which makes sense in the sen-
tence. and 41 trying to cold c w to
the maning of t word whit e lc s to
sensible use of the dictioLar. It
woold seem that these uses of o,itext
are legitimate ones to promob in the
elementary school if reading is consid-
ered a reasoning act, if nndtqde tools

cvcbillary det elopment are desira-
ble. if the vagarie of our language are
to be uderstc,od. and if one's reacting
should make sense

Intim' tante and need for
deteloping the use of

ontxt
Reading authoritiff ha

sized for many years the innpn, (Mire of
(1(k-eloping effectit e use of context
hit- example. NicKee t 3/ I writes

iise of context is the chief means
for increasing tocaladary throngl-
-6.ading. . , NIcCrininton 26
states, " . . . in practice we learn
the meanings of lt.orts by their con-
text. This t xactiv how the
writers of dictionaries got their defini-

IX

tions. Spache ()) points out :
"i:ventually contextual analtsis be-
comes one of the most frequently used
methods of clerk:akin of word mean-
ings. as phonic- and structural :malt .is
decrease in Ilse." Lean (2. 1) :h
cates. "Train a child to antivniate
probable meaning, to infer an ',Amu% ii
word from its total context. to skip a
word and read on to derive its prob-
able mean, to check the context clue
with the form of the word, to search
the context for a de. -ription or expla-
nation that will identify the word, and
he will hate acquired the most impor-
tant single aid to word recognition.
For I-cordless of what word he per-
ceives. it it doesn't make sene in its
setting. his perception has been in
error." Fat t // t and t;ates t 12 t
haze made similar statements sinticcirt-
ing the use of context In speaking of
the poor reader. Harris t 21 t catititins.

. . there may be a temptation to a-
sum that poil, who need training in
word recognition in shot.ld he di sc. in r-
aged wont attempting to utiliz the
context at all Nothirig is farther front
the truth. . . good readers make
use of context clues. so there is no rea-
son to discourage poor readers front
doing the same.

()titer adtantages that accrue to the
reader mho learns to context
wisely int-luck I ) ondertanding that a
word has no permanent meaning which
reflects a /it fug lalk11141 1C. Illak 1144 It..e
of ayailalde material instead of hat ing
to go to another s-inrce. such as the
dictionary: and impnting learning
to read while reading to learn and
thereby facilitating integration of skill
learning tt ith content learning.

Classroom experience and research
int etigations snggcst tlij lack of skill
in using conte.t is quite pretalent
among elementary sdionl pupils. In
an early study, link and f {filmes t /6
found that when a context clue was
available fin this case. an appositional
statement ). it was not necessarily used
to infer a correct meaning. Bradlinry

o found that in attempting tI read
his textbooks. the average child in the
fourth grade can use the context suc-
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cessfully to cow-meet the meaning of a
strange word in abont one out of three
opportunities According to Spathe
and Berg i 10) the merage high school
graduate uses the context to derive
meanings in only about 50 to 60 per-
cent of the words that arc miknown to
him Gibbons 03) found about the
same results for the average college
freshman. Several studies give us rea-
son to believe that more guidance in
the use of contextual analysis pro .des
for growth in this technique. Porter

5) found that primary children can
rn to use contextual analysis of sim-

1,1, types quite effecti% ely. When
words were completely" omitted from
the context. these pupils correctly de-
duced the exact word omitted 23 per-
cent of the time. They were able to
deduce probable meanings of the omit-
t._11 words 83 percent of the time. In
other words they were successful in
contextual analysis for meanings in 8
out of 10 attempts. Harrison (221
also found that context can illuminate
word meatting if the necessary guid-
ance i p; , ,or children Hafner
(1S) sq li . that short-term in-
struct e use of context aids
scene' to 1.1' promise of itunreiving
pupil ryading comprehension.

Analssis of nature of
text material

What are the kinds of situations.
oral and verbal. that need to be pre-
sented and practiced if contextual
anal% sis is to become an iniportant tool
and means of vocabulary growth?
Types of context (-hies have Item ana-
l7ed try Artlev, 11cCullough. and
Heighte] on the bask of their tk in
books.

Artlev (2, 3) has proposed seven
types of contextual aids to word mean-
ings from an earlier listing

1 ) typtigraphical aids, as parentheses
or footnotes, 2) grammatical a. a. as
appositive phrases or clauses:
3) substitute words. as synonents or
antonyms: 4) word elements, as roots.
prefixes. and suffixes: 5) figures of
speech : 6) pictures. diagrams, -end

charts: and 7) infeeence, as in "Due

Dr% rt oemexT .Si

to the monmain rouges awl
climate. the amomit of araNe lan :
limited." McCullough (27. 2,
categorized t)pcs of contextual clues as
experience clues. comparison or con-
trast words or phrases. stnouetns.
summon clues. reflection of mood of a
station. definition. and familiar ex-
mession as -Ile kept his (mil."

Deightem 9). analyzing the tqx; of
context clues joint,' in textbooks on an
eighth grade to adult reading let el.
stated context illuminated word mean-
ing through definition : example.

restatement. and inference.
It can be wited that there are simi-

larities and overlalqiings among these
listings. Delinding nl,en one's defini-
tion of context. some chic-, ma% al' .car
more appropriate than others. ( niter
similar classifications of the instruc-
tional specifics in this area of context
clues are sitggested bv 7%IcKee f$2)
and Betts (5). t'llich listing or
which particular care are most tisaIde
for the elementary s »I teacher has
not been determined It would seem
that inference as .1 cunt -st clue is one
if tl le -1st Used 111! Ii (ire prowismg

and that stud% of word elements
(resits, prefixes, and suffixes) has not
prodetc.d good results. It would be
helpful to teachers it eley knew the
context topes ty lich appe..r most com-
mend% in pupil materials and what de-
gree of difficillt% each type of contex-
tual clue pre wilts for the 0,te
study 11,. m example. suggests that
the most difficult context situation for
sxth grade children involves use of
contrast. such :IS. "Is join' ehtlI/SV or
is he agile:- The connecting word
"or- deserves careful treatment as it
can joie words of similar meaning or
wire's of different meanings as "I had
never se, t 111111 s() depressed or melan-
choly JIM talkative or to, ,-
horn:- There is no clue for the read( r
to use i.i determining w:iich of the t:
possible functions or is perfor,,,i,.
Another problem that has received lit-
tle study is how to help the vow
child conceive of an unknown word ;
referring to a circumscribed meaning
rather than to regard the word as co-.-
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rying with it the whole of a major part
of the context in which it appears
(42).

11*.is of de%eloping effective
use of context

It appears to me that there are some
basic ideas to be considered in develop-
ing the skillful use of context. These
would include:

1. Continue to emphasize reading
for meaning. %Vitae in the strict
sense it may he true that context
doesn't glue meaning to a word
any more than the dictionary
does. it is safer to suggest that
"symbols ign i f y something"
rather than "symbols signify
not mg."

2. Provide large quantities of read-
able material appropriate to in-
terests in "reading class" and in
teaching the content subjects
(17 ). The pupil simply cannot
use context every fourth or fifth
word. Content books :requentl:.
present such a high vocabulary
load that they seriously binder
the use of context clues by the
reader.

3. Outline a carefully designed deli-
neation of the set of aid.; as a
context syllabus in the leading
area; pre-test to find strengths
or weaknesses of the pupils; and
then afford practice with the
needed abilities through the
reading textbooks, workbooks,
and other supplementary mate-
rials as needed.

4. Provide greater emphasis to con-
text clues development with oral
and listening situations, prior to
and along with application of
verbal reading material s.
Further exploration is needed
into the area or "spoken con-
k xt." for the pupil who cannot
use the clues of context in listen-
;ng will likely have little if any
more control of them in the read-
ing act. On the contrary, it has
been suggested (37) that better
training in "spoken-listeni ig con-
text" can be used to impiove the

IN REAPING

pupii's ability to understand ade-
quately what IT attempts to read.

5. Teach the child to go beyind the
single word in search for the
meaning by context. One study
(41) suggests that the words
that follow a strange word are
more likely to aid in contextual
analysis than those that precede
it. This study confirms the de-
sirability of teaching pupils to
read the entire sentence (or rest
of paragraph ) before attempting
to derive the meaning of an un-
known word. The practice of
immediately stating. "Look it tip
in the dictionary" is a poor one.
It would be better to say. "Try
to find a clue to the meaning of
the word through the context.'
The pupils need to know that the
context needed for constructing
the mz-aning of a given strange
word may appear before, after.
or both before and after the
strange word t 15). It should be
recognized that there is some
evidence that the influence of
context Upon wore meanings
seems to decrease rapidly with
the distance of the context. and
context mane than about five
words distant has relatively little
effect upon clarifying an un-
known word.

6. Provide time for discussion of
how meaning can be derived
through context. Discuss with
pupils what is meant by using
context to figure out the meaning
of a word, what the helpful parts
of the context may be. and
they appear. Also pupils need to
recognize the situation where no
clue is provided. as in "Bill was
reluctant to do it."

7. Capitalize upon context in all
hpes of content reading situa-
tions. Teach pupils the common
ways textbooks n ake new mean-
ings easy to acquire. Study the
content books used to see how the
rie,: terms P.m .nafie understand-
able, and let the plias in on this
study.



8. Delay discussion of the meaning
of a strange word in the reading
material or content subjects if
the context is provided by famil-
iar words for building that
meaning. Pupils must have an
opportunity for application for
taught skills in the normal read-
ing situation. Occasionally the
teacher might select a half dozen
difficult words from future read-
ing assignments and ask pupils
to write their definitions. After
the reading, pupils may correct
of revise their earlier definitions.
This is a particularly applicable
assignment at the intermediate
school level.

9. Develop a general appreciation
for words and language structure.
Through experience and instruc-
tion the pupil needs to appreciate
denotations and connotations of
specific words and multiple
meanings for the same word.
He needs to he guided to antici-
pate the fact that prommciation
and meaning of homographs.
such as, /ya. ref use, and wind
CP :not be verified until seen in
use situations." He needs to

recognize that homonyms may be
spelled alike (cold hail or hail a
cab) or may be spent ' differ-
ently (stake. ster-k). cer-
tainly should expect irregulari-
ties in the alphabetic representa-
tions of English sour ds (brad.
break. early. etc.) Fu-ther, the
Pupil needs to sense the impor-
tance of toe order of cords to
the structure of language and/or
meaning. By the position or
function of a word in a sentence.
and to this extent, its meaning is
suggested (27). "The igg
ogged the ugg" type of presenta-
tion ma: help pupils recognize
the "nounness" or "verbness" of
the words. 1 his feeling helps
the pupil sense that nouns and
verbs are most essential for
meaning. The structure of the
phrase, sentence, or paragraph
often serve.; as a clue to the
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meaning of what is written.
Rhetorical term., of coherence
are also guides to reading com-
prehension of a paragraph, pure
conjunctions and certain adverbs
heing very common links (36).
Tie fact that many of the con-
textual clue; to word meaning
have their origin in such con-
cepts provides a strong argument
for the development of general
knowledge of language structure,
and suggests again the interrela-
tionships of the language arts
(45).

Cautions in the use of
context (hies

It is no- )toss;ble to develop effective
use of context cies in situations where
the child is Nogg : down with the me-
chanics of re:, ling. Wide independent
readingwhere hill difficulty with
word recognition or meaning is pre-
sentedgives the pupil an opportunity
to use contextual aids. But opportu-
nity alone is not enough. As in other
skills of reading. children in the
intc.-inediate grades vary greatly in
their ;1,;lity to identify words and to
den -nearing from context as
reaffirn d he tndi ; from Boston

cersity 7. :', 1O. 2:. 431.
Cluk'ren v.ith po reading ability
usually canine -y words they do
not know. I -114-s children are taught
to notice unfamiliar .yords and to be
alert to the connect on beta -en the
context and the ueknown wont it
bears upon. they are unli!tely to de-
velop large .ocabularies from exten-
sive reading

It must be clear that the child will
not alway; gai-t the zorrect meaning of
a word from ne context. Context al-
wa\ :; determines the meaning of a
word but dotsn't always reveal that
meaning. Context generally reveals
only one of the meanings of an unfa-
miliar word. It is worth saying to
children over -,rid over again that no
word has one fixed or unalterable
meaning, that n) one context revela-
tion will stiffice for all the later uses of
the word which may he met. Alscr,
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context seldIgn clarifies the whole of
any single word meaning. Context
will often provide a synonym, but syn-
onym: are ne%er exact equivalents

vocaigtlar% growth through
context revelation is a gradual one It
is a matter of finding one clue here and
am,ther there, of fitting- thew together,
and of making tentatie judgments and
re% ismg them as later experience re-
quires. It is building meaning into a
word over a period of years throng!,
the combined experiences of the writer
and the reader.
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Vocabulary Development
through the Use of

Multi-Level Materials
(Seculary)

ILLIAM T. HOLDER
St. Louis 1unior College

IN THE BOOK entitled The Stages of
Economic Growth W. Rostow lists
five steps involved in the growth of a
traditional culture into a high order

t.ohnological cuitnre: 11 the tradi-
tional society. 2) the preconditions of
take off. 3) the take off. -I) the drke
to maturitN. and 5) the age of ma,,
consnmption 1. I) Finn states in the
collected works Revolution in Teach-
ino (pet:m/1a and Sob m. p 27 that
"it is nit thesis that American Educa-
tion, considered as a :-.tIttire in tradi-
tion. is now beginning the take-off
stage into a high order. high energy
culture. and that it is tae first educa-
tional s ',ton in the NVeild to reach this
stage.- It is trpe that a technological
reohition is engnIfing every aspect of
educatiohlow power translators, vi-
deotape, stratm ision. language labora-
tories, language Ittboratories phis vis-
uals. mobile laboratories, individual --
listening and de%ices. tedching
ii achines. thennoplastic recordings. and
data and data tran.,nnssioli stems
Exciting instructional s3 stems include
the FBI; series is ph% sics, A1BS ser-
ies in bidog, tICSM for mathemat-
ics. PSSC sstem in physics, heath tie
Rochemont in Parlous Francois.
There are the Stoddard organizational
proposal, the Trump organi/ational
proposal. and team teaching. Too.
there are the operating organi/a-
nous the Ford Foundation. the NSF,
the I.R1, the EMC. and the EFL.
Instructionid systems are concentrating
on ma,, data presentations, individual
and sniall group an teaching.
human interaction. and iinfi,elual study
and creatie penods.

GI minded?

Yet amidst the great curriculum re-
form movements, Robert Karlin in
Teaching Reading in J1uIi School (p.
21) states that "it is estimated that he-
tween ten and t went, percent of every
school 1011)111:L60n may he consid:ifed
disabled in reading Pe also writes
(p. 2) t' at "probably from twenty per-
cent for forty percent of our high
school population is leading below
grade norm." Even with SRA. the
controlled reader, the Pereptoscope.
the Tacit N. the shadow scooe, and the
SQ3R procedure, readin4 teachers
cannot endorse the following resolti-
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tion"Existing technical equipment
has been shown to be an effective
decay preventive that can be of signifi-
cant value when used in a conscien-
tiously applied program of reading
skills and regular supervisory care "
Educational institutions, nevertheless,
are probing more deeply into the read-
ing procesF than every before and
more broadly into the factors that
affect it. There can be no misinte--pre-
tation of the evidence that words are
symbols, that the eaning of symbols
results only from t cperience with that
symbol, that the was to increase vocab-
ulary is to read an o use, and that
the individualized in; 0.odology corre-
lated with multi-le%el materials can
provide unlimited achievement in vo-
cabulary growth.

Nc-

A typicz1 high schoo' class consists
of from twenty to thirty students.
Obviously it cannot be taught as
though all members of the class had
the same interests, desires, intellectual
capabilities, or physical characteristics:
nor can it be taught Is though each
youngster had reached the same level
of attainmen. in reading or possesses
identical instructional needs.
girl and boy must he given material
that is as m arly suitable to his level of
reading gro;th as is :-,ossible .Ind must
he taught , methods compatible with
his charact 1-tic- and capabilities.

As pre; =osl -tated, the way to im-
prrn e sue:, y is to hear and see
words and to ise them until they be-
curie familiar. Almost anyone can
lea hunch eels o new words, but the
ptu)oie of vocabulary development is
not to memoriz, two or three hundred
wor Is. The ultimate goal is to de-
velop the techniques to deal with unfa-
mil.ar wards and to deal with new
meanings for famiiar words as they
appear in different context.

Comprel-ension in any field requires
adequate icabulary, and the accumu-
lation of a recognition vocabulary in a
textbook I built on the convent of
controlled vocabulary. The student
must !elm, the vocabulary to under-

stand the important ideas in his read-
ing. The teacher usually starts a read-
ing activity by putting new words on
the blackboard and devoting part of
the lesson to the study of new words
Novice teachers tend to teach the new
words of a story before the student ha..
had an opportunity to meet the unfa-
miliar word in the context of the story.
The bright and energetic student ac-
quires the vocabulary at a rapid rate,
and the less capable student becomes
so overwhelmed that by becomes stag-
nated. Ultimately, the limited indi-
vidual in terms of the intelligence con-
stellation tends to have a low vocabu-
lary, and the bright learners tend to
have a rich vocabulary.

Even though word recognition is
difficult and complex learning, multi-
level materials provide pacing so that
each youngster can profitabLy learn
with comfort and self-respect Each
teacher must determine the placement
of students in the various achievement
groups. He must discover the level of
materials high school students can read
and the stage of development of read-
ing skills which they manifest. Each
student is put to work in a congenial
learning situation.

An approach

The class consisted of twenty-five
students. Seven of the students were
reading one year or more above grade
norm ; twelve were reading at grade
level; three were from 1.1 to 2.0 years
below grade level; and three, from 2.1
to 3.7 years below grace level. The
assignment was to read an article enti-
tled "The Wings of Madness," by
Hallowell Bowser that appeared in the
October 24, 1964 issue of Saturday
Review of Literature. The article de-
scribed the reaction of individuals to-
ward the U. S. Army's Operation
Water Moccasin. The vocabulary in-
cluded the following words to be ut,-
derstood: maneuver, presumably, fan-
tastic, venerable, insurgency, sinister,
deluged, conspirators, progenitors,
promulgated. lemmings infrared, int-
p iSlorled, pagan, and parched, The
s udents reading at or above grade
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level were asked to form groups of
five, to read the article silently, and to
apply their skills in using context clues
and other meaning aids to anticipate
the words to be recognized. The
groups were to determine the correct
pronunciation and the correct defini-
tion for the particular context in which
the word was used. The entire group
then used the pre-prepared master
track recording cards and the Lan-
guage Master to check the pronuncia-
tion and the definition of each word.
The teacher couldghave written the
words on die board, pronounced, and
defined theifi, however. This procedure,
if consistently used, however, would
interfere with the development of in-
dependence in word attack. Following
the vocabulary: exercise, the students
worked on exercises to draw conclu-
sions from what they had studied,
make comparisons and inferences,
evaluate the facts, and participate in
follow-up activities that provided for
the development of critical reading
skills.

With the exception of one student,
the remainder of the class---slow read-
ers tending to have shorter attention
spans, lacking strong motivation, and
needing more direction-were asked, be-
cause of their interest in law enforce-
ment, to read silently an editorial that
appeared in the November 29, 1966
issue of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Do we really live in a civilized society
when a night clerk in a fashionablemo-
tel on North Kingshighway is robbed
not once or twice but three times in a
three-month periodshot and killed in
the last holdup early Sunday?

The victim. Elmer Glen Rosenblum,
sought only to make a decent living.
Now he is dead from bullet wounds in
the back and chest.

We are living in a society where
criminals apparently have so little fear
of the law that they return to rob the
same businesses over and overand
shoot their haplessvictims for little or
no cause.

Who will stage a march to protest the
violation of the civil rights of Elmer
Glen Rosenblum?

And what about the rights of John N.
Dougherty, who was trying to make a
living driving a taxicab, when one of twl
robbers stabbed him to death in order to
take about $30 from his pockets.
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As things stand today, the perpetrators
of this savage crime can expect the ar-
resting officers to find them an attorney
promptly and to advise them immediately
of their right not to give evidence
against themselves.

This bending over backward, to spare
the criminal the inconvenience of making
a confession, thus has had the effect of
greatly increasing the danger to a person
being robbed. The robbers, as in these
two instances, may decide to take the life
of the only witness, the victim.

Again the students were asked to
decipher word meaning through con-
text clues. As weakness in the word
recognition techniques appeared
phonics, word structure, -sight. words,
or contextteaching or reteaching
took place. While the class was work-
ing on the assignment, the teacher did
not become detached from the group.
After the words were discussed, sup-
plementary exercises assured the stu-
dents and the teacher that the newly ac-
quired vocabulary could be used
understood in context, explained in
isolation, and practiced and understood
in a functional situation.

The student's success is dependent
upon the selection of instructional
materials to facilitate sequential learn-
ing of new skills. The reading mate-
rial must be current and over w wide
range of interests as predetermined
through interest inventories and con-
cerned with anxieties and experiences.

Reading and the deprived
But in this class, one child, Johnny,

remained.. Johnny is a severe reading
disability case who, according to his
school report. has made no app:eciable
progress in reading. He is the fourth
of eight children; he lives in a deterio-
rated tenement ; he gives the appear-
ance of being under nourished, and
during the past year he was severly in-
jured when he fell down a flight of
stairs. Any ability? On the Wechs-
ler Intelligence Scale Johnny obtained
an IQ of 105, but he is reading about
3.7 grades below his capabilities.
Since Johnny's retardation is so great,
it would probably be better to have
him taught in a clinic. There is no
clinic, but Johnny does receive individ-
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ual help each day. As the groups
were forming, a member of the senior
class and president of the 'F.T.A.
came into the room, motioned for
Johnny, pulled two chairs out into the
hall, and went to work on special
materials pitched at a level of difficulty
Johnny could handle. He was work-
ing on generalizations of phonics, prin-
ciples of syllabication, principles
of pl.onics, principles of accents, and
comprehension. But the teacher had
distinguished between a workbook-
controlled approach and an experimen-
tal-functional approach. Monotonous
and unnecessary practices which pre-
vented progress had been eliminated.
This disabled reader was interested in
the assignment because he was being
exposed to the experience of discovery.
Often he was cognizant of his knowl-
edge, and on many occasions he could
not verbalize his findings; but he did
experience it and, therefore, retnem-
bereft it and made use of it. Johnny
likes high school, his teacher and his
tutor. He can't read adequately, but
he will.

Mechanical or Creative?

The development of vocabulary is of
obvious importance. Traditional read-
ing programs incorporate four basic
approaches to vocabulary development
rate learning, etymological approach,
linguistic approach, and the incidental
technique. In practically all of these
the content has become supplementary
to the drillthe exercise, the work-
book. The following poem written by
an anonymous writer may convey to
you what I mean :

Adventure
Here's an adventure! What awaits
Beyond these closed, mysterious gates?
Whom shall I meet, Where shall I go?
Beyond the lovely lend I know?
Above the sky, across the sea,
What shall I learn and feel ,nd be?
Onen, strange doors, to good or ill !
I hold my breath a moment still
Before the magic of your look
What shall mu do to me, 0 Book?

Do not focus on the science of words
as expressed in formulas. Enrich the
students' experifnces, and you enrich

their vocabularies. Do not become so
busy with the knowledge of Mastering
facts, skills, words, ar-t fcrmulas in a
skewed curriculum that you forget to
realize yourself and your students as
persons. You, the teacher, must react
to the message of the reading matter
intellectually, aesthetically, and emo-
tiGnally ; and you must permit each in-
dividual in your classrooin, regardless
of ability, to react to the message of
the reading matter intellectually, aesth-
etically, and emotionally. The inti-

'mate relationship of the reader to the
reading matter must not be neglected,
for it is through this relationship that
meaningful and productive reading oc-
curs.

A Three-Pronged Attack on
Vocabulary Development

(Secondary)

ROBERT KARLIN
Queens College of The

City University of New York

"IN ALL PROBABILITY, ar inadequate
vocabulary is the greatest single cause
for failure to read with comprehension
in either general or technical fields"
(1). This belief is commonly held by
classroom teachers and reading author-
ities on the basis of their expel fences
with students and the results and im-
plications of vocabulary research.

Each of uswhether we dire teach-
ers of English, science, social studies,
or readingis concerned with our stu-
dents' command over their language.
And one aspect of this language is
meaning vocabulary that is, words
which have meaning for those who
hear, use, or read them. We know that
speaking and writing vocabularies, as
measured by actual use, are exceeded
i- ,ize by listening and reading vocab-
ularies; but the size of our high school
students' reading vocabulary is a mat-
ter of dispute, depending upon the way
in which it has been ,,treasured.
Estimates vary. Dale questions Sea-
shore's figure of 80,000 words known
by twelfth graders and suggests a
number somewhat larger than Thorn-
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dike and Lorge's estimate of about
15,000. Regardless of the actual
figure, an average is no indicator of
what students can manage. Besides,
we are not as much interested in how
many words students know as we are
in their ability to cope with the reading
demands school and society make.
These demands at the secondary level
become increasingly greater as stu-
dents sample larger varieties ot narra-
the and expository materials contain-
ing words used in specialized ways.
Serra (6) came to the conclusion that
the "concept burden of instructional
materials is too heavy" while other
students of vocabulary reported a de-
crease in the rate of specialized vocab-
ulary growth during the later high
school years.

Word meaning involves percepts
and concepts. While a delineation be-
tween the two is not sharp, students of
language development define the for-
mer as "what is known of an object, a
quality, or a relationship as a result of
sensory experience" (5). Concepts
grow out of percepts which lead to
generalizations about objects. qualities,
or relationships. Before children ar-
rive at school, they learn percepts and
develop concepts naturally by listening,
speaking, and exploring/ First-hand
experiences account for almost all they
acquire. Their horizons broaden upon
entrance into school: first -hand experi-
ences continue, but vicarious ones
begin to shape their ideas more and
more until a stage is reached wherein
the latter dominates. That meaning
vocabulary grows during these periods
is established ; that precision of mean-
ing keeps pace with this growth is
not as readily defined.

The work of Piaget and others sug-
gests the close relationship between
vocabulary and concept. Word Mean-
ing can be provided by definition and
explanationthe use of words to ex-
plain wordsbut definition and expla-
nation do not make up completely for
deficiencies in concept weakness which
could be the result of experiential de-
privation. It becomes clear that our
task as teachers of language includes
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attention to concept development, for
without a referent to whicl vocabulary
can be tied, meaning is unlikely. Of
course we deal with several levels of
meaning, and to expect all our stu-
dents to'reach these same levels in the
face of variations in experiences and
intelligence is hardly realistic. Some
vague understandings of words might
be realized without the acquisition of
firm concepts. But the results are
necessarily superficial and account for
some of our frustration as we seek to
help students better understand what
they read.

It would appear, then, that one main
attack to improve word understanding
should bi- directed at developing some
concept understanding. And this
work teachers of different subjects can
do. For years now they have been
urged to provide experiencesboth di-
rect and vicariousthat would better
prepare their students to deal with the
content they were expected to master.
This building of background prior to
reading can make a significant differ-
ence between merely reading words
and truly establishing meanings.

Methods of vocabulary
development t

Research studies on vocabulary de-
velopment have soug'at to test ways by
which improvement might be realized.
The, results of these studies show that
it is` possible to increase meaning vo-
cabulary through several avenues. It
seems clear, however, that dependence
upon a singie formula, regardless of its
apparent values, is not so likely to
bring results as multi-pronged attacks
of a sustained nature. With regard to
this last point, hit-and-run tactics such
as devotion to vocabulary building for
six-weeks or a similar period cannot
be expected to produce lasting out-
comes.

Wide reading in combination with
-direct and indirect programs constitute
a three-pronged attack on vocabulary
development. For reasons detailed
earlier, we would not expect deep in-
roads into vocabulary weakness with-
out accompanying efforts to expand
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concept formations. To rely upon a so-
called "best" means reduces chances
even more. Let us now examine each
of these prongs as bases for a compre-
hensive vocabulary development pro-
gram.

Wide reading
The facts that children acquire

meaning vocabularies in an easy and
natural way prior to and during the
early years of school by listening to and
experimenting with words, that words
require a context and repeated settings,
and that some intensive vocabulary
programs have failed to produce ex-
pected results might have led to the
suggestion by a number of reading and
language students that wide reading is
one of the best ways to develop vocab-
ulary. Perhaps this conviction receives
even greater support from the observa-
tion that avid readers appear to be
masters of considerably more words
than their less reader-oriented brothers
are. Status studies of the relation be-
tween vocabulary size and extent of
reading would be likely to support this
belief even though causality could not
be inferred from such investigations.
Studies, however, of direct effects to
increase vocabulary thro gh wide
reading alone have not proved fruitful.

We can raise objections, further-
n-ore, against the singular dependence
ujon reading to build ocabulary. We
assume that if the reader meets a word
for the first time or an old word in a
new setting, he w:11 determine its
meaning from either the context or the
dictionary. Context is only useful it if
is familiar; in addition, context can
provide imprecise meanings which,
when repeated, further reinforce them.
To what extent students will halt their
reading to look up unknown words in
a dictionary is problematic. Some
persons have suggested that to check
dictionary meanings dufing reading in-
terferes With one's thinking. The
amount of reading each stud-'nt does
will vary, so will its quality. I never
and unreliable results are pred,ztable.

What then do we recommend ?-
Wide rer ding by all r leans within a

comprehensive vocabulary program
and for other reasons, too. Wide
reading complements vocabulary activ-
ities of a direct or, incidental kind. It
increases our chances for providing
meaningful learning through need and
application.

Direct and indirect approaches
Students of vocabulary development"

have been divided on the question of
the merits of direct teaching of vocabu-
lary and incidental treatment of words.
By direct teaching some mean the de-
liberate presentation of words taken
from lists or other sources for study.
Incidental treatment, they say, involves
the study of words which appear in the
textbooks and other sources students
read. It seems to me that this differ-
entiation is an artificial barrier. Who
would question the desirability of help-
ing students acquire initial and deeper
meanings for words which appear in
daily reading? Who would suggest
that no gains are to be derived from
efforts to broaden vocabulary if words
are taken from other sources? The
souces of words do not seem so crucial
to vocabulary building as do methods
teachers pursue to help students in-
crease their understanding. Person-
ally I prefer meeting vocabulary needs
as they occur. What better time and
reason are there for dealing with
them? But this preference does not
preclude any attention one might give
to so-called direct approaches to vo-
cabulary building.

A number of investigations provides
support for direct vocabulary instruc-
tion. But the research which provided
little support for indirect instruction
was not comparing the sources from
which words were drawn ; it compared
direct instruction with casual or lais-
sez-faire instruction. In the latter in-
stance students were left to their own
devices for dealing with unknown
words. Who could not have pre-
dicted the results under these condi-
tions? For purposes of this discus-
sion, we view planned efforts, regard-
less of word source, as direct ; and it is
with these that we are concerned.
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Demonstrations and investigations
on vocabulary development do not
point up overwhelming superiority of
one method over another. They do
appear to suggest these underlying
guidelines that we might follow re-
gardless of method:

1. All students are not required to
deal with indentical words since
weaknesses should determine de-
gree of involvement in vocabu-
lary study.

2. Words are studied in context
rather than in isolation.

3. Emphasis is placed upon work-
ing rather than esoteric vocabu-
lary.

4. Application of word learning is
stressed.

Let's turn now to procedures
(whose limitations one must remain
cognizant of) for helping students
broaden and extend their reading Aro-
cabu laries.

We acquire vocabulary through tier -
kJ contexts; it seems reasonable to
teach students to use these contexts as
they read in order to seek meanings
for unknown words. The key to word
meanings in context are clues that
might be joined to focus in on the un-
known. If students require help in lo-
cating these clues and generalizing
from them, one might provide a text
for them in which several clues appear,
discuss how these clues are related,
and then decide through choices what
possible meaning for the unknown
word the clues offer. The following
example contains a number of clues
in brackets which students can use
to determine the meaning of subsi-
dence. Note how the larger context
provides multiple dues not ordinarily
found in single sentences.

Coral reefs appear in mid-ocean
Rocks and land 'formed by coral are
some of the most interesting deposits in
the sea (Figure 12-11). Study of cores
taken by drilling holes through coral .
reefs down to 1400 meters tell us of the
structure of these deposits. These cores .

were taken from Eniwetok Atoll.
[Reef-building 'corals live only in trapi-
cal waters and at shallow depths (to 80
meters). Corals were found thtoughout
the length of the core from Eniwetok.1
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The length of the core and the presence
of coral indicated to earth scientists that
conditions in the surface waters of the
tropical seas had not changed fir 60
million years.

How do we know this? How is it pos-
sible to find, at depths of 1400 meters,
coral rock that was formed within 80meters of the surface? To Charles
Darwin, who visited coral atolls in the
1830's as a young man of 22, it seemed
that the sea floor and the islands had
slowly subsided- [The corals grew IV-
ward, keeping pace] with the subsidence
(Figure 12-12). He recognized three
types of coral reefs: reefs growing
along the shores of volcanic islands;
reefs that were some distance from a
volcanic island with a lagoon behind the
ref f : and circular reefs, or atolls. which
st.rrounded lagoons with no central is-
land. Darwin believed that atolls had
originally been shoreline reefs that were
:sow at the last stages of subsidence.

A hundred years of argument followed
the publication in 1842 of Darwin's ideas
on atolls. [The borings on Eniwetok in
the 1950's reached volcanic rock after
passing through 1400 meters of coral.]
Thus Darwin was Proved correct andhis idea was shciwn to be a great exam-
ple of scientific rea-oning. [More im-
portant, in proving him right, we have
learned that the sea floor does not sink
uniforraly. Instead it sinks an amount
that depends on the mss of lava making
up the individual island.]*

subsidence means stopping, settling,
raising.

After students have learned to inter-
pret clues which we have called to
their attention, we might provide other
contexts in which similar clues appear
but whir a students now seek to iden-
tify themselves. Some teachers have
offered variations of these lessons with
success : one is the presentation of pos-
sible meanings for the unknown word
followed by a search for clues to sup-
port one of them ; another is the remov-
al from the text of the new word and
from the clues a meaningful word
found for it from a suggested group of
words. We might expect variation in
approaches ti contribute to motivation
and learning. A point to remember is
that discussing and exploring are likely
to lead to better results than do mere
telling or performing.

* Investigating The Earth, Earth Science
Curricultun Project, American Geological In-
stitute, 1965, 12-12=-12-13.

t
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Recently, the desirability of raising
to conscious levels that which students
seem to know has been suggested.
Assuming such is the case, we might
offer_ for study and discussion exam-.
ples of structural and language clues
which aid meanings through context:
synonym and antonym, subordinate
clauses, phrases in apposition, defini-
tion, illustration, position, typography.

We do not know to what extent the
context offers meaning clues. Back-
ground of experiences can be a de-
limiting influence. And some texts
might not contain clues or, if present.
are so elusive that most students will
not recognize them. And incomplete
meanings might be products of contex-
tual study.. But few will dent- borne
values in spending time with students
who have aot learned to take advan-
tage of cortext mechanics and their in-
terpretation.

Perhaps more attention has been
given to the study of word origins as a
vocabulary building technique by
teachers and producers of materials
then to any other method. It is rea-
soned that a large number of English
words have their origins in Latin and
Greek roots and affixes and that study
of these sources will provides avenues
through which meanings are secured.

All too frequently students are re-
quired to memorize the meanings of
these prefixes, roots, and suffixes, and
compile words containing them. This
practice is dull and boring to most stu-
dents and has not been shown to be a
productive means of enabling them to
determine the meanings of new words
not previously encountered. Instead,
some gain; might be realized through a
study of words as they appear in con-
text in order to build relationships
between the literal meaning as deter-
mined through analysis and actual
meaning. Exercises in which the
roots and affixes of these words are
sought might be prepared (mission,
converts. intangitle). In this connec-
tion, students should realize that a
source might change in form and/or
meaning, By providing a limited

number of roots with their meanings.
as well as sentences and paragraphs,
we can build new words and substitute
them for known--words_In addition.
by adding prefixes and suffixes to
know words we can extend their
meaning (form al, hero ic, ante

date). Meaningful application of
word sources can develop insights
which help some students unlock some
words.

A related vocabuli-ry development
program involves the study of the his-
tory of words. Perhaps you recall the
punishment Tantalus, on of Zeus. suf-
fered in the lower world. Out of this
Greek myth comes our word tantalise.
It is possible that some students will
be spurred on by such exposures. But
to assume all students will, especially
those who need help the most, is not
realistic. Interesting and little-known
facts about words can enliven the
study of words, but they are not likely
to be enduring motivators. Personal
need has greater possibilities.

Breadth and depth of vocabulary be-
come a major concern in the middle
grades and continue thereafter. One
aspect is tied to multiple meanings of-
words. As materials become more
complex, words take on meanings not
commonly associated with them.
There has been some research to sug-
gest that general vocabulary knowl-
edge and knowledge of multiple mean-
ings are not intimately related.
Assist.nce in extending meanings can
be provided in conjunction with dic-
tionary use. Obviously, a curriculum
in which provisions for varied act;vi-
ties exist will include reading of all
types, and words that are familiar in
one sense will appear in contexts that
require others. The examination and
study of different meanings for such
wordsthe word take, for example, is
said to have 106 meaningsin order to
determine an appropriate one could be
a meaningful experience. Context
clues, if pre.:,-tit in conjunction with
dictionary choices, will yield good re-
sults.

We need not only wait for words tc
appear in new contexts. We can pro-
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vide contexts in which familiar words
appearing in students' reading are used
in different. ways. Thus a word such
as charge whose meaning is known in
such contexts as charge five dollars or
charged up the hill, is presented in less
familiar contexts : charged with mur-
der. charge the jury. set of a charge.
Total contexts plus meanings provided
by the dictionary will suggest the sense
in which the word is used. Additional
experiencesoral, written, and read
will tend to reinforce the new meanings
students acquired for old friends.

The study of lists of words for
which students are required to provide
dictionary meanings and on which they
are tested periodically has not proved
to be .A productive process when these
words are studied in isolation and
without purpose. Lists of words com-
mon to a particular area can be com-
piled by subject-matter teacheri and
studied by students in relation to their
reading and writing. Graphic aids.
models, descript;:is, and in some in-
staw-es drarnatizatons can heln to re-
duce verbalizations. Some educators
have suggested exercises that require
students to seek analogies among
words and to compare and categorize
them in order to provide multiple ex-
posures. How effective these ap-
proaches are will depend upon the ex-
tent to which they are meaningfulthat

tied to what students are doing.
There is little justification for expend-
ing time and energy on learning spe-
cialized uses of words if the words are
not those which are relevant to topics
being studied and on kurwledge of
which completion of tasks flepend.

A more recent development in vo-
cabulary development is the introduc-
tion of programed materials. These
materials consist of items, called
frames, which are placed in sequential
order and are intended to elicit re-
sponses that are verified immediately:
Usually on the basis of a given state-
ment responses intended to develop
understanding are made in order of dif-
ficulty :

These words contain prefixvs: post-
paid, postdate.

1. Which of the f011owing words
contains a prefix? swim, postwar

1

2. The prefix in the word
postmortem is 2

Additional frames built on preceding
ones will develop the concept of the
prefix as well as its specific meaning.

It is possible to create programed
materials which-- stress relationships
among words- and their meanings.
How effective their use is will depend
on a number of factors such as student
motivation and relevancy of content.
It has been shown that some students
seem to learn more through programed
than other modes. Perhaps we need
to experiment more with the process in
order to ascertain the conditions
needed to promote effective learning.

Surfimary
Vocabulary building is an integral

part of the reading-learning process.
Its importance to continous growth in
reading has led to a recognition of the
contributions nature and nurture make
to fulfillment. We teachers know that
the sole responsibility for vocabulary
development is not ours; however, we
share this, responsibiltiy.- Our task is
to offer as meaningful and comprehen-
sive a vocabulary development pro-
gram as possible. We ought not to
settle for less.
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1;ia:ogue in Words
(College)
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jo:tx H. MATTHEWS
,,hio University

Cast: a professor of English and an
ex-student, a young lady, who is also
teaching.

Scene : in the professor's office.
Time: afternoon.

LADY
Actually, I suppose my reel reason

for coming to see you is the problem
I'm having with my freshman stu-
dents. I think the problem centers on
one thingvocabulary. At least this
is the thing I've been brooding over
lately: I can't seem to teach it the way
I would like.

PROF
Have you used any texts?

LADY
Oh, I've tried them. And they all

seem to do some good. One that I like
best is a text on historical linguistics.
I've been concentrating on roots and
affixesall 'very fascinating but I'm
not sure how effective for my students.

PROF
I'm certain that's agood method.

LADY
I am, too. ButI don't knowit

doesn't seem good enough. For one
thing, the students who seera to profit
most from the work we've been doing
are the ones who are doing the best
work to begin with.

PROF
Isn't that a paradox you find in all

teaching ?

LADY
I suppose. But it still bothers me

I think that, above all, we have to get
our students interested ',,t languagein
words. I suppose this is obvious, but
I don't think there is any subject in
which interest is more obviously i.con-
dition for learning than in this business
of vocabulary development.

.
PROF

I'm sure that's true. But that
doesn't seem to say very much, does it,
when you consider that in this case in-
terest might be just the obverse of un-
derstanding.

_

_ LADY
I know; I know. Which gets us

back to where we started. I want to
reach the middle fifty percent in my
classes, not just the top twenty-five.
Of course, really, I want to reach all of
them, but . . .

PROF
No, stick with what you just said.

The middle fifty, as well as the top
twenty-five.. Then allow for the possi-
bility of having a class with no bottom
twenty-five.

LADY (laughs)
What if it doesn't have a top twen-

ty-five?

PROF (laughs)
Ignore the evidence. But seriously,

you want to reach the majority of your
students, and you're not doing it. Is
that right ?

LADY
I'm afraid it is.

PROF
Of course, the first thing we have to

find out is what vocabulary is if we're
going to teach it.

LADY
Oh, that's obvious! Believe me,

I've gone through that maze. Don't
forget, I had you as a professor.

PROF
And you were one of my best stu-

dents, too. But I don't think you can
go back to the eiementals of a subject
too often. Sometimes I actually look
forward to an opportunity to explain
parts of my work to an ignorant, but
intelligent, person. It keeps me alert,
as well as honest.

LADY
All right. What is your question,

then?

--
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What is vocabulary ? That's the
first question, surely.

LADY
Well, I'd say vocabulary is the . . .

reservoir of words one can make use
of. Something like that, anyway.

PROF
Okay. And developing a larger or

More resourceful or more efficient vo-
cabulary means adding to the number
of words in this reservoir. Would you
say that?

LADY
You almost lost me with that string

of adjectives; but I see what you're
getting at. It isn't just increasing the
number of words in your collection but
also knowing their meanings.

PROF
Good. I'm glad to see that teaching

hasn't destroyed either your ability or
your inclination to be wary. Words
are symbols, of course, and one hardly
gains anything by just increasing his
store of symbols if he doesn't know
what they mean.

LADY
Forgive me, but isn't ti,at all very

obvious?

PROF
You're forgiten ; and the answer is

"Yes, it is very obvious." But it has
to be stated now and then. It's oe of
the elementals, I just mentioned, that
you have to court back to periodically.
You know, touch base. I don't think
anyone is so sophiqicated or wise that
he doesn't forget the obvious now and
then. But also, the fact is a lot of vo-
cabulary building techniques actually
do, by implication, focus upon the sim-
ple accumulation of new words, as if
this is vocabulary enrichment. They
might give token attention to the fact
that it is subtly distinguished meanings
that matter in vocabulary, but their
emphasis is too often on a simple mul-
tiplication of symbols.

If a student learns a word that he
believes is totally and exclusively syn-
c
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onymous with another and proceeds to
Ise it in this,syay; has he increased his
vocabulary ? Not at all. Suppose he
learns the word "ingenuous" and
thinks that it is totally and exclusively
synonymous with the word "naive."
He has leaned a new symbol but not a
new meaning. So in the important
sense of the word, his vocabulary is
not richer. If, however, he learns that
"naive" is more likely to have a pejor-
ative connotation of gullibility than the
word "ingenuous," he has increased
his vocabulary.

LADY
But these two words are synony-

mous, aren't they ? I mean, in most
contexts they seem to be.

PROF
Yes, in most contexts they are; and

that statement brings to mind another
truism : context carries a tyrannous
authority of mei-ming, particularly in
the realm of connot Mon. I used to
refer to the authority of context as "u1-
timate" but that overstates it. If this
Were true, we wouldn't be able to com-
municate or articulate (a different
matter) at all. I mean, no matter how
often I say that I am raising coffee
breaks in my garden, and you know
that I mean "marigolds" when I say
"coffee breaks," my disruptive context
has not exercised any lasting authority
on either term. You merely translate
"marigold" for "coffee break" and let
it go at that. But it is context that
will tell you whether "ingenuous" has
a bad connotation. The word "naive,"
however, will carry more of a bad con-
notation with it (if we agree that gulli-
bility is bad) and will carry some po-
tential of this pejorative connotation
right into any context, rendering the
context less authoritative by this fa t.
Clearer examples would be the words
"skinny" and "slender." Context is al-
most helpless in giving "skinny" an
honorific connotation or "slender" a
pejorative one.

'LADY
Forgive me once again: please. I

don't want to sound impatient, and all

A
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of this is very interesting, but I really
am concerned about these students of
mine and their vocabulary problems.
I don't think anything you've said so
fai has helped much. And I feel like a
fraud and a failure standing up. in
front of the class knowing what it is
they need and not being able to give it
to them.

PROF
Once more, you're forgiven. But I

think you overstate the case.. I think
we've agreed on at least one important
matter, even if it does seem to be a
truism. Vocabulary is essentially the
availability of meanings, along with the
agreed-upon symbols for these mean-
ings, to a person's miod. I think we
have to insist that these meanings are
available to, the mind (even if mind is
a kind of hypostatizing, rather than an
entity., as psf-chologists seem to agree)
. . . available to mind, rather than just
to speech. As it is a matter of mean-
ings, vocabulary development ideally
:nust refer to a particular kind of int&
lectual development . . . the kind that
expresses itself in the logics of gram-
mar, diction, and syntax.

LADY
Please. You've unloaded too must

0.1 me all at once. I agree that we
must he concerned with meanings
ratl-<_.r than empty symbols, and . .

PROF
All right. Let me put it this way.

A singie word not only can, but inevi-
tanly wit!, have many different -mean -
it Is that right ?

LADY
Yes. Although I would say a word

like . . . well, "fath ," for example,
has : stable meaning.

PR F

LADY
Y"s, I see that. But I seem to be

drifting farther and farther from my
poor inarticulate students.

PROF
Patience, please. We have agreed,

and we agree that we agree, that in vo-
cabularx development we are con-
cerned with minds acquiring meanings.
That is a far remove from Here word
collecting and from the person who
feeis his vocabulary is richer because
he can now call everything that he

"--- used to call strange "eldritch" and
every knowledgeable man a "cognos-
centt."

Insofar as it designates a specific re-
lationship it does. But we use the
word to refer to the person who holds
this relationship, and the -1c.tial mean-
ing of the word is, therefore, as mani-
fold as fhe personalities and characters
of the men that can be called "fathers."

LADY
All right. That is a start, I agree.

PROF
Let's look at a particular word

"comAand," for example. I open my
Webster's Third 'Unabridged and find
four more --or -less dfstinct meanings
listed for the intransitive form of the
verb: one, "to have or to exercise di-
rect authority : Govern; two, to give
an order or orders, three, to be com-.
mander (the general will command in
person at the western front) ; and four,
to dominate as if from an elevated po-
sition (far and wide his eye command-
edJohn Milton)."

LADY
Yes, I understand. To know how

and Alien' to -use this verb with all four
intransitive meanings is to have four
meaning's available, even if there is
only pne word for them . . . one sym-
bol.

PROF
ycs. One should command all four

meanings, you might say.

LADY (laughing)
Please. I'm really anxious to learn

something about vocabulary, and I
have the feeling you know something
that could prove useful to me, and yet

PROF
Through sheer perversity refuse to

divulge the secret. Is that it?

r.
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LADY
No, I wasn't going to say perversity.

But I don't see how your Insistence on
these ideas is going to help me with
my students.

PROF
Well, let me go on. You say that,

according to our dictionary, the word
"command" has four more-or-less dis-
tinct meanings as an intransitive verb.
Is that right?

LADY
Yes.
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students develop a more powerful Vo-
cabulary in ten days or less.

LADY
Well, I'm not that impatient.

Although I'll confess that I want to
hear something about how I might
teach them to improve . . . in less than
ten days.

PROF
Do you collect sentences?

LADY
No, but I remember your talking

about collecting sentences in class. I
know what you mean, though. I do
respond to good prose. Partly thanks
to you, I'll admit.

PROF
Good. But I'm disappointed that I

wasn't able to infect you with my
mania for collecting examples of good
prose. Good sentences, for example.
Sentences that are sharp and hard with
muscular syntax and a rich and precise

PROF
Touche.

LADY
Not only that, I'm wondering what

happened to your discussion of the
word "command." You seemed to; get
side-tracked on'your hobby of colleCt-
ing sentences. Or did I miss some-
thing ?

PROF
You haven't missed a thing. I'm

coming back to one of my favorite sen-
tences, which was written by Isaac
Walton in his essay on John' Donne.
Have vou read it ?

LADY
No, I haven't. What i the sen-

tence?
PROF'

I resee. It goes soniething like,
was unimitakly high, eq-
by his gre¢t wit ; both
useful by commanding

LADY/
Yes. I see we've comi back.

PROS
_Indeed we h eL And the rhetorical

question I have :dark is this: which of
the four meanings If the word "com-
mand" are we to. atialcli to the word in
Walton's sentence?

LA DY ,
Do you want me to answer? I

thought rhetor cal questions implied
their answers,. because, of the way
they're formulated.

diction. ------ "His fancy
LADY wiled only

being made
judgmenc."

Or vocabulary.

PROF
Yes. I don't think a person can

ever use language wellread it or
write it or think it wellwithout
laming to be interested in it. Maybe
even loving it, if that doesn't sound too
enthusiastic, in a professorial way. At
least being able to respond to the
unique powers of language.

LADY
I suppose. . But basically I'm -on-

cerned right now with having language
work for me and for my students. I
don't want them to become critics or
scholars or poets. I'm not any of
those things myself. I'm simply a
teacher who's trying to be a better one,
and I. .

PROF
:I know, and yoli want to help you!:

/ PROF
You're quite right. Maybe this

question isn't' really rhetorical after all
so answer if you like. I'll repeat the
sentence: " fancy was inimitably\
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high, equalled only by his great wit ;
both being made useful by a command-
ing judgment."

LADY
Well,- I'm not sure I can. I don't

think I know exactly what's happening
in the sentence.

PROF
I'm glad you perceive the difficulty.

The fact is, "commanding" in this sen-
tence has no specific, literal meaning.
It's a metaphor, of course, and because
it is figurative, or metaphorical it ac-
tually partakes of all four meanings
listed in our dictionary.

LADY
Of course. So that this makes a

fifth meaning. you might say. That is,
the word "command" can .mean any
one of the four meanings listed, or it
can mean, all four together when used
metaphorically, or . . .

PROF
Keep going.

LADY
Or it can mean any combination cf

the four, can't it ?

PROF
You're absolutely right.

LADY
Does having this word as -a vital

part of your vocabulary include know-
ing all its metaphorical per sibilities?

PROF
I would think so in t .! best of all

possible worlds. However, who can
map all the metaphors available to a
word? Some of the metaphors haven't
been invented yet, but their meanings
will be immediately apparentif they
are good metaphorsthe first time
they are used.

LADY
This is all so complicated.

PROF
You can't have a simple theory for

something as intimately involved with
human thinking as language is.

READING

LADY
I'll never get hack to my students.

By the time you get through explaining
things to me, I'll be so confused I
won't be able to open my mouth.

PROF
Hang on. There's something even

more bewildering. Webster's Third
has oversimplified.

LADY
I don't think I want to hear about

it.
PROF

Be patient. There's light ahead.
The dictionary oversimplified by say-
ing there are only four meanings for
the intransitive verb "command."
Earlier we agreed that in one very im-
portant sense there are as many mean-
ings for the word "father" as there are
men who can he designated as fathers.
So "command" like almost any other
word has an indeterminate number of
meanings.

LADY
I think I'm about to cry.

PROF
I'm glad you've kept your sense of

humor.
LADY

But language isn't that bewildering,
really. Most of the times I've heard
the word "father," or read it I haven't
known anything about the particular
person being talked about, and I
haven't needed to know.

PROF
Of course you haven't. Because in

most situations you don't have to know
very much about the man. If your so-
rority sister said, "My father is send-
ing me a check next week," you didn't
need to know much of the meaning be-
hind her use of the word. And that is
an important point. But the meanings
available to you from that word gener-
ally are now vastly richer and more

than they were ,at the age of
three or four, when y6u first learned
basically what the word "father" desig-
nated. It is reasonable to say that



t-tior vocabulary for V. r word.-"father"
has grown enormously threaghout the
-ears

I'm sorry,- I Itink I agree with al.
most-everything you've said, but wher
you start speaking about the "vocabii.
lary of a word," it just sounds too
Strange;

PROF
Andiget, we agreed that vocabulary

is a matter of meanings, basically ; and
if this is true, one can speak quite
ckarlv about the vocabulary of a word.
We have lei discussing the vocif,o-
tary of the word "command." as a mat-
ter of fact Haven't we?

I DY
I would pro'aably have agreed with

you that Isaac Vatton's sentence was
'vautiful prose. but now I'm beginning
to wish he had left writing alone and
stuck to his fishing,

PROF
this complexity is related to the

luiique conceptualizing power of fans
page, The only way to account for it
es with what some linguists call "an
expanding grammar," which I believe
we have built into our thinking, any-
way. even though we t formulate
it Becatte the next t
ter a new metaphoric use of ti word
"command," we will rec.-
ognize the `elicit of this new us-
ageif the trietaph% is a good one, I
repeat (and we will call it good by the
inevitability with which we recognize
the meaning . _ thls is something of a
circularity. I'kp afraid).

Will you please. please, please tell
me how this is going to help me teach
my freshman, students meanings for
-both old and new words?

PROF
That's good. "Vocabulary develop-

ment is the learning of meanings for
both ofd and new words." I like it.

LADY
I feel as if an egg beater has been
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run thrc»mh
you cc
Comm

All right. I t
lot more than
stand. But you
hie advice, and I

Thank you.
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thoughts, and here
for being able to

espair.

PROF
link you .,rm:erstand a
you think you under-
want sonic more tangi-
lt to h

LADY

PROF
Mott of the methods for vocabulary

dere!, -pment have some merit. That's
the plain truth. Some students will
respond particularly ,well to the study
of word roots and affixes others will
learn bes. when the material appears in
a contextual situation. A good pro-
gramed text has excellent possibilities
here . . depending, of course, on the
intangibles of student response. I
would think a' progranied text, work-
ing with wo-ds in a context which is in
itself concerned with information about
word development, roots, affixes, etc.,
would be good. I don't know of such
a text, but there are so many hooks
..c,riing out I really can't claim to com-
mand a sufficient knowledge of the
current literature.

LADY (laughs)
Please. Spare me that word!

-PROF
Your wish is my . . . well, never

mind. But to continue, one of the
most effective methods for developing
a good vocabulary is also one of the c!d-
est and most obvious: reading. You
yourself mentioned that there is no
subject which needs interest more than
this one of vocabulary development.
And i quite agree.

LADY
Oh, there must be more than this!

PROF
Well, perhaps there is. And get

to it in just a minute. But to touch
base (once again, we'll have to acknowl-
edge the importance of reading. For
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one thing, it gives us words in their
natural habitatflowing, living speech.

LADY
So it's the teachers of literature, as

much as anyone else, who hear the re-
sponsibility ?

PROF
Of course. And don't omit the first

'teachers of literature, the parents, who
have so many opportunities to . . .

LADY
Excuse me, but now I really do feel

like crying. After leading me through
that thorny jungle of philosophy or se-
mantics or whatever it was, you surely
won't deposit me right back where I
started fitam?

PROF
No, there's more to be said. Do

you know anything about the educa-
tion of French boys before World War
II?

LADY
Well! That's as surprising a

change of subject as your question
about collecting sentences. No, I can't
say I do.

PROF
Well, you know about explication de

texte, do you not?

LADY
Yes. In fact, we ourselves had

some schooling in explication de tale
in a poetry seminar last summer when
I was picking up some graduate cred-
its.

PROF
What is it, then? How would you

define it ?
LADY

That's hard. I suppose it consists
of analyzing a poem or literary work
and trying to find out . . . trying to
find out . . .

PROF
How the language works?

LADY
Well, that, of course, but . . . it's

trying to discover the meanings of the
Words isn't it? You're saying it's vo-
cabulary!
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PROF
You are precisely right.

LADY
Because in explication de texte we

are discovering ali the meanings that
the words can have in the particular
contexts of that poem or that story.

PRO
Not only the m nings they can

have but insist on h ring in their par-
ticular contexts. Because they can
have irrelevant or a ventitious mean-
ings for our more su 'ective and para-
noid temptations.

LADY
And in a literary work, you presum-

ably have language used with a greater
responsibility for clarity and richness
than in more utilitarian situations,
where the language is used as a kind of
transfer between some need and a spe-
cific action, and . . .

PROF
Hold on, there! Now who"s begin-

ning to gallop?

LADY
Well, I mean, that's good. , But

when I stop to think, I've been doing
this kind of thing in one way or an-
other all along. I don't call it explica-
tion de texte or anything like that, but
when I get my freshmen to discussing
a poem and looking hard at the lan-
guage, I am really getting them to ex-
plicate . . . in a modest way, of course.

PROF
I'm not so sure it's very modest.

LADY
Now don't be polite, because I cer-

tainly haven't been. And I have more
to ask. , Are you saying that I have
been teaching vocabulary development
all along as I have been using explica-
tion ?

PROF
Unquestionably.

LADY
But this is so frustrating. I came to

you hoping you could recommend
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something new and something better
for helping my students develop vocab-
Wary, and now I find that you rec-
ommend my doing exactly what I
have been doing.

PROF
Maybe not exactly.

LADY
What do you mean?

PROF
Well, the mere fact. that you weren't

aware that, in the last analysis, you
were teaching vocabulary kept you
from doing a lot of valua' : things that
you might otherwise have done. I.
mean to say, this fact gave to every
one of your approaches a certain cast,
which was maybe a fraction off target

LADY o
What you want to say, but are being

too polite to say, is that I was on the
right track ; but since I really didn't
know what I was doing, I wasn't
teaching as effectively as I might have.

PROF
You do call a tub a tub, don't you ?

LADY
Well, I think you're right. If I un-

derstand that every time I analyze, a
literary work, I am really involved in
vocabulary study then I can work
more effectively.

PROF
This is perhaps an obvious idea to

some people, but it is a terribly impor-
tant one. I think you'll agree.

LADY
:t's like touching base again, isn't it?

PROF
Right. Now let's turn once more to

the idea of explication and to some-
thing else the French schools can
teacha kind of discipline that leads
naturally and by degrees into explica-
tion de text.

LADY
What is that?

1

)
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PROF
Rollo Walter Brown wrote a book

in 1927 titled How the French Boy
Learns to Write. 4 recommend that
you read it since you're interested in
vocabulary. Well, in this book, Mr.
Brown describes a particular approach
to what is in reality vocabulary build-
ing. The French give it the marvelous
name, Lecons de Choses"lessons in
things." These "lessons in things"
consist of the teacher discussing a par-
ticular\ body of information with his
young \elementary -age pupils. One
day, they might talk about policemen
and the ,, vocabulary associated with
their woik. Another day, they will
discuss the preparation of vegetables;
another d4 meats and all the particu-
lar vocaoul ies associated with these
common actix ties. The subjects na-
turally become ore challenging and
complicated as th students advance.
Notice once more w these lessons
are called : not "lessons i 'ords," but
"lessons in things." They e what
the semanticists would call "extei on-
ally oriented."

LADY
Yes, I see. They are studying

meanings not just words in themselves.
Something you have been emphasizing
all along.

PROF
And because of this constant drill

(that's still a scare word in education
today, but I believe it's the appropriate
term for the French teacher's assidu-
ous approach to the task) . . . and be-
cause of this constant drill in words as
symbols of things, Mr. Brown states,
these young French boys are given
splendid vocabulary training in notic-
ing detai;s, in perceiving distinctions
between things, and generally prepar -'
ing themselves for general intellectual
effort in either the sciences or the hu-
manities.

LADY
That's very interesting, and I think

I might look at that book. But I am
still disturbed to think that in teaching
explication I have really been working
with what is potentially a very effec-
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tive vocabulary developing instrument,
lud I didn't know it. I could have
done so much more!

PROF
You can start tomorrow. Mean-

while, listen to me just a little longer,
and I will promise to shut up. When
I v, as reading Mr. Brown's. book, I
was struck by something. This idea
isn't really new with the French, even
thuilgh they give it their own stamp.
It'- a very old idea.

LADY
I'm sorry. I've lost you. What

idea, lessons in things?

PROF
No, I was being vague. These

ideas lessons in things and explica-
tion de texteare not new. They are,
in some important ways, at least, as
chi as Plato.

LADY
You mean dialectic ?

PROF
Precisely, Dialectic.

LADY
Are you saying, then, that dialectic

itself is a vocabulary developer?

PROF
I really can't imagine a better one.

LADY
Well, you certainly see vocabulary

in a lot of places!

PROF
I can consider it an axiom that the

academic knowledge of any sub-
jectno matter how non - verbs; it
might appear--is essentially a matter
of possessing the vocabulary of that
subject.

LADY
Because, as you've been drutnning

in my head, vocabulary is the under-
standing of meanings, which in itself
means relationships, because it always
appears contextually, and . . .
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PROF
And how would you define the word

dialectic ?
LADY

Oh, I was afraid of that. Let me
see. I would say dialectic is discuss-
ing a particular subject until two or
more people can come to some impor-
tant agreements about it.

PROF
Not bad. And usually this is a se-

mantic exercise.°is 'it not? You know,
Socrates insisted upon Glaucon's ar-
riving at a viable definition of the word
"justice" or "truth." Incidentally,
you're a lot smarter than Glaucon.

LADY
I'll ign-wre that. Yes, I see what you

mean. rind dialectic is of course an
inquiry into vocabulary. Into the im-
plicit resources of language.

PROF
You said that beautifully. I wasn't

joking ; you are smarter than Glaucon.
It just might happen, you know, that
you will some day become a sentence
collector.

LADY (laughs)
I must agree that the rigorous way

you have to look at words when you
are studying a poem or trying to arrive
at some kind of agreement concerning
the definition of an important or trou-
blesome word, as in dialectic . . I
must agree that this is a problem of
vocabulary. As you have defined the
work, at least. And I think your deft:
nition makes sense, I must say.

PROF
Now you are turning polite.

LADY
That's exactly what we've been

doing, isn't it?
PROF

Turning polite?

LADY
No, you know what I mean.

Dialectic. You've been goading me
and leading me on to admit one thing
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after another, and all the while we
have been inquiring into the viable
meanings of certain words . . . like the
word "vocabulary" itself and . .

PROF
And "command:'

LADY
And "command," and . .

PROF
And I would like to know what you

mean by the wuid "viable," which you
have tossed around a few times this af-
ternoon. Or was that me who tossed
it around ?

LADY
Professor! "Or was that I ?" And

I think it was you.

PROF
Precisely the obverse of whit I

asked.
LADY

I am going to escape while I can.
And thank you very .nuch.

PROF
It was a pleasure. I only hope I can

rem: mber what we said.

LADY
So do I. Believe me.

Special Materials to Aid in
Vocabulary Development at the

College Level

JORDAN UTSEY
University of Oregon

THE IMPORTANCE of an adequate lis-
tening, speaking, writing, and reading
vocabulary to learners at all levels is
well known by reading specialists.
We know that the correlation between
ability to succeed in virtually any sub-
ject and vocabulary is very high. In a
very real sense, if one has command of
the technical vocabulary of a field, he
is in control of the area. Unfortu-
nately, many coltege students exhibit
varioui types of deficiencies in their
reading vocabularies. The inadequa-
cies in their vocabularies may be lim-
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ited to certain special areas or subjects
such as geology, philosophy, or biol-
ogy ; or the deficiency may be more
generala limited speaking, writing,
and reading vocabulary in all areas.
In either case the problems of improv-
ing the students' vocabularies are ones
of degree, not of kind.

Problems of instruction
There are at least two problems re-

lated to instructional materials in vo-
cabulary development at the college
level to which I would like to address
myself before looking at specific mate-
rials. The first of these is the influ-
ence of program organization upon
materials in vocabulary development.
The secc.nd is the influence of learning
theory u1on materials.

The first problem, the organization
of college reading-improvement pro-
grams. is of crucial importance because
organization either facilitates or hin-
ders the use of certain vocabulary de-
velopment materials. College reading
improvement programs are typically
organized in one of two ways, either as
a separate, special course or as an inte-
gral part of several different subjects.
The organization of a reading course
as a special service appears to be the
most common approach. In such a
course, vocabulary development is an
essential part of the work, and atten-
tion is devoted to direct instruction.
Work in vocabulary development is
typically focused upon the study of
Nord lists, antonyms and synonyms,
root words, the etymology of words,
and the use of dictionaries aid glossa-
ries ; studying the denotation and con-
notations of rtords, workbooks and vo-
cabulary bui.ders, and the most used
English prefixes and suffixes ; and
learning to listen for new words and to
derive the meaning of words from con-
text ; and other such activities (1).

There are some problems associated
with this approach. however. First,
Kingston (4) has pointed out that "Di-
rect vocabulary instruction probably
will be more effective in assisting the
student who has rich and varied con-
cepts but a more limited number of
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verbal symbols associated with them.
It is doubtful how much it helps the
student who Jacks the necessary store
of concepts." Our work with Upward
Bound students has amply demon-
strated the truth of Kingston's obser-
vations.

Second, following a review of a
number of vocabulary improvement
workbooks and chapters, Johnson (3)
concluded that the reading materials
used for vocabulary development
should be in the specific area in which
improvement is wantedscience, psy-
chology, education, etc.and that gen-
eral vocabulary development may be
less effective.

And finally, Cuomo (2) has pointed
out that any system is no better than
the list used. If time is spent learning
words that do not reflect individual
needs, the - efforts will be largely
wasted. Moreover learning the defi-
nition of a word oi ly from a list or a
dictionary often gives a distorted idea
of its correct use.

The major advantage of the separate
courses in reading improvement is that
the responsibility for teaching reading
rests with an instructor who devotes
some time and attention to the task.
His prime responsibility is usually the
teaching of reading, and he works at it.
Another advantage is that the instruc-
tors of separate reading courses are
usually up-u.)-date on the latest in-
structional materials ana techniques.
They typically make available to stu-
dents all kinds of workbooks, stilly
guides, programed materials, man-
machine systems, etc. This form of
organization lends itself to and: encour-
ages the use of all kinds and 'types of
materials and seems to be limited only
by the imagination, creativity, or
budget of the instructor.

The second rather common form
of organization foi teaching reading
at the college level is a program
wherein vocabulary is taught as an in-
tegral part of each course by subject
matter teachers in their own class-
rooms. It has long been recognized, if
I may use a -cliche, that all secondary
teachers and college instructors should

be teachers of reading in their particu-
lar disciplines. This notion has been
substantiated by Spache (7), for, as he
indicates, reading specialists have not
been overly active in discovering meth-
ods or materials for teaching students
to read or study effectively in such
areas as math, history, etc.

It would appear that there are cer-
tain advantages for students when each
instructor assumes responsibility for
teaching the vocabulary relevant to his
discipline. Direct vocabulary study is
closely related to the subject being
taught and, therefore, highly relevant ;
the words are learned as they are
needed for understanding the disci-
pline; and the terms are in a meaning-
ful context (5).

There are, however, several disad-
vantages which seem to be difficult to
'overcome. College instructors are not
always aware of their students' vocab-
ulary needs. They may be occupied
with outside-the-classroom activities,
or they may have such large classes
that their best efforts fall short of what
is needed if students are to be helped.
Moreover, instructors may not have
the time or the inclination to consider
which instructional techniques and
materials would best meet the students'
needs. In contrast to the separate
courses in reading in which an instruc-
tor may very easily oversupply the
students with materials and systems
for learning, the instructor in the sub-
ject matter courses may not even be
aware of the alternatives available.

Clearly then, the instructors in the
separate reading courses are likely to
utilize many effective materials and
techniques but are also likely to find it
difficult to relate their instruction to
other courses, subjects, and experi-
ences in the students' college curricu-
lum. Subject matter teachers, on the
other hand, are more likely to make
vocabulary study relevant to at least
one discipline but are less likely to take
advantage of the materials which
would make their teaching really effec-
tive.

The second problem I mentioned
which is related to vocabulary develop-
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ment is that of the influence of learn-
ing theory upon materials. Most, if
not all, of the current commercial vo-
cabulary development materials avail-
able appear to be based upon the no-
tion that vocabulary expansion or de-
velopment is a getting processa kind
of accumulationthat one gathers vo-
cabulary or words as he may collect
coins or acquire more acres of land.
According to this view, vocabulary de-
velopment results from being told
word meanings and remembering what
one has been told; or it consists of
looking up word meanings in the dic-,
tionary and remembering what one has
found there. It presupposes that peo-
ple and books have all the word mean-
ings, and we learn meanings from
them.

What often happens, however, is
that vocabulary building based upon
this type of material actually amounts
to expanding vocabulary without in-

t-asing meanings or understandings.
For example, or may tell a student
`'tat a short statement is succinct. He
Low has a net, word, but his stock of
.neanings is not increased, Similarly,
'1 the student looks up succinct in the
dictionary, he may find the synonym
oncise: he has again expanded his vo-

cabulary but not,. his meanings. Of
course, the student has benefited for he
can now understand these new words
wtten.he reads themthat is, he gets
some meaning/ rather than none, but it
is an old mewling already attached to a
known word/or words.

A second approach to teaching vo-
cabulary is based upon the notion that
meaning is the crucial aspect and that
mailings are acquired through experi-
ence_ Thus, since words are symbols
for meaning, words are symbols for
experiences. To expand vocabulary it
is, therefore, necessary to expand ex-
perience.

Singleton (o) has hypothesized, and
I tend to accept his premises, that
there are basicany only three ways to
increase one's vocabulary

1. Learn new terns to describe
known or new experiences.
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lLe-arro-new--trses- or meanings -for
word symbols already known.

3. Move word symbols from the
understanding vocabulary to the
speaking, reading, and writing
vocabularies.

College students, I am convinced,
tend to acquire new vocabulary rather
spasmodically over a long period of
time. This new vocabulary is most
frequently acquired as there is a real
change in their lives. The normal
conduct of their lives often embodies a
routine for which they know the vo-
cabulary. To expand vocabulary. we
structure the students' course work so
that they are continually involved in
new materials and learning experi-
ences.

If one accepts the foregoing view- of
vocabulary development, we again are
1- -treed back to the conclusion that
effective instruction in vocabulary is
most likely when subject matter in-
structors are involved in teaching the
terms and concepts related to their in-
div. ual disciplines.

1 'sere still remains, however, ,the
major problem pointed vut previously,
that is, the lack of knowledge on the
part of the regular college instructor
about students' needs, materials, and
instructional strategies.

Some special materials
I surveyed some fifty-two different

commercial workbooks. texts, man-
machine systems, programed materials,
and college courses in an effort to find
some really special mat!rials I could
report to you. Nearly all were rather
traditional in their approaches and di-
rected students to

1. Study antonyms and synonyms.
2. Study denotation and connota-

tions.
3. Study the etymology of words.
4. Work cross word puzzles.
5. Learn new words by studying

dictionaries and glossaries.
6. Study word roots.
7. Learn various types of study

techniques, SQ3R, etc.
The foregoing is not intendetf as a

criticism of current materials. I
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would si.nply point out that the con-
tent' "options or alternatives open to
commercial publishers . aiming at a
mass market are somewhat limited.

There was, however, one set of
materials not commercially prepared
which did appear to me to be special in
several ways.

The materials are not the produit of
a single reading specialist or content
teacher working in isolation but rather
are the result of a tc.-zm approach to
help freshman college students learn
the vocabulary needed to succeed in
their yarious courses._ The personnel
of the Reading Center of the San Ber-
nardino Valley College in California,
in cooperation with various subject
matter instructors, have created szv-
eral sets of guidelines, study helps, and
vocabulary lists focused upon the in-
structional problems of specific courses.

For example, instructors of fresh-
man literature courses have provided
the reading specialists in the center
lists of words and concepts crucial for
an adequate understanding of required
readings. The reading specialists,
using several different kinds of media
for presentation and testing, have or-
ganized the terms and concepts into
various study units for effective learn-
ing. The terms and concepts the stu-
dents are asked to learn are thus both
relevant to their course work and
effectively taught. The materials are
divided into levels of difficalty, and
students are pretested and placed in
the program in terms of their
achievement.

The work at San Bernardino is
being expanded and other materials
written to expand the offerings in
other disciplines besides English. The
cooperation between the reading speci-
alists and subject matter teachers has
led to increased awareness on the part
of academicians that each instructor is
responsible for helping his students in-
crease their ability to read in his partic-

I
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ular field, develop the special vocabu-
lary needed, and cultivate interests in
voluntary reading.

The foregoing, then, appear to be the
most recent and significant materials
specifically created to aid in vocabulary
development at the college level. The
materials were developed through a
combining of the strengths of several
disciplines focused upon a single prob-
lemhelping college freshmen achieve
an acceptable degree of performance in
their first literature courses.

The materials as well as the ap-
proach would appear to hold con-
siderable promise for improving read-
ing at the college level.
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Mobilizing All the Language
Arts

SHELTON L. ROOT, JR.
Wayne State University

I -MUST CONFESS that I was bemused
by the topic assigned-.-- mobilizing all
the language arts. Somehow, it con-
jured up visions of commanding speak-
ing, listening, reading, and writing to
fall in, come to attention, march for-
ward, and pass in review before our
eyes.

But in the context of other topics in
this section on word recognition and
vocabulary developmefit and the pres-
ent topic, comprehension skills, it
seemed that I should explore some
"how to's :" how to mobilize these four
language arts and use them to sharpen
such comprehension skills as observing
single details and relating them using
context \clues, how to identify main
ideas ; how to understand organizational
elements ; w to draw inferences ; and
how to di inguish between. primary
and supporting ideas.

Such would be a most worthy un-
dertaking. It is an assignment that I
should like to see someone tackle. I
had, indeed, intended to address myself
to softie of the "how to's," until I came
upon a study conducted by Gerald W.
Brekke at the University of North Da-
kota. This study, as it is reported in
The Reading Teacher of January,
1963, changed my thinking. It chat--
lenges us to consider whether the time
now spent in the reading programs is
time well spent.

The purpose of Brekke's study was,
". . to identify and compare current
practices in time allotments for basal
and other reading with the optimum
amounts of time recommended by
reading authorities."

More than sixty reading authorities
were asked to make recommendations
concerning the number of minutes per
week that should be devoted to reading
in grades one through eight. These
recommendations were made for two
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areas list, -ime devoted to basal read-
ing instruction : second, time devoted
to other reading. "Other reading"
was defied ; . "reading done outside
of specitrally icignated reading class-
eseither in free leading periods or in
other Pijec-t areas. . . ." Average
time allotments for each grade level
were found and were 'used to deter-
mine what relationships existed be-
tween what the authorities recom-
mended and what the situation was in
actual practice.

To determine what was going on in
the schools, Brekke obtained data from
more than seven thousand classrooms
in more than a thousand schools across
the United States. His findings raise
some fundamental quekions concern-
ing the relationships among basal in-
struction, "other reading" which in-
eludes "free reading," and the purpose
of this papernamely, mobilizing the
language arts as they relate to various
comprehension skills.

Let me report some of the findings.
First, and only as a matter of interest,
99.5 percent of these schools employed
to some extent the basal reading ap-
proach. Second, far more time was
devoted to basal instruction in the pri-
mary grades than was recommended
by the authorities. Third, there was
no correlation between time allotments
beyond The recommended norm for
basal reading instruction and improved
reading achievement as measured by
standardized tests. Remember, please,
that the measure of reading achieve-
ment depends largely upon comprehen-
sion. It seems fairly safe, therefore, to
extrapolate that there was no correla-
tion between raising comprehension
and increasing basal instruction be-
yond recommended norms. Fourth, at
every single grade level the amount of
time devoted to "other reading" was
iftairesbelow that suggested by the author-

Theodore Clymer commented on
this study: "Perhaps we are over-
teaching and underusing reading
skills." What one is taught seldom, if
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ever, makes any difference to him un-
less he is able to use the newly learned
skill in situations that make a differ-
ence, situations that are important. I
contend that we can teach isolated
comprehension skills until doomsday
but that teaching will make a differ-
ence in the child's ability to compre-
hend what he reads only when what he
reads makes a difference to him!
And, what he reads will make a differ-
ence to him only when the content of
what he reads has some direct rele-
vance to his immediate life-7-be it to
find pleasure, to acquire information,
or both. Children simply do not long
attend to the business of acquiring
reading skills for the purpose of
stock-piling them for use at some fu-
ture time. Children need time
nowto use those skills in other read-
ing situations.

The average child in the typical
ems! room, as reported by this study.
would have fared this way as he passed
through the grades. In the first grade,
he would have had forty-two hours

f less time for "other reading" than was
suggested by the authorities ; in the
second grade, he would have had twen-
ty-five hours and twenty minutes less
time for "other reading" during the
year than was recommended; in grade
three he would have lost thirty-six.
hours; in grade four, thirty-seven
hours and ten minutes ; in the fifth
grade he would have given up forty-
nine hours and forty minutes, and
sixth grade would have seen him lose
fifty-one hours and twenty minutes.

These figures seem startling enough,
but see what would have happened to
him in grades seven and eight. Grade
seven would have taken seventy-six
hours of other reading away from h m,
and grade eight would account for the

-. staggering sum of eighty-four hours
lost from other reading.

Taken singly, by grade level, it i'
obvious that our typical reader is get-
ting a good bit leas time than the au-
thorities think he should for "other
reading"time when he should be
using his comprehension skills. When

the sum of lost hours is totalled, the
result is appalling.

During the first eight years of school
the average reader would have four-
hundred and one hours and thirty min-
utes less to devote to othe reading
than he should have had. Let's look at
it another way. If, at the ninth grade
we were to repay those hours, we
would have to let him read all day,
every day. for nearly fourteen school
weeks. This amounts to one third of
the school year!

There is cause for concern here.
None of us would take it lightly if dur-
ing eight school years a child lost a
third of a year of basal reading in-
struction, or a third of a year of social
studies, or a third of a year of instruc-
tion in mathematics: Most of us
might, in fact, question whethet the
average child could cope well etn?iigh
with such a loss to be qualified fprAkro-
motion. But, it would be relatively
easy to know if such a loss were taking
place, to guard against it, and to make
up for it.

The loss of time for other reading is
more insidious. It takes place grad-
ually. Its effects, while certainly at-
muladve, are not easily measured.
And, one wonders,_whether there is
any way to make up for the loss. I
suspect there is not.

We can only speculate upon what is
lost, but I think that speculation is in
order. First, during the primary
grades where reading habits are
formed, the child is being "basalized"
better than half an hour a week more,
than the authorities recommend while
he is losing nearly an hour a week of
other reading. These are years when
he may be learning that the game is
not worth the candlethat being
taught to read leads only to more
teaching, the mastery of which leads
only to i tore of the same.

Second, the child may not be learn-
ing that there are books worthy of
comprehensioncomprehension mean-
ing to grasp mentally and emotionally,
to be attuned to the nuances of Ian-
guage.

Third, the teacher may well be
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learning that reading instruction is lit-
tle more than a monotonously- repeti-
tive affair that calls for great endur-
ance and little originality. Basal in-
struction may, indeed, become monoto-
nous.

Fourth. teachers may not be finding
the time to enjoy the satisfaction that
conies from bringing the right child to-
gether with ,the right book and watch-
ing him exercising his skills of com-
prehension.

Fifth, because of overcommitment to
basal reading instruction we may not
be finding the time to mobilize all the
language arts to improve-reading com-
prehension.

To ,bring all this matter into sharper
focus if we are to effect any new and
dramatic changes in the acquisition of
reading skills, such as, word recogni-
tion, vocabulary development, and
comprehension, we must shift our con-
cern from direct instruction in the
skills of }reading to what most of us
have treated as peripheralthe lan-
guage arts.

By this, I am not suggesting that we
discontinue direct instruction in read-
ing skills. Rather. I am suggesting
that our classroom teaching should
more nearly reflect reality: the reality
that the acquisition of reading skills is.
like the acquisition of writing skills, a
highly sophisticated business. It can
be learned and practiced successfully
only after the skills of speaking and
listening have been satisfactorily devel-
oped. Then these more natural lan-
guage arts must continue to hold an
important position in our classrooms
while the language arts of reading ar.d
writing are developing. It is a mistake'
to think that the basal reading prc-
gram alone will develop comprehension
skills. To develop such skills we must
turn to the interrelationships that exist
among the language arts and the area
we call other reading.

It is in this rea of other reading
that children cab be led to discover.

that what they ve read can be worth
talking about a d that what others
have to say abo what they have read
can be worth lis ling to. It is in this

area of otter reading that children can
he led to discover 'that what they have
read can be worth writing abodt.

And. no less important, it is from
this area that contaft is established
with all of the esthetic media that are
so important in the building of com-
prehension. Music, dramatics, sculp-
ture, painting, and dance help build the
broad and deep experiential back-
ground so necessary to the develop-
ment of true comprehension. .

Because the skills of reading com-
prehensit n are dependeat upon all the
language arts. we must back off from
overemphasis on direct reading in-
struction. We must provide time fof
children to read for profit and for
pleasure. We 'must provide time for
listening, time for speaking. time for
writing. Only then can we be sure
that children will become effective
readers.

Clustering Comprehension Skills
0 Solve Problems

'ALTHEA BEERY
Cincinnati Public Schools

IM PI IhT IN THE WORDING of this
topic are several assumptions : 1) that
eleme-itary children an solve problems
and that it is desirable for them to
have training in doing so; 2) that
reading will help in children's inquiry ;
3) that comprehension skills in read-
ing are necessary hi this quest ; and 4)
that these skills are not separate and
disparate but tend to cluster around
related skills.. Let's examine these as-
sumptions for a moment.

,First Assump-tion: Elementary chil-
dren can solve and should have train-
ing in solying'problems. -Those of us
who have worked with children need
no further evidence that children can
attack problems and that, .within the
Emits of their experience and a chal-
lengipg situation, they enjoy the op-
portunity with considerable success.
Research backs this up (17, 22). In
fact, the characteristics and att;tudes
favorable toward inquiry can be devel-
oped in quite young children. Banta
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(2) has built and is norming a test
(CATB) for children from', three-
to-six years of Age that measures the
following characteristics which he con-
siders significant' for problem solving
and believes to be amenable to train-
ing : curiosity, exploratory behavior,
persisteace. resistance to distraction,
control of impulse, reflectivity, analytic
perceptual processes, and innovative
behavior.

Second Asiuntption.: Reading helps
in children's inquiry. Provided that
children have the requisite literacy
skills, reading is an important tool
which children irA.. in problem solving,
whenever their search extends beyond
their previous experiences or one
immediately at hand, including obser-
vation or inquiry of adults or other
children (21. 26). How limited, in-
deed, their search for answers to their
problems would be without access to
the printed page.

Third Assumption: Comprehension
skills are necessary for solving prob-
lems. Children use a great variety of
comprehension skills when they read_
to find answers to questions, including
reading for general ideas, for signifi-
cant details, for the author's plari of
development, to summarize, to judge
or evaluate, to identify possible solu-
tions and test them out, to use refer-
ence skills, to get the literal meaning of
a sentence or paragraph, etc.

Fifty years ago Thorndike (28),
from a study of errors which elemen-
tary school children made in reading
single paragraphs. conclu led that
reading a single paragraph with under-
standing involves many elt"nents of
thought, including the weigning of
words in terms of the context, the or-
ganization of each element in its
proper relation to others, the selection
of certain connotations of words, and
the rejection of others. He said that
in effective reading the mind selects,
softens, emphasizes, correlates, and
organizesall under, the influence of
the right mental set or perspectiNe.
He compared the processes required in
comprehending a paragraph to those of
solving a problem in mathematics.
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Fourth Assumption: Comprehension
skills are not used separately but tend
to cluster. Fortunately for children
and teachers alike, these skills can be
grouped around basic steps involved in
problem solving. They do not need to
be taught in isolation. In fact, for the
most part, they should be developed
together. A flexible reader shifts from
one skill to another as he gains insight
into the nature of the problem. the dif-
5culty of the reading matter, and its
development by the author and as he
develops or rejects "hunches" he has
concerning the best solution. Not
only does the understanding of what is
read involve many of the higher mental
processes if also involves them in close
conjunction with one another. As the
situation demands, we analyze, organ-
ize, criticize, reject, reason, and judge
with one process merging imp' rcep-
tively into 'another and employing the
appropriate reading or study skills.

What problem solving involves
Where does problem solving fit into

all this? Reading to solve problems is
never a simple form of comprehension.
It involves many of the skills needed
for critical reading. Indeed, problem
solving is a form of critical reading al-
though it may impose we restrictions
than some other types of careful read-
ing. Dale (5) gave problem centered
as a characteristic of critical reading.

The essential steps in problem solv-
ing have been listed in different ways
by authorities in reading and psychol-
ogy. , In this article, they have been
classified under those centering around
the problem itself, locational skills,
comprehension of the printed page, or-
ganizational skills, evaluation of mate-
rials in relation to the problem, and
finally, application of findings so that
attitudes, values, and behavior are
changed.

The problem situation
Reading for problem solving empha-

sizes the purpose, in this case the prob-
lem to be answered. Whether the
problem originates with the introduc-
tory material in the text, with the
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teacher as an assignment, by the class
setting the problem, or even with an
individual pupil himself is not crucial,
so long as the child accepts the prob-
lem as his own. The clarification of
the problem may include exploratory
reading and class discussion or some
other method of sharpening so that\ the
direction of the search is clearly de-
fined.

If the solution of a problem is to call
forth effective reading, the problem or
purpose must have relevance to the
pupil and his interests. Roma Gans
(9) in a landmark study discovered
that high achievement on a standard
test is no guarantee thatthe pupil has
the ability to reject material which
does net contribute information on a
selected topic. It should be equally
clear that the problem should not be so
simple as to require no thought or in-
vestigation nor yet so complex that it
cannot be truly understood ; nor should
the reading materials and thought pro-
cesses involved be too complex for him
to handle. If reading is to be a part of
problem solving, there must, be ap-
propriate material available.

Location of suitable reading materials
In the early .. elementary grades,

guidance may well be given in a group
situation with children reading a given
selection in search of pertinent facts.
Or, following the reading of the selec-
tion,. the group may discuss whether
the facts in the article supported or
contradicted information gleaned from
a previous selection.

For a successful quest, a child must
have at his command a variety of
reference skills such as using a card
index in the library, a dictionary, an
encyclopedia, chapter headings, side
headings, and the index of a book.
None of these abilities is spontaneously
acquired. On the other hand, neither
Ales each of them have iv be aught
meticulously and sequentially to every
child in 'every class. 1%, tded, of
course, is a teacher who is adept at
diagnosing the level which different
pupils have attained in these skills and
at knowing when to give guidance in a

t

particular skill to an individual, a
small group, or-even the entire class.

Comprehension of material read
In the first place, comprehension in

any real sense involves the ability to
recognize words and attach meanings
to them in relation to other words and'
their function in an English sentence.
The richer the word meanings, the
more likely. lhat full comprehension
will be achieved.

Except for a small minority who
would limit the term "reading" to sim-
ple decoding of letters to sounds, there
is general agreement that reading in-
volves getting information from the
printed page. Many persons call this
"literal comprehension." Edgar Dale
(4) calls it "reading the lines.' A few
writers would also include under lit-
eral comprehension some elements of
the higher thought processes, such as

' seeing the relationship between ideas
and sensipg the purpose which the
writer had in mind. Constance
McCullough (15), in an article in a
recent issue of Elementary English,
points out how necessary to even lit-
eral comprehension is the knowledge
of_our language and how it works, i.e.,
linguistics. She illustrates with the
following sentence : In . . . its, . .

hose-like . . . gray . . . trunk . . . the
. . . little . . . figure . . . on . . . the
. . . matchbox . . .carried . . . a . . .

Republican . . . banner." In her
own inimitable way she gives the
steps which the listener or reader
might take in understanding this sen-
tencecumulative, tentative, revised
steps with later words in the sentence
modifying or expanding earlier mean-
ings. The example illustrates that the
reader. leans heavily, although often
unconsciously, an his knowledge of our
language and how it patterns itself.

Organixtion of materials
Too many children read along ab-

sorbing the ideas as they appear with-
out building mentally an outline of the
selection. Studies show that children
tend to read all material at the same
rate, regardless of their purpose of the
nature of the material itself (6, 12).
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Certainly, as elementary teachers, we
are responsible for helping children de-
cide whether a particular selection
should be scanned rzpidly merely to
locate material which is important in
the solution of a gi%en problem or
should be read more carefully for per-
tinent matter. At the same time chil-
dren must carry in their minds some
feeling.of where this point fits into the
general problem. At first this activity
can probably best be done as we guide
a group of children in reading a com-
mon selection. Later they should be
responsible for the sante activity when
reading or studying independently.
Certainly by the end of the elementary
school at least the better pupils should
be able to organize the information
which they have obtained from several
sources without duplicating ideas.

Evaluation of materials read
In a third-grade-class discussion

about wild animals, one child said in
response to another's statements, `But
that isn't a fact. I read something dif- -
ferent in another Ito& ." This remark
led naturally to a discussion of which
author was better qualified to make
such a statement and to a comparison
of the copyright dates of the two books.
Further investigation involved the use
of additional books and encyclopedia
and included an interview with the
director of the local zoo. Of course,
pupils do not always need to go this
far in deciding between fact and opin-
ion.

In evaluating, the reader must con-
stantly check the statements of the au-
thor against what he has learned from
experience or other reading. As he
reads critically, he weighs what the au-
thor said and challenges his ideas. He
notes whether the author is making
sweeping generalities which he does
not back up with sufficient facts or
whether he uses propaganda devices.
The reader follows the author's line of
reasoning and accepts or rejects his
conclusions. He asks whether the
material is written from a biased point
of view. Studies have shown that
young people color what they read by
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their own attitudes and biases (3, 11,
16, 18). Even so do we as adults.
The least we can do is to be on guard
against letting prejudice color our own
reading and to be committed to giving
pupils opportunities to weigh what
they tead or hear reported on the
scales of objectivity in an honest
search for truth.

Application
When children are reading to solve

a problem, they test what they have
read by checking whether they have
solved the problem they set for them-
selves. Young children are tempted to
accept the first solution that they find.
Older boys and girls are increasingly
able to hold hypotheses tentatively and
to test them more logically. Even
when they have reached an apparently
satisfactory solution, they learn to limit
it by a statement such as, "This seems
to be the answer. . . ," or "As far as
we can find out, the solution seems to
be. . ." Gray (10), Gans (8), and
others stress the fact that reading
should make a difference in attitudes,
values, and behavior. When children
read wisely and thoughtfullyand reach
a conclusion, they must learn to in-
corporate it into their attitudes and
values, contingent upon subsequent ex-
perience and evidence from further
reading. Too few of us act. on the
basis of what we have learned from
our Breading. We should' teach chil-
dren to Stand up and be counted when
a controversial problem they have
studied is under discussion: Further,
reading should influence what children
do. For example, it is of little use for
a child to learn how bacteria is spread
if he continues'to be negligent in per-
sonal cleanliness, the handling of food,
and the like.

Problem solving related
to subject fields

Whatever the content field in which
reading is done to solve problems, it
will require certain comprehension
skills. Examples are recognizing and
understanding the general and techni-
cal vocabulary; getting the sense of the

1)
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material : evaluating it in the light of
the purpose or problem, such as judg-
Mg the relevance and worth of the
ideas: and seeing the relati"nships
among ideas.

Granted that there are comprehen-
sion skills common to all content areas.
there is still variation from field to
field in the skills to be emphasized.
The nature of the reading material and
its function tend to differ from subject
to subject. as Lila B. Smith and others
hate pointed out (23. 24).

Science and arithmetic
Science and arithmetic texts are typ-

ically in form with a rather
heavy burden of. technical terns and
with precise, sequential steps to be fol-
lowed,. Usually a varying but slow
rate is required= (7).

Sorail,ttudies
Social studies materials can often be

read at a Laster' pace, but not always.
Frequently, the pupil must interrupt
his reading to study a picture, a graph,
a chart, or a map. Cause and effect.
especially-in historical writing, must be
traced. Here, too, authenticity is im-
portant (14,20).
Children's literature

We are accustomed to think of criti-
cal, evaluative reading id relation to
arithmetic- s:i.lace. and social
studiesthe so-called content fields.
Ricenriy. irN.eased'emphatis has been

ore analysisand a more probing
interpretation of hteraturt by children.
Some of us have feared hat this .em-

might result in lecisening hil-
dren's love for good stories and books,
if such analysis is within their powers.
Evidence is accumulating, however,
that with careful selection of materials
and wise guidance elementary children
can learn to use the probom solving
approach in evaluating mater:als: com-
paring characters in two books with
similar themes, tracing the develop-
ment of plot and character, and_ react-
ing to the quality of a selection.
Children seem to enjoy savoring the
appropriate word and the vivid de-
scription and examining the point of

view of the author. All this without
lessening their competence in reading
and at the same time increasing the
range and amount of voluntary read-
ing! An interesting study has been in
progress at Ohio State University
under a grant from the U.S. Office of
Education (13. 29, 31). In fact, this
study group has developed and normed
a test on the critical reading of li -ra-
ture. The study was a comprehensive
one which included control groups and
guided classroom observation. To
members, evaluation of literature to be
a':d mta be done in accor4ance with

criteria, hopefully criteria which the
children have helped to set up.

Children compared Madeline, quite
a character but always the same, with
Crow Boy who changes believably into
1. more mature yet still shy boy. They
learned how to identify realistic vs. im-
aginative roles. They found that
trying their handS at writing their own
modern folk tales or fables enhanced
their ability to discriminate.. Such
problems as why the 'author chose to
write a '- stony Kim a given point of
view proved interesting and profitable.

Van Gilder (30) found that the
differences in the skills required in
various fields_ lie not so much in the
materials themselves as in the -type of
thinking required. He rejects the no-
tion that the,reading act can be pack-
aged, parceled, or isolated into sep-
arate compartments. The teacher not
specifically charged with the develop-
ment of reading -power may take com-
fort from Artley's (1) _statement that
the teacher need only ask himself,
"What competencies must my students
have to carry out the learning tasks in
this course as I teach it?"and then,
presnably, help students build the
competencies when lacking.. We would
hope that the tasks set would fre-
quently be problem solving in nature.

Inquiry as an individual
matter

Suchman (27) defines inquiry as
learning that is initiated and controlled
by the learner himself as a means of
expanding his own understanding.
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He believes that the more active, au-
oanomous, and responsible ,the learner
becomes for decisions regarding the
collection and interpretation of infor-
mation, the more meaningful the learn-
ing and the better motivated the pupil.

'Stauffer (25) also distinguishes be- .

tween group and individual inquiry.

Conclusion

In summary, can children in the ele-
mentary grades be taught to use read-
ing and other modes of inquiry to
solve problems? The answer to this
question is affirmative (15)granted
that young children, as indeed any of
us, cannot think beyond the acquired
experiential background and that they
do not always have the verbal skills
with which to express their ideas ; their

-thinking nevertheless, does not vary in
kind from that of adults.

Problem solving skills are not lim-
ited to reading. If we wish children to
use these skills when they do read, we
must capitalize on every opportunity
for them to develop a sp:.'t of inquiry
t hr o u g h mat.ipulation, observation,
conversation, and discussion. Situa-
tions throughout the school day and
in out-of-school life give countless
opportunities for children to practice
the skills involved in critical thinking.
As ad "ts, we must permit differing
opinions and cherish a questioning at-
titude.

A recent convention of this Associa-
tion was centered around the theme
"Reading and Inquiry." The Annual
Proceedings, issues of The Reading
Teacher, and other IRA publi' ,tions,
contain numerous articles rz.. Led to
critical, discriminative reading, many
with practical suggestions for class-
room procedures. Let us apply what
we have read and what our experience
ha,s taught us as we guide children's
reading in the classroom. If we do, in
addition to who, what, and when ques-
tions, we will addrnones which ask why
or how. We will- release imaginations
as we give such leads as I wonder
why. . . P What if . . . had not finished
his job? Above all, we will strive to
create an atmosphere in which "read-

ing between the lines" and "reading
beyond the lines" (4) are taken for
granted, a climate in which children's
ideas are encouraged and examined.
In these ways we make reading and all
learning an adventure which leads to
lifetime commitment to inquiry.
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Three Important Levels of
Comprehension

LEONARD W. JOLL
University of Rhode Island

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER in the sec-
ondary school is closely related to the
entire reading program of the student.
In considering this aspect there are
three levels of comprehension which
should be given careful attention.
First, there is the level of literal read-
ing where the student gets full- and ac-
curate meaning from the lines.
Second, there is that of critical reading
which involves the ability to read care-
fully and to reaact intelligently to the
presentation of the author. Third,
there is that of reading interpretatively
which not only involves the previous
two levels but requires a sensitiveness
and involvement on the part of the
reader. It cannot lie assumed, under
any circumstances, that a student whp
reads without error is fully competent
in all or any one of these areas.

What are the involvements of literal
reading? Each teacher who expects
students to get information from the
printed page will involve these stu-
dents. in literal reading. Gray called
particular attention to this function in
the Forty-Seventh Yearbook (3). It
was further emphasized by Karlin (5)
and Stauffer (7).

In teaching literal reading the fol-
lowing areas must be carefully consid-
ered.

Vocabulary: There are many
words which have many meanings.
Some of these meanings may be exact
or denotations while others may be im-
plied or connotat;ons. Each area of
concentration has its own vocabulary.
In order to get full meaning from the
printed page in any area, a thorough
understanding of the vocabulary must
be had by each student. The develop-
ment of this understanding becomes
the resonsibility of the teacher work-
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ing in the area of content. If this
teacher is the expert in the area, then'
he should be the expert in developing
the right concept for each word of the
vocabulary in this area.

Use of context clues: The use of
context clues is of vital importance to

I a student in developing competency in
literal reading. Not only must the
student be able to use context clues but
at the same time he must be able to
judge if the meaning he is deriving is
reasonable. It must be remembered
that in many cases the use of contex-
tual clueS is actually little better than
an outright guess. Because of this fac-
tor, when a student arrives at some
conclusion as to the possible meaning
of the word from the contextual set-
ting, he should check the dictionary if
the meaning does not seem reasonable.

Dictionary skills: Dictionary skills
are not only needed in literal reading,
they are needed in every phase of word
attack as a final resource. It is
regretable that not all students are fac-
ile in the use of the dictionary. The
first instruction in its use may have
been somewhere between the third and
fourth grade. This work does not in
any way guarantee that the skill was
well developed or that the student has
continually tried to improve himself in
this skill.

Materials: In selecting materials to
develop literal reading care should be
taken to avoid those which go into a
considerable amount of elaborate de-
scription or which tend to be debata-
ble. A frequent error of secondary
pupils is to read into materials ideas
and thoughts which do not exist.
Material which is highly factual and
well organized lends itself very well
for the development c: literal reading.
It is a common failing of students in
reading science to react to what they
think is in the chapter. The same
holds in reading mathematical prob-
lems. In developing materials in these
fields the authors have neither time nor
space to go into nonessentials. The
facts are all there; it is up to the stu-
dent to identify them. In developing
competency yin literal reading we must

aim for a high degree of comprehen-
sion and accuracy. There is no place
for assumptions in literal reading.

Probably one of the areas which has
drawn the most comments ;n the
teaching of reading in the secondary
school is that of critical reading. It
would appear that we have three areas
in critical reading : the first is to be
able to read and question ; the second
is the ability to pick and choose those
materials which best serve our pur-
pose; while the third is to be counted
and to pass judgment upon. Even
though they are frequently classified
iinder the heading of critical reading.
they are in fact quite different.
'Teaching a student to read And ques-
tion, certainly should come before
teaching him to read so that he can
pass judgment. When a student is
able to read and question, then, and
only then, has he fully involved himself
in thinking about the topic which is
being presented. As has been so well
expressed by Roma Gans, he sees rel-
evance in what he reads. He is able
to determine if what he reads is satis-
fying his need for reading. Gans has
given us four excellent points to con-
sider in teaching the .,econd aspect of
critical reading (Z). The first is the
awareness of the need to !valuate the
source of material read. Tie second is
the ability to assess the ways in which
words influence ideas. The third is
the ability to select wisely what is to be
read. The fourth, which is without a
doubt the highest level in this aspect of
critical reading is the ability to make
selections which are based upon the
reader's own intellectual processes and
not upon authority.

The third area of critical reading is
the willingness to be counted and to
pass judgment on what has been read.
In our fast-moving world we too tre-
quently find multitudes of readers who
do not appear to know the difference
hetwien fact and opinioh. It is one
thing to be able to sift through thou-
sands of words and to derive' some
general ideas, but it is far more impor-
tant to he able to cut through this ver-
biage and arrive at a conclusion which
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is well founded and backed up by care-
fully organized and clearly presented
facts.

One might ask how is it possible to
arrixe at a stage where this ability to
cut through is well established.
Certainly it does not come overnight.
The reader not only must he proficient
in literal reading but also he must have
added a great amount of breadth and
depth to his reading. One would not
expect a lawyer to present a case in
which be had not prexiously done re-
search. The critical reader must be
able to bring to bear the fruits of con-
siderable reading in many areas. The
critical reader must realize that if he is
to make his point, then the tools he
uses must be very sharp and well
honed. Denherg and Jones (1) have
summarized this skill very well with
the following points: 1) precision with
word meanings, 2) an awareness of
possible semantic confusion, 3) careful
structure of thought, and 4) recogni-
tion of implicitsassumptions.

We frequently hear critical reading
referred to as the abiliiv -to read be-
tween the lines. In order to do this
the reader must closely observe the
several points which have been devel-
oped. Yes, it is the ability to read be-
tween the lines but never to read into
the lines. Materials to teach critical
reading should involve newspaper edi-
torials. commercial advertisements, in-
vestigation reports, inferences, and es-
tablishment of proof.

Without doubt, interpretive reading
is probably one of the highest levels of
competency in the reading skills scale.
There are ,any who attempt to teach
this skill, nut .few have mans of the
necessary qualifications.

William S. Gray (4) pointed out
that since 1917 many studies have been
reported on teaching and developing
competency in interpretive reading but
that there did not appear to be too
much agreement on how it should be
done. Time and again we have heard
the old story of the many rich experi-
ences one may have from reading; that
from the printed page the reader may
vicariously partake in any ,of the ex-

SI,

periences known to man. One could
be led to believe that all that is neces-
sary is to make a student an accurate
and fairly flexible reader and the task
will he accomplished. The develop-
ment of effective interpretive readers is
not this easily done. The development
of the interpretive reader must have an
early beginning. Rich. indeed, is the
child whose parents surround him with
a great variety of books and then take
the time to enjoy these books with the
child. To enjoy books is to live with
them and to know* their characters.
Children both want and need to be
read to. This is a practice that should
not terminate in the lower grades. I
have never known a group who did not
enjoy being read to or being told a
story provided that the stories were
careful selected and well told or read

One of the greatest assets of a child
is his imagination. If we are going to
develop good interpretive readers, then
we must never let anything interfere
with this great gift. Fortunately, it
exists in all children. If it does not,
then sonic adult has killed it at a very
early age. What a joy to the reader
when his thoughts come from the page
in color, when he gets the real feelings
of the characters, We must constantly
try to get readers to form their own
reactions and not be forever telling
them this is the way they should feel
when they read The true love of the
beautiful has ken stiffled more than

--once because of this approach. The
truly effective interpretive reader must
he accurate , he must have de ..eloped
not only a t tical reaction but a sensi-
tiNe rile. It ha been said that the day
is lost when we do not, for a few fleet-
ing moments, indulge in a daydream or
two. For these we can be thankful ; at
least they are our own. They have not
been influenced by someone trying to
tell us the exact purpose and mood of
every detail. Why should we not Ob-
serve some of these when we are at-
tempting to develop effective interpre-
tive readers?

The National Council of Teachers of
English have given us several excellent
suggestion in developing taste in liter-
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ature (6). Reading in many ways can
be compared to eating. Fortunately;
we do not all like the same foods. A
good connoisseur can, however, do
much to make many foods more palat-
able but he cannot give us new taste
brds. Why should we not take a few
hints from this situation an4 apply the
same philosophy in developing in-
terpretive readers. We can guide,
suggest, encourage, or maybe inspire.
We can provide: numerous experi-
ences, both actual and vicarious; we
cansurround -students with materials
in both width and depth ; in fact, we
might even force them to read, but the
full enjoyment and fulfillment will only
come through complete involvement on
the part of the reader. When this sit-
uation occurs, then, and only then, do
we have interpretive readers.

We can teach literal reading ; we
can make as honest attempt to do the
same with critical reading. We can
plant theseeds of interpretive reading.
We can furnish a healthy atmosphere,
but then let us leave it alone and not in
the hands of self-styled experts.
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Developing Critical Reading
Power through Newspaper

Reading

CARL SAILER
Jersey City State College

MY FAVORITE WAY to start developing
critical reading power through news-
papers is with a careful consideratioh
of the claims made in advertising. Let
us look at a few examples to see sev7
eral things which can be done to stim-
ulate thinking about what has been
read in an ad.

INTRODUCING OUR JENNY LIND
COLLECTION EARLY AMERICAN

ELEGANCE IN LAMPS
$24.88 to $35.88

Regularly $32.50 to $44.95

"How do you read this ad?" can be
the opening question. Differing in-
terpretPtions will get the discussion
going. Does this advertisement mean
that the !whirs were formerly priced at
the higher figures and are now re-
duced? That may be the impression
some uncritical readers,get; and that
may be the one the writer wishes to
create. But the ad does not say that
the lamps have been marked down,
and we readers would be well advised
to consider the "regularly" as mere
"sales talk"if not purposefully mis-
leading.

In the same category is "usually."
Other phrases to be wary of include:
"manufacturer's list price," for it is a
misleading price to be marked down
from ; "special bargain," for it has lit-
tle value; "special purchase" may indi-
cate .a real \ sale with savings but,
"specially priced." has little validity.
From this study of the meaning of
words in varying situations it is an easy
step to the fascinating fabrication of the
realm of semantics, a step which can
be an enjoyable and revealing excur-
sion.

Now what about this ad?

STIR, PUREE, GRATE, CHOP,
MIX, BLEND, LIQUEFY

This 5-cup Oster blender has 8 recipe-
tested speeds

You get 4 bowls at no extra charge
SALE $39.88 reduced from $49.
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that this`olght to be discussed. But if
I did not get the question from the
group, I would raise it myself.

The 3C and the 3-D ways

A critical reading of the ads is not
quite so simple as it seems at 1,1
sight. To protect our own best inter-
ests, we must be able to distinguish the
good ad from the poor, the better ad
from the bad, and the best from the
misleading. This skill demands both
penetration and reservation, much in-
tellectual penetration and more mental
reservation. My further reconnrienda-
tion is tha' every reader use the 3-C
and the 3-D ways of critical reading or
critical decoding. The 3 C's are care-
ful, circumspect and critical. Careful
means cautious, thorough; circumspect
means considering all sides; critical
means involving skillful judgment as
to truth and merit. All these are t:;c-
tionary definitions. The 3 D's are (-1.-
code, dissect, and discount ; decode t le
advertising jargon ; dissect minutely
the terminology ; and discount the
claims.

Armed with a sword having the
blade of keen penetration and the han-
dle of subStantial reservation, pro-
tected by the breastplate of 3-C and
the buckler of 3-D, with all these on
your side, you are rt. -dy to engage in
an interesting and challenging "battle
of wits" with the ad writers. Be ad-
vised that they are sharp and that you,
too, will need to be. Be sharp
stainless steel sharpand cut your
cost of living. With aeTittle practice in
this critical reading skill you can "eat
higher on the hog" and "live beyond
your means" without landing in jail.,

If better living were indeed to be the
ct tme, then I agree with The Wall
S Journal. "The best thing that
ever happened to an advertising pro-
gram : a creative (critical) reader."

Cartoons: the more manageable
material

Assuming you have reluctant read-
ers and you are looking for easier and
more manageable material, try starting

Questions: Believable? Reasonable
reduction ? Verifiable ?
Thinking: The original or standard
price can be easily checked at another.
store. The reduction is probably less
than the usual markup, the difference
between the store's purchase price and
selling price. It is, therefore, believ-
able.

There are complications, however,
when we read about a toaster reduced
from $13.99 to $10.99 when no brand
name is given and when we cannot
check the stated original price. Mov-
ing from the relatively simple to the
more complex, read this ad on a much
higher priced article:

MINK JACKETS
SALE-PRICED TOMORROW

$400 $500 $600
With every fur you receive a guarantee
regardless of price. Well replace and
repair skins that wear out through nat-
ural causes for two whole years from
date of purchase. Weil refund your
money in full for any -eason at all up
to six weeks from date of purch-se.

Intelligent buying requires the aid of
critical reading and critical thinking.
After cost and need have been consid-
ered, comparative shoppitr must be
done. The critical reading problem in-
volves untangling terminology such as
natural cerulean, bleached white mink.
natural blue mink, silvelt!..te, natural
pastel, autumn haze. ranch, dyed,
let-out, etc

The critical reading problem contin-
ues with this question : What does the
guarantee mean in terms of protec-
tion ? What does it mean to the pur-
chaser and does it mean the same thing
to the advertiser ? Interpret "natural
causes." Does this phrase mean ordi-
nary, daily, double or normal *ear ?
What does "wear out" mean? Does
it mean completely, worn out or torn
through or easily visible or somewhat
ragged or shabby or what? Can it be
both replace and repzir or must it be
replace or repair ? Who decides ? Here
there is room for close reading and
closer reasoning.

By design I would not talk about the
refund aspect of the guarantee, I
would wait for a student to mention
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with cartoons. Regularcartoons, bet-
ter known as "the funnies," could be a
point of departure from which to go to
editorial cartoons. Ask the students to
point out the absurdities-and the in-
congruities which they see in such
three-to-four panel cartoons as Nancy,
Ferdinand. Donald Duck. The Girls,
Big George, and Grin and Bear It.

Several examples will suffice, Nancy
and two of her friends are at ski
school, and the instructor appears on
the scene with his arm in a sling,
bandages around his head and left leg,
and using a crutch as a ski pole. He
says, "Now for the first lesson." If
the students make applicationeven
current and localizedof the main
thrust of the cartoon, be prepared to
concede the truth in whatever degree it
exists. Some of us do teach writing
but do not write well. Some of us do
teach reading without doing too much
of it. And let's not talk about speak-
ing or listening. Are we teachers good
listeners in our classes?

Ferdinand is paddling up the river
in a birch-bark canoe, and he is passed
by an Indian going down stream in a
rowboat propelled by an outboard
motor. (Title the cartoon "Curricu-
lum"?) Donald Duck, stranded on a
tropical island, sees a huge wooden
packing crate fltAt up to his little is-
land refuge. His unpacking reveals a
compact auto from which he uses the
tires for his raft. The last panel
shows Donald paddling awayto
home preEinnably. (Whither, Educa-
tion?) Two women, passing a taxi
stand, say, "Since our husbands want
us to economize this year, why don't
we just walk the five brocks to the hat
shop?" (Fill in your own title.) Ip a
school room a mother, accompanied by
her son, is saying, "I don't see why
Junior is a problem, Miss Finch!
Good grades are due to heredity and
had ones to poor teaching."

Editorial cartoons as
trans; .Ionals

These cartoons would of course be
fun, but they would also be mild, intel-
lectual gymnastics for flexing some-_

what flabby mental muscles. They
_could be introductory to editorial car-
toons, which demand a more mature
type of interpretation. Let me try to
describe one of these in a few sen-
tences One i* a picture of a hallway
showing several doors with names on
them and 1968. One door has Nix-
on's name on it and outside is a pair of
spiked running shoes. The next door
down the hall has what appears to be
Romney's name and a pair of
shoesnot spiked. Further down the
hall is an indistinct name and a pair of
loafers. Here there are a few subtle-
ties to challenge the mind.

A second editorial cartoon a
drawing of an auto speeding down the
highway with two passengers, Mr.
Taxpayer and Mr. Economy. They
have just passed over a road-wide wire
which leads up to a timing device and
a motorcycle policeman named Income
Tax Hike who is standing behind a
billboard labeled Prices. "I think you
slowed down just in time," says Mr.
Taxpayer. Some knowledge of rising
prices and inflationary pressures is
needed here to stimulate thinking.

"Then high school, college, mar-
riage, Vietnam . . ." says the father to
the mother about the baby in the crib.
With this situation most high school
students can identify and react.

Editorial cartoons, not side-by-side
with an editorial, are intermediate
("funnies" first) to editorials and
commentaries by columnists. Start
with an editorial, which has a cartoon
to accompany it, probably on the same
page. Discuss the cartoon first and
then the editorial.

Seated at a desk is a man labeled
Congress holding a -report entitled
"President's Plan to Finance Educa-
tional and Non-Comme.cial TV."
Another man standing beside the desk
is urging, "Why not ? After all, we're
dealing with a disaster area!" The
editorial is called "For Better TV"
and offers comments on a number of
points: shortcomings of commercial
TV, excise tax on new TV sets, di-
verting income from sattllite relay of
commercial TV, how to spend the lirn-
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ited funds of S9 million, and freedom
from government interference. Even
if there is agreement that there should
be more educational and non-com-
mercial TV, there is obviously plenty
about which the students can read
critically and react. Read and react.
Read and think. These are the key
processes.

The critical reading concept

And isn't this what we want when
we try to develop critical reading
power? Don't we want the students
to weigh and consider, to reflect
upon. to line -up the pros and cons, to
assess the value of the arguments and
reasons. to assay the fine meta' in the
ore. to determine the strong and weak
points of the exposition, and to run up
a box score of the runs, hits, and er-
rors? This, then, brings me to my
major premise: Reading is thinking,
and critical reading is critical thinking.
A companion basic idea, if not a corrol-
lary, is that teaching must result in

a_ student thinking, i.e., teaching is stu-
dent thinking.

Now it will be easy to "get students
going" on another companion cartoon
and editorial, for it is about Adam
Clayton Powell. Here the teacher's
problem will be to keep the discussion
on the track and to slow it down so
that it can he looked at thoughtfully
and thoroughly, completely and deeply.
Here the teacher's problem will be to
keep down the heat and friction and to
turn on the light, enlightment, and tol-
erance. A difficult and monumental
task ! One possible way is to use a

ek wide range of different newspapers so
rz that several editorials, a number of col-

umnists, and many points of view are
represented and available. This task
will constitute a real test of criticzi
reading, critical thinking by the stt-f dents, and a stern test of masterful
teaching. It is here that the teact er
must be a superb example of a rational
appraisal of all the facts and all the Ex-
guments given on both sides of the
question.

But do not try one as difficult as the
Powell discussion is bound to be until

I

vou have done a number of others on
less emotionally charged areas, ideas.
or persons. Both the teacher and the
students need practice before they
plunge. Here you will have to fee:
your way and be sensitive to the stage
of development of the ability of your
group to discuss subjects more ration-
ally than passionately. Perhaps Cali-
fornia's Clark Kerr represents a good
intermediate step between educational
TV and

The Powell controversy had its cen-
ter in the East, whereas the Dr. Clark
Kerr case had its origin in the Univer-
sity of California. Both cases, how-
ever. liecame national and international.
Both are fine but difficult material for
students practicing the art of critical
reading and thinking. The student
has .to function in reading on at least
three different (but not necessarily
distinct) levels: He must first coin-
prellend, then interpret. and finally
evaluate. Any reader must first un-
derstand what has been said ; secondly,
he must be able to interpret its signifi-
cance; and then he must evaluate its
importance. Without this depth of
three-fold reading, a student cannot be
said to be reading critically. And he
must have the patience to learn how.
This will entail a great deal of practice
from day-to-day, over an extended
period of time, and on many kinds of
materials.

Other eligible material
What are some of these materials

over and beyond the ads, the cartoons.
the editorials, columns, controversial
issues, and persons? Several present
themselves immediately : political news;
the sports pages. particularly sports
editorials and columns; certain kinds
of news articles and stories where there
is an admixture of straight, strict rt
porting coupled with unwarranted edi-
torializing; feature and human interest
stories ; and certain special, syndicated
features and columns.

Most certainly the student must be
exposed to the two (or more) sides of
the political news, to a Republican and
a Democratic newspaper, to a eon-
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servative and a liberal point of view, to
the sports pages, editorials, and col-
umns of more than one newspaper.
The student must be taught how to de-
tect the intrusion of opinion into news
items where it does not belong. He
must have repeated practice in discov-
ering it for and by himself. To better
understand illicit editorializing the stu-
dent might try his hand at writing an
opinion-filled news story. Human in-
terest and feature news stories can be
evaluated against a background of
"hard news." The syndicated columns
and special features offer golden oppor-
tunities for critical reading.

Use plenty of examples and
discussion

While learning the art of reading
critically and creatively is going
onwith its daily ups and downs, its
monthly progress and regressionsthe
teacher must practice patience. He
must have understanding and insight,
give opportunities for reactions and
ercouragement to thinking, and be ex-
emplary. In fact, and in the final anal-
ysis, the teacher may have only two
major functions to perform in terms of
developing critical reading power :
exemplification and discussion. Set
the example many. many times and
give all the students time to talk and
plenty of time to discuss. With these
two "fists" a strong teacher can knock
out "Knuckle-Head," the non-critical
reader.

FORGING AHEAD

A Study -Technique to
Enhance Comprehension at the

College Level

MARVIN EPSTEIN
Hahnemann Medical College &

Hospital

THE APRIL MAIL brings joy and relief
to Charlie C:ollegebound and all his
family. The tensions of the past two
years evaporate in the warm sunshine
of his acceptance by the college of his
choice.

Does this acceptance mean that
Charlie is ready for college? No, it

IN READING ,

simply means that some harassed ad-
missions officer somewhere is betting
(on the strength of Charlie's college
boards, high school transcript, and let-
ters of recommendation) that the odds
are better than even that he won't
flunk out.

Vtiless Charlie is an exception, he
still has to learn that reading ;s a
two-way channel of communication, a
conversation or even an, argument with
the author and that studying is a
much more sophisticated discipline
than cramming at the zero hoar for to-
morrow's exam.

The problem
It has been the writer's experience

in working with college students in a
reading improvement and study skills
laboratory that they have never devel-
oped literal and critical comprehension
skills or an efficient method of using
them. The fact that recall and appli-
cation of the information acquired are
essential ingredients of reading com-
prehension seems to be learned more
by osmosis than formal instruction.

The average college student who
comes to the reading laboratory uses
inefficient methods to obtain the au-
thor's ideas. He is frequently a
word-by-41)rd reader; he has no clear
understanding of why he is reading.
In essence, he 1..cks a purpose for
reading. He has difficulty in deter-
mining what is important and relevant
and in distinguishing essetmal facts
from the nonessential. After wander-
ing through a maze of facts he has dif-
ficulty integrating the information into
a cohesive whole, a task which should
have been his purpose for reading the
selection in the first place. In strug-
gling to acquire the !acts and to inte-
grate them, th,.. student is deflected
from retaining the information ; so he
resorts to rereading the text again and
again. When satisfied that he finally
has the information he wants, he then
becomes perplexed as to how this body
of knowledge, polished an'd refined by
his thinking and-reasoning, may be in-
corporated into his memory and even-
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tually applied to the solving of his
problems.

The reading laboratory college 'stu-
dent also has little tinderstanding of
sentence comprehension, paragraph
structure, the use of typographical
clues, the determining of meaning of
words from context, the use of full and
half signals, and key words and
phrases. We have all seen textbook
pages festooned with underlined words
and sentences, _even covered with
transparent yellow brush strokes to aid
in the comprehension, recall, and re-
view of the material.

Students who employ these devices
are merely looking at the words, not
reading. They are not comprehending
what the author has to say ; they are
not using their higher mental abilities
to reflect upon and embellish the au-
thor's thoughts with their own infer-
ences, conclusions, and implications.
Many students lack the skiffs to clas-
sify and index ideas, to make infer-
ences, to draw conclusions, to deter-
mine the author's tone and intent, to
analyze cause and effect, and to apply
syllogistic reasoning.

Another essential skill too often un-
dernourished in the reading laboratory
student is an efficient method for reor-
ganizing the ideas obtained from the
author. In other words, he has diffi-
culty outlining, summarizing, making
notes, and utilizing graphic means to
aid comprehension, recall, and review.

Skills, techniques and methods

There is a hierarchy in the develop-
ment of skills and the utilization of
efficient methods and techniques in
reading. Depending !upon the stage of
development of the reades skills and
his use of technique, instructional help
should start wherever the student's
needs are in the hierarchy.

First, the student should be helped
to understand that reading is a process
and purpose is 2. vital aspect of this
process. It is imperative for the
reader to determine what he wants
from the selection he is going to read
and to gear his reading rate to the de-
gree of difficulty of the material. The

selection should be read aggressively
and alertly. Where possible, the
reader should attempt to visualize
what the author is communicating di-
rectly or by implication. In other
words, he needs to interact with the
author's ideas and thus become in-
volved bbth mentally and emotionally.

Second, the reader must understand
that the questions who, what, when,
where, why, and how are basic to com-
prehension. The first four of these
provide the facts, while the why and
hoirrequire the integration of facts
and the use of thinking and reasoning
skills.

Third, the use of the five W's and the
how should be related to sentence com-
prehension by the initiation of phrase
reading. Students must learn to read
by phrases to obtain meaning immedi-
ately.. Meaning is more difficult to ex-
tract from isolated words. Phiase
reading reduces the number of visual
fixations needed for a sentence and
thus increases both reading rate an:
comprehension. The powers of atten-
tion and concentration are best utilized
in this manner because the opportunity
for the mind to wander or he dis-
tracted is reduced and interferences to
the thought processes are minimized.

Fourth, the structure of a paragraph
neds to be fully understood by the
student. The "ingredients" of a para-
graph consist of a main idea, support-
ing details, and elaborations .in the
form of examples, illustrations, and
further explanations. The good reader
must develop the ability to obtain the
main idea quickly and efficiently and to
recognize the details and elaborations
which support the main idea. To ac-
complish this end, the skills for detect-
ing key words and phrases, full and
half signals, and typographical clues
should be fostered. In accordance
with the reader's 'purposes, relevancy
(distinguishing between the essential
and nonessential. ideas) should be par-
amount. Only when relevancy is de-
termined, can the higher mental abili-
ties of obtaining the sequence or
chronological development of the ideas,
determining the cause - effect relations,
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making valid inferences, drawing con-
clusions, etc., be applied. When stu-
dents have difficulty classifying and in-
dexing ideas and/or using syllogistic
reasoning or other thinking processes,
special skill development in these areas
should be introduced.

Vocabulary development must be
part of the program of comprehension
skill development. The student should
be helped to determine the meaning of
a word from context. It may be nec-
essary to have him develop an ana-
lytic method of determining word
meaning through the use of affixes
and roots. Some dictionary skills may
have to be taught as well.

Fifth, larger reader selections should
now be introduced. These may in-
clude selections of two or more para-
graphs, chapters in a textbook, maga-
zine articles, or selections from profes-
sional journals. Again, the student
has to learn to establish a purpose for
reading, determine the degree of diffi-
culty of the material, note the organi-
za.tional plan of the author, be versatile
in ;iis reading rate, and reorganize the
ideas obtained from the selection in ac-
corcance with his purposeg.

Sixth. for study purposes, the stu-
dent must know, how to make notes by
means of outlining, summarizing, and
drawing graphic representations such
as tables, diagrams, and graphs.

To aid the student in developing
comprehension skills, it is this writer's
experience that a hierarchy of instruc-
tional techniques is most rewarding.
A comprehension check on the selec-
tion should progress from the aided re-
callmultiple choke answers to spe-
cificquestions--to the unaided recall
where the reader is required to
reorganize the ideas in accordance
with the purposes initially established.
This task may be accomplished best by
using the discussion method in a group
situation where the members of the
group interact with ot*- another by
asking for clarification. This process
requires the students to ftirnish sup-
porting data from the selection read ;
to determine the accuracy of the con-

elusions. inferences, implications, main
ideas. etc., they have drawn: to extract
the precise meaning of words used in
the selection and to develop many
other reading comprehelsion and
thinking skills. In addition, graphic
representations may be used to help
clarify, integrate, and reinforce the
ideas obt.,;ned. In an unstructured
situation, such as this, the variety and
extent of the discussion are determined
by the members of the group. So long
as it is related to the selection that has
been read, is this not the most natural
way to apply and use the information
acquired from reading'

A reading-study method
Once the college student has devel-

oped the skills of phrase reading, un-
derstands the structure of a paragraph.
knows how to use full and half signals,
and can identify key words and
phrases a reading-study method may
be. introduced which is a combination
and adaptation of Robinson's SQ3R
technique and George Cuomo's basic
reading plan. Included in the method
is the employment of outlining and
summarizing skills. As well as the use
of diagrams and tables and other
graphic representations. The use of
vocabulary skills is also included.
This method ,is efficient in developing
adequate comprehension and study
purposes. provided the student is
guided step-by-step through the
method beginning with easy materials
or with subject-matter with which he
has little or no conceptual or t'dcabu-
lary difficulty. It is recommended that
initially the student use the reading-
study method with one content field so
that he may master the procedure and
coordinate the many skills required.
When this goal has been accomplished,
the student should apply the method to
a second content field slightly more
difficult than the first, and so on grad-
ually to the most difficui

It has been found by this writer that
unsuccessful reading-study techniques
and habits used by college students are
deeply ingrained. Since students are
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resistant to change, progress can be ef-
fected only when they are carefully
guided and given many experiences in
the use of the method.

This is the recommended reading-1
study method: first, the student should
survey the material to be read ; e.g.,
the chapter of a textbook including its
title, sub-titles, bold-faced headings,
italicized words, graphic representa-
tionts and the captions which accom-
pany them. introduction and summary,
and the questions, if ally, at the end of
the chapter. This summary enables
the student to determine what the
chapter is about, how much he may al-
ready know about the topic, and what
else he may want to learn. It also de-
fines the boundarie. of the topic about
which the author is communicating
and serves to motivate the student bi
creating interest and by stimulating
questions.

Second, the student looks at the first
boldface heading he encounters. The
heading should be turned around in
the form of a question using one of the
five W's and the how. It is better to
ask the why. how. or what in that
order as they apply to the heading.
The broader the question, the better as
more of the pertinent details and eval-
uations may be used in answering.
Raising a question in this 'way pro-
vides a goal-directed purpose for read-

g the selection.
Third, the student then reads

efficiently to answer the question(s)
he has raised. There has to be a flexi-
bility of approach in all reading which
takes into consideration the experien-
tial background of the reader, the'con-
cept and vocabulary of the material,
and the degree of difficulty imposed by
the writer's style and organizational
patterns. These organizational pat-
terns may include a direct statement,
question and answer, chronological or
sequential development, comparison or
contrast of ideas, use of example or il-
lustration, or the use of analogy.

The reader first obtains the main
idea of each paragraph under the bold-
face heading from the topic sentence

and the key words and phrases within
that sentence. He then integrates the
main ideas by relating one to another
and, at this point, tentatively attempts
to answer the question by talking it out
with himself, a process similar to ex-
plaining it to someone else. In this
way the reader recognizes how much
of the information he has obtained and
whether he watits to obtain more de-
tails and elaborations or proceed to the
next boldface heading.

Let us assume the reader wants to
obtain the supporting details and dab-
orationg contained in the paragraphs
under the boldface heading. Keeping
in mind the initial question, the main
ideas, and the author's organizational
pattern, he seeks the details from the
full and half signals, key words and
phrases. and typographical clues. He
skips or skims passages he already
knows, skips or skims difficult pas-
sages. and concentrates on those pas-
sages that help to atfsw&r the question
originally asked. Should the reader
encounter an unfamiliar word. he at-
tempts to obtain its meaning from con-
text. If unsuccessful, he ignores it for
the moment. Again, he talks out the
ideas he has obtained from reading the
selection. fits them into the broad pat-
terns of the main ideas, and relates-
them to the question obtained from the
boldface heading. Af the same time
the reader is actively using his higher
mental abilities. He is communicating
with the author by using the author's
organizational pattern to draw conclu-
sions and implications and make infer-
ences which may support or disagree
with those of the author.

If the reader has difficulty with a
passage, he should ignore what is fa-
miliar and funnel in on the sentences
that present some difficulty to him as
he rereads the paragraphs under the
bold face heading. He studies the pas-
sage thoroughly, determines its mean-
ing by clarifying concepts, and applies
his thinking and reasoning skills. He
should again attempt to unlock the
meaning of unfamiliar words from
context by applying analytic methods;
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only when all else fails, should 1e re-
sort to the dictionary. When all the
difficulties are cleared away, the stu-
dent should recapitulate what he has
gathered from the selection by talking
it out aloud with himself or a willing
listener.

Now, satisfied that he comprehends
t he has read and can answer the

q tions in the boldface headings, the
r der is ready to make notes for fu-
ture study and review. The paper
used should be the standard 81/2" x
11" size, arranged as shown in the il-
lustration.

KEY
WORDS
Name(s)
Date
Place
Fact(s)
Vocabulary
Formula

OUTLINE SUMMARY
I Main Idea

A. Detail
1.
2. (Elabora-

tions)
3.

B. Detail
1.
2. (Elabora-

tions)
C. Detail

1.
2. (Elabora-

tions)'
II Main Idea

A line is drawn down each 'side
about an inch and a half in from the
edge of the pages. The left is called
the "key words" column; and the
right, the `!summary" column. The
space between the_two lines is used for
the outline.

After integrating all of the ideas and
applying his own thinking to the mate-
rial he has read, the student makes an
outline-using his own words and not
those of the author (except. where a
direct quotation is needed):. Using
short phrases and sentences, he should
write the main ideas first, not neces-
sarily in the author's sequence, but in
the sequence which makes the most
sense for his purposes. The details
are added in the same manner, with
each detail supporting the main idea.
Elaborations it the form of examples,
illustrations, and further explanations
are filled in if needed. If the data are
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suitable for graphic representation, a
diagram or table may be sketched
under or alongside the details. When
the note making has been Completed,
the reader no longer needs the text-
book, magazine article, journal, or
reference book ; all of the pertinent
memory triggers are contained in the
outline. It is important not to copy
directly from the text.

To prepare for review and further
study the student then lists in the left
column key words (one-word clues)
taken from the outline. These may be
the names of persons, places, dates,
facts, vocabulary words, or formulas.
In the right-hand column he writes a
two- or three-sentence summary paral-
lel to the vertical line. These two col-
umns are later used for' periodic re-
views. The student looks first at the
key words in t1-e left column. These
clues set his memory to work, and he
talks out with himself what he learned
originally. If his memory needs re-
freshing, he may then scan the outline
and There ,should be no
need to gii-back to the original text.
When a graphic representation is used,
he should look away and try to recon-
struct it in his mind's eye, noting the
labels used, comparing and contrasting
the ideas presented, talking ont aloud
the applicable processes involved, and
then referring back to the notebook
page only for supplemental details
until it is firm and clear inmemory.

The reader then proceeds similarly
to each succeeding boldface heading
until he has finished the material under
a subtitle. He will probably then want
to reorganizeIns data because, in
thinking abput what he has learned, he
may wish to rearrange the sequence
again to suit his own (not the, au-
thor's) purposes. This process will
entail making new notes in outline
form and perhaps using new key
words and summaries. The reader,
perhaps raising broad new questions,
and ans.vering them with further re-
finements and reorganization of the
ideas and his own thinking on a chap-
ter-wide basis, continues with this

1
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procedure until all the subtitle in the
chapter have been covered.

The method described appears to be
a formidable and time-consuming task,
according to students' frequent claims;
skillful guidance by the instructor
however, will help the student over-
come his impatience, will result inevi-
tably in more efficient comprehension
of the material read, and will virtually
eliminate the _ time that otherwise
would go into inefficient reviewing.
The thinking and note-making process
o_ f this method puts the significant new

titration the student (ha- read into
his -.Memory. where it belongs and
where it can be retrieved instantly by a
giant* at the key veords. Gone -forever
are the all-night vigils with underlined

graphs spread over hundreds of
book Pagti

Summary

her education is ,a job. For a
jch. van need _took. When Charlie
CollegeboutarirriVes. on the campus of
Old Podunk 1",,Q no mane): how good a
craftsman IQ has made him, the
work he tinitscait will be inferidr, if he
doesn't have the tools of comprehen-
sio and efficient reading -study tech-
niques.

There is a hierarcy of -skill develop-
=ment_ Charlie is ..:ornewhere up the
ladder;. not bkcause anyone taught him
in the lower 'grades, but betituse rte
had to leaf by;Arial and error- how to
study somehow,

Each college student should be ;a-
formally ,e Valuated or observed to_ de-
termine where he stands in the hier-
archy. It is then the-task for the read-.
ing laboratory instructor" to take up
where Charlie's self-taught skills are
weak. The fashioning of the tools of
learning is worth every minute it
Dikes, for learning never stops.
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Developing Structured Guiding
Questions As An Aid in

Reading and Discussion at the
Oeiege Level

E. F. HJEEMSTAD
Illinois Teachers College, Chicago-

South

`ONE CENTRAL IDEA in teaching COM-
prehension skills established thus far
has been that the emphasis is on mak-
ing'what the students read a valid per-
sonal 'experience, rather than on
they read or what they have to read.
The' key to these experiences lies in
structuring, the student's experiences
to he can go much deeper into litera-
ture and college reading assignments
with a constructive' purpose in mind
other than just reading some work for
a grade or the completion of an assign-
ment.

The idea which should come across
strongest to the student is that he
should never take a book or writing at
its face value. The student should be
encouraged to find the errors in what
he has read. He should study the
technique the author has employed,
question his motives and take into con-
sideration bias, ernotion,, and other per-
sonal reasons which , might interfere
with the author's objectivity.

After the student has enumerated
the good and bad qualities in a read-
ing, he is in a better-position to decide
just what value the .rezi;ling has as it
is' used in a class or individually,
Whether this can be called a clinical or
a cynical way to approach a written
work is debatable, but it is necessary
to start the student thinking about
what he is reading in a new perspec-
tive during his college career.

The lectures or discussions in col-
lege reading courses should be not so
much about wi.at the student is read=
ing as the apelication of what he is
reading. College reading teachers
should expose the student to the ideas
which have evolved fro.: 1 the type of
critical reading his courses are trying
to get him to do. It is possible in this
regard to think of the class discus-
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sion as serving more as a prolog for
the dialog in reading which follows.
The student should get the impression
he is learning through discussion in
much the same way as students of the
philosophers did : by listening to his
teacher and himself argue so he can
test, his knowledge id interpret the
subject matter with greater clarity
Instead of lecturing and telling the stu-
dent exactly. what he should be looking
for, the teacher should encourage the
student to arrive at answers by dis-
cussing with him what he got out of a
reading and coming to some conclu-
sion. Teachers should pose probing
questions to spark a discussior or to
keep the stud.mt moving in the right
direction. Teachers should also offer
the student opinions on .Lich he could
elaborate or rejecf and build his own
theory.

Obviously, not all students are as
vocal as some in each reading section.
Nor are teachers always able to cover
every possible problem an assignment
may present. The structure of the dis-
cussion, however, should give the stu-
dent a chance to organize and express
what he has found important in the
readings.

Preparing for discussion

In preparing a reading for the stu-
dent it is necessary to go over what
was assigned to the student ; so prepar-
ing for the reading also becomes an ex-
cellent way of preparing for class dis-
cussion. In making preparations, the
teacher should constantly be alert in
selecting the wording he wishes to use
to create worthy discussion questions.
Many teachers are prone to pull
grand-sounding phrases out of space
and fit them in wherever they look
good. College reading sections should
argue a great deal about terminology
and the meaning of phrases. Initially,
when the student begins to realize that
it might be his reading that could un-
dergo the scrutiny of the group at any
session, he should find himself spend-
ing more time in organizing his
thoughts and trying to be .ore precise
in his terms. It is one of the basic re-

sponsibilities of the teacher to be as
concise as possible in his own verbali-
zation and serve as a proper model for
his students to emulate.

To create a preciseness and ar, or-
ganizing principle for discussion it is
necessary to organize and explain to
the students how critical reading de-

anandk that one know a method for an-
alyzing an author's stated or implied-
arguments. Technically, the student
needs some logical network to follow
that will allow him to unlock the
deeper meanings to be found in read-
ing and discussion. These formula-
tions can be brought about quite read-
ily if the teacher knows how to create
guiding questions which can be used
especially well in class discussions.
These guiding questions should also
ir!entify worthy starting points for the
student with ineffective comprehension
skills who has not, in the past, pur-
posefully engaged in logical exercises
or attempted many critical reading as-
signments.

Structured guiding questions are
useful in unlocking in the reading act
that mystical internal conversation be-
tween reader and author which is car-
ried on through modes of informal lan-
guage analysis. Formal language
analysis, on the other hand, refers to
those precise exercises one performs in
practicing syllogistic reasoning, as in a
course in logic. Through class discus-
s.:Drks and assignments it is necessary
to get the student to practice using his
language as it really existsas an in-
formal mode of analysis. Exercises
devoted to formal logical analysis, such
as those found in such tests as Applied
Logic by Little, Wilson, and Moore,
are valuable; but these exercises arc
basically useful as prereading influ-
ences to key the student to apply him-
self to the critical reading situation.
How simple life would be if we could
turn every piece of writing or every
language situation into a neat syllogis-
tic framework.

The teacher should structure ques-
tions so the student will be forced to
react critically to the works of various
authors. The questions used should
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draw forth other questions from the
student ; and if the student can begin
to use some of the questions consis-
tently, he will soon discover he is
being critical within a basic logical
continuum. The teacher, in turn, car
usually judge the effectiveness of the
student's work by discovering whether
oral work improves and judging
whether the student follows the teach-
er's questions rationally and can for-
mulate his own ideas within the guide-
lines of the discussion.

Basic types of structured
questions

The primary framework :or devel-
oping guiding questions for class dis-
cussions is found in what might be
termed the analytic structure of argu-
mentation. Analytic arguments are
usually organized in print in the induc-
tive or deductive mode. In analytic
arguments the author sets up the crite-
ria for analysis based on his sustaining
powers of reason and expertise so the
reader can cope with his material
within a rational setting. In preparing
questions for discussion in this a- -a,
the teacher should organize questions
that will identify the terms the author
uses and the way he uses them.
Secondly, the teacher should prepare
questions that will aid the student in
discovering the author's method of in-
quiry ; and, lastly, the teacher should
develop questions that will help the stu-
dent understand the author's purpose.

To insure that workable questions
are formulated in the analytic area, the
teacher must consuiously establish in
the student's reading selections and in
the discussions a balance in argumenta-
tive structures between generalizations,
judgments, and opinions on one side
and facts, details, illustrations, and evi-
dence on the other. Primarily, it is
important that the student be able to
draw conclusions from what he knows
or can discover about a subject ; sec-
ondly, he must also support or clarify
each conclusion with samples of the
thinking behind it, especially as he is
trying to unite his purposes for read-

ing the selection with the author's pur-
pose for writing it.

The teacher's questions in the ana-
lytic area should aid the student in
learning to distinguish between fact and
judgment in a workable manner.
When one notes daily how easily facts
are aborted or changed through care-
less reading and listening, it seems
only logical that the student learn to
approach factual material with a sus-
taining method of analysis. In build-
ing questions relating to facts and
judgments, the teacher can constantly
relate factual material to at least these
four areas :

1. That facts are reports on what
has happened or exists.

2. That facts result from observa-
tion or measurement.

3. That facts can be tested or veri-
fied.

4. That facts are usually quite spe-
cific.

It is the teacher's resoonsibility to
ask questions. either guiding questions
before the reading or direct questions
during class period, to insure himself
that attention is being paid to factual
material. The questions concerning
factual material are also important
when the teacher and class are discuss-
ing the basic literal meaning of some
selection.

The teacher's questions concerning
judgments in and of the printed word
(remember, of course, that judgments
use language predominately in an in-
formal mode of analysis) should con-
stantly relate to these five areas of
judgment development :

1. The teacher should note that
judgments are, in the main, opinions,
decisions, and pronouncements.

2. Judgments characterize or even
classify the author's purpose, bias,
method of analysis, etc.

3. Judgments usually express' ap-
proval or disapproval.

4. Judgments usually make a very
general statement about something.

51. The truth or falsity of a judg-
ment cannot always be demonstrated.

With just a few disciplined ques-
tions in the two areas of fact and judg-
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ment, the teacher can aid the student
in disciplining himself as he reads,
notes his literal interpretations of gen-
eralizations and detailst and begins to
base his conclusions on analytic rather
than generalized reading skills.

By disciplining himself both in read-
ing and discussion to think through the
generalizations and details in a selec-
tion, the student can usually see how
unwarranted assertions or rash judg-
ments impair reading unless they in-
troduce factual material. The student
should also be able to see the limited
usefulness of judgments and begin to
prefer, statements which can develop
with facts.

The student can also become ac-
quainted with methods of inquiry by
recalling how specific details are
harder to collect than judgments be-
cause they require very careful reading
or other investigation. Finally, and
most important, the search for devel-
oping details helps the reader and au-
thor clarify and discipline generaliza-
tions. Really_a dual purpose is served
by working in this area: the student
learns to generalize from details, and
he also learns to use details to explain
or support generalizations.

The other major area for structur-
ing questions may be called the syn-
thetic argumentative mode. Synthetic
arguments are tho.e arguments that
usually arise in reading when om nas
passed from literal interpretation to
imAied meaning. Most of the dialog
in this area takes place after the stu-
dent realistically identifies the particu-
lar criteria the author uses for es-
tablishing meaning which,is consistent
with the text or meaning coherent in
itself.

Questions concerning arguments of
the synthetic type should relate to the
following major questions; namely,
what are the effects of this reading on
the reader? Questions in this area
should relate experiences in reading to
situations or experiences in the stu-
dent's life, if possible. The question-
ing should start with jest criticisms
that can be made about statements the
student has brought forth through dis-

cussion and reading. The teacher
must then decide if these statements
coordinate with details and other sup-
porting evidence -from the reading to
indicate the formulation of a correct or
valid personal evaluation on the part of
the student. For example, in discuss-
ing the psychclogical and sociological
ramifications of LSD on our populace,
it would be important to organize
questions which would force the stu-
dent to look at the primary and sec-
ondary references in the readings
which were assigned in this subject
field. This active search for supported
references in several areas can be con-
trolled by using some of the prior
questions on facts and judgments. By
knowing- these chronological proce-
dures, the teacher can then ascertain
the worth of the valtke judgments or
subjective points the student may prof-
fer during discussion. In other words,
the teacher can show the student that
the judgments he makes away from the
reading must also contain a logical
framework for his ogservations.

Important areas for recall
A format for the type of questioning

just noted should consider these ques-
tions :

I. Why are the arguments valid or
invalid? (The students should con-
ceptualize and reconceptualite their
ideas from the criteria they deem im-
portant in the selection.)

2. What is the author saying to
you ? (To answer this question the stu-
dent must constantly review the factual
material in the reading.)

3. What is the author doing to you?
(The answer to this question is discov-
ered through some understanding of
the author's thought patterns.)

The student's success in developing
strong comprehension skills depends
on the types of questions he begins to
ask himself as he is trying to read crit-
ically. The student who has not devel-
oped constructive habits of asking
questions while reading by the time he
gets to college might be handicapped
simply because he has never been led
into the deeper resources of the
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printed word in any structured man-
ner. The conscientious college read-
ing teacher will note, this difficulty and
probe any opening that will bring
about 'good practices in the sequential
development of reading skills.

Point of view

A student cannot master anything
without much practice: He certainly
cannot master language without it.
Children, once they begin to speak,
keep up a constant chattering and so
get the necessary practice in language.
Now what practice do college students
get ?A little in their daily recitations
in class, a little in writing composi-
tions, a little while typing, a lot by
reading a vast amount of material for
different purposes; all good practices
as far as they go but certainly not

enough to give most students a mas-
tery of. comprehension skills in read-
ing ,

To the college. student trying to
fathom a difficult reading assignment,
it does not make too much difference
whether he can identify the significant
reading skills he uses to master the
reading selection. In the main, he
wants to solve a trying and personal
reading problem on which he- is ex-
pending a considerable amount of
physical and intellectual energy. The
sympathetic teacher knows this and
therefore must be able to evaluate and
structure these personal explorations
the student undertakes in establisiing
those relationships which are necessary
to institute a starting point for inquiry
into personal thought processes.
Anything less than this ., attainment
cheats the student.
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Criteria for Selecting Materials
to Teach Reading

(Elementary)

HANS C. OLSEN
Wayne State University

EVERYONE AGREES that materials of
one sort or another are needed in the
reading program of the school. This
need is evident to professionals and
laymen alike. Obviously children can
neither learn to read nor refine their
reading skills without something to
read.

Despite the wide recognition that
mate' ials are indispensable in teaching
reading, a fundamental problem re-
mains: which of the available materials
are most appropriate and effective.
This problem has long plagued class-
room teachers. school administrators,
and reading specialists and is growing
more acute.

Several types of materials have been
on the market for some time, and new
forms appear with inert asing fre-
quency. Among the former are basal
series, supplementary readers, trade,
books, workbooks, review materials.
tests. charts, filmstrips, and teachers'
guides. Two of the newer forms are
reading laboratories and programed
materials. Each type of reading mate-
rial is designe.d to help teachers
achieve certain instructional goals.
Some purport to provide a total read-
ing program; others are less inclusive.

The pressure of the present
A tremendous number of reading

materials are now on the market.
New ones come to our attention almost
daily. Older ones are revised and re-
fined ; seldom are they discontinued.
Increased attention to educaticn, in-
cluding the availability of Federal
funds, has helped to promote this del-
uge of materials. There appears to be
no slackening in this trend; if any-
thing, it promises to continue at an ac-
celerating rate.

Several other factors compound the
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problem of teachers, administrators.
and reading specialists. One of these
is the rather marked similarities of
materials within types listed earlier.
Even when new and different ap-
proaches appear within one or another
type. a movement of accommodation
begins. The older, established mate-
rials are revised to include the new ap-
proaches, and/or advertising materials
ard teachers' guides are developed to
show how the publicized innovation al-
ways has been or is now an'integral
part of the older materials. Successive
revisions of the new materials tend to
modify them in the direction of the
older materials. and a new synthesis
is reached.

Publishers' representatives, promo-
tional literature, and samples of mate-
rials compound the problem. We are
battered by a barrage of words, pic-
tures, and examples designed to dem-
onstrate and support claims of superi-
ority for each of the materials. This
continuous flood of advertising extol-
ling the special characteristics and
strengths of materials to teach reading
is replete with statements such as "the
most complete program," "the most
widely used," "modern materials." and
"the most recent thing."

Each of the materials on the market
reflects more or less accurately a par-
ticular concept of what the instructional
program in reading ought to be. New
knowledge about reading, learning, so-
ciety. language, literature, and ins'ruc-
tional technology results in changing
emphases in the reading programs ad-
vocated by various authorities and
publishers. The new knowledge thus
leads directly to the rash of new mate-
rials as well as to the revision of older
ones. .

Criteria and analysis of
materials

These factors taken together make
the selection of appropriate materials a
difficult and time consuming task.
Many lists of criteria have been devel-
oped' to assist selectors in their work.
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Some lists are quite extensive; others,
more limited. Each list, however, mir-
rors the biases and preferences of the
person or group who developed it.
This fact accounts for the differences
among the lists. Those who ele:t to
use an available list "buy" the point of
view of the compiler. Not all selec-
tors, however, find an orientation or
philosophy that is accept :Me to them
in criteria developed by someone else.
Many believe they must devise their
own set of criteria. In either case, one
criterion or more is basic to the selec-
tion process.

These criteria may not be fully
spelled out or consciously applied but
they are used, nevertheless. Numer-
ous criteria may be employed, or
only a few, or perhaps one. Each
criterion is a principle accepted by the
selector. It serves as a standard to
measure materials and provides a basis
for analyzing them. The first task of a
selector, then, is to bring together a
comprehensive set of criteria. The
second is to use these criteria con-
sciously to objectively analyze avail-
able materials. It is only after the
principles have been assembled in a list
of criteria and the materials analyzed
that selection should take place.
Major emphasis must be placed on the
first two steps. The third follows
naturally.

This means that those responsible
for choosing new materials must be an-
alysts first and selectors second. The
list of principles they have assembled
determines what they look for in their
examination and to some extent how
they conduct their examination.
Analysts must identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the materials and
their suitability for specific situations.
All of this points out the fact that se-
lection itself is much less involved and
difficult than are the tasks of develop,
ing a comprehensive, consistent set of
criteria and then using them to analyze
the available materials.

Analysts of reading materials hhve
at their disposal far, more principles
than they can use. They will be
swamped by sheer numbers if they at-

tempt to use all possible principles. In
addition, some principles conflict with
others. Thus, choices have to be made
among principles. The goal is a com-
plete, coherent framework for analy-
zing materials.

Developing criteria for
specific situations

Knowledge of three elements in the
situation in which the materials will he
used help the analyst determine what
is essential, what is inconsequential,
and what is- unacceptable in available
materials. These elements are the
children, the teachers, and the reading
program. Certainly the materials
should be appropriate to the needs, in-
terests, and backgrounds of the chil-
dren for whom they are selected.
Materials should also be compatible
with the preparation, experience, and
preferences of the teachers who will be
directing children in their use. The
objectives and pattern of the reading
program in the school building or sys-
tem should be reflected in the mate-
rials. If the analyst has accurate
knowledge of these three elements in
his own school situation, his analysis is
likely to identify the most suitable
materials.

Analysts will almost always use sev-
eral criteria to guide their examination
of materials. The materials are mea-
sured against these standards. The
validity of the materials is established
by this measurement. It is logical to
select the materials closest to the norm

. created by these standards or criteria.
Rarely will materials exactly fit the

norm. It is improbable that any mate-
rials give these principles exactly the
same emphasis as did the analyst who
compiled them. For example, one set
of basal readers may include many col-
orful pictures, fitting one criterion.
-Phonics, however, is not stressed in
the readers. Since a strong emphasis
on phonics is another criterion, this set
of readers does not fit the norm per-
fectly. Obviously, certain principles
that support some material? may not
be included among the criteria ac-
cepted by an analyst ; conversely, an
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analyst may have included a specific
criterion not basic to some materials.

The fact that several criteria must
be considered means that those who
prepare and those who use materials
for reading instruction are forced to
establish priorities among the criteria
they select. They must decide what
they want most, what is less important
to them, and what they do not want.
Seldom will analysts or authors agree
completely on a list of criteria or the
priority Lssigned them. This means
that except in rare instances most ana-
lysts will nct be completely satisfied
with any materials. They must decide .
which of the available materials most
nearly meets the norm they have es-
tablished.

Criteria for special
consideration

Four of us at Wayne State Univer-
sity recently identified and made avail-
able in a book more than two hundred
principles that analysts might use as
criteria.* We learred several interest-
ing things in the course of our work.
First, there are far more principles
that might be selecte-I than can be used
easily or advantageously. We also
learned that a great many of the
more-than-two-hundred principles are
seldom used as criteria either because
they are not widely known or because
they are not compatible with dominant
current thinking about reading.
Another thing that came to our atten-
tion is how often contradictory princi-
ples are found in working lists of crite-
ria, Perhaps the most surprising
thing is the frequencey with which un-
stated, even unrecognized principles

- slip into the framework of criteria. In
this latter category the criterion of
lowest cost often may be found.

Giving attention to two groups of
principles may be especially profitable
for all who are responsible for select-
ing reading materials. The first of
these groups consists of those princi-
ples that are obscure and, therefore,
seldom used. Many of these would

*Kenneth S. Goodman, et al. Choosing
Materials To Track Reading. Detroit:
Wayne State Unive_!-uty Press, 1966.

probably be used more often as criteria
if 'analysts knew about them. The sec-
ond group of principles is made up of
those that are contradictory. These
must be recognized by analysts, and a
choice is required between them.
They cannot be used together.

. Little-known criteria
Lack of familiirity with seldom-used

principles dooms them to obscurity.
A primary task of all analysts is to ac-
quaint themselves with all possible
principles. The work of the four of us
from Wayne State was an attempt to
provide some assistance. Here are
some questions that embody represent-
ative examples of little-known princi-
ples that we have identified.

What provision is jinade for control-
ling grapheme-phoneme (symbol-
sound) correspondence? Some mate-
rials rigorously control this relation-
ship. Others give no attention to it.
This material should not be confused
with a formal, systematic phonics pro-
gram. Perhaps the most widely
known attempt to maintain a consist-
ent grapheme-phoneme relationship is
the i.t.a.

Is there a recognition of and provi-
sion for dialect differences in the mate-
rials? Students of language point out
that marked differences exist in the
way in which language is used by var-
ious groups of people in the United
States. Many dialects exist. Provision
for dialect differences is now evident in
some materials. Most of the available
materials, however, give little consid-
eration to this principle.

Do the materials contain deliberate
attempts to stimulate children to read
widely outside of school? Relatively
few materials designed for the reading
program in early grades present such
guides for children. Yet, wide indi-
vidual reading is a stated goal for most
reading programs.

Con trdictory criteria
Analysts must steer clear of the tan-

gle caused by choosing conflicting,
contradictory principles when they
compile criteria to guide their exami-
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nation of. reading materials. The task
of analyzing materials takes enough
time, efift, and patience without com-
pounding the difficulty by including
opposing criteria. The contradictions
must be identified and resolved before
the norm is established. Here are two
examples of conflicting principles' that
illustrate the choices analysts must
often make.

Children should always gain mean-
ing from materials used for reading in-
struction. This principle underlies
most basal series today. Other read-
ing materials, such as some with a lin-
guistic base, emphasize a conflicting
principle; the early stage of the reading
program should concentrate on helping.
children learn the grapheme-phoneme
relationship. Meaning is unimportant,
even detrimental to acquiring this basic
knowledge. These principles are dif-
ficult to reconcile.

Reading materials should have a
carefully controlled vocabulary. Ma-
terials based on this principle pre-
sent a limited number of words. They
are repeated many times to assist chil-
dren in building a large stock of sight
words. A contradictory principle is
that the content of reading materials
should be of high literary quality.
They should consist of selections that
have stood the test of time, excite the
imagination, and touch the emotions.
These two principles are clearly in-
compatible.

Conclusion

Selecting suitable reading --aaterials
can be a bewildering task. Great
numbers of available materials and
conflicting advertising claims make it
difficult to choose among them. Se-
lectors need some basis for analyzing
and comparing materials. Deliberately
chosen, consciously applied criteria
serve that purpose.

Selectors of reading materials have,
therefore, a threefold responsibility
First, they must carefully devise a
comprehensive, consistent set of ap-
propriate criteria. then they must ob-
jectively analyze available materials
and measure them against this non*

IN READING

After that, they simply select the mate-
rials that fit the norm most closely.
This process sounds easy. It is not.
Selectors, however, who carefully and
wisely spell out the criteria they will
use to guide their analysis of materials
can proceed with confidence and dis-
patch.

Aspects of Books That Affect
Readability and Use

NED D. N1ARKSHEFFFL
Oregon State University

THIS PAPER is confined to a brief look
at six pertinent aspects of books that
affect readability and use.

L What is a book?
2. Readability formulas
3. Format
4. Availability of books
5. The author's role
6. The reader's role

What is a book?

Many people have little difficulty in
defining a book. They tend to think of
it as something containing a certain
number of written pages that are pre-
vented from blowing away or becoming
lost by two stiff covers of paper, cloth,
leather, plastic, or any other available
Material.

Those who love reading rarely think
of a book in terms of paper, print, ink,
and binding unless there "is something
strikingly different about these items.
To these people, a book is so complex
that it almost defies definitioa because
its meanings vary with one's interests,
moods, purposes, background, etc.

How do you look upon a book ?
From the writer's viewpoint. a book

is an .nigma. Surely the first one
must lave been concocted from a
witch's brew, stirred by a wizard, and
edited by a sorcerer.

If we examine the content of the
progeny of the first book, we find that
books are really made of flesh, blood,
tears, sorrow, and tribulation. At the
same time they contain joy, happi-
ness, dreams, hopes, aspirations, and
triumphs.
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Sometimes books are both destroy-
ers and builders of nations. Some-
times they reveal secrets for allevi-
ating pain and wiping out crippling
diseases. At other times they are mis-
used and become horrendous instru
ments of torture that rack inefficient
readers' minds and bodies.

At the very.least. books are bits and
collections of magic that reveal knowl-
edge, inspire man to greater heights of
love and compassion for his fellow
man. and give him a better under-
standing of himself and his role in the
universe. And all the while they accu-
ately and inaccurately record man's
reaction and interaction with life.

The definition of hook. therefore, de-
pends upon the user and his purposes
for usi ng.

Readability formulas

Teachers and students are probably
the greatest users of books. And be-
cau.3c teachers are practical people.
they are interested in the reading level
of books that they use with students.
Publishers .and authors, therefore. had
to devise an instrument that would
give teachers some kind of art° answer
about the reading difficulty of a parti-
cular book. Such an instrument was
developed and is called a readability
formula. The formula is supposed to
indicate that a certain book is not toll.
difficult for the average student in a
'Specific grade.

Teachers. however. know that when
they have three different textbooks of
the same level of .readability according
to readability formulas, one of the
texts will be easier to read than either
of the other two. Likewise, one of the
books will prove to be the most diffi-
cult to read.

A readaLility formula is of value.
but because is is a mechanical measure
of difficulty based upon such factors as
numbers of prepositions, numbers of
personal nouns, numbers of syllables in
words, and numbers of words in a sen-
tence, it is subject to errors. It can-
not, for example, make allowances for
an author's organization of material,
introduction and use of new words,
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style, or use of synonyms. Two
different authors using almost identical
lists of words and writing about the
same topic and for the same grade
levd will produce two books with
widely different degrees of ,difficulty.
Readability, therefore. -cannot be
judged solely by a readability formula.

Format

Several other aspects of books that
are more or less mechanical and that
affect readability and use also need to
be mentioned. A reader's choice or
rejection of a book may be due, at least
originally, to the format of the book.
The kind and size of print ; the amount
and balance of darkness and lightness
on a page : the arrangement and use of
pictures, graphs. charts or other illus
trations; the amount and kinds of
color in the illustrations. and even the
choice of paper tend to influence the
use and readability of books. The de-
gree to which these aspects operate
varies with each reader. Some read-
ers, for example, crave illustrations in
their reading material ; some are rather
indifferent in this respect while others
almost automatically reject any book
that is "cluttered with illustrations."
Thus, we might note that the so-called
mechanical aspects of books affect their
use.

Availability of books

Many times the priceless ingredients
in hooks remain unused and inert be-
cause they are not available to an ac-
ceptable readei. Unless a book can
team up with a reader, it is not serving
its purpose and is quite useless except
as a- dust catcher. son hing to throw
at a cat, or an objec to hold an un-
cooperating door ajar

Too often, the kinds of books that
are needed for certain students are not
available. This lack is a rather corn+
mon complaint of teachers at all levels
of education and in all fields. Such is
the case, I've been told, even with
graduate students and reading experts.

Many times publishers have been
blamed for not producing the kinds of
books teachers need and want, and this
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situation has been more true in the
past than at present. Publishers will
publish that which is saleable. After
all, the bonsumer of books, can and
should determine to a great extent the
kinds of books that leave the presses.
But as I see some of the junk (and I .
use the word junk deliberately) that is
being thrust upon unwary or uncritical
readers, I question my preceding state-
ments. Surely people do not desire
some of the books that are published,
or do they?

Succinctly stated, more of the
proper kinds of books should be avail-
able to teachers aud students.
Availability, as r use it, means not
only that someone has published cer-
tain books but that the books have
been purhcased and are in the hands of
readers who can and will read them.
If books are to be used in any manner,
they must be available to readers.

The author's role
The author's role in the use of books

is an important and a demanding one.
He must not only know thoroughly the
subject about which he is writing but
he must. he absolutely honest. Being
absolutely honest does snot rule out fic-
tion or fairy tales. Being honest, as it
is used here, means that the author
writes c10.arly; creatively, and interest-
ingly. He writes to inform and inter-
est his readers, not to impress them
with his , superior vocabulary and
unique style.

It is a simple matter for .an author
to assume unwittingly that his readers
are more knowledgeable and more
efficient readers than they really are.
On the other hand, he must, be care-
ful not to insult the reader or emas-
culate content* by oversimplification.
Experience, however, shows that even
highly efficient, sophisticated readers
can be interested in and learn from

'books of corhparatively low readability
levels. Highly intelligent and efficient
readers often 'become engrossed with
books of no greater than fifth- or
sixth-grade difficulty because of the
content and the author's mastery of
expression.

e
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I am not' implying that all books
should be aimed at low-level readabil-
ity, but I am saying that oftentimes
high-level concepts and knowledge
may be of more value to greater num-
bers because the authors wrote clearly,
honestly, and interestingly. Some of
our greatest and most cherished books
are so written. An author may en-
courage reading, foster growth in
reading, and improve his readers'
knowledge by the manner in which he
introduces new vocabulary and devel-
ops concepts. Many times authors at-
tempt to simplify content by reducing
the amoint of space devoted to a par-
ticular topic. The res,ilts can be devas-
tating. Those who 're in doubt about
this view-point need only to read criti-
cally almost any sottli grade social
studies textbook. Highly abstract
concepts that take years Lo develop are
showered like thunderbolts upon the
immature reader.

One sixth grade social ptudies text-
book, used by the writer, had at least
39 difficult concepts rn one page.
Staggering, isn't it ? A history text-
book that is now being used with tenth
graders covers World War I and the
League of Nations in 13 pages!

At this point it appears pertinent to
state that we have unwittingly been too
harsh on many authors, because there
are numerous excellent writers of all
kinds of books. To these people we,
the teachers and readers, owe our grat-
itude.

Authors should also recognize that
today's readers demand material that
begins quickly, uses colorful vocabu-

, lary, and includes sufficient detail to
make the message realistic. Students
crave interestingly written action sto-
ries that are spiced with humor and
conversation. They like biographies,
historical evei.ts, scientific events,
space exploration, western adventures,
mysteries, and stories about boys and
girls of their own age.

The reader's role
The reader not only has an oppor-

tunity but also a responsibility to learn
to read to his maximum. One good
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reason is that all higher levels of learn-
ing are d- dent upon his ability to
read, and h should learn this fact
early. He ould also learn that not
only his.fu ure but his life may be in
jeopardy if he fails -to learn to read
efficiently. Most of you, fot example,
have noted that the containers and
conveyors of inflammable materials are
now being labeled flammable because
too many people mistakenly thought
inflammable meant not flammable. In
such instances, the lack of reading abil-
ity actually cost people their lives.

The reader needs to be taught how,
why, and when to use the clues that
authors provide for getting the most
out` of the reading material. AO
when we talk about the reader, we
must include his teachers.

. The knowing teacher attempts to
provide each pupil with reading mate-
rials at a level at which he can pro-
nounce a minimum of 95% of the
words and can comprehend at least
70-75 percent of the material without
excessive help.

The teacher knows, as should the
pupil, when to select more difficult
material for the student in order that
he be sufficiently challenged to learn
but not be defeated by materials that
are too difficult for him.

If only teachers could realize that
many, many times the difference be-
tween total reading failure and success
hinges upon the slim margin of but a
single grade leiel of difficulty! Those
who have worked extensively with
reading problems know that a student
may beccne so perplexed and upset by
the diffir'ilty of a particular book or
selection ..hat he temporarily loses all
control of the 'few reading skills he
possesses. If he is forced to continue
to try to read these kind's of materials
for any length of time, he usually be-
comes a desperate, frustrated reader.
He may learn to abhor the sight of any
book. He may become so
disturbed that he is any
directed school learning successfully.

On the other hand, the same student
may choose a book loaded with diffi-
cult and strange vocabulary and sup-
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posedly beyond his reading skills and
yet read the material with relish and
growing understanding. His inability
to initially pronounce -navy of the
words becomes a challenge rather than
an obstacle. Why? Because he chose
the book and because he is keenly in-
terested in the subject He is thus
able to draw upon what he already
knows and associate that understand-
ing with the new information and con-
cepts found in the book. He may, for
example, be completely frustrated by
certain fifth grade general reading
books and yet read successfully eighth
or ninth grade materials in another
area.

The student's own background, his
interests, goals, and attitudes toward
reading definitely affect the readability
and use of books.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is apparent that

many factors need to be considered
about aspects of books that affect read-
ability and -use. Only a few of these
factors have been developed but it is
hoped that those aspects chosen are
pertinent t you.

The Printed Page and the
Poor Student
(Secondary)

JOHN E. COOPER
Des Plaines, Illinois Public Schools

PROGRESS IN TEACHING language skills
to poor secondary students will be
made only when teachers stop speaking
in terms of generalities and begin com-
municating through an exchange of
specific classroom materials and tech-
niqueslased upon needs. This theme
will be developed in three stepsby (I)
showing the dangers of the generali-
ties, 2) suggesting specific student
needs, and 3) describing a sample les-

n to show how these specific needs
can be met.

The questions asked in the three
subheads of this paper are those which
I have asked myself in the process of
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identifying the basic-skills student and
developing language arts materials for
him. I have chosen to use the term
poor when referring to this basic-skills
student for reasons which will be re-
vealed.

Who is the poor student?
The poor student has been called a

lot of things. Over the years all of
these tags have been used by different
teachers in varying circumstances to
identify this one student:

glow
limited
remedial
basic
fundamental
vocational
nonacademic
nonverbal
manual
noncollege-oriented
academically

unsuccessful
reluctant

underachieving
needy
deprived
underprivileged
culturally deprived
culturally
unmotivated culturally

disadvantaged
disadvantaged

noncompetitive
linguistically

untalented

Because I have been interested in
accurately identifying the student, I
have beet me cautious about the use of
educational tags like these. Rather
than pinpoint the needs of this student,
such tags have, in practice, often hid-
den his necls. Take the first tag,
"sloW." for example. "Slow" was in-
vet fted at a time when teachers ac-
cepted the notion that each student had
a built-in ceiling or rate of learning:
he could go only so high, so fast. To
be very objective, we teachers assigned
a number to this student, and we called
the number IQ. Even though we ob-
served this student at certain times
going far higher and far faster than his
number allowed, we were reluctant to
give up the tag. In spite of the newer
research into learning patterns, we, still
feel comfortable with the catchall
"slow." I think this is one reason why
materials for this student remain so
bland and limiting.

Or, pick another tag from the list.
Pick "vocational." A number of years
ago students forced us to admit that
the straight college prep high school
was missing the mark. A certain stu-
dent was not succeeding -; that is, he
was getting F's in academic courses.
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So we began build. A. -,1.1 for this
student. and we tagr .. inm and his
English texts "vocatio. ":trc didn't
modify the academic cot, fw- him ;
we just added the shop co 'Vow
we were giving him a mixt st .ohn
Milton and Henry Ford. h
F's in Milton. And the sad t. as
he was only getting D's in Fu ue-
cause he couldn't read the automo-
tive manuals. We academic teachers
shrugged. "At least he's good with
his hands." we said. .

Take "underachieving" as another
example. This tag became popular
when educators tried to isolate a thing
called "motivation." To tag a student
with "underachieving" we needed two
numbers ; this was scientific! One
number was a score from some stan-
darized test. The other number was
based upon a thing we called perform-
ance. In between lay " motivation."
To make the two numbers match, all
the English teacher needed to do was
motivate. But how? Many were dis-
appointed when pretty, pictures did not
supply the easy answer.

We began a search 'for the educa-
tional adrenalin which we could shoot
into the veins of the underachiever.
We didn't find many ways of increas-
ing the scholastic metabolism of this
poor English student., but as we
searched, we learned that it was a
risky business trying to separate the
"can'ts" from the "won'ts" with a tag
like "underachieving."

More recently, we teachers have
been trying for identification of a
deeper kind. We have been studying
the cultural elements which have
shaped Jim Jones's learning patterns.
These studies excite us because they
hold the promise of identity for Jim.

But the old danger is still with us.
In practice, we have tagged Jim "dis-
advantaged" and lumped him with
millions of other students. Just pic-
ture Them: a homogeneous group of
several million high school students!
Unless we do something, Jim will re-
main anonymous long after the tag,
"disadvantaged," has been replaced by
othet tags.

t.
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This, then, is the danger of educa-
tional tags as they are applied to the
poor student. It's not that the tags
weren't honestly conceived. It's not
that tags aren't necessary at times.
They are necessaryfor the covers of
books and for- labels on educational
courses and for titles of speeches. Th
danger of tags is that we have fooled
ourselves into believing that we can
use them to communicate about the
one significant problem : what does Jim
Jones need in the English class?

Tags for the poor student have
been largely a product of desperation.
Prove this to yourself this way: for
every eight tags which you can think
of. that have been used in an attempt to
identify the poor student, think of
only one tag which has been applied to
the top student. See if you don't run
out of top tags first. Tags have been
easier to invent than materials.

What will the nexi--tag for the
poor student bei? It doesn't really
matter unless we are willing to go be-
yond the tag to take a hard, honest
look at the student.

What are the poor student's
needs?

In my work, I have found that one
of the best ways to identify the poor
student is to let him speak for himself.
The following are actual excerpts from
papers my basic-skills students have
written this year. They are without
benefit '0f red pencil.

Student 1: Now since I am getting kicked
out of school my grades are starting to
!owe. am doing bad in english, in math,
in art et Getting kicked out is what is
ruining m grades. I hope that ream catch
up in all my work. Sooner or later.

Student 2: . . . my mother and fother
work in the factory in Chicago. .. . I was
born in Poland in the Circus. . . . My En-
glish is not this good because I'm only here
no more then two years. . .. The school
for roe is lat of fun. . . . I'm doing fine in
school everithing is going o.k. But I dent
like one thing that I dont get any frends in
school. . . .

Stitdent 3: My older brother was ptesi-
dunt of sudent counsel last year my pareents
say I should be like him. He got a sholar-
ship thig year. . . .
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Student 4: I don't have a mother or father
my mother died when I was 4. I never
sceeo my father. r admit I get long some
some times because I look at other kids fam-
ilys they have a mother and father 'to give
then love and help when they need it I
don't. . .

Student 5: It is just great going to school
here at Maine West. . . . Everythings
about the same at home too. Our dog had

--- his first birthday in February. My mother
is a den mother for one mare month.

, Student 6: Mr. Cooper I am not good at
anything except to e burn garbage at my
house. I am poor at everything. I will be
lucky if I make it through Maine West that
is how poor I am in doing everything.

Student 7: Well, so you want to know
what's new, right? Right! ' I Can tell you
that everythings going ok, my grades well,
there fair. Im getting_ C's in everything but
English. And Im getting Ds in there be-
cause of my big mouth I guess, right?

Student 8: As you know I don't speak to
much english. but I am trying to make my
best in school. I going to start saing that I
don't like this e :glish class not because of
the teacher. I don't like this class because it
is difficult. It is ofiffiTtilt because the only
thing we do is reading, making a lot of
project.... Lam in a Spanish excelerate class
and all the student there are the briliants in
school and I fill embarase when they see
something of the things we do in english low
and in Fundamentals of Algebra.

Student 9: . Thats when tr,, dad was
murdered while we were with my mom.
She remarried again for the third time, a lit-
tle after two years ago. Ever since then,
we've had a lot of better things since she re-
married, but none of us like the man she
marl ied.

Student 10: In Wood Shop there is some
trouble with lamps like the one I'm making.
The bottom is high in the middle and lop-
sided on the edges its a little hard trying to
get it level with only a file. I've been work-
ing on it for aboin 3 months. . . .

Student 11: An other one of my sisters
got in trouble and leave school. . . . There
is just one thing I hate and thats being pit-
tied because I am from a hoarding school.

Student 12: At home too, I got in trouble
with ache police and got put on probation, and
grounded by my perents. . . .

Student 13: Before seven or citht months
a big change was in my life. It was when I
came for the first time in U. S. A. It was
very difficult for me because.I din't under-
stand English at all. The English I had in
Greece were too little to make me under-
stud the American people. . . . And that's
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why I am alway silent. I do not say that I
am unhappy with my new !ife but t am ncr
as happy as 1 was before: The Greecs
have a different they live very free even
if they don't spend so much mony in one
night as they do here.

Shadott 14: And know my dad just gave
n1 brother me car a 63 Chevy super sport
709 speed and so I have two cars and i
don't know what to do with my ford I have
1200 dollars in it I make and w,.re
from 36 to 45 delars a week and that all
go's to my car., but this summer I am going
In work with my dad on the rail road and
than I will be making good money for the
cats-

Studiva 15; rm poor at winning:

These youngsters are typical of the
ones in my bass -- skills classes, They
are probably also typical of at least one
third of the high school students in this
country. I think these excerpts show
why I have not found tags like "slow,"
"vocational," "underachieving," and
"disadvantaged" to be helpful in iden-
tifying my students. Photographs of
than would point up the danger of
thew further generalities based upon
skin color and physical features.
I have tried. therefore, to set aside the
tags and instead have sought to iden-
tify these students on the basis of their
common needs. Over a period of sev-
eral years my students have revealed a
pattern. The pattern always contains
these three areas of need

1 This poor slider f ne Nis to
prove verbal ski. 's ircat4. My
stuJent hasn't hat!' the- kind and
variety of Lriguago experiences
that other studepts liave. He is
weak in reading, writing. speak-
ing, and listen6g He .needs
materials which pick him up at his
point of development and give him
basic work with words.

2, The poor student needs success
He has been bucking up against
an educational system that is not
designed for his needs or back-
ground. In our Teal to reach for
the moon,. literally, we are reach-
ing right past him. We have been
playing a vicious alphabet game.
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It goes like this. We give the aca-
demically oriented student the
dice. 1:e rolls and gets an "A."
The student I ant describing
usually has to play the same game,
only he is using different dice.
He rc.ls and gets "F." It doesn't
surprise him; lie always rolls an
"F." He learned long ago that
these 'lice are loaded. After
awhile he stops playing the game.

Now, a.x,tit success. My experi-
ences itl- 'his student have convinced
me that Fa appreciates a teacher's
efforts to provide him with basic skills.
Whenever I have been able to break
through his defenses and have given
him work which challenges him at his
level. he has always responded by
working hard to produce a product of
which he and I can be proud. He en-
joys being told "Well done!" as much
as you and I do.

3. The r- student needs- to feel
a persc.. value in subject matter.
By this I mean that the teacher
has to select materials which in-
terest the student, not the teacher.
You have to take him at his own
level of experienceswith his
own set of values---and relate
things from there.

These three elements art: what the
peer student needs: lots of basic lan-
guage experiences, success, and subject
matter with personal appeal. I try to
build these three elements into all of
the materials that I develop.

What materials work with _the
poor student

This is the point at which most
discussions of the poor student fail.
The classroom teacher is able to see
the danger of generalizations about
this -studInt. Often. .he classroom
teacher is alto able to see that the ex-
isting curriculum is not designed for
this student. But tLis place is where
desperation sets in. The typical En-
glish - teacher keenly feels the need to
communicate about specific materials
for this student. "Can you show me
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scme materials that work?," many
teachers-have asked me.

Let me describe for this typical
teacher a lesson that works with
the poor student. I will try to show
just exactly how the three gre2s of
needskills, success, and subject mat-
tercan be incorporated in one type of
lesson which I call the extended activ-
ity. The extended activity has this
general structure : 1) it is a unit built
around one theme ; 2) it requires ex-
tended use of language for about five
class periods ; 3) it calls upon the stu-
dent to use reading, writing, speaking
and listening skills to produce a prod-
uct ; and 4) the central product in
each extended activity is made of card-
board.

The theme of this particular ex-
tended activity is "The Internal Com-
bustion Engine." This activity has
five teaching goals: word study, writ-
ing skills, reading comprehension
(nonfiction), speaking-listening skills,
and following written directions.

I start the extended activity by pass-
ing out five parts .to each student :
word hunt sheets, cardboard model
sheets, the central story, a final quiz,
and a listening drill.

This is exactly how I teach with the
gas engine extended activity.

Step one. The student does the -lord
hunt.

This is a word study sheet based
upon ten words selected from the
story. For each word the student is
given a picture clue, a meaning clue
(short definition), and a spelliiir P

(the partially spelled word). "Mt. .s
also a number referring to fie central
story page upon which the -ord can
be found in context. The SIL t uses
the clues to identify the iv, r.1. He
spells it correctly by supp: ,-ing the
missing letters. He writes it clearly in
a blank and uses it in a senterce. The
ten words are selected for general use-
fulness to the student and because they
represent the specific vocabulary f the
story. This is vocabulary work in its
most basic sense : What are the com-
binations of letter symbols which re-

present the sound of the word? What
is the meaning behind the sound sym-
bols? How does the student accu-
rately represent these sounds on paper
so that meaning is communicated?

The word hunt also serves as an
orientation to the activity.

Step two. The student reads the cen-
tral story.

This is a simple story in which two
boys acquire an old one-cylinder en-
gine and discuss ;ts function. In three
pages, the student is presented with
the function of a gas engine three
different times:.

Step three. The student does the lis-
tening drill.

This listening drill occurs midway
in the story. It takes the form of a
rough drawing of a gas engine which
one of the boys in the story has drawn
on the garage floor to help the other
boy _understand its function. The
script which I, the teacher, read is sup-
posedly part of the conversation.
While I describe the function of each
part of the engine, students listen and
choose terms from a list with-which to
label each part on the drawing.
Students then are' scored on the basis
of the number of parts which they
were able to' identify in this listening
drill. Correct spelling of terms also
affects the score.

Step four. The studert builds the card-
board model.

After he finishes the story, the stu-
dent takes the three sheets of card-
board. Sheet #1 contains a picture of
the outline of a one-cylinder engine.
Sheet # 2 is the parts sheet. It con-
tains the moving parts and detailed
written directions for building the
model. Sheet # 3 is a backing sheet.

The student begins at the top of
Sheet # 2 and follows the written-di-
rections independently. At first I
must resist giving help. This is the
student's project.% He is going to dem-
onstrate to himself and me that he can
use printed words to produce a prod-
uct. As he progresses through the
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steps, the student will probably come
to me with his partly completed model.
"What's wrong here?" he may ask, to
which I reply, "Look at this part right
here. Go bark and check the words
near the end of Step Three." -

Or, often the student will come to
me for encouragement: "Teacher, it
says to join these three parts. Is this
what it means?" In a case like this a
quick nod from me will send him back
to:his seat trusting the written words
more.

Often, the best possible teaching sit-
uation develops when one student will
lean toward another and say, "Boy,
did you mess that up! Can't you see
what it says to do right here in Step
# 4? It says put this part down
through here not up."

Finally, the student brings his model
to me for evaluation and I either
praise an accurate job or send him
back to read part of the instructions
again. When he is done, he can say,
"I used words to produce this prod-
uct!"

Step five. The student takes the final
quiz.

The quiz for this activity is a short
"open book" essay quiz in which the
student describes the four steps, or
strokes, in the cycle of an internal
combustion engine. To do this quiz he
refers to the story and to his finished
model. He does this carefully because
he knows that he may need these sen-
tences later to communicate to his
classmates.

Step six. The student gives an oral
demonstration.

Finally, several students are asked
to give oral demonstrations using their
cardboard models and the informat;
they wrote on their final quizzes to de-
scribe for the rest of the class how a
gas engine works. Other class mem-
bers and I listen and criticize these
short talks: Can the demonstrator
communicate main ideas? Can he put
things in the right sequence? Can he
use specific words like "valve" and
"c) cle" instead of catch-all words like
"things"?

When the student has finished this
activity, he has had the kind of lan-
guage experiences which meet his
needs. He knows that both spoken
and written words are useful tools.
He trusts words better now. He will
probably retain the meanings of special
words like "cycle." He may. to some.
small degree, associate pleasure with
reading now. He has succeeded, not
failed, when he produced a product
through the use of words. He has
been willing to accept the teacher's
help with all of this because he has felt,
personally and immediately, the value
of this lesson. When he hands in this
activity for my final evaluation, it al-
ways gives him and me pleasure when
I say, "Well done!"

Conclusion

To s mmarize this paper, I would
like to go back to the title, "The
Printed Page and the Poor Stu-
dent." s you probably sense by now,
this title is a fraud. With my theme
being what it was, I didn't dare use
one of the conventional tags ; so I se-
lected pooh. However, I also se-
lected this title so that I could accent
what I haves been saying about the
abuse of educational tags as they are
applied to basic-skills students.
Here's what I mean. The tag poor
can have at least three different conno-
tations. It's all in how you say it. If,
when you first saw this title you said
"the poor student," you were thinking
of social or .cultural matters. If you
said "the poor student," you were
thinking abcut ability or achievement.
If you said "the poor student !," you
might have been reflecting upon the
dearth of materials available which
meet his needs. You see, the tag
hinders communication just as the
other tags for the basic skills student
do.

You are welcome to my tag. It will
be of no further value to me I
search for materials that contain the
three elements: basic verbal skills,
success through words, and subject
matter with personal value.
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What Maerials Should Be Used
In College Reading Courses?

LAU"RENCE E. HAFSER
University of Georgia

TOO OFTEN a college freshman of some
undiscovered potential turns up at col-
lege an intellectual ninety-seven pound
weakling who wants to become a
one-hundred-eighty-pound strongman.
His mentors in some schools may be
likened to an assortment of "doctors,"
"nurses," "dietitians," and "physical
culture specialists" who are going to
whip him into intellectual shape.

The "nurse" [testing specialist] ex-
amines him at the college induction
station and finds that he is in fact a
ninetv-seven pound weakling in the in-
formation department ; or as the Ger-
man expression goes, Er hat alles in
Armen and nichts im Kopf. and she
duly notes this in his "medical" record.
What about the doctors? He doesn't
get to the doctor until he is decimated
by the "ace-type critters" ive are now
going to vilify.

What does our "dietitian" [the stu-
dent's advisor] -do? She assigns him
a carefully worked-out, tailored-
to-his-needs (Eeny, meeny, miney,
mot diet comprised of 1 /10- English
Composition, 1/5 Socratic Dialogs, 1/5
Westerrn Civilization, 1/5 College Al-
gebra, and 1/10 Chemistry. What
about the other fifth? Guess.

Enter the ersatz "physical culture
specialists" .[some of his professors]
who forthwith drop three-hundred-
pound barbells [texts] into his arms
(crushing him, of course,) with in-
struction [assignments] to "lift these
twenty times tonight as warm-up be-
cause tomorrow brings five-hundred-
pound barbells, thirty times!" Then
comes the coup de grace, the test
of how he is developing, a nearly to-
tally unrelated task of juggling five
50-pound cannon balls (taking an ob-
jective test when his study questions
were essay, or vice versa) while doing
a piroutte.

"Help! Help!" [Enter the doc-

tora wise counselor or reading spe-
cialist.]

These good guys know that many of
the ninety-seven-poinid weaklings can
develop into one-hundred-eighty-pound
strongmen. They aLo know it cannot
be done b the procedures just men-
tioned.

Students' problems and needs
The learner in college must receive

ideas and transmit ideas. We say he
must become adept in the language
arts of reading, listening, writing, and
speaking if he is to succeed in college.
What, then. characterizes the ineffec-
tive student?

Lack of ?anguage arts skills
He lacks reading-study skills.

Lacking these skills, we find him de-
ficient in these ways: he doesn't like to
read; he doesn't vary his approach ac-
cording to difficulty of material and
varying purposes; he doesn't know
how to set these purposes; he is de-
ficient in vocabulary and in general in-
formation; he doesn't support the main
idea with relevant details; he reads
only for facts or details; he can't get
the gist of the material he is reading;
he can't paraphrase ideas; he can't boil
down material ; he does not utilize
available chapter aids.

He lacks listening skills, Many of
the deficiencies in listening are related
to the deficiencies in reading. Ralph
G. Nichols has listed ten bad listening
habits in an article titled, "What Can
Be Done About Listening?" Some of
these habits are those which char-
acterize the inefficient listener in col-
lege; calling the subject dull (used as
an excuse to let the mind wander);
criticizing the speaker (should listen to
what is said) : listening only for facts
(listen for main ideas) ; and tolerat-
ing distraction ( the good listener
"zeroes in"), etc.

He lacks writing skills. We find
him unable to write a clear, coherent
sentence ; he is unable to classify ideas;
consequently be cannot outline mate-
rial ; he cannot write a summary para-
graph ; he does not employ transitional
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devices; he cannot make reading
notes; he cannot write a library paper ;
he cannot write essay examinations.

He lacks speaking skills. Some of
the reading 'and writing skills enter
into the picture here. In addition to
lack of ability to organize and to deliv-
er clear, forceful sentences, we find the
student unable to make suitable in-
troductions, to choose words effec-
tively, to use rhetorical devices, to use
appropriate illustrations, to use humor,
to illu-trate his points, to make con-
crete applications, to "wrap up" his
speech, etc.

Skills related to understanding
ideas, organizing them, and expressing
them run as golden threads through
these language arts strands, Although
the college teacher of reading does not
have primary responsibility for
developing skills other than the read-
ing-study skills, he finds it increasingly
difficult to separate these interrelated
language arts. He finds, too, that he
can make substantive contributions in
these development areas.

Lack of concepts that underlie special-
ized vocabulary terms

Levine (7) has pointed out that
words for which we knc v the mean-
ings separately can become mean-
ingless in combination in a particular
contextual setting if we do not un-
derstand the underlying concept. He
points out that a person might know
the meaning of "intermediate" (com-
ing between) and of "frequency"
(repeated occurrence of a thing at
short intervals or periods) and still not
know the the meaning of intermediate
frequency as it is used in technical
radio work., -He favors, and I concur,
subject matter teachers becoming re-
sponsible for teaching subject matter
reading.

Personal problems and personality
deficiencies

Although a college student probably
will not manifest all of the language
arts deficiencies previously noted or
the various kinds of problems dis-
cussed in the fellowing sections, he
will manifest a certain number of them

and probably in clusters. Some of the
personal problems which plague the
college student are

1. Anxiety associated with poor
achievement in college. Such anxiety
can have a debilitating effect on the
student's ability to think flexibly and
to concentrate on his work. Anxiety,
as measured by the Cattell 16 PF, ap-
pears to be associated with poor
achievement in college (2).

2. r_dck of motivation. An ill-
defined purpose for being in college
(6), lack of curiositythose not profit-
ing from a reading-study skills course
did not like to read (3), and fail-
ure to accept long range goals (also
characteristic of psychopathic person-
alities), are some behavior s associated
with lack of motivation to pursue aca-
demic studies. On the other hand,
Heil's (4) study of achieving scholat,
showed that "students admitted to the
Scholar's Program, in contrast to those
admitted to the regular program, ap-
pear to have . . . greater power needs
and drive, and greater orientation to-
ward inquiry."

3. Lack of ego strength. Hafner
(3) made comparison on several per-
,onalitv variables of students who
showed effective gains in grade point
during the quarter they were enrolled
in a reading-study skills course with
those who showed ineffective gains.
He concluded that his findings tend to
corroborate those of Woolf (12)
which showed a correlation between
low ego strength and lack of success in
intellectial endeavors. Heil's scholars,
on the other hand, appear to have
greater self-sufficiency and inner
strength than students in a regular
program. However, Hefner (3)
found another type of self-sufficiency
in non-achieving students which was
characterized by rejection of ideas
which, if accepted and applied, could
have helped these students. Experi-
ence shows us, too, that many students
do not realize that academic work in a
first-rate college requires much diligent
application of sophisticated reading-
study skills.

Jackson (5) studied the rains or
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lack of gains made by students with
varying degrees of maladjustment
symptoms (according to the MMPI)
and found that reading gains were a
function of personality. He concluded
that forty percent of the participants
needed to be diagnosed and treated for
their personality deviations if the read-
ing programs were to be effective with
them. Hafner (3), came to similar
conclusions as the result of his study.
These findings make sense. Person-
ality deviations can interfere with the
ability to concentrate, and the ability
to concentrate may well be the sine qua
non of reading and study endeavors.

The preceding ideas were presented
prior to the discussion of materials so
that materials could be viewed in their
proper perspective. No attempt will
be made to relate personality problems
to types of materials. People with
personality problems, however, or even
those without them, probably should
not be subjected to either a speed read-
ing program or a program emphasizing
advanced organization skills if the stu-
dents have comprehension deficiencies;

if they are not pretty good readers.
One or two pointers might be given.

In addition to having the personality
problems treated, the advisor and/or
reading specialist should probably in-
sist that the student who takes a read-
ing-study course should be required to
reduce his course load for that term.
Too heavy a load greaGy reduces the
chances that he will carefully, thought-
fully, and diligently apply the skills he
is being taught to the reading and
study of his text materials. In ad-
dition, the one type of "self-sufficient"
student probably should not be in the
course' unless he experiences a felt
need and volunteers for help. Of
course, there may be some exceptions
to this idea. anxious student may
need a more structured course, and,
above all, he will need to feel safe and
unthreatened by the experience. The
instructor would do well not to "come
on too strong" with this type of stu-
dent. Finally, what AI do and the
materials you use most not only have

real validity they must have face va-
lidity for the student.

Materials to use in a college
reading program

After brief mention of some of the
kinds of material available and a
divagation into computer-assisted in-
struction. I would like to go into
some detail in describing two kinds of
materials, reading manuals and boxed
materials (reading laboratories).

1. Reading manuals. Reading man-
uals are usually designed to help the
-student improve such skills as vo-
cabulary, comprehension, interpreta-
tion, and critical reading.

2. Study manuals. ,Study manuals
try to help a student schedule his time
effectively, read efficiently, listen well,
make effective notes, apply a study
skill such as SQ3R, write objective
and essay examinations insightfully,
and write a term paper in an organized
manner.

3. Reading-study manuals Authors
who try to combine reading and study
helps into one volume usually have to
sacrifice scow and depth to some ex-
tent.

4. College texts. The students' own
textbooks and/or a variety of basic
texts used in college work can be the
main focus of a course or can be used
in conjunction with other materials.

5. Boxed materials. Some reading
and study materials have been graded,
placed on neat and durable cards, and
packaged. These kits, also called lab-
oratories, can be used Independently as
practice materials or as the basis for
direct teaching to an individual or
small group.

6. Reading machines, teaching ma-
chines, and computer-assisted instruc-
tion. Technology has come a long
way since the tachistoscope and the ac-
celerator. Examples of present day
accelerators are the SRA Rateometer
and the Burson Electronics Reading
Timer. Increasingly sophisticated
hardware [machines] and software
[programs and materials used in con-
junction with the hardware] are being
designed and manufactured.
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Electronic Futures, Inc. (EFT). of
North Haven, Connecticut, has devel-
oped the Audio Notebook System, a
portable tape-recorder reproducer sys-
tem powered k flashlight batteries or
110-220V AC. It is designed to help
the student improve his language' arts
skills. EFI has developed remedial
and developmental reading materials
for children and adults. It also has a
Wireless Multi-Channel Reading Sys-
tem which allows the teacher to
simultaneously direct separate lessons
from any source (Audio Notebook.
phonograph. TV, tape recorder) to
various groups regard ss of their seat-
ing arrangements. In this system,
each student lear s independently at
his own maxim learning rate as he
receives simul neously the audio and
visual prese' ations of the material in
question. !though I know of no re-
search r ports on the effectiveness of
this terial. I must say it does have
face -alidity. Researchers should test
of the other validities. College read-

;Mg people should experiment with
// these systems and develop additional

materials to use with them.
Educational Development Lab-

oratories of Huntington. N. Y., has
Lad a number of reading-study systems
on the market for several years, and
they are probably better known than
those we have been discussing.

Another system that college reading
people should know about, although
they may not utilize it (depending
on how ambitious they are). is the
computer-assisted instructional (CAI)
system. An exan431e of this is the IBM
1500 hp tractional System. In this
system, a subject matter instructor
utilizes a special author language
called Coursewriter Language to pro-
gram - courses by entering data on
instructional station keyboards. R. :I
Siegel of IBM states that the IBM
1500 CAI system presents "lesson
material at 'student stations.' A sta-
tion may consist of a television-like
viewing screen, an image projector,
and art audio system. A student can
respond to questions by typing an
answer on a keyboard or by using a

light pen to identify information on the
viewing screen." He further states
that lesson materials may be prepared
and organized by educators into a ser-
ies of statements and questions to be
presented by the computer. In writing
the lesson. the author anticipates a
variety of student responses. If a stu-
dent answers a question correctly, he
proceeds with the lesson. If the
answer is incorrect, an alternate se-
quence of instructi in is provided
automatically by the system to guide
him to the correct answer and ul-

timately to a full understanding of the
subject matter. Research data re-
garding the value of this system are
available from IBM.

As with any type of material, these
kinds of material can be used to ad-
.antage or to no advantage. Excellent
machines plus excellent programs plus
excellent methodology plus excellent,
insightful teachers plus motivated stu-
dents with promising capacity equal
excellent results. The results will be
less than excellent to the jxtent that
any one of the variables in the equation
is less than excellent. The same is
true with other kinds of materials.

7. Arewspapers. Excellent for
devloping vocabulary, critical reading
skills. and inform tional backgrounds
are the various metropolitan newspa-
pers Some of the top English lan-
guage Aewspapers are the New York
Times, Christian Science llonitor.
Milwaukee Journal, St. Louis Post-
Dispatch. Washington Post. Atlanta
Journal. Minneapolis Star, Seattle
Times. Seattle Post-Intelligencer, San
Francisco Examiner. Los Angeles
Times. llanchesto- Guardian, and
London Times.

S. Files of teacher -made exercises.
Can be prosaic or imaginative.

9. Current events inagafines.
ewsweek is veridical and varied in

content. Time is exciting and con-
troversial. U. S. News and World
Report bulges with authoritative ar-
ticles on business, economics, and
government.

10. Paperbacks. "A hole is to dig,"
and a paperback is to carry around
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with you and read. Keep a good sup-
ply of quality books around (which
you read, too) and you and your
course may be labeled AUTHENTIC.

Descriptions of selected
reading manuals, study

manuals, and boxed materials

BERINGAUSE, ARTHUR F. and DANIEL
K. LOWENTHAL. The Range of Col-
lege ReadingExercises in Improve-
ment. Boston : Houghton Mifflin,
1967.
This book contains reading selections from

college texts in the humanities, business, so-
cial sciences, science, mathematics, and tech-
nologies. Each of these areas is further sub-
divided into subjects. For example, humanities
contains reading selections from speech, Eng-
lish, music, and art. Range One, or part one,
contains selections easier than those in Range
Two or Range Three. After each selection
one finds the following activities or exercises
which are titled: 1. Short Answer Questions,
2. Vocabulary Study, 3. Mechanics, 4. Style,
5. Questions for Class Discussion, 6. Com-
position. An appendix contains references to
selected supplementary readings. The selec-
tions contain a goodly number of pictorial
illustrations, the ones accompanying the
original texts.

)
CHRIST, FRANK I_ Study-Reading

College Textbooks. Chicago Science
Research Associates, 1967.
This volume contains "exercises in chapter

study and textbook reading." Christ points
out that many a student reads a college text-
but neglects the "two thirds of the process
that would make his efforts fruitful: prepar-
lion before reading and summarizing aft-A-
reading."

First, the author explains the Stuilv-
Reading Method, including brief discussions
on previewing and the SQ3R method. The
body of the book is devoted to exercises in
which the student applies the SQ3R method
to excerpts from typical college textbooks.

Appendix A contains a comprehension ex-
ercise for each excerpt in the body of the
work and also model survey question, and re-
view exercises.

FAROUHAR, WILLIAM W.: Jowl D.
KRUMBOLTZ ; and C. GILBERT
WRENN. Learning to Study. New
York : Ronald, 1960.
The authors state that their ideas concern-

ing efficient study habits are ground upon
important research findings. Could be useful
to students in schools which espouse "non-
teach," since it clearly places upon the stu-
dent the responsibility for improving his

149

study habits. This volume does not contain
exercises for improving comprehension, but
it does contain many 'practical suggestions
for I) developing self-understanding, 2) im-
proving skill in remembering, 3) preparing
for and writing examinations, 4) notemak-
ng, and 5) writing effective reports.

HILL, \%ALTER, and 'WILLIAM ELLER.
Power in Redding Skills. Belmont,
California : Wadsworth, 1964.

The avowed purpose of this volume is
t provide a comprehensive set of learning-
i,..ictice materials in the 1vanced reading
skills underlying powerful reading. The
first power area explains a reading-study
system called the Point procedure.
Subsequent sections are devoted to the
teaching of comprehension and organization
skills using exercises constructed to move 1)
"from smaller to larger reading units, 2)
from specific comprehension to the organiza-
tion of larger ideas, 3) from literal interpre-
tation to inference and critical analysis, and
4) from slower rate of performance to faster
rate of performance." The instructor who
uses material such as this will need to ex-
periment carefully to make sure he uses it to
best advantage with-the particular types of
students he has in his classes.

JONES, EvERETT L. A New Approach
to College Reading. New York :
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964.
Jones' approach to college reading does

seem to be new. It strikes at the heart of a
basic problem ;if reading improvementthe
need to develop concepts and to improve lan-
guage facility. This volume contains inter-
esting essays on a variety of topics. Each
essay is accompanied-by ten-to-twenty topi-
cal suggestions for discussion and writing
plus ten theme titles. A twenty-five item
multiple choice test of vocabulary terms ac-
companies each essay.

For the unsophisticated student and
teacher this approach may lack face validity.
Many college students, however, could profit
from the language development which could
be induced through the discussions and other
types of activities.

MCDONALD, ARTHUR S., and GEORGE
ZIMNY. The Art of Good Reading.
Indianapolis: Robbs-Merrill, 1963.
The authors have made "understanding

and flexibility, the two main ingredients of
effective reading, . . . the subject of this
book." Chapter one contains selections
which are pretests. Chapters two through
nine contain four types of reading selections
which form the basis of exercises designed to
help a person- develop into an effective
reader. (Additional exercises are found in
the last part of the book.) The types of se-
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lections are fiction, biographical sketches, so-
cial science, an4 commercial.

The various exercises are designed to help
transform a person into a reader who over-
viesfvs,1 reads flexibly, is well motivated, de-
termines his purposes for reading, under-
stands and critically evaluates what he reads,
discover's the organization in what he reads,
gives full attention to his reading, and re-
members what is important to him in his
readingin short, is an effective reader.

ROBINSON, FRANCIS P. Effective
Study. Revised Edition. New York:
Harper & Brothers, ,.. 1961 .

Robinson's approach to quality study is
based upon research conducted by himself
and otheri.- In part one of the book he dis-
cusses higher-level work skills, including his
oft-quoted, much copied, SQ3R method of
studying. In the section on effective skill in
examinations, Robinson discusses 1)- the
effect of type of examination upon review
method, 2) techniques for taking essay ex-
aminations and objective examinations, and
3) making use of returned examinations.
Part one also treats such topics as motiva-
tion to study and preparing reports. Part
two is devoted to such topics as reading abil-
ity and writing skills. ' . . . much of the
student's practice and application must be
done' outside this book . . . preferably (in)
the student's actual textbook." The seven-
page bibliography contains 177 entries,
largely research studies.

In Appendix One can be found quizzes on
chapters two through seven. Appendix Two
contains a comprehension test, special read-
ing skills tests, an English Survey Test, and
a spelling test.

PARKER, DON H. Reading Laboratory
IV A, Grades 9-12. Chicago: Sci-
ence Research Associates.
In this kit one finds material designed to

develop power of reading, rate of reading,
and ability to listen and take notes. Each
card in this series of graded exercises con-
tains a reading selection, comprehension
checks, exercises designed to increase vocab-
ulary, and activities for improving word rec-
ognition skills. The reading selections use
a variety of subjects and are usually read
with considerable interest. Also included in
the laboratory kit are placement rests, stu-
dent record books, and a teacher's handbook.

PAUK, WALTER. How to Study in
College. Boston : Houghton Mifflin,
1962.

This book tells the reader how to study
effectively and efficiently. Pauk has devel-
oped well-written sections on such topics as
taking lecture notes, taking reading notes,
remembering what you learn, studying for
and writing examinations, writing papers,

O

reading a textbook, and studying foreign
languages, mathematics, and. the natural sci-
ences. The book does not contain exercises
for developing comprehension and vocabu-
lary skills although it does give some hints
on developing these skills. The sections on
taking notes and how to read a textbook ap-
pear to be particularly effective ones.

TituRsToNE,,T. G. Reading for Un-
des:standing, Grapes 5 through Col-,

lege. Chicago: Science Research As-
sociates.
This is 1 series of 400 graded lesson cards

which fit neatly into a small box. Each card
contains ten challenging paragraphs in a
number of areas such as philosophy, science,
sports, politics, and education. The student
reads the paragraphs. The last word of the
paragraph has been deleted. If the student
fully understands the paragraph, he will be
able to select the correct response from the
four multiple choice respinises provided.
This material is interesting, in compact
form, and does stimulate the reader to read
in a ,careful inquiring manner. Placement
tests, record booklets, and answer keys are
provided.

SPACIIE. GEORGE D., and PAUL C.
BERG. The Ar,t of Efficient Reading.
Second Edition. New York : Mac-
millan, 1966.
Spache and Berg have treated many topics

in this large (323-page) book ani have
done so in a distinctive manner. The book
is written on the premise that students need
to "understand mpre clearly various ways of
approaching their reading tasks" and that
they need "sufficient practice in these tech-
niques to enable them to achieve flexibility."

The first section of the book is devoted to
developing a number of reading approaches
that can be applied to the acts of studying
and reading. Section two emphasizes a sys-
tem for analyzing difficult words, suggestions
for gaining meaning clues from affixes and
roots, and exercises on how to "se The dic-
tionary effectively. Section thr.,e contains
hints on and exercises in reading n-aterials
in a variety of college subjects. The appen-
dix discusses phonics clues in reading.

TAYLOR, STANFORD E., et a1. EDL
Listen and Read Program. Hunt-
ington, New York : Educational De-
velopmental Laboratories, 1962.
The Listen and Read program is a duel-

op ntal program in both reading end
tenitkg. It consists of thirty tape recordings
and a student workbook which is used in
conjunction with the tapes.

The program is designed to ac plaint the
student with the need for good listening and
to "develop the ability to listen with greater

.000.011,
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attention, discrimination, organization, and
retention." At the same time, a variety of
reading skills, appreciations and understand-
ings should be developed, according to the
authors.

The topics covered in the tapes are impor-
tant. For example, one finds topics such as
Unlocking Sentence Meaning, Spotting Top-
ics in Faragraphs, The Art of Notemaking,
and Reading Between the Lines.

This material is intended for the second-
ary level but can be used on the college
level.

.Other useful books
BROWN, JAMLS I. Efficient Reading. Re-

iised Edition. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1962.
JUDSON, HOP.ACE. The Techniques of Read -

inq. Second Edition. New York: Har-
court, Brace & World, 1963.

LEEDY, PAUL D. Read with Speed. and
Precision. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963.

MONROE, MARION; GWEN HORSMAN ; and
WILLIAM S. GRAY. Basic Reading Skills
for High School Use. Revised Edition.
Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1958.

SCHICK, GEORGE B., and BERNARQ SCHMIDT.
A Guidebook for the Teaching of Reading.
Chicago: Psychotechnics Press, no 'date.

SMITH, NILA BANTON Be A Better Reader.
Book VI Englewood Cliffs, Nei Jersey:
Prentice-Hall.

SMITH, NILA BANTON. Faster Reading Made
Easy. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1963.

VAN GILDER, LESTER L., and SISTER M.
LI:Cy ANN WASINGER. Achieving Matur-
ity Throug)i High School Reading. Du-
buque: William C. Brown, 1%7.

WEDEEN, SHIRLEY ULLMAN. Advanced Col-
lege Readers. New York: G. P. Putnam's

.Sons, 1,9613.

Some notes on a sequence of
courses

Hafner (3) found that his reading
study skills course was successful in
raising the grade point average of the
participants enough to keep them in
college. It did not, however, succeed
in raising their reading comprehension
significantly. Since a gredt emphasis
was placed upon organizational and
other kinds of study and examination
skills and since the reading tests tend
to have a speed element in them that
seems to play havoc with individuals
who have developed a study, set, the
foregoing results are not entirely un-
expected.

Pauk (10) reported related. findings.
He compared the effectiveness of two
courses designed to improve G,P.A.

Post-Course G.P.A.'s were compared
in each instance with the G.P.A.'s of
control groups. He found that the
study-skill-only course yielded a mean
increase in G.P.A. that was sig-
nificantly better at the .01 level than
the control group's efforts. The read-
ing-and-study skills course yielded in-
creases significantly better at the .05
level than the control group's results.

Wede n //) found that a six-week
reading imp 'ement course utilizing
accelerators. fi s, lectures (to in-
crease eye spa ), reading manual ex-
ercises for spe and comprehension,
and the studen s' own texts resulted in
short term gains in rate (.01 level)
and very insignificant gains (.90 level)
on vocabulary and comprehension. In
both the short term and long term
studies the experimental group uas
statistically superior to the control
group in rate and vocabulary but in-
ferior in comprehension.

Maidvell -(8) has indicated that
from twenty to thirty percent of the
students who enter the University of
Maryland Reading and Study Skills
Laboratory "need intensive help in
spelling and wotk. artack skills prior to
starting reading improvement work."
She, has developed an individualized
course. for helping students overcome
.these- deficienc'es. This course is
considered to be a prerequisite to fur-
ther work in reading study skills.

Earlier in this paper it was sug-
gested that college reading people may
not know whether they should try

incorporate computer-assisted in-
structional systemsinto their' re-
gimes. We could inter; that Maxwell
would say yes, for in another paper
(9) 'she states that a reading-study
skills lab can expand its services, al-
though this might require more phys-
ical facilities eventually by making
available to students for use in the lab-
oratory tape recordings of the lectures
of the various professors. Students
enrolled in these courses can listen to
these tapes as many times as they like.
As the result of such activity at the
University of Maryland, nine class
members earned A's, compared with
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the prediction of three. Incipient, but
not insipid! Furthermore, Maxwell
has introduced a library of learning
programs -(tutor , texts) in different
subject areas. "Students find these
valuable for reviewing course work
and mastering fundamental principles.
For example, a student may review
college algebra or calculus, chemistry
or physiology, or- work on his vo-
cabulary, in German."

The studies by Hafner, Pauk, We-
deen, and others not-cited here indicate
to me that probably 1)study sets and
reading test sets are antithetical, 2)

'rates gains are sometimes gotten at the
expense of comprehension, 3) too
Many instructors try to accomplish
too much in one course, and 4)
study skills instruction yielded better
G.P.A.'s than reading-study skills
instruction. If I couple these conclu-
ions with the studies done by Max=

well in -spelling and word attack,
Woolf in low ego strength, and Levine
in technical vocabulary study, I, con-
clude that there are many facets to
reading-study-G.P.A. improvement
and that certain of these facets are
propaedeutic for others; this implies
that for best results these reading-
study improvement courses should be
taken in sequence. Such a sequence
might well be 1) Concept Learning
and Vocabulary Study, ) Spelling
and Word Attack Skills, 3)
Comprehension and Interpretation I,
4) Comprehension and Interpretation
II, 5) Study Skills I, and 6) Study
Skills II.

You may want to mix this up, bake
-it, and slice in a slightly different way.
I would want you to. But I think one
cannot deny that 1) as much or more
instruction is needed in the receptive
language arts as in the transmissive
languages arts (speech, composition) ;
2) not all facets of the language arts
can be taken up at once; p some log-
ical and/or psychological sequence
needs to be worked out ; and 4) credit
should be offered for' these courses as
they are for composition and speech.
(Happily, there is a growing tendency

for colleges to offer credit for such
reading-study courses.)

Summary

Many students who now do poorly
in college because of skills deficiencies,
personality deficiencies, personal prob-
lems, lack of concept background, and
lack of sympathetic intelligent help
from administration and faculty can do
better. Psychologists, advisors, and
reading specialists can team tip to
uncover and remedy personal, pro-
gram, and skills deficiencies.

There is a wealth of materials and
techniques which can be used to' help
the student improve step-by-step until
he, utilizes his talents efficiently and
effectively. As reading specialists ex-
periment with curricular offerings in
their areas and with the orospects of
putting their "receptive" courses into
the regular curriculum, a new day will

dawn for college students, a day of
sunshine and hope, a day when their
talents burst forth and they make the
contributions they have wanted to
make but didn't always know they
were capable of making.
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.Fair Use of Copyright Law
and Instructional Materials

ROBERT E. SHAFER
Arizona State University

I WOULD. LIKE to discuss the problems
of selecting and evaluating materials
for instruction in college reading
courses with particular reference to
certain provisions of the forthcoming
new copyright law. These provisions
at this writing have been passed by the
house and are awaiting passage by the
senate. Bill 597 has new and startling
implications for teachers and college
professors in all fields as they select
and evaluate copyrighted materials for
instruction. Particularly in those
fields where the reading of printed
material forms the primary basis for
instruction, the college teacher needs to
look carefully at the provisions of the
nevtrly prepared law. As we shall. see,
however, its provisions not only over
printed material but also extend to the
uses of phono-records and films and

any pictorial, graphic, or sculptural
works, or any combination of these in
any multimedia system.

-Background for change

The current bills embodying the
proposed new law represent more than
six years of study conducted under the
auspices of the Register of Copyrights
in the Library of Congress with the
participation of such interested parties
as the Authors' League of America,
the American Book Publishers' Coun-
cil, the National Textbook Publishers'
Institute; and the Ad Hoc Committee
on Copyright Revision formed under
the aegis of the National Education
Association in 1963, and 35 to 40 edu-
cational organizations of which 42.A is
one.

All interested parties were in agree-
ment that changing conditions, espe-
cially the new copying technologies,
were creating situations which had
been impossible tc imagine in 1909
when the existing law was passed. As
Dean Fred S. Siebert of the School of
Communication Arts at ,Michigan
State University noted:

The present law was enacted when mo-
tion pictures were in their infancy and
before the advent of radio and television.
In addition, the 1909 act has not kept
pace with the provisions of similar acts
in most western countries or with the
protection afforded artistic And creative
works in the international conventions
on this subject (1).

After many years of deliberation and
study, we are on the threshold of a
new copyright law. What are some of

-its implications for teaching professors,
researchers, and others who select copy-
righted materials for teaching?

In order to discuss the full signifi-
cance of many of the proposed changes
in the law, some further background is
necessary. The first copyright law of
the United States was enacted by the
first Congress in 1790, in an exercise
of the constitutiopal power "To pro-
mote the progress of science and useful
arts, by securing for limited times to
4tithors and inventors the exclusive
right to their respective writings and
discoveries" (2). Perhaps the key
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words in these lines are "limited
times" and "exclusive right," for it is
over the meanings of these terms that
many teachers face problems in select-

, ing and evaluating copyrighted in-
structional materials.

The concept of fair use
It seems clear that those most

closely associated with the administra-
tion and application of the copyright
law consider it basically a protective
law "to insure that authors receive the
encouragement they need and the re-
muneration they fairly deserve for
their creations" (3). Section 106 of
the proposed law sets out the following
exclusive rights of the copyright
holder : 1) the right to reproduce the
work in copies or phono-records, 2).
the right to prepare derivative works
based on the copyrighted work, 3) the
right - to distribute copies or phono-
records of the work to the public, 4)
the right to perform the work publicly,
and 5) the right to display the work
publicly. These exclusive rights of the
copyright holder are spelled out in
Section -106 of the proposed law.
Sections 107 through 116 deal with
limitations on the exclusive rights of
the copyright holder and may be con-
sidered to bestow certain rights and
privileges on those members of the
general public who must use copy-
righted material. In certain cases
these rights and privileges have been
developed through judicial law in a
_body of cases over a long period of
time. Such is the case with the con-
cept of "fair use" which for the first
time has been incorporated into the
propose ct new law. It is necessary for
every teacher who uses or intends to
use copyrighted materials without first
obtaining the permission of the copy-
right holder to be acipainted with the
doctrine of fair use.

Section 107 of the proposed new
copyright law is currently phrased as
follows:

, Limitations on exclusive rights:
fair use

Notwithstanding the provisions of
Section 106, the fair use of a copy-

IN READING

righted work, including 'such use i,y re-
production in copies or phono-record or
by any other means specified by/that
section for purposes such as criticism,
comment, news reporting, reaching,
scholarship, or research, is not an in-
fringement of copyright. In determining
whether the use made 'of a work in any
particular case is a fair use, the factors
to be considered shall include-:

1. The purpose and character of the
Lice;

2. The nature of the copyrighted
work; .

3. The amount and substantiality of
the Portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and

4. The effect of the use upon the po-
tential market for or value of the
copyrighted work (4).

Whether a teacher or college profes-
sor can use a portion of a copyrighted
work for the puipose of "criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching,
scholarship, or research,thout first
obtaining written permission of the
copyright holder and be

note
in the

knowledge that he is not an. infringer,
depends upon his estimate of the way a
judge would apply the above four
criteria in an infringement suit by the
copyright holder. It will, therefore, be
essentially impossible for any user of
copyrighted materials to know for cer-
tain whether his copies of a portion of
a newspaper editorial on the ditto ma-
chine or on a transparency really are
fair use un:ess he can convince the
copyright holder to take him to court.
As a recent report of the committee on
the judiciary states the issue:

The expanded, statement of the fair
use doctrine in amended section 107
offers some guidance to users in deter-
mining when the principles of the doc-
trine apply. However, the endless var-
iety of situations and combinations of

- circumstances that can arise in particu-
lar cases precludes the formulation of
exact rules in the statute. . . . Begond

-_very broad statutory explanation of
what fair use is and some of the criteria
applicable RS it, the courts must be free
to adapt the doctrine to particular situa-
tions on a case-by-case basis (5).

Since it is not 'possible for a teacher
or professor to know precisely whether
any given instance of his use of copy-
righted material is a fair use, he must
rely on his own judgment and knowl-
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edge of the new law (as well as the
old) and of the intentions of those who
drafted the new law when he makes
his own estimale of fair use. It be-
hooves all, therefore, who regularly se-
lect and ,evaluate and ,use copyrighted
material for instructional or other pur-
poses as stated above to become famil-
iar with the provisions of the new law
regarding fair use as well as the stated
intentions of those who were mst
closely concerned with drafting the
new law. (The spec;ic intentions of
the committee on the judiciary of the
House of Representatives as regards
the fair use section of the proposed
new law are stated on pages 61-66 of
the report of the committee. I have
drawn upon them for the preparation
of this paper,)

The application of fair use criteria
As stated previously, one of the a

criteria which would need to be con-
sidered by any teacher or college pro-
fessor in selecting or evaluating in-
structixal materials is the purpose
and nature of the use. According to
the report (p. 62), the proposed law
Would recognize "that the making of
copies by a teacher for classroom pur-
poses can, under appropriate circum-
stances, constitute a,. fair use.. . ."'
Other iibportant points which would
need to be considered by a judge de-
ciding a fair use case or a teacher at- ,s

tempting to decide whether any pro-
leeted tge would indeed be fair would
he the nonprofit character of the school
and whether any charge was made cor
copies distributed.

An additional point raised is the ele-
ment of spontaneity. Did the teacher
make copies for himself and/or his stu-
dents "acting, individually and at his
own volition," or did he do so because
his department chairman suggested it?
Other considerations would be
whether the teacher made a single
copy for himself (to read to the class
or project on an overhead projector)
or made multiple copies which were
limited to the' size of the class and
were recalled or destroyed after a sin-
gle use.

For example the complete reproduc-
tion of a fairly long poem in examina-
tion questions distributed to all members
of a class might be fair use, while the
distribution of separate copies of the
poem without restrictions might not be
(6).

The report goes on to point out thit
spontaneous copying which might be
fair use in an isolated circumstance
would .become an infringement if the
copies were accumulated over a period
of time and incorporated so as to con-
stitute an anthology.

The nature of the copyrighted work
Another fair use criterion which is

essential in selecting and evaluating
copyrighted instructional materials
under the proposed new 4aw is that of
the ,"chiracter" and "availability" of
the copyrighted work. Questions
which would undoubtedly be asked
might be the following: 1) Is the copy-
righted work 'intended to be consum-
able in the course of classroom ac-
tivities, e.g., a workbook, standardized
test answer sheet, etc.? If so, the
principles of fair use "would have little
if any application." 2) Would mate-
rial in current newspapers and periodi-
cals be more allowable under fair use-
than the type of text mate.ial men-
tioned above, (7) ?

Yes, as the register's report states:
With respect to material in newspapers

and periodicals the doctrine of fair use
should be liberally applied to allow copy-
ing of items of current interest to sup-
plement and update the students' text-
books, but, this would not extend to
copying from periodicals ptiblished pri-
marily for student use (8).

If' the copyrighted work is "out-:

of-print" and unavailable for purchase
through normal channels, the teacher
or professor selecting it for classroom
use may have more justification. for
copying it than in the ordinary case..
The committee's report (9) points out
that "the existence of organizations li-
censed to provide photo-copies of
out-of-print works at reasonable costs
is a factor to be considered." This
would mean that the professor or
teacher selecting an out-of-print copy-
right work would need to find out
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whether -any organization was provid-
ing the out-of-print work for sale at a
reasonable cost. If so, the doctrine of
fair use w.aild be less applicable to hii
oKn copying activity _:,an if the work
woe trot being offered for sale- by such
an organization. The committee's re-
port also notes that "the applicability
of the fair use doctrine to unpublished
works is narrowly limited since, al.
though the work ei unavailable, this
the result of a deliberate choice on the
dart of the copyright owner" (10)_
n most case. apparently, the copy-

right owner's "right for first publica-
oon s auld outweigh any needs of
copyirj aaterial for classroom pur-
pose&

The OMAN and substantiality
of the material used

Can a teacher or professor. in the
course of selecting and evaluating cops --
6glited instructional material, make
a single copy of an-entir = copyrighted
work for reproduction for an overhead
projector or for other visual display
purposes? In three acrd one half years
of dietus.sion and deliberation among
the member of the educational com-
munity. the uublishing_kommunity, and
tf,e c-onimittee on the judiciary, there

,s' et rm agreement on the exact
meaning of the term "entire work or
complete work" or the term "excerpt."
The .eprp__orthe committee nn-the ju-
diciary states the following interpreta-
ficn,

conimitIre Jutdrurlands that this
was _us! se-lift:any iniendedlo emend be-
Innel a cognizable" orIII-gaatait portion tfor example, a
._irrate prim mu); or artkk) in a col-
trove work, and that no plIvi_eite is
sought feproduce an entire lb leetivr
work (for- example, an encyclopedia
itVwne, a periodical issue, or a ,s-izakil.-
integrated *nib published as an crilit_al
a zi,Jreel...,trzatiset monograph. etc Will,
Oro Jrfnitation. and subject to eie_ other
relevant criteria( the requested pritrilege

eragirke a single copy appears ap-
propriately to be x -ithin the scope of fair
toe ±111 _

It should be kept in mind that thi
portion applite only to the Making of
single copy an T that the making of
multiple copies under fair use upy e*

only to excerpts. (...on3iiicrable debate
was also present during the three and
one half years of deliberation between
the various groupi about the exact
meaning of the teno "excerpt. Once
again; the report of the committee is
enlightening in demonstrating consen-
sus en what the problem is, if not on a
satisfactory resolutiun bf the problem.

In general, and :issuming the other
neressary factors are pyese.it, the com-
mittee agrees that the ropyi. g..for class-
room purposes, of retracts of portioni,
whidi,are not self--e.lotaine and which
are telatively 'rion-yue tantial in
length," when compared tr the larger.
self-contained work from-wl-ich they are
taken, should be consirlerrd fair use.
Depending on the circumstances, the
same may also be rue of very short,
.-..;11-contained. 'lurks suer as a four-line
Po'mr a Man in a newsrper, a one-half
Pat, "! "vocabulary but der" from, ;4

monthly magazine, etc. .12).

This excerpt would seem to place
the committee on the judiciary in the
extremely hazardous. position of judg-
ing that a four-line DOCTEI is less a
"self-contained work*"than a five-line
poem and, therefore. more applicable
to the-doctrine of fair -Ise. -Would the

. committee. one wonders: restrict teach-
ers to copying only four-line poems

self-contained works) or should
the coic.rnittee not atompt to make a
determination of this sort and, rather
rely on the competencies of those
teaching poetry to make a differenti-
ation between a short poem and a long
poem 'Jr the pt:rposes of copying?

.-
Effect of use on potential market or
value of a work ,

This factor has long been considered
to be the most important criterion of
fair use and certainly,43S the report of
the committee on the judiciary points
out, "With certain special exceptions
(use in parodies or as evidence in
court _proceedings might be examples),

-a use which supplants any part of the
normal market for a copyrighted work
would ordinarily be considered an in-
fringement" (13).

In the long -course of debate over
this particular provision between the
representatives of the publishing in-
dustry, education, and various copy-
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'right attorneys, fhe representatives of
the educnjional community serving on
the Ad Hoc Committee were often
convinced that neither the representa-
tives of the publishing industry nor the
copyright attorneys really understoOd
that 'teachers-were attempting to c'
copyrighted material for nonprofit
teaching purposes and not, by design,
to deprive copyright owners of their
legitimate profits. In fact, the point
was made by both school and college
teachers over and over again that only
by using copyrighted material from, lit-
erature, news media, etc.,-could literate
audiences ultimately be produced.
The fact that this point has not yet
sufficientry penetrated the judicial
mind is seen 'clearly in the report /Of
the committee on the judiciary in the

'following statements,. which rpeal
much about the legal attitudes toward
this issue :

Fair use is es intially supplementary
by nature, and classroom copying that
exceeds legitimate teaching aims; .such
as filling in missing information or
bringing a subject up to date, would go
beyond the proper bounds of fair use.
Where the unauthorized copying dis-
places what realistically Wight have been
a sale, no matter how minor the amount
of money involved, the interests of the
copyright Owner need protection. Iso-
lated instances of minor infringements,
when multiplied, in many times become
in aggregate a major inroad on copy-
right that must be prevented (14).

In this statement, we note that the
committee on the judiciary apparently
believes that "filling in missing infor-
mation' or "bringing a subject up to
date" "exceeds legitimate teaching
aims." Most teachers and profe3ors
would thoroughly disagree with the
fact that legitimate teaching aims do
not,include supplying needed informa-
tion or being historically accurate in
one's subject. How the latter aims
could be co-Isidered "unauthorized
copying" and not-tinder fair use is diffi-
cult to reason. Perhaps the most con-
troversial statement :a the committee's
statement as to judging the effect of
use on the potential market or value of
a work,, however, is in asking the
teacher or user of copyrighted material

to make a judgment about "what real-
istically might have been a sale, no
matter how minor the amount of
money involved." It would seem al-
most impossible for a teacher or pro-
fessor to make such a judgment accu-
rately, particularly when the term "no
matter how minor the amount of
money involved" has to be estimated.
It is conceivable that many instances
of fair use might involve the loss of a
minor amount of money. This might
not be fhe case, however, as in the ex-
ample of a school system which simply
could not afford to purchase newspa-
pers for each student in a class.
Under the proposed law the teacher
will be forced to estimate whether the
newspaper publisher would lose sales if
he duplicates an excerpt from the
paper. The teacher would also need to
estimate the significance of the school
system's wealth and intentions with

. respect to buying newspapers. 'So
variable.is piled upon variable, and the
teacher's task in making a decision be-
comes enormously complicated, proba-
bly to the point of hopeless confusion
on the par- of many teachers.

Many of the most astute copyright
attorneys, publishing house presidents,
and others involved in copyright law
revision continue to use language which
clearly indicates that they have not yet
seen some of the larger issues behind
the pleas of the teachers, professors, li-
brarians, and others who are primarily
concerned with using copyrighted
materials. Such terms (noted in the
previous quotation) as "unauthorized
copying" and "minor infringemehts"
fly in the face of :-he accepted doctrine
that there is a legal test for fair rise.
If the teacher or professor knows that
some uses of copyrighted material are
fair in teaching, research, commenting,
criticizing, and news reporting, he also
knows that he would not be doing "un-
authorized copying" in certain situa-
tions. He is also aware that deciding
whether his copying might be displac-
ing "what might realistically have been
a sale, no Matter hoiv minor the
amount of money involved" places him
in'an almost untenable situation as re-
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gards making a deci5ion in advance of
doing the actu d copying. The state-
ment "Fair use is essentially supple-
mentary by nnturt" is certainly not
clear. As Harold Wigren (15),
Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Copyright Revision representing
educational organizations, stated in his
recent testimony behre the subcom-
mittee on Patents, Trade Marks, and
copyrights of the Senate Judiciary
CGinmittee :

While the new ,e1:tion 1117 and the house
report are help;u1 in making determina-
tions as to wha. might ik used and what
should not be allowed, there is neverthe-
less widespreal disagremient still be-
tween publishes and eucators despite
several summit .-onferc. ces to resolve
our difference!, as to what constitutes
"fair use" of a w irk. Teachers still will
have no positi ie assurance that a given
use of a work h fair or permissible use.
It is argued i,m ,ome quarters that it is
impossible to guarantee such certainty.
Yet, if the e;:perts cannot agree as to
what constitute!. the "fair use" of a
work, how cm a teacher in Pocatello,
Idaho, know t le answer?

It seems char that almost any use of
a given copyrighted work should in ef-
fect he rule,' out by the statement
"where the vnauthorteed copying dis-
places what reclistically might have
been a sale, no matter how minor the
amount of money involved the inter-
ests of the cvyright owner need pro-
tection" (16). That Is, almost any use
of a copyrighted work might involve a
minor amou It of money if the work
was to be ustri

Why use a mall portion of one of
the criteria e.r, ripe out the doctrine of
fair use wh,.it me has spent so-much
writing it t Irefully into the law and
developing variety of criteria which
could be apt :ied tc a great variety of
cases using opy-:j-hled material for
classroom u .1ose Xt best this sec-
tion o! th, ()Inn rreP's report seems
inconsistent vith .11.c..t has gone be-
fore.

Selecting a id evalua ...g t.ew materials
outside the rla sroow

The doctrit e of .,ir 7.t:e of copy-
righted mater:-ds is also ipplicable to
other kinds of uses. as fo-- example, all

stages in the operation of informatio;
storage and retrieval systems The
Committee's report states that "Re-
ptoduction of small excerpts or key
words for purposes of input and output
of bibliographic lists or short summar-
ies might be examples of fair use in
this area" (17). Also, the fair use
doctrine applies to excerpts of copy-
righted works used in educational
broadcasting activities and photocopy-
ing in libraries. With regard to li-
brary copying, the following excerpt
from the committee's report is helpful
in understanding the problem:

. . an earlier effort to specify limited
conditions udder which libraries could
supply photocopies of material was
strongly criticized by both librarians and
copyright owners, through for opposing
reasons. The effort was dropped, and at
the hearings, representatives of librari-
ans uged that it not be renived; their
position was that statutory provisions
codifying or limiting present library
practices in this area would crystallize a
subject better left to flexible adjustment.
On the off er hand, both the American
Council of Learned Societies and the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare argued that the problem is too
important to be left uncertain and pro-
posed adoption of a statutory provision
allowing libraries to supply single pho-
tocopies of material under limiteI condi-
tions. . . Unauthorized library copy-
ing, like everything else, must be Ind :ed
a fair use or an infringement on the
basis of all of the applicable criteria
and the facts of the particular case.
Despite past efforts, reasonable arrange-
ments involving a mutual understanding
of what generally constitutes acceptable
library practices in providing workable
clearance and licensing conditions have
not been achieved and are overdue. The
committee urges all concerned to resume
their efforts to reach an accommodation
under which' the needs of -cholarship
and the rights of authors would both be
respected. (18).

Note that in this quotation the com-
mittee accepts the needs of "scholar-
ship" as a legitimate use of copy-
righted material but still uses the term
"unauthorized" to describe the copying
which would take place for scholarly
purposes while recommending that
each case is decided on its own merits
after the application of the previously
mentioned critera. In selecting and
evaluating one does not know whether
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the copying is "unauthorized" until
after the decision has been made by the
court. As in the case of classroom copy-
ing, matters of the fair use criteria
are applied only after the copyright
holder has sued the copier as an infrin-
ger and as a result of the ease the
court renders a decision.

The Ad Hoc Committee on
Copyright Law Revision. of which the
International Reading Association is a
member, is making further recommen-
dations to the senate regarding the se-
lection and evaluation of copyrightet
materials in libraries and on educa-
tional broadcasting stations by means
of the computer. It is clear, however,
that the doctrines of fair use described
above are considered applicable to all
of these uses, but there are many ques-
tions remaining as to tt_ ways in
which they are applicable. New edu-
cational technologies are exploding,
and one of the fears of members of the
Ad Hoc Committee is that these edu-
cational technologies will not 1 e pro-
vided for in the new bill. As Wigren
points out in his testimony

The bill makes no provision for new
technology it .aching and learning; in
fact, under the present paragraph D of
section 110, entitled "Time and Con-
tent," the uses of copyrighted material
withaut clearance or payment of royal-
tieson dial access retrievable systems
or in computer assisted .instruction,
closed circuit television, 2500 megahertz,
or on most audio-visual devices designed
for individualized and independent learn-
ing are virtually eliminated.

If gt:delines are needed to protect
the copying of copyrighted materials
for classroom uses, one would hope
that they could be worked out by
means of continued meetings with rep-
resentatives of the various affected
groups. Help will be needed in resolv-
ing some of the serious questions
which lie ahead as educational technol-
ogy develops. For example, as Wi-
gren also points out, "the bill makes no
mention of computers ; nor does it pro-
vide language applicable to computers
and computer uses, yet computers are
one of the fastest grSwing technologi-
cal advances in American education"
(20).

Protection of innocent infringers
If a teacher or professor selects and

evaluates instructional materials think-
ing that his use of these materials may
be under fair use as stated earlier, he
would be able only to project that the
use actually would be as a result of a
court decision. The copyright owner
must bring an infringement suit
against the user ; and after the various
fair use criteria above are applied in
the individual case, the court will de-
cide whether the use was indeed fair.
Under section 504 of the proposed law,
the copyright owner would be entitled
to recover actual damages as well as
"any profits of the infringer that are
attributable to the infringment and are
not taken into account in computing
the actual damages." The report con-
tinues, the copyright owner may elect

at any time before the final judgment is
rendered, to recover, instead of actual
damages and profits, an award of statu-
tory damages for all infringements in-
volved in the action with respect to any
one work for which any one infringer is
liable individually, or for wl,tch any two
or more infringers are liable jointly and
severally, in a sum of no less than
$250.00 or more than $10,000 00, as the
court considers just (21).

If the court finds that the infri.ige-
ment was committed wilfully, the court
may increase the award of statutory
damages to a sum of not more than
$20,000.00. The court also has the
right in cases of alleged infringement
involving teachers and professors to
waive all statutory damages "in whole
or in part." This applies

where an instructor in a non-profit edu-
cational institution, who infringed by re-
producing a copyrighted work in copies
or phonorecords for use in the course of
face-to-face teaching activities in the
classroom or similar place normally de-
voted to instruction, sustains the burden
of proving that he believed and had rea-
sonable grounds for believing that the
reproduction was a fair use under Sec-
tion 107 (22).

Although this provision would ex-
empt classroom teachers and profes-
sors from the payment of statutory
damages for infringements, it would
not apply to librarians or to teachers
on television and radio or to others op-
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erating under the doctrine of fair- use
who are not using copyrighted mate-
rials for teaching face-to-face teaching
purposes in the classroom.

Summary

Although there are other educational
uses of copyrighted materials in- a va-
riety of situations such as educational
broadcasting, the primary-emphasis in
this paper has been to show how the
doctrine of fair use is being written
into the new and forthcoming copy-
right law currently passed by the
House and under consideration in Sen-
ate Bill 597. This new law would
apply to the copying of copyrighted
materials by classroom teachers and
professors in the course of selecting
and evaluating various printed and
audio-visual copyrighted materials for
instruction with their students. Al-
though many aspects of the applica-
tion of these criteria to various types
of classroom uses of copyrighted mate-
rial were dealt with in the testimony
before the house and senate commit-
tees and are therefore dealt with in
smile measure in the report of the
house committee before the judiciary,
it seems clear that most teachers and
professors copying copyrighted mate-
rial without permission-in the expecta-
tion that their use is fair would not be
sufficiently intormed by the guidelines
which currently exist in the committee
reports so that they would know
whether their potential uses of copy-
righted material would be fair. If they
guessed wrong, they could be liable for
statutory damages between $250 and
$10,000 per instance of copying. A
distinct need remains to clarify both
the intent of Congress as regards fair
use and the development of specific
guidelines for fair use.

Perhaps one of the most insightful
statements on fair use by a copyright
expert was nublished this year by Ben.
jamin Kaplin, Royall professor of law
in Harvard University in the James S.
Carpentier lectures at Columbia Uni-
versity, in addressing the question of
the varied rights of producers and con-

timers of copyrighted materials he
said:

Educators pay a very large toil annually
to copyright proprietors; but in certain
respects, as non-profit users, they have
long been favored by copyright doctrine
and legislation, and they have long acted
as though they were entitled to other fa-
vors that are perhaps not too clear
under the law. Having already men-
tioned photocopying, I, shall not touch
the question of multiplication of tangible
copies of works for teaching purposes
except to say that the fact of an educa-
tional non-profit motive is generally
considered to work towards excuse from
liability in the sense of fair use. Here
the revision bill would leave particular
interpretations to the courts, as we have
seen. . . . Under these arrangements, a
great many educational uses are free of
copyright accountability. Now, im-
pressed by the sheer spread of educa-
tional uses. the Register thinks educa-
tion shoe id devote more of its
moneyahrays and inevitably in short
supplyto compensating cdpyrighe own-
ers; he is no longer satisfied with the
simple statutory lines. The result in the
revision bill is specific exemptions in
lieu of the general. There would be-an
exemption for the performance or exhi-
bition of any works in face-to-face
non-profit teaching activities, but beware
too strong a recreational element or
having a lot of farms in the room at
the time. Performance of non-dramatic
literary musical works or exhibition of
works by transmission as a part of the
systematic non-profit instruction of stu-
dents would be allowably within certain
limits; but much of the programming of
educational broadcasting stations would
lose its existing exempt status. Nrw it
is no wonder that the to ,-.:hers and oth-
ers who would be deprived by the new
detailed code of some existing benefit
are making loud moan; at the same time
publishers claim to see their own even-
tual extinction in the encouragement
given t' ..he use of devices which can
make one tangible copy serve in the
place of many. It is hard to know
%here the ideal line of exemption should
run; the Register's line, being nervous
and finical, wouhl. probably begin to irk
very soon. However, the notion held by
some publishers, that the preferment of
some educational users springs entirely
from sentiment, not reason, seems to me
wrong. It is wrong if we posit that
copyright seeks an optimum combination
of producers incoitive with users bene-
fits; that will justify preferment under
conditions which can be generally de-
scribed. At a certain point, no doubt,
exact reason fails; and there I would
join in the Register's call to all those
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sere in battle to recognize that author-
ship, publishing, education, and research
ire inter-dependent and mutually sup-
-Naive endeavors (23).

In our selection and evaluation of
copyrighted materials, we need to re-
m?mber that we work_in-an'interde-
pendent" situatiotrivhere the rights of
both the creator and the user of copy-
righted materials must serve the needs,
and interests of the public.
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-EVALUATION OF READING IN THE CLASSROOM

Values and Limitations of
Standardized Reading Tests

ADDIE S. MITCHELL
Morehouse College

IN THE HALF CENTURY since the pio-
neering efforts of men like Edward L.
Thorndike and Arthur S. Otis in
group testing of achievement and intel-
ligence, the prevailing attitude toward
standardized tests in general and the
standardized reading test, in particu-
lar, has passed through several well-
defined stages. After an early period
of indifference and even suspicion,
.teachers and school officials often tried
-nit tests merely because they were
ne-v. Later there developed in many
quarters a childlike faith it the efficacy
of objective tests and an t. icritical ac-
ceptance of the results of standardized
testing. This excess of faith gradually
became less common, and a more criti-
cal and cautious attitude developed and
still prevails. In most areas, there can
he noted a healthy skepticism and a
growing concern relative to the values
and limitations of standardized reading
tests. accompanied by greater care in
interpreting test scores and choosing
tests to be used. While there cannot
be discerned any decrease-in the use of
reading tests, more emphasis than ever
before is being placed on the need to
improve the effectiveness of the con-
struction, the administration, the in-
terpretation. and the application of
standardized test results.

What is a standardized
reading test?

There are several main ways in
which commercially distributed stand-
ardized reading tests differ from the
tests made by the individual teacher
for use with his class. Inherent in
these features are some of the
strengths as well as limitations of these
evaluative instruments.
I. Typically, the standardized test is

one which is produced by a test-
publishing agency. While tests are

sometimes developed and standard-
ized in a* mimeographed form for
use by some restricted population,
the standardized reading test, as we
know it in the field of reading, is a
published instrument.

2. It provides norms for various
groups that are broadly representa-
tive of general reading performance
throughout the country, as deter-
mined by the extent of the popula-
tion on which the test was tried.
Prior to publication, it has been
given according to prescribed di-
rections to a representative group
of students; scores obtained from
this "standardization" program
comprise the norms that permit test
users to compare the performances
cif their` students with those of the
larger, representative group.

3. In developing a standardized test, a
careful study is made of all test
items, and student performance on
a preliminary form of the test is
analyzed and evaluated so that the
final instrument contains items de-
signed to make the test both reli-
able and discriminating.

4. The standardized test is developed
through the cooperative efforts of a
number of persons, including test
experts and editors of test items
and aims to cover instructional ob-
jectives of a greater range than
those typically covered by any
teacher-made test. It is based on
general reading skills, using fairly
general content and objectives
common to many schools over the
country.

5: The standardized reading test
nakes possible the observation of a
single sample of behavior on a pre-
ch-termined set of reading activities,
tithler a single set of circumstances,

or more observers or exam-

Tilese distinctive features of the stand-
avlized test represent important ad-
vantages for some purposes and disad-
vantages for others. For example, the

'content a published test is fixed or
163
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set, a condition making it an inflexible
tool. Unless there are frequent revi-
sions, content becomes out of date, and
it is likely that certain older concepts
will be unfamiliar to the examinees.
Results from one standardized test
may not be comparable to those se-
cured from another ; such tests, fur-
thermore, cannot be adapted to special
current needs, to tocal emphases, or to
particular limited units of study with-
out lessening their validity. Certain
evaluative needs must be met through
the teacher-made informal test.

There are at least four attributes of
the standardized test which should be
considered here: validity (the ability
of the test to do the job we want it to
do), reliability (the ability of the test
to yield dependable and consistent
scores), objectivity (the ability of the
test to eliminate the influence of an ex-
aminer's opinion or prejudice, and
thus allow equally competent users to
obtain the same results when scoring),
and usability or practicality (the abil-
ity of the test to provide for ease of ad-
ministration, scoring, interpretation,
and application). Included also under
the quality of usability are the practical
considerations of test costs and a satis-
factory l-,-11anical format.

Significant values of
standardized reading tests

The values of standardized reading
tests lie particularly in situations in
which comparisons must be made
comparisons of reading achievement in
one school with that of other schools,
comparison of achievement in different
areas of study, and comparison of
reading achievement with apparent po-
tential to determine approximate de-
gree of reading retardation. By ascer-
taining the discrepancy which seems to
exist between reading achievement and
level of reading etpectancy, an esti-
mate may be made of whether a given
student might be considered a disabled
reader who could profit from special
reading help in small-group or individ-
ual situations, whether he is a slow
learner in need of a complete educa-
tional program adjusted to his slower

Tate of rrrsgreSS, or whether retarda-
tion appears to be so slight as to ren-
der the case simply as corrective and
capable of being handled in the regular
classroom setting.

Standardized reading tests are also
especially valuable when the following
types of comparisons are to be made
for individuals and groups and when
decisions affecting the school curricu-
lum must be made: 1) study of read-
ing growth over a period of time after
instruction to determine whether prog-
ress is more or less rapid than .might
be expected from pretest to post-test,
2) further identification of reading
needs pursuant to complete diagnosis of
reading disabilities, and 3) evaluation
of the reading status of students from
schools or classes on a common basis,
as whel a student transfers to a new
school.

Since standardized reading tests fall
into at :east three broad categories'
the ; jading survey, the survey test with
cliavoiliC features, and the diagnostic
test.- Vie reading teacher is provided
milt- irk spectrum of testing tech-
ni; -; a 9:1 materials for reading eval-
uat- :7or example. there are study
ski); tees, vocabulary tests, oral read-
ing te:t, tests designed to measure
competli--_-e in handling certain com-
prehenhi. n skills in Work-type and nar-
rative bi aerials, and rate of compre-
hension :csts. At lower levels, there
are reatiiig readiness tests, tests of per-
ciption and reading aptitude, word rec-
ognition test (both visual and auditory
discrimination being emphasized in par-
ticular ones), and tests designed to
I' easure the extent of mastery of the
basic sijht vocabulary.

4

Limitations of standardized
reading tests

While some of the limitations of
standardized reading tests have been
referred to elsewhere in this discus-
sion, there ire others of which we as
reading teathees and potential users of
these instrements should be cognizant.
Though' thy: better reading tests cur-
rently on the market cover a wide
range of skills from perceiving sym-
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bols, getting meaning from them, and
evaluating or interpreting this meaning
and reacting to it, no standardized
reading test can cover all of the spe-
cific objectives of reading instruction.
Thus, a reading test may fall short of
determining a student's responsiveness
to reading; it does not, in fact, reveal
the extent to which given students
integrate reading into their total life
experiences. Standardized reading
tests, while making an effort to meas-
ure study skills, are quite useless in
appraising how the student actually
uses these skills to solve an intellectual
problem. Such tests do not measure
the affective domainthose aspects of
feeling, appreciation, and reaction to
printed matter whicfi are so vital to the
total act of reading. Even less ade-
quate is tl* standardized test at the
point of ascertaining the degree to
which the individual will read and the
type of reading material he will choose,
after having measured thf extent to
which he tan read. From still other
points= of view, standardized reading
tests are limited; sampling of reading
performance is often too short and
time limits too demanding to reveal ac-
tual reading behavior comparable to
that found in a typical school setting or
a variety of situations. The teaching
of reading is a complex undertaking,
aiming to develop multiple outcomes.
A specific existing test will provide
one type of appraisal for only certain
ones of these desired outcomes, while
other goals are likely to be measured
only through informal testing, teache:
observation, and judgment. The
choice of any particular standardized
test must be made with these limita-
tions in mind while raising questions
concerning the objectives of instruc-
tions which the test can and cannot
measure and analyzing the test itself to
see the types of responses elicited, the
relevance of questions to tvpet of read-
ing skills taught, and the extent to
which content conforms to those out-
comes which the reading program
seeks to achieve.
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Specific considerations

Measuring Vocabulary or Word
Meaning. The commercial survey
reading tests undertake to appraise
only limited aspxts of the whole range
of reading skills. The subtests most
frequently incladed in survey reading
tests are word knowledge, paragraph
reading or level of comprehension, and
rate of comprehension. The test of
word knowledge is usually of the mul-
tiple-choice variety ; and because of the
nature of the test (the time limits of
the total test bei 'g of salient impor-
tance and usually constituting a period
of sixty mint -:es :ess), only a lim-
ited number ti words can be provided.
How adequate is "a vocabulary measure
which establishes one's knowledge of
words on the basis of such a limited
sample as thirty words? Should not
this kind of standardized test be fol-
lowed by additi,,nal measures of vocab-
ulary.- ? To wh t extent is the vocabu-
lary score ez ied contaminated by
word recognit i difficulties? Is the
student actual' unfamiliar with items
missed on the test or is he triable to
pronouce the ords? Only the teach-
er's ingenuit can determine the
answer to the latter question; no pro-
visic, is made on the standardized test
Df vocabulary or word meaning to fer-
ret out word attack difficulties. It is
t t this point, then, that the vocabulary
sections of standardized reading tests
;.nd pure vocabulary tests are limited,
even though they may contain a fairly
adequate sampling of words from var-
ious fields. To really answer the ques-
tion of whether word recognition or
word attack difficulties are hamperhg
reading growth, the teacher must read
aloud to the student at least a fair
share of the items missed. If he re-
sponds correctly by providing an ac-
ceptable meaning of many of the words
originally missed, it may well be con-
cluded that he knows the meanings of
these words, is not so impaired in vo-
cabulary as his earned score indicates,
but is in need of help with word at-
tack. While this procedure introduces
an info 7;1.11 element into the standard-
ized tefl and cannot serve to alter the

.0
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earned score, it provides the insight
which the teacher needs to get at the
root of the particular problem.

Second, a student may know quite a
different meaning for a word from that
provided among the multiple-choice'
items listed on the test. For example,
let us suppose that the terin "appre-
hension" is provided in a list of vocab-
ulary items and that the correctly-
keyed response is "misgiving." It is
very likely that some students would
be less familiar with this particular
meaning than with that which relates
to the "arrest or capture" of a criminal
who has previously eluded the police-
man. Or still others may be more ac-,
customed to hearing the term "appre-
hension" used synonymously with
"comprehension." In -other Swords,
word-meaning sections of standardized
reading tests, as well as pure vocabu-
lary tests, 1) are often limited by inad-
equate sampling of word knowledge
through a highly circumscribed list of
words, 2) do not provide opportunities
within their structure for differentia-
ting between word attack problems
and word meaning difficulties, and 3)
fail to make provisions for multiple
meanings of given words.

Paragraph comprehension
The test of paragraph reading de-

signed to yield a level-of-comprehension
score usually involves silent reading of
paragraphs of increasing length and
difficulty, purporting to measure vari-
ous comprehension skills through re-

. stionses to questions which follow the
reading. Only a critical examination
of the single test items comprising a
particular test will enable the potential
user to tell how rnany.itetas call merely
for rote memory, the answering of fact-
ual questions covered in the passage, or
the drawing of inferences and conclu-
sions based on information givedin the
passage. To what extent is the stu-
dent required to think, understand,
apply, and trasfer rather than merely
recall? The examination of the items
of a test will reveal whether test items
require the reader to ascertain the au-
thor's mood, tone, purpose, or intent;
to understand main ideas and support-

ing details; or to understand literary
. devices, such as figurative language,
the rhetorical sent( lice, and idiomatic
expressions peculiar to our language.
Reading with understanding is all of
this and more. The components of the
reading process are represented in
different proportions in various stand-
ardized tests in varying degrees of
effectiveness. The reading teacher

--katist examine the actual test items to
get a clear understanding of what skills
And abilities the test is measu ing ; it is
only as he so examines dia he can
judge whether the given standardized
test is valid for his purposes.

Rate of comprehension
There is not always a positive rela-

tionship ,between rate of re- -ding and
comprehension. In fact, in certain dis-
ciplines there is an inverse or negative
relationship. between the two. When
materials are difficult for the reader
and the concepts, new and the vo:-
cabulary is technical, there is little
relationship' hetwien rate and com-
prehensionthe faster the student
reads in such cases, the less he tends to
comprehend. The positive relation-
ship between rate and comprehension"
appears to be present only in very easy
reading materials: How dc,es the na-
ture of the standardized test currently
on the market influence the interaction
of rate and comprehension? Few tests
of rate of comprehension make any
provisions for or give any insight into
flexibility of rate, which is the ultimate
goal in improving rate of comprehen-
sion. Often the time required in
answering questions enters into the
score earned for rate of reading; thus,
a pure rate of reading score is not at-
tained. On the other hand, when
questions are asked at the Send of a se-
lection and these questions are-' un-
timed, there is little direct relationship
between rate and comprehension since
power, not speed of comprehension, is
measured. The rate of reading score
which one earns on a standardized test
is dependent upon the requirements of
the test, the length of the time sample,
the type of reading material used, the
difficulty of the material selected, and
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the types of questions asked. It ap-
pears that at present no single stand-
ardized test of rate of comprehension
is availfible to take into account and
measure adequately the flexibility of
rate necessary 'for the wide variety of
types of reading with which the ma-
ture reader is called upon to cope.

Summary
Standardized reading tests cannot be

considered recent innovations in the'
process of evaluating reading achieve-
ment. It appears that at present
standardized reading tests are more
widely used than those in any' other
area, although achievement tests have
been developed for practically every
subject in the school curriculum. A
great variety of both survey and diag-
nostic tests has been developed in the
field of reading, ranging from tests of
usual and auditory discrimination to
tests of rate of comprehension. In
view of the stated values and limita-
tions of standardized reading tests, the
reading teacher is making increased
use of informal or teacher-made" test
exercises to supplement formal or
standardized instruments in order to
achieve effective evaluation. Some
surveys show that the average class-
room teacher uses five or six
teacher-made tests for every standard-
ized test employed. In a comprehen-
sive program of reading evaluation
which would facilitate forging ahead in
the field of reading in the modern
classroom, teachers must continue to
utilize other techniques for assessing
reading growth in conjunction with
standardized reading tests. These in-
zituie records and observatiopal meth-
ods, oral and essay examinations, dis-
cussions, questionnaires, inventories,
interviews, checklists and rating scales,
personal reports, and projective-type
techniques. For each of these and
other evaluation techniques, many uses
may be discerned in current practice
for administrative needs; instructional
purposes, guidance,- and research.
The adequacy of each method, each
test, each procedure used in evaluation
must be judged in relation to es-

tablished objectives and the extent to
which the test adequately mdsures
these oojectives.
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Interpreting the Results of
Standardized Tests

STANLEY I. Moult
University of Louisville

"... Relieve my languish and
restore the light"

Sonnets to Delia, Samuel Daniel
THE PRECEDING QUOTATION reflects, I
believe, the feelings of most teachers

4
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on each occasion requiring the in-
terpretation of a standardized test.
There is no task, save the preparation
of grades, which is more painful.
There is-much languish but little light.

The purpose of this discussion is to
express some ideas and opinions con-
cerning !rnportant, but unheralded, fac-
tors which influence performance on
standardized tests and, therefore, must
,be considered in the interpretation of
such test results. Unfortunately, cir-
cumstances of time and space and the
limitations of my.. competencies pre-
clude the restoration of light as a re-
sult of this discussion ; perhaps, how-
ever, a small spark may be kindled.

Purposes of standardized tests ',

Standardized tests are most often
used by the teacher in order to 1) ob-
tain information concerning the cur-
rent status of general development in a
particular skill or area, 2) obtain in-
formation concerning specific strengths
and weaknesses in a particular skill ,or
area, and 3) estimate, expected levels
of performance or predict particular
behaviors.

While the specific purpose of a test
may be stated in the title or in the
manual, the premise upon which this
paper is based is that the sole justifica-
tion for administering any test is to ob-
tain a deeper and more complete un-
derstanding of the child.

General considerations

Most teachers, through college
course work, journal = articles, and
presentations at conferences and meet-1
ings, are aware of general considera-
tions in the selection and use of stand=
ardized tests. Such considerations
have most often been presented as a set
of rhetorical questions concerning re-
liability, validity, administration, and
scoring. In addition, the, teacher is
provided with a test manual ; this man-
ual, however, gives little information
beyond the statistical data of the
testthe portion' least understood and
consequently least read. While the
manual dots indicate at which grade
level, percentile rank, or stanine a par-
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ticular child has performed, it offers
little else of value for a fair and ade-
quate interpretation of the results.

.Such considerations are, of course,
important. They have, however, been
reiterated so often that they approach
being trite ; and, perhaps more impor-
tant, such criteria are too often empha-
sized to the exclusion of other equally
pertinent criteria.'

There is. for example, little in any
test manual which aids the teacher in
understanding the influence and im-
portance of his role in the testing situ-
atimn as a factor in the interpretation
of the test scores. There is less which
provides an understanding of the test
and testing environment as a factor in
test performance and, therefore, as a
factor in interpretation of results.
There is practically nothing which pro-
vides a basis for the teacher to under-
stand the child and his background and
environment as factors in the interpre-
tation of -standardized tests.

Factors related to the child
It is difficult for many teachers to

imagine children coming from environ-
ments in which the values, beliaviotb,
and attitudes are not similar to those
held by the teacher. The blunt truth,
however, is that not every child is
from the middle class and all do not
enter school ready and eager to learn.
Nor does every, child perceive school .
as the means by which the "good life"
can be attained. en the contrary,
there are children from families which
are openly hostile to school and the
'Concept of education. There are chil-
dren from families where there:is little
intellectual stimulation, little language
background, and few experiences'
which help providethe' basis for readi-
ness to learn. There are environments
in which children merely exis

Wiien such learned behaviors as
these are transferred to the school en-.I
vironment, a child's negative attitudes
may very likely be manifested in disin;
terest, lack of iiiotivation to yerform,
and even readiness to fail.' It shotild
be expected, then, that in a lest situa
tion this child generally reacts in a

4
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manner which inhibits rather than -
promotes his test performance ; and,
consequently, such a negative approach
invariably results in a poor score, low
performance, or failure. Unfortunately
for this type of child the most frequent
interpretation of his performance is
"he just doesn't have it," even though
his inadeeptate per ormance may have
absolutely no relate n to his ability nor
to the amount of kn ,vIcoge he has as-
similated.

Conversely, assume for a moment
that this same child with the same
score came from an environment
which while favorable to the school,
was not one in which more than a hint
of intellectual stimulation could be pro-
vided. Does his score tncan the same
as it did previously?

I fear that too many teachers,
largely because they have not been
provided with the necessary back-
ground, make a surface interpretation
of a test score and fail to consider
whether the child has had ample op-
portunity to be exposed to the skills or
behaviors required of him in the school
environment. Many children, for a
variety of reasons, have not been ex-
posed to simple talks and behaviors
which we as teachers expect of chil-
dren. When such a child is required,
to perform on a test which is designed
to evaluate such skills and behaviors,
he will perform poorly or not at all.
But without sufficient knowledge and
information about a child's develop-
ment and background one cannot know
whether the child performed at a low
level because he lacked opportunity to
learn and, therefore; had not developed _
the necessary skills, whether the child
had such opportunity and failed be-
cause he lacked the ability to perform,
or whether the child had the opportun-
ity and the ability-but would not per-
form. Tbere is a vast difference be-
tween the child Who does not perform
because he can't and the child who can
perform but won't.

I wonder, too, how many of us con-
sider the child's perception of the test
situation as a factor in his performance
and, therefore, a necessary factor in

.

the interpretation of the results? We
assume that "children' take tests in
their stride and are not concerned."
But is this true? For many children
the test is always-perceived as an ex-
perience filled with frustration and anx-
iety. On the other hand, there area
individuals who possess a considerable
amount of "test sophistication" and
who perform well under such pressure
and anxiety. Yet such ,factors are
rarely, if ever, considered in the in-
terpretation of a test score.

Children IMF+ also possess certain
skills if they are to be successful on the
standardized tests of today. To be
sure, the child must possess knowl-
edge ; but he must be able to express
this knowledge, and to do so he must
possess certain skills of a physiological
nature.

1(

In order to perform adequately on a
test, a child must first be able to inter-
pret the directions adequately. He
may possess all the knowledge neces-
sary for a high level score on ti e test,
but he must first understand what he is
to do. This step may involve auditory
or visual skills, or it may involve a
combination of both. In any case, the
child needs sufficient auditory and vis-
ual development to proceed beyond the
set of directions.

Second, following the comprehen-
sion of the directions, the child must
resplmd to a set of _questions or tasks
in order to express his ability to func-
tion on the test. On most of our pres-
ent standardized tests such response
is written, and the child must be able
to grasp and guide a pencil in the
production of the proper response, In
the case of a required verbal response,
he must have sufficient language devel-
opment and background tc produce
and communicate a response.

Imagine for a moment a child whose
eyes do not focus properly or a child
whose auditory skills are inadequately
developed, and imagine how he might
approach a test which requires a high
level of visual, or auditory skilli in
order to perform adequately. Or
worse, imagine a child experiencing a
disorder or dysfunction of motor

a

i
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movements about to take a test as he is
cautioned there is a time limit of .

twenty minutes on the test. How
might his performance be affected, and
how, in turn, might his performance
affect the outcome of the test? Just
what does his test score reflect?

Factors related to the test

In addition to the usual rhetorical
questions one must ask about the sta-
tistics of a test, it is important in the
interpretation of - the resultg that the
teachei understand wiiat a test is and
it is not, what a test car do and what it
cannot do. -

At best a test is an evaluation of a
sample of skills or behaviors. No test
can adequately or accurately measure
all skills and behaviors in even one
area. One, Men, should expect a test
to be fallible in that it samples a given
behavior 'at a particular time and at a
particular stage of a child's develop-
ment. It is possible and probable,
there' re, that a child might have

, strengths which could compensate for
the weaknesses indicated' by the test
but that the test would not so indicate.

Anothir consideratiion concerning
the nature of the test, and a considera-
tion often overlooked, is whether the
test is culturally fair. We have by
now, I hope, become reconciled to the
fact that no test can be "culture free"
since everyone must develop within the
framework of some culture ; but rather,
we should consider the cultural basis
for the test and determine whether it
can adequately and fairly evaluate in-
dividuals from different cultures.
Assessing the cultural failness or lack

-of cultural bias of a test is becoming
increasingly important since many
children who enter school are to some
degree alienated from the cultural
mainstream of the nation. Many,
though native born, do not even speak
standard American English.

A final factor,-relating to the test
that we should consider in this brief
discussion concerns the testing envi-
ronment created by-the test.

Mentally examine .far a moment a
reading test you currently use and con-

sider the following questions : I) How
closely does the test approximate the
day-to-day reading situations required
of the children? (If the test environ-
ment is not reasonably close to the reg-
ular routine and environment of the
,classroom; then this fact must be con-
sidered in the interpretation of the test
results.) 2) How realistic are tile
time limits of the test, if any ; and how
might the children react individually to
the time limits? and 3) Are the test
materials reasonably similar to the
kinds of materials read by the childr m
in class? (Not every story requires
the child to respond to a multiple-
choice item. Not every child responds
as well to the essay-type of question :
however, the types of materials and the
types of responses required -should be
considered in the interpretation of the
test results.)

I cannot answer these questions for
you : but they are, questions which you
must answer if you are to make a fair
and impartial evaluation -of each
childand no child should receive less.

This brings me to the final area I
wish to consider in the interpretation
of standardized testsyou.

.The teacher and the
interpretation of test scores

While the purpose of testing, ac-
cording to this paper, is to gain a
deeper and better understanding of the
child and while the child is the singu-
larly most important individual in the
school' milieu, it is the teacher who has
the power to regulate the testing situa-
tion and to make it a meaningful ex-
perience or merely another educational
trauma. It seems, then, that the
teacher has several important responsi-
bilities.

First, the teacher must control the
current impulse to overburden children
with tests. He must make decisions
concerning the value of the test in pro-
viding information necessary to under-
standing the .child. The teacher must
decide wheth such information as the
test can provide is significant and es-
sential or whether the same informa-
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tion could be e.`aained thrive, other
equally valid means.

Second, it is imperative that the
teacher know everything possible about
each child in the testipg situation in
order to consider the, emoronal tud in-
tellectual impact of the test upon the
child. The teacher must learn more
about the child's perceptior of the test
utuabon.

Third, it is ve that the
teacher be itithiliar with
every aspect. of the teat ranging fITYJ
the statistics as ta -the man-
ual to an undo' sinndbig of the test pas-
sages and questions. Only then can
the P., cher understand what the test is
and .,fit it is not.

',wally, it is incumbent upon each
teacher to interpret to each child the

of the test, the reason it is
given; what the test scowls mean.

such scores are to be we.

iummary
In the space permitted, I

luxe atteo.yted- to outline and discuss
briefly some of the hares I believe' a
teacher must consider in the inte-tle-
titian of stands:diced tests, I uave
mentioned, but discussed, vane of
the very tam& criteria which .have
been used over the years to the exclu-
sion of "titer important criteria. This
paper, however, }mot focused upon be-
ads which I believe need to be con-
sidered. These frAors relate to the
nature of ese tetrAaer in the test en-
vitnument.

is my
wrens',
bet,er to results and

fac
to he cansidered in the
etandartfize4 tests.

brary books, readers, subject ma-
ter textbooks, and newspapers.

3. If so, it follows that each pupil
must be, reading materials in which
he fluent in oral reading and in
whicl. his comprehension 9f vocab-
ulary, details, and main ideas is
very high.

Interestingly enough, we find many
teachers. supervisors, and school sys-
tems who affirm. nese ideas in written
and oral- Inatunents of beliefs but
whose prograrai do not reflect such
verbal affin nations. For example, in
these fame schools we find pupils
whose oral reading can be character-
ized as dyuent and whose compre-
hension is fuzzy or worse in one or
more of the reading-media forms men-_

-tioned -above. I a too many instances
such cri it_g performance is evident
in all - media. It is also true at

---- the other extireme that pupils may be
using materials which offer no Chal-
lenge. _ Either extreme illustrates how
a school, in practice. tries to fit the
pupil to a nonfittin g book rather than
to fit the book to the pupil.

Our rationale for fittilig books to the
is based on both psychological

linguistic evidences. From a pay.-
cholugical point of view We have evi-
dence that the most efficient learning
takes place where pupilti are highly
motivated, where their self - esteem is
enhanced, and where they have rather
full --comprehension of what they are
doing. For those who ire overplaced

_in reading, such lack of success leads
to discouragement, loss of dignity or
ego_ support, withdrawal, aid /often to
hostility. At the opposite to
the utiderplaced the lack of challenge
offers inadequate Oppoltunity for in-
Yolvement. Ind the effect it to dampen
the enthtn_sinici these able

From a we
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as expressed through the intonational
structures of stress, pitch, and junc-
ture. If we encumber the poor reader
with written material which he cannot
decode easily frorrk the point of view of
word recognition and attack, how can
we expect him to provide for himself
these missing intonational features?

Given this psychological and linguis-
tic rationale as the basis for matching
pupils with readable books, we need to
adopt or invent procedures for accom-
plishing this purpose fOr each pupil at
every grade level in every subject. It
has been my experience that this goal
will not be achieved generally in a
school unless it is spelled out as a mat-
ter of policy and implemented in
well-defined ways.

In general these procedures are all
variations of the informal reading in-
ventory which usually defines the lim-
its of three reading levels for each
pupil as summarized in the following
chart :

Performance in Contest
Oral Silent

Levels Fluency Casette/les:ism

Independent 99-100V 95 to 100%

Instructional 95- 98% 75 to 94%
frastration

Overplacement less than 95% less than 75%

Some significant schoolwide proce-
dures which are concerned with ascer-
taining and placing pupils at their in-
structional levels are: 1) informal
teacher appr-isal, 2) check-out proce-
dures, and .) the informal Reading
Inventory and placement tests.

Informal ,eacher appraisal

There is no doubt in my. Mind that
informal teach -appraisal in eve.y
subject and in every grade is the ideal

the continuous problem
inkructional levels.

Every time a pupil reads aloud and
answers a guanines an
activitY sheet
teacher vrhether the
criteei

tive teacher can immediately provide
such needed help in overcoming the
problems leading to lack of fluency or
inadequate comprehension as the fol-
lowing :

a). The use of an easier book in a
series,

b). More preparation before the
pupil is asked to work inde-
pendently, -

c). The substitutions of easy, wide
reading experiences for a time,
and

d). The substitution of other more
appropriate media for the frus-
trating book.

Check-out procedures
Many of the school systems I have

served have instituted check-out proce-
dures by which reading specialists,
master teachers, or principals share
'ith the teacher the responsibility of

advancing pupils when they have
"mastered" a book in a structured se-
ries according to the IRI criteria
chartered earlier.

Sometimes this check-out is done in
the classroom ; sometimes it is done in
the principal's office. Sometimes the
teacher and class listen in as each pupil
reads; sometimes the pupil reads only
to the collaborating specialist. To check
his oral reading fluency a pupil may be
asked to reread familiar stories in the
back of his "completed" reade: some-
times he may be asked to read orally
at sight in the next reader.

As a check on extent of comprehen-
sion. nothing seems to us a more valid
criterion or more reliable a measure
than the average performance of a pu-
pil on the pages of the workbr/ok he
has completed independently. Addi-
tional comprehension checks ar.i. be
obtained by asking the Fur: ques-
tions about stories he has just read or
by asking him to summarize briefly the
most ideas Or events in a
pars ,a page, or a story.

I half, used a variation of this
check-ottt procedure as a basic element
iitt e"aluations and surveys I have wa-
de- A for schools. These schools are
asked to keep a record of the percent-
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age of accuracy of each pupil on five
pages of the reading workbook he is
using and to record the percentage of
accuracy of the oral sight reading of
each pupil on 100 running words in
the next story in his reader.

comprehensiveness, and practicality for
the classroom teacher. All, however.
provide an estimate of the instructional
levels of pupils Our own Botel Read-
ing Inventory (3)a measure easy to
administer and interpret and consider-

READING FLUENCY AND COMPREHENSION SUIVEY
Directions: 1. Under Oral Reading Fluency record the percent of words in 100 running

words in a new story which the pupils read correctly. 'Errors are words
which pupils mispronounce, refuse to pronounce within five seconds, omit, or
insert.

2. Under Comprehension record the percent of accuracy on each of five successive
pages in the pupil's workbook which he has completed independently.

Percent of Percent of
Pupil Oral Reading Fluency Comprehension

1 2 3 4 5 Average

Pupils failing to achieve a score of
at least 75% in average comprehension
and at least 95% in oral reading are
regarded as probably overplaced. In
some schools, particularly in so- called
culturally disadvantagw areas, I have
found instances in some classes in
which almost every pupil is overplaced
in basal readers and in textbooks in
the subject areas.

A simple and useful variation of the
check-out which I recommend to par-
ents and librarians is this: after a pupil
has chosen a book from the library or
for purchase, he should be given the
"five-finger" check. You do this by
marking off or noting a 100-word se-
q. ence of words that looks typical of

Look and have the pupil read = it
aloud at sight. If you count more
than five errors, the book is prrbably
too difficult and the child should be
guided to a more appropriate book.

Reading inventories
Anyone may divelop reading inven-

tories by using pages from structured
or scaled reading materials as de
scribed in many sources (1,. Z, 4, 5).
Qthers may be obtained from resdi
clinics and some publishers
Reading inventories vary in length,

ate of the. time pressures of the teacher
of 25 or more pupilswas developed
with the du ,room teacher in mind.

In any event, and this is most im-
portant, we must regard the results on
these reading inventories as starting
points. Nothing can take the place of
the continuous informal teacher ap-
praisal after the first estimate 'has been
made by the use of the reading inven-
tory. Only if we follow this procedure
are we assured high validity and relia-
bility of our appraisals. Continuous
appraisal provides the most meaningful
validity in that it is based directly
upon the materials and methods we are
using and provides high reliability in
that our pace and even our level can be
modified if a pattern of unsatisfactory
fluency or comprehension develops.

The significance which we have
come to attach to ascertaining instruc-
tional levels and to effective pkranent
of pupils using such methods as de-

in this paper is probably best
expressed by the fact that we believe
the eleventh commandment is : Thou
shalt not overplace pupils.
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Pinpointing Specific Skill 'Needs

NITA M..-NTATT"
University of Kansas

LATER IN THIS SERIES -Diagnos-
tic Teaching of Reading! is discussed.
It Seems quite appropriate that the

"topic "Pinpointing ---_ Specific Skill
Nee4" should precede-such a presen-
ninon, for in, themassroom the pin-
pointing of sped& negds certainly
must precede diagnostic teachink..- It
makes little sense to teach a child what
he already ._Ictiows; but avoiding such
repetition requires a "diagnoitic"
frame of 'mind on the part of the
teacher. She must be able to deter-
mine-what the child already knows and
can do, and plan the instructional pro. -
gram for the child around that knowl-
tdgeiIs significant to me
i.is dtkfission follows one
Determining Instructional

The deternuninu
,st

O

pairs of students, each of which was
composed of a retarded reader and a
normal-progress reader. The children
were matched on mean reading grade,
IQ, and sex. The Gates Diagnostic
Reading Tests, Monroe's Diagnostic
Reading Examination, and the Bond
Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests were
administered. She found that the
same total reading score is no, indica-
tion that the readers possess similar
reading ,patterns. It is conceivable
that when instructional level i., deter-
mined through an informal inventory
technique, two readers operating at
third grade level may have quite diffe-
rent skill needs.

Pinpointing the skill needs of a child
reading at the third grade level would
involve a study of the total reading
process. Space does run permit the
1..."--ussion of all the skills which need
to be assessed. I would, therefore, like
to assume the _reader is familiar with
some diagimstie procedures-and turn
his attention to an area 'which has -been
of particular interest of tne recently.
This is the area of -phonicsleiching-
and, specifically,Abe equating by some
teachers of__:teaching phonics with
teaching reittgng.

Watkins found in her Study that
there is a distinct difference between
normal progress readers arid retarded
readers. When she pinpointed the
skills which_ --differentiated one group
from th she foon hat retakted

tesa

mai-

# ,01:10,0, V!
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eralizations. The following graph 'de-
picts the results of an intensive use of

-Paragraph Meaning
- Word Study

.... Word Meaning

9.0

14 7.0

w 6.0-.0

S.0-
E.

243 4.0 -

F.J 3.0-

2.0.

1.0 I ,.1 _I I t
1 - 2 . 3 4 5 4

GRADE LEVEL
an extraneous phonics program_ along,--_
with-a basal_reader in a suburban school
district. it i interesting tonote that
there was not automatic accompani-
:ufittet of l'inciensed_ skill in reading
itteaningfut tonnected- -material with
the'..in,rease in word study aid -w

akfils. At Second grade
the ability of children 10.80 dotu
words seinii4lar inzaelvance their
Abilities _ to apply Ib ge in
.conlicrta reading,

The sat* tendency was noted in the
reufts of cne of the First Gale Read-

EVALUATION

ing Sttidies. One experimental ap-
proach, called the "linguistic phonic"
approach, emphasized sounding from
the beginning. The children were ex-
pected to -use their knowledge of
'sound-fetter relationships immediately
in connected readingthe sounding
program was not an extraneous one.
The table below indicates the results
at the first and second grade levels :

At each of tht. grade levels it can be
noted that the linguistic phonic ap-
proach produces significantly grater
mean scores in word reading ani word'
study than the other two approaches,
which used commonly known basal
readers. It was possible to produce
Significantly better performance in
"word reading" through emphasizing
phonics, but there was no significant
gain in reading-connected material
thro-igh producing greater skill in

.sounding. Perhaps, as Eisenberg says.
in commenting about several instances
in Which b .n-damaged children were

t in oral reading
ii e in cranprehensica.

. . . he indicate the complex nature
of the ing process, in which word
rect on and sentence comprehen-

are separable skills" (1).
Observation of the reading skills of

children involved in the first grade
study just discussed led to the hy-
pothesis that the bright children in
the linguistic-phonic approach behaved
differently from the slow children.
One would expect the bright children
to read better, of murk, but there
seemed to be a qualitative difference in

Scores on the Stanford Ac:1117ventent Test for Three. Groups of First Graders
Taught WI* Th,e Approaches to Reading Instruction

Word
Rs-ding

Word
Study

1 FIRST GRADE
c"Pina*Sex kr

7.1.4104
2.5.5
25.8
23.9

19.3 33.7
211* 35.3
111.4 31.0

of other groPPe levd).

40.8
42.711
411 4

42.1°4
- 37)
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their behavior. This observation
prompted a study of the scores on a
standardized test of two groups called
"good readers" and "poor readers."
Good readers were arbitrarily defined
as those who score(' at or above grade
level 3.1 on the Paragraph Meaning
subtest of the Stanford Achievement
Test. Poor readers were defined as
those who scored at or below grade
level 1.7 on the same test. The mean
scores of both groups on the Word
Reading and Paragraph Meaning sub-
tests were then determined and ate re-
ported in the following table :

Number of Word Paragraph
Group Students Reading Meaning

Good Readers 25 3.1 3.4
Poor Readers 35 2.7 2.5

1i is interesting to note the reversal
of position of the two groups on the
Word Reading and Paragraph Mean-
ing subtests. The poor readers
seemed better able to read word lists
than to read connected material. but
this ability did not seem to be true of
the.good readers. Further evidence of
this trend was provided through the
observation that 19 of the 25 good
readers had higher scores on para-
graph meaning than on word meaning.
Among the poor readers, 28 of the 35
had higher scores on word reading
than on paragraph meaning.

These observations and those cited
earlier lead to the hypothesis that we
need to give more attention to what a
child does as he is reading connected
material rather than to what he knows
about reading. These "application
skills" need to be pinpointed tf we are
to help children become better readers.
The assessment of such skills must be
done largely through individual con-
tacts with children as they read or talk
about how they read. The emphasis of
the remainder of this will, therefore,
not be upon what tests can be adminis-
tered but upon what kinds of behavior
a teacher .s .ay look for in observing -1-e
child in the reviling process.

Ahhough the or
;ration" 'kills are not well__derui

there are some behaviors that I believe
I have observed more often among
good readers than among poor readers.
It seems to me that the good reader
more often

1.. uses' context to predict what an
un:.-nown word may be before
the analysis process begins or as
the process beings,

2. visually disects a word into pro-
nounceable units,

3. measures the sounds he is prod-
ucing thr''igh phonetic analysis
of a wor gainst his store of fa-
miliar pronunciations, and

4. varies the sound value given to a
particular letter or cluster of let-
ters until a recognizable word is
produced.

Although most children possess
some knowledge associated with these
skills soon after they enter school,
what they know, in some-cases, rtiily
cannot be used in the process of read-
ing because of the way it was pre-
sented originally. Let us consider
sir of the skills listed above and note
some poss;bic, ways of assessing the
child's performance of eae.i. We must
also be concerned througho..t the dis-
cussion with the child's ability to corn-.
bine the skills into a usable technique.

The good reader uses context to
predict what an unknown word may be
before the analysis process begins 3r
as the process begins.

The use of context may well be the
major skill which distinguishes con-
nected meaningful reading from read-
ing of word lists. It _ implies that a
reader menViiy interprets groups of
words rather than one-word at a time-,
In ilea re..ding, tae reader stores- uh
his visual impressions until he has a
meanin.3ful group of words to inter-
pret. In oral readim the eyes are
traveling far enough ahead of the voice
to give the mind time tr the
words and to deci-1 .

propriate pitch, sr-
tsns give to sue -f4s when
are saki.- This g ovIring goci:dure
'irovides a valtable int in word analy-
sis, for it tens Ow r -der what
word to expet_ in ; ioartieular
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a sentence. Word order and struc-
tural clues can tell a child whether an
unknown word is a noun, a verb, 1.1n
adjective, or an adverb; and this iden-
tification gives him some idea of what
the word is. Whether a child groups
words in reading can be detected in
oral reading through the intonation he
produces. Word-by-word reading is
often indicated by the use of the same
pitch and stress for every wo: d.

Assuming that a child does group
words into a meaningful context, we
may still find that he does not use his
tool as fully as he might in wort' anal-
ysis. Quite often the teacher advises
the child to adopt a procedure which
puts checking the context after the
analysis of the word in question or
mimmiles th. use of context. "Sound
it out" is often the first response of a
teacher to a child's failure to recognize
a word. "What would make sense?"
would he a better response. The
child's analysis of a wofd may be a
more irsory one, a more speedy one,
if he has the word in .hind before he
begins to try to pronounce it from an
analysis of the letters representing it.
With this skill the assessment may
need to involve the teacher's behavior

t as well as the characteristic behavior of
the child or the habit of blindly grop-
ing at sounds will be constantly rein-
forced by the teacher. Some indica-
tion of the presence of the skill -of
using context as a springboard into
word analysis may be inferred from
observing a child pronounce just one
syllable of a word and then produce
the whole word without further study
of the spelling of the word. Adults

approximate for themselves the
ties of word analysis without

the use of context by revealing the let-
ters of an isolated word_ one - by-one

. and trying to pronounce -them This
task ;hay be contrasted with the re-
vealing of the letters of a word after
the surrounding context has been-stud-
iett

The pod reader visually disects a
Word into pronounceable smite,

A child nia7 know wha. a
and may In WI the rules of

I

tion ; he may be able to say a word and
tell how many syllables it has without
being able to use syllabication in read-
ing. In the reading process a child
must look at a string of letters printed
on the page and produce some sounds
from the looking. If the string of let-
ters is a long one, he may need to look
at only. a few of them, pronounce the
sounds, then look at more letters,
pronounce more sounds, and so on.
The real problem for the child then is
"How many of these letters should I
consider in the first attempt at pro-
nouncing ?" How far should he "look
into" this word? Exercises in which

e child looks at a word in a list, Aro-
n awes it from pat contact with it,
listens to the sounds, and then marks
off the syllables in the printed word
have little relevance to the task of
"looking into? a word which is un-
known. Again the instructional pro-
gram as well as the child's characteris-
tic behavior needs to-be assessed. The
lack of the skill of dissecting a word
-visually while ,reading may be inferred
from the child's performance. Such
behaviors as refusing to attempt a
pronunciation of a new word, consist-
ently producing a sound for the first
consonant lnly, or rratic visual
searching for any known element in
the word reveal a lack of skill. Skill
with visual analysis may be inferred
from _ attempts to pronounce hunks of
words as they occur from left to right.
Skill in word analysis ma ferred
from the combination this visual
analysis with checking context.

The good read measures the
sounds he is prod 'mg through pho-
netic analysis a word against his
store of f prod

Since t are 'y ways of rep-
resenting a sound in Eng-
lish spelling, a child's first attempt at
prenouncing may oduce only a dis-
tant approx

pr
imation of the word which

is recorded. The good reader seems
to have the habit of listening to such
an approximation vid trying to match
it with some word stored in his vocab-

For example, a first
uttempting the word secret
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said seeret and then changed immedi-
ately to the appropriate pronunciation.
She produced kind jer gar for kinder-
garten and, again, after pronouncing
only a part of the word, moved to
an accurate pronunciation. Another
child, who had difficulty using her
word analysis skills in connected read-
ing, said factory for factory. She
proceeded with the rest of the sentence
without adjtisting the word. When
she was asked whether she knew a
word that made sense which sounded
like the vire she had produced, she
immediately said, "Oh, that's factory,
isn't it?"

Although this first grade child was
able to produce kindergarten and se-
cret f-om approximations of the words,
she was not able to produce accurate
pronunciations of career and furamid.
These words were far above her ex
perience level and were not yet words
that belonged to her oral vocabulary.
Her extensive vocabulary helped her
with the analysis many words :Jut
not every word which she encountered.
The child who has a very meager oral
vocabulary finds word analysis a diffi-
cult task. He often has -so word
against which to match his attempts a
sounding. The instructional program
for such a child might well concentrate
upon -/ocabulary building through an
enriched oral language program.

The good reader varies the sound
value given to a particular letter or
cluster of letters until a recognizable
word is produced.

If you 'came to the unknown w
grad in something you were read-
how would you pronounce it 7
Context would not help much because
this word is- meaningless. Your first
attempt at pronunciution would proba-
bly kad to rhyming it with bead,
but it might also rhyme with bread or
have the vowel sound heard in break.
The good raider tries several prontm-
claims, trying to make the word fit
into a pattern he knows. The poor
reader often stopi with tPle
tion, if be gets that f sr.
this sin is iticricatnd triktt
tenvar

word and then goes to a dictionary or
glossary if none of his attempts pro-
duces a word tit recognizes. Of
course, he must also be able to use dia-
critical markings to produce an accu-
rate pronunciation when he does go to
a dictionary.

Summary

In discussing the topic "Pinpointing
Specific Skill Needs" I have denber-
atdy ignored many of the specific
skills which the teacher needs to con-
sider in teaching reading. P have hy-
pothesized some skills which are not
readily measurable but which seems to
me to be important as I observe read-
ing disability cases. An accompanying
hypothesis that they are also teachable
i. implied. Major points- suggested
for further study, both in the class
room and in controlled research, fol-
Icnv

1. Connected reading requires an
integration of .several _skills
whic:i may not be required in.
reading word lists.

2. The good reader more often re-
lies on use of context and a
broad oral vocabulary than does
the poor reader.

3. _ A poor reader may be a poor
reader because he has a meager
oral vocabulary.

4. The good reader pc Awes sev-
eral approximations of a word
and constantly matches his ap-
proximations with words he
knows which would make sense
in the-context he is dealing with.

5. It seems possible to teach phon-
ics knowledge without teaching
the application of such knowl-
edge in connected reading.
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EVALUATION OF READING IN THE CLASSROOM

New Developments in the
Evaluation of Critical Reading

MARTHA L KING
Ohio State University

DEVELOPING A NATION Of critical
readers appears to be an educational
aim more lauded than comprehended,
more sought-after than accomplished.
For despite the improvement in gen-
eral literacy staistics of the nations,
teachers and other thoughtful citizens
are showing increasing alarm over the
inability of Americans to read criti-
cally. Much has been written about
the probable causes of this special
reading deficiency. Vague and ambig-
uous concepts of the nature of critical
reading, inadequate definition of the
specific skills involved insuffi.-:ent ia-
structional materials a' tex s,
and the limited abilif es of teat o
instruct pupils in t ese highs el
reading skills are c woozily ide
as inhibiting factors A fifth deterra
has undoubtedly been the lack of
procedures and instruments to use in
evaluating the achievement of ptipils in
this area.

Teachers tend to teach best- those
subjects and skills that are regularly
and directly evaluated in the schools.
organiied- testing pmgrams. In read-
ing this means, then, that word recog-
nition skills, literal comprehension
skills-, Imowtedge-_-of- vocabulary, and
some interpretation ;and study skills
are the heitsAii- reaclingi best taught
because these me the skills that are
covered in-the stan&rtheed tests most

used in elementary lehook.
rarely & such tests indudeitems

that require pupils to- iientify the-au-
thor's opinion, detect iiid den i
interpret figurative la ge or
o. make the -facts
given. Items
ince to
facts, ire
information,

rewire the-Lixam-
mice -of important

es in
res,

VOID-
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stern daily confront reading materials
in which such reading skills are
needed.

It ",..s the purpose of this paper to de- '
scribe two types of evaluation instru-
ments that were developed at Ohio
State University as a necessary part of
a research study of the feasibility of
tea hing critical reading at the elemen-
ta ; school level. When the research-
er; began designing procedures for
- aching critical reading skills to pupils
-. grades one through six, it soon,be-
:Arne -apparent that new instruments
for measuring effectiveness of instruc-
tion were needed. Recognizing that
critical reading is a complex dynamic
process involving various types of
thinking, two very different kinds of
evaluation instruments were devised.
One was a battery of three tests, which
were constructed for grades one
through six, to measure the growth in
a.hievement of the identified critical
reading skills. 1lif. second ti
was developed to measure the quality
and kind of thinking that ocurred
when children-were engaged in critical
reading and discussitin activities in-the
elliesroom. This second instrument
also enabled the teacher to assess to a
limited degree theeffectiveness.pf her
verbal behavior in stimulating-the-crit-
ical reading-thinking habits of her pup-
ils.

r .

Developing a test of critical
nailing

Developing a test of critical reading
skills for elementary school pupils was
an arduous insk-hecause the skills of
critical reading had not been identified
and -precisely clarified.
Ong v -ading matter or writing new
smaterials__that would testocitical read-
mg -and stM be within the read-
Aiifity the ecaminee!

extrer. clifficult.- -The first
-struction was that of atri-a
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critical reading, was compiled. This
list was sent for validation to a panel
of reading experts across the nation.
They were asked to critically analyze
the list, to rate the importance of each
skill, to suggest other skills that should
be added, and to indicate those that
should be omitted. The revised group
of critical reading skills' was further
validatecj by classroom obiervations of
critical reading lessons, m which the
completeness of the list of skills was
checked. Despite: the care that was
used in developing the lbt of skills, du-
plication and overlapping were evident
in the resifting list. Some skills, more-
over, were very similar ; others were
quite distinct. To assure both balance
and preciteless in the definition, the
skills wee- categorized into three
major grows?: All of the items that
concerned th& validity (reasonable-
ness) an reliability (trustworthiness)
of reading materials were classified as
logic skills. Included were drawing
conclusions from stated premises, iden-
tifying' unstated premises, identifying -
fallacies in reasoning, and recognizing
persuasive devices in writing. The
language skills were classified either
under logic or the second major classi-
fication, literary analysis. skills. Skills
that involved recognizing and judging
persuasive use of words, vague and
imprecise words, and the multiple
meanings conveyed by a single word
were included with the logic skills.
The literary analysis category con-
tained such ianguage-related skills as
interpreting and r valuating metaphor,
symboliin, personification, alliteration,
and autteitik speec:i. Other skills in-
chided under-literary analysis were re-
late t s identification, analysis, and
evaluaton of 1) forms of writing; 2)
the components of literature such as

_Aot structure, set-
and 3) the literary

up the au _tor's

that ittvol eel be-
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such abilities as identifying, compar-
ing, and evaluating sources; judging
the author's viewpoint and compe-
tence; determining the publisher's (or
sponsor's) commitments; and compar-
ing multiple sources in order to verify
information.

Constructing test items
Critical reading ability results from

the readers not only knowing about
and identifying such features of writ-
ing as logical fallacies, literary form, or
the point-of-view of the author but also
from their skill in analyzing, compar-
ing, and judging various aspects of the
written material. Constructing a use-
ful evaluation instrument, :hen, called
for devising test items that required
the reader not only to recognize faulty
masoning, discrepant information, and
elei..ents of he author's style but also
to judge the trustworthiness truth-
fulness, and quality of materials. An
example of a question- which requires
the reader to -recognize and judge a
statementin this case a false analo-
gy-t-is the following:

A boy is like a tree. He must stand
straight and tall.

What is yrroog with these sentences?
1. 'Trees are always straight, but born

are not
2. Trees are alWais straighter than

boys.
3. Boys are not as tall as trees.
4. Boys are not like trees in most ways.

The nod question expects the reader
to analyze statements and apply knowl-
edge to-reach a valid conclusion from a
series of statements:

Anyone who is-on a TV show is rich.
Captain Kangaroo is on a TV show.

If the above,statements are true, whit
else mast be tree?

1. Captain Kangaroo is rich.
2. People who arc no! at a TV show

are poor.
3. Captain Kangaroo may be rich.
4. Anyone on a TV show may be

In the- example that foliciws the dill-
AO make a flagmen!

of question BM's
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John told his mother about his new
friend, Bill. His mother said, "Is your
friend a good boy or a bad boy?"

What is wrong with this question?
1. Bill may be good one time and not

so good at another time.
2. Bill might be better than John.
3. John's mother knew Bill was a good

boy.
4. Bill was John's friend, so he was

good.

Other questions in the test asked the
examinee to compare two sources for
likenesses and differences in cr.ntent,
form, author's purpose, and facts pro-
vided. The following illustrations
from the primary form of the test show
that students also were expected to go
beyond the text provided in making
judgments about the material.

LET'S READ ABOUT SEA SHELLS
What are sea shells? Sea shells are the
hard coverings of many kinds of sea animals
that belong to the mollusk family. Mollusks
are animal with soft bodies. They are ani-
mals without 'backbones. The shell is the
house tha the iollusk lives in. There are
many th.gs that you can learn by looking at
sea shells. One sea animal, the nautilus,
grows a new room each time he gets bigger.
When he adds a new room, he closes up the
old one. Some shells have 3G room
than_

HOUSES FROM-THE SEX
My sister and I walked along the beach with
our empty pails. The ocean waves Min: in
and out The waves surprised us by leaving
many shells lying on the wet sand. Many of
the shells reminded us of butterflies, angel
wings, Chinese hats, staircases, ians, tops,
castles, and boats. We filled our pails with
all kinds of shells. We found one large
beautiful shell. Whet, we held it up to our
ear% we could hear the sound of the ocean.
We want our friends to see our shells. We
will tell you the funny mines we made up.
Pretend you want to Arse a shell collection
with your class. Which story would you
read to find out more about sea 5i-ells?
I. The first story because it teas more about

the sea shells.
2. The second story because there are funny

names we can use.
3. The first story because mollusks are

funny animals.
4. The second story because it talks about

the aced "raves.
In what way do yeti think the two stories
are diffiwent?
1. One is about a si,1 and a boy} and ate is

2. *Mg

3. One has information abou sea steel's, and
one is a story about collet ting shells.

4. One ha:. facts about anger wings, butter-
flies, Chinese hats, fans, a_ d caw and
the other story has facts abut- t-ous-s.

What should the person who v. rot-- tLe first
story have done?
1. Gone deep sea fishing.
2. Studied about sea animals.
3. Studied about the nautilus.
4. Made a collection of sea sl

Due to the practical :wet ssity of
constructing a testing in rut rent that
could be administered t- et!.nentary
school pupils within re{ sortable time
limits, only a sampling of the extensive
list of critical reading utilities could be
included. Selection o items f,,r the
initial forms of t1 tests war- based
upon criteriabef, appropriateness rior the
grade levels tested and the uni lueness
of the skill. For example, if to o abili-
ties were judged to be very similar,
such as recognizing the propaganda
devices of namecalling and pla'n folk
technique, only one item was inewled.
Parallel hems were written for i-ath oi
the skills selected for blth prima-ly and
intermediate grades. These we t then
organized into four trial forms of tiae
testtwo for pupils in grad, s one
through three, and two for

The
hits in

grades four through six. Tin tests
were then administered to a per) Jation
of 3,017 pupils in ten e'en- entry
schools in a four-state area. 1.esults
of this administration furnishe data
for both item analysis and coefiicients
of reliability of the two forms at each
grade level. Following the item analy-
sis, final forms of the primary rest and
intermediate test were constructed on
the basis of two additional criteria: the
discriminating power and the difficulty
of the test items. The reliability of
coefficients for the two trial forms
ranged from .72 to .86 for the different
grade levels. Although these were not
exceptionally high, they were consid-
ered adequate for the purpose of this
test which was to assess growth of
pupils' in specific skills.

Norming the final forms
Three forms of the 'Critical Reading

Test- were finally construitel There
were two primary forms,- which
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differed primarily in the readability of
items, and (Ale intermediate form.

Both of the primary form: contained
10 questions pertaining to- "'genera'
skills category ; 17 questions in the' _

logic classification, whiCh included
propaganda devices and semantics
questions ; and 15 in the literary analj)-
sit category, which included literary
form, plot structure; theme, characteri-
zation, and fiterary devices. The in- .

termediate test was longer than the
primary and was divided follows :
15 items tested the general, skills of
comparing sources, detenpining au-
thor's competence and purpose., and se-
lecting relevant :sources '21 questions
were focused on logic skills; and 18
items pertained to hterary analysis.
The revised tests were administered to
a second nadonal sample for purposes
of norming. Forty-six school systems
in eight states in four geographical re-
gions provided norming data from
3,527 pupils. Detailed data ning
to grade level norms, --alam oof re-
liability of the final forms, and factor
analysis are not =given here Wit are
available in a paper written by Bernice
Effinger (2).

How adequate is the test?

Comparison of the mean scores
across grade levels shows that the level
Z primary test was very difficult for
grade twO Ind:loth spring and fall ad-
ministrations and that the inti-mediate
test was difficult for fourth graders in
the fall-telling, especially. Furth in-
vestigation will show whether `the
forms of the-test should be. further re-
vised fp!' readability or moved up one
gradelevel each:

The inani =cruel for judging the =

adequicy of a' test is the sec -to
which it m_ easures what =i
measure. The skills
in the-. Ohio State
Test tv-

0
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in devising questions that actually test
the skills identified is yet to be deter-
mined. Factor analysis of the test,
which is still in progress, will provide
better data regarding the interdal va-
lidity of the instruments.

Ralph Tyler has said that evaluation
of_ learning should be considered a dy-
namk process that continues to change
according to changing educational con-
cepts, conditions, and purposes of eval-
uation: The developers of this test of
critical reading View it as an em-
bryonic effort that will change and im-
prove as it continues to be used, re-
searched, and revised.

Classroom opservations as
an evaluative technique

-Paper and pencil tests provide one
kind of evaluation data about
pupilsthat, is, an indication of their
level of accomplishment in selected
skills or learning tasks at a given time
Such instruments dt, not provide, ap-
praisal data about the learning Con-
ditions that foster a specific type of
behavior. nor do they f=urnish informs,-
Lion about the thinking processes iat
pupils use as they are engaged in such
cognitive tasks as critical reading.
Inasmuch aacritical reading is a think-
ing act in response to written commu-
nication, =it is highly important that
teachers have `tools for analyzing and
evaluating children's thinking pro-
cesses as revealed, m't only by written
responses, but by verbal responses,
also.- Research in the areas of teacher.,
behavior _and_ children's thinking -has
emphasized the importance of the
teacher's language in fostering intellec-
tual growth in "children.- From ner
stile:lies-of teaching strategies and the-
development of cognitive processes,_
Tabnemicluded, that a-teacher's clues-

lay a midel role in-the develop-.
of s Ong !dais= becatzsi

the mental
can perform

of

a
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and quality of thinking that was ob-
servable in the verbal interaction be-
tween herself and the students, should
provide clues to ways of improving he
instructional process. Such evaluation
techniques should not only reveal the
pupil's growth but should furnish data
about the effectiveness of the teacher's
language.

The second type of evaluation in-
strument that was developed and used
in the Ohio State University Research
Study of Children's Critical Reading
was an observation scale. This tool
enabled the researchers to analyze the
relationship between the teacher's ver-
balizations and the pupils' responses
and to assess the changes (or improve-
ments) it both teacher and pupil utter -
ances that occured during the eight
months of study. To fulfill the pur-
poses/of the research study an observa-
tion instrument, which would permit
the classification of both qualitative
and quantitative verbal behaviors, was'
devised. The scale consisted of two
related category systems: one for re--
cording the teachers' utterances and
the other for noting 'the pupils' re-
sponses. The eight categories for clas-
sifying the teachers' talk show some
influence of Bloom's Taxonomy (1);
the definiitons of the terms, however,
have_ been altered and limited as is
shown in the following definitions :

fended to b specific information
Specific fa

to

talk that is in-

to the learners. = /.
Clarifying: Statements or questions
used to refine previously discussed
ideas or those misinterpreted by in-
difiduab; included are definitions,
illustratiols, rephrasing, or emphasis

- on a point
Interns ng 40. Inferring: Providing

that go .beyond the literal
ones given in the written material.
Included are the personal meanings

with the
the au-
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a hrase; the nature of the relation-
ship of the parts ; and the internal
consistency of the wholt p:ece.
Applying: a itatemenh or ques-
tions that r uire a direct applica-
tion of information or criteria to
another situation or piece of infi?r-
mation.
Summarizing: A synthesis of pre-
ceding information and ideas, often
showing relationships between 'parts,
is the` object of such questions and
statements.
Evaluation: Statements or questions
in which a judgment based upon
criteria is made or expected. Both
personal values and public criteria
are bases for making judgments.

The main criterion for determining
the five pupil categories was the diffe-
rentiation of levels of thinking that

were observable in their responses.
Here, the mental operations as identi-
fied by Guilford in the structure of the
intellect proved useful in defining the
separate types of thinking: The five
different types of thinkingcognition,
memory, convergent and divergent
produCtion, and evaluationwere ar-
ranged in a continuum horizontally
across the top of the observation scale.
Cognition and memory, which were
grouped together an defined as liter-
ally understanding and relating what
had been react or previously stated,
were classified as level convergent
responses,. those that dicated in-
terpretation, illustrati or reorgani-
zation of the content, were designated
as level 3; divergent sPonses, those
that revealed theatizi hypiiihesizing,
or making new and ue tvlications
information and ideas, were classified
at level 4. Level 5 was naserved for
responses that showed that pupils had
made an evaluative judgment eased
upon personal or Aublic criteria.
Responses were classifi at level 1
when there was evidence of guessing
or random Both el 3-and
4 re rases ire consider iumutial
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During the experimental year of the
critical reading research study, 24
classroom 'teachers, four at each of the
first six grade levels, were regularly
observed while teaching reading.
half of the teachers (the experimental
group) were given special materials
and instruction in critical readi ig
while the remaining twelve (the c.n-
trol group) had no special instruct on
in critical reading but were provided
an equal amount of instruction an
materials in selected areas 'of children s
literature..

The purpose of the observations was
to collect data pertaining to the simila--
Wes and diferences in the verbal
havior of both teachers and pupils i i
the two groups and to ascertain wig "
kinds of changes, if any, occurred dur
ing the time of the study. Ban
teacher was observed six times, pro-
viding a total of 144 observations for
analysig. Two trained ohservers at
each session made on-th..- it categor-
ization ;-,.f the teachers' L t naents or
questions and the pupi s' responses.
Teachers' statements a id questions
were classified according t-.) the seven
types designated above. Pupils' re-
sponses were recorded 'n th- same
horizontal rows as the pn :ed b state-
ment or question made 133 the teacher ;
the responses, however, ere classified
within the rows accordit 4 to the level
of thinking exhibited. The observa-
tion- instrument provid. 11 a graphic
representation of the 01, of utterances
the teacher made, the ttality of re-
sponses givent'hy the p.ipils, and the
reciprocal relationship between the
two.

The analysis of the 144 observations
produced some interesting and encour-
aging data, which have implications for
the evaluation of critical reading.
First of all, the study revealed that
both groups of teachers improved their
questioning behavior. They decreased
their use of. specific_ fact qtaettions and
increased their use of.

uestiong:
in the

off
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teachers moved toward asking more
applying questions. Apparently, know-
ing how to ask different kinds of
questions for various purposes leads to
greater improvenient than do intuition
or desire. The control teachers
wanted to teach increasingly better les-
sons and did improve ; the experimen-
tal teachers who had some training in
the art of asking questions asked sig-
nificantly are questions, however,
that demanded analytical and evalua-
tive responses.

The findings further revealed a sig-
nificant relationship between the teach-
ers' questions and the intellectual effort
exhibited in the pupils' responses.
Those teachers who asked more Inter-
preting, analyzing, and evaluating
questions elicited from their pupils
higher levels of chinking which could
be classified as inferring, illustrating,
hypothesizing, theorizing, aud evaluat-
'Mg. Improvement in pupils' ability to
engage in higher levels of think. ig was
noted during the time of the study,
also. The experimental pupils, espe-
cially, were observed to give signifi-
cantly more responses at the highest
evaluative level. It appears that pupils
may become increasingly aware of the
goals of reading instruction through
the questions the teacher asks ; and
that when they clearly un lerstand the
expectation to think more deeply or in
a variety of ways, they are motivated
to meet the expectation.

The observatio procedures just de-
several outside ob
ey were usf-d. to *al-

data ; the techniques. '
e adaptable to regular

situations. By recording

scribed invol
servers becau
lect
howe
classr
reading instructional sessions on audio
or video 'ape, the individual teacher
can replay, listen to the recordings,
and analyze the verbal r _change be-
tween herself and-the children. If she
samples instrUctional sessions r
larly over a period of time, the teacher
will be able to evaluate changes in her
1 and thzt of the children.

teacher who
. in one r

two Meathil

1.)
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served that when she asked better
questions, the children responded with
more independent and thoughtful con-
tributions. She noted further that the
parroting of answers, which was com-
mon among the first graders, de-
creased ; children who seldom spoke at
the beginning of the observations made
worthwhile contributions after six
weeks ; children increased the length
and number of sentences used; and
pupils moved in the direction of res-
ponding to one another rather than to
the teacher. Also, growth of individ-
ual pupils in analyzing, comparing, and
evaluating reading materials was re-
vealed through the comparison of re-
cordings. After listening to more than
a dozen tapes, this teacher concluded
that the pupils became more highly
motivated and interested in readiog
when they were challenged to inter-
pret, apply, and evaluate and that suc-
cess in these thinking processes
brought the children more satisfaction
and confidence in their reading.

Experimentations with two proce-
dures in the evaluation of critical read-
ing have been described. Although
different, both of the two devices will
provide the teacher with feedback es-
sential to the improvement of the
teaching learning environment. To-
gether, the two instruments measure
both knowledge and process objectives
of critical reading.
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Ends and Means:
Developing Specific Objectives

for Reading Instruction

VICTOR M. RENTEL
University of South Carolina

T. H. HUXLEY once remarked that the
great end of life was not knowledge
but action. This statement is only
partly true, for action, to be purpose-
ful, must be directed by knowledge.
The two, knowledge and action, cannot
be separated so easily, even if the
match at times becomes awkward.
This balance between knowledge and
action is a major concern for educators
who must constantly keep the balance
m-chanism adjusted to the social and
philosophical changes that influence
education in every period. If, in the
coming years, educational technology
holds our fancy, as it seems likely
togiven our lust for specialization
and our preoccupation with measure-
mentspecific behavioral objectives in
education will increasingly shape so-
ciety's larger goals-as they are inter-
preted by the schools.

Because the objectives of reading in-
struction will play so large a part in
determining both the academic and
human possibilities of the children we
teach. formulating these objectives de-
mands careful and sensitive thinking.
Objectives commonly serve four func-
tions : a) they define and give direction
to learning ; b) they provide a mecha-
nism for selecting content and experi-
ences for the curriculum ; c) they
focus on the kinds of learnings which
will receive emphasis; and d) they de-
tail specifications for evaluation (10).

There is almost universal agreement
that society's needs and demands are
the primary sources of educational
goals ; but at this point universal
agreemen' ends. The development of
objectives, based on deep convictions
arising out of previous experience and
an interpretation of society's ideals,
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methods of thinking, attitudes, and
current needs, is a matter of choice on
the part of a teaching staff (1). Final
selection of objectives ultimately de-
pends upon a faculty's convictions and
its philosophy of education.

Learning and learners
What is known about learning and

learners, as well as the nature of con-
tent and its contribution to the educa-
tion of an individual, will determine in
part the selection of objectives, but,
even more, will order, relate, and give
thmt dimension (1). Most educators
consider what we know about learning
to he crucial in the selection of objec-
tives to such an extent that current
methods of 'eaching reading retain
vestiges of nearly every learning
theory which historically has achieved
some prominence. The psychology of
learning, in one guise or another,
forms the basis for most instruction in
reading regardless of the timeliness
or established proof of the theory.
Taba makes this observation:

The study of the psychological principles
underlying curriculum and teaching is
somewhat akin to an archeological expe-
dition: one can find the fossilized re-
mains of almost any learning theory that
ever existed, no matter now outdated or
how discredited it may be (14).

The warning here is clear. Before ob-
jectives are selected for reading in-
struction, theit theoretical antecedents
should he examined carefully, for quite
possibly, the theories underlying these
objectives may be little more than his-
torical curiosities.

Briefly, is there a precise, consistent,
unified theory of learning upon which
the formulation of objectives in read-
ing can be based ? While matly ad-
vances leading to a gt eater under-
standing of the learning processes have
been made over the past few years, the
answer to this question still remains a
rather unsatisfactory no. If this is the
case, of what practical value are theo-
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ries of learning to instruction in gen-
eral and reading in particular ?
Cantor, w riting on the contemporary
status of research in learning, skepti-
cally concludes:

III this writer's opinion. an honest ap-
praisal of basic psychological research
on learning indicates that. at the present
time, such research activity produces lit-
tle of significance for educational prac-
tice. (2).

Mowrer, in this connection, advised
students of learning theory that they
would do better in practical fields to
make use of "enlightened and informed
common sense." On the other hand,
Hilgard does not regard differences
among theorists as particularly vexing.
Instead, he suggests that on many im-
portant points crucial to educators,
most theorists are in substantial agree-
ment. Theorists may differ with re-
gard to interpretation, but they agree
in principle on most matters.
Havightirst, too, believes that sufficient
"ground work" has emerged from re-
search of the past few decades to en-
able educators to relate "intellectual
development" to practical instruction
(5).

Because of the intramural conflict
between learning theorists, a tendency
arises among those who are respnsi-
ble for developing programs of reading
instruction to ignore research findings
in the psychology of learning. This is
an extreme view. No unified theory
of learning is likely to emerge from
basic research for years to come, but
where current theory is incorporated
into curriculum planning, where the
best evidence available is considered,
where objectives consonant with
theory are subjected to a rigorous
tryout before their acceptance, the se-
lection of objectives using learning
theory as one of the bases seems to me
to be sound.

Attempts to develop suitable objec-
tives for instruction must he based on
selection criteria which include, in ad-
dition to what we know about learning,
what we know about the learner. In
particular, objectives must be based on
what is both logical and appropriate to
the growth potential of a giver evel of

maturity : specific objectives are devel-
opmental statements of general objec-
tives. Mirroring the physical, social,
and emotional concomitants of these
needs, they reflect basic needs at var-
ious de% elopmental levels. Then, to be
attainable, objectives must also be
statements of behavior which students
at a given level of development can
achieve.

Objectivesgeneral or specific?
Both curricolum experts and speci-

alists in educational measurement gen-
erally recommend that specific instruc-
tional goals be defined in behavioral
terms. But this advice conceals a
major problem. It ;s all but impos,,i-
ble, nor is it advisable, to specify fully
and exactly all of the behaviors that
might apply to a skill or concept
Ebel makes this observation :

Behavioral definitions tend to be IRAs,
not paragraphs, sections, or even chap-
ters. . . The virtue of concreteness
involves the burden of complexity.. Ab-
stractions for all their faults do have
the virtue of simplicity. The virtue of
definiteness involves a danger of over-
emphasis on conformity (3).

The level of generality appropriate
for an objective is one of the most
troublesome questions facing educators
today. Fifteen years ago it was popu-
larand still is if my topic today is
any reflection of current thinkingto
draw a contrast between highly specific
objectives and those whose reference is
a more generalized mode of behavior.
Tyler suggests that it may be more
uNeful to think of defined levels of gen-
eralization, verified experimentally, and
aimed "at as high a level of gener-
alization as experiments show to be
successful." The purpose would he to
help students use generalized modes of
behavior as those modes are reflected
in the ability to cope with specifics.
An objective might then be "stated in
the curriculum plan with specifics used
as illustrations [italics mine], rather
than treating the specifics as ends in
themselves" (15).

This matter suggests that the goals
of reading should be concerned with
processes as well as products, with
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perspective as well as pertinence, and
with simplicity as well as specificity.
Most important, in relation to Tyler's
suggestions, reading instruction needs
to focus on adaptability, not merely on
an adaptation.

Where specific behaviors are used to
illustrate objectives, their function is
largely one of clarifying the verbal
meaning of a larger outcome. There
have been at least three productive at-
tempts to define educational goals in
behavioral terms, one at the elemen-
tary level (7), one at the secondary
level (4), and one (most appropriate)
at the college level (1). These classi-
fication systems may be of great value
to those responsible for the develop-
ment of reading instruction in helping
them to define substantive content, to
specify objectives, and to plan learning
activities for specific units of work.
Referring to Bloom's Taxonomy, to
which he was a contributor, Krathohl
(8) sees the Taxonomy as a concise
model for the selection, analysis, and
refinement of objectives. Further, it
provides a system by which objectives
can be compared both with learning
content and the means used to measure
the mastery of that content.

Though a possible "hierarchy of
learning experiences" from the lower
to the upper levels of the Taxonomy is
suggested, only general support has
been demonstrated in research for this
hypothesis, but in no instance has the
hierarchical structure of the Taxon-
omy been supported by various factor
matrices (12. 13). If this system or
similar classification ones suggest a
readiness relationship between lower
and higher objectives in the hierarchy,
then these systems can hardly be ig-
nored in framing objectives for read-
ing instruction.

Behavioral illustrations
in reading

There are listings in the literature of
reading which catalog and classify the
outcomes of reading instruction. In
most of these lists, little or no attempt
has been made to distinguish between
general end specific goals, between

content and behavior, or between
lower and higher order objectives.

French provides many excellent ex-
amples of these distinctions and illus-
trates general object;ves with specific
behaviors. One such example states
the general objective and illustrates be-
havior as follows:

Commands and uses the basic st .11s of
reading for information, ideas, of mions,
stimulation, and leisure.
Illustrative Behaviors

a Adjusts his reading rate and his
method of reading (skimming, tak-
ing notes for detail or for enjoy-
ment only) to the material at hand.

b. Seeks consciously to attain his best
reading rate and comprehension.

c. Reads with increasing speed, com-
prehension. and appreciation.

d. (Other illustrative behaviors are
included) (4).

At the primary le. el, as one of the
goals of modern reading instruction,
David Russell states that teachers
should provide "for the gradual in-
crease in skills and acquisition of valu-
able habits in silent and oral reading"
(11).

This objective may be illustrated be-
haviorally as follows:

1. Reading
a. He does assigned reading by him-

self.
b. Anticipates the story from its title,

picks out chief sentences, and is
able to tell what each says.

c. Reads to find answers what,
when, where, and why.

d. Distinguishes the chi:f elements in
a story and can repeat them.

2. Word Recognition
a. Recognizes and produces the indi-

vidual letter signs for consonants
and consonant blends.

b. Can fuse tv.o- or three-letter
sounds into a single word and can
recognize letters by their sound.

c. Uses context to pronounce and lo-
cate meanings for words.

After developing specific illustra-
tions for set objectives, the next logical
step would involve placing these objec-
tives in some hierarchy consonant with
what is known of development and ma-
turation. If the objectives selected are
consistent and noncontradictory, they
can then be compared with and classi-
fied according to one of the previously
mentioned systems.
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A concept of the learner

Systems, however, can only aid in
the formulation of objectives. They
cannot insure what will happen when
objectives come face-to-face with a
learner. Tyler, speculating on the
changes that have occurred in his
thinking over the past two decades,
notes that beyond the planning of ob-
jectives students must have the chance
to do what is implied in the objective,
that what they do must be satisfying to
them. and that what they have done
must become an impelling force, stimu-
lating them to try new ways to reach
the same objectives (15). He urges
that the learnings be sequential and
that each learner set standards that
compel him to go beyond his past per-
formance. Finally, if learning is to
continue beyond the teacher's "poor
power to add or detract," the individ-
ual must have some means of judging
his own output.

No recognition, no concept, no in-
sight is more meaningful than the real-
ization that in education we must deal
with a live, squirming, purposeful
human being in whom go our hopes
for critical judgment, our needs for
creative innovation, and our freedom
to change as the world changes. And
humans exert a powerful influence on
one another, regardless of their ages.
When we plan and develop programs
of reading instruction, children jand
young people must be the constant
focus of our attention.

If our attention is fixed on curricu-
lum, on technology, and on reaching
specific goals at every turn, students
who vary from our conception of them
but who, nevertheless, are expected to
conform to a pattern of objectives will
find themselves lodged on one of Pro-
crustes' infamous beds. And if you
recall, Procrustes had a marvelous way
of fitting a traveler to his,bed. If the
traveler was unfortunate enough to
have his legs extend beyond the foot-
board, Procrustes and his men would
cut them off to make the sleeper fit he
bed. If, on the other hand, he was too
short, ropes were tied to his head and
feet and Procrustes would conven-

IN READING

iently stretch him until he reached the
proper length. When we adjust stu-
dents to programs rather than pro-
grams to students, when the cur-
riculum in reading becomes a rigid
lockstep sequence of goals, what hap-
pens to the child is analogous to what
happened to Procrustes' travelers. We
all need to remember .hat what hap-
pens to the child in schools is the final
criteria for judging what we have prac-
ticed there. Children do not learn an
objective but what they do in response
to one.
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Differentiating Objectives and
Behaviors in a City-Wide

Curriculum Guide in Reading

GLORIA E. FRIED
Trenton, New jersey, Public Schools

TILE DESIGNINC of a reading curricu-
lum and its presentation as a written
guide constitute a vital aspect of cur-
riculum development. The change in
personnel involved is more important,
however, than the concrete evidence
provided by the written guide of the
philosophy underlying the teaching of
reading in a large city school system
and tested approaches toward strted
goals. Although measurement of change
in the philosophy and attitude of teach-
ers of reading is not readily assessed,
its importance ranks with any other
outcome in the writing of a curriculum
guide. Although partly prescriptive, a
reading guide should primarily be an
intelligent, working consensus.of teach-
ers of reading.

The differentiation of objectives and
behaviorsi.e., the desired outcomes
and the effective approaches to their
realizationis in essence the crux of
any published guide for the instruction
of reading. "Only wit% knowledge of
goals," states Smith, "can the instruc-
tor know what he is to teach, the stu-
dent what he is to learn, and the eval-
uator what he is to use as a criterion
of training success" (5). The explo-
ration of the topic is a natural dichot-
omy : goals and patterns.

The goals are the achievement of

greater efficacy in the use of funda-
mental reading skills. These funda-
mental skills include the development
of word perception and comprehension
and their use in the content areas and
in the quest for personal values.

Because reading involves sequential
skills and is taught in stages, the Read-
ing Guide of the Trenton, New Jersey,
school system is patterned as a chart
for each of the five stages described,
preceded by a description of the devel-
opmental characteristics of children at
the level concerned with implications
for the most effective instruction of
reading.

Each chart is divided into two areas
and four columns.

Developing Fundamental Skills
Word Perception Comprehension

Skills Skills
Using Fundamental Skills

Reading in Content Reading for Personal
Areas Values

The guide lists the expected actions
or desired behaviors at each stage. It
is the responsibility of each teacher to
supply the experiences and use the ac-
tivities suggested which will allow chil-
dren to reach the desired behaviors
most effectively.

Developmental reading

All students in the Trenton school
system receive instruction in develop-
mental reading from grades one
through twelve. In the elementary
schools, the classroom teacher and a
reading coordinator are responsible for
this program. Because tl.e role of the
reading coordinator is a relatively new
one, the role should be delineated.

Role of reading coordinator
The reading coordinator's responsi-

bilities include 1) demonstrating read-
ing skills in classroom situations; 2)
planning reading programs w'th class-
room teachers; 3) conducting in-
service seminars with classroom teach-
ers; 4) diagnosing reading skills of
children : 5) assisting in identification
of reading problems through standard-
ized and specialized testing programs;
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and 6) providing evaluation and feed-
back to teachers through conferences,
workshops. consultant services, and re-
search.

The philosophy of the coordinator
program is that better reading per-
formance throughout the school will be
achieved more rapidly and more effec-
tively by strengthening the knowledge
and resources of the classroom teach-
ers rather than by relying on a corps
of special teachers to take over the
classroom teacher's problems. The
emphasis is on an improved develop-
mental reading program helping teach-
ers to understand and to know what to
do about developmental needs of stu-
dents at various stages in reading.

In the junior high schools special
classes have be "n established for the
teaching of developmental reading
skills. On this level. too, a coordina-
tor is available for in-service help and
suggestions.

Content reading
Mastery of content skills mast be

nurtured throughout the grades.
With their knowledge of improved
techniques of reading instruction,
corrdinators are assigned to the junior
high schools to aid teachers of sub-
ject-matter courses.

For years it has been recognized
that reading in content fields imposes
demands not met by training in devel-
opmental reading programs. Research
has shown, too. that general reading
ability is not a predictor of success in
all academic areas and that even stu
dents of good reading ability show var-
iations in comprehension, vocabulary,
and rate depending on the content.
Yet, little has been done in actual con-
tent classes to help secondary students
and teachers satisfy these needs.

A coordinator in each junior high
school conducts seminars with teachers
of various subject areas to help them
identify reading skills needed in var-
ious subjects. Coordinators are avail-
able to all classes for demonstrations of
"how" to help students handle neces-
sary materials. They make available a
variety of instructional materials for

students who need specialized instruc-
tion.

In the senior high school the team-
teaching approach encourages the
teachers and provides reading instruc-
tion in content classes with help for all
ability groups. Students are purpose-
fully guided through assigned material
and are stimulated to read at varying
rates for a variety of purposes.

"Team teaching." says Margaret J.
Early. "is a concept of vital impor-
tance to the secondary reading pro-
gram. Because reacting cuts through
all curriculum areas. the improvement
of reading has been a task for team
teaching. Or it should have been.
For even though reading may be
taught as an 'extra subject'. instruction
is ineffectual unless it is integrated
with the teaching of content.
Accomplishing this integration re-
quires teamwork" (3).

Corrective reading
Realizing that the program would he

remiss without a total approach, a cor-
rective and an enrichment program
have been included.

Each junior and senior high school
has a staff member skilled in handling
youngsters with mild to more severe
corrective needs. Tutors are recruited
from several nearby colleges for ele-
mentary age children. With sorae "on
the job" training these students often
provide the extra "pull up by the
bootstraps" and the attention that help
solve younger children's needs.

Enrichment reading
In an attempt to add variety to the

program, a corps of volunteers, all col-
lege graduates, has been recruited to
work with small groups and individu-
als. Use of community resources in
this way adds try dimensions to the
experience approach and gives addi-
tional service to potentially "able" stu-
dents.

Federal funds have been utilized for
additional summer programs to focus
on the special reading needs of the
language-and experience-impoverished
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child to help him build a frame of
reference for learning "how" to read,
especially in the readiness and begin-
nit.g reading stages. "The first three
years of the elementary school are crit-
ical. If learning is not successful and
satisfying in these years, the entire ed-
ucational career of the child is seri-
ously jeopardized. The child's interest
in school learning, the problems of the
school dropout, and the educational
and vocational career of the individual
are largely determined by what takes
place in the first few years of public
school.

"A longer school day. summer pro-
grams. small group instruction, teacher
assistants and tutoring programs, the
aid of specialists, the use of diagnostic
instruments, and the development of
more effective instructional materials
for this age group should all contribute
to the educational development of these
children" (1).

The differentiation of
learning behaviors

In a survey of this limited scope, the
described goals must be viewed as
minimal, and the learning behaviors
implementing and fulfilling these goals
must be evaluated. A guide on the in-
struction of reading may well consider
the following actions or behaviors: In
the area of word perception skills, be-
havioral outcomes may include the
pupil's ability to recognize, perceive,
associate, identify, and discriminate.
In the area of comprenension skills, he
should be able to recall, use, under-
stand, interpret, apply, and analyze.
In his reading in content areas, the
pupil should grow in his powers of se-
lecting, determining, using, adjusting,
locating, and organizing. In his read-
ing for personal values, he should
grow in his ability to listen, join, ap-
preciate, enjoy, gather, and evaluate.

Any guide listing behaviors and ob-
jectives is merely suggestive. It is the
responsibility of each teacher to mod
ify, delete, and add to the list.

Examples of desirable behavioral ac-
tivity on the various levels of reading

are stated as follows in the Reading
Guide of the Trenton Schools:

Associates printed forms with sounds
and meanings of spoken words. The
teacher's objective is implementation to
attain this goal. !:trggested to her in the
"Guide" as activit;es to achieve this are :
bulletins and sir,ns; pictures accompa-
nied by caption;; printed signs needed in
play, "Stop," "Jump"; child's dictated
story, experience, or poem accompanying
his picture; labeled containers from
which materials are obtained; titles on
books, names of songs in music, records,
hooks.

Observes likenesses and differences in
sounds of words. The teacher's objec-
tive is implementation tc attain this
goal. It is suggested in the "Guide"
that she might accomplish her goal
through tone games, rhyming words.
and records to distinguish familiar
sounds.

Further aids are included in a spe-
cial section of the guide. They include
the following topics: Developing Audi-
tory Perception and Discrimination ;
Developing Vi.ual Perception and
Discrimination : Teaching Vocabulary
Teaching the Use of Context Clues;
Teaching Main Ideas : Teaching Or-
ganizational Skills: Teaching Loca-
tional Skills: and the Development of
Abilities in Critical Reading.

Teaching techniques are included
for writing experience charts: the di-
rected reading activity SQ3R and
other study techniques; and building
study guides. Some typical classroom
activities ion various levels), basal
readers, audio visual aids, instructional
materials. diagnostic measures, library
books, and references for teachers
complete this section.

Preparation of the written
guide

The preparation of the written guide
had a twofold purpose: first, the in-
service training of teachers about new
practices and new findings about the
learning processes for the betterment
of each individual through a realistic
instructional program for all youth in
the advancing technological culture;
and secondly, the creation of a reposi-
tory of philosophy, goals, and practices
for the ready reference of all teachers.
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T.: x p e r len c e has revealed that guides,
written by a select group, appointed by
a central authority, and handed down
for classroom use arc unsatisfactory.
Consequently, the preparation of the
Reading Guide for the Trenton
Schools involved the people moat inti-
mately concerned and held the belief
that the interaction of personalities and
the exchange of ideas in the prepara-
tion of the guide was as important as
the final product, the guide itself.
With these thoughts i:. mind, the
teacl-ers of reading in Trenton com-
menced the creation of the guide with
three Ideas: first, it would be a total
all-city approach to reading; secondly,
it would itizlude a currictlum commit-
tee of as many as possible of those who
were directly involved with reading
practices in the schools ; and thirdly,
there would be a "built-in" in-service
program.

Motivating concepts

Motivating concepts which guided
the work in preparing the guide in-
cluded these beliefs :

1. Continuous instruction in reading for
all pupils from kindergarten to grade
twelve is necessary.

2. Learning to read is a highly complex
process, completely interrelated with
the other language arts and closely
integrated with all aspects of growth.

3. The reading process is developmental
and continuous, building upon past
increments of skills, habits, attitudes,
and experiences.

4. Children learn to read at different
rates; the rate of the individual child
varies.

5. Learning to read throigh first-hand
experiences and through direct con-
tact with the environment facilitates
the process.

6. Reading skills are learned through
consistent and systemati. practice and
help.

7. Reading skills should be taught in
connection with content subjects
throughout the grades.

8. Reading skills and concepts peculiar
to special areas, such as, shop, home
economics, music, health, physical
education, fine arts, etc., should be
taught in the classrooms through the
activities and by the teachers where
these subjects are taught.

9. Reading develops critical thinking,
expands interests, stimulates tastes,

extends sources of pleasure and sat-
isfaction, and broadens learning.

Use of periodic brochures

In an urban system there is gener-
ally the infusion of many ethnic groups
which pose varying learning problems.
There are varying ability groups who
must also be considered. While
guides must be written developmen-
tally to include all learners, provisions
for special needs must be made. It
was decided that brochures accompa-
nying guides or written periodically
would serve this purpose.

The slow learner, the gifted, the un-
derachiever, all warr..nted special
treatment with individually written
guides to accompany the major re-
source book. The disadvantaged child
became the subject of many additional
brochures. As Deutch points out,
"The culture of his environment is a
different one from the culture that has
molded the school and its education
technique and theory" (2) These
children have relatively little intellec-
tual stimulation of the kind valued by
the school. They show language defi-
ciencies and poor reading and achieve-
ment levels since "the lower class is
not a verbally oriented environment"
(2).

"Methods and matcrials which serve
the average child will not seem to help
the culturally deprived child acquire
the critical communication and compu-
tational skills which are so necessary to
achievement of educational goals. . . .

The gaps between the learning tasks
and the 'readiness' of the children are
a source of frustration to the teachers
as well as the children. All too quickly,
the teacher and the child are ready
to give up the struggle both with a
terrible sense of being defeated" (6).

Continual evaluation

The curriculum designed, the guide
written, the experiences must still be
arranged daily to allow all children to
respond to their environment and to
interact tavorably with the school.
The focus is on the teacher who initi-
ates the change. Robert Karlin of
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Queen's College stated recently: "Pro-
grams are not as important as the
teachers who administer them" (4).

It is the teachers themselves who
must plan together, assess programs,
and effect improvements. Thy must
continue to study new approaches and
improve instruction. They must re-
view professional materials and attend
workshops and conferences. A curricu-
lum program is primarily an in-service
program. As a prime objective it has
the goal of continuous improvement
of its offering to the pupils. As a re-
sult. it anticipates the supplying of all
teachers with excellent reference ma-
terial. Confirming teacher education,
planning, and in-service programs are
important conditions influencing read-
ing development in a school system.

Summary

The writing of the guide was pri-
marily a systematic structuring of ob-
jectives or goals to be attained. The
reading curriculum, not the written
guide alone, must be the paramount
factor which fuses all skills, study haL-
its. appreciations. and thought pro-
cesses4which the student needs to read
efficiently.

The committee which wrote the
guide was composed of those persons
responsible for the reading program in
the Trenton Schools. Coordinated by
the director of reading, the group in-
cluded reading coordinators, represent-
ative principals, teachers representing
self-contained classrooms, and some
personnel from departmental set-ups in
the secondary schools.

Emerging as a resource book, the
guide became a publication which in-
cluded descriptive statements of
learner characteristics, charts to be
read horizontally for skills at each de-
velopmental level and vertically for
skills progressing from kindergarten
through grade twelve, varieties of
teaching techniques, and instructional
books and materials. To meet the
needs of pupils from varying socio-
economic levels and those with wide-
ranging learning abilities, periodic

brochures brought additional informa-
tion and materials to those concerned.

Differentiated objectives and their
related behaviors were explored on a
city-with basis. The objectives, it was
agreed, may arise from inferences
about the needs of the groups, but the
specific behaviors must be unique.
Behaviors which might be reasonably
expected were listed sequentially on
charts. The teacher was free, how-
ever. to implement the objectives
through any creative classroom teach-
ing techniques.
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Writing and Revising a
Curriculum Guide in Reading

I3ERNICE T. CLARK
New York State

Education Department
THE NEW YORK STATE Education De-
partment is continually reviewing the
various areas of the curriculum and
has become increasingly aware of the
fundamental role of language in all
learning. As an important phase of
the effort to provide quality education
for the students of the state, major
project, the reevaluation of the English
language arts program in kindergarten
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through grade twelve, was undertaken.
Planning for the writing of this

guide began in 1962. Consultants se-
lected for the Ad Hoc Committee on
the English language arts were indi-
viduals vitally involved in the utiliza-
tion of language : those who spend
their professional lives writing or pro-
jecting the written word. It was con-
sidered important to hear from a group
of distinguished, nationally-known au-
thor!, editors, directors, and experts in
the mass media and in the field of com-
munication.

The committee meeting was charac-
terized by the deepest interest and en-
thusiasm. As one reflects on the in-
sights of the committee with respect to
the goals of language and as use in ed-
ucation, the more convinced one is that
by no other means could the more sig-
nificant implications for the revision of
the English program be obtained.

Under the leadership of Associate
Commissioner Walter Crewson, par-
ticipants from: the fields of literature,
theatre, and mass media; educators
who specialize in the language arts in
schools and colleges; Assistant Com-
missioner Warren W. Knox : and
members of the education department
staff met in Albany. Commissioner
James E. Allen, Jr., met with the
p.oup for a portion of the session.

The advisory committee members
were Edward L. Bernays, public rela-
tions expert and author ; Theodore
Dahl, manager, Management Commu-
nications, International Business Ma-
chines Corporation ; John- Charles
Daly, Columbia Broadcasting Com-
pany ; William Gibson, author of "The
Miracle Worker ;" Rosamond Gilder,
past editor of "Theatre Arts" maga-
zine: George H. Henry, professor of
education, University of Delaware ;
Robert F. Hogan, executive sem tary,
The National Council of Teachers of
English ; Joseph Mersand, chairman,
English Department, Jamaica High
School, New York City Public
Schools; Mabel S. Noall, director,
Secondary Reading Clinic, Boston
University ; Josepo Papp, director,
New York Shakespeare Festival ;

Walter Pauk, School of Education,
Cornell University ; Louise M. Rosen-
blatt. professor of English education,
New York University School of Edu-
cation ; and Alan Schneider, director
of Broadway plays. There were also
guests from colleges and members of
the State Education Department.

Visiting artists and educators at the
conference, in their own way and
through their own creative work, sym-
bolized the various approaches to revi-
talizing the language arts program,
kindergarten through grade 12. Each
member of the advisory committee rep-
resented unique and productive experi-
ence in using the medium of language
with live audiences, with readers, with
great segments of the public, or with
students in institutions of iearning.

Differing views

Committee members challenged one
another with some interesting differ-
ences of opinion. For example, there
was a call for concentration on the pre-
cise study of word meaning, followed
by the quick warning that excessive
focus on word study per se might re-
strict the student's view to narrowly.
There was an expert description of the
careful, systematic use of selective lan-
guage, geared to various publics for
purposes of interpretation and persua-
sion and the counter plea that language
should often be used solely for sheer
pleasure and enjoyment. There was a
spirited dialog on the selecting and uti-
lizing of words to convey specific ideas
with clarity and the description of an
ephemeral and creative process of first
placing words on paper and through
them seekilig to discover inner
thoughts and then using the words to
organize the thoughts which are dis-
covered. There was the assertion that
the program somehow misses the es-
sence of language-feeling--or the emo-
tional experience which can create joy
in students. But there was the coun-
ter-assertion that joy can only come
after basic skills are mastered ana that
the real problem is to teach pupils the
practical communication skills lieedci
in daily life: wi iting a clear, descrip-
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tive paragraph and making an accepta-
ble oral presentation. A compromise
view held that the joy and the skills
can be built simultaneously.

Areas of general agreement

These were some of the rare individ-
ualisms that made the conference ex-
citing. But the feeling of the entire
group upheld such general insights and
agreements as these: I) Children come
to school with motivations that are de-
stroyed somewhere; let us seek their
stimulation. 2) English is not merely
a subject to be taught ; it is the activa-
tion of ideas. It is not mechanical;
it is creative. 3) Teaching English
means affecting individual behavior,
for the use of language is a form of
human behavior tied in with experi-
ence, including the experience of the
classroom. 4) The basic language arts
program must be planned to give the
increasing masses of children attending
school a reasonable adequacy in the
ability to communicate. 5) The sylla-
bus will be a broad framework upon
which additional plans and ideas may
be built by teachers. 6) The areas in
the syllabus should be carefully
planned to motivite deepening inter-
est in the language arts and to meet
the realistic needs, wishes, interests,
and desires of youth.

Specific recommendations

Most of the specific recommenda-
tions reflected a deep desire for crea-
tivity in the construction of the pr ,-
gram and in the teacher's presentat n,
as well as a respect for the inner ei lo-
tional life of the child. After revs.m
of the existing program by Warren
Knox. Walter Crewson emphasized
that the department wanted to "mine"
the recommendations of the visiting
artists and experts in order to "find
new directions."

The program
The group felt that the language arts

program should be carefully articu-
lated and developed in direct relation
to current research ..:,ieh describes the

nature and character of today's chil-
dren. They said that interesting meth-
ods of presenting the program and a
clearly organized outline of content
should be prepared for teachers in a
number of creative units relat d to the
syllabus outline.

The committee felt that in building
the program the following concepts
and idea., should be given the most
careful consideration: 1) English is
not merely a subject to be taught. It
is the creation and the stimulation of
ideas. It is not a mechanical tinkering
with structures or the analyzing of
sentences out of context. It is the
larger dimension of meaning and in-
terpretation. 2) The language arts
should be taught and treated as a con-
cept designed to broaden and deepen
the individuality of each learner.
Language is not external; it is inextri-
cably bound with the vitality of living.
3) The written language should be ap-
proached as something personal, tied
to the way we speak. It should not
become dull. impersonal. and passive,
resulting in two languagesthe lan-
guage of daily usage and the passive,
written language which uses such
phrasing as "It has been announced
that. . . ." 4) Language should be
used as a searchlight pointing to the
inward discovery of thought and then
conveyed to others after nebulous ideas
are clarified. It is a tool used in in-
ward searching, not a conveyor belt.
5) Drill without feeling is a sterile
process: language can be exciting to
both students and teachers. 6) The
mass media can be used effectively to
develop feeling and excitement related
to language. 7) The theatre uses
words before they become literature; it
is a dramatic, graphic expression of a
people, their language, and their cul-
ture. The lack of theatre in many
school programs often results in a
long-delayed introduction to this art
form. Then it may come too late to
attract an abiding interest. Living
language is conveyed through drama,
either by children's acting in plays or
watching the gestur.s and live per-
formances of actors. Until children
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observe or participate in drama, their
ability to communicate will be limited.

The student
It is felt that the inner life of the

child enables him fo undertake tasks
which are frequer .y thought of as far
beyond him and that the realistic inclu-
sion of vital areas of life, too often
side-stepped in the teaching pr xess,
results in the development of student
confidence in teachers and deep i -.T-

est in the program. The cha' r,ge
was made to start with the valid n.es
life of the child and then to lea( the
way to grammar and precision.

It was believed that students need to
1) create an inner 'oy through lan-
guage, which can become a kind of
food that nourishes and possesses an
internal dimension ; 2) learn to keep
listening in its pristine state and nour-
ish the valuable faculty of listening
attentively and thoughtfully as in the
early stages of childhood when lis-
tening preceded the imitative process
that led to speech ; 3) learn to organize
and convey thoughts logically because
language is a social phenomenonan
effective tool in organizing experi-
ences, thoughts, and emotionswith a
structure of its own ; 4) develop the
same degree of confidence in the ability
to write as in the ability to speak in
order to overcome the average Ameri-
can's reluctance to put something
down on paper ; and 5) learn to read
critically and analytically.

The teacher
It was agreed by all that teaching

the language arts is a highly creative
job and that the crux of the situation
is that instruction and its results de-
pend ultimately upon the enthusiasm
and skill of the individual teacher.

The following recommendations
were made regarding the teacher of
language Arts : 1) The teacher's ap-
proach should be an inspired one. A
statewide in-service program involving
the state's 13,000 English teachers
should be organized. 2) A sense of
greatness should be infused into

preparation. 3) A lay visiting
faculty, of distinguished artists and
practitioners in the language arts
should be organized to ignite, inspire,
and deepen the language arts program
in the high schools and in teacher
training institutions. 4) Regional
conferences and summer courses
should be held for teachers of the lan-
guage arts: and education department
conferences should be organized for
teachers of method. 5) Resource
units should be prepared for teachers.

It was further suggested that a fol-
low-up session be held with newsmen
and leaders in radio and television in
search of additional ideas and reactions
to the recommendations of the advis-
ory committee.

A report of the Ad Hoc Committee
was reviewed by a group of represent-
atives of the press, radio, and televi-
sion at a meeting of the state education
department in March of 1%5. The
meeting was chaired by Associate
Commissioner Walter Crewson. Other
department personnel present were
Warren W. Knox and William E.
Young.

The group stressed the importance
of developing in studeLfs 1) a mastery
of and respect for language as a tool of
communication with the purpose of in-
suring an improved and more creative
use of language; 2) the ability to write
simple declarative sentences and to in-
terrelate them in paragraphs which ex-
press clearly a thought of reasonable
complexity : 3) the ability to find joy
in some type of reading (students
should be able to race, gallop, and run
when they read), 4) the ability to ex-
press themselves clearly to peers aud,
conversely, the willingness to listen to
a speech and the desire to see a play ;
and 5) increased interest in language
and in reading through the discrimina-
tive use of television in the classroom
as a motivating force.

The study of formal grammar does
not necessarily result in effective writ-
ing ; however, writing tends to improve
in relationship to clear oral expression
and the reading of good literature.

General guidelines were set up that
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were translated into a working plan by
a professional advisory committee the
following spring. These guidelines
were designed for working committees
who were called into the department
the following summer to write a pre-
liminary manuscript. The professional
committee was comprised of personnel
from college and school systems
persons known to have an interest in
this particular curriculum area. This
professional committee worked on the
following five major areas of the sylla-
bus revision, all K-12 in scope: 1)
reading 2) literature, 3) language, 4)
composition, and 5) speaking and lis-
tening.

The working committeesone ele-
mentary, one junior high and, one sen-
ior high schoolprepared initial man-
uscripts based on the guidelines and
utilized the results of sound research
to help structure the syllabus.

The first portion of the develop-
mental reading section was edited and
prepared for general distribution in an
experimental edition. It contained vo-
cabulary, word attack, comprehension.
critical, and interpretative reading
skills.

The third portion of the reading
material completed the experimental
edition of the syllabus and was distrib-
uted later in the school year. It con-
tained locational skills, work study
skills, oral reading, and rate of read-
ing.

The reading syllabus wag distributed
to the schools of the state along with
an invitation to chief school officers,
inviting their districts to come into the
offici- 1 tryout. Many other districts
and individuals indicated a desire to
evaluate the-mattrials. They were en-
couraged to do so. The experimental
schcols were in large and small cities,
lburban and rural districts and were

located from the tip of Long Island to
the Pennsylvania and Canadian bor-
ders.

Implementation
The need to implement the program

was then felt in the department. A
team composed of Walter Eddington,

Robert Johnstone, Vivienne Anderson,
and Edna Morgan was charged with
this responsibility. An orientation
conference for school systems involved
in the tryout was held in Albany on
October 5, 1964; 150 were expected,
but 300 cime!

Ten regional conferences were then
planned and held across the state in
cooperation with local professional or-
ganizations and school districts. It is
interesting to note that over 5.000
teachers, supervisors, and college pro-
fessors attended these conferences.

All material (K -12) in each broad
skill area is within the covers of one
publication so that all teachers can
familiarize themselves closely with the
complete skill development process and
be able to place youngsters on the con-
tinuum.

The whole is organized for ease of
teacher use ; 1) table of contents, 2)
ample blank space for comments, and
3) evaluation sheets at the conclusion
of each level in each portion of the
material.

The philosophy as it appears in the
introduction to the materials is ex-
plained this way : "It is believed that
the best way to teach reading to all
children, under the circumstances that
exist at Vie present time, is that of sys-
tematic, sequential skills development,
beginning in kindergarten and contin-
uing through grade 12."

The purpose of this philosophy is
not directed toward estaolishing sep-
arate reading classes (particularly at
the secondary schools), but rather it is
intended to aid in the organization of
instruction to the end that a sequential
and systematic program of skills devel-
opment will result within the existing
classroom situations.

The definite trend in reading in-
struction in this country bears out this
theory. Recent research studies indi-
cate that the integration of skills in
current school programs is more effec-
tive than the practice establishing sep-
arate developmental reading classes at
the secondary level. Attention to
reading skills in the content areas is
also gaining necessary momentum. It
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is also believed that the total program
should make use of all reading experi-
ences, oral and silent, that lend them-
selves to continued growth in major
areas where reading is vital.

At various levels of development, in-
struction must certainly be adapted to
the maturity of the student. This ad-
aptation does not mean that skills are
different but rather that the handling
of the various skills takes into account
the varying maturity levels of the stu-
dent.

In some cases it is ognized that
corrective and remedial programs, as
well as provision for the gifted child,
will he needed in addition to this pro-
gram.

Total school program
There is a problem involved here.

The elementary school cannot be ex-
pected to teach the more mature read-
ing abilities needed in secondary
school; nor can the secondary school
teacher of English or the "reading pe-
riod teacher" in elementary school be-
expected to develop in students those
reading abilities needed,in the study of
other disciplines. The teacher in the
content area must assume the responsi-
bility for teaching the skills that are
necessary for full comprehension of the
subject matter of that particular disci-
pline. No one else knows that subject
matter as well.

. the summer of 1964, three
3-week workshops were conducted on
the campus of Vassar College.
Literature, composition, and reading
sections were held with the aid of a
staff of 18 consultants, a librarian, an
administrator, and two college profes-
sors. One thousand New York teach-
ers (K-12) took part in these work-
shops.

The topics covered in the one-week
reading section were chosen on the
basis of the problems that arose in the
regional conference : 1) innovations in
the field of reading; 2) overview of the
syllabus ; 3) diagnosis for placement
on the skills ladder ; 4) skills areas, in-
cluding context clues, vocabulary
building, critical reading, and study

skills ; and 5) materials such as tests,
machines, visual aids, films, etc. Each
area was given K-12 attention with
regard to the syllabus.

The initial rewriting of the syllabus
began on the basis of the evaluation
sheets and tryout school reports.
Although there were no changes in
basic philosophy, there were some
changes in sequence. All skills were
carefully traced through each level,
and it is hoped that the revised manu-
script will he far superior to the ex-
perimental edition.

The New York State Education De-
partment dreams of the day when
every child in the state will be able to
read as efficiently as his abilities will
permit. The department is working
for the day when it no longer will hear
of reading retardation. It believes
with Keppel that "Education must
make good on the concept that no child
is unteachable or unreachable." New
York State Education Department is
providing the leadership to insure that
Johnny is going to be able to read.

The Reading Program
Spans the Total Curriculum

J. LOUIS COOPER
University of Connecticut

THERE IS GENERAL AGREEMENT among
authorities in the field of reading in-
struction that in any well-balanced
reading program there are three essen-
tial types of training: 1) the program
in the fundamentals of reading ; 2)
guidance of reading in the content sub-
jects, sometimes referred to as the pro-
gram in the work-study skills ; and 3)
wide provision for both directed and
independent recreatory reading, fre-
quently referred to as the program in
children's literature.

In most present-day reading pro-
grams a great deal of emphasis is
placed on the first of these types of
training throughout the elementary
school. On the other hand, the other
types of training often receive only
token attention.

The program in the fundamentals of
reading has a major functionthe
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teaching of the mechanics of reading,
that is, the process of decoding the
printed symbols and reading them
smoothly and fluently in both oral and
silent reading situations. Throughout
this program the uppermost problem r.
the establishment of basic skills and at-
titcdes, and, particularly at the pri-
mary levels, the instructional load is
heavily flavored with experiences al-
rrady familiar to the child. Hence, the
harden of new information is not a
major factor.

At the intermediate levels the second
type of training, reading in relation to
the content subjects. becomes increas-
ingly important. Here the child en-
ccunters texts in history or geography,
an informative text in science, a basic
text in arithmetic, and many others.
Here he learns to use such sources as
encyclopedias, dictionaries, reference
;_ooks, and library card catalog and
such tools as tables of contents, in-
dexes, study guides, charts, maps,
graphs, tables, and diagrams. This
use is continued throughout the upper
elementary grades and the secondary
school, and the more highly specialized
the subject matter becomes and the
more highly departmentalized the pro-
gram becomes, the more independence
the learner is expected to assume for
the use of these skills.

Reading in the content areas de-
mands the basic skills that are common
to all reading. those which are stressed
in the program in The fundamentals of
reading, but it also demands certain
z.,)-called study skills that are not nec
essarily essential for effective reading
of story-type material. To some de-
gree, materials in each of the areas
such as the social studies, the natural
sciences, mathematics, and literature
make unique demands upon the reader.
Is it not too much to expect children
to read successfully the directions for
doing a science experiment, to inter-
pret maps, to read graphs, to read and
interpret arithmetic problems, to es-
tablish purposes for reading a study
assignment, to make use of headings
and other typographical aids, and to
adjust their rate of reading to the na-

ture of the material if they have been
brought up on nothing more than a
steady diet of story-type materials?

Study-type reading and special
skills required

Since development of the skills for
effective reading and study in the con-
tent subjects requires something more
than the typical program of basic read-
ing instruction as it is commonly
known, one basic question comes to
mind : just what kinds of reading
tasks are required for effective reading
in the various subject matter areas?

It is difficult to classify into a few
major categories all of the reading one
must do in connection with the content
subjects because each presents its own
unique reading problems. Nevertheless,
most such tasks will generally fall into
one or more of the following categories :

I. Interpreting a single study-type
selection, such as a chapter in a
textbook.

2. Securing from a wide variety of
printed sources information about
a particular problem or topic.

3. Reading short, specific selections,
such as mathematics problems,
directions for a science experi-
ment and the like, which require
careful and detailed reading.

Each of these types of read;ng re-
quires special skills. The best proce-
dure for studying a chapter in a his-
tory or science book is quite different
from the best process for reading sev-
eral chapters in each of several hooks
for comparative purposes or for ex-
tracting pertinent portions from sev-
eral sources as they relate to a particu-
lar problem. It also differs from the
process one would use if he were read-
ing directions for doing an experiment,
following directions in baking a cake,
or solving a problem in arithmetic. If
each of these types of reading requires
special skills, just what are they? In
this regard, it should be noted that al-
though each subject area presents cer-
tain unique reading problems, there is
considerable overlapping among read-
ing abilities in different subjects.
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Special skills needed for reading a sin-
gle study-type selection

Although the use of a wide variety
of reading materials and other learning
aids is commun practice in teaching
the content subjects, most schools con-
tinue to use a basic textbook as the
framework for such courses. Reading
assignments are made from tim.i to
time in these basic texts, and children
are expected to be able to read them
with reasonable understanding.

In order to be able to cope with this
type of reading, the pupil must acquire
some systematic approach to reading,
interpreting, and recalling the content
of a single study-type selection, such as
the SQ3R procedure or one of its
many variations. Though these proce-
dures differ slightly from one to an-
other, all of them have the following
basic ingredients:

1. A systematic preview of the se-
lection for the purpose of estab-
lishing specific purposes for read-
ing.

2. A systematic procedure for read-
ing the selection, in which the
reader reads one section at a
time to find the answer to a ma-
jor question or questions.

3. A series of steps for practicing
immediate and delayed recall for
the purpose of fixing in the mind
of the reader pertinent portions
of the material read.

Ordinarily, the special skills re-
quired for effective reading of a single
study-type selection are net acquired
by the pupil on his own. Careful
guidance must be provided until the
procedure has been well established.

Special skills needed for securing in-
formation from a variety of sources

In addition to having children read
basic textbook materials, schools today
place a good deal of emphasis on inde-
pendent study and research. This kind
of reading requires that the pupil secure
information about a particular problem
or topic from a wide variety of printed
and other sources. In such reading,
all previously mentioned basic reading
abilities and study skills are needed,

but these are not enough. Additional
skills of three main kinds are required:
1) the skills of locating information,
2) comparing and evaluating the perti-
nent information from the several
sources, and 3) organizing this infor-
mation for some particular purpose.

To find the material he needs, the
pupil must be able to locate items in an
index, table of contents, encyclopedia,
card catalog, various guides, atlases,
almanacs, and etc. Once he has found
the appropriate references, he has to
pick out from the whole that which is
pertinent to his particular problem and
evaluate this material in terms of how
up to date and authentic it is. He
must then compare the pertinent infor-
mation from the various sources to de-
termine the extent of agreement or lack
of it. Following the reading and eval-
uation of the material, the reader must
organize these bits of information for a
particular purpose.

Special skills required for reading
short, specific selections

In all subject areas there are many
situations in which one must read di-
rections and follow them to the letter.
Examples are recipes in cookbooks,
directions for doing science experi-
meurs,clirections for assembling a piece
of equipment, and directions for operat-
ing a machine.

Unlike the reading one must do in
textbook selections, one interesting
thing about reading directions is that,
although they need to be read carefully
and for detail, frequently they do not
need to be remembered. Another in-
teresting- fact is that few individuals
can pleaJ "not guilty" to the charge
that we are a nation of instruction ig-
norers, despite the fact that we live in
a world guided by directions and in-
structions. Since following directions
is an important skill that many people
have not mastered, the school reading
program has a definite and clear-cut
responsibility for teaching it.

Who should be responsible for
teaching the work-study skills?

Granting that there are special read-
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ing and study skills required for effec-
tive use of materials in the content
subjects, who should he responsible for
teaching these skills?

For many years some have said that
it is the job of the special subject
teacher to develop these skills as
needed in the study of the subject. It
has been assumed that the mathematics
teacher, science teacher, and social
studies teacher will teach those reading
skills esser tial for proper interpreta-
tion of the materials used in their
courses. This theory, good though it
may sound. simply has not been fruit-
ful.

Since there is a great deal of overlap
in the skills needed from one subject
area to another and if every subject
matter teacher is expected to teach the
skills needed for his particular area,
there are likely to be needless repeti-
tion of some skills and perhaps a neg-
lect of other important ones. This is
particularly true in he case of pro-
grams where depai anentalization is
practiced. More often than not. how-
ever, the assumption that every subject
matter teacher is a teacher of reading
has resulted in the good old American
custom of "passing the buck."
Everybody's business becomes no-
body's business.

Then, too, if the teacher is subject-
matt,r oriented, he may not recognize
the specific skills to teach or just how
to teach them so that the child will
make the transfer to a functional appli-
cation. Leaving the identification of
the skills to he taught to the individual
content subject teacher is likely to e-
stilt in lack of sequential development
of the necessary skills. Also, if study
skills are to be taught as part of the
content subjects, specific lessons for
their introduction and development
must be prepared by the teachers.
Frequently, subject matter teachers
lack the skill, time, energy, and proper
facilities for the preparation of such in-
structional materials.

In ,.he self-contained elementary
school classroom where all the child's
instruction is under the direction of
one teacher, there is, of course, the

possibility that these skills might be
taught in their natural setting. Even
here. however, there is the question of
whether the skills should be taught in
connection with the time allocated for
each of the subject areas or during the
time normally assigned for systematic
reading instruction.

If we depend on the teaching of the
essential interpretative skills in the
subject matter classes, there is grave
danger that the job won't get done.
The teacher who is involved in putting
across the concepts of science or math-
ematics is likely to find his allegiance
divided between the ends and the
means to the end if the content must
be interrupted to teach the special
reading skills that may be needed at a
particular moment. If the emphasis in
the arithmetic class is put on how to
read the problem. the problem itself
may never get solved. If the emphasis
in the social studies class is put on find-
ing the author's pattern and use of
headings or some related reading skill,
the major concepts and problems in-
volved may become secondary.

The position held here, therefore, is
that the essential reading and study
skills for effective study of content
materials should, wherever possible, be
developed at a time apart from that
normally used for the content subjects
and should then be applied during the
content area period without need for
further attention except for refinement
and the development of the habit of
utilizing the skills. This appears to be
a necessary answer whether the
tewner who teaches the reading is the
same person or a different person from
the one who teaches the social studies,
or the arithmetic, or the science.

Materials for teaching the
study skills

Although the point of view of the
writer is that the special skills needed
for content area reading can best be
taught during the regular reading in-
struction period, it must be recognized
that the content of typical basal read-
ing books is not particularly suitable
for teaching many of the study skills.
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Reading matter used for the lessons
and for practice exercises should be
quite similar to the materials the child
is expected to use in his study of sci-
ence, social studies, and mathematics.
One cannot easily teach children the
use of headings, the relationship of
paragraph headings to center headings,
and center headings to titles if the
book being used as a teaching tool
makes little or no use of headings.
Such is the case of the typical story-
type basal reader. A text in reading
may teach the child to read a story, to
recognize words, and to analyze vocab-

ulary for pronunciation and meaning,
but it does not teach him the special
skills needed to read other kinds of

materials.
This being the case, one might as-

sume that the reading teacher would
turn to the social studies, science, and
mathematics hooks to find specific se-
lections through which the special
skills might be taught. This procedure
would be quite appropriate except that
it would leave the reading teacher with
the responsibility for identifying the

skills to he taught, finding the ap-
propriate materials to use in doing the
teaching, and providing the variety of
books needed. While this task is pos-
sible in the self-contained classroom of
the elementary school, it is time con-
suming and certainly not very conven-
ient.

It appears that an appropriate solu-
tion would be for the reading teacher
to have specially prepared materials in
the form of a reading textbook, a kit of
carefully developed materials, or per-
haps a series of programed lessons,
which would 1) carefully delineate the
specific skills to be taught, 2) provide
well-organized lessons for teaching the
skills, 3) include reading selections
consisting of appropriate content, and
4) suggest specific subject areas and
situations for the application and inte-
gration of the skills.

Application of skills required for
reading content area materials

It is imperative that the special
study skills be taught, regardless of

where or by whom. But the mere
teaching of these skills is not enough.
Provision must be made for the appli-
cation of the skills in a truly functional
setting. While it may be the major
responsibility of the reading teacher to
develop the initial understanding of the
skills, it is surely the responsibility of
the subject matter teacher to teach his
subject in such a way that there is
ample opportunity for children to use
the various skills that have been taught
to them.

One should not make the mistake of
assuming that skills will be used just
because they have been taught. For
example, it is erroneous to assume that
a child will brush his teeth simply be-
cause he has been given a toothbrush
and a series of lessons on how to use
it. We must, by some means or other.
see to it that he develops the habit of
brushing his teeth. So it is with the
study skills. The subject matter
teacher must set up situations which
require the use of the special reading
skills and provide guidance in using
them until they are used with precision
and until the habit of using them ha-
been well established.

As reading assignments in textbooks
are given, the teacher must make a
special effort to help children apply
those specific skills needed in reading a

single study-type assignment. He
must guide the children in setting up
purposes for reading: aid .hem in find-
ing the author's outline : remind them
to be on the alert for signal words,
statements of fact, and statements of
opinion, insist that they make use of
maps, graphs, charts; urge them to
practice immediate and delayed recall ;
and show them how they might vary
the reading rate in a particular selec-
tion. And, the teacher must keep a
constant vigil to see that the skills are
put to use.

In addition to helping the children
develop skill in the effective use of
basic textbooks, subject matter teach-
ers must also organize their course
content into problems, units, or topics
which require and stimulate the use of
a variety of learning aids and which en-
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courage wide reading from a number
of different sources. In this connec-
tion, let us assume that in science a
pupil has a particular problem to be
solved or a question to be answered.
He should be encouraged not to accept
the views of a single author, He must
be led to see that different sources do
not always agree and that, by going to
different sources, one not only gets dif-
ferent points of view but also more in-
formation than can he had from a single
source.

To get the answer to a particular
question or problem, the individual
must first locate information about that
problem, a task which usually requires
a number of locational tools. Once the
information has been located, the pupil
must evaluate it in terms of how much
of each source is pertinent to the par-
ticular problem. He has to evaluate the
material from the standpoint of valid-
ity : that is, who wrote it, when it was
written, the status of the author as a
recognized authority, evidence of au-
thor bias, etc. He has to compare the
pertinent information from the several
sources to determine the degree of
agreement or lack of it : and he must
draw conclusions based on these
sources. In short, he must learn to
read not to believe and take for
granted, nor to accept or reject. but to
weigh and consider. Finally, he must
organize the information he has gath-
ered from sonic particular purpose: to
write a theme, to make a report, to
prepare for an examination.

Under what better conditions could
children develop a functional applica-
tion of those skills needed for effective
reading of content area materials than
in courses organized and taught in a
manner which requires their use?
The answer is obvious. It seems clear
that if children are to become effective
readers, the reading program must
span the total curriculum and must in-
volve both special teachers of reading
and subject matter teachers alike,
whether they be the same or different
people.

Building Reading into the
High School Curriculum

LEITHA PAUI.SEN,
ZEN.% DORINSON, and
MARGARET FIEDLER

Bloom Township High School,
Chicago Heights

BLOOM HAS A VARIETY of reading ser-
vices made possible by government
funds : a reading laboratory for devel-
opmental students, a reading clinic for
severely retarded readers, two reading
consultants to work with classroom
teachers, a learning aids center, and a
program for students for whom En-
glish is a second language. All these
services make valuable contributions to
students and teachers. However, un-
less the effort of these fine, separate
reading structures within a school are
consolidated, results are scattered and
the impact of individual effort is lost.
Unless all reading services reinforce
one another to help the student and
provide in-service training to the
teacher, a student's dramatic improve-
ment in reading laboratory or clinic
does not carry over to his course work
and teachers are not brought to the
point where they teach reading
through their curricular content.

The developmental reading
lab(); at- Ty

One of Bloom's reading services is
the Developmental Reading Labora-
tory. Instruction in this lab has be-
come an accepted part of the freshman
English program. But those of us
concerned with coordinating reading
and curriculum feel that has not
been as effective as it could be. How
can we use the lab along with our
other reading services so that it will
better meet the individual needs of stu-
dents and at the same time involve the
reading specialist and tli-! English
teacher in a team effort that will build
reading into the curriculum ?

The plan calls for a preschool work-
shop week to orient teachers to the
need for a diagnostic approach to read-
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ing problems through the use of an in-
formal reading inventory. Teachers
are to inventory their own groups dur-
ing the first three weeks of school and
prepare a reading profile for each stu-
dent. Then, in an individual confer-
ence, student and teacher are to use
the profile to plan a program for im-
proving skills of vocabulary, compre-
hension, and flexibility of rate. All
procedures for inventorying are to be
taught in a series of three in-service
training sessions keyed to a step-
by-step administration of the test.

Classes will then be scheduled into
the reading laboratory for five periodic
one-week sessions. Preceding each of
these sessions there will again be in-
service training to ready the classroom
teacher for his role as a reading
teacher in partnership with the reading
specialist. The lab program is based
on the sequence chart included in this
article. Each group's reading instruc-
tion will start at the stage of develop-
ment that shows most need for im-
provement and will move through the

sequence as the competency of the
group permits.

The week's work will begin with a
lesson based on the reading area in
which the incoming group needs to ex-
tend skills. Then the student will
work at learning stations stocked with
materials that will individualize his in-
struction. Since these are learning
stations rather than places for skill
practice, the reading teacher and the
classroom teacher must come to grips
with the students' problems and care-
fully match instruction and materials
to developing needs. The learning sta-
tion lessons culminate with a short
diagnostic test designed to give the
student feedback on his progress in re-
lation to his profile.

The reading specialist will complete
the week's instruction with a reading
lesson applying core skills to content
which would ordinarily he taught in
the classroom. This lesson should en-
able the teacher to see how to teach
specific skills within the context of his
ongcing units of work. In fact, the
entire lab experience is only a launch-
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING LABORATORY SEQUENCE CHART

1.
VOCABULARY

2.
COMPREHENSION

3.
FLEXIBILITY OF RATE

Word Attack Skills
Context
Sounding
Structure
Dictionary

Vocabulary Extension
Denotation
Connotation
Symbolism

Textbook Skills
Skimming
Main idea and details

Key words
Topic Sentences

Expressed
Not expressed

Author's purpose
Sequence
Comparison and contrast
Cause and effect
Conclusion

Critical reading
Fact and opinion
Inference
Judgment

PQRST (Preview technique)
Organizatienal skills

Outlining
Notetaking
Summarizing

Appreciation skills
Visualizing
Author's purpose

Intent
Mood
Figures of speech
Approaches in

Poetry
Drama
Novel
Essay

ing pad to an improved classroom ex-
perience. We expect teacher and stu-
dent to gain new insights, enabling the
student to be more receptive to lessons
designed to help him improve reading
and enabling the teacher both to pick
up cues which show when a student
follows the steps in the development of
a skill, when he is ahead, and when he
is falling behind and to adapt instruc-
tional practices to these conditions.

When instruction does not reach
every student, the teacher has alterna-
tive resources: he can use the consult-
ative services of the reading specialist
or the facilities of the Learning Aids
Center. With the help of the reading
specialist, he can plan programs for
students who need further reinforce-
ment or extension of reading skills: 1)
to develop the same concepts, a student
may be assigned a story or a chapter at
a level easier for him to read ; 2)

Materials
Easy
Difficult

Purposes
Study
Recreation

workbooks or programed materials
may be brought in for single students
or small groups ; 3) the Language
Master (Bell and Howell), Listen and
Learn Tapes (Educational Develop-
mental Laboratories), the Controlled
Reader (Educational Developmental
Laboratories), the Craig Reader (Craig
Reader Corporation), filmstrips, or
transparencies may be borrowed from
the Learning Aids Center for use with
selected students : 4) two or three stu-
dents may be assigned to meet together
to review material; or 5) the seriously
retarded reader may be referred to the
Reading Clinic for tutorial instruction.

We look upon this new plan as a vi-
tal part of an in-service training pro-
gram which will enable teachers to
become active partners in building cur-
riculum. First, good instructional z d-
aptations will be recorded and shared
with other teachers wh., are teaching
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the same unit. Then these adaptations
will be tried out by members of this
group. Finally, those reading prac-
tices that have real worth will be taken
by curriculum committees working
during the summer and fused into con-
tent units.

The reading clinic
The Reading Clinic, designed to

serve Bloom's most seriously retarded
readers. functions also as an in-service
training center for teachers. Funded
by Title I, it is one of our newest serv-
ices. The federal funds p-ovided a re-
locatable classrooma comfortable,
carpeted room with a folding wall that
converts it into two smaller areasand
equipped it with carrels, an orthorater,
audiometer, controlled reader, tachisto-
scope, language .aster, shadowscope,
high interest-low reading level library
books, popular magazines, and a host of
textbooks, professional books, work
hooks, tests, and other instructional
devices. These facilities were first
used during the summer of 1966 for an
in-service training workshop for both
elementary and secondary teachers
from our district. The teachers re-
ceived one hundred dollars a week
during the four weeks of the workshop
and attended daily Monday through
Friday from 8:00 A.M. until 1 :00 r.m.
During the first four days of the week
they spent one hour preparing tests
and lessons, two hours working with
students, and two hours in seminar.
On Fridays the students were not in
attendance, and the teachers divided
their time between work on case stud-
ies and lectures by visiting reading
consultants.

The purpose of the workshop was to
teach diagnostic and remedial proce-
dures in an effort to broaden the teach-
ers' concepts of reading so that they
could bring better instructional prac-
tices into their classrooms. Each
teacher was assigned three or four in-
coming freshmen whose pre-high
school placement tests identified them
as retarded readers. The teachers
used the entire range of clinical diag-
nostic procedures to compile a reading

case history for each of their students,
to diagnose individual reading prob-
lems, and to plan remedial instruction.
They gave IQ and silent reading tests
and learned how to find students'
grade expectancies. They used the or-
thorater and the audiometer to check
vision and hearing and conducted per-
sonal interviews with each child's par-
ents to determine the physical and
emotional factors affecting reading
performance. .A variety of tests was
used to evaluate the students' word at-
tack skills, visual and auditory dis-
crimination, and silent and oral read-
ing. The remaining workshop time
was spent in appropriate remedial in-
struction. Thus, in a tutorial situa-
tion, each teacher could immediately
apply principles learned. To support
these experiences the five lectures,
given by outstanding reading special-
ists from nearby universities, were
carefully matched to each stage of in-
struction. There was general agree-
ment that the workshop had deepened
teachers' understandings of the skillc
involved in each area of reading and,
in turn, would help them to improve
their reading instruction even though
they might not diagnose and remediate
each of their pupils individually when
they returned to their classrooms in
the fall.

In addition to bringing improved
reading to their own classrooms, some
teachers were able to make even wider
contributions. Several ordered new
reading materials for their districts
and informally guided teachers in their
use; four teachers organized formal
in-service reading instruction for all of
their middle-grade colleagues. All of
the teachers expressed a desire for an-
other summer workshop, and we are
now preparing our Second Bloom
Workshop in Reading.

In the fall, the Reading Clinic began
full-scale operation to help students.
Students who seem to have severe
reading problems are referred to the
Reading Chi-6c by their teachers. The
clinician writes full diagnostic reports
for each student. These are sent to
classroom teachers, as well as parents.
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Teachers say that s'me of their most
valuable insights on learning problems
come from reading these reports ; and
as they visit the clinic to discuss indi-
vidual students, their interest in read-
ing grows. Many return for consulta-
tion on other students, for teaching
materials, and for resource books from
the professional shelf.

The reading consultant in the
classroom

Title I not only funded services but,
in a very real sense, became a major
guideline for change because of its in-
tent "to provide compensatory educa-
tion for each educationally deprived
student."

In the past, students assigned to
freshman remedial English classes at
Bloom had always been treated as slow
learners who needed a remedial read-
ing program. In the past few years,
however, teachers reported students
who were falling asleep in class, be-
coming behavior problems, and drop-
ping out in increasing numbers.
Traditional methods and materials
were no longer reaching them. Our
range of 5.5 to 6.7 grade levels no
longer produced a homogeneous track
of "slow learners," for the label "slow
learner" hid groups of culturally disad-
vantaged and bilingual children
students from pockets of poverty, from
the Brazos in Texas, and the Deep
Southall exceptional children whose
potential is unknown and whose prog-
ress requires something more than
remedial reading instruction. Such
students needed a "fresh start " This
fresh start had to be given in a class-
room where culturally depri 'ed, bi-
lingual, and slow learner were tracked
together. Therefore, the remedial cur-
riculum had to be designed to meet the
needs of many different kinds of stu-
dents.

Basic language development
program

One of the most urgent needs was
that of students for whom English is a
second language. Polish, Italian, and
Spanish speaking students were be-

coming a large factor in our school.
We discovered at ieast twenty-five stu-
dents who could make no progress in
any classroom until they learned to
speak and read the English language.
So a comprehensive sequential pro-
gram with emphasis on independent
learning of basic language skills was
designed to supplement the remedial
program.

The Basic Language Development
Program was set up in the Learning
Aids Center to help the student pro-
ceed through visual-oral learning ex-
periences, to reading readiness experi-
ences, and then to p ading experiences.
Students were scheduled at the Learn-
ing Aids Center during a studyhall
period. The length of the course was
flexible, adapted to the needs of the
student ; however, it was recommended
that the student spend at least six
weeks using the basic materials. The
reading consultant made up individual
programs, taught the student the
procedures, and helped him to fill out
his own program forms. The psychol-
ogist held several group guidance ses-
sions. The teacher referred the stu-
dent and was responsible to motivate,
keep a close check on attendance in the
Learning Aids Center, evaluate prog-
ress forms, and recommend adjust-
ments in individual programs. As the
student became familiar ..ith the pro-
gram, he was responsible for working
more and more on his own. Student
assistants were available to answer
questions and help with problems.

The programed nature of the mate-
rials made the self-help assignments
possible. For most students these
materials were used in the following
sequence: Language Master Word
Picture Cards I, II, III ; English De-
velopment Program, Set I, II, IV ;
Vocabulary Development, Set I ; SRA
Word Games 1-44; Conversa-phone
records and guides ; Co-Star records
and guides ; Conversation records and
guides ; and Sullivan Associates Pro-
gramed Reading 2-14. Equipment
used included the Language Master,
earphones, record player, tape re-
corder, jack box, and extension cords.
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The Basic Language Development
Program is hard to evaluate objec-
tively. However, a comparison of two
pre- and post-tests, Burnett's Basic
Reading Inventory and Peabody Pic-
ture Vocabulary Test, showed the
trend of test results to be sharply up-
ward. Success in the acquisition of
abilities basic to language development
and sentence reading may also be meas-
ured by the way in which assignments
kept changing as learning occurred.
Furthermore, teachers and counselors
have commented about students' in-
creased facility in the use of English.

Since this was a stopgap program
undertaken to meet immediate and
pressing needs and designed to make
the most of limited equipment and fa-
cilities, our conclusion is that our stop-
gap objectives, met without hiring ad-
ditional personnel or spending as much
as $1,000, gave maximum results for
minimum outlay. In a modest pro-
gram under Title Iperhaps in the
Basic Language Development Pro-
gramwe have the blueprint for an
experimental program which will qual-
ify under Title III and thus leave Title
I money for other reading improve-
ment purposes.

Classroom adaptations for
the culturally deprived

Next, we turned our attention to the
culturally deprived within the remedial
track. How could we unmask, iden-
tify, and make instructional plans for
this type of deprived student?
Teachers had to be shown that there
were several levels and types of read-
ing disabilities in their classrooms so
that they would be willing to provide
for individualized reading and small-
group work. For this purpose we set
up an informal reading inventory with
a stress on tapping listening and
speaking skills. Working as a team
with the reading consultant, teachers
learned a diagnostic approach that
might identify the educationally de-
prived. One of the most dramatic
revelations to teachers came through
the use of the Wepman Auditory Dis-
crimination Test, which we adapted

for group use. When teachers found
ninth graders confusing the vowel
sound of e and i and the consonant
sound of f and v, they began to recog-
nize that weaknesses in auditory dis-
crimination could possibly reveal a cul-
turally deprived student. When other
sections of the inventory uncovered de-
ficiencies equally basic, teachers were
convinced that they had to back up to
the place where environment had taken
its toll and, in many cases, start reme-
diation at the very beginning of lan-
guage development.

In this frame of mind, teachers were
ready to plan lessons that would help
correct many kinds of basic deficien-
cies. They began to adapt old mate-
rials, introduce new materials, and try
new approaches. As they did so, a
wealth of new ideas developed.

To individualize skill practice, teach-
ers planned remedial lessons around
"core" areas. Single copies of a va-
riety of texts, workbooks, and audio-
visual aids ordered as resource ma-
terial before school started made this
kind of lesson planning possible. In
teaching syllabication, for example,
we used a set of transparencies (visual
aids) as introduction, Reading Spec-
trum as teacher's instruction, Be a
Better Reader and Basic Reading
Skills for High School Use as sources
of individualized practice for students:
board work from Phonics We Use and
Conquests in Reading as reinforce-
ments, and What's the Word film-
strips as review. Application lessor
were taught with a vocabulary list
taken from Goals in Spelling, Dolch's
2,000 Commonest Words for Spelling,
and paperback books which the stu-
dents were reading at the time. No
longer did students use only two work-
books in which the whole cluLs worked
through the same pages at the same
time.

To solve problems of both motiva-
tion and practice we bought six hun-
dred paperback books, fiction and non-
fiction, covering a wide range of titles
but emphasizing adventure and sports
for boys and romance for girls. These
circulated as classroom libraries.

1
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Teachers had to grow accustomed to
the idea. Book reports were not as-
signed. Class time was given for read-
ing. At the beginning all did not run
smoothly ; student nrarians made mis-
takes; and books were lost. But stu-
dents liked the books and said so in a
student survey. They also reported
that they did not want more time in
class to discuss books; this fact we in-
terpreted to mean that they needed in-
struction to develop skills of discus-
sion.

To help students develop better con-
cepts of themselves, one teacher took
to heart the message summed up in
"nobody knows my name." Beginning
with discussions of pictures of people,
she taught a combined vocabulary and
spelling lesson. The student divided
his paper into three columns. In the
first he wrote (at the teacher's dicta-
tion) words about qualities which had
been discussed that week, such as kind,
successful. and responsible. Then stu-
dents volunteered synonyms, and these
were written in the second column. In
the third column the student was asked
to recall the name of the person con-
tributing the synonym and to write it
correctly. Through this activity, the
students learned one another's names;
they also began to look for and listen
to one another's opinions and to see
the value of having opinions of their
own.

Although our search for a design to
reorganize the remedial curriculum is
not completed, we have taken a giant
step forward. Our teachers are look-
ing at their remedial students in a new
light. Teachers have learned that they
must start with the concept of "post-
poned achievement." This concept
differs from that of "readiness ;" it
may be defined as holding achievement
as the goal while the student completes
essential educational tasks in an as-
cending order of complexity to reach
achievement. With the disadvantaged
reader there is no way of rushing head
on to this goal. Time must be spent
during the freshman year to develop
prerequisites for success in reading, to
compensate for lack of verbal facility,

to remediate, and to motivate. Only
then can we emphasize developmental
aspects of reading.

Pilot program: fresh start
for freshmen

We recognize that there are many
important questions that have not yet
been answered. We need to know
more about the learning process of our
culturally deprived students And its
implications for instructional change.
We believe the Fresh start for Fresh-
man Program must provide learning
experiences in which content, level,
and rate are adjusted to individual
needs. As in Head Start programs,
our program must give students a
broader conceptual base before, during,
and after developing skills, abilities,
and attitudes.

From this belief and our tentative
explorations came plans for an experi-
mental Fresh Start for Freshmen Pro-
gram to answer questions in depth.
The new pilot program will be devel-
oped in one freshman English remedial
class of twenty students taught by a
team of two teachers. Federal funds
have provided personnel, materials,
equipment. and supplies. One full-
time teacher will take over the assign-
ments created by freeing the project
teachers for experimental work. All
supplies, books, textbooks, workbooks,
boxed programs, tapes, filmstrips, fur-
niture, glass-enclosed conference areas,
and student carrels are part of federal
funding of the project, as well as a
tape deck, Craig Readers, Language
Masters. and a video-tape recorder.

We expect to improve self-concept
and see changes in student behavior;
but the big question is will academic
improvement also occur and will it be
measurable? With this in mind, we
are planning to emphasize listening,
speaking, and writing aspects of lan-
guage instruction ; to utilize principles
of group dynamics during guided read-
ing lessons for the whole class ; and to
provide individual remedial reading in-
struction as close to clinic practice as
possible, diagnosing each student's dif-
ficulties, adjusting assignments, and
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placing him for small group or indiN id-
ual practice at learning stations
stocked and equipped like those in the
reading laboratory.

Another challenge of the Fresh
Start for Freshmen Program is to find
instruments that will identify levels of
language development, interest, abili-
ties, motivation, and potential of each
student in order ti establish the base
from which we will measure individual
growth.

To make it possible to work with
whole group. small group, and individ-
uals over a longer span, the class will
he scheduled for a two-hour block of
time. This scheduling will also facili-
tate the operation of an expanded team
since, in addition to the two classroom
teachers, the program will include the
services of a counselor, the school psy-
chologist, and the reading consultant.
The counselor will work within the
classroom setting at least once a week.

Since the aim of the program is to
make an impact on the entire remedial
curriculum, the project teachers' re-
sponsibility will not end with instruc-
tion for students. They must also use
the special room and special conditions
to originate curriculum materials, de-
velop new evaluative techniques, and
engage other teachers in their use.

This year we will attempt to dis-
seminate information to other remedial
teachers within the structure of depart-
mental meetings. We hope, however,
that another year the benefits of the
program can be passed on by releasing
our team teachers to go into other
classrooms to demonstrate techniques,
cl: i ass problems, and incorporate
other teachers' rieas into this develop-
ing curriculum.

Conclusion

The goal of all reading services is to
help individual students with their spe-
cific reading problems, but we have
added a new dimension by making all
these services function as channels for
in-service training to bring improved
reading instruction into the routine of
the classroom.

In this plan the teacher goes

through a learning cycle which starts in
the orientation reading workshop and
culminates in his contributions to the
curriculum. By changing locations for
the in-service training lessons from
workshop, to clinic, to laboratory, to
the classroom, all reading specialists
and resources are brought to bear on
in-service problems. The learning
cycle may be summarized as follows :

I. The teacher learns and teaches
one skill with one child in the reading
clinic.

2. The teacher then places that skill
in a developmental reading perspective
by teaching a small group in the read-
ing laboratory:.

3. Tile teacher learns and teaches
the adaptation of that one skill to one
classroom group.

4. The teacher applies his new
knowledge to further instruc';onal ad-
aptations in the classroom.

5. The teacher reinforces skills by
continued observation and practice in
the reading clinic and by video-taped
micro-teaching.

6. The teacher and his colleagues
evaluate the results for incorporation
into the curriculum.

Reading in the Total School
Curriculum

SIDNEY J. RAUCH
Hofstra University

FOR MANY YEARS, it has been common-
place for reading specialists to list as
one of the basic principles of read; g
instruction the following creo i :
There is no one best program or
method for teaching reading. Each
program must, of necessity, be differ-
ent. depending upon such significant
factors as the individual pupil's abili-
ties and needs, the stnngths and weak-
nesses of the teachers, the purposes
and objectives of the udministrative
and supervisory personnel, the mate-
rials available, and the interests and
pressures of the community. In his
evaluation of the twenty-seven first
grade reading studies sponsored by the
U.S. Office of Education in 1964-65.
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Russell Stauffer summarized his reac-
tions as follows :

I have become acutely aware of one tidy
generalizationthere is no one method
of teaching reading. Regardless of the
criterion used, there is no one method
and this is so in spite of the tragic
consequences of internal dynamism that
some so-called methods have sought to
advancetragically, eccentrically, and
captivatingly, . . . no approach has ov-
ercome individual differences or elimi-
nated reading disability (1).

The more one reads about various
types of reading programs and ob-
serves and evaluates programs in ac-
tion, the more one becomes convinced
that the ultimate success of any pro-
gram is dominated by three factors : 1)
the amount of time specifically devoted
to the teaching of reading, with special
emphasis upon the direct and system-
atic teaching of skills; 2) the moral
and material support given to reading
instruction by the administrators and
supervisors responsible for the pro-
gram : and 3) the awareness of content
area teachers that they have a respon-
sibility to extend and refine the read-
ing skills of their students. However,
this third factor does not imply or sug-
gest that content area teachers are
reading teachers, per se, or remedial
rear'' lg specialists.

To involve the total faculty in the
improvement of reading, the following
three conditions must exist : 1) gen-
uine interest and support of a
school-wide reading program by the
administrative andsspervisory staff ;
2) concentratio.1 on the r'tssroom
teacher's immediate and spz, tic prob-
lems; and 3) realistic and effective
in-service education.

Support of the administrative
and supervisory staff

What does the administrator need to
consider in initiating or extending a
total reading program? Nila Banton
Smith has offered the following
suggestions : (Though these sugges-
tions are in reply to administrators
who wish to start reading programs in
the secondary school, they app .ir to

apply equally well to the elementary
level.)

1. The administrator should have some
background in reading gained
through attending meetings and con-
ferences dealing with secondary
reading, and as a result of his own
reading of recent books and articles
on this subject.

2. The administrator should be enthu-
siastic about starting a reading pro-
gram and confident of its success. He
should take leadership in providing
interest-stimulating activities such as
those suggested in the appendix to
Corrective Reading in the High
School Classroom (Perspectives in
Reading, No. 6, International Read-
ing Association).

3. The administrator should make
budgetary provisions for purchasing
extra reading materials.

4. The administrator should schedule
time for teaching reading except in
schools where team-teaching is being
used. In sudi schools, teams of
teachers schedule the time with the
approval of the administrator.

5_ Support of the entire staff should be
enlisted.

J. Support of the students and their
parents should be obtained.

7. The undertaking should be a coop-
erative one in which all members
of the faculty participate in planning
the program from the beginning.

8. While the plan is cooperative, the
responsibility for developing the pro-
gram should be given to one person :
the reading specialist, principal, cur-
riculum director, classroom teacher,
or someone else who is interested
and competent.

9. The person to whom the above re-
sponsibility is given trust be trained
in reading.

10. When ready to start the program,
care should be taken to make sure
that each person invoked knows
what his responsibility is.

ti. Tt' administrator must be ready to
accept small beginnings. A ,vell-
rounded reading nrogram takes tinge
to develop. The administrator needs
to keep enthusiasm at a high ebb,
but he often will find it necessary
to temper enthusiasm with patience'
(2).

It must be emphasized that the chief
school administrator (i.e., the princi-
pal) sets the tone for the reading pro-
gram. His interest and concern in
better reading permeate the entire pro-
gram. His sensitivity to the needs of
his staff and realistic appraisal of the
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total school-community environment
lead to the enthusiastic cooperation of
all concerned. Above all, he provides
the leadership necessary for the total
involvement of the faculty. According
to Ruth Strang, "The aim of the ad-
ministrator is to provide the experi-
ences every pupil needs to improve
in reading." A list of "do's" and
"don'ts" for the administrator L. sup-
plied by Dr. Strang on pages 77-78 of
The Improvement of Reading (3).

Attacking immediate, specifies
classroom problems

The following question was asked of
elementary teachers taking graduate
courses in the teaching of reading at
Hofstra University during the spring
term, 1967: "What aspects of the
teaching of reading concern you
most ?" The five major areas in order
of importance were grouping, seat
work activities, classroom diagnosis,
teaching of phonics, and helping the
slow learner.

The same question was asked of sec-
ondary teachers. Their responses in
order of importance were critical in-
terpretation, working with problem
readers in the classroom, vocabulary
improvement, improving reading in the
content areas, and grouping.

Implicit in the above informal stir-
ey is the fact that the administration

must be aware of these immediate
needs and be ready with solutions for
these problems. Classroom teachers
will not respond to vague generalities.
The want answers to problems they
meet in the classroom every day.

It has been the writer's experience
that content area teachers can contrib-
ute most to the improvement of read-
ing by emphasizing the study skills.
Basically, the study skills are those
reading skills in which the primary
aim is to obtain information In a
very helpful New York City t.ericu-
lum Bulletin, these skills are referred
to as "reading for information, study,
and research." (4). Of all the read-
ing areas, improvement in the study
skills seems to relate most directly to
improvement of class work, resulting

IN READING

in higher grades. Thus, both the stu-
dent and teacher can see benefits al-
most immediately. These skills may
be categorized as follows :

Skills of locating information
Using parts of the book (author's organiza-
tion of materials, preface, introduction, table
of contents, index, glossary, etc.)
Use of dictionary skills
Use of encyclopedias, almanacs, atlases and
other references
Reading maps, charts, graphs, diagrams, etc.
Use of library techniques

Skills of evaluating information
Reading with a critical attitude
Using several sources to evaluate materials
Judging author's competency
Distinguishing between fact and opinion
Learning propagarda techniques
Evaluating relevancy of information to topic
being studied

Skills of organizing information
Note-taking
Classifying facts and ideas
Arranging ideas in sequence
Knowing outline format
Knowing how to outline
Techniques of summarizing

Skills of retaining information
Use of St.rvey Q3R -See Spache, Toward
Better Reading, pp. 345-346, for a good sum-
mary and evaluation of this study technique
(5).
Systematic study vs. cramming
The need for rereading
Note-making vs note-taking as a memory
aid

Adjusting rate to purpose and to the diffi-
culty of the reading selection
There is no such thing as rate in isolation.
It must always be considered as rate of com-
prehension.
A good reader must have at least four basic
rates of reading:

1) Skimming (skipping with judgment)
2) Rapid reading (timed-reading exercises

no skipping of material)
3) Intensive reading (the art and neces-

sity of rereading)
4) Recreational reading rate.

In teaching the study skills, five
basic principles should be kept in
mind.

1. Instruction in the study skills
should begin at that grade level
in which the student begins to
read extensively in the content
areas. In most instances, this
will be Grade 4.
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2. Instruction in the study skills
should be spread through several
grades (i.e., Grades 4-12) rather
than concentrated at one grade
level. The teacher should think
of the study skills as a "spiral
curriculum" in which each major
skill is reemphasized at each
grade level, using more difficult
material and proceeding at a
faster rate.

3. It should be noted that each
major study skill has levels of
difficulty. The teacher should
begin with the most obvious level
of the skill and work toward the
most difficult. For example,
there is a world of difference be-
tween skimming a selection to
find a name or date and skim-
ming a chapter to get some idea
of the author's pattern of organi-
zation.

4. Factual material, rather than
narrative or story-type, is more
conducive to effective instruction
in the study skills. Such factual
materials should have a mini-
mum of word recognition prob-
lems for the student. The teach-
er's purpose is to teach a study
skill, not to be bogged down in
word recognition problems.
Avoid materials that are at a stu-
dent's "frustration level."

5. Though special materials and ex-
ercises may be used to teach the
study skills, application should
be made to the content areas.
For example, teaching Survey
Q3R is practically valueless un-
less application is made to a con-
tent area textbook.

Another effective way of involving
the total faculty in a reading program
is to make them aware of the major
skills of reading instruction and to
show that these skills are involved in
practically all the subject areas. A
very helpful guide to reading skills in
the subject areas, including specific de-
velopmental lesson plans pertaining to
many of these skills, can be found in
the New York City Board or Educa-
tion publication, Reading in the Sub-

jeer Areas. Grades 7-8-9 (6). This
curriculum bulletin lists the skills as
indicated on the chart on page 216.

Realistic and effective
in-service education

A group of reading specialists en-
rolled in the writer's course in the
"Supervision of Reading Instruction"
offered at Hofstra University during
the fall semester, 1966, prepared a
statement of basic principles for in-
service education in reading. All in-
volved were actively engaged in organ-
izing and participating directly in
their school's in-service programs.
The IRA publication, Conducting In-
Service Programs in Reading (7), was
a helpful reference in the preparation
of these principles :

1. In-service education must be responsive
to the needs of the school or district.
These needs could be established
thro.igh
a. surveys, including studies of the

commui.ity;
b. questionnaires to ascertain teacher

needs;
c. classroom observations by principals

and reading specialists; and
d. requests by teachers.

2. In-service education must have the
whole-hearted support of the adminis-
tration. The adminis`ration must indi-
cate in every way po.sible that reading
instruction has been levee top priority
a. in terms of participation of adminis-

trators in workshop., special courses,
conferences;

t. in terms 1.f c..rsonnel made available
to contr;iute t,) tl.e reading pro-
gram; and

c. in terms of fin-i:cial support.
-3. In- service training should stress the

practical aspects of the teaching of read-
ing. For example-:
a. preparation of informal tests ant,

other materials for particular grade
levels,

b. specific grouping procedures, and
c. special activities and materials for

the slow learner.
4. In-service training should stress com-

plete involvement of those participating:
a. participants should help in establish-

ing the goals of courses or work-
shops;

b. participants should help in planning
the content as well; and

c. groups should be small.
5. In-service training should include demon-

strations, observations, pre-conferences,
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GUIDE TO READING SKILLS IN THE SUBJECT AREAS (6)

Subject Areas

Language Social
Arts Studies Science Math.Reading Skills

WORD RECOGNITION
I. recognize basic sight words
2. use phonetic analysis
3. use structural analysis
4. use contextual clues for word mea sing
5. use dictionary to check meaning

COMPREHENSION
1. understand word and sentence meaning
2. find main idea and related details
3. organize and classify facts
4. perceive sequence of ideas
5. draw inferences and conclusions
6. understand problems
7. form judgments
8. predict outcomes
9. read critically-distinguishing fact

from opinion
10. read for appreciation
11. understand relationships
12. follow directions

WORK STUDY
1. understand parts of a book
2. understand the index of a text
3. use of the dictionary
4. use of the encyclopedia
5. understand library techniques
6. interpret maps
7. understand charts
8. interpret graphs
9. understand diagrams

10. adjust reading rate-skimming
11. select and evaluate information
12. use techniques of retention and recall

Industrial
Arts

x
x
x
x x x x
x x x x

x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x

x x x
x
x x x x
x x x x

x
x

(The "x" under each subject area indicates that the reading skill is relevant to that particu-
lar subject.)

and post-conferences as integral parts of
all in-service courses:
a. reading specialists must have the

skills and expe-;ence for successful
demonstration le:sons; and

b. observations of master teachers
should not be limited to one session.
(Some activities need to be observed
for several consecutive sessions.)

6. Evaluation should be an on-going con-
cern in all in-service training through
a. evaluation of courses, workshops and

conferences, etc. by supervisors and
teachers; and

b. yearly testing of pupils.
7. In-service training should, for obvious

reasons, be conducted during released
time, rather than after school hours.
Time must be provided not only for
courses but also for visitations and con-
ferences.

8. New teachers will be hired with the un-

derstanding that their inservice trainirg
will be an important part of their re-
sponsibilities. This training will be pro-
vided according to school and personal
needs.

9. In-service training, especially for new
teachers, should be defined not only in
terms of workshops, courses, and insti-
tutes but also io terms of contacts with
principals and reading specialists. More
and better supervision by those who are
well versed in the problems of teaching
reading is the sine qua non for any pro-
gram aimed at the improvement of read-
ing instruction.

10. In-service training should have as its
final goal the improvement of instruction
in all areas of reading.

11. There must be a greater awareness of
the fact that individual differences exist
among teachers as well as they do
among children.
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To supplement the preceding matter
Robinson and Rauch have offered the
following suggestions :

1. An in-service program that threatens the
security of staff members cannot succeed.
The consultant must be sensitive and

' realistic in his demands upon the teaching
staff. Programs that require too much of
the teacher's "free" time are likely to
breed resentment and failure. At the
same time, participants in the in-service
program should have the opportunity to
share in both the planning and the evalu-
ating of the program.

2. Programs that try to accomplish too
much in too short a time wilt not have
lasting results. It is better to concentrate
on one grade level or one subject area at

a time rather than attempt to reorganize
the entire system-wide program in one
year. A successful program in a limited
area will mean much more in the tong
con than questionable progress on a
broad scale.

3. The active support of teachers who are
reputed to be extremely capable instruc-
tors and who are respected by other
teachers greatly helps the reading con-
sultant in organizing and conducting the
in-service program.

4. In-service reading programs that involve
persons who teach in a subject area must
reflect the goals and objectives of that
area. To help ensure fuller cooperation
from content area teachers, the consultant
should use the materials of their subject
to demonstrate the application of specific
reading skills (8).

To summarize ; the chances for in-
volvement of the total school faculty in
a reading program will be determined
to the extent that the following condi-
tions are met : 1) teachers must rec-
ognize the need for such an effort ; 2)
realistic goals must be set ; 3) the nec-
essary teaching materials must be
available ; 4) in-service instruction
must be down-to-earth and directed to-
wards immediate classroom problems ;
and 5) school leaders must be sin-
cerely and actively devoted to the
cause of reading improvement on a
school-wide basis.
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Innovative Programs
in Oregon

ELEANOR JENKS
Oregon State Department

of Education

NEVER IN THE HISTORY of the
English-speaking world has so much
emphasis been given to the importance
of innovation in reading. Press, radio,
television, pulpit, and political plat-
forms, all give eri.phatic recommenda-
tions for the improvement of reading
instruction. NDEA Titles III and
XI ; ESEA Titles I, II, III, IV, and
V; and the Higher Education Act
have provided a godsend of funds and
encouragement to those of us long
frustrated by financial want and ultra-
conservative curricular rigidity.

In Oregon, however, the wheels of
innovation were already rolling. The
State Board of Education in January of
1962 confirmed policy decisions which
changed the course of Oregon educa-
t: on and altered the role of the State
Department of Education. These pol-
icy decisions became the bases for de-
velopment and implementation of The
Oregon Program.
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As The Oregon Program began to
crystallize, it received the official en-
dorsement of Senator Mark 0. Hat-
field, (then governor) and the legisla-
ture of the state which appropriated
monies to facilitate planning and devel-
opment. Twenty-six school systems
and nine colleges and universities
worked with the state department for
over two years to develop budgets and
plans that would reach into the class-
rooms of the state and effect construc-
tive changes. The State Department
of Education, under the guidance of
Superintendent Leon P. Minear, pro-
vided direction and coordination for
the wholehearted drive to upgrade
Oregon schools and to accelerate
change. A Ford Foundation grant of
$3.5 million for a four-year program
gave impetus to the concerted en-
deavor.

The State Department of Education
has been immeasurable help in de-
termining the needs If children in
reading education in Oregon. Its
work, conducted cooperatively with the
schools and with college English and
reading education personnelthe triad
of cooperating institutions as envi-
sioned and activated in The Oregon
Program has identified, largely by
utilizing the Evaluative Criteria, 1960
Edition (1), both strengths and weak-
nesses. In the past year, eight dis-
trict-wide workshops, three multiple-
district workshops (Eastern, Central,
and Western Oregon), and two state-
wide workshops have been held.
These involved administrative, teacher,
and to some extent, student participa-
tion.

Involving approximately 400 partici-
pants, one of these statewide work-
shops was held over a period of two
weeks (July 25 to August 5, 1966) at
Willamette University in Salem under
the sponsorship of the State Depart-
ment of Education and funded par-
tially by the phasing-out of the five-
year Oregon Program by the Ford
Foundation and mainly by Title V
monies from ESEA. This workshop
focused on the fundamental communi-
cation skills of reading and writing

and brought together teams of par-
ticipants teams composed of super-
intendents, principals, curriculum co-
ordinators, supervisors, and teachers
to witness and evaluate preser.ta-
tions from on-the-spot Oregon and na-
tional authorities: Chief Consult-1.,
Dwight Burton, Florida State Univer-
sity ; Muriel Crosby, past president of
the National Council of Teachers of
English; Alvina Burrows, New York
University ; Robert Bennett, San
Diego City Schools , Martha Maxwell,
University of Maryland; Guil Hol-
lingsworth, director of Boeing Scien-
tific Research Laboratories in Seattle;
Robert Myers, University of Oregon ;

Harold Covell, University of British
Columbia ; Marion Faustman, San
Juan, California, Unified Schools;
Richard Scott, superintendent at Fern
Ridge, Oregon ; Margaret Lane, Uni-
versity of Oregon; Dorris Lee, Port-
land State College; Leonard Rice,
president of Oregon College of Educa-
tion ; and others, including (by tele-
lecture) Julia M. Haven of the United
States Office of Education. With the
guidance of these consultants, teams
evaluated their own needs and objec-
tives and then prepared syllabi for cur-
riculum improvement and in-service
programs for their districts.

The other statewide workshop, held
at Gearhart on Oregon's beautiful Pa-
cific Coast, enrolled 56 teachers and
administrators from 44 of the 64 small
schools (those with enrollment under
200 students) who were involved in
the ESEA Title III Small Schools
Project. These people worked with
seven consultants and Project Director
Charles Haggerty of the State Depart-
ment of Education.

4 'th of these statewide programs
wi evaluated by the participants.
Re 1-..int data compilation and sum-
mary comments equated with signifi-
cantly enthusiastic reactions and fol-
low-up curriculum and instructional
innovations in reading and English.
A substantial number of school dis-
tricts, including a surprising number
of rather small school systems, follow-
ing in-service workshops and with
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consultant help, developed either initial
or revised and definitely innovative
curricula. Others are presently active
or are contemplating such activity.

Let me describe two.

The Reynolds mobile reading
classroom

Reynolds School District No, 7,
Troutdale, Oregon, is located about fif-
teen minutes by freeway from down-
town Portland. It is in East Multno-
mah County in a suburban area best
described as the Greater Portland Met-
ropolitan Area. In the eastern sec-
tion of the district the area becomes
more rural and the population less
dense.

In this district there are approxi-
mately 3,000 youngsters from grades
K through 12. These students are
housed in five elementary schools, one
new 7-8 grade intermediate school, and
one high school. Previous to the
1965-66 school year the district pro-
vided what was probably an average
kind of a reading program. A special-
ist was assigned to work with the ele-
mentary schools ; each teacher in the
primary grades had an adequate back-
ground and experience in teaching
reading. At the high school special
so-called "lab English classes" were
organized and taught as reading
classes. A summer remedial program,
taught by three teachers, was available
for a student fee of $15. Emphasis
was remedial, rather than developmen-
tal or enriching. It was a fair pro-
gram by most standards, but it lacked
total teacher involvement, and it did
not constitute a real attack on the
problem.

With the advent of Title I of
ESEA there came in the Reynolds
District a bold undertaking, which
changed each teacher's emphasis. The
whole story cannot be told because it is
still being written. It is a story of a
rather small, suburban school district
and its belief that every youngster is
entitled to learn to read: not mini-
mally, but productively for enrichment
and fund:or:ally for survival as a
happy, well-adjusted individual in a

world in which every aspect has been
and can be reduced to the printed
page.

After discussing possible projects
with teachers, the school board, state
department officials, and reading spe-
cialists, it was decided to devote ap-
proximately $50,000 of the district's
entitlement under Title I to an all-out
attack on the reading problem, for
initial testing revealed that over 600
youngsters needed better reading in-
struction.

As a focal point to launch their war
on reading retardation the Reynolds
District had constructed a mobile
home type trailer 40 feet long and 12
feet wide, built to their specifications
with book shelving, a projection booth,
a teacher's desk, and thickly carpeted
acoustical floors installed at the nearby
factory. After completion, at a cost of
approximately $6,000, they equipped
this unit with over $10,000 worth of
the most modern equipment, including
five EDL listening booths with con-
trolled readers, eight listening stations
with headsets and built-in record play-
ers and tape recorders, several tachis-
toscopes, an audiometer, and shelves
literally bulging with high-interest,
low-reading-level books. This trailer
with a reading specialist, a certificated
primary teacher, and her assistant
move from school to school in the dis-
trict.

The laboratory remains at each
school from six to eight weeks, and
after it has left, its effect lingers; for
not only does it leave equipment,
books, and materials at each school but
the unit is also utilized as a teacher-
training device. As the reading spe-
cialist works with some of the children,
their teacher observes and learns diag-
nostic and remedial techniques, while
the assistant teaches the remaining
children.

In the relatively short time that this
mobile lab has been in operation, the
results have been little short of miracu-
lous. Youngsters are so enthusiastic
that they request and are allowed to
use the materials and read the books at
recesses, lunchtimes, and after school.
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One small fourth grade youngster
from illiterate parents has actually
learned to readalmost taught him-
self, his desire was so all-consuming.
Prior to the lab's arrival he disliked
school, was a discipline problem, and
could barely read or write his own
name.

As fabulous as the Reynolds people
believe the idea has been, it does not
represent their total commitment.
Three full-time elementary librarians
have been added : these librarians are
teachers with reading experience,
classroom experience, and librarian ex-
perience. Two full-time assistants
were added to the high school and jun-
ior high school libraries. Lists of
youngsters needing special help were
circulated to ali teachers. Hauton B.
Lee, superintendent, declares that from
these efforts has come a real renais-
"'Sance in the faculties in all schools at
all levels.

Last summer three reading teachers
were employed for six weeks to in-
struct the children from these schools
and a parochial school at no cost to the
youngster. This summer there will be
five.

Although the mair emphasis in the
program has been that of combating
reading retardation, the district is
moving definitely now toward a com-
plete developmental program, and
plans are being made for adult classes
for both teachers and other members
of the community.

The Lake Oswego RAM Center,
8mm. film loops, and

developmental reading

The Lake Oswego Public Schools
lie also in the emerald shadow of Port-
land's metropolitan fringe. Russell M.
Esvelt. superintendent, and Scholastica
Murty, high school English teacher
and past president of the Oregon
Council of Teachers of Englishbth
educators renowned for their interest
and participation in programs of inno-
vation for educational changespeak
pridefully of their "RAM Center."
RAM, of course, decodes to Research
and Materials.

Archie Matthew, director of the cen-
ter, working with primary teachers in
the district, hypothesized that the
greatest factors in the success of teach-
ing reading in the first and second
grade are motivat;on and identification.
The child has to be motivated to read,
and identification with the material is
paramount. Motivation, these people
decided, has long been overlooked, and
few steps other than outwardly making
the material more attractive have been
attempted in recent years. Identifica-
tion in the form of experience charts
and stories is at best a superficial at-
tempt at individual involvement.

The Lake Oswego people observed
that reading programs continue to be
developed apart from the interests of
individual students. Special equipment
and commercially related materials de-
signed as a 'total reading program"
and providing individual continuing-
progress work are expensive. They
studied the problem. What better mo-
tivation to read is there than reading
one's own story' But what, other than
self-identification, might stir the child
toward writing his own story ? An-
swers were found.

Take a look at an 8i m. film loop of
a class trip to the farm. Listen to the
children : "There's Jane and
Tom . . . that can't be me actually
milking a cow. . . . Boy! Wasn't that
fun? . . . Jane looks like she didn't
like the smell. . . . Not over al-
ready ? . . . What ? . . . We can watch
it all over again, and the teacher
says we can look at it by ourselves in
our spare time, too !"

Now the stories are written. Thirty
individual stories from thirty different
experiences and the reliving of these
experiences over and over. With
guidance and sound judgment as to
vocabulary, the thirty stories are co-
operatively summarized by the children
into one story that each child has had
au intimate part in writing.

This story is then set in type, photo-
graphed with the 8mm camera, and
spliced into the appropriate places in
the original film. The trip to the dairy
farm has become a reading story that

1
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is viewed and read over and over by
the childrenactors and authors.
Printing the story in a booklet form
with ample room for the child to illus-
trate each sequence is a follow-up ac-
tivity.

Another approach by the Lake Os-
wego people in using the 8mm. film
loop is to take one child from the class-
room and place him in a situation
where it is not feasible to take the en-
tire class. By "starring" just one of
their peers, the other children easily
identify with the filmagain achieving
the objectives of identification and mo-
tivation.

Nat counting a charge for time, the
cost of the four-minute loop film may
be as low as $6. The cost of the 8mm.
loop projector with the stop frame fea-
ture is about $70.

Not nearly so expensive as many
other reading devices, the 8mm. film
loop is a'so used in Lake Oswego as a
paced reader. Using child- or
locally-oriented, teacher-developed sto-
ries, the material is presented in sev-
eral ways. Two will be discussed
here.

The first method involves the left-
to-right oriented, sight word, reading
story. Setting the story in type by
line and covering all but the first word,
the camera is turned on for 1 Y2 to 2
seconds. The first word is covered,
and the second, uncovered, with the
same interval on film. Thus, the
words of the story appear one at a
time in a left-to-right direction, pro-
viding for the child this orientation.
Again, these stories are only four min-
utes in duration and are used both
individually and in groups. Student-
produced art work is sometimes filmed
and spliced in the story for added
interest.

The second step in filming this type
of reading story is to uncover one
phrase at a time, still using the
cover-uncover method with left-
to-right movement as the film format.
The time for each phrase is necessarily
longer than for just one word at a
time.

The second method of setting up the

story for filming is to set the type one
line at a time, uncovering each line
slowly, and leaving it entirely visible
before going on to the next line. Mr.
Matthew develops subsequent films
with shorter-line-visibility periods to
increase the speed of reading.

The additional motivational factor of
operating the projector by himself is
undoubtedly an aid to increasing the
reading interests and vocabulary of the
child. In all cases, the teachers em-
phasize that the story filmed must have
meaning to the child in order to be
fully effective.

The success of this Lake Oswego in-
novation demonstrates tiiat with a
minimum of financial outlay and with
the creative-imaginative minds of
youngsters and good teachers a wealth
of individualized reading experiences
can be made available for the pupils.

Space limitation prevents detailed
reporting of further Oregonian innova-
tive programs. A few are listed : the
Title I six-year longitudinal study to
develop a cross -media individualized
approach to reading instruction in
Glide, where, working with teams of
doctoral candidates at the University
of Oregon, visual, auditor, and mo-
toric experiences will be synthesized
with the printed symbol in flexibly or-
ganized sequences of learning experi-
ences: the Aud-X program, essentially
a word recognition technique techno-
logically adapted for continuing-
progress individual learning, at the
Bryant Elementary School in Lake
Oswego. one of twenty-three such pilot
programs in the nation the NDEA
Title III aided Study Skills Center
with electronic tapes developed to the
specifications of the professors and the
needs of the students by Director
Howard F. Bird at Lane Community
College in Eugene: the teacher-trainee
tutorial experience in a remedial read-
ing summer workshop directed by
Evelyn Egan at Clatsop College in As-
toria ; the simulation in reading
instruction teacher-trainee program
developed by Jordan Utsey of the
University of Oregon, Carl Wollen of
Oregon State University and H. 0.
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Beldin of Oregon College of Ed-
ucation; the ESEA Title III "Project
Prometheus." which mobilizes the ed-
ucational and cultural resources of the
seven southwestern Oregon counties to
provide an exemplary, six-week, res-
idential summer school with unique
cultural and intellectual experiences
for able secondary students and coor-
dinates in its structure fifty high
schools, seven intermediate education
districts, two regional curriculum
councils, and seven cultural or-
ganizations in the development of
interdisciplinary classes of timely sig-
nificance ; the many programs using
i.t.a., "Words in Color," the develop-
ment of gross motor skills, "Unifon,"
the locally developed and the com-
mercially produced programed instruc-
tion, cross-grading, interest grouping,
electronically equipped reading lab-
oratories ; and, of course, we should
take note of the effects of the Knapp
Library Project at Roosevelt High
School in Portland and the ESEA
Title III "Project Springboard," a
mass media facilitation for member
schools on student reading interests,
quality, and quantity. And in Burns,
Oregon, A. E. Starns, superintendent
of the Harney County Intermediate
Education District, steps to the music
of yet "another drummer." He has
envisioned and is presently blue-
printing an airborne reading and
communications skills laboratory
which will serve the isolated rural
schools of Eastern Oregon. Starns

will seek private and governmental
financial aid to get his dream "off the
ground."

You see, Oregon people have long
recognized the right to step to the
music we heara right we have so
long as we do not align ourselves with
those labelled by C. S. Lewis as
"trousered apes." We make mistakes.
We try to learn from our mistakes.

Carl Rogers, in his essay, "Toward
a Theory of Creativity" (2), writes :

With scientific discovery and invention
proceeding, we are told, at the rate of
geometric progression, a generally pas-
sive and culture-bound people cannot
cope with the multiplying issues and
problems. Unless individuals, groups,
and nations can imagine, construct, and
creatively revise new ways of relating to
these complex changes, the lights will
go out."

Today our nation has risen to the chal-
lenge with "new ways" in education,
particularly in reading which is so
necessary to beginning and continuing
education.

As Plato said, "We can easily for-
give the child who is afraid of the
dark ; the real tragedy of life is when
men are afraid of the light."
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Teaching the Essential Reading
Skills in Social Studies

ALVIN KRAVITZ
Amityville, New York

Public Schools

WITHIN THE PAST FEW YEARS teachers
have become aware of the need for
teaching reading skills in the content
areas. One of the major content areas,
social studies, requires an approach
somewhat different from other subject
areas. Let us view the topic from four
interrelated, yet different, angles.

Directed reading activity
Elementary and secondary teachers

who are involved in teaching social
studies have found increasing success
in presenting their subject matter
through the use of a directed reading
activity.

Whipple (18) states the format of
present day social studies texts is simi-
lar to a reading book used for basal in-
structit,n. However, the reader's job
is quite different. Children need guid-
ance in selecting what to remember
and then techniques in how to remem-
ber (17).

The New York State Curriculum
Guides (8, 17) point out the advisabil-
ity of a directed reading activity for
basic instructional purposes. Spache
(15) indicates the superiority of guided
reading in the teaching of social studies.

All too often students are forced to
plunge into complex materials with lit-
tle idea of what to look for or even
why they are reading a particular text.
The involved structure of social stud-
ies texts requires preparation and as-
sistance for the student. Strang (16)
suggests that the teacher can guide the
student through the use of prepared
questions. Let us go a step further
and prepare not only the questions for
consideration during the lesson but the
necessary matter prior to beginning
any part of the lesson.

A plan for a directed reading activ-
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ity in social studies is contained in
Five Steps To Reading Success (2):

Step One. Readiness
Arousing pupil interest
Setting a purpose for the reading
Developing a background and a sense

of continuity
Creating an awareness of the reading

required

Step Two: Concept Development
Discussing the vocabulary and con-

cepts which need clarification
Explaining how context may give a

term meaning
Studying pronunciation and spelling

when appropriate

Step Three: Silent Readmg
Locating specific details
Finding the main idea and supporting

details
Seeing a vivid picture through word

concepts
Locating information by skimming
Determining accuracy of statements

Step Four: Discussion (Oral or Writ-
ten)

Checking comprehension
Sharing different points of view

Step Five: Rereading (Silent or Oral)
Checking accuracy
Examining critically

Karlin (5) discusses a directed
reading activity with a slight modifica-
tion. His five-step process includes :

1. Readinessvocabulary and purpose
2. Silent Readingrefer to question
3. Discussionrelating to silent reading
4. Rereadingfor different purposes
5. Applicationto the lesson

Gates (3) suggested that we culti-
vate student interest in each content
subject. He believed that social stud-
ies texts needed to be reformed be-
cause of. the too difficult readability,
the poor literary quality, and the lack
of organization of school materials.
Since it is extremely difficult for the
classroom teacher to rewrite texts
while teaching the students in the
classroom, perhaps the next best thing
would be to circumvent the problem
through the use of a directet1 reading
activity.
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Vocabulary

Each subject area has its own vocab-
ulary which is unique. Social studies
certainly is no exception to the rule. It
is vital for the teacher to develop the
vocabulary of the specific lesson within
its own context, or comprehension of
the total subject will be much less than
expected (16). Smith (14) indicates
the child's ability to deal with the con-
tent area improves as training is given
in the vocabulary of that subject.
Reading in Secondary Schools (8)
shows the desirability of vocabulary
development through the use of con-
text meaning, word study, and the at-
tainment of word attack skills as a
means of improving overall compre-
hension.

Bamman (1) points out that reading
social studies is more difficult than
reacting narrative material to which the
elementary student is accustomed.
The vocabulary is not controlled ; the
student must organize a mass of unre-
lated facts ; the ideas are very com-
plex ; and much previous knowledge
must be brought forward to assist the
student in developing concepts.

Vocabulary is general term which
covers various subdivisions. Bamman
(1) has made six headings to include
the types of difficult word areas the
student may meet in his social studies
work.

a. technical terms
would include words such as feudal-
ism, vassal, primogeniture, guild,
and crusade.

b. multisyllabic words
formidable words are totalitarian, ac-
countability, telecommunication, en-
dowments, and philanthropic.

c. abstract words
maturation would help the student
to understand such words as liberty,
justice, equality, democracy, and
despotism.

d. general terms
multiple meanings arise in the use
of elevator since the student may
not realize we speak of a grain ele-
vator.

e. mathematical terms
usually included in the use of time
designations, area, population statis-
tics, graphs, and charts.

f. concepts
these words produce mental images
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which are really abstractions such
as "tolerance." A student's view will
broaden as he begins the study of
human relations. What is tolerance
to one child may be intolerance to
another.

Jenkinson (4) has an interesting ap-
proach to vocabulary development as
she uses the term Functional Word
Knowledge. She has divided the topic
into three areas :

a. function words
this area includes small words that
are often ignored. Some examples
of structure words are as follows:
(I) cause and effect

because, since, so that
(2) suggest condition

unless, if, although
indicate contrast
whereas, while

(4) time relationships
as, before, when, after

(3) parallel ideas
however, therefore, hence

b. shifts in word meaning
the use of familiar words in un-
familiar context, i.e.

minister
(1) cabinet clergy

`furniture
(2) iron curtain? cold war? tariff

wlc. classifying
since learning often takes place
through recognizing similarities and
differences, it is essential to use this
procedure.
(1) compare similarities and

di fference
declaration and proclamation

(2) contrast differences
a kingdom and a democracy

(3) paired qualities
kind and gentle
humid and dank

No matter what procedure a teacher
may wish to use for the introduction of
vocabulary to any lesson it is vital that
we understand the value of instruction
in this area. If we wish to improve
comprehension, we need to broaden
our approach to include vocabulary de-
velopment as a basic tool.

The SQ3R study formula

Students need to be taught how to
study social studies as well as other
subject areas. We often find elemen-
tary and secondary pupils who are so
disorganized in their approach to the

(3)
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basic procedures that they do not know
where or how to begin a study pro-
gram. Robinson ( 9) proved the effec-
tiveness of his study formula in his
examination of college students' study
habits. As a result, we have the
SQ3R study formula in use through-
out the entire educational s'rata.

Preston (6) suggests a modified ap-
proach for the elementary student be-
ginning at the intermediate level.
Strang (16) indicates a more difficult
process whereby students at the high
school level ask themselves a general
question which cuts across the author's
organization. We would not expect
the same thoroughness or ability from
an elementary youngskr as we antici-
pate from a high school student.
Since the application of the study
method is one of degree dependent
upon the grade level of the student, it
is worthwhile to consider the following
approach as a means of reaching most
children.

Here is a sample lesson for the de-
velopment of the SQ3R Study For-
mula that may be used from the in-
termediate level right on to the high
school student. The language has
been simplified in order that almost
any child who reads at the fourth level
or above might be able to understand
the directions. Naturally, the teacher
would direct the beginning lessons in
the use of the procedure, but the stu-
dent could retain the directional sheet
for further study and reference.

SSurvey
QQuestion
RRead
R--Recite
RReview

.S.tcp ISurvey
Look through the whole assignment

before you actually read to answer
your questions. You should look for
all of the following items before you
begin to read.

A. Bold/ace type
This is the heavy, dark, large print
at the beginning of each chapter,
section, and paragraph. Look at the
name of the chapter and the section
heading.
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B. Pictures with Captiqne
The picture litti its caption, which is
the exr!anation of the picture, will
help to tell about the material you
will soon read.

C. Charts
A chart will give you much informa-
tion at a glance. When you read the
chart before you read the story, you
will have much information to help
you understand the paragraphs.

D. Drawings with Captions
A draw mg is considered the same as
a picture when you survey the ma-
terial before yot read. Look at the
drawing and its caption to help you
understand the c tapter or section.

E. Maps and Diagrams
A map or diagra'n will explain many
paragraphs of written material if you
look at it before you begin to read.
A map or diagram may reduce half
a page of writing into one small
drawing.

F. Summary
At the end of most chapters there is
a summary. The sutmary tells very
briefly about the in. mation that is
in the chapter. After you have read
the summary, you will usually have
a very good idea of the main t,pics
in the chapter.

G. Questions
The author has added questions to
his chapter to direct your attention
to some of the important ideas. Be
sure to look at the questions before
you read the selection. This step
will help you to be ready for the new
thoughts you are about to read.

Step 2Question
Use the boldface type to make your

question. If the heading of the section
is "Great Plains Soil," use these words
to make the following questions:

What is Great Plains soil like?
Of what is Great Plains Soil

made:
What must farmers consider

when using Great Plains soil ?

If there is no boldface type to help
you make a question, use this ques-
tion: What does the author expect me
to learn about this topic from studying
this selection ?

A. Study Guide
1. Fold or rule a sheet of large-sized
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notebock paper le..gtnwise, down
the middle.

2. Write your question on the left
side of the page.

3. Answer your questions on the
right side of the page.

4. When you write your answers us..
only key words to describe the
ideas or facts you have decided are
most important. Do not write long
answers.

5. Be sure you have read the para-
graph or section after yon: ques-
tion and thought about it before
you write the answer.

Step 3Read
Read the paragraph or section to

find the answer to your question. Do
not stop to read every word carefully ;
concentrate on finding the main point.
You cannot remember all the facts you
find, so you must look for the impor-
tant ones. There are usually one or
two main points for each section.

Step 4Recite
After you have finished the assign-

ment, go back over the lesson immedi-
ately. Cover the right side of the
paper where the answers are written,
and ask yourself the questions on the
left side of the page.

Answer the question orally. That
means you must say the answers out
loud so that you will know if you have
made a mistake.

If you find you cannot answer the
questions, look back at the key words
which are your answers. Sometimes
you will have to go back to the book to
restudy the particular part which you
did not understand or have forgotten.

Step 4 is very important. When you
give yourself an immediate quiz on
what you have studied, it is the best
possible way to prevent forgetting.

Practice until you can recite the
whole study guide without looking
back to the key words. Then practice
some more. This extra practice is
what pays off.

Step 5Review
About four weeks later, and also be-

fore every examination, go back to
your questions and answers again and
quiz yourself Reread only those parts
which you have forgotten.

If you have taken steps 1 (Survey),
2 (Question), 3 (Read). and 4 (Re-
cite) faithf :11y, you will find that you
do not hate too much to restudy.

Study skills

Here is an area that encompasses all
others previously discussed. In order
for a student to apply himself to the
full understanding of the material he
has read in social studies, he must
have basic knov, ledge of the study
skills pertaining to his subject a ^_ a.

Spache (15) states most students
only receive training in reading of a
basal reading type which often con-
cludes by the fourth or sixth grade.
This has been the situation until quite
recently. The Influx of federal aid
money has encouraged many school
districts to begin advanced training
and even developmental programs at
the secondary level. The writer would
certainly agree with Spache (15) and
Strang (16) that advanced -reading
training should be provided by all
teachers for effective reading in the
content fields.

Strith (14) has pointed out that
study skills improve in a specific con-
tent area if they are pulled out and
given special attention. She has indi-
cated how teachers may help children
if they are taught to recognize the
major patterns found in elementary
textbooks which deal with content
areas. The necessary skills defined for
social studies are indicated by Smith
(14): reading pictures ; reading maps,
globes, atlases ; reading for cause and
effect content ; reading for -comparison ;
reading for sequence ; reading to locate
dates with events ; and reading crit-
ically to determine different viewpoints,
facts mixed with opinion, and when
propaganda is used.

Smith's (13, 14) basic grouping of
skills comtri n to all areas appears
wide enough to include many authors
in the field of reading study skills. Five
major areas are listeei for classification
purposes: selection and evaluatiol or-
ganization, location of information, fol-
lowing directions, and specialized skills.

Other authors have listed those
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skills necessary for learning social
studies. Spache (15) has three cate-
gories which include a) locating in-
formation, b) organizing information,
and c) retaining and using informa-
tion. Russell's (12) emphasis for the
social studies area is ; plied to the
ability to locate information in refer-
ence books. Baniman's (1) suggested
skills fall into the general pattern of in-
formation skills. Robinson (10) ap-
plied the major areas as established by
Smith with a slight variation in the
EDL Study Skills Library. Here the
same concepts are involved, but they
are classified under the headings of in-
terpretation, evaluation, organization,
anu reference (locating information)
with the theme of followini lirections
throughout all the lessons. A Teach-
er's guide To Curriculum Planning
(7) has extensive listings of skills
which should be covered by the teacher
as instruction is given to students in
the social studies curriculum.

Robinson's (11) pilot -study at-
tempted to determine the reading skills
fourth grade pupils actually used as
they tried to solve problems in social
studies. Although many study skills
were put into practice properly, it is
interesting to note those skills in which
deficiencies existed or application was
not made by the student. This small
group of intermediate students did not
make maximum use of retaining de-
tails, comparing information, grasping
unstated main ideas, remembering rele-
vant details, making inferences, or us-
ing the table of contents, headings or
guides, pictorial aids, and the index.
The author of the pilot study suggests
the teacher should be aware of the stu-
dent's reading skills, analyze the skills
necessary to carry out an assignment,
and teach those skills required to carry
out the assignment.

Karlin (5) has prepared a checklist
of study skills based upon the classifi-
cations suggested by Smith (13, 14).
It would be most helpful for the
teacher to use this format in nlanning
a program of instruction in study skills
for the student.
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CHECKLIST OF STUDY SKILLS (5)
I. Selection and Evaluation

Can the student do the following?
a. recognize the significance of the

content
b. recognize important details
c. identify unrelated details
d. find the main idea of a para-

graph
e. find the main idea of larger se-

lection s
f. locate topic sentences
g. locate answers to specific ques-

tions
h. develop independent purposes

for reading
i. realize the author's purpose
j. determine the accuracy and

relevancy of information

II. Organization
Can the student do the following?

a. take notes
b. determine relationship between

paragraphs
c. follow time sequences
d. outline single paragraphs
e. outline sections of a chapter
f. outline an entire chapter
g. summarize single paragraphs
h. summarize larger units of ma-

terial

III. Location of Information
Can the studcit do the following?

a. find information through a ta-
ble of contents

b. locate information through the
index

c. use a library card catalog to
locate materials

d. use the Reader's Guide to Pe-
riodical Literature to locate
sources of information

e. use an almanac, to obtain data
f. understand and use various ap-

dendices
g. use glossaries
h. use encyclopedias to locate in-

formation

IV. Following Directions
Can the student do the following?

a. see the relation between the
purposes and the directions

b. follow one-step directions
c. follow-steps in sequence

V. Spec+alized Skills
Can the student do the following?

a. understand the significance of
pictorial aids

b. read and interpret graphs
c. read and interpret tables
d. read and interpret charts
e. read and interpret maps
f. read and interpret cartoons
g. read and interpret diagrams
h. read and interpret pictures
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Conclusion

Many factors are involved in teach-
ing the essential reading skills in social
studies. Teachers of this content area
need to apply diverse methods and
techniques in order that students may
become more skilled as they read sub-
ject matter material. It would be use-
ful to consider the overall approach
which includes the directed reading ac-
tivity, vocabulary development, a
workable study formula, and applicable
study skills for a worthwhile and effec-
tive program at the elementary and
secondary level.
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Helping the Retarded Reader
Read Social Studies Material

DAVID L. SHEPHERD
Hofstra University

THE RETARDED READER is one of the
basic concerns of all content teachers.
The pupil who cannot read the text-
book puts his teachers in a quandary.
"How can he," they say, "learn the in-
formation if he cannot read it?"
Sometimes teachers seem to reach the
point of desperation ; they give up in
the face of seemingly impossible odds.
If the student cannot and does not
read, they ask, "What can one do?"

The purpose of this paper is to in-
vestigate something that can be done
in the classroom. We need to know
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who the "retarded reader" is, the de-
gree of his difficulty, and the nature of
his task. From such information we
can determine some helpful ap-
proaches.

The term "retarded reader" includes
a range of reading levels. It carries
meanings that vary, depending on the
point of view of the user. Obviously
the retarded reader is the student
whose reading level is likely to be
below that of his enrolled grade. We
also know that there is a continuum or
range of levels which includes the
pupil who must work harder than the
average to accomplish his assignments
to the pupil who is so deficient that he
cannot accomplish his assignment in
the textbook material no matter how
hard he tries.

The severe case of disability needs
other help in reading besides that of
his regular class. He needs to be as-
signed remedial work in reading. But
this addition does not solve the prob-
lem, at least not immtdiatel. He still
attends the social studies class ; he still
has social studies material to read.
Specific reading help is needed. We
find that the degree of severity seems
to determine how soon special help will
result in improvement in reading the
social studies material. Those having
more severe problems will need a
longer time to reach a level whe this
special learning will manifest Itself
with more competence and independ-
ence in the social studies class. The
social studies teacher must be prepared
to meet the situation.

Complicating the picture further are
the demands of the social stiviies ;
these demands often challenge the
competent reader. With the retarded
reader, the situation may be the coup
de grace. Huus (5) lists a number of
problems in reading the social studies ;
she speaks of the number of new con-
cepts a pupil needs to learn and ex-
pand. This brings our attention tt an-
other problem, the background needed
by the student for adequate compre-
hension. Peterson, (7) in her study
of readability in social study materials,
points out that pupils indicated dif-

ficulties in noting the main idea, in
developing the data into a logical struc-
ture or pattern, and in seeing the rela-
tionship of one idea to another.
Technical words were a problem.
Relating details to main ideas caused
difficulty, as did making inferences and
using contextual clues. Peterson does
indicate, however, that pupils were
aided by illustrations and summaries
as well as by paragraph headings and
topic sentences. Yet, they did not use
key words and leading questions from
the textbook. Huus (5) also notes the
problem of forming relationships with
the various factual data the student
reads. These relationships involve se-
quence with its use of signal words,
chronology, cause and effect, space and
distance, relative importance of ideas,
and the application of the data to per-
sonal experience. Possibly, much of
the difficulty with the skills of seeing
the relationships in the social studies
may be due to the paucity of the pu-
pil's background. Another source of
difficulty probably lies in the compli-
cated style of social studies writing.
The sentences tend to be long and in-
volved. Abbreviations such as NATO
may abound. And last, the vocabulary
is a tremendous source of difficulty.
The vocabulary consists of technical
words peculiar to the social studies as
well as general words which have a so-
cial studies application. Difficulty
with the vocabulary is basic because
the ideas and concepts of the social
studies are labelled by the vocabulary.
The concept is inexpressible without
the knowledge of the proper words.

We have then a twofold problem in
the social studies area. One part of
the problem is the retarded reader.
The other part of the problem is the
nature oC social studies material which
is a challenge for even the competent
reader, let alone the retarded one.

Considering this double-faceted
problem, what can be done to help the
retarded reader? What can we as
teachers do when confronted with this
situation ? The remainder of this
paper will be directed to these ques-
tions. First, basic criteria for effective
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remedial teaching will be reviewed.
Second, a basic classroom procedure
will be described.

Basic criteria

Imagine a situation in which you are
the teacher of a social studies class.
You meet the pupils for the first time,
knowing little about them. You may
suspect or know that a few of the pu-
pils are not reading as well as they need
to accomplish the usual expected read-
ing assignments for the grade.

The first step is to diagnose. The
teacher needs to find out as much as he
can about the pupil's level of compe-
tency in reading; his attitude toward
reading, schoolwork, the school, and
himself ; and his specific skills,
strengths, and weaknesses. The
teacher will consult the pupil's school
record for test scores, teachers' com-
ments, and general achievement in past
subjects. The teacher will also wish
to diagnose to find current and specific
information regarding the students
reading strengths and weaknesses. A
teacher-made diagnostic inventory can
be used in the social studies in which
the pupil's competence in using the so-
cial studies reading material is
checked. Examples of such diagnostic
surveys can be found in Strang's (11)
Diagnostic Teaching of Reading and
Shepherd's (9) Effective Reading in
Social Studies.

The next concern is to plan basic
procedures which will help the pupil.
The indi- ation of the pupil's strengths
and weaknesses, as shown by the in-
ventory, helps the teacher to center his
procedure around the pupil's instruc-
tional needs. In turn, with such atten-
tion on his problems, there is a greater
likelihood that the pupil will experi-
ence success, will become motivated to
a greater degree, and will begin to pro-
gress in reading skill as well as in so-
cial studies content. There is a chain-
like development that occurs.

The social studies lesson becomes- a
reading skill lesson. The point of er
phasis is that the procedure will no
longer cover merely social studies con-
tent. Rather, a change of focus is

made from teaching data to instructing
the student in getting data from
printed material. In the process of
teaching the pupil such techniques, the
content is learned because it is the in-
strument used to teach the skills. This
new focus has sometimes been called a
fusiona fusion of reading skill in-
struction with content teaching.
Abramowitz (1) says that we should
teach subject matter as a skill lesson.
Such a lesson follows the steps of a di-
rected reading activity in which there
are opportunities for reading, writing,
and discussion.

An inference has been made that the
procedure should provide for individ-
ualization of instruction. Such must
be the case. Individualism and/or
small group procedures in skill in-
struction can be based 0,1 the results of
the diagnostic survey which shows
each pupil's strengths and weaknesses.
Hock (4) points out that the individ-
uilization process is accomplished
through diagnosis, by the selection of
content and material. and by the meth-
odology used. He suggests the imple-
mentation of interest groups in which
students do research in materials of
wide variety in level and topic.
Engaging in research through interest
groups provides the framework for the
direct teaching and application of the
reading skills. Hock also points out
that the pupils should be directed in
the techniques of group dynamics.
This idea indicates a departure from
the recitation-type lesson. We know,
also, that pupil-interest can lag under a
procedure which becomes monotonous.
Certainly the employment of pupil-
interest is important and tends to in-
crease as the pupil participates in
group activities.

Procedure with the retarded reader
should then have variety and foster
his interesthardly accomplished by
lessons of rote drill. Interest, self-
motivation, and self-application of skills
are better accomplished in procedures
which encourage the spirit of inquiry.

How basic is the concept of inquiry?
We attempt to develop inquiry in an
elemental way when we help pupils to
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read for a purpose. When we tell
them to read to find out something
about the topic, we are inferring the
need to inquire. Our goal is ulti-
mately to have pupils who want to
know. Cultivating interest, using a
variety of materials and methods, ap-
praising the pupil objectivel:,, of his
reading strengths and weaknesses help
to develop in the pupil the attitude of
wanting to know.

It is very important to develop this
attitude ill the remedial pupil. His re-
tardation may have served and maybe
is serving as a damper on his effort to
achieve. His attitude may be "Let me
out of here, but fast!" Consequently,
we must organize our procedures and
progress through the content in the
manner which will insure success.
We want him to see his progress, and
he must see and know success.

Since success, interest, and the de-
sire to know are so inextricably tied
together, we look for procedures which
will foster each of these three impor-
tant ingredients. Watman (12) has
suggested planning and executing civic
projects. He maintains that such proj-
ects provide levers which propel the
pupil into the content as well as insure
his application of the skills. He sug-
gests mock situations such as a session
of congress with pupils taking various
parts. Role playing is suggested as a
valuable introductory device to stimu-
late discussion. (Caution is urged in
the use of role playing because of the
inherent emotion which may develop.)
Watman suggests a well-structured
procedure for the role playing.
However, for our purposes, note the
variety of procedures. These proce-
dures would be used in the later steps
of a directed reading activity.

The concern of many social studies
teachers is covering information. The
abstract areas of interest and motiva-
tion and the desire to know are impor-
tant, they say, but there is a body of
information to cover. Teachers meet
great frustration with the retarded
reader. "How can they," they ask,
"do more than try to 'cover the
course'?" Since the retarded reader
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cannot read well, he goes so slowly
through the material that all of the in-
terest-producing but time-consuming
activities are impossible. One cannot
do them. Lichtine (6) gives a partial
nswer to this concern. He maintains

that the major emphasis in the social
studies should be placed on a limited
group of topics rather than the whole
sweep of history. This, of course, re-
quires possible replanning of the social
studies curricula to include those per-
iods of history, events, and persons
which are significant to the pupil's un-
derstanding of the social institutions in
his society.

It would be redundant to point out
the influence and relationship of a se-
lected topic curricula on the textbook
material. Obviously, a single text can-
not and should not be the course of
study. Nor does this curricula infer a
"watered down" version of a course.4

A watered down curriculum, to this
writer, is a course which covers only
the highlights and the broad generali-
zations of the entire historical account.
The retarded reader has difficulty with
the abstraction of the broad generaliza-
tion. The vocabulary load of such an
approach is staggering even to a com-
petent reader. The retarded reader
needs to have the vital and real human
detail of history presented.

Actually, what I am saying is that
history for the retarded reader should
not be a panorama of facts which he
must know. Rather, it must he pre-
sented as a series of happenings which
involve neople who have had similar
feeli'- Desires, and problems that the
pi.- _re experiencing. The pupils
S.... s be guided to see history as the
interplay of peoples and tint, as such,
it is an account of both man's highest
achievements and darkest moments.

Such a plan of selected topics and
point of view requires a variety of
materials. The materials should span
a wide range of topics related to the
history under study. Sloan (10)
maintains that reading resource mate-
rials in the classroom should have a
readability range from approximately
grade 2.5 to grade 12. Each class-
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room should have from 50 to 100
different titles. Materials are available
from many educational publishers. A
teacher has only to consult the catalog
of many publishers to note the growing
wealth of supplementary material or,
different levels. Such materials arA
often listed as trade books, not as text-
books. However, some easy reading
textbooks for high school pupils have
appeared. One is the Abramowitz
(2) material, published by Follett, and
another is the Schwartz and O'Connor
(8) history texts, published by Globe
Publishing Co. Once we have the
printed materials, our next step is to
show the pupils how to use them.

Basic classroom procedures

One of the greatest helps to the re-
tarded reader is the textbook aids.
The author and the publisher of a
well-written and designed textbook in-
clude a number of study helps. One
study help is the graphic representa-
tions which include pictures, maps,
diagrams, charts, and overlays. A
great amount of information can be
gained from these aids. For the re-
tarded reader, there is a minimum of
reading but a widening of his knowl-
edge. To we these the pupil must be
guided to have a purpose. For in-
stance, a student can look at a map or
picture and not see anything of signifi-
cance unless he is looking for some
specific item or condition. He needs
to receive instruction in the use of pic-
ture legends, map keys, chart represen-
tations, etc. Often, many generaliza-
tions of content can be made from such
materials in the text.

Another textbook aid is the typo-
graphical heading. Headings in bold-
face type give the author's outline
which the pupil can use to determine
how the material is organized. He is
able to note the scope and areas of em-
phasis. These can be used in many
ways. In one instance, pupils were
first apprised of the topic, then asked
to close their books and think of the
items they would include if they had
been the author. It is interesting to
note that they chose, in different words

to be sure, the same topics the author
included. There was only one step
further to lead the students into the
area of the nature of main ideas.

Question and vocabulary lists at the
end of each chapter are study aids.
The questions can be used by the stu-
dent to note what the author thinks is
important, as purpose questions to
guide his own reading or as a self-
evaluation of reading. The vocabulary
list can be used in like manner.

Italicized words should be signals to
the student. He should realize that
these words are new and that they are
defined in the same sentence in which
he finds them. Other miscellaneous
aids are the index. glossary, and spe-
cial boxed items under such headings
as "Important Points to Remember"
or "Can You Answer These Ques-
tions?"

Coupled with the textbook aids, the
student should receive instruction
through effective procedures to get
him ready to read the selection. One
of the most effective, it seems, is a
basic learning procedure which is more
than merely a reading skill teaching
procedure. The pupil should be pre-
pared, motivated, and made ready to
read and study a topic. Some teachers
may think of this procedure as a
method of assignment making. And,
indeed, it is. The importance of prep-
aration for reading a selection is basic.
With the retarded reader it can be a
matter of academic life or death.

The teacher's role is to help the
pupil become ready to read. The pu-
pil's background must be investigated
because the teacher needs to know
what information the pupil does not
know. His background must be ex-
panded to the point where he begins to
have enough familiar knowledge at his
command to use as hitching posts, as it
were, for the new ideas. It is a basic
learning theory that learners learn best
when they can tie the new information
to known and previously acquired in-
formation.

Because many times a retarded
reader is characterized as know:ng lit-
tle or nothing of the school subject, we
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reason that we must present to an apa-
thetic, incompetent, and indifferent
pupil the basic facts of our heritage.
This writer disagrees completely with
the view that these pupils know nothing
and care less. In this modern age of
rapid communication, all pupils have
picked up a great amount of informa-
tion. We can find out what they know
if we take the time to probe and dig it
out. One of the essentials of making a
pupil ready to read a selection is to
help him bring to mind all that he
knows about a subject. We must take
the time.

Vocabulary development is a part of
the preparation for reading. Two im-
portant points must be observed: the
first is that in the preparation for read-
ing only two or three words are intro-
duced and syllabicated and meanings
or concepts established: second, the
words must be related to the student's
own experiences.

We all know that a preview of the
material to be read is part of getting
the pupil to read. We direct his at-
tention to the graphic aids. Next,
the value of introductory paragraphs
and summaries is brought out. In-
troductions that give an overview,
the body of the material, and the sum-
:nary which restates the essential ideas
and conclusions compose the usual
format of informational writing. Re-
tarded readers can understand this
concept. They can see the value of
first notifying the reader of what is to
be discussed, then discussing the infor-
mation, and finally informing the
reader of the important ideas. Such a
format can be applied easily to their
own writing as well as studying. In
applying this format each of the four
facets of the language arts can be used
to reinforce one another.

Finally, the pupil needs direction to
his reading. He should read with spe-
cific questions in mind. He should
search for specific information. The
teacher may need to do much direction
here, though the pupil should be
helped to become independent in guid-
ing his reading as soon as he is able.
Purpose questions serve the pupil in a
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number of ways. They help him to
know what to get from his reading.
They help him to hold his attention to
the material. And they may begin to
stimulate his thinking about the mate-
rial. Our hope, of course, is for the
student to think about what the author
has written.

Summary

Helping the retarded reader in social
studies requires the consideration and
use of specific attitudes as well as pro-
cedure. John Dix (3) has summarized
the twofold approach of attitude and
procedures in a list of suggestions:

a. Provide frequent motivation in order
to stimulate the pupil's interest and
to insure as much as is possible the
pupil's success. The experience of
success is vital to the pupil's sus-
tained interest and perseverance.

b. Establish simple cause and effect
patterns. Thereby, help the pupil to
see the interrelationships of the in-
formation. A technique which can
help to set the stage for these simple
patterns is to have the pupil antici-
pate from boldface headings the in-
formation he will get from his read-
ing.

c. Assume nothing in the child's experi-
ence. In other words. be sure that
an adequate background is always es-
tablished for reading the material ef-
fectively. Proceed from the known
to the unknown. At the same time,
probe to uncover the information the
pupil does have which he can then
bring to bear upon the topic.

d. Avoid possible distraction. The
teacher needs to plan the classwork
so that the pupil will experience the
minimum of distraction in the guise
of frustration. Techniques to accom-
plish the lessening of distractions are
included in the items of this list.

e. Give directions simply. Be sure that
the pupils know what to do and how
to go about it. Instruction must pre-
cede independent work.

f. Insure the pupil's competency in a
reading skill by having him use it in-
dependently. The independent appli-
cation of the skill follows intensive
Instruction in it. Further, provision
for adequate help, if necessary, must
be planned for in order to insure suc-
cess.
Provide language development activ-
ities through project work which
would require the pupil to read for
Information, write a report, speak in
giving the report, and listen to other

g.
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pupils as they give their reports.
Have each aspect of the language
arts reinforce the other.

h. Set short-term goals so that the pu-
pils can experience quick success.
The retarded reader, due to his past
frustration in reading, is not usually
in the mood to sustain interest and
effort on long intangible assignments.

i. Emphasize essential concepts. Intro-
duce only a few of these and their
vocabulary labels at a time in order
to insure the pupil's use of these
terms and ideas in his own language
patterns.
Show the pupils what they have
learned and have them tell about it.
In other words help them to know
what they are doing and the reasons
for it. Through informal diagnosis,
help them to see objectively their
strengths and weaknesses.

k. Prepare the pupils for their reading
assignment. Most of the techniques
we have discussed contribute to their
important procedure.

What are we trying to do in our re-
view of these ideas for helping the
retarded reader in the social studies?
Every teacher will know the
answerto help the retarded reader
adequately gain information from
printed materials. But, there is an-
other goal that goes beyond teaching
skills. The ultimate goal is to instill in
the pupil the spirit of inquirythe de-
sire to know. Our techniques and
procedures work toward that end.
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Teaching the Essential Reading
Skills in Science

GEORGE G. MALLINSON
Western Michigan University

THE TOPIC OF THIS PAPER, "Teaching
the Essential Reading Skills in Sci-
ence," is currently subject to much de-
bate. This debate arises from progress
that has taken place since World War
II. Twenty-five years ago no one
would have disputed the merits of
teaching the essential reading skills in
science, nor would there have been
much agrument concerning the prem-
ises on which the teaching might have
been based. In general, it was agreed
that eading represented the communi-
cation of ideas from the printed page
via the processing of information
through the visual mechanism and the
transformation of that information into
meaningful understandings. This gen-
eral principle was translated into a
number of sub-principles and skills, all
of which served as general objectives
of the teaching of reading. Specialists
in the content fields applied these gen-
eral objectives to their fields, and the
literature contained many report' de-
scribing effe' -'ve ways for teaching
reading in content areas. These
ways were founded on the assumption
that there were two major considera-
tions in the teaching of reading:

1. The recognition of the meanings
of individual ?cords:

Support for this assumption is
evident in the numerous general
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vocabulary studies published by
Thorn dike, Horn, Buckingham-
Do lch, and the colleagues. The
literature in science teaching
contained numerous reports of
research concerning science vo-
cabulary and other problems re-
lated to reading science mate-
rials. Practically all of the earlier
major studies were summarized
in the milestone report of Cur-
tis' in 1938 in which the find-
ings of more than 100 studies of
science vocabulary were synthe-
sized. Although this study proved
to be the high-water mark of vo-
cabulary studies in science. nev-
ertheless. it proved to be the
basis for many other minor stud-
ies, most of which have since
been forgotten.

2. The organisation of the word
"stimuli" received from the
printed page into meaningful pat-
terns:

It has bcen generally accepted
that reading is a perceptual task.
Hence, many of the traditional
views concerning the teaching of
the essential reading skills have
been closely allied with gestalt
findings. The influence of ges-
talt theorists is evidenced by the
studies involving reading diffi-
culty of Flesch, Dale-Chall, and
Lorge. Their studies empha-
sized the structure of the mate-
rials to be read rather than the
characteristics of the individual
words.

In the past decade, however, a num-
ber of findings have cast doubt on tra-
ditional reading instruction and have
suggested that reading instruction may
change greatly from that of the present
time. Some of these findings seem re-
lated only indirectly to reading in-
struction but their influence is evident
if they are studied carefully.

' Curtis, Francis D.' Investigation of Vo-
cabulary in Textbooks of Science for Sec-
ondary Schools. Boston: Ginn and Company,
1938, viii, 127.

Perception and reading
Recently, there has been a great re-

surgence in the investigation of the
theory and principles of learning.
Many of the earlier ideas about learn-
ing behavior that emerged from the be-
haviorists and the gestaltists have been
questioned. Much of the questioning
has come from reading specialists.
One reason for the concern is that it
has not been possible to .pply the find-
ings of perceptual research to the
teaching of reading. either in terms of
general reading ability or reading in
the content fields. This outcome
seems strange, indeed. if reading is a
perceptual task. However, an exami-
nation of many of these studies con-
cerning reading and perception indi-
cate that the designs may have been
faulty. In general. they have dealt
with one factor of perception and its
relationship to the teaching of reading
and have indicated that there is little
relationship between this factor and
reading success. Nevertheless, posi-
tive relationships might exist because
perception is an extremely complicated
process involving many different fac-
tors, and the distillation of one factor
from the total realm of perception
could destroy the significance of that
factor. Thus. the limited range of per-
ceptual phenomena tested may have
been responsible for the apparent lack
of relationlisip. It is well known also
that findings of many perceptual stud-
ies suggest that learning involves
wholes rather than parts of situations.
However. these studies have generally
involved adults. Yet, some of the
more recent studies with children indi-
cate that frequently they learn by parts
rather than by wholes. Thus. the gen-
eral applicability of findings from ad-
ult-centered studies may be somewhat
doubtful.

Many of the studies involving per-
ception have dealt with the organiza-
tion of objects into patterns. Yet the
teaching of reading. in which the find-
ings of these studies have been applied,
has been based on the word, phrase,
sentence, or story methods, seldom on
the use of objects. There is little evi-
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deuce to indicate that an individual can
mentally reconstruct words, phrases,
sentences, and stories into analogous
objects which, in turn, can be recon-
structed into patterns. The symbol for
an object, as found in reading material,
may not be reconstructable into the
wholes into which the objects them-
selves can be reconstructed.

McLuhan's work, which has affected
television advertising greatly, has indi-
cated that many of the ideas concern-
ing perception are not tenable, at least
over television. It has been assumed
traditionally that a carefully organ-
ized didactic presentation of material
would develop appropriate patterns of
ions in the individual and, thus, exert
the desired influences on him. It has
been found, however, that the individ-
ual does not necessarily develop the
expected patterns. The factor of iden-
tification in many cases has more influ-
ence than the logical presentation of
parts of idea development.

It may be, therefore, that the studies
of perception themselves have been so
atomistic as to destroy the possibilities
of understanding the true role of per-
ception.

The information explosion and
educational communication

A major problem that besets educa-
tional communication, particularly in

the sciences, is the knowledge explo-
sion. Prior to 1940 it was believed
that knowledge was doubling in vol-
ume every 50 years. If true, the vol-
ume of knowledge accumulated be-
tween the dawn of history and 1940
would be replicated in volume by 1990.
However, the assumption proved to be
incorrect. The development of com-
puters in the middle of the 20th Cen-
tury freed the scientist and researcher
from lengthy periods of analyzing data.
Prior to that development, the collec-
tion of data might have occupied 10
percent of the researcher's time, and
the analysis of the data, 90 percent or
more. However, with the develop-
ment of the solid state computer, the
analysis of data frequently takes less
time than collection. Now, findings on

which future knowledge can be sought
and revealed are immediately available
to the scientist and researcher. Thus,
by 1950 it isas estimated that knowl-
edge was doubling in volume every 10
years. In the early 1960's, with the
new generation of computers, the rate
of accumulation of knowledge was
doubling every seven years. With the
third generation of computers now ap-
pearing, scientific knowledge may be
doubling every five years by 1970. As
a result, the mass of information made
available serves to complicate further
the reading process.

The population explosion
and educational communication

If you read at a rate of ahot :t 150
words per minute, by the time you
finish this sentence the eat th's popula-
tion will have increased by about 23.
One hour from now it will have in-
creased enough to populate a city of
about 8.000. One year from now the
increase will be able to populate a na-
tion the size of the United Kingdom
and Sweden combinedcountries with
a total population of about 62,500.000
people. Recent, extensive investiga-
tions by UNESCO of the habits of
Iwiiw -apicns suggest that the popula-
tion increment is likely to increase in
the years ahead. Many educational
problems, particularly those involved
with the teaching of reading, arise
from the characteristics of the popula-
tion, as well as from its size.

Nearly 50 percent of the world's po-
pulation is below the age of 25.
Altogether, more than 80 million per-
sons in the United States are in some
type of organized educational program
supported by local, state, or federal
funds or by private sources. Thus, ed-
ucation, at least in terms of student in-
volvement, is an enormous business.
It is expected that more than one tril-
lion dollars from all sources will be
spent on education in the United
States before the end of the next dec-
ade. This figures is based on the as-
sumption that 15 to 20 percent of the
national income will be funneled into
educational programs of various types.
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Currently in the United States, nearly
40 percent of public monies, other than
those for defense, is spent on some
form of education. This fact has led
to the development of new combines
among publishers, compuier manufac-
turers, and the electronics industry to
exploit the potential market. Some of
these combines are International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation and Sci-
ence Research Associates: Raytheon
and D. C. Heath Company: and the
Silver Burdett Company, Time, Inc.,
and the General Electric Company.
Because of the information and popu-
lation explosions and the continued
growth of education, there is every
reason to expect that the methods of
education, particularly those in the sci-
ences, will change and will be supple-
mented with media other than the text-
book and traditional materials. This
condition spawns a number of impor-
tant problems. An investigation of the
literature of science education indicates
decreasing interest in the research in
reading related to science education
and more and more research on the
use of outside objects, kits, and other
multimedia for education. No doubt,
this trend will continue, particularly
with the sophisticated advertising and
sales agencies in the newly formed
combines. There needs to be a com-
plete review of what constitutes the es-
sential basic skills of reading in science
in the years ahead and of what the
most effective ways of teaching them
are. This, perhaps, can be done only
by surveying the role of technology
and education in the years ahead.

Television and vocabulary ".o:Nad

The studies undertaken many years
ago concerning the optimal number of
scientific terms that a student could
learn at any grade level are so out-
dated as to be useless. The impact of
modern communication media, particu-
larly television, now provides an en-
tirely new environment in which
youngsters are stimulated by vocabu-
lary and, in turn, against which they
learn this new vocabulary. Television
viewing, which has became common,
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provides great reinforcement for the
presentation of words. Thus, students
currently in the early elementary
school might learn scientific vocabu-
lary far more readily than students at
the seventh grade level formerly did.
One only has to talk with elementary
school children and examine the kinds
of books they read to ascertain quickly
that their comprehension of vocabulary
is far beyond that of their parents at a
similar stage. However, many of the
vocabulary terms with which they now
become familiar are not those found in
the learning materials ordinarily used
in the school. There is, of course,
some overlap, but many of the terms
found in the traditional teaching mate-
rials are not presented in the same
stimulating environment as scientific
terms are presented through modern
communication media. The teacher
may frequently be found in the embar-
rassing position of teaching terms,
many of which are easier than those
that appear on television, in an envi-
ronment considerably less conducive to
learning.

Technology and education
in the next 100 years

No one in his right mind would at-
tempt to predict specifically what is
likely to happen in the technology of
education during the next 100 years.
However, by reviewing the past 100
and extrapolating, with due considera-
tion for an acceleration of develop-
ments, some ideas may be postulated.
The postulates are based on these as-
sumptions:

I. There will continue to be short-
age of qualified teachers to man
the massive educational effort
that lies ahead. Even if the an-
ticipated supply were to expand
greatly, one may expect that
teachers will spend more tulle in
updating their backgrounds and
somewhat less in teaching.
Also, the information explosion
will require mote teachers for sci-
ence at the post-high school and
post-baccalaureate levels.
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2. In order to disseminate the
ever-accumulating mass of
knowledge, new method.; will be
needed to complement the
teacher effort in accelerating its
dissemination.

3. The role of education will in-
creasingly change from teaching
persons to store information in
and retrieve it from their heads
to that of acquiring new informa-
tion. This change means new
directions for teaching methods
of inquiry.

The role of the book
As has often been stated, one would

not think of advising friends to use
new drugs as uncritically as one often
recommends new learning devices.
But, there is little doubt that the rec-
ommendations will continue, perhaps
at an accelerated rate. Some devices
will be useful and some will not. But,
in all of these developments the book
will continue to be an important teach-
ing aid. However, the role and format
of the basic textbook will change radi-
cally in the years to come. Some of
the changes are likely to be these :

1. Textbooks in the nati,ral sci-
ences will increasingly de-
emphasize the didactic presenta-
tion of information and will
present more information in
terms of problem and inquiry ap-
proaches. They will become
more like textbooks of mathe-
matics. Although many publish-
ers have paid lip service to these
approaches, there is little evi-
dence yet of accomplishment. In
general, the activities related to
inquiry are found in the ancillary
materials. One may expect that
the textbooks of the future will
contain mainly foundational
problems and that the ancillary'
materials will contain problem-
solving situations related closely
to the student's everyday experi-
ences. The latter will provide
for cultural, geographical, and
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other differences among '`._ --
dents.

2. Modern printing develop u is
will make it possible to inc -. -
greatly the numbers and types
illustrations in textbooks. Th s
advancement will mean more
four-color illustrations and the
possible use of three-dimensional
photography. Many of the prob-
lems in the textbooks will be fo-
cused on the analysis of these
photographs.

3. There will be greater integration
between the ancillary materials
and the textbooks. Students will
be expected to move from the
textbook to filmloops and to
other types of hardware, includ-
ing science kits, and then back to
the textbooks. A single problem
involving the use of ancillary
materials will occupy far more
than the usual class period or
even a day.

The role of electronics technology
The greatest change in sources of

information input in the sciences will
be in periodicals and serial literature to
which the student is directed. These
are the "monsters" that are placing ov-
erwhelming burdens on shelving and
cataloging capabilities in libraries.
They will be replaced by vast elec-
tronic banks of information in which
this liter: Lure will be stored and to
which students will direct questions.
Such library systems will encompass
these elements :

1. The purchase of subscriptions
for periodical and serial litera-
ture in the form of a computer
input device.

2. The storage of the "subscrip-
tions" in toto in a ferromagnetic,
or other domain, in a computer
in a form suitable for extremely
rapid examination, manipulation,
and printout.

3. The availability of some type of
index or bibliography which a
student can scan to deterinLie
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which elements of the periodical
or serial literature may be useful.

4. The issuance to a student, on re-
ceipt of a proper code number on
one hand or a request based on
diverse, custom, or subject speci-
fication on the other, a repro-
duced copy or copies of the per-
iodical literature that he may
keep.

The environments in which students
gain information will be decentralized.
Libraries may no longer be used for
study, since the output mechanisms for
the electronic banks can he placed in
residence halls and homes. Much of
the output may be on a television
monitor rather than in the form of a
printout.

Some suggestions

In the previous discussions the writer
has attempted to list some of the ma-
jor cultural pressures that affect vo-
cabular) and hence the teaching of
reading and also to make some predic-
tions as to what may happen in the fu-
ture wi.h respect to learning materials.
Howev,2r, he has studiously avoided
making any specific recommendations
as to how to teach basic reading skills
in science. To him the reason is ob-
vious. Except for reviewing recom-
mendations made in earlier reports, all
of which would be redundant to those
reading this report, he could do little.
He firmly believes that extensive re-
search must be undertaken to ascertain
what needs to be done in a modern en-
vironment to teach Lasic reading skills
of science before suggestions for imple-
mentation can be made. This opinion
may be construed as an evasion but it
seems to be the only outlet. Thus, the
following suggestions for research and
study are made :

1. The extensive vocabulary studies
in science undertaken by Curtis
and Mallinson and colleagues are
hopelessly outdated. Although
they may have been salutary and
useful during the period when
printed materials represented the
primary learning sources, they
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are no longer significant contri-
butions ;n view of the modern
devices which a. e availahle for
teaching science. Thus, it is
suggested thpt a series of re-
search studies be undertaken to
ascertain the type of vocabulary
youngsters use as a result of the
total environmental impact upon
them.

2. Studies need to be undertaken to
determine how well youngsters
can read terms and concepts
with which they have been stim
ulated over different types of
multimedia, including television
and filmloops and other devices.
It is obvious that these new mul-
timedia offer entirely new pat-
terns of perceptual stimuli which
have not yet been investigated in
this context.

3. Studies need to be undertaken to
determine how familiarity with
using these scientific terms in
conversat;on ani in being stimu-
lated by them through the new
multimedia is accompanied with
understanding. The findings of
the older studies in which word
recognition was considered tan-
tamount to understanding are no
longer tenable.

4. Studies need to be undertaken to
determine the ways in which
modern graphic arts techniques
can be incorporated into books
and other printed materials so as
to present science readings in a
quasi-visual environment rather
than remonstrances in print.
Little has been done to deter-
mine how techniques such as
three-dimensional printing may
be used more effectively so as
io complement verbal concepts.
Textbooks, unfortunately, still
rely on outdated formats rather
Van on making use of those that
appear in modern media such as
Life, Time, and Fortune. The
picture essay technique has
hardly been explored for provid-
ing a better visual environment
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in which to develop science con-
cepts.

5. Studies should he undertaken to
review critically the literature in-
volved with the teaching of the
blind and making use of stimuli
other than visual to develop sci-
ence understandings. Generally,
as indicted in the earlier part
of this paper, reading was es-
sentially visual communication
through the medium of print.
However, many techniques in-
volving tactual and auditory sti-
mulations may t'w combined with
those from other sources to teach
reading. Little has been done to
explore this broader concept of
perception.

Summary

In brief, this paper has said little
about "how to do it." Should any of
the readers be interested in ways for
teaching the essential reacting skills of
two decades ago effectively through
science materials, they may be found
by reading several sources already
mentioned. However, it seems that
entirely new directions of research are
netded if recommendations for tech-
niques are not to be dinosaurian.

Promoting Read' ig Growth
in Science Through Use of

Multimedia

WILLIAM A. SAPI'
Project Uplift, Mt. Vernon, Illinois

IT HAS BEEN STATED by many reading
professionals that if a teacher assigns
reading, the teacher must teach reading.
This statement is very true espe-
cially in the area of science. With to-
day's growth and emphasis in the sci-
ence area, students find themselves in a
world filled with a special vocabulary
and a method of solving problems
which they have not acquired from
their basal readers. It is the teacher's
responsibility to aid the student in
meeting the challenge which the sci-
ence area holds.

Pow can the teacher meet this re-

sponsibility ? How can he develop the
special vocabularies and concepts?
The teacher can best meet this respon-
sibility with the combined techniques
of reading and science with the aid of
multimedia.

The teacher has one important fac-
tor on his side in this great task. "An
examination of recent and ear-er in-
vestigations of children's i9terest re-
veals science as the most pers;stent in-
terest of girls and boys" (1). Here is
an area that we as teachers can capital-
ize upon in more fully developing
reading skills and needed habits. But,
at the same time, we cannot Net this in-
ter est in science overwhelm us. We
still must aid the student in developing
the special skills and background
needed to read effectively in the sci-
ence area.

Reading skills needed
in re;ence

We mu., lid the student in develop-
ing new vocabulary. One way is by
the use of media to widen the studen't's
understanding of science cone
such as electricity and the water .

We must budd the student's loca-
tional skills and encourage their utili-
zation. Students do not learn to use
the table of contents, indexes, library
card file, maps, and chart., by osmosis.
These are skills that must be taught.
Teachers many times take locationat
skills for granted. One possible rea-
son a major test company made the
work study skills an optional part of
their achievement test program was
that teachers and administrators com-
plained of the low scores in work study
skills that appeared on the school's re-
port form.

We must aid the student in develop-
ing skills of skimming. Students need
to know how to overlook unrelated
material to locate a specific piece of in-
formation.

Students need to develop the skill of
critical reading. This skill is of pri-
mary importance when using current
information from two sources with
conflicting statements or in discussing
group topics. When a decision con-
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cerning choices of material, statements,
or points of view is to be made, the
skills of critical reading and naluation
are needed.

With the interest students have for
the science area, teachers should help
to broaden this interest through read-
ing. Students should he encouraged to
become acquainted with the variety of
new and interesting materials available
today.

Design for a reading lesson
in science

Teachers should use a predesigned
plan of attack in promoting reading
growth through science. This plan
can accomplish two important bjec-
tives of textbook reading : "namely, the
development of more skills in reading
and the acquisition of important learn-
ings in the field of secience" (2).
This plan can be in as few as five steps
or as many as twenty-five depending
upon the individual teacher's necessity
for detailed organization. I prefer a
plan listed by Robert Karlin (3) :

1. Readiness for Reading
a. developing or relating experiences

of students to content
I). introducing vocabulary and clari-

fying concepts
c. setting the purpose for reading

2. Silent Reading
3 Discussion
4. WI eading (no% purpose)
5. Application

This plan fits my needs, but it may
not fit yours. Every teacher should
develop his own plan and change 't as
needs warrant.

Readiness for reading
It is difficult to realize but many

students arrive at the clat...,om door
with a speaking vocabulary larger, in
many areas such as science, than their
teacher's. While this is just a speak-
ing vocabulary, more often than not
developed by television and overlapped
with fantasy, it is not necessarily an
understanding vocabulary. As teacher
of reading, we must aid the student in
developing his understanding vocabu-
lary. Such terms as elipse, eclipse,
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weightlessness, and solar prominences
require media to help the student de-
velop total understanding and clarifica-
tion.

Clarifying concepts is a prime re-
sponsibility of the reading-science
teacher. This instruction must he ini-
tiated before the student begins to read
the assignment. Most textbooks today
do an excellent job in explaining con-
cepts and word meaning with charts,
pictures. and examples. But we as
teachers cannot assume that this mat-
ter is understood by our students.
Students will still need help in inter-
preting the meanings held within
charts. pictures, and examples

More explanation, developing con-
cept experience, may be required even
after the readiness and reading phase
of the lesson, depending upon the con-
cepts presented and the student it is
presented to. It may require grouping
of students ;ccording to their nee.is.
Certain students may require easier
reading material for a particular con-
cept while others could use more diffi-
cult material to develop the concept
furtliei . Library resource books uti-
lized correctly could serve a great ad-
vantage in both instances.

We must also realize that vicar-
ious experiences, though excellent, can-
not supplant real experiences. Even
though real experiences, such as field
trips, can become costly, we still
should develop within the student an
understanding of the relationship be-
tween the vicarious experience and the
real experience. We should intermix
vicariot s experiencesdeveloped by
the text, films, study prints, and
chartswith well-planned real experi-
ences developed by experiments and
field trips. If we plan a field trip we
must still prepare the class by using
the same variety of media to help com-
bine vicarious learning with actual
proof. Through these experiences the
student may gain an understanding
which will help hint later when only
vicarious experiences are available.

As an example, our local school dis-
trict cannot afford to send all fifth
grade students 200 miles round trip to
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the zoo to study animals of the earth.
But this doesn't mean that none of the
classes should make the trip. Some
students may not need to visit the zoo
because they have already had such an
experience. The students who go to
the zoo will see that these animals
really do exist and this realization will
fortify other experiences developed vi-
cariously.

Gal ler (4) states, "The aim of sci-
ence teaching is to enable a child to ac-
quire these concepts which will explain
his world of reality and enable him to
deal effectively with his environment.
It should challenge him to pose ques-
tions, to extend his curiosity so that
further answers may he sought, and
continued growth m problem solving
may take place." We must use all re-
sources to help the students in their
quest for knowledge.

Use of multimedia in a science
lesson

The use of multimedia is the teach-
er's greatest asset in developing read-
ing skills in the area of science. It
definitely enhances the development of
science concepts since science concepts
are built on relationships. Definitions,
dictionary or written, will not suffice.
Science concepts must be developed in-
ductively from the specific to the gen-
eral or from the concrete to the ab-
stract. By using models, charts, films,
(16mm, 8mm, single. concept, super,
and strips) prepared transparencies.
and study prints, the teacher is more
able to present science concepts in a
specific or a concrete way.

For example: How would you de-
clop the total concept of frost to

yu'mgsters of our "concrete and as-
phalt cities," without the use of media

titer you use films, charts, or a
classroom plant placed outside the
classroom window, the concepts of kill-
ing frost and ground frost must be
developed as well as window frost.
Coronet Film Company (5, has an ex-
cellent film titled "What the Frost
Does." It guides elementary chil-
dr, s observations of the events lead-
ing up to frost and he effects of frost.

Summary

Teachers today are more fortunate
than teachers of ten or twenty years
ago, as I'm sure teachers of tomorrow
will he more fortunate than we are
today, in the aids that are available in
building and relating experiences
needed 1w the students in our class-
rooms. Multimedia are here to stay.
Utilization of media will require many
of us to change our philosophy and
teaching techniques. But I assure you
that you will notice the change in our
students as you add »tedia-spice to
curriculum.

Research and experience prove the
valve of audio isuals. The Nebraska
Study and studies by Roulon and Wit-
tich (6) have proven the values of
media in retention of information and
effectiveness of learning.

I challenge you as teachers of read-
ing and as teachers of science to use
media to their fullest advantages in
your classroom. Instructional mate-
rials resources centers are "springing
up" throughout school districts. Such
centers provide invaluable aid to us in
meeting the needs of our students.

To promote reading growth through
science we must know the skills, real-
ize the needs. and reach our students
at their understanding levels.
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The Rationale for a System-Wide
Reading Committee

j. ROY NEWTON
State University of New York

at Albany

tit:Foxf: wE CAN determine what may
be accomplished through the use of
this committee, we must first deter-
mine what constitutes a rcdding
committee. Many variations are pos-
sible depending upon the size of the
school system and the existence Of

other committees.
T;,e membership of the reading

committee probably should include, at
the elementary level, a representative
from each grade with additional mem-
bers if more than one school is in-
volved. The middle school, where it
exists, might have similar repre-
sentation. At the secondary level the
committee should involve someone
from each subject area including the
so-called "nonacademic" subjects. This
may well be the chairman of the de-
partment although in some cases, at
least. a stronger committee may result
if representation of a department is
delegated to a teacher who is "sold" on
the importance of reading. In ad-
dition, teachers of language arts at all
grade levels might be invited to be-
long. Intermediate grades and middle
schools having departmentalization
will tend to reflect the organization
pattern suggested for the secondary
school. To the above representation of
classroom teachers should be added
principals and supervisory personn-I.
Inclusion of the administration is vital
to the success of the reading program.
Reading related services such as the
school psychologist, guidance counse-
lor, school nurse-teacher, librarians,
and audiovis,-1 director should be
added. At tin.2s, the reading commit-
tee may wish to include, for a specific
meeting or series of meetings, lay peo-
ple from the local community. Boys
and girls, parents, and members of the
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medical profession have corn' ibutions
to make.

Obviously the strength of such a
committee lies in the breadth of its
representation. Foually obvious should
he that its size is at the same time a
possible cause of weakness. However,
only rarely will the entire reading com-
mittee need to meet, as when con-
templating the evaluation of a whole-
school reading program, or planning
workshops, conferences, or in-service
training programs. At other times a
more effective organization is by a
given grade; by primary, intermediate,
junior, or senior high divisions; by su-
pervisory and/or administrative per-
sonnel; or by departments.

The structure of the reading
committee may be completed by the
establishment of an advisory council
which, itself, may serve as a plan-
ning committee. Important points to
consider are those involving flexibility.
Careful planning will avoid such pit-
falls as unnecessary attendance at large
meetings involving minutia of little
concern to the majority of those in at-
tendance. By careful planning, also,
the reading committee will be able to
focus attention relatively quickly upon
those areas of the reading program
which may be in need of immediate at-
tention.

So much for the "what" of the read-
ing committee. The next question to
be answered is the one, "Why is a
reading committee necessary?" De-
spite concern voiced in many quar-
ters that change in reading procedures
is accomplished relatively slowly, we
have made considerable progress in the
last ten or fifteen years. A few years
ago a school administrator often felt he
had "solved" the reading problems in
his school by the hiring of a remedial
teacher. This teacher was expected to
work almost entirely with all the prob-
lem readers leaving the other teachers
to go about the business of teaching.
This philosophy had the effect of plac-
ing reading instruction on a treadmill.
The reading teacher had to work fast-
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er. with larger groups, as more and
more boys and girls were found to be
in need of help. Emphasis was on
correction rather than prevention.

Now schools are seeing that the
professionally competent reading spe-
cialist is fully as important as are
directors of curriculum and of instruc-
tion. The emphasis is shifting slowly
but steadily from working with chil-
dren to working with teachers
classroom teachers. Clinical work
mils' be continued by highly trained
technicians. However, the long term
view. most productive in improNing
learning situations and hence involving
preventive work, is in this area of
improving instruction in the classroom.

Many school systems are taking ad-
vantage of the availability of ESEA
funds to augment existing in-service
programs. Special attention should be
devoted to first year and nontenure
teachers. As efforts are made to im-
prove the quality and the amount of
reading instruction in our teacher-
training colleges, we must coordinate
preservice and in-service experience.
No matter how good we can make our
preseryice courses, an effective pro-
gram demands the continuation of the
professional training of Leachers on au
ill-service basis. The reading commit-
tee appears to be a logical way of ac-
complishing this coordination in the
area of reading instruction.

The concept of a committee devoted
to the improvement and coordination
of reading instruction is not new. In
1954. Simpson (31 suggested the for-
mation of such a committee in connec-
tion witl the improx ement of trading
skills among high school students.
When Newton ( I ) enlarged the
suggestion to include the whole school
in 1960, the idea was criticized as
being both impractical and Utopian.
in 1965, Robinson and Rauch (2)
indicated that schools are finding the
reading committee to be a businesslike
way of going about a job that is long
overdue.

One more point must be accepted.
It is about time classroom teachers,
rding related services, administra-

tors. and the lay public ackm.wledge
the fact that reading is so important to
learning that the organization of the
whole school reading program should
be recognized as the responsibility of
a competent reading specialist. The
forward-looking administrator will dele-
gate this responsibility while giving it
his wholehearted support.

In this atmosphere. the reading
committee is expected to function in
the foIlowing ways as it :

1. Emphasizes the whole-school
nature of the reading program.

2. Increases the effectiveness of
reading personnel.

3. Unites. or helps unite, a school
faculty.

4. Presents a structured or-
ganization that is flexible,
efficient, and workable.

5. Provides channels for the dis-
semination of ideas, practices,
and techniques.

6. Educates through involvement.
7. Aids in-service work in all

areas.
8. Systematizes efficient operation.
9. Facilitates working closely with

college personnel.
10. Expedites doing what has to be

done.
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The Functioning of a
Reading Committee

DoRoTny M. Di wriuctt
Uniondale, New York,

School District

ONCE TM. NIAJOR TASK of organizing a
reading committee has been completed,
it becomes the responsibility of the
school and the reading committee to
find the means whereby the committee
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functions in the most feasible manner.
Robinson and Rauch, in their book
Guiding The Reading Program (1).
state that the function of the reading
committee ". . . is to promote an ever
progressing reading program." They
then go on to say that, "The major task
of the commi:tee should be to evaluate
the reading program continually and
to take necessary steps towards im-
proving the programwith the con-
sultant taking a leadership role in mak-
ing and implementing decisions."

In sonic school districts reading
committees have been organized for
the sake of having a reading committee
listed on a committee roster. When
this is the case, much friction can (le-
x clop between the committee and con-
sultant. Since neither one has been
apprised of his responsibility, each is
likely to resent what it considers the
other's interference.

The reading committee should be a
policy-making body who develops a
broad framework within which the
consultant is able to function. Rather
than being concerned as to whether
Miss Jones teaches phonics or Miss
Brown individualizes instruction, their
tasks should include such things as an
evaluation of district-wide reading
scores. adequacy of materials, innova-
tions needed. experiments to he con-
ducted, and areas to be strengthened.
Tl consultant's role is to see that
within this large framework each indi-
vidual teacher is following through on
the best teaching practices of which he
or she is capable. Under no circum-
stances should the reading committee
become involved in evaluation of in-
dividual performances of teachers.
Should major areas of differences arise
between the reading committee and the
consultant, steps should be taken to in-
volve a higher auoinistratiye officer or
officers who can carefully evaluate the
questions and suggest possible solu-
tions. It is unfortunate that some-
times a consultant feels threatened by a
reading committee. Si,,h a committee
is not there to evaluate the consultant's
role, but rather to provide information

and insight which enable him to func-
tion more effectil eh .

One of the first responsibilities of
the reading committee is to obtain in
formation concerning tl e reading sta-
tus within the school or school district.
For this purpose many resources
should be explored. Sonic of these in-
clude:

1. Test results. Results of standard-
ized tests by grade and school as
well as district-wide results often
give indication of general areas
of weaknesses. Comparison of
test scores with national norms
will help the committee deter-
mine whether theirs is a basic
problem of overall improvement
or one of refinement to improve
only specific aspects of the pro-
gram.

Teachers might also be asked
to evaluate the tests of pupils in
their classes to dew-mine dis-
crepancies among scores ob-
tained by individuals. They
should be asked to report stu-
dents whose scores arc one or
more years below the district
norm or whose scores deviate
frog, class performance.

2. Reading consultant's records and
observations. If a reading con-
sultant has been employed in the
school for any length of time, no
doubt he has been able to accu-
mulate facts and information
which should be passed along to
the committee. These might in-
clude the number of students
who are in need of remedial
help: current teaching practices,
either favorable or unfavorable:
attitude of the teachers towards
the improvement of reading; and
areas of weakness he has noted.

3. Teacher background. Teacher
background as it pertains to
courses taken in the teaching of
reading or experience in the
teaching of reading would be
helpful to the committee in order
to de'ermine in-service needs.

Personal interviews, observa-
tions by impartial teams, or
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questionnaires can be used to
note ways reading is taught in
the content fields, appreciation of
literature is developed, materials
are utilized, and/or instruction is
individualized.

4. Records. A survey of available
records indicating studerts' indi-
vidual reading progress through
the grades should be ascertained.
Teachers should be asked what
information concerning the child's
reading progress they would find
particularly helpful.

5. Book inventory. A complete in-
ventory should be made of all
basal and supplementary materi-
als available as well as ditto ma-
terials, workbooks. trade books,
films, filmstrips, records, and
other machines which are used
regularly by the teachers in the
teaching of reading.

6. Parent reactions. By means of
informal d,scussion groups, PTA
programs, and individual contact
with other parents, the communi-
ty's attitude towards the reading
program within the school should
be explored.

7. Administration reaction. Admin-
istrators should contribute their
ideas in relation to the total
reading program and some of the
areas they feel are in need of im-
provement Determining the ad-
ministration's attitude towards
increased emphasis upon the
teaching of reading is also im-
portant.

8. Current reading practices. An ex-
amination of the current prac-
tices carried out by teachers in
their classrooms should be made
to determine what methods and
approaches are being utilized,
what experimental projects are
underway, or what approaches
warrant experimentation.

From this nnss of information, it is
then possible for the reading commit-
tee to evaluate the present status of the
reading program and note its strengths
aad weaknesses. A combination of
factors will determine the directions in

IN READING

which the committee will probably de-
cide to move. If the problem is one of
a lack of materials which hinder teach-
ers' performances. then this might be-
come the first order of business ; if
teachers lack the background and ex-
perience in reading to use a sufficient
supply of materials. the committee may
want to consider in-service education ;
if the school is doing a good job teach-
ing reading but parents react ad-
versely to the reading program, then
the committee might wish to explore
means of informing the community
about the school's total reading pro-
gram. Thus it can be seen that the
first direction of the committee will de-
pend upon the reactions as obtained
from the information gathered.

Often a reading committee which is
just beginning to function will feel that
the myriad problems presented to them
are overwhelming. Committees have
been known to try to focus upon all
weak areas at once. It is often better
to place major emphasis on one or two
phases of the program, lightly shoring
up the other aspects. The develop-
ment of a sound reading program is
something that takes place over a num-
ber of years and cannot be accom-
plished in one year.

During the phase when information
is being gathered, the committee may
wish to divide into small groups mak-
4og it easier for a few people knowl-
edgeable in specific areas to focus upon
these needs. The full committee.
working closely with the reading con-
sultant, should then evaluate this mate-
rial from a total school approach.
Once the committee has focused its
sights on the area or areas of concern,
then new subgroups may be utilized to
plan corrective devices. As an exam-
ple, the committee decides its first
order of business is the development of
in-service courses; then teachers and
administrators with special area con-
sultants might divide the responsibil-
ity. One group may explore in-service
courses for the elementary teachers
and another, a program for secondary
teachers. In this way it is possible for
people who are most knowledgeable at
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each level to develop a program which
fits the needs of their level. In smaller
schools or school districts. it mav he
possible for the entire committee to
work as a unit.

Whenever a committee has devel-
oped its plans in conjunction with the
consultant. it then becomes the con-
sultant's responsibility to see that such
plans are carried out. In some in-
stances this may mean the consultant
will work with the principal of a build-
ing to see that sufficient materials are
ordered or grade level meetings held.
Sometimes it is helpful for the consult-
ant and the principal to observe a
reading lesson together. If in-service
work is planned, the consultant might
wish to investigate and recommend to
the committee people eligible to teach
the course or to appear as guest speak-
ers. It may be that the reading com-
mittee will wish to use teachers from
its own staff who practice good
procedures. In this case the consult-
ant, teaching particular areas himself,
might be the person who would plan
the course with the teachers.

The consultant constantly needs to
feed information pertaining to the re-
sults of the implemented program to
the committee and seek suggestions
which will further the program.
Programs initiated by the reading
committee should be carefully evalu-
ated from time .0 time to ascertain
their effectiveness. If a course of ac-
tion results in no appreciable improve-
ment in the reading program, then it
should he modified or discontinued.

As the reading committee delves
into various aspects of tlr: reading pro-
gram, it will find itself often becoming
involved in matters allied to reading
but also encompassing other areas of
the curriculum. The reading commit-
tee may wish to make suggestions con-
cerning the teaching of reading to
members of the content area depart-
ments or request that they be present
at some meetings for consultation with
the committee. Guidance people and
psychologists will become involved in
matters of record keeping and testing.
As a result of parent involvement in

the cf numittee. it mav be that adult ed-
ucation. PTA representatives, and
other community groups will become
in col% ed.

Thus we can see that a reading com-
mittee organized to evaluate and guide
a reading program within a district
Allay have tremendous impact on the
total school program. Its eventual
outcome may he to change many areas
of the curriculum. The committee can
be of immeasurable help to the consult-
ant. freeing him for more direct con-
tact with teachers.

A reading committee's success de-
pends upon the sincerity of higher ad-
ministratke officials who support it, of
members of the committee who believe
in its importance. of the reading con-
sultants who work toward the accom-
plishment of the committee's decisions,
as well as the teachers who cooperate
by complying with the decisions of the
committee.
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The Role of the Educator in
Diagnostic Appraisal and
Remediation of Children
with Reading Problems

ALICE J. WHITsELL
University of California

Medical Center

'I iIE I:DI *CATION AL CONSULTANT has a
key position on a multidisciplinary
team which evaluates and plans for
children with reading problems. This
consultant should be a teacher with a
broad background of classroom teach-
ing experience, a reading specialist
who has had training and practical ex-
perience with a l trge variety of reme-
dial techniques, and a diagnostcian,
The consultant sl ould be familiar with
the terminology of the medical and
paramedical specialties represented on
the team and must often act as the liai-
son member in translating unfamiliar
terms into practical information for
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classroom teachers and parents. The
Presence of a teacher on the team
has demonstrated in a remarkable
fashionespecially to physicians and
medical studentshow helpful his
diagnostic observations may be and
how often and easily they may be over-
looked.

The consultant confronts the child
with an atmosphere as nearly as possi-
ble like the one he faces every day in
the classroom. This provides a chance
to observe him carefully in a school-
like situation. Anxieties and frustra-
tions as well as academic weaknesses
are usually rapidly exposed. During
the evaluation procedure the consult-
ant also has a chance to envision the
frustrations and anxieties of the child's
regular teacher. This most important
point is often overlooked by other
members of the team who may not ap-
preciate this type of problem so well.

During the course of the evaluation
the consultant should

I. Take a careful school history
from the school, the child, and
the parents. This information
may be quite different from that
gi%en to other team members.

2. Review carefully any previous
records furnished by the refer-
ring source. This should include
a report from the child's class-
room teacher.

3. Find achievement levels in read-
ing. spelling. and arithmetic or
check readiness skills if the child
is not reading. Test oral and si-
lent reading, comprehension.
word recognition, word analysis,
listening skills, and motor profi-
ciencyespecially in regard to
handwriting and ability to copy.

4. Note during testing: speech and
language functioning, the child's
reaction to stress and failure.
how he compensates for his diffi-
culties (how he holds his pencil
or perhaps spells orally while
writing), his attitude toward
school ( successes as well as fail-
ures), and his span of attention
under varying circumstances.

5. Look for signs of possible diffi-

culty in hearing or vision that
may have been previously over-
looked.

6. Try out and test various meth-
ods of teaching which place
different demands on the child's
input and output s% stems. The
consultant's observations here
may be more meaningful and val-
uable than standard psychological
test scores.

7. Decide what kind of remediation
would be most helpful and try it
in a short teaching session.

The primary purpose of the evalua-
tion is not only to get test scores but to
obtain as clear an idea as possible of
the child's problemthe nature as well
as the degree. Then, the consultant
can decide at what level to begin reme-
diation and what teaching modality to
stress.

In the summary and planning con-
ferences. which are held jointly with the
other members of the diagnostic team.
the educational consultant is expected
to exchange findings with the other
team members. listen to and weigh
their summaries and proposals. and
join with them in an individualized,
mutually agreeable. constructive plan
for remediation. In this planning
stage the educational consultant acts as
a representative of the child's teacher
in pointing out the feasibility of the
plan. It is important, therefore, for
her to know from the teacher as much
as possible about the special services
available in that school district as %%ell
as the structure of her class and how
this particular child fits in. The class-
room teacher can help by reporting on
class size, grouping arrangements, and
approximate achioement levels of the
children. Other valuable information
would be daily observations noted by
the teacher, such as. he is clumsy on
the playground; he frequently asks for
directions to be repeated ; his work is
never neat : he loses his place fre-
quently when reading ; oral expression
is better than written ; and arithmetic
concepts are good but computation is
poor. Often these are the things that
worry or even annoy a teacher. By
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themselves they may be meaningless
but when put together with other find-
ings they help in solving the puzzle.

The information gathered during the
summary conference must be synthe-
sized and translated into practical terms
and transmitted to the parents, the re-
ferring source, and the child's school.
The school contact is usually made
by the educational consultant. This
should not be done in the form of a
formal pronouncement. It should in-
chide suggestions as to class placement
and techniques.

The final report should include a
summary of the medical, psychological,
educational, and other special exami-
nations. It should define the degree of
the difficulty and the emotional climate
of the family. It should include clear
statements regarding the child's
achievements and abilities, state clearly
on what level to begin instruction, and
what teaching modalities are most
likely to bring success. Suggestions as
to optimal class size or type are often
given.

Even though these suggestions are
specific they should not be considered
arbitrary. The final implementation
should be left up to the school adminis-
trators who are more familiar with
what actually is available. Sometimes
a modification of grouping within a
classroom, a dropping back to easier
material. use of a special teacher for
short periods, use of an existing com-
munity service, or a tutor in the local
community will rapidly ameliorate the
situation if not provide the ideal solu-
tion.

The consultant usually assumes the
responsibility of working out these de-
tails, often by personal contact with
the person doing the teaching. After
remediation has begun, it is necessary
to check progress and be available for
consultation with teachers, parents,
and school administrators. In other
words, it is necessary to keep all the
lines of communication open and in-
clude the other team members if neces-
sary. This continues through retest-
ing and planning for the next block of
work.

leachers usually appreciate practical
suggestions. Some examples of these
may take the form of "Do's" and
"Don'ts."

Don't
Expect this child to

sit and listen very
long.

Expect twenty new
spelling words a
week

Use whole-word
method for teach-
ing.

Teach phonics.

Expect a rapid oral
response.

Expect this child to
learn to read yet

Expect neat papers.
yet.

Have this child copy
ork from the

board.

Do
Try to improve his

auditory memory
span.

Cut spelling list to
four Increase grad-
ually

Try to improve vis-
ual and auditory
skills and build up
phonetic skills

Teach sound blend-
ing first

Accept short answers.

Go back to the readi-
ness stage in vis-
ual perception

Try to change slant,
practice basic
strokes in letter
formation.

Work to improve
eye-hand coordina-
tionuse markers
if copying is nec-
essary.

There is still no answer to the ques-
tion of what is the best pedagogical
procedure to use in helping any given
child to remedy a learning disability.
There is just one universally suc-
cessful method to help poor readers.
However, there are many techniques
which have teen tried, tested, and
proved to be of great value when fitted
to a child's particular need. Short
term goals are best, followed bt fre-
quent checkups and replanning. As
careful as the planning has been. it
doesn't always produce success. This
doesn't mean it is time to give up; it
means that plans should be changed
and another approach tried. Although
a multidisciplinary diagnosis is neces-
sary to understand each problem fully,
and each specialist helps in planning
the program, it is the child's teacher
who must bring about the remediltion.
The teacher must deal with the prob-
lem on a day-to-day basis. His posi-
tion is greatly strengthened by a close
relationship with a team of specialists
who are available and ready to offer
suggestions and advice as long as nec-
essary.
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AHEAD IN READING

capabilities. Sometimes the son is
unskilled, mentally inadequate, and on
the road to becoming a frustrated
adult. The "golden boy" is in the mi-
nority, but enough of them are slipping
through admissions to cause concern to
many of us. The great majority of
students have trouble that usually
stems from one of these basic causes as
stated by Holmes ( // ):

a. a temporary disruption of learn-
ing habits because the student
has been emotionally upset.

b. the application of the study hab-
its which serve the students well
in certain areas but which are
not appropriate in others.

c. the fact that a student never has
developed suhskills, supportive
abilities, value attitudes. and
self-confidence necessary to good
learning habits in general

We are aware of the reading diffi-
culties of students at the college level.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is
to investigate was and means of coor-
dinating the reading instruction within
the content teaching at the college
level.

TODAY THE UNITED STATES has more
students in colleges than any other na-
tion. Educators are being made more
cognizant of the need for helping col-
lege students improve their reading
skills in all of the content fields. As
the need arose during the past years,
many colleges have been offering read-
ing classes. According to A. J. Lowe
(13), in 1945 a national survey re-
ported only three college reading cen-
ters. But by 1954 there were 418
reading improvement programs in the
colleges. In many instances the read-
ing process has been worked to an ap-
preciable extent. However, a number
of students, according to Emery Blies-
mer (3), are weak and can stand a de-
gree of polishing or refining. Bliesmer
further states that the degree or extent
of their weaknesses will vary according
to the type of college attended, admis-
sion standards, fields of study pursued,
and many other related factors.

There are many pre-college experi-
ences in reading necessary for aca-
demic success. If these have not been
adequately mastered, two choices are
offered : one is to consider students
college failures and not offer any help
in filling in the gap of unlearned or un-
polished reading skills: the alternative
is to consider each student worth sav-
ing and offer help in reading instruc-
tion.

When a student's marks are falling
at the higher levels of education, it is
generally because he is not keeping up
with his class. Many colleges experi-
ence the "golden boy" student who at-
tends college because mom and dad
can afford to send him The prestige
of having a son in college prompts the
parent into driving the son beyond his

Reading instruction in the
social sciences

First. at this higher les (I, we must
be aware that reading is based on
power reasoning of the knon ledge
known and unknown within different
disciplines. One must hay, a working
knowledge of a subject. Also, one
must be able to use this knowledge in
the form of usable concepts as they in-
teract within their subject area.

An example will be in the area of
social studies. As early as primary
grades the SQ3R method is presented
in most social studies classes, but it
would be possible for a student to have
primary, intermediate, and high school
teachers that never taught the SQ3R
method.

McDonald (15) stresses, "If mean-
ingful learning is to occur, emphasis
must shift from accumulation of more
and more data to better techniques of
developing and using new knowledge."
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The history teacher at the college
level has a unique role to play.
Lecturing to the class populace and re-
quiring memorization of a mass of
dates and events are becoming out-
moded. Previous courses taken by
our present day college students in the
social studies areas have been an accu-
mulation of facts and figures. Many
college students have not been chal-
lenged to think conceptually. It is the
college teacher's task today to engen-
der the conceptual process by guidance
through persistent searching questions
that lead to critical reading.

In order to have students more ade-
quately prepared for college-level rea-
soning, the Wisconsin State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction has been
strongly encouraging a conceptual ap-
proach to reading in grades I through
12. Many schools have already ac-
cepted the challenge while others arc
still in the process of in-service train-

l'Itinrtely the conceptual ap-
proach will enable the students to
think on their own and not merely be
satisfied to regurgitate long lists of fac-
tual data.

There is nu concern at the college
level that students do not read social
science material using the necessary
reading skills. This concern persists
even though reading skills in the con-
tent fields can be identified and suc-
cessfully taught.

Which has the highest priority,
skills or content? Should reading
skills and content be taught separately
or together? Nila Banton Smith (17)
found that "pulling out" of study skills
yields improvement. Some studies
show that too little time is allotted for
the teaching of isolated skills in con-
tent material. It would seem impera-
tive to teach content material and
reading skills simultaneously in a func-
tional way. There is a .,-_:arcity of re-
search concerning teaching both skills
and content together at the college
les el. It would seem feasible to as-
sume that greater improvement in both
skill of reading and knowledge of con-
tent would result if immediate practice
of skills with course content were pro-

sided, whereby both skills and content
would reinforce eac. other. From a
realistic viewpoint, the functional ap-
proach would seem to be the propitious
way.

Harold L. Herber (9) says, "When
guiding skills development, the teacher
cannot assume students' prior compe-
tence with the skills." He previews
the text to identify the skill needed to
comprehend a given selection. The
application of the skill is reviewed with
students before the reading assignment
is given. Then, by means of a study
guide, students are led through the
process of applying the specific skill to
the assigned selection. The guide pro-
vides for students' saried ability and
achievement levels Skill development
at the collegel level can be adequately
guided in a smiliar manner.

Van Gilder and Wasinger (19)
state:

Distinctive skills necessary in reading
the s6:ial sciences include skills in Hide,
rapid reading ; skill~ in overvie%% ing and
previming to sense the main ideas as
well as the structure of extensive mate-
rial, and the %imp iint and tone of the
author. Final!), tne highest echelon of
these distinctive skills needed in reading
the social sciences are those of critical
evaluation and of relating chat is read
to an increasingly broad background of
cultural and %Icarious reading-- that
achieved through the experiences of an-
other Because social studies reading
ought to be extensive, it is important to
demand meaning of the %%hole sclei non,
chapter. or book by utilizing the organi-
zational structure of the book, the typo-
graphical and ijaphic aids to emphasis,
as described in the study-reading ap-
proach to the St23R method of study.

The college teacher is in a position
to teach the skills with the content of
his subject to a mature nand. Using the
content of the subject matter will not
onl save time for the college teacher
but will help the college student with
the interpretation, conclusions, issues,
and values of the material at hand. At
this higher level of reading there is a
need to broaden the students' back-
ground with referents for interpreta-
tion. This task can only be done if the
student has the knowledge of locational
skills. Instead of the college teacher's
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handing out sheets for outside reading,
all the while realizing that almost two
thirds of his class will never set foot in
the liter..,;', he should spend time dur-
ing class periods at the beginning of
the semester familiarizing the students
with the library in general, the Lard
catalogue, pities, (such as The Read-
ers Guide or Guide to Periodic Litera-
ture). and other sources of material

ithin the college library. A genuine
interest in each class and in its ability
to use effectively all of the available
material and resources may induce
another third of the class to do
more than the required reading.
Considering skills-teaching as a func-
tion of the English department alone is
not realistic. Realistically, the review-
ing of these skills in a functional vav
will bring unlimited results. Spache
(18) relates, "Direct instruction and
practice in the effective use of these
reference materials which are funda-
mental to successful study are the re-
,ponsihilitc of each teacher in the con-
tent fields." This task will require the
college teacher to spend time reviewing
skills that he undoubtedly feels the stu-
dents should have acquired 1w this
time.

It is the general consensus of all ed-
ucators that one must start from where
the student isthen one will continue
to see growth in the vast amount of
knowledge that overwhelms us today.
Time spent reviewing, teaching with a
sincere interest in the development of
the needed skills in the specific content
areas, will pay di% idends in class per-
formance and total results. For the
mature reader to he able to read criti-
cally, he must do the required out-
side reading and more The college
teacher will then be able to effectively
guide the mature student to study crit-
ically what the author is trying to say
and to evaluate this "new'' kno,.ledge
in the light of what the bas
known or believed

A college teacher is in a unique po
sition to teach the mature student with
readily accessible material. Most col-
lege libraries have an inexhaustible
supply of reference materials including

document bibliographies and biograph-
ical sketches. Helping each class bnild
its skills by using the specific content
used in class u ill help make reading
skills and content truly functional.

Science: skill needs

Science, the field of many unknown
challenges, has an immense fund of
knowledge yet to lie unfolded.

According to Hamner (7), "Science
has many difficult concepts. Concept
development should be rooted in ex-
perience, experiment, and discussion."

Poor readers at the college led el
generally have an inadequate science
vocabulary. Building an adequate o-
cabulary is necessary for the classifica-
tion of phenomena. for the testing of
li potheses, and for the understanding
of large merall concepts developed
through experimentation.

In Hafner's (7) reading improve-
ment courses lie finds able readers of
science material have a good science
vocabulary that enables them to "fol-
low the thread of an argument, visual-
ize a description, identify the ante-
cedent of a pronoun, relate the text to
illustrations, use transition uords accu-
rawly, read involved sentences cor-
rectly, understand the mathematical
aspects. and be persistent.-

General reading skills, such as read-
ing graphs or charts, are the same in
science and the social studies. The
rate of reading in science is considera-
bly slower compared to that of reading
in many other areas. Knowledge of
word parts and derivation of words is
very useful in scientific reading; many
of our scientific terms are drawn from
the Latin and (reek.

Mathematical needs
In the area of mathematics there is a

change in the reading processes as
eat as in the social studies area.

'I lie use of modern math in a large
perce.itage of our elementary and high
scho is u ill help tr..in our students to
react more intelligently and to employ
qua, .atiye reasoning for the use
of tii mathematical processes. Ac-
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cording to Fay (5), the general study
procedure in math develops the num-
ber system, basic arithmetic facts,
vocabulary foundation, chic terms.
symbols, and abbreviations before fur-
ther building upon the mathematical
and language foundations. The prob-
lem solving ed demands greater
stress upon application of a range of
comprehension and critical reading
skills.

At the college level one must first be
aware of the student's mathematical
knowledge and his power to reason in
using this knollledge in higher mathe-
matics. Making our students more
aware of why we use certain processes
or formulas demands reading with a
more definite purpose in order to im-
prove reasoning and abstract thinking.

In earlier studies by Georges (6),
Austin ( 1 ), and Leary (12 ), it was
found that the training in reading in
mathematics instruction should include
the following: organizing details into
llorking ideas, recognizing relation-
ships, organizing processes to find solu-
tions, adjusting rate to slow speed to
secure a high degree of ciunprehension,
understanding technical vocabulary
and symbols, understanding common
words with mathematical connotations
or more precise mathematical usage.
locating and selecting related readings,
and evolving procedures for problem
solving.

In lengthy problems it seems justi-
fied that the students should be trained
in listing the steps of the solution and
the formulas needed. The training in
selection of the correct steps and cor-
rect formula should not be overlooked.
Just as in any other area the students'
confidence in their ability to make the
correct choice is one of the first prere-
quisites to success in mathematics.

Reading impimement progi anis

Reading programs per se vary
greatly within the colleges. They
seem to be one of three types: a) text-
book oriented or machine oriented
with au untrained staff: b) well-
trained teacher Ilith the class load too
large to individualize instruction or

diagnose weaknesses; c) program
where guidance is indivilualized.
weaknesses are diagnosed by trained
personnel. and individualized instruc-
tion offered is expensive. The latter
seems to he the trend because of the
apparent need within our colleges.

Marquette University offers a read-
ing improvement course for its college
students. Comparable to many of our
colleges' reading skills program, the
Marquette offering is ersatile in de-
veloping the skills needed in all the
content fields. \ \'e have found that if
content area teachers help with the
building of the reading skills within
their given field, in conjunction with
the reading center work, the result
is more success in helping our col-
lege students become mature, educated
adults.

A study by McConihe (14) relates
that "College students llho come for
reading instruction may expect to find
the method in use dependent upon the
aims and goals of the instructor."
Whether in the reading centers or in
the regular classrooms, this feature is a
common denominator. Some reading
centers stress ocalittlary del elopliwnt,
their belief being that higher education
has a primary need for a more techni-
cal vocabulary. This belief is true, as
is the assumption in other college read-
ing centers that stress the flexibility of
rate thrimgluitit the various content
areas. There is also a trend toward
emphasizing critical reading to make
the stmlent a more efficient reader

(till 10 ) states: "The difficulty ex-
perienced by many students in trans-
ferring flexibility skills learned in col-
lege reading laboratory to the broad
college learning situation may indicate
that problems of flexibility, in part, lie
outside the realms of ordinary training
and volition." Therefore, one wonders
if the function in the rcading center at
the college level should include or be
oriented toward flexibility in reading
skulls

According to Ray and Martin (16),
"Nlany reading improvement prrgranis
offered by American colleges and uni-
versities often described as remedial
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are composed of lower achievement
and low er ability students, among
whom the college dropout rate is in
excess 50 percent." Is it really benefi-
cial to die college or to the nation at
large to offer this service to such a
high percentage of potential dropouts?
Beaslev (2) and Fleftel (S) have done
research using low, middle, and high
achievers as well as a wide difference
in ability among the students. Their
investigations showed gains by both
groups. The results did stress the
need for adjustment to the individual
student through grouping and using a
better developmental reading program.

Numerous factors found in juxtapo-
sition to content reading skills have
been investigated from el ei ilentary
level through college level. Carter
(4) finds cooperation between the
reading clinics and the teachers of the
content fields. The approach to the
reading of content material is more de-
velopmenta, than remedial. We will
he finding the trend away from college
teachers being considered at the nadir
in teaching reading skills. The college
teachers are concerned and ;tie starting
to do something about better develop-
ment of skills within their ovn specific
area.
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An Effective Whole-School
Approach to Stud ill

Development

Nix,' T. FLIER!.
Delmar, New York Schools

EFFICIENT STUDY SKILLS hold the key
to learning and to unlocking knowl-
edge: one of the most effective ways of
teaching study skills is with team
teaching in a whole school approach.
Each study skill is taught in large
group instruction classes ss ith rein-
forcement and practice in the small
classes of the school. In the latter. the
students apply the appropriate study
skill in subject area class s, such as.
social studies. mathematics, science, or
English. Whether at the elementary
or secondary levels, the teaching of
study skills in large group classes in-
sures the teaching of each skill Even
more important to its application is
every teacher's using the same ap-
proach for each skill. With t1;.s kind
of sequential reinforcement of study
skills in subject areas. students learn
effective, independent study skills and
apply them in all academic areas.

All too often with the continuous
pressure of added curriculum topics,
study skills is a "catch-as-catch-can
area " Sometimes it appears that lip
service only is paid to,the importance
of study skill instruction. The prac-
tice of "doing research" before a stu-
dent has mastered the notetaking study
skill is widespread. The sophomore
boy dashes into a biology final exami-
nation ss ithout ever haying heard
about the study skill of taking exami-
nations. The fourth grader labori-
ously copies from the encyclopedia in
the name of "doing research." Honest
educators will agree that these are not
isolated examples.

It has been said that the country is
losing some of its best minds with the
post-sputnik educational push of "too

much, too fast, too soon." If this is
true or has a shade of truth, how many
more minds are never developed be-
cause of a failure to master study
skills.

The whole-school approach with
team teaching of study skills is an eco-
nomical and effective solution to study
skill integration into the develonmen*al
readiiig program K-12.

From its earliest beginnings in 1955
teachers and educators have reported
that large group instruction growing
out of team planning produces superior
learning. I,arge group instruction tied
particular!) to study skills can sub-
stantially strengthen a school's devel-
opmental reading program, for study
skills are needed by every group and
each grade or K -12 class.

Practice has indicated elm study
skills can he effectively taught in large
group instruction with reinforcement
in the students' regular classes ss hich
are small groups. A student learns
how to write an essay question in the
large group instruction. lie then
writes essay questions under teacher
olidance, using the recommended
study skill in a history class test, or in
an English examination, or in any
class requiring essay question Is thing.
The student's knowing how followed
by his doing each studs skill incorpo-
rates it into his total :cadmic ap-
proach.

Study skills which can be effectively
taught in a ss hole-school approach
with team teaching might include com-
pleting written and reading assign-
ments, the SQ3R study method for
content subject assignments. steps for
reading and solving mathematics Kelp..
lems, guidelines for reading literature,
writing the essay question, taking
tests, and the research paper.

Two ex Imples of study skill devel-
opment resulting from team planning
and adaptable to large group instruc-
tion follow.

Taking tests
Successful grades require knowing

facts and writing facts. When you
take a test, you are writing the facts
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which you know about a particular
subject. The following steps in taking
a test will help you to do your best in
writing the knowledge which you have
learned.

I. Look over the entire test.
.\ scanning reading rate can be
used. Plan your time schedule
for doing the test. Notice all the
directions for each part of the
test. especially as to number of
questions to answer.

2 Make notes for essay questions.
Write down key words. listings.
or phrases while they are fresh
in your mind.

3. Start to work.
Do objective part of the test
first.
Then write the answers to the
_ssav questions from your notes.

4. Reread test.
Look for misspelled words. omit-
ted words, omitted question
parts, and errors in figures

Look - notes 'Work reread is use-
ful study technique for taking a test.
If you misjudge your schedule plan for
completing a test and do not have time
to finish. write TIME on your paper
and write a brief outline for the essay
question from the notes you made at
the beginning of the test.

Steps for reading and solving mathe-
matics problems
To read a mathematics problem re-
quires a particular kind of detailed
reading. The following steps will help
you to solve such problems:

I. Scan the problem to decide what
you are to find.

2. Read the entire problem. Take
your time and read carefully.

3. Decide Milt facts are given.
4. Decide on operation or opera-

tions you will use to solve the
problem.

5. Solve.
6. Check reasonableness of answer

and check your computation.

Scan - read - given - operation - solve -

check are the six steps to solve mathe-
matics problems.

The whole-school approach of team
teaching of study skills effectiN ely in-
sures that this all important area will
be an integral part of the developmen-
tal reading program K-12

Can Administrators and
Teachers Plan the Reading

Program Together?

COLEMAN MORRISON
Rhode Island College

IN CONSIDERING TII OUFSTION Of

vhether administrators and teachers
can plan a reading program together.
it is presumed that such an arrange-
ment is desirablein other words. that
teachers and administrators should plan
the reading program cooperatively. In
order to support this hypothesis one
must examine the alternatives to such
a proposal : that administrators should
plan the reading program without
teacher involvement or that teachers
should plan the program without ad-
ministrative assistance.

Although textbook authors hold lit-
tle hope for the success of programs
which are formed on the basis of caller
administrative or teacher seleaion, the
fact remains that decisions pertaining
to the formulation of the reading pro-
gram arc frequently determined in this
manner in a large percentage of
schools. The reason for the wide-
spread adoption of either approach can
he easily explained.

On the one hand, the administrator
has traditionally been considered as the
status leader and, consequently, the
person who must get things done. A
corollary to this concept of leadership
can be found in the roles of dominance
and subservience which have been as-
signed to, or assumed by, the adminis-
trator and teacher, respectively, from
the time the American educational sys-
tem was conceived. These roles tend
to persist today despite all attempts to
democratize school administration.

As an outgrowth of this concept of
authoritarian leadership, the content
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and conduct of reading programs are
frequently determined by school ad-
ministrators. Objectives of the read-
ing program are established by princi-
pals or, more frequently, by members
of the central office staff ; reading
materials are selected by them ; and
teacher effectiveness is equated with
the degree of compliance to the admin-
istrative program Because no provi-
sions are made to involve teachers in
the planning of new reading programs,
if indeed new programs are ever
planned, there is every indication that
teachers serve as obedient children in a
role that affords them an element of se-
curity provided they do what is ex-
pected of them. However, our obser-
vations and follow-up interviews with
teachers working tinder these condi-
tions indicate that they go through the
motions of instruction without having
any firm commitment to the approach
they may be using or, what is worse.
any understanding of it. This is
hardly a climate that is conducive to
learning on the part of either the
teacher or the children she is expected
to teach.

In contras inction to the authori-
tarian structure is the nondirective one
where teachers are permitted or ex-
pected to formulate their own policies.
In such systems these teachers often
operate as small autocracies in decid-
ing what components of reading to
teach and how to teach them. Such
policies are permitted to exist in so-
called "democratic" school systems,
although careful scrutiny of the per-
sonnel involved usually reveals an tin
informed administrator with little, if
any, knowledge of reading, who is ready
and willing to leave the decisions relat-
ing to the reading program in the
hands of the teachers. When such is
the case, we have observed that fre-
quently some teachers are too quick to
adopt an unproved reading program,
while others art, unwilling to initiate
change when better methods are avail-
able. In general, we have found lit-
tle continuity in such teacher-directed
programs. Unfortunately, most tend
to flounder in directionless confusion

to the detriment of the children's read-
ing progress.

Thus, we have found that reading
programs which become a realit as a
result of administrative fiat, or those
which evolve when the administrator
delegates authority to individual teach-
ers and provides no subsequent guid-
ance for them, have not produced the
desired resultschildren who can read
with acceptable skill -and efficiency.

Since neither administrators nor
teachers appear to be successful in
planning the reading program without
reliance on one another, it seems sensi-
ble to accept our original premise that
they should plan the reading program
cooperatively. From such cooperation
should come the desired change and
improvementprovided, of course, ad-
ministrators and teachers can work to-
gether. "Ay. but here's the rub! Can
this be done?" As a pragmatist. I
hme many reser:ations. These stein
from a review of the professional liter-
ature relating to the necessary condi-
tions surrounding successful planning
sessions and some knowledge of the
persons who must be in oled in the
cooperative process.

My answer to the question "Can ad-
ministrators and teachers plan a rnd-
mg program together?" is a very
guarded and conditional "yes." Some
of these conditional responses will be
discussed in this paper.

Administrators and teachers can
plan the reading program IF they can
identify mutually acceptable goals of
reading instruction. Such agreement
is easy to make when the decisions in-
volved are relatively simple and the
people making them do not have
strong diverse opinions. But, as so
many of you know, this is not the case
where reading is involved. The issue
of beginning reading, for example, is
an extremely complicated one. Here
group thinking related to the question
of whether to introduce reading to the
five-year-old is frequently polarized at
either end of the yes-no continuum ;
there is disagreement over whether the
initial function of learning to read
should be considered primarily a de-
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coding process or whether it involves a
commitment to help the child compre-
hend and interpret what he is reading
in addition to recognizing the printed
word : and the question of when and
how to present phonic analysis remains
a controversial issue.

Yet, these and other basic compo-
nents of the reading program must be
discussed and agreed upon in order
that all concerned understand just
what type of program is desirable and,
consequently. what type of pupil be-
havior they should expect. Discussion
alone is likely to produce nothing more
than an impasse, however, unless
members of the group have the oppor-
tunity to observe for themselves some
of the changes that are taking place in
the curriculum and then discuss them.
Kindergarten teachers cannot he ex-
pected to accept the theory that some
fi' e-year-olds can profit from formal
reading instruction unless they visit
other classrooms where this work is
being done. Nor are first grade teach-
ers likely to modify their approach to
beginning reading unless they can
evaluate and accept for themselves any
new program of instruction. What all
of this means is that groups of people
cannot arrive at mutually acceptable
goals unless ways are found which will
stimulate the modification of their ex-
isting perceptionsthat is, their per-
ception of he situation, of themselves.
and of the probable effects of change.
Such modifications in pe-ception are
believed to provide the stimulus neces-
sary to overcome blind acceptance of.
and the adherence to. the status quo.

Secondly, administrators and teach-
ers can plan the reading paigram to-
gether IF they are both acquainted
with a knowledge of moeern theory
and practice concerning the teaching of
reading. This is a goal devoutly to be
sought, but one that may only be real-
istic as it applies to those persons who
are prepared as reading specialists. In
this respect, I doul., if we can expect
the self-contained classroom teacher to
become sufficiently knowledgeable
about all aspects of the curriculum, in-
chiding the "new" math, the "new" so-

cial studies, the "new" science, the
"new" reading, and I suppose if I were
to investigate further, the "new" art.
the "new" music, and the "new" physi-
cal education. To e-pect the classroom
teacher to be well grounded in all of
these disciplines would be akin to the
expectation that the medical school
graduate would be equally adept in
dealing with problems related to the
heart patient, the cancer patient, the
ulcer patient, or the diabetic patient.

Hopefully, our colleges and univer-
sities which prepare elementary school
teachers will soon come to regard the
concept of the self-contained classroom
as an anachronism. w ill assist prospec-
tive school teachers in indentifying one
or two related areas of interest, and
will help them develop some depth in
their chosen field of specialization
through course work and student
teaching.

Success in this endeavor is the
promi that lies behind the philosophy
of team teaching and the efforts being
made to capitalize on the strengths and
avoid the w eaknesses of teachers par-
ticipating in the venture.

Just as it seems unreasonable to ex-
pect self-contained classroom teachers
to he well grounded in every aspect of
the reading program. neither is it
sound to anticipate that the elementary
school principal will be able to assist
the staff in the development of a pr-i-
gram of improved reading instruction.
I single out the school principals be-
cause they are often in the most strate-
gic position to provide the appropriate
guidance to teachers and have, in fact,
been assignerl this responsibility which
historically ht; passed froio the super-
intendent to the elementary supervisor
to the principal. Yet too many princi-
pals do ,, it have the know-what to
provide ,i,' ! ,ow-how. \V can also
look for -,- ci leadership among school
principals i her than expect each
principal 1. :nide the activities of all
teachers in a1 ,Yeas of the curriculum.
(Ironically enough, in those systems
where reading consultants are em-
ployed, their major assignment i, often
to direct remedial programs rather
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than to guide developmental ones so
that very few of these trained reading
persons are utilized to guide either ad-
ministrativi officers or teachers.)

Keeping these points in mind, it
might be reasonable to expect coopera-
tive planning to be effective when ad-
ministrators and teachers are certified
as specialists in reading and teachers
of reading, respectively. Together
they can be assigned the responsibility
for formulating reading policies and
coordinating the reading program.

Third, adminstrators and teachers
can plan the reading program together
IF they can translate their agreed-
upon objectives into pupil behavior
which is consistent with appropriate
and effective teaching-learning designs.

This condition presupposes that the
cooperating group understand the
structure and uses of knowledge, have
a grasp Of basic concepts of human de-
velopment and learning, and possess a
familiarity with teaching strategies ap-
proprip+^ to the formulation of skills,
concepts, and attitudes.

To expect anyone to develop an ap-
propriate reading program without a
sound basis in the psychological disci-
plines would he as foolhardy as to ex-
pect a layman without adequate knowl-
edge of anatomy or biology to set a
broken bone. In both cases it is the
recipient who suffers.

Unfortunately, however, we con-
tinue to prescribe courses of study in
reading without taking into account
the most efficacious models of teaching
or the ways in which certain children
react to methods of teaching or to the
materials presented them. For exam-
ple, there is currently a predilection on
the part of many school systems to
provide children with programed text-
books and teaching machines. These
automated devices and their accompa-
nying printed materials are designed to
provide children with the opportunity
to develop a selected number of read-
ing skills with only minimal reliance
on the teacher. Unfortunatel:., before
such programs are adopted, no provi-
sions are made to determine which
children can profit from such nde-
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pendent instruction. Some children
may find the nox eltv or continued use
of self-manipulative activities academi-
cally rewarding ; others may react fa-
vorably to a manner of teaching that
can only he provided by an animate
object, namely, the teacher. The ques-
tion relating to which learners will
profit more from one program of in-
struction and which will profit more
from another must be established be-
fore we can adopt one or the other for
all children. This statement is true
not only in the reference to programed
instruction but with respect to the
adoptic-,n of any instructional materials.
This caution appears justified espe-
cially in school systems which are eli-
gible for federally supported programs
and where the only criterion for the
selection of materials appears to be the
price tag.

Other conditions relating to cooper-
ative planning can be stated more suc-
cinctly. although their importance
should not he diminished accordingly.
Here again we feel that teachers and
administrators can plan the reading
program together

IF they can recognize strengths and
weaknesses of an existing read-
ing program ;

IF they are provided with reference
materials to fortify them with
background information ;

IF released time is provided for
planning periods; and,

IF affirmative action will result from
suggestions or proposals made.

In an effort to correct those weak-
nesses which inhibit satisfactory group
part:ciliation one can hope for im-
proved preserviee and in-service edu-
cation programs. But, while we wait
for these expediencies to develop, both
administratc rs and teachers are eligible
to participat, in government sponsore.1
N1)E.A institutes in reading. Here.
the major objective is to improve the
competencies of school personnel di-
rectl concerned with the teaching and
administration of reading. Fortunately,
provisions hax e been made to accom-
modate both experienced and inexperi-
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enced persons as well as specialized
personnel responsible for the education
of disadvantaged. handicapped, and ex-
ceptional children.

These programs. which consist es-
sentially of workshops, practicums,
seminars. symposia. colloquia. and the
like, have been conducted on a nation-
wide basis since 1965 and will con-
tinue to be offered through June 1969.
if not later. I might mention here that
the International Reading Association
has prepared a guide to assist inter-
ested persons in the preparation of in-
stitute proposals. This guide supple-
ments the manual published by the
office of education. Perhaps. Dr.
Gunderson, the author, will write a
similar guide instructing applicants
how they can best be accepted in these
instioites since it is my understanding
that there are ten applicants for every
available institute opening. a factor
that should not, however, deter myone
with a gairoling instinct.

The institutes held at Rhode Island
College during the summers of 1965
and 19( were conducted for elemen-
tary school principals on the basis that
1) the need for improvement was
greatest at this administrative level
and 2) that as a result of the institute
the principal would be in a position to
work more effectively with his staff
and ultimately to favorably influence
the progress of reading among more
children than if the institute were re-
stricted to teachers.

In evaluating the strengths of our
institute and its effect on the partici-
pants. we feel that the most positive
aspects of the six-week program would
include the opportunitie'. for principals
to 1) come into contact with nationally
known reading authorities: 2) receive
a cross-country concept of reading in-
struction and administrative proce-
dures through formal and informal dis-
cussion ; 3) use and evaluate the most
current instructional materials; and 4)
expand their knowledge of reading in-
struction and broaden their knowledge
of diagnostic and remedial services.

The kind of program we provided
did not, however, insure that all of the

participants would profit positively. It
was our feeling that while most of the
group would become innovators, there
were several who would remain un-
moved by the new ideas. Those in the
latter category feel bound by real or
imagined difficulties which, they prob-
ably rationalize, will prevent them
from entering upon new monies of
reading instruction. It has been clear
to those of us who participated in the
program. however, that many will
emerge to lead their faculties in the di-
rection and guidance of appropriate
modes of instruction.

I recently contacted our institute
alumni and asked them the same ques-
tion that I had hoped to answer in this
paper : Can administrators and teach-
ers plan the reading program together ?
All but one indicated some success in
working cooperatively with their fac-
ulties. A reaction of one respondent
representing the majority will suffice.
"I think." this principal wrote. "that
teachers and administrators can work
together successfully if the teachers are
convinced that the administrator has a
genuine interest in the reading pro-
gram. keeps abreast of things going on
in the field, and acts more as a catalyst
and a resource person than a directing
genius."

A contrasting comment from an-
other of the respondents was "I have
not experienced any of the textbook-
described patterns of working together
to develop this or that facet of the
reading program. No doubt it can be
done, but 1 do not think that 1 have
the leadership qualities to do it suc-
cessfull. As a result. I operate in a
different mannereither on a one-
to-one basis or on an informal 'toss-
it-out-for-consideration. basis with a
small group. Unfortunately, my at-
tempts to stimulate the faculty as a
group have not been successful, so I
have not pressed on along those lines."

Pedlar. these two statements say
more dir?ctly in two paragraphs what
I have been trying to say ii. several
pages; namely. some administrators
a ,(I some teachers can plan the reading
program together. For them, team
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planning has resulted in better instruc-
tion and, subsequently, in better educa-
tion for children. To other adminis-
trators and teachers who have tried
and failed, and to still others who have
never tried, I can only refer them to
the wisdom of Chester I. Barnard, who
wrote in the dedication .of his book
The Functions of an Executive: "To
try and fail is at least to learn; to fail
to try is to suffer the inestimable loss
of what might have been.-

Improving Instruction through
Cooperative Action

Ricii Aim L. WATSON
Kansas State College

NEVER HAVE %i E si-1:x a time in the
history of man when so many mate-
rials and so many pieces of specialized
apparatus have been amassed to teach
a basic language skill. I would guess
that better than seventy-five percent of
all the instructional reading materials
has come on the market in the past ten
years. Much of this production, and
we are certainly seeing only the begin-
ning. has come as a direct result of
Public Law 89-10. Smite other things
which are changing reading instruction
have happcht ' since this Elementary
Secondary Education Act (in all of its
titles!. As with any change. we get
a new set of strengths and weaknesses
and a need for continuous evaluation.
More than 10.000 new remedial read-
ing programs have come into exist-
ence; more than 20.000 new remedial
teachers have been hired.

Because tremendous amounts of
mosey were rapidly fed into education
( some 25 billion dollars to date) and
because approximately 80 percent of
this ended up in reading. many unique
and perplexing problems have arisen.
We have teachers without training.
machines gathering (lust, clothes clos-
ets lunising riltding programs, and di-
rectors of ied..ral funds growing bald
from pulling out their hair.

For the 'gist two years I have been
working closely with federally funded
programs first, as an interested col-
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lege reading person in Title I : second,
as a director of a Title IV reading pro-
gram: and finallt. as a consultant on
seven Title III projects. I also was
privileged to represent Kansas at the
First National Conference on Educa-
tion of the Disadvantaged held in
Washington in July 1966. At times I
wanted to laugh about the tremendous
ineptness of which I was a part: other
times. I felt we were making real im-
provements in reading instructions.
All the time. however. I felt the pres-
sure of deadlines and the need to suc-
ceed in obtaining funds to get a neces-
sary job done.

Reading instruction has thrown
school staffs into a crisis in the past
two years. out of which shall come ei-
ther gains of tremendous significance
or merely a surge of change for
change's sake. rt. tilting in little more
than a disappointing search for pana-
ceas which do not exist. This crisis is
a challenge which should be of great
significance to all educators

Most school systems are trying to
meet the needs of the disadvantaged
through remedial reading programs.
Some of these programs have now
been -umbrella'r to include school
nurses. school psychologists, speech
correctionists. guida.ce counselors.
and Itara-professional personnel.
Sony hate been carefully constructed
and thought through ; some are part of
a total. carefully planned school pro-
gram in reading using well-qualified
reading specialists in conjunction with
skilled classroom teachers.

Judging front the programs I have
seen and the people with whom I have
talked. I feel that these are the excep-
tional programs. By aud large (and I
do not wish to be particolirlv critical
of school administra,(its who have
done the best jobs they could under
the circumstances} programs have
been hastily thrown together by people
who lacked the expertise and the time
to do otherwise. uo things ( arse me
concern in regard to these reading pro-
grams: I i they depend to too great a
degree on a small number Of remedial
teachers (as opposed to the involve-
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ment of many or all teachers on a
school system's staff) in preventive.
as well as corrective, aspects of the
program: 2) some of the programs
have broken so many of the basic
ground rulesfrom the principles of a
remedial reading program through the
purchase of materialsthat for this
reason alone they need to be revamped
or abandoned. My fear is. primarily,
that school systems will place the
blame for failure on the remedial pro-
gram because it did not function as
they felt it should or would rather than
to realize that it did not function be-
cause they were expecting too much
or because they went about remedial
structuring in the wrong way.

Let me give a few examples. One
school I visited drew students out of
many self-contained, middle-grade
classrooms for reading. After being in
the program six weeks, the administra-
tion discovered the remedial class had
three more students than the largest
class from which the students had been
drawn. An. ther school system had so
many remedial students it ct _Ad only
get each sttment, as one of a group of
fift:en, into one thirty-minece session
per week. Then there was the school
system that, having no special educa-
tion classes, assigrA forty mentally-
retarded students to the remedial read-
ing teacher along with an equal num-
ber of disabled reader s.

Wt. could go on and oti and on to
include all the schools that purchased
materials before they appraised their
needs or hired the teachers or even,
perhaps. to the systems who turned the
entire requisitioning job over to a
"good.' salesman.

We have many basic needs in the
public schools right now. First, we
need local assessments of what our
total reading program looks likeits
strengths and weaknesses in teachers
as well as in individual students. It
should include a survey of material
and equipment used as well as what is
held in buildings. It should include
the relationships between staff, facili-
ties, and functions totally as well as
just the remedial phases of the pro-

gram in a few target area schools.
We can make ourselves blind to need
by losing track of the needs of either
the school system's total reading pro-
gram or of its total student population.

Secondly, lo7al school systems need
diagnostic guidance. We are spending
far too little time on the diagnosis of
reading .kills. the identification of
methods for instructing individual stu-
dents, and the analysis of inhibiting
factors which cause reading disability.
This condition is due in part to a lack
of knowledge aiming reading staff
members, a lack of concern with detail.
and an anxiety to get a complex job
completed too quickly.

As a part of this diagnosis, home
contacts need to be made with parents
and some rapport setting and goal
building need to be done with students.
The staff of one school system, where
careful diagnosis was made over a
six-week length of time. achieved not
only good results but a satisfied public.
The staff morale was likewise helped.
When questioned later, every member
of the staff listed diagnosis as the :-in-
gle neatest strength of the progi.an
they knew what to teach. wht m to
ti ach it to. and how to teach it. They
wanted to repeat that six weeks' en-
deavor the next year.

The third need is for increased in-
service training for teachers. not the
one-day or one-week workshop type of
tra;aing but the kind that takes place
"on location" for an extended length of
kime.

All administrators should require
reat:ing teachers to pursue coarse
work leading to the IRA reading
specialist minimum standards. These
teachers could be paid. as many have
been, from ESEA monies. In addi-
tion all teachers should receive on-
the-job help in coping with corrective
problems within their classes. This
training might need to start with some
theoretical base. but it must basically
ehd up solving or attempting to struc-
ture the solution of immediate and real
classroom reading problems.

Such a program was begun in 1...aw-
ton, Oklahoma, this winter. One
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thousand teachers in that general geo-
graphic area were involved in five dis-
tinct types of integrally related work-
shop experiences. The first workshop
session consisted of laying a theoretical
base through a large group lecture ap-
proach and contained the subsequent
identification of local problems in small
groups: the second session consisted of
a team approach discussing the possi-
ble alternatives for solving each of the
locally raised problems of the first ses-
sion : during the third session each
teacher got to look at and discuss
materials and techniques which were
directly applicable to her unique class-
room problems: the fourth session
consisted of giving a helper to each
classroom teacher as she applied the
corrective alternative she selected:
finally. each teacher got help in ap-
praising the results of her experimen-
tation a year later. This program is
typical of the in-service training which
needs to be done more extensively.

We need to build mire action re-
search projects. especially in the ma-
jority of schools where little innovat-
ing is going on. Perhaps I should
define my use of the term "innovative
By this. I am not thinking onlyor
even mostlyabout those things which
ha e never keen tried or proven: I am
most concerned about schools trying
something which is new or innovative
to them hit which has been used suc-
cessfully many times before. There are
techniques which have been around in
research and/or actual practice for
thirty years or more but which would
be innovative, practical, and helpful for
main school systems.

In general, pui.lic school systems are
not well adapted to the rigorous con-
trols necessary for pure research and
are not particularly interested in dis-
rupting the ongoing program to es-
tablish them, but they do need to be
concerned about improving their pro-
grams through experimentation. The
guidelines for action research seem to
lend themselves well to evaluating
changes made through this type of
locally originated experimentation.

Underlying these four proposals
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(assessment. diagnosis. in-service
training. and action research) is the
need for expertise and leadership.
There is concurrently another need.
since the expertise and leadership
never seem to he correctly located or
available in sufficient quantity. and that
is the need for cooperative action.

Some Title IV Regional Laborator-
ies began working on these senice-
oriented aspects of the reading pro-
gram but have been sharply
criticized --even threatened with loss
of fund: li% the USOE. Service-
oriented successes appareetl are con-
siderably less tangible and objectively
measurable than other kinds of pro-
gram and. as a result, are undesirable
packages to sell t,i legislators. The
fact remains that service programs
which furnish help with assessment,
diagnosis. in-ser% ice training. and ac-
tion research are sorely needed in the
public school:. The fact further re-
mains that public schools are willing
and able to pay for such services.

I would propose that all schools
training teachers and/or certifying
reading specialists. as yell as all public
and pri%ate school chines with highly
trained staffs. have an ethical and
professional responsibility to aid school
systems in the four areas of need just
mentioned.

I would see them offering intern-
ships---"on location" training programs
helping with administrative deci-
sion making. and perhaps even ex-
plaining a complete reading program
to someone else's board of education.
Above all. I feel a tremendous need
exists and that the entire survival of
sound reading instruction may well de-
pend on the willingness of "mein who
has" to share with "them ho has
not"in the area of teachers and total
school systems as well as the area of
deprived children and target area
schools. Kansas State College of
Pittsburg will undertake a cooperative
program of this kind this summer
which is an extension of an earlier
program forcefully abandoned by the
Mid-Continent Regional Educational
Laboratory of Kansas City.
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The unique part of this story is that
the program was shelved as "inap-
propriate" by the US Office of Educa-
tion. only to be demanded by nearly
o cry school system within a one liti-
drtl-mile radius of the campus.

he proposed program will call for
at 1.1st one additional Ed.D. reading
st: ft member and one graduate assist-
ant on the Ed.S. level. These addi-
tion, bring the total professional read-
ing staff to six. including graduate
ass,tants. The total staff will share re-

oasibilines for elementary. secondary.
aod college clinic operations; the un-
dergradttate and graduate reading pro-
grams ; and the newly organized Read-
ing Services Center.

The reading services function will
pefully contain a reading materials

center recently amassed by the Re-
gional Lab and will be located in a new
school vacated through unification by

Pittsburg Pttblic Schools and on
le:ose from them to the college. This
facility has been renovated for this use
ah d contains offices. a duplicating
ro.o.n. and a combination classroom

id material library. Already. the
0-operative idea and attitude are an in-
tegral part of the operation. which is
needed to mlct-write the success of
this type project.

In a recent survey in our area,
school systems seemed to want all of
the four projects presented earlier.
Some of these projects were of greater
concern to one school system than to
another. Each apparently has some
degree of uniqueness in its needs.
This uniqueness should he highly re-
spected be the staff of the Reading
Services Center : local control must be
a basic premise in the formation of this
"gn s roots" operation.

This program is expected to he
self-supporting. There will be no
basic membership charge or school
system donation. The Reading Serv-
ices Center will assess equitable
charges for services rendered. These
funds will in turn pay for staff. gradu-
ate assistants, facilities. and materials.

Colleges are not the only groups
with the ability to farm service-

oriented centers. Recently while in
Nebraska. I took note of two rather
good public school clinic situa-
tionsone formed with Title I funds
and the other funded from Title I1T.
Both of these centers and their staffs
could help Outlying communities in
need of services : a pay-as-you-learn
program could be sponsored by each of
these clinics. Monies would comie
from boards of education in the other
communities in exchange for staff
training. evalnative help, and perhaps
el en material appraisal. The same
kinds of benefits as in the college pro
gi am could he derived in this clinic
plan. especially since each of these tun
facilities is adjacent to good graduate
college reading programs.

Anodier new project in Kansak, wi11
band together the Topeka Public
Schools, Washburn University, and
the Henninger Foundation. This ar-
rangement could very well be ex-
panded to offer supplementary sere ices
of the sort mentioned to surrounding
communities.

If we are to meet the crises that face
usto critically analyze, expand. and
improve existing reading programs
then we must find more realistic ways
of stretching existing reading "exper-
tise." We must also be willing to
share in the recent developments of
significance. more extensively than the
"model" school visitation concept ; and
we must be willing to tackle locally de-
lineated problems. rather than only al-
tering all problems to fit some grand
design. Existing facilities must be
used to lead others to equally valuable
benefits. As we endeavor to build
these cooperative arrangements. we
will sec more general reading progress
as well as our federal and local dollars
going further and doing more for the
improt einem of reading.

The PESO Story

EMMITT SMITH
West Texas State Unitersitv

PESO STANDS FOR Panhandle Educa-
tional Services Organization. PESO,
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an agency of \Vest Texas State Uni-
versity, is designed to provide sert ices
to public and private school systems in
the area served by the university
\Vest Texas State University is situ-
ated in Can3on. Texas, in the heart of
PESO Country which includes some
40 counties in the Panhandle and
South Plains of Texas This region
extends from Texline on the Tex-
as-New Mexico line on the north to
the cotton fields of Lynn and Dawson
counties to the southa distance of
sonic 300 milesand from the Okla-
homa line on the east to New Mexico
on the tt est--a distance of sonic 150
miles It is said that this territory is
larger than nine states in the union.

PESO is an experiment in organiza-
tional structure for educational serv-
ices. PESO counts- is peculiarly well
snited for an experimental program,
for it includes a bir city like Amarillo,
many small tottn, like White Deer.
and schools of all varieties between the
old type, small rural two-teacher
school to the new air-conditioned plant
in to in and city. It also has a grow-
ing complex of junior colleges, the lat-
est one being located at Leyelland,
South Plains College. There are ap-
proximately 100 school districts in this
vast area which, by affording educa-
tional opportunity to some 100,000 chil-
dren involve the services of approxi-
mately 7.000 teachers and other school
personnel and the valuable contribution
of some 750 members of local boards
of education.

Again. PESO is an agency of West
Texas State University serving these
100 school districts in special ways. It
came into being on January 1, 1966,
when 94 of these 100 districts banded
together to implement Title I, ESE-\,
in this region. This program was ti-
tled Project Educational improve-
ment. On September 6, 1966, a new
program funded under Title III,
ESE, called the Texas Cooperative
Dissemination Project, was initiated ;
and also in September, 1966, PESO
became the applicant agency under the
Department of Labor for 52 Neighbor-
hood Y iuuth Corps In-School programs
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and four out-of-school programs in
this area of Texas 1.ater still the
0E0 regional office in Austin asked
PESO to become the applicant agency
for all Head Start Programs in the re-
gion which do not fall directly under
the Community Action .Agency.

Pi ojct t educational im pi °velment

Because poor reading seemed to be
at the root of all the problems of the
educationally disadvantaged children
in the area, the PESO group of
schools decided to begin the attack on
educational deprivation by attempting
to improve the reading levels of the
10,500 children and youth in the re-
gion who were identified as being one
or more Years below the level of expect-
ancy in reading skills. This decision
formed the basis for the development
of PESO's first component. Project
Educational Improvement.

Procedurally. PESO assisted the 94
school districts to set imp aont 250
reading stations on campnses where
there was a demonstrated concentra-
tion of children with reading disabili-
ties. These central services were pro-
vided with 1) program del elopment
and supervision, 2) staff (le% elopment.
3) fiscal services, 4) diagnostic serv-
ices, and 5) evaluative services.

A well-equipped loom

A reading station is a room in a
school building. This room must be
equipped properly and hold proper
materials for the imiividnal instruction
of children in corrective reading.
When needed. this room must afford
privacy or opportunitiesunities for small
groups of two or three or for the total
group of eight to tell. It must have
the elements of flexibility and mobility,
for the creative and skilled teacher
cannot function in a setting which is
bound to one pattern.

A well-trained teacher

A reading station has a trained
teacher in it Om. January 1, 1966.
%then PESO began. it was realized
that there were only a half-dozen
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well-trained corrective reading teach-
ers in the entire Panhandle and Smith
Plains. It was also realized that this
was a typical situation all over the na-
tion, so PESO did the natural
thingit decided to train its own
corps of reading specialists. The 94
participating superintenttents of schools
selected from among t -eir best ele-
mentary teachers to s I their read-
jog stations, and PESU took it from
there with a staff development pro-
gram involving a number of study ses-
sions during the spring of 1966 culmi-
nating with a well-planned six-weeks
full-time work conference in June and
July. One hundred and eighty teach-
ers attended the summer conference at
West Texas State University and
s-me 50 at South Plains College in
Level land.

Out of this 1966 summer work con-
ference came the proposal that West
Texas State University design a prep-
aration program for reading special-
ists. In Texas there is no special
certificate for a reading specialist, but
it was determined that such a program
could be fitted into the state design for
the professional certificate for teachers.
In March 1967, the Teacher Education
Unit at West Texas State University
approved this program leading to a
master's degree, the Professional
Teacher's Certificate, and an institu-
tional endorsement as a reading spe-
cialist. You will note that the compo-
nents of this program follow rather
closely those recommended by the
IRA :

Developmental Reading in Elemen-
tary and Secondary Schools.

Diagnosis and Correction of Read-
ing Disabilities.

Administration of the Reading Pro-
gram.

Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
opment in Reading.

Special Areas in Human Develop-
ment.

Learning Disabilities.
Tests and Measurements.
Theories of Learning.
Advanced Educational Psychology.

PracticumClinical Seminar and
Practicum in Diagnosis and Remedial
Reading Procedures.

Again this summer. the 250 reading
specialists-to-he who man the reading
stations in PESO country will return
to the campus to continue their prep-
aration program. In a few years, the
region will have a well-trained corps of
corrective reading teachers.

Some of the best informed people in
the nation were brought to the Pan-
handle and South Plains to start the
long job of converting these 250
PESO teachers into good reading spe-
cialists. Don Hodes "nil Thurman
Johnson from the Communicative
Skills Project in Los Angeles County ;
Jeanne McCarthy, a specialist in learn-
ing disabilities from the Chicago area:
George Spache, one of the nation's
leading authorities in reading; and
William Powell from the University of
Illinois. were among the sixteen to
twenty national-level people brought to
PESO country to help develop a corps
of well-educated reading specialists.
Several members of the West Texas
State University faculty in psychology,
sociology, and speech therapy were
used as well as all of the PESO staff
people.

In addition to working with out-
standing consultants from the state and
nation, the 250 teachers were given the
opportunity last summer to observe
model reading stations at work in both
locationsWest Texas State Univer-
sity and South Plains College. These
stations were supplied with equipment
and materials by several commercial
companies who have been most helpful
in the PESO project. This summer
program served simultaneously as a
laboratory for teachers and an aid to
children with reading disabilities.

The program for the summer of
1967 included 30 reading stations in
Amarillo and Canyon which served
some 900 children with reading disa-
bilities and at the same time provided a
planned practicum in corrective read-
ing which is required in the prepara-
tion program for th :! institutional en-
dorsement as a reading specialist.
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Each station was staffed by a team
consisting of a lead teacher chosen
from the 250 in the region and at least
two helping teachers. Each member
of the team participated in these three
planned experiences in the practicum:
1) working with the individual, 2)
working with the small group. and 3)
participating in a problem seminar in-
volving visiting consultants.

Last summer each of the 250 teach-
ers had to demonstrate proficiency in
the use of equipment needed in diagno-
sis and treatment for reading disabili-
ties. The eight unit coordinators
served as tutors for all 250 teachers
until each demonstrated ability in the
use of some 10 to 15 different pieces of
equipment

Last summer the 250 teachers were
producers of materials. A regular
workshop period was scheduled for
daily work. Many practical materials
were developed including bulletin
board displays and twtt teacher guides
ready for use on September 1. 196(i.

Some sixteen or twenty companies
set up supervi A displas of materials
and equipmen during the six weeks
period in the summer workshop nt
l96 and helped the teachers. working
with their unit coordinator, to assem-
ble requisitions for materials and
equipment needed the following fall
term.

Weeki opportunities to learn more
about teaching reading were offered
the school administrators in PESO
schools each summer. for research in-
dicates that change conies to the school
where the school principal and super-
intendent are enthusiastic and knowl-
edgeable about the change.

'I he plow am fol thilthen
The next important ingredient in the

reading station is the program of in-
struction. The simple premise for the
PESO Project Educational Improve-
ment, that 1) if a child cannot read
up to iris expectancy level, there is a
detectable reason ; 2) if disability can
he detected, it can he diagnosed and
desciined : and 3) if it can be diag-
nosed, it can be helped in most cases.

Diagnostic instruments such as the au-
diometer and the eye-movement cam-
era are put to use along with a bat-
ter of standardized tests. Kenneth
Vaugh, NN'TSI,:, directs the guidance
program for all 250 stations helping
teachers to learn how to administer
diagnostic procedures as well as inter-
pret them.

After the reason for a child's dis-
ability is established. many approved
techniques can be used, for children
learn in many wars. A child may
learn from listening. 1 le nay function
best in a group or alone. He may
need individualized attention. He may
need to learn from discassion as he
uses materials adjusted to his level.
The need for improved word recogni-
ti(m, for comprehens'on. for speed. all
must be considered by the trained
reading specialist who works either

ith groups or with individuals in a
well-eqmpped room designed for learn-
ing. such as the reading station

This program goes on every day,
five days per week in all kinds and
sizes of school in PESO country ---in a
small rural school in Dawson County.
in a predominantly Negro area, in any
school where there is a child who can-
not read as m ell as he should.

Evaluation

Project Educational Improvement
has been developed on the basis of
what people think they know about
how children learnparticularly those
children who have developed disabili-
ties in reading. The evaluation of the
impact of this project was a major
concern of the l'ESO staff. 1)r.
Waugh del eloped the evaluation sys-
tem used throughout the 250 reading
stations in PESO. The design in-
clude,. evaluation in the cognitive do-
main utilizing a battery of pre- and
post tests to elalnate the reading
growth of the 10.500 PESO pupils.
Two of these tests are intelligence tests
to provide a basis for anticipated
growth in reading and capabilit to
learn. 'I he other two measure achiele-
ment. In each group of two tests. one
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is group aionmistered and one is indi-
vidually administered.

Evaluation in the affective domain
includes subjective judgments by
teachers and administrators regarding
changes in attitudes. motivation. inter-
ests. a meties. and adjustments of
PESt)stndents.

The evaluation system also seeks to
descrilie the growth of PESO pupils in
areas other than reading, The staff is
now in the process of developing a re-
search design to try to shed sonic light
tin the optimum nine to remove a child
with reading disabilities from the cor-
recthe reading program

Texas cooperative
dissemination project

The next component of the PESO
program is called the Texas Giopera-
tive Dissemination Project ,:nd is fin-
anced by Title III. ESKA. :ts pur-
pose is to multiply and ar«lerate the
impiu I of new informatiun and new
ideas ..c school curriculum grades
1-12

The procedures to be develoi and
demonstrated in this pilot pre in-
clude the loca'ion. collection, screen-
ing. recastur if necessarx 1. storing.
retrit Mg. «ionizing. and channeling
nett information, new ideas. and nett
ma ials 0) the public and private
shoolsgrades 1 -12.

The staff has elected to emphasize
the so called solids of the curriculum
the sciences. mathenimics. social sci-
ences, the English-1 ,angnage Arts (m_
chiding reading )--in the beginning ef-
forts It is planned broaden the
score as experience is gaine(l.

The fiscal agent for 'ICI). represent-
ing the I 04 participating school dis-
tricts iu Pr. cuuntr, is the super-
intendent of schools of the Canyon
Indcpcodcm School District in Cam 011.
'14( \ The entire ffurt of "I'Cl) w ill
he closely super\ ised by local school
personnel working through their sip.

pcnni,ndent,
-rhr inspiration for the design for

the l'ioject came from the Agri-
cultural F.xtension Servicea system

picks tip the findings of re-

search. organizes them around perti-
nent problems. recasts them in the ln-
guage of the user, and channels, them
into the hands of the user in such a
Million that he will probablt change
his behavior. This is dene succes,-
fully in agriculture. but no such s\ ste :1
has been attempted in ethition

In the location process. the T( I
staff made early contacts with such na-
tional let el endeat ors as Project n-
glish. Project Social Studies. the Sci-
ence Information Exchange. ERIC.
the \inerican .\ssociation for ill( \d-
vancement of Science. :111(1 inam other
sources of nett information. new mate
rials. and nett ideas complete new
program, \\ ere studied. such as the
pr,,gram kminn as "AA.1S Elemen-
tary Science: -1111' Process Approach."
After clea.ing this idea tt ith the Te \as
State Department of Education. sets of
materials and equipment were pur-
chased and collected I)) the T( 1) arm
of PESO This same pro; ditre \\
used in other areas such as English
and Social Studies. Of course. the
first step in emintu had :dread\ been
accomplished in the "iitle I program.

The attempt to channel nen infor-
mation and materials into the hands of
teachers re: ealed sonw new priblems.
By sun . it \t as learned thdt man
teachers were blot aware of curient
happenings in their teiwhing fields
.\s a result. they kit no need for new
information. nen materials. or new
ideas To meet this problem. 'ICl/
ganwed the ".\narenes,, Conference.-
Nen information. materials. program,.
ideas. concerning some 10 or 12 ,pc-
rill(' area (including reading) were
assembled, researched. and orizantied
into conference presentations. In this
\\a\. 11, staff \\ as aide to offer to our
region . tailor-made. I 2-sl't t ion. 11111

(1Cliberat1'h plaillld to
raise the anareness lett] of 1111 teacher,
in the areas presented. .\ \\ :amps,
conferences have been presented in 12
location, to ,olite 5.000 teachers and
administrators.

( tut of the clinfel ewes came re-
quests from schools to present pilot
programs exemplifying the new ideas
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presented To date. seven pilot pro-
grams exemplif%ing the Continuous
Progress ',-47.1ementary School, eight
programs exemplifying " \A \S Sci-
ence The Proct ,s Approach" one
pn,gram demonstrating planned use of
NASA materials, and one program
demonstrating use of cui-.:inaire rods
in primary mathematics have been
initiated. Three NI)EA English In-
stitutes %yith study centering on the
lirwistics approach are in progress
sponsored by TCD. Other exemplary
programs are in the planning stage.

After the exemplary program gains
sonic maturity, present plans call for
the organization of study clinics around
the exemplar, program allowing for
maximum interaction between pilot
program personnel and other inter-
ested school personnel In this way,
the TCD Project hopes to be instru-
mental in con% ening phis and ideas
into action

\ number of professors from ap-
propriate academic departments as
well as the School of Teacher Educa-
tion sere the 'IV) Project as their
ser% ices ale needed

The Data Proce,,,ing and Computer
Center at West Texas State I:nivel--
sit, is tied in to the PESO operation
Record keeping. Ii.cal ser% ices, detel-
optima of computer assisted instruc-
tion projects. and other aids of this na-
ture are pi )%aled

Neignboi hood \ out h ps

The Neighborhood Voutli Corps
PrOgraill is another omponent pro-
gram under the direct administration
of PESO This progiam serves some
500 %ming ",en and women bet cell
the ages of 1r, -21 who ()them i se might
add to the startling number If drop-
olit, Sonic! ,c1I(H)1 districts are in-
%olved m this program.

Head Stan
/list t ec(tith the legional Offit e of

the Office of Economic Opportunity
asked PESO to coordinate the activt-

ties of all summer Head Start pro-
grams w hich do not tall directly under
a community action agency This cat-
egory involved 13 counties and 610
preschool children In addition,
PESO ser% es as the delegate agency
responsible for the operation of the
long-term Head Start program in
Amarillo

The future
This %ear Texas will set up. and

finance with state funds 20 regional
media centers One of these centers
will he located in Amarillo in the heart
of PESO country. The long range
plan is to build an intermediate unit
educaional service center around these
media centers financed in the main by
Title III (ESE.A ) funds along with
the state funds provided for media.

PESO will merge this month with
the regional media center: and, since
the program has already started and
has gained some maturity as an educa-
tional service center. PESO will pro-
xide a prototype for the other 19 re-
gions to study The functional design
of this new PESO is presented here.

This seryic.: center will have these
characteristics:

1. It will be an autonomous state
agency with a lay governing
board
It will ha% e the pm% er to con-
tract for services from the uni-
%ersity

3 It w ill he the fiscal ag( lit for state.
federal. and local tax funds, as
w ell as funds from foundations
or pri%ate gifts

4. It %%ill pro% ide central services to
participating schools .hich can
be provided hest regionally rather
than b the separate schools.

5 It %%ill he a service center. not :111
intermediate administratie unit.

6 Its mission %%ill include die infu-
sion of new educational ideas.
current promising practices. and
introduction of new materials.
and nifin
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Developmental Reading:
Definition for Sequence

CHARLES C. ROGERS
Euclid Central Junior High School

Cleveland, Ohio

THIS IS THE SECOND YEAR of operation
for the Euclid English Demonstration
Center without Federal funds. That
there is a demonstration center pays
testimony to the responsible acceptance
liv the hoard of education and by the
Euclid School administration for con-
tinuing the work begun under George
Hillocks. It is a tribute to Michael
Flanigan, without whose efforts the
work of this center would not have
been continued. I single out these
people (and I could rPntion others)
1 cause there are those who wonder
what will happen when Federal dollars
cease for worthwhile programs.

The Euclid experience has been that
once progress is underway, there is lit-
tle to fearindeed, without a progres-
sive board and administration, without
the climate and without indhiduals
with a commitment to better education
for youngsters, the center could not
have come into existence in the first
place, with or without Federal money.
Now that Federal funds are spent,
nothing has changed in the effort being
made except that we must sell our
units at a modest price. This need
only strengthens our desire to further
improve our product for the consumer,
ultimately the pupil.

What, then, is our direction, and
what do e wish to accomplish ? It
becomes obvious from various journals
that the function, or even the desirabd
itv, of a distinct junior high level is
still questioned And in our field,
there are arguments as to whether jun-
ior high should include language arts
or English.

It is time that we decide what must
be done at each school level and still.
at any given level, leave much for oth-
ers to do. This is not a romantic plea
for a return to an age of simplicity.
Our English courses desperately need

focus, for most pupils have not arrived
at a gestalt.

Whatner we mean by English as a
subject is of such a gestalt nature that
it is nearly impossible for us to sa
what it is we should be doing at any
given time. ( We sometimes cm% the
college specialists. i Yet, w e so often
present materials in such a piecemeal
fashion that the pupil cannot possibly
put Humpt Dumpt together. Our
map of the territor is incomple.e.
necessarily, his map is less conirete
than ours.

Separate we must : there is no magic
way to teach a gestalt unless it be inci-
dentally through that magic book
which. once experienced, forever hooks
the student on our way of knowing
But we seldom can plan for the occur-
rence of this event : we know to little
of individuals or of how they are
affects... --

The Euclid Cooperathe Research
Project promised a total junior high
curriculum in English. In retrospect.
this ambitious aim is both weakness
and strength. We are coming to be-
lieve the primary need in the teaching
of English at all levels is to delimit,
and while we pay lip service to totality.
we have in reality limited goals. We
deal with the tripodlanguage, litera-
ture and compositionbut our pri-
mary goals all center around develop-
mental reading.

At best, English is a study which
helps the student organize and under-
stand his experience, his world. It in
turn provides experience which en-
larges his world and makes growth
possible. We teach the basic language
structures and larger forms which are
ways of knowing. In the Euclid Cen-
tral Junior High program we deal with
structures covering a range from mor-
phemic to generic concepts.

Reading and writing are complexes
of organizational skills. In ,lealing
with them we cony as close as one can
to the general goa of teaching pupils
to think. English is now complete as
a subject becaus in language study we
hate the discipline, the way of know-
ing, of science. We now see the two
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great discipline areas of our culture,
the humanities and science. married in
our courses. I should think the hu-
manities is still the most important for
our pupils because of personal and cid-
tural needs---scienc doesn't help one
make %Ale judgments.

At the elementary level much en-
richment is possible, indeed necessar),
but elementary remains the place for
basic mechanical skills. Senior high
and junior college seem the place for
the heavy work of a liberal arts duca-
ti,m It seems to be, also, the time for
specialization ;ri the less dem Aiding
trades and occupations. The upper
college years through the MA, or be-
yond, are essential for the professions.
The PhD, or comparable degree, re
mains for the scholar. And so what of
the junior highis it distinct and
worthwhile or is it a mere administra-
tive comenience as often seems the
ease: we believe it is a most nec?,-
sary level. distinct from others.

At an NDEA Iintitute at a Mid-
western university, a knowledgeable
professor paid honest homage to the
sixt junior high teachers in attend-
ance and was, figuratively speaking,
hooted off the stage. I tell this to
!hake the point that there is an impor-
tant trans:tion period in formal educa-
tion too little appreciated even by those
who are involved in it It seems that
we either want to be teachers of chil-
dren or subject matter specialsts We
love kids or we love our subject. I
don't know of any place where love
will go better than in junior high. To
badly use FrostThese are swingers
of birches. But we don't teach kids,
nor do we teach English: we teach En-
glish to i ids.

Let us use the old-fashioned defini-
tion. Kids come to ns able to read: if
the can't, they are not, by definition,
junior high level, and they go i.ito
remedial reading courses. If they can
read, they read words. But words are
not our way to understanding Show
me a bunch of words and their mean-
ings, and I will show you the lexicon
of the language which certainly is not
the language. This is one of our won-

derful ironies : we teach youngsters to
read words. From present knowledge,
what else can we do? But then we
must correct this mistaken perception
of language. They must learn to read
words inter-inanimated in and from
a context Apperception. or more
broadb perception or more commonly
!lading readiness, is still the most im-
portant .oncept in reading.

Reading, you will recall, is not so
much hat is on the pag as what it is
one takes to the page. We heir: much
about reading readiness in first grade
where it is a relatnele simple matter:
oddly we hear little about it in the
twelfth grade where a tartly greater
amount of energy shou:.1 be spent to
guarantee it. We must make connec-
tions for the pupil and help him learn
to make connections for himself
Words mean little except as used in
particular structures and except as

they are informed by experience prior
to reading.

There is a gap, then, at the junior
'nigh let el. a gap which produces the
higher illiterate, which needs bridging
above all others if we are not willing to
trust to luck and nature. Toth struc-
ture and methodology of the Euclid
units are conceived as a means of
bridging tins gap i:i and through read-
ing. The units provide the essential
pre-w riting experiences necc...sar for
oral and written composition. They
provide a progres.;ion from teacher di-
rection to self-direction by the pupil
with evaluation being inherently pro-
vided rather than being external and
superficial to behavioral objectives.

Unit sti licture

Our units ai e of several tpes and
might be generalized in the following
way. Besides language study units,
we have thematic generic, and specific
detelopmental reading units. An ex-
ample of the latter would be a unit on
symbolism in which the pupil is taught
to read symbolic literature or under-
stand literary symbols in various
forms. Generic units present wl,ys o'
understanding the world from the
tragic, satiric, myt hi and lieroie
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modes. Thematic units caintalize oti
threshold interests. such as animals;
deal with value systems considered
basic to our culture. such as power.
justice, or courage: or deal w ith
human b'' elopmeutal or social prob-
lem themes, such as coming of age or
protest Let me emphasize that re-
gardless c f the thematic content.
t,hether it he social problems or pi: iil-
centered or literary, units are struc-
tured so as to give primary emphasis
to (let-dolma:mai reading.

In the unit Protest. for example.
after leading short essays which pro-
test tarious social ills. pupil attention
is turned to how protest is made in lit-
erature: that is, the purpose of the unit
is not socioli igical : our aim is not to
pot our pupils out into the streets with
placards but to explore how mien hate
structured the ehicle of literature to
express ideas vital to their %yell being

Work in all units is carried out in-
duclivelt The pupil understandhigs
are of course directed but are drawn
from or discovered by him from the
careful choice of material and by di-
rected study which allows him to conic
to personal choices within a framework
of meaning, rather than his being
taught "correct" understandings from
some adult point of iew.

The pupil is first taught the teacher
directed understandings in the follow-
ing way. From pretesting, from intro-
ductor nooreading lessons, and from
discussion, present pupil knowledge is
established. With introductory selec-
tions. this serves the purpose of letting
the pupil in on the secret. He must
understand direction as clearly as the
teacher. Present definitions of con-
cepts are usually established, to be re-
vised later. These definitions provide
direction in the reading.

Next, with teacher direction, con-
epts- are explored and expanded. In
Courage, for example, simply define,;
examples of plsical courage are seen
in stories before exploring those exem-
plifying more complex views of the
concept t the Kam time traditional
understardings are established. such as
Aristotle' , "'goidet. mean.-

273

Tins, in the first, teacher directed
phase of the units. background and
concepts are discovered and explored
which provide the direction for the
balance of the unit work. Thus, too,
our selections of thi Ines must not be
'ight or frit dous because they pro-
,de the basis for exploring the levels

of nuaning contained in literary form.
Further. they must contain concepts
involved in tater, more difficult read-
ing. Courage leads into the generic
study of heroic literature, for example.
Herein, in part. lies the sequence
which a din elo ental reading philoso-
phy permits

We want independently capable
readers. The next phase attenipts to
free the pupil to direct his own efforts
through group work. In this group
work and throughout the units. we em-
phasize aid to the pupil before he
reads, rather than examination after he
has aporoached a w ork which for him
is or frustration level Thus it is.
too. tt any given lesson provides
backs mild for a later one. Study
guides which allow pupils to verbalize
their t roblems together, and invento-
ries to ielp Clem structure their tinder-
static( 1 are w WI% used.

WoCss of considerable depth. sur-
prising to some on the junior high

e possible because of the es-
taldislied direction and group help pro-
vided. Levels of moaning are ap-
pri,ached in an orderly progression
with constantly directed attention to
textual meaning radii- tha.._ to flights
of folic% which might I ak down the
student's perception of tructt::e. Pu-
pil tread, ity is not ab ent, but it is
freedom with mscipline Though w 'tat
I am describing sounds rigid. pupil
opinions are respected. solicited, am:
basic to further work in the onits.

The third phase consists of redefini-
tion, reevaluation (both from pre-
t imisly established concepts), and ap-
plication. liming gained t
of concepts and the
tu.-al knowledge in the

pupil now can operAte on his own
;.t a creative le el and al nroach a work

"IliCh will test his abil.t3 to use the
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knowledge gained. To sonic extent he
will he setting purposes on his own : he
will he discovering on his own.

Composition

When one C011Cen es of reading and
wri9g as organizational skills, he sees
them as the two sides of the coin.
Our unit structure provides important
sequence in composition fro:n pre-
writing to writing to post writing.
And incidentally. we find th-tt with ad-
equate pre-writing experiences, far less
revising and correcting are necessary.
Besides the careful devell Tilton of
concepts. opportunities for the pupil to
express his ideas and cooprati%e
Iv oup work to thoughtfully 1 that is,
consciously) work out intellectual
problems throughout t1 e units are em-
phasize-1. 'ese oral and written as-
signments range from easier to more
difficult and from shorter to longer and
are carefully placed through the units
to lead to a culminating composition
which the pupil can master because he
has 1_ it practicing and revising with-
out the drudgery of making this ap-
plicat;on to one assignment. With a
modular scheduling system, all writing
is done under teacher supervision, as is
most reading.

The final composition is an effective

CA aluation of our efforts. While the pu-
pil has supposedly been taught every-
thing he needs to do it. the final re-ad-
ing and composition are on his own
and call for application of what lie has
learned. Fqnnetnnes. even these final
compositions are group efforts. thus
guaranteeing that the problems of the
composition will be objectified and dis-
cussed rather than 'nerd% being sub-
conscioush mastered. Throughout. we
want our pupils to know what they are
doing and why.

Euclid Project English began aS a
cooperatie research project of the Eu-
clid Central Junior 1 ligh School and of
Western Reserve tniversity. It was
etitled Comprehensive Program
i. English for the 7th. 8th and 9th
'rade : Literature. I .anguage. and

Composition : For I Icn tors Students
and Average Student.- Its activities
are a matter of published record.

To summarize, I should like to
quote from our first bulletin. .In Intro-
duction to a Curriculum. which for me
reads like a manifesto:

The English curricidum at Euclid Cen-
tral Junior High School deals with all
the aspects of learning that are gener-
ally lumped under the In-tiad nt'e of lan-
guage arts. but its major emphasis is the
development of tic studtnt's ability to
read and al lyze indepent' ntly.
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Criteria for
Effective Grouping

Rturi Akt, C. 1Vit,sos
Florida State University

;;1:w issues IN KI:ADING have gained
more attention t.1" hate been embroiled
in more controversy than grouping
practices---perhaps because there are
infinite reasons and wa) s to group
children.

Grouping is more an organizational
pattern than a method of teaching.

trace a group is formed. regardless of
the basis or criteria, what takes place
is of more significance than the num-
ber. the iter4 st. the age, the sex. the
abilities. or grade placement of group
members. Grouping is not a substi-
tute for effective teaching. When
groups are formed for a definite por-
pose to facilitate instruction. they are
justifiable: otherwise. there are no de-
fensible reasons for forming a special
gt

Interclass and intraday;
groups

Reading ability as measured 1w

standardized tests or teacher judgment
is the common basis for interclass and
mint:lass grouping. !inertia:s group-
ing may be vertical. The vertical. or
across-grade plan. allows pupils from
two or more grade le.els to meet as a
unit for reading. This arrangement is
typical of the Joplin plan. Sometimes
ability groups are formed within a ape
cni. grade level_ This is a horizontal
plan. For example. a school with ine
sections of fourth grade may decide to
arrange all pupils in terms of total
scores on a re. ding achievement test.
The pupils are then sectioned: one
teacher is assigned the top fifth: an-
other. :1w next : and so on. Except for
a formal reading period. the chiltiren
function in a regular heterogeneous or
mixed classroom

The grouping arrangou in should
not be confused with methodology.

Method is independent of grouping.
Once a group meets, the teacher may
use any number of procedures for di-
rect or indirect instruction.

Interclass grouping is most common
in departmentalized elementary and
secondary schools. This arrangement
lends itself well to a highly structured
and scheduled program.

Grouping fallacies

In many typical interclass or depart-
mentalized reading groups the instruc-
tion provides little or no variation in
materials or procedures. The assumed
homogeneity often precludes any em-
phasis upon individual requirements
and needs.

Intraclass grouping is a common d-
enientary school practice. especially
where teachers employ a basal reader
t)pe program The usual arrangement
is three groups. The groups. Libeled
in a variety of ways. a.. estal,lished to
narrow the range of reading abilities in
order to facilitate teaching. Again,
homogeneity is frequently based upon
a single criteriontotal reading
achievement measured by formal test-
ing tn. teacher judgment. Variations
in interest. rate. comprehension. vocab-
ulary recognition. and word concepts
are rarely, if ever, a serious considera-
tion.

The three- reading -group arrange-
ment utilizes basal texts in about three
ways: I) The same text may be used
for all groups. but the pacing vane,,
sine groups may be reading at differ-
.t rates and thereby the story topis

tangle var) among the groups at a
given time. 2, The same text may be
rased for each group with pacing cun-
trolled for Al. no group in this instance
changes stories until all change. 3)
Each group itia lime a different basal
text and sometimes the tcyts are of

different levels of readabilitY.--Ifie
pacing under these circnnistances may
vary.

Once intraclass groups are formed.
the composition seldom changes. For

275
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many children. "Once a blue bird. al-
wys a blue bird!" Intradass group-
ing in a traditional setting. like inter-
class grouping. dues little to meet indi-
vidual needs based on variables: other
than general alnlity.

Because standardized reading tests
measure more than a single reading
skill, it is unreasonable to expect a
high degree of homogeneity where
children are grouped according to a
composite score. Vet. it is the rule
rather than the exception to group on
this criterion.

The values of grouping should not
be lost because of limitations. Flexible
grouping to meet a common. immedi-
ate need is widely recognized as a
sound educational practice. Diagnostic
teaching is the prerequisite. Obviously.
grouping especially for a specific need
cannot be done until common needs
are determined. Why group for any
reason if the grouping is planned to
teach what the membership already
knows: To do so is a needless waste.
If a word skill. such as inflected end-
ings. is to be taught, it makes sense to
learn who needs the instruction rather
than to teach everyone something
needed only by a few.

\Vashburne (5) recognized the basic
trouble inherent in any inflexible
grouping plan when he wrote. "The
difficulty with any attempt at grouping
is that each child has his own charac-
teristic profile of abilities and maturi-
ties.- What is germane to grouping
for one moment may be passe at an-
other. An often overlooked danger in
group:lig is the tendency to see a child
in a group as a member rather than as
an individual. Wilhelm may 1i:iv ! had
this tendency in mind when he wrote.
"Maybe the greatest hazard in this
whole grouping business is that it
causes some teachers to search con-
stantly for similarity (Of.

Values

The limitations and pitfalls of
grouping should not overshadow the
worth and need for the grouping that
facilitates and fosters learning and
teaching. There are definite values in

IN N.LADING

grouping that should not he forgotten.
Here are sonic examples:

1. Many children participate more ac-
tively n ithin small groups than
within larger one,. The "audito-
rium- effect i. le,sened.

2 Often children need to be null others
who have an interest in the same
books or other reading materials

3. The small group frequently facili-
tates interaction betneen teacher and
pupil -

4. The exchange and sharing of mate-
rials is accompli,hed with greater
case nithin a small group.

5 Small group instruction
the na,te inherent in teaching a
larger group for no greater reason
than to regimentin teaching and
keep all student, reading the same
materials at the same time (7)

I3ecansc of simple physics, sex. and
the diversity of abilities, interests. in-
structional levels. personalities. atrial
factors. and ages. groups should not be
based on a single monolithic design.
Grouping practices should serve all the
-.ar'ables to meet individual reading
needs. The abil:tv group shot]. not
be the gr.inp. No special group
should be "the" vim). As -I matter of
fact, it is worthy to consider McKim
and Caskey's reminder. "All leading
experiences do not call for groups"
(4).

Guidelines

I lere are some guidelines for group-
ing that may prove i al tiable at some
appropriate time:

1. Every group should he flexible and
subject to change A stagnant
group is as had as go group.

2. Grouping should meet an immediate
recognizable need

3. Groups should be dissol%ed %%hen

their purpiiscs ha% e been met.
4. There should be no more groups op-

(-rain simultaneously than can be
tudicniusl handled.

S. Girls and boys sometimes like to he
together for reading On ()fusion
they enjoy being separate. This is
a got. N1 rtlIS,)11 to group by sex
s)(inet,

6. Becaust the topic may he more im-
portant than "togetherness" on a
reading test, grouping lx-cause of
similat interests has merit.

7. For purposes of discussion. revteu.
and some oral rereading. it make,
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sense to group when each member
has different material about differ-
ent topics. Bookclubs encourage the
Practice; children like it, too.

R. No member of a group should fed
overwhelmed by the tasks. set for
the group

9 Groups should operate with some
degree of leadership. They should
not shift aimlessly witho.0 some di-
rection.

10. Grouping for reading should not
isolate reading skills from content.
Children should think of reading as
a tool fur lear g rather than as a
subject. Reading is a part of every
subject.

11 Labeling groups should be for sim-
ple short -term identification. The
use of such terms as fast, at erlge,
and slow should be avoided. such
labels unnecessarily stigmatize and
erode a child's self-respect.

12. When possible. provide an oppor-
tunity for children to participate in
developing group plans and activi-
ties: personal invoivement fosters
interest and good working relation-
ships.

13. .nticipate obstacles and prepare the
membership for certain difficult
tasks. Discuss possible solutions.

14. Keep in contact with groups work-
ing independently. Help when
ned1: traiefer ingmbers to other
groups when goals art met.

Keep in mind that good grouping
practices, like good teaching. do not
foster conformity and uniformity, but
differelices. -In fact, Gray wrote,
'good teaching at any !eve, increases
the range in reading ability from the
poorest to the best- 21.

1
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In-Class Grouping to Care for
Individual Needs

1.1CK W. HUMPHREY
Evansville. Indiana. Public Schools

atiot-T TEN et:act:-A. of the pupils who
enter high scho,4 in the Evansville
Public Schools are unable to read well
enough to be placed in regular English
and literature classes. These pupils
are assigned to a class called Reading I
in their freshman )ear and may stay in
Reading 11, III. and IV for a total of
lour semesters or until they are able to
read at a seventh grade level. No

credit is given for Reading II.
111. or IV. Reading I is also offered
during tl-e summer so that an eighth
grade pup:: tan be .-,dmitted to regular
classes in the tall if 1w can work up to
a seventh grade level.

Most of the teachers of keadiilg 1-
IV have reading, specialist licenses
which are issued Ir. Indiatia in accord-
ance with standards presented by IRA.
Each high school has one reading spe-
cialist who teaches all developmental
reading classes and most of the Reati-
ing I-1V classes in a snecia ll equipped
reading room. Federal and local funds
have lwen 'Ned to provide proper
shelving. materials, and equipment.
Figure 1 shrws a diagram of a high
school reading room which has ample
space. shelving. and equipment.

The pupils tt ho are enrolled in
Reading I have had a combination of
problems which have contributed to
the it lack of success in reading. One
of the Reading I classes is located in a
high school in the center of the city
,.vhere a large number of mils with
reading problems enter high school:
the members of this class of 15 pupils
have brckgrounds which have ..!sulted
in low academic achievement.

. number of different circumstances
awaits pupils such as these in their
high school language arts program. If
the% arr not grouped according to alai-
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its. they must compete in regular
classes and may become failures.
Another doubtful way is to place them
in ability groups and assign them io a
new teacher on the staff who has nei-
ther the desire nor the training to
work with "slow learners Such
methods as these will surely result in
low achievement and poor attitudes.

ability grouping and a variety of
good materials cannot insure success
unless they are utilized by a good read-
ing teacher. A third way is to assign
the pupils to a reading specialist who
has materials and facilities to provide a
good program. The remainder of this
paper is a description of good reading
programs for these 15 children using
good classrmin organization.

The pupils were tested at the begin-
ning of the year with the Gate: Read-
ing Survey and the Lorge-Thorndike
Non-Verbal Intelligence Test. Some
had been given the Stanford-Binet In-
telligence Test in past years. and the
Rotel Reading Inventory and Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test were given as
needed. The mean for the Gates
Reading Surrey was 4 7 with range
from 2.0 to 5.7. The mean of the
Lorge-Thorndike Test was 87.6 with a
range of 71 to 106.

As a result of the testing. the pupils
were divided into three groups.
Groap I had an instructional level of
grade 5: Group 2. a level of grade 4:
and Group 3, a level of grades 2 or 3.
Six of the 15 pupils were placed in
Group six, in Group 2: and three.
in Group 3.

The teacher found from the cumula-
tive records and from talks with the
school counselor that the pupils had
many problems in school and at home
Th,--e was an average of 5.6 children
in ch family with a range of 2 to 11.

Eight of the 15 children had no fa-
ther in the home. Fourteen out of 15
had medical or dental work that had
been done. Eight were discipline
problems in other high school classes,
The pupils had attended an average of
four elementary schools with a range

of one to 2. Most of the average
reading gr. (ies on their cumulative rec-
ords were IOW

These s'aztistics are interesting. but
they have inure significance when ap-
plied to individuals. Jim had fire
brothers and sisters and did not live
with his father. His reading readiness
score in first grade was average. but he
had low grades io reading throughout
his elementary career. He needed
glasses which were pro% inert with
funds from Title I. Jim was assigned
to (;rocp 1.

Edith, a member of Group 2. came
from a family with 11 children and
now has two of her own. She at-
tended five public and two parochial
elementary schools. She had talked
frequently with her counselor but
seemed to continually get into trouble.

Shirley was a member at Gro.:p 3.
She attended Cite different first grades
and a total of 12 elementary schools in
Indiana as well as some others in Ken-
tucky. There were ten children in her
family, and her parents were divorc- I.
The school nurse and counselor helped
her get a hearing aid this year. and she
can now hear much better. Nurses it
the past had attempted to get her hear-
ing checked, but the family would
move alx,tit the time that eyenthing
was arranged for her to see a doctor
get a hearing aid from a special Ki-
wanis fund.

As a result of infonintion obtainf!,1
from the tests. cumidatie records. and
other sources, the pupils seemed to
need instruction in five areas. These
were vocabulary, word attack skills,
comprehension, oral and silent reading,
and recreational reading. Emphasis
was given to the improvement of atti-
tudes and study skills in all phases of
the program.

I Vocabulary. The Reading I pupils
needed a review of the basic sight
words and basic sight phrases.
Additional work was done 'n basic

materials in conjunction with other
areas such as comprehension, and oral
and silent reading. Vocabulary tuts
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revieued before each story was read in
skill books such as the N NOW Practice
Readers or in literature books.

II"ord attack skills. The Botel Phonic
Nlastery Test results showed very
clearl those areas where specific help
was needed. Many of the pupils needed
work in phonics. and all seemed to

Comprehension. Many skillhooks
eie mailable that were interesting

and useful in the Reading I classes It
was important that the selections be
high in interest and not too long.
Comprehension needed to be strffsed
in all areas of the prograni. but sonic
time was spent on specific exercises to

need help in structural analysis. improve in this area. The pupils

NVEEKLY LESSON PLAN
GRADE 9Reading I

Day Group I Group 2 Group 3

M
0

Help Yourself to Read. Write,
and Spell

4
X

Shadow Scope, Use Better Controlled Reader Webster Word Wheels
Reading Book 1 or or

Y Or Scope Magazine Basic Sight Words
Reader's Digest Or

Flash X

Dimensions in Reading
Using Context B

or
Flash X

Or
S Group Tachistoscope Following Directions B
ll Listen and Read Tapes Reader's Digest 4 Or

A or
Junior Reading for

Working with Sounds B
or

Understanding Locating the Answer B

W McCall-Crabbs C or D B or C ) A
E
1)
N
E Controlled Reader Practice Reader Teen Age Tales A, B, C
S or or nr

D Scope Magazine Reading for Meaning Reader's Du.,est 2 or 3
A
Y

T
H

Help Yourself to Read, Wri te.
and Sull

>
U Practice Reader C or D Ladder Books Coaquests in Reading
R or or
S Using Context D or E Teen Age Tales 1-8
ll or or
A Reading for Meaning 5 or 6 Yew NVorlds of Literature'
Y

4
Using Context C

or
Controlled Reader 2 or 3

or
F Dimensions in Reading

Ladder Books Following Directions C Scope Magazine
D or Or
A Teen Age Tales Working with Sounds C
Y or or

Ncw Worlds of Literature Locating the Answer C

Figure 2. Weekly lesson plans for grans. 9, Wading I
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needed a variety of materials at var-
ious instructional levels.

Oral and silent reading. Most of
the Reading I pupils (lid not read well
orilly. Poor readers usually have less
opportzatity (and desire) to read in
content area subjects. High-interest
material at an easy level was needed
for these pupils to use in small groups.

Recreational reading. The pupils in
the class did not read many books
for pleasure Most of the books in the
high school binary were too difficult
for them, so it was important that
high-interest books be made available
in the reading room. Scope Maaacine
was used as a recreational material as
well as for group instruction, and a
variety of high interest books were
available for the use of the pupils to
died, out or to use when assignments
were completed.

The bibliography contains a list of

: GROUPING 281

the materials and their publishers as
shown In the weekly program in Fig-
ure 2. Provision v-is made in the
weekly program to start all groups on
the same materials each day-. It-was
important for these pudils to feel that
the MIT doing basic work along with
the tc.,t of the class. The Help Your-
self io Read, If "rite, and Spell book
contained work needed by all of the
pupils. Group 3 usually needed addi-
tional help after directions had been
given to the entire class. Directions
for the work on any page of the var-
ious materials always included the
working of several of the items with
the entire group The pupils were
never assigned a page without being
given this help.

After initial directions had been
given, one of the three groups was
called together for special help. For
example, on Monday Group 1 began

materials and publishers

Publtsher ilaterlid

Audio-Visual Research Flash-Tadiment

Barite') Loft, Ltd

Bureau of Publications,
Columbia University

Educational Development Laboratories, Inc.

Garrard Press

Ginn and Company

Harcou-t, Brace, and World

D C. Heath

J. B. Lippincott

Popular Library, Lic.

Psychotechnics

Reader's Digest Services, Inc.

Scholastic Press

Science Research Associates, Inc.

Webster Publishing Company

IT-

Fol/cming Directions
Locating the \nswer
Using the Context
Working %% ith Sotrids

McCall- Crabby Standard
Test Lessons in Reading

Controlled Reader and films
Flash X
List "n and Read

Bask Sight Words

Help Yourself to Read, Write, and Spell

Nevt World:, of Literature

Teen Age T4les

Reading for Meaning

1.innted Vocabulary Editions

Shadim scope Reading Pacer

Reading Skil/ Builders

Scope Magazine

Better Reading Book I
D.inensions in Reading
Junior Reading for Understanding

Conquests in Reading
Neu Practice Readers
Webster Word Sheds
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work at the pacers while the other
pupils were working on the basic as-
signment. When Group I pupils fin-
ished their work at the pacer, they re-
turned to their desks to complete the
assignment.

The second group worked with a
student assistant, an upper-class volun-
teer working in the reading program
instead of reporting to a study hall.
She grouped them together and
showed a controlled reader film.
Group 3 got special help at a table

C with the teacher in order to finish the
basic assignment and then reviewed
the basic sight words using cards or
the Flash X hand tachistoscope,

The rest, of the week's program is
outlined in Figure 2. A variety of
materials and techniques was used to
maintain the interest of the pupils.
They were a ways broken into groups
once the bark word had been accom-
plished so that instruction could best
fit the needs of the pupils in each
group.

The Reading I program is only as
good as the teacher who is directing it.
He must care for children and under-
stand their problems. He must plan
work at the level of each pupil so that
progress can he made. As a result of
having a good teacher who uses mate-
rials and techniques at the level of each
pupil, many of these children, who had
entered high school with poor reading
skills, will be able to 'improve to the
extent that they will complete high
school. Jim, Edith, and Shirley may
not all achieve this goal, but at least
somebody cares enough to try to plan
the best program possible.

Work with adolescents is difficult
but rewarding. A poem by Richard
Armour entitled Time and Time
Again helps give us a perspective to
this perplexing problem :

Adolescents, though kicking and scream-
ing,

And often with ghastl: results,
In time lose the bark, becoming

The thing they've most hated: adults.

Grouping for Remedial Reading
on the Basis of Learner Needs

MIRIAM H. JELLINS
Atlanta University

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION for pur-
poses of instruction will be influenced
somewhat by the general objectives and
organization of the total reading pro-
gram. These program organizational
patterns modify, to a degree, the con-
ditions and differences with which
teachers must deal as intraclassroom
organizalion is brought into focus.
Further, the determinants of the na-
ture and probable effectiveness of
subgrouping plans are a combination
of 1) factors which are inherent in
specific instructional objectives of a
given class or instructional unit and 2)
those factors which derive from the
specific reading and personal needs of
the learner. In this discussion it may
he a useful operation to consider how
some of these factors in combination
can contribute to the development of
grouping strategies which could facili-
tate remedial reading instruction at the
college level.

Provining for remedial and correc-
tive instruction in reading on the col-
lege level has served as one of the
primary reasons for establishing the
college reading program. Poor perform-
ances Gn reading tests, low academic
standings, difficulties in efficiently per-
forming college reading tasks, and
student attrition have served as justifi-
cation for the reading improvement
program for freshman students in many
situations. justification for continua-
tion and eNpansion of college reading
programs is founded in 1) concepts re-
lating to the developmental nature of
the reading process and 2) recognition
that the college corriculum demands
the efficient use of carefully selected
cldsters of reading skills.

It seems important to realize that
:orrecting or remedying deficiencies in
reading skills and abilities is a basic
service of the college program. This
service is provided for within the
framework of various schemes of or-
ganization and at different stages in

a
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the classification and scheduling of stu-
dents. Finally, provisions for more
definitive differentiation of instruction
are made w;thin a smaller instructiotal

,___-_---- -twit or class.

Identification and
classification

Grouping in smaller instructional
units will depend upon the characteris-
tics of students enrolled in or assigned
to a particular unit. Enrollments or
assignments are dependent upon insti-
tutional arrangements for the identifi-
cation and subsequent_ classification of
students. Three general conditions
are typical. Criondition one prevails
where enrollment in a reading class oc-
curs prior to any identification of level
of reading proficiency. In situations
whet e reading instruction is offered
solely on a toluntary basis, through
advisory and counseling procedures or
through teacher referral, individuals
may enroll in reading classes without
direct prior knowledge on the instruc-
tor's part of competencies and defic.en-
cies which exist in major reading
skills. A student may enroll in any
one of several sections, and the total
enrollment of a given class mavtresult
in an extremely variable group of stu-
dents insofar as the ranges of achieve-
ment levels and types of reading defi-
ciencies are concerned In this case,
further classroom organization to pro-
vide for the differentiation of instruc-
tion would be 'imperative. Condition
two is operative where there have been
some evidences ofi-eading deficiency as
a result of screening measures.
Assignments are made or voluntary
enrollees are directed t' sections in
terms of a specific reading achieve,-tent
level. Where students are directed to
specific classes on the basis of their
levels of performance in reading
and/or the manifest nature of this
reading problem, the resulting classes
may not show as broad a range in
achievement levels, bin the Nariation ili
types of reading problems may be as
great as in condition one. Condition
three occurs more typically in clinical
situations where a complete diagnosis

is made and assignment or recommen-
dations.'are given on the basis of spe-
cific knowledge of reading strengths.
weaknesses, and probable inhibiting
factors. This condition is character-
ized liv a situation wherein the student
is assigned to particular instructional
units after seeking help in reading fol=
lowing more intensive diagnostic
procedures. Assignments may he to
small groups or recommendations
made for tutorial sen ices.

Decisions made in regard to
subgrouping in a class consisting of be-
tween ten and twenty students will
have given consideration to equally as
many sets of reading problems as re-
vealed by" individual reading profiles.
Grouping does not eliminate the need
for individualizing instruction : it is
simply another stratagem which may
serve the sanie purpose. There are
likely to exist some common elements
of possessed !earnings as well as com-
mon deficiencies which may serve as
bases for grouping and regrotming.
Where classes have been established
prior to the identification of reading
needs, there may be more variation in
levels -a achievement than where the
classes hate been formed on the/ basis
of results of survey and analytical
reading measures. In effect, the least
amount of subgrouping may he re-
quired where. more character :.-tics of
th^ reader have been considere ", in the
initial identification of wf aknesses
prior ilio assignment
reading classes.

Of StlIdellIs to

Categorizing needs for grouping
among college students

Determining the types of subgroups
be formed w ithin a cla.zs presup-

poses clearly defined peogram objec-
tives as welras identifiable levels and
variations of existing reading prob-
lems. Cues for grouping lerive from
program emphases. all of which may
not be of a cognitit e nature. There
are important affective objectives
which may influence the structuring of
specific groups. More often the read-
ing program seeks to effect positive
changes in work-study skills, vocal a-
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lary development techniques. percep-
tual behaviors. and skills which pro-
mote accurate and rapid comprehen-
sion, selection, and synthesis of other
skills appropriate for particular pur-
poses. The reading program will fur-
ther seek to effect positive changes in
attitudes toward reading which are im-
portant as a major aspect of lifelong-
learning and enjoyment.

Although programs may- be guided
generally 1w similar lists of objectives.
emphases upon certain aspects of de-
veloi-nient will vary from program to
program. Subgroupings should reflect
these variations in orientation. For
example, there are programs which
focus primarily upon the development
of techniques in specific skill areas and
offer intensive instruction in vocabu-
lary development. rapid reading, and
reading for various types of compre-
hension: or a multi-skills approach in
which a unit of instruction is designed
to foster each skill taught. In such an
instance the student may be enrolled in
either of the separate courses or in a
multi-skills course where each skills
unit must he completed according to
prescription. In either case, the
learner may engage in essentially the
same activities although the pacing
mat- vary from indi%idual to individ-
ual.

A second kind of orientation is evi-
denced by the reading program which
is structured arot nd reading and study
skills vital to achieving success in

- areas of content. Instructional units
are then organized around skills-
clusters thought to be valuable for pur-
poseful reading in specific areas. Such
an approach has been called a work-
study approach (1).

Still another type of organization is
the laboratory designed. more diagnos-
tic approach-. The procedures are
clinically oriented and seek to cocas in-
struction on the specific immediate
reading needs of the learner after thor-
ougi and intensit e diagnosis. An :in-
p ortant variation of this more indi-
vidualized approach is seen in the
guidance-oriented program (2). In the
diagnosis for this type of program, care

is taken to ferret out what might lie
called inhibiting personality and emo-
tional factors. in an effort to provide a
learning climate through %Illicit the
student can build positive attitudes to-
ward reading and make favorable ad:
pistil toward learning and success
in the college conimunitv. Reading in-
struction within this program may be
-organized around interests or sus-
pected reading needs as readily as
around diagnosed reading deficiencies.

.. particular college reading class,
then. may be designed and described in
terms of 1) the let els of achiex mem
of students enrolled. 2) the types of
reading and/or learning problems en-
countered among the enrollees, and 3)
the scope of broader Objectives tt Inch
guide the total program. How do
these factors combine to suggest possi-
ble subgronpings? It is conceivable
that a broad range of instructional ob-
jectives would accommodate the for-
mation of a larger number of
subgroups for different instructional
purposes. Such a possibility is quite
important if adequate provision for
learner needs is to is made in a more
heterogeneous class.- On the other
hand. more restrictive objectifies could
accommodate only a limited number of
groups with limited variation in pur-
po.e. Conceiu ably, these groups could
offer possibilities for more intensive in-
struction and opportunities for sub-
stantial practice and stabilization of ac-
quired skills. 'For more heterogeneous
classes. these restrictions could be
problematic in terms of provisions for
differences in learner needs. For
classes which have been formed with
regard for particular learner deficien-
cies on the basis of a reading diagno-
sis. such restrictions may facilitate the
attainment of instructional goals. It
follows then, that some system must he
demised for attending to the needs of
remedial students %then the class com-
position is highly heterogeneous and
program objectives are' restrictive in
nature Conversely, where program
objectives are broad in scope and the
units of instruction are of such design
that each student must engage in brief,
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less intensive practice in many areas, a
problem arises with relation to stu-
dents whose needs have been identified
and who would require intensive in-
struction and practice in a specific
skills area.

Concepts of grouping

Some would contend that there
should be as many subgroups within a
classroom as there are individuals.
Such a plan implies completely indivi-
dualized instruction, which would be
an ideal condition; however, there are
values which may be credited- to
subgrouping. Among the more com-
monly recogniz.A \--dues are the fol-
lowing:

I. Efficiency. Students may exhibit
eommini reading problem, and eei-
(knee similar levels of competence.
On certain occasions, where time and
available spare preclude individual
instruction. intensive in,truction may
be given to sulutroupint.,,s of student,
with common skills problems.

2. Student interaction. An actual need
exists for subgrouping when inter-
action among students could enhance
the development of certain vital in-
terpretative, ana4tical, or evaluative
skills

3. Ortrntation and the development of
desirable attitude pattern,. At the
beginning of a reading course it is
perhaps essential that students be-
come familiar kith the reading pro-
cess so they may recognize the kind=
of problems likely to be encountered
by their Mime students as melt as
themselves. This realization can
serve to create an awareness of' the
universality of certain leading defi-
ciencies. thereby setting conditions
conducive to more posinee attitudes
toward reading improvement

Grouping is justified only insofar as
the grouping strategy will order condi-
tions wherein the learner is directed
toward the attainment of specific goals.
The subgroup for instruction is more
often a temporary, more restricted se-
lection of students whose needs have
constituted the primary data source
for its formation. In addition to a
recognition of common reading defi-
ciencies, a full ass areness of what the
learner has already accomplishedhis
strengthsis vital to the successful
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formation of an instructional group.
Further, the effectiveness of a
subgroup may well depend upon re-
lated, factors such as I ) the amounts
and kinds of tasks required of the stu-
dent, 2) fte kind and intensity of par-
ticipation required of the student. and
3) the amount of teacher direction nec-
essar for optimal productivity and
progress of the group.

_Grouping strategies

leans of implementing established
program objectives, while considering
learner needs, vary in terms of pro-
gram orientation. Different ap-
proaches l'hO' he identified and possi-
ble- typeS of g.oupings suggested on
the basis of certain emphases of ',he
program approach.

The skills centered approach
Throughout. this kind of program,

emphasis is upon the intensive stu( of
specific sets of skills such as 1) voc,b-
ulary development. 2) basic compre-
hension. 3) interpretative, analytical,
and evalnative techniques in compre-
hension. 4) selection and synthesis of
appropriate reading skills for specific
purposes. and 5) flexibility in the se-
lection of rates of comprehension.
Within this kind of program a \ arietv
of practice materials may be employed
for intensive practice of skills related
to the major area of emphasis.
Instructional devices and programed
materials are specifically selected to
provide a variety of activities while fo-
cusing on one major problem area.

Since each majcir skills area is com-
prised of a cluster of subskills, the ini-
tial practice exercises for members of a
class may be designed or selected to
diagnose learner competence in each of
the subareas. For example; compo-
nent skills which promote vocabulary
growth might he a) using a variety of
clues to suggest special meanings of
terms in a given context, and b) em-
ploying the technique of using struc-
tural elements of a word to aid in the
determination of meaning and to be
followed by the use of context and
then dictionary verification of mean-
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ing. In many instances. subsets of
skills can be arranged in such a se-
quence that the learner masters the
least analytical skills first and then
proceeds to the study of more complex
olxrations. Utilizing the component
skills of the problem area as the organ-
izing elements for subgrouping facili-
tates the formation of short-term
groups. where there is evidence of this
need. This strategy for grouping is
patterned after instructional proce-
dures characterist;c of individualized,
clinical. diagnostic teaching.

Mechanically oriented &mit-ants.
There is evidence thrift mechanically

oriented approaches make extensive
use of visual and auditory instructional
devices such as 1) rapid exposure
devices for perceptual praciice. 2)
sequential visual present_tions for pm;
poses of establishing efficient eye-
movement patterns. and 3) pacing de-
vices for rate training in conjunction
with specially selected exercises for
practice -wider more natural reading
conditions.

Using the same materials and in-
structional devices for all students with
a common reading deficiency will not
necessarily achieve desirable ends.
Judicious and 'selective use of devices
such as those described above might
proceed on the basis of a) the students'
need for external motivation. some.
knowledge of the learning style of the

c) .comparabilitv of- the
level of achievement and soPhistication
of the, individuals' considered for the
group, and d) the probable functioning
of each individual when working inde-
pendently and under varying degrees
of stress. Where such an approach is
used. it is importaiirurestabIish,at the
outset. some awareness of the purposes
for which the particular exercises are
being undertaken, and of tlieir_ relation-

., ship to the total reading act. -

Guidance oriented approaches
Objectives formulated for this -ap-

proach appear to be more _broadly con-
ceived ; that is, goals are not restricted
to the attainment of a specific set of
skills and techniques useful for efficient

reading. The development of positive
'attitudes and behaviors with relation-
ship to reading. personal adjustment to
the demands of the college community:
and competence in the performance of
academic tasks are central foci in this
more personality oriented- approach.
In effect. the development of reading
skills appear to fie consciously and de-
liberately related to, but subordinate
to, the larger educational purpose.
Spache maintains -that the diagnosis
for the -guidance approkh- should at-
tempt to' determine whether reading
problems are a reflection of other ad-
justment problems (2). It is deter-
mined whether the individual can learn
toi-eady better. whether it is advisable
to initiate reading instruetion. and
whether reading instruction. if under-
taken. skill help with the. individual's
personal organization and college ad-
justment.

Where the total college reading pro-
gram is -directed by a gnidance-
centered approach. opportunities for
subgrouping are numerous but the
groups are not necessarily organized
around major areas of reading skills.
Rather. factors such as vocational or
academic goals, interest. specific study
habits. or complementary attitiu:es
skills niav direct the formation of
subgroups. Specific personal features
are the basis for the organization of
specific' subgroupi; For example. spe-
cific. bases, which have been suggested
in the literature. for grouping consid=

= orations in this kind or program show
certain learning conditions which may
be preferred or needed by different
kinds of learners. Some individuals
require directive textbook-oriented in-

.

struction while others may be more
iireidlictive engaging in lakoratory
practice with a minimum of direction.
Still another student may profit from
"supportive machine training** as much
as would some individuals who need
closely supervised individual' work
(2).

The work-study approach'
A work-study approach to reading

improvement has been described by
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Carter (1). This approach utilizes
textbooks as the main materials and
deals primarily in skills-clusters useful
for proficient reading in specific sub-
ject areas. Carter identifies instruc-
tional emphases which reflect increas-
ing levels of complexity: I) identifying
ideas, 2) interpreting ideas, and 3)
evaluating ideas. Competencies in per-
forming these tasks within each sub-
ject area becolue learning objectives
for the student. The subject areas se-
lected ate dependent upon courses in
which the student is enrolled so that
he may apply learned techniques in the
daily preparation of course assignments.

Through ar_efully designed diagnos-
tic exercises based on selections from a
variety of subject matter areas. esti-
mates can be made relative to the ex-
tent to which a learner evidences profi-
ciency at each of the levels identified
above, Student profiles then become
the data source upon which sub-groups
will be formed. Variables influencing
grouping decisions might be a) subject
areas in which the student is enrolled.
b) subject areas in which the lowest.
levels of proficiency are evidenced, c)
learner's preference as to the subject
area in which he feels most limited. d)-
common ,levels of achievement, and e)
similar skills deficiencies in a particu-
lar subject area. Within this frame-
work, grouping should provide condi-
tions which are quite favorable for
maximal learning.

Summary

Definitive grouping schemes for re-
medial instruction should be structured
with respect for differences in I) poli-
cies governing the selection and classi-
fication of enrollees for the college
reading program. 2) the nature of in-
structional units or classes within the
total program. 3) objectives guiding
the selection of activities and materials
for the program, and 4) the organiza-
tional elements of the program. Pri-
mar determinants of appropriate sub-
groups for remedial instruction are 1)
the specific personal and reading do-
ficiencies of the learner and 2) the
orientation and emphases within a par-
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titular college program. The forma-
tion of groups within the class must be
directed toward specific purposes. the

----ginupstherrrselyes- being flexible and of
a temporary nature. Probably no one
grouping pattern will fit more than one
particular set of circumstances: there-
fere. the reading teacher's strategy for
making decisions relative to grouping
must become an integral part of on-
going instructional procedures.
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Capitalizing on Multi-Level
Materials in Grouping

for Instruction

FA,. ARD G. tit NIMERS
Indiana University

THE TITLE of this presentation refers
to two very important issues in devel-
oping and improving reading instruc-
tion at the serondary level. The first
issue is the matter of effectively organ-
izing' reading instruction and the sec-
ond is the issue of selection of ade-
quate materials to meet the reading
needs of students at this level. Both
issues stein from the simple fact that
students differ in their abilities to leara
and profit from instruction- and these
differences increase even more mark-
edly as students approach -the junior
and senior Nigh school levels. The
two issues have been attacked Wore
in the literature on secondary reading
and repeatedly in IRA conventions
in recent yeati.' In the last seven

' Summers, Edward G. "International
Reading Association Conference Proceedings
Reports on Secondary Reading." ERIC/
CRIER Reading Review Series, September
1%7, Bloomington. Indiana. 28 pp.
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years. beginning with the 1960 New
Frontiers in Reading Conference. the
IRA conventions have included more
than 175 papers on reading at the
secondary level. Since the Philadel-
phia' convention in 1964 there has
been a virtual explosion in papers deal-
ing with secondary reading. One
might attribute this to the fact that
contentions are getting bigger and big-
ger. flowerer. there is more to it than
that. The actual iwrcentage of papers
on secondary reading in proportion to
the number on other topics took a big
leap at the Philadelphia convention
and has been steadily rising since
Previous ixwers have dealt with topics
such as: organizing reading prOgrams.
proxiding needed personnel in reading.
methods and grouping for instruction.
developing various skills in reading.
materials for-reading instruction.= read-
ing development in* content areas. &-
yd.ping interests anal tastes in read-
ing. the library and reading program.
diagnosis and treatment of reading
problems, linguistics and reading.
reading and the bilingual student, and
reading and the disadvantaged. A
glance through the Seattle program in-
dicates that the interest generated in
secondary reading continues. A look
at the papers presented in the two
areas of methods and grouping and
materials substantiates the interest in
these two topics.

The two issues of methods of group-
ing and materials stem from the recog-
nition that individual differences exist
in secondary school populations. One
thing is certainwherever in the sec-
ondary school we wish to look for indi-
vidual differences we most certainh
will. find them. This is particularly
true of differences in reading ability
and achievement. The teacher might
be facing students with a range in
reading ability of from 3 tq 8 years.
What we do about the diffetences we
find depends on several factors. One
of the most crucial factors is the ability
of the secondary teacher to recognize
the importance of the reading differ-
ences and their effect on overall stu-
dent achievement. The amount of

previous training in meeting individual
differences. either during the under-
graduate or graduate Years or through
ill-service work. is another important
factor. There are encouraging signs
that increased training through all ave-
nues is being more widely provided.

At the secondary level we do not
find one group of adolescents but many
different groups amid subgroups.
These vary within a school and be-
tween schools in different pans of a
city and schools in different cities.
The variability is particularly evident
in the tool skill of reading. There is
wide variation in the ability of students
to utilize reading effectively in coping .

with the study materials of content
areas. There is wide variation in the
ability of some students to apply oasic
reading skills -involved in even recog-
nizing and working with common
words found in printed materials.
Sonic students with reading skills
which may not he developed beyond
the fifth grade level have to attempt to
cope with tenth. eleventh. and twelfth
grade textbooksif they have not yet
dropped out from the sheer frustration.
anxiety, and boredom of making *!me
effort of coping with an impossibit-
task without the necessary tools.
Although we have made remarkable
strides -since the early nineteen hun-
dreds the fact remains that our holding
power in the secombry schools is still
not astounding beyond the age of six-
teen. I'm rot maintaining that if you
have a dropout you automatically also
have a reading problem. flowe%er. in-
vestigations have revealed in numerous
instances that reading ability, or lack
of it. is an important variable related
to the constellation of factors nwolveil
in school leaving.

There-is also variability in the
.ability of students to apply the reading,
skills needed in developing re; diness
for college. The sex: step in the aca-
demic ladder for better than fifty per-
cent of our secondary students i- the
start of a four year college program. I
believe we are gradually beginning to
adopt the point of view that the sec-
ondary school has sonic respionsibility
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in supplying instruction which will en-
able students to clqw with the reading
demands of college level learning.
Although nninerous problems still
exist in developing effective programs
of instruction.

The point I am stressing is that we
do not have :t single. large, rather gen-
eralized group of adolescents in sec-
ondary sclitols in terms of reading
ability and needs. but several groups
and subgroups within groups. In
looking at programs which are devel-
oping at the secondary level we see an
increasing lumber of schools develop-
ing.--inimvati.e. differentiated programs
tor subgroups of adolescents with
different needs in reading. Two
major adjustments are possible on the
part of the teacher: I) an attempt can
be made to match the instructioaa1
method to individual differences; 2i
an attempt can be made to matcli the
instructional material to individual
differences. The suggestion of this
paper is that there is a logical interac-
tion between the two and that we
match both instructional materials and
instructional methods to cope with in-
dividual differences.

In matching instructional method to
needs and differences we attempt to
group in some way for instruction. In
essence. we are recognizing the exist-
ence of subgroups within the larger
group of adolescents and attempting-to
at least individualize instruction as
much as we are realistically able to.
The ideal way to nwet such differences
is to provide instruction on a com-
pletely one- to-one Socratic basis.
However. this is seldom possiblz. eco-
nomically in-our educational system so
we at least try to work with some
gross grouping related to common
needs.

Programs can he built arou id three
familiar patterns: developmental. re-
medial. or corrective reading instruc-
tion. The patterns which have evolved
in secondary schools to provide read-
ing instruction are extremely varied:2

6retu. Ronald. "Reading Programs in
Secondary Schools: Occasional Papers- in-
Reading. Indiana University School of Edu-
cation. July 1967. 25 pp.
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We are all familiar with the read-
ing laboratory pattern type _a_ lim-
ited instruction where students are
brought in for instruction either as a
supplement to regular classes or in
conjunction with instruction in a con-
tent areausually English. In some
schtxtls reading instruction is offered
as part of instruction in the regular
English class using special materials
with either an itinerant reading in-
structor or English teacher.

Reading instruction can be found at
varing points throughout the second-
ary program. In some schools classes
are offered at the transitional points in
the curriculumreading -for seventh
graders or reading for tenth graders.
Classe- ate often found for college
bound students at the upper secondary
level.

You do not have to work in th area
of secondary reading very long'l -_fore
you realize the "stop gap.' or conrwo-
mise nature of most of the progr. in:
offered and the need for better orga.n-
zation of instruction and adequatel:
trained teachers. Ve are some way
off from the ideal goal of providing
reading instruction at the secondary
level in the right amounts, at the right
time for all students

Ve need to better identify and at an
earlier stage, those students in need of
developmental. corrective, remedial.
and even clinical instruction in read-
ing_ The real challenge is in develop=
ing adequate resources to attack the
problem of needed reading skills at the
base of the problemin the content
fields. We need more and better pro-
grams to prepare prostwetiye teachers
and to provide needed upgrading for
teachers already teaching.

In addition to using grouping to de-
velop manageable instructional units
we can capitalize on multi-level mate-
rials to aid in adjusting to individual
differences. I am not going to quote
lists of materials that are available for
use in working with different groups of
students. Such lists are readily avail-
able in other sources. However, I
would like to stress the use of multi-
level materials that provide pretesting
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awl random entry for students at var--
ying ability levels. Once-adequate in-
structional objectives are established,
and needed reading skills - identified.-
any number of multi-level materials
can be constructive for use. Some
good commercial kits are available but
the teacher needs to be able to develop
his "own sets of material to use with
differently diagnosed patterns of need.
The reading teacherand more in-

c./ creasingly in -recent years, the content-
teieher at the secondary levelhas the
wherewithal to develop packages of
varied materials broad skill areas to
use in meeting tt..- n needs of secondary
students if he has the training to assess
reading needs of students. recognices
the i portatice of reading as a tool in
subj t achievement and personal
gren th and development, and if he is
(One reed about aiding_ students to
solve their problems and improve read-
ing tidy. We do need to develop
bowl; sources of information on mate-
rials that are available and also develop
better Kriteria in judging _materiels ap-
pro0-iafe for use in reading programs.

The two topics, organizing reading
instruction and selection of adequate
instructional materials, have bett and:
wilt continue to be important points
for discussion and debate in imple-
menting secondary reading programs.

A Grouping Plan Capitalizing-
on the Individualized Reading

- Approach.

LYMAN C. HUNT. J.
1-'Diversit of Vermont

THE EOLLOUING STATEMENT =by one
seventh grade, teacher on the issue of
grouping in the classroom is remark-
ably insightful:

1, personally. like an individual group.
and whole-class organiza$jon depending
el the learning situation, Time is pry-
cius--never mote so than-those fleeting
minutes allotted to each class. ..The im.
portant thing is to have something "hap--
pen." It is dangerous to set patterns for
an approach...to teaching. Whereas the
youngster feels security in an estahlkhed
schedule, the greatest danger is a dtvel-
opment of detached boredom. The "best

way" is the nay that leads to an indi-
vidual involvement t/i.

Truly, little more nee ds to be 'said.
However, an effort will be made to
show specifically how the ideas so suc-
cinctly expressed relate to the individ-
ualized reading program.

In the individualized reading pro-
gram. a variety of arrangements and
organizations are used within the
classroom. Tine watchword is flexibil-
ity. Grouping patterns .must not be-
come rigid. There are several impor-
tant interactions between- teacher and
pupil or pupils. Other- secondary in-
teractions occur between and among
pupils themselves when they work as
partners or in friendship groups. In
individualized reading- as the name
implies, the primary interaction is a

_one to -one relationship between teacher
and pupil. Typically this relationship
occurs dining the individual conference
and is the heart: of the program but
certainly does not preclude other ar-
rangements.

The misciincinion 1rers1 t> that the
teacher:pupil conference is the only
kind of interaction between teacher
and __pupils in individualized reading_
To the contrary, frequently the teacher
will work with class subgroups. In
addition, there are numerous occasions
during the individualized reading pro-
gram when ,the teacher works with the
whole cla,ss. Our intent is to examine
arrangements in some detail. Nit tirst
something must be said about the im-
portance of independence and self-
reliance as displayed by pupils.

The rtance of independence
The success of any reading program

and the type of classroom organization
which underlies it are a function of the
degree of independence exhibited by
the Children. Certainly self-direction
is particularly important to individual-
ized reading. To succeed with individ-
ualized reading the teachers must help
each child attain the highest degree of
self-reliance possible. The goal must
be for each child to work quietly, care-
fully, conscientiously, and consistently,
with a sense of his own purpose and
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direction. Upon completing one task
he must know how to mixe on to the
next. He must learn to choose wisely
from among several, alternate tasks.

The following chart exemplifies ac-
tivities suitable for quiet work time in
the first grade.

QUIET WORK TIME
Use a soft voice. -
Do your work without disturbing others.
Finish one job and go on to another job.
You can

do a number paper
draw a picture
urite a story -

paint at the easel
look at a book
read a book
play with blocks
work a puzzle (game)
playa story
play in the playhouse

The teacher, soon realizes that she
must take as much time -at the-begin-
ning of the school year -to teach inde-
pendence and self-reliance as she does
to (caching reading or arithmetic or
anything else. By so doing she will
have tak ii a long step forward toward`
guaranteeing positive results in the
days ahead. Taking the extra few
minutes to teach quiet independent
work habits is crucial. The individ-
ualized readimL program cannot be
truly svccessfiff without- this ingre-
dient. Many teachers fail on this iac-
tor.

Classroom organization;
teat her .to- total class

During the individualized reading
program the teacher works With' the
total-class as a unit on numerous occa-
sions and for a variety of reasons.
The opening moments of- the quiet or
silent reading time are most imporlant.
Here atmosphere is established; set-
tling down is accomplished; directions
are given. Each reader is reminded of
the tasks he must accomplish.

A chart may he used for, this pur-
pose:

QUIET ItEADING TIME
' Have Conference

Read Silently
Select Books)

Write Summary
Study Vocabulary

Read to PartntIr

All must understand that these arc
the legitimate activities one engages in
during the quiet reading time. Some
will need a good deal more "instruc-
tional guidance'. than will others prior
to fitting neatly into this pattern. The
gossips, wanderers, and time wasters
will have to learn that there are better
uses for their -time. Daily reminders
are necessary for_a while:

This way of -working is markedly
different in structure; consequently,
many pupils are unaccustomed to it.
Much more self-direction and self-
motivatice- are needed here than in the
more typical three-group patterns.

There are always a few who will
need frequent direction prior to learn-
ing these new patterns of behavior in
reading time. Those lacking self-
direction and independence will ,need
more "instructional guidance."' more
firm direction. The teacher needs pa-
tience and persistence. It is a wise
move for the teacher to spend a few
moments with the class as a whole
prior to becoming invoked with indi-
vidual or small group instruction.
The dividends arewbrth it.

The total class conference folhneing si-
lent reading] time"

Throtigh the personal conference the
teacher really )earns about the children
as readers and- about the books they
choose tit read. The richness of the

-personal contact makes the conference
uniquely -vital. There is so much to
talk 'about and so many books to dis-
ctei-s that there is always the desire to

_prolong the conference. But always
there are so many children that' there
is never -enough fime to .talk suffi-
siently with each child. Many truly
interesting conferences have to be cut
short.

To augment suggestions given to in-.,

dividual children during itukidual
conferences, a brief evaluation period
can bedield with the total class at the'
conclusion of the daily silent reading
time. -Here, with the individual
conference, the artistry of teaching is
,exhibited through the questions asked.
-Several suggested question; are listed
which can be used effectively to prime
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the discussion. The teacher must real-
ize that on any given day a different
particular combination of questions
could be used :

1. Did you have a good reading period
today ? I )id you read well Did
you get a lot done?
Did you read better today than yes-
terda%
Were you able to Concentrate belay
on your silent reading:

4. Did the Ideas in the book hold your
attention Did you have the feeling
of moving right along w ith them?
Did you have the feeling of wanting
to go ahead faster to find out se hat
happened? Were you constantly
moving ahead to get to the next
good part:
Was it hard for you to keep your
mind on what you were reading
today?

7. Were you bothered by others or by
outside noises?

a Could von keep the ideas in your
hook straight in your mind:

9 Did you get mixed up in any place?
Did you have to go hack and
straighten yourself out?

10. Were there words you did not
know ? How did you figure them
out.

II. 'hat did you do when you got to
the good parts: Did you read
faster or slower:

12. Were you always counting to see
how many pages you had to go?
\Vele vou wondering how long it
would take you to finish?

13. Were you kind of hoping that the
hook would go on and onthat it
would not really end?

By generating a discussion about the
nature, quality, and quantity of reading
accomplished by the class during silent
reading time, the teacher helps to build
a concept within each child about the
kind of reader he is becoming and of
what he needs to do to improve his
own reading. Thus the- development
of the self-image, the concept of what
the geimi reader does, emerges. This
concept of the good reader, along with
knowing what one must do to become
one, is the fotuidation of improved
reading performance by each child.
Consequently, this evaluation session,
while. brief, can be invaluable. It
should occur almost daily.

Rook sharing by one pupil with total
class

Book sharing time is second in nu--
portice only to quiet reading time.
What are often rather routine and (ks-
ultory descriptions by children of
books read can eventually produce
some. near riots by several eager read-
ers who want to l-)e next in line to ;,yet
their hands on a particularly popular
hook. True, sonic children never learn
how to sell a book or make it seem ex-
citing. But many (16. Sharing a good
book ran be their big moment. and
man. children will be quite impatient
while awaiting their turns to la about
an unusuall good book.

Using a printed guide sheet. can
make the book-sharing Period much
more vital and dynamic. It may be
posted on the chalk hoard or on a
bulletin board. One _teacher's chart
reads as follows:

Hi! I'm Mr. Book. To share me. tell :
1. My name. .

2. Who wrote me.
3. lf l'm, a good book.
4. About a very good part.
5. About a very good picture.
b. Then read a little hit so people can

hear some of me.

It may take_smile persistent effOrt on
the part of sonic children to learn to
follow thiA form and vet make their
books sound exciting to others. But it
can be done. Emphasis is placed on
practicing a part which, when read
aloud to the group, stimulates others to
read the book. Frequently during the
individual conference the discussion
centers on book sharing. The steps
are reviewed with the child, Some
iI41e to be reminded to practice the
part which will be read orally to the
group. Some have to be urged to
practice, and for a few practice is re-
quired. But stress is placed on the
value of fluent oral re.lding of the part
of a book to be shared with the whole
class, The pupils must be keenly aware
that the quality of oral reading may de-
termine how-well they sell their books
to other readers.
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Subgrouping within' total
class situations

The notion continues that c/a.s
subgroups are not permissible within
IR P structure nor that it is customary
for the teacher to work with
snligroups. The fact that stable. per-
manent ability groups are not used
may he the sofirce of confusion.
There a:-e. however, a variety of Ober'
class subgrotqiings which are fre-
quently emploed by teachers who use
11W.

Class subgroups can be organized
along mans different dimensions other
than reading levels. Teachers may
call group; together according to the
particular reading skills or activities to
be taught. At otl'er times discussion
groups may be formed according to
types or classifications of books read.
Such discussions can be based on large
general classifications or can be inure
specific in nature. For example, one
time discussion can center on factual
or information I books and on fanciful
stories the next day. Specifically, in-
s itations can be issued to all children
with animal, people (biogfaphy),
;fumy (humor). adventure, mystery,
family situation, science, or whatever
type of book the teacher designates.
Once again the reading circle is
formed. But in this instance each
child has a different booka book he
has chosen to read. The common ele-
ment is the type of book being rear
and not the relative performance les
of the reader.

The pattern of questioning is not
highly structured but emanates from
the kind of material hieing read d
from the interest of the children in
their books. The following imaginary
discussion is based on a small group
discussion where each child has read a
fanciful or imaginary hook.
Teacher : Each of you has a book
which is imaginative, don't you?
Some of the books are really fantastic,
like Jean's Dr. Seuss honk.
David, is your book more like report-
ingtelling what happened and how it
happenedor is it quite imaginative?
David : Boy. it's way out !

t Several other cliildrt n are queried
along the_ dimension of relatively fac-
tual to highly imaginative. The books
sary with regard to this quality : the
teacher emphasizes the realits-fantass
continuum.)
Teacher: !low do we get books which
are fanciful? IVIiere do these ideas
come from ?
Debbie. From the author.
Teacher: Yes, but where does the wri-
ter get these ideas?
Ken : In his head.
Teacher: Yes. in his mind : 1w makes
them up. Can we say that thcsc hooks
are really true: do the things in- fliem
really take place?
Children : Nrr!
Aim: Most of the things in-my book
club In't happen.
Teacher: Can we say these idel's are
real ideas? -
Albert: Ya ! Some guy thought 'em
up. He had 'eni in leis head. Ile got
them front soniewiLTe.
Teacher: But there is a difference be-
tween telling w ha actually happened
and telling alloot something we just
imagine happen
Children in chore : Yes.
Robin : But they ,ere make some won-
derful reading.
Teacher: Now I scant each of vo':
find in his book ore or two olac. s
where the ideas are 1, .-t fair -Lit .,r
where the writer has old something
that just couldn't "happen. V. ell see
who has a part in his boo:- with tl
most iniagination.
(Children search for places in their
books exemplifying the gre_ t st de-
grees of fantasy... Turns are given to
various children to read the fanciful
parts: following several renditions ac-
cording to limits of time, a decision is
made regarding the greatest display of
imaginative power by the various au-
thors. Two or three children hold out
for their particular book being most
fanciful.)

This abbreviated. al 1 to some ex-
tent simulated, discussion is intended
to show how fundamental qualities
basic to reading comprehension can be
deseloped through group discussion.
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Tlw teacher, by observing reactions of
various children, can add to her cata-
log of items about each child's reading.
Does the child respond to the finer dis-
criminations within the dimension of
reality -fantasy A teacher must oh-
sers:e these responses to know the child
frilly as a reader, All the cherished
%Ales of group interaction can be real -
iretl within tnis situation.

Similar dialog-could have been pre-
sented tor a variety of qualities found
between the covers- but below the sur-
lace print of hundreds of children's
hooks Several inure important quail-
ties are Li Humorextend- under-
standing of what constitutes funniness
and humor; 2) Biographyfidelity
with which the qualities and character-
istics of central person are developed.
Is there an honest portrayal of posi-
tive and iterative elements 3)
Mysterymanner by which the writer
developed the aura of mystery and ex-
tem to which situations ate contrived
or natural, and 4) Family Situation
exploration of validity by the author
in recording behavior and reactions of
persons within the story to critical
uoints, t how would the children who
'ire reading react in sin ila
Itilationsr9

it 1: vital that teachers de -clop a fa-
. wy for = asking questions and generat-
ing discussion_ The trick is to use
questions which orient the reader to
the nature anti type of literaturei.e.,
-,;hat makes it funny or what makes it
mysterious, or so on. The climax is to
lead the discussion to a compai -)ti of
the extent or degree to wl,ict, the it
deriving quality is pre By having.
each child find the mi. r imaginative
part in his book, comparisons can be
made_ After several children have
shared their own fanciful parts. a deci-
sion can be made regarding whose is
least realistiC. Insight is gained rela-
:lye to types and degrees of imagina-
tion, Such insights are basic to im-
proved reading performance.

The summation of responses given
by children over a series of group con-
ferences becomes highly revepling.
The generalized impressions the

teacher gains about a particular child
can be refined and verified within the
scope of tile individual teacher-pupil
conference. Thus the group confer-
ence is a valuable part of the total
classroom arrangement.

Skills Subgroups
Instructional groups are frequently

grained to meet the particular needs of
particular pupils. I eachers notice, as
a result of accumulated observation
and records, that some children need
additional help with one or more par-
ticular word or contextual skill. To
give them this particular instruction a
temporary subgroup will be formed.

Skill groups may be formed when
two br more children in a classroom
need the same kind of extra assistance
in order to progress in reading with
greater ease and fewer tensions. To
organize skills groups of this sort, the
teacher must be alert to each child's
responses and reactions in the various
other reading situations. Si e must
constantly be on the awrt for barriers
which prevent the child from reading
fluently and efficiently.

Once grouped for instruction on a
particular skill, the teacher continues
with the group until the partrattitu- in-
structional goals ha"e been ac' urn-
plishid. Then it is dismissed, restruc-
tured. or reorganized with another set
of children and a new teaching objec-
tive.

Teachers frequently refer to this
classroom arrangement as subgrouping
by invitation. Once the lesson has
beet; -It-flounced, all those who feel so
inclined join the instructional setting.
The teacher, of course, offers a special
invitation to a selected few. And she
makes sure that they accept. But oth-
ers are welcome. By careful and con-
stant referral to her checklist of skills,
the teacher can visualize rather readily
which basic reading skills she needs to
teach and which children to invite.

Classroom arrangement:
the individu4 conference

The teachc-pupci conference is a
highly personal matter ; it is an expres-
sion of the two persons involvedthe
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teacher and the pupil. The personality
of each colors the situation and in es-
sence determines the nature of each
conference. No one can prescribe ex-
actly what the teacher should say or
do. No one should try. The teacher's
personality must, of course, dominate
and determine the pattern and tone for
every Conference. She is the constant
iactor : she is always there. On the
other hand, the child's personality is
the independent variablethe unpre-
dictable ingredient which makes each

, conference a unique and highly indi-
vidual teaching-learning experience.
The child's reactions and responses to
the books and materials being read be-
come the focal point of the teacher-

tpupil conferencethe object of the
teacher's observations.

The intent here, then, is to present
generalized patterns which typically
occur during conference time. Hope-
fully, models or types can be estab-
lished to aid teachers in developing
skill and deftness in handling the con-
ference situations, while the same
time cautioning each teacher once
more that she mu.;t be the prime
mover of the conference. She must be
instrumental in developing it into a
successful activity. Her art and power
of asking questions and responding in-
stantly and intelligently to the child's
reactions with more questions are the
key to success. It is her responsibility
to initiate the action; most children
will take of front the stitimlus which
she provides.

The conference time should not be a
time for merely assuring oneself that
the child has read and remembered
every part of every page of his book.
Undoubtedly the worst command that a
teacher can give in conference time is
"Tell me about your book," or phrased
differently, "Tell me everything you
can remember about your book." Nor
is the conference the time to elicit
answers to a long list of factual ques-
tions about every part of each book.
The conference time is not the place
where the teacher needs to sit with an
individual child and listen to him read
long passages orally or to record the

many mistakes he makes by seeing
how many words he does not know.
By contrast, the conference time must
give the child an opportunity to reveal
his strength as a reader through his
personal responses to the book which
he, himself, has chosen to 'read. The
teacher's task is to assess the reader
rather than the content of the book
which has be 'n read,

Much has een reported in the liter-
ature on t e .individual conference.
For addition al specific helps the reader ,

is referred t material wherein the art
of skillfull uestioning has been de-
scribed (2, 3 3).

Summary
The point, too frequently forgotten,

to be remembered pertains to instruc-
tional procedures on the one hand and
classroom organization on the other.
First of all, the teacher teaches: she
arranges the classroom io facilitate the
teaching. To do otherwise is to re'
verse the order. Class organization is
a consequence of instructional pat-
terns. The rigid arrangement so fre-
quently associated with the three-
ability group arrangement must be
avoided.

Successful teaching means fitting the
classroom organization to instructional
goals. Flexibility shown through uti-
lizing many different organizational ar-
rangements is the answer.
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Reducing the Phoniness in
Teacher Education

ALLAN MUSKOPF
Wisconsin State University

ONE. OF THE MAIN PROBLEMS any
teacher faces is how to make school,
which by its very nature is phony, into
something that is real. Gathering stu-
dents together in a classroom to con-
sider preselected content has all the in-
herent qualities of a phony situation.

In working with undergraduates in
a teacher-education program, I have
found this problem of phoniness to be
greater than at any other level of
teaching. Developing a course that
has personal meaning for undergradu-
ates is tremendously challenging and
often frustrating.

Ironically, both professors ind stu-
dents are painfully aware of the phoni-
ness of what they are involved in.
Are we not aware that students still
label their education courses "Mickey
Mouse," or that they still complain, and
rightfully su that their professors in
methods courses expound on the im-
portance of motivation and individual
differences, etc., and then proceed to
ignore these factors in their own teach-
ing?

The major roadblock in improving
teacher education programs is the con-
tinued focus on content rather than on
the teacher as the effective instrument
in learning. Undergraduates find very
little personal meaning in most of
their professional education courses.
Students in reading methods courses
typically are confronted with such
meaningless learnings as "The sub-
skills of comprehension include.. ." or
"The steps in teaching a phonic ele-
ment are. . ." How can we expect
them to become involved in such con-
tent ?

There are several reasons for this
continued focus on content. Probably,
the major reason is the three-credit
course structure in which we continue
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to operate. Student teachers tend to
"turn on" reading for fifty minutes and
then "turn it off" at the end of the
hour ; they seldom become immersed
totally in the task of becoming an
effective teacher. As Combs has
pointed out, "Professional education is
seriously hampered by the necessity of
pouring it into the rigid forms of the
traditional liberal arts organization,
vbich does not fit the peculiar needs of

professional program. A program
for \the preparation of teachers must
be Much more dynamically oriented
around the' erson of the student. It is
time 'we recognized this need and
found the courage to break with tradi-
tion snfficiently to put the principle
into effe4" 1).

Several ttempts have been made re-
cently to b ak through the discrete
coin se structu and provide instead
an integrated pro m (3, 5, 6). At
the Vinversity of Roc ter, for exam-
ple, the program allows a up of sen-
iors to work together for tr entire
year under a team of teacher -educe on
T .afessors. An attempt is made t
combine the theoretical consideration
of teaching with the real world of the
classroom. This integrated structure
allows a maximum of flexibility and
individualization in the program.

The move away from the discrete
course structure, however, requires a
major renovation on the part of
schools of education. There is little
indication this will occur in the near
future. In the meantime, what can the
individual professor, working within
the discrete course structure do to re-
duce the inherent phoniness of under-
graduate teacher education? I would
like to describe some attempts I have
made in that direction in my under-
graduate course, "Teaching Reading in
the Elementary School," at Wisconsin
State University at Eau Claire.

1. Student teachers ale involved in
tutoring one student two afternoons a
week. This tutoring experience is
hecessary in a preserice course for
many rt -Bons. Tutoring provides
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reality. Students and professors no
longer have to talk in a vacuum.
"Word attack" takes on personal
meaning for the student who must
teach it that afternoon. Without the
tutoring experience, undergraduate
juniors and seniors can see no personal
meaning in a discussion of phonics,
diagnosing, etc.

Another reason for the tutoring ex-
perience stems from my concern to de-
velop "teachers.' rather than reading
teachers per se. Students are con-
fronted with the whole gamut of teach-
ing-learning problems in the tutoring
situationmotivaion, materials, disci-
pline, problems with parents, etc.
This scope enables them to get a feel of
what it's like to be a teacher. I am
thoroughly convinced that teaching
one child is the 'Jest way to learn how
a child learns to read and to realize the
frustrations he faces. The tutoring
experience presents student teachers
With real problems that force them into
meaningful questioning- and reading.
For example, m' students recently
asked me to present a lecture on the
teaching of phonics. As a result it
was much more meaningful than it
would have been if presented at a time
when the students could see no real
need for it.

I have found by trial and error that
the earlier in a semester that I involve
students in a tutoring situation, the
better. My first anxious reaction was,
"I have to get t,:em ready I have to
tell them everything I know." I once
took half a semester to get them ready
for this experience and found it neces-
sary to reteach most of what I had al-
ready presented as soon as they got in-
volved with a real child:

2. Students must be provided with a
climate of security. I think that the
primary aim of teacher education
should be to develop a secure sense of
self in student teachers. Typkally,
undergraduates have very little confi-
dence in their ability as a teacher, and
they tend to discredit the value of the
experience they have gained from al-
most twenty yoars of living. To a
great extent, this climate of security is

dependent on the instructor. Students
will not feel secure if they know they
are being evcluated at each step along
the way. Therefore, I find that I must
de-emphasize grades and tests and
discontinue looking over the shoilder
of a student when she is tutoring.
Change of behavior is my goal rather
than retention of informa,ion. If tests
interfere with this change of behavior,
then they must go.

3. One of the most important ele-
ments in my program is a makeshift
student lounge equipped with a thir-
ty-cup coffee pot and comfortable
clrirs. This lounge provides the mi-
lieu for informal, spc-laneous discus-
sion. 1 am convinced this informal
discussion is more important than any-
thing that goes on in the formal class-
room. This lounge is available any
time during,the day when students are
free.

4. I find that I- have to be available
many hours during the day when stu-
dents drop in with,. problems concern-
ing their tutoring, etc. This time fac-
tor is the main drawback of this type
of program. Teaching this course re-
quires many more hours than a typical
lecture-type coursc Some day per-
haps, administrators will recognize
that a laboratory experif nce course is
not equivalent to a three-credit lecture
course and take this into consideration
in determining course load.

5. Rather than have student teachers
make out lesson plans (which they
strongly rebel against and which I am
convinced do a great deal to stifle
spontaneous teaching), I have them
"introspect" in writing following each
tutoring session. This is the best _

method I have discovered to force stu-
dents to analyze what they are doing
and probe for answers. After some
early criticism of -their attempts at in-
trospection, which in the beginning are
usually no more than a description of
what happened, and after providing
them with models of good introspec-
tion, they opened up and really began
exposing: This format has been so
successful that I would like to share it
with anyone who cares to write me.
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6. I try to make sources of informa-
tion readily available and then place
the respo nsibility on the students to
utilize these sources. Students must
be trusted. Rather than put belbks on
reserve in the library, I find it much
better to cart them to the reading cen-
ter rand provide a small library in the
center itself. I make wide use of hand-
outs of excerpts, vital a: tiles, etc.
and also utilize tapes as another source
of information.

7. I find that I resort to lectures less
and less in my program. It seems that
lectures impede student involvement.

8. I hesitate to mention the next ex-
perience because it is so :iew and radi-
`al But it excites me. A few weeks
ago a small group of students from this
course approached me and said they
wanted to get a group therapy session
started. Since I had no experience as
a leader of group therapy, I asked one
of my friends in educational psychol-
'ogy to act as the group leader. For
the past four weeks we -have been
meeting twice a week, and. I am con-
vince& that this experience provides an
excellent means for understanding
human behavior --both in others and in
one's self. Perhaps' those concerned
with teacher education should explore
the possibilities group therapy offers
for changing behavior.

The program is fai from perfect,-but
it is getting results. Students do -get

'involved. They read, ask questions,
sorry about their student's progress,
discuss teaching among themselves,
and changesome of them quite dra-
matically.

Probably the best advice I can give
anyone who plans to venture into this
type of student-centered course in the
teaching of reading i3 to read the
books and articles listed in my biblio-
graphy. Of special importance are
two books: The Piofessional Educa-
tion of Teachers by Arthur Combs and
the ASCT Yearbook, Perceiving, Be-
having, and Becoming.
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Preseivice_Instruction
in Reading

M. JERRY WEISS
Jersey City State College

TEACHERS IN TRAINING let it be known
quite clearly that they want a realistic
presentation of situations and problems
which will confront them and practical
suggestions for coping with such mat-
ters.

Teachers in, the field often let it be
known that they Jed things -could be
going better. They resp6nd most en,
thusiastically to dynamic speakers who
offer inspiring "how-to" suggestions.

We teachers are conditioned,- so it
seems, to view reading through an ava-
lanche of maybe magical methods and
materials, featuring pote packages
and programed goodies, tons of tapes
and tests, rarified research- reports,
sound structured stringent systems,
guides. to greater grouping, and won-
derful workbooks. We have often
shown' students the twelve, or more or
less,_ steps to would-be success a the
text authorities and manuals tell us.
And this is al! we can do ?

We have spent millions of dollars in
research to prove what? And to
whom ? It should be apparent now to
all that there is no one way to teach
reading." We peed to have creative,
imaginative, flexible teachers who can
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think on their feet and try a variety of
approaches to reach children and to
develop lifetime readers.

To do this our own students need to
experience teachers Who are dynamic,
creative, flexible, and imaginative and
who can provide for individual dif-
ferences. If we are speaking of philoso-
phies, students want to see philoso-
phies in action. They vant to see
ideas testedlive, not just in a series
of pages in a text or through a lecture.

I believe it is important to be realis-
tic and practiCal, and I believe students
have to dig out a few answers to their
own problems. They have to have the
opportunity and the freedom to try
their own approaches. If something
doesn't work, they need to have time
to analyze the situations and to draw
certain conclusions for themselves.

Preservice instruction in reading -e-
quires a laboratory-like situation wh.re
1) ideas and issues, philosophies, .md
problems are presented and 2) students
pursue approaches to these problems
and attetapt to design meaningful pro-
grams which they hope to develop.

Programs are built upon souno ob-
jectives %:hich fit particular situations,
students, or community settings. The
more that is kn vn about students,
their abilities, their interests, their atti-
tudes. their experiences, and their
needs, the more practical are the as-
signments. We do not merely discuss
what one needs to know about one's
students, but we also stress how to ob-
tain such information and how to use
such information in planning a total
school curriculum. (Several of --s at
Jersey City State College do not be-
lieve that reading is a separate subject
but that it is the entire curriculum.
We realize tha we use printed mate-
rials in all content areas and that ex-
perience charts reflect a variety of cur-
riculum areas.) As a result, not only
do all elementary teachers-to-be take a
course in reading but also all second-
ary majors. Tremendous stress is
piace'l on helping secondary teachers
see the role of reading within their re-
spective fields and as a total part o, the
entire school curriculum.

Diagnosis is important, but diagnosis
is more thin test scores. We are con-
cerned with de%.-loping skills, but
teachers need to know when best to
teach which skills to which students.
Skills need to be applied. When?
\\ here? When do we best use drill
material ? How about games?

We.are interested in de%eloping crit-
ical readers. I believe our college stu-
dents need to find the pleasures of
reading and thinking for thmiselves.
They need to have time to discuss
their ideas and to examine a %ariety of
sources of information. They need
time to analyze, time to organize, time
to synthesize. We do not merely talk
about these activities; we let our stu-
dents go through -these processes.
Then we discuss ways of applying
these principles and activities to differ-
ent situations.

For example, if we are going to talk
about milt work, we need to let college
students execute a unit for themseles-
to see what is involved. Many can
make excellent outlines; few know
what to expect when a unit Is actually
in operation.

Our reading center has many paper-
backs. Students are free to read, to
examine, to discuss, to challenge, and
to becofne actively involved. When
they see that there are many 'sources of
materials and they handle a: variety of
books, unit teaching is possible.

Our reading center has many skill -
building materials. Citir college-students
work with many materials in Jive-
tutoring situations. They .3ee that
some things work with certain chil-
dren ; others fail_ They arc ;aught not
to discard any approach fo;tver. In
one situation there may be certain fac-
tors which cause failure; in- another,
that same approach may be most:suc-
cessful.

Students become familiar with
teacher-made materials as well as com-
mercially prepared materials. They
learn to evaluate such materials in con-
junction with their specific purposes
and student needs. But it is interest-
ing to note that our students view
reading in terms of children's behav
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for and they are concerned with -skill-- prOpoi"e-d-Programs. We stew -child
development in conjunction with
sound purposes and assignments based
on meaningful diagnosis.

Books and the mass media are a part
of the modern communications world.
We talk of maturation that lasts. We
talk of values, attitudes, and issues
confronting modern man, not Dick and
Jane. We look for a variety of re-
sou rcespri iited and otherwiseto
help ns to help each child to develop to
his maximum potential. All language
arts are related. Man reading is man
thinking. It is important for us to un-
derstand why man thinks the way he
does and what influences such thought.
To understand, we must begin to
measure the impact of learning (read-
ing) upon the learner (reader). This
approach leads to a study of evalua-
tiiin.

Consider the following:
1. Preseryice instruction should, be

realistic and practical.
2. Philosophies and problems are

presented by college students 'as a basis
for program planning.

3. Objectives that will develop
skills, critical and creative thinking,
self-selection. and apprecittriTi are
thought thorough. _

4. We speak of diagnosis_ and pply
our techniques in a laboratory or lass-
room setting where we work with
children : and we analyze the data as a
means of planning realistic curricula
for/all content areas.

'5. We become familiar with a va-
riety of materials. but mainly books,
which we can use to carry out interest-
ing assignments and to provide for in-
dividual differences, We also try out
a variety of me"iods.

6. We study anniyational techniques
and the psychology of learning in an
`effort to reach more students and to
develop lifetime readers,

7. We recognize the mass media
tipes. records, television, and mov-
ies as in modern
man's world of communication. We
study the role of reading as one signifi-

1 cant part of this world.
8. We evaluate Otff efforts and our

behavior, attitudes, and interests, as
well as skill development. We look at
the quantity and quality of materials
read. We try to measure the impact
of reading upon the reader.

Teaching begins with a concept of
reality. Reality is the concept of heing
now. It is man existing. man think-
ing. man learning. and man perform-
ing. Reality is living and searching
for an - understanding of life's ways
Reality is not a panacea, pat answers.
perfect research reports, guaranteed
seals of approval, and degrees from the
learned leaders in the fret-I. Realit, is
not machines and packages. tests and'
grOuping, grades and workbooks..
Reality is the internal world enabling
the external being to be honest with
himself and then with others.

Reality is a philosophy that recog-
nizes children as wonderful creations
who bring certain feelings, certain abil-
ities, certain intervsts, and certain ex-
periences to the classroom. Life out
of the classroom may be far more sig-
nificant than life in the classroom, and
The teacher should bring the two to-
gether. Only the teacher who takes
the time to --tinderstand, the child, his
world, his skills, his values, and his
hopes can ever make school, learning,
and reading a magical. marvelous.
meaningful experience for each child.

Preparing for Student Teaching:
A Part of a Continuum

DonornY M. MCGEOCH
Teachers College. Columbia University

STUDENT TEACHING is almost univer-
sally accepted as an essential, perhaps
the only essential, component of a
teacher education program. There is
much less agreement. however, as to
type, extent, or objective of the experi-
ence so described. For the purposes
of this discussion. I would like to con-
sider student teaching as one of aser-
ies of direct experiences, coming typi-
cally during the fourth year of a
teacher preparation program and in-
cluding "a period of guided teaching
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when a college student assumes in-
creasing responsibility for directing the
work of a group of learners over a per-
iod of consecutive weeks" (7).
Hopefully, student teaching will be fol-
lowed by a supervised internship and
gradual induction into the profession.
The part of the continuum which con-
cerns us here, however, is the series of
experiences which precede student
teaching, and provide the background
needed for making the best use of the
opportunities student teaching affords.

Three aspects of learning to become
'a teacher require special attention dur-
ing the pre-student-teaching period:
understanding the development of chil-
dren and youth in their environment,
developing, a personal identification
with the role of the teacher, and learn-
ing teaching strategies and skills. Let
us look at some of the experiences re-
lated to each of these goals.

The child and the culture
Courses in human growth and devel-

opment are typically included near the
beginning of program!, of teacher pre-
paration. Educational sociology and
cultural anthropology are beginning to
be required, particularly in programs
which prepare teachers for work in de-
pressed urban areas. All of these have
a contribution to make.

An understanding of .ninority group
Eu'turcs is necessary in 1rder to plan
Effective learning experie ices for chil-
dren of those groups. It i., also impor-
tant for the teacher of chlidren whose
cultu:e is much more like his own to
learn to use the conceptual tools of the
sociologist and the anthropologist in as-
sessing the environmentcl influences in
any situation and in respecting the im-
plications of cultural pluralism. Both
knowledge and direct experiences are
required.

The critical element at this stage is
the focus on the growing individual in
his environment. In some teacher ed-
ucation programs the -student has a
series of observation and participation
experiences more or less related to his
course work. It has been assumed
that observation experiences in a

school supplemented by some commu-
nity orientation will provide the
needed understanding.

The evidence does not support this
assumption. When placed in a class-
room situation, the beginning student
must be concerned with his own ability
to perform the tasks which he per-
ceives as being required of the teacher.
His capacity to focus on the pupils as
individuals is limited.

As an alternative to an early experi-
ence in the schools, a specified number
of hours of service in a community
center or in a tutoring program is
sometimes required. These programs
often have the limitation of piffling
students into a teaching situation with
insufficient skill, or supervision, or
both. The student may find his teach-
ing role difficult because he does not
know what to do and how to do it.
Ile may, on the other hand, find it
hard to understand and accept the chil-
dren involved because -of- -the limita.;
tions placed in him by his lack of
competence as a teacher.

A third condition also results, partic-
ularly in the one-to-one contact of the
reading-tutoring situation. The pro-
spective teacher develops a closo and
sympathetic relationship with his
which, during the period of contact, is
very satisfying to both parties. All too
frequently, however, such an experi-
ence leaves the student teacher with
few, if any, generalizable understand-
ings to apply to the school situation
and leaves the child with very few
reading skills to help him in his school
experiences.

Present programs may be attempt-
ing to combine two kinds of experi-
ence which might better be developed
sequentially and later integrated in stu-
dent teaching and the internship. A
carefully planned community experi-
ence closely related to the development
of concepts in the fields of child devel-
opment, sociology, and anthropology
might well precede experiences in the
schools. For example, a summer ex-
perience similar to that of some
VISTA workers could he accompanied
by a continuing interdisciplinary semi-
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nar. In this way, the development and
application of organizing concepts
would proceed together, and the pro-
spective teachers would acquire tools
for analyzing the developmental and
environmental factors which influence
any pupil or group oftpupils.

The role of a teacher
The student in the teacher education

program must not only learn to under-
stand the children he will teach, he
must 1;:arn to be at home in the role of
the teacher. For many young people
the second is the much more complex
and difficult task.

What does it mean to feel like a
teacher ? -It e.n.obably means different
things to different people. The common
factor, howevcr, an emotional identifi-
cation with the perceived role of
teacher. . . To feel like a teacher
means that the student n st be aware of
himself as a person who has thc respon-
sibility for decision-making, for guiding
the behavior of learners, and for struc-
turing the social milieu of the classroom;
as a person who can formulate satisfying
interrelationships with other adults and
with children in the social institution
that we call a school :' and as a person
who understands that his knowledge of
subject matter is not a guarantee that
the learners will be interested in it and
will want '3 learn it (4).

Feelings_ about being a teacher de-
velop through first-hand experience
experience as a person who confronts
the ambiguities, satisfactions, and frus-
trations which are the teacher's lot.
Provisions for gaining the experience
which will enable the student to iden-
tify with the role of the teacher should
follow the community assignment and
be related to it.

As a teacher, the student will need
to differentiate between the human
needs which the school is equipped to
deal with and those which are the
major responsibility of other commu-
nity agencies. The whole child, in-
deed, comes to school, but the teacher
cannot siogle-handedly deal with ati of
the child's problems. The teacher may
find at times that he must choose be-
tween what is best for a particular
child and what is necessary in provid-
ing learning opportunities for a group
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of thirty. The communIt) experience
is valuable in develoi jug insight and
understanding of the wide range of
human needs, but sukeque it experi-
ence with various aspoi-,s of he role of
the teacher makes cle- - the extent to
which such needs may tie met ioy a sin-
gle social institutionthe school.

Service as teacher aides or assistant
teachers provkles opportunities both
for involvemen in classroom activities
and for obser%ation of a role model in
the classroom teacher. Such experi-
ence may begin with many routine
tasks but .sfiould include a chance to
work with a group of learners for a
reasonable period of time. Obviously
the student will have very limited
teaching skills at this time and will
need carefully selected teaching tasks
and continued guidance ;n his begin-
ning activities.

Let me illustrate one way in' which
such initial experiences may be devel-
oped. Last fall, each student in my
class in the teaching of reading was as-
signed to work two hours a week with
a group of second graders who had not
made normal progress in reading.
The second graders were chosen for
two reasons: help received at this
stage is most effective in preventing
cumulative retardation in reading, and
second graders are easier for the inex-
perienced teacher to work with be-
cause they have not yet developed the
negative attitudes of the older retarded-
reader.

Three children were assigned to
each student with the intent of provid-
ing a simplified group teaching situa-
tion rather than the typical individual
instruction of the reading tutor.
Experience in dealing with three chil-
dren was seen as a step toward teach-
ing a regular class group.

Plans for the teaching were made in
terms of hypotheses to be tested.

If the children take home the stories
they dictate to me, they will read them
to their families and gain more practice
in reading.

If, at every session, I introduce three
or four words which a child selects as
his very own, the child will be able to
read these words in succeeding sessions.
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If the children learn the usual sounds
of initial consonants, they will be able to
identify words beginning with those con-
sonants.

The students had a maximum of
about sixteen sessions with their read-
ing groups : many of their more com-
prehensive goals could not be realized.
They fold' I satisfaction in reconsidered
objectives. however. One student sum-

,) med up her reaction as follows:

Whil my original objectives for the
group core quite specific cg., hoping
to im rove s'ral reading, accuracy of
perception, vocabulary, etc.,--my later
ones developed in a wore general desire
to motivate the children to want to read
so that when I would no longer be there
each Wednesday and Thursday they
would still he enthusiastic about their
reading experiences. . . _ To restate
some of the evidence I noted in my re-
ports : (1) they began bringing in books
to read, (2) they initiated the idea of
making up their own play, wrote it, and
are planning to present it to their home-
room class, (3) they started bringing in
original stories and poems, (4) they
began to discipline each other when one
of the three was digturbing another, and
(5) discussions about certain problems
were carried "n among themselves with
far less direct;on needed from me

This young teaLher and others were
beginning to feel like teachers as they
planned, taught, and evaluated. Their
summary statements at the end of the
semester illustrate the meaning the ex-
perience had for them :

Thus, over ail, I enjoyed the children,
listening and hearing what they thought.
The teaching gave me an opportunity to
be with three second graders and, I
think, perceive many characteristics
about children in general. Though I
will probably be teaching children in the
upper grades next year, this three-
nonth experience exposed me to prob-

lems similar to what I may encounter
there. Also, helping individuals who re-
quire assistance is satisfying, and teach-
ing enabled me to experience this impor-
tant, personal feeling.

It is very difficult to judge the emo-
tional effect one has had on children but
I venture to guess that they gained from
our experience ust a taste of the ease of
an emotionally secure relationship. As
a result of our relationship I hope that
perhaps they may be a little bit better
equipped to recognize a sincere relation-
ship when it is offered to them and not
quite so quick to be aggressive.

My evidences of improvement were
that they responded enthusiastically
when I typed their play and put it into
folders with their names typed on them:
that one of the children asked to read a
story she had written to the group--
something she had never done betore:
and that the three children were able to
di cuss among themselves (without my
help) some of the important things to
note n lien reading a play dialog. Finally.
their 'sincere disappointment at the end
of the last session certainly revealed ( in
a most alarm and wonderful way) that
my objective had at least partially been
attained.

Once when I was inadvertently ten
minutes late, they said they were afraid
I wasn't coming. I told them I'd al-
ways try to come, but I had the feeling
that they were used to people disap-
pointing them, and they may not have
totally believed me at this time.
However. by the end of the semester I
had acquired their trust, as I tried to
fulfill any ideas or plans I discussed
with them.

The experience of working with these
children gave me a strange sort of hu-
mility toward teachinga humility in
terms of the almost miraculous process
by which a child learns to read; a hu-
mility toward the task which every
teacher must face when she tries to
reach a child, to make him expand out-
ward from himself a little bit, to make
him self-sufficient, and to initiate him
further into the personalness of the 'spo-
ken, read. and written word. I realize
now thaFtny approach to working with
these children was almost like the atti-
tude of the "method" actor : once one
has competence iat the "method" or
"methods" one is equipped to cope with
any situation.

There are ether aspects of the teach-
er's role which may be experienced
previous to student teaching or em-
ployment. Teachers' meetings, super-
visory conferences, and meetings of
professional organizations provide op-
portunities for the prospective teacher
to identify his role as a member of a
staff and a professional group.
Student membership and active partic-
ipation in a professional organization
increase the probability of developing a
positive identification.

Contact with parents is also impor-
tant. Attendance at parents' meetings
and parent-teacher conferences is help-
ful in giving the prospective teacher a
sense of the way parents perceive the
teacher and what they expect of him.
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Recently I took a group of twelve
students to meet with representatives
of the parents of the school where the
student teaching would be conducted.
The parents, many of them Negro and
Puerto Rican. instructed the young
teachers in the attitudes they wanted
teachers to show toward their children.
They were very articulate and com-
pletely sincere. They also shoWed bit-
terness and a lack of satisfaction with
the education their children were. re-
ceiving. Many of the students began
for the first time to feel like teachers as
they listened and-responded to the par-
ents. It was an experience they will
not soon forget.

Teaching strategies and skills

While he is coming to feel like a
teacher. the student must also become
increasingly competent in behaving as
a teacher behgves---he must learn
teaching strate,ies and skills. Until
recently, teaching skills were devel-
oped by literally practicing in .a class-
room under the supervision of an ex-
perienced teacher. While the bulk of
the practice took place during student
teaching, a limited number of teaching
experiences were often planned pre-
vious to the student teaching assign-
ment. Recent technological advances
have made available a number of alter-
native procedures.

Simulation techniques in many
forms are being used increasingly in
teacher education programs. Through
films, recordings, video tapes, and case
materials, programed sequences of
problem situations to which the stu-
dent must respond have been devel-
oped. In the more elaborate pro-
grams, the use of branching techniques.
has enabled the student to experience
some of the logical results of the deci-
sions he makes. In others, the gradual
introduction of many types of informa-
tion concerning a hypothetical group
of pupils makes possible the presenta-
tion of increasingly complex problem
situations (2).

Micro-teaching is another means of
developing teaching skills in a. con-
trolled situation. The student pre-

pares and .teaches a single concept to a
group of three to fix e students, and a
video recording of the teaching is
made. The student, profiting from
previous expttrience, is able to obtain
immediate feedback and to reteach the
material. Dwight W. Allen of Stan-
ford summarizesthe advantages of this
approach:

Logistics are much simplified. Less
complicated stimuli are presented for the
novice teacher to cope with, and the su-
pervisor can focus his supervision more
precisely . mierci-teaching can be con-
trolled to provide as wide a variety of
situations as desired. . . Greater indi-
vidualization is pcksible. Micro-lessons
can be scheduled as needed, varying time
and students for specific instructional-
purposes.. . . Experiments with mi-
cro-teaching have demonstrated that a
high correlation exists between micro-
teaching performance and performance
in a full-sized classroom (1).

In a variation of the micro-teaching
technique, students may be encouraged
to try out various teaching styles with
small groups of children. In what
Bruce Joyce and Richard Hodges call
"instructional flexibility training" r:tu-
dents are encouraged to develop wider
ranges of teaching behavior through
analysis of their own teaching, devel-
opment of goals for alternate behav-
iors, and prbvision for feedback about
progress toward those goals. _

In order for better schoolF to be de-
veloped, teachers have to learn wider
ranges of teaching behavior than we
presently find. Some need to learn to
radiate more kinds of social climate;
some need to extend the ways they han-
dle content; and some need to learn
more teaching strategies (6).

Even where electronic equipment is
limited, role playing and 'situational
analysis are effective means of develop-
ing sensitivity to various teaching
strategies and of formulating alterna-
tive responses in g defined situation.
The procedures outlined by Hunter
and Amidon are particularly useful
during the pre - student- teaching period
when a 'Simplified hypothetical situa-
tion may provide a basis for more
skillful behavior in the actual class-
room (5).
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It is apparent that all of the proce-
dures for developing teaching strate-
gies and skills depend upon the use of
some means for analyzing teaching be-
havior. The recent advances, in this
field and the increasing number of sys-
tems of analysis which are available
make it. possible to teach students to
view teaching through a number of
frames of reference and to analyze
their own teaching and that of others
by means of the analytical schemes pro-
vided (3).

Considerable evidence shows that
prospective teachers can learn to per-
form almost any specific teaching
strategy effectively in controlled situa-
tions. It is less clear, however, how
such strategies can be effectively inte-
grated into continuing teaching behav-
ior in regular classrooms. While the
integration process is clearly a major
function of the student teaching and
internship periods, there can lie no
doubt that the development of a reper-
toire of skills and strategies in the
early stages of professional preparation
can make a valuable contribution to
the gradually developing professional
competence through a continuing ser-
ies of teaching experiences.

Conclusion

The focus of this discussion has. been
-on experiences which precede student
teaching and provide the background
needed to mate the best use of the op-
portunities student teaching affords.
Such experiences were defined as part
of a continuum which extends into the
first years of employment as a teacher.
Some pre-student-teaching experiences
designed to promote tmderstanding of
the child in his environment, develop-
ment of a personal identification with
the role of the teacher, and the acquisi-
tion of teaching strategies and skills
were discussed. There was also a
passing mention Of the course work,
seminars, conferences, and other ex-
panding and integrating experiences
which should give meaning and per-
spective to the direct experiences.

The two aspects of teacher prepara-
tion must reinforce each other. No

experiences in school and community,
however carefully planned and con-
scientiously executed, can make their
desired contribution to the education
of the prospective teacher unless con-
current opportunities for analysis and
evaluation are given. A student in a
class in the teaching of reading writes
perceptively- of this relationship in her
evaluation of the =nurse experiences:

The best part of the reading course
was its integration with the teachinr,
making each step a hypothesis to be kedt
or discarded. This integration and the
constant evaluation and reevaluation
forced me to think about each step of
the teaching and face any discourage-
ment or times when I felt that little
progress was being made. Without the
course backing up the weekly activity it
would have been too easy to disregard
false starts and flimsy hypotheses as the
result of a first teaching experience. By
consistently translating the things I did
into analyzed experience, I was able to
feel the cumulative effect of what I was
doing on my pupils and myself. I was
able to face the experience objectively
and with other points of view in mind.
The things we discussed in class related
directly to what I was doing with my
three pupils. They supplemented, disa-
greed, and reinformed; they forced me
to consider what will happen when I
have thirty children, not just three. .

And the experience really made the fu-
ture teaching a much more foreseeable
event.
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In-Service Education that
Makes.a Difference

. DOLORES DURKIN
University of Illinois

AN INVITATION TO DISCUSS .teacher
educatiop immediately engenders the.
feeling that the presentation ought to

ibe very up-to-date and that, for in-
stance, its content must give attention
to matters like the influence of technol-
ogy or, perhaps, of federal funds.
However, I am going to bypass what
might be a temptation for me and an
expectation of yours and, instead, dell
with much more ordinary matters re-
lated to the education of teachers.

Tile decision to concentrate on these
more ordinary matters results from
some contacts I have had with schools
over the past few years as a re-
searcher, as a consultant, and more re-
cently as an instructor of college sen-
iors who were preparing for student
teaching. I want to describe just a
few of these contacts and, in the de-
scriptions, I will be selective. For in-
stance, I am omitting references to
some superb reading instruction that I
have observed. Instead,-I am going to
describe a few samples of actual school"
practices which illustrate what I be-
lieve is the basic problem in the teach-
ing of reading: the lack of match be-
tween instruction and children.

Ex -imples of lack of match
between instruction and

children

For me, the most dramatic example
of this lack of match occurred in the
fall of 1957. At that time I was doing
observational research in a first grade
'classroom. Although this research in-
eluded boys only, it Brought me into
contact with a first grade girl who,

/ while participating in the sixth week of/ a reading readiness program, was
found to be able to read at a fourth
grade level. In this instance the lack
of match between what a child could
do and what the school program
offered her was embarrassing. How-
ever, for me it was also a reason
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to begin some very interesting studies
of children who learn to read at home
before they start school.

I mention this research now because
it has allowed for the identification of
other illustrations of what I am calling
a lack of match between instruction
and children. More specifically, the
focus of the studies has resulted in
many invitations to consult with
schools that are interested in reexam-
ining their kindergarten programs to
see whether reading ought to be intro-
duced for some of the children.
Generally these contacts have been
very encouraging and full, of hopeal-
though every once in awhile I have
been surprised, to say the least, at
what I find. For instance, not so long
ago I was asked by a school district to
participate in some decision-making
regarding the appropriateness of read-
ing for its kindergartens. The con-
sulting began with visitsto kindergar-
ten classrooms, a fact which made it
apparent that decisions had already
been made. In the first three class-
rooms, for example, I found very
structured programs in which the
whole class was drilling on things like
the identification of letters and sounds.
This circumstance was especially sur-
prising because all three of the schools
were in low socioeconomic communi-
ties suggesting that their kindergarten
children probably needed many oppor-
tunities to extend speaking vocabular-
ies, to express themselves freely, and
so on. What I found, though, was this
concentration on whole-class participa-
tion in rote learnings.

My surprise and, later, my concern
prompted me to ask each of the three
teachers why she was trying to teach
reading to these kindergarten children.
The first explained that the teacher
next door to her started doing it, and
so she decided to have some reading,
too. When I asked the second teacher
why she had selected materials requir-
ing a great amount of phonics drill, she
said a salesman had offered them to
the school at no cost if they would be
used in the kindergarten. When I
asked the third teacher why she was
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using i.t.a. materials, she said her prin-
cipal had been curious about them and
decided to see what would happen if
they were used in the kindergarten.

Frankly, I found it difficult to be-
lieve what I heard. Howe:er, the ex-
planations were -so spontaneous I had
to conclude they must also be honest.
I mention them now, by the way, not
to support the idea that truth is
stranger than fiction but. rather, to
support my belief that decisions about
school programs are often made with
insufficient attention to the particular
children woo will be affected by them.
The result can only be a serious lack of
match between instruction and chil-
dren.

Other examples
Because I want nobody to conclude

that matching instruction to children is
a problem only at the kindergarten
level. let me move now to some of my
other contacts with schoolsin this in-
stance to contacts achieved through stu-
dent teachers recently. In particular, I
would like to describe a reading meth-
ods course I taught to a group of col-
lege seniors who, in about the middle
of the semester, left campus to do their
student teaching in a wide variety of
elementary schools.

In teaching the first part of this
methods course I constantly empha-
sized that old and very familiar idea
that children are very different in what
they have achieved, even %ellen they
share the same classroom and grade
placement. Consequently, when I dis-
cussed basal readers, I demonstrated
how these texts might be used and I
also reminded the students that a
fourth grade basal reader, for example,
is not written for all fourth graders but
only for those who happen to be read-
ing at a fourth grade level. With this
in mind I showed these college stu-
dents a variety of high-interest, low-
vocabulary books that would be suita-
ble for children not reading "at grade
level." And I also showed them more
advanced books which would challenge
children lucky enough to be reading
above the grade level to which they

were assigned. What I am- trying to
indicate, then, with jost a few illustra-
tions. is that the whole emphasis of the
course was on matching instruction
with children.

Then these college seniors left.cam-,
pus to do their student teaching.
What did they find: With only one
exception they found themselves in
classrooms in which the same basal
reader was used with all or the chil-
dren, regardless of their particular
abilities and achievements. Actually,
some schools were so tightly struc-
tured that teachers used only one basal
reader series. In other schools there
were choices from among several se-
ries. but the same curtailments existed:
If a child sat in a fourth grade class-
room, for instance. he was not to read
from a textbook above that level. even
though his achievements- obviously
were above it.

Still other e.t.ain/4es
To discourage the idea- that I am

picking on fourth grade teachers, let
The mote to another illustration of con-
flict between what I try to teach college
seniors and what they subsequently find
in the schools. .

In 1967. a topic still requiring very
detailed attention in reading methods
courses is the content of phonics.
BecauSe college students no.v taking
these courses attended elementary
school when phonics was either deem-
phasized or, perhaps, simply b-,passed,
it is not uncommon to find ti at they
barely know there are consonants and
vowels in the alphabet. If a discussion
moves to more technical matttrs like
hard and soft sounds or to discossions
of digraphs and diphthOngs, they are
completely lost. As one of the college_
students putsit,. "This is like taking a
foreign language."

What the lack of background means,
of course, is that attention must be
given not only to the question of how
to teach phonics but also to its content.
In requiring students to learn the cons
tent, I constantly remind them that
until they themselves feel very sure
about their own knowledge of the
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wimit, of Ibis content, they will not be
able to select that part which ought to
be taught to any_given child Tl:i. to
the ..-ermon I preach

Then out go the Audent teachers
inti. schools cite just one illustra-
tion goy. ', student teacher into a
first grade in which most children un-
derstand and can use cot winant
sion,,nds;, ..hut nothing can he taught
about vowel *Jowls because they are

-=cle_41iiletl for second grade. Or I
the possible help that can

-- r it I- s if and w-hen as--, --
_..-ipunents are joule- ort the basis of

_children n .to prac-
hen Ow 4n4imi.-keaefliers ,find

-sit --z.hocilZ in Alitch every
Avorkt,00l...0,H151411cenv-

AVA!, tOtt-IS 31 or

5-0 1C VveA --easy, to
eOuffiets fietWe&li what
emphasized in methods

tiff Wil!at .student fe---achers then
find in Ke schools-----However, t-think
encnig-h illustrations have been-cited to
make the-point I want to iiighlight:
mom*. that 'a basic prnhleui in the
teaching of reading is- the lack of

-.matelre between -instruction-and chil--
dreit- ,

Coping with the problem
_

Asuining this indictirent iias valid-
let me now move to a considera7
of what tnight be done to cope
what -I- think is both a serious and

a w tile-spread problem.
like to suggestthat the first

step is to ,-ecognize haw very difficult
is-for a teacher to HistniCt at a level

Land-at a pace that ate suitable for the
many different children assigned to
0E112 ctostootu. In fact. every .tit; c
is a school I become reconvinced of
Cie complexity of matching instruction

:hildren. Such difficulty, how-
does not mean that we abandon
Jr achieving it hut, rather, that
me mote realistic in the in-

service help we offer teachers.
Before discussing what I believe is

one kxample of -realistic help. let me
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stress an additional point : namely, the
conviction that a teacher's efforts to
match instruction with children %% ill

meet with success only to the degree
that the whole school participates in
these efforts. I mention this convic-
tion because it affects my ideas about
the ' :inds of help that must become
available, if teachers are to achieve a
maximum if instruction that really is
appropriate for the children assigned
to their classroom:,

Function of preservice course

Although the focus here is in -serf ice
education. I will comment on the pre-
service methods course in reading be-
cause I believe our notions about this
preservice course affect our concepts of
in-service needs.

In no; opinion, the very best of pre-
service courses, even when they concen-
trate exclusively on reading, can make
only a small contribution to the devel-
opment of expertness in teach-
ingand, for now. I'm equating ex-
pertise with the ability to match in-
struction with children. It would be
my guess that those who disagree with
this-judgment probably are individuals
who hate not had the experience of
preparing Undergraduates to teach
reading in a classroom. With that ex-
perience it Becomes very clear that the
knowledge required to teach reading,
coupled with the logistics of putting
this knowledge to use with a large
group of children, is simply too much
for one course.

"resents, at least, I expect one
:eservice methods course to enable an

undergraduate to participate with both
knowledge and se..arity in the student
teaching situationwhich is very
different from having the full responsi-
bility of a classroom. I would expect,
too, that the content of the preservice
course would make the student teacher
very conscious of the positive features
of the classroom program in which she
is a temporary participant and, too,
very sensitive to those aspects of the
instruction which merit nothing but
omission.
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In-service education

If there is agreement about the in-
herent limitations of a preservice
course, then there is no need to debate
the question: Should there be an in-
service methods course? Therefore,
instead of making a plea fot one meth-
ods course for teachers, I'd like to ex-
plain why I think there is need for
two. Basic to thit point of view are
certain assumptions. I'd like to
enumerate three of them now, even
though two were noted earlier. The
first is the common sense claim that
one cannot teach what one does not
know. The second assumption Ion
which my proposals are based is the
contention that effective teaching is di-
rectly related to the degree of match
between instruction and children. The
third is the conviction that this match-
ing is possible only when the total fac-
ulty and administration of a school area
working toward it.

Since "matching" seems to be the
name of the game, let me now proceed
to match these assumptions with the
two in-service methods courses that I
suggested earlier.

First course
The content of the first course

would reflect the assumption that one
cannot teach what one does not know.
Consequentlyand now I'll cite just a
few illustrationsits students would
learn about a topic like structural anal-
ysis with a scope and depth that would
take them far beyond the usual unso-
phisticated treatment of prefixes and
suffixes. Or, this course would give
its students a knowledge of the full
content of phonics., Or, this first
course would deal with critical read-
ing, not in some vague and general
way but, rather, with a scholarly atten-
tion that would include such specific
consideration& as the techniques em-
ployed by propagandistic writers. In
other words, one main goal of this first
inservice methodology course would be
to help teachers become specifically
knowled :Ole about possible content
for their reading instruction.

Because I de not concur with the

idea that "to know is to be able to
teach," I want to suggestwith
hastethat the other goal of this
course would be to acquaint teachers
with the various ways in which this
content might be presented to children.
Hete the description "various" is un-
derscored because I do not believe

`there is one -nest way ,to teach any-
thing. Consequently, I would he of the
opinion that the purpose of this first
course is not to indoctrinate about
methodology but, rather, to help teach-
ers become aware of some of the in-
structional approaches that are possi-
ble.

Even with the broader focus, how-
ever, there still would be the need for
specificity in the treatment of method-
ology. For instance, detailed help
with a matter like question-asking
ought to be included in the course.
With this, attention could be given to
the function specific kinds of ques-
tions in relation to teaching the differ-
ent comprehension skills. Or, since
materials are a part of most teaching
procedures, students aught to leave
this first course knowing about avail-
able materials and how they can be
used in a reading program.

To sum up, then, this first et-ruse
would be a specific study of the possi-
ble content of reading insttuction and,
secondly, of some of the ways this con-
tent might be taught. Its special focus
would be on awareness: helping teach-
ers become aware of what might be
taught and of how it can be communi-
cated to children.

The second course
My conception of a second methods

course needed by teachers is related to
two of the three assumptions which I
noted earlier. First, effective teac' .ng
is directly related to the degree of
match between instruction and chil-
dren. And, secondly, appropriate
matching is possible only when, the
total faculty and administration of a
school are working toward it.

As I reviewed these two assump-
..:ons, you probably saw implications
not only for the content of a second
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course but also for the particular stu-
dents who would be taking it. For in-
stance, if there is agreement that a
matching of instruction with children
can only be attained when a total fac-
ulty is working to achieve it, then I as-
sume there also would be agreement
about the need for instructors of in-
service methods courses to work with
school faculties rather than, let vs say,
thirty teachers from thirty different
schools.

As one suggestion, then, let me pro-
pose that the first in-service methods
course would be open to all but that
among its students would be at least
one total faculty. At this time, in the
first course, the members of this fac-
ulty would be growing in their aware-
ness of the possible content of reading
instruction and of how it might be
taught.

In the second course, open only to
_faculties that participated in the first
one, the emphasis would be on making
choices about what to teach and how
to teach it. Guiding the content would
he the assumption that effective teach-
ing is directly related to the degree of
match between instruction and chil-
dren.

What snatching -eguires
Specifically, what might be included

in the content of this second course?
Actually, a more productive way to
phrase the question is to ask what is
required for this matching procedure?
Obviously, if a classroom teacher is to
make appropriate choices for- the focus
of her instruction, she must first know
about the choices that are possible.
And, in fact, this is why the content of
the first course would concentrate on
increasing teachers' awareness of what
can be taught to improve a child's
reading.

In making these appropriate choices,
however, a teacher must also be
knowledgeable about the existing
achievements of the children in her
classroom. This means that cne

I major emphasis in the second course
E would be on diagnosis: what are the

ways in which a classroom teacher can

contintrmslv learn about the specific
achieve' te.sts as well as the specific
problems of the children she is teach-
ing? In this instance, if the whole fac-
ulty of a school were involved in the
course, its content could also examine
how diagnostic information can be
passed on from one teacher to another.

Additional topics in this second
course would deal with other aspects
of matching instruction with children.
For example, once a teacher is aware'
of what can be taught and, in addition,
has identified with needs to be selected
for particular children, how can she
then parcel out her time so that it be-
comes humanly possible to use what
she kncws? This question, of course,
concerns the whole matter of class-
room organization. And it suggests
further content for this second course.
More specifically, it suggests that time
would be given to the various ways in
which children can be grouped for in-
struction. The question suggests, too,
that attention would he given to the
kinds of materials that would be use-
ful. And it suggests that very specific
attention would be given to the kinds
of assignments which would be suitable
for children not working with the
teacher and which would be productive
in terms of what they needed to learn,
relearn, practice, or whatever. Again,
because a total faculty is involved,
there could be a rich exchangc of ideas
and a profitable sharing of experiences
related to this very important and also
very difficult matter of classroom or-
ganization. Here, the intent would
not he to prOnsote one type of organi-
zation but, rather, to identify the var-
ious possibilities so that individual
teachers could snake choices which are
not only suitable for the children they
teach but, equally important, suitable
for themselves as particular kinds of
human beings.

Some final comments

Perhaps some of you might have res-
ervations about the possibility of hav-
ing two consecutive semesters of read-
ing courses attended by total faculties.
If so, then I would want to be very
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quick to emphasize that the particular
form in- service help takes is not of
paramount importance. That it is
given in courses, or in workshops, or
as part of a consulting service is not
the important thing. What is of major
importance. however. is that University
and college personnel recognize the
very real difficulty of achieving effec-
tive classroom instruction in reading
r-ad, in turn, that they provide a kind
and amount of in-service help that Will
really make a difference. Naturally,
for these hopes to be realized, there
must also be elementary school facul-
ties and administrators whorecognize
both the basic importance of reading
and their need to learn more about the

. ways to teach it in the classroom -set-
ting.

Of course. I am aware_ that you
inght have other kinds of objec-
tionsfor instance. to my view of
what is the. basic problem today- in
teaching reading. Here, I feel. I must
he firm because I am convinced that at
all grade levels there is a serious lack
of match between what is being taught
and what is really neeied. I am
'firmly convinced, too, that the fre-
quency of this problem is not acciden-
tal but. rather, that it is the result of
our failure to recognize how very aiffit
cult it is to achieve appropriate in-
struction in the setting of a classroom.
One result of our insensitivity to the
complexities of classroom teaching is a
lack of help which, in quality and
quantity, would give all conscientious
teachers the chance to create a reading
prograni that has something for every-
body. including tremendous satisfac-
tion for the teacher herself.

An Experience in Teaching for
Teachers and Students

JAMES R, LAYTON
Charlotte-Mecklenburg,

North Carolina, Selool System
HOW MANY BENEFITS Can be receiftd
from a summer readirg program with-
out sacrificing quality for quantity?
How many agencies and individuals

can benefit from an effective prop
iv reading? In the summer of 1966,
Charlotte, North Carolina. was the
scene of a unique summer reading pro-
gram which was in its twelfth year of
development..

The program was developed through
the efforts of David Shepherd, now at
Hofstra University, and Uberto Price
of Appalachian State Teachers Col-
lege. Boone, North Carolina. Sher-
herd and Price desired to train teach-
ers in the teaching, of reading and
devised r. program which would re-
quire the joint efforts of the Charlotte
School _System, of whieh Shepherd
was reading diretior, and the college.
A.S.T.C., where Price was and still is
director of reading services. The
summer reading program has -under-

'e gone many changes through careful
study and evaluation but remains basi-
cally the same as its originators de-
signed it. This ,report is not Of a crash
program timidly developed but one
that has proved c x, ctive over the
years.

Planning th program
Althoti.gh, the pass suilini.:r program

- was y intiv sponsored by Federal
funds, ppalachian State Teachers Col-
lege, r d the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
School ';ystem, the majority of the
plarning was the responsibility of the
school s3 stem. Prior to beginning the
program. the college and the Federal
agency had to approve the plans.
Each institution involved in the pro-
gram bad basic responsibilities to the
overall design. Without prompt atten-
tion to their specific tasks, any one
agency could have harmed the pro-
gram severely.

Contributions to the program
The major contribution of the Fed-

eral agency was that of funds which,
after approval of the plans, were dele-
gated to the school system to furnish

toitiou and transportation tor 300
underprivileged students, 2) materials
to be used by the schOlarship students,
3) tuition for specified interning teach-
ers, 4) an .assistant administrator to
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act as transportation director and
guidance counselor, 5) bus drivers
who also aided the assistant adminis-
trator in minor duties. 6) ,a reading
clinician, 7) library ,ids who served as
bus chaperones. and 8) a secretary's
aid.

The Elementary Language Arts De-
partment of the school system, through
the funds received from tuitional stu-
dents not sponsored by Federal funds. (
was to suppl} fife 1) administrative di-
rector, 2) secretary, 3) materials for
ot)n-scholarship students, 4) adequate
building facilities, 5) buses normally
used for schools during the regular
term, 6) special teacher for phonics
classes to teach interning teachers dur-,-
iitg the enrichment period, 7) book
displays from major publishing compa-
nies. and 8) professional reading mate-
rials for -extended study from the cur-
riculum library.

.Appalaehian State Teachers College,
uncle' the supervision of its reading
department. supplied 1) the profes-
siol director. 2.1 six nationally -
known consultants. 3) nine quarter-
hours or s:x semester hours of gradu-
a" credit for interning teachers upon
successful completion of the program,
and 4) professional reading materials
from the college library.

The professional staff of the summer
program was provided by the Elemen-
tary Language Arts Department of the
school system with the approval of the
college reading department. The
professional director the program
was chosen by the college with the ap-
proval of the school system.

Specific qualifications for each staff
member were agreed upon h the two
organizations directly involved with
the program. job aescriptions were
outlined in order to eliminate Cie pos-
sibility of overlapping or conflicting
duties which would impede the progress
of the program. The responsibilities
and qualifications required of the staff
personnel were as follows:

I. Program Administrator
A. Responsibilities

1. Assigning pupils to classes based
on test results.

2 Assigning interning teachers to
staff teachers.

3. Selecting and procuring materials
for instruction of the students.

4. Working with the staff members
and interning teachers to promote
more effective methods of in-
struction

5 Assuming the responsibility for
financial,matters and bookkeeping.

6. Arranging the schedule and hous-
ing facilities for the visiting con-
sultants

"B. Qualifications Required
1 At least an A.B. degree from a

recognized college.
2 At least three years' successful

experience as a classroom teacher.
3. Successful completion of graduate

cours,,s in reading.
4., Previous experience in a similar

summer reading program.
5 Strong background in reading in-

struction.
6 Participation in Education 571,

"Field Experiences in the Teach-
ing of Reading," required by Ap-
palachian State Teachers College

II. Professional Director
A. Responsibilities

1 Continuous supervision of intern-
ing teachers and their staff super-
visofs.

2. Instruction of all interns in the
daily seminars.

3. Assisting in Gaily planning of staff
teachers and interning teachers.

4. Scl.eduling regular conferences
with program administrator, clini-
cian. administrative assistant, li-
brarian, staff teachers, and parents.

B. The qualifications of the professional
director are the same as those of the
program administrator.

III. Visiting Reading Consultarts
A. Responsibilities

1. Visiting classrooms and observing
techniques-and materials in use.

2. Conducting the seminars for in-
terning teachers and staff mem-
bers

3. Suggesting ways of improting the
caliber of instruction i,bservecl.

4. Reviewing and recommending pro-
fessional materials which may be
helpful to participants in the pro-

gmB. Professional consultants are invited
to the program in accordance with
their individual talents in the field
of reading. Consailtant;, were sched-
uled in order to correlate their spe-
cialty with the overall design of the
program. To date, all the consultants
have been affiliated with a reading
clinic in an outstanding 'college or
uniNersity. Although there is added
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expense in procuring nationally
known authorities, their attendance
keeps the program abreast of new
irLas and problems in education
p-ross the nation.

IV. Clinician
A. Responsibilities

1. Administering and interpreting the
various individual tests which are
given in addition to the standard-
ized placement tests. (Placement
tests are administered in schocis
prior to closing for summer )

2. Consulting with interns and staff
teachers concerning the various
-test-results and securing the aid
of school psycholoests when the
need arises.

3 Recommending instructional tech-
niques suitable for use with tested
students wlao have special difficul-
ties which may prevent them from
progressing in the regular small
group situation;.

4. Consulting when necessary with
interning teachers, staff teachers,
psychologists, social workers, and
parents in order to diagnose, in-
vestigate. and develop an appro-
priate program for a child in need.

5. Administering visual and audio-
metric tests with appropriate de-
s Ices and interpreting the remits
of the tests.

6. Teaching staff teachers as well as
interning teachers to administer
specific tests and interpret the re-
sults. These tests do not include
psychological tests which should
be administered by trained per-
sonnel; it is the intent of this
program to teach the use of any
test which could be used by the
classroom teacher in order to be-
come a more effective teacher.

B. Qualifications of the reading clini-
cian are the same as those of the
professional director In addition,
the reading clinician must have had
previous training and experience in
a reading clinic as a clinician and
diagnostician

V. Staff Teachers
A. Responsibilities

1. Supers ising the instruction of the
children by the interning teachers.

2. Planning with interning teachers
to improve instruction in the use
of varied and applicable, materials.

3. Confe.ring with The reading clini-
cian as the need arises.

4. Demonstrating specific techniques
in teaching small groups of chil-
dren and developing ways to
transfer the learned techniques to
a self-contained classroom.

5. Attending daily seminar in order

to promote personal professional
growth and acting as a liaison
person between the interning
teP_ners and the professional di-
rector in order to clarify and ex-
tend the text of seminar lectures.

6. Insuring that the interning teach-
ers meet the standards set by the
cooperating college.

7. Referring interns to professional
materials applicable to problem
readers and matters of interest.

8. Familiarity with all instructional
materials, equipment, games, and
techniques proved effective for
reading improvement.

B. Qualifications
1. At least an A.B. degree from a

recognized college.
2. At least three years of successful

experience as a classroom teacher
at the elementary level.

3. Participation in Education 571,
"Field Experiences in the Teach-
ing of Reading," recti::red by Ap-
palaChian State Teachers College.

Each year, new ways of working
with children are used new materials
are brought ' into\ the program : new
ideas in the teaching of reading are
tried: and, for these reasons, pers9nnel
who have been associated with-the pro-
gram in the past are needed to evaluate
and correlate the old with the new.
Although new members have been
added to staff at time of need, the ex-
perienced teachers in the program have
proved to be more eff,,tive. The staff
teachers are chosen from the corr.ctive
reading teachers who work in the ele-
mentary schools during the regular
year- and who are familiar with the
curriculum of the school system.
These teachers torn the backbone of
the summer program ; without their
energy and enthusiasm the program
would not be possible.

N'I Librarian
Responsibilities
I. Developing .kills of oral expres-

sion and listening during the story
hour for the children.

2 Conduct ng story time for the pu-
pils.

3. Supervising the selection of books
by the pupils.

4. Instructing children in library
skills.

5. Assisting staff and interning
teachers. in choosing suitable
books for classroom and home
reading.
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6. Aiding interning teachers and staff
teachers in choosing professional
materials for extended study

7. Helping to decide which profes-
sional books will benefit the pro-
gram from past experiences in
professional book circulation.

This program has benefited greatly
from the services of the summer pro-
gram librarian. She has been on the
staff for four years and is an excellent
resource person for consulting and as-
sisting with the worthiness of h ;tfes-
sional reading materials in specific
areas. A rotation program of persons
to participate as the librarian is not
feasible. An efficient. experienced li-
brarian is of more benefit than a per-
son who has the same qualifications
but has never been involved with the
professional aspects of reading instruc-
tion.

B. Qualifications
1. Certification as an elementary li-

brarian.
2. Experience in library work in lo-

cal school system.
3. Previous experience in a summer

program.
4. Dis:,lays a high interest in chil-

dren's literature.
5. Excels in storytelling and expres-

sive reading skills.
6. Experienced and competent in fit-

ting a book's re-At:. difficulty,
format, and interest to the needs
of a child.

7. Is familiar with bibliotherapy and
can cons.ilt with interning teachers
and parents in this all-important
but much-neglected area of :ead-
ing.

VII. Administrative Assistant
A. Responsibilities

1. Working with the local director
of school transportation in ar-
ranging for adequate buses for
pupils entitled to.transportation to
and from the reading center.
(This group of students was com-
posed of those attending under
Federal funds.)

2. Securing qualified bus drivers and
orienting them to their duties and
responsibilities.

3. Establishing bus routes and iden-
tifying convenient pick-up stations.

4. Supervising the bus drivers dur-
ing the entire six weeks of the
summer program.

5. Securing qualified parert chap-
erones for the students.

6. Serving as the liaison person be-

tween the reading program and
the home in order to promote
more interest in the program.

7. Arranging fc; bus drivers to vary
their routes daily in order that
scholarship pupils from deprived
areas will have the opportunity to
see their community and their
county, probably for the first time.

8. Serving as the liaison person
between the clinic and school-
related personnel and organiza-
tions :
a. Mecklenburg County Hea It h

Department
b. The local school department of

psychological services
c. The local school department of

social workers
d. The local welfare department
e. Family and children organiza-

tions
f. The local organizations which

provide free services for chil-
dren with visual difficulties.

9. Assisting the administrative di-
rector, as time permits.

This position was designed solely to
aid the deprived children who were at-
tending the program through Federal
grants. The children who paid tuition
were not permitted transportation and
oher free services under this aspect of
the program. Federal financing made
possible the employment of the admin-
istrative assistant and reading clinician,
both of whose duties would hart had
to he absorbed by other personnel if
the program had been entirely self-
supliorting.

B. Qualifications
1. Several years' experience in teach-

ing, preferably with a background
in the teaching of reading on the
elementary level.

2. linrtwledge of and previous rela-
nor sl inf with school-related per-
son! 0 and organizations.

3. Exi t nce in counseling young
peat .

4. Precious experience in dealing
with smoents and parents in geo-
graphic areas of deprivation

VIII. Interning Teachers
The interning teachers, who were

certified teachers seeking nine quar-
ter-hours of graduate credit for certifi-
cate renewal or credit toward the mas-
ter's degree, were responsible for
promoting the reading abilities of chil-
dren in their care and in fostering
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their own professional growth. Each
interning teacher was expected- to
cooperate with the staff teacher in
making plans for each day's lesson, in-
chiding selection and presentation' of
all materials based on the needs of the
individual children within the grov ?
assigned to her. Each interning
teacher was expected to diagnose the
needs of each child under the direction
qf the staff teacher and feel free to call
on the staff member for help if a Aced
arose. Each interning teacher was re-
sponsible for referring children to the
counselor or clinician. It was strongly
eniphasized throughout the summer
session that all teachers were expected
to develop a classroom atmosphere
conducive to good learning and to in-
suring a child's success its allowing
him to see the progress of his efforts
Furthermore, each interning teacher
was directed to use the professional
growth period and the enrichment per-
iod wiselx, Each intern was required
to become proficient in the use of indi-
vidual testing devices, especially the
Keystone Telehinocular Visual Screen-
ing machine. Not only were the in-
terning teachers to follow the direc-
tions set forth by the staff members
and professional consultants but they
were encouraged to explore ways for
effective new methods of teaching. It,
was mandatory that each interning
teacher attend the seminars and stimu-
late personal growth through study
and extensive professional reading in
order to become better teachers in
their given areas the following sear.
Plans were also made to encourage
and allow each teacher to explore way,
fur effective reporting to parents in
conferences and written reports.

Operation of the program

For the duration of the six weeks,
each staff teacher was assigned ap-
proximately six interning teachers.
At each of the two daily periods.
which were one hour and forty-five
minutes in length. a teaching team
worked with the children. Only one
half of the interns taught at one time.
During the first period while one half

READING

of the interns was teaching. the other
half was planning for the next day's
lesson or participating in the profes-
sional growth or enrichment period.
If a child was in need of individual at-
tention, a teacher was taken from the
studying group to work in the capacity
des', ed by the staff,teacher or clini-
cian. In this manner, individual
differences were provided for w ithout
harming the routine of the other chil-
dren who had been assigned to the
group according to the original tests.
Approximately twenty students were
assigned to the staff teachers during
each time period. The total program
saw fifty teachers involved in a period
instruction with their respective staff
teachers and pupils, while the other
fifty were involved in self-improvement,
guided study. research, and planning.
All work by the interns was supervised
by the staff members whose roles were
explained earlier.

The techniques and materials used
in the slimmer proeram were not du-
plications of materials in the regular
classrooms. The intent was to intro-
duce the interning teachers to new
ideas and to allow them to share ideas
which had proved effective. The
transfer of these ideas, it was hoped.
would enable the teachers to individ-
ualize their classrooms the following
year and share their experiences with
fellow teachers. Pre- and post-testing
and continuous diagnosis of pupils
were a must for this program and were
const.:,:ly emphasized.

Daily schedule

A daily schedule was designed to aid
in the fulfillment of responsibilities of
each participant----

7 Staff report,.
7 :45 ---,interning teachers report
8 -00- 9 :45 PirT.4,period of instruction

A. One-hijkinterns teaching
B. One-half interns planning

9 :45-10 :15 Break
10 :15-12 :00 Second period of instruction

A. One-half interns teaching
B. One-half interns planning

12 :00-12 :30 Lunch and planring
12 :30- 1 :30 Supervised planning pe text

ith staff
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1.30- 2:30 Seminar by director or con-
sultants

2.30 Interns dismissed
3-00 Staff dismissed

Purposes of the program
The two major purposes of this pro-

gram were 1) to help children with
problems in reading or who desired to
increase their reading ability and 2) to
develop an in-service program for
teache:s who wished to improve and
sophisticate their techniques of reading
instruction and/or who wished to earn
nine quarter-hours (six semester
hours) of graduate credit. With the
advent of Federal funds, the program
no longer was forced to cater only to
those students whose families could af-
ford the tuition. Three hundred of the
six hundred enrolled students were in
attendance due to Federal funds
Tuition for a portion of the interning
teachers was financed by the Federal
agency. These teachers were volun-
teers from schools in deprived areas
and were to return to the schools in
the capacity of consultants to share the
knowledge and ideas which were
gained in the summer school.

The summer program was designed
to benefit the 600 elementary students
by developing 1) better attitudes to-
ward reading, 2) efficient reading
skills, 3) increased self-motivation
through successful experiences, 4) an
awareness of the value of reading as a'
tool, and 5) insight into personal read-
ing problems and exploration of meth-
ods to overcome specific content area
difficulties.

Although the benefitg for the stu-
dents were a main concern, it is felt
that when one hundred teachers are
trained in a practical approach to read-
ing in a classroom atmosphere, the
learned skills, if practiced, have an im-
measurable impact on future instruc-
tion. It was the responsibility of each
staff molter of the program to aid the
interning teachers in developing I ) a
deeper understanding of individual
needs and differences, 2) a better
knowledge of reading skills and effec-
tive methods for teaching the skills,
3) a knowledge of diversified materials
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which could aid an inthvidual or group
in reading, 4) a knowledge of diagnos-
tic tools applicable to classroom use,
5) an understanding of flexible group-
ing techniques to gear instruction in
specific skills where it is needed most
in a group of children, 6) a complete
knowledge of word attack skills and
proper methodS of teaching them ac-
cording to the school system's cnrricu-
!um, 7),,a complete knowledge of pho-
netic elements and the relationship of
phonics to other word attack skills,
and 8) a more effective method of
counseling with and ,reporting to par-
ents.

A public school system needs teach-
ers who understand the reading curric-
ulum used in that system. The sys-
tem's program lutist be uniform and
operate under specific guidelines it
there is to be success. This qualifica-
tion does not mean that newer methods
of reading instruction cannot be under
experimentation but the total program
must be under the control of the ad-
ministration and understood by the
teachers within the system. The
larger a school system becomes, the
greater the responsibility of the class-
rooth teacher to adhere to the curricu-
lum designed by the administration.
In-service training to insure that
teachers understand the policies set
forth is an excellent method of commu-
nicating these ideas. By
summer programs specific'Ay to meet
the needs of the school system, the sys-
tem is rewarded by having more re-
source personnel in the school system
who understand the program. These
same teachers are pitch 'setter pre-
pared to understand reading at many
levels rather than at one or two levels
with which they formerly were famil-
iar. Training fifty teachers each year
in a soinnwr program slowly develops
a strong core of personnel who can
more effect rely fulfill the needs of the
school system.

Summary

A summer reading program as out-
lined in this report is no better than
the personnel who plan it. It is no

a
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more dynamic than the enthusiasm of
those who are in charge of its success.
If a program is small, a more personal
relationship of staff members to intern-
ing teachers is possible. A program
with over fifty interning teachers has a
tendency to lose its personality and of-
fers less in the way of individual help
to the interning teachers.

Too many administrative- personnel
with varying philosophies as to the
correct approach to teaching reading
can, harm a program. Overemphasis
on testing and not enough on teaching
can cause serious problems in the
teaching of the needed skills to the stu-
dents. Too many academic and me-
nial tasks required of the interning
teachers may cause discontent. Care
must he taken to waste no time which
could cause the program to fall short
of its goals. Steps must be taken to
outline the goals of such a program,
and methods should be developed to
achieve success. Roles must be es-
tablished and adhered to in order that
each person feels comfortable in the
position to which he 's assigned. Each
school system developing a program
mast pursue the deign in such a way
as to integrate its curriculum with the
program 'in, order for the gained
knowledge to be useful. Interning
teachers have no time for idealist:c
theory which can not be put into prac-
tice. An experience in reading for
teachers and students should benefit
teachers and studentAt_Put their needs
first and _the---eiqi-erience will be re-
warding.

(Additional information concerning the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Summer Reading
Program may be obtained by writing
James Suber, Director of Elementary
Language Arts. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Schools, Charlotte, North Carolina.)

.; Workshop Approach to
Reading Problems

SISTER MARV EDWARD, P.B.V.M.
Clarke College

THE FIRST STEP in beginning most
worthwhile educational endeavors is

the discovery of a need. Such a dis-
covery was the beginning of the Clarke
College XDEA Institute in Reading.

The summer of 1965 found the fac-
ulty at Clarke College greatly con-
cerned about the educational develop-
ment of elementary school children. A
study of test data revealed that many
children were not achie%ing according
to their potential. This fact was espe-
cially true in reading, yet reading is
the backbone of the whole elementary
structure. Why did this situation
exist? What, did the education of
reading teachers, or the lack of it. con-
tribute to this problem ?

Study

To discover answers to this ques-
tion, Clarke College conducted a study
in July 1965. Data were collected
from a sample of 215 qualified elemen-
tary school teachers from 19 states and
77 cities. From this study the follow-

- ing facts emerged.
One hundred and four of the 215

Teachers in the survey had never had a
formal reading course. One hundred
had had one, and only eleven had two
or more. Of the i l l teachers in the
study who had one or more courses in
reading, 69 of them had no refresher
courses in the past 10 to 25 years.
Yet, 202 of the 215 teachers ques-
tioned taught reading in the elemen-
tary school.

Out of ten approaches to reading
being used in various places, at the
present time, 60 of the 215 teachers in
the survey felt able to evaluate, two ;
approximately 55 could evaluate three,
and less than 18 were familiar enough
with four or more of the methods to
attempt any kind of evaluation.

Out of the ten rather wickly adver-
tised mechanical aids to reading, such
as the pacer and the tachistoscope,
very few felt sufficiently informed to
comment regarding their functional
value. The most popular device in the
survey, the controlled reader, was fa-
miliar to 75 teachers. The film pro-
jector as an adjtmct to reading in-
struction Was familiar to only 63, and
the number familiar with the Craig
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Reader and the Language Master was
7 and 4, respectively.

From thi. study only one general
conclusion could be drawn by a liberal
arts institution devoted to teacher edu-
cation : In-r2ryice education of elemen-
tary teachers of reading was impera-
tive. The Clarke College NDEA In-
stitute in reading was planned to fulfill
the needs identified in this study.

Program

The findings of our study crosed a
great challenge. Participants in our
institute would he classroom teachers
of reading who had antiquated or inad-
equate formal training. How could
they learn new theory, techniques. and
materials and actually be convinced
that these could he instruments for
more effective learning in their class-
rooms?

Our plan of attack was threefold.
We would attempt 1) to create a de-
sire for change in the participants,
to give them facility in using the tools
capable- nf1iringing about change, and
3) provide them with the opportunity
to experience change in themselves and
in the children in their classrooms.

The key would be inyolyement
involvement in theory, practice, a:ad
materials. From the first day or the
institute we would try to stimulate the
participants to raise questions, search
for answers, exchange ideas, observe
suitable models, demonstrate proper
techniques, create new materials, and
apply skills in classroom situations.

Theory

Itow we used this functional ap-
proach can be illustrated best by pur-
suing one of the early problems the
participants identified, "What is word
recognition ?" To answer this ques-
tion we turned the participants loose in
the curriculum library in teams of two
or three. They were to make a corn-
parative study of the word recognition
programs in two recently published
basal reading series of their choice.
They were to discover the kinds of
word recognition skills to lie taught to

children, the point at which the teach-
ing of each skill was introduced and
terminated. the teaching techniques
used for introducing them, and the de-
gree of continuity or lack of it in the
development of each skill. Then the
participants were to compare like-
nesses and differences- between their
two series.

Promptly, the participants began to
dig ; and, just as promptly. they began
to see themselves in their antiquated
and uninformed ways. Discussions
were lively, humorous, open, and
solid- searching. They quickly learned
the meaning and role of sight words.
context clues, phonetics, and structural
analysis as means to word recognition.
They experienced the sequential devel-
opment of skillsor lack of itin each
basal series. They learned inductive
and deductive methods of teaching
word recognition. They also began to
ask questions about why reading texts
were designed as they were.

At this point, we guided participants
into the professional reading books au-
thored by the same men as the two
series they had studied. Here they
searched out the theoretical model the
major author had used in writing the
children's texts and identified the au-
thor's philosophy of word recognition.

Now the participants i cgan to won-
der how word recognition should be
taught. They sought bootis and arti-
cles by the major authorities and tried
to discover what part of each theory
was based on opinion and what part
was based on scientific research ; their
findings were interesting and discon-
certing.

As an attempt to order the informa-
tion gleaned from this experience, each
participant worked out a blueprint for
his own philosophy of word recogni-
tion. What was his llefinition of word
recognition' What skills were in-
volved? When should they be taught?
In what sequence? What role did
they play in the total reading act?

The culminating activity to our
study of word recognition was a study
of fornial and informal instruments
available to help discover gaps- in chi,-
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dren's backgrounds and to identify
specific needs. Also studied in an in-
formal period each afternoon were
most of the mechanical aids, skill-
building "boxes," workbooks, and
games available for building these
skills.

By the time the study of word rec-
ognition had been completed, so many
questions had arisen concerning com-
prehension that the participants
immediately began to pursue its study
in the same manner. However, as an
introduction to, comprehension, ques-
tioning was studied _in relation to its
control of the expressive thought pat-
terns and skills development of chil-
dren. Emphasis was given to ques-
tions eliciting literal, interpretive, criti-
cal, or creative answers. The ques-
tions offered in the teachers' manuals
were identified and evaluated from
these four viewpoints.

Topics studied throughout the sum-
mer in addition to those mentioned
previously were What are study skills?
What is critical reading? What is
creativt reading? What is rite of
comprrhension? What- are the lan-
guage arts and What is reading read-
iness? Each was probed in varying
degrees of depth, but all were ap-
proached on theoretical and practicl
levels. We began each new venture
with a question, searched out the
answers as they were given in reading
materials produced for children, stud-
ied the theoretical models used by
reading authorities, evaluated their va-
lidity Or lack of it according to scien-
tific research, became acquainted with
instruments available for assessing
children's needs, and then produced
statements delineating each partici-
pant's philosophy. 'Throughout all of
the discussions there was constant in-
teraction of staff with participants and
participants with participants.

Lecturers

At appropriate times during the
summer, /four guest lecturers high-
lighted particular areas which the par-
ticipants were studying. DoloreS Dur
kin, drawing from the riches of her

own research on children -who read be-
fore they come to school, addressed
herself to readiness for reading. H.
Alan Robinson discussed reading
study skills and impressed the partici-
pants with the fact that reading is not
a separate -ubject to be taught at a
particular time and, a particular place
but is a process which must permeate
each subject in the total curriculum.
A. Aterl Artley stressed the impor-
tance of developing critical reading at
all grade leels and illustrated this by
working, through a directed reading
lesson on critical reading. Bill Martin
demonstrated a literature approach to
reading, showing the relationship that
exists hem een language patterns and
reading. He delighted everyone with
his own ability to tell stories and in-
volve his listeners in the telling. Each
speaker's ability to communicate with
the participants and his willingness to
discuss p r o h l e m s met by classroom
teachers in the teaching of reading
added depth and purpose to the accom-
plishments of the institute.

While our in-depth study of the fun-
damentals of reading was in progress,
we also examined current theories and
approaches to reading and evaluated
them in the light of available research.
Each committee of four or live partici-
pants chose the approach it preferred
and presented it to the group in sonic
creative way. Each presentation por-
trayed what the approached wasthe
theoretical model on which it was
based, the materials'used in it, its ad-
vantages and disadvantages as an ap-
proach to the teaching of reading, and
an evaluation according to available re-
search. ,Approaches studied inctuted--
basal reading, individualized reading,
language experience, i.t.a. programed
reading, phonic, responsive environ-
ment, linguistic, neurological, and film.

It was during the discussions of our
current approaches to reat'ing that the
real growth of the participants became
evident. Initially they were concerned
with trivia and superficialities. As the
summer progressed, unimportant is-
sues were glossed over and basic essen-
tials became the heart of their concern.
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Practicum

If changes in the participants' teach-
ing behavior were to become a reality,
the) needed to experience change in
themselves while 'teaching reading to
children, in their classrooms: The
practicum was planned to 'Provide such
an opportunity.

The practicum involved seven class-
rooms, grades one through seven, with
fifteen to twenty children in eath class-
room. The pupils of grades one.
three, five, and seven were children of
average reading ability. Those in
grades two, four, and six were supe-
rior children. The master teachers, as
well as the students, were from the
Dubuque public and nonpublic schools.
The principal of the school acted as
coordinator.

Six participants worked daily in
each classroom. Three of, the six did
team teaching and were responsible for
activities in developmental reading.
The other team of three guided read-
ing activities in content areas.
Midway through the institute the two
teams exchanged tasks so those who
had b e e n engaged in developmental
reading activities in the content areas
and vice versa. Experiences in both
developmental reading and reading in
the content areas were provided for
each participant.

During the first week of the insti-
tute, each participant chose his own
grade level for the practicum. Prac-
ticum work did . not begin for the
participants until Friday of the first
week, so they could get some depth in
theory and become acquainted with
new materials before moving into the
practical aspects of the institute. This
schedule also enabled the master teach-
ers to become better acquainted with
the children. Variations in the pro-
gram occurred each Friday when the
participants observed classes on some
grade level other than the one in which
they were teaching.

The practicum was organized to
achieve three main goals. The 'first
was to develop skill in the diagnostic
teaching of reading to children in
group situations. We worked with the
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participants to help them discover the
reading needs of their children, select
reading activities and materials ap-
propriate for the fulfillment of these
needs, and then evaluate their success
or lack of it with objective evidence
from the children's behavior.

A second major objective of, the
practicum was to provide the partici-
pants with experience in the sequential
development of comprehension abilities"
and reading study sk;Ils within their
own class and within tl'e school. This
was our motive for arranging observa-
tion each Friday in classrooms on a
grade level different from that' in
which participants were teaching.

The use of a variety of techniques
and materials with different kinds of
learners was the third objective. To
this end we had chosen superior stu-
dents for some classes and average stu-
dents for others.

During the institute the participants
questioned, ht times, the value of being
so involved in classroom teaching.
They felt that they would rather have
more demonstrations by the master
teachers and less teaching by them-
selves. In view of this, it was interest-
ing to read their "in retrospect" evalu-
ations made last December. The prac-
ticum took first place as a causative

,factor in change of their teaching
behavior. 0 n e of the participants
wrote: "I feel I must name the practi-
cum as the most beneficial aspect of
the institute. This is odd because, at
the time of the institute, I felt this part
to be the least valuable. However, in
retrospect, the opportUnity to view and
use the various methods and materials
in a classroom situation and to see stu-
dent reaction to them has proven. inval-
uablein evaluating their worth to my
own situation."

Materials

In additio'n to classes, discussions,
and teaching in the elementary school,
the participants spent one period each
afternoon examining the newer read-
ing materials, checking out mechanical
devices and evaluating their worth,
making tapes and transparenttes for
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use in their classrooms, launching
creative projects, and conferring with
the staff. Frequently the one period
designated on the schedule was 'volun-
tarily extended to include others.
This accommodation was especially
true as the institute passed f-lie mid -
mark and participants became con-
cerned that they might miss available
opportunities.

Evaluation

Our institute had witnessed a great
expenditure of human energy. The
big question that remained to be
answered was "Did the Institute a
complish what we hoped it would?"

The participants,were asked to eval-
uate their experiences at the termina-
tion of the institute and again this pist
December. One of the most revealing
questions asked was, "In retrospect,
what was the most significant thing
that happened to you -during the
Clarke Institute?" The following re- ",
sponses are typical of those received::

My idea of what reading is happens 'to
'have gotten completely changed.

What made the institute significant
for me and far- superior to all under-
graduate and gradu0e work pfeviously
was the advantage 'of a lab school for
prattical purposes. This.was -extremely
helpful.

Perhaps it was the opportunity for me,
to acquire knowledge about the basics of,
reading and learning in order tO" apply
them effectively and give me some ai=
surance and confidence to help others.

I have been of the opinion that most 4.,

of our problems in education'today (dis-
cipline, dropouts) are a result of diil-
dren's not being able to read.t It uas-
most rewarding and inspiring to met(
educators from all over the United States
who were in earnest to do something
about it.

. It was good to be part of a proftw-
sional group so keenly interested in
going forward! The sum total of our
courses left an influence that enriches a

,teacher in such.a way that all aspects of
her work shduld show improvement. -

I gained confidence in my own ability
to teach. The warmth, enthusiasm, and
dedication of my fellow participants and
the faculty helped me to "become" as no
other single experience in my;
Because of this newly gained self-
security, I now -find myself abler° give
much' more than ever before to my stu-

\ %-

dents and my fellow 'teachers, not only
in riding but in love and understand-
ing.

This terminates my report on our
attempt to upgrade our elementary
teachers of reading through an 'NDEA
Institute. William Gray once said
that a teacher of reading should know
the field of readnig as thoroughly as
any highly competent content teacher
knows the field that he teaches. We
did not achieve this, ideal, but we did
start our journey toward it.

The Illinois StatelWide
- :Curriculum Study Center
in the Preparation of Se, eondacy

School Ehglish Teachers

PAUL H. TACOIIS
University c.

TIIE litaxcirs STATEWIDE Curriculum-
Studyf Ceriter in the Preparation of
,Secondary School English Teachers.is
the only Project English -Curriculum
Study Center deNotlng itself to the
preparationlof curricula for teachers of
English. ,It_ is a five-year coopera,tive
research pri)ject inVelving twenty col
leges and universities. all of which are
in Illitk5is. 2%'ISCPET," as it.is called
by those who are:personally engaged
in -its activities, is jointly supported by
a contract with the, l'inted States
Office of Education and by local insti-

jutioual ft officially got tinder
way August 4,1964;

Naturetpf the institutions

The .twenty ISCPET colleges and
univii-sities vary=a great deal in terms

`7444 theft- size,,--the Source- of their sup-
pa r f. their ,location, -andthe scope' of
their academic programs. They in-

-, chide over .half of the Illinois, institu-
tions that prepare teat hers of English.
and together they graduate *int six
percent of*the, nation's English teach-
64 each year. Last year while one in-
Stittitib,n. graduated approximately one
hi ndred. and sixty English, teachers.
apititlier _graduated only eight. -Some
a Jiberal'arts colleges, either church-
related-or independent; some are uni-.

4-
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versales. either privately supported or
-tate .JH Ahem half are in or
mar Chicago; about !tall are located in
now us or small cities scattered about
the rest of the state. While some offer
olds four-year undergraduate pro-
grants. others alho offer master's de-
gree work. and still others also offer
illwtoral programs in English or ethi-
cal ik.0 Err htstli

Organiiationai structure
In e7ery sense of the word, she

center is a "cooperative.' research
riwieor. With its headquarters lo-
cated at the University of Illinois in
Urbana. ISCPET began under the
general direction of J. N. k. direc-
tor. and William H. Evans. associate
director, with the author serving as the
fulltinw research associate. Last
summer. when Evans accepted a posi-
tion at another university, the author
IsArne the associate director. and
kaymond LY Crisp was employed as
the research associate. '

Contrary to vhat an outsider might
think, the headquarters staff does not
direct the work 4 1SCPET. Each of
the twenty cooperating institutions has
designated two professors, one each
from the English and educational de-
partments. as its official ISCPET rep
resentatives. It is these forty people
meeting together in extended sessions
at least twice each year, who direct the
monies!: acycities of ISCPET. And
surprising as this may he to some edu-
cators. they have proved that they can
work in almost perfect harmony.

To provide for more frequent assist-
ance and guidance than the forty rep-
resentatives meeting only two or three
times per year can possibly give.
ISCPET has an executive committee
composed of two permanent members
(hook and the author) and three
members who are elected by the forty
representatives for stagget.ed terms
ranging from one to three years.
Lltiore ISCPET can subcotract with
a cooperating institution iAing to
conduct a ,speriai research study. this
committee mast approve the proposal
for the stony, In additi,a to this type
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of responsibility, the comr-;itee decides
on major policies and handles any
problems that might arise.

Assisting the two official representa-
tives on each ISCPET campus is an
ad hoc committee composed of from
five to twelve members who, in most
inst .i,:-s. come from the English and
education departments but who, on
some campuses, come from other de-
partments as well. Although they
vary to some degree from campus to
campus. the principal duties of the
committee are as follows: to recom-
mend curricular changes in the institu-
tion'. s program for preparing second-
ary English teachers and to help :it im-
plementing the chailiges and in evaluat-
ing the results : to assist the two
official representatives in the planning
and the conducting of special research
studies; to consider the institution's
policies for admitting students or pros-
pective teachers of English and for re-
taining them in the program : and, if
desirable, to recommend changes in
screening and in poli-ies for retention.

Lest ISCPET person.lel become in-
clined to think of English teacher prep-
aration only in relation to the situa-
tion in Illinois and as a constant
source for expert advice and assist-
ance, ISCPET has an advisor) com-
mittee made up of twelve nationally
recognized educators, including at least
one expert in every area of the prepara-
tion c f English teachers from across
the nation. The areas of specialization
represented on the committee are lin-
guistics, speech, literature, reading,
junior high school English, senior high
school English, national developments
in the teaching of high school English,
programs pertaining to all prospective
teachers, programs pertainin,7 to pros-
pective teachers of English ,fly, struc-
ture and articulation of courses, En-
glish teacher certification, and research
design and evaluation.

ISCPET's raison d'etre

Although at least eight national
events, which occurred in the six-year
period just prior to 1964, were influen
tial in stimulating the creation of
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ISCPET, here I will mention only
two : the publishing in 1961 of The
National Interest and the Teaching of
English (1) and the publishing in
1964 of The National Interest and the
Continuing Education of Teachers of
English (2). These unpretentious lit-
tle volumes, which were prepared by a
special committee of the National
Council of Teachers of English, un-
veiled to the public nor ',he first time a
true picture of the sad state of affairs
in English teaching and English
teacher preparation across the nation.
First, consider these ;:ndings reported

t. in the first volume :

Only a fourth of the nation's colleges
require a course in th. English lan-
guage. Only 17.4 percent of the colleges
require a course in Modern English
Grammar. Fewer than 200 institutions
are graduating teachers of English in-
formed about mddern language study.
Only 41 percent of the colleges re-
quire prospective teachers of English
to complete a course in advanced com-
position. Only 51.5 percent of the col-
leges require prospective teachers to
complete a course in methods of teach-
ing English. (p. 60)
Only one-third [of the colleges) require
work in world literature. Only one-
fifh of the programs specify the need
for a course in contemporary literature
or in literary criticism or critical analy-
sis. Few institutions provide for the
study of the literature written for ado-
lescents. (p. 75)

Now consider these findings from
the second volume :

Today, only half (51.9 percent) of the
secondary teachers consider themselves
well prepared to teach literature;
slightly more, than one-third (36.6 per -
cent), to teach composition; slightly
more than half (53.5 percent), to teach
the English language. Fewer than
one-third (32.7) feel well prepared to
teach oral skills, and only one-tend., to
teach reading at the seconds:, !.:vel.
Nevertheless, among the more experi-
enced teachers, as many as 32.3 percent
reported not taking a college English
course since certification or not taking
one for ten years. In his more than
nine years of experience, the average
secondary teacher of Engi:sh has com-
pleted only 0.4 semester hours in compo-
sition and 0.7 semester hours in lan-
guage. (pp. 5 & 6)

Finally, let us turn to another ex-

cerpt from the first National Interest
volume.

If the teaching of English is to be im-
proved throughout the country, bold and
immediate action must be undertaken on
a national scale. This report on the sta-
tus of English teaching indicates that
assistance is urgently needed to achieve
seven important goals :

1. To focus instruction in English
upon the study of language, litera-
ture, and composition.

2. To educate teachers of English to
the developmental and sequential
nature of the study and to institute
a program for encouraging
articulation of English studies
throughout the school years.

.. C i,. tb,Ilt preparatory
programs for teachers of English.

4. To improve the preparation of
practicing teachers of English.

5. To improve the services and sup-
plies available to teachers of Eng-
glish.

6. To encourage significant research
about the teaching of English.

7. To recruit and prepare more teach-
ers of English. (p. 3)

Although ISCPET, as you will later
see, is concerned to some extent with
all of these seven goals, it is directing
the greater part of its energies toward
the first, second, third, fourth, and
especially the third.

So much for the developments and
events that provoked the birth of
ISCPET! So much for ISCPET's
raison d'être!

Objectives

Of natural and close relationship to
its raison d'être are ISCPET's objec-
tives. In brief, the problem faced by
ISCPET is this: How can a college or
university, regardless of its inherent or
acquired characteristics, modify its
program for preparing secondary
school English teachers to bring that
program closer to an "ideal," phrased
in terms of common elements in the
curriculum and in terms of desirable
competencies in prospective teachers?
Our center is going beyond the recom-
menc_.tions of The National Interest
and the Teaching of English and other
publications that present theory. is
that we are searching constantly for
application of valid theories.
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We are making use of a study group
of scholars and outstanding teachers to
develop an "ideal" plan for teacher
preparation and are considering care-
fully recommendations such as the
ones in the NCTE's The Education of
Teachers of English for Schools and
Colleges (3). But we are taking two
important next steps: 1) the imple-
mentation of a number of those recom-
mendations through experimenting to
discover how they may he put into
effect in diverse institutions and 2) the
measurement of the changes that result
from following such recommendations.

Because the present English pro-
grams of our cooperating institutions
vary so greatly, it is impossible for us
to state in detail the curricular revi-
sions that are being effected in each in-
stitution. We do not anticipate that a
single, uniform program will be the
outcome. Rather, we expect to de-
velop several improved program ;, with
an agreed-upon commonality of con-
tent and emphasis'but also with diver-
gencies made necessary by institutional
restrictions or made desirable by pecu-
liar institutional strengths.

Basically, we are searching for
answers to such questions as these :
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way ton ard improved certifica-
tion requirements rather than
reirain subservient to existing
ones?

c. What constitutes the strongest
possible preparation for an Eng-
lish minor who may be required
to teach English ?

d. What constitutes the best pro-
gram for a fifth year for 1) a
person with an undergraduate
major in English who has not
taken Courses requisite :-)r a
teaching certificate. 2) a person
with an undergraduate major in
English who already is certified
to teach the subject, 3) a certi-
fied teacher who has only a
minor in the subject, 4) a certi-
fied teacher with an English
major but too poor an academic
recold for admission to graduate
courses in English?

e. In what ways might a coordi-
nated five-year program, or a

J-plus-three arrangement, be
preferable to a four-plus-one
program? What differences might
and should be involved? If Illi-
nois (and other states now re-
quiring only four years of prep-
aration) moves eventually to-
ward a five-year requirement for
secondary teachers, what pattern
of preparation will serve best ?

f. What principles can he es-
tablished for the most helpful
supplementary preparation (re-
fresher courses not leading to an
advanced degree) for 1) the ex-
perienced secondary teacher who
has been long absent from the
college classroom and 2) the
once-prepared teacher who has
had no recent teaching experi-
ence?
What constitutes the hest prepa-
ration for a doctorate in the
teaching of English, intended to
prepare persons for I) working
on the college level with students
planning to teach secondary Eng-

dish or 2) serving as heads of
secondary English departments

a. What competencies are necessary
and what additional ones are de-
sirable in a teacher of English ?
What varieties, of preparation
are effective in producing these
competencies? What prepara-
tion common to these varieties
constitutes the ideal core of En-
glish teacher preparation ?

b. What is the nearest -.pproach to
the ideal that can be made in a
four-year undergraduate pro-
gram ? What permissible changes
in present requirements would
be necessary in each particirnt-
ing institution in order to ap-
proach the ideal as nearly as
possible? How and when can
these changes be effected? What
changes in certification require-
nients would be necessary and
desirable for approaching the
ideal? How can we lead the

g
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or as- supervisors of secondary
English?

-h. What are the best answers now
determinable to a number of spe-
cific questions concernio:; the
program for educating a teacher
of English? Repiesentative ques-
tions are the following: -

-What preparation in literature
is of particular value to pros-
pective English teachers?

What study of the English
language best equips a teacher
for a secondary English class-
room?
What training in rhetoric and
composition is especially
needed?

What audio-visual aids are
particularly helpful in prepar-
ing an English teacher ?
What are the most relevant
findings of educat'onal psy-
chology, especially about the
learning process and about
language learning'

What `sequence, of courses in
education best equips a pros-
pective teacher to cope with
the problems he, will face in
the classroom from day to day?

But, after setting tasks and objectives
so ambitious as the foregoing, what has
ISCPET actually accomplished in the
first thirty-three months of its exist-
ence? I have already given you a part
tial answer to this question. Now let
me try to complete it.

Accomplishments thus far

Throughout my remarks I have -e-
ferred to the vast scope of ISCPET,
not only in terms of its tasks and ob-
jectives but also in terms of its person-
nel. You will recall that it involves
from eight to twelve persons on each
of twenty different campuses with a

al, roughly speaking, of 160-240
personnel. Yet, all of these people are
working together with success and
harmony. If we considered nothing
but the differences in academie bad:-
grounds of mis number of people, I be-
lieve that all of us would agree that

ISt['ET's accomplishment in this area
alone is worthy of study and consider-
ation. ISCPET's organizational struc-
ture. its first major accomplishment.
could well serve as a model for other
groups of

join
and agencies de-

siring to oin hands to research mutual
interests and problems.

During the fall of 1964, ISCPET
representatives met in Chicago for sev-
eral days and, with the guidance and
assistance of the advisory committee,
of English teachers, department heads,
consultants, administrttors, and of Illi-
nois authorities on certification, agreed
upon a list of competencies that any
English teacher should possess.
Although at times we seriously won-
dered whether we would ever get a
consensus on 'certain' of the compten-
cies. weeventually did, and we called
the list "Qualifications of Secondary
School Teachers of English : A Pre-
liminary Statement" (4). This -four-_,
Page publication, our second major ac-
complishment, should not be considered
:`final" in any sense of the word.
Revisiot, perhaps even major ones.
will be made to it in early 1969. In
the meantime. thousands of free opies
of the statement are being Ma' ed to
educators around the countryetwith the
reqtiest that they send us their reac-
tions to it.

Curricular revisions constitute the
third major ISCPET accomplishment.
Withotit exception, every institution
has made some changes (most have
made many) in both the academic and
professional components of its program
for training prospective English teach-
ers. Let me cite a few examples. For
its students who wish to major in liter-
ature, one institution has designed a
special minor in rhetoric. This same
institution is also revamping its pro-
gram for candidates for the degree of
Master of Arts in the teaching of
EnglishAnother institution has re-
cently added a special course in 'the
methods of teaching composition only.
For the majority of its students, still
another institution is abandoning fresh-
man composition as a course ; more-
over, this same institution is' com-
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pletely overhauling the remainder of
its program for training English teach-,
ers. A fourth institution recehtly re
ported seventeen major program
changes, most of which deal with its
offerings in literature, which will go
into effect next fall. Almost all of our
institutions now require courses in ad-
vanced composition, modern English
grammar, and history of the English
language. Although these are no more
than representative examples, they do
show the type. and extent of curricular
revisions now being made or imple-
mented at ISCPET institutions.

_ISCPET's fourth major accomplish-
ment is in the area of evaluation and
Measurement. From the very begin-
ning of our planning, we were aware
that we would have ta_have a test for
use in II of our participating institu-
tions, beginning before any substantial
changes in our then existing programs
could be effected and repeated annually
thereafter , throughout the life of
ISCPET. Consequently, at an early-
meeting of the institutional representa-
tives, v_v_evconsidered the need and se-
lected the new edition of the English
Language and Literature Test of the
NTE Batterv, which is administered
to all prospective English teachers
during their senior year. The purpose
in using this test the first year was to
establish a norm or baseline for each
institution with which the scores of
graduates in subsequent years of
ISCPET can be compared in order to
see what changes occur. Presumably,
these changes will be largely attributa-
ble to curricular revision, and perhaps
to policy changes, since the type and'
caliber of students within an institution
are not changingmarkedly during the
ISCPET years. Annual repetition of
the rest should reveal any statistically
observable differences between pre-
ISCPET and intra-ISCPET graduat-
ing seniors. No comparison of institu-
tions is being made; each institution is
competing only against itself. .How:
ever, a cumulation of test scores is
being maintained at ISCPET head-
quarters, and state-wide norms are
being established. Thus-, each institu-
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tion is able to determine the position of
its graduates on the scale.

Another type of measurement and
evaluation device now being used by
all our institutions is a set of six rating
scales consisting of criteria based di-
rectly on the competencies listed in the
ISCPET qualifications statement and,
for the most part, on the ones in the
"good" column. They are designed
fos use as follows: Form A, by the
student teacher, to evaluate himself at
the end of student teaching: Form B,
by the "cooperating" teacher, to evalu-
ate the student teacher at the end of
student teaching; Form C, by the col-
lege or university supervisor, to evalu-
ate the student teacher at the end of
student teaching; Form D, by the
graduate, to evaluate himself at the
end of his first year of teaching; Form
E, by a school administrator, to evalu-
ate the graduate at the end of the first
year of teaching; and Form F, by the
chairman of the English department,
to evaluate the graduate at the end of
the first year of teaching. Thus, by
the time he reaches the close of his
first year as a full-time teacher of sec-
ondary English. eacli ISCPET gradu-
ate will have been evaluated six
timestwice by himself, thrice by su-
pervisory personnel, and once by an
administratoron essentially the same
criteria. Data coming from this_series
of evaluations on each of our graduates
should yield some extremely telling
and valuable conclusions pertaining to
curricular changes at our institutions.

Earlier, I referred to the special re-
search studies for which the ISCPET
headquarters office subcontracts with
its cooperating institutions. Together
these studies are considered ISCPET's
fifth major accomplishment. From
them will come our chief contributions
to -esearch. So far, there are
twenty-eight studies unt:er way at one
stage or another., While some are
short-termstudies and are at or near
the point of completion, others are
long term and will not be completed
until very near the termination date of
our contract. Even at this date, pro-
posals for additional studies are being
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drafted, a fact that leads us to predict
a grand total of approximately thirty-

`five special research studies for our
project.

Variety seems to be the predominant
characteristic of ISCPET's special

studies. Some of the studies are rela-
tively simple, involving no more than a
questionnaire or a status survey, to-
gether with tabulation and analysis of
the data and interpretation of the find-
ings. At the same time, however, others
of the studies are quite sophisticated
and requ're comparative or other meas-
urements to assure validity.

There is a great deal of variety to be
found even in the studies utilizing sur-
veys. Some of these studies are col-
lectini; data from selected ISCPET in-
stitutions; others are collecting from all
of our institutions ; still others are so-
liciting data from hundreds of colleges
and universities in every region of the
country. While the survey it _the
major step of some special studies, it is
only the initial step of several studies,
with the subsequent steps being deter-
mined by the findings drawn from the
data collected in the first step.

In case I have overemphasized the
survey method of researchilet me as-
sure you that by no means do all
ISCPET studies involve This ap-
proach. At the same time, however, I
should empasize that all of our re-
searchers must of necessity begin with
close study and examination of all
published research findings pertinent
to the problems they have identified to
research.

All of the special studies are de-
signed and coordinated so. that most
components of the "ideal" program for
preparing prospective secondary En-
glish teachers, as set forth in our quali-
fications statement, a:.7 being or will he
explored. Of the already-approved_
studies, one involves reading; four in-
volve literature ; four, composition ;
five, language ; two, oral communica-
tion ; five, various aspects of methodol-
ogy for prospective teachers ; three,
various aspects of methodology for in-
service teachers; two, testing; one in-
volves MATE programs ; one, supervi-

sion of student teaching in English
and two involve fact-finding surveys of
the esent status of English programs
in grades 7 through 12 of Illinois
schools. (Persons interested in ob-
taining details of the studies should
write to the ISCPET office at the
University of Illinois.)

In addition to their standard final
reports, many of the directors of our
studies are preparing instructional
materials that may be used by any in-
terested college or university. The
form of these materials, also, is charac-
terized by variety. For example, some
materials will be filmed and some.
taped ; most, however, will be prepared
as syllabi for courses.

ISCPET's twenty institutions pro-
vide an ideal testing ground for pro-
grams in teacher education, for they
represent a true cross-section of the
nation's colleges ane universities, and
their graduates are employed in all of
the fifty states. Whatever can be
made to work in these institutions will
almost assuredly work elsewhere.
Therefore, for this reason and with the
approval of the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, ISCPET is submitting to the
office the final reports on its individual
special studies at the very time they
are completed rather than holding
them until the overall ISCPET final
report has been prepared. By doing
this, we hope to make available all use-
ful data at the earliest feasible time to
all interested colleges, universities, or-
ganizations, and individuals through-
out the nation, so that they niay em-
ploy, as they see fit, those findings and
recommendations pertinent to their
needs. Thus the results of ISCEPT's
endeavors will be given immediate na-
tional applicability.
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Preparing,for College Teaching

SAMUEL WEINTRAUB
University of Chicago

TEACHERS OF TEACHERS ought to be
skillful at one thing more than any
other : they should be excellent teach-
ers. Unfortunael, this is not always
the case Methods courses often suffer
from poor instruction as well as from
lack of content.

Perhaps because of poor instruction,
or possibly that factor along with oth-
er.. undergraduateandgraduate
courses in reading methods do not ap-
pear to be so important in influencing
beliefs regarding the teaching of read-
ing as are the reading series used or
the student teaching experience (3).
Surveys of reading instruction in the
United States point tip the fact that
the job of teaching today's children is
not being particularly well done (2).
Recent findings from the U.S. Office
of Education Cooperative First-Grade
Studies showed more clearly than ever
the crucial role of the classroom
teacher in influencing achievement in
reading (4). Other studies clearly
demonstrate that many classroom
teachers are not well prepared to teach
sonic of the most basic reading under-
standings and skills to children (1, 5,
6). When these three facts are con-
sidered togetherthe mediocre in-
struction in classrooms, the crucial role
of the classroom teacher in improving
reading skill,, and the lack of knowl-
edge of basic reading skills on the part
of the classroom teacherthe urgent
need for better preparation of teachers
becomes apparent.

In addition to teacher preparation,
other problems confront us as we try
to upgrade reading instruction. There
are problems in selecting students for
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entrance into the field of education.
Other problems are ie to the lack of
constructive supervision o -profes-
sion once an individual has completed
basic educational requirements and has
been hired by a school system. Still
other problems are created by the
rapid turnover of teachers, the mobility
of the teaching profession in general,
and the inability to attract more men
-into teachingparticularly into teach-
ing in the elementary schools. While
these concerns call for constructive ac-
tion, they are not the subject of this
paper, which has as its focus the prep-
aration of college instructors of read-
ing methods courses.

The poverty of ideas and lack of
originality as well as the questionable
usefulness of some methods courses
stem perhaps from several sources.
Most often when an individual receives
his doctorate with specialization in
reading. he has had few. if any, guided
experiences in thinking through the
goals and content of a methods course.
In many instances where the new col-
lege teacher is called upon to teach
methods courses in reading, he leans
heavily upon one or more professional
texts for an outline of the course or he
may go back to notes from a course in
reading taken during his graduate or
undergraduate schooling. The notes
he draws from may or may not he par-
ticularly good. They are simply all he
has. If the original course happened
to be well done, the new instructor is,
at best, a carbon copy of his mentor.
If the course did not happen to be well
thought through and well taught, the
new offering is often no better and
May well be much worse.

In order to break this unhappy
cycle, the reading faculty at the Uni-
versity of Chicago decided to take
some steps toward preparing future
college teachers with the hope of up-
grading instruction in professional
courses. The focus of the rest of this
paper is upon the planning and exes. u-
tion of this new program and on other
suggestions for preparing college in-
structors.

In its first year, the program con-
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sisted of two related segments: a semi-
nar and a practicum. In the seminar,
the major emphasis was on college age
students in general and then noted
characteristics of the specific students
with whom they would be dealing. It
was known, for example, that most
of the enrollees would be art and
music majors who needed education
courses to fulfill their certification re-
quirements. A general look at devel-
opmental characteristics of college age
students gave insights into the student
population which members might be
teaching in, undergraduate courses.
The importance of looking at a specific
population of students, their interests,
and :backgrounds was pointed up in
discussions about probable enrollees.
The method of building the curriculum
for the reading course was based on
the Tyler rationale with some modifi-
cations.*

Having identified characteristics of
the general college age population and
then of the specific students to be
served, the next step was to consider
behaviors and academic knowledge de-
sired as outcomes of the course. The
group first determined general out-
comes and then specific goals for the
population enrolled. Far from being
merely a routine listing of desirable be-
haviors and knowledge, the working
through and discussion of these goals,
upon which all of us agreed, took con-

-siderable effort and thought. The se-
lection of behavioral objectives was
basic to all that followed in setting up
the content of the course.

Once the characteristics of the popu-
lation to be served had been consid-
ered and the goals decided lipon, the
seminar members turned tl:eir atten-
tion to the content of the course.
They reviewed secondary reading
textbooks, elementary texts, and the
syllabi developed by other teachers of
professional courses in reading and
then made a comprehensive listing of
all the topics that might possibly be in-
cluded. At this point the relevancy of

*Tyler, Ralph W. Basic Principles of
Curriculum and Instruction. Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1950.

a topic for a professional course in
reading, rather than its importance,
was the deciding factor.

Next seminar members turned their
attention to the time allotted to the
course, considered the background and
needs of their students, and made deci-
sions as to which topics were irrele-
vant and which were the least and the
most essential.

When the most essential topics were
decided upon, the general content of
each topic was discussed, and the em-
phasis to be placed upon the content
given, the unique population was
evolved. Because this was to be a team
teaching situation, each seminar mem-
ber then selected the areas of greatest
int rest to him. Each person prepared
in &tail the specific objectives of a
section of the 'course and ascertained
the best means for realizing the general
and specific behavioral outcomes. It
was his responsibility, too, to elaborate
the content of the particular segment
or segments for which he had assumed
primary responsibility. When this
task had been done, each member pre-
pared a detailed outline for discussion
and evaluation by other members of
the seminar. Included in the outline
were assignments, specific points to be
covered, and method of presentation.
What finally evolved, then, was a par-
ticularized outline of behavioral objec-
tives and specific skint", content to be
covered, instructional methods, and
concomitant 'assignments.

Evaluation of the course was to be
in several forms, including informal
and formal student feedback and self-
evaluation by seminar members. The
content of the final examination was
considered in terms of how it could
best measure the attainment of the spe-
cific objectives of the course. It
should be mentioned, too, that while
this syllabus was planned with a spe-
cific course and a particular population
in mind, alternative ways of achieving
and measuring the same objectives
were discussed in seminar. Thus,
given a different student population
and setting, several substitute plans
were available for consideration.
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As we progressed in determining
goals, sessions with college teachers
who were conducting reading methods
courses were scheduled. These visits
served at least two functions. First,
students in the seminar tapped the
thinking of others concerning aims,
content, and. method. Thus one in-
structor's thinking did not dominate
the group. Second, there was rather
dramatic realization of the varied paths
taken'by different individuals in devel-
oping and teaching such a course.
Instructors were asked the questions:
What parts of your course made you
happiest ? What would you like to
change if you had the opportunity?

Along with the planning experiences
just outlined and the practicum which
followed, members were involved in
ancillary learning experiences. For
exarple, they assumed responsibility
for parts of a graduate elementary
reading methods ceurse being con-
ducted by the instructor of the semi-
nar. These experiences were highly
practical. First, they read, wrote com-
ments, and evaluated written assign-
ments handed in by course members.
Criteria for evaluating papers had to
be established. Using these criteria,
seminar members each read several
papers, made a tentative evaluation,
and then brought the papers and their
problems back to the seminar for addi-
tional deliberation. This procedure
was followed as each assignment was
turned in.

Second, each seminar participant
was responsible for conducting one in-
structional session with a small group
of those enrolled in the graduate
course. In the class were several uho
were simultaneously having their first
teaching experience and taking their
first education course. The content of
the graduate reading methods course
did not meet the needs of these rela-
tively unsophisticated individuals.
They were, therefore, scheduled for
small-group instruction for part of
each class period and given more indi-
vidualized attention. Each seminar
member ias responsible for planning
and conducting one str.th session.
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Plans for the session were discussed
and criticized beforehand by seminar
members. An evaluation session fol-
lowed. Unsolicited comments from
the students who attended indicated
how valuable they felt .the small group
sessions had been.

Third. students in the seminar as-
sumed responsibility as a group for
one three-hour meeting of the graduate
methods course. The topic under coo-
sideratiOn was the valuation of innova-
tions in primary reading programs.
Following the presentation, the session
%vas evaluated in a free discussion by
all seminar participants.

Another activity of the seminar was
the development of a general syllabus
for an undergraduate elementary read-
ing methods course. A. procedure
similar to that in developing the sec-
ondary course was followed. Differ-
ences in aims. emphasis, and content be-
tween secondary and elementary courses
were considered. Differences between
graduate and undergraduate courses
were also noted.

Summary

This paper, then. summarizes an
attempt to prepare college instructors
of reading methods courses. The sem-
inar itself was evaluated in a discus-
sion in which all aspects were scruti-
nized. One of the points emphasized by
seminar members was the importance
of the practicum aspects of the experi-
ence. In their opinion, the immediacy
of purpose made the seminar far more
valuable in content. As a result of the
evaluation session, there will be several
different empha-'s when the seminar is
offered again.

This paper has not stressed the fact
that seminar members looked carefully
at many different ways of organizing
professional courses as well as at many
and varied types of experiences to be
given undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. These experiences were evalu-
ated in the light of the most effective
ways to attain a specific goal and the
general objectives of a course. At all
times the attempt was made to note
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and evaluate the many paths to the
same ends.

The basic principles used in building
the undergraduate secondary reading
methods course described in this paper
appear to be generally applicable.
They are 1) identify the characteris-
tics of the population to be served ; 2)
determine learning objectives and be-
havioral goals desired as outcomes of
curriculum experiences; 3) build
learning situations which attempt to
attain the jesired objectives for a spe-
cific population; and 4) evaluate to de-
termine whether goals have been at-
tained.

In this writer's estimation, it is of
critical importance to prepare and pre-
pare carefully tomorrow's teachers of
teachers. If tomorrow's teachers of
children are to be better than today's,
then we in graduate schools must make
a concerted effort to provide future
teachers of children with- better teach-
ers themselves. If we want to develop
compcter4 readers in our population,
then we must assume responsibility for
preparing college instructors in such a
way that they know better than we 4o

how to select, prepare, an4 teach
teachers and future teachers.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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SPECIAL AREAS

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY OF READING,
AND TECHNOLOGY

Philosophical Aspects

HENRY P. SMITH A,

The University of Kansas

MY SI'ECIAI. INTEREST over the past
several years has been the psychology
of reading with occasional ventures
into reading's sociological determi-
nants. In this paper, I was asked to
discuss the philosophy of reading.
This assignment has compelled me to
consider with some care the possible
distinctions between three disciplines
psychology, sociology, and philosophy
each of which contains data and
theory of significant interest to teachers
of reading.

. Let me begin by suggesting how
these three areas of knowledge contrib-
ute in their special ways to the teach-
ing of reading.

Psychology is concerned with th-
nature of the individual and how and
why he learns. Educational psychol-
ogy interprets and extends psychologi-
cal data and principles in an educa-
tional setting. In a very real sense a
psychology of reading is an educational
psychology directed to the tasks of
learning to read and reading to learn.

Sociology focuses on the nature of
social groups arid the impact of a
group on its members. Thus a sociol-
ogy of reading uses the accumulated
data and theory of sociology and edu-
cational sociology for its applications to
the teaching of reading.

Philosophy assumes responsibility
for defining the goals of human behav-
ior and suggests methods for directing
behavior toward those goals. In iden-
tifying the 'goals of education and in
suggesting the educational methodol-
ogy for reaching them; educational
philosophy must be aware of the nature
of the individual and the nature of tip
social order. It must be concerne,
with both society's need for each indi-
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victual to make maximum contributions
to the social order and the individual's
need to receive optimal benefits from
his society.

A philosophy of reading as a special
segment of educational philosophy
must consider the components of the
reading act, the purposes of reacts
and the educational techniques ghat
promise greatest reader' growth. It
must hate a proper regard for the na-
ture of the individual and the impact of
environment on human development.
At the same time a philosophy of read-
ing must consider the nature and de-
mands of the current social order and.
so far as possible. must attempt to
predict changes that are likely to occur
in the demands of that social order
during the life -span of the reader.

As we examine the purposes of
reading, we recognize that today's so-
ciety requires that each child shall be
educated to d level far above the level
required by the society of fifty or even
twenty years ago. And we see that to-
day's society is a rapidly changing so-
ciety. In a changing society the devel-
opment of high-level reading, listening,
and thinking skills becomes crucial be-
cause change can quickly outmode
school-taught basic facts and principles
and make necessary the constant re-
learning of specific job skills and even
professional knowledge long before a
worker reaches the end of his years of
greatest productivity In other words.
today's technological changes increas-
ingly outdistance schoolroom education.

A total philosophy of reading must
be concerned with many components
of the reading act, the various pur-
poses for reading, and with the tech-
niq ies of effective reading instruction
at age levels. I believe that space
li.,.itations here can best be used for a
1. :us in some detail on a special seg-
n Ait of the philosophy of readingthe
eading act's dependence upon mean-
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ing and iety's iole in the provision
of that m ning.

Althoug reading requires sensory
reaction to graphic symbols, true read-
ink is a perceptual act. SensMion is
merely the trigger. Perception's am-
munition is the perceiver's experiential
background. Printed symbols have no
innate power to convey meaning.
They can do little more than evoke
whateve stored Meanings the perceiv-.
ing in ividual already possesses.
Thus derstanding through reading
requir s a store of appropriate mean-

' ings that the reader himself previously
has distilled from his experiences.
Perception through reading is possible
because these stored meanings tend to
be associated with and to be evokable
by words.

In the perceptual processes of both
reading and listening, the meaning that
can be evoked in the reader-listener is
dependent on the wealth of prior ex-
periences that have become identified
with the word and word combinations
that are used by the writer or speaker.
In one .reader-listener a word may
evoke no experience, in another, no
more than a single experience, whereas
in still another, it may evoke the dis-
tilled essence of numerous experiences.
Thus, when we consider the communi-
cative power of words, the most im-
portant factor is the richness and simi-
larity of the experiences underlying the
words that are used by the communi-
cators. And as we discuss the impor-
tance of meaningfulness, it is well to
note that words not only are the tools
of communicationwords also are the

.. tools of thinking. This recognition,
that without appropriate prior experi-
ences words are but barren symbols,
compels us to be concerned with socie-
ty's responsibility to provide each child
with an environ lent rich in the ex-
periences require,' for effective com-
munication. Only V providing rich
experiences for each child can society
hope to gain maximum contributions
from its members and each individual
receive optimal benefits from society.
The special stock of meanings that a
child must possess if he is to be suc-

cessful in school is the heart of what
we refer to as intelligence.

Experiential background and intel-
lectual ability are not separate and dis-
tinct traits. In fact, except for individ-
ual differences in the quality of the
sense organs and in general physical
soundness and health, experiential
background may be the sole determi-
nant of intellectual ability. And ex-
periential background's impact is ex-
tended to the individual's motivation to
ach;eve. The incr-ridual's interests,
life goals, work habits, and his self-
concept are products of his successes
and failures during his environmen-
tally delimited experiences. In short,
I believe that environment is the casual
factor in producing most, and possibly
all, of the educationally important dif-
ferences among the children who enter
our classrooms.
' Recently there has been increased

emphasis on the fact that educational
tests, particularly intelligence tests, re-
flect differences m experiential back-
ground. Because children in the
crowded midcity areas and in cultur-
ally impoveri;ited rural areas tend to
make low sc-.res, such tests have been
called culturahy unfair. Unfortunately,
however, whenever tests fail to re-
flect the impact of cultural disadvan-
tage, they fail at the same time to
predict school success at any level,
elementary througli college, in our
typical middle clasi schools. A search
for culture-fair tests then, even though
directed by high principles of fairness
to children, adqlescents, and adults of
all cultures, may merely obstruct our
view of the real problem. It seems
likely that it is our educational sys-
tem, particularly our failure to pro-
vide appropriate experience before the
Child enters school, that is culturally
unfair, and our various tests of ability
and achievement merely reveal that
unfairness!

The typical school of today does a
reasonably good job of educating the
children bf our middle and upper
classes. Its hours and its curriculum
have been planned for children of edu-
cated parents from homes equipped
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with library, play equipment, and
study space and for children who have
had special experiences such as sum-
mer travel and play experiences with
children from middle class background
who speak a middle class language
Unfortunately. our schools are failing
to meet the needs of vast numbers of
those children who lack the home and
community experiences of the typical
middle class child.

To attack ignorance among cultur-
ally disadvantaged children and to help
thzin acquire the meanings needed for
success in reading and other areas of
educational achievement, we must cre-
ate an educational system that can be
tailored to the specific needs of each
child , that it serves. To remove un-
fairness. we must recognize that maxi-
mal educational opportunity for all
greatly requires unequal educational
offerings.

Near the turn of the century no
more than ten percent of our high
school age youth were in school. At
that time man's muscles furnished a
major portion of the poWer required to
produce his needed food, clothing, and
housing. Society at that time did not
require universal education beyond the
lower grades.

Today man's muscle produces far
less than one percent of the power re-
quired for meeting his needs. And in
the United States more than 90 per-
cent of all youth of ages 14 to 17 are in
school. Our society certainly can af-
ford to educate all youth through the
high .ehrt^1 veers and greatly needs the
higher-level work and citizenship skills
that can result from this education.
However, we must be disturbed by the
fact that too many of these young per-
sqns fail to do well in school and
merely serve their time there as they
wait to reach the age at which they can
legally leave.

If we are to provide each youth with
an effective preparation for life,
changes must be made and many of
these changes must occur long before
the high school; years. In making these
changes we avast recognize that much
more is needed than simply supplying
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culturally disadvantaged ci. ',en with
middle class schools.

In providing- equal of 't tv
nothing is mope unequal than t A
cilities. The ',chool curriculum, A
rials, buildings, and teachers mu
planned to fit specifically the er.peri-
ential background and needs of the
children who are to be educated.
Probably we have done a teasonably
good job in the planning of curriculum
and in the training of teachers for
those children who have lived since in-
fancy in a middle class home and com-
munity background. What we must
recognize is that when appropriate ex-
periences are not provided by the
home and the community, these ex-
periences must be provided by the
school. The age at which preschool
and school experiences begin, the na-
ture of such experiences, the lentttl of
his school "day and week, and the
months of his school year must be
planned to suit the needs of the child.
For the culturally disadvantaged child,
school-planned experiences starting at
age six or even at age five are almost
certainly too late; and five hours a
day, five days a week, and nine or even
ten months a year are too little. And if
we must offer him middle class teach-
ers with middle class backgrounds and
values ---and presently we have little
else to offersomehow his teachers
must be taught to know and value his
culture, his language, and his needs)
Better still, our efforts must t'e ex-
tended to recruit and train a multitude
of teachers who grew up in his culture,
who will live in his community, who
will be identification symbols for him,
and who will have a genuine accept-
ance of him, his parents, and his peers.

To be culturally fair, our schools
must be designed to build on the
strengths and to remedy as many
weaknesses as possible in the experien-
tial background for education that each
child's home and community 'provides
for him. The achievement of this ob-
jective promises a better educational
program for children of all cultures
advantaged as well as disadvantaged.

Traditionally the American educa-
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tional system has been thought of as a
laddecup Which a child' may climb as
far as his energy and his ability allow.
However`, in offering all children es-
sentially the same ladder we find the
rungs too far apart foi. the culturally
disadvantaged. In addition, this lad-
der has been so greased with middle
class values and expectancies that most
disadvantaged children have found its
climbing impossible or unworthy of
their efforts.

In addition to the provision of
teachers who know and value the child
and his culture, many of the' changes
that we must make are fairly obvious
and some are being implemented.
Operation Head Start is an exciting
development although so far is start-
ing too late, stopping too soon, offering
too little, and, frequently, evidencing
a distressing lads of coordination with
the school's program for kindergarten
and the primary grades.

Suggestions are being heard ,for
year-round schools for the disadvan-
taged. An extended school year cou-
pled with more extensive use of school
facilities during the school day and
week and the provision of skilled
teaching and supervisory help for the
extended day and week could be im-
portant forces in creating a culturally
fair educational system.

As I see it, our major task must be
to provide appropriate experiences
during the child's foundation years. If
these foundation years are inadequate,
no amount of "shoring up" during
later years can produce a structurally
sound educational edifice. In addition,
effort must be expended to identify
and make attractive those educational
goals that are attainable by the typi-
cal culturally disadvantaged child. Cer-
tainly some of these children with
proper schoolir; n and should
achieve professional status. And the
provision of appropriate early experi-
ences will allow many more of them to
do so. Professional status, however,
should not be the only socially ap-

proved goals even for children from the
homes of professional. persons. Skilled
laborers, trained office workers:techni-
cians, and owners of small business are
legitimate and rwarding education al
products.

To be completely successful. the
provision of experiences that build the
background cof meaning required 1)..

the perceptual processes of reading and
listening must begin when the child is
born. Ideally, it should begin before
that time with better education for his
parents. For the intellectual. social,
and emotional development of the indi-
vidual, no other year of life is as im-"A
portant as the first year. The sensory.
motor, and emotional experiences of
the first year lay the foundation on
which the experiences of the second
year build. Thus, each year oc life,
important as it is, probably is less im-
portant than was the preceding year.

Meaning is built on prior meaning.
Once deficiencies in experiential back-
ground arise, they prevent the at-
tainment of full benefit from later ex-
periences. It is for this reason that
educators have found that individual
differences in achievement increase
rather than decrease as children grow
older.

Obviously, our examination of the
philosophy of reading has had to be
limited. We have been concerned here
with the importance of meaning and
how meaning is acquired. NVe have
recognized that In the perceptual pro-
cesses of reading and listening the raw
materials for all meaning must come
from each individual's environmentally
delimited experiences. We have noted
society's need for good readers and
have recognizt l each individual's great
need for high-level reading skills in
order to receive optimal benefits from
h4s society.

In keeping with the responsibility of
a philosophy of reading, we have sug-
gested goals of reading development
and proposed methods for attaining
them.
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Sociological Influences
on Reading

Rio- A. KitEss
Temple University

unit :fit. ANALY 41q is the realm of
the sociologist, not of the reading spe-
cialist. Therefore, this paper will
focus not on a study of society but on
the impact of society on the learner
and the reading process. These Lre
the prito,0",-- concerns of the psycholo-
gist and educator involved in chil-
dren's learning to read.

At the outset of this consideration of
sociological influences on reading, it
must be understood that the; cannot
be _separated from -other factors which
hear upon the child and his develop-
ment- A variety of types of psycho-
logical influences plays tmon the child
from at least the-moment of his bolt.-
Physiological factors, resulting from
hoth the child's heredity and environ-
mental conditions. play a large part in
the determination of what he is and
'does, Pedagogical influences shape a
large portion of the child's life, In the
final analysis, it is not any one factor
or a group of factors of any one type
which makes the potentially sue-essful
child either a reader or a notarader
but the interrelationships among all the
factors

It is the purpose of this paper to in-
citrate some of the way,. in which the
child's society provides the setting
within which various other forces act
upon him. Of particular coocern here
are the effects on his attitude toward
hmislf as a learner. his values and
motivations. and his resources for
learning

The child's society

What are the sources of the socio
logical influences which act upon -the
child and form the framework within
which the other factors operate ? Ore
ought think of them as a series of con-
centric circles, with the smallest and
roost intimate society which encircles
the child overlapped and surrounded
by a series of others, each larger than

the last and engulfing all the smaller
societies. At the same time, he 'oper-
ates in other social circles which are
somewhat "off-center" in that they do
not involve all of the people in en en his
most intimate group. None of these,
of course, can act independently on the
child but rather within the complex
pattern set up by the interactions of al:
of them.

Suppose, for example, that the child
is a member of a close-knit family
group which forms his most intimate
social setting. The immediate family
is part of a larger family, perhaps in-
chiding numerous grandparents un-
cles. great aunts, coJsms. and various
"near relatives." This group in turn
is part of a local community or several
local communities, one of many
church, business, or political groups, all
of which have an ^ tct cm its mode of
living. As the set. of circles grows,
the .nfluences become more and more
complex and even contradictory at
times. Unfortunately, it is not always
true flint what appears to be good for
one of -e circles is als i good for all
!he ott: s. Instead, what is perceived,
by the inner family group as desirable
may be viewed by the total family as
detrimental to its good. What appears
to be expedient for the good of the
local community may not actually be in
the best interest of the world commu-
nity.

Further complexities arise as the
child finds himself involved in other
groups of which even his own immedi-
ate family is not really a part. At hest
they are interested observers or at
times fringe members of his play
groups, his many school groups, and so
on. Here again, there may he some
very complex and sometimes conflict-
big influences acting upon the child.
Purposes, values. accepted behaviors
these and nany other important things
may vary greatly from group to group.
Even the language which is most effec-
tive for communication within one
group may be inappropriate to another.

From his earliest days, t!,cn, the
child is called upon to function of what
can by no stretch of the imagination be
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called a simple, secure, and constant
, society. He must adjust more often
than even he consciously realizes. The
way that he learns tt., operate in one
social setting may be extremely helpful
to him in getting along in another or it
may actually be a considerable liability.
Among other demands which living
makes upon him is the necessity to
perceive the essential nature of each of
the groups of which he is a part so that
he can make the most appropriate ad-
justment possible in each situation.
Even the limited degree of success
which some children have comes to
seem rather remarkable when one con-
siders the tasks which confront them.

Resources for learning
Because they are so obviously in-

fluenced by the sociological factors
which play upon a child, his resources
for learnirtg tnaybe the logical starting
point in this discli certainly this
area has tended to receive
emphasis in the study of the so-called
ueprived child. A major complaint. of
the educator has been that the child of
this type comes to school ill-prepared
for the job .Df learning. He has been
characterized as lacking in background
of experience, language facility, and
various other essential elements of
readiness for academic achievement
generally and reading success in par-
ticular. Corrective measures have all
too often, therefore, been "pouring in"
operations. The solution to the child's
problems has been considered to be
one of giving him broad opportunities
to take in the world and the language
of the school.. Too often. his "language
development" has been his acquisi-
tion of the ability to mimic the socially
acceptable verbalisms of the society
into which he is now to be incor-
porated. Some teachers have felt an
unfortunate sense of accomplishment
when all the children in their classes
can pipe "Good Morning, Miss
White" in good standard English.
Likewise, they have felt that their chil-
dren are better prepared for learning
because they have visited the zoo ma-
nipulated a variety of concrete objects,

colored a variety of geometric forms.
or learned to chant the alphabet. All
of this kind of "filling in the gaps in
the child's background" is actually to
little avail if direct attention is not
given to determining what really are
the weak points in his resources for
learning.

The basic question to he asked is not
where the child has been and what he
has seen or what language he has
learned. It is, rather, what kind of
perceptual-conceptual-language activi-
ties has he learned to carry on. The
child who has learned to function ade-
quately in his home society but lacks
the particular concepts and language of
the classroom life is a far cry from the
child who is actually perceptually, con-
ceptually, and lingnistically deprived.
One has already responded in a mean-
ingful fashion to those things which
surrounded him. The other has either
had limited stimulation of all types or
has been unable, for one reason or an-
01*it,--n-to act ill response to the avail-

able stimulation. Corrective measures
would be quite different in the two
cases, even if the ultimate aim of help-
ing the child to succeed in his present
school situation were the same for
both. Sociological influences acting
upon a child could have produced ei-
ther of these results.:

For purposes of geiting the spotlight
on these sociological factors, assume

the moment that the children under
isideration have intact sensory

mechanisms and sufficient intellectual
potential to allow them to perceive the
world around them and organize it
into some kind of conceptual structure.
Further, assume that there are no phy-
siological or basic psychological factors
which would prevent their learning to
function in the world of language.
What can go wrong? What might in-
terferk: with the child's acquiring the
kind of perceptual-conceptual-language
background which would allow him to
become a reader ?

Within the framework of these as-
sumptions, it is obvious that the child
who has been successful in learning to
respond to his own particular environ-
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ment, lost though he may be in the
school setting, is the easier case with
which to deal. He has already given
evidence of his ability to take in the
sensory data which are available to

He not only has eyes but also
sees; he not only has ears but also
hears. Furthermore, if he has really
learned to function in his own world,
as different as it may be from the
world of his teacher, he has shown evi-
dence of the ability to abstract from
the sensory data which he has got-
tento deal with the elements of his
individual experiences in terns of their
similarities to or differences from ele-
ments of other experiences. He has
shown that he can organize these data
in a variety of ways so that they become
useful to him in his subsequent experi-
ences. In short, he has evolved some
kind of conceptual framework which
provides a map to guide him through
the process of living. Finally, the fact
that he can communicate with his fam-
ily and his peers proves that he has
been able to attach meaningful lan-
guage to his experiences and use it not
only to exchange ideas with others but
to facilitate his own manipulation of
ideas.

If the concepts that lie has formed
from his experiences and the language
in which he communicates about them
happen to be foreign to his teacher, as
his teacher's may likely also be to him,
then the problem becomes one of de-. veloping some communality of experi-
enc.!. Perhaps one of the greatest
problems posed by sociological diffe-
rences is that of the teacher who is a
foreigner in the classroom rather than
that of the child who is a foreigner in
the school. Ample proof of this can be
gotten by simple observation. (Mite
frequently, groups of children who
would have been judged in the class-
room to be lacking in all essenti:1
background and language can be ob-
served talking a mile-a-minute to each
other on tht way home. Often the
child who seems totally incompetent in
the classroom goes home to quite com-
petently take over household tasks and
deal with crisis situations which might

well confound the teacher were she
confronted with them. The point is
that child and teacher live in different

,worlds and therefore not only speak
different languages but also know
different things and have different
competencies.

Sad to say, all the burden of learn-
ing and changing seems to be placed
on the child. Rarely is it considered
important for the teacher to learn what
the child knows in order to establish
communication between them. The
net result is to retard the child's ad-
justment to his new society because
the great resources he brings to' the
learning situation are never discov-
ered, let alone used, and the solid foun-
dation of the known from which he
could move oh to the acquisition of new
learning is never capitalized upon.
Instead, he is expected to throw away
his life and learnings of six or more
years and begin again as an infant in a
new society. , The final blow to, his
success sometimes comes in the lack of
recognition of the fact that he must
continue to live and learn in the so-
ciety of his more intimate circles.
different as they may be from the
larger school circle.

Some attention is at last being given
to the fact that asking certain pupils to
acquire so-called standard English is
actually asking them to become bi-
lingual. It does not seem that the point
has vet been reached at which recogni-
tion will be given to the fact that these
pupils may also be carrying a double
burden of perceptual and conceptual
development. It seems something
wors' than ridiculously inconsistent to
expect those adjudged least prepared
for learning to do the most learning.

If the child of this type is ever to
learn efficiently in the school situation,
he must be able to take advantage of
his preious learnings. He must have
the opporttmity to see that the same
perceptual processes which he has been
using in his own society are those
which he will have to wly to the
school learning. he must he able to
see the relationships between the
thinking processes which he has been
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using and the solutions to the problems
which face him in the school setting.
He does not have to be born anew and
learn again, as it if were for the first
time, how to get meaning from his en-
vironment and to use that meaning for
successful operation. He does not even
have to begin again the long process of
language development. However. all of
this is true only if his previous learn-
ings are known and can be used to
advantage.

Suppose, on tit^ other hand, that the
cl ild is one of those who is truly the
victim of deprivation in all areas.
Granted that he could not have lived to
the age of school entrance having seen
and heard nothing, gone nowhere, and
said never a wordat least this can be
taken for granted within the previous
assumptions of intact sensory mecha-
nisms and freedom from basic psycho-
logical or physiological problems. If
severe deprivation, in even the sensory
areas, is actually at the root of the
child's problems. its solution demands
different corrective measures. He has
no reservoir of percepts and concepts

hich can be called upon by the
teacher who knows his experiences and
his language. Ile has literally learned
only a minimum about taking in the
world around him and manipulating
the data which he gets. The problem
here is one of helping him to per-
ceiveto attend to available stimuli, to
select those which are pertinent to his
'present needs, to examine the sensory
data in terms of its significance, to
organize it so that it will he useful to
him both now and later. This is much
closer to the situation of being born
again, of beginning at this point to live
as a human being.

Such a child may have had only lim-
ited opportunity to contact things
which seem a part of everyday life
colors, shapes, sound values, textures.
\gain, there appears to be a serious
rrror made in many of the attempts to
help such a child begin to grow. Too
often he is surrounded suddealy with
such a wealth of stimuli that they serve
only to confuse him. He cannot focus
sufficiently on any of them to actually

learn. Before he has had an opportun-
ity to master one set of shmoli, to find
out what they really have to say to
him, he is being bombarded by others.
The result in this case is usually confu-
sion and sometimes ex stn the building
of a protective barrier against the inva-
sion Gf further stimuli. The process of
learning is not one of first building up
a tremendous amount of perceptual
data, then in another phase of develop-
ment forming concepts, and finally at-
taching language to this perceptual-
conceptual mass. If the child is to be
successful in really learning as he is
exposed to a variety of experiences
and many kinds of stimulation, he
onist have an opportunity to carry
through to the point of conceptual-
language functioning in relation to
these new experiences. Rather than at-
tempts to bathe a child m experiences.
these "rich experience" programs often
turn out to have been attempts to fill
a sieve. It is the conceptual map which
plugs the holes. not the sensory data
in themselves.

If the child has very limited experi-
ence and. consequently, a very poor
conceptual background. it is essential
that opportunities he provided for him
to acquire related experiences at the

_ rate at which he is capable of handling
them and that he have direct help in
dealing with these experiences. The
kind of guidance that he will need in-
cludes structuring of his observations
within the experience situationa
guide in terms of when and where to
look, what to listen to, what kind of
tactile stimulation to expect. He can-
not be expected to make comparisons
and contrasts of related experiences on
his own but rather needs careful lead-
ing in terms of the kinds of similarities
and difference to look for. He cannot
be expected to figure out independ-
ently what significance his observa-
tions, when he finally makes them,
might have. Here, too, he will have to
rel), on the guidance of a good teacher
to help him make the discoveries.
Furthermore, one successful experi-
ence with this kind of activity will not
bring mastery. He may need contin-
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tied reinforcement of the process he
has been taken through,orepeated ex-
periences in situations which vary only
very little from the original, until
finally he achieves a degree of self-
direction and, therefore, independence.

Obviously, many different sociologi-
cal factors could have combined to
bring_ Awn either kind of thild just
discussed and many other varieties
which lie between them. Many of these
factors will be mentioned 'specifically
in the discussions of other ways in
which the potentially successful reader's
actual achievement is influenced.

The child's values and motivation

In this area, as in the case of his re-
sources for learning, the child who is
not being successful academicallythe
child who is not achieving in read-
ingis often described in purely nega-
tive terms. "He is completely =Moti-
vated" and "he has no sense of whits"
are all too frequently heard. "Every
living individual is motivated in sonic
direction and has sonic set of values.
Again, the :Irob lem seems to re in the
lack of agreement between the motiva-
tions and values of tl.e child and those
which would, make the job of educating
him within the existing school setting
an easier task. He is motivated in di-
rections other than those in which the
school would like to see him moving.
His values diverge from those of the
teachers and administrators who deter-
mine the nature of his program.

The fact that he has incorporated
into himself those values and motiva-
tions which have been the prevailing
ones in his society is often overlooked.
Thus in this area, too, the child may be
called upon to make major readjust-
ments in his way of living or even to
lead a double life. Either may impose
on him extremely heavy burdens.

Again, consider some of the possible
results which the child's sociological
setting may have had upon hiin.
Suppose that in his inner circle, his
,On immediate culture, there is a great
deal of store set on fir icial status and
very little virtue seen in contributions
to society as a whole. The child's

Whole value system and, consequently,
his motivation will likely be directed
toward his own achie%ement of nut
ward evidence of what he views as
success. Material gain is apt to moti-
vate him rather than inner rewards.
Shortcuts to high grades in school will
probably be perfectly acceptable to him
since the g.ade in itself rather than the
satisfaction of learning is more likely
to be the` reward that he seeks. In
certain socioeconomic brackets of this
country, rarely the lower ones, this
kind of attitude is apt to he inculcated
in the child from an early age and even
tied to such seemingly high-minded
aims as getting into the right college
some years hence. Attaining a high
standing in one's class and getting
high college entrance scores are the
short-term positive %allies. Ve; v in-
frequently is there mention of how
much the individual learned or vhat
contribution he has made to his st000l,
his community, or his associates. No
one would openly suggest that the
point is to get ahead even if one must
lie 'seat, or trample his peers in the
process, but f.e objective is clearly un-
derstood by all concerned.

In other circles, getting ahead is ac-
tually looked down upon. The indi-
vidual who achieves academic, social,
or economic status above that of the
other members of his group is suspect.
He is literally an oticast and viewed
as an outsider in die society of his
peers. To maintain a secure and com-
fortable existence requires that one not
exceed the general level of the group.
To want to learn is to be overly im-
pressed with one's own importance, to
think oneself better than the others in
the groupan attitude not to he toler-
ated by the pack. Maintaining status
in the inner society requires that one
remain a misfit in the larger society.

Still other circles remain almost un-
touched by any real strivings, neither
motivated to achieve nor a c t i v e l y
against achievement or even suspicious
of it. The members of such groups
have simply never. had the chance to
become aware of the possibilities.
They are neither for nor against aca-
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demic learning. They do not view
with suspicion the active reader, nor
do they become concerned about ina-
bility to read. Reading and academic
pursuits are simply not a part of their
way of life.

None of these situations is likely to
be productive of the kind of values and
motivations which would be positive
factors in the child's success in learn-
ing to read. In fact each, in its own
way, is apt to exert a strong negative
influence on his learning. Obviously
the child who is simply untouched b
reading will have no motivation to suc-
ceed with the job of learning to read.
He can have no idea what it would
mean to him to be able to read. He
has not seen members of his society
getting enjoyment or any other kind of
gain from reading, Neither has he
been in a position to find out what they
might be able to do if they could read.
Perhaps the one fortunate aspect of
this situation is that such a child will
also not be highly motivated to not
learn. If the time comes when he de-
velops values which are related to
reading. his motivation to succeed may.
still he intact. .

On the other hand, the child who
lives in the society in which achieve-
ment in any area is actually disparaged
may be motivated to block all possibir
ity of his getting ahead in reading.
He probably would not consciously say
that this is the direction of his striving,
but he may still do everything in his
power to insure that he will not be-
come a reader. His concentrated.
efforts in this direction may lead to his
being labeled in the school as lazy, in-
attentive, argumentative, withdrawn,
or a %ariety of other undesirable
things. He may even succeed so com-
pletely in shutting himself off from
learning that no one ever suspects that
he actually has the capacity to learn.
Some children can even manage to ap-
pear to be trying desperely to-learn,
and thus earn both pity and a kind of
admiration from their teachers, at the
same time that they are working very
hard at not learning. It is their way
of living happily in both worlds.

Perhaps most unfortunate of all is
the child who grows up in a society
where a high premium is placed on
achievement, either true achievement
or the outward appearance of it. but
who does not find t easy or even only
moderately hard to meet the standards
set for the grout-. Certainly the child
for whom learning is a relatively easy
matter can gain some positive mmiva-
tion and thereby increase his achieve-
ment when he lives in an atmosphere
in which learning is valued. However.
for the child who cannot, at least with-
out tremendous effort, achieve as he is
expected to, this kind of atmosphere
can he devastating: He lhay put forth
his best efforts and find that he still
,falls short of what the school and his
inner society want of him. If this con-
tinues over a prolonged period, one of
two possibilities is apt to become an
actuality. The child may suffer such
great anxiety and frustration because
of his apparent failure that his learning
power is decreased with each passing
experience. In its extreme form, this
kind of anxiety and frustration, no
doubt coupled with other negative in-
fluences. has led young people to
choose suicide as the only possible so-
lution. In less extreme cases, or with
a somewhat different combination of
'personality characteristics and other
factors,- this kind of anxiety and frus-
tration has led the child to give up
completely in his attempts to learn.
He has already had ample proof that
no matter how he tries he will he
found wanting. His giving up may or
may not be accompanied by open re-
bellion against the individuals and the
society which hai.e imposed the stand-
ards which he cannot maintain.
Whatever mode of adjustment he
chooses, he does it with the full and
firm knowledge that he has failed those
who matter most to him.

It is important to note that the final
adjustive mechanism which is adopted
may be much the same in very dif-
ferent cases. Treatment of the child'
who has withdrawn from learning to
insure that he will not learn, and by
learning lose his status, is noyhe same/
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as treatment of the child who has with-
drawn from learning because he is
convinced that he can never do well
enough. Thus, identical treatments of
the symptom of withdrawal from
!earning might, in one case, help to
remove the cause of the withdrawal,
and. in another, serve on'y to aggra-
vate the cause.

The child's concept of himself
as a learner

Any good teachercOlitd-testify to the
fact that oyn when realistic expecta-
tions are s for each child it is virtually
impossil to teach him something that
he do not want to learn or that he is
coin, ced he is incapable_ of learning.
T refore, the influences which shape

ie child's concept of himself as a
learner are extremely important to his
success. The points made already in
relation to motivation and values are
definitely pertinent here. However,
they can be extended into this specific
area and also_tied more directly to the/ ' learning of the-reading process.

How does th° child view himself as
a potential reader when he first enters
school and as he progresses in the ac-
quisition of ability in this area ? Does he
see himself as growing into something
which is a natural and necessary part
of lifegrowing into it naturally and
with ever increasing satisfaction? Or
does he see himself as someone who
probably will not have much need or
desire to read ard, consequently, may
learn only because it is a part of school
life 7'- Or does he come to the task al-
ready strong in the conviction that the
job will be hard and that he probably
will not be able to succeed in it? He
may even expect that he is going to be
able to learn to read in the first few
days or weeks of school and that that
will take care of that. Many things can
happen in his own inner society to cause
any one of these attitudes to develop.

The child who has grown up in an
atmosphere of healthy curiosity and
exploration of ideaswhere reading is
a normal part of livingstands a good
chance of developing a positive concept

of himself as a learner and as a poten-
tial reader. He has already learned
from a variety of types of situations,
has seen the differences which his

-"earnings can make, and is anxious to
continue to extend the realm of his
learnings. He is not likely to have de-
veloped false notions, however, about
the rate at which he can expect to
grow, for he will have learned to rec-
ognize his own limitations at his par-
ticular stage of development and to ac-
cept them at least temporarily. He
will have learned that he can afford to
wait, for a reasonable time. to become
prep;iiirfor fulfilling a particular role.
Meantime, he makes his place by ful
filling some other role which is in
keeping with his degree of maturity
and still a vital role in his own inti-
mate society. He is ready, willing,
and anxious to extend his learnings
but not unduly impatient about it.

In contrast to this picture is that of
the child who has seen himself as a
completely dependent and noncontrib-
uting member of his inner circle. He
adds nothing but another responsibility
to the life of the home Basically, he has
been viewed as incompeteit and has
come to think of himself in this light.
He sees no real place which can be
filled throng!. nis own effo:ts and ac-
complishments. Nrhat he might learn
or be able to do is actually a matter of
little consequence in the main stream
of life. Whether or not he becomes a
reader will hav2 no particular signifi-
cance. It is, therefore, in a rather willy-
nilly fashion that he approaches learn-
ing to read and other !earnings in the
school situation. Life will proceed in
much the same fashion regardless of
what he does. He, in himself, has little
importance, and thus his accomplish-
ments cannot truly matter.

Some children come to school with
set patterns of expectation of immedi-
ate mastery of almost adult abilities
and others with fear in their hearts
about how different life will be. They
may have been filled full of either
"When you get to school, you'll learn
to read and count, etc." or "They
won't let you get away with that when
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you get to school." In both cases a
rather unnatural concept of self as a
learner has been built. Neither is apt
to lead to real freedom to learn in a
developmental sequence.

Basically, the child with a whole-
some concept of himself as a learner is
the product of a society which has al-
lowed him to recognize his own worth,
to develop a feeling of security about
his place in his world, to look forward
with realistic expectations to what he
can t.,complish and when he can ac-
complish it. He wants to increase his
independence in all areas, *hiding
reading, so that he can broadtm his
participation in the daily living of his
society. Filially. he believes that he
can and will achieve because it is a
normal part of growing and that this
achievement will serve to modify but
not threaten his place in each circle of
his society.

Conclusion

Certain characteristics-of today's so-
ciety at large make for negative influ-
ence in all the areas which have been
discussed. One of these is the tremen-
dous amount of mobility in various
groups. It is difficult for some chil-
dren to put down roots and develop a
feeling of security about their relation-
ships with others because the are al-
most constantly on the move. It is not
only the child vhose family moves in
the middle of the night to avoid payit.g
the hills or the one who is constantly
shunted from mother to father to
grandmother to foster home who suf-
fers from overmobility. Many families
are forced to keep on the move
order to carry out the functions of
government or sonic business organi-
zation. Economic strivings lead oth-
ers to change homes frequently in the
course of their upward mobility.
Others a- e forced to move from place
to place in order just to survive. In

"any of these situations, the child may
find it difficult if not impossible to
learn who he is and, consequently, what
he might become.

Economic strivings can lead to the
parents' virtual vithdrawal from the
inner society of the home. Some are
forced to be out of the home to work
so that the family can eat. Others put
the home in the hands of a hired
mother rbstitute whose serf ices can
be bought cheaply enough to allow a
portion of the real mother's earnings to
go into the purchase of such "necessi-
ties" as a new set of silverware or the
extra car or the color television.
Regardless of the degree of necessity
which motivates the withdrau al from

'the intimate life of the home, its impact
on the child can he lintel the same.

Various other kinds of pressures can
lead to neglect of children and lessen-
ing of the opportunity for them to
come to the task of reading well pre-
pared to learn. The university profes-
sor who chooses to publish rather than
perish may find it necessary to shield
himself from his family. Perhaps with
his promotion may also come the reali-
zation that he has a child ith a severe
reading problem as well as a ile who
is not sure that she has a husband. The
docTa- Who always manages to make it
to the bedside of the expectant mother
may find that he has not been quite so
successfei in -Meeting the needs of his
own family. The sales manager who
never fails to wine and dine the out-
of-town client or get to the first tee on
time may discover that. in the process,
he has sold a lot of goods and also sold
down the river his child's chances for
academic success.

Sociological influences on :eading
are far more extensive than is com-
monly thought. It is not just availa-
bility of materials, background of ex-
perience. or development of language
facility which is affected. It is the
core of the child as a human being and
as a learner that is at stake. Nu so-
ciety which does not recognize the im-
portance of its effects on this learner
and take seriously its obligations to
him could be considered a satisfactory
one in which to live.
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Applying Audio-Lingual
(Oral) Technology to
Beginning Reading

.PAUL E. KING
and

EVA KING
Briarcliff College'

What is education? A few weeks
ago, the Saturday Review reported :
Education is how kids learn stuff.
This definition comes from a seven-
rear-old, and it is a good definition.

1. It concerns kidsnot adults, not
teachers. not parents.

2 It concerns how kids learnnot
how we teach.-not 'What %%e teach, and
certainly not what we think we teach
them.

3. It concerns the stuff ,which kids
learn, the content, the curriculum, the
fabric, the material, the program.

4. And finally. it concerns the hOW
the ways and means. the approaches,'
the techniquesone of them now being
education technology which appears to
open new avenues of learning and new
opportunities within the classroom.and
beyond the classroom's limitationsso
that kids can learn stuff.

What can education technology do
for children when they first come to
school at the age of five or six and
when the -stuff" is the vital area of
communication ; i.e., language in all of
its formsl.stening and speaking,
reading and writing?

It is a well-known fact that akchild's
success or failure in school and also in
adult life is tied to his ability to com-
municateto listen, to speak, to read.
and to write. The eailest school
yearsthe primary yearsare often
crucial to later success.

Reading specialists. language special-
ists, and primary teachers all agree
that there is a strong and intimate link
between oral language communication
and written language communication.
By the time he starts school, the five-
or six-year-old communicates orally
quite adequately, yet he often has great
difficulty in linking his oral speech
with the written symbols which he is

now expected to acquire. There are
today 'some hundred-odd reading
methods in use, none of them consid-
ered significantly superior to any
other : and there are some hun-
dred-odd remedial programs. indicat-
ing that no program is as fully success-
ful as hoped for.

Why.? Could it be that some of the
"solutions will have to come through
new avenues of learning rather than
through yet another method of teach-
ing reading?

This much we already know :
1. We know that communication

skills develop in sequence.
a. Man has communicated with fel-

low man through speech for perhaps
half a million years; vet, for barely five
thousand years has he used graphic
symbols.

b. The child parallels the experience
of the race : he first listens and speaks.
and only years later does he read and
write.

c. And once again, this sequence
reappears when the six-year-old begins
to read : he first listens while being
read to ; he then mimics and copies the
model ; he repeats, and finally he re-
lates his first set of symbols, oral
speech, to his second set of symbols.
written speech.

2. We also know that there exists a
large gap, a discrepancy, between the
six-year-old's already developed skill
of listening and speaking and his
not-yet-developed skill of writing and
reading : there is a sharp contrast be-
tween the child's meaningful and often
rich oral language and the limited, ar-
tificially structured, and often mean-
ingless language of the textbook "read-
ers." whatever they may be, good or
bad. They offer, therefore. little moti-
ration to the child.

The divergent speaker_is at a particu-
lar disadvantage : he must bridge the
gap from his "regional dialect or his
first native language via the detour of
so-called "standard" English and con-
tinue all the way to the new third set
of graphic symbolsreading and writ-
ing.

3. We also know that reading,
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which is "speech written down," is a
multisensory. net a monosensoly, skill.
It is beginning to be recognized that
beginning reading cannot be taught
and cannot be learned without constant
use of ear and mouth. And when we
include writingas we mustwe
know that a simultaneous and corre-
lated approach is needed for perfecting
a truly multisensory skill involving
eyes. ears, mouth, and-hands.

4. We are also beginning to realize
that there exist striking similarities in
what it takes to blaster both of these
skills. i.e., oral language and beginning
reading.

a. !:eading, like oral language,
needs extensive, repetitive, audi-
ble practice.

b. Reading, like oral language,
needs extensive listening prac-
tice and audible mimicry: of spo-
ken models.

c. Reading, like oral language, must
be practiced "out loud" and in
short bits or frames.

d. And finally, reading, like oral
language, must become "auto-
matic" to fulfill its true function
as a means to an end, i.e., as a
vehicle of thought communica-
tion.

5. Me are also beginning to realize
that this common requirement of ex-
tensive audio-lingual pr a c t i c eo f
practicing aloudneeds one-at-a-time
performance. This necessity conflicts
sharply with the limitations of today's
classroom in primary education. "In a
class of 30, 29 are idle while one is
busy," said Al Ha):-es years ago in
New Media Fbr Instruction. How
much opportunity does the young child
really have foi active oral response in
the "inhuman" classroom ? One min-
ute a day ? Or is it two minutes?
Research indicates that teachers, not
children, use 75 percent of the school
day for talking. And, in addition, in
trying to adjust to these outdated
classroom limitations, curricular pro-
grams have, in effect, capitulated to
them by sacrificing audio-lingual prac-
tice techniques. And, thus, the gap

IN READING

between oral and
widens even further.

o. Yet, we also know that for the
past twenty years a new education
technology has been able to make sig-
nificant contributions toward reducing
classroom limitations on high school
and college levels by providing lan-
guage students with added opportuni-
ties for active audio-lingual practice.
We, therefore, began to ask ourselves if
young children would not make similar
gains if they were provided with in-
creased opportunities for language par-
ticipation and practiceoral and
graphicin a systematic way ? Could
technology make our "inhuman" class-
room conditions just a little bit more
human by giving the young child some
individual opportunities once again?

What we did not know until re-
cently was whether what worked with
teenagers would also work with the
young child in early childhood and pri-
mary grades. Was it reasonable to as-
sume that the very young child would
meet the conditions inherent to pro-
gramed technologyself-stily, indi-
vidual participation, sustained atten-
tion?

The first .clues came to us ,uring
our just completed USOE 'Research
PrOject on Bilingual Readiness In Pri-
mary Grades, and these came from the
five- and six-year-olds themselves.

When we needed to extend a curric-
ulum which had proved highly mean-
ingful and motivating in content (it

t, was based on high-quality, early child-
hood literature)hirt which was limited
through scheduliiit to 15 minutes a
day, we designed a system of electronic
"satellites"7---a term originated by the
childrenwhich incorporated tape. re-
corders, headphones, and' cartridge
tapes with recorded versions of bilin-
gual sfories, songs, and rhythm games.
These were made available to the chill-
dren as reinforcement in both English
and Spanish.

We observed that their attention
span expanded well beyond age expec-
tations: that they concentrated inten-
sively for extended periods of time;
that they thrived on repetition of the

written language
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programs and of the language patterns
with n The program; that they showed
technical readiness often surpassing
that of their teachers ; and finally that
these five- and six-year-olds started to
sing along, respond, and answer their
literary story friends on tape even
though. with headphone, alone. they
lacked the facility really to do'this. It
was soon obvious to u , that the chil-
dren were ready in el ery way to step
beyond the experiences of passive au-
ditory listening into active oral inter-
change and participationwith the
tape.

We. therefore. selcomed the oppor-
tunity for expanded experimentation
which presented itself last fall when
the Virgin Island Department of Edu-
cation wished to include a pilot project
on audio lingual (oral) technology and
beginning reading in their language
communication project.

The children on St. Thetas are dia-
lectically divergent speakers of Eng-
lish ; the children on St. Croix are
also dialectically divergent speakers.
In addition. yell over 50 percent of all
first graders are second language learn-
ers. Spanish being their native lan-
guage. A typical first grade class av-
erages 35-40 children.

We are attacking the problem of
limited opportunit) for oral language)
expression and beginning reading
practice through appropriate technol-
ogy old supportive programing. Any
tool, in any work or profession, is only
worthwhile if it can help do the job at
hand either better or faster.. By pro-
%iding more one-at-a-time practice, we
are increasing the ratio of child partici-
pation and are, in effect, giving the
child an opportunity for a more human
participating relationship within the
classroom. In the 18 participating
.grade 1 classes, every child is sched-
uled to get a chance

1) to liken and to speak in .ndis-
turbed, "uninterrupted, and concen-
trated privacy, for at least 10 minutes
eveyy day;

2) to practice all the skills (audio-
lingual and visual-manual) basic to,

correlating oral language and begin-

nit reading practice: to mintic and
repe to speak and respond : to sense
and discover the tie-in between oral
language and its written symbols; to
practice in a correlated manner :null-
tore and visual perception and dis-
crimination ; and to decipher and to
readin short, to enable every child.
individually. for at least 10 minutes
every day and for increasingly longer
periods later on to experience language
in all its forms.

We call our technological corner
the A {Audio- Lingual) Reading
Mini-Lab. There are two sections: a
teacher's position and 6 to 10 student
positions. The program, which is first
presented _live and then recorded on a
tape cassette, passes to the children's
positions electronically. via headi 'Imes
and microphones. in individup pri-
vacy.

Each child sees the teacher a Id all
visual materials presented. While
each child hears the teacher (live or
taped9 and himself, he does not hear
his classmates. and they do not hear
him. Thus. all 6 or 8 or 10 children
speak and read aloud simultaneously,
vet individually, without interfering
with or waiting for one another.

The 'children may also be linked to
one another for intergroup participa-
tion ( discussion, choral ,wdrk, group
reading. and so on). There are no
controls at the pupils positions.

As the children work orally at an in-
' creased rate, they must also be super-

vised. A series of buttons, one for
, each child, permits the teacher or
teacher's aid tr be in instant contact
with the children, individually or as a
group.

Also from the teacher's position, the
teacher can record any child without
interfering in his activity and without
his knowledge.

N 0 -v1 this seems like a lot of new
ayeinles, but are they really solutions? .
Education technology is without aloe
unless programed with content of
sufficient significance to make a dif-
ference. Jerome Broiler says, "The art
of programing a machine is alt exten-
siOn of the art of teaching." This
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means that only Jo the extent that
there are 'good teachers in the class-
room will there lie good programed
lessons.

. \n artfully programedlesson goeS
well beyond isolated skill items ; it is
whole and complete in itself, with se-
quenced and related parts leading up
to the next step. Mere :-,ractice of un-
related parts is uselc,s; for effective
storage of information the human
brain requires structured order and
meaningful connections in order to
function effectively later on during re-
trieval. In reading, just as in oral ran-
gauge, words and sentences must lead
to the ultimate gm; of thought commu-
nication.

There can be no compromise in this
area. Technology amplifies inedi-
ocnty. The captured sound, imposed
upon a young child, is fraught with
danger. It pinpoints; it shows up
equally the bad and the good. What
may pass as a fleeting oral presentation
in the classroom simply does not pass,
is not good enough. when captured and
framed electronically.

Of course, we are aware that educa -'
tion technology is just as new to the
teachers as it is to the children. We
can now add to the 3 R's the 3 T's:
teachers, tools, and training. The 18
teachers in our pilot project are learn-

. ers in an innovative enterprise. As
, they attempt to create a lesson script,

they learn once again what a lesson
really is; they reevaluate what teach-
ing actually entails, and they gain new
insights into how learning takes place.
If a teacher goes through the labor
pains of creating a programed les-
sona task different from outlining an
overall written_ lesson planshe then
can make the new opportunities of ed-
ucation technology her own.

Some of the efforts of our classroom
teachers are already paying off. To
quote Jerome Bruner, "A good pro-
gram has the effect of making one
highly conscious of the sequence in
which one presents problems and of
the aims of the sequence." Otutof this
teamwork, there is developing among
our teachers an awareness that if new

IN R I: 11)1NC

avenues are opening up for learning,
then teachers must be also prepared to
open up new avenues for teaching.

As education technology forces the
actual creation of better lessons, these
better lessons are brought back lw our
teachers into the classrooms.

As for the effects on the children. our
observations indicate that the nomer-
hal child who has remained unrespon-
sive in the conventional classroom,
speaks and participateS in the pri%acy
of the lab, that there is increased and
total attention and concentration 1);. all
the childi en ; and most exciting of all,
there is a realistic, de factor, dialog in-
%olveinent with a "human" tape and
correlated graphic materials. In addi-
tion. the child's natural love of repeti-
tion and play makes for a self-
inotn ating and self-sustaining avenue
of learning.

If the children's apparent concen-
trated attention and their obvious joy
at being able to fully interact as indi-
viduals are any indication, then there is
good reason to expect that "kids it'in
learn stuff."

A Traditional Lexico-Nlorpheinic
Orthography and Its Reading

Facilitating Qualities

Tel-Aviv University, Lsrael

THE NATURE "OF an orthographic sys-
tem has, of course, a great influence on
our treatment and achievements in
teaching in general and in reading in
particular. An orthographic system,
however, is to a large extent a given
condition which, contrary to popular
belief, cannot he changed easily.
Nevertheless, looking into the complex
and multiform developments in the his-
tory of writing accomplishes more than
satisfying an interesting curiosity.. It
appear that the present phase does not
favor the idea of reforming changes in
the orthography, and with -very good
reason : the example of orthography-
torn Norway in the present century
cannot be very encouraging. [Nor-

°,
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say has been torn fur decades between
two ming systems, both created by
cultural authorities and both reformed
again aiul again within short intervals
12 f] However, it is certainly justi-
fiable that specialists be equipped with
enough knowledge and understanding
of the various -developments in the
writing s% stems in the history of hu-
man culture and the-generalizations de-
rived from them.

An argument for a
n on ph onetic orthography

The case for a phonetic orthography
is rather popular. - Anybody can see
the usefulness ofla writing system that
yields a perfect duplicate of the spoken
sounds.' Whether this aim can ever be
fully achieved is. however, very doubt-
ful. There is not really any practical
way to put on paper, in a readable
nutnner, an exact representationsof the
tremendou,s variety and Complexity` of
vocal sounds. Once this ideal is aban-
doned, the way is open utargue the
advantages of different sysWis which
by giving up the phonetic ideal can fa-
cilitate reading in other ways., Such
an achievement can be gained mainly
in the economy of the writing and
reading procedures, a feature which is
rapidly becoming of cardinal value in
the vastly extensive usage of written
language in modern life. By short-
circuiting the way from Written sym-
bols to concepts, leaving out as much
as possible of the sound mediator, a
much more economic and rapid writ-
ing. and reading can certainly be
achieved. Moreover, there are at least
two instances in the history of writing
when a writing system could be read
equally in two different langUages and
serve each one of them in an appar,
end), satisfactory manner. ape of
them, hinted at in the biblical text, was
the official Aramaic-Persian adminis-
tratiy script of the Persian empire
during, the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C.
mentioned in the Book of Esther (1).
Even though the concept of an inter-
lingual orthography is not very practi-
cal, there remains no doubt as to the
r-adiag advantages of such a system

within the sm.! language. In our own
reading we recognize these advantages
a- the unit or word perception in read-
ing rather than as the letter perception.
A very crude illustration of this can be
found in the signs and abreviations,
such as. & etc., e g.. and $ Often
their true -pronunciations are not gen-
erally known. Some of them may
have interlingual validity, like $ or &.

The impracticability of an
ideographic writing system

All this matter is not intended to
propagate an ideographic writing sys-
tem which uses actual pictures to con-
vey meanings of objects and even
ideas. Such systems have been dis-
carded many times in history by dif-
ferent cultures, and even its contempo-
rary remnants are actually escaping
from it by passing over to syllable or-
thography...This is probably the place
to make clear sonic principal distinc-
tions between ideographic vaiting, syl-
lable writing. and alphabetical, pho-
netic writing. Syllable writing is not
really ideographic, although it is
closely derived from it (1). The an-
cient syllable writing in Egypt. -Meso-
potamia. China, and Japan made
crucial step forward by using the ideo-.
pictures as symbols representing sound
or a group of sounds. It was a sylla-
ble that grouped to express the sounds
of actual words (originally only proper
and foreign names). The story of
these steps can be fairly well conjec-
tured now as illustrated in the Proto,-
Sinai stone engravements from the
14th century B.C.

Thing developments had apparently
an imPrtant role in the later Semitic
writing system from AhiCh modern
Hebrew will here be used as a special
example. NO nostalgia for ancient
ideography is. however, entertained
here. The impracticability of such a
system ic the immensely complex and.,
ever diverging vocabulary of .human
language in the scientific era need
hardly be argued. The notion of put-
ting it into an ideographic system can-
not be conceived even by the wildest
imagination, although there might have
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phas- in the history of
rtr-,ting which contented itself with
The question to he raised now is
whether advantages can be gained.
frOm w-riting system that will not be
ideographic at all, vet will not he en-
tirely avoweni to Phonetieality by se-
lecting the ath-antages and, trying- to
avoid the disadvantages nif each sys-
tem_

The hettries about the creation of
alphabetic writing

The characteristics which be
demonstrated presently are originally
common to the Semitic langu2ges,- of
which only Hebrew and Arabic now,
enjoy a fully developed literary and
writing life. With have reached thq
printing era and have experienced
phases of revial and expansion.
Modern Hebrew has experienced due-
mg these very -ears an _extremely vig-
orous expansion and renovation.
guided now by a learned and linguisti-
ally-minded professional leadership-

The' expanding processes show .re-
markable consistency with tk- original
basic structures of the language.
Thus, modern Hebrew furnishes a
gots, example for illustrating a

lexiconuotTiliemic orthography which
differs very-markedly frolu those gen-
era.4 known in the world today.

351

These characteristics seem to apply to
Arabic in very much the same way as
to Hebrew.

The origin of the Hebrew or Phoe-
nician alphabet of 22 letters is still de-
bated. The view held some years ago
that the l'roto- Sinaic engravings dem-
onstrate the passage from ancient
Igo tian picture writing to. the He-
brew-Phoenician alphabet is re,-ently
being questioned ( I), and new theo-
rieS about the ,cunneiform origin of
that alphabet have been put forward
`t n i. TII controversy is. however, not
very relevant to our subject. The fact
*en aim s that these 22 letters have
ser%,i'l for nearly four thousand years
and still serve today a tremendous de-
velopment and inner change in the He-
in-et,: language. and they seem to be
adequate for all the needs of a modern
language. The 22 letters represent a
similar number of copsonanfronly ; the,
vowels are not represented principally
in the writing system. They combine,
iiv,a very feguiar way, in groups of
three to form a great number (esti-
matei 'bout 1000) of "roots" or word
ramifies, each of which is formed on
the root in one of a limited rumber
(esiiniate250) of very fixed patterns.
The f fable illustrates, by ac-
tual examples, this basic lexico-
morphemic structure.

'DEMONSTRATION OF THE 14INCIPLESOF Ht8REW ORTHOGRAPHY

The 3-rout
conwriants

(the vowels indicated by the inserted small English letters
do not appear in the Hebrew .cords) Note: F=P

F I SuFeT (judge) MiSPaT tjudgment) SaFaT (jUdged)

DoReS (teasing) NliDRaS (torn object) DaRaS (tore)

M .SoMeR (watchman) MiSMaR (watch) Sa NI a R (watched)

S T R .c)TeR (policeman) MiSTaR (regime) SaTaR (policed)

"Standatti
111-k = -0-e- i--a- -a-a-

4 an auxiliary prefixed consonant
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The absence of vowel-letters
Now, the examples in the above table

also show the orthographic method of
representing by way of writing only the
basic consonants of the root (some-
times also one or two auxiliary conso-
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nants belonging to a special group of
six consonants). The selection of
vowels is left to the reader to be made
according to his prior identification of
the word, by recognition and context,
as illustrated below :

GoDeL (size) GaDaL (grew) GiDeL (raised) are all xritten G D L

Qo DeM (before) QaDaM (preceded) QiDeM (accelerated) are al' written Q D M

Although this principle governs es-
sentially the whole language, there
have always been marginal vocabulary
areas, e.g., borrowed words, which
were an exception to it. Another ex-
ception to this principle involves the
two auxiliary methods of representing
the vowelsboth also borrowed by the
Arabicknown as "punctuation" and
"full orthography." These latter de-
velopments will be dealt with later on.

Lexical function of the root-letters
Attention should be drawn to the

unique function of this orthography

DVD H M L Kit -- DaViD

DVD ° M L Kh DaViD

These characteristics boil down to
what may be described as a lexico-
morphemic type of language structure;
that is, the morphemic qualities of a
word are directly linked with the lexi-
cal qualities by obvious rules. in an
abstract way it can be said that the
meaning of a particular word can be
divined on a matrix that has all the
roots on one dimension and all the
fixed vowel forms on the other'. This
can be shown on the first table And is
realistic enough as an aid for people
who have acquired this principie struc-
ture of the language.

Rules for the creation of new words
It can be clearly seen tliat this, so to

MiN H aL (administration)

H aN H aLa (management)

NoHaL. (procedure)

which uses principally only three-root
consonants as a recognition marker.
The individual letter does not build the
form of the word: the combination of
any three consonants forms a lexical
category, so to speak. The immediate
recognition of this combination puts
the word into a limited area of mean-
ing, leaving the decoder to choose next
between a very 1:inited number of
words within that specific area. The
aids for this cho:,e may be auxiliary
prefixed or suffixed consonants and to
a very large extent the recognition of
morphological units helped out by the
context ; for example,

HaMeLeKh (David the King)

MaLaKh (David reigned)

speak, matrix-like type of a language
structure can he a powerful instrument
in the creation of new words for ob- .
jects and concepts. The structurally
proper choice of morphemic elements
for a new word is in this case very sys-
tematically prescribed to a point that
makes the new word capable of being
almost guessed as to its meaning by
the chosen root and vowel form: This
method has been widely used in recent
decades for creating literally thousands
of words to fit the great revolutionary
changes in the 'environment in which
old biblical Hebrew is being used
nowadays. A word for "procedure,"
NoHaL, was created in the following
way :

MiNH aG (custom)

HaNH aGa (leadership)

NoHaG (rule)
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We can proceed now to define the
qualities of this kind of writing system
in terms of the basic classification for
phonetic and ideographic writings.
Modern Hebrew makes no pretence
about representing the pronunciation
of words, and this fact is manifested by
its original giving up of any vowel
representation. The deliberate and
consequent discriminat;on between
vowels and consonants in this matter
receives an interesting support in a
phonetical research of vowel articula-
tion. It has been shown through in-
strumental measurements (3) that
vowel articulation is more fluid in na-
ture than that of consonants and that
actually a sound pattern could hardly
be perceived in a consequent way if it
were to rely on vowels only; it is
mainly the consonants that give the
word its identification (5). Whether
this difference was sensed by the early
writers of the Semitic languages and
hrouglit them to Adopt this system of
writing or whether it was just accide
tal, the outcome might be described ..s
a lexcio-morphemic spelling system,
since what is really represented in the
spelling is not the sound of a word but
its morphological origin. By writing
the three-root letters, all that was
marked for the reader was this area of
meaning, a lexical feature rather than
a phonetic' one. Thus this system can
be justly defined as an intemediary
between the purely ideographical sign
system and the purely phonetic one by
virtue of its using actual phonetic-like
letters as signs for an idea i.e., defi-
nite area of meaning. On the other
hand, no phonetic data are supplied for
the reader to form the actual phonol-
ogy of the word.

Economy in writing-leading elements

Here is an illustration of the econ-
omy in writing elements in a Hebrew
text as compared with an English
text :
FISMA ?oLH PN:ZRKh VSoQ?T
BM ?RV-24 letter; (note: Kh is one
letter).
The sun riso in .:IC east and sets in
the west-36 setters

This illustration is hardly needed for
understanding how much is gained (in
terms of writing elements) by omitting
vowels. _ However, the economy in
reading perception is probably even
greater due to the ability of the reader
to grasp a number of writing elements
grouped as a consonant-root-unit and
denoting the meaning area of the root.
Very few extra elements are needed.
for actual word determination within
the mean area of the root.

Standard morphological marker

Little has been said until now about
the second marker for decoding mean-
ingi.e.. the extra markers besides the
root, which can be defined as "stand-
ard morphological markers." This
term refers to any marker in the spell-
ing of a word that serves to identify a
specific word in the root group and
discriminate it fro'i others that have
the same root. It is termed morpho-
logical because it is specifically such a
discriminating element that it gives the
word its morphological quality : the
three-root consonants are nothing
more than phonological raw .material
to build the word on and virtually can-
not be pronounced at all without the
vowels. The vowels, then, give the
words their morphological value (to-
gether with a restricted number of pre-
fixed or suffixed consonants). In this
way the "standard morphological
markers" of any word can be theoreti-
cally abstracted from any specific root
as a pattern that can he imposed on
any given three-consonant root.
These patterns are not arbitrary; they
comprise, as mentioned previously, a
relatively small number of standard
morphological units. To those ac-
quainted with Arabic and Hebrew
grammar these units are known as
"scales"in Arabic, Wazan and in He-
brew, Mishkaland play a basic role in
the theoretical grammar of these lan-
guages.

Difficulties with foreign languages

Foreigners studying Hebrewwho,'
by the way, comprise the majority of

I
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Hebrew speakers todaymight find
what they have been trying to present
as an advantageous writing system a
rather confusing one. The word goes
around that a writing system with no
vowels is difficult to read. This opin-
ion certainly is shared among native
speakers of Hebrew. There hasn't/
been any proof that this feature of the
language hampers the learning of read-
ing or makes this reading more dif-
ficult than that in English, for in-
stance. While there is some suspicion
that- other grammatical characteristics,
especially those originating from the
fact that the language is being revived
from an ancient written dialect, do
present some difficulties in acquiring
skill in the language, there is some real
ground tb believe that reading is easier
than in other languages (4). In two
instances. however, the system is at a
disadvantage : one is in the case of
adult foreigners who have to learn to
read without vowels, and the other is
in the case of finding the correct pro-
nunciation of foreign names and words.
In extreme cases_ it has been found
that adult learners could never really
get over this difficulty of learning to
read. The remedy for these difficulties
has been provided by auxiliary ortho-
graphies used especially in later gener-
ations, orthographies which will be de-
scribed more fully.

Tentative reform
The difficulties in reading Hebrew

must have been felt even in ancient
times when the exact pronunciation of
biblical texts became a subject in
school. It was thus that modifications
and even reforms were sought. A sys-
tem of 15 different dot signs represent-
ing the vowel system was introduced
in the 10th century. This feature
lends to certain Hebrew text:, the typi-
cal "dotted" appearance which is prob-
lbly familiar to many. Contrary to
general belief, however, the system was
never really adopted, and it has re-
mained restrict& to biblical texts, to
poetry, to most children's books, and
to such special purposes as the spelling
of foreign names. One of the reasons
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for its limited- use is the mechanical
difficulty of having the dot signs in-
serted into typewriters and printing
machines. Since modern research into
the psychology of reading was applied
in Hebrew schools, the objection to
using the vowel punctuation has be-
come founded on more substantial
grounds. The late Dr. Yaakov Levy
argued in a convincing manner (4)
that the vowel punctuation added a
frightening and confusing load to the
task of reading and that it became en-
tirely superfluous soon after the begin-
ning stages of learning to read. By
his counsel certain schools practiced
the omission of vowel punctuation alto-
gether, from the very beginning. No
evident failure was ever reported on
these experiments.

A compromise ,solut ion

The views expressed here about 4he
reading advantages of the system were,
of course, not always shared by. all, al-
though they-are gaming ground now.
Under the pressure of mass immigra-
tion from Europe the Hebrew Acad-
emy adopted in the late forties a mild
reform that had its beginnings already
in biblical orthography. The reformed
system is called "full spell ng" and can
be described as a pari;a1 v, gel orthog-
raphy. The spellii., use the four
letters A, H. V. I (the A -me being
a glottal and not a vov t. and used
much less than the (Alt '-s i as vowel
markers in certain ses according to
fixed rules. The use -4 these Ltters is
by no means wide. Li tit, case does it
cover even all the occurrences of one
single vowel. It hardly upsets the origi-
nal system of the three root letters.
Yet, during a certain period of time it
caused a typical discontent among
those who were trained in the ortho-
dox spelling. The mild reform is tak-
ing over, though.

Transcription to Latin alphabet
The same circumstances brought

forward suggestions in favor 'of drop-
ping the original alphabet altogether
and adopting the Latin alphabet for
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Hebrew in the same way as .it was
done in Turkey and elsewhere. For a
short time a small newspaper. written
in Latin alphabet, was published in
Hebrew by a Tel-Aviv journalist*.
The issue was never seriously-consid-
ered. The arguntenis against such a
reform areMore than just conserva-
tism. Virtually all Hebrew grammar-
ians agree that whatever gain may
come through a full vowel orthogra-
phy, the loss in decoding feasibility
will be very substantial. Writing
words as they are pronounced in Latin
letters will make morphologically re-
lated ones seem quite remote, and vice

* A very- extraordinary person, Itamar
Ben-Avi was the eldest son of the prominent
innovator of Hebrew, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda.
Accordingto his father's claim, Itamar was
the first person in modern times to speak He-
brew as a first natural language.

a

versa. This realization is, of
based on the lexico-morphemic quali-
ties described here and appears to be,
at least in the mind of the writer, an-
other proof for the reading facilitating
qualities of the system.
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Cultural Deprivation:
Ideas for Action

THOMAS J. EDWARDS
Science Research Associates

WE WHO ARE CONIMITTED to education
and to the other behavioral sciences
are finding ourselves thrust into his-
tory in a way that has never before
been true during the development of
our various disciplines. No longer are
we locked into the somewhat comfort-
able isolation of our little red school
houses or our laboratories 0, cur aca-
demic ivary towers. The urgency of
shrinking space, or shrinking time. and
of social revolution is nudging us w
unrelenting persistence. And there is
no turning back.

Just a few years ago we suddenly
discovered our "wasted Americans".z--
discovered them or perhaps just dared,
finally, to acknowledge their existence.
With something like a royal decree, it
was ordered that we declare war on
poverty and on ignorance. And the
ignorant ones came under microscopic
scrutiny. Ntre asked : "Who are these
people ? What are they like? Why are
the so different and disadvantaged?
What are we to call them ?"

It was probably inevitable that we
should get involved in a semantic bat-
tle. We spoke of the "culturally de-
prived." Anjrone who had not been
exposed to the experiential and lin-
guistic and value orientation of the
normally advantaged segment of our
population must indeed he deprived.
However, cultural anthropologists
argued that no one is truly deprived of
a culture. He may simply have come
from a culture different from the pre-
dominant one.

So the term "culturally deprived"
became a dirty word and was sup-
planted by the term "culturally differ-
ent." Yes, this terminology was bet-
ter since it acknowledged the difference
among cultures within an essentially
heterogeneous society. However,' the
question was then raised : "Who is dif-

lerent from whom ? Who represents
the standard and who is the deviant ?
Is there not a value judgment implied
in the term "culturally different"?

Although the terminology became
increasingly confusing, the fact still re-
mained : There were significantly large
numbers of people within our society
who grew up in subcultures that did
not prepare them adequately to cope
with academic achievement or with the
work-a-day world. They were at a
decided disadvantage in terms of cop-
ing skill:,. Hence, the term "culturally
disadvantaged" came into prominence.
However. this proliferation of terms
continued with rather wild accelera-
tion: culturally deprived, culturally
different, culturally disadvantaged, cul-
turally disabled, culturally debilitated,
culturally disenfranchised, and even
culturally denuded.

This seemingly ridiculous semantic
battle was probably a necessary first
step in our attempts to define a rather
involved psycho-social and educational
problem. However, we were pressed
into action because the availability of
very tempting federal funds required
that program plans be set down in pro-
posals. Deadlines were upon tis. And
the psychology of crisis catapulted us
into action with phenomenal speed.

As programs got underway and live
bodies began to appear for help, the
stark realities of cultural deprivation
became increasingly apparent: Our
American society had allowed many
millions of its members to remain cul-
turally isolated, locked in their own
cultural cocoons, as it were, either by
design or neglect. Thus sealed off from
contact with the predominant culture,
they grew up culturally different. Their
self- cgncept frequently reflected the
feelings of inferiority and rejection
often characteristic of so:jai outcasts.
There was a tendency for them to feel
that they had no significant stake in
our society. Their experiences had
been severely circumscribed and lim-
ited. Their linguistic isolation had re-
suite& in their speaking either I

357_
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markedly diverient dialect of Ameri-
can English or 'an entirely different
language. Their itpertoire of con-
cepts tended to be both limited and
highly specialized. And their value
systems were likely to differ from and
even to come into conflict with those of
the predominant culture. It soon be-
came app ent, therefore, that any
effective atta k on\ the problems of the
culturally disc vantaged would have to
be interdisciplin . It would require
creative intellectua 'pragmatism in the
application of psychologY;--cuitural an-
thropology, economics, sociology, lin-
guistics. com-nunity development.
medicine, and education. The tack
was a formidable one!

The war on poverty and ignorance
within the United States was given fur-
ther impetus by the fact that the cul-
turally disenfranchised were them-
selves becoming increasingly aware of
their plight and were articulating their
discontent. They wanted to burst out
of their cultural cocoons and partici-
pate with comfort, with dignity, and
with effectiveness in the life, culture,
and mores of thf general society. And
this society, in turn, was beginning to
recognize the expense of having the
disadvantaged on its relief rolls, the
.acted manpower resulting from the

undereducation of the cultural isolates,
and the immorality of denying them
optimal self-fulfillment.

Against this backdrop, therefore, it
becomes imperative that we generate
ideas for action at a rapid rate. And it
is the purpose of this paper to sketch
broadly a few ideas that might be pro-
vocative, if not totally comprehensive.
Action must occur in two major di-
mensions. First of all, intelligently
conceived ideas must be programed
and implemented, even though they
have not stood ..i.e acid test of rigorous
experimentation. Time is of the es-
sence. We have waited too long and
we must get moving. In addition, ac-
tion programs must be paralleled by
more careful experimental investiga-
tions of the many variables that may
reverse the effects of cultural depriva-
tion. And the interaction that may

exist among these variables must also
be studied. Further, there must be
maximum intercommunication and
cross-fertilization between those work-
ing on the firing lines in the various
programs and those who are doing the
more controlled experimental investi-
gations. Feedback from programs will
provide significant hypotheses which
the experimenters can test. And the
findings from experimentation can, in
turn, be applied in the action pro-
grams.

The phenomenon of spontaneous
acculturation

There are numerous examples
around us of people who were born in
cultural cocoons but who have broken
out for no reason that is aptarent.
Unquestionably, some motivational
factor has abrogated society's dictum
that these people should be' doomed to
permanent cultural isolation. What
could this factor be? Why, for exam-
ple, might two siblings raised in essen-
tially the same depressed enviromm rt
differ in their tendency to break out oc
their cocoon? Is this emancipat art
based on innate intelligence or might it
be some environmental influence that
provided for the one a glimpse into a
different World and thereby generated
for him an elevated level of aspiration
with concomitant increased self-
confidence ?

This phenomenon of spontaneous
acculturation is intriguing and is cer-
tainly worthy of systematic investiga-
tion. Such research should involve
the culling of case history and psycho-
logical test data from these "cultural
breakouts." These data should then
be treated with factor analysis in order
to determine whether there is a cluster
of traits or environmental influences
common among those who break out of
their various subcultures. If ,such fac-
tors can be isolated and identified, it
might follow that we could devise sys-
tematically programed cultural emanci-
pation.

Informal investigations by this wri-
ter have failed to yield any consistent
specific factor common to these "cul-
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tura! breakouts." Generally, however,
there seems frequently to be present
some almost fortuitous incident or in-
fluence of another person that triggers
a change in self-confidence and in
goal-setting behavior that is aimed at a
raised level of aspiration.

'Modified curriculum.
content or methodology?

A number of educators look with
considerable pessimism at the educa-
tional future of the culturally disadvan-
taged learner. Some feel that signifi-
cant cultural difference is essentially
immutable and that attempts to re-
verse the effects of this difference
would therefore be futile : "Provide
them with minimum requirements for
some low-level vocation and then turn
them loose." This same conclusion is
also held by those s.-tio are convinced
of the innate itiferioriiy of members of
the culturally disadvantaged segment
of our society. Both points of view
often lead to the contention that the
curricular goals of educational pro-
grams for the disadvantaged ,hould ei-
ther he lowered or markedly changed.

I would challenge this contention
with x igor. First of all, we must assume
that good cuincula in school systems
across the nation embody a syste-
matically sequenced complex of con-
cepts that are regarded by educators as
highly desirable for general life adjust-
ment and necessary for employability
in most occupations. If this point is
tenable, then the already disadvantaged
learner must not be deprived of this
body of 1cnowledge, lest his depriva-
tion, his failure, his sense of worthless-
ness, and his economic dependence be
perpetuated .and even become the leg-
acy of his offspring. This, I am afraid,
has already been happening for many
generations.

A second assumption held here is
that innate intelligence or learning ca-
pacity is distributed 'within the cultur-
ally disadvantaged group in the same
way that it is distributed within the
general American population. It
would therefore follow, of course, that
the mean IQ for both groups would be

100 and that genius, normalcy, and
mental deficiency exist to the same de-
gree among the culturally advantaged
and the culturally disadvantaged. To
this we mighf add the assumption that
difference in measured IQ's reflects
the inappropriateness and inaccuracy
of our measuring instruments when
used with subjects who are culturally
different from the dominant population
and that the disproportionately high
degree of academic underachievement
reflects the failure of our schools still
to present the curriculum in a way that
is palatable and compatible with the
unique background, learning style, and
cluster of characteristics of the disad-
vantaged.

If we assume, therefore, that the ac-
quisition of our curriculum content is
desirable and that culturally disadvan-
taged students have normal learning
capacity, then we are faced with the
exciting challenge of modifying our ap-
proac h ratt-,r than our curriculum
content in presenting the skills and
concepts that are traditionally a part of
our academic diet. This is indeed the
crucial task confronting educators of
the culturally disadvantaged. And
both experimental research and action
programs must be directed to the ac-
complishment of this task.

I have identified elsewhere a number
of specific= differences or deficiencies
that are likely to handicap the disad-
vantaged learner and militate against
his academic achievement (1). These
fall into two major categories: basic
learning deficiencies and psycho-social
adjustment needs. The modification
of our approach to the education of the
culturally disadvantaged should take
these kinds of factors into considera-
tion. If, for example, disadvantaged
students are likely to have a deficient
repertoire of concepts, we should be
sensitive, alert, and constantly diagnos-
tic. In this way we can recognize and
provide for any deficiencies in the con-
ceptual elements that may be prerequi-
site to the learning of a new, more
advanced, more complex, or more ab-
stract concept. -How, for instance, can
a student grasp world geography if he
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does not have the more fundamental
concepts of "east," "west," "north,"
and "south?"

Similarly, if a student's own
achievement expectancy and his self-
concept are inadequate, it follows logi-
cally that he should be given rather
constant reassurance. of his learning
ability and also be provided with suc-
cess-insured tasks.

In addition, we may need to know a
great deal about the unique experiential-
conceptual background, the value sys-
tem, and the linguistic orientation of
the disadvantaged student and adjust
our-,pedagogy in a way that will pre-
vent his unique characteristics from
hampering his mastery of the curricu-
lum.

Dialectical barriers to learniug
Linguistically, we in the United

States are not homogeneous.' So-called
standard American English or "net-
work English" is spoken by only a
small minority of Americans. And
even the acceptable English of one
region of the United States will differ
considerably from that of another re
gion. These regional differences in
standards of speech generally do not
tend to interfere with academic achieve-
ment, nor do they usually hamper inter-
regional communication.

Because the majority of culturally
disadvantaged students have grown up
in linguistic cocoons, their isolation
from standard American English has
resulfed in their speaking dialects that
differ even from the standard accepta-
ble English of their own regions. In
certain cases, as is true, for example,
of Americans of Spanish descent or
many American Indians, even an en-
tirely different language may be spo-
ken. Dialectical variations from
standard English tend to fall into four
major categories: vocabulary, pronun-
ciation, syntax, and idiomatic expres-
sion. And significant divergence in
any of these four categories may seri-
ously penalize a linguistically different
student in the school setting. ,

Ultimately, the educative process in-
volves the communication of a myriad

4

of concepts to learners. These con-
cepts comprise our curriculum content.
Communication, in turn, relies very
heavily upon language. In the acquisi-
tion of concepts, the learner must have
proficiency in the receptive aspects of
communicationthat is, listening and
reading. On the other hand, when he
wants to react, to question, or to dem-
onstrate that learning has taken place,
he must rely on expressive communi-
cationthat is. speaking and writh.g.

When a learner moves from the fp,-
miliar dialect of his own linguistic co-
coon to the somewhat unfamiliar lan-
guage of the school, the communicative
process often tends to he seriously im-
paired and, in turn, is quite likely to
penalize him in his attempts to acquire
the concepts embodied in the curricu-
lum. ,And even if he is reasonably
successful in understanding these con-
cepts, he might be at a loss in commu-
nicating the fact that he does under-
stand them if his expressive language
skills are deficient as they relate to
standard American English. This lan-
guage barrier is also one of the factors
that make it difficult for intelligence
-tests to measure the learning capacity
of culturally different students because
language is often one of the funda-
mental means by which intelligence is
assessed.

What, then, must be done in order
to arm linguistically different students
with the essential communication skills
prerequisite to academic achievement?

One answer is linguistic immersion.
The school must make every effort to
provide the student with maximum
meaningful contact with the standard
American English of his region. He
should hear a great deal of standard
language in order to develop receptive
communication proficiency. And he
should use the language for the devel-
opment of competence in expressive
communication.

Students who grow up in lingui;tic
isolation learn to master both the
speech sound system and the syntax of
their peculiar dialect. When they en-
counter standard American English,
they find themselves suddenly faced
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with sounds that they haye never be-
come accustomed t,, perceiving or re-
producing. And he pet ception and
reproduction of s*tech sounds are
learned acts. Ti e lialectical pronun-
ciations come int, conflict with the
more convention standards and in-
terference results.

According to j )11.son, ". . . the
language of cultu -ally disadvantaged
pupils should be considered as a differ-
ent system that i iterferes--systemat-
icallvwith the learning of standard
English." And he proceeds to iden-
tify characteristic points of conflict
between the American Negro dialect
and standard American. English on
which instructional emphasis should
be placed. He also suggests specific
kinds of instructional activities which
can be employtd (2).

Conflicts among systems of arrang-
ing words into syntactical patterns also
present problems for disadvantaged
learners, ai:d syntax is probably as
much a fixed language habit as are au-

: ditory perception and pronunciation.
These habits are learned early and are
difficult to modify. It is often felt that
the various dialects of American En-
glish are haphazard and unsystematic.
However, careful analysis of non-
standard speech has shown that dialects
tend to be both systematic and consist-
ent (3, 4),

In all probability, initial emphasis in
language retraining should be at the
oral level. First of all, language is
leatned naturally at the auditory-
vocomotor level before written lan-
guage is ever at.empted. In addition,
printed symbols are representations of
spoken language and should therefore
follow the learning of spoken language
in the sequence of language develop-
ment. Any attempts to learn symbols
for sounds that have never been mas-
tered at the auditory level would be
psychologically and pedagogically un-
sound.

A culturally different student !night
question very seriously 'the school's at-
tempts to change his language habits.
And justifiably so. His dialert has
served him well. He has communi-
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cated with it effectively ail of his life
and has shared it with others as an in-
tegral aspect of his unique culture.
So. ,Alh) change? First of all, he
should not be encouraged to discard or
reject his familiar dialect. Rather, he
should -trive for linguistic versatility
so tha- e can slide easily and comfort-
ably up And down a language contin-
uum from his own dialect to slang to
colloquialisms to more formal standard
American English. And he should
know in which situations each type of
language is appropriate. Standard
American English is the lingua franca
of the United St..tes and, therefore,
pro%ides the relatively uniforni and
stable system for communication. In
addition, marked deviations froin lin-
guistic norms tend to stigmatize a per-
son as being uneducated or outlandish:
These points should be made clear to
culturally disadvantaged students, par-
ticularly since their cultural or ethnic
difference will in all probability have
already been a source of derision or re-
jection or humiliatihn once they have
ventured outside their own cultural
milieu.

A number of practical techniques
can be' employed to help studentsadd
standard American English to their
native dialects. Plays, the memoriza-
tion of interesting poems of even non-
sense ditties, songs, and impromptu
dialog, all may prove to be helpful.
The important consideration ;s the
hearing and reproduction of the pro-
nunciations "and the syntactical struc-
tures of standard American English.
Because there are numerous dialects
represented among the various disad-
vantaged subcultures, it is essential
that a teacher listen for frequently re-
curring deviations from standard En-
glish and plan language-learning activ-
ities around these deviations.

Language immersion must not be
viewed as an isolated curricular area.
Rather, it must be woven systemati-
cally into a thoroughly integrated pro-
gram designed to expand students' re-
pertoires of concepts and the cognitive
power and reasoning ability with
which to manipulate these concepts
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logically and creatively. This is edu-
cation.

Self-concept and cultural
disadvantage

A person who either peeks out or
dares to move out of his cultural co-
coon becomes immediately aware of
the fact that he is "different." He is a
deviant from the acceptable dominant
group that enjoys a special place in the
societal sun., And his awareness of his
difference pray be underscored by deri-
sive labels that are hurled at him or by
various verbal or graphi: caricatures
designed to ridicule him. He is often
a social outcast.

In his attempts to ease even unob-
trusively into the mainstream of gen-
eral American life, he often encounters
a school situation designed for students
from quite different backgrounds.
Failure ensues, and he learns quickly
not to expect much of himself by way
of school achievement. As a chronic
academic failure, he first becomes a
psychological dropout at an early age.
However, he is required to remain in
school until he is old enough to become
a physical dropOut.

By early adulthood he has already
learned to lower his level of aspiration
and to adjust his specific goal-setting
accordingly. He may give up and get
on the relief rolls or possibly settle for
an unskilled menial job. On the other
hand, 1 e may still haye salvaged
enough ego strength to compete in the
job arena. However, in all probability
his background will not have provided
him with tile myriad of language, con-
ceptual, and technical capabilities nec-
essary to compete ,effectively for a
job. This kind of continuous failure
might ultimately drive a culturally dis-
advantaged person to one of two ex-
tremes: he may either give up and
withdraw into the Comfort of his famil-
iar cultural cocoon and settle for
effortless, simple hedonism; or he may
lash out in bitterness against a hostile
society that refuses him admittance.

What is to be done to salvage cul-
turallydisadvantaged Americans who
mightotherwise be headed toward psy-

chological, social, and economic desti-
tution? Again, we need the combined
efforts of both experimental investiga-
tors and professionals involved in ac-
tion programs. Unquestionably, the
most advantageous starting point is
early childhood. At that stage, a neg-
ative self-concept is not likely to have
developed with any degree of per-
manence. Also, experiential conceptual,
linguistic, and cognitive versatility can
be achieved more easily if hardening
of the learning arteries has not yet set
in. This need to start at an early age,
underscores the tremendous importance
of the Operation Headstart concept.

Professionals and para-professionals
working with the disadvantaged must
be helped by either pre- or,in-service
training to understand the social and
psychological dynamics that create the
profile of destitution described. above.
They must become trained observers
of the behavioral patterns of the cul-
tufally disadvantaged. And they must
learn to devise, administer, and inter-
pret both informal and standardized
testing instruments in order to make
valid assessments of coping skills and
deficiencies.

Needles to say, a healthy self-
concept cannot develop within a vac-
uum. Hence, detailed but flexible pro-
gram guidelines must he formulated
to assist, in arresting or reversing the
deleterious effects of cultural depriva-
tion on human personality adjustment.
We must.pinpoint the attitudinal traits
and the cognitive skills that are pre-

' requisite to success in handling tradi-
tional curricula. These; in turn, must
be woven into a program, th. t is
palatable. stimulating challengi
success-yielding, and relevant to aca-
demic achievement and to general life
adjustment. Both within the school
and within the larger Community, pro-
vision must be made to securg older
models whcim culturally disadvantaged
youths can emulate and who can pro-
vide these youths with encoufagement
and specific nelp. In the sehool, this
model role could be performed either
by a teacher or by an older, sympa-
thetic, and more advantaged student.
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Within the community, organizations
such as Big Brothers of America could
pertorm this function very effectiVely.

e
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Concluding comment:
cultural symbiosis and synthesis

In copclusion, one central principle
deserves reiteration here: An all-out,
multi-faceted attack must be waged if
we are to salvage youngsters who are
disadvantaged because of cultural
difference and if we are to assist them
ir realizing optimal self-fulfillment.
Such an attack will require careful
and continuous assessment of their
strengths, their weaknesses, And their
progresS. Programing must provide.
for the development of skills and con-
cepts as well as for the expansion, of
their cognitive power: And all of this
must be done in a setting that is con-
ducive to the growth of a healthy
self-image.

At long last, we may now be moving
toward a new society in which no one
will be at a disadvantage because of his
identification with a special subculture.
Hopefully, we are creating a genera-.
tion of cultural straddlersindividuals
who can participate with equal ease
and comfort both in their own subcul-
tures and in a common general Ameri-
t'an culture. Our goal must not be the
eradication of the richness of our di-
versification in favor of a bland and
colorless homogeniety. Rather, we can
indeed enjoy cultural symbiosis and
synthesis simultaneously. Our subcul-
tures may remain essentially intact but
not as cultural cocoons. As they exist
side-by-side, there must be a healthy
fluidity of communication and true

i cross-fertilization. From this kind of
cultural reciprocity there can develop a
synthesis that will become a super-

I 'culture in which we can all participate
with dignity, with self-acceptance, and
with mutual respect.
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Children Without
Without Motivation

LYDIA B. POOL
Washington County, Georgia,

Board of Education

LET ME TAKE YOU tO rural central
Georgia. The town is Tennille ; popu-
lation, 1,847. I want you to meet
Jimmy, age eight, a member of the
thine grade class of the Tennille Ele-
mentary School. Jimmy first came to.
the reading center in March of 1967.
He informed everyone at the center
that he could not read and that, fur-
thermore, he did not want to learn to
read. Rapport was not easily es-.
tablished. Verbal appfoaches failed,
bitit a smile or wink would sometimes
result in a positive response. When
asked *hat he liked, his answer was
"Nothing." Efforts to find Jimmy's
interests continued.

At last Jimmy volunteered to tell
about his experienced of the afternoon
before. Jimmy talked about Steve, the
adult identity in his life. Steve had
taken Jimmy to ride on his tractor.
Now, Jimmy dictates stories about
Steve and about farm life for an ex-
perience chart. He enjoys reading his
own simple, yet true stories. Jimmy
has cut pictures from the Progressive
Farmer to illustrate stories he has dic-
tated to his classroom teacher.

Vast amounts of materials are not
the most essential elements to be con-
sidered in tivation. The vital in-
gredient is as eative, understanding
teacher.

In March Jimmy\ was a child with- .

outwithout motivation. Jimmy is
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now learning to read, because reading
has become meaning . He can see
himself in what he i3 re ding ; he is in-
volved.

There are many Jimmys in our
schools today. Many_of these ,children
without motivation are the much-
read-about, much - talked about, cultur-
ally deprived children. How can chil-
ren who do not like books, who have
an aversion to reading, be encouraged
and led to read=not because they are
forced to do so but because they want
to -?

Motivation:- definition of and
factors affecting

A great deal of time could be spent
defining the term motivation. The
definition used here is "the need and
desire to know or to do." While there
is often a ark of motivational factors
operatipg ong the culturally de-
priveirechile. 1, the problem is not one
of culture ,lone. .There are those
whose culture- puts little value on "the
need to know"; yet there are culturally
deprived children whd present no mo-
tivational problems. Conversely, there
are ,children from environments one
would never characterize as culturally
poor who also need motivation.

The degree and type of motivation
necessary to create a good climate for
learning to read depend upon many
factors. The individual's interests,
physical well-being, emotional stability,
and mental alertness are'but a few of
these. Children who require extensive
and imaginative motivational tech-
niques, if they are to be successful
readers, are those who are emotionally
deprived. These children are truly
without. They may be without love ;
therefore, they feel alone. They are
often those who fail ; therefore, they
feel. inadequate. Pe:,aps they are
bored; therefore, they are dull or tired.
It coact be that they have been pres-
sured to "do better" and have rebelled.
They could be ill, sleepy, or hungry,
and, therefore, listless. Often they are
those who present behavioral. prob-

. lems ; therefore, they have been labeled
"bad." Perhaps they feel they, are dif-
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feren,t and, as a Jesuit, they are
ashamed. Could it be that concentration
is limited becaUse of energy depletion?
In an effort to solve their problems.
they may have used up their energy
supply. Perhaps these children who
are without motivation are troubled
and can he characterized by such terms
as hyperactive,' aggressive, or with-
drawn.

Principles of motivation

Whateyer Ithe circumstances, the
teacher must surmount a problem if
our children withoutwithout motiva-
tionare to learn to read.. The prob-
lem is how to create, on the part of the
child, a need and a desire to read. The
child must be a success. Reading
must be rewarding. The child must
become involved. Mien reading goals
become the reader's goals, then reading
becomes an integral part of self.
These goals must be close at hand.
Few, if any, children have learned to
read because they want to be able to go
to college. The child must read to
solve a problem, or he must satisfy a
need through -reading. A problem
may be to find out how to play a game
or read a letter. Reading can 'be the
means through which such needs as
approval, recognition, and praise are
realized. Smith'and Dechant in Psy-
chology in Teaching said, "A child will
learn to read if by doing so he can get
the esteem of his parents, his teacher,
his peers, or if he can increase his own
self-esteem."

Each childwhether culturally de-
prived, emotionally depr%ved, or educa-
tionally deprivedmust be accepted
for what he is. When a child's lan-
guage is not accepted, he will often re-
fuse to use language. He fears ridi-
cule and feels unaccepted in the world
i t Which he finds himself. To be posi-
tively motivated, acceptance of the
child and his environment is a tines-

y. , If his language is not accepted,
h is in effect being told, "Your ,cul-
t re is not acceptable; therefire, you
who are a product of this 'poor' cul-
ture are not acceptable."

Of all the facets of reading that
t
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cose to mind as the writer Minks o.
molivation. one builds above the
rest appropriateness of the materials
ttsc.l. Not only .he relu:tant reader
but every reader, if learning is to take
plarc, must be -presented materials ap-
propriatt. for his reading level.
Nothing *Hi success like ,successful
experiences r. nothing yields failure like
continually failing. Nothing can .stand
is the, uliy of motivation more than
Icing forcqd to attempt to handle ma-

that are too difficult. Materials
should he appropriate nor only in terms
of the iastnictional level but also in
term v a interest, Interest add curiosity

vital roles in good motivational
techniques_

It is simple to expound on idea:; and
theories, but let u !XV what- we are
doing in our s.hools, 'abriut the prob--
lertis of the culturally, ,Ily, and
educationally deprived chow-en.

Title III ESEA planning grant .

In April of 1966, the Washington
County Board of Education i. San-
dersville Georgia, was awardeCI a Title
III ESEA Grant by the United States
offiee of Education. The project,
..Dev a Pilot Reading Pro-

originated with three classroom
teachers, Catherine E. Thurston, Kath-
leen I. Hodges. and the writer.

Twelve school systems from the a-ft
j-.ined the Washington County Seth of
System in efforts to provide treatimnt
for &shied readers and to irnprIve
the develotkiental reading prognun.
These _included_ the Dublin City Sys-
tem and the county systems- .. " 'il-
ki n, Johnson, -Putnam, Hancock,
Emanuel, Jefferson, Baldwin,-McDuflie,
Warren, Columbia, and Lincoln.

The project now -has a full-time di-
Lid bookkeeper_

=a= demonstra-
rOYKU three

personnel in-
r= who also

oratory school alp' se, -..es in an-advis-
ory capacity. Vashi..igton County
School Superintendent, W. B. Ourts,
Jr.. is the representative of the legal
applicant. Seventeen persons repre-
senting the twelv system& participat-
ing with the legal applicant and one
person from the Georgia College at
Milledgeville compose the advisory
board. Byron Callaway, director of
the reading clinic at the University of
Georgia, is the project consultant.
Two nationally known reading con-
sultants, A. Sterl Artley from the Uni-
versity of Missouri and William D.
Sheldon from Syracuse University,
have visited the center. Others, in-
cktiing Ira E Aaron of the University
of rieorgia, have been consulted.
Juanita Atiernathy, English-- and--read-
ing consultant with the Georgia State
Department of Educaton, has provided
professional guidance.

Reading center
The planning grant stages a pilot

demonstration center operating as a
part of the program of the Tennille
Elementary School in Tennille, Geor-
gia. Thirty-four children are receiv-
ing direct teaching services. No one
method or special materials are used.
Teaching methods are diagnostic, dy-
namic, pragmatic. varied, individualis-
tic, creative, flexible, and highly moti-
Vative. Each child's program is
planned according to his unique needs
and interests, beginning with materials
having meaning for a child's particular
culture and changing as cultural aspi-
rations rise. In general, liese thirty-
four students first came to the reading
center = as children without without
Motivation. Today many remain de-
prived., but few, if any, are without
motivation. Materials and methods
which yield positivi: results are em-
ployed; those yielding negative results
are discarded. The philosophy that
permeates each teaching session is to
respect every -child as an individual, to
show: faith in his ability, and to create
a learning environment where success
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groups ranging in size from one t4 six,
for thirty minutes to one hour, on two
to five days a week. Participants
come to the reading center from their
regular clasirooms; however, for seven
students, work in the reading center
means a longer school day. The aver-
age IQ of the students, according to
standardized tests, is 104. The extent
of reading disability ranges from 1.3 to
4.6 years. Achievement test scores
and reading expectancy levels were
compared to determine disabilities.
Reading expectancy levels were deter-
mined by a recognized formula.

Other students throughout the thir-
teen-county area are benefiting from
the diagnostic services offered as a
part of the pilot program. As chil-
dren's reading problems are diagnosed,
recommendations are made to class-
room teachers. Many instruments are
nsed. Among these are

Wechsler Intelligenct Scale for Children
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Informal Reading Inventory
Gray Oral Reading Test
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales
Gates Reading Survey
Iowa Work-Study Skills
Informal Interview
Parent Interview
Telebinocular
Audiometer

Educational laboratory

Throughout the planning grant
stage, the pilot cotter has served as an
edue-^ _anal- laboratory. Materials
hve been studied. Research has been
conducted. A reading survey of
11,500 children in grades tour through
Given in the thirteen participating sys-
tems has revealed that 25 percent of
these students are "severely disabled"
readers, A severely disabled reader has
been defined as one who is reading
more than one and one-half years
below his reading expectancy.

A cultural study is also underway.
Cultural deprivation is prevalent _in
this rural central Georgia area. The
mid-point of the median family income
in_ -the thirteen than

$3,000. The non-white population is
48.4 percent.

In-service education has been an in-,
tegral part of the project. Approxi-
mately 150 visitors, including class-

' room teachers, have observed in the
demonstration center. Project person-
nel have visited similar programs and
attended reading conferences through-
out the nation.

Title HI ESEA operational grant
As a result of experiences gained

and the efforts of the advisory board
and the visiting comultants, an opera-
tional grant proposal was submitted to
the United States Office of Education
on January 15, 1967. Thisgrant will
make an ex -nsion of the present pro-
gram possible. The pilot reading cen-
ter will become the parent center with
personnel providing guidance for
newly created subcenters °throughout
the participating area. The subcenters
will serve as demonstration centers
providing direct services for disabled
readers.

The title of the operational grant
phase, "Progress Thirteen," is an acros-
tic for Pilot Reading Organization
with Guidance through Research, Ex-
perimentation, and Scientific Study.
Thirteen denotes the thirteen partici-
pating systems.

A program concerning the preven-
tion of reading disabilities will also be
undertaken in the area of early child-
hood education. Work is to begin
with six-year-olds; however, it is an-
ticipated that the program will later in-
volve three-, four-, and five-year-old
children.

Project personnel believe the in-
service aspects of the project to be a
most significant part of the proposed
program. In-service education plaits
include sessions with classroom teach-
ers led by outstanding consultants and
demunstratiorc of the teaching of large
groups by .means of video tape.
Substitute teachers will also free class-
room teachers to visit the demonstra-
tion centers. Reading supervisori will
be available for consultations -with
classroom teachers. Even though the

.1
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treatment aspects of the project can be
invaluable, prevention of reading disa-
bilities in the classroom is the ultimate
goal. It is recognized that the class-
room teacher is, and will remain, the
backbone of our educational system.

Motivational techniques
In August a reading consultant

came to as%ington County, Georgia,
en route from Florida to California.
Upon hearing about the innovative and
exemplary project in this rural county,
she came to visit the reading center.
Her remark was, "I've never been to
such a little out-of-the-way place in
such a little place and seen such excit-
ing things going on!" Yes, exciting
things have gone on, especially for the
personnel connected with the project
and the thirty-four children who come
to the center. You met Jimmy. I
would also like to introduce you to the
other thirty-three participants of the
pilot reading center, but there is time
to meet only a few.

Jane is a sixth grade girl who read
her first book just for fun in the fall.
The only motivation Jane needed was
encouragement, praise, and assurance
that she wouk. become a better reader.
These ingredients were coupled with
appropriate materials ; Jane is making
outstanding progress.

Tom has many emotional problems.
Somemes his problems are so great
that Tom and I just talk.. Other
times, I read to him. Tom needs to
succeet.. Tom responds to the Lan-
guage Master and other mechanical
aids. Operating the machines is moti-
vating; Tom is in control. This posi-
tion gives him a sense of power. He
learns to spell by typing the viords
over and over ot: a primer typewriter.

Phillip has been motivated through
art. A book Ir., been written espe-
cially for him A) illustrate. He found
a need to rad the book in order to
make the illustrations.

Drama and creative play mean
vanon for Milo. Mike was a non-
reader in December: He learned to
read his script on tape in preparation
for t pantomime to present in his
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classroom. Mike. a very censitive
nine-year-old boy, found an identifica-
tion with the story chart.cter, Denny,
who found a lost puppy. Being suc-
cessful before his own peer group has
been an extremely valuable motiva-
tional aid.

Rod loves cars. He has been moti-
vated with books about cars. Recently
he was asked to draw a motor and ex-
plain how it worked. This task ITN
quired much reading and Rod mas-
tered the task.

Joe can be motivated through exter-
nal rewards. He will work for praise,
for good grades, or for positive com-
ments on his papers. He =needs and
requires much individual attention.
His favorite method of receiving this
attention is to discuss stories he has
read silently or to read orally in a
one-to-one relationship.

Johnny's language patter is are not
those generally accepted in a middle-
class culture. Recently, with the aid
of a Language Master, Johnny listened
on the instructor's tract to the phrase
"the baseball game." He in turn re-
corded on the student's tract "de base-
ball game." As he listened a second
time to the instructor's phrase and
then to his own, he commented that be
needed to record his again. This time
he proudly said, "The baseball game."

Puppetry has notivated many chil-
dren. Puppeets are used in various
ways. A favorite way has been to
have the children read scripts for a
.play as they manipulate their puppet
characters. The shy and withdrawn
child and the child who daydreams
find this especially satisfying.

Conclusion

Yes, we are tackling our education
problems as we plan for our children
withoutthe culturally deprived, the
emotionally deprived, and the educa-
tionally deprived: Next year we look
forward to the further refinement and
extension of our present program.

We know that if there are to be suc-
cessful reading experiences, there must
be motivationnot only motivation of
students but also motivation of teach-
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ers. Motivation of students may con-
tinue to challenge us. As this goal is
accomplished, however, teachers are
motivated because there can be no
greater motivation than the realization_
that children who once did not want to
read can hardly wait to get out of the
hall to run -to the reading center.
These child! Ji are motivated chiefly
because they are succeeding ; reading
has become fun.

There have also been external moti-
vations. We call- this reinforcement
for learning. What is it? Every child
gets a piece of hard candy from the big
candy jar every day, not because he
did well (we know he will do well ;
make nure o that) bUt because the
read -enter is a special place and
eacl- dis a special person:

Using-Continuotis Equation
in the Elementary Program

Sornintat.o6m
Gary, Indiana,--Ptiblie Schools

O

If you have taught for a year, you
already must have encountered some
students who have had learning diffi-
culties. If you have taught children of
disadvantaged backgrounds, you know
the_problem well.

The magnitude of the problem of
failure in our schools is almost unbe-
lievable, and failure is by no means
limited to the, so-called disadvantaged
though the proportion is greater
among that group. There are today in
the United States aL fifty-five nill-
lion students at all levels, elementary
through graduate school. Of this
number one third feels great success in
school; one third vacillates, does well
and poorly, goes up and down ; and the
last, t't rd rarely as any feelings of
success. About twenty million chil-
dren each year fail in one or more
subjects and have deep feelings of-frus-
tration and despair. Failure is destruc-
tive. It destroys faith in -one's ability
to perform.' Failure "breeds self-
distrust and anxiety, and for ten years
there is no sscape from this Unpleas-
ant, unrewarding situation: The child
is imprisoned in a constantly punishing
environment' Attendance at school is:-
required-10A by law and by society.
Under existing conditions- there is no
Way out for these children.

The incidence of failure among dis-
advantaged students is appalling. The
rate of failure among children_ of
disadvantaged backgrounds_ is ihdi-
cated by the finding _that= it_ the third
grade, about two thirds,ofibe children
are one year behificrin reading, and

--catinties to increase to-two,
the r and sometimes eyeti, five -pj
year behind- at the high school level..
Mani are fercatadrop out:
- (Bow can this failure and debili-
tating - eff cts on the perionaityz*d
the development bf.gier idiot 3aal be
reduced and _even 'preyentie c--f From
my - ,,there art .4.0ter basic'-
condition.s neeessarylto-: t (failure
andp to success in4ehool for

Instruction Must be adapted; to
the learniiig needs cf eatlf "id:,

have

AI QtJT FOUR YEARLAGO, when working
in 'Chicago; I irk an extremely bright
alid sensitive boy named Eddie. In
sfjite of his intelligence, however, at
tairteen he lacked the most basic read-
ing skills.

I Often think of Eddie and wonder
where he is today. I wonder if he has
been able to realize is potential or if
the system has caught him up again in
the cycle of failure prothising more
`allure. When I worked with Eddie,

the was a sixth grain- who had just
twit- from the South. He was
practica ly a, nonreaf er who = in 1;1

months made pile .6tileaal gains.
Then he moved , I was ableto observe

;what failure had- done to Eddie and
how success in -leap ring iii just aj, brief
-period, of time had transformed film
fit ii a shy, -hesitatit, discouraged, '="

Silent boy to a self-confident; outgoing
person.- Whitt I hope he has maid-
tained his success, I fear' that he lots
rev.. ted. Hewas on his way t6 suc- ,
cess but had not mastered enough of
the necessary bas;e alcia, before he
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attitude toward each child ; that
is, the teacher must accept each
child as he is and must feel that
the child can learn.

3. Each child must' have evidence of
his success in learning.

4. The parents must have belief in
their child's ability to learn and
must support the child in his
learning.

it is obvious that many factors are
needed to meet these four conditions.
Materials, instructional methods, ad-
ministrative support, and evaluation
procedures, all play a role in promot-
ing the basic conditions for success in
school. In Gary, we used a three-
stage cycle ito provide tne framework
for a multiple approach to the,problem.
In this paper, I will emphasize only
the role of continuous evaluation as-a
key factor in .promoting these :four
basic conditions necessary for success
in school. tp.our program of tompen-
satory education, which included four-
teen ichooli in Gary, Indiana, we
found that continuous evaluation ac-
tually did play a central role in each.

By continuous. evaluation, I mean
e use of periodic, systematic evidence

to diagnose the Leeds and progress of
the -children, in the detailed aspects of
learning, Thit use--of evaluation naral-
lcis the teaching-learning. It does not
guarantee change, just as'a doctor's
accurate diagnosiarviill not guarantee
the teOvery of the Patient, but it is the
-first step in determining the direction
of_ the change.

-Effective use of continuous evalua-
tion begins with an analysis of the
subskills of the subject matter,
whether it be math, science, social
studies, or language arts. Our subject
matter in Gary was not just reading
but all the language arts which wt
broke down into the expressive and re-
ceptive areas and their sequential sub-
skills.

After the analysis of the subject
matter into the subskills, tests and
other techniques arc required to obtain
evidence of the level of instruction fa
each child. A variety of diagia-stic in-

a
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struments is necessary for the wide
range of subskills.

Finally, after obtaining the evidence,
we need a graphic way of representing
the results so that both teacher and

,child can see at a glance what has been
learned and what is yet to be learned.

The evaluation must be continuous
because its purpose is constantly
changing. We used it to provide the
starting point for the sequence of
learning. We used it to check the pro-
gress of each child. Finally, we used
continuous evaluation to check for
mastery. -

Not all evaluation is continuous
evaluation. ;Quite in contrast to con-
tinuous-evaluation is summative
ation. Summative evaluation is the
one to which teachers and schools have
been mostoaccustomed. 'Examples of
summative evaluation are standardized
aci ievement tests, such as reading and
math. Summative evaluation plays a
vital role in education in setting stand-
ards and in marking and -Promotion.
In our program in Gary, we have
made a great dial of use of summative
evaluation, but we have not found this
type of evaluation useful in adapting
the instruction. Nor have we kand it
useful promoting positive attitudes
on the part of the teachers, students, or
parents.

The use of summative evaluation has
not helped in implementing the four
basic conditions necessary for success-
ful learning. We have found that, at
fifth grade, a reading score of 3.24 has
not told us much about Jimmy's or
Mary's strengths and weaknesses. If
Jimmy and Mary are having difficulty,
would .3.2 help the teacher develop a
positive attitude toward their ability to
learns? Of would the child feel ade-
quate as a learner? And you can see
how difficult it would be for Jimmy's
or Mary's parent's to have a positive
attitude toward their children's ability
to learn if they continue to fail.

We have looked at some of the limi-
tations of summative evaluation.. Let
us now examine in detail the ket role
of continuous evaluation in iropoting

cA
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the four conditions basic to success in
school.

Think of a child you know who is
having great difficulty in learning.
This may be a child with whom you
are currently working o: one you have
worked with in the past. As we dis-
cuss the use of continuous evaluation
in promoting each of., the four condi-
tions necessary for success in school,
try to see how these ideas and tech-
niques would apply to the child you
have in mind. Would continuous
evaluation have helped him succeed ?
Can it still?

Role of continucus evaluation in
adapting the instruction to the

developmental and learning needs
of the children

One of the problems concerning
work with the disadvantaged child and
other children who are having diffi-
culty in school has been that we have
used materials which were developed
and which worked well for the more
advantaged child. Because the mate-
rials have not been based on the learn-
ing needs and development of the other
type child, both the child and the mate-
rials have failed. Continuous evalua-
tion will not change the materials, but
it can furnish a basis for adapting the
instruction and providing the materials
needed. It focuses the instruction and
locates the starting point.

The culturally disadvantaged chid
has disparities in his development.
His physical development proceeds at
the norm for his age. His emotional
and social development are within the
normal range for his age, though some
of his behavior may be inappropriate
for .he classroritn. His inadequate de-
vf.apment in the language area is the
..lajor source of his learning problems
in school. Bereiter states in his book
on teaching the disadvantaged child,
"The children have mastered a lan-
guage that is adequate for meeting
their social and materiel needs, but
they do not learn how to use tne lan-
guage for outlining and transmitting
information. for ;monitoring their 3wn
Linvior, and fur carrying on vrrbal

reasoning" (1). Their special learn-
ing needs, then, are in language.

We have tries to obtain diagnostic
instruments whit -I would point up
these specific language needs of the
chil-Iren. Our program in Gary used
oral and written diagnostic ;nstru-
ments for both the receptive and ex-
pressive language skills. As you
know, there are many diagnostic, in-
struments in the reading are nd very

-few in the other language . .s areas.
In the treading area, we used
teacher-made inventories, Botel Phon-
ics Mastery Test, and tests accompa-
nying basal readers to test word attack
skills, comprehension skills, and work
study skills. We developed a picture
vocabulary inventory for receptive.
meaning vocabulary. We are in the
process now of adapting an inventor
for the written expressive subskit
Each of these inventpries broke do ,n
the subject matter into small sequel tial
steps to parallel the instruction.

The diagnosis gave us the sta:ting
point reported on an easy- to- inte-pret
chart form. This chart determined-the
level of instruction for each child We
tried to avoid any complex reports
which would require much intzrpzeta-
tion. Many diagnoStic repors d have
seen are so complex that it is difficult
to use them. For example, a friend of
mine recently told me a...)out a seven-
teen-page report that she had com-
pleted on a single chiL in her reading
clinic. It would be impossible for the
classroom teacher to use e--en a con-
densed version of such a report when
she has thirty or more children in her
classroom. ror the classroom teacher
we found color-coded charts gave them
the necessary detailed information in
easily umierstood form on the s-....ecific
needs of the children. We used three
colors: blue for mastery, yellow
near mastery, and red for thr
which had nr,t been learnea
These distinct is are not for the pui -
pose of gradinc or marking. They are
used only to diagnose subskills air ly
learned or nett learned yet. 'I oese
diagnostic tests and recordings of re-
sults on charts, then, focused the start-
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ing point and pinpointed strengths and
weaknesses of individual children as
well as groups of children.

Role of continuous evalu-ation in
devehiping the teacher's positive
attitude toward each child and

his learning
It is difficult --fu? ---&lrtistrated teacher

to have a positive attitude toward her
students. The main reward inteach-
ing is to have one's students make
good progress in learning. Take this
away and the teacher's efforts seem
meaningless and futile. They lead
only to frustration and discour.tge-
ment. Can a teacher tv,. really feels
discouiaged about her students' learn-
ing convey a positive attitude toward
the children i-nd their ability to learn?
It would be an understatement to say
that it is difficult.

At times every ocher feels discour-
aged if she cannot reach even one child
who is having difficulty. Multiply tnis
by twenty or thirty and you have the
picture of the frustration of the teacher
in many classes for the disadiantaged.

In face of this existing frustration,
how can conti.mous evaluation help
the teacher develop a positive attitude
toward each child's ability to learn and
toward her own ability to teach ?

The hreakdown of the subject mat-
ter and recording the subskills enable
the teacher to focus on small steps that
are teachable. Breaking it down
makes it possible to communicate each
small step to the learner.

A fifth grade teacher who had diag-
nosed the level of each child in each of
the subskills said that, finally, she felt
that her feet *ere on the ground. She
knew that she could tea h the boys and
girls the basic skill At ch they had
previously been tat.60: but had not
mastered. At fiff i grade, difficulty
with such beginniig skills as sound-
symbol relationshi,, was still prevent-
ing the progre4 of the children.
When the teacher was able to break
down 'the process into the first small
step, she was able to communicate that
precise suite ill to the learners, and

they were able to master it within a
short time.

Continuous evaluation also info -.ms
the teachers of the effectiveness of in-
struction for the class by observing the
number - of students who make the
same errors. If all students make cer-
tain errors, it is an indication that
some part of the teaching-learning pro-
cess needs reexamination. The
teacher then looks for solutions which
will reduce the probability of error.

At_ftr3t many .teachers resented the
use of teach:ig time for the testing.
As they wen encouraged by the test
results, they made continuous evalua-
tion an integral part of their teaching
as it gave them objective evidence for
the starting point, feedback on the
most appropriate pacing of instruction,
and evidence of mastery.

In the evaluation of our program
last year, of 126 teachers, over 90 per-
cent felt that the diagnostic tests, were
very helpful in pinpointing strengths
and weaknesses and in helping them
understand the subskills in the reading
process.

Tile teachers need ci-ar and vis. tie
evident of success. As the children
learned one subskill at a time and the
color on the chart changed from red or
yellow to blue, the teachet: felt that the
children could learn and that she could
teach. The chart provided visible evi-
dence of success for the teacher.

This need for visible evidence of
success also determines the teacher's
emphasis. We have observed a tend-
ency for teachers to neglect those areas
where they cannot get clear evaluation.
If the -teachers do not get objective
evidence in the areas related to the
teaching-learning process, they will
seek it in other areas. We found that
their teaching energy was devoted to
those areas where they could obtain
clear rewards. Many teachers de-
pended upon compliments from their
colleagues for beautiful bulletin boards
or a ell-produced program if it was
difficult or impossible for them to ob-
tain visible evidence of success in the
teaching-learning situation. We found
that continuous evaluation helped
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focus the attention and efforts of the
teacher on the more central aspects of
learning, and it provided the satisfac-
tion needed to reinforce tly.:se efforts.

Finally, the use of contiruous evalu-
ation not only shifted the focus of the
teacher to the teac:.ing-lea-ning situa-
tion. but also shifted it from the re-
sponse from a few children to response
from all the children.

We are all aware of the appealing
quality of the attractive and responsive
child, and we give such children the
lion's share of our attention as well as
teaching energy. Many times, if the
teacher evokes a flattering response
from 2 few Judents, she often is una-
ware that many of the other student
who have failed to respond may not
have learned the topic under discus-
siori. For example, in a recent Head
'Start follow-up evaluation in kinder-
garten and first grade, it was discov-
ered that the teachers devoted 85 per-
cent of their time to 50 percent of the
children.

We have found continuous evalua-
tion places the focus on each of the
children, and, as a result, the emphasis
has changed from teacher's attention
for a limited number to emphasis on
the progress of all the students.

We have seen how continuous eval-
uation can be instrumental in changing
the attitude of the teacher frt,m frus-
tration to hope and satisfaction. Now
let us see how it can also help change
the self-image of the child.

The role of continuous evaluation in
providing each child svith evidence

of his own successin learning
All children and espetially children

of disadvantaged backgrounds need
reassurance that they can learn. This
feeling is especially urgent .for those
who have experienced failure. The
*st convincing proof that they are
leirning is visible evidence of surx.ss.
Children are not always sere when
they are right. Objective evidence
reinforces the certainty. As we noted
before, teachers need- lbjective evi-
dence of success. If adults need visi-
ble evidence of success, children, hay-

ing less expcience and being more
sensitive to failure, need it more.

I have described the color-coded
charts used- with the subskills invento-
ries. \Are encouraged the teachers to
administer tests for mastery as soon as
the child was ready for it. This
give the child a feeling of moving
ahead and gave him courage to try
new tasks. The color-coded chart also
permitted self-evaluai8n on the part of
the child. The children became very

. excited about learning. The charts
motivated many students who had
given up before. The children would
check, the chart to see which skills they
had already mastered and which ones
they still needed to learn. Each small
step seemed possible of attainment.

Since all children are expected to
learn, there was no stigma attached to
not knowing. The skill with- a red
co,or on the chart mers.ly -indicated
that the child had not learned that skill
yet, rather than that he had failed in
that skill. The individual -differences
among the children were reflected not
in their achievement of mastery but
rather in the amount of time and effort
required for mastery. There was
every expectation that each child,
given a variety of approaches to learn,
would master the subskill. All the
children have a chance to succeed.

Keeping in mind the child who has
learning difficulties, we can ask our-
selves whether continuous evaluation

both teacher and child.

Role, f continuous evaluation in
promoting a positive parental attitude

Recent researt.h in the United States
and in Engtand has provided clear evi-
dence that parental attitude about edu-
cation accounted for more of the varia-
tion in the school achievement than
any other single variable. Both the
Coleman Report on "Equality of Edu-
cational Opportunity" in the United
States (2) and the Plowden Report
on "Children and Their Primary
Schools" in England (3) demonstrate
this point unequivocally.

how can continuous evaluation help
develop a positive parental attitude ?
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Many parents of disadvantaged back-
grounds feel that school and education
are important, but due to their own
unfortunate school experience or fail-
ure on the part of their children, they
are not sure that their children can
learn. Parents frequently react with
anger and blame when their child does
not learn at school. They often be-
lieve that it is willful on the part of the
child.

We have found in our own work
with parents that using continuous
evaluation to break down the learning
and combining it with appropriate and
varied instructional approaches con-
vinced parents that their children can
learn.

Continuous evaluation also formed
one of the bases for parent conferences
in Gary. Instead of merely reporting
that Jimmy is good or bad, learning or
not learning, the teacher was able to
point out what Jimmy had learned and
what he s4iII tretled to learn.

Parents hale been responsive and
encouraged when they have seen the
charts and seen the visible evidence of
their child's learning.- Under the
teacher's direction, this information
frequently !edit() specific ways parents
could help their children in particular
aspects of the learning.

Summary

Continuous evaluation is not a pana-
cea for the learning problems of the dis-
advantaged. However, it is a most
essential part of the multiple approich
necessary for the eradication of failure
and 1 romotion of success for these
children. We found that it was effec-
tive when used in the context of our
three -stage cycle of diagnosis of need,
provision of a variety of instructional
materials for specific subskills, and
evaluation of mastery.

As we mentioned earlier, children
who are culturally disadvantaged have
many gaps in the verbal and lliinking
skills necessary for success in school.
Part of our *problem in using contin-
uous evaluation for them has been the
lack of diagnostic instruments for some
of the Subfkills. In the receptive area,

there are many for the reading and a
few for the listening.

In the expressive area, except for
screening for speech, is has been diffi-
cult to find diagnostic instruments for
the oral language. One result is that
the teaching of oral language has been
grossly neglected. This condition is
unfortunate since oral language forms
the basis for all the language arts.
The first diagnostic writing test that
we found had been published within
the past year.

We are much encouraged in that we
do have a paradigm of the process for
change, and we do know the parts we
need to complete the picture.

We are much encouraged by the
change in attitude of the teachers, chil-
dren, and parents. We feel we have a
good start, and we hope to continue to
build on it.
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Marshaling the Forces
in a Community

CARRIE B. DAWSON
Gary, Indiana, Public Schools

SOME EDUCtATORS BELIEVE that the
schools which are located in deprived
areas need not ac-ept the slum condi-
tions and their erosive effects on chil-
dren as unalterable and permanent.
They believe That the modern concept
of the role of the sraool includes and
commits them to tt leadership role of
"marshaling the fu,...es" in their com-
munities so that cooperative action
programs can be fashioned and con-
ducted in behalf of and in defense of
providing good. education for children
in the depressed area. Such concerned
educators realize that environmentally
disadvantaged children are deprived of
those experiences that are constructs
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for the development of an adequate
foundation for learning to read and
that, because of the stultifying condi-
tions under which they live, there is
little motivation for learning to read.
The schools and communities in which
such concerned educators serve are
demonstrating that the school can and
should assume leadership for reversing
the `negative effects of environmental
deprivation. This movement is basic
to any national effort toward forging
ahead in reading.

The well-documented disparity be-
tween the native capacity and the read-
ing achievement of environmentally
deprived children and our nation's
need for the conservation of all human
resources, and talent provide the frame-
work for:this attempt to take a dote
look at die techniques now being de-
veloped through the commendable
leadership of educators as they work to
"marshal the forces of the community"
in behalf of children.

"A question immediately arises : Why
have such a discussion among school
persons, all of whom have been en-
gaged at their own community levels
or through conference, administrative,
or advisory capacities with programs
specifically designed to aid impover-
ished children and their parents?

My cautious answer is that precisely
because schools have and are making
sincere efforts in behalf of rural' and
inner-city children with dissimilar ex-
periential backgrounds but quite simi-
lar learning problems and because we
can point to some measure of progress
based on considerable evidence con-
tained in voluminous reports of pro-
grams underway, there is a very real
danger of our being overly optimistic.
We may fail to appreciate that each re-
port of dramatic results refers to a
particular group's efforts in behalf of a
particular group of children under
very special environmental : nditions,
and is not necessarily applicable to an
assessment, which wcluld permit us to
claim more than that we have found
fragmentary solutions to the prithlem
of helping children overcome their en-
vironmenUI handicaps. The greater

necessary corollary task of modifying
the home and community environ-
ments responsible for cultural and edu-
cational disadvantage remains a fron-
tier.

Hopefully, we are at least beginning
to move in the right direction, but all
evaluations must be balanced against
the disquieting, if not frightening, pre-
diction that "by 1970 one out of every
two children in the nation's largest
school systems will be disadvantaged"
(1).

Furthermore, it should be recognized
that some of the handicaps which the dis-
advantaged suffer cannot be eliminated
completely but that their crippling
effects may be reduced, the damaging
influences minimized, and some compen-
satory provision; made UT overcoming
limitations or ditLuities. On the other
hand, many disabilities can be eliminated
by effective planning and by action pro-
grams. In fact, some limitations may be
turned into advantages when given new
perspectives and opportunities for ex-
pression (3).

As long as there is one small hope
that there is a possibility of rev( rsing
the negative effects of environmental
deprivation, the present discussion
must retain a single central focus. It
is to demonstrate that when school
pesonnel in a disadvantaged neighbor-
hood establish meaningful relationships
with parents and with the community
agencies 'which serve the families, ex,'
traordinafy breakthroughs occur
documented breakthroughs that have
completely changed a community, its
atiults,,,and theit interrelationships and,
in consequence, the achievement, aspi-
ration levels, personalities, and behav-
ior patterns of its students.

Descriptions of individual teachers'
efforts .or of school-community pro-
grams and their successes have been
widely reported and sufficiently docu-
mented; they would not serve our pur-
poses here. I submit that where
changes have occurred within commu-
nities, they are the direct result of far
more than increased budgets, addi-
tional auxilliary equipment, enlarged
staffs, specialized personnel, or even
excellence of programing. There must
b- come common denominators, some
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basic principles operative in all suc-
cessful investigations, and programs
which produce positive changes in per-
sons and their perspectives. On this
premise, alone, is this paper organized.

As . first consideration, the "forces
in a community" are briefly indicated
mainly to point up the fact that .the
children live in a restrictive environ-
ment that tends to separate them from
the mainstream of culture and, that the
restriction itself creates and com-
pounds the problems with which the
school must deal. .

A second area of discussion tests the
hypothesis that there are common
threads which are identifiable in all
programs making headway in effecting
positive community changes. Because
edu,...tors have access to and are famil-
iar with the full and detaiild reports of
exemplary programs, the actual de-
scriptions of programs urinated.
The principles, rather than the prac-
tices, are examined.

A third and final phase of the dis-
cussion examines "motivation and
reading" in an attempt to show how
carefully and conscientiously educators
now use the data available from sound
research to establish firm and defensi-
ble programs to supplement and pro-
.ide these edu mtive ingredients which
deprived children were previously de-
nied.

Forces in a community
Slum areas remain ineffective com-

munities partially because there are no
strong leaders who can and are willing
to make sacrificial and sustained ef-
forts toward improving conditions. This
fact is understandable when we reflect
that potential leaders are discouraged
and finally lose initiative because they,
too, are victims of the same defeating
'circumstances which dehumanize their
neighbors. As a result, it is necessary
that the school take the initiative to
coordinate and lend support to the few
persons and the established agencies
which serve their children and families.

For even the basic requirements of
existence, many families must rely on
welfare agencies, housing departments,
neighborhood or settlement houses,
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and religious institutions. The school
makes deliberate effort, therefore, to
plan and work with persons who are
responsible for directing the services of
such agencies for certainly these agen-
cies are strong "forces in a commu-
nity."

One of the most comprehensive and
disturbing analyses of the needs and
characteristics of the environmentally
deprived child and the "other forces"
which render diem incapable of coping
with the requirements of school life it
included in The Journal of Negro Ed-
ucation's 1964 Yearbook (4). The
five articles by Robert Havighurst,
Walter G. Daniel, Frank Riessman,
Martin Deutsch, and Harold Spears
list and intensively define those
"forces" which are tr,-ist destructive of
children's innate and insatiable desire
to learn. Included are such sociological-
psychological forces as a minimum of
direct contact with central channels of
the main culture, the frequent non-
availability of successful adult male
models, -onomic insecurity. few
shared planned family activities,
restriction in variety of stimuli,
and many more.

These selected forces are examples
of the kind which create deficits which
the school can realistically plan to ov-
ercome; literature is filled with excit-
ing reports of schools' successes in
helping not only deprived children
make their first and conetinuous con-
tacts with the mainstream of culture
but helping, also, the adult members
grow in the ability and confidence tO
glide and direct their own children's
experiences.

The forces which touch the liVes of
the disadvantaged arenot all negative.
Riessman makes this point clear as he
writes on "th : strengths of the poor"
(7). His question is well worth con-
sidering:

... if the have-nots have nothingno cul-
ture, no strength, no anger, no organiza-
tion, no cooperativeness, no inventive-
ness, no vitalityif, they are only de-
pressed, apathetic, fatalistic. and patho-
logical, then where is the force for the
social action and self-help to come
from?
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Riessman rejects the help for the
poor if it is to. "come only from the
outside, to be doled out." Realistically;
he acknowledges the need for the 'poor
to align themselves with other, groups
and forces in the society but stresses'
their strengths gained through coping
with problemsthe interdependence,
organization, and stability of the female-
based family ; the maturity of the chil-
dren, cooperativeness, lessened sibling
rivalry, etc. Suggestions are included
for further strengthening.

Reports of higlity fsuccessful, well-
coordinated commwty action pro-
grams evidence cldse planning and
programing betweep the school and all
facets of the conjintmity ; the school
reaps an additional benefit by putting
to work its knowledge of children
without having to assume the, responsi-
bility of using its own limited person-
nel for the persistent and involved fol-
low-up work that must be done.

Common characteristic's of
successful programs

The programs represent one of the
most dramatic and remarkable revolu-
tions in American educational history.
Virtually all school systems in every
section of the United States have been
engaged, simultaneously, in drafting,
designing, and implementing programs
to accelerate the achievements of dis-
advantaged children. The intensive
efforts, the enthusiasm of participants,
the spirit of urgency, and the un-
usually strong support of the public
and the local and federal governments
would seem strange if the ideas were
not universally accepted. Why is it,
we may well ask, that, despite geo-
graphic distance, there are great simi-
larities in problems and needs identi-
fied, in techniques employed, in goals
sought, and in the results so far
achieved?

Our seemingly sudden expectation
that we can erase or at least mitigate
the deficits of disadvantaged children
is based in sound philosophy. I sub-
mit.that all who are now engaged in
finding special ways to help these chil-
eren are, consciously of unconsciously,

working because they have a singular
but common perspective. The evi-
dence is explicitly given by Arthur
Combs in "The Role of the Teacher in
Creating IntAigence" (2). At the
-isk of devaluing one of the most in-
spiring messages of our times for edu-

t cators. I have extracted a few of his
statements. It seems to me that these
are the guidelines or touchstones on
which all new programs for the disad-
vantaged are founded.

Presented here in Combs' words, the
statements serve as the frame of refer-
ence reflecting the characteristic belief.,
of 'those who work with new vision for
children:

We have had the impertinence to believe
that poverty can be eliminatedthat
human intelligence can be created.
When this idea reaches its full potential,
it will change the faze of the entire
world.
We are beginning to discover that we
have been selling people shict foi a very
long time. We have been much too
-concerned with human limitations and
not nearly enough Loncerni:d with
human possibilities and potentialities.
We are not the victims tof the child's in-
telligence; we are the creator of it. We
can, therefore, change a chijds capaci-
ties to behave of misbehave.
What this new conception means is thit
there is sonIething we can do for every
child.
Human adjustment . is i.i very large
measure a problem of a person's percep-
tion of himself. People with a positive
view of themselves are also likely to be
more intelligent.
A positive view of self also determines
the degree to which a person is able to
make use of the learning experiences we
subject him to in public school.

Motivation toward reading
the ultimate goal

Never before has it Leen demon-
strated so clearly that the child's phys-
ical well-being. concept of self, com-
municative 'ability, experiential back-
ground; that the parent's concept of
self, interest, understanding, and sup-
port of the child and the school; that
the teacher's attitude, knowledge of the
value s stem operative in the child's
comm_. the t.mcher's sympathy
an are intrinsically inter-
wo intellectual and

a
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reading achievement. The schoo'
must attend to, remove, or redirect ary
of these toward positive lines ,befo.-e
getting on wifh the business of pro-
moting learning. Educational plannit g
for the disadvantaged is synonymous.
therefore, with "marshaling the fore( s
in a communiw" in one of the greatet
efforts in the/school's history to teath
all etiucibleskildren to read.

Variatimi in approaches, methods.
and materials appear because individ-
ual knd gtoups of children differ edu-
cators realistically ccncergrate firs_ t and
foremost pn the removal of those stum-
bling blocks which interfere the most
with the children's becoming excited'
about (Motivat0) and acquiring an
insatiable thirst for reading :j) Head-

-start pMgrams reflect our knowledge,
based Pn research, of the positive
effects /of enriched early environments
on cognitive and motoric. abilities re-
quired, if children are "ready far read -1
ing." 2) Medical, dental, general
physical examinations, immun,zations,
and correction ;--as hell as provisionst for breakfast at ahool or hot
luncheshonor the relationship ,be-t tween a healthy body and academic
achievement. 3) Parent-educaticm
programs are estaLlished because par-
ental encouragement and support air
take a thild a long way toward
achievement because positive parent-
teacher relationships promote positive
child-teacher :relationships and became
parents can, with the school's assist
ance, improve their .own hornernalcing
and. child-rearing' skills. 4) Teache'S
are retrained through NDE.1 insti-
ttites and through local in-service
training programs where. special at-
tention is given to promoting under-
standing of the value system of tne
low-economic groups assuring right at-
titudes and increasing teachers' knowl-
edge of the best instructional laethods
for promoting children's interest and
power in reading. 5)Vield trips, study
trips, and' cultural excursions give
some children their first glimpaes at
Ways of living, working, and enjoying
in settings enchantingly different from

their own. 6) Remedial reading pro-
grams are incorporated in most pro-
grams. especially for those children in
tipper elementary and secondary school
levels who have already been severely
retarded or damaged by -their -wiron-
rient. 7) Noncertificated ..es are
Ised in the classrooms to aug'ment the
teachers' efforts and to give children
another adult who can listen to them,
reassure them, and give them the indi-
vidual attention needed.

How do. we know that e:-en the
small random samples of programs &-
signed to interpiet and extend the ex-
periences of children will motivate
them teAvard learning to communicate,
and especially to `acquire the desire to
and skill in the basic toolreading?
Research is beginning to -tell us that
we are on sound ground:' 1) An En-
glish investigator (6), faced with the
dentical problems now being faced by

American educators, found that paren-
tal encouragement and support have
greater effect on children's progress in
school than either the variation in
home circumstances or the variation in
schools and teachers. 2) A team of
investigators (5), in, attempting to de-
termine the influence of parental atti-
tudes and child-parent .interaction
upon remedial reading progress, found
that parental attitudes area significantly
correlated with -reading gains of their
respective children. 3) The Institute
for Developmental Studies (8), an in-

, tc;disciplinary unit within the New
York College Department of Psychia-
try, is "engaged in a long-range inves7,
tigation of the developmental, psycho-

, logical, and social determinants of
learning and intelligence; with particu-
lar emphasis on the role of environ-
mental influences." Established in
1958, sufficient evidence hag been gath-
ered' to show that ,the disadvantaged
child has not been stimulated to de-
velop the abilit:es that underlie the ca-
pacity to learn in a school setting.
These and other careful investigations
are beginning to validate the new ap-
proaches to helping children overcome
learning deficits.

v.
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Concluding statement

The most significant feature of what
is called "education for the environ-
mentally or culturaffy disadVantaged
reader" is the school's deliberate effort
to seek the aid of all adults who touch
the lives of the children. With ur-
gency, the school is attempting to mar-
shal all the forces of the community in
tycler to exrand even more the poten-
tial range and breadth of the chil-
dren's intellectual and cultural lives.
Children. seemingly, are becoming
cited 'about and showing promise of
a.-hieving kvets higher than antici-
pated. Deepe3t interest z hd catcern
exist for the children's acquisition of
power and skill in reading. If we can
assure mastery of the skill of reading
for disadvanthged 'children, there is
more than reason to hopethere is
evidence we are fprging ahead in read-
ing.
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IN READING

The New York City
Reading ProgramA Ncw
Attack for Improvement

HELENE M. LLOYD
New York City Board of Education

THE NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM
is a giant among great urban
centers. II s more than a million
students, ringing from the barely edu-
cable to the highly gifted. It includes-
over 900 schools ranging from the..
most modern platits in the educational
woild to a few that will be demolished
as plans (...n the drawing boards mate-
rialize. It employs more than 40,000
professionals, ranging from substitutes
in their first day of teaching to veter-
ans nearing retirement.

All of this bigness brings with it
great challengesone of the greatest
of whi-:h is teaching each pupil to read
up to is full measure of ability. How
successful have we been in the past?
As successful as other great cities?
Yes, aid in some eases more so. As
successitil as we would like to be?
This qt estion we answer with an em-
phati: no! No professional or parent
in our city will be or should be satis-
fied until all children are reading up to
their full capacity.

It is this determination that lead the
Superintendent of Schools, Bernard E.
Donein, to turn the spotlight on New
York city's reading ;-,rogram and to
anweince t'-at the iiiprovement of
realing a ~lIi vement is the number one
objective i E very school in our thy
this yi ar. urning a spotlight on a

; iys' dividends, Questions
were .tsta> answers h'd to be ready

,-stani- :,:rutiny. Let's consider a
Inv of tld se questions and the answers.

Big city problems

The answers to the question Why
do'l't some New York City children
read better! are connected, h. large
part, with the city's bigness:
1. We are a city of great teacher

turnover. In 1964-65, the median
length of service for elementary
school teachers was 6% years.

4

ti
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One third of the staff has 3 years
or less experience. Yet this is the
very level of schooling where read-
ing begins and where great ability
in teaching is needed.

2. This is a city where "children are
on the move." Far too many fami-
lies in New York City, especially
disadvantaged ones, move eight,
nine, or ten times in one school
year. In the horough of Manhat-
tan. enrolling 175,000 pupils, the
average rate of mobility in 1964-65
was 32 percent.

3. This is a city of many socially-
disadvantaged children. Becduse
these children are moving into our
city in ever increasing numbers, the
need becomes more and more ur-
gent.

4. This is a city of many non-English
speaking children. Eight percent
of New York City's over 1,000.000
pupils are non-English speaking.
These children, many of them com-
ing from Puerto Rico and more re-
cently from Cuba and China, come
with a multiplicity of backgrounds
rural, urban; educated, unedu-
cated ; deprived, advantaged.

Staff needs

What help does the teacher need to
teach children in this city to read bet-
ter? is the second question we asked :
1. Effective guidance from a well-

informed supervisor is needed.
With this answer in mind. the su-
perintendent asked the principals of
several schools enrolling large
numbers of disadvantaged children
to design a series of refresher
workshops for principals in the su-
pervision of a school's reading pro-
gram. Supplementary materials
were prepared; practical assistance
to teachers was emphasized. These
workshops were held for elemen-
tary principals in each of the thirty
school districts in our city.

2. A reading bulletin or handbook for
teachers that is specific and easy to
use was the request of ten superin-
tendents of districts in our city
where there are many newly ap-
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pointed teachers who are having
difficulty in the teacoing of reading.
To meet this request three concise
handbooks have been prepared by
the office of curricul '- this year.
These will he in the _ !s in Sep-
temberone for ti . primary
grades, one for the intermediate,
and one for use at the high school
level.

3. A list of reading skills was re-
quested in order that a teacher
could understand the skills she is
responsible for teaching to specific
children. As a result of this need,
we developed during the current
year and have just sent to the
printer a list of sequential reading
skills, prekindergarten through
grade 12, for use by teachers in our
schools. Many readers no doubt
appreciate the difficult task this
was and understand our feeling of
accomplishment.

4. Support from other professionals
and paraprofessionals was re-
quested and took the form of 618
teachers of libraryat least one to
each of our 607 elementary
schools: additional teachers of
speeech to improve the overall 1k-
tening and speaking skill.- of chil-
dren ; additional after-school study
centers focusing on the improve-
ment of reading ; increased school-
aide time to handle the duplication
of materials, requests for new read-
ers. preparation of displays of li-
brary hooks, and related work.

Use of personnel

How can we use our staff more
effectively to improve reading? is the
third question we asked. The answer
was found in a shift in emphasis; i.e..
the decision not to increase the number
of corrective reading positions in our
city but to focus on the following ;
1. Increasing the number of children

enrolled in prekindergarten and
kindergarten. Because of space
limitation during the regular school
year, every effort will be made to
increase the number of pupils at-
tending kindergarten in the sum-
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mer. During the school year,
9,000 were enrolled in board of ed-
ucation prekindergartens. It is ex-
pected that more pupils will be reg-
istered this slimmer. Kindergarten
registration will also be pushed this
spring.

2. Improving the initial teaching of
reading in the primary grades.
This decision has already resulted
in smaller class size in the early
grades of some schools in disadvan-
taged areas; in those schools where
space is not available, two teachers
are assigned to one class.

3. Having the classroom teacher re-
sponsible for the reading achieve-
ment of all pupils in her class ex-
cept those in need of help from a
reading clinic. Children assisted
by a clinician would be those re-
tarded two or more years in read-
ing and those emotionally dis-
turbed.

4. Using paraprofessionals and school
volunteers in ever increasing num-
bers. These people would work
under the teacher's guidance on a
one-to-one basis with children.

New materials

What materials do children need to
improve their level of reading achieve-
ment for use with our disadvantaged
children! was another question raised.
The answer was a many-faceted one
and included these answers:

1. 'I ne materials must be based on ex-
periences to which the child can re-
late. The Bank Street Readers,
the Chandler series, and the Web-
ster series are all moving in this di-
rection.

2. Materials used by all children
should contain photographs and
content promoting in.,6ration and
the development of a worthy self-
image.

3. Materials for use with disadvan-
tage pupils at the initial reading
stage should have a strong audio-
visual emphasis.

4. Materials should involve the child

in their use so that he gains a _cl-
ing of resrnsibilit for his own
reading progress. The SRA kits,
the Reader's Digest skill texts,
Macmillan skill builders, as well as
the programed materials in reading
skills being developed by the New
York City school system for the
use of the disadvantaged, 115e the
basic idea of involving the learner
in the responsibility for progress.

Publishers are making greater
efforts than ever before to develop the
types of reading and audiovisual mate-
rials needed by urban children. Our
unmet needs, however, are still too
great. Consequently, we initiated this
school year a project known as "A
District Adopts a Publisher." Ten of
the leading publishers have each been
invited to work in one school district
in our city ; i.e.. to visit schools to
study the learning materials needed by
the children and the teachers and to
try out materials in process of develop-
ment in order to determine whether
the items are of value. To date our
roster includes the following publish-
ers: Scott, Foresman ; McGraw-Hill :
Silver Burdett ; Holt. Rinehart and
Winston ; Houghton Mifflin ; Har-
court, Brace, and World ; Random
House; Harper and Row ; Doubleday ;
and Rand McNally. Other publishers
who express interest will be invited to
work in one of the remaining school
districts. The objective is to have
publishers, working in every school
district in this city, tailoring materials
to fit the needs of children and adults
at all levels of our school system.

Accountability
How can we emphasice accountabil-

ity for reading progress? was another
in the series of questions raised. It
evoked the following answers:
1. Ia this area the superintendent of

schools has been explicit. In his
words, "Responsibility for the
reading achievement of children
rests with the classroom teacher,
working under the supervision of
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the principal and district superin-
tendent. The assistance from a
reading clinician, guidance teacher,
speech teacher, or other staff mem-
ber does not detract from the class-
room teacher's overall responsibil-
ity for the child's reading prog-
i-ess." In addition, the superintend-
ent has asked that the child's read-
ing level be indicated on his report
card in order that the parent is
aware of progress or lack of
progress.
The board of education has under-
scored accountability to parents at
the local level by publishing the
standardized reading test scores of
every school in this city and by
providing city-wide conference
time in the school's calendar for
teachers to meet with parents.

Project Head start has shown us
that the effectiveness of the work with
children was directly related to the ex-
tent of parent involvement in this
whole area of accountability. We have
only scratched the surface in regard to
parent participation, but it is a bench-
mark of progress to note that the
scratch is deep and the interest in it is
great.

Getting somewhere

tVe cannot to date point to test
scores as evidence that "Our New At-
tack for Improvement" has had a posi-
tive impact on the reading achievement
level of New York City's over
1,000,000 children.

The evidence lies in the fact that the
administration of a great school system
has not been willing to accept today's
reading scores but has taken a hard
look at what it has been doing and has
tailored its entire program to meet
need. True, the task ahead is great<
but we know where we are going and
how we plan to get there. We also
know that accountability for progress
has been clearly defined with today's
classroom teacher spearheading our
drive for reading improvement in New
York City's schoois in 1967.

A Summer Learning Readiness
Program in Passaic, New Jersey

DOROTHY I). KOHANSKI
Passaic. New jersey. Public Schools

LUCY IIAD COME TO rAssmc from a
rural southern community ; her parents
were illiterate and, therefore, were un
able to read to her. Maria knew about
airplanes. In her short six years of
life she had been hack and forth to
Puerto Rico several times, but she had
never been on a train. Bill lived with
foster parents; no one knew who his
father was and Bill's mother had de-
serted him. John shared r. bed with
his mother and four brothers and sis-
ters. Martha spoke only Polish at
home. Childhood for all of these chil-
dren and many, ninny like them was
already a grim experience. They had
all had one year's experience with
schoolin kindergartenand had met
with frustration.

Lucy, Maria. Bill, and the others
lived in Passaic. New jersey. Passaic
is a moderate-sized community not far
from New York City. It has a large
population of Negroes. martv of whom
are migrants from the Smith. and a
great number of Puerto Ricans and
Cubans. There are also a number of
small neighborhoods consisting of
Hungarians, Poles, Ukranians, Ital-
ians, and a smattering of other nation
alities who cling to the language and
ways of their home countries. These
groups are mainly the ones who com-
prise the "disadvantaged" category,
b "t their disadvantages vary.

Some are disadvantaged because
they lack enough money to provide the
proper physical environment of food,
clothing, and shelter for their families.
Some are disadvantaged because their
inability to communicate with the En-
glish speaking world around them
makes it difficult for adults to get jobs
and for children to manage in school.

The children of these people are dis-
advantaged for all the many reasons
that have been written about and
spoken about in countless books and at
countless conventions, as educatcrs
across the nation attempt to grapple
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with the problem that is certainly not
exclusive to Passaic.

Recently the United States govern-
ment has been extending assistance to
educators to help them deal with the
situation. The Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act of. 1%5 sud-
denly pros ided one weapon
moneythat could help to fight the
problem. With money one could buy
suitable materials, provide adequate
personnel, and do. it seemed, a million
wonderful things. In Passaic, as else-
where, we used our ESEA funds for a
massive attack on the reading prob-
lem. And in our planning we put
aside enongh money to plan and carry
out a se imer program for kindergar-
ten did:It-en like Lucy. Bill, and John
which we chose to call a "learning
readiness program" rather than a

"reading readiness" one. Our aim
was to prepare these children for a
total school experience and not for
reading alone.

The children

Our first problem was to decide
which children should take part in tht
experiment. The decision was to take
kindergarten children in the culturally
depressed areas who had, in a sense.
"failed sandbox" and who, according
to their readiness tests and the judg-
ment of their teachers, would not he
able to manage first grade work. We
used the Metropolitan Readiness Test
as one basis of choice. All the chil-
dren who fell into the average (C).
below average t I) ). and poor risk f E)
categories ,-eceired letters to take home
inviting them to take part in an excit-
ing summer program.

The response was gratifying: well
over 300 parents indicated their inter-
est. By the time the program got
under way. howeyer, the number regis-
tered had become about 200. The rea-
son for this decrease is that some par-
ents tend to sign anything that comes
home from the school. Another rea-
son is that Puerto Rican families tend
to commute rather regularly between
the main land and the island. And
then. family plans often change. In

any case, we started our program with
200 eager youngsters from a variety of
racial and cultural bacl:grounds.

The staff

We decided that the youngsters
should be divided into :small groups of
ten to fifteen children and that each
group should have a teacher and a
teacher aide. The teachers who had
volunteered to join in the experiment
were from the Passaic School System.
We insisted that they be primary or
kindergarten teachers. The teacher
aides were all college students major-
ing. for the most part. in primary edu-
cation. It was to be a learning period
not only for the children but also for
the teachers and. in many ways, a
training ground for future teachers.

In addition. we had several special-
ists: a giii instructor. whose teacher-
aide doubled as visual-aids man : a

nurse; a speech therapist : a consulting
psycholorist : a perception consultant:
kitchen and custodial staff: an office
secretary : and one director.

The program was based in an ele-
mentary- school building in the heart of
the disadvantaged area. Four buses
picked up the children from the other
areas of town, and one bus was as:di-
able eyery day for field trips which
were an essential part of the program.

Teacher preparation

To prepare our . taff. we embarked
on an in- service training program that
began two days before the program
started and lasted all through the sum-
mer. In the two-day session we met
to discuss major goals and techniques,
to become acquainted with the many
new and varied materials ESE.> funds
were able to provide. and to begin
an understanding of motor-yistial-
perceptual skills. During the summer
the teachers also had an opportunity to
participate in a team-teaching approach
developed at the Harvard-Lexington
program. The former coordinator of
the ESEA led this part of the program.
By the end of the slimmer the teachers
were not sure whether they or the
children had leaned the most!
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The program begins

July came and with it the busloads
of children. To avoid confusion, all
children had been sent tags with a
symbol and color that matched tags
worn by their specific teacher and
teacher aide. The children were also
issued smaller colored tags by which
they identified their buses for the
homeward journey. We lost no chil-
dren during the summer, coming or
going. Although it took only a day or
two for the children to know their
teachers, their rooms, and their buses,
they were reluctant to part with the
tags and wore them day in and day out
until the tags fell apart.

The needs of the children and
how they were met

In planning a program such as this
one, we had to know the needs of the
children in order to tailor a curriculum
to suit them. We knew from observa-
tion and research some of the most
serious needs the children had that the
school could deal with.

One need of most of the children
was nutritional. We know that hun-
gry children can not learn. Therefore,
as soon as they arrived in the morning,
we provided milk and cookies and a
nutrition: hot lunch daily. The nurse
reported an average gain of 114 pounds
at the end of the six-week period.

A second and very major area was
the development of motor-visual-
perceptual skills. A characteristic of
underprivileged children seems to be
a lack of these skills. Florence E.
Sutphin of Bridgeport, Conn., listed
the following characteristics she found
among deprived children : being unable
to track a target visually, to negotiate
a walking beam or perform on a jump
board satisfactorily, to cross-pattern in
walking and creeping, to distinguish
figure-ground images, and to repro-
duce a simple rhythm ; being kinesthetic
learners; and lacking perceptual ma-
turity (2).

To cope with this problem, a major
part of our program was devoted to
meeting these needs. The gym period
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involved balance lxiards, walking
beams, and the like. ott which children
developed a sense of balance and an
awareness of their own bodies in space.
All the other usual gym activities were
done under this new frame of reference.
In fact, to distinguish our program
from the mere concept of exercise,
we dubbed it kinematicsthe science of
motion. Cross patterning was con-
sciously worked on. as were dominance
exercises. One of the most interesting
features of the kinematics period was
the practice of the body alphabet
the actual feeling of the shape of the
letters through making the form with
ones own body (1 ). Children also
traced letters on one another's back to
get a muscle impression of form.

Even the lunchroom proved to be a
place to practice balance. Children
handling lunch trays for the first time
found them something of a problem,
but by the end of the summer session
to walk with a tray full of food that
had to he carefully balanced was a sim-
ple matter.

The classroom teachers continued
motor-visual-perceptual training in the
classrooms. Rhythm instruments,
dancing, and singing helped to develop
a sense of rhythm. Eye-hand coordi-
nation was assisted by the use of work-
benches, puzzles, and the like.
Perceptual materials of all kinds
helped to develop visual discrimination
and auditory discrimination. Building
blocks were a favorite with the chil-
dren in discovering size, shape, and re-
lationship in space.

In addition to the need to develop
perceptual experiences, there exists in
these youngsters a great need for con-
ceptual experiences. In the classroom
the children played games and lvd ex-
periences that developed understand-
ings of time, color, texture, left and
right, and so forth. It is well known
that deprived children often do not
know colors, and so art played an im-
portant role in the curriculum.

Of greatest importance was expand-
ing their concept of the world around
them. To this end we planned five
trips, so arranged that every child
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went on every trip during the course
of the program. The bus trip itself
was an experience in group living, for
this was not the short trip from school
to home that they took every day.
This time they went to places that
were a half an hour to an hour distant.
The trips included a park with a farm,
a zoo of wild animals. a zoo of tame
animals. a junior museum and a fan-
tasy land park. Intensive preparation
took place in the ciass.00m beforehand
with film strips, stories, pictures. and
records playing a part in the prepara-
tion. Then for a day or two following
each trip there were follow -tip activi-
ties in each Jassroom. including crea-
tive dramatics and role playing and a
wide variety of art work.

Finally, there was the need for oral
communication. TIi& activities in-
volved in developing the skills of com-
munication permeated all the other ac-
tivities. of course. Nevertheless, there
were times when this ::hill was concen-
trated upon by pupils and teachers as
in teaching English t_m the non En-
glish-speaking childrer' and in the
work of the speech therapist. Class-
room activities along these lines in-
cluded listening to stories, learning
sentience of eve i.s_ being able to de-
scr'be an event such as the trips, play
acting with hand puppets, and han-
dling accept 'hie English speech pat-
terns in all timese activities.

Communication with the
first grade teachers

It has been the experience of this
minter that all too often children have
same unusual school experience btu
the information is not passed on in any
u.:eful form to the child's next teacher.
To avoid this lack of communication
we designed a card which was sent to
the schools at the close of the summer
program. The card, which was filled
in by the staff throughout the summer,
included a detailed diagnosis of the
child's problem at the beginning of the
summer ; the results of tests of speech,
vision, hearing, and psychology; domi-
nance as developed by that time; ob-
servation of motor skills and eye-hand

coordination ; scores on pre- and
post-readiness tests: the reaction of the
child to each trip : his knowledge of the
alphabet at the end of the program :
and a long array of reading-readiness
skills. The card included a record of
the child's growth in all these areas
during the six-week period. We felt it
presented a fairly complete picture.

Results of the program

The schools, as well as the superin-
tendent. the board of education, and
the New Jersey Department of Educa-
tion received a detailed report on the
results at the end of the program. All
of us who were involved were pleased
to report the results because they were
rather impressive.

For instance. in comparing the
pre-and post-tests. in which alternate
forms of the Metropolitan Readiness
Test were used, it was found that out
of the 132 children tested on both
tests, 103 gained. The gains ranged
from 2 to 66 percentile points. Six
children actually reached foe 99th per-
centile on the second test. There was
an average gain of 24 percentile points.
Twenty-two children lost ground. with
the range of loss from 1 to 25 percen-
tile points. The average loss was 6
percentile points. The median percen-
tile score for the first test was 29 and
for time second test, 45.

In order to he reasonably scientific
about our testing, we also szt up a con-
trol group. It was a rough control,
consisting of children who had been
recommended for the program because
of C, D, or E rating on the Metropoli-
tan Readiness Test administered in
May of their kindergarten year but
who had not attended the program.
There were seventy-six public school
and fifty-one parochial school children
in the control group in September.

The testing showed that there was
a much higher percentage of children in
the control group that lost ground be-
tween the May test and the start of
the fall term than in the summer
groupnearly twice as great a per-
centage. And the gains of the summer
group outstripped the gains of the con-
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trol group, except in the case of the
parochial school children where the
difference was not so great. For in-
stance. 41.3 percent of the public
school summer group gained 20 per-
centile points or more as compared to
7.9 percent of the public school control
group. In the parochial group. 53.1
percent of the summer partie;pants
gained 20 or more percentile points.
compared to 34.5 percent of the paro-
chial control group. In all cases, the
summer group did significantly better
than the control group on the tests.

OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Conclusioii

Further follow-up

Tests, however, do not tell the full
story. Planning was set up to do a
follow-up study of the children, both
the summer and control groups.
through the first grade. A simple
questionnaire asked the teachers to in-
dicate their ratings of the children ac-
cording to what reading group they
were in and to indicate their reading
level. There were to be three fol-
low-ups during the year.

The first of these was done in Octo-
ber on the summer group only. Fully
three quarters of the summer children,
including several in the "poor risk"
category, were rated in the top or mid-
dle of their classes. Even at that early
date many were beginning to read ir.
preprimers or even primers.

The second follow-up took place at
the beginning of March. At this time
both groups were checked. Normal
progress for that time of year would
show children reading in the primer of
their basal series. Of the summer
children, 44 percent were in the prim-
ers, as compared with 25 percent of
th? control group. Even more impor-
tant was that teachers indicated the
difference in approach and attitude on
the part of the summer group com-
pared to others. They were more se-
cure and eager. Even the slowest chil-
dren were ahead of a similar group of
a year before, according to some of the
teachers.

A third follow-up will be conducted
in June. The writer fully expects the
trend indicated above to continue.
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The results appear to justify the
concept of a summer learning readi-
nes.; program. or a transition class, for
kindergarten children who do not seem
ready for the tasks of first grade. It
would also appear from our experi-
ment that intensive training can help
to make a child "readier" than he
would be if one merely waits for auto-
matic maturation to take place.

It is the feeling of the summer
ESEA staff and of its director (the
writer) that government money spent
in projects such as ours and in other
early learning programs such as Head
Start is money very well spent.
Prevention of learning problems is
more effective than are later cures. Of
coarse. it would 1w naive to say that
early learning and readiness programs
will eliminate the need for remedial
programs later, but we believe that the
firm foundation laid in such programs
will make for fewer remedial cases
later and will very possibly make such
cases less severe.

It is the hope of the writer that if
and when government funds cease to
be available. local school boards will
see the beneficial effect of learning
readiness programs and will continue
them as a regular part of the educa-
tional structure.
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Advantaged Education for
Disadvantaged Youth

MELVIN HoWARDS
Northeastern University

MY CHOICE OF TITLE, Advantaged Edu-
cation for Disadvantaged Youth, was
not intended to preclude concern for
advantaged education for the advan-
taged, for it is my basic contention that
substantive change at all levels and in
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all quarters of American education are
desperately neededchanges in curric-
ulum content and structure. teachers.
hooks and materials for instructional
purposes, goals and objectives. etc.
No matter what you may think of the
War on Poverty as a whole, one thing
seems dear now, and that is that until
the passage of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act in April 1964. very little
was happening in the way of innova-
tion in education for the disadvantaged
population in our schools. Since that
time several types of programs have
been developed which are attempting
to offer viable alternatives to educating
this particular group. One such alter-
native that I shall describe in some de-
tail is the Northeastern University
Laboratory School for high school
dropouts %%hid] has been in operation
since February 1. 1966.

But first, consider the context in
which this particular program devel-
oped. The 1Var on l'overty is not at
all a war on poverty, but it is rather a
massive educational movement for the
enlightenment of the middle class. For
it is. in fact, the middle class which has
historically controlled access to almost
all of the major institutions of our so-
ciety. sq that unless they were given
opportunities to work more directly
with the poverty population, no major
change could be expected in American
life. Just three years ago the Economic
Opportunity Act was passed, and most
Americans discovered that almost one
third of our total population was suf-
fering from the complete syndrome of
povertyinadequate housing, little or
no relevant education, hunger, igno-
rance of basic human and civil rights,
medical problems, limited job oppor-
tunities, etc. With the advent of the
Office of Economic Opportunity (con-
science of the middle class) programs
and projects were developed which
were intended to alleviate and alter
(where possible) the basic conditions
under which one third of the popula-
tion was living. Our school for drop-
outs is one such attempt to meet these
young people where they are and to
develop jointly a program worth the

time, effort, ant! money. Many office
of economic opportunity and office of
education projects and programs, espe-
cially CAP and VISTA projects. put
the middle- and lower-class popula-
tions into very direct contact with each
other. New understandings and mis-
understandings evolved; but, at least
for the first time on a massive scale.
continuous contact was set up, new re-
lationAtips were deg eloped. and suc-
cess and failure of specific projects
took second place to the simple fact
that the two groups were in sonic kind
of new relationship. Some communi-
cation was beginning. The disadvan-
taged were no longer invisible or inevi-
table.

It is worth noting in this connection,
that it was, in fact. 0E0 and not the
National Education Association which
initiated this massive educational con-
tact and interaction. NEA has appar-
ently become too large and too power-
ful and institutionalized to generate
charge within its own membership.
But change was inevitable, and the
past three years arc filled with evi-
dence enough that many attempt=: to
meet the basic educational and voca-
tionalhumanneeds of one third of
our population have been made on a
national basis. Our language is now
sprinkled with such terms as Head
Start, job Corps. Neighborhood Youth
Cops, Title I, Title III. ABE, Title
V, Sheuer, et alan indication that
not only 0E0 but the Office of Edu-
cation and Department of Labor are
involved in this massive educational
undertaking to upgrade the basic skills
and understandings of millions of
Americans who never before had such
an opportunity.

All major professions have been
touched by this crusade: the AMA and
medical students have been participat-
ing in various programs, many of them
in the summer. to provide medical
aid and information in places like Ap-
palachia ; law students have been en-
gaged in several projects across the
country, as well as lawyers in such
projects as hail bond in many major
cities: social worker.: have been
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nudged rather forcefully by many of
these projects. and Many seem to be
responding differently -Than they had
earlier: colleges and universities have
begun to realize their role in assisting
in the development and, in some cases,
in the implementation of new educa-
tional or other programs (scholarship)
which have brought some needed sup-
port; public schools have their Title I,
III, or NI)EA projects affecting
teachers and students; and so it goes.
In three years, OEO has launched a
massive review of existing programs
and needs among almost every major
institution in our society with the
schools at the top of that list.

Rut, alas, change comes slowly to
individuals or their institutions. Yet,
considering the scope of the undertak-
ing, there is no doubt that significant
progress has been made. Now that
schools have spent money to buy audio-
visual equipment and individualized
programed material, perhaps they will
mature to the stage where they will be
able to use the federal money more ef-
fectively to improve teacher education
and the basic curriculum at all levels.
The next two to three years will tell
whether America's educators can re-
spond creatively to the challenge of
handling not only disadvantaged youth
and adults but the total sdlool popula-
tion as well. For schools, teachers,
and curricula which are inadequate for
disadvantaged youth are very likely to
be inadequate for other students.

One of the most dramatic and ob-
vious problems is that of the dropout.
At least 750.000 youth drop out of the
public schools each year and fall into
the vortex of low education, poor job
opportunities, drugs, antisocial behav-
ior, juvenile delinquency, and, finally,
adult crime. Certainly there is not a
one-to-one correspondence here, but
the correlation between high school
dropouts and poor reading and lan-
guage skills is beyond -1- .90. And the
rest of the syndrome also correlates
quite highly, so that it has almost be-
come a cliche to say that most of the
youth who do drop out of school have
encountered major problems v ith

learning to read and write acceptably
--by typical middle-class standards.
Nationally, thirty-five percent of the
youth who start high school drop out
for various reasons. Not until OEO
and other federal mo teys became
available has there been an attempt to
build on a large scale special programs
for these youths. The most obvious of
the new rogrants to aid the dropout
(the disadvantaged dropout or the rep-
resentative of primarily the socioeco-
nomic problems of the lower class and
not the drug and delinquency problems
of the middle class) has been the
Job Corps. rural and urban. Ap-
proximately 29,000 youths between the
ages of 16 and 21 are currently in-
volved in a Job Corps training pro-
gram in one of the more than 100
camps around the country. These res-__
idential centers provide, at the ap-
propriate levels, education and voca-
tional training in a new environment.
Typically the rural or conservation
camps enroll between 100 and 200
youths whose reading and language
skills levels range from nonreader to
about 7th grade. while the urban
camps typically enroll youths whose
reading and language skills achieve-
ment are above the seventh grade level.
Generally speaking, the camps I have
seen or the camps where I have had
VISTA volunteers working full-time
for a year or more have done a decent
job of rehabilitating these young peo-
ple. A research study, reported by
The New York Tunes in March 1967,

indicated that some progress had been

made with the majority of these youths
in terms of their improving their lan-
guage abilities as well as in learning
some prevocational or vocational skills.
Obviously there have been failures,
and the Job Corps program does not
come across (in the study) as the
answer to the problem of dropouts, but
it does come out as one fairly decent
alternative which has a better-than-
average chance of succeeding with many
of the youths who enroll. The failures

I have personally noted in visiting
camps have been the quality of the
staff teaching in basic education and
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the materials (Sullivan's, McGraw-
Hill programed material) used. Yet
success comes in many of the conser-
vation camps because of the special
human relationships established by
VISTA or other staff people who
work with these youths on a personal
basis.

Another alternative is the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps (out -of- school pro-
gram). This is a Department of
Labor program which has some of the
same goals and objectives as the Job
Corps, with the exception that NYC is
nonresidential; the youths live at home
or alone.

The program I wish to discuss is
connected with the NYC in Boston
and Revere, a suburb of Boston. Our
students are all in NYC, out of school,
and spend about 29 hours a week on a
work site where they are learning
some prevocational skills, and they
spend about eight hours a week in a
special school developed for them and
with themthe Youth Education Pro-
gram or the Northeastern University
Laboratory School. The school has
been operating since February 1, 1966,
and has served approximately 400
youths. Currently 150 are enrolled in
the program at various reading levels,
from nonreader to tenth or eleventh
grade.

Before describing in detail how the
school works and what its philosophy
and psychology of education are, a few
genera; remarks are in order about the
population, the curriculum, the teach-
ers, the place of a reading program,
and the nature of that reading program
for such youths as these.

To my knowledge this Youth Edu-
cation Program is the only school of
its kind for this population and, in the
past 14 months or so, we have learned
a great deal about the relevance of cur-
riculum, books, and materials; the
qualities of teachers who can work suc-
cessfully with these youths; and learn-
ing itself. Perhaps I should sketch
briefly the general characteristics of the
typical youth representing the popula-
tion we have been working with : he is
male, Negro, average or above-average

in intelligence, and a school dropout in
grade nine. Many of our youths have
police records; several are currently
on probation for such crimes as rob-
bery, assault and battery, and dope ad-
diction. At least 15 of our students
are attending a special addicts' clinic,
and more than one third of our young
girls are pregnant out of wedlock.
Babies have been brought to school by
their teenage mothers who could not
get baby sitters. The vast majority of
our students come from broken homes
or live alone. In our lower groups are
several youths who have been incarcer-
ated (in special classes), the majority
of whom seem to be responding to in-
struction in our school. Approximately
fifty of our students are engaged in a
program which will lead to a high
school diploma, not a GED.

The environment which we have
created with their active participation
is one in which each student becomes
aware that he has a major responsibil-
ity for what he does. The curriculum
has been developed with their direct
participation and assistance. We treat
them as adults, and they take as much
freedom and responsibility as they can
handle at a given time. Not all par-
ticipate ft.l!y, but most do. We have a
student council and a newspai,er, and
both have en somewhat erratic, but
they rema" #nd they function most of
the time. Progress within the school,
academically, is very much their own
personal set of choices. If a youth
prefers to goof off for a couple of
weeks, he can and he does. Then he
leaves or digs in. The vast majority
dig in when they discover they can or
cannot and that the ultimate choice is
theirs, not ours. They sit around ta-
bles and smoke and drink coffee or
coke during class, and if they insist on
wearing hats or handkerchiefs on their
heads, that is not forbidden. After
several weeks in the program, almost
all of them give up these signs and ges-
tures. They are involved almost all of
the time they are with us, and many of
them hang around to listen to records,
or play the piano or guitars, or just sit
in the library even when not scheduled
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to be in school. The environment is
such that most of them feel quite com-
fortable most of the time. They also
produce at their own pace; we use no
programed material, nor any hard-
ware. just softwarewell-educated, in-
telligent, imaginative teachers. The
key factor in our success has been our
staff.

Our curriculum and the books and
materials we use in our small classes
(varying from 6 to 12 in size) proceed
from student interests and concerns
and then are elaborated into massive,
integrated learning units (e.g., migra-
tion) to be described later. All sub-
jects are related as well as possible to
one major conceptual focus; we do not
deal with separate and distinct subject
areas and we do not have 30 minutes
of history, 30 of geography, etc. We
have a core period of about two hours
which involves reading and language
skills, English, and social studies
(broadly defined to include sociology,
psychology, and anthropology, as well
as history. geography. etc.) ; and we
have related science and math for the
remainder. We always start where
they are, with their language, interests,
maturity, knowledge, and ignorance.
and build with them outward toward
integrated units of study. They do not
understand the world in shreds or bits.
Our approach is successful to the ex-
tent that the youth do not quit in
droves. With these youths, if you
bore them, you lose them; and they
bore easily. We have found them edu-
cable and interested when they can
participate in all phases of their own
learning and when they are treated
like the young adults they ate.
Whatever their experiential reservoir.
it becomes relevant in some part of our
curriculum building and in our daily
instructional activities.

Some of our Northeastern under-
graduates and some graduate students
have visited the school as have many
others from around the country. and
the students have asked repeatedly
"Why don't we have a curriculum like
that ?" It is our contention that the
type of curriculum, we have developed

and the educational philosophy on
which we have built are relevant for
middle-class youths and adults, as well
as for these "disadvantaged" youths.

Let me describe in some detail the
structure of the school and give you
some of our first results on achieve-
ment and attendance. We still have
much to learn, and I am pleased to say
that the staff at the school is most edu-
cable. Although most are middle
class, they have learned from daily
contact with these youths things which
do not yet appear in textbooks. We
all hope that the methods and the cur-
riculum, which we are dealing with for
these disadvantaged youths, will be-
come a model, not only for other such
youths but for public schools also.

The Youth. Education Program, or
Northeastern University Laboratory
School, was funded and opened in Feb-
ruary, 1966, to enrollees of the Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps of Boston. These
youths work an average of 28 to 30
hours a week and attend school 7
hours each week. They are paid the
minimum wage for this prevocational
training. They are not paid for at-
tending school. A staff of four full-
time teachers and the director initiated
this unique program. The student
body numbered approximately 50 to
65, varying weekly. Turnover was
large and attendance, irregular. due
to youths quitting the Neighborhood
Youth Corps program, or joining Job
Corps or the service, or for personal
problems. The average attendance
was approximately 37 percent in the
first four months. A change of loca-
tion to a university-owned property
near the campus, partly renovated by
the youths themselves, raised morale
and attendance, as did a major
shakeup in the city's poverty agency,
ABCD (Action for Boston Commu-
nity Development). By August 1966.
the new quarters were occupied, the
enrollment rose steadily, and the sta-
bility of the population increased. In
the past few months the enrollment has
risen from 70 to 145, and the average
attendance is more than 75 percent. It
is anticipated that the enrollment will
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reach 250 youths within the next six to
nine months.

From the outset, the key purpose of
the school has been to provide these
dropouts between 16 and 22 years with
an educational environment totally dif-
ferent from any they had ever experi-
enced. Classes are small( the teachers
are hand - nicked for skill, experience,
and understanding of these youths and
the rugged world they inhabit: and a
curriculum is provided which is rele-
vant and exciting. Student participa-
tion in planning and implementing the
curriculum has been basic to the suc-
cess that has been experienced.

The school is divided into three
broad tracks:

Track INonreaders to 42 reading
levels.

Track 11-51 to 82 reading levels,
and

Track II1-9th grade and above in
reading.
Within each track are several small
groups, homogeneously organized in
terms of each student's instructional
level. Each youth is given an individ-
ual informal reading analysis upon
entrance ; on the basis of that a stand-
ardized reading test is administered.
the California Reading Test, and then

each youth is placed in the appro-
priate group for optimal instruction.
Whichever group and track a youth
enters in the program, he may advance

at his own pace. Movement is fre-
quent in some casesseveral haw_
been outstanding.

Track HI is the one designated as
high school level, ?' 3 many of the
youths are working toward a high
school diploma. Yol fits in the upper
groups of Track II may also earn
credits toward a high school diploma.

In the past 14 months of the school's
existence more than 400 youths have
been involved in the program to some
extent. A number of those who
started in February, 1966, are still in
the program, but most of the original
students have moved into other pro-
grams or activities. Approximately 25
youths have entered Job Corps; sev-
eral have gone into the army ; approxi-

mately 20 have returned to the rblic
s.:hool system, and the remainder have
either moved into M DTA (Manpower
Development and Training Act), OJT
(On the Job Training), other training
programs, or into regular full-time
jobs.

A complete and thorough follow-up
of each student is under way in order
that we may get some indications as to
their long-term progress and achieve-

ment. Three of our students have
made unusual progress. and, as a re-
sult, have been hired as part of the reg-
ular full-time staff of the Youth Edu-
cation Program. They serve a-,

teacher aids and provide, among other
services. tutorial assistance to youth in
the lower groups. Two of the boys
have been enrolled at the Northeastern
University ( University College since
September 1966) and are taking two
college courses (English and mathe-

matics). Previously, one of these boys
had not completed elementary school :

the other had dropped out in ninth
grade. Both are progressing well in
their courses. and their example has
encouraged several youths to inquire
as to the possibilities of doing the same
thing. A third youth has been ac-
cepted at the New England Conserva-
tory of Music for voice training.

The curriculum leading to a high

school diploma (consisting of 1512
Carnegie units) is in the process of
bang certified so that students will be
a'ile to earn an accredited high school
oiploma. Recently, the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity has approved an
amendment to our original contract
stating that youths not enrolled in the
Neighbonood Youth Corps could par-
ticipate in the Northeastern University
Laboratory School. Several commu-
nities with Neighborhood Youth Corps
programs have wanted to send their
youths to the program or have re-
quested our assistance in developing a
similar educational component of their
own. The school is visited by many
educators and other interested people.

We believe, and experience has sup-
ported this belief, that many of our
studen's are of average or above-aver-
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age intelligence aid are susceptible to
academic motitation if the learning en-
vironmentclass size, relevance of
materials, curriculum, and teachers
encourages each youth to take some of
the responsibility for his own learning.
Thus, our students take an active role
in planning, implementing, and evalu-
ating the learning experiences which
are meaningful to them. Adult-level
discussions, usually originating in a
significant topical issue, spark inter-
ests, reveal knowledge in the students,
and suggest specific reading and writ-
ing assignments in history, literature,
or science. The basic context is their
life, their concerns, the here and now ;
from these beginnings we develop witl
them both the conceptual frameworl.
and the skills necessary to deeper and
deeper understanding in each subject
matter area. Such a structure exploits
the experience and maturity of the stu-
dents to the fullest extent. The ulti-
mate goal is to develop academic inde-
pendence and sensitive discrimination
among life's alternatives.

This type of activity in the class-
room setting produces, under the guid-
ance of each teacher, an extended
core-type ct:rriculum ; that is, English,
social studies, reading, and language
skills are the basic core context around
which the rest of the curriculum tends
to organize. For example, a major
unit being studied is Migration. This
broad concept serves as the unifying
force field for the entire curriculum so
that in literature the reading of The
Grapes of Wrath becomes very perti-
nent to one dimension of American mi-
gration. The study of migration in
plants, animals, and man from a bio-
logical viewpoint is integrated with the
work in literature concerning man's
movement. In biology, naturally, em-
phasis is upon adaptation, the way var-
ious species protect themselves or fail
to and upon the relationship between
the specie: and the total environment
as -elated to their movement. The
history of human migration opens
many doors of investigation, including
such key questions as who moved?
why ? from where and to where? what
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:hen the migrant arrived at
'it . and was there cultural as-

. dation or lack of it ? Such questions
probe a host of social, political, eco-
nomic. and religious issues which have
motivated men throughout the ages to
move from place to place. Thus, the
concept of migration is elucidated in
all its dimensions and aspects : history,
literature, science. etc. All the infor-
mation from each field focuses upon
the single concept of migration.

The basic skills needed in reading,
writing, spelling, and mathematics are
all taught within this context. Each
unit is planned to cover a 16-week
trimesterthose youths who cannot
complete the work continue until they
can, since no one can fail in the old
sense of academic failure. It is possi-
ble for a youth in Track III to earn
one unit of English ; one, Social Stud-
ies; one, Science; and one, Mathemat-
ics, in the Migration unit. Other units
provide similar possibilities.

Summary of school population
statistics

All _neet the Office of Economic
Opportunity poverty requirements
(less than $3,000 income per year).

Total enrollees (as of March 1, 1967)
145 students

males 93 (64%)
females 52 (36%)

Median age fr- all enrollees-17.6 years
males 17.5
females 17.6

A, erage years in school
males 8.6
females 8.9
total 8.8 (based on 378 stu-

dents, including those
who have left the
program)

Negro 78 (54%)
White 53 (46%)

(13, or 9%, are Puerto Rican)

The following, in order of high fre-
quency to low, are some reasons for
termination: entrance into full-time
employment, advancement to Job
Corps (for higher level job training),
return to public school (because of
greater goal concreteness, at least for
some students), pregnancy, marriage,
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entrance into vocational schools, emo-
tional problems, and ineligibility be-
cause of age or change in family in-
come. Three have become part-time
college students.

Some preliminary data
The following data represent retest

scores on the California Reading Test
administered at the end of December
and the beginning of January 1967, to
50 percent of the total school popula-
tion (123 as of February 1). Mean
score on the California fo: the initial
test for students in all three tracks was
6.3. Mean gain was nine months for
students in all tracks. These gains are
more impressive when considered in
light of the fact that our students'
mean attendance between pre- and
post-tests was 17 weeks for a maxi-
mum of 711 hours of instruction each
week, a figure which represents ap-
proximately one quarter of the time
normally devoted to instruction to
youth of this age in the public schools.
Currently other data are being col-
lected and analyzed relating specifically
to students' previous academic per-
formance, personal, social, health, and
legal problems. In addition, we hope
to be able to measure attitudinal
changes toward work and toward aca-
demic matters in general.

Average Reading Test Scores
for Sixty Students

Pr- and Post-tests*
Score (grade level)

Pretest 6.34 (standard deviation-2.84)
Post-test 7.2 (standard deviation-2.89)

Average Reading Test Scores
for Track 1 Students
Pre- and Post-tests*
Score (grade level)

Pretest 2.8 (standard deviation-2.86)
Post-test 3.6 (standard deviation-2.45)

Average Reading Test Scores
for Track II Students
Pre- and Post-tests*
Score (grade level)

Pretest 5.8 (standard deviation-1.78)
Post-test 6.3 (standard deviation-1.74)

Average Reading Test Scores
for Track III Students

Pre- and Post-tests*
yore (grade level)

Pretest 8.5 (standard deviation-1.91)
Post-test 10.8 (standard deviation-1.39)
* Average number of weeks between prc-

and post-tests is 17 weeks.

Programed Intervention
to Improve Reading
in a Disadvantaged

Public School System

EDITH H. GROTRERG
The American University

THE PRINCE EDWARD SCHOOL PROJECT,
1966-1967, v.as sponsored by demon-
stration g: ant No. VA-CAP 66-
9201/1 from The Office of Economic
Opportunity, under Section 207 of
Title lla of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964, and by the state of Vir-
ginia under Title 1 of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, 1965.
The Reverend L. Francis Griffin and
Robert E. Taylor, codirectors of the
Prince Edward County Community
Action Group, Inc., requested the
funds from the Office of Economic
Opportunity. Bryant S. Harper, su-
perintendent of the public schools of
Prince Edward County, requested
Title 1 funds through the state of Vir-
ginia.

The Institute of Educational Re-
search, Washington, D. C., was the sole
contracted organization with respon-
sibility for carrying out the project.
Myron Woolman, director of the Insti-
tute of Educational Research, was sen-
ior research consultant for the project.
The project staff also included : Edith
H. Grotberg, project director ; Marilyn
Outlaw, assistant project director ;
Paul Barth, field supervisor ; and Mar-
garet Barnett, secretary.

The project was essentially to pro-
vide a corrective reading program for
all the children from grades one
through ten in the public schools. All
of these children met criteria for the
educationally deprived, and all but a
few met criteria for socially and eco-
nomically disadvantaged. Further, most
of the children in the public schools had
been denied education from 1959 to
1963, as the result of closing the public
schools in protest against integration.

Stated in more specific terms, the
Prince Edward School Project, 1966-
67, was designed to 1) develop and
improve reading and language skills
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for first, second, and third grades ; 2)
develop and improve reading and lan-
guage skills for pupils from fourth
through tenth grades who were educa-
tionally deprived and were reading
below grade level ; and 3) provide a
reading program for dropouts. The
project used as its primary materials
The Basal Progressive Choice (1) and
The Accelerated Progressive Choice
Reading Methods (2). These mate-
rials are programed. The theory and
principles underlying the Progressive
Choice (PC) Method are concerned
with insuring that the learner is given
information in uses which are 1)
small enough for him to swallow. 2)
given at a sufficiently slow pace for
him to digest, and 3) agreeable enough
to be palatable and to produce real
feelings of satisfaction and accomplish-
ment. The method also is designed to
provide pupils with evidence of in-
creasing ability .o reach clearly defined
goals. Finally, and above all, the PC
Method is designed to develop increas-
ing independence and responsibility,
based on demonstrated mastery of the
materials being learned.

The body of information to be
learned is broken down into discrete
elements which ;----e then organized into
a sequence based on the following
criteria: 1) the learner is responsible
for mastering only one new learning
unit at any given time ; 2) each succes-
sive unit to be learned is as dissimilar
as possible from the one preceding it ;
and 3) the learner must demonstrate
that he can integrate the unit he is
learning with all previously learned
units.

Twenty-eight teachers and nineteen
aides who were part of the school proj-
ect received 15 hours of training in
the use of the progressive choice in-
structional materials by the assistant
project director.

Testing
Tests were administered to each stu-

dent by the teachers in the program
and under the supervision of the proj-
ect staff. Initial testing began March
7 and terminated March 10. The fol-

lowing tests were administered and
forms and levels selected for desig-
nated grades :

1. Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests
Level 1Grades 1- 2 (330 N)

2Grades 3- 4 (401 N)
3Grades 5- 6 (219 N)
4Grades 7-10 (315 N1

2. Stanford Achievement Tests Form W
Primary Battery I

Grades 1- 3 Students : 535
Word Meaning
Paragraph Meaning
Vocabulary
Arithmetic

Primary Battery II
Grades 4- 6 Students : 415

Wo -d Meaning
Paragraph Meaning
Arithmetic

Intermediate Battery I
Grades 7-10 Students : 315

Word Meaning
Paragraph Meaning
Arithmetic

Interim tests were administered
from May 31 through June 3, 1966, at
the end of the academic school year.
The students had been in the program
for two months. Form Y of the SAT
was used. Only the SAT and the
Lorge- Thoriidike Tests were adminis-
tered on these dates.

On August 15 and 16, 1%6, two
subtests of the SAT Word Meaning
and Paragraph Meaning were admin-
istered to the students from grades one
through six who attended the summer
session. The summer program reached
forty percent of the students in the
first six grades.

Final tests were administered Janu-
ary 25-27, 1967, to the population
which had been in the program since
March 1966, except the tenth grade
class which left the program in June
1966. These tenth graders became
eleventh graders in September and
were no longer part of the program.
Final testing, then, was conducted with
children who had been in grades one
through nine in March and who were
in grades two through ten in January
1967. The same forms and levels
were used in the final testing as in the
initial testing. The new first graders,
as of September 1966, were tested in
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January 1967, but their test results are
treated separately.

The progressive choice materials
were introduced into the classrooms of
the Prince Edward County schools
upon the completion of pretesting in
each school. The teachers and teacher
aide; had been trained and, with the
help of the assistant project director,
through observation visits and group
meetings launched the reading pro -
grar

Frequency and duration of class-
room visits were set up on the basis of
informal evaluations. When the
teachers and aides seemed secure with
the materials and procedures, observa-
tion visits were made on a regularly
scheduled basis. Conferences with
teachers followed the observation visit
to discuss the evaluation.

Age-grade placement

he percentages of pupils at the ap-
propriate age-grade placement in
March 1966 were obtained from third
grade through tenth, since the problem
was most acute at these grades.
Appropriate age-grade relationship
was Itterm;ned from an eleven-month
span consistent with expected age-
grade placement for March of a school
year.

Only 22 8 percent of all pupils were
at the appropriate age-grade place-
ment. In other terms, 77.2 percent of
the pupils in Prince Edward County
were overage for their grade place-
ment. It may be assumed that the
closing of the schools was responsible
foi this comytion since no other school
system has reported a similar condi-
tion.

The children who were at appropri-
ate age-grade placement had low
achievement scores, and the children
who were overage for grade placement
had even lower achievement scores.
There is a strong possibility that the
grade placement pattern of Prince Ed-
ward schools tended to depress the
total achievement of all the students.
This situation affected the reading pro-
gram in terms of testing and materials
as well as in interpretation of the test

results. The implications of such a
situation for curriculum development
and planning are far reaching.

Results and evaluation

The evaluation of the project is
based primarily on the degree to which
the purpose of the project was
achieved. The effectiveness with
which the purpose was accomplished
may be measured or examined by ana-
lyzing the data from a number of per-
spectives. For purposes of clarity and
specificity these perspectives are
treated separately.

Reading performance of
primary grades

The mean gain in Word Meaning of
the Stan(' rd Achievement Tests for
the primary grades between March
1966 and January 1967, or six months
of school, was .39; for Paragraph
Meaning, .4.8; and for Vocabulary, .84.
The combined reading score (WM -1-
PM + V 3) was .57 which was
three tenths of a month below the ex-
pected gains according to national
norms. These students were in the
program for two hours per day.

Reading performance of elementary
gradesfour through six

The mean gain in Word Meaning of
the SAT for the elementary grades be-
tween March 1966 and January 1967,
or six months of school, was .63 and
for Paragraph Meaning, .61. There is
no vocabulary subtest for the test at
these grades. The combined reading
score ( WM + PM ÷ 2) was .62,
which was two tenths of a month
above the expected gains according to
national norms. These students were
in the program two hours per day.

Reading performance of
junior high school
grades seven through nine

The mean gains in Word Meaning
of the SAT for the junior high grades
between March 1966 and January
1967, or six months of school, was .45
and for Paragraph Meaning, .37. The
combined reading score (WM PM
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2) was .41, or almost two months
below the expected gains according to
national norms. These students were
in the program one hour per day.

The mean gains in reading were ac-
cording to national norms for the pri-
mary and elementary grades but not
for the junior high grades. If the
gains were a result of the intervention
of the program, then the program pro-
duced desirable results for the primary
and elementary grades but not for the
junior high grades. The factor of
time, however, may be the important
factor explaining the difference in
gains. Grades one through six were
in the program two hours per day
while the junior high grades were in
the program one hour per day, or half
the time. Since the materials used by
grades four through six were the same
as for the junior high grades, the
material differences could not account
for the difference in gains. The time
factor seems the logical explanation for
the difference. In short. students must
be in the program more than one hour
per day and probably at least two
hours per day in order to achieve at a
national norm rate.

Transfer effects of reading program
to another subject areaarithmetic

The mean gain in the Arithmetic
subtest of the SAT for the primary
grades between March 1966 and Janu-
ary 1967, or six months of school, was
.54. This gain was higher than the
mean gain for Word Meaning or Para-
graph Meaning but lower than Vocab-
ulary. While it is difficult to isolate
what intervention produces what re-
sults, the organization and sequence of
the programed materials used in the
reading program have many of the
components of logical symbolic con-
structs which are also germane to
arithmetic.

The mean gain in the Arithmetic
subtest for the elementary grades (4-
6) for the six months was .41. This
gain was lower than for Word Mean-
ing or Paragraph Meaning; however,
both the initial and final Arithmetic
grade scores were higher than for

Word Meaning or Paragraph Mean-
ing. The general effect of the reading
program in the elementary grades
seemed to be to close the gap between
the subtest grade scores.

The mean gain in the Arithmetic
subtest for the junior high grades (7-
9) for the six months was .20. This
was the smallest gain made by any
other grouped grades but was a rever-
sal of what occur red at the interim
testing after the program had been in
effect for ten weeks. At that time the
junior high grades showed losses in
scores rather than gains. However, by
January 1967. the process shifted to
gains. Again the initial and final
grade scores for the Arithmetic subtest
were higher than for Word Meaning
and Paragraph Meaning. And again,
it may be suggested that the reading
program tended to close the gap be-
tween the SAT subtest grade scores.

Changes in rate of learning
Changes in the rate of learning were

compared in two ways : 1) changes in
approximating expected scores for
each grade as compared to actual
scores at the beginning of the reading
program, March 1966, and the end of
the program, January 1967; and 2)
changes in rate between grades for the
March 1966 scores and the January
1967 scores.

For seven of the nine grades, the
January 1967 scores are closer to ex-
pected scores than the March 1966
scores. Only grades three and seven
have January 1967 scores farther
below expected scores than the March
1966 scores. For grades five, six, and
eight, the differences are sizablc in
favor of 1 .e January 1967 scores.
Table 1 provides a picture of the
differences.

Table II illustrates the rate of learn-
ing for March and January by com-
paring changes in rate between grades
for the two test periods. Thus, the
rate of learning between grades one
and two is arrived at by subtracting
the score of grade one from the score
of grade two. (Reading average
scores were used.)
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TABLE 1
March 1966

Difference between
Expected Reading Actual and Expected

Score Reading Score

16 .50

January 1967
Difference between

Expected Reading Actual and Expected
Score Reading Score

*

2.6 .88 2.4 .85

3.6 -1.10 3.4 1.16

4.6 -1.67 4.4 1.56

56 -2.28 5.4 1.86

6.6
7.6

-2.65
-2.39

6.4
....4

2.15
2.78

8.6 -4.04 8.4 2.81

9.6 -4.58 9.4 4.52

10.6 -4.33 10.4 -4.79

* The first graders of March 1966 were tht .ccvnd graders of January 1967.

TABLE II
Rate of Learning

Average Reading Score

March 1966

Grades

January 1967

I from 2 .60
2 from 3 .79 2 from 3 .57

3 from 4 .41 3 from 4 .67

4 from 5 .44 4 from 5 .66

5 from 6 .60 5 from 6 .82

6 from 7 1.43 6 from 7 .12

7 from 8 .78 7 from 8 1.21

8 from 9 .60 8 from 9 .69

9 from 10 1.45 9 from 10 .72

Fo. January 1967 scores, the first
graders had become second graders;
the second graders had become third
graders; and so on. Thus the first
comparison is arrived at by subtracting
second grade from third grade, etc.
The table provides the actual number
difference in rate of learning by
months.

The average rate of learning for the
ten grades in March was .62 years,
and the average rate of learning for the
nine grades in January was .60 years
or an insignificant difference. Thus,
while for seven of the nine grades in
January 1967 the grade scores were
closer to national norms, the rate of
learning remained the same between
grades. The majority of the students,
then, benefited by the reading program
and no dramatic shifts in between-
grade rate of learning were made..
The very high rate of learning for
grade seven in March 1966 was a
function of grade placement. Only the
more able students were permitted to

enter seventh grade. The loss of rate
for eighth grade was due to no selec-
tive feature for that grade. The same
pattern may be seen for the eighth and
ninth grades in January 1967. These
were the same students who had been
seventh and eighth graders in March
1966 and the :,acne explanation applies.

Improvement of
intelligence capabilities

The most striking mean gains made
as a result 3f the reading program
were made in the Lorge-Thorndike
Grade Equivalent, Nonverbal scores.
Comparing mean gains in matched
scores for March 1966 and January
1967, the following occurred:

Grade 1 .89
" 2
n 3

" 4. 5

" 6
n 7
. 8
. 9

1 28
1.417

128
1.94

.72
.82
.98
.97
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The seventh graders made a small
mean gain, .82, but they also had very
high initial and post-tests when com-
pared to the eighth and ninth graders.
Again, the seventh grade was a select
group because of grade placement poli-
cies which had been operating. The
third grade made very high mean
gains, 1.47, a fact which was especially
interesting since the third grade had
not gained proportionately in the
achievement subtests. The average
overall gain for matched scores was
1.15 years or more than twice the av-
erage gain for achievement scores.
This increase in intellectual function-
ing was the major change measured as
a result of the reading program.

Changes in attendance
It had been determined that an aver-

age thirteen percent absence rate for
Prince Edward students did not affect
their achievement scores. It was nec-
essary to have a protracted absence be-
fore the effects were measurable.
However, attendance was recorded
during the reading project more to de-
termine the holding power of the mate-
rials and the program than to measure
effects of absence.

To determine the holding power of
the reading program, attendance
figures were obtained for two separate
months before the reading program
and two separate months during the
reading program. October 1965 was
selected as a month of high attendance.
Weather is good in October and the
students attended quite regularly.
February 1966 was selected as a
month of generally poor attendance be-
cause of bad weather and illness.
April was selected as the second month
of the program as a poor month, and
October 1966 as a month comparable
to October 1965 in terms of tendency
to attend in the early fall. Below are
the percentages of attendance:

Oct. Feb. Apr. Oct.
Students 1965 1966 1966 1966

Boys 87.9 84.8 84.5 90.0
Girls 89.9 84.6 87.9 92.4

Total .9 84.7 86.2 91.2

The average attendance increased by
more than 2 percent from October
1965 to October 1966. It may be as-
sumed that the reading program con-
tributed to this increase.

Changes in dropout rate and
provisions for dropouts

Dropout rates were not changed as a
result of the reading program. There
had been seventee dropouts during
the 1965-1966 acadt lie year, and, as
of February 1, 1967, there were seven-
teen dropouts during the 1966-1967
academic year.

Dropouts in the community were of-
fered classes in readin, After regular
school hours. They Avert! to be given
two hours of instruction per day, using
the Accelerated Progre..:3ive Choice
reading program. The dropout pro-
gram was to have begun in tote to
coincide with the termination of an
Adult Literacy Program sponsored by
the Prince Edward Community Action
Group, Inc.

Facilities were organized; staff was
designated; and announcements were
made through posters, newspapers
and radio. Only a few dropouts at-
tended the first session and so the pro-
gram was abandoned for the summer.
The explanations given for nonpartic-
ipation were that dropouts had work
and many had already been part of the
Adult Literacy Program.

Effects of reading program
on teachers

The materials were designed to re-
quire the least amount of training nec-
essary for teachers and to provide
ster -by-step instructions for the
teacher by use of the teacher's manual.
To some extent, the materials were
self-teaching, and where a teacher was
needed, careful instructions appeared
in the manual.

To determine how teachers felt
about themselves as teachers during
the reading program compared to their
self-evaluation before the reading pro-
gram, a scale was designed. Only
teachers who had taught in Prince Ed-
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ward County before the reading pro-
gram were involved in filling out the
scale. They felt they were generally
better teacher: during the reading pro-
gram and their pupils learned better.
The fact that the teachers generally
felt closer to their pupils may be at-
tributed to the individualized nature of
the materials. Teachers were required
to interact individually with students
since they progressed at different rates.
The teachers felt a loss of freedom be-
cause of the requirement to follow the
manual, but this feeling did not detract
from their recognition of the effective-
ness of the program.

Continuing effects of the
school closing

The students who had had education
during 1959-1963 made considerably
higher pre- and post-test scores but
made somewhat smaller gains. The
project tended to close gaps between
subtest scores within and between
groups who had different educational
experiences.

Concluding statement

The students were still behind na-
tional norm scores for grades even
though their mean gains showed a na-
tional norm rate. Thus, while this
kind of intervention does bring about a
change in learning, it does not bring
sufficient change to compensate for the
initial low scores. Further, the stu-
dents were greatly overage for their
grade placement. Indeed, seventy-five
percent were overage for their grade.
This fact suggests that regrouping of
students and revamping of curriculum
are necessary to eradicate the educa-
tion problems of Prince Edward
County. In disadvantaged communi-
ties where the debilitating effect of the
overage problem is not present, the re-
sults should be greater.
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Let's Be Realistic

LILLIAN PUTNAM
Newark State College

FOR YEARS. EDUCATORS have given lip
service to the concepts of providing for
individual differences, teaching at the
instructional level, and utilizing the ef-
fects of motivation and reward
Although sound in theory. these con-
cepts are difficult to implement in ac-
tual practice. The purpose of pro-
gramed materials is to bring about this
implementation.

B. F. Skinner, of Harvard, has
shown that our behavior is largely
shaped or conditioned by the results of
our actions. If we are pleasantly or
favorably rewarded for some action,
we tend to repeat the action ; we "learn
it well." If the reward or reinforce-
ment conies immediately, it is most ef-
fective; if it is delayed. it is less effec-
tive, and the effectiveness is reduced as
the delay increases. Programed mate-
rials are designed to give immediate
reinforcement of a correct response by
enabling the student to see the correct
answer immediately after his response.
This satisfaction provides the "spark"
to motivate the next trial. If the re-
sponse is incorrect, the programed
materials indicate the error and pro-
vide another chance to correct it.

Programed materials are designed
so that a child may work independ-
entlywithout teacher help. This ap-
proach enables a child to work at his
own instructional level, even if he is an
isolate on that level. It enables him to
progress at his own rate because the
material is presented in "bite-sized"
chunks ; by meeting one and only one
new task at a time, the confusion of
multiple stimuli is reduced. He can
also get repetition, if his response is in-
correct, without being subjected, per-
haps, to the increasingly harsh, critical
voice of an annoyed teacher. Pro-
gramed materials are intended to make
efficient use of teacher time.

Programed materials are designed
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to require constant, active participation
by the tudent, the theory being that
involvement .nd participation, as op-
posed to passhe listening, are more
likely to t Rsult t learning.

Do they really work? What
actually happens in classrooms?

The exaggerated claims made by au-
thors and publishers of different mate-
rials frequently fall far short in actual
practice. There are several different
types of programed materials available,
and it is not feasible to classify them
here. Howe el , illy observations of
practical classroom use of the different
types lead me to conclude that in gen-
eral they have the following assets :

1. They can and do provide mate-
rial at the correct instructional
level, even for the extreme devi-
ates.

2. They do give immediate rein-
forcement or correction.

3. The correction occurs without
the teacher's becoming annoyed
or irritated and without "loss of
face."

4. They do enable the child to pro-
gress at his own rate.

5. The frames present only one
new item at a time and thus re-
duce confusion. They enable
the student to master or cope
with each step before he is re-
quired to tackle or perform on
the next level. One popular
magazine reported the reactions
of a student who compared his
efforts to wade through a tradi-
tional college text in chemistry
with the ease of using pro-
gramed materials

What a difference! I had been
picking at a mountain with a
shovel: now I was on a bull-
dozer, progressing with irresisti-
ble force and really moving dirt.
After toe bulldozer sensation
faded, it felt more like tennis.
The ball keeps coming back at
you, and you hit it again. After
an hour or two, you are wrung
out but you have had fun (1).
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6. By demanding that the student
demonstrate mastery of each
step before proceeding, they
prevent failures from going un-
noticed until a crisis is reached.

7. Because the materials are pre-
sented in "bite-sized" chunks,
they do enable the student to
see his chance of success before
he does the work. This atti-
tude is a prime requisite for
remedial readers and is, there-
fore, one reason why pro-
gramed materials are so suc-
cessful in remediation.

8. They seem to be particularly
good for people who get "lost in
the language maze" of regular
books because the style of writ-
ing is terse and brief.

9. They seem to be more effective
with older childrenupper ele-
mentary, junior high. senior
high, and college students.

M. They do provide for more
efficient use of teacher time.

11. The slow learning child seems
to be more content than the
bright child with programed
materials. Porter's study indi-
cated that self-instructional de-
vices were particularly good for
the lower intelligence levels
(2).

12. They are an easy, effective way
for absentees to "catch up" with
material already taught.

13. They are an excellent source of
"extra practice" for the slow
learner. The average teacher
simply lacks time to do this
work realistically.

14. They are effective in stimulat-
ing constant involvement and
participation. They convert the
student from a passive recipient
to an active learner. (I believe
this is the most important con-
tribution of programed mate-
rials.)

What are the limitations of
programed materials?

Despite the assets of programed
materials, there are concomitant limi-
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tations in actual practice :
1. Programed materials seem to be

most effective for the extreme
deviates in the class. The aver-
age child tends to become bored
and lose interest.

2. They are most effective if used
for only short daily periods pro-
longed usage becomes tedious.
They do serve a particular pur-
pose, but they do not constitute a
whole reading program.

3. They are least effective with
young, primary age children who
need the "give and take" of
human association and discus-
sion.

4. If an error is made, usually an-
other frame repeats the question
or directs the child to reread the
material. Little or no attempt is
made to analyze the reason for
the error or to teach the concept
in a new way.

5. By the very nature of the design,
programed materials present
learning in a fragmented manner.
We still need a teacher to focus
and synthesize the ideas into a
related gestalt.

6. The student must constantly
turn pages and complete many
books to "cover" an ordinary
program. This busy work can
mislead the student into thinking
that he has digested much mate-
rial ; in reality it is a minimal
amount of content. It cannot be
compared to completing a

"book" in the ordinary sense.
7. Many students react negatively

to the constant demand to stop
and circle or write answers, an
overt response. Average and
high ability students may find
the covert response, or thinking
the answer, to be just as effec-
tive. A study done by Evans,
Glaser, and Homme indicated
that the group which made cov-
ert responses spent less time in
learning and showed slightly
higher retention scores than the
group which responded overtly
to each item (3).
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Ringler's study with retarded read-
ers showed that pupils who used the
covert response mode completed the
material in considerably less time than
the overt response group. without any
loss of reading ability either immedi-
ately upon completing the program or
after a two-week interval. For the
slower ability pupil. the overt response
appeared to be the more effective one.

Ring ler, therefore, suggests that the
high ability pupil should think each re-
sponse and thus complete a skill se-
quence in less time, while the slower
ability pupils should write each re-
sponse (4).

8. Gigothe term used by program-
ers to explain "garbage in
garbage out," indicates that it is
not enough to establish an excel-
lent piping system ; the content
going through the pipes is im-
portant, and the programed
materials will he no better han
the input on each frame.

9. The expense of programed mate-
rials as compared with tradi-
tichial basals is difficult to esti-
mate because the duration value
varies with age groups, com-
munity types, etc. It is well to
remember, however, that the pro-
gramed materials are totally con-
sumed, while in a basal series the
text is reusable and the com-
panion workbook is consumable.
One elementary reading program
costs $11.73 per child or $351.90
for a class of 30prohibitive for
the entire class. Although the
use of programed materials has
and will continue to increase,
they still constitute only a small
fraction of the instructional
materials used. An informal
survey in New Jersey revealed
that only 3 ,.ercent of the schools
were actually using some from of
programed materials.

Need for future research

Although the programed materials
have made great strides in enabling
teachers to implement several desirable
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concepts of instruction, there are some
fascinating areas to he explored:

1. Because programed materials are
designed to that the child works
singly, without teacher or peer
group. do personality traits of in-
troversion and extroversion af-
fect the effectiveness of the mate-
rial?

2. The Grimes-Allinsmith study on
the relationship of personality
traits of compulsiveness and anx-
iety to phonic methods opened a
new vista (5). It seems prob-
able that these same traits would
affect the effectiveness of pro-
gramed materials.

3. Does the immediate reinforce-
ment of programed materials
compensate for the lack of intra-
group relationships in the learn-
ing situation?

4. Finally, there is, as yet, no solid
body of research data which
prove the superiority of pro-
gramed materials and there
probably never will be. However,
future research could certainly
establish data on the specific fac-
tors or constellation of factors
about a student (intelligence,
personality traits, etc.) for whom
programed materials would be
most successful.

Summary statement

If cognizant of these assets and lim-
itations, the reading teacher can utilize
programed materials judiciously.
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Potentialities of
Programed Tutoring

D. G. ELLSON
Indiana University

PROGRAMED TUTORING iS a special
form of programed instruction which
prescribes and controls the behavior of
nonprofessional tutors in order to
achieve learning. In programed tutor-
ing, the tutor, rather than a teaching
machine, is the vehicle through which
the operational programs transmit
knowledge to the pupils.

As we have developed the concept of
programed tutoring at Indiana Univer-
sity, it is basically a set of teaching op-
erations which can be applied to al-
most any content but is used primarily
as a means to supplement the teaching
of beginning reading. Thus, in our
operations, the usual storytelling con-
tent of reading materials, in and of it-
self, is not important except as some-
thing to teach. Since 1960, we have
conducted 20 experiments using this
technique to tutor 1260 children in be-
ginning reading. Over this period of
time and with this number of children
we have had no failures!

These results are even more signifi-
cant because the majority of chil-
dren tutored have been from culturally
disadvantaged inner-city schools. Ft r-
thermore, for the most part thi se
children have been drawn from tie
lower thiru of first grade classrooms.
They are children judged to be poten-
tial reading failures on the basis of
their scores on the Metropolitan Read-
iness tests and their kindergarten
teachers' evaluations. Yet all of these
children, these nonreaders, have
learned to read at least the preprimer
and primer basal materials on sight.
They can answer comprehension ques-

tions, both written and verbal, about
what they have read ; and they have
made a beginning in word analysis.

And, since one of our side concerns
has been the relation of dyslexia to
reading problems, it may be of particu-
lar interest to others concerned with
the same problem that up to this time
we have not found a single child,
among all these 1200, who has been
unable to learn to read, when tutored,
because of some font or degree of
dyslexia.

Before I go further, let us talk about
what is meant by standards of success
or failure in reading at the end of first
grade. In general, a elm:- room teacher
would list as a reading failure a child
who can not sightread and comprehend
basal reading material at or near a
second grade level by the close of the
first grade year. A reading success in
the first grade classroom, on the other
hand, would be one who has read, with
a least 80 percent accuracy and com-
prehension, the preprimers, primer,
and first grade readers.

In programed tutoring, however,
our definition of a reading failure is a
child who, after repeated, prolonged
instruction, fails to learn how to read a
single word. Or, if he does learn to
read a few words, fails to continue the
learning process.

Now, if this seems to be too elemen-
tal or too unrealistic a defin on for
reading failure, consider what we de-
mand fo: a child to be considered a
reading success-100 percent perfec-
tion in all material presented to be
read. By classroom standards then,
some of our children who have only
completed, under tutoring, the first
primer by the end of the first grade
may be considered as failures.
However, in their reading of the first
three preprimers and the primer, these
children have performed with 100 per-
cent correctness as compared with the
generally acceptable classroom per-
formance standard of 80-90 percent or
less. In other words, while our defini-
tion of failure is more absolute than
the usual one, our definition for read-
ing success is equally more absolute.
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With this discussion of definitions of
reading success or failure as a back-
ground, I will further amend my cate-
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Fig. 1. New words read during tutoring by
young retardates ; Mean CA 13-4,
IQ's 56-29. Individual curves. F-xp.
VII.

gorical statement about failures. Even
by our definition, we have had six fail-
ures. This graph shows the evidence.
The "failures" shown here are young
retardates with a mean CA of 13-4, all
with IQ's of 56 or less. We are not,
however, using their IQ's as excuses.
Rather, we feel they failed to learn to
read, or to continue to learn to read,
because our operational programs at
the time of this study had not been suf-
ficiently developed, rather than because
of the children's lack of potential
learning capacity. 1)ur other failure
in this same experiment is even a bit
more embarrassing to our record since
he is a "normal" child. We have now
learned that much of his failure to pro-
gress under tutoring was probably
caused by a severe, though temporary,
psychological problem in his home en-
vironment. When the home situation
was solved, the child's learning diffi-
culties disappeared. However, our
failure, we feel, was because we did
not continue the tutoring of the child,
as we would do now.

Having now illustrated what we call
our reading failures, let us turn to
what happens to the potential reading
failures with whom we have done most
of our work and see what happens to
them through programed tutoring.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative new words learned by
"slow readers" during tutoring ; in-
dividual curves. Exp. VII.

These data show individual learning
curves for a group of slow readers in
an inner-city public school in Indiana.
The children in this graph we may call
kindergarten failures since they were
the lower third of kindergarten classes,
and, according to their teachers' judg-
ment, none were ready for first grade
work. Their mean chronological age
was 6-2 and their mean IQ, 91. These
children were tutored for 20-minute
sessions, twice weekly for 12 weeks.
During this time the mean number of
different words learned by the group
was 74.8 words in 480 minutes, or
about four class days if two hours a
day were devoted to the teaching of
reading. I should add that the reading
material we used in this experiment
was The Brown Family series which,
on a Thorndike Readability Scale,
works out to third grade level readabil-
ity. This was the vocabulary which
these potential nonreaders learned dur-
ing the 12 -week summer session !

TABLE 1
Psychological Achievement and

Test Information
C.A. M.A. I.Q.

Binet (form L-M) 6-11 3-6 46
*WISC 6-11 48

PPVT (Form A) 7-0 3-2 44
Wide Range C.A. Reading Arith.
Achievement Test 7-0 12 .9

* Verbal scale discontinued after items on
the information subtests were failed.

I am always leery and usually criti-
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cal of the experimenter who, in report-
ing results, forgets that one swallow
does not make a summary! But, in
presenting the highly detailed case his-
tory which follows, it is tempting to
forget my own prejudices since Sara
represents, all wrapped up in one pa-
thetic package, not only a combination
of many of the characteristics of non-
readers but some exaggerated ones of
her own. She presents a relatively com-
plete clinical picture of an inner-city
child. Obviously she is the prototype
of the extremely slow child who does
not participate in the classroom. Her
teacher suggested, even demanded,
that the child be put in a special educa-
tion class or, at the very least, removed
from her class as soon as possible.
The psychologist who tested Sara
said she was a borderline mental defec-
tive and agreed that she should be in a
special education class. A medical ex-
aminer reported that the child seemed
to show evidence of considerable brain
damage. All in all, she presented a
picture of a pathetic, potential non-

IN READING

reader, nonlearner from the school's
point of view.

It so happened that we were in the
normal process of tutoring Sara while
most of this testing was going on and,
in fact, were unaware of her reported
disabilities until we were notified that
she was going to '_te dropped from the
tutoring program to be placed in a spe-
cial education classroom. At this
point we were shown this mass of data
displayed here. We, of course, had
been keepittg our own record of her
learning performance in the tutoring
program since the beginning of the
school year. While we recognized
Sara to he a slow learner, our records
showed even at the time of her pro-
posed transfer that she had definitely
started to make progress. The follow-
ing graph shows what her reading per-
formance in the tutoring sessions
looked like from September 1966 up
until April 28, 1967.

When we presented our information
and evidence to the school psychologist
and the school principal, the psycholo-
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gist literally did not believe us and
asked to see for himself. \Ve then in-
vited him to observe Sara in the tu-
toring situation and were in the room
when Sara came in.

First of all, she spoke cordially to us
and greeted the tutor with enthusiasm
and considerable exchange of conver-
sation, got out the reading materials
herself, and told the tutor : "O.K.
Let's go !" Then she proceeded to
read approximately six pages of read-
ing material without a single error.

The psychologist pulled me aside,
saying: "I caret believe it. This can't
be the same child. She can't be!"

A few days later, after the psycholo-
gist had collected even more data on
the child and reexamined his own pre-
viously collected data, he returned sev-
eral more times to observe Sara. His
concluding comments to me were,
"What I have seen scares me. My rec-
ommendation that this child should be
placed in a special education classroom
seems to have been entirely wrong.
She just is not what I thought the evi-
dence showed she was."

Now that we have seen some of the
results, let's look at the programs that
make programed tutoring work.
There are in all, 12 different opera-
tional programs: a sightreading pro-
gram, seven comprehension programs,
three word analysis programs, and a
free reading program. These opera-
tional programs, which are described
in a tutor's guide containing the in-
structions to the tutors, make up the
procedures we call programed tutor-
ing. These are our 'content." It is
through these operational programs
that the tutors are able to bring about
learning.

The operations of tie sightreading
program can be applied to almost any
contentany material that has words
in it that can he taught. What 's im-
portant is the operation of the sight-
reAing program itself and not the
content that is taughtnor, for that
matter, the previous educational back-
ground of the tutor who carries it out.

For use with the sightreading pro-
gram, the reader or primer is divided

into digestible parts called units and
sections in which the number of new
words and number of different words
per division are carefully controlled.
In addition to the reader we use an al-
phabetical word list of all the different
words in the reader, a record keeping
system, and the tutor's guide.

The first tutoring session begins
with the first small division in the
reader, called the first unit. In Step 1
we show this to the child and then ask
"Can you read this?" If the unit is
read correctly orally, the tutor rein-
forces by saying "Very good," "Fine,"
and then proceeds to the next unit,
Step 1. If the unit is not read cor-
rectly, the tutor proceeds to Step 2.

Step 2 is a teaching step and is re-
peated for each word missed in Step 1
in alphabetical order as follows: The
tutor points to the word in the word
list and requires the learner to point ,-,
that word in the sentence. The tutt,:-
then asks the child to read the word.
If he reads it correctly, the tutor rein-
forces and proceeds to the next word.
If the word is not read corectly, the
tutor speaks the word, requires the
learner to repeat it, and then proceeds
to the next word. After the final
word, the tutor proceeds to Step 3, an-
other test step essentially the same as
Step 1, except that failure to read cor-
rectly is followed by Step 4, another
teaching step.

Step 4 is repeated for each word
missed in Step 3 in alphabetical order.
The tutor reads the word aloud and in-
dicates the general area in the word
list, requiring the learner to point to
the word. The tutor then asks the
learner to read the word. If he reads
it correctly, the tutor reinforces and
proceeds to the next word. If the
word is not read correctly, the tutor
requires the learner to repeat it orally
and proceeds to the next word, After
the final word, the tutor proceeds to
Step 5 which again is a test step, simi-
lar to Steps I and 3, except that failure
to read correctly is followed by the
next unit, Step 1.

\Ve continue to do these five steps
where necessary for every unit in the
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section (about six pages in a pre-
primer). When we reach the end of the
section, we review each unit that was
missed in the first run through. On
each following run, we review only the
twits missed in the run which pro-
ceeded it until no unit 'is missed on
Step I. We again start at the begin-
ning of thz section and continue this
process until the child has read every
unit in the section absolutely correctly
and consecutivelythis is what we
mean by our 100 percent criterion of
success.

We then go to the next section and
repeat the process. However, not
every section is purely a sightreading
section. As I have mentioned, there
are comprehension and word analysis
programs as well. These are inter-
spersed between sightreading sections.
The sightreading program, however, is
the basis for all other programs, and
the way we proceed from unit to sec-
tion in the other programs is exactly
the same as is done with the sightread-
ing programalways requiring a per-
formarice of 100 percent correctness.

Since space does not permit a de-
tailed description of the other opera-
tional programs, those who are inter-
ested can find examples in the Reading
Research Quarterly. Vol. I, No. 1

(Fall 1965). It should be pointed out,
however, that since we are still in-
volved in making refinements of details
in the various programs, our present
ones differ in several instances from
those described in the Quarterly. In
general, such differences are minor,
designed to increase the efficiency of
program administratir and do not in-
volve the underlying basic technique of
operation. This description is particu-
larly true of our word analysis pro-
grams. which, I might add, are now in
process of major revision although
here. too, the revision involves content
and sequencing of content more than
basic operational changes.

At this point, rather than continuing
a detailed examination of our opera-
tional programs, I should like to stress
a few significant differences in the phi-
losophy of programed tutoring from

the generally accepted practices in the
teaching of reading. As indicated ear-
lier, the operational details of pro-
gramed tutoring are based on labora-
tory learning principles rather than on
teaching doctrine. There is no neces-
sary contradiction here since we feel
the learning principles simply empha-
size some of the things a good teacher
does naturallyin so far as it is possi-
ble to do so with 30 or more children
in the classroom. However, there is
one feature of programed tutoring as
we practice it which directly contra-
dicts teaching philosophy as generally
taught. This is our practice of contin-
uing ( as some have expressed it,
"stubbornly and stupidly" continuing)
the program when the child fails.
This practice runs absolutely counter
to the "gcxspel" as given in the training
of elementary teachers ; namely, if one
technique does not work, try another ;
do it quickly, and then try another.

Our results, particularly as they are
mirrored by the success of the poor
readers, would seem to indicate that
while the "gospel" technique may
work with the bright child, for the
slow learner the effect is confusing.
In the programed tutoring method the
child finds himself in a very stable sit-
uation as to method and is given what-
ever time is necessary to learn what is
required. Under these conditions, as
indicated by our experiences, many of
these slow learners, after a long period
of seemingly no progress at all, sud-
denly take off and thereafter learn at a
"normal" rate or even a faster than av-
erage rate.

Another important characteristic of
programed tutoring involves our
method of review. While a first look
at the operational technique of pro-
gramed tutoring may seem to give the
impression of almost endless repetition,
actually the stud, it is required to re-
peat or review only those words or di-
visions he has missednot the entire
section in which the errors occur.
This method actually diminishes the
usual amount of time needed for re-
view and places the emphasis where it
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mistakes.

For anyone who becomes even
slightly involved with programed tu-
toring, the importance of one term in
particular becomes immediately clear.
That term is "reinforcement." While
we do not claim to have reached the
Skinnerian goal of 100% reinforce-
ment, we do make a major effort to
stress this at every possible jucture of
the program. Again, it would seem
from our observations and results that
the need for such repeated emphasis on
reinforcement, and an understanding
of what it means, is greater for the dis-
advantaged child than it is for other
children. For many of the inner-city
children with whom we have worked,
the whole idea of praise for construc-
tive accomplishment is completely for-
eign. Up to the ti ;le they enter
school, what little reinforcement they
have received in the home environment
is of a distinctly negative natureif
toey keep quiet, they are not scolded.
With many children, a carry-over of
this protective behavior results in non-
participation in the classroom. Some
of these children have not even learned
the oral vocabulary that indicates
praise. One child, for example, who
was making very slow progress under
tutoring, ac y asked her tutor :
"What does I' mean ?" When the
tutor was finally able to explain the
term, there was an immediate upswing
in the child's learning rate and a dras-
tic improvement in her attitude both in
the tutoring situation and in the class-
room. While, admittedly, this is an
unusual casealthough unfortunately,
not uniqueto us it underscores the
need to provide as great an amount of
reinforcement at every level of the
teaching process as is possible and
practical, and this is what we attempt
to do in programed tutoring.

One other distinctive feature of pro-
gramed tutoring which will be dealt
with in greater detail is our method of
record keeping which not only serves
as a means of keeping the tutor
informed as to the exact place in the
program reached by each child but
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serves as the research tool by which it
is possible to put every step of the
learning process under the microscope,
so to speak. of the investigator's eye

Having discussed what programed
tutoring is, its philosophy, and the me-
chanics through which it achieves its
results, let us now take a look at a few
things for which it may be useful.

On the basis of our experiments in-
volving teaching of beginning reading,
programed tutoring is most successful
v,lien used in conjunction with class-
room teaching. It is a supplement to
classroom teaching rather than a re-
placement for it. Further, programed
tutoring seems most effective with the
lower third of first grade populations
the potential reading failures as indi-
cated by the Metropolitan Reading
Readiness scores and/or teacher eval-
uations. And, judged by anybody's
standards of success or failure, it has
been demonstrated to be highly effec-
tive in diminishing the number of
reading failures, the so-called nonread-
ers or problem readers in the class-
rooms even of inner-city schools.

As an aid to classroom teaching, for
a teacher concerned with having a
weekly, daily. or even hourly individ-
ual report of the reading performance
of her problem readers, programed tu-
toring can provide a detailed picture of
the individual progress, or lack of it,
that has never before been readily
available.

Furthermore, this kind of informa-
tion makes it possible for a teacher, if
she chooses, to reorganize her classroom
reading groups objectively, and it can
also be used to help her tailor her in-
struction toward specific reading prob-
lems of individuals within these
groups.

Programed tutorinr, obviously can
he highly useful in relieving the class-
room workload of the teacher by sup-
plying extra hours of individualized in-
struction to the children who need it
most. Think what this could mean to
the teacher with 30 or more children,
almost a third of whom need more in-
dividu21 help than she can possibly
give. Programed tutoring can provide
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reports and Programed Tutoring reports, January 11, 1967.

those necessary added hours of individ-
ualized instruction to insure a higher
probability of success for these children.

As far as the children themselves
are concerned, our experience indi-
cates that programed tutoring may be
considered unique in that it brings to
the child who needs it most all the ad-
vantages of indiN idualized instruction
programs, and at the same time it pro-
vides the systematic presentation of
skills and control of comprehension
and vocabulary acquisition that are
characteristic of the basal approach.

In addition to these preceding spe-
cific examples of how programed tu-
toring can help as a teaching aid, there
is one further long-range value that
seems highly probable from our evi-
dence to date. Programed tutoring's
effectiveness as a technique for teach-
ing beginning reading has been establ-
ished even for nonreaders among the
disadvantaged children in inner-city
schools. Since a high percentage of
school dropouts comes from such prob-
lem readers because of their inability

to make satisfactory progress through
the school curriculum, we feel it is rea-
sonable to expect t .at the use of pro-
gramed tutoring with beginning read-
ers may well lead to a future reduction
among the droputs caused mainly be-
cause of reading difficulties.

Turning from the classroom to the
laboratory, let us look at programed
tutoring in the role of a research tool.

Each year brings a new flood of
recommendations from various sources
for changes in educational methodol-
ogy, theory, or philosophy. One of the
chief problems in evaluating these
suggestions or testing the validity of
their assumptions is that up to now
there has been no method of cringing
the controls of the laboratory int; the
organized chaos of the classroom.
Because of its fundamental structure,
especially its detailed recording sys-
tem, programed tutoring offers an in-
strument which can produce experi-
mentally valid evidence in testing hy-
potheses with a minimum disruption to
the classroom itself.
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For example, let us assume that
there is a genuine value in a pre-first
grade summer classroom experience
for kindergarten failuresa sort of a
remedial head start program. A logi-
cal question asks what kind of experi-
ence should this be? Some people be-
lieve that a pure readiness program is
best involving a continuation of the
kindergarten prcgram. Others feel
that it %.ould be best to introduce ac-
tual reading on the grounds that the
best readiness for reading is reading it-
self. Still others feel that a combina-
tion of these would be best. In testing
these theories, the microscopic view of
learning provided by the recording
procedures of programed tutoring en-
ables us to gather practical and experi-
mentally significant evidence in sup-
port of or disproof. In fact, we have
just such a study set up for this sum-
mer which si,e hope will provide defini-
tive answers to these questions.

Actually our decision to do this
study on what kind of a pre-first grade
summer session would be most helpful
to the slow learner stemmed from an
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earlier experiment which yielded the
information shown in this graph.

One of the most interesting things
indicated here is the similarity of
learning curves by all the subjects,
from the fastest learner to the slowest
once the slowest had finally caught
fire. All the implications of these
learning curves are not clear as of
now, but one very likely probability
seems to exist ; namely. that the differ-
ence between the so-called nonreaders
and the good readers may be that the
so-called nonreaders may be instead
merely slow starters. The experiment
designed for this summer should pro-
vide clearcut evidence as to whether
this probability is so.

Or, take another research possibil-
ity, the area of reading content. and
consider these questions: Is preprimer
material really necessary ? If so, how
much is necessary ? (We have a study
in process where we are testing this
hypothesis.) Or, does a visual defect
necessarily preclude the possibility of
reading success? Or, can a teaching
technique such as programed tutoring

if:61 eb ib eb
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Fig. 5. Individual learning curves for children tutored twice daily, with post-experiment
follow-up any estimated maximum performance curve for the group taught twice daily
in the classroom.
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actually help minimize such problems?
(We are currently gathering data on
this subject also.)

Even while I have been discussing
these research possibilities you may
have thought of others. We feel that
the possibilities are practic:,ity endless.
But, in conclusion, whether programed
tutoring finds its place in the teaching

world as a teaching aid or as a re-
search tool, those of us who have been
involved in its development are ex-
t..emely glad to discuss it with you.
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ADULT READING PROGRAMS ,

Criteria for a
Sound Literacy Program

WILLIAM D. SHELDON
Syracuse University

LITERACY PROGRAMS are a relatively
recent development in the United
States. We were reminded of the in-
adequate stale of literacy of our ado-
lescents and adult males during the re-
cruitment and drafting of men during
the Second World War. Thousands
of otherwise eligible men could not
serve the United States in a profitable
or useful manner because they were
unable to read or write. Programs
which were improvised to serve these
men had a ninety-day success and
were soon forgotten after 1945.

Less than five years later the need
for men in the Korean conflict again
served to remind us that hundreds of
thousands of young American men
were unable to participate fully in the
war efforts of the nation because they
were illiterate.

From 1952 to the present the move-
ment to bring full literacy to adoles-
cents and adults in the United States
has been erratic and ineffective. Now
legislation which would provide funds
for a comprehensive attack on literacy
has been written and for the immediate
future, at least, we will see literacy ef-
forts burgeon throughout the United
States. Programs will be developed
not only for the illiterates but for their
teachers and for those who prepare the
teachers. Unfortunately the rew mon-
ies find us unprepared for the gigantic
task ahead.

Between 1952 and the present, liter-
acy efforts have not been basee on
sound procedures. They have lac' cd
an adequate consideration of the 1..,
assumptions which must underlie the
criteria for establishing programs. A
look at present efforts in literacy testi-
fies to their random hature. We find,
in the main, our literacy classes
manned on the one hand by untrained
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volunteers. usually members of church
or other welfare groups, who round
up available illiterate adolescents and
adults and teach them in haphazard
fashion, without sound scheduling and
often meeting in the basement or par-
lors of a neighborhood church, or by
moonlighting elementary s..nool teach-
ers, lead into teaching the adult illiter-
ate by the director of an adult educa-
tion program without the structure of
a sound program, tested methods, or
relevant materials, with classes usually
taught a few evenings a week in a local
school.

School systems have not in general
assamed the responsibility for adult lit-
eracy improvement. In some city
school systems, no activities take place,
even of the most inadequate sort, un-
less the state or federal government
pays the cost.

Because of the lack of support and a
central effort, the lack of professional
researchers and well-trained teachers.
the methods and materials of literacy
instruction have been untested, poorly
designed, and often unsound. The
most popular available materials were
originally created for use with slow
learning children, remedial elementary
or junior high school pupils, or to sup-
ply an alphabet and basic vocabulary
for peoples who did not have a written
language.

The survey made by Barnes and his
colleagues has revealed the inadequate
nature of methods and materials as
well as programs, and certainly the re-
cent book on the disadvantaged pub-
lished by the NCTE emphasizes the
same grave lack of sound programs
and the elements needed to develop
them (1, 2).

In order to take the first major steps

' Robert F. Barnes. "A Review and Ap-
praisal of Adult Literacy Materials and Pro-
grams," Report on Research, Project G-029
(unpublished report to U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, October 1965).

=Richard Corbin and M. Crosby. Lan-
guage Programs for the Disadvantaged. Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English, 1965,
Champaign, Illinois.
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in developing a sound literacy program
we must proceed from valid assump-
tions to the spelling out of criteria for
a program with universal, practical ap-
plications.

Major assumptions underlying
criteria

1. It is assumed that it is imperative
that all Americans become literate.
This assumption is based on the
necessity of literacy f n- full citizen-
ship in our democracy where the
vote and wish of a w ell-informed,
literate citizenry determines the fu-
ture course of our government.

2. It is assumed that virtually all indi-
viduals can he taught to read and
write provided that they are moti-
vated to do so, that the proper
learning climate is provided, that
well-prepared teachers are available,
and that sound materials based on
a useful and intelligent methodol-
ogy can be made available.

3. It is assumed that in order to break
the chains of illiteracy in an area
suzli as Appalachia, the Center
City, or in abandoned out-of-the-
way rural areas a literacy campaign
must be launched which embraces
adults, adolescents, and children si-
multaneously.

4. It is assumed that providing liter-
acy programs for all individuals is
an important and significant aspect
of our school system.

5. It is assumed that because of the
urgent need for a literate popula-
tion the financing of literacy pro-
grams is a federal, state, and local
obligation and needs a continuing
nationwide effort for complete suc-
cess.

This article will attempt to develop
seven major criteria which can be used
to appraise the development of a sound
literacy program. Financing the ado-
lescent and adult literacy program
must be as important a part of the
budget of local, state, and national edu-
cational agencies as that of providing
support to educate children.

The criterion of continuity
Without continuity based on a

strong local commitment literacy pro-
grams will not develop a professional
staff, adequate housing. annual budget-
ary support, or students who will seek
the services which are offered.

It is possible that within the next
year or two we will receive temporary
funds which will support a rash of lit-
eracy programs throughout the nation.
If this subsidy is then withdrawn or
.,ubstantially reduced, the illiterate will
be left with disappointments from
which he might not recover in terms of
his motivation to invest time and en-
ergy in becoming literate. Short-term
projects will also cause disenchantment
of the small but growing group of
professional educators who see literacy
development as their particular task.

The trite! ion of the motivated
student

Students encouraged to participate
in the literacy program must demon-
strate a strong desire to learn or be ca-
pable of being motivated to learn.

Because many programs will be able
to serve only a limited number of illit-
erates, it is suggested that recruitment
of students be active, that inducements
be attractive, and that those persons
demonstrating the highest motivation
to learn be admitted to classes and
those who seem ti. be able to be per-
suaded be considered next. No stu-
dent should be involved in an initial or
infant program who is aggressively
hostile or essentially passive or un-
cooperative towards upgrading his
own literacy status.

The criterion of well-prepared
instruction

Our search of the literature and a
look at existing programs reveal a
drastic lack of well-trained, profes-
sionpl teachers of illiterate adolescents
or adults. Also revealed is a lack of
programs aimed at training the teach-
ers needed. Heretofore, virtually all
instructors in literacy programs have
been supplied by volunteer groups
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composed for the most part of individ-
uals without experience or education
as teachers and secondly from the
ranks of elementary and secondary
teachers who take on the instruction of
illiterate adults as an extra or moon-
lighting activity. The lack of a corps
of well-trained, highly motivated liter-
acy teachers has probably been one of
the major reasons for the defects in
our present and past literacy efforts.

The criterion of research-based
methods and materials

The reports available to date on
methods and materials and the re-
search base of both suggest that ade-
quate research and a sound rationale
for methods and materials are virtually
nonexistent. Few, if any, of the cur-
rently used materials or methods have
been field tested and then revised in
accordance with a need to adjust mate-
rials for practical usage. The step of
making comparative, well-designed
studies which would answer questions
concerning which material or what
method is best suited to specific kinds
of students has not been taken on a
significant enough scale to give us a
methodology or materials supported by
research.

The criterion of relevancy

The program must be relevant to the
student. Irrelevancy suggests that the
program does not provide for either
the immediate or long term needs of
the student. Programs for adults
which use the social spiral in terms of
content provided 6-7-8-year-olds or the
materials and methods found efficacious
for 9-11-year-old remedial readers have
virtually no relevance in terms of con-
tent, needed procedures, or pace for the
mature adult.

An interesting example of the effect
of irrelevant procedures versus rele-
vant ones related to a project the
writer was involved in several years
ago. The aim of the project was the
creation of programed materials for i'-
literate center city adults. During a
carefully planned programed sequence

using the methods applicable to first
grade pupils, little or no excitement or
interest and disappointing learning
seemed to result. However, when the
programers switched to the presenta-
tion of advertisements related directly
to the buying needs of the illiterate
adults, interest picked up immediately.

Another example of relevancy or the
lack of it in terms of success relates to
the initial development of material for
slow-learning adolescents. Units of
reading materials were developed re-
lated to the specific interests of ach.ies-
cents, such as, the garage, the shop, au-
tomobiles, the service station, building
of a home, etc. The units were
created simutaneously with a direct in-
volvement with work in the garage, for
example. These materials, then
printed, were presented for use with
adolescent and adult illiterates. The
result was failure. The relevancy was
gone and the involvement which made
the materials successful with one
group was not present in the other.

The criterion of evaluation

Programs and individual progress
must be properly evaluated before we
can really develop a scientific approach
to a sound literacy program. Eval-
uation of programs can be based on the
criteria suggested :

1. Financial support
2. Continuity
3. Motivated student
4. Well-prepared instruction
5. Research-based methods and

mat erials
6. Relevancy
7, Evaluation
Individual progress must be meas-

ured not only in terms of the progress
of the individual in literacy but the ap-
plication of the new found skills to the
illiterate's daily living, We can ask
such questions as

1. Is the student able to use his
reading skills to identify the
signs in his environment ?

2. Is the student growing in his
ability to handle verbal direc-
tions in his work ?

3. Can the student read newspaper
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reports with increasing accu-
racy?

4. Has u eading become a habit with
the student ?

5. Can the student use his reading
ability to protect his rights as a
citizen in terms of knowing poli
ical issues, reading pertinent
laws, interpreting legal and other
contractual papers?

A sound literacy program calls for
the establishment of a sound fiscal base
which will allow the growth and devel-
opment of community participation, a
permanent effort, skilled teachers, re-
search to identify the most adequate
methods and materials, a relevant pro-
gram which can be periodically evalu-
ated in terms of program soundness
and its effect on the individual student.

Reading Instruction in
Business and Industry

FRANCES BECK
University of Chicago

TILE HARASSED ADULT in business and
industry says he needs help in attack-
ing the mountain of printed matter
which confronts him every day. You
might argue that this is a narrow, min-
imal concept of what reading should be
for a mature adult and still agree that
this narrow concept deserves our se-
rious attention. There have been some
attempts to analyze this harassed
adult's problem and some attempts to
give him additional tools with which to
attack it. If we assume that this type
of adult reading has been of serious in-
terest and study by experts in reading
since the 1930's when Guy T. Buswell
(2) studied adults, in and out of in-
dustry of that depression era, our next
query would naturally focus on the
practices followed and the attempts
made to enhance the skills of such
adult readers.

A lengthy chronological study would
be impossible in this paper. it is our
purpose to relate to you some of the
practices with which we have some
knowledge. In preparation each of us

spent a good amount of time in study-
ing the published literature of this sub-
ject. We searched widely for reports
of reading instruction of adults in busi-
ness and industry. We were, of
course, interested in the kinds of per-
sons taught, their motivation, the
teaching methods employed, the mate-
rials used, and the instruments of eval-
uation and their validity. We
searched in the public domain of print
for reports of follow-up studies of the
persons who were taught to improve
their reading.

Such reports are hard to find.
Follow-up studies are harder to find.
Research reports are even more elu-
sive. Permit me to report briefly on
two different kinds of teaching experi-
ences which I have had. They may
serve to point out the reasons for the
scarcity of such reports.

Urban adult education setting
The adult reader may choose to en-

roll in an institutional adult education
setting for a course in rapid reading,
better reading, rapid reading and com-
prehension, or some other such entitled
course. These courses generally last
for one academic quarter, meet once a
week for two or more hours, and de-
pend up self-motivation for the nec-
essary private practice on the days
without class meetings. For a number
of years I taught such a course in an
urban setting where adults chose the
course "Rapid Reading and Compre-
hension" from a catalog listing about
one hundred and eighty other courses
ranging alphabetically from accounting
and acting to workshop in creative
writing and ranging in interest from
cake decorating to camus.

The students in my course, each sec-
tion of which was supposed to be
closed to further registration when it
reached twenty-five, represented very
well our urban population of literate
adults. There was the high school
graduate who had been admitted to
some college on the condition that, be-
fore registration there, he take some
reading improvement course. There
was the new immigrant whose elemen-
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tary or secondary education abroad
had included some study of the En-
glish language but whose English
reading was painfully slow. There
was a secretary ; a minister : a lawyer
or an accountant ; an office manager; a
teacher or a nurse; and about eighteen
other equally special individuals who
had a great variety of needs, motiva-
tions, and experiences for a "rapid"
reading course. Their tested reading
achievement was generally never good,
even for those with considerable edu-
cation.

On the Van Wagenen Rate of Com-
prehension test their rate of reading
this easy, about fourth-grade material
would vary from about 52 to 300
words per minute. On any test of
more varied and higher levels of com-
prehension, as on the old Schrammel
Gray, the Dvorak-Van Wagenen Diag-
nostic Examination, their rate and
skills of reading comprehension were
below expectancy for their ages and
educations. This is a rough oversim-
plification, but generally one would
find that tested comprehension ranged
from 40 to 70 percent and rate of read-
ing varied between 50 to 300 wpm.
They were slow, inflexible, bewildered
readers. They wanted to read better
and faster but did not know how : they
were convinced, however, that some-
one outside themselves could lead them
to achieve their goal.

There we were with mounds of
magazine articles, a textbook, quanti-
ties of "graded" reading materials,
many duplicated articles, and, by au-
thority of established custom in this
particular adult education center, a
reading rateometer for every one of
them. Let me hasten to tell you that a
reading rateometer is a portable pacing
device. One of the mounds of maga-
zine articles had been word-counted
for use with this machine. Sometimes
one or two persons could be said to be
ready for such a device. For the most
part, as the test scores showed, most of
these people needed help on vocabulary
building and on all reading skills be-
yond mere word recognition in order
to read to compare, to weigh, to con-

cider, to argue, to learnall normally
considered prereqoisite skills before
undue emphasis on rate or speed which
the mere presence of any pacing device
is likely to create.

In an attempt to satisfy the catalog
description of the course, the rateome-
ters were issued to each student, and
part of one class period was devoted to
instruction on the use of this pacer, the
level of reading for which it was prob-
ably appropriate, and its present in-
congruence for most of their current
skills. In most classes the rateomettrs
were taken home by all members and
used by some. However, no student
report ever indicated that the rateome-
ter was regularly and consistently used
throughout the entire period of in-
struction.

Our class time, nevertheless, was
spent in activities not entirely and uni-
versally satisfactory. Remembet that
the initial reading scores showed little,
if any, difference between easy and
more difficult material on level and
rate of comprehension. Remember,
also, that our student population in
every sec,ion was peculiarly diverse so
that it was rare that more than two
persons could he said to have truly
similar reading interests and needs.
Nevertheless, being of intrepid and
foolish spirit, I lectured on the devel-
opment of reading skills; they prac-
ticed on timed exercises to develop
reading skills. We discussed their
reading problems as they related to
theories of learning. We used a series
of short, timed, and graded exercises
designed to call attention to reading
for certain purposesfor main idea, to
learn details, etc. We used a variety
of reprints and reproduced or acquired
articles of varying length authored by
Inez Robb, Farley Mowat, Robert
Redfield, tt.id others in an attempt to
take advantage of every expressed in-
terest that became apparent in class

discussions. Whenever possible, these
were read under timed conditions, and
some check of comprehension was al-
ways made either through objective
type tests or short written student
summaries.
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In short, we were practicing for the
post-test sch,duled for the final week
of the course. Those members of the
class who were able to attend each
time, who were able to practice about
one hour each day, and who read a
novel or two during the quarter gener-
ally made gains on the post-test.
Sometimes those who had to be absent
for several weeks because of business
trips, surgery, family problems, golf
tournaments, or vacations also made
gains on the post-test ; but because of
the difficulty of controls in this hectic
urban setting, we never found it possi-
ble to test for significance of gains
which were at least partly a result of
class coaching.

After several quarters of this situa-
tion I proposed a change of procedure
as one attempt to group persons in ac-
cordance with their tested reading
competence: to schedule a day of test-
ing for persons who expressed an in-
terest in registering for the course so
that the pretesting could be more exten-
sive, more diagnostic, and probably in-
dicative of probable "good" class
groupings. The response to this pro-
posal was negative on the grounds that
this institution was designed to serve
all tli;, people and such a classifying
process of prior testing would likely
discourage many of those who wanted
to learn. Clearly, what this situation
needed was a professional person,
more courageous and articulate than I,
who would ask, expect, and secure
better conditions under which learning
would have a better chance of taking
place.

Industrial setting
Several years later a management

consultant requested that I join him in
a series of meetings with about twelve
men in the management hierarchy of
an industrial plant. Although already
"in" management, these men were in a
sense being groomed for movement
within the administrative setup. They
were plant managers and industrial re-
lations directors ; they were all con-
cerned about the company's future in-
dustrial competitiveness. They were

mature (35-59), intelligent, and gener-
ally would not have been excluded
from graduate study even though most
of them were not college graduates.
They were articulate and alert. They
had read those newspaper advertise-
ments which predicted amazing gains
in reading rate and comprehension in
certain kinds of courses.

In our course, the plan for ten of the
twelve weekly meetings was to spend
one hour discussing the outside read-
ing which had been previously as-
signed and to spend one hour in read-
ing skills instruction. The outside
reading assignments consisted of sev-
eral short articles by such management
authors as Douglas MacGregor and
Walter Chrysler and large portions of
three books, My Years with General
Motors by Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., Man-
aging for Results by Peter F. Drucker,
and Classics in Management, edited by
Harwood F. Merrill.

The reading-skills text was Read
Better, Read Faster by Manva and
Eric DeLeeuw. The Van Wagenen
Rate of Comprehension and the Coop-
erative English tests were adminis-
tered as pre-and post-tests: but of the
total number of students, only four of
the same men were present at the two
testing sessions! Absaices were legit-
imatefamily, business travel, etc.
Such modest gains as could be deter-
mined in the post-tests and in the
DeLeeuw exercises could probably be
attributed to practice and test sophis-
tication acquired in the course. There-
fore, a later test to determine per-
manence of gain or change in reading
seemed unwarranted for such a small
tested population. Some attention
should certainly be devoted to eval-
uation of comprehension of the read-
ing,, for class discussion. Generally,
this task would be most difficult be-
cause attitude toward the administra-
tive role might well have been named
the area for behavior change, and no
objective measure of this had been
devised.

These two chastening experiences
reveal instances of harsh reality and
indicate some of th reasons for the
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paucity of good reports on instruction
and the difficulty of controlled research
in such circumstances. It is small
consolation for me to be able to
remove from the context of Emery
Bliesmer's "1964 Review of Research
in College Adult Reading" ( /) such
statements as "Cross . . . reported
positive results for a number of par-
ticipants in three reading improvement
programs . . . and that Crowell . . .

reported 'striking differences' between
earlier and later performance of par-
ticipants in three . .. programs (mostly
adults from business and industry) ;
but they reported that regular types of
comparisons were invalidated by con-
tamination of tests or test date."
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Some Problems and Solutions
in Teaching Reading for

Business and Industry

MIRIAM SCyLEICH
Hofstra University

'.:ACHING ADVANCED READING SKILLS
to professional and business adults is a
challenging task which has its prob-
lems and its rewards. In my experi-
ence the chief problems have been han-
dling the students' ego involvement
delicately, allaying their fear of being
rated by their superiors on the basis of
their reading performance, dispelling
unrealistic expectations of rate im-
provement, finding a time for schedul-
ing a reading course, selecting mate-
rials, and evaluating gains. Among
the re:ards have been the stimulating
effect of the give and take that goes on
in a reading class for business or in-
dustrial executives, the subjective eval-
uations of some of the students who
suddenly discovered that they were ca-
pable of far better performance than
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they had ever had before, and the un-
expected by-products such as the stu-
dents' awareness that their personal
presentation of reports to be read by
others had greatly improved in the
process of working on the i-iprov e-
inem of their reading.

Hap 'ling di, ego delicately

Reading teachers have long been
aware of the close relationship of the
students' self-concept to their progress.
However, in working with business
and professional groups, the problem
of ego involvement is sometimes acute.
Adults are supposed to know how to
readto have the necessary compre-
hension skills to meet their needsand
any intimation that speed may not be
their only need, or that speed and in-
terpretative skills are inextricably in-
terrelated, may leave the adult student
slightly shaken or even antagonistic.
Because of the assumption that adult
reading improvement should be con-
fined to speed, standardized testsin-
deed any kind of legitimate testing of
the adults' understanding and grasp of
what he readstend to be threatening.
The professional or business man may
see the evaluation of his reading com-
prehension as a reflection of his intel-
lectual capacity.

Walter B. Pitkin in his introduction
to The Art of Rapid Reading (Grosset
& Dunlap, 1929) recounts his experi-
ence with the president of a company
for which he had written a report of
trade conditions. After reading the
report, the business man wrote his
comments, revealing that he had com-
pletely missed the main points. When
asked where he had found the basis for
his interpretation, he spent two or
three hours rereading and then con-
cluded he must have read too fast.
Pitkin comments that the truth was he
read poorly.

Since ego involvement is so strong
in reading improvement courses for
business and industryindeed for all
educated adultsit is very important
to establish early in the course a better
understanding of the nature of the
reading process. Adults need to real-
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ize that learning to read is a lifetime
process and that a complete mastery of
the reading process is like the pot of
gold at the end of the rainbowsome-
thing to search for but never to attain
fully. They need to be helped to ac-
cept their present level of skills with-
out embarrassment and without any
self-satisfied or complacent smugness.
Adults need to he aware of the fact
that lack of any formal training in
reading since grammar school or jun-
ior high almost certainly results in
reading skills considerably below their
potential capacities, no matter how
well they may score on a standardized
reading test such as the reading section
of the Cooperative English tests.

Allaying the fear of being rated
on the basis of reading scores

A second problem I encountered in
working with business and industrial
groups who were not entirely self-se-
lected was the fear of being rated by
their superiors on the basis of the
reading course results. In my first
class of engineers, which included the
president of the firm, one man verbal-
ized his own fears and those of his col-
leagues before the class began. He in-
dicated that even before the class had
started, many of the men -.vere appre-
hensive because of the composition of
the class, and he predicted a difficult
time for all, instructor included, unless
some way were found to allay the
growing fears of the men. This fear
of exposure of their weaknesses or of
the use of test results in a detrimental
wayeven to the affecting of the
boss's feelings toward themmight
make instruction more difficult and
could even contaminate test results.
Since business firms wanted assurance
that they were getting their money's
worth for any investment they made,
inch' a training program, it was
necessary to turn in a final evaluation
of the program and' gains made.
However, being forewarned, I made an
agreement with the training director
that all individual results would be
given to the individual concerned only
and that a composite evaluation, with-

out names, would be given to him.
This agreement was made known to all
students and was subsequently in-
cluded in all contracts for business and
professional courses thereafter.

Dispelling unrealistic
expectations of speed

A third problem that arose in work-
ing with adult reading improvement
groups was the unrealistic expectations
of improvement in speed. This expec-
tation is not surprising in view of
the national advertising and publicity
given to certain commercial speed-
reading programs which make claims
that are not only immoderate but im-
possible. Perhaps, too, students conic
with unreasonable expectations be-
cause of their fond hope that some-
where, someone must have a magic
formula for helping them learn in fif-
teen easy lessons how to get through
the mountains of reading materials
that daily clutter up their desks at
home in their offices. A guided
discussion of the variables in rate and
comprehension, together with an ex-
planation of the physiological aspects
of the reading process, helped to bring
the students' goals to a more realistic
level, which was often accompanied
with an evident sense of relief. It also
helped to point up for them the impor-
tance of flexibility in rate, of adjusting
one's rate to the material, one's back-
ground, and one's purpose.

In this connection I sometimes tell
my class an experience I had with my
first group of top-level executives of a
utility company. We had been dis-
cussing flexibility, and during the dis-
cussion I had tried to stress the fact
that some things should be read very
slowt. and carefully while others
should be skimmed through "practi-
cally at the speed of light." I recalled
my own reading of War and Peace,
which I had lived with for almost six
months, and I described my writing in
the margins and making notes in the
back of the book as I read. Rate, it
was noted, is in part determined by the
reader's personal evaluation of the
worth of the material to him.
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In the interim between our discus-
sion and the ne , 7iass, one of my stu-
dents saw a TV program on speed
reading. On the show a reading in-
structor demonstrated teaching speed
reading by means of a tachistoscope
device and during the program re-
marked that he had read [far and
Peace in four hours. At our next
meeting, my student recounted this
story and asked me pointblank what
was the matter with tit. During the
subseouent discussion on how fast one
c-,..nd see and then process what one
saw, .1 set up an old tachistoscope to
prove to the class that theoretically
they could read 20 to 30 thousand
words a minute, tc;-,. "And why don't
you read that fast ?" they were ques-
tioned.

The answer came somewhat as fol-
lows, "Well to begin with, we can't ac-
tually sec five words at one fixation,
but we can make good guesses from
minimal cues when we make effective
use of context and configuration clues.
Secondly, there is no time lost in inter-
fixation movements and return sweeps
at the end of lines, as in normal read-
ing. And last and most important of
all, we can't think that fast contin-
aously in significant materials."

Selecting course materials

Still another problem in giving a
course for business and industrial ex-
ecutives was t'te selection of the course
materials. The question as to whether
to use specific professional materials or
materials of a more general nature had
to be decided. In the case of the util-
ity company I worked with, a decision
was made not to use company mate-
rials. The basis of the decision was
that for the most part the participants
would be engineers, whose general
reading tended to be technical in na-
ture and somewhat narrow. Tire hope
was that not only would reading skills,
including rate of comprehension, be
improved but that interest in a wider
ranee of reading might be stimulated.
This decision proved to be a wise one
in terms of participant satisfaction and
test results.
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In the case of a group from the Ap-
pellate Division of the Internal Reve-
nue, professional materials were used
as part of the total course reading.
Ti,_ decision here was based on the
homogeneity of the groupall lawyers
and some both lawyers and account-
antsand on the fact that their prime
need was to increase their case cover-
age through increased rate of reading
skills. This experiment did not appear
to be successful mainly because the in-
ternal revenue code and case histories
at the appellate level tend to be subjec-
ti rely interpreted and omprehension
depends to a large e,:tent on the back-
ground of experience of the indi%idual
lawyer in terms of previous cases and
precedents.

Finding the right time for
scheduling classes

A fourth problem that needs consi-
deration in setting up a reading course
for executives is the time at which it
should be scheduled. Ideally, it should
be scheduled in the morning, prefera-
bly at the beginning of the day before
the participants get involved with their
various business problems and get so
deep in their work that a reading
course comes as an unwelcome inter-
ruption. Late hours, after the work-
ing day is over, are equally unpropi-
tious.

My first group of executives in-
chided the president of the firm. the
chief legal counsel, and the industr:,d
relations manager. The president ver-
balized his difficulty in mentally turn-
ing off the day's problems, in u.iwind-
ing, so that Ile could concentrate on
the work at hand. It was his sugges-
tion that at least one of the two ses-
sions per week be held the first hour of
the day. In still another group, both
weekly sessions were scheduled early
in the morning.

With busy business and professional
me and women, four hours a week are
difficult to schedule, and any schedule
turns out to he a compromise.

Evaluating reading gains

Perhaps most difficult of all the
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tasks confronting the instructor of a
course in reading improvement for
business and industrial personnel is
evaluating course results meaningfully,
especially if the instructor insists on
using the C2 reading test as one meas-
ure of improvement. As those of y ou
who use the 0 ruling test know, it
probabl \ measures general reading
ability as well or better than most
adult reading tests, but it is not an
ideal instrument for measuring short-
term gains. 1Vhile there is little diffi-
culty in getting a statistically signifi-
cant group gain. almost always one or
more individual students finish with a
score lower than the entering ones.

In some of these cases where enter-
ing scores were high to begin with and
where the individuals are secure in
their positions, the tes, results can be
interpreted satisfactorily in terms of
cn erall appraisal and of the errors in-
herent in standardized testing. In
other cases, the students are disturbed
by the results. which seem to prove
that they didn't improve as much as
they thought they did. I have found
using several measures to evaluate
helpful in such cases since no one in-
strument measures all the areas cov-
ered in the course anyway. An infor-
mal test of the student's ability to read
and organize an article from The At-
lantic at the beginning of the class and
at the end makes an impressive meas-
ure of gains in reading ability, and
a rate test giving a words-per-minute
score is also useful.

In general, however, it is probably
most useful in evaluating to point out
that it is both possible and desirable to
include, along with subjective meas-
urements of gains in reading effective-
ness, objective measures which sample
both individual and group progress in
certain specific areas, especially rate
and general comprehension. All indi-
N ideal evaluations will be done for
the individuals concerned only. The
group evaluations will be charted to
ascertain how much improvement the
group as a whole makes in those areas
ry..nsured by objective ter .

Developing a Comprehensive
Reading Program for the

Atterbury Job Corps Center

ERWIN F STFNExsox
Westinghouse Management Services

THE ATTERIDRN 3011 CORPS CENTER is
located on the dormant military reser-
vation known as Camp Atterbury.
This area is located some 30 miles
south of Indianapolis. Indiana. and is
serviced by a national highway net-
work. There are over -10,000 acres of
land formerly used to train and house
troops for World War II and the Ko-
rean conflict. The land is gently roll-
ing with the extreme southern portion
heavily wooded. The corpsmen are
billeted here in "temporary" housing
built in 1942.

At the Atterbury Center our typical
enrollee has been in school nearly 10
years. but he reads at less than the
fifth grade level. Nine of ten have
never held a job. The tenth was
working for an a erage of eighty cents
an hour. Sixty-three percent never
have had a hi ..,sh with the law. Twenty-
seven percent have a record of minor
antisocial behavior. Less than ten per-
cent had a conviction of a serious
juvenile offense

They come from 35 states and the
District of Columbia. At least 8 of the
10 have never seen a doctor or dentist
before conking to Atterbury. Almost
half of Fit new enrollees need emer-
gence dental treatment. Forty-seven
percent are not eligible for military
service because of their age, their
physical weaknesses, or lack of aca-
demic achievement. Forty-five per-
cent are from broken homes; sixty-five
percent are from families where the
head of the household is chronically
unemployed. And one of two comes
from a family that is living on some
form of public welfare.

To give you an even better idea of
the type of population we are deal-
ing with in terms of their scholastic
achievement, fifty-three percent of all
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enrollees thus far in 1967 read no
higher than the fourth grade level

The corpsman at Atterbury Center
will begin studying to raise his literacy
level in our general education depart-
ment. with his work there related to
has choice of vocational training. Ile
is offered vocational courses including
electronics. food service. building serv-
ice, and automotive services. Primary
emphasis is placed upon the develop-
ment of basic skills required for en-
try-level occupations in his selected
field.

A typical corpsman's schedule is as
follows:

8:15- 9:45
10.00 -11 :30

11 .45-12 :45
1 00- 4 00
4:15- 5:00

General Education
PL.L.ci cal Education,

Driver Education,
or Counseling

Lunch
Vocational Training
Corpsman Projects

Note that the period of time a corps-
man spends in his general education
classes is limited to one and one-half
hours per day to develop reading.
mathematics, and communication skills.

The problem

When Westinghouse Management
Services Corporation took over the op-
eration of the Atterbury Job Corps
Center in July 1966, it faced problems
similar to those of other job Corps
Centers.

In the area of reading, the basic
problem was to develop a method of
raising the reading level of an educa-
tionally, environmentally, and cultur-
ally deprived person to a level consist-
ent with his vocational aspirations in
as short a time as possible.

In any vocational training program,
the matter of literacy quickly becomes
paramount. If a person is unable to
read material that pertains to his job
and his daily life, it is unrealistic to ex-
pect him to master anything more than
short-term goals.

A nonre;:der. can learn to tune up a
specific make and model of car by
watching a demonstration and listing
the various specifications, but he can-
not learn to tune up any car. The

skill requires the ability to read a serv-
ice manual. In the same way, an il-
literate. would -he cook can learn to
bake a meat loaf by follem his in-
structor's example. but 1w cannot learn
to follow a recipe. Obx iousl . neither
of tllese men would be an acceptable
employee.

The first step taken by Westing-
lionse in establishing an effectix e read-
ing program was a comprehensive
evaluation of the reading instruction
then being given. The following spe-
cific weaknesses were noted :

1. There was not in existence a
consistent developmental reading
prorrram X' specific objectives
had been established with which
the instruct;onal staff could iden-
tify. ( In place of this goal, each
teacher was operating within his
oxx n basic concept of what lie
considered to he a successful
reading program.)

2. The staff, while possessing excel-
lent rapport with the corpsmen,
did not have the training needed
to teach basic and developmental
reading. This fact was ac-
counted for in part by the fact
that 90 percent of the staff con-
sisted of secondary teachers
trained in a content field which
did not require a basic course in
reading. Because of their inabil-
ity to identify reading problems
related to individual corpsmen
and lacking the understanding
necessary for sequential develop-
ment of the skills needed for suc-
cess in reading, the obvious re-
sult was that corpsmen were
poorly motivated to learn ; conse-
quently, little learning took
place.

3. The corpsmen had no way of
evaluating their progress in read-
ing. Consequently, they were
becoming apathetic and discour-
aged ; and this attitude in turn
led to poor attendance, sleeping
in class, and other disciplinary
problems.

4. The basic reading materials in
the form of linear programs were
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inappropriate in format and in-
terest.

Steps toward solution

Related to the goals and overall de-
sign of the program, an organizational
approach to reading instruction was
necessary which would attempt to
properly place the corpsman in the
program.

Upon arrival at the center, a corps-
man is placed in a two-week orientation
program. During this period he is ad-
ministered the Stanford Ac7tieventent
Test Battery and an oral reading test.
Based upon the results of these two
tests, the corpsman is assigned to one
of three instructional levels, depending
on his reading scores, which are as fol-
lows:

Level I-0 to 3.9 grade reading level
Level II-4 to 6.9 grade reading level
Lt. vel IIIover 7th grade reading level

Those corpsmen assigned to Level I
are placed in class groupings where the
teacher/corpsman ratio is approxi-
mately 1 :10, with additional one-to-
one tutoring available for those with
t!oniplex reading disabilities. Levels II
anti ill classes have a teacher/corps-
man ratio of approximately 1 :20.

After assignment to a particular
class, additional diagnostic testing
takes place for completion of an indi-
vid ,al progress chart and an individual
program planner. a meet the particii-
lar corpsman's needs.

In order to initiate a successful de-
velopmental reading program, it was
recommended by the evaluation team
that 1) professional teacher training he
undertaken immediately and that 2) an
evaluation of ax;.,ilable materials be
started. This resulted in a three-phase
in-service teacher training program.
Phase I of the program consisted of a
thirty-hour basic course in the teach-
ing of reading. Phase II was a thir-
ty-hour workshop designed to give
teachers the opportunity to actually
work with materials and use tech-
niques used in the teaching of word
recognition skills, comprehension skills,
and study skills. In addition, they

were given the opportunity to partici-
pate in the using of materials specif
cally designed to evaluate and diagnose
individual reading problems. Phase
III was to he a thirty-hour course in
the diagnosis and treatment of learning
difficulties.

Working with the Indiana Univer-
sity Reading Clinic, the classroom
teachers and supervisors have thus far
been given more than sixty hours of
instruction in the techniques of teach-
ing reading. An additional thirt-
hour course is planned for the very
near future.

With our objectives and the charac-
teristics of the population in mind, a
careful evaluation of available published
materials was begun.

As a result of this evaluation, we
adopted a basic adult reading series
which was felt would serve as a basis
for sequential skill development in the
reading program. To supplement this
series. toere was added a wide variety
of commercially prepared materials
such as paperbacks, popular magazines.
newspapers. comics, and low-level high-
interest books.

In addition to the large variety of
commercially prepared materials. it
was necessary to supplement these
with center-developed or rewritten
materials, especially in the area of
materials related to vocational training.

One of the pitfalls previously en-
countered revolved around t _. reada-
bility of instructional materials outside
the structured reading program. Too
often the situation was encountered
where corpsmen were correctly placed
in reading materials during actual
reading instruction, only to find them-
selves frustrated by the reading of
shop manuals, job sheets, or instruc-
tional materials in other areas of the
general education curriculum.

To eliminate this problem all staff
members were trained in the use of the
Farr-Jenkins-Peterson revision of the
Flesch Readability Formula for use in
the grading of all utilized material.
The staff benefited from this by hav-
ing teachers and vocational instructors
write a great many vocational corre-
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lated materials. As a consequence,
now no matter what the content of the
material required for a corpsman, the
reading level stays consistent.

These supplementary materials serve
two basic purposes : 1) to provide en-
richment and vocational related read-
ing (vertical growth) ; and 2) to pro-
vide horizontal depth for almost any
identifiable skill incurred at all reading
levels. Vertical growth provides for the
continued development of skills, atti-
tudes, and habits in reading. Horizontal
depth provides the opportunity for con-
tinued practice of a specific deficient
skill until the corpsman's performance
reflects proficiency. However, this re-
quirement does not prevent the corps-
man's vertical progress in the basic
program.

Design of program

In the design of the program con-
siderable attention had to be given to
arious characteristics of the popula-

tion. For instance, people were not
highly motivated to take part in the ac-
ademic areas of training in contrast to
their desires to participate in voca-
tional training. Therefore, there had
to be included in the program problem
solving vocational situations which de-
manded that a student master selected
reading skills before he could hope to
bring his work to a successful conclu-
sion. The general education teachers
were charged with presenting a major
portidn of the corpsman's shop theory.

It was also known that the popula-
tion was easily discouraged during the
learning process, so initially the pro-
gram had to provide for correct place-
ment in order to maximize the chances
of a corpsman's success. Secondly,
each skill level required sufficient

A depth so that regressions could be held
to a minimum. Thirdly, there needed
to be a system developed whereby the
corpsman could receive immediate
reinforcement for any successful ac-
complishments.

From past experiences it was ob-
served that a higher degree of motiva-
tion was maintained when the mate-
rials used were not of a textbook na-

ture but rather of single sheets or, at
most, small unit., containing 8 to 10
pages. This requirement was more
true for the first two levels of instruc-
tion.

Therefore, the program was divided
into small skill units corresponding to
a set of performance objectives with a
progress check administer ed at the
completion of each unit. If the prog-
ress check shows that a student has
not satisfied a particular objective, the
teacher assigns the corpsman work
elsewhere in the program that will aid
him in satisfying this objective.

This progress check corresponds to
a progress chart which is constructed
for each corpsman's independent read-
ing level to visually portray for him at
all times his reading strengths and
weaknesses. As he demonstrates pro-
ficiency by overcoming a particular
weakness, it is so noted by the teacher.
This type of visual reinforcement
which identifies progress for the corps-
man is a very successful motivator
throughout the instructional program.

Because of the short attention span
of most of the corpsmen, it was found
that it was necessary to have many
materials available, as well as a wide
variety of techniques for use in their
presentation.

Finally, it was necessary that the
program be so designed that a corps-
man could pursue the lessons with
maximum self-help, a situation necessi-
tating definite program lessons in easy
bite-size steps. There were many other
characteristics considered in the pro-
gram design ; however, the ones men-
tioned received considerable attention
at the time.

Conclusions

Presently, the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test measurements indicate that
the average corpsman's reading level at
the center is rising one and one third
academic months per month of train-
ing. Consmering the fact that the
corpsmen only receive thirty hours of
general education a month, we are
somewhat pleased with these statistics.
As our programs become firm and
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even more comprehensive ;n scope, it
would not be unrealistic to expect
these gains to increase.

In summary from this paper, the fol-
lowing conclusions may be drawn :

1. A developmental reading pro-
gram must have recognizable and
measurable goals that are ac-
ceptable and understandable by
the learner and the instructor.

2. Proper diagnosis and placement
tee niques are vital to the suc-
cess of this approach to reading
instruction.

3. A developmental reading pro-
gram should provide the learner
with opportunities to constantly
check his own progress and ful-
fill his individual needs.

4. Throughout the program small
units of instruction seem to be
more acceptable and satisfying to
this population group composed
largely of the culturally deprived
probably because such instruc-
tion provides ego gratification on
a more consistent basis.

5. The types of instructional mate-
rials which can be used with this
population are limited only to the
extent that they are acceptable to
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the learner and meet his needs.
6. In this program it was not suffi-

cient to use grade level materials
only in the academic or struc-
tured reading program. It was
necessary to use grade level
materials in the vocational train-
ing programs as well as the aca-
demic areas. This material pre-
vented frustration and loss of ef-
fectiveness during the learning

1 process.
7. It was learned that the complex-

ity of a concept and the reading
level at which that concept could
he explained did not necessarily
go together. In other words,
highly complex materials, it was
found, could be explained at a
low reading level if technical
terms were limited in number
and taught as sight words.

8. In-service training played a cru-
cial role in the development of
this program.

9. The experience in this program
indicates that a developmental
reading program is a contin-
uously developing program which
requires constant reevaluation
and updating.
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PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY OF READING

The Psychology of Reading

ALBERT J. KINGSTON
The University of Geo:gia

READING is a complex act performed
by humans. Within the traditional
meaning of the word. humans seem to
be the only fauna which read.
Although it is possible. perhaps. to
argue that other types of animals read
signs while seeking food or searching
for mates, most of us likely will stipu-
late that reading is something that only
luauans do. Psychology is commonly
regarded ls the study of behavior.
And because reading is one type of be-
havior. and an extremely important
one to modern man, it might be as-
sumed that psychologists have devoted
considerable time and effort to study-
ing it systematically. Unfortunately
such is not the case. While many psy-
chologists have on occasion studied
some aspect of reading which momen-
tarily interested them, few, if any, have
devoted their entire professional ca-
reers to the study of the 7eading proc-
ess. There are perhaps a number of
reasons for a lack of interest mani-
fested by psychologists in reading. One
reason may he the ascendancy which
behaviorism has held in American
psychology during the present century,
and the reluctance of the behaviorial
psychologist to deal with covert be-
havior. Another reason, undoubtedly,
is the obvious difficulties encountered
in attempting to explicate. and to study
under controlled conditions, many of
the more significant aspects of reading
behavior. Regardless of the reasons,
however, there has not emerged and
does not exist at present a systematic,
well-formulated psychology of reading.

Yet many aspects of reading as it is
taught and discussed today have been
influenced by psychology. The famil-
iar concepts of readiness, developmen-
tal reading, vocabulary control, drill
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and repetition. emphasis on meaning
and interpretation, and evaluating
pupil progress, to mention but a few.
have been influenced by psychological
findings. Unfortunately. the applica-
tions of psychological findings have
een piecemeal and sometimes even

:e-in to serve merely as "garnishes,"
rather than to function as basic or fun-
damental principles underlying reading
pedagogy. At present only one cur-
rent text uses the word psychology in
its title. This text entitled Psychology
in Teaching Reading has three major
goals according to the authors. First,
it seeks to select data that are most
relevant to the teacher's understanding
of the reading process : secondly, it
seeks to interpret these data in terms
of the problems that the teacher will
encounter : and finally. it seeks to
apply the interpretations to the specific
classroom problems that teachers meet
(20). Although these objectives are
laudatory, it +s questionable whether a
psychology of reading is sufficiently
structured to be of much value to the
classroom reading teacher. The text
seems to seiect a number of different
aspects of educational psychology
which appear to bear upon reading be-
havior and instruction. As such it
falls short of presenting a systematic
psychology of reading.

There is, however, no systematic
psychology of reading. nor is there an
adequate theory of reading, a situation
which complicates the task of this au-
thor. In attempting to deal effectively
with this assignment, the writer de-
liberately has not attempted to report
research bearing upon such familiar
reading topics as readiness, perception,
sensation, intellectual abilities. etc.
Nor has any attempt been made to dis-
cuss in detail the research of persons
having special interest in reading.
Rather, the strategy has been to dis-
cuss the work of certain psychologists
that may have bearing upon the field of
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reading and to suggest possible areas
where psychology can make significant
contributions to reading.

Basically. one major contribution
which psychology can make to reading
is to provide the im.)ettis needed to de-
velop a more adequate thcory of read-
ing. The term reading has been ap-
plied to such a wide range of behaviors
that it has ceased to have a single iden-
tifiable meaning. If a science of read-
ing behavior is to be developed it must
draw heavily on what has been learned
regarding the behavior of humans in a
related field such as psychology.
Although at present many psychologi-
cal theories, i.e., personality, learning,
psychometrics, growth, and develop-
ment, have been developed largely in
special and limited contexts, there is
no reason to suspect that the successful
theory building found in social services
cannot also be achieved in reading.
Much of science has had its great im-
petus from the discovery of principles
that apply to merely a limited range of
events. Thus, it might he expected
that a psychology of reading may
evolve not from a comprehensive treat-
ment, but rather from the discovery of
principles or the development of theo-
ries which apply to limited segments of
reaiiing behaviors. In fact, one diffi-
culty the reading specialist faces is the
limited degree to which many current
psychological theories appear to he re-
lated to any aspect of classroom behav-
ior. However, it is important that the
present body of knowledge in the field
of reading become so organized that
generalizations and laws be applied to
a wider range of problems and he
testable under a number of conditions.

A major difficulty in achieving this
end stems from the very complexity of
the human organism. Modern psy-
chologists recognize that the organism
functions in a holistic fashion, and that
in any given situation behavior is a
function of both the attributes of the
individual and the situation in which
the individual operates at that moment.
Both Raygor (18) and Weaver (23)
have suggested that the task is difficult
because much reading behavior is cov-

ert, and the researcher must infer what
goes on within the organism by study-
ing how an individual reacts to various
stimuli. Chomsky (5), in an excellent
review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior,
states

. . . that insights that have ten
achieved in the laboratories of the rein-
forcement theorist. though quite genuine,
can he applied to complex human behav-
ior only in the most gross and superfi-
cial way, and that speculative attempts
to discuss linguistic behavior in these
terms alone omit from consideration fac-
tors of fundamental importance that are.
no doubt, amenable to scientific study al-
though their specific character cannot at
present be precisely formulated.

It seems likely, however, that be-
cause of its adherence to the methods
of science, psychology offers the prom-
ise of providing the means for explicat-
ing the current confusions concerning
reading. To date, though, psychology
offers the promise rather than the
fruits of the scientific method. The
writer believes, however, that the
major contributions of psychology will
result from the theoretical considera-
tions and carefully controlled experi-
mentations of psychologists. which
may serve as models for reading re-
search.

Despite the present lack of an ade-
quate psychology of reading, the work
of certain scientists seems to bear on
the interests of reading specialists or
those concerned with reading behavior.
Probably one of the most significant
areas of congruence is the work of lin-
guists, psycholinguists, information-
theorists, and psychologists concerned
with language. Carroll (4), for exam-
ple, notes three points at which lin-
guists and psychologists have common
interests. These are the possibility of
universals in grammar and in language
structur.f, the possibility of significant
differences between languages in the
kinds of relationship they exhibit be-
tween their expression and content
systems and the possible implications
such differences may !:ye for the cog-
nitive behavior of the speakers of those
languages, and the possibility of mak-
ing a psychological interpretation of
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grammatical structure. Carroll also
suggests that language may be viewed
as a communication system. As such,
language has two major aspects : one.
a physical and biological system in
which communication takes place, and,
two, a sign system in which messages
are formulated. Weaver, who has at-
tempted to apply the rubric of infor-
mation theory to language and reading,
points out the shortcomings of commu-
nication theory, but believes that it
probably fits as well or better than S-R
psychology. He argues that in com-
munication theory neural action (cov-
ert though it may be) is considered
whereas behaviorism excludes such
physiological considerations from its
theoretical structures. Today, however,
there is a group of neo-behaviorists
who attempt to deal with mediating
processes.

Most reading specialists would agree
that the reading process involves some
sort of interaction between writer and
reader and that some sort of language
system is employed. A genuine prob-
lem that must be faced in finding simi-
larities between the interests of lan-
guage specialists and reading speci-
alists lies in the tendency of linguists
to talk mainly about oral language.
Auding and reading obviously do in-
volve the two aspects of communica-
tion which Carroll stresses, yet there
also are certain significant differences
between the two modes of behavior.
Buswell (2) notes that the major
difference in reading and speech is the
difference in the sense avenues through
which stimuli are received. According
to Buswell, the essential difference be-
tween knowing how to read and how
to understand oral speech is the substi-
tution of visual perception of visual
symbols for auditory impressions of
the same symbols when spoken. The
thoughts expressed are the same, the
vocabulary is the same, and the word
order is the same. The problem in
reading is thought to be one of learn-
ing to recognize the visual symbols
with accuracy and reasonable speed.
Buswell's thesis has more accuracy in
describing reading at the earliest
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stages of development than it does for
the reading behavior of more sophisti-
cated scholars. Many of us. for exam-
ple, have first discovered words in
print long before we have heard them
presented orally. Textbooks and pub-
lished reports in the academic dis-
ciplines are filled with specialized vo-
cabulary that has not been previously
encountered in oral form by the typical
scholar. Carroll, furthermore, even
suggests that an individual might learn
to read a foreign language fluently
without much acquaintance with its
spoken form (3). Deaf children also
learn to read without previously hav-
ing heard language in its oral form. It
may be that beginning readers rely on
some sort of implicit speech to a
greater degree than do more proficient
or mature readers. At present it only
seems safe to say that auding and
reading are somehow related, yet the
exact nature of the relationship is ob-
scure. The relationships obviously
grow out of the mediating processes
generally associated with cognition.

Reading, typically, is regarded as a
thought process. The relationship of
reading to thought was noted by
Thorndike (21) fifty years ago. Gray
(10), speaking for the Yearbook Com-
mittee of the National Society for the
Study of Education, stressed the view-
point that reading and thinking are
inseparable as shown by the following
quotation :

The Yearbook Committee believes
that any conception of reading that fails
to include reflection, critical evaluation.
and the classification of meaning is inad-
equate. It recognizes that reading in-
cludes much that psychologists and edu-
cators have commonly called thinking.

Unfortunately for reading specialists
many psychologists shunned research
in thinking and cognition in the years
t' it followed Watson's attacks on

uncles introspection experiments.
Even today many behaviorists avoid
research in this area because sucn cov-
ert activities are not thought to be sub-
ject to adequate experimentation.
Those interested in reading found a
greater affinity with psychologists of
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the Gestalt school who stressed percep-
tion and meaning. Unfortunately, i.:-..-
experiments of the classical Gestaltists,
although interesting, have yielded little
of permanent value concerning the na-
ture of cognition. On the other hand,
their experiments in perception have
been of more value yet do not answer
many important questions concerning
reading ( /9 ).

Perceptual learning is part of the
skill of reading. Particularly signifi-
cant is the acquisition of the direc-
tional scanning habit. Also necessary
is letter differentiation and, as with
learning the Morse code, there is a
second stage of perceptual learning in
readingwherein the letter units now
discriminable, are organized into high-
er-order units so that more is per-
ceived at a glance (9).

During the last decade there ha',
been a resurgence of interest in the
psychology of cognition, perhaps be-
cause it is becoming more apparent
that any psychology of human behavior
must deal with this important human
attribute. Unfortunately for the read-
ing specialist, there seems to he a num-
ber of different positions which are
identifiable among those psychologists
who work in the area of cognitive
investigation. Ausubel, for example,
identifies one group as neo-behaviorists
as typified by Hebb, Osgood, Hull,
Berlvne, and Staats; another group as
cognitive theorists including Bruner.
Ausubel and Gagne : a group of devel-
opmentalists typified by Piaget and
Vygotsky ; and finally, a group inter-
ested primarily in cognitive organiza-
tion and functioning. A cogent review
of these various positions call be found
in Ausubel's introduction to a book of
readings edited by Anderson and Au-
subel (1).

Educators, of course, have been in-
terested in cognition for many years.
Evidence of this interest is obvious
from even a casual scanning of the
current educational literature on cur-
riculum materials in any academic dis-
cipline, ranging from reading and lan-
guage arts to science and mathematics.
The keen interest of educators some-

,

times has caused them to accept the
theories and experimental findings of
cognitive theories prematurely. Cur-
rently there seems to be a rather preva-
lent belief airong educators that media-
tional responses are primarily verbal in
nature and that they can be taught by
the careful exposure of pupils to vari-
ous teaching procedures and materials.
Unfortunately, the truth is that al-
though sonic teachers talk blithely
about such words al concepts, concept
attainment, concept formation, and
learning by inquiry or discovery, these
terms usually represent merely hypo-
thetical constructs or psychological
inferences. Cognition theorists tend to
be more reserved concerning the na-
ture of these constructs and their func-
tion in mediation and learning Al-
though the work of cognitive theorists
holds promise, the extent to which
these terms are misused, oyergeneral-
ized, and employed as new labels t
describe old behaviors may cause even-
tual difficulty. Reading, for example.
does not necessarily need new terms
but rather needs operational statements
which more adequately serve to define
the behaviors we think we observe.

A number of experimental stulies
by researchers interested in cognition
seem to hold promise for persons in-
terested in reading. Kendler, Kendler,
and 'Award (15), for example. stud-
ied the mediating responses of children
of various chronological ages. They
found that children below age six
tended to behave predominately on a
single S-R basis and that with increas-
ing chronological age an increasing
proportion behaved in a mediating
manner. The experimenters suggest
that since there is a relationship be-
tween learring and choice behavior
mediators learned more rapidly than
(lid non-mediators. An analysis of the
verbalizations of the children after they
had completed the presented tasks sug-
gests that there is a relationship be-
tween the ability to connect words
with actions and the tendency toward
mediated choices, This study seems to
verify the emphasis placed by reading
teachers on the relationship of Ian-
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guage and reading and also indicates
the need for further research to ascer-
tain the nature of the factors which
lead to cognitive differences among
children at an early age.

A number of researchers have con-
ceptualized cognitive functioning in
terms of principles of control or cogni-
tive styles t2-1, 25). Such control prin-
ciples, styles, or strategies as leveling-
sharpening, tolerance for unrealistic
experience, focusing-scanning, equiva-
lence range, constructed-flexible con-
trol, and field dependence-;ndependence
have been studied. Holzman and Klein
(11) relate leveling and sharpening to
modes of organizing stimuli. Leveling
implies a low level of articulation in a
sequence of stimuli, while sharpening
implies a high level of articulation. Tol-
erance for unrealistic experience has
been described by Gardner (6) as ac-
ceptance of experiences that do not
agree with what one knows to be true.
Equivalence range relates to organizing
ability as related to the awareness of
differences. Focusing-scanning deals
with the tendency to narrow awareness,
to keep experiences discrete, and a ten-
dency to separate affect from idea and
thus to maintain objectivity. Field de-
pendence-independence is employed to
describe the ability to abstract an item
from the field in which it appears or is
embedded (6). In essence, the theory
of cognitive principles implies that an
individual develops certain characteris-
tic modes of cognitive control as he
matures. These styles, then, are em-
ployed in coping with various situa-
tions which the organism faces. At
present most of the research in this
area seems to be focused upon the per-
sonality, yet the consistency with
which these modes of control appear to
be manifested in various individuals
makes it reasonable to assume that the
same controls may function in reading.
The work of Kagan (13, 14) bears on
this possibility.

Kagan postulates two stable dimen-
sions upon which children and adults
are distributed. The first is called re-
flection-impulsivity and describes the
degree to which a child reflects upon

alternati, e classifications of a stimulus
or alternative solution hypotheses in
situations in which many response pos-
sibilities are available simultaneously.
In such situations some children have
a fast conceptual tempo : they impul-
sively report the first classification that
occurs to them or carry out the first
solution that appears appropriate. On
the other hand. reflective children or
adults characteristically delay before
carrying out a solution hypothesis or
reporting a classification. They ac-
tively consider the alternatives avail-
able and compare their validity. The
reflective individual behaves as if he
cared that his first response is as close
to correct as possible A second di-
mension, called visual analysis, de-
scribes the child's tendency to analyze
complex stimuli into their component
parts. Some children fractionate a stim-
ulus into small subunits, others label
and react to a larger stimulus chunk.
According to Kagan, analysis is rela-
tively independent of the reflection-
impulsivity dimension and each con-
tributes variance to a variety of cogni-
tive products. Kagan and his associates
have conducted a number of interest-
ing and thought provoking experi-
ments to verify these hypotheses.
Their findings appear to have impor-
tant implications for reading speci-
alists.

Reading teachers who have observed
how some children will guess at unfa-
miliar wordseven though they have
little likelihood of success, while others
appear reluctant to guess, even though
they probably know tine wordshould
study the work of Kogan and Wallach.
Kogan and Wallach have studied the
process of decision making in individu-
als and the types of judgments and the
manipulations of alternative solutions
which lead toward judgments. Pre-
sumably some individuals constantly
are more willing to take risks than are
others (16).

If reacting behavior involves think-
ing, and apparently it does, cognition
and cognitive styles must play some
part in the manner in which the reader
comprehends and interprets what has
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been read. Cognitive styles, for exam-
ple, imply various modes of concep-
tion, categorizing of ideas, and organ-
izing sigrificant facts and details.
Reading is one mode by which "signs"
and cues are inputted to some sort of a
categorizing system by the organism.
The nature of these categories is not
known at present, but apparently the
syllogistic or reflective patterns of rea-
soning long described by philosophers
are not satisfactory desc-iptions of the
process. It seems likely that in some
types of reading the individual already
has many concepts and that reading is
a simple task of recognition and asso-
ciation. In another type of reading,
the individual has merely a limited
number of concepts and is able to
organize just a few related associations
so that considerable effort is required
to either retrieve concepts or search
for relationships associated with the
inputted cues. In a third case, the
reader may have little or no familiarity
with the information being processed
and must rely mainly upon the infor-
mation contained in the reading selec-
tion for processing. Obviously, the
latter type of reading is most difficult
and frustrating. Presumably, cogni-
tive styles and previously developed
modes of control play a role in the de-
gree of persistence the reader brings to
the reading task.

Educators long have recognized ma-
turational influences in the life cycle of
the child. Significantly, the previously
mentioned research also recognized de-
velopmental patterns, perhaps of a type
not generally observed by the class-
room teacher. It has been said that

Development is the complex product
resulting from the cyclical actions that
occur between physiological growth and
learning. And because all development,
whether it applies to one structure, one
skill, a series of behaviors, or au entire
personality, follows certain natural laws
and consists of universal characteristics,
it can best be defined as a rhythmic flow
of qualitative changes proceeding in spe-
cific direction, in a predictable sequence
(7).

It is apparent, however, that we
have considerable difficulty in identi-

fying many of the important attributes
and characteristics of the crganism for
systematic study. The traditionally
employed concepts of intelligence,
physical development, psychomotor
abilities, personality, and social-emo-
tional adjustment represent extremely
broad traits. Maturation and learning
are difficult to measure and predict
under the best conditions and do not
take place in segmented, piecemeal
fashion. Rather. development and
learning are continuous and constantly
interrelated and integrated. In the
United States the acquisition of read-
ing behavior generally is regarded as
taking place in some developmental
fashion that is tyi)ically regarded as
being akin to and correlated with the
process of physical and intellectual de-
velopment. Much has been made of
the concepts of readiness and the ap-
parent relationship between the age of
the child and the acquisition of various
skills and their integration in subse-
quent stages. While the research of
Piaget ( 17), Vygotsky (22), Gesell
(8), and Ilg and Ames (12) has indi-
cated that development proceeds in
certain patterns, two other truths also
are apparent. First, there are wide in-
dividual differences in developmental
rates and, secondly, much significant
development takes place prior to the
age the child typically enters school.
The typical research study, which
stresses correlations between reading
achievement and other characteristics
related to development, has tended to
ignore the lack of relationships and
variance among traits and/or patterns
of development. Such studies have
emphasized uniformities and common-
alities and ignored d;fferena.s.

Despitt the difficulties of measuring
stages of development, it seems safe to
assume that the process of maturation,
coupled with learning at each stage, is
related to reading. As yet, just how
the reading process is related is not
clear. Typically, one factor is the in-
creasing capacity of the individual to
acquire more complex abilities with
age. Measurable differences in lan-
guage, intellectual abilities, and formal
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social behavior obviously are other fac-
ets of the developmental cycles. Many
areas of growth and development need
some precise study. There seem to be
certain "pre-reading" stages, other
than those now employed to assess
readiness, that should be considered by
reading specialists. One example is
the development of visual and auditory
discrimination abilities related to let-
ters, syllables, words. With skillful
readers these abilities appear to be less
important by the intermediate and
upper elementary grades. At this
stage somewhat different response
modes and "sign" and language manip-
ulation seem to be more important. In
addition to the literal language needed
during the primary grades, ability to
handle figurative language and more
complex structures seems to be neces-
sary for reading success. The reasons
why some children have less difficulty
in acquiring these abilities is not so
simple as many teachers think. It also
should be noted that recently there has
been a shift in emphasis from the bio-
logical concept of maturation to an em-
phasis on the effects that environment,
particularly a stimulating and nurtur-
ing ore, have on the course of develop-
ment.

In summary, it has been suggested
that, at present, a well formulated psy-
chology of reading has not been devel-
oped. Reading specialists have tended
to select various psychological posi-
tions to support certain cf their own
practices and beliefs. These are frag-
mentary and piecemeal. The major
help that reading will gain from psy-
chology is the assistance that any sci-
ence with a more rigorous methodol-
ogy can offer to any nonscience. The
work of current psychologists working
in fields which appear to have bearing
on the reading process were discussed
as examples.
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The Hawthorn Center
Longitudinal Reading Study

M1'RIEL POTTER LANGNIAN,
RAI.PII I). RARINOVITCH,

and others
Hawthorn Center

Northville, Michigan

THIS STUDY was initiated in October
1958. The subjects were 154 children
in 6 first grade classes, selected from 3
schools in 2 neighboring small cities. to
represent the normal school popula-
tion. There was excellent rapport
with the school systems cooperating
because Hawthorn Center is a state-
supported psychiatric children's hospi-
tal and its personnel are well-known in
the area and render niany services to
the schools.

The teachers whose pupils were to
become subjects were oriented in ad-
vance to the general purpose of the
study; at the time of the administra-
tion of the first tests, the subjects were
told that they were helping grown-ups
to learn more about how to teach chil-
dren, and many of them remembered

this brief orientation over the entire
period of the -Andy. Children and
adults were onfailingly cooperative.
The schools benefited from the study
through reports of the annual reading
test scores as they were administered
each 'May. A few children in the
study whose reading achievement was
low attended summer language clinic
sessions at Hawthorn for one or two

As in ;lay longitudinal study, one
problem was attrition of subjects.
Each year on follow-up it a found
that some children had left the area,
while others had moved within about a
fifteen-mile radius of Hawthorn.
Wherever time permitted. the subjects
were followed to the new schools, and
by 1961 eighteen schools were included
in the examiners' itinerary. 13y Nlav
1964 only 96 children remained of the
original 154 subjects.

In October of the first grade year
(1958-59) at the inception of the
study. the subjects were given two
subtests from a test of memory for ori-
entation of fo: ms and letters (0 1.

In February 1959 the nonverbal ad-
ministration of the Otis Alpha test 15)
was used to measure ability to catego-
rize.

In April 1959 the Auditory Dis-
crimination and Letter Sounds sub-
tests of tie Stroud-Hieronv
McKee Primary Reading Pronles,
Level One (7), were given, along with
the Rhymes subtest of the Gates Read-
ing Readiness Test (3).

In May 1959 all three subtests of
the Gates Primary _Reading Tests,
Form 2 (2) were given ; the raw
scores of the Word Recognition and
Sentence Reading tests were summed.
and to the sum was added the doubled
raw score of the Paragraph Reading
Test, in order to give approximately
equal weight to each subtest.

The maximum score on the Gates
thus became 144, permitting a very
wide distribution of the scores. This
. ^ore became the criterion for the ex-
perimental groups. Those subjects
whose scores fell at or above the 75th
percentile point were thereafter desig-
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tutted 1959 Best Readers: those whose
scores fell at or below the 25th percen-
tile were designated the Poor Readers.
TLS movement of the subjects' percen-
tile standings in reading from year to
year is the subject of this report.
Reading achievement was measured 4
times after the experimental groups
IA ere formed : in 1960. by the Gates
Advanced Primary Reading Tests.
Form 2 (1); in 1961, by the Level of
Comprehension and Speed and Accu-
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racy subtests of the Gates Reading
Survey. From 1 (4); and in 1962 and
1964, by Form 2 and Form 1 of the
Gates Reading Survey, respectively.

In the springs of 1961 and 1962, ex-
haustive psychological assessments
were made of each individual in the
experimental groups, and a number of
pilot tests and variations on adminis-
tration were also tried with them.
The findings will be rr )orted in a later
paper.

Summary over the six-year period (1964 N = 96)

TABLE 1

Best Readers*

Boys Girls Total % Total

Best Readers at or above 13' on all reading tests 3 5 8 8.3

Best Readers in 1959 and 1964, but not for all tests between 1 6 7 7.3

Best Readers above P" through 1962, but in 1964

at or above P" in comprehension only 0 2 2 2.1

Best Readers 1959. variably best through 1962.

at or above P" in 1964 in comprehension only 1 0 1 1.0

Totals 5 13 18 18.7

*For these children, success in first grade reading predicted success in sixth grade reading.

TABLE 2

Late Emerging Best Readers

Children why. reading scores in 1959 fell between

Boys Girls Total % Total

P" and P", whose reading scores ranked at or
above P" after one or more years in the study,
and who in 1964 were at or above 137' in both
comprehension and speed. 2 3 5 5.2

Chiloren whose reading scores in 1959 fell between
P." and P", and who in 1964 ranked at or above
P" in comprehension only. 4 2 6 6.3

Totals
...._

6 5

_
11 11.5

TABLE 3

Lapsed Best Readers

Best Readers 1959, variably best through 1962, in

Boys Girls Total % Total

1964 at or above P" in speed only. 3 3 6 6.3

Best Readers 1959 who by 1964 ranked below Pm
in both speed and comprehension. 1 2 3 3.1

Totals 4 5 9 9.4
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TABLE 4

Late Emerging Partial Success

Boys
Children with scores

who by 1964 were at

Children with scores
were at or above 11"

Totals

between Pr and P" in 1959
or above P" in speed only.

at or below Pr who in 1964
in speed only.

TABLE 5

Improved Poor Readers

Girls Total % Total

4 1 5 52

2 0 2 2.1

6 1 7 7.3

Poor Readers 1959 who after one or more year.
crossed 13' upward, and in 1964 ranked .bove P"

Boys Girls Total % Total

in both speed and comprehension. 5 4 9 9.4
Poor Readers 1959 who crossed I"' upward after
one or more years, and ranked above Pr in 1964
in comprehension only.

7 0 7 7.3
Totals 12 4 16 16.7

TABLE 6

Readers in the Middle Range

Boys
Never at any time crossed Pr or P". 3
Crossed P" downward one or two intermediate years. 3

Crossed 1)75 upward one intermediate year. 2

Totals 8
TABLE 7

Poor Readers*

Girls Total % Total

4 7 7.3

1 4 4.2

0 2 2.1

5 13 13.6

Boys Girls Total % Total
Poor Readers at or below Pr for all reading tests. 4 2 6 6.3
Poor Rearlers 1959, variably poor through 1962

and at or below P* in 1964. 0 1 1 1.0
Poor Readers 1959 who in 1964 were at or below

P* in comprehension only.

Totals 5 5 10 10.4
*For these children failure in first grade reading predicted failure in sixth grade reading.

TABLE 8

Late Emerging Failure in Reading

Children whose reading scores fell between 131` and
P" in 1959, at or below P" in 1960 or later, and at

Boys Girls Total % Total

or below Pa' in 1964 in both speed and comprehension. 1 3 4 42
In comprehension only. 1 2 3 3.1

7.3
Totals 2 5 7
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TABLE 9

Lite Emerging Partial Failure

Boys Girls Total % Total

Children with scores between P" and P" in 1959
who in 1964 were at or below Pw in speed only. 3 2

Discussion

From the foregoing analysis it is
clear why multiple correlation is an
unsatisfactory method of prediction.
A summary of outgelinical observa-
tions of the subjects suggests the fol-
lowing tentative generalizations :

I. No child whose reading score fell
in the top quartile of the range at the
end of first grade was found in the
lowest quartile in sixth grade. Thus
to have a score in the top quartile in
grade one suggests that reading failure
is not in one's future.

2. If a child's reading score fell in
the lowest quartile at the end of grade
one, he was not necessarily going to
ninain a poor reader. Of 26 first
grade Poor Readers for whom we have
complete records, 16 children (12 boys
and 4 girls) reached and remained in
the middle range after one or more
years.

3. Consequently, reading success at
first grade level is more useful in pre-
dicting subsequent reading success over
the six-year period than is reading fail-
ure at first grade level in predicting
reading failure. Of 27 first grade Best
Readers for whom there is complete
record, 18 children (5 boys and 13
girls) were still or again Best Readers
at the end of the sixth grade, while the
other 9 scored in the middle range.

4. Only 13 children of the 96 began
and ended with scores in the middle
range; and of these only 7 remained
there consistently. The other 6 moved
either into the top or bottom quartile
for one or more years. Only 1 boy
the whole population moved from
below P" the first year to above P75
(in speed) in the sixth. One boy who
was in the middle range the first 2
years fell below P25 in 1961, then rose
again until he was above P75 in speed
in 1964.

5. The group seems to have been

5 5.2

characterized by unexpected variability
in reading performance. Of the 29
children (11 boys, 18 girls) who
ranked at or above P75 on the Gates
National Norms at the end of Sixth
Grade, only 8 performed consistently
at the top level over the whole period
(Table 1); 7 others were in the top
quartile at the beginning and end of
the study, but not during all the inter-
vening years; 3 others not only varied
in performance during the intervening
years, but were no longer superior in
speed of reading by 1964. Eleven
(Table 2) entered the top quartile in
the second year or later, and in 1964
were found there either in both speed
and comprehension or in comprehen-
sion only. Nine Best Readers of 1959
were unable to maintain their original
superior positions; none of these, how-
ever, ever fell below the P25 point.

Implications

If any safe and acceptable guidance
can be drawn from these results, it is
that maturation rates are undoubtedly
variable; that they and/or environ-
mental factors appear to work together
to make every child uniquely different
in reading performance from every
other child, just as they operate in all
other areas of growth and develop-
ment. The acceptance of these dif-
ferences is essential. It must not,
however, interfere with our efforts to
influence every manipulable elemtnt in
each child's environment to make his
Oevelopment fulfil not only obvious po-
tentialities but those, too, which may
be manifested later than standard ex-
pectation (Tables 2, 4, and 5). That
34 children of 96 moved upward a
whole quartile in the course of the
study indicates the importance of
maintaining open minds regarding the
potentialities of first grade children.
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Reading and Writing Abilities
of High School Students

Dowynly M. LAMPARD
University of Alberta

AN 1111.1: MITI! IS KNOWN about com-
prehension skills, little is known about
the reader's 71.ility to synthesize the
ideas from print into written expres-
sion. In practice, much of the effec-
tiveness of a student's reading capacity
in academic work is based on his abil-
ity to formulate ideas gained from
reading and express them in contin-
uous prose. From a logical point of
view. it would appear that comprehen-
sion of reading matter which results in
written response is dependent upon al.
understanding of the meaning of each
word, the structure of sentences in
which they appear, an appreciation of
the significance of the order of tit,. sen-
tences in an author's writing or in the
reader's response. Although it is often
assumed that standardized tests which
assess :le amount of content recog-
nized are an indication of the student's
functional ability to reorganize and
synthesize knowledge, they measure
reorganization and synthesis indirectly.

Only recently has research been under-
taken to investigate the thoughtful
reactions of the reader to what he
reads. Moreover, the type of reading
material generally used in studies has
been of literary content, rather than of
a type requirnig interpretation and
ruction to the expository material that
is also typical of school texts. The
work that at present is being done on
information processing has also not yet
been applied to any extent in the
schools.

The purpose of this study was to ex-
plore. by examining their written re-
sponses elicited by question and expla-
nation of events, the extent to which
students absorb and integrate what
they read. The basic reading and
thinking abilities needed for the anal-
ysis and synthesis of tilt material read
were also examined. It was consid-
ered that such a structured descriptive
investigation using experimental meth-
ods for evaluation, done on a large
sample could provide evidence cur-
rently lacking both for teaching proce-
dures and research in the evaluation of
reading, writing, and the interpretative
processes involved.

Procedures

Seven different tests were adminis-
tered to a stratified random sample of
447 high school students (229 boys.
218 girls) in grades X. XI, and XII
from four high schools in the Edmon-
ton (Canada) area. Each grade was
subdivided into three groups of high,
average, and low achievers on the basis
of their school marks. The sample
represented 16.6 percent of the schools
tested and 4.2 percent of the total high
school population. The material for
the study was collected from each
grade and achievement level in the fol-
lowing manner:

I. Objective answers were obtain.
by means of a standardized test
(Cooperative Reading Test,
Higher Level, Form R) to deter-
mine the comprehension and/or
signification of words, vocabulary
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meaning, and paragraph compre-
hension.

2. Written answers were obtained by
using a different form of the above
standardized test Form Z to de-
termine vocabulary signification
and/or meaning. and paragraph
comprehension. The objective
type questions were rewritten as
open-ended questions.

3. Written word meanings were ob-
tained by means of a list of words
from an individual intelligence test
(Stanford-Binet) to estimaL the
level of ability to understand and
define words in writing, and the
quality of the understanding of the
words.

4. Written responses were obtained to
two verbal problems, one requiring
convergent (closed) and iite other
divergent (open) reasoning from
the verbal stimuli.

5. Written abstractions of meaning of
two expository essays were ob-
tained, one in outline and one in
summary form.

6. School records were used to obtain
grade, intelligence, and achieve-
ment levels of all the students in-
chided in the study. An idea of
the scoring can he derived from an
examination of the 6 variables
listed for statistical computations
(Table I).

For the sake of clarity in reporting,
the tests were grouped under three
headings; reading tests (3), reading-
writing tests (4), and language ability
scores. From the total scores and the
subscores on each of the tests. correla-
tion coefficients and analyses of vari-
ance were computed. The results
were then scrutinized to determine
whether patterns of performance and
patterns of response were discernible.

\ Summary of findings

The findings are discussed in rela-
tion to four hypotheses. The first hy-
pothesis that there would be positive
relationships between age, sex, intelli-
gence, general achievement and grade
levels (on the tests of general reading
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achievement and the ability to write
definitions, to write effective outlines
and summaries. and solve verbal prob-
lems) received major support from the
findings.

Age appeared to be the most negligi-
ble factor. The results of the girls'
scores. showed higher correlation coef-
ficients than that of the boys' between
their general reading achievement and
their total scores on both the verbal
problems, in outlining, awl in the
measure of fluency. However, the
finding., indicated that the girls made
more errors in thinking, in drawing
valid conclusions and logical interpre-
tations, than did the boys.

The relationship between the reading-
writing tests and intelligence ap-
peared to be erratic when compared
with the conventional objective tests.
The tests, designed for this study in an
attempt to assess functional reading
skills, appear to rely less on capacity
than do the objective tests. Thus the
ability to abstract and use information
derived from reading appears to he rel-
atively independent of both intelligence
and maturation.

Though general reading achieve-
ment as measured in this study ap-
pears to relate to general scholastic
achievement, this relationship appears
to be complex and variable. The func-
tional reading-writing tests revealed
even more inconsistencies with general
academic achievement. In contrast
the magnitude of the correlation coeffi-
cients were remarkably stable for the
successive grades.

For the second hypothesis, the anal-
ysis of variance of the results of each
of the tests revealed important evi-
dence. The two Cooperative tests, ob-
jective and written, gave the most sta-
ble results for each grade of any of the
tests, though the means of the total
scores on the objective 1.-!st were
higher than those of the written. This
growth was not uniform for achieve-
ment levels. Between grades the high
achievers were well at ),.1 the average
and low achievers h It showed no sig-
nificant develepment from gra,:e to
grade. The low achi!vers, t n the
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TABLE I

Constants

1. Name
2. Grade
3. Achievement
4. Sex

Variables

Totals 1. Age
2. Intelligence

. 3. Cooperative Objective
4. Cooperative Written
5. Binet Vocabulary
6. Closed Problem
7. Open Problem
8. Outline
9. Summary

10. Fluency
11. Lack of Verbal Ability
12. Lack of Thinking Ability

Cooperative 13. Vocabulary
Objective 14. Comprehension

Cooperative 15. Vocabulary
Written 16. Fluency

17. Comprehension
18. Main Idea
19. Understanding Detail
20. Accurate Use of Referents
21. Inference
22. Interpretation
23. Author's Purpose
24. Vocabulary in Context

Binet 25. Genera
Vocabulary 26. Differentia

27. Genera and Differentia
V. Synonym
25. Example
30 Operational
31. Fluency
32. Form and Sound Errors
33. Accuracy Errors

other hand, developed from grade to
grade and equalled the average group
from XI to XII. A comparison of the
vocabulary sc&res on the vocabulary
section of both versions of the Cooper-
ative test and the written definitions
test suggested that students find recog-
nition vocabulary prompted by associa-
tion of synonyms easier than writing
definitions with no aid to recall.

The ability to write an outline dif-
fered between achievement levels
within each grade, but there was no
improvement in this ab;lity from grade

Closed 34. Solution
Problem 35. Use of relevant information

36. Inference Correct
37. Inference Incorrect
38. Interpretation Correct
39. Interpretation Incorrect
40. Redundancy
41. Total Information Units
42. Total Number of Ideas

Open 43. Total Number of Ideas
Problem 44. Information Used-

Explained
45. Information Used-

Unexplained
46. Information Correct from

Experience
47. Inference Correct
48 Inference Incorrect
49. Interpretation Correct
50. Interpretation Incorrect
51. Ability to Follow Directions
52. Drawing Conclusions

Outline 53. Recognizing Main Ideas
54. Recognizing Subordinate

Ideas
55. Recognizing Relationships
56. Sequence
57. Form
58. Title

Summary 59. Number of Words
60. Title
61. Recognizing Main Ideas
62. Recognizing Subordinate

Ideas
63. Plagiarisms
64. Wrong Use of Referents
65. Errors in Using Words
66. Rearrange Meaning
67. Group in Unified Patterns
68. Condense in Logical Order`

to grade. There was, however, more
evidence of development in summariz-
ing, with the girls at all levels perform-
ing significantly better than the boys.
Though there was evidence that grade
XII was more competent than the
lower grades in verbal problem solv-
ing, the overall performance was me-
diocre and all students experienced
difficulty with these tests.

The third hypothesis was upheld by
the indications of differences in pat-
terns of performance that appeared. A
scrutiny of the correlations and the
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analysis of variance suggested that the
patterns might be categorized under
the following heading: structured and
un,tructured tests and the recall of
meaning, the ability to abstract infor-
mation. to solve problems, and general
language abilities.

The fourth hypothesis stated that
measurable qualitative differences on
the test scores would indicate patterns
of response. The patterns of response
were categorized under the headings
recall of word meaning, abstracting the
meaning of a passage. and variations in
problem solving. This systematic
qualitative examination of the func-
tional reading skills measured revealed
various and serious deficiencies in the
abilities of high school students to
translate what is read into writing.

Implications and conclusions
It was evident from the study that

as the common measures of reading.
such as the standardized objective type
tests, do not investigate the same abili-
ties as do outline, summary. problem
solving, and definition exercises, it
might be necessary to design standard-
ized type tests for assessing these lan-
guage abilities.

The perfornance of these high
school students seems to provide evi-
dence that greater stress should be
placed upon teaching all aspects of the
particular reading-writing skills de-
fined in this study. Furthermore, it
might be concluded that the students
become so conditirmed by short answer
type exercises that their development
in the ability to synthesize ideas is in-
hibited.

Students of high academic achieve-
ment do not progress in these read-
ing-writing skills as they pass through
the successive grades. This suggests
that such skills are not recognized by
either teachers or students as essential
to academic progress, or, perhaps, that
the type and level of achievement de-
manded in the so-called content areas
of the curriculum are not of sufficiently
comprehensive dimensions, and there-
fore conceal the student's basic linguis-
tic inadequacies. The low achievers

on the other hand appear less static,
and some improvement seems eident
through the grades. The average stu-
dents fare better than the high achiev-
ers but not as well as the low, which
suggests that if there is differentiated
teaching or a particularized curriculum
it tends to benefit the low achievers.
It would seem that both the high and
average groups need to be challenged
in terms of materials and activities de-
manded of them as well as in the level
of expectation.

In terms of wrifing skills there ap-
pears to have been over training in the
use of narrative. Perhaps this is a
carry-over from the pervasive writing
of the elementary school. where little
attention is directed to the develop-
ment of expository writing, or the dis-
ciplined objectivity of precis and sum-
mary. Much of the students' writing
and the comprehension of ideas was
complicated by their constant need for
self-identificatiop with the author or
the main character of the problem.
Thus, in certain types of writing, ob-
jectivity needs to he fostered.
Moreover, students tended to be ego-
centric in their use of personal experi-
ence rather than generalizing it or
recognizing its limitations. Training
and practice in writing exposition, par-
ticularly explanation. appears to be es-
sential for high school students.

Critical thinking has long been an
educational objective but from the re-
s. 'ts of this study, it must be consid-
ered to have remained a pious hope
rather than having become an actu-
ality. Training in elementary logic, or
at least work directed toward the se-
quencing of thought in the manner
basic to problem solving, would seem
to be necessary for the majority of the
students in this study. Perhaps in this
area, too, they were conditioned by the
prevailing types of examination and by
current attitudes. There was evidence
of an inability to withstand ambiguity
and to withhold judgment until a rec-
onciliation of the variant facts could
he made. The easiest, rather than the
most feasible solution was normally
preferred.
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It was difficult to assess whether
confusions in thought occurred because
of inaccurate reading, inadequate logic
or a failure to communicate due to
poor writing ability. There were,
however, many elementary writing er-
rors, switches in tense, and failures to
appreciate the function of connectors
in making the sequences in writing or
thinking cohesive. Since precision, ac-
curacy, and facility in reading-writing
acitvities are essential for academic de-
velopment in the high school, more
emphasis must be placed upon both
teaching and learning in these areas,
with some stress on logical form.

The results of this study indicate
that training in the written exposition
of the author's ideas which demands
the integration of the concepts gained
from reading appears to need greater
emphasis.

Aural Presentation As a
Supplement in Programed

Instruction for Slow Readers

BURT( N L. GROVER
and

KARL D. HESSE
Manitowoc, Wisconsin,

Public Schools

SLOW READERS have difficulty, pre-
sumably, in learning by programed in-
struction when they must read the
frames without any aids. If this handi-
cap could be alleviated even partially
by aural presentation of the frames the
number of programs of potential value
to the slow reader would be increased.

Although this paper attempts to
answer the preceding if, the study was
conducted in a classroom situation that
was not originally organized to solve
this particular problem. Another set
of circumstances and problems, per-
haps more typical of other junior high
English classes, set the stage for this
query in Manitowoc, Wisconsin. The
language arts department, facing the
cries and concern of its members about
reading instruction on one hand and
traditional vs. structural or transfor-
mational grammar on the other, es-

tablished the following two points of
policy:

1. A developmental reading pro-
gram in grade seven for stu-
dents with corrective deficiencies
would he offered as soon as will-
ing English teachers could be
trained

2. All students in English ( grades
7-12) in Manitowoc would be
confronted with the concepts of
usage and grammar as found in
English 2600 (1) until such time
that the teachers and materials
are prepared to present concepts
of the "new English."

One result of this policy was that
four seventh grade sections of low
achievers in reading were to he faced
with a long programed text in tradi-
tional English grammar and usage
which was originally designed for
tenth grade pupils. Previous experi-
ence had indicated that most seventh-
grade pupils could achieve reasonable
scores on the accompanying tests. But
now, with slow readers concentrated in
special sections, frustration and failure
seemed imminent if the programed
grammar was to be thrust upon them
in the same manner.

What then should be done if both
the policy were to be followed and the
self-image of the slow reader were to
be developed ? That question loomed
in a very real sense.

It was these circumstances and
problems that led to the question, "If
the slow reading students are likely to
find little success in working through
programed instruction that is all read-
ing, what would be the effect of tape
recording the program so it would be a
reading-listening program?" With an
aural presentation of the frames (aural
stimulus) accompanying the sight
reading by the pupils (visual stimu-
lus), there wr.s the possibility that the
reading handicap in comprehension of
the program would be lessen-d.

Reports of studies relevant to the
problem of sensory modality, slow
readers, and programed instruction did
not appear to he too plentiful, nor
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helpful in planning an experiment. In
a discussion of stimulus-control fac-
tors. Lumsdaine (5) readied the same
general conclusion that McGeoch and
Trion (6) had earlier, namely, that
am advantage for either the %ism! or
auditory modality %%ould not be gen-
eral but would n .ist likely depend
upon the interaction with other specific
variables. The results of two more re-
cent studies (2. 4) indicated certain
advantages for aural presentations or
supplements under conditions and with
populations different from those in the
study reported here. These two stud-
ies and the belief that. if effective at
all. aural supplementation would he of
most help where it could help compen-
sate for a weakness in sight reading.
gave some support to the idea that
supplementary aural presentations
might help the performance of slow
readers. Accordingly, the major hy-
pothesis for the experiment was that
an aural presentation of the frames to
slow readers which accompanied the
subject's visual reading of the frames
would result in comprehension of the
material superior to the subjects who
encountered the frames only by read-
ing. This advantage was hypothesized
even though the aural presentation
eliminated the self-pacing feature of
programed instruction.

Procedures

The sixty-four seventh grade pupils
in the experiment had all previously
been identified as slow readers and
scheduled into special English sections.
There still remained substantial varia-
tion in apparent reading ability among
these subjects, so they were subdivided
into eight equal blocks according to
scores on form 2 of the Iowa Basic
Skills reading test. Within each block
subjects were then assigned to one of
three treatment groups.

All of the subjects in each treatment
group worked through the programed
text on traditional English grammar
and usage, English 2600 (1) and they
were all required to give written (and
generally nontrivial) responses to the
frames. The instruction was con-
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ducted in a room equipped with lan-
guage laboratory facilities, and each
subject in all treatment groups sat in
individual booth's during the experi-
ment. Completion of the program re-
quired 22- minute daily sessions over
45 school days. Responses were writ-
ten and kept in notebooks to make it
possible to check individual progress at
any time. In addition there were
twelve unit tests administered periodi-
cally throughout the program to all
subjects on the same dates.

Four subjects in each block were as-
signed to the aural treatment group.
All subjects (n 32) in this group lis-
tened by means of headsets to the
frames being read on tape. After each
frame, there was a pause to allow a
written response. The answer was
then heard, followed by the number of
the next frame. and then the next
frame itself. The rate was approxi-
mately 31,12 frames a minute.

The aural presentation treatment
differed from conventional use of a
programed text in at least two impor-
tant respects. First, there was the
difference in the sensory mode of pre-
senting the frames. Secondly, because
of technological limitations it was not
possible to individualize the rate of
presentation. and consequently the pos-
sible self-pacing advantage of pro-
gramed instruction was lost. Because
of these two distinctions, the aural
presentation treatment was contrasted
with two other treatments. one of
which retained and one which at-
tempted to eliminate the self-pacing
feature.

Two subjects in each of the eight
blocks were assigned to the "self-paced
treatment" (n 16). This group
worked through the program in the
usual manner without wearing head-
sets or hearing any aural presentations.
They took the periodic unit tests along
with the other subjects, but they could
work the required number of frames
within any unit by taking as much or
as little time as necessary. The rate
was thereby a self-paced one within
any one unit and Snot over the whole
program. On only one occasion was
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there a subject noticed who jumped
ahead to the next unit before taking a
test on the previous unit. The sub-
jects who finished working the frames
of a unit before the aural presentation
group were instructed to either read a
library book or review previous mate-
rial in the program. On the average
fourteen of the sixteen subjects in the
self-paced group completed the unit
within ten minutes of the aural presen-
tation group.

The remaining two subjects in each
block were assigned to the "forced-
pace treatment" (n = 16). This group
wore headsets as did the aural presen-
tation group. However, as they
worked through the program, they
heard only the number of the frame,
and they were instructed to follow the
pace given on the tape. If a subject
was found deviating from the pre-
scribed rate, he was advised again to
follow the pace given on the tape.
This procedure was successful to the
extent that an average of fourteen of
the sixteen subjects kept an identical
pace to the aural presentation group
for all units of the program. One sub-
ject persisted in keeping a few frames
ahead throughout the program, and oc-
casionally other subjects finished either
a few frames ahead or behind the pace
set for a unit. These deviations were
concentrated in the initial units.

The experiment was a relatively
long term one in a public school set-
ting, and, in addition to the pacing fea-
tures, there were some other problems
in keeping the treatments as tightly
controlled as desirable. Absentees
from the experimental group had to
catch up by spending extra time work-
ing through the frames that they had
missed, without the possible benefit of
aural presentations. Periodically the
instructor, perceiving some general
col fusion, suspended the programed
instruction for all groups in order to
reteach the content to the subjects by
means of lecture, work sheets, and dis-
cussion (this occasional supplementary
instruction was conducted simulta-
neously for subjects from all groups).
And, there were the usual changes

from the regular schedule on some
days because of sc'mol assemblies, ad-
ministrative conflicts, and blizzards.
On the surface none of the noticed
problems, aside from those associated
with pacing instructions, appeared to
bias any of the treatment effects; if
these factors did have an effect, it most
likely would have been to lessen the
distinction between the experimental
treatments. However, there was no
way to ascertain this from analysis of
the data.

The special cour,e for these sev-
enth-grade pupils had been scheduled
into four class sections, taught by the
same teacher but meeting at different
times of the day. The three treat-
ments were administered simulta-
neously in each section. For various
reasonsthe fact that all three treat-
ments were administered simulta-
neously in each section, the belief that
the different sections or time of day
did not contribute much to the total
variation of scores, and the desire to
preserve proportional subclass frequen-
cies within treatment-block combina-
tionsthe "class-section" factor was
ignored in the analysis. Figure 1 il-
lustrates how the frequencies of sub-
jects in the different blocks and treat-
ment:. were distributed in each class
section. Because of the random as-
signment of subjects and their relative
isolation during the experiment, the in-
dividual pupil was considered as the
experimental unit.

There were two criteria for the ex-
periment. One was the set of twel e
unit tests, which accompanied the pro-
gramed text, that were administered
periodically during the experiment.
The number of items in each test
ranged from 25 to 72, and they were
weighted so that the top score for each
test was 100 when scored according to
the accompanying instructions. The
second criterion was a final test con-
taining 72 items, also furnished by the
publisher and also scored so that the
highest possible score was 100. The
tests were administered to all treat-
ment groups simultaneously in each
class (except for absentees who made
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FIGURE 1

Distribution of Pupils from Different Treatment
Groups According to Ability Blocks and Class Sections

A=Pupil assigned to aural presentation group
B=Pupil assigned to self-paced group
C=Pupil assigned to forced-pace group

Ability Blocks
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Total
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Pupils

I BCC AAA A AC A ABC AB B A 17

CLASS II C A AAAB A C ABBCC 13

SECTION III AAA BB B C C C AAA ABC A 16

IV AB AC AABC AABBC AABC A 18

64

,., cause of the desirability of using proportionate cell frequencies in the analysis and the
tact that subjects in all treatment groups were present in all class sections, the class section
factor vi,as ignored in the analysis.)

up tests at later times) without aural
presentation of the questions.

Two criterion measures were used
because each appeared to have an ad-
vantage over the other. The set of
twelve periodic tests was employed be-
cause it contained more items than a
single final test. because it sampled
pupil performanc.: on several occa-
sions, and because it had a fair chance
of revealing any interactions between
treatment, duration of experiment,
and/or the content of separate units.
However, the possibility existed that
the timing of the unit tests gave an ad-
vantage to the aural presentation
group over those individuals in the
other groups who finished a unit at
different times. A final test given
after everyone had finished the total
program appeared to he less sensitive
to such an advantage, if it existed. If
analysis of both criterion measures re-
vealed consistent results in the hypoth-
esized direction, the alternate explana-
tion that the test-timing factor gave an
advantage to the aural presentation
group would he somewhat less plausi-
ble.

Results
For the analysis of the unit test

scores, the mean score over all twelve
tests and over all groups was 62.2 ; the
separate unit test means ranged from
47.2 to 77.0. The mean of the experi-
mental treatment exceeded the means

of the other by groups for ten of the
twelve tests, as indicated in Figure 2.
The scores of the "self-paced controls"
exceeded those of the "forced-paced
controls" on ten tests.

The major hypothesis of the study
was tested ..ty means of a planned com-
parison between the experimental
treatment group and the average of the
t.vo control groups. For this compari-
son, the total of all twelve tests for
each individual was used as the cri-
terion score. The mean of all total
scores was 746 out of a potential 1200.
Experimental subjects' total scores ex-
ceeded those of the control subjects by
an ave:age of 61.71, and this difference
yielded a t score of 2.68, significant in a
directional test beyond the .01 level.

The remaining orthogonal compari-
son among the treatment means was
between the two control groups. No
directional alternate hypothesis for this
comparison was proposed prior to the
study, for certain conditions of the
forced-paced treatment could conceiva-
bly have more than compensated for
the loss of the self-pacing feature.
Forcing the pace might also have
forced some increased attention and in-
duced a Hawthorne Effect because of
its closer resembltnce to the experi-
mental treatment, if any such effect
would persist it any group over a tc.n
week period. As it turned out, the
average score in the self-paced group
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Figure 2

Average Scores of the Treatment Groups on Unit Tests

Scores

82-

80-

78-

76-

74-

72-

70-

68-

66-

64-

62-

60-

58-

56-

54-

52-

50-

48-

46-

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Tests
6th 7th Bth 9th 10th 11th 12th

Aural Presentation 56.8 46.6 65.8 67.1 78.8 542 57.8 72.9 73.7 72.8 63.1 68.8

Self-Paced . 56.0 48.9 62.1 58.1 75.6 53.0 53.9 76.4 69.6 60.9 54.1 66.0

Forced-Paced 50.3 46.7 57.6 58.9 74.8 47.9 48.6 68.5 65.6 61.6 52.0 64.8
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oNer all blocks was 735 compared to
697 in the forced-pace group: this
difference was not statistically signifi-
cant.

The mean square error term used in
both comparisons was that taken frcm
an analysis of variance of the total
scores which separated out the treat-
ment. block, and treatment-block inter-
action effects from the overall Nariation
of the total test scores. The compari-
sons are summarized in Table 1.

A more complete analysis of the
data from the unit tests is presented in
Table 2. In this analysis, which used
a least squares p-ocedure for unequal
but proportionate subclass freqnencies.
the three main effects Mere treatments,
blocks. and separate tests. Unlike the
treatment and block effects, the test ef-

Comparisons Among

TREATMEN F

Aural Presentation

Seif-Paced

F, aced-

Ho

2N1, = + M3
Niz M.
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feet involved repeated measures on
each indiNidnal Blocks of size eight
permitted independent estimates of U.-
teraCtiOn and between-subject error.

This analysis revealed that there
were no significant interactions of ei-
ther blocks or tests with the treatment
effects. Within the rather selective
nature of the population, slow reading
seventh graders, the advantage of the
experimental treatment appeared to be
consistent for all levels of reading abil-
ity. Also. the advantage of the experi-
mental treatments. (lid not appear to
depend upon the content or temporal
position of any of the separate tests.
The varying difficulty of the different
tests did, of Course, account for a
highly significant source of variation.

The analysis of data from the final

TABLE 1

the Treatment Means Cher All

I/E,4 N

X, =777.72

X:= 734 63

X,= 697.38

Hi

2M. > Mg +M,
M2 =Ma

TABLE 2

Summary of Analysis of Variance on

Unit Tests

32

16

16

+2 ()8 <.01
+1.i4 n.s

Data from Unit Tests

Error
Mean
Square =
8497.45

Source df SS F

Between Subjects 63 82349

Trt atments (T) 2 6,003 4.24*

Blocks (B) 7 41,009 8.27**

T x B 14 7,010 .71

Subjects within T x B
(error between) 40 28,324

Within Subjects 704 124,560

Observations (0) 11 57,878 58 22**

TxO 22 3,072 1.54

B x 0 77 7,983 1.14

TxBxO 154 15,859 1.14

O x Subjects within
T x B (error within) 440 39,763
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test gave some additional support to
the results from the uric tests (Table
3). On the final teL the differences
between the groups were in the same
direction, but here the differences were
marginally significant at best In seven
of the eight blocks of subjects. the total
scores of the aural presentation group
exceeded the combined totals of the
other two groups. The mean for the
aural presentation group was 63.8
compared with 60.5 for self-paced
group and 57.5 for the forced-paced
group. The planned comparison of
the aural presentation group with the
other two groups yielded a t score of
1.64, significant only betwem the .05
and .10 levels. The lower significance
level of the results from the final test
analysis can most easily be attributed
to the fact that this analysis was based
on only one test whereas the unit test
analysis used scores from twelve tests
over an extended period of time ; how-
ever, it is not possible to rule out com-
pletely the possibility that a test-timing
factor (in addition to the sensory mod-
ality factor) gave an advantage to the
aural presentation group that was re-
flected more strongly on unit test per-
formance than on final test perform-
ance.

Once statistical significance of the
differences among treatment effects
had been ascertained, it became of
some importance to know the practical
significance of these differences; the
learning gains resulting from the ex-
perimental treatment might or might
not justify the extra effort and facilities
needed whenever slow readers en-
countered difficulty programs. An ap-

propriate estimate of the strength of the
association between the experimental
treatment variable and the criterion
variable, signified by \V2 (3), yielded
the value .055 for the data in this ex-
periment. In other words, the treatment
variable accounted for only about 5.5
percent of the variance in the criterion
scores. The aural presentation helped
the experimental subjects, but it did
not affect their scores nearly as much
as prior reading ability and those un-
analyzed factors accounted for by the
error term.

Discus,ion

The use of aural presentations of
frames to supplement reading of a pro-
gramed text over a ten-week period re-
sulted in a small but statistically signif-
icant advantage for a group of seventh
grade slow readers. The advantage of
the aural supplement to reading oc-
curred in a rather consistent manner
over all unit tests, which involved dif-
ferent content, over all gradations of
reading ability within the sample of
subjects, and over a relatively long pe-
riod of time. The advantage also
occurred despite certain apparent draw-
backs in implementing the aural presen-
tation treatment, namely, the loss of
the self-ppcing feature and occasional
use of the control treatment for absen-
tees in order to make up lost time.

Although the experiment was con-
ducted with quite different conditions,
subjects, and materials than in two re-
lated studies, one by Budoff and Quin-
lan ( 2) and one by Jester and Travers
(4), the results corresponded in a gen-
eral sense with both of them. In the

TABLE 3

Comparisons Among Treatment Means on the Final Test

Treatment Mean N

Aural Presentation x. =63.78 32

Self-Paced xs = 60.5 16

Forced-Pace xs = 57.5 16

H1 t

1.64 .10> P > .05
.73 n.s.
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Jester and Travers study the advan-
tage in using a combined audiovisual
presentation of reading passages to
college students seemed to be greater
v.h.m the material was presented at a
fast pace by lileans of a speed compres-
sor. In this study the advantage of
the combined presentation showed up
in the use of programed learning with-
out any fast delivery of the material,
possibly because the material was more
difficult relative to the subjects' ability.

The difference between the other
two treatments was not statistically
significant, but there was a trend fa-
voring the self-paced group. This
trend makes it possible to speculate
that the small advantage of the experi-
mental treatment would have been
greater if it had been possible to retai.t
the self-pacing feature in the aura!
presentation of the frames. The re-
sults of this study do not indicate that
the number of programs of potential
benefit to slow readers can be greatly
increased merely by placing the frames
on tape, but there is some support for
the idea that with greater technological
sophistication, such as use of speed
compressors and individualized pacing
devices, the aural supplement would
additionally increase the number of
programs possible for such pupils.
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Retention in Educable Mentally
Retarded Children of Material

Presented by Simultaneous
Reading and Listening

DAVID B. ORR
American Institutes for Research

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RE-
SEARCH has begun to develop a two-
gram of research which has as its
long-term goal the investigation and
improved understanding of homan in-
formational inputs, processing, and
storage, and the translation of such im-
proved understanding into both theory
and practice. The research described
here was part of a project which had
two broad aims, 1) to study the effect
of using simultaneous, bimodal ( eye-
ear) inputs on the comprehension of
connected discourse, both in terms of
assimilation and retention of content,
and in terms of improvement of read-
ing and listening skills, and 2) to
consider the implications of such pro-
cedures for the instruction of that por-
tion of the intellectual continuum com-
monly known as educable mentally
retarded (EMR).*

The concept that bimodal presenta-
tion (simultaneous reading and lis-
tening) might facilitate information
transfer and retention had its origin in
several previous studies.

In an unpublished paper. Travers
(6) reported making a careful review
of studies back to 1894 supposedly
supporting the idea that the use of sev-
eral senses simultaneously is more
efficient than the use of the senses sep-
arately for the transmission of infor-
mation. Nearly all of these studies
concluded that simultaneous use of auip-
ditory and visual channels of informa-
tion transmission is more effective than

* The author wishes to extend his appre-
ciation to Jacques H. Robinson who carried
out much of the work herein described, and
to the National Institutes for Mental Health
for its support under grant No. MH 10819-01.
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use of either alone. (These studies
form much of the basis for the wide-
spread use of audiovisual aids.)
Howevei, most of these studies were
found waating either in design or in
tests of significance, and Travers and
his students, e.g., Van Mondfrans (7),
researched the proble'- "utlther using
more careful controls. Briefly, their
results cast doubt on the earlier con-
clusions of facilitation. Using simple
rote learning of word lists of varying
degrees of meaningfulness, no signifi-
cant facilitating effect of eye-plus-ear
transmission was found. (The influ-
ence of degree of meaningfulness was
not discussed ) A further study using
more rapid rates of transmission ap-
peared to show an interference effect.

Travers maintained that these find-
ings tied in with those of Hernandez-
Peon, et al. (2), who demonstrated
that the sight of a mouse by a cat re-
sulted in a blocking of the nerve im-
pulse produced by an audible click.
However, it should he noted that the
mouse and the click, far from being
identical or complementary in stimulus
content, are properly thought of as
competing stimuli. Thus, the Travers
and Hernandez-Peon experiments are
based on rather sharply different stim-
ulus conditions, and do not neces-
sarily support each other.

On the other side of the question,
Stromer (5) trained one group of sub-
jects extensively in listening alone, and
another group ii reading silently while
listening to the same material pre-
sented simultaneously at rates ap to
285 words per minute. Both groups
were then tested on both narrative and
"study" material. Those students
given reading-listening training
showed a significant increase in rate of
reading, a slight improvement in lis-
tening comprehension, and no im-
provement in reading comprehension
cf study material. For those students
given training only in listening there
NiaS no significant improvement in
reading comprehension, though pre-
sumably the group did improve in lis-
tening comprehen .ion. However, for
both groups, listening to narrative

material while reading it resulted in
comprehension that was significantly
greater than that for silent reading
alone.

In an unpublished paper presented
to the Annual Workshop on Reading
Research (March 1964) conducted by
the Committee on Diagnostic Reading
Tests, Heckelman (1) reported as fol-
lows on the use of simultaneous oral
reading by teacher and student as a
r !medial reading training procedure:

"Children with severe handicaps in
the area of reading were given a maxi-
mum of 7Y4 hours of instruction by
this method during a period of 6 weeks
with a resultant average of 2.2 grade
levels of growth in functional reading
skill." Heckelman termed his system
a "Neurological Impress Reading
Method," employing visual-linguistic
and aural-linguistic networks, and re-
garded it as a fundamental approach.
In any case, it appeared to produce
impressive results.

Finally, an exploratory study re-
ported by the present writer (3) has
also suggested the importance of si-
multaneous input of aural and visual
information. In this experiment, sub-
jects read silently while a special de-
vice presented the same text aurally,
without pitch distortion, 375-475
wpm, well above the average reading
rate of the group. The Nelson-Denny
Reading Test was used before and
after training. Experimental subjects
had no difficulty in keeping up and
showed a significant, post-experimental
mean increment in reading rate of 90
wpm; this increment was significantly
greater than the control group incre-
ment (10 wpm at the one percent
level. This increment was 2Zcom-
plished with no loss in comprehension
score and a significant increment in
vocabulary scores as compared to both
initial score and control increment.

In summary, the above-cited re-
search seemed to suggest that simulta-
neous presentation of material via both
auditory and visual channels may have
a facilitating or an interfering effect on
informational transmissions depending
on the rate of presentation, the degree
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of similarity and complexity of the two
stimuli, and the continuity and mean-
ingfulness of the material.

The present research was under-
taken to examine the possibility that
bimodal presentations might enhance
the comprehension and retention of
content of EMR's, a group that tradi-
tionally has extreme difficulty not only
in learning to read, but perhaps more
:inportantly reading to learn.

Procedures

The experiments were carried out at
a public special education school in the
Montgomery County, Maryland sys-
tem. As the present paper is con-
cerned only with the retention phase
of these experiments, only procedures
relevant to that phase are discussed
below.

Subjects
Subjects were selected who had re-

corded ( individual test) IQ's between
54 and 86, ages between 12 years, 11
months and 17 years, 11 months, read-
ing grade level of at least 2.0, and no
major auditory or visual defects or
known degenerative neurological dis-
eases. Subjects were of both sexes
and predominantly white. They were
randomly assigned to the various treat-
ment groups used in the experiment.

Materials
Materials consisted of three 600-700

word passages developed and adapted
by Spicker (4). These passages were
rated at grade levels 3, 5, and 9, re-
spectively. Twenty four-choice multiple-
choice tests of appropriate difficulty
were developed for each passage.

Treatment groups
Four groups of subjects were consti-

tuted :

1 A Machine-Audiovisual (MAV)
group, exposed to bimodal pres-
entation of the three passages.
Tape recordings slowed by 20
percent (to about 80 wpm) by
means of a device which can
vary rate without pitch distortion
were used for the auditory pres-

entations ; 14 -point macrotype
was used for the same material
to be read.

2. A Teacher-Audiovisual (TAV)
group, also exposed to bimodal
presentations, with the audio
portion produced by the teacher
reading at his normal speed.

3. A Machine Audio (MAud)
group, which received the slowed
auditory taped presentation but
no reading material.

4. A Control group which did not
receive the passages, but only the
questions.

There were not sufficient subjects
available for Teacher Audio or Haw-
thorne control groups. The rates of
presentation used were selected on a
priori grounds after pilot testing as
being "appropriate" in each case.
They were not under experimental
iyvestigation in this phase of the study.

Experimental method
The three passages were adminis-

tered, one each Oay on successive days,
in ascending order of difficulty to each
of the three treatment groups. They
were presented in accordance with the
type of treatment prescribed for the
group (MAV, TAV, or MAnd).
After each passage its 20-item test was
administered; and the tests only, with-
out the passages, were given to the
control group. All tests were given
using both the reading and listening
modes.

As measures of retention, the "odd"
test items were readministered without
the passages after abut one month,
and the "even" items readministered
after the second month. As before,
these tests were presented on three
successive days. Immediately after
the collection of the second retention
measure, the passages were again pre-
sented and all 20 questions again ad-
ministered to supply a relearn index.

Data collection efforts for this phast
of the study had to be limited in time
in order to permit carrying out an in-
structional experiment which took up
the time between the initial and final
retention testing, Make up sessions
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were to within one calendar
week from the group testing. As a
consequence, there was a differential N
in each of the groups, and, in general,
the analyses were simplified by equal-
izing the N's in each of the cells of the
analyses of variance to N = 8 by ran-
domly casting out the excess cases.

Results

Tests showed in general that the
treatment group means significantly
exceeded the control group mean. thus
indicating, as expected, that the scores
were a function of knowledge gained

from the passages. (It will be remem-
bered that the control group did not
receive the passages.) An analysis of
variance was done based on the initial
score data shown in Table 1. This
analysis clearl: showed that the two
subtests (odds and evens) were not
different. at least with respect to initial
score data. It may be safely presumed
that they were not different for other
administrations, and the absence of in-
teraction between split and treatment
suggested that the two subtests were
appropriate for the comparison of
treatments.

TABLE 1

Means and Standard Deviations by Odd and Even Items, Treatment Groups,
and Passages for Initial Comprehension Data, Retention Phase

Difficulty
(Passage) Even

Control
c4.44

MAV
Even Odd

TAV
Even Odd Even

MAud
Odd

3

9

(7)

(s)

(5C)

(s)

(T)

(s)

3.8

.88

3.3

1.17

2.0

.93

3.6

.92

3.3

.88

3.0

.75

7.5

2.07

6.6

1.60

5.1

Z10

7.6

2.07

5.7

1.98

5.1

1.46

5.2

1.28

6.0

1.60

4.6

2.26

5.8

1.39

5.1

2.30

5.2

2.66

5.8

1.91

4.0

2.07

It,
2..11

6.0

2.27

4.2

2.19

3.1

2.03

Note : Each t y is based on N = S data is based on 10-item tests. The Control
group did not receive the passages And thus represents a base line estimate.

As expected, the Grade, 3, 5, and 9
passages proved highly, detectably dif-
ferent in difficulty. However, a treat-
ment effect was also detected at the 10
percent level (the level chosen for sig-
nificance for the entire experiment on
several a priori grounds), with MAV
> TAV > MAud being the order of
the means. Further analyses of the
treatment effect were suggested by the
treatment by difficulty interaction.
Analyses of the simple main effects
confirmed the treatment difference at
the 10 percent level or better for each
of the three difficulty levels. The
means were in the order given above
for the Grade 5. and Grade 9 passages
and MAV > MAud > TAV for the
Grade 3. Not all mean differences
reached significance, however. The sig-
nificant ones were as follows : Grad.! 3,

MAV > TAV, MAud ; Grade 5, MAV
> .M.Aud ; Grade 9. MAV. TAV >
MAud.

Having demonstrated that the odd-
even subtests were equivalent, the re-
tention data themselves could then be
analyzed. The average of the odd-
even scores was taken at the initial
treatment group, by difficulty (pas-
sage). Thus, these analyses were
based on 10-item tests or equivalent.
The means are shown in Table 2. The
purpose of this comparison was to de-
termine whether or not there were sig-
nificant differences in score after the
two interval.; of time, and whether or
not difficulty and initial treatment dif-
ferences persisted.

The differences in initial treatment
did not hold up over the retention in-
tervals, although the overall differences
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TABLE 2

Means and Standard Deviations by Retention Interval,
Difficulty and Treatment Groups (Cell Ns = 8)

451

Difficulty
(Passage) R.

MAV-Tr R2 R.
LIE

R, R2 R.
MAud

R, rt2

3 (X) 7.6 63 6.4 5.5 6.0 4.8 5.9 5.8 4.0

(s) 1.76 1.14 2.26 1.20 1.85 1.28 1.90 1.28 1.85

5 (X) 6.2 5.2 5.0 5.6 5.9 4.9 4.1 4.8 4.6

(s) 1.42 2.19 220 1.68 2.95 1.73 1.86 128 2.82

9 (X) 5.1 4.4 4.1 4.9 4.0 38 3.1 3.6 3 2

(s) 1.73 1.51 1.36 2.38 2.67 1.49 2.13 1.41 1.58

Note: Data
even scores.

are based on 10-item tests, where R. is the average of initial

in the means remained in the same di-
rection. Mean differences by difficulty
level were again highly significant.
Mean differences at the retention in-
tervals were also significant and in the
anticipated direction: initial > one
month > 2 months. These analyses
suggested that the favorable effects of
bimodal presentation were decrea. ed
over the retention intervals, but th-t
the bimodal procedure did not ad-
versely affect retention. In other
words, the results may be interpreted
as a case of the regression of the high
groups toward the common mean,
across time.

A further measure of retention was
obtained by readministering the pas-
sages to the three treatment groups,
using the original presentatio mode,
two months after initial exposure.

odd and initial

The data are summarized in Table 3.
The analysis of variance showed sig-
nificantly higher mean scores for the
relearning condition than for the initial
data. The ANOVA again revealed no
differences by treatment group and
highly significant differences by diffi-
culty level in the expected direction.
However, the nearly significant treat-
ment by test interaction suggested that
the initial versus relearning increase be
examined by treatment group. In an
analysis of simple main effects this
difference was found to be significant
for TAV and MAud, but not for
MAV. A similar analysis showed that
while the means remained in the order
MAV > TAV > MAud, the signifi-
cant difference obtained on the initial
test did not hold up on the relearning
test.

TABLE 3

Means and Standard Deviations for Relearning by
Difficulty and Treatment Group

Difficulty
(Passage) RL.

MAV
RL RL,

La./
RL RL.

MAud
RL

3 (X) 15.1 15.4 11.0 14.4 11.8 13.1

(s) 3.52 4.00 2.39 2.50 3.81 4.09

5 (3t) 12.4 132 11.1 13.1 8.2 11.9

(s) 2.97 5.09 3.36 3.56 3.73 5.17

9 (X) 102 12.1 9.9 11.6 6.1 9.4

(s) 3.45 4.82 4.76 4.53 4.26 4.41

Note: Cell Ns = 8; data based on 20-item tests.
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Thus it would appear that the sec-
ond administration of the passages pro-
duced scores at a significantly higher
level than the original administration
in spite of a two-month interval be-
tween administrations. It should be
noted, however, that the two-month in-
terval contained 30 instructional pe-
riods in which the experimental treat-
ments were used with other materials.
The demonstrated increments could
thus be attributed to relearning or
treatment effects or. probably, both. In
any case, these findings emph.size that
EM Rs can profit from suitable learning
experiences. The failure of the MAV
increase to reach a significant level was
again probably due to a regression ef-
fect of the highest score level toward
the common mean.

A final question which was imesti-
gated with these data was whether or
not the scores obtained after an inter-
val differed significantly from a chance
level. Relevant information can be
had by comparing the scores for the
treatment groups after one month to
those obtained by the control group
(which did not receive the passages at
all) for the same (odd) items. The
relevant means are contained in Tables
I and 2.

In the analysis of variance, a highly
significant difference in the group
means was detected. Examination of
the means themselves showed that this
difference arose because all treatment
group means significantly exceed the
control group mean, thus suggesting
strongly that some of the material was
retained by the treatment groups over
the interval of one month. Again a
significant difference in difficulty was
noted.

Although statistical interdependen-
cies precluded a test at the two-month
interval, it seems safe to say that
EM Rs demonstrated a significant ca-
pacity for the retention of instruc-
tional material over a considerable
time span. Means at the two-month
interval were in the same direction.
This finding may be one of the. more
important of the study as it indicates
the value of continued effort to im-

prove instructional techniques for the
EMR.

Summary and discussion

To summarize the retention phase of
the study, significant retention was ob-
tained after a one-month interval land
probably after a two-month interval)
as compared to a control base line that
did not receive the passages.
Significant losses with time were also
detected, as expected, by comparison
with initial scores. The initial differ-
ences in the treatment group means in
the direction MAV > -ray > MAud,._,\

holdmo not nolo up across the retention in-
terval. A significant improvement
over initial score was found on a re-
learning exercise carried out after a
two-month interval, particularly for
the TAV and MAud groups.
Difficulty levels were significant in all
analyses in the expected direction. It
was concluded that EMRs are capable
of retain;ng and of significantly profit-
ing by relearning for the instructional
materials used ; and that the initial
treatment group differences tended to
regress toward a common mean over
time.

It is not possible to come to any def-
inite conclusions on the matter of sen-
sory facilitation on the basis of this
small study, though it seems quite
clear that the simultaneous sight/sound
procedures did not produce an inter-
ference effect on retention. Indeed.
the persistent tendency for the means
to favor the bimodal presentation
groups, not only in the phase of the
experimentation reported here, but in
the instructional phases of this experi-
ment not reported here, suggests
strongly the need for further research
with a less specialized and more gen-
eralizable population to determine the
potential value of bimodal presentation
for educational communication.
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Personality and Reading Success:
A THEN and NOW Study of

Thirty Years Span*

IRENE J. ATHEY
University of Rochester

and
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READING is a highly complex skill.
The ease and fluency with which the
average adult reads printed materials
and comprehends their content belies
the fact that this virtuoso performance
is reached only after years spent in
perfecting many different kinds of
skills, compounding and recompound-
ing these skills to form the finished
product. Holmes (7) and Holmes &
Singer (8), Davis (3), and Kling (9)
have demonstrated the extent and va-
riety of skills which make up the read-
ing level of different subgroups from
junior high school and college popula-
tions.

* The research reported in this paper was
pursued under Contract No. OE 5-10-450, S-
248, U. S. Office of Education, 1967.

Ne:ther the layman nor the reading
expert would readily assume that per-
sonality characteristics figure promi-
nently in the reading act. When we
think of reading, e are apt to concen-
trate on cognitive abilities and infor-
mational background. Yet it is trite to
say that the individual develops as a
"whole person." Olson (11), for ex-
ample, has suggested that a child's
reading age may be a function of his
let el of maturation on certain physical
indices such as skeletal age, dental age,
etc. Haggard (6) and others have
shown the relationship between certain
personality traits and academic
achievement in school. It should occa-
sion no surprise, then, to find such
traits to he intimately associated with
reading.

Historically speaking, investigation
into the relationship between reading
and personality received its initial im
petus from the psychological clinic.
Spurred on by the obvious emotional
handicaps of many of their disabled
readers, Blanchard (2) and 1.pdd
(10) pioneered some of the earliest
studies on the connection between
these phenomena. During the almost
forty years that have intervened since
these early studies, a steady flow of re-
search on this topic has issued from
the clinic, the classroom, and the labo-
ratory. In spite of the fact that this
field has proved to be notoriously
"stony ground," repeatedly yielding
negative or inconclusive results, the
flow has gained momentum, rather
than diminished. For the most part,
however, it has consisted of "one-shot"
studies, in which specific personality
scales are correlated with reading
achievement, and the low correlations
are taken as evidence of a negligible
relationship between reading and per-
sonality or emotional adjustment in
general. What is demonstrated, of
course, is the absence of relationship
between reading and the particular ad-
justment scales used. Such findings
do not exclude the possibility, how-
ever, that other aspects of personality,
for which no scales exist, may be
highly and consistently related to read-
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ing. "Personality" and "adjustment"
are, after all, very broad terms, and
one cannot assume a priori that those
aspects of personality which have most
bearing on academic achievement will
be the ones of most interest to the
clinician. One might, in fact, assume
just the opposite. A major phase of
the present study was devoted to the
attempt to build new scales which
would have a more specific and direct
relationship to reading ability, and
would not be primarily oriented to ad-
justment per se.

In summary, one may say that analyt-
ical research into the relationship of
personality factors to reading has had
four major deice; : 1) It has lacked a
firm theoretical base with respect to
both reading and personality, i.e., gen-
crally speaking, the hypotheses tested
have not been derived from a theory of
reading nor from a theory of personal-
ity, much less from an integration of
the two types of theory. 2) It has re-
sulted in inconclusive findings because
of the unsuitability of the personality
scales used. 3) It has generally con-
sisted of "one-shot" studies without
proper cross-validation or replication.
4) It has been insensitive to the possi-
bly changing relationship of specific
value-saturated personality scales and
reading achievement with increasing
acaticmic experience and age.

The present study, in seeking to
meet these four objections, fell natur-
ally into the following four phases.
First, a personality theory was sought
which could accommodate a cognitive
task such as learning to read.
Erikson's (4, 5) theory was selected
as particularly appropriate for this
purpose, and an attempt was made to
integrate his major concepts concern-
ing the development of the normal or
healthy personality through early
childhood and the primary school
years with the substrata-factor theory
of reading propounded by Holmes (7,
8). Second, instead of using conven-
ticcial personality scales, an attempt
was made to build scales which would
measure some of Erikson's primary
concepts from items which :tad been

shown to have discriminating power
with re pect to reading. Third, the
scales were cross-validated twice, and
the stay was replicated on a com-
parable group at a different point in
time. Finally, the two samples were
followed longitudinally over a period of
three years. making this a then-and-
now study of thirty years duration,
utilizing a three-year longitudinal sam-
ple in the earlier phase, and three com-
parable cross-sectional groups in the
later plmase.

The next four sections are devoted
to a description of the four phases of
the study. A paradigm of the research
design is shown in Figure I.

Theoretical background

Erikson is a neo-Freudian who
views man's progress through life as
attained only by meeting, with varying
degrees 9f success, a series of chal-
lenges posed by his own physical ma-
turing and the cultural expectations of
his milieu. Success at any one stage is
accomplished at the expense of giving
up earlier methods of obtaining gratifi-
cation which are inappropriate to the
higher level, but is rewarded by the
addition of new to one's reper-
toire, and by the approval and privi-
leges accorded the new status. Failure
involves not only a denial of such per-
quisites, but it handicaps the individual
when he is confronted by new tasks at
subsequent levels, giving rise to cumu-
lative emotional and social handicap
with its attendant anxieties and impli-
cations for learning. A major chal-
lenge for the growing child comes
around the time of first admission to
school. Erikson calls this period the
crisis of "industry vs. inferiority," the
time when the child must obtain mas-
tery of the fundamental tools of learn-
ing and acquire habits of work and
positive attitudes toward school which
will enable him to establish those
permanent "patterns of industry" val-
ued by an activity-oriented society.
Reading is perhaps the most important
of these fundamental tools. On this
theory, then, one might expect that
success in learning to read would lead
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PHASE I

Initial Cross-sectional Sample (9th grade, 1935)

Double cross-validation
Item analysis Selected Total

predicting Reading Ach. items sample Pooled sample

NE, =40 good readers _ NI. I. = 160 Significant items
N,, =40 poor readers n, 3c, from IN & OUT

groups combined
to form final
"then" (1935) in-
ventory. Valida-
tion on pooled 9th
grade sample: N,
=290

!-g2 = 40 good readers
N,:. = 40 poor readers II= = x'

9th grade (1935)

9th grade (1%6)

PHASE II

Longitudinal Cross-validation

8th grade (1934)

Correlation analysis

Multiple correlation

PHASE III

Current Cross-validation

8th grade (1966)

Correlation analysis

Multiple correlation

N. =130

Fig. I. Paradigm of research design.

to a personality syndrome character-
ized by ; tdustry, self-confidence, and
positive attitudes toward school and
work. To carry the implications of
the theory one step further, one might
also infer that good readers would pos-
sess the qualities which will ensue
from the successful negotiation of Erik-
son's earlier stages in the life of the
child, namely autonomy, trust, and ini-
tiathe.

If these personality characteristics
can be shown to accompany good read-
ing in elementary school children, to
what extent \ can they account for
differences in the ability to read?
Holmes has hypothesized that, beyond
a required minimum level of attain-
ment in certain basic skills such as vo-
cabulary and information, the reader
draws upon many different kinds of
abilities and skills to achieve success.
He further states that personality

7th grade (1933)

7th grade (1966)

characteristics and personal value sys-
tems may be found among the constel-
lations of factors contributing to tne
variance in reading performance. In
the present study it was hypothesized
that characteristics representing Erik-
son's concepts of the healthy person-
ality would not only discriminate
between groups of good and poor read-
ers. but would make a significant con-
tribution to the variance in reading for
the total sample.

In brief, the hypotheses derived
from the integrated Erikson-Holmes
theory stated: 1) That successful read-
ers would exhibit those qualities which
characterize the "healthy personality,"
(viz. positive self concept, mastery of
the environment, and freedom from
neurotic anxiety), and 2) that each of
these qualities would make a signifi-
cant contribution to reading success.
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Tests
The Stanford Achievement Test,

Paragraph Meaning, Form V ( 1932)
was used as the reading criterion.

A double cross-validation following
a two-way analyses of the University
of California Inventory selected those
items which exhibited discriminating
power with respect to reading. A
third and consolidating item analysis
determined the content of the new in-
ventory.

Samples and procedures
In all, five samples were used in the

present study. Two samples were
drawn from the longitudinal study
(1933-1935) at the Institute of
Human Development, University of
California. Berkeley, and one of these
( N . 160) was studied longitudinally
in Grades 7. 8. and 9 (1933-1935) ; the
other sample (X = 130) was used for
cross-validation purposes. In addi-
tion, three comparable samples were
selected from Grades 7, 8, and 9 in
1966 (N's. 143, 158, 112).

Construction of reading-
personality scales (THEN)

1. Item analysis. The upper and
lower 27 percent of Grade 9
(1935) students on the reading
distribution were used to make
an item analysis of the initial 328
items on the personality proto-
cols of the University of Califor-
nia Inventory (N - 160).

2. Initial cross-validation. The sig-
nificant items were cross-validated
on a totally new Grade 9 (1935)
sample ( N = 130).

3. Reciprocal cross-validation. Pro-
cedures 1 and 2 were repeated,
using the upper and lower 27 per-
cent of the second sample for the
item analysis; and the original
sample was now used for the
second cross-validation.

4. Item analysis of pooled samples.
A third consolidating item anal-
ysis was performed on the 27 per-
cent of the best and poorest
readers in the pooled Grade 9
samples (N .290). An item

D IN READING

was retained if it was a) signifi-
cant at the 5 percent le.el on the
chi - square test. and b) discrimi-
nating in the same direction in
this and the two former analyses.
Of the original 328 items. 70
survived the triple analyses.

5. Pearson correlation. All sub-
jects in the two samples were
restored on the 70 discriminat-
ing items, and the resulting
scores were correlated with read-
ing. These correlations, ranging
from .46 to .66, were all signifi-
cant and also stable for the
cross-validat:ng samples. In
view of the fact that the correla-
tions of the original UCI scales
ranged from -.31 to .19 and, for
the most part, tended toward
zero, it appears that the selection
of items on the basis of the read-
ing criterion considerably im-
proved their power to predict
reading achievement.

6. Factor analysis. The items were
intercorrelated and submitted to
a principal components factor
analysis to determine whether
they would cluster into ;tales
descriptive of the perso lity
characteristics hypothesized i rom
theory. Seven factors were iso-
lated and subsequently purified
to f,icni four scales which were
interpreted as:
I. Social Independence: II. Self-
Concept; III. School Dislikes:
and IV. Self-Decision.

Social Independence is so called be-
cause the items, when scored in the di-
rection of responses given by good
readers, indicate a belief in the ability
to lead one's own life, and the desire to
make one's own decisions in adult
fashion. Self-Concept reflects a highly
positive self-image on the part of the
good readers extending keyond the ac-
ademic sphere into the social fields of
leadership and popularity. School
Dislikes consists of two clusters of
items; that of the good readers con-
sists of dislikes with school work and
teachers, while that of the poor readers
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is composed primarily of complaints
against behavior of peers. The Self-
Decision and Family Orientation fac-
tor suggests that the good reader seeks
companionship among his peers, while
the poor reader looks to his parents
and home life for leisure activities.
Considered together. ti.e scales present
a picture of greater self confidence, in-
dependence, and social maturity on the
part of the good readers. as predicted.
The total scale was called the Self-In-
terest Inventory.

Genetic :ongtitudinal validation
(THEN)

The personality protocols for the or-
iginal Grade 9 sample were also avail-
able at Grades 7 (1933) and 8 (1934).
They were rescored for the four new
scales, and the resulting scores corre-
lated with reading. In a longitu.linal
study, however, the researcher is al-
ways faced with a loss of subjects. In
the present study the missing data phe-
nomenon necessitated a reduction of
the sample to an N of 120 if the same
students were to be compared over the
three years.

Table I shows the correlations be-
tween the new scales and the criterion,
reading achievement, for the three
grades.

Comparing the correlations for the
separate scales with those for the Total
"Pure" Factors Scale (I-IV) in Table
1, it is interesting to note that the lat-
ter yields the highest r for each year
as would be expected. Further, the

correlation of the Total Scale with
reading for Grade 9 yields an r of
.465. as opposed to the parallel r's of
.322 and .28.`7, obtained in the 7th and
8th Grades, respectively. This drop is
explained not so much by the fact that
the 9th Grade r of .465 is slightly spu-
rious (for it compares favorably with
the averase r of .480 derived from the
reciprocal cross-validation of the IN
and OUT Samples), but mainly be-
cause the same children are indeed

anewhat different children in the 7th
and 8th Grades than they are in the
9th. where the original item analyses
were made see Table 2). The fur-
ther removed one gets from the origi-
nal conditions for selecting the items
and establishing the original r's, the
lower the relationships are likely to he.
'able 2 reports the constancy correla-
tions of the criterion with the Self-In-
terest Inventory scales from rear to
year. Reading Achievement and Inde-
pendence appear to be the most stable.
The greatest changes from the 7th to
the 9th Grades seem to have taken
place in the self-concepts of these pu-
pils as measured by this scale.
However, the constancy correlations
from the 7th to 8th and from 8th to
9th Grades are relatively low, indicat-
ing that a general differential de% elop-
ment was taking place within this
adolescent sample over the three-year
period. It should he noted that the de-
velopmental correlations are not relia-
bility indices and should not be taken
as such.

TABLE I

Correlations of the New Reading-Personality Scales with Reading Achievement
for the Same Students on the Same Test at Three Grade Levels

Reading Achievement 7th
Grades (N=120)

8th 9th
ith (1933) (1934) (1935)

I. social Independence .219* .211* 219*

II. Self-Concept .256* .086 .388*

HI. School Dislikes .136 .077 .077

IV. Self-Decision 209* .257* .345*

Total "Pure" Factors (I-IV) .322* .288* .465*

* Significant at or beyond the .05 level.
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TABLE 2

Year-to-Year Self Correlations of the Scales
Showing Development Relationships in the THEN Sample

Grades
7th (1933) 8th (1934) 9th (1935)

1,7_8

C. Reading Achievement .78* .85*

I. Social Independence .60* .71*

Self-Concept .06 .09

HI. School Dislikes .16 .12

Iv. Self-Decision .33* .46*

T. Total "Pure" Factors (I-IV) .31* .42*

* Significant at GA better than the .05 level.

The pattern of correlations, in Table
1, suggests that each factor, except
III. "School Dislike!." makes a sub-

stantial contribution to the overall re-
lationship between reading and the
Self-Interest Inventory. Since the
inter-scale corrAzuons are relatively
low, it appears that the overall inven-

tory is effectively measuring the com-
bined impact of the three major fac-
tors. A judgmental analysis by the

pre: ,Itt writers of the items in Factor
Scales I, II, and IV suggests that the
junior high school students who hold
high values toward their a) Social In-
dependence, i.e., freedom from social
dependency, b) Positive Self-Concept,
and c) Self-Decision, i.e., need to
make their own decisions, will be bet-
ter readers than those who place a low
value on these attributes. It is evident
that these 'three value systems are in

one sense factorially different ; yet in
another sense they are only different
facets of a single basic attitude, need,
desire, or active role on the part of the
student who is seeking to become a
confident and competent individual
able to make his own decisions now,
and looking forward to the time when
he can make his own way in the world.
To accomplish these objectives it is

quite apparent a.o him that, realisti-
cally, he must have an education of
quality, and consequently he places

high value on acquiring wich an edu-

cation. These, then, are the values
delineated in this study as bearing a

positive relationship to reading achieve-

ment in the 7th. 8th, and 9th Grades in
the 1930's. The question remains.
"Are these same values (as operation-
ally measured in the Inventory Scales)

related to reading success in the same

way in the sante grades today, i.e.. in
1966?"

Cross-sectional validation
(Now)

In order to determine whether the
personality scales discovered to be re-
lated to reading achievement at the
junior high school level in the 1930's
were constant over time in their rela-
tionship to reading achievement, a
suitable replication at a later date was
needed. Hence, in 1966. samples of
7th, 8th, and 9th graders were drawn
from a similar school population.
Except for a few Orientals, the student
populations of the THEN and NOW

schools were composed almost entirely
of Caucasians of comparable socioeco-

nomic levels, living in similar geo-
graphical locations of the San Fran-
cisco East Bay Area.

Table 3 compares the correlations
between reading and the personality
scales for two samples taken thirty
years apart. Inspection of disc correla-
tions in Table 3 will show that 21 of
the 30 r's are significantly different
horn zero (< = .05). The most strik-
ing aspect of the Table, however, is the
remarkably high and consistent corre-
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Correlations for Personal-Values Inventory Scales and Reading
for 7th, 8th, and 9th Grades

Reading and

I. Social Independence

7th
Grades

8th 9th

1933, '34, '35' .219* .211* .219*
1966' .062 .024 .238*

II. Self-Concept
1933, '34, '35

I
1966

.256*

.169*
.086
.161*

.388*

.188*

III. School Dislikes
1933, '34, '35 .136 .077 .077
1966 .095 .003 .059

IV. Self-Decision
1933, '34, '35 .209* .257* .345*
1966 .308* .427* .221*

Total "Pure" Factors (I-IV)
1933, '34, '35 .322* .288* A65*
1966 .245* .317* .318*

* Significantly different from zero (< = .05).
1933, 1934, 1935: N=120.

*1966: N, =143, N8=158, N =112.

lations for the Total (I-IV) Inventory
over the three years for both the then
and now groups. Here, possil4 for
the first time, is evidence that a certain
set of personal values is consistently
related to the achievement of reading
success in the junior high school
gradeswithin the limits and condi-
tions of the two populations, sampled
over a thirty-year span. This finding,
corroborated in a large scale study
using a strictly random sample from
the 7th, 8th, and 9th Grades at all so-
cioeconomic levels, would indeed be a
real breakthrough in the field of read-
ing.

The second striking feature of Table
3 is the consistency and strength of the
relationships exhibited between Fac-
tor IV, Self-Decision, and Reading
Achievement in the THEN and xow
samples over the three grades. This
scale, more than any of the others, ap-
pears to assess. willingness to face up
to the reality needs for self-fulfillment.
The hard fact is that, to strive to fulfill
one's self-image as a maturing person,
one must strive to be less dependent on
one's immediate family for direction,
for companionship, and for protection
from both the real and fancied dangers

and anxieties of one's external and in-
ternal worlds. On the positive side, it
assesses the degree to which a young
person perceives his parents as devel-
oping a basic trust in his ability to
make decisions for himself, such as
choosing his own friends, deciding on
the nature and extent of his own edu-
cational goals, and acquiring the ability
to deal with anxieties arising from the
decision not to be a "mother's helper"
in order to pursue his own interests
and fulfill his own needs.

The third most consistently positive
factor is the scale assessing Self-Con-
cept. All but one of these r's are sig-
nificant beyond the .05 level. Low
scores on this scale reveal that a per-
son tends to perceive himself as insig-
nificant and ill-equipped for leadership
in either social or academic competi-
tion. A high score, on the other hand,
does not mean that the person has feel-
ing., of superiority or, in fact, consid-
ers himself to be the most outstanding
individual in his school; it only means
that he does not profess deep-seated
feelings of inferiority. Although the
scoring is dichotomized for each item,
in taking the test a student had a 5-
point scale on which to record his
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answers. The poor reader tended to
concentrate his responses in the lowest
category, while the best and average
reader's responses were spread out
more or less evenly over the other four
categories. Thus the scale tends to as-
sess the poor vs. the average, good,
and best readers when used in its pres-
ent context.

Factor I, Social Independence, dis-
plays a consistent and educationally
important set of correlations for the
7th, 8th, and 9th Grades of the THEN
sample and for the 9th of the Now
group. A low score on this scale
means the individual wishes to he and
professes to be considerate of other
people in his actions and, in return, is
willing tc trust them in their actions
toward him. On the other hand, he
neither professes nor wishes to be ild
enough to make his own decisions In
short, he wishes to he, and considers
himself to be, rather completely de-
pendent upon others. Thus, a low score
would tend to indicate extreme social
dependency.

Finally, Factor III, School Dislikes.

is consistently Lai-elated to Reading
Achievement.

Multiple correlation

A step-wise multiple-correlation,
using the scales of the Self-Interest In-
ventory produced the results tabulated
in Table 4 for each of the years in the
THEN and Now samples, To facilitate
comparison, the multiple R's derived
from the best weighting of the subtests
are presented with r's obtained by cor-
relating the sum of the number of cor-
rect rale items scored (or simple sum
of the raw scale scores for the total)
with Reading Achievement. Perusal
of Table 4 reveals that the adjusted
multiple R's are sometimes nigher and
sometimes lower than the parallel
zero-order r's. The secr,nd interesting
aspect of the tabled entries, however, is
the beta weights given to the three fac-
tors in contributing to the various mul-
tiple R's.

Theoretically, one would like an es-
timate of just how much of the vari-
ance in Reading Achievement at the

TABLE 4

Comparison of Multiple R's, Derived from a Best Weighting of the Subscales of the
Inventory for Predicting Reading Achievement, with Zero-order r's derived by

Summing Raw Scores of Subscales of the Inventory and Correlating the
Total with Reading Achievement

Sample /3.r fl.r fi.r Unadjusted

Comparable
correlations

Adjusted

7th Grade

1933 Ttc n. 1, iv = (.21) (26) + (.16) (.22) + ( .12) (2i' .37 .302

1933 re (1.wi 322 .322

1966 Rc iv. o. i = (.31) (.31) + (.17) (.17) + (- .02) (.06) = .350 .322

1966 rc . (1.w) . 245 245

8th Grade
1934 Fe R. i. il = (.23) (.26) + (.19) (.21) + ( .04) (.09) = .324 .286

1934 rc (1.1v, .288 .288

1966 Re Iv, 11.1 = ( 44) (.43) + (.19) (.16) + (- .05) (.02) = .464 .447

1966 re (i.wi .317 .317

9th Grade
1935 Re . u, w, . = (.36) (.39) + (.33) (.35) -I- ( .04) (.22) = .512 .493

1935 re . ci.w, .465 .465

1966 Rc i, iv, ii = (.17) (24) ± (.20) (.22) ( 18) (.19) = .343 .305

1966 rc (i.wi .318 .318

I. Social Independence, II. Self-Concept, IV. Self-Decision, (I-IV). Total of "Pure"
Factors (including III. School Dislikes).
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junior high school level this value-sat-
urated Self-Interest Inventory ac-
counted for tinder the THEN and NOW
conditions. Since both chi-square and
Z-tests show that there are no signifi-
cant differences in the r's. in the
grade-by-grade THEN and NOW sam-
ples or between the 7th, 8th, and 9th
Grades within each condition for the
Total Self-Interest Inventory and
Reading Achievement, they may all be
averaged by Fisher's z-transforrnation.
When this is done, the averaging
procedure yields a mean r of .36, and
the best estimate is that the value-satu-
rated personality scales assessed 'n this
Inventory could, on the average, ac-
count for approximately 13 percent of
the variance in Reading Achievement
in the 7th, 8th, and 9th Grades. In
the field of personality and reading re-
search 13 percent is a substantial con-
tribution, especially when it has shown
itself to be consistent over the entire
range of the junior high sc15o1 and
also in two samples separated by a pe-
riod oC thirty years.

Socioeconomic status
Socioeconomic status scor:s were

available for the families of tlq- 7th,
8th, and 9th Grade children in the
THEN sample !ence, it was possible to

compare the magnitude of the correla-
tions of Reading Achievement not only
with the Total (I-IV) Inventory
Score, but also with the socioeconomic
status of the family. Table 5 presents
these data.

Reference to Table 5 shows that at
each grade level the Tctal (I-IV) In-
ventory Score correlated higher wit
Reading Achievement than did the so-
cioeconomic status of the family.

Obviously a child's value system
his attitudes toward self-image, free-
dom from family and social depend-
ency, and the making of decisions
are intimately tied with the attitudes
and behavior he observes and reacts to
in his family, and these, of course, arc
dependent on the socioeconomic status
of the family. However, the relation-
ship need not be large in all cases, for
there are many other individuals and
institutions which are also actively en-
gaged in trying to mold the childthe
peer culture, the school, the church,
and advertising campaigns via mass
media, to name only a few. Beyond
each child's genetically determined
tendencies and the influence stemming
from his family's social and economic
position, there are these other strong,
persuasive elements in the child's life.
The degree to which sach is successful

TABLE 5

Comparative Correlations between Reading and
(a) Total (I-IV) Inventory and (b) Socioeconomic Status

Variables THEN sample

7th (1933)

Total (I-IV) Inventory .322
Socioeconomic Status .170*

8th (1934)

Total (I-IV) Inventory 288
Socioeconomic Status 277*

9th (1935)

Total (I-TV) Inventory .465
Socioeconomic Status .240*

* The correlation is negative simply because the socioeconomic scale weights the 'occu-
pations in an inverse order :

I & II. Professionals, proprietors, managers with some college education,
III. Small shopkeepers, clerks, salespersons, skilled workers of high educational

status,
IV Skilled manual workers,

V. Unskilled workers with minimal education.
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reinforces or diminishes the impact of
family pressures on the child. Finally,
the evidence from the present study ir-
dicates that the composite value-sys-
tin, no matter how or from what
sources it is derived, is somewhat more
importart in accounting for achieve-
ment in reading in junior high school
children than the family's socioeco-
nomic status per se. It must be held in
mind, however, that the present sam-
ples a-re restricted in range as far as
socioeconomic status is concerned.
Under the condition where the full
range of the socioeconomic status was
present, undoubtedly the influence of
socioeconomic factors would be in-
creased ; but under such conditions the
range in value-systems might also be
greater, in which case the relative pic-
ture found here would remain constant.

Future research in this area
The present study has clearly dem-

onstrated that, by isolating a 4 cross-
validating only those personality items
related to read::.g, it is possible to con-
struct new personality scales which
have a consistent and significant bear-
ing on reading success. Moreover, the
characteristics measured by these
scales are those which were hypothe-
sized from reading and personality
theory, if one assumes that reading is a
"developmental task" in western cul-
ture. The relative importance of each
characteristic at each age level and for
different groups is a matter for further
research. Especially at kindergarten
and grades 1 to 3, when reading as-
sumes tremendous cultural Signifi-
cance, and the relevant personality
characteristics are undergoing rapid
transformation, the relationships should
provide interesting insights into the
rrettual development and impact of the
emotional overlay and language skills.
There is no reason tr suppose that
the factors involved in this study ex-
haust the total realm of values and
personality characteristics which may
be related to reading. The hope 's
that the use of the double cross-valida-
tion technique coupled with longitudi-
nal and cross-sectional replications in a
THEN and Now experiment ".sign

have demonstrated a sat;stactory way
of mining low grade ore. The "pay-
off" has proven to be substantial, and
the present writers submit that it
opens possibilities for new and reward-
ing studies at o.ner levels in this chal-
lenging field of inquiry.
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THE PEDAGOGY OF READING

A Continuum of Teaching
Strategies for Developing
Reading Readiness at the

Kindergarten Level

HA tRY SINGER, IRVING H. BALOW,
and PATRICIA DAIIMS
University of California,

Riverside*

THE DEBATE on when formal reading,
instruction should be initiated has been
with us for many years, and many
positions have been taken by the par-
ticipants. At one extreme are those
programs which recommend format
reading instruction in kindergarten (5),
(15). or earlier (18, 16)**. At the
other extreme. instruction would be
delayed until a necessary mental age
six years and six months had been
reached (19). Between these ex-
tremes a crude continuum can be con-
structed that represents several other
points of view. Close to the extreme
of delay is a maturational theory which
holds that reading readiness is a func-
tion of the individual's biologically-de-
termined time schedule or organismic
age (20) According to this theory,
readiness is a matter of waiting until
the child has attained the necessary or-
ganismic age for beginning reading, as
evidenced by "seeking" behavior.
Near the opposite end of the contin-
uum is the language arts approach of
integrating pictures, language, writing,
and reading through individual experi-
ence charts (27.) This is followed by
a program that emphasizes some sys-
tematic effort at effecting reading read-

* This study was supported by an intra-
mural research grant from .he Research Com-
mittee of the Academic Senate of the Uni-
versity of California, Riverside. Appreciation
is expressed to the teachers and administra-
tors of Alvord and Riverside Unified School
Districts for participating in and cooperating
with this study.

** References to the literature are not
meant to be exhaustive, but merely represen-
tative of positions taken. See Gundervin
(1964) and Mason and Prater (1966) for re-
cent summaries of the literature.
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mess by developing conceptual re-
spor ses to printed words (25). The
next position is represented by the at-
tenpt to develop reading readiness by
providing for incidental "exposure" to
printed stimuli (8. 24). What can,
perhaps, be considered the central po-
sition on the continuum between for-
mal reading in kindergarten and delay
in first grade is the adjustment-to-
school philosophy which emphasizes
the development of favorable attitudes
toward school and utilizes prereading
experiences such as oral language and
picture interpretation but does not in-
clude responses to printed words (8.
24).

This crude continuum represents
three segments: 1) initiation of formal
reading instruction in kindergarten or
earlier without a formal reading readi-
ness period, on the assumption that
children are already "ready" for read-
ing; 2) stimulation of reading readi-
ness by several means, on the assump-
tioit that readiness is susceptible to
improvement throug13direct
tion; and 3) dela-Tin instruction until
the necessary mental or o-ganismic age
has been reached, on the assumption
that readiness cannot be developed o-
acceIffated through specific instruc-
tion.

One result of the debate has been
the adoption by teachers of different
kindergarten programs as advocated
by the various protagonists in the de-

.

bate. Observation of kindergarten
classes suggests that the controversy is
nou shifting from "when should read-
ing begin" to "what is the most efec-
tive method of initiating readiness
readiness?" In other words, the de-
bate appears to be less a controversy
over "timing" versus "experience"
(13), and more a controversy over the
most effective curriculum for initiating
reading instruction earlier than first
grade. Instrumental in shifting the
debate has been the hypothesis that
"any subject can be taight effectively
in some intellectually honest form to
any child at any stage of development"
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( 4). Thus, with modified teaching
methods (18), materials (6), and
learning conditions (14), reading in-
struction could be initiated at an ear-
lier age than in the past. Hence the
concept of reading readiness (2) has
to he reformulated. Instead of asking
when should reading be initiated. the
question ought to be : given certain
conditions, such as a particular teach-
er-pupil ratio: a particular medium of
instruction, such as traditional ortho-
graphy; 7 ad present-day classroom
equipment, what is the relative effec-
tiveness of various strategies for devel-
oping readiness?

Problem

The basic assumption of the present
study is that reading readiness is an
achievement variable and hence sus-
ceptible to education development.
The purpose of the study then is to de-
termine-which, if any, of six teaci.'ng
strategies is most effective in develop-
ing reading readiness. Since Gates
(9) has shown that perception of
printed words was not highly corre-
lated with perception of numbers of
geometric objects. and since perception
of printed words at the beginning of
first grade is a better predictor of read-
ing achievement than is a general test
of intelligence (1), it was hypothesized
that a teaching strategy which empha-
sized development of perception of
printed words would be more effective
than one which stressed perception of
pictures or merely "adjustment" to
school. To test this hypothesis, six
teaching strategies, at the kindergarten
levelunich formed somewhat of a
continuum from adjustment of chil-
dren to school to a formal reading pro-
gram that had been previously used at
the first grade levelwere selected for
the study. The final test of the hy-
pothesis awaits analysis of first grade
reading achievement. The present re-
port is only concerned with the effec-
tiveness of the various teaching strate-
gies in the development of reading
readiness.

Proced tire

All of the kindergarten teachers who
participated in the study were volun-
teers. The rationale for using volun-
teers rather than taking a random sam-
ple of kindergarten teachers and ask-
ing them to utilize another method of
developing reading readines: was that
the teachers who volunteered would
presumably be enthusiastic about their
own method and consequently the
"Hawthorne Effect" would be con-
trolled since all of them would be in
the "experimental group" : and fur-
ther, these methods or teaching .,tratt-
gies represented positions on the con-
tinuum described above. No attempt
was made to control any other teacher
variable, such as age or experience.
As it worked out, the most experi-
enced teachers were those at either end
of the teaching strategy continuum.

The following teaching strategies
were employed in the study :

1. Adjustment. The teacher of this
program utilized a "traditional" kin-
dergarten approach. Emphasis was
placed upon having children enjoy kin-
dergarten through songs, games, con-
struction activities, and discussion.
Some printed words were placed about
the room, particularly at holiday time.
Although children's books were in the
room, these were primarily used for
reading stories to children or for chil-
dren to use voluntarily. No system-
atic effort was made to teach children
to perceive or recognize printed words.

2. Irrelevant Picture-Type Reading
Readiness. One teacher who had been
teaching for several years had been
and preferred to utilize the Scott-
Foresman Series We Read Picture,
We Read More Pictures, and Before
We Read, (11). This approach was
categorized as "irrelevant" because the
pictures were not related to those used
in the basal reader series that the chil-
dren would get in the first grade.

3, Relevant Picture-Type Reading
Readiness. The teacher of this group
used the Ginn reading readiness work-
book (22). recause the children
would go into .11e Ginn basal reader in
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grade one, the materials were labeled
"relevant."

4. Development of Conceptual Re-
sponses to Printed Words. One be-
ginning kindergarten teacher volun-
teered to use a set of materials that
was designed to develop the initial
stage of a conceptual response to
printed words. The teaching strategy
described in detail elsewhere (25)' con-
sisted of a systematic organization of
kinesthetic, visual, auditory and lan-
guage experiences in temporal conti-
guity to a particular object and its
printed label. The words used in this
teaching strategy were taken from the
Ginn reading readiness workbook.

5. The Language Arts Approach
(27). One beginning kindergarten
teacher was an intern who used a lan-
guage arts approach to reading readi-
ness which essentially consisted of hay-
ing children draw pictures and learn to
write descriptive sentences under their
pictures and then react their "stories"
to the class.

6. Formal Reading Program. Two
experienced teachers were using a set
of experimental reading ,naterials
modeled after the linguistic approach
of Bloomfield-Barnhart's Let's Read
(3). The words in tins experimental
material, originally constructed for the
initial stages of reading in the first
grade, were controllal on phonetic reg-
ularity and the content was based on
an Indian boy growing up in his own
culture (10).

Supervision
The university supervisor for the in-

tern teacher and the beginning teacher
using the "conceptual response" mate-
rials also visited all the other teachers
either to observe or, if asked, to help
them improve the method they were
using. Thus, an attempt was made to
control her supervision of two teachers
by having her assist all the teachers.
She also kept observational records of
her visits. Thus. it was possible to as-
certain whether or not each self-se-
lected teaching strategy was, in fact.
being employed. In general, she found
that the teachers did utilize their
teaching strategy rather faithfully.

Tests

The Lee-Clark Reading Readiness
Test was administered as a pretest
about March 1st and as a post-test
about June 1st. All children were
tested each time in their own class-
rooms in groups of five.*

Results

The essential results are shown in
Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows that
reliabilities for the pre- and post-teas
were sufficiently high in all groups that
confidence could be placed in the con-
sistency of the results. Although there

*Elementary credential candidates Caryl
Fisher, Sandra Rosen. Catherine Valentino,
Pauline Dilday, ant. Barbara Smith adminis-
tered and scored the tests.

TABLE 1

PRETEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS OF SIX STRATEGIES
FOR DEVELOPING READING READINESS

LEE-CLARK READING READINESS RESULTS

Teaching Strategy N r1.

PRETEST
(March 1)

Mean S.D. it I

POST-TEST
(June 1)

Mean S.D.

A. Adjustment 35 .78 45.31 10.0 .77 52.43 7.1

B. Irrelevant Pictures 26 .84 43.9 9.2 .75 512 7.4

C Relevant Pictures 30 .86 48.0 9.0 .82 52.4 63

D. Conceptual Responm 43 .84 :12.0 11.2 .80 48.0 11.3

E. Language Arts 42 .91 41.9 12.1 .78 52.6 7.6

F. Formal Reading 43 .87 47.8 10.5 91 5";.6 112
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is considerable variation in pretest
means, all post-test means are approxi-
mately the same, reflecting in part that
many children had reached the 'top"
of the test. Only in the formal read-
ing group was there an increase in the
variability of the group: in the other
groups the variabilities decreased!
Nevertheless, each group had in-
creased significantly in reading rea-'i-
ness.

To test the null hypothesis that
there was no significant difference in
reading readiness gains that could be
attributed to variation in educational
treatment, analysis of covariance was
used. When variation in initial scores
was controlled, the results indicated
that the null hypothesis= should be ac-
cepted.* Even if the differences
among the teaching strategies were
significant, it would be erroneous to
conclude that any strategy should be
advocated, and particularly erroneous
that any one program should be ad-
ministered to all kindergarten chi!dren.
Instead, it should be emphasized that
in each kindergarten some children

were ready to read, according to the
Lee-Clark norms, at the pretest time;
and that many more children were
ready to read in each kindergarten at
or before the post-test was adminis-
tered, as shown in Table 2. The im-
plication from this analysis is that pro-
vision for such individual differences
should be taken into account in each
kindergarten. Rather than one pro-
gram for all children. a differentiated
curriculum should be utilized at kin-
dergarten as at every other grade level
(21). Hence, one percent of the chil-
dren who are already reading to some
e Tee when they enter kindergarten

) should be put into some type of
formal reading program when they
enter school. Those who are almost
ready might have a more informal pro-
gram, such as the language arts ap-
proach. Those who need further per-
ceptual development might profit from

*Price Stuffier and Fred Goldstein, pro-
gramers, assisted in the analysis of the data.
The Computer Center staff at the Berkeley
and Riverside campuses of the University of
California also rendered services.

TABLE 2

READING READINESS STATUS OF PUPILS
IN SIX TEACHING STRATEGIES

Teaching Strategy N

READING READINESS STATUS*
PRETEST (March 1) POST-TEST (June 1)

DELAY DELAY
7 months 1-6 7 months 1-6
or more months none or more months none

A. Adjustment 35 4 5 26 1 34
B. Irrelevant Pictures 26 5 3 18 0 2 24
C. Relevant Pictures 30 4 1 25 0 29
D. Conceptual Response 43 16 7 20 7 1 35
E. Language Arts 42 9 7 26 0 2 40
F. Formal Reading 43 4 3 36 3 2 38

TOTAL 219 42 26 151 11 8 200
PERCENT 19.1 11.8 69.' .3.6 91.3

* Based on Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test non'
end-of-year kindergarten pupils: 0-32 = Delay of 7 tr
months; 40 and up= no delay.

.114-grade placements for
more; 33-39 = Delay of 1-6 I
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the "conceptual response" program ;
and those children who did not know
how to functior in a group or whose
language development is quite deficient
or whose preschool range of experi-
ences has been constricted could prob-
ably benefit from some period of in-
struction aimed at overcoming their
specific deficiencies (26).

Limitations
The findings of this study must, of

course, be limited to the particular
measure of reading readiness used.
An unsuccessful attempt was made to
obtain a control group tu evaluate the
effect of maturation alone on reading
readiness. Until such data are col-
lected, the findings of this stud, must
be attributed to the interaction : ma-
turation and instruction. Whether or

of the planed follow up of reading
achievement at the end of grade one
reveals any differential effects that can
he attributed to any of the instruc-
tional strategies utilized at the kinder-
garten level remains to be seen.

Sum.nary and conclusions

Six teaching strategies for develop-
ing reading readiness. conceived as an
achievement variable, were evaluated
by means of analysts of covariance.
The statistical results showed that the
differences among the strategies were
not significant.

However, in each strategy, many
children were already "ready" for for-
mal reading instruction, according to
the test norms, at the pretest time and
others became "ready" before the
post-test time. It was inferred that in-
stead of being "forced" or "paced,"
many of these children, in fact, were
being "delayed" in reading instruction.
Since children are at various stages of
readiness for instruction in reading
during kindergarten, the conclusion is
that provision should be made for such
individual differences by adopting the
teaching strategy of a differentiated
curriculum.
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An Analysis of Eight Different
Reading Instructional Methods
Used with First Grade Student.

PAUL B. CAMPBELL, HENRY C.
HEUSNER, and JUNE J. SLOBODIAN

Livonia, Michigan, Public
Schools

SCHOOL DISTRIC1T, in approaching the
problem of selecting materials on in-
structional methods for the teaching of
reading, are frequently bewildered by
the varying claims of publishers and
authors of such programs. Tt is nearly

always possible to find in the literature
evidence which supports the success of
each program with some group of chil-
dren somewhere. The question for the
school district then becomes one of
evaluating these claims and reported
successes in terms of the particular set
of conditions which operate on the
local scene.

Systematic study of the output of
the various programs, given the local
conditions, is a task which is too often
neglected. Such a study is not basic
research in the traditional sense, al-
though the replication of many local
efforts across the country may well
provide basic knowledge about the ef-
fectiveness of various kinds of pro-
grams. It is, nevertheless, a very im-
portant and even critical activity in
which local school districts should en-
gage.

During the 1965-66 school year,
groups of first grade children in the
Livonia. Michigan. school system were
provided with 1 eading instruction
material from eight different publish-
ers, representing *sight different ap-
proaches and materials, as the first
part of a two-year study. The mate-
rials were: Lippincott Basic Reading
Series (1) : Science Research Associ-
ates Basic Reading Series (2); Scott,
Foresman Basal Reading Sixties Ser-
ies (3): Ginn Basic Readers (4);
Michigan Successive Discrimination
I tnguage Reading Program (6);
Stern Structural Reading Series (7);
McGraw-Hill (Sullivan) erograrned
Reading Materials (8); and the Initial
Teaching Alphabet (i.t.a.) program
(9). Preliminary measures were col-
lected on mental ability, reading readi-
ness, socioeconomic status, teacher es-
timate of reading motivation, interest
in reading, dominance, and presence or
absence of speech problems.

Materials were assigned by an es-
sentia!ly random procedure among
those teachers who were willing to vol-
unteer for new reading materials. The
Ginn Basic Readers material served as
a control, with an added advantage in
that it, too, was a new adoption for the
1965-66 school year. Thus, all of the
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materials were essentially new to the
people who were using them in the
classroom, although, in each case. some
previous familiarization had taken
place before actual teaching began.

The assumption of equivalence
among groups was tested by means of
an analysis of variance of the pre-
measures on mental ability and reading
readiness. No significant differences
among groups were found on mental
ability. A difference appeared, how-
ever. on reading readiness. The entire
study group was, therefore, divided
into subsets for the purpose of anal-
ysis_

The Lippincott and McGraw-Hill
materials formed a subset with Ginn,
while the remaining materials formed
another subset overlapping Ginn, but
not including Lippincott and
McGraw-Hill. In other words, there
were no significant differences between
the Ginn control group and the Lip-
pincott and McGraw-Hill groups, nor
between the Ginn control group and
the remaining groups in the study.
There were, however. significant
differences between Lippincott,
McGraw-Hill, and the groups using
materials such as the Michigan
Successive DiscrilMnaticm Language
Program.

After a year's instruction, during
which all teachers were provided
with appropriate consultative service
and demonstration help when needed.
a preliminary analysis of reading
achievement was made. The children
were tested using the Stanford
Achievement Test, Primary Battery I.
1964 edition, Prior to the analysis of
the data, the differences in group size
were moderated somewhat by random
sampling from the population of chil-
dren who were working with any
given material. Test scores were tab-
ulated ant! the Hartley F. tests
were used zo assess the validity of the
assumption of homogeneity of Vari-
ance. This assumption was supported
for the smaller experimental subset
and for the larger experimental subset
with one -exception. a rather large di-
vergence in the Word Study Skills

section of the Stanford Achievement
Test. The data were. however, studied
by means of the analysis of variance
model with the divergence accounted
for, where possible, by alternative anal-
yses. Further random samples. cate-
gorized on the basis of variables of
interest ( i.e.. male and female, high and
and low readiness. etc.) were also
drawn were subjected to the same
tests: and were analyzed by appropri-
ate statistical methods. including dis-
tribution free statistical tests.

Tentative conclusions

The comparison of the eight com-
mercial materials and reading in-
struction methods was undertaken to
provide a basis for answering the fol-
lowing questions:

1. 'Which among the eight methods
and materials seem to produce
the highest level of reading
achievement for children in gen-
eral?

2. Which among the eight methods
and materials seem to produce
the highest tvel of writing abil-
ity for children in general ?

3. Are th, re reading materials and
methods which seem to be
uniquely suited for use in in-
structing children of high or low
previous interest in reading 7
Corollary to this question. is it
possible to collect accurate infor-
mation abt *t levels of reading
interest?

4. Are there differences among the
materials pnd methods in pro-
ducing types of reading achieve-
ment ?

5. Do groups of children catego-
rized by high and low levels of
readiness perform better with
some materials than with others?

6. Do girls perform better than
boys with certain types of write
rials and methods?

7. Are some matulals uniquely
suited for teaching children with
speech problems?

8. Are some materials and methods
better suited for teaching chil-
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dren ,tith mixed dominance pat-
terns?

The findings support the following
conclusions:

With respect to question one, no sig-
nificant F ratios were found. The
data. therefore. give us reason to be-
lieve that Livonia children, in general,
have no advantage or disadvantage
when they are taught by Lippincott
linguistic or McGraw-Hill programed
reading as opposed to Ginn reading
material.

In the larger experimental subset.
however, the groups ranked themselves
in the following order:

The i.t.a. group equals or signifi-
cantly excee& the Ginn group in all
five subtests.

Scott, Foresman Sixties group does
likewise, except that the Scott, Fores-
man group exceeds the Ginn group in
only one subtest, Vocabulary, t t = 2.59
df 6.120)* while the i.t.a. group ex-
ceeds Ginn in three. Spelling (t = 3.53
df 6.120). Word Study Skills (t = 3.66
df 6,120), and Word Reading (1 =
5.61 df 6,120).

The group using the Stern material
does not differ from the Ginn group in
Vocabulary, Spelling, or Word Study
Skills. The obtahted means were
lower than Ginn in Spelling and Word
Study Skills, but not significantly so.
The Stern material is significantly
poorer on Paragraph Meaning (I =
2.67 df 6,120) and Word Reading (I
2.81 df 6,120) than the Ginn group.

The Michigan Successive Discrimi-
nation program equals the Ginn mate-
rial on Vocabulary and Word Study
Skills. This group does less well than
the Ginn group on Paragraph Meaning
(t = 2.67 df 6,12C), Spelling (t = 3.53
df 6,120), and Wor,i Reading (' =
2.81 df 6,120).

The SRA group equals the Ginn
group in Vocabulary : it noes not do tis
well as the Ginn group in Paragraph
Meaning (t = 2.67 df 6,120), Spelling
(1 = 2.64 df 6,120), and Word Read-
ing (t = 2,81 df 6,120). The Word

Reported f values are computed using
Ltunnett'g method for comparing multiple
aims ith a control (10).

Stud: Skills mean is lower than the
Ulm mean, but the divergent nature of
the variances makes this result un-
certain. There is. however. no reason
to believe that the SRA material was
as successful or more successful than
the Ginn material in Word Study
Skills.

It would appear from these data that
the i.t.a. material is promising enough
to be given a further tryout, and that
the Ginn and Scott. Foresman Sixties
materials succeed quite well in Livonia
classrooms. The same statement may
be made for the Lippincott and
McGraw-Hill materials. although the
latter was judged by the staff as quite
difficult to employ. The other mate-
rials do not offer much general prom-
ise in the Livonia school sett:ag.
Some cautions are, hout.ver, in order.
First, previous experience with Stern
material seems to indicate that the
problem in Paragraph Meaning tends
:9 disappear by the end of the second
gr.Ide. Second, the i.t.a. material needs
to be reevaluated at the end of the sec-
ond grade likewise. since it is possible
that the nature of the test, printed in
i.t.a. rather than tradit' mal orthogra-
phy for the i.t.a. group, favored chil-
dren who had been trained by the i.t.a.
method. There is little doubt. how-
ever. that a substantial plurality had a
very successful first grade experience
with i.t.a. Finally, further testing is
essential because these results may be
generalized only to the conditions op-
erating this year. A follow up of these
children and a replication of the study
with the more promising materials is
underway.

The second question concerns qual-
ity of written expression, On the
basis of a significant difference ob-
tained by a rtonparametric analysis of
variance of judgments of writing sam-
ples, it appears that writing ability is
best achieved in groups using SRA,
i.t.a., Lippincott, and McGraw-Hill
mafrrials, in 'hat order. Again, fol-
low-up is required to better assess this
finding.

With respect to question three, no
method of instruction seems to be
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uniquely appropriate for high or low
interest levels. The data collected do,
however. support a conclusion that a
measure of interest in reading can sig-
nificantly predict a subsequent level of
achievement after a year's instruction
(F = 18.87 df 1.123). While this find-
ing answers a question posed as a cor-
ollary in this study rather than a direct
concern, it does open the possibility for
further exploration of methods for im-

oving reading instruction.
Concerning question four, the data

support the conclusion that the eight
materials of the study do vary consid-
erably in the kind of reading achieve-
ment which they most effectively foster
(F = 32.39 di 4,490). Word Study
Skills emerge most consistently strong.
and Paragraph Meaning is the most
consistently weak aspect% of reading
achievement The spec;fir relation be-
tween materials and type of achieve-
ment is discussed tinder question one.

The data support conclusions (H =
254.4) concerning question five that
for Paragraph Meaning, i.t.a. Ginn,
and Scott, Foresman mr.terials, in that
order , pr Luce better achievement in
the low readiness groups, while no sig-
nificant differences occur in the high
readiness groups. The Spelling sub- .
tcst seems to indicate that in low
group, the i.t.a, material t t =, t df
7,62) is associated with the highest.
sxcess, while the Stern material is as-
sociated with the lowest success =
5 46 df 7,62). Again, no differences
appear among the high groups. The
previously mentioned caution about the
i.t.a. version of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Tests applies here. The signifi-
cant H statistic., (263 aiid 251) for the
Wortl Reading analysis confirm again
the differences among materials for all
children in the study. No precise
probability statement awn interaction
between levels of readiness and mate-
rials is possible here, but the data seem
to indicate that Ginn, and Scott,
Foreman materials are Ilikely to be
more productive in the 'ow groups,
and i.t.a., Scott. Foresman, and
McGraw-Hill matecials seem to fill
this specification in the high groups.

Concerning question six, no mate-
rials seem to be uniquely sL.ted for
boys or girls. In addition. an unpre-
dicted finding appears from these data ;
it is that there appears to be no differ-
ence beweer boys and girls in reading
achievement in the first grade. This is
contrary to common assuminioi is.
Furthermore. this finding was dupli-
cated for a different sample of Livonia
first graders by a previous study (5).
It appears possible that teachers in
Livonia in the first grade are at least
taking into account some of the differ-
ences between boys and girls which ef-
fect reading instruction. or else the
differences do not exist when instruc-
tion begins.

No material appeired to be uniquely
better than the c '-ers for children
when there were speech problems, as
question seven asks. nor was any
difference in general reading perform-
ance found between the speech prob-
lem group and the no speech problem
group. A slight trend in the direction
of lower achievement associated with
speech problems is evident, but it can-
not be ruled out as a chance occur-
rence.

Concerning dominance patterns, as
posed by question eight. no material
emerges as being uniquely best for
children with mixed dominance pat-
terns, or conversely, for children with
established dominance patterns. Some
differences appear among the means
between the groups. For example, 'a
Paragraph Meaning, Scott, Foresman.
Stern, and i.t.a. materials seem to be
most effective for the mixed dominance
group. while Ginn, Scott, Foresman,
McGraw-Hill, and i.t.a. seem to be best
for the established dominance groups.
Likewise, in the Word Study Skills,
i.t.a.. Scott, Foreman, Stern, and Lip-
pincott materials appear to produce the
best achievement for the mixed group,
while for the established group, Scott,
Foreman, i.t.a., McGraw-Hill; and
Stern materials seem to do the best
job. These occurrences, of course,
may be chance orderings, and no firm
conclusion should be drawn from ,

them. Again, the lack of differences
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hem een the overall achievement of the
mixed and established dominance
groups. where it could he tested, seems
to indicate that these factors are being
taken into account fairly well by teach-
ing methods in use in 1.ivonia schools
at the present time.

In considering the total pattern
which emerges from this study, it ap-
pears that the most significant result is
the existence of highly significant
differences among the materials and
methods for all children, as posed by
the first question.

It should he further recognized that
all such findings as these are probabil-
istic: in other words, the results may
illy to most children, but there will

always he exceptions who may profit
by an approach which does not show
as promising general results as the oth-
ers which are included in this study.
Teachers should continue to try differ-
ing approaches when chiklren do not
seem to fit -vith the pattern which
works best for the total group.
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Some Differences Between Silent
and Oral Reading Response 3 on

a Standardized Reading 1 est

ROBERT E. LI :IBERT
University of Missouri

at Kansas City

RESEARCII CONIPARING THE ACHIEVE-
MENT of pupils on standardized read-
ing tests with pupils' performalte on
informal reading tests has indicated
that grade placement is often not
equivalent to instructional reading
level (2, 5.6. 9).

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to
identify some of the differences be-
tween the responses on one standard-
ized test (The Gates Advanced Pri-
mary Reading Test) and the kinds of
responses obtained from an informal
reading inventory. 7pecifically the
purpose was t-) ascertain possible ex-
planations for the answers pupils
choose while taking a silent reading
test. The following questions were
considered in this investigation :

1. Does the measurement of word
retention by a recall test result in sig-
nificantly fewer words correct than
when the same words are presented in
a recognition test?

2. What types of skills do pupils use
to select a word on the word recogni-
tion section of the Gates test?

3. Can pupils an wen certain items
on the paragraph section of the Gates
test without having to read the entire
item?

4. Can pupils engage in par-;a1
inaccurate reading during the regular
administration of the paragraph sec-
tion of the Gates test, and to what ex-
tent are children successful in correctly
answering questions on which they
read orally in a less accurate fashion
than would t.e acceptable on au infor-
mal reading inventory?
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Procedure

In the fall term of 1964 sixty-five
third grade pupils of the West Baby-
lon, New York, school system were
administered the Gates Advanced Pri-
mary Reading Test (Form 2) and an
informal reading inventory. The pu-
pils were divided into three groups
roughly representing pupils whose in-
structional levels were at, above, or
below grade level at the time of test-
ing. Each group was called a Reading
Level Section. The reading levels in-
cluded in each section are listed below :

Reading Level Section I
Pr mer-First Reader /..evel

Read'ng Level Section TI -2' -2'
Reading Level Section III -3' -3'

The three groups were found to be
statistically equivalent in terms of IQ.

To shed some light on the differ-
ences between the two types of tests,
the Gates test was administered to
some pupils in ways similar to an in-
formal reading inventory. Specifically,
the administratior of the word recog-
nition portion of the Gates test was
changed to study the ways in which the
two tests measure the retention of
words. The Gates test measures re-
tention through a recognition technique
( picture and four word choices) while
an informal we rt. recognitio.. test
utilizes a recall procedure (words in
isolation). Further information about
the possible differences between the two
tests was sought by having pupils ex-
plain certain choices on the word rec-
ognition section of the Gates test. The
paragraph reading section was adminis-
tered to investigate the possibility sug-
gested by Dolch (3) and Plessas (7)
that pupils can mark the correct an-
swers on a standardized reading test
by reading only part of a test item.
Second, the accuracy of oral reading
was compared with the ability to ob-
tain the correct response on an item.

Word recognition
Retention. The pupils' retention of

the words on the Gates Word Recog-
nition section was determined by uti-
lizing three measures of retention, two
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of which were similar to those on the
Gates* and an informal**.

1..Recall** (words presented in isola-
tion

2. Recognition-1 (Selecting a word
pronounce)

3. Recognition-2* (Picture and se-
lecting one of four cords)

Using a table of random m.mbers,
pupils in each reading level section
were assigned to one of the three test
situations (Recall. Recognition-1.
Recognitior 2). This provided at.
equal representation of children fron
each of the reading level sections it
each testing condition.

Recall. To test the recall of word
on the Gates test of word rxognitiot
each of the forty-eight correct wore ,
was shown in isolation to the twent'
one pupils. The child was asked
prot<mrice each of the words on ti
list. Each response, or lack of r'
sponse, made by the pupils was r. -
copied by the examiner. This testin
yielded a number of correct responst
am' a record of the actual response ft
eacl Hord incorrectly pronounced.

i?ecognition-1. The twenty-tst )
pupils in this group were instructed 3

mark the word pronounced by the e: -
an-iner for each item. This require d
thr child, who was using the regul r
ter.ting booklet, to find and circle t- re

on! word pronounced from among t to

fot r printed choices. This task elir i-
naed picture interpretation and a 4-
chided the use of meaning in the ch,
of a response.

..?ecognition--2. Pupils in the th -d
grt up received the test under le
recommended conditions of administi a-
tion. That is, these twenty-two pu;ils
weie to encircle the word which trey
decided best fit the pictured idea for
each item. When finished, each child in
thin group was asked to expl -in how
he arrived at certain responses in ais
test booklet. The remark.; by -the
pupil were then recorded by the ex-
aminer on a separate test booklet.

Paragraph reading
The relationship of partial reading

and inaccur..zy of reading upr test
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scores was investigated by manipulat-
ing the administration of the para-
graph reading section of the Gates test.
The possibility of reading only part of
the material and the extent of inaccu-
rate reading were examined by admin-
istering the Gates test in the following
ways:

I. Following directions o 'ly (effect
of induced partial reading)

2 Normal administration with oral
rereading (check on accuracy of read-
ing).

The pupils were again randomly as-
signed from each reading level section
to one of the two testing conditions by
using a table of random numbers.
The first method of presentation per-
mitted the pupils to read only the di-
rections for el, n item Any preceding
written information was concealed to
accomplish this end. The pupils were
instructed to read and follow the direc-
tions as best-they could in the absence
of other information. As has been
previously described, this test consists
of a series of items with pictures and a
short paragraph. The following is a
sample of such -.n item:

Four pictures which portray :
By holding a Boy holding a

small fish large fish
Boy holding a Boy holding a

small fish small fish
(When we went fishing the scout leader
said he would give 250 to the one who
caught the biggest fish.)* Draw a line
under the boy who has the biggest fish
(4).

For the pupils in the second group,
the test was administered in the usual
manner. The child was to read each
item and follow the directions at the
end of the selection as indicated in the
sun* above. As these pupils fin-
ished, they were asked to explain what
tilt.), did to answer items, 1, 7, 9, 16.
18 and 24. These items include both
those which were judged to be
answerable without reading the entire
item (as in the previous example) as
well as some which seemed answerable
only when a part of all of the preced-
ing information had been rend.

*The section in parentheses was concealed
from the clildren in this testing condition.

The %.-titer then met irdividually
with the pupils in the second group to
record the oral reading and explana-
tions by each child. The pupils were
directed to read to the examiner just
what he read during the silent reading
test situation. While the child read
the material, the examiner recorded
any responses which were at variance
with the test material.

To answer the question whether
pupils reading only directions would
do less well than the pupils reading the
entire item, the number of correct re-
sponses for each item was computed
for both of the testing conditions (par-
tial reading and complete reading).
Using the chi-square statistic these fre-
quencies were tested for the hypothesis
that the number of correct responses
achieved by reading only the directions
would he less than the number of cor-
rect responses when the entire item
was read.

Accuracy. The accuracy of reading
for each of the six items for the chil-
dren who read to the examiner was
computed. The number of errors was
then categorized accordi-'g to whether
this met, was less than, ur was greater
than the 95 percent criterion for words
in context used in the informal reading
inventory. This criterion of accuracy
as outlined by Betts (1) was used in
scoring the informals administered to
these pupils. This information was
further separated for both correct and
incorrect responses to an item within
each reading level section. The result-
ing breakdown provided a comparison
of the effect of accuracy on the ability
to correctly complete the test item.

Results

11'ord recognition

Retention. The analysis of variance
indicated that the means of the three
measures of retention of words were
not equal. Scheffe's test for multiple
comparisons clearly indicated that the
measurement of word retention was
higher when determined by recognition
tests than when determined by a recall
test. Significant differences between
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the tem tests of recognition suggested
the task in Recogmtio»-2 is more diffi-
cult than the task required in Recogni-
tion-I

Ana/vets of responses given dui Mg
inteno(pation Tlw purpose of this in-
terrogat 1011 was to explore the pupils'
explanatiinis of how the) selected an
answer Tlw w OrdS chosen for this in-
terrogation included not onh words
that appeared to the 5) titer as easd)
pictured, lint also those items contain-
ing ide:is less easily pictured, (picture
of a listcon (.1 v.-ord---kinichle.,)

.\ total of 201 responses were made
1 these children, of which I 19, or 5')
percent. \N ere correct and the remain-
ing 82 %1 ere incorrect

The majorit% of correct respoises
were words which were either recog-
nized or worked out through word
anal% sis 01(i -23). .\ small number of
responses were correct even though
t: pupil could not identif) the picture,
The last explanation tpe in this Table
indicates that few responses were cor-
rect because of a deliberate attempt to
eliminate other responses.

The analyses Hp to this section have
included as nearly as possible) only
known errors. This interrogation pro-

CLASSIFICA

Word
Analysis
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I (led a w a) of nixestig,ating the pupils'
ability to interpret pictures and to de-
termine their approach to selecting
answers on the sates test.

Incorrect responses were catego-
rized in approximateh the same '-
tier in addition, for each explaa., t

tpe a tabulation was done as to
whether the picture was correctly or
incorrectly identified. Words which
were guessed were further classified as
to %1 holier the word chosen %vas cor-
rect]) or incorrectly pronounced for
the examiner.

The majorit) of incorrect responses
reflected guessing ( 50-32) because the
pupil did not know the meaning of the
picture and/or did not recognize the
words presented. Often the picture
was incorrectly identified (44-6) and
the word selected was intim to the
child (44-10). This analysis identified
pictures for which pupils were unable
to correctly determine the idea repre-
sented.

Paragraph readin(t
l'artral readingac crinlry. The

tries'ioll considered here is whether
the abilit) to respond correctly to the
items is relative to the degree of accu-

TABLE 1

TION OF CORRECT RFSPONSFS FROM INTERROGATION
INFORMATION FOR RECOGNITION-2

Re
Wi,r(1 Guess'
cognitii,n

7S

Right
Picture

V), rong
2 12

Process of
Elimination

9

'Response, which represented a guess were also rated according to whether the picture
to that item was correctly or Incorrectly identified

Word Analysis
(Picture)

TAI3LE 2

CLASSIFICATION OF INCORRECT Ri;SPONSES FROM
INTERROGATION INFORMATION

Word Recogt ition Guess

Right Wrong Right Wrong
9 2 18

CCorrectly pronounced
'InIncorrectly pronounzed altern

Right
C"
0 6

ativc.

Wrong
C In
10 34

Proiess of
Elimination

Right Wrong
2 0
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racy of reading in which the pupils en-
gage during the task. The majorit of
responses made by pupils in Reading
Level Section I who correctly an-
swered the questions had error scores
which exceeded 1 error in 20 running
words. In only one case at this level
did a pupil correctly respond to an
item On which an error score within
the instructional level criterion was at-
tained

In the other two reading lex el sec-
tions the majorit) of errors of those
correctly answering the items fell
within the mstrnctional level criterion.
.\ larger majority of pupils in these
two reading level sections who an-
suered the items correctly fell xvithin
the instructional lex el criterion. That
is. only 32 percent of the responses of
pupils answering the items correctly
for the Reading Level Section II, ani
24 percent of the responses for the
Reading Level Section III were made
within the frequency range of errors
not acceptable on an informal reading
inventory

It is apparent from this analysis that
some of the pupils on the Gates test
were able to correctly answer items for
which their reading was very inaccu-
rate. They were able to adequately
follow the directions by reading only
part of the material correctly. This
occurred mainly for those pupils in the
lou est reading level section.

Partial readinginduced. final
analysis was conducted to answer the
question ail to whether pupils reading
directions only could complete certain
items- on the Gates test with the same
frequency of correct responses as those
taking the test under Mie normal condi-
tions.

These items were completed core
redly with the frequency of correct r( -
spouses similar to that of "ho
read the entire item. !t is important
to note that of items 2 through 24. re-
sponses to only item 14, IS, and 21.
produced chi-square values of statist:
cal significance. Therefore, these were
the only items which could not be

ed partial reading

and «m( hisions

ti 1/111 re( Ot/Illt1011

The Gates test employs a multiple
choice technique which is a recognition
test. and the informal reading inven-
tory uses a test of recall to check word
recognition. Pupils in this investiga-
tion at the same instructional level
scored higher in the recognition test
than in the recall test. These results
were similar to the findings of other
investigations in this area of retention
Lastly. from these results lower word
recognition scores would be expected
on the informal reading inventory than
on die Gates test.

imilysis of responsesintrogatom.
The inability to identify the pictured
idea SlIploirts a conclusion of Postin
and Patrick's (8) investigation. XX 111(11
reported that some pictures (lid not
facilitate the recognition of the in-
tended word. This interpretation as-
sumes the test will be one of word rec-
ognition only. Responses of these
pupils clearly illustrate that the results
of a test. such as the Gates, cannot be
fully anal zed unless the manner iii
winch the responses were derived can
be determined.

. \s previously suggested by Dolch
and Plessas. answers reflect a variety
of skills and guessing. On the infor-
mal, where the majorm of testing is
oral. guessing is held to a nummuni
and is often detected by the examiner
or is erbali7ed by the child.

Paragraph reading
Partial readingaccuracy. This

analysis supirorts the c(mtention that
pupils can read inaccurately and still
obtain the correct answer to items on a
standardized test strh as the Gates.
hence. inaccurate reading alone does
not account for corr(" or incorrect
answers on that te-,t, as is also true on
an informal reading inventory. Some
of the pupils who made the same .-mni-
lwr, of errors when reading completed
the item correctly and others did not.

Pupils can read nurcuratl to a
point where the instructional level cri-
terion is exceeded and still obtain the
correct response on the item. This in-
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creases the difference between the in-
formal reading imentor% and the
Gate, test. it would seem that for
many pupils. especially those at the
invest reading- levels, standardized
tests scores reflect a maximum level.

The fact that pupils in reading level
sections II and III did so well in accu-
rac) suggests that either the items
were not as difficult as the level com-
puted or that the practice &m e(' from
reading during the testing enabled
them to read orally more accuratel).

Partial readinginduced. Since it
was found that children who read only
the directions could answer all but
three of these (inesthms. the tentative
conclusion that it is l issible to partial
read on this test and to complete the
items correctly is substantiated. this
till sigliort the similar conclusion
suggested by Do Ich.

Thus the Gates test compares the
pupil taking the test with norms devel-
oped on other pupils who have taken
the test. whil an informal reading in-
ventor% uses a predetermined objective
standard to judge reading performance
in a graded set of niaterials

The general findings of this study
indicate that there are sufficient differ-
ences between these two tests to con-
clude that the grade-placement score of
the Gates Aihanced Primary Reading
Tests. Form 2. reflects a more global
measure of reading performance than
does the instructional level of the in-
formal reading in eno n-v. That is. the
range of test difficulty and the variety
of skills employed on the Gates test
should not he expected to result in a
score equivalent to the instructional
reading level as determined by a more
narrow ly conceived performance on an
informal reading inventory.
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Determining Reading Levels of
Elementary School Children

by Cloze Testing
h (.1. RAxsom

Ball State I ersity

TilitOr(.11 eAltMt'S TEcilNigtisolfrap-
praisal. elementar teachers attempt to
recognize the' reader level at which a
pupil can learn to read effectively.
Standardised tests, informal tests,
teacher obser% an/ (ittestionnaires,
and records of various kinds are exam-
ples of methods teachers rely tifuni to
determine the appropriate grade 'dace-
went of pupils in readiog In recent
years a 1111\ tool. close testing, has
been introduced in appraising the read-
ing techniques of chihren. This in-
strnment mat pro\ e to be a useful tool
in helping elementary teachers deter-
mine the appropriate instructional
reading levels of children in the class-
n

The purpose of this investigation
%ea, to compare the relative indicated
reading levels of children when two in-
strument.; for measuring reading per-
formances had been used. The two in-
strumnt.; used were a chine test and

mew
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an informal readmg imentor. The
stud% was designed to determine
whether or not a significant relation -
ship exists between scores nn a doze
to -t and scores on an informal reading
in% omen-

One of die elementary teacher's
greatest tasks is that of identifying and
assigning to students reading materials
which are challenging yet not frustrat-
ing. Two primary sources presently
relied upon In a large number 4 if

teachers to determine this instructional
reading level are standardized tests
and the informal reading inventory.
It is generall% recognized that stand-
ardized tests tend to overestimate a
child's reading level, while informal
reading inventories. though the are
accepted as %Aid and reliable, are quite
time consuming because they must be
administered individually. Since e%
deuce indicates that teachers have
tended to place children at the frustra-
tion level in reading. rather than at the
instructional level. it has been deemed
advisable to attempt to identify a tech-
nique by which teachers can more eas-
ily ascertain the instructional reading
level of pupils. Children's lea-nail ef-
forts can be increased if te..ey are
placed in reading material where the
can easily succeed. C'i-ze testing can
be used with a group. it crm be admin-
istered in a short period of time. and
the materials from the test are easily
reproduced. It would seem that cleeze
tests could be the contributory support
teachers need for placing children at
the reading level where the can read
effectively for instruction.

Definitions of terms used
(7,'.7.e procedure. Cloze procedure

is the random deletion of a portion of
the words in a passage. the replace-
ment of deleted words with a blank,
and time instruction of the subjects to
write in the missing words.

Ooze test. A doze test contains a
series of reading passages including
preprimer through ninth reading levels
in which every fifth word has beer. de-
leted in consecutive order.

Ooze response. The cloze response

is the weird selected ley the reader to
fill 111 the blank found within a doze
test.

Readablhir Read:II/111R i. the reb-
ut e difficulty of reading material-. as
has been determined li% ailiking an
accepted het-mid:I to sainieles of reading
materials

Informal readinil inento, v .1n in-
formal reading iinentor% consists of
selections taken from can fully graded
material or front a serie- of basic read-
ers and placed together to form an
oral- silent reading evaluation instrn-
mem.

Adjustment of leading matt-lids

Teachers can provide for a wide
range of reading abilities ill a class-
room only if they are aware of what
differences exist. Instructors need to
determine the reading, material to be
used with each child in accordance
with the indkidual adlievement k.% el.
In teaching reading. the initialideaniii-
cation of each child's ....-sTrtirtional
level is ooh the first sk) in the time-
CNN of evaluating continuall% the specif-
ics of the child's tierleirmance t 1 1.

That reading material be adjusted
as far as possible with the reading
achievement level of each child is ad-
yocited. Consequently. If teachers of
reading must adapt materials and
methods to the different needs and
abilities of individual pupils, there ex-
ists the necessity of determining each
child's reading achievement levels t 2.

Standardized tests are the instru-
ments must frequently used by teach-
ers to estimate reading leels, vet re-
search studies have found that the
SeoreS of the standardized tests 0%eres-
itirli:eite 7thcinstirInt;1tu,mal level of chil-

!animal leading iii et11.01 ies

It would be impractical to list all the
writers who advocate the use of an in-
formal reading inventory in a cla.,.-
roefflt sittlati011. Let it Suffice to state
that use of an informal reading inven-
tory is suggested in most ohmics on
the teaching of reading. Emmett .1
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l;etts. 111 Foundations of Reading In-
- struction. first explained its value and

use as a means for estimating reading
lei els of children. Various authors
has e advocated different criteria to use
with an informal reading inventory:
however, these appear closely related
and display no great discrepancies. It
has evidently become a matter of
choice as to criteria selection when one
administers and interprets the informal
reading inventory.

For a number of sears the validity
of the informal reading inventory has
been assumed since the materials are
egnad itt readability to that of the in-
structional material, and the techniques
of administration were similar to
those used in classroom instruction.
mcCracken established. statistically.
the validity on his standardized reaa-
ing_inwitory which includes many
feanties.of the informal reading inven-
tory 112).

informal reading inventories arc an
inqfrortant appraisal instrument be-
cause they have relationship to a pu-
pil's work and are realistic and more
meaningful to the pupils. They do es-
timate a child's lecel of reading and
can be readily acceptable for use by the
teacher

(Awe tests

The don_ mocedure was developed
in 1953 Wilson Tailor, who de-
rived VT-term "doze" from the gestalt
concept of closure 113). The calidity
of doze tests as a readability measure
for ecaluation of materials desned for
adults and for intertneeatu-zond lori-
mary grade pupils has been explored
to a limited extent.

Taylor found that the order or rank-
ing obtained on doze test scores given
to college students were the same as
the order or ranking of the same pas-
sages by the Dale-Chall and Mesa
formulas. He also showed that the
doze scores were a more valid predic-
tion of diffic-iltv than the formulas for
selected materials. lle used materials
in which the case of the language be-
lied the complexity of the ideas ex-
pressed 11). Rankin obt41741 corre-
lations from .45 to 14.2sktwerti a doze
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test and a reading sun ev test, but lie
loiiiicl a significanth stronger rlation-
ship .78 between the doze tes: and
an objective test covering the store at=
tide ). liormuth and Rtuldeil arid
Gallant found risitice correlations in
their studies f /o. 17. 1S). The relia-
bility of doze tests has been ascer-
tained by Taylor. Rankin, huddelI and
llorninth also. Further proof that
doze tests hale been accepted as a
valid and reliable technique is the re-
cent inclusion of this instrument f fia-
measuring comlorehensioni in various
testing situations.

Procedure of this studs

One school in Nhincie. Indiana. was
used in this study. It was selected by
school personnel who identified it as a
typical "average" school with children
possessing a wide range of achieve-
ment levels. and representing varied
micioeconomic classes. Six classes
f representing grades one through six)
were used within the school. These
classes were selected by the principal
to include teachers with experience
and those that were willing to partici-
pate in a research study. The six
teachers were female.

A total of 178 pupils were used itt
this investigation. There were 98
boys and 80 girls. On the Lorge-
Thormlike Intelligence Test mean in-
telligence quotient of 101 78 was ob-
tained. The range of scores extended
from a high of 135 to a low of M.
The standard deciation of the entire
population was 13.37. To establish
the silent reading achieven.ent of the
subjects. Gates Primary Reading Test.
Form I. times Advanced Primary
Test. Form I. and The Gate, Reading
Survey, Form 1, were administered.
The mean reading score of the entire
piipidation was 4.3. with scores rang-
ing from 1.5 to 10.2. The standard
deviation was 2.04. The Minnesota
Scale for Pate nal Occupption also re-
vealed the sample population of this
investigation to be in the average cate-
gory.

An informal reading invecitory and a
doze test were constructed for use in
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the sttulv The material used for con-
tent in both instruments was selected
from the same basal -ieading series
t Pt.

Close test storing

In scoring the doze test a criteria of
50/30/20 was used. The independent'
reading level was the highest level at
which the pupil supplied 50 per cent or
more correct responses. If this criter-
ion was not met nil the easiest reading
passage. an hider :Avid le% el of .5 was
assitoied. TJae....astmictitnial level was
defined as the highest level at which
the student hail 30 percent or more
correct responses. If this criterion
was not met. an instructional level of
1.0 was assigned. The frustration
level was designated as the first level
on the passages considered more diffi-
cult than die established instructional
level at which the student obtained less
than 20 percent correct responses.
When the pupil completed the instru-
ment and this percentage was not met
on the most difficult passage. a frustra--.

lion level of 9.8 was assigned.
This assigned criteria of 50/30/20

was arbitrarily set by the investigator
:ate- visually examining scores stu-
dents obtained on a doze test.

Informal reading imentory
scoring

"Hie independent level of naning for
the informal reading invent's, was de-
termined from the test scores by cor-
rect word recognitit to, of (9 percent or
better and 90 itercent comprehension
as reflected by answers to questions On
the Itass :ages.

The instructional level was deter-
mined In correct word recognition of
at least 5 prcent and at least 75 per.
cent comprehension. The frustration

NF:- DINt;

le% d of reading was assigned to those
levels while series fell below 95 per-
cent correct word recognition or below
75 iiercent comprehension.

If a child reached an instructional
reading leel according to the estab-
lished criteria. then on the fitlhtwmg
passage ids reading scores were such
as to !dace him at the independent
reading leel. mid on a subsequent pas-
-age the instructional reading level was
aPained again. the highest level at
which the child met the established
criteria was nsed. If the frustrati:ai
reading level wa established at 1.4.
the lowest reailing Ie el attainalde.
then the instructional reading level of
1.0 was assigned. and the independent
reading level was designated at .5.

All testing was completed in a six
week. period. Iry a team of three doc-
toral students 4Clara Kirby. Delbert
Patty. and Peggy Ranstim).

Testing sigui f it mice

Readability .4.1 wes of the doze test
utilizing 50/30/20 were correlated
with readability grade level scores of
the informal reading inventor\ to test
fin- significance. 0 imparistili between
the two irstrnment scores ob-
tained In using the Pearson Product-
Nlomeut Correlation measurement and
the .01 level of confidence was used as
the criterion for significance.

Findings

I. The independent. instructional,
and frustration reading levels derived
by use of the doze test correlated with
the inffirmai reading inventory at the
.01 level of confidence for the total
population in grades one through

2. Vith first grade pupils the rela-
tionship between chze test and the in-

TABLE 1

C-41114tEhATIOS BETWEEN THE CLOVE TEST SCORES AND THE INFORMAL
READING INVENTORS FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION

GRADES ONE THROUGH SIX (N=1781

Reading Level Standard Level of
50/30/2U Criteria Correlation Error Significance

Independent .4982 .0565 7.6230 01

Instructional .8355 .0226 20.1750 .01

Frustration .8112 .0256 18.406r, .01
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formal reading intrutors at the jude-
pendent. instructional. and frustration
reading lesels was found to he not sta-
tistically significant at the .01 level of
confidence. lint at the AM !e% el of confi-
dence the insanwtitinal and frustration
reading level. were significant.

.3. The instructional am! frustration
reading les els were correlated signifi-
cantl at the .01 level of confidence
from grades two through six. when
cuniaring dote test and the informal
reading inventory.

f. t hay at the fourth grade were the
scores on the independent read-

ing hese!. using the 50/.10/20 close test
criteria. ?.ignificantly correlated at the
.01 level.

5 For the lioys. the levels derived
from the dote test. !Kith sets of crite-
ria. :nu! the informal reading inventory
scores correlation were significant at
the .01 keel. at the independent. in-
structional. and frustration reading
love) s.

(1. Levels derived for the girls'
scores for the independent. instruc-
tional and frustration reading levels
between the doze test and the informal
reading inventory showed correlation
at the .01 confidence level.

Conclusions

The correlations between the doze
test scores and the informal reading to-
vemory scores at the instructional and
frustration reading levels, grades two
ihrongh six. were statistically signifi-
cant. This relationship indicated that
a dote test could aid the teacher in de-
termining the appropriate instrnctiooal
reading level for children in a ciass-
rom for these grades when adminis-
tered at the beginning of the school
year. The doze test also would indi-
Cate the level of material which would
be frustrating for children to read in
these classes.

Only at the fourth grade were the
scores of the impils predicted at the
.01 level of confidence for the inde-
iwndent level of reading. XVIitit her or
not independent reading levels can 1w
determined from a dote test remains

doubtful from the results of this in-
s est igat ion.

In the first grade the scores on the
two tests were not related at :t statisti-
cally signific:olt level. A higher rela-
tionship might hay' occurred had the
testing liven administered nearer the
end of the .chotil year

Clow testing can lie administered.
sintultaiwousl. to an entire class. and
therelly save time. The average length
of time required for administering the
doze test to 7:1 g-ronit was 40 milmte.e.
This 'trot-More is easily administered
and interpreted by qualified teachers
who havP not had special training ill
test administration.

Ret ommendat ions

It is recommended that doze tests
he utilized in classrt toms by teachers
and the restilts subsequently checkd
against teachers' estimations of the
children's leyel of reading. . doc
innted studs of this type. using a sig-
nificant ly large IK.I,nhation. should
prove valuable.

The doze test 501.30/20 criteria
used ill this investigation should lie
used in further studies, as well as other
proportions which may prose to deter-
mine more accurately the independent.
instrildional, and frustration reading
levels for pr.pils.

comitarison of dote test .cores
with standardized reading test scores
catild further establish Irises for the fit-
mre expanded use of the close proce-
dure.

It is recommended that dote testing
Ix adinillistered early in the school
year in grades two through six as a
tool to aid th:i teacher in tiAiir.ating
reading le%els of pupils and determin-
ing appropriate materials for instrtic-

ti"Ln analysis of the types of resislit"..;
which children supply in a chile test
simatitilt could idled patterns of
speech which (111411-i-1 Ilse at various
ages

Since this study repro -outs one of
the early explotatory Inv aigations
utilizing the doze te:4 technitine to
identif discreet readiru levels. further
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basic re -' -arch in this area i. recom-
me-add.
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Implications for Further
Research and Practice*

1:.11.kN 1:1 I i ..11
The I 'elms% ania State University

1.T11( rt"(;11 SO111: ATTI 111I to impose
commonality anumg the paiwr pre-
:it-Med liere sat. math. when this sec-
tion Was Iming planlied. the topics of
the papers tars consult-rahly \t the
time this preriitation Yas being pre-
pared. there were ayailahle only pai,ers
with rather On some cases, exceed-
ingly infotmation concerning
these St tithe% It t Wit 1111- puriarq to
lit 11 si-t- furtlit r etailmonality. or torpre-
sent a broad review of research for
each of the areas treated. or et en to
Present it critical analysis of the stud-
ies Bather. I shall ptesent some oh-
set-% at ions 1114(11 and 11111 illcat inn:. seen
as I examined and studied the

presented in the papers.
\\Ink all of the six reaine., pro-

grams involved in Singer. lialow. and
stiph reinirtely resulted in

"sttectessful reading readiness develop-

* Based on the four preceding research
reports
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mint of the kindergarten pupils.
readiness for the sake of readiness
obviously waN not the goal of the pro-
grams. .k. %%as seemingly recognized

the investigators. I)erhaps one of the
most significant aspects of the study
concerned plans fur the follow -up
study to determine long range effects
of the various program-. This pr-
hails should be a big part of any readi-
ness program study.

While the imp(irtance and necessity
of a reading readiness program has
been assumed by many in the field of
reading for some time, and this as-
sungdion received some support
from reixirtd findings in studies. such
as those rgiorted some %ears ago by
Baker r 1) and In Bradley i 2 t. among
others. there have also been in recent
rears some negative reactions to the
idea of reading readiness programs.
espec-iall% ones entailing a tune of some
considerable length. 1st,. senile of the
newer or more recently developed
reading programs for %yhich some suc-
cess has been reported. such as those
published by Houghton Mifflin. Lip-
pincott. ()pen (4, stirt. and Singer. in-
%ob.(' or entail relativeiv little if any.
time for formal readiness programs or
periods This suggests or implies the
need for fin-flier study and anaksis of
whether formal or other types of readi-
ness programs are necessary for all.
for the gnat majority. or for only a
few t if any) beginners. What traits
or characteristics of children determine
the length of a readiness program
which might be needed to best insure
later success in reading ? To what ex-
tent is the intensity and tl)e of readi-
ness program Heeded a function of the
particular begimiing reading approach
used

Children were exiwsed to more for-
mal reading instruction while still in
kindergarten in only one of the six
progranis although a considerable por-
tion in each of the programs had re-
portedly gained rather favorable "read-
iness- status. The reported finding
that approximtel% two-thirds of the
children e1 the '.arions programs had
attained "%ery high- readiness status

is March. and over 90 percent had ac-
quired this status by june, suggests
that formal reading instruction pro-
grams might well have been imple-
mented in all of the kindergarten pro-
grams instead of m only one. What
would he or have been the effects of
beginning formal reading instruction
bfiire the end of the kindergarten rear
with the "ready" groups in each of the
other programs also" What would be
the relative ad%antages or disvdalt-
Urges of delaying or.bginning reading
at the kindergarten he el in the various
programs?

It was motet' also that the kindergar-
ten teachers each -had strong commit-
ments to their type of readiness pro-
grams." 'i hi. has often been posited
a :; a factor which influences results.
Furthermore. this is also often pre-
sented more as a negative criticism
concerning studies. or the outcome in
studies, than as a favorable one, as if it
were wrong for strong commitment to
obtain amom, teachers with respect to
priigrams they are pursuing. There
would appear to he a need for more
definitive stud% or research of the in-
fluence of strength of commitments to
programs being pursued on the relative
success of various programs. It
also appear to he worthwhile to inves-
tigate -iiossible procedures for promot-
ing or producing strong commitment
to particular programs.

Since Taylor's study t 6 ) approxi-
mately a dozen years ago, considerable
and increasing interest hal, been slit)W11
in %ariotis possibilities for use of the
clone procedure. Ransom's efforts
would appear to offer another promis-
ing area.

R:1110111 stated that the two mans
means of drtermining a child's "in-
structional level" are "standardized
tests- and the "informal reading Unen-
ton" procedure She they pointed out
that reading achie%ement test scores
lime film] been considered to he

"overestimates.- Are reading achieve-
ment scores really "overestimates.' as
Ransom and others have suggested. or
do they represent "frustration levels"
rather than "instructional levels"?
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What about the often advocated and
relati%el widespread practice of sub-
tracting a year from a recent general
reading achievement score and using
this score as an estimate of "instruc-
tional level"? (her the past twelve to
filtten years, the writer has been di-
rectly involved in the relatively de-
tailed diagnostic testing of several
thousand elementary and secondary
level students and a number of adults
with reading prolilems. The nature of
his direct role in the testing has made
it possible for him to make informal
comparisons of estimates of instruc-
tional level ("comfortable level") ob-
tained by use of an informal reading
inventory procedure with estimates ob-
tained by subtracting a year from the
general reading achievement score ob-
tained at that time also. He has been
impressed with how often the two esti-
mates seem to jibe fairly well. The
seeming effectiveness of applying this
simple subtraction procedure in reme-
dial programs and clinical practicum
work, when it is necessary or highly
desirable to select appropriate instruc-
tional materials before more detailed
and further diagnosing and other test-
ing is sometimes possible, has also
been relatively impressive,

Part of the concern for finding an
appropriate instructional level stems
from the assumption or belief that a
child can improve more readily if the
instructional material used with him is
easy rather than if the material is diffi-
cult and frustrating. There would ap-
pear to be some need for further
checking on this assumption. ( hie of
the writer's former students has been
gathering data for the past year which
should have sonic bearing on this as-
sumption. Pupils in a number of
fourth and sixth grade reading classes
practiced daily, for a period of six
weeks. with reading materials of diffi-
cult levels either a year above, a year
below, or at their reading achievement
test levels. Reports of preliminary
analyses of data gathered, while rather
meager and somewhat contradictory,
support the need for further checking

in tins area and also suggest
reading level as playing a role.

Ransom has defined instructional
level as "materials which are challeng-
ing yet not frustrating." There has
tended to be some inconsistency with
regard to what is meant by "instruc-
tional level" in a number of the studies
reported in the literature of the past.
Ransoms criteria for "instructional"
and "independent" levels ( F0 percent
or better and 30 percent or better com-
prehension. respectively ) seem some-
what low in view of criteria used with
informal reading inventories, 1Vith
respect to her informal reading inven-
tory, Ransom's criteria for independ-
ent and instructional levels seem rather
high with respect to word recognition
(99 percent and 95 percent. respec-
tkely ). There is posed the question
of whether we have real justification
for these or other criteria. Further
and more definitive reset -ch with re-
spect to this matter seems called ti's
The high criteria of 9) percent word
recognition and 95 percent comprehen-
sion might explain the relatively lower
correlation (.50) obtained by Ransom
between doze test scares and informal
reading inventory estimates of inde-
pendent reading level. Relatively
higher correlations r.84 and .8l ) were
obtained with respect to instructional
and frustrational levels, where the
criteria were somewhat lower.

There has also occurred the question
of what would happen if the criteria
for the doze tests for %arions types of
levels (independent, instructional, and
frustration) were adjusted or varied.
Might this result ;n higher relation-
ships between doze estimates and IRI
estimates?

What might be interpreted as a cau-
tion should also be proffered here. A
relationship (correlation) between TRT
level estimates and doze level esti-
mates does not necessarily mean that
the scores can be interchanged.
Relative interchanges of scores would
be valid or justified only if the differ-
ences between means were also not
significant. Data concerning this as-
pect were not provided in the informa-



tion mailable to the %riter at the time
of pleparation of this paper l't rbaps
this is an area which might he fit-tiler
explored

'Ile several different um. of check-
ing %vord recognition used let [Albert
in his stud% recall of %%ord. presented
in isolatit in. selection of one of four
ghen uords to go %%kit a picture. and
marking one of four 0%ot uticds pro-
nounced In an ex:tinnier and findings
of differences among scores obtained
lu the three methods highlights the
iniportance of checking cord inaster%.
esfiecially sight %ocalitilan mastery. iii
stneral wm and reali/ing that differ-
ent -1(.%tils- of mastery are bt mg meas-
ured. in a sense. This mac also
explain. in part. why siIlie pupils at
priman levels. especialh first and sec-
ond grade le% els. seem to !snow %,ortis
at one time but do not know thtini at
another time.

The finding that the three tqws of
word lecgnitiiiii testing pr.iInced 41;l-
fel vitt scores may also account for
differences scores obtaiii:.(1 1)% ele
111111ar% school children 011 differ:: tit
tests. -fits liirther suggests that
teachers will need to examine and
knou %%hat kind of testing is in oh ed
ill word recognition tests before at-
tempting t conq,are seort s obtained
on Ilifferent teats

l'rticedtm s tisell and titirling: ob-
tained ith n spect to uord rcovit-
tion suggest a Iwod for checking and
liming pupils practice comprehension
skills also till some tests, the exami-
nee is ,ierrnithil to look back II, 1111(1

ansu yrs tit C.)111prelienTou question
on otheis he is fin cell tt use his recall
-loll. without looking back The latter
would appear to pose a mole difficult
task for nadeis Iv art implica-
tions ter classr0o::: or ttac'ang prac-
tice is rt, also \\ 1:14: tests of cmpre-
lain-ion in %%l -deli the reader is permit-
ted to fools back are .1 tI e often found
in It t, this v4, ..:1(1 appear to be a sim-
pler hind 0: task than alisu tiring unb-
orn lie:rig al,le to refer back to the con-
tet of .1 ,electn 1 lout-% era tht
mar tpt ta.k Is not ,t1u,0. f und.
iiAtihtd or ciaii!oed :n reading prac-
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tic acts 1t%. hile it is perhaps as-
sumed that iniet rt ader can rcadih (I.,
this kind of task. the assumption (like
many of those we emplin in our teach-
ing I is not alums a safe one.
()lest:nation of remedial program and
clinic practitaint cases frequently re-

cal. children %%h,t cannot find the
-iglu answer when permitted to look
It:Lek in the materials There have also
lien rvaid children who fropienth
are able to anur gh en questions kit
ulio cannot identil the specific part or
parts of context which pro% ttle tl
basis. either dirt ct or indirect, for the
answer.

kibrts finding that it u as possible,
for third grade pupils to answer all but
three items on the times Advatieed

lieading Tc-,t with only
partial reading gni rise to further
questions also Does this nec ssarih
affect score. or norms? Is it not
likely that some of the evainirwes nt
the original norm or tandardinn,g
gr.ittp might lime answered a number
of items In doing partial reading also

ft attimpt to stud% a number of pu-
pils %t ho actualh di) tests (101114 oith

partial reading might %ield rather in-
terestin result. \Vork with retarded

-11:.J.:ests that a considerable
number of such reader de\ eloped
effectoe partial reading skills (peril:ili-
a. stir% i al technigne.i. It seems
,,,a)1110% hat cwarnon to find tewher;
judging materials as "too cas tsar

g1%../t retarded nailer, on the harts of
finding that these rt whirs are able t'
:1s%% r !n st tu (t the matt rail
fair % rapidl% and successfully
Further checking often cal that
111(,41.-41 1.o.ctl .all ft-tip-nth lw
answtitd v.itli a 111,11111mm am, ,ant ,f
reading. w lwn students arc a-k.:(1 tit
read pl,t-t14,11, of the matcri.il
and vird reC041111,11 errors can till:I-
LI. 111-re tit tmitch (1.< t

mint 1. the estimate of "too eas 1,
"t! negated

Leu,; stud% also offers a
P -or a senc.ng
contradiction connectio:. v.111, 11:f,

ma! readaig in% atom esti:nat - ai,'
r1 a,1:11g curlent teat -
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was indicated earlier. Ransom sug-
gested (as have others before her) that
standardized reading tests tend to pro-
duce overestimates of instructional
level. Whide informal reading inen-
tories are often prepared to be used,
and are suggested to be used. with
varying degrees of elaborateness. the
actual instructional level estimate ob-
tained is based essentially on a tally of
word recognition errors. Leibert
piiinted out that lower word recogni-
tion scores would be expected on in-
formal inventories than on the Gates
Advanced Primary Reading Test be-
cause the former would require recall
while the latter required a type of re-
cognition. with the former (recall)
being found more difficult by subjects
in his study. This would perhaps ex-
plain why instructional levels esti-
mated or obtained with informal read-
ing inventories are rather consistently
lower than achievement level., obtained
with such standardized instruments as
the Gates tests. This also may explain
why sight word test scores, which are
recall test score, have frequently been
found useful and successful for obtain-
ing quick estimates of instructional
levels Leibert also found that pupils
could read inaccurately to a point
where the instructional level criterion
was exceeded kit would still be able to
obtain correct answers to items, in-
creasing differences between informal
reading inventory estimates and Gates
teo scores. 1.eibert suggested that
standardized test scores may actually
reflect a maximum level, rather dial,
an instructional level. especially for
poor readers. This would support a
suggestion or contention made earlier
that achievement test scores represen
frustration level rather than the mort
comfortable instructional level and the
explanation for this seeming contradic-
tion between informal reading inven-
tor estimates and reading achieve-
ment test scores.

In the Livonia study, reported by
Campbell. I luesner. and Slobodian,
one of the emphases was on the
study of the particular or peculiar
set of conditions which Operate on a

local scene. The appropriateness for
the Livonia school systm, or the ;.p-
plicability or suitAilit,- of finding, and
aspects to the Livonia ilYstem (nil..
was stressed throughout the report :
generalizing or making of inferences
beyond the local setting was done
somewhat hesitantly and limitedIv, and
findings and conclusions were lire-
seined rather conditionally. In view
of this and the relatively limited details
available, it was rather difficult for the
writer to draw further definite conclu-
sions or to make further interences.
llowecer, it appeared that five of the
eight programs invoked were used
with some degree of success in the
Liconia schools. These were the i t.a.
material and the programs published
by Ginn. Lippincott. Nld ;raw-I hill.
and Scott. Foresman. The observa-
tion was made that school staff had
judged the NIcGraw -Hill materials as
somewhat difficult to employ, even
though sonic degree of success was at-
tained with the materials.

A somewhat similar observation has
been made by others who have used
and are familiar with the materials. It
has been suggested that, if improce-
ments can be made in the program to
"get over the hump" at the start in in
the initial phase of the program, the
materials might enjoy c ; en more suc-
cess. A further obsery.itit n prsentd
by Slobodian and her colleagues was
that precious experience with one of
the materials indicated that one of the
seemingly negative aspects in the first
year ( the "problem in paragraph.
meaning") tended to disappear by the
end of the second grade. This further
highlights the importance cif extending
studies whenever possible through sec-
ond and third years. The itive-tiga-
tors indicated that a second year is
being devoted to their study. One
wonders if perhaps the same teachers
will follow their children into second
grade, that is. in the classes involved in
the second year There is also the
problem of keep;ng groups relatively
intact in methodi studies. This condi-
tion has usually been rather difficult to
obtain. It is also difficult to carry on

(
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a study of methods with sufficiently programs (those which begin with the
frequent expert supervision (even tear' 1,, rather than whole
when generally adolaate supervisory we and only two anal% tic
staff is available in a system) and app. ( those which begin with
without consideridde contannnation
from other and previous programs.
Methods studies in the last two to
three years. particularly, have also
been even more difficult to carry out
because of contamination from projects
and programs. and a great influx of
new and arie(1 materials, prompted by
Title 1 and other federally subsidized
programs.

As was reported. materials utilized
in the fay onia study yy ere assigned by
"essentially random" procedures, but
among "teachers yy ho yy ere yy tiling to
volunteer for new reading materials.-
The "volunteers- aspect could perhaps
ha% e affected outcomes somewhat. as
could have also the fact that, as was
pointed out. some of the materials
were ones with which some "previous
law 'airization had taken place before
act, a1 teaching began.- This, of
co ,rse. would be a positive, rather
than a negative. factor with respect to
conducting a prograni yy ith maximum
effectiveness with a given set of in-
structional materials. The influence of
"volunteer- teachers in a methods
study in which various programs or
materials are being compared in terms
of effectiy eness, yy hide often posited as
being great. is, howeN er. still in need
of further study and clarification.

The "essentially random" proce-
dures used for assignment of materidls
to the volunteer teachers was a rather
unique feature of this study (when
compared with most methods studies
This was also one of the several unique
features of a methods study conducted
and reported earlier by liliesmer and
Yarborough (3). Unlike the latter
study, however, the Livonia study
stressed comparison of company's or
publishers' materials with one another
rather than of basic procedures or
methods involved in the various pro-
grams. The eight programs involyed
in the study included (as judged on
the basis of the writer's familiarity
with the eight programs) six synthetic

the teaching- of whole words first and
smaller sound elements later ).

It was suggested that two anal% tic
programs (;inn and Scott, Fores-
man ) and one synthetic prograni
(i.tat ) worked most fleetly-eh with
groups of low readiness status while
with groups of high readiness status.
two synthetic programs (i t a and
N 1 c( ;raw- I I ) and one anal tic
(Scott, Foresman 1 w (irked most effec-
tively. The only program common to
both high and low readiness grAps
this instance was i t a

It was also pointed out that the best
level of written expression was at-
tained in connection yy ith four ap-
proaches (1 t a . Lippincott. Mct;raw-
1 1111, and SR.\ I. The four approaches
illy &Ned may lie classified as synthetic
and /or) linguistic. There would ap-
pear to lie a need for further study to
see how and to yy hat extent there
should be integration of yy riting with
reading in beginning programs and
just what the nature of such writing
activity should be.

The finding of no significant sex
differences with regard to reading
achievement at the end of the first
grade is. as the investigators pointed
out, a highly unusual one and is one of
the unique findings of the study If,
as the investigators suggest as a possi-
bilit, the Liyonia first grade teachers
really are able to take into account
differences between boys and girls suf-
ficiently to ay(nd the usual significant
sex differences in reading achievement,
information concerning their proce-
dures and adaptations would perhaps
be one of the major contributions
made oy er a period of years to the field
of reading instruction.
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comprehension. I l'a11,11)1111 \ re.carch
prox Idle, into the nature of the
compichension procc,. 11.44

The last 1t44 \ ears hax I s1(.11 rapid
and ,(1111(ixx hat ',tin-fling (lex elopment,
In readability research 1:(» eNamplc,
the readabilitx formula, aailablc onl
three ear, agc could, at heist, predict
()nix 25 to 50 oil cent of the uiriati(in
xxii ()h.( e ill the of in-

tictional material, Toda 11,1x(
not one but \x() protot) pc formula,.
m 114-1i arc aid( )() predict 85 to 115 per-
cent of the aiat1ou This it ple,cnt,
it er Mill le4 l of pi ct,ion and an

t\ \DP:),

impl cmcnt of from 35 to 75 pi '('l'ilt
n\er the \ :1111111 IC, 11 ()Niel 1 cadidulitx
formula, "Ile purpose of 1111, pap) 1-
1., In (Itscribe some of the reisult, ut
1111, re,.irch and the effort, cm-1(1111x
helm; mall( to fon4c our nexlx
1.11()\\ ledt4e Into l,lartlral educational
tool,

\ mom; the 111(),1 important (int,
leading up to the Ilre,ent developments
\\a, the puhlicat 1) 411 of 1 \\ () hot iks .11111-

inaruitiv, till readlulitx e.eardi done
ull to that tune f till \\a, hl 01,111
1 1 k);8, 1 ;111(1 the (411(" hl Lore

10(1.3) I .1.i )in 111(.4. .11144 IL\ It 1)(1' WIC

Clear that the futurt readabiln \ re-
,each had to concentrate ten Ill, cc
problem, l'ir,t, a -lore reliable
method xxon1(1 11.1x) to be Ilex eloped for
nit a,urint; the difficult children lia4
In understanding man ',(icon(1.
re,carcher, 4x),111(1 c to leant n)
inc,i,tir and de,crIlic the lint!,ntstte
feature, of mate! tats that are reallx im-
portant ill allee11111 comprelien,lon
Third, not ,tigators to an-
:114 /e then. data In far moo. (tim] than
thcx had tip 1(1 that 1 \\ hat 1»1-

litxx s j, 1111 at ci 111111 \\ hat I')

\vhcri (.11"11, I'll' 111.111(' 1() 1,1(1 l'ah
of till',( problem,

Nle.wiletttent ill «imptchettion
difficult\

Lind recentlx, nixe,tiga-
tor. 11,eil multiple cholt e tests to dt ter -
mine the comprehension dilliettltit
material, 'lite\ made a test mem cacti

xxcn. 11/1x mg, n.sted the
,Indent alter the\ liad read each pa,.-
"age, and then found the mean per-
centage of que,tions all,\X (Ted cor-
rectlx 11 he test mean, reprii,ented
till the passag, This
method presented t\\)) 1)1«hleni,
buciiii,e the test ,( lf a 1( .1(ling
ta,l, tile met...OIL:anti (4 a-. tlet- (Mitt
eci tam \\ he (4 a, iiicastn mg the
difficult the pas,itge or Jill Ili
difficult \ 14 the te,t llue,tlon, 1second.
these tc,t, rout] tell 111111 nothing about
him difficult each it'd, plira,c. or
,entence ill the pa -,tge

(10110)/t1-tiou of I bc:ie tili)t
bcf(ini Chan and blare published their



books. Ta% for 1 1')5;31 raported hu

first vi (-irk 'with the clo7e procedure
The cloie readability procedure can lw
used to make tests from aunt %crhal iu-
structional material "1"(1 do so, the in-
estigator selects the passage lie wishes

to study, deletes esen fifth cord. and
replaces the deleted 'words viith under-
lined blank spaces of a standard length
The jest is gat en to children tt ho have
not pre% ionsly read the passage. and
they are instructed to write in each
blank the word the% think was deleted.
Their responses are scored correct
%%Iwo the% exacth match the words de-
leted. except that misspellings are
disregarded.

.larvoniage); Clo7e readability pro-
cedure )1ov, not coninse the me:ism-e-
inem of passage difficult% b% inject-
ing an extraneous reading task into the
process. It also has the added adan-
lage that insestuzators cold(' measure
the difficult% of et en %yord. phrase, or
sentence in a passage.

Research, The chile readabilit
procedure inimediatel% circa the atten-
tion of ratulabilit y researchers who set
about suuking clove tests to see if the%
%% ere %alai and reliable measures of the
comprehension difficulties of passages
This research has become far t(K) ex-
teni% e to ra-iiew Hot-ninth
I 1967 and Rankin (19.04 haste each
published detailed anahses 0)1 this
research in general, the research
shorted that dive readahilitv tests are
highly valid and highly reliable meas-
nres of the comprehension abilities of
students and of the comprehension dif-
ficiilties of materials.

Des( uption and mcastuement of
language

Earl% researchers felt a need to
make their fornmlas so) simple they
could be used e% en by clerks hating
little technical knowledge of language.
For example, to determine the com-
plexit% of a cord. the clerk either
counted its mllables or looked it up to
see if it nas on a list of %%orals thought
to he easy. To determine the gram-
matical complexity of a sentence, the
clerk had °ilk to count the number of
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words, and sometimes prepositions.
the sentence \\ Tule it via.. at that
time. important for fon-mill:is to
plc. the old formulas %astl% of ersimph-
lied the rich arras of language icatin es
that influenced its comprehension diffi-
cult% The mersimpliiication also con-
tributed to the fact that the old for-
mulas acre inaccurate

I 'ocabothiry com pie rity
Present nuestigators are pro Wig

more deeply into the question of v% hat
make, a word difficult to understand
It is not enolli to ,at that the words
on soome lave been shomn to be
easier to mider-aand. for this leaves us
sun asking w Inch of a word's many
meanings do children under-a:1mi and
wh% those %%ords are easier for stu-
dents or is it practical to test all
words dircctl% MI children. especiall
when we consider that most %%ord.,
fiat c ,et crab meanings. What folio %% s
is a discussion of sonic of the featun s
cnrrentl being imesogated

II "ord length luldran ha% e alit at s
thought of long wird, as hard awl
short words as ii'aNt and researchers
have recenth rediscmered this fact
and begun imestigating word length as
a anal oleinan 19(i1) found
that a word's difficult% has a correla-
tion of -.99 vith both the number of
letters and the number liable,' in
the %%oirds linrntnth ( 1(_)6()) found
correlations of and - (18, respec
tiyely. for the same measures.

.1/orpho/ogica/ comp/ea-UV. .\ word
is often a complex structure which
ma% he analyiahle Into a stein and a
series of inflectional. derivational. and
lexical affixes. It seems that this is an
important sonrce of difficulty in under-
standing words Coleman 19(,1)
found that word difficulty had a con-re-
lation of -.88 %%ith the number of af-
fixes and stems into which a word
could be anahled and a correlation of
the same si/c with the number of in-
flectional morphemes.

lbsbactnecs, Ithotigh there are
almost as mam meanings of the word
abstractness as there are people viho
use it. nearly everone agrees that.
%%hateser it is. it has an influence on
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the difficulty of a word. Coleman
(1966i de%ised a definition which per-
m; "d him to count rehabl% the num-
ber of nouns that referred to internal
mental states and found that this num-
ber had a correhaitm of 78 with pas-
sage difficult

Frequeucy It has long been known
that the frequent.% with v-Inch a word

used las some influence on the diffi-
culty people lime in uoderstanding it
lint frequency was thought to he a
weak s Habit' since 1.orge (1049) had
found o,11% it correlation of .51 between
it and difficulty More recently. lior-
muth has shown that fre-
quency and difficulty have a curvilin-
ear relationship and that. when this
fact is ta'Aen into account. thee ha% e a
correlation of 66. blare 119671 has
now- taken a position that the fre-
quency of it word may directly reflect
most of the other characteristits of the
word.

Grammatical complexity
lw degree of intrie:..7% of the gram-

matic.1 relationships between the parts
of a sentence has alwas been consid-
ered an important source of the diffi-
culty in umleistanding the sentence.
'rind rec. ntly, the chief means of as-
sessing grammatical complexity con-
sisted of counting the number of words

..entences.

Two major objections can be raised
in considering sentence length as the
sole factor affecting grammatical com-
plexit. First, it forces us to accept
tlw dubious proposition that all sen-
tences containing the same number of
words .,ossess the same degree of com-
plexity. Thus e are asked to believe
that the sentence. The man saw the
boy who found the penav which was
hd. has the same degree of complexity
as, The penny which the hoc whom the
;not saw found was lost. Second, the
number of words in a sentence does
not measure a mutual unit of language.
\ \(' cannot simpl% add or chop off a
few word. to Wake the sentence more
or less complex.

The granimatical complexity of a
selitence actually results from the

granimanal structure of the sentence.
Consequently. modern researchers are

estigating measures of grammatical
complexity based on the grammatical
structures of sentences This ap-
proach is Lien firm support by the ex-
primnts performed 1)% 'Martin and
Roberts (1(I66 ) and Johnson 11()6oa.
19661, which demonstrate that people
utilize' the phrase structure of sen-
tences as the% process the sentences

.S'yntactic depth Yogve (19o0
%ehpcd a mesa lie of s%otacti.: com-
plexity which obtains the number of
grammatical facts a reader must tem-
porarily hold ilt his memory as he
read a sentence. l'resumabl. the
more grammatical facts the leader
must remember as he reads a sentence.
the more likely he is to forget one of
those fact . an.I the more Rd% he is to
fail to comprehend sums aspect of the
sentence. lionnuth 1 PI64i and

p*Ito has e each sIbiwn that pto-
ides responses to sentences are chi...A.1y
related to the depth measures of the
sentence. Bornmth (19661 found a
correlation of between depth and
passage difticult%. Further. 1w found
119()3 1 that the effects produced by
depth were independent of those pro-
duced by sentence length.

Modifier distance. A variation o.1
the depth measure was de%eloped by
limmuth (1967 and is being investi-
gated by him and by Coleman and
Aquino (1967). This variable meas-
ures the mmther of words occurring
between a word or phrase it modifies
on the theory that the longer a gram-
matical fact is held in memory. the
more likely it is that it will he forgot-
ten. Preliminary results indicate that
there is a correlation of -.80 to be-
tween this feature and passage diffi-
culty.

Transformational complexity .\
.entencc such as The //We boy ran
may he represented as resulting from a
transformation which embedded the
kernel sentence The boy zcas /Mk. into
the kernel sentence. The boy ran.
Chomsliv (1965) has argued that to
interpret a sentence people must trans-
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form a sentence hack into its kernel
sentences.

\ii interesting aspect of the tranc-
forriation anahsis is the fact that it
can he used to measure %%-hat early re-
sear-chers referred to subjecti%el% as

being the idea density of materials.
Coleman 1')6(» found that the num-
ber orn.iinali/ed %erb and nominal-
ried adjectne transformations had
Correlations of -.76 and - 57, respec-
tit ( le. with passagedifficulty. Nlan
parrs of speech represent transforma-
tions, also Bormuth i966) found
that counts of the 'adieus parts of
speech had correlation- as high as tit
w WI passage difticult%. His present
studies -ire analy/ing th" effects asso-
ciated with each of the transformations
found

( ontei tool ...-ariabl,s
Nindern researchers are looking ne-

%line] the %von' and the sentence to find
the features of language. that operate
iner longer segments of text to influ-
ence comprehension Rosenberg 9(1)
found 111(11eatIMIS that passages con-
taining- %vords which people tend to
associate with each other are easier to
recall. Coleman and .Vpiluer I 96 ) are
finding that anairliorie anal% se. xield
tariables that predict passage difficulty
\naphora are repeated references to a

concept in a pa.,sage The use of ana-
phora indicates the eztent to which a
passage deals in depth with a single
topic. Since the %vorle in this area is
only beginning. it is still too early to
predict its outcomes. But it seems
certain that gains in this area will have
great %aim. in increasing our abilit to
predict and control passage difficulty.

Readabilit% formulas

Eal% imestigators had to defer the
ilisestigation of man% important prob-
lems mud research in other disciplines
had made tools mailable for studying
those problems. \s inav he seen ft-rim
the preceding (11,ctission. lnignistic re-
search proyideel readability researchers
with new and irowerful tool, for :ma-
lring langtu re,euch
tools became mailable for stuil%ing the
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problems invoked in designing reada-
bilit% fornmlas. As a result, we have
inn% learned enough to design Innen
sounder readability formulas.

Readability and reading ability
.\ prriblem long plaguing research-

ers was the question of whether the
features that influenced readabilit% for
poor readers also influenced the reada-
Lility of materials for more abk read-
er, If the same features of language
influence readability for both and In
the same amount, then a single and
fairl simple formula can be used to
predict readability for all students. re-
gardless of their le%el of accomplish-
mnt in reading But if different lea-
hires inflnenc«lifficult% for students of
differing leveis of reading achievement
or it the same features influence difti-
clilt% In different amounts. then %ve

must dodo!) more complex and mate-
nall% different kinds of formulas
liormuth c Itf66) studied this ppolikiii
and found that. regardless of the per-
son's reading abilm. the sa life features
of language that (miser] difficulty for
him caused the same amount of diffi-
cult% for other,

Shapes of tilt 7 dalvmships
\ second p,tion was %%nether a

gi%en amount of increase in a feature
of the language increased difticult re-
gardless of how much was ;dread% pres-
ent For evimple. is the difference in
difticult between two and three s%fla-
hle words as great as the difference in
difficulty bet ween 7 and 8 s%11alrie
words; If not. the simple correlation
techniques used by early researchers
ieId misleading results. Bormuth

form(' the differences %..ere not
ahas the same. Figurativel speak-
ing. adding wroth( syllable to a one
sIlable word increases its difficult% far
more than adding :mother syllable to a
styes s%llal,le word. The Sallie is true
of many other features Bence, future
readabili6 formulas must include ap-
propriat transformations of measure-
ments taien of these features.

Form of tire formulas
The traditional readabilit formula,
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are presented ill the form of %%-liat is
called a multiple variable. linear cilia-
(um These equations have a chardc-
terit.c that makes the ii unsuitable for

readabilit prediction formulas
To list them, the res.:archer must as-
senil that ails correlation obsened I IC-
ISt I11(/ t ariables. s :(% sentence
length and word iength. must alwass
\1-t Tins impl% is not trite of the

langualfe features used in most formu-
las 1 he result Is that Oa. old formu-
las tit Id misleading results whenever
the correlation is anything other than
the correlation the fon alas assume.
\lost future readability it ninths will
probabl% be designed to pn.yule a pro-
file of the level of dIfficult% re..lesented
1)% each of the language features ill a

Summar%

1:eadabilit% researchers hat, e made.
rapid strides ill the past few Nears, in-
creasing the accuracy of read:11)11U%

firmulas h% as much as 75 percent.
The reason lit. largel% Ill the fact 'hat
reseacheis in se% Vial (11,61),111('S 1 :1VC

deVr11111111 1 (..ctrcli tools which have
aided greatl% the stud% of readability
1's% chologist s hate del (+,l ed 111e cloie
proceili.ce into an accurate and reliable
method of ritasitrim; language diffi-
cult% Linguists have elxel(q)ed de-
scriptions of %arions features of lan-
guage. and these descriptive devices
liae. 11(11 furthc adapted into pcmer-
ful new techniques for measnring the
features of language that influence. its
comprehension difficulty. Finally.
aihancs 111 our understanding of the
mathematics used ill our anahses ha% e
led to improved designs for readabilit
Iiirmillas The result of these ad-
vances is that, it ithin a tear or twit, ed-
ucators still Matt placed ill their hands
powerful new tools for determining if
instructional matenals are suitable fin
use with their students
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of prose that affect learnabilit% . we are
reducing the diftictlit1 of elementary
reading materials. We hat e constructed
a progression of pre-preprimers begin-
ning- Stith one so ...Mil& that MO.( e-
rear-4 Ms can leant to read it after a
single 20 minute lessona series versa-
tile enough to teach simultanemisly
reading. slit-thug. phonics. and printing-
( see Figure I I . one recent test.
dyer half of the children m a Head
Start class were able to take a hook

%%1 sii in-s( into a protot)pe read-
ing program and two research strate-
gies that are being used to refine it.
The general orientation of our research
is this. 11% manipulating characteriitieN
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hon and read it after a single lesson
Other kindergareen classes hae-done
considerably better.

In short. it is possible to redesign
and extend the notion of reading readi-
ness It is possible to construct a long
series; of pre-lin-primer- beginning at
such simple level and increasing in
diffienit su gradnall that a kinder-
gartener can he taught all the concepts
of reading readiness- and rinich. much
more -111' actnalk reading entertaining
little 140111:- lrwe teach a child the
lnsic concepts untied% ing reading and
give lum books simple enough to read.
much of his problem is solved He
begins reading to himself and teaching
himself.

Relining the pt ototpe
shaping the insult( tor

- \n% student of operant conditioning
who has shaped a number of animals
to press a bar is aware tl at his
teaching ability increases tapidk.
Simietinics it takes a student an hour
to shape his first rat, but lie 'Ismail%
shapes his s-cond in half the nine. As
he teaches the animal. the annual is
teaching hint

The saute teaching process is taking
plAce in most first grade classi(Kints
Children are teaching the teacher to
teach reading. But reading is more
complicated than bar pressing, and
this teaching ability imprmes with dis-
appointing slow ness

('art of the !problem is comidexitv:
reading is it complex hierarchy of sub-
skills, and few teachers are masters of
all oi them. Part of the problem is
time; it takes so long to teach a child
to read that by the time the teacher fin-
ishes she has forgotten much of what
she learned front the child. Part of
the problem is record keeping; paper
and pencil are inadequate to reciird the
complexities of reading.

In the kthoratory, the complexity
prohlevirrili he partly solved by spe-
cialiation!* team of psycholGgists
teaches a child and each of them is re-
sponsible for a single subskill of the
reading process. One teaches whole

%%old memorization. one teaches the
letter-sound illation, one teaches
phonic blending. and so on Each of
them is also conducting controlled lab-
oraton experiment, in the same re-
stricted area of reading and he tends
to become a sliecialist in that are

In the lboraton. the problem. of
time and record keeping can kith he
snip (id In %Id( otape. \ ideolape pro-
%ides an almost complete t eci rrd . and
furthermore. bt cutting two ntinte
strips from each lesson. we can splire
titian together and comm.... a child's
reading hi-ton into a intinag( able time

pi nt ide an opportn-
nit% to extend :malt tical technignes to
the stud% of complex skills that have
hc1etof imestigated lit the
grosser fun ins of plielionienoloto
Videotape mat had to a metliodolotzt
that combine, the strengths of the con-
trolled experiment with those of Ow-
minienology,

\ se( ond estii sti meg% lot
dining the pi otot pc collet ling

a data base of Inn( tional Ielnihiotts

There are characteristics of inn ,(1
materials that increase or decrease
their learnability. Let its call these
characteristics stimuli! sol iniension
\Ve need to measure the effect- of
these stimulus-dimensions upon the
%arions responses that make lip rad-
ing; we iiced a trig collection of S-1:.
itnicti( mat relations

I..ter since the publ.ation of I1,er
c, lams, psi chologht:, of y erg sal

learning lime been ,IleCt *Mg 'Mt
fill1C11, relations lint thesenrela-tions hate vet to he organised into a
sy stem that iA((iild help au education
engineer manipidate characteristics of
prose so as m increase its teaching
efticietic. What is horse. 1111111 of
these S-R relations are only generali.-
able to populations that are of slight
interest to an education engineer. The
majority of the experiments were per-
formed upon college sophomores mem-
orizing nonsense s) llables. 'l'o he of
use to au education engineer, the ex-



pertinent,' must be replicaled 1111(111 rel-
t- learner populations and relevant
language 1 opnlationsupon 5- anti 6-
ear-ohls learning readiig resiHmie to

highs]] word.. letters, and phonemes
To use another terminologs. we

need to calibrate linguistic mitt, let-
ter, phonnuv, words. phrases. etc
as to learnabilits I ealuability would
has e to he defined in terms of the ...1
era' subskills making up reading
Then we could select linguistic units
for be ginning materials so as to maxi-
!nue learnahilitv

Selet tint; materials for
et let tit it ading program

recorded in the professional
journals. the history of reading ap-
pears to be cyclic. .\ period of hears
emphasis 11141411 phonics Is followed
with apparently little motivation for

the change i by a period of emphasis
upon %dude word. or e% en while sen-
tence. learning The true history of
reading. how es er. lute history if tn-
dent. and classroom teachers; is un-
recorded. It is probable that through-
out all these cycles the classroom
teacher has gone her own was. follow-
ing au eclectic system. blending to-
gether a hodgepodge of analytic pl'on-
ics. ssiithetit' )111 /MC', 100k-and -say
learning. context, and all the rest .\s
far as the classroom teacher is con-
cerned. then. there is not too much
harm in the academic CI

1)% (T(1'1141:1,1. of anv ;we teaching
method

The harm of overemphasizing one
teat hing method lies in the pernicious
effeet it exert, 1111(111 the selection of
materials ,Nlaterials that arc best
suited for look- and -say learning are
usually poorly suited for teaching
phonics and spelling. (The following
wordsTom. ride, Betty. fast, Stoat',
Bunny, see. 1-4, and. Mother. come,

the, tali, l'ony. lather, apple,
yet. loys--selected from one of the
more popular basal readers, while ex-
cellent ones f4)t look-and-say learning,
ale %cry poor for teaching phonics and
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spelling because of their irregulari-
ties i Words selected for a spelling or
phonics approach are usually 141tor, ones
fir look-and-say learning: many of
them are too inlet- onto', and because
they are usually gt,. eratt 1 front a niin-
ilium] number of 1iiers they are so
similar that they art hart. =o discrimi-
nate from one anothE

People %%"11) prepare readii mate-
rials may as %yell -e a 1-.asic fact of
life: most classroom teacher- air going
to follow an eclectic approach. proba-
bly foi. the simple reason that their ex-
perience proves it to ix; the most effec-
tive our Therefore, to g;ve thew an
ef'tctiye set of materials, the require-
ments of all approaches must be con-
sidered shoultaneonsly %Own selectilig
tin words land other linguistic units)

Stt SS
Al', mg

mah

SO4

MOSS

is

r. ro-. i wIlt WIN W P' 1

'Pc , tAN ' fT., t t

l'-wf C4i. fTsil if fe
- --,-- I

it; ief

f ss

rAN

StLf

rut4

hAt

Table 1, a vowel-by-consonant ma-
trix giving the first 64 words of our
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prog,rain. serse to illustrate a few
of the requirements that must be con-
sider( (1 Note that the woe's are com-
mon one s , selecting according to this
characteri-tic facilitates look - and -,a+
learning Note that are regularly
spelled and :ire gem.rated from a rela-
th els ,mall number of letters; sclect-
mg according to these characteristics
facilitates the teaching of phonics and
spelling Note that they contain most
of the common word. 1:sed ill the

series the% permit that
a ,preach Tiles are supplemented. how
e,er, bs a few function sy(rds miss-
IA lied Ill a transitional alphabet sc, they
permit the idlImiatic sentence structure
of the i t a Note that the number of
shapes the child twist learn to print
has been reduc, 1. Sooner or later the
c1111(1 ++ill haw .(1 learn the lower case
characters for 1 11 \ :and 1.. hut
there is little l ed to inflict that learn-
ing upnit 1111 ,.t CI- beginning I lis
time ss onid be better spent learning

more useful.
The most difficult subslidls to teach

are phonic anal, and phonic
111I4 Tlit f )1*(k of 1.:11)1(1 1 111'1 e se-
II CN to faCtitt ue teaC11111g these two
111/1,111, 'Tile CO11,011:1112 are ar
L111L:111 111 t'll11" order of introduction.
Nuo that the first ones are continuants
!continuants are sounds that you can
continue sasing such as s-s-s. 111-111-111.

etc ) hu\ can be pront,unced in iso-
lation and most of them :lase meaning

Note th:. with the excep-
tion of the final t. Table I contains no
stops ft, b, p. d. k. g./ ) ()lie of thc
...hort«iiiiings nt ino,t phonic programs
is their earls introduction of the stops.
'Hie child Ines ital,ls learns such

Quids as putt and loner

The adsantage of eliminating -.tops
and bcginning %%Itli continuants can be
made apparent by considering a few
examples. The isolated somuls huh 1
firth hear little resemblance to bift. but
the isolated sounds .c-s-s ce-ce do not
differ too much from see. Figure 2 il-
lustrates one of the many techniques
our firogiatil uses for teaching phoilICS

and :pulling, techniques that would not
be available if the first words had been
/rud or say or hen..

()tiler iactors tint would facilitate
the teaching of phonic blending were
considered in selecting words Clearly
it is easier to teach the child to blend
two somids into a word than to teach
him to blend three or more. Perhaps
some letter pairs arc cai.r to Hold
than others For example. nl pro-
nouncing the word out there are great
changes m the tongue. lips. and soca'
cords as one pr,gresses front the sowed
to the consonant. The chalwes are
much less for words such as in. an. Is,
as, ice and she \ set of a orris that
imolse minimal changes ill progress-
ing between %mei and consonant were
,elected to illustratc Omni(' blctioling.

Summar%

This paper describes a beginning
reading pr((grani and two research
stiategies that are being used to iefine
it One strategy uses sideotape and
pushes the program tlinnigh a t;ontin-
lions resting es cle Of test-refine-
test-refine. The second strategy is to
collect a data basea matrix of S-R
fulictions----that will allow the material
for first grade communications skills
to be engineered Essentially. these
S-R relations will calibrate linghtstic
unit, as to s arions kiwis of learnability
and thus allow an education engineer
to order the low order tasks into a
sequence that will facilitate the child's

such as phonics and spelling
iii(11111.(1ttli:mtli:sf rillxig1(14

0111(1'

relation..
(lineation could engineer a "new read
ing -a new reading that might lw as
resolutionars. as the new math Our
present program is still a long way
ham this Even with its present lack
of polish, flosses er, placed 011 a pre-
school television program in the form of
animated cartoons, It could teach most
of the Me-year-olds ill the United
States a rudimentary form of reading
before die\ cuter school.
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The Effect of a
Thought-Directing Quest ion
on Reading Comprehension

at Differing Levels of Difficulty

El-GI NI: U GRANT
Northern Illinois University

and
Ak% I %

Indiana, Public Schools

.11.1-Ittirtaf t HI t ITI R %Tr!: I generally
supports the practice of establishing a
purpose before reaihng, cimiparatiely
few siudiss hate been done in an at-
tempt to support this practice. Some

of the studie which have been con-
ducted prmule iml partial support
Ifnquestionabk, it is belie% ed by most
writers in the field that it is highl% im-
portant for the reader to establish a
purpose for reading before he begins to
read Hdlicators 'have long insisted
that proper motivation and mind-set
are influential factors in learning In
expressing this point of view Schubert
states, "Too many students are looking
for nothing when they read, and end
lip with it. Seek and thou shalt find
seems to be apropos" (0).

Nearly twent% %t ars ago Gras de-
clared. "Ver little has been done to
determine the patterns of guidance that
are most effectice in reading for differ-
ent purposes" (2) Empirical evi-
dence related to the establishment of
111111)()sc, and the most effecti%e mean,
of creating an 4ppropriate
among children. need to he compiled.

Observation and inquiry reveal that
ratans college and mikersity freshmen
have never learned to establish a pur-
pose for reading other than the shallow
purpose of reading to see what is ,aid
Most students of this tpe are m rel%
compliant and read w ithout set':ing
understiwiling They realise that they
are expected to do the reading, and in
their way the do so. Their efforts,
however. amount only to hoping that
they understand, but do not constitute
real effort to understand.

Shores (5) reported a study in He-
wn/an, English in which he found
that pupils need help in recognizing

the requirements of reading and need
practfce in adjusting their reading
rates and techniques to their purposes
While Shores was primarily concerned
VI 1111 reading for different purposes. as
(;vas i2) had suggested. he also rec-
ommended carr% mg out empirical and
analytical studies of %%bat is inohed
m abiltts to read for %arum, purpose.

In an earlier stud%. Iltdines
used college students in an effort to de-
terinine the comprehension IC el, I of

reading when guided by questions. as
opposed to careful reading and reread-
ing without questions The results of
l'er studs nu, ncatcd that ginding ques-
tions signnicantl% increased reading
htlit m kith immediate and dela%ed

recall of the answers ti the questions
used There was no loss in delaed
recall of answers to supplementar
questions.

lu a lq27 studs Distad, studing a
group of sixth grade pupils. concluded
that, "If the purpose is to measure the
immediate recall on the entire contcnt*
of a selection after a single reading.. it
appears doubtful whether a wide var-
lets of purposes for reading. directing
attention to the content, can be justi-
fied in %iew of 9e relati%elt large
amount of time required for reading"
(1) I le further concluded, howe%er.
that it is %aluable to read with a prob-
lem or quespons in mind. When defi-
nite information* is desired, and when

used, "directed types of reading
are intrinsically it ortim hi) in that
they (I chip habits of reading effec-
ti%-elv fur different purposes Tinkei
and NI cCullough ( ) define the
efficient reader as one w ho compre-
hends just what is required by what-
ever purpose he has in reading, rather
than the one who comprehends the
most details.

In working with a group of college
students, Lets, on (4) found that when
the students were asked to read for
complete mastery of a passage, alert-
ness was engendered above normal.
He said that such a mental set made
the reader capable of reading with
greater comprehension and speed.

*italics pm mr Hied by present titer
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1 le, study seems to attt.t to the impor-
tance of the niental set () purposeful
attitude upon the part or the reader.
The problem in part. turn, seems to he
one of helping chilli en establish a

mental set before the% begin their
reading either in the content areas or
in recreational reading

Purpose of the stud%

The purpose of this ',Wit% was to
make an appraisal of the value of pro-
viding pupils with a broad general
thought-directing question prior to
reading at different le%els of difficulty.
In other words. what is the value of a
broad thought-directing question to the
ahme a% erage reader. the average
reader. and the below average reader?
The above a% erage reader was consid-
ered to be one Who read niore than a
y ear above his grade placement: the
average reader, one who read on a
leel within a range of one year below
and one year above his grade place-
ment , and the below average reader.
one %%110 read more than a %ear below
his grade placement.

Design of the study

This experimental study involved
27') sixth grade pupils from ten class-
rooms in three different schools in
Ilanmiond, Indiana The children m
each classroom had been grouped het-
erogeneously Through a random se-
lection of classrooms, the pupils m half
of the classrooms in each school be-
came the subjects of the experimental
group (Group .\ ) while the children
in the remaining classrooms formed
the control group ( Group 13 ).

Both Group .\ and Group 13 pupils
were further subdi%ided into above av-
erage readers, a% erage readers. and
below a% erage readers on the basis of
approximate reading levels. For this
purpose the Reading- Subtest of the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 2.
%%as used. in the few cases where the
grade equivalent scores could not be
obtained, the pupils were eliminated
from consideration in the study. The

lireakdown into the subgroups ithm
groups .\ and B was acc","Plishcd, ht
placing all pupils who read more tutu
one tear below grade level into sub-
group I ; including all pupils who had
grade-equivalent scores of C.1 or
low er Subgroup II pupils had
grade-equi% akin scores which ranged
from 5 2 through 7 1 : including pupils
who were to read on a le% el appr((xl-
mat mg their grade placement
Subgroup III was made up of pupils
reading well all' e the average. and
who had earned a grade-equi%alent
score of 7 2 or :dime on the test.

.1s a result of grouping in this wan-
ner it was found that the mean glade
equivalents for Group .\ (6 7) and
Group B 16 (d) were comparable
Since the mean scores showed that
there was onl% one month difference
between the average reading abilities
of the members of the exiicrullental
group and the control group used in
the stud% it was thought that these
pupils represented a gored random
sampling.

"hie pupils in both groups were
asked to read the article entitled. -The
Swiss Gmernment.- which was taken
from the Junior Scholastic llagaTine
The content of this article was judged
to be appropriate for the average sixth
grade pupil. Each of the %arious
subgroups of Group \. the experimen-
tal group, was gi%en a broad thought
directing question prior to reading the
article, The% were informed that the%
were to answer some fitteNt Ion,: after
the reading. The broad question was.
"In what . (vs is Swit7erland's gov-
ernment like our own and in what
%va%s is it different After the test.
ten follow-up questions of the multi-
ple-choice type were given. The chil-
dren in Group B were told only that
they would be asked to answer the
questions after the reading.

The mean score Oil the 111111dt-0e-

choice test was obtained for each

subgroup of Groups :\ and B. After
making a comparison of the subgroup
mean scores, the total scores for
Groups .1 and B were compared.
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AnalArsis of the (Lad

In examining the data obtained from
this stud-, it \\ as found that the mean
of the score, on the est for the experi-
mental group \\ as -ix points higher
than the mean of the scores for the
control group lilxamination of the
mean scores from the three separate
schoids imol% ed in the study slimed a

t -istent pattern of increased compre-
lien,ion for the pupils in the experi-
mental group The t-test %%as then ap-
plied ni :in attempt to ascertain
%%nether or not the differences, in the
nwan of the two groups \\ as qatili-
("all% sigllifiCaltl. VI M11 tine alpliCall )11
of this test it was found that tin,
difterence %%as significant at a Iti\el ex-
ceeding the five percent le\ el of confi-
dence,

Examination of the data for sill,-
grime, I of group A. the poorest read-
ers, reseal, that these pupils not only
did not improve ill corny( hen -non %%lien
presented %% ith the broad thought -di-
reeling ipiestion. but actually did not
comprehend as %%till The fact that
these pupils were reading on the frus-
tration le%-el iiim well 1w of nine par-
ticular significance in this instance

A comparison of the data jinni
subgroups II of both tit-imps \ and It
reseal, that thew V as a mean differ-
ence of ele% en points 111 fa\ or of the
experimental ubgroup These group,
represent the a%-erage readers for
\\ hum sixth grade material is ver%

lil,el% on their instructional let el.
"Iliesti t\\o subgiiiiips repiesented the
largest of the population groups
\\lien the t-test was applied to tie
eleven point difference ill the mean
performance. the results indicated ;i
significant difference at the t \vo per-
cent level of confidence. This seems
to attest to the \ :due of the thought-di-
recting question \\ hen material is at an
a\ erage Iti\el of difficult \

Anal\ sis of the results of testing
subgroups I II. the above aterage read-
ers, re\ eals that the difference bet%\ cell
the mean performance of the experi-
mental subgroup and the contirol
stibgioup \\ as only three points. with
the difference favoring the experimen-

. \ 111-AD IN R. 1..11) I Ni.

tad group This difference was
significant at the five percent le\ el

Since the subgroup Ill pupils were
able to read more than a tear alio\ e
the level of difficulty of the material
read, it is likely that this material was
east enough to be referied to as inde-
pendent let el in:Aerial

not

SIII11111,11 and 1 on( itisIon,

\ii anal\ si, of the results of the test
seems to indicate that in general a
broad tholiggt-directing question lei
fore reading is of \ alue as br a". (.)111-'
prehension is concerned Hut. as \\a,
shown In some of the earlier stildie,,
there air some qualli\ing condition,
.\pparentl \- \\hen pupils lead on an
oast lett], a let el some might describe
as the independent or free-reading
le\ el, the thought-directing question i,
of ter\ little value since these rt."itf.rs
probabl\ formulate their own purpose
for reading. Perhaps the material is
test so ea..% that the thought-directing
question i superfluous

For pupils \\ hi) read material at or
near their instructional let el, a le\ el at
\\ hiell sums help ma\ be needed i the
teaching le\ el I. the thought-directing
question seemed to be significantl \ al-
tiable. \pparenth the thought-direct-
mg question gate enough mind-set to
enable the pupils to comprehend beiter.
It \\ as quite clear that this gronp al-
tamed better comprelienion a a result
of the question.

The pupils \\ loo read beliw the le\ el
of difficult \ of the material to be read
\\ tile not aided in comprehension by
the pro\ ?silt?) of a thonglit-dirt ling
question The broad question ap-
peared to affect comprehension ad-
versel%. This finding is ,ointi\\ bat iii
line \\ ith earlier studio, \\ here a 1111111-
ber of questions \\ere used, rather than
a single broad quit ,t ion It should be
remembered that these pupils midi:dill.
\vere reading on the frustration level.
and the question ser% ell only to add to
their confusion.

lit an attempt at a broad interpreta-
tion of the findings of this study, it
seems that three discreet c clusions
ma \ lit dra \\ ii, namel \ :
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1 .\ broad thought-directing ques-
tion may not contribute significantly
toward better comprehension when the
material is of a low level of difficult%
for the particular reader

2. In general, the broad thought-di-
recting question is of %aim in compre-
hending- material that is near the in-
structional level of difficult% for the
reader

3 When the material to be read is
on the frustration level, a thought-di-
recting question to give mind-set, is of
no %alio'.
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month stink' was to determine
55 11011(1. in a given amount of time,
stink' combination of free reading and
basic reading skills instruction could
be as effectkek used as a program de-
voted primarily to instruction in the
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basic skills. .\ basic pren,e giving
rise to this stinksupported h% the
literature 1 1. 5)---was that children
are aided in becoming unproved read-
ers 1)% regulark reading books chosen

thenisehes .\ strong case rests on
the assumption that one more readily
and permanently learns those skills
which are reali.ticall% utilized and are
pereeked to be of immediate, personal
%able This suggests that the teaching
of reading skills should merge w ith the
c\ercise of these skills in flee reading

All %oungsters w ill not regularly
read simpl% because blioks are accessi-
ble to them The classroom teacher is
idealk situated for prosiding the time.
place. and books. so that children nia
daily read books of their own choice.
Too. the effect on a child of seeing his
classmates engaged in reading their
personally selected books would hkel%
be a strong incentive to act accord-
ingh

\lore specificalk, this study was ar-
ranged to help determine whether a
portion of the daily reading instniction
progra m. in the sixth grade, could ad-
xantageoush be de%oted to the reading-
of freely selected books

oml 111 e

In order to ai.complish such an
investigation. the experimental popula-
tion was organised from twelve class-
rooms of sixth grade children in the
NasIA ilk., Tennessee, public school
.% stem The% were selected becam-e
the attended schools located in ticigh-
borhou(6 judged to be representative
of this country. large. intermediate,
socioeconomic class; the 1960 federal
census pro% bled primary ex )deice for
determining nine socioeconomic simi-
larities alining the neighborhoods
Also, the sixth grade supervisor and
the five principals deemed these
,,,hools to be similar in the effectise-
ness of their pursuit of the educational
goals of the school system. The ex-
perimenter found the schools attractise
and equipped with accessible, central
libraries averaging from eight to ten
books per child in each school.

In addition, the teachers were I
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college graduates, 2 1 CCI ntird to teach
at the elementan level, .3 experi-
ened, and 4) subjectis el appraised
1)\ their principals and supers isor a,
being better-than-a erage teacher,

Four method, of nadmg instruction
were employed Each method was
used With students from three class-
rooms of sixth graders, v.-1th no two
(different ) method, being used in the
same school Hie four methods of in-
struction were utilized for tw el' e
week, Each of the twek e classes had
one assigned hbrars period each week
and the pupils were allowed to check
lilt books irons the hbrars a, needed
In each of the classnionc, there was a
week's. thin.- minute, hook- sharing pe-
riod illsolving the entire class

Gain, iii :tellies einem w ere meas-
ured hs the 1959 resision of the Met-
roioditan \chievement Test,. In-
termediate Hatters- : form \ni N% as ad-
ministered for the pretest on February
4. 1(k)4, form 11m for the 1)1).4-test on
\la\ 4. 1964 11\ nsing two subtesi.
one for word knowledge. and one lot
reading. two separate criterion meas-
ures were ()lit:oiled In order to studs
the l elan e eftecti mess of each of the
method, at (hint-cm let ens of intelli-
gence, the indis ideal, under each
method welt' identified B. lO score,

To appraise the effect, at different
les el if intelligence. the data for each
method were anakied for three le\ els
of 10, 118 to 131. 97 to 117. and 72 to

nie/hod
Instniction tinder the cons entomal

method 1 (n esented a rather strict
adherence to the teacher., guile ac-
sompansing the basal read, series
used with three or four groups in each
loom Each group repiesented a dif-
ierent lesel of leading achies
and used a basal reader which was
graded at approximately the mean
reading le\ el of the gis en glom). The
basal readers 14)r thus ii ethod. and for
the experimental and experimental
II methods, were trout a series of
deselopmental leaders employing an
"eclectic" / program including im-

prm einem in comprehension. and in-
strustom in the use of phonetics (ana-
l tic ). context tines, and structural
word anal\ sr:. "1h, three or four
group, in each classroom under tins
method had forts-live minutes of sss-
tematic instruction rah da\ but V. ere
not allowed free reading time. The
hddren in these three classrooms to-

taled \ fter 7 were lost due to lack
of test results, 88 w ere included in the
studs 1 ne findings pertinent to this
grlar) ss ere a, follow s

-1 lie gam in word knowledge
:who's ement for this group was signni-
canth, less than that for either the ex-
penment-il or experimental II group,
and was equal to that of the individual-
wed group.

2 The g'im in reading achiesment
for tins group was sigmficantls greater
than that of either the mdisidualized
or experimental 11 gnaw. and was
equal to that (4 the experimental .\
group

The Indindualtzed method
ht, method as described bs \ catch

( o ) constituted a se\ ere contrast to
the more Instoricalls conventional
method \ithough the dad\ instruc-
tion period was for fort -fise minutes
also. instruction was primarik based
on each individual child., personalls
selected book. ( instiuctioif oc-
curred for a short penod as a teacher
Lecame aware that the need, of noire
than one pupil coincided. Under tins
method a teacher interviewed one child
at a tune, for nistinction and m order
to an ange appropriate leading nu-
pro einem asinine. for the child .\
greater amount of free reading was
Nisei to hase Oct erred under this
method than under the other three
method, described in this
S\ stematic instruction for this nu thud
was nuninuied as compared to that of
the other three methods The children
in these three classrooms totaled 91
After 7 were lost due to lack of test re-
sults, 84 were included in the study.
The findings pertinent to this group
were as follows:

1. The gain in word knowledge
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tine einm for this t4totip teas siginfi-
(-anti% less than that for either the ex-
perimental .\ or experimental group,
and %%as egnal to that of the con% en-
tional group

2. The gain in reading achie% einem
for this group %vas significantl% less
than that for either the con% entional or
experininal .\ group. and %%as equal
to that of the experimental group

3 This group experienced a loss in
achie% einem for both curd knov,ledge
and reading

I he txpertmental .1 method
Instruction under this method ran

for a period of 45 minute, each slat
luring the first 30 minute, of the
dail% period con% entional instruction.
as described for the con%-entional
method, ca. In o% ided , the remaining
1 5-minute portion %%as dented flail% to
free reading At this time the child] en
read from am !fools, the% chose. 111

this situation there %%as s%stematic
daily instruction. along call daub free
reading. The children totaled 105 in
these three rooms \fter IS %%(re last
due to lads of t( st results. 57 remained
The findings 'ferment to this group

( le
1 The gam m c td kno.%ledg(

;duct einem for this group %%a,
%anti% gieater than that for (01 the
con% entional nr in(11%1(loali/ed
but cats less than that of the ( \pet 1-
mental I 1 gioup

2 The :4,1111 nn readiii:2 achio% einem
f(1 this group %%,i, siginficantl% greate]
than that lot tither the in(11%1(luali/«1
of the ( \perniiental It group. and %)..t,
equal to that of the %on% entional
gr( up.

I he (-II crolo B method
Instruction under the e\perimental

I; method %as for a period of 45 111111-
files each day. 1)nring only the first
15 minute, (4 the dad% period con% en-
tional insti fiction. as described lot the
con% entional 111(1110(1. vas prmided.
quite the rentainine, 30-m1mile block
%%as (let oted to flee reading. As in th-
e\peinnental .\ method. the children
at thls tune read from books personal!)

chosen by them Here also %%.1.; s%,,-

tematic dail instruction. and (1.1ilv free
reading, lout %%hen compared %%ith the
experinmital \ method. hat mg differ-
ent proportions of the period de%oted
to instruction and to free leading
The children totaled 7; in these three
room, \fter S %%ere lost (hie to lack
of test results, 70 rem:mud The find-
ing, pertinent to thus group were a.
foil( )%% s

1 The gam fin cord kill ledge
achie% einem for this ;Joni) %%as signill-
(-anti% 141 eater than that for am of the
()flier three groups

2 The gam in reading .1(1m-cement
for tin, group %%as signify:mill% less
111;111 that lot (nth( r the con% entional or
experimental \ group. and etas equal
to that of the itidi% 1(1u:di/cif f41-,111p

\11.11%.n of the data

\nal%sis of %ariance procedures
%%itli tests at the 05 le% el of signifi-
cance, allot ed the follm% lug olisf.1%a-
lion, to he made

1 alsen as a group. the 3211 chil-
dren in the stud% made ,1 signif., ant
gain In cord 1,11()%%1«lge and in n

as measured b% the ;wine% einem
tests

2 Considering each of the three lev-
els of Intelligente 1i, a group. each
higher I( %el maintained signilicantl%
greater chic% einem nn card Islimk I-
edvy and tit r(ading. over each 1m% (I
level

3 n h%te %,,is no interaction bocce(
ineth(d, and tntelltgt lice le% el. fm-

Isii()%%1( dgi (,1 reading
The rani, (o-der ht inetlind, foe

gain in cord kiiin% ledge eras e pelf-
mental 1 1. sspermicinal \ t I nn en
Initialold huh% idnali/ed

5 The rank oi(1( r b% methods for
gain nt reading %%,i,

pernneuhil .\. (..permiental 11, and 111-
di% idnahued

Diu fission .111(1 toot lusions

Fol the four methods. greater gams
ti cord knov,ledg( seemed to he as,o-
elated %vith mote time spent in free
reading (treater gains in reading
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tended Iii go \\ ith (mire time spent in
s\ snmatic instruction The (nth \ id-
iialized method. hang- the most free
reading- but the least amount of s-
tematic instruction for the emir( ls,.
actimik 11()\\ cd a lily, m (1rd IstRotl 1-

(.(1);(' ;111(1 111 IT.1(11112, \ IR 1 1111(11-

1:11 \ nictltotl. ha\tn[4 dr% ()led 11111-i

111)111ilc, 11) et PM 01111 ln:11 111,1 1"11)11()11

:111(1 Illt((11 11111111I(',, to free reading
each flax . es hibited the hest o\ (Tall
gain

"Ilie finding. to indicate that
reading, lo;,\ lie imprmcd 1)\ the
use of niorc than a siogh method te
.Iiiictton 1\1(111(010-all\ pursin (1 11( c

readily!, \\ hell accompanied h .\ .teni-
ane in.tHiction. 11;1. been shown
to linpro\ aellieement
in word kno\\ ledge 11(1(1 iii reading
The. \\mild tend to \ the iticlu-
mon 01 free reading, in the dail\ pro-
gram of reading in.trution \lo, the
data rather \\ ell ,,iipport the itece...(i
for pro\ iding car'd child x% ill) ),A stem-
alit- reading .1,111. intiletion.

\II of the teachers in the stud\ who
utilized some t\ pc of free reading.
'Acre till iegard to the
apparent scull. "Ilse \ reported that
not onl\ acrr man\
but the children had slim\ ii greater in-
terest in reading,

There is general agreeimt that con-
sistent and s\ tematic reading instruc-
tion decreases \\ ith each succeeding
grade level t 2, .? ) To he accepted 1)\
man teachers, :t method of instruction
must 10' pract(cal and aitllout unneces-
sary emltellishment. it must \\ orb:

nhout o\ er \\ ork. The results of this
and similar studies should help the in-
terme(liate teacher inal:c better provi-
sions for reading impro\ einem
Certainl,, an elcmentar\ trachm
should not feel conscience-stricken
when allowing children to ca.( ..1 \ read
for pleasure (luring the school day.

Re( ommendations

Such a study as this might well
be considered as a pilot effort, pointing
tots ard similark patterned projects (if
a longer term and ins-nit ing more stu-
dents.

Al) IN \ 1,1\6

2 ()flier, \ :Hied combination., of
total iii.truetion time and di t.ion. of
the time. beta ern inetliodie.il .hill, tn-
.11 and dubs li c e reading. might
In \ he In\ esti.....tted

3 \wither 1:iatu of 11116, stnth
\\ ill( It alturilatN1 CACI! (1.1\ reading
10-"u.ralli 10550.n skills instruction and
free 1 eadllw, a mild seem to be \\ of th-
55 hilt'

\H ''11(1 .tinable ad-
thee ins stigations of thj.,

mut itre tt(onld he .1 .111(11 of tile wore
1,,,111114 mil, of fret. reading on .1.011
gr:1(Irrs. leadow, halms

5 'I here should he a replication of
this studs at du fourth g,iatle and
grade level.

Hum to
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IN RI I- NT vt .sus the leading special-
ists in reading ha\c emphasi/ed tinw
and again that (mi\ er rarely can
reading disahilitic. be ascribed to a

single causal factor 1",milly it is a

question of a \\ hole complex of factor,
which may be interrelated uith each
other and \\ ith reading, disabilities. it
is not alts ay.. possible, hots user, to de-
termute the relationship between cause
and effect.
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o%%11 in estigations in `swden
sonita t ears :,go as regards factors re-
lated to reading (li,abilities in the fit .t
grade in the elementar% school \\ ere
rather extensive 13 ) .\ relatively
large nmnbc r of factors \% ere studied
in the same population and at the sante
test session In addition to the noire
eon\ entional methods of investigation
10Mlino-No.m. hit (Ili different groups
of readers \ ith regard to one variable
at a time and .tidies where each factor
is considered separatel% in relation to
reading abilm I swilled se%eral vari-
ables not old% in isidation but also in
interaction with other variables In the
use of analsts of variance technique of
high( r order iiiiiihilactorial design i.

I attempted to take into :termini the
child's preschool de\ clopnit lit (birth,
health. speech de% elopment. etc I. home
bacIsgromid. social and erimomic sta-
ins, the eillicational le% el of the parents.
and tither home conditum More-
over, the respect n c teachers (nal-
nated a number of personalit factors
for each pupil Tests of %ision, hear-
ing. reading abilitx. tisaal perception,
spelling alidit%, and intelligence were
administered. In addition eel twin
teacher and school xariables %%ere in-
chided In the studies

(hit of more than fork xariables iii
vetigatcd the jr,ll,)%% mg factors were
found to be most intimatelA related to
reading ilisaliditus al the first grade,
and further to most clearly differenti-
ate the group of Door readers from the
group of good readers.

1 Intelligence, ability to concentrate,
fiersiStenCe, .elf- confidence, aml
emotional stability of the child

2 tipelling abnith, according to .onus
spelling tests, and visual tiereeption
as measured by five t isnai 1WrCe1)-
11M1 tests

3 Social status and educational level
of the parents and reldtng interests
in the home,

4. Teaching experience of the teacher
as measured IA number of years of
service in the profession.

cl:.11tt it 505

using the case -anal\sis approach I

have banal that children %% ith "special
reading disabilities- i :thine limo%
according to the 'I (Titian- \lei rill i dr-
% hoed negati el% . 111 11 %el-% marked
manner, from the mean for the total
population imestigated. ith regard to
several other t art.thle. besides reading

Judging flout results.
reading disabilities at first grade level
are rioter isolated defects. In all the
case, lilt (41g:tied then %%ere 1011101 to
essist to igctlIcr tt ith deficiencies, dis-
turbances, or iitifa\orable cutiditiims in
several other areas

Do the 'molest !cadets Ieptesent
.1 1011101m gim pttiih tumid to

the it iw of emus in 1)1 ii
(adding'

It is often maintained in medical sci-
ence that qualitative differences exist
between the various t pes of errors in
reading made ln children who are
"wordblind,- and those made In
children with "reading disabilities of
some other type.- and In normal read-
ers (2 I )

Iii niv ttldir, 1 UV-, unable to tint'
:MN fart., in support of the medical lit -
pothesis that :..nong poor readers there
emsts a specific group which can lie
death differentiated mid which suffers
from a special form of disease: and
morein cr. that the qualeatne charac-
ter of the errors in reading made lit
this group differs from that of other
groups of clnldren with reading his
abilitk" 01 et en of normal readers.
concei aide t pes of errors m oral
reading were found also among good
readers, though to a much smaller ex-
tent Our data demonstiated conclu-
siel% that the poorest readers were
Hot differentiated from the others as a
specifir, shaph delimited group On
the contran, we found a relati%elv
smooth and continuous gradation from
the poorest readers of the grade to the
best, Thns on the distribution curve
for the reading tests used, it teas not
possible to determine where the best of
the poor readers ended and the worst
of the ineilitim readers began.
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()piatioe definition of th
«ilnein. reading disabilities

1:or purposes of ptactical edify:mon
It inn prove e\pedient dr.m line
of demarkation thiongli so ill 111)1111 ()11

1111. 111'41'11)11111W cure for the r(
test administered I11e children who
fall 1)(1(A% this line may be termed c1
drill with reading disabilitu chil-
dren ,illtering from (I% ete \Ve
should :11%,:1%. lie full% aware. how e% cr.
that this delimitation is operationall%
defin(d and (1( rend. the 1,ur1((1,e
\dm h the 1111mIltatioli Is '11111'11(1rd to
-er( Foi (\whist(.. ar miLdit elra,
the botindai 'hoe through a certain
point on th«li,tribution cure
valise. in vii\\ of the school's re-
source-, ,%(. Minh we ale able to gie
Mist 1,1,, number of children special
tachirg Ill reading or In caii,e \\(
wish. mi scientific purpose,. to ime,ti-
gat a wimp of poor r adi, limited to
a certain sue

Con,equentl%, it is ill er a question
of actual ditierenee, in essence, in
'kind between the poor readers ni the
delimited :47-(ti, ,inel the medium read-
ers iminediatel% aln,%e the line of inter-

but of (lift( relict., old% in de-

the ()(( iciit c oI 1 cading
dis,11,1111 les IR' 1/1CNCII1C(1?

. SIX Nt'.11 Slink

1111 ieseal Cl' results and practical
e\peilences 1 each( (1 from till, stud%

ha% e. been the ,lapin g t for t5vo
frirthei Ills 1,41*111011s. Till se (mccrn
the de% el/villein of reading alulit, at
the primal% stage and %%ere carried out
at the Natioal School fool Vallicational

ill S%\e( len inasmuch a, the
inirpo,( s and the design of these t\\(
studies were pi:ion-all% tin ,:inc and
is the% were hoth longitudinal in char-
act( r, 1111, ineglit he (-onside] ed as
Harts of oith one in% (. tend
ing- user a time period of sr. ears

1(158-1(411

l'utiR1Ses ()I III(' III \ 1011

1'111 amis of this im esti:4:11nm
he en the follow mg .

RI 1I)IN(,

1 To find an r to the que,tion.
of all( tiler It is in,..11,1t. pft V0111

the (KCIIIrclICl .11('Clal reading
disabilities in grad( s 1-.3 In the ele-
mental-% school

o stud% the prognostic %aime of
sel 1.11-111.011111 test, of con\ ell-
tional t 1,(.. Ser% Co 11111111 \ 11'1

in the tic,uldin;t\ lall ('(nitro S. ad-
ministered prior to the
(interim; school before the first
grade

3. To eonstitict and -taiielaidlie fur-
ther me:I-airing instrument, tooth
for the diagno,is of children's r(:1(1-
mg and writing re:1(1111es, before
,tarting school and at the ',OW'
time gls ing a satisfaetorN- predic-
tion of the reading and 55 ritmg
abilit, of child] en who liae cow

n el r( specti% els the f sec oral,
and third glades of the I lementar%
school

Tilt there' thr (irslEzit of the
studies i,0111155 s I he occurrence of
special reading (11,abilities ,, dependent
iipon a whole compli x of fat-tors %%Lich
art. intim:m1% interrelated. mid die ire-
(iiientl% difficult to .1 palate. one from
the (411(.1 Iu the inai(alt% of cases of

reading dis,thlliUcs there arc
good pro,pcets ext.rticg all millience
III a pistil% ei direction, and at times
this ma% he done to a Ser%

e\tent
III our special remedial reading

classes and in oil reading clinic, man,
teachers are periut nuns (..cellent

orls. entailing c(ms1(10 I:11,1( self saeri-
tict., in attt.mptifig to help children

nth reading disabilities. and per,onal-
its maladjustments which often are :c-;-
-4)ciatud atilt these

Moan% , It aonld lialltrath he
preferal)1( to forestall and to pie% ent
the (n-currence (if the reaellin.;
ties In the first instance, One of the
conditions for an eftectie piogiani
lire% ent reading disabilitie, would he
the akin% to diagne),e. satisfai lord% .
(.5(ii before the child begins school, ills
epialificatieni, for the ftdining of read-
ing

Anotlit.r condition is, that
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It shut lid in Made pus-Aide for teachers
In their methodical planning of instrtic-
Iton, to take into consideration the
tons aspect, of \ anon, stage, of dm el
ol,meat of each pupil from hi, xer
first (la\ at school I10\\ Cii 111(

ll'alltr Ilia\ tt,e finding. croin (Itag,itos-
ti tests and lio\\ effectiyek lie max-

drvrit'll :1 Prograln l'a`cd on these find-
ing, \\ill nattirtill be influenced lu
factors such as thy teacher', training
And c\prince, the silt' and ()nom/a-
non of the class. the nature of the (in-
eation:11 matelial.

l he follo\\inti wain 11% poll-ie.:Is was
athaitt ed for our luxe...ligation.. it Is

pl,,sibh to (le( labasc, 111a1-1.011 the fie-
/Ilene\ of reading disability case, b\ a
cart fill diagnosis of the child's readint:
readiness and general -4.1)(101 readi11(....,
and then on the basis of these diagnos-
tic findings. est:i11...1i a teaching '.itn.i-
tion iithesi/Ing ongoing diagnosis
treatment and teaching for those chil-
dren \\ lit, could he expected to eypel
(lice special reading and \vriting diffi-
culties

stud\

In orde. test this \ pothesis ex-
periment:Ill \ \\e first administered a
pdot stild\ . in 1958, with a
population of first grader.. \\ hich \\ as
1.(114,\\ ed tip to grade 3 in 1961

('ti tam organiiational and pedagogical
arrangement, \\tit made

1 he four parallel classes of grade 1

at the research school in the school
\ ear 1(158- lo5O \\ ere made equi\alent
as far as possible a, regards numbei Ili
pupils m tit' class, sex thstrtliniton.
general intelligence, nailing- readme..,
parent,' ,'octal and Vet )1101111C status, and
teat her-competence. T\\ o classes \\ ere
assigned to the experimental group at
rand, m1 and tau in eor;iof

in the popnlation studied men eight
grade one classes for the other compnl-
.ot y schools of lailloiping and eight
glade-one classy, from rtual districts
in vai tons part, of the proyinet iister-
golland \\ere inchided,

t. re,,1111,... of the school readiness
less, could lie e\pected to gi\ e
moderate prognostic \ alue Therefore

snpi dem( ma -\ it slu; of the pupil.,
\\ a, carried out 1)\ itsurg speciall\ eon-
-articled reading and \\ riling- reatime.,
test. These test. anti to gt\ e an idea
of the begtimer. le\ el as regard, the
akin \ of \ isnal peret andm \
perception. phonetic analsis. sound

tont \ (tcaluilar\
on, the pupils' specen. mentor\ span.
rnot.iric mainpulat ton \
and hearing \\ ere tested. inter-
\ ie\\ ing 111( ent s of the 1,e7lliter,
according to ...penal rating scale, and
forms, certain infornmtion \\ as ob-
tained abut the bella\ 1,,r ;111.1 de\ clop-
mem of the childrtii from birth to
school start Data of this kind \\ ere
mosik not 1:111111111;(1)1C bill as !lev-
et-dude., as...tutted that the\ might be
of some \ ;tine for the prediction of the
childten's leading and \\ ruing de\ chip-
molt

Tie children in the experimental
group, as \I ell as thirst Ili the control
group. \vt re gi\ en a hatnry of school
readmes, test, i nia\ he c(mst,Itit(1 to
be a Lind of intelligence test 1 a, \\ ell
as tests of du it and 1\110\\ ledge
ui reading-, \\rttnri. And at 1111111(11C, be-
fone entering school, at the age of 7,
The re.,111i. of Ill( studies of the log:In-
ners: attamments and pn.liciene\ in
reading. \\ riling. and arithmetic before
the teaching Ili tit se sill \\ as

begun at - choral, It ; n1. been repot led in
a special \ ohmic t I i From tine
snit, of the used 'iagnostic 11151111-

Meta's al111C1pated that cumuli chil-
dren \\ otild get leading tlisalulttles, if
no special ;111\111:Iry ineasin \\

talten
From the \ r\ kg-Inning these ( 1111-

(hen \\ert then gi \ en special help b\ a
reading clink- teacher, cooperation
ulth the teacher in the cla ssroom. it
the acne pint of tilt eNpermit ittal
;...roup, but not if the\ belonged to the

.ittrol gl ()1I1
rct, 1.1a1 teaching \\ as tincn IA

.1 reading clinic tcacher Ito had to
take care 0, pupils with read lig 11,a-
bilitie, from all 1? classes at the pri-
mar \ stage within her total ser \ice,

of lief \\ eels1\ ,er\ ice unit. she
de\ oted hours to thilthen \\ ilium the
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experimental group in grade one, 6
hours in grade two, and 5 hours in
grade three.

The study was continued until the
children had completed the third
grade, in 1961.

From the results of the tests given
at the end of the first, second. and
third grades, we found that the experi-
mental group had reached significantly
better results on reading tests, as com-
pared to the control group. The num-
ber Of cases of reading disabilities, as
to the operational definitions used, was
much lower in the experimental group
than in the control group.

The results from this experiment
were e\ tdelltb \ cry promising.
Judging from the experiences of this
pilot study we can anticipate that this
kiwi of approach might effectively con-
tribute to the prevention of the mctir-
rence of special reading and writing

The main study

In order to test the results readied
upon in the pilot study, we started. in
1961. a new study of the same charac-
ter, and with about the same design,
but on a larger scale.

In this study 11 cities with 41

classes and 938 inipils fulfilled the con-
ditions, put forward for the compara-
tive study 111 the first grade. ( Control
group n 466. Experimental group

472.)
Twelve classes were ruled out from

the study during their second and
third grade because the local school
administrations did not wish to ex-
clude control group pupils from receiv-
ing special remedial help as needed

A total of 218 individual pupils
moved to other schools or were absent
from school during test sessions.
Complete data for grades 1-3 are avail-
able for 9 cities with 29 classes and
454 pupils. (Control group n 230,
Experimental group n LIT 224.)

Each class was divided into two
halves and made as equivalent as pos-
sible as regards age, number of pupils,
sex, intelligence, and socioeconomic
status of parents. The two half-classes

had the same teacher. Reniedial
teaching by a reading clinic teacher
was giN en only to certain pupils be-
longing to that half of the class, winch
was randomly assigned to the expen-
mental group, however, and not to
pupils belonging to the other half of
the classthe control group

Statistical treatment of data

Raw scores on the (bile) ent varia-
bles included in the investigation were
transformed into standard score. (7.-
\ aloes, according to the formula : 7.,

N1/8,1.
Composite indexes have been calcu-

lated for \ arinis groups of variables by
means of addition or subtraction of
standard scores.

We have tested the differences be-
tween the experimental group (41
half-classes with 472 pupils) and the
control group (41 half-classes with
466 pupils ) by using anal) sis of covar-
iance The effect of possible remain-
ing initial differences between the two
matched groups NNotild in this NNay be
statistically eliminated.

We have also used a special method
of covariance anah sis not depending
upon the assumption of common slope
for group regression li ies. "the
matched regression estimates" method
as described in Walker-1 ( ).

.\ series of multiple regression and
correlation analyses, with the purpose
of investigating the prognostic value of
diffc.-ent predictors as regards the level
of reading and writing ability in grades
1-3. have been made

B\ means of these analyses it has
been demonstrated that the number of
the predicting instruments could be
considerably reduced with all only neg-
ligible deterioration as regards prog-
nostic value.

A group of three variables has been
crystallized. Each one can be ex-
pected to contribute significantly to a
good prognosis. First, the battery of
reading readiness tests: second. one of
the five visual perception tests ( visual
letter perception) : and third. the bat-
tery of school maturity tests. Out of
30 cnitei ion variables registered (10
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variables at the end of each of grades
1, 2 and 31 we have calculated, with
the use of transformation procedures
earlier mentioned, composite indexes
as regards the follow mg three major
groups of variables : reading accuracy,
reading comprehension and spelling.

Results

1. Prognostic values of the predic-
tors used The school maturity tests
used in this studs have notably lower
predicting tallies than the reading
readiness tests This ob wrvation ap-
plies to each of the three specially
studied achievement variables: reading
accuracy, reading comprehension and
spelling.

Only as far as the prediction of
reading comprehension is concerned
the school maturity tests seem to 1w of
some value.

Out of the different predictors stud-
ied the reading readiness variable has
throughout given the highest prognos-
tic values, regardless of which criterion
variable was examined.

The simple pair correlations be-
tween reading readiness results and
different criterion variables are be-
tween 048 and 0.55 in grade I. be-

tN yen 0.41 and 0 51 in grade 2, and
between 0 39 and 0.51 in grade 3.

Table 1 swm:trims the findings as
regards the prognostic values of the
three predictors. Nisnal letter percep-
tion, school maturity and reading read-
iness.

The squared multilde correlamin
coefficient i R2) can 1w Intel preted as
a measure of the proportion of the
total criterion %ariance, explained by
x a minces of the three predictors It is
01)% toes that a substantial part of the
criterion variance reniams unexplained
concerning all criterion variables.

The accuracy of prediction decreases
with increasing grade level ( 1-3 ) as
regards all types of criteria Between
grades 2 and 3, however, this decrease
is rather snmll. The prediction of
spelling is noire accurate than the pre-
diction of the two reading criteria with
the exception as regards grade 1. The
prediction of spelling also seems to be
the most stable in the long run ( there
is only a small difference noted be-
tNN een R" for grade 1 ( 30f) ) and for
grade 3 ( 277 ). The table also shows
the lin gnostic %alliek, of each predictor
N hen used to predict performance in
different criterion variables. Under all
circumstances reading readiness is by
far the most efficient predictor.

TABLE 1

The prognostic values of the three predictors, visual letter perception, school maturity,
and reading readiness, when used to predict performance in different criterion variables

R2 component due to predictor
Visual

Reading School letter
readiness maturity perc.Criterion

Grade Type R 10

1 Reading accuracy .507 .257
1 Reading compreh .622 387
1 Spelling .553 .306

2 Reading accuracy 421 .177
2 Reading compreh. 457 .209
2 Spelling 529 280
3 Reading accuracy .400 ion
3 Reading compreh. .433 IM
3 Spelling 527 :77

Notc: The squared multiple correlation
invents using the formula

(11 (2) (3)

183 .043 031
226 .076 .085
.251 .023 032
.148 077 .027
.124 .042 .043
223 .013 .044
130 .000 023

.121 .062 .003
237 .0(12 .038

coefficients (R2) have been divided into its cone

81123 = ryibri 21 + .7g1),1 II + rrIb7a 12

(Symbols and subscripts according .o Walker-Lev, Statistical Inference, New
York 1953, chapt. 13, pp. 315 ff.)
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The pr ognost c value Of all tune
criteria is between 58 and 86 percent
of the combine,' prognostic value of
the three predictors

The predictor, In )1 niaturio., is
ev ulenth of some %aim. as predictor of
reading comprehension, but it is of
small or no value as pi edict' r of read-
ing accurakh and spelling- -especialh
in grades 2 ;Lind 3 1:=- components
between 002 and 013 ).

The predictor. isnal letter percep-
tion. is oh% unisly of sonic value as
predictor of spelling and reading accu-
rack in grades 1-3. As a predictor of
reading comprehension it has some
value in grades 1 and 2, but practically
no value in grade 3 k W-component
003 i.

In a relath long term predietYm
over a three-)ear period ) it seems

reasonable to reduce the number of
predictors to tw o for each criterion
namely reading readiness and visual
letter perception as piedictors of read-
ing accurac) and spelling, and reading
readiness, ind school maturity as pre-
dictors of reading compreoension.

2 Stability of different types of
criteria throiu the grades. Table 2
shows the coefficients of correlation
between all pairs of criterion variables

Of special interest an the coeffi-
cients of correlation betwPcn criteria of
the same tnw at different grade levels
( these coefficients are found in the 3 x

3 squares along the diagonal of the
total matrix

The cnternm, reading accuracy
ob\ ',nisi\ the most stable of the three
types with a correlation of 774 be-
t cen grade 1 and grade 3 measures.
This coefficy tit ma\ in fact he inter-
preted as a hnig term retest coefficient,
since this criterion is measured by
means of the same test batters at all
three grade levels.

The critttria, readil"'y, comprehension
alp] spelling, have been measured
throng]] different test; at dirt, rent
grade levels and this ma\ parth ex-
plain the lower stalidity (correlation
between grade 1 and grade 3 meas-
ures 645 for spelling and .502 for
reading comprehension

The rather low stability of reading
comprehension measures may also be
due to an increasing- complexity in the
set of tactors that influence reading
comprehension performance. The de-
crease from grade le\ el to grade le el
in correlation between reading accu-
racy and reading comprehension (.848
in grade 1. .797 in grade 2. and .52.3
in grade .3) also seenis to indicate that
these abilities become more and more
diff erentiated

Correlations between reading com-
prehension and spelling at successive
grade levels show the same tendency
(.6(i1 in grade 1. 576 in grade 2. and
.442 in grade 3) Correlations be-

TABLE 2
Coefficients (4 correlation between different criterion variables

Type
Type
Grade

R\
1

R A
2

R A
3

RC
1

RC
2

R C.
3

SP SP
2

SP
3

R 1 829 774 848 .734 471 659 682 .637R.A 2 829 521 720 797 .492 592 701 712R.A. 3 .774 922 654 768 523 .554 667 .716
RC I .848 720 664 .745 .502 661 626 555RC 2 734 797 768 .745 551 .541 .576 .613RC 3 .471 492 523 502 .551 462 449 .442
SP 659 .592 554 661 541 .551 .700 .645SP 682 701 .667 .626 576 449 700 .785SP 3 .637 .712 .710 .555 .613 .442 .645 785

Note: 1. Coefficients computed from data for control group (n=230).2. R Reading Accuracy
R.C. = Reading Comprehension
S P. = Spelling

3. The squares of the diagonal parts of the matrix marked above contain co-efficients of correlation between criterion variables of the same type.
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teen reading accuracy and spelling on
the other hand do not show any such
tendency ( 659 in grade 1, .701 in
grade 2. and 716 in grade 3).

511

It therefore seems reasonable to as-
sume that the reading compreheionon
ability during the primary stage be-
comes more and noire differentiated

Fig 1

Analyses of differences between the total experimental group and the control group regarding
the criterion spelling, grade 3 (y), as a function of reading readiness (x)

1
1

2 1

4
7-,

a 2 J., = 114t 5:;5/..

-- -2 ____- -_ Exp group (n =224)
__ _ _ _ Control group In = 23U)= Region of

ggruticance

Z.= 254

Note: Z. values limiting the regions of significance and nonsignificance have been com-
puted according to the method of "matched regression estimates" as described in
Walker-Lev (6).

Comment: Two different regions of significance have been found. The upper region contains
only one case in the control group and is therefore disregarded.
The lower region of significance contains more than 50 percent of the total num-
ber of ca.,es (454).
Within this region the experimental group pupils are superior in spelling ability
(as measured in this study) in comparison with control group pupils at cor-
responding reading readiness levels.
It should be noticed that out of the 78 "reading clinic" pupils in the experimental
group 72 are found s ithin the lower region of significance.
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from the 'moo abilities, reading accu-
rac and spelling, while these RN 0 abil-

remain alulte closek correlated to
one another thronghout the period

3 Effects of remed'al teachin.,
Table 3 show s group means and differ-
ences as regards the three predictors
and the nine criteria studi«1.

The control group was superior in
two out of three predictors, although
the differences are nonsignificant

The experimental group was supe-
rior in all nine criterion \ ariables with
significant differences in five criteria.
reading accnrac\ grades 1. 2 and 3.
spelling, grade 2 and 3.

The aim of the remedial teaching
has been to ye(nit or eliminate read-
ing and w Ming difficulties among pu-
pils in the experimental group

The criteria. reading accuracy and
spelling. seem to he most fitted to indi-
cate reading and spelling difficulties at
this level. The fact that the anal\ .is
of these two types of criteria has
yielded significant group mean differ-
ences favoring the experimental group
in five cases of six strongly supports
the lopothesis that the remedial teach-
ing has had the expected effect

The data also ).,,piwrt the 11\ pothesis
that there is an additive increase in
this effect tromp grade level to grade
level, elteciall\ \Own the criterion is
reading accuracy ( group mean differ-
ences. H- .191 in grade 1, -4- .236 in
grade 2. and 255 in grade 3).

The grade 3 criteria can he regarded
as the ultimate criteria of reading and
\%riting perno mance w !thin this stud \
(Troup mean differences in the three
criteria hime been studied through co-
%ario.ice anal \ .is using all three predic-
tors reading readiness, school matur-
it. and \ isual letter perception

These anal \ ses hay() \icldledl Inghl
significant F-\ ;dues as regards group
mean differences reading accuracy
) P 944 ) and spelling (h 6 06 1

but a nonsignificant F \ aloe for lead-
ing comprehension 1 F 2 94).

\ the correlatvin and nig ression
anal vses in some cases doled h>n'en
within group regression coefficients for
the experimental gnaw than for the
control group, we ha e also used a
method of -matclied regression esti-
mates" I 6 I studying reading accuracy
and spelling grade 3 w ith reading
readiness as a single predictor.

. \s regards the criterion variable.
reading accuracy, this analysis did not
\ 161 any significance region in the
p edictor. t.e the superiority of the ex-
perimental group in this criterion is
about the same at all reading readiness
levels.

The corresponding analysis of spell-
ing- grade 3 did yield a region of signif-
icance ( experimental group pupils
were better than control group pupils
at reading readiness le\ els lo'loa' 4z)
and a region of nonignificance (no
significant difference between groups

TABLE 3
Group means, group mean differences and significance of group mean differences (n=454).

\leans

E\P Comr Di ff
group group E-C

Signifi-
canceVariable

Predictors

Cruel

Reading Readiness
School maturity
Visual letter pure

Reading accuracy, gr. I
Reading accuracy, gr. 2
Reading accuracy, gr. 3
Reading compreh., gr
Reading compreh., gr. 2
Reading comma.. gr. 3
Spelling, grade I
Spelling, grad\ 2
Spelling, grade 3

0.026
+ 0.034

0 049

+ 0.097
+0110
+ 0.129
+0078
+ 0,066
+ 0.000
+0064
+ 0.104
+ 0.101

+ 0 026
e.034

+ 0 048

0.094
0116
0126

0 076
0.004
0.059

0 002
0.100

0100

0.052
_I- (1)1:009687

+ 0.191
+ 0.230
+ 0 255
+0154
+ 0,130
+ 0.119
+ 0.126
+ 0.204
+ 0.201

n,s,
n.s
ii.s

p < 00 0055

p < 0 01
n s
n s.
n.s.
tins

< 05<0.05
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at reading readiness )(leis above +
0 4.

Thus the uittd experimental group
superiont% in spelling abiht% is mamh
due to a sulieriorth of experimental
group pupils with low or medium ini-
tial reading readiness le( \. 72 out
of 78 "clinic- pupils belong to this ca t-
egory. it seems reasonable to conclude
that this finding supports the ltpothe-
sis that the remedial teaching has sig-
inficanth increased the spelling- abiht
of the "clinic" pupils

( hit of the 7,S pupils from the experi-
mental group who received remedial
instruction, 42 had initial school ma-
turity test results above 0 5z

.At the final testing session in grade
3 onh 7 out of these 42 pupils reached
results as regards reading accuracy
below 1 Oz

Using our operaticmal definition of
special reading disabilities we find that
83 percent of the cases identified as po-
tential reading disabilit% cases were
prevented from occurring.

The study further shows that the
optimistic hopes of totally eliminating
reLding disability cases through reme-
dial procedures such as those used
tt ithin the experimental group were
not fulfilled
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The Influence of a Head Start
Program on Reading

Achievement

\VALI R MCFN"

and
ARGtFR ITV RCN rit*
University of Kentucky

AMONG i.i. Of the programs made
possible ht a masshe infusion of fed-
eral funds, the one that has excited
much interest and enthusiasm is aimed
at giving four- and five-year-olds en-
riched experiences that will enable
thent to have a "head start'' in school.
The states in Appalachia have received
a snbstantial portion of Head Start
funds because of the large numbers of
disadvantaged children in the region.

The stud% reported here sought
mainly to disco( er the effects of Ilead
Start on the first grade reading
achievement of 152 first grade children
in Scott County, Kentucky.

In September. 1965. 152 first grad-
ers who had attended an eight-week
I lead Start program during the
preceding summer were intermixed in
15 first grade classrooms with 192
children w ho had not attended Head
Start. Of the latter group twenty-two
had attended kindergarten and were
not included in the study.

Nat tire of program

The children had been enrolled in an
eight-week Head Start program in
classes of fifteen taught by certified
primary grade teachers. The latter
had received one week of in-service
training at the University of Ken-
tucky to qualify them as Head Start
teachers. Each was assisted by an aid
who was a high school or college stu-
dent interested in working with chil-
dren.

The !lead Start program to which
the children were exposed was experi-
ence oriented and designed to increase
children's knowledge and understand-

*The study reported here was the doctoral
project of Marguerite Boereker at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky.
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mg of their life space .\ combination
fu Id trips, \ mg of films. listening

to .tone,. construction activittes oral
language actiities. and classroom dis-
pla\ s sened to increase the t Inldren's
stock of information and their lan-
guage facility Emphasis was given to
concept and \ ocalmlary building in an
informal ;tow spliere

The first grades which the children
attended were all in foe multigrade
consolidated schools and constituted
the entire entering first grade enroll-
ment in the tw 0 s't stems The first
grade teachers were graduates of tour
sear teacher education programs in ac-
credited institutions None had re-
cei ed any tranimg iii teaching reading
bey ond the one course required for
certification

Each dassroom was supplud \\Ali
basal reading textbooks by the State
Department of Edneation under the
state adopted textbook ,stem
Charts. supidententary readers. and
supplementar \ phonics material

hen used i w ere supplied by the
local sstent ul \\ ere purchased from
funds made available from Inc PTA.
Small numbers of trade hooks ap-
propriate for first grade use \\ ere
a\ ailable in each classroom lli both
school s\ stems represented in the
stud\ the animal per -pupil cost of edit-
. ttion was below 8400 in 1965-10On

Classroom equipment could best be
described as minimal A ratite] formal
and traditional approach to reading in-
struction was followed In-clas:, ablf_
it grouping was use.I to care for indi-
vidual differences.

Two hundred forts of the total
group of 322 were enrolled in classes
in which materials were used that pro-
s Hied for early emphasis 011 phoneme-
grapheme correspondence and sn-
thetic phonics ( l'honetic Revs to
Reading piibllslicd by the Economy

The other 82 were ill classes
usIng basal materials pow iding for
earliest emphasis on learning to read
whole word, followed by an analytic
approach to phonics. ( Ginn Rosie
Readers published by Ginn and Co.)
The former group attended school a

full d ;i from the beginning of schoid.
the latter group had old\ half-da ses-
sions until after Thaoksgi\ mg \
tbtit

Lithe; mg data
In order to make sure that the

I law Morrie Effect did not ha e a
strong influence on the results of the
stink. it was decided to do a hare min-
111111111 of special testing. to gattu r
fol'Illat 1011 as iiineth as possible. and to
mold am public its c..iiccrunlg the
stud\ Since both I lead Start and
nun-I lead Start children were inter-
mixed ill about the same proportion in
all clas,rooms. the teacher arialdc was
held constant for both groups

The olds special testing done w as
the administration of the California
Test of Mental Nlatitrit \ This \\ as
gown to all first grader. lw the re-
searchers in I tecember. This was lief-
( -an because the two school systems
do not normal:\ goy such tests to first
grade children

\t the end of the 1905-66 school
sear the IIICIlt al 111.111111 test data and
other information gathered from ennui-
lati t records were anal\ ied to deter-
mine 1 1 how the I lead Start and lion -
Head Start groups differed. 21 %am-
ble, correlating with end-of-the- \ ear
reading achie\ einem scores. 31 the nae
tine and significance of differences in
end-of-the- \ ear reading achievement
scores of the two groups. and 4 i \\ Inch
approach ( the \ lulu tic or anal tie
seemed to better exploit the benefits of
!lead Start. Test result. that were
a\ ailable (in addition to the California
Niental 1\laturit\ ) were those from the
Nletropolitan Readiness Test (admin-
istered In October ) and the Stanford
.\chic\ ement Test (administered ill
\l:\ )

billc)ences
When compared with the non-Ile:id

start group. the 1 lead Start group had
a similar proportion of boys to girls
(51 percent girls ill Ilead Start sersus
52 percent girls not in !lead Start I.
contained a significantly higher propor
(ion of Negroes ( 30 percent versus 3.5
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percent in the non-I itad Stait tomtit).
contained a slightl% higher proportion
of children of mi,i,ilittl *lborer, t 37 5
percent 25 3- perct n ) and a lower
pt oporti n of children of parent, in the

t 13 7 pert ent x, 31 3 per-
t lit ) The difference between the two

group, ill occupation of parent, iva,
significant at the 02 lex el t t ).-en-
pation, of parent, Are categotiitd

ii,u- of 1 hr k,

of O, r if pat ion, (lex p,c(1 11x .\ Fd-
w art', t Figure, 111 the full xertion
of the sttitix clearlx reveal( d that the
I lead tit; tt di,ti ibution clusters to-

atd, the ttn,l.tlled end of the distri-
bution

In readme,-, for readmg I a, mea-
sured bx the \lettopolitan the fIcad
Start group measured slightly less

reatix for reading but the difference
xx a, onh margin:di% significant at the
15 level It 1, notexxortil% that twer

,ixtx percent of both (loop, ranked
below the fiftieth 1W1C(.11tIle in remit-
tie,, The median --core of both
groin), was iii the third decile of the
tr ,t The I lead Start group had fewer
children scoring in the top quartile

\lental age difference, between the
two group, were mgmlicant at the 02
lex el the I Irad Start group was four
motith, below the other group at the
time of testing ( )ecember 1 Filt%

percent of the !lead Start group was
below the mental age of 0 6 while ottiv
forts -sex en percent of the non-Head
Start group ,-re beltwx that level the
minimum mental at_' at which a child

lielx to learn to read with ease.
The difference, betxx yen the nit ntal

age and leadine,s score dtsttilmtions
are 1m-resting \\Theit a, the mental-
ages-in-months pattetn 1, an almost
normal curxe. the readiness scores pat-
tern is almost random. with peal, pop-
ulation, in the 0-10 decile. The
correlation between the two scores is
()nix .41. 1)m-, tin, suggest that the
readiness test measures result, of more
lot mal preschool experiences than any
of them children experienced'

In wile- important variables for
which inf-,,mation was adable there
seemed to be no significant differences

in the two group, These included
CI Il()1111()gIC:11 agC. ,tame of the familx
wind(' or broken t, number of children

in the familx. sliding rani, of the cluid,
and presence of health hunt:mon,

\ !ilex mem 1 esulf s

\ comparr,on of reading achieve-
mnt ,core, at the end of the car re-

(-flied that there was uu mgmlicant
difference in the mean reading le\ el of
the two group,. although a high pro-
portion (II' er (t0 percent) of both
group, scored below e\pected grade
lex el The I lead Statt group had a
higher proportion fakir( t scoring
yerx Iow t 35 s pet ( ent ,coring bolo'
1.3 v, 22 4 percent of non-Ile:id Start
(coup who scored that low I

Fix e amble, were found to corre-
late positixelx with reading :feint-x(-
111cm a, tollow,-

Reading Readmem, ;cure
dental .\ge 40
Race .33
\pproach to Reading 30
)ccupation of Parent

I-gnat-nig lot ariables

In order to determme it each of the
ainwe xanaides e \erted a real differ-
ence ran reading. ;Whit. (Annt, the tuAl,
group, were equated for each xariable
and achievement score, compared.
\Viten equated for race it was found
the ! lead Start :'-'egro reading mean
was a month higher than the non-I lead
Start Negro mean but the difference
wa, not mgitlicant

Equating the groups for occupation
of the wage earner produced au inter-
(-snug phenomenon. The mean, of the
professional group differed m fax or of
the non-I lead Start group but tad% at
the 12 loci . \, the shill of the wage
earner 1 in the Wort -1 lead Start group)
went up the reading scores went tip
!lead Start scores went up from the
unskilled to the ,killed categor; , butt

dropped a -Ain in the professional cate-
gor). T: cannot he explained with
the data a% fulable

In the socioet .-nomic lex el, for
whom 1 lead Start is designed, the two
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groups es:11110(qt no 'significant differ-
ence in achievement. The same was
found to be true when the groups wore
equated lk readiness scores

When equated for mental age a sig-
nificant difference in reading achie\ e-
went was noted m only one mental age
groupthe 71-80 months group. The
difference was in favor of the I lead
Start group at the 06 ?I. It ap-
peared that in this stud\ tat for the
child of appro.imatek 66 years of
mental age the I lead Start experiences
were not enough to bring him up to Ins
non -1 lead Start counterpart in reading
achic\ement at the end of first grade
Yet the brighter I lead Start child
tended to achiee as well as the brighter
non-I lead Start child

Foliating for two ariables produced
interesting results. When groups
w ere equated for occupation id limi-
t:II age it was found that among the
children of skilled workers the I lead
Start group with mental ages above
seventy-seven months achieved signiti-
cantk higher than the non-I lead Start
group of the saute mental age.

\\lull equated for approach to read-
ing i s1 Ilthet1C vs allakt1C) and mental
age. the oil difference found was in
the group using the synthetic ap-
proach. In the mental age group
below 6.5. the non-llead Start group
achieved significantly higher than their
l lead Start counterpart,

Advantage of approach

()ne of the objectives of the study
was to determine which of the two
reading approlches seemed to better
exploit the benefit., of I lead Start
anal xis of the data showed that the
non h lead Start group did better than
its counterpart in the snthetic groups
but the difference was not significant.
Among those learning to read by the
analytic approach the non-Head Start
group achieved significantly better
than the Ilead Start group. It would
appear, therefore, that the synthetic
approach was better able to exploit the
benefits of I lead Start.

Summar\ of findings

In summarumg and drawing impli-
cations from the stink, se\eral points
should be made The I lead Start and
non-I lead Start children who were In-
termixed in first grade classrooms dif-
fered in se\ eral important respects
The I lead Start group tended to come
from the lower socioeconomic lei els
and contained a higher proportion of
Negroes The group measnred less
read to read and hail a lower mental
age than the non-I lead Start group
.\t the end of first grade the !lead
Start group had the larger proportion
of poor readers. .kIthough all of the
:dm c were true, it is significant to
note that a ctratolit, unequaled com-
parison of the reading seat r., of the
two groups re t'ealed no ignificant
(It/Ten-nee rn achtevement
indicate, to tins writer. that the Ilead
Start irrogram achieved signal success
in accomplishing one of its goals: pre-
paring children for better academic
learning That it \\ as not mole suc-
cessful is unfortunate but probably e\-
planialde

In all likelihood the factors influenc-
ing the usual academic retardation of
disaikantaged en arc to compli-
cated for an eight week preschool pro-
gram to make a tremendous difference
In all probability a full-xear kindergar-
ten of compensator\ qindity would bet-
ter meet the readiness reeds of all five-
\ ear-olds in Scott Contra, Kentuck
as w ell as for most of the children
for \\ 'tom 1-lead Start is intended.
Though concrete research evidence is
lacking, the same could be said of
( lead Start iirograms for four -s ear-
olds.

A look ahead

The intent of legislation to finance
I lead Start programs is to neat(' an
opportunity to enrich the lives of dis-
advantaged children Hy providing
programs full of new experiences such
children arc helped to begin school
more neark ready to read

An approach to beginning reading
that would seem to grow naturally out
of the I lead Start actkities is the Ian-
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guagc ext(rience atgtroadi Tpical
basal reader stories in the first grade
materials are not suited to the experi-
ence-stared, language-inulerdekeloped
six- car-old from \ppalachia or the
inner cit\ \Vhen taught teachers

ho have been thing it a number of
years, the basal reader approach can he
flarticulark sterile

A language experience approach
\\ mild permit children and teachers to
create their own stories, using experi-
ences and hnguat.4e patterns that arc
more typical of the children involved
Tlw experiences of Stanffer 131, VII-
seek. Morgan awl Cleland f 1) in Del-
aware awl Pittsburgh in using the lan-
guage experience approach with disad-
;imaged children is evidence support-

ing this idea
The level of competence of teachers

is an important :triable in such a pro-
gram Following a basal reader guide-
book provides a systematic program in

de elopment. Working out a
skills program to lit language experi-
ence stories, a, \\c11 as the needs of in-
dividual children, demands a higher
le\ el of Knowledge, a greater degree of
creativeness.. and a deeper degree of
self confidence than many first g' ale
teachers possess If !lead Start is to
be followed up in an effective manner,
a )):0 must be found to help teachers
acmure these traits.

A wa) must also be found to reduce
the pupil load of first grade teachers of
I lead Start children. .\ greater sensi-
tiit to indikalital needs seems re-
quired of those working with the dis-
athantaged first grader. The pres-
ence of a large imniber of poor readers
among plead _ 's1 I.tart children in this
stud% underscores the need

Many such children come from nf-
ronments iu, winch the) have had ven
little undivided attention from an
adult Teachers with reasohable pupil
loads can find time to listen to them,
pro\nle langnagi niedback of a t pe
that will hell) than alter thew speech
to tit more mature patterns, and en-
courage them to engage in the kind of

language act» it leading to higher le-
els of lingiusti: declopment

The success I if the "Rooms of
Tw cut\ in St I .nni, `,C11001... Ill pro -
vides evidence that reducing the pupil
load can result in some rather spectac-
ular results

\bout one-third of the children in
this stud\ were Negroc The mean
reading achicement of Negro Ilead
Starters was below that of w lute I kad
Starters. tlyingh not drastically so.
This ma\ hite been due to the use of
the basal approach to reading oi to
sonic factors not revealed in this stud).
The en real difference in phomili)g)
and ntax bet t yen Negro speech and
the speech of \\lute children as re-
ealed in at least t w study 121 causes

difficulties for the teacher -as several
teachers of Title I remedial reading
hate indicated to the writer. Experi-
mentation with uirions practices is in
order to find what works most effec-
tit ely in helping these children learn
to read.

.\ studs prewnth mulerwiu in
\Vashington w ill supply information
concerning the exact nature of Negro
dialect in that area and provide mate-
rials for teaching the dialect group.
Entitled 'The I .rhan Language
Studs," the research is under the di-
rection of Dr 1 if ihIlard and is sup-
ported In the (enter for Applied lin-
guistics . \ccontpan\ittg sociol)
and anthropological studies seek to dis-
emu,- faniffial, social, group, and other
characterist les influencing dialect and
holding implications for writing mate-
rials for learning to read

Experimentation with an approach
that ma\ seem drastic to main purists
is proposed In this writer. Earl)
reading material for disadvantaged di-
alect group, (mid especially Negro)
should be written in their dialect

ith its phonological and syntactical
dekiations from standard English rep-
resented in the graphic form. In this
manner the child who sa)s -All needs
tin chits by fo' o'clock- or in response
to the qtaistion "Where is John:- says
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"111 home" can be helped to read
material chisel% representing his di-
alect When lie learns to speak stand-
ard English (perhaps as a sccond lan-
guage taught by oral-aural methods in
a language laboraton situation ). lie
can be taught to read standard En-
glish In the meantime. his de% clop-
'milt in reading need not %% apt. or be
complicated and retarded 1)% his inabil-
It% to speak standard English

In the judgment of the unto- I lead
Start holds a lot of promise for the fu-
ture. I 1 OWn cr. experimentation uith
carious patterns of organi7ation and
different tlpes and lengths of pro-
grams is in older The approach
taken in teachiniz reading to children.
once such instruction is begun. should
be one that naturalh supplements awl
folhms np %%hat has been begun in the
I lead Start program The typical
basal prograni t e, en u'ien supple-
mented %% ith sN nthetic phonics) does
not do this ( lasses of tlurt% to tlu-
h-five children are too large to enable
teachers to do the kind of teaching that
is needed. Some radic:,1 approach to
teaching readiny to children %%hose

normal hale t I. nonstandard 11nglish
is needed Substantial further experi-
mentation and stud% u ill enable us to
refit)( our approaches and tdunques
s() cee can help 1 lead Start to tub%
achnwe its promise
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A Stato\ide Summer Reading
Program: Second Year
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111"k T111: St 1101/1 1I R 19(13-64
the Georgia State Superintendent of
Schools uas oak-el-tied alunit the large
(hoping problem in Geortja fne of
the considerations Was the reading
ability of the dropout and u hen tins
disabilit originated

This Slimmer Reading Ppogn,in
uas a long range aspect of a program
to reduce the dropout rate of Georgia
\ctual results can be alnated onh

after a pernid of c ears. cc hen these
children reach the usual dropout ag(

The apparcut .ucct,.., of the pro-
gram m 19(4 led to continuing the
program during the summer of 1065
This report is cou«rned w.ith the sec-
ond summer program. 1')G5 The
state program %%as discontinued after
1965. due to the auniabilth of federal
funds to school sst(ills. especiall
Title I fluids. The -e funds enabled
schools to support a more extensive
program than \\as possible from state
funds The tuo state programs. 1%4
and 1065. u ere judged successful in
contributing to improement of read-
ing instraction .\ a result of the ex-
peliencc in this program. the Georgia
schools ere able to plan more ade-
quateh for federal 'migrants

Tea(iet s

The teachers ere selected by the
local superintendents. with the ap-
prmal of the State Director The
State Director u as the Reading and
English Consultant of the State De-
iiartment of Education.

Superintendents selected the best

teachers available. Criteria used for
selection were: 1 ) A background of
study and successful experience in the
teaching of reading. 2) an evident un-
derstanding of child development and
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the principles and techniques of the
teaching of reading , 3) an interest and
deshe to participate m the teaching of
corrective or remedial reading and 4)
a nttninzunt of a four-%ear professional
certificate (approximately thirty per-
cent had either fifth or sixth Near cer-
tificates) More than 67 percent of
the teachers had in excess of ten years
(At oir mice

There %%ere 404 leachers selected
and supported by this program .\
number of additional teachers were
eniplmed 1)% local s%stems at their ex-

to epand the program Data
were obtained and anal% Zed on orrl%-

those teachers supported b% the state
pr.,grain

( hddien
Children %%ere selected 1)% teachers

and principals using specific criteria
and screening de% ices

Guidelines used for selecting chil-
dren n ere as follow s

1. Enrolled in grades one through
three in the I0o4-(o 5. school year
with priorit% for first graders,
then second grader., tnd
third graders
1 lad merage abilit% or above.
(Sion learners were accepted if
their reading grade placement
was clearl% below their intellec-
tual grade placemelit )

3 Disabled in reading. (Children
finishing the fifst grade reading
at the primer or lower level. chil-
dren finishing the second grade
reading at the Ion second grade
or lower level, and third graders
at or below the buy third grade

%(1

Freedont from serious emotional
problems.

5. Ilad parents with a desire for
their children to participate, and
%vho agreed to cooperate fully.
Recinunended by the classroom
teacher.

7. clad record of good attendance.

In April, a group intelligence test, a
group reading test. and an informal
reading inventor were administered

1)% the regular classroom teacher to aid
in screening The specific standard-
ized tests used varied from one school
to another

\ total of 6,118 children partici-
pated in the program Complete data
were mailable on 5,677 .1dditional
children %%ere supported b% local .%s-
Hillis, but %%ere not included in this
study

The 5,677 children n ere classified as
follons 2.'172 first graders. 1.610 sec
and graders, and 1.085 third graders
There %%ere 3,453 bows and 2.224 girls.
Classified as to race. 3.486 n ere white
and 2.101 here Negro

Pt ogi

The Summer Reading Program was
scheduled for a total of eight %veks
Tno dais %%ere used for a briefing ses-
sion to aid in preparation of teachers
for the project. The briefing sessions
n ere conducted 1)% members of the
Universitv of (;vorgia Reading 1)epart-
mem and of the (Icorgia State l)epart-
meat of Education ( (la% n as al
lotted for preparathms for the children
at the school \t the end of the pro-
gram two claw, were utilized for (lain-
anon sessions held in each of the ten
districts Each distnet had a super%i-
sor for the program to work with
teachers dining the project and to con-
duct the altlation scssitni, at the end
of the tirogram.

Seven %Yeelss were de% oted to actual
instruction with the cluld.n. In-
structional sessions were for three
hours in the morning, %yid) adegn,
breaks and rest periods. None of the
classes had more than 16 children aml
most of them had 15 or less, the rec-
ommended maximum for this pro-
gram Some teachers worked with a
fen individual children in the after-
noon. In general, however, these af-
ternoon sessions were used for prepar-
ations for the following day. Teachers
worked a full eight-hour-day in prepa-
ration, evaluation. and teaching.

Children nere taught nith seven dif-
ferent t%pes of materials Mo.., of the
instruction. honever, was done with
one of ten basal reading series or with
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one of the series in combination with
the SR.\ I.ahoratorv. Methods of in-
struction repotted as percentage of
children were as follows. Basal Read-
ers, 67 8 percent ; SRA Laboratory.
I 4 percent . Basal Readers and SRA
Laboratory combination, 21 3 percent ,
Programed Instruction, 4 5 percent ;
Individualized Reading, 2 2 perce'
i t a. 0 7 percent and Language Ex-
perience. 2.1 percent.

Birth month
Childrer are generally admitted to

school in (;yorgia if their birth date is
on or befo:e i)ecember 31. t Some
local systems do require an earlier
birth date for admission to the first
grade.) A frequency table was made
indicating birth month. Then_ Were
more children born during each of the
six months that would place the child
in the %ounger half of the year than
were born in any month that would
place them in the older half of the
year. A total of 556 percent of the
children were born m the last six
months of the year.

Chi-square analysis of birth month
by the quarter of the year revealed a
significant difference beyond the .001
levd with the differences attributable
o the higher proportions of Slimmer
Reading Program children born in the
latter half of the Year as compared to
the first two quarters.

This is similar to the findings of the
1964 Summer Reading Program Of
the children participating in each of
the two summer programs. more
younger childrefi needed help in read-
ing than older children. As indicated
above, both standardized tests and
teacher opinion based on specific crite-
ria were used to identify these chil-
dren.

Means of assessing the pi ogram

To assess progress made by children
participating in the program, equiva-
lent forms of a standardized reading
test were administered at the begin-
ning and at the end of the program.
The three subtests, Word Recognition,

Sentence Reading, and Paragraph
Reading. of the Gates PrilLary Read-
ing Tests were administered tin all Ail-
dal! not expected to he reading aloe
beginning third grade at the end of the
program The (;ates \dvanced Pri-
mar, consisting of two subtests, Word
Recognition and Paragraph Reading.
were administered to all children likely
to be reading at or above the third
grade le el li the end of the program

The Peal PICillte Vocalmlan
Test was administered to all partici-
pants during the in st week of the pro-
gram The Pealnod 'Test and the
(;ates Tests were administered by the
Summer Reading Program teacher

Intelligence test results

Children participating in the pro-
gram had a median intelligence quo-
tient in the lower part of the average
range. The median intelligence quo-
tient for the total group was 93.4 ; for
the first grade 93.8 ; for the second
grade 93 5 ; and for the third grade
91.8 Scores ranged from the forties
to the one hundred fifties with 0 I per-
cent in each of these extreme groups.
These scores did not differ signifi-
cantly between grades.

Children were classified into sub-
group to examine the intelligence quo-
tients. White children, increasingly
with grade level, exceeded Negroes
about ten IO points. Boys were some-
what higher than girk, approximately
five To points for whites and three IQ
points for Negroes. The median
scores were: white males 99.1. white
females 931. Negro males 87.5. and
Negro females 84.8.

Approximately ,39 percent of the
children had intelligence quotients
below O. and IS percent had intelli-
gence quotients below 80, as measured
by the Peabody Vocabulary Test.
The majority of these children were
probably not disabled readers but read-
ing near their expected level The
program was deveb pmental in nature
as well as remedial, so these children
did continue to show progress. Ilow-
eer. it is possible that children with
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low intelligence quotients affected the
grow alt for the total group significantly

ReadinA test ittsults

\ total of 4.768 children were ad-
ministered the three subtests of the
Gates Primary at the beginning and at
the end of the program This group
C4 4115i steel Of 2.Q67 first grader,. 1.351
second graders. and 450 third raders
The% could also be categorized as
2.898 males and 1.870 females, or as
2.838 whites and 1.930 Negroes.

In comparing pretest and post-test
scores on Word Recognition, gains
were indicated as one month for first
graders, two 'wrath, for second grad-
ers. and One month for third graders.
For the entire group the median gain
was two month, Differences between
hot s and were not significant :
howe%er, white children made greater
gains than did Negro children

Comparison of tests of Primary
Sentence Readmg indicated median
gains of two months for first and third
graders and one month for second
graders. For the total group the me-
dian gain was two months. On this
test boys were slighth ahead of girls
initially, however. girls made greater
gains Whites made greater gains
than Negroes.

First g;-aders and second graders
made medial. gains of two months on
the Primary Paragraph Reading Test
and third graders made one month
gam The median gams for the entire
group was two months. Initially. girls
were ahead of boy, and girls showed
more gain than I'm s whites
were ahead of Negroes raid showed
more gain than Negroes.

The above comparisons are based on
the differences of pretest and post-test
scores with no adjustment to intelli-
gence These scores indicate that first
and second graders made greater gains.
However, when the data were treated
statistically and gains were adjusted to
differences in intelligence the findings
were reversed. with third graders mak-
ing the greater gain,. Analysis of
covariance was used to test the signifi-
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twice Second graders made more
gain than first tfraders

In oilier findings on these test
set 'res. girls' gains exceeded lot% s'. and
white children made significantly more
gain than Negro children The month
of birth of duldren was not signifi-
cantly related to gain

Gains. as shown lh the comparison
of the "beffire" and "after- Gants Pri-
mary Reading Tests. are depressed be-
cause many children should have been
given the athanced primary tests in-
stead of the easier primary tests.
Probabh few first graders were af-
fected by this. How (ler. indications
were that approximately 16 percent of
the second graders and 28 percent of
the third graders scored so high that
comparison of scores did not indicate
the true grow th made during the pro-
gram. Thus mama children in grades
two and three did not have an actual
evaluation of true gains.

There were 09 children who took
both forums of the Gates Athanced Pri-
mary Tests. This group was com-
posed of fife first graders, 268 second
graders. mid 636 third graders. There
were 555 males -.nd 354 females. and
648 whites and 261 Negroes. The five
first graders w ill be ignoptd. as the
size of the group is not significant mid
the% were probabh not disabled read-
ers

On the \daliCCd Primary Word
Recognition Test second graders had a
median gain of ban- months. third
graders a median gain of three months,
and the total group a median gam of
four months. There was no significant
difference in achit%ement according to
see Gains by whites were signifi-
cantl higher than gains by Negroes.

Comparisons of the pretest and
post-test scores on the Advanced Pri-
mary Paragraph Reading indicated a
gain of three months by second grad-
ers. Inc months by third graders. and
fate months by the total group

There was no significant difference
indicated by race of the children.
Gains significantly favored girls over
buts. Third graders made gains that
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were significantly superior to second
graders

Anahsis of covariance with control
for initial raw score on the Gates Ad-
vanced Primary Reading Tests and the
l'eabodv Picture Vocabular% Test %%as
used to examine score gains stahsti-
call% %vith respect to sex, race, grade.
and birth month Gains by third grad-
ers were sigmlicantl% higher than those
1)% second graders On Word Rec.( g-
nition there %%as no significant diffor-
cure 1)etween hots and girls, but on
Paragraph Reading girls here signifi-
cantly higher at the .01 le%el. On
Word Recognition white children w ere
significantly higher than Negro chil-
dren at the .01 loci. but these differ-
ences were imigmficant on Paragrai)li
Reading

For the Word Recognition subtest
of the ad% anced primary tests. no sig-
nificant differences were attributable to
birth month. Significant differences at
the 05 le%el did occur on Paragraph
Reading. The differences were such
that children born in June made signif-
icantly higher adjusted post-test scores
than children born in January, July.
August, September, October. or No-
vember.

Compa, icon of different
Amu oa( hes

As previously mentioned, seen dif-
ferent methods of instruction were uti-
lized in Carious classrooms. Two
methods accounted for the teaching of
almost 90 percent of the children.
The numbers taught by the seven
methods were as follows: Basal Read-
ers t 10 different :series) 3,847; SRA
1,aboratories 81 ; Basal Reader and
SRA 1.aboratones combined. 1,210:
Programed Reading, 255; Individual-
ized Reading. 123, Language Experi-
ence, 120 ; and i t.a., 41.

These approaches, though in general
they fit the Carious classifications of
method. were not tightly controlled.
Teacher enthusiasm and teacher
know ledge of the approach used were
not equated. Teachers using basal
readers were familiar with the material
while those using other approaches

were not as familiar with their mate-
rials. in general A tw o-da% special
briefing session was held for those
using i t a materials. Those using
other approaches had a one-hour or a
two-hour briefing during the briefing
session for all teachers of the Summer
Reading 1)rograni

Gams w limn the approach g:-4,111-

CC ere compared for prmiar tests .nuf
advanced primary tests separately,
each w ith scores adjusted to intelli-
gence

Stat:stical tests showed method
differences for the 4,768 children
tested on the three subtests of the pri-
niar% tests When the results of the
three subtests of the Gates Primary
Reading Tests were considered. the
order of effectiveness of method; ap-
pears to he as follow s

1. Basal headers
2. Individualized Reading
3 Basal Reader mull SRA Reading

1.aboratories
4 Programed Reading
5. SRA Reading Laboratories
6. Language Experience
7 Initial Teaching Alphabet (i.t a )
Scores for the 009 children tested

with the two subtests of the Gates
Advanced Primary Reading Tests
indicated no significant differences.
Scores were adjusted to scores on the
Peabody l'icture Vocabulary Test.
There were sonic differences but none
of these w ere stattsticall% significant.

Results should be considered in light
of limitations. Some of these would
be 1 ) Lack of adequate training for
teachers rising new methods, 2) Lack
of tight controls and adequate supervi-
sion, 3) The number of children who
should halve been administered the ad-
vanced primary test instead of the pri-
mary test. 4) The duration of the pro-
gram, ( seven weeks of instruction ).

Summary

Children ranged in intelligence quo-
tients from below 50 to above 150.
The median 10 was slightl above 93.
This placed the typical child in the av-
erage intelligence brhcket but slightly
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below the midpoint of this average
grouping.

On the Gates Primary Reading
Tests, adniinistered to 4,768 students.
the typical gains were two months for
first and second graders and one
month for third graders. These gains
are underestiniates became a number
of the second and third grade children
were given the primary tests when
the( should have been administered the
advanced primary tests. The primary
tests were too easy to assess gains
accuratek

The Gates Ad( anced Primary Read-
ing Tests were gi% en to 909 students
who were expected to exceed lower
third grade level at the end of the pro-
gram. Tlw gains made were Emir
months for second graders and three
months for third graders on the Word
Recognition subtest, and three months
for second graders and fire months for
third graders on the Paragraph Read-
ing snlitest

Statistical tests showed method
differences on all three suhtests for the
children taking the prima tests and
no method differences for those chil-
dren taking the advanced primary
tests. For the primary test gains,
Basal Readers and Basal Readers plus
SR.\ Reading Laboratories were su-
perior to Language Experience. Pro-
gramed Materials, and i.t.a. ; Indi-
vidualized Reading gains were snperior
to those of Programed Materials; and
all approaches were superior to i.t.a.

The Effect of a Parent-Training
Program upon Reading

Achievement of Children

.\1.1.1
NA, and

Roin.wr F. STAIIMANN
University of Utah

THIS PART of the study describes the
hypotheses, the procedures, the design,
and the results of the experiment. .\
description of the parent-training pro-
gram is presented in the second part of
this paper,

Hypotheses. The two basic Iv( -

potheses of this .tidy are
1 Pupils whose parents are in-

-soled in a training program will show
greater oral and silent reading gains
than a control group ((hose parents are
not imoled in the prgram during the
experimental period

2 Nlothers. attitudes as meastned
by the Parental Altitude Research In-
strument ( 1'AR1 I. Factors 1. 11, and
III. are significantly correlated with
oral and silent readmg gains

Sample. In late spnng children
who would be in grades three to six
the follow mg sear in two elementary
schools were tested. awl those with
reading ability a (ear or more below
grade level were selected. An "Invi-
tational Letter To Parents- (vas sent
to all parents of children so identi-
fied There was approximately a 50
percent return which antounted to a
sample of 45, Since we could enroll
only 20 students m each school in
remedial classes, 40 students were in-
,,ited to the remedial class on condition
that the mother (and if possible fa-
ther ) attend the parent class. titer
dent. were then randomly assigned
to experimental or control group for
the parsmt treatment Attrition
throughout the period of the experi-
ment reduced the sample to 29 There
were 1.3 experimentals and 16 controls
in the final group. Both experimental
and control parent groups were taken
through a parent-training program.
The experimental groups participated
first After post-testing of a1,1 pupils in
reading (the end of the experiment ),
control group parents participated in
the training program

\leans and standard deviations for
the experimental and control groups
on the instruments used in the study
are included in the Appendix. The
California Test of Mental Maturity
(CTMM ) was us(d as an intelligence
me .tire. The mean IQ score on the
C 1.11 for the control group are:
Language 80 7. Non-language 91.9,
Total 84.4, The wan 1V. scores on
the CT.11.11 for the experimental
group are: language 86.6, nonlanguage
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99.3:, Total 91 5. Although the means
of the IQ's for the control and experi-
mental groups are different. a t test
anahsis applying Welch's correction
for degrees of freedom (Winer, B. J.
Statistical Principles in Experimental
Design. New York : McGraw-Hill.
1962. 37) disclosed that the differences
are not significant at the 05 level

The mean grade placement of the
control group in September was 3.7.
The mean grade level reading achie%e-
mem scores for the control group in
September were: Gilmore Oral Read-
ing "lest : accuracy 3.0. comprehension
3 3: California Reading Test : vocabu-
lary 3 9, comprehension 3.5. total read-
ing 3 7 The mean grade placement of
the experimental group in September
was 4.8. The mean grade let el read-
ing achievement scores for the experi-
mental group in September were Gil-
more Oral Reading Test : accuracy
2 6, comprehension 2.7 : California
Reading Test vocabulary 2.9, compre-
hension 2 5, total reading 2.7.

Pupil measures
The students were tested during the

%vk of September 10, 1965, before
the remedial reading program or the
parent treatment group had begun.
During this pretesting each student
was administered the California Read-
ing Test, Elementary Le1e1, Form X,
on a measure of silent reading achieve-
ment. The Gilmore Oral Reading
Test, Form A. was also administered
at this time to obtain a measure of oral
reading achievement. The California
Short Form Test of Mental Maturity
was administered as a group measure
of intelligence.

During the week of January 28,
19(1), following the remedial treatment,
the students were tested to obtain
post-test measures. At this time the
California Reading Test, Elementary.
Form W, was administered to them as
well as the Gilmore Oral Reading
Test, Form B.

Design A simple pretest post-test
control group design vva:, utilized.
Parents of children in grades 3 to 6
who had reading disability formed die
population ont of which were selected

those who volunteered to participate in
a parent training group while their
children were enrolled in a remedial
class in school. The remedial classes
met pupils in groups of two to five stu-
dents, and the treatment %vas the same
for both experimental:, and controls.

The first anal sis consisted of get
tillg the correlations between the pre-
and post-tst scores of the students on
the California Reading Test and the
Gilmore Oral Reading Test. In this
anal% sins the students in the experimen-
tal and control groups were combined
into one group for the pretest and one
group for the post-test This correla-
tion anahsis was done for two reasons.
It enabled us to study the data in
correlational manner for each subtest.
Secondly. the analysis ,gave us a basis
for predicting post-test scores fur each
student in the sample. based upon his
pretest score on an alternative form of
the same test

A chief focus of this study was the
pupil gains in the areas of silent ( Cali-
fornia ) and oral ( Gilmore) reading.
It was decided for a number of reasons
that simple pretest vs. post-test gain
scores would be kss desirable than a
difference score taken as a difference
between end-of-treatment predicted
score and actual en d-of-t reatment
score Thos. in each of the subtests
for silent and oral reading. regression
equations ,ere obtained using as the
predictor variables the pretest scores
of the subtest. Using this method, a
post-test score was predicted for each
snbject on each of the silent and oral
subtests. This score was then sub-
tracted from the actual score giving us
a regressed gain score for each subject.

The experimental and control group
regressed gain scores for each subtest
were then compared by nu.ans of the t
technique

At the beginning of the study the
PARI %%as administered to tl moth-
ers of the children in the study. This
test %ielded three factor scores for each
of the mothers: Factor IApproval of
maternal control of the child : Factor
11--Approval of expressions of hostil-
ity:: Factor IIIApproval of positive
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attitudes toward childrearing. As part
of the data analysis, correlations were
obtained between each of the subjects'
regressed gain scores on each of the si-
lent and oral subtests and the mothers'
scores on each of the three PARI fac-
tors

.1nalysis of regressed gain scores
Regressed gain scores were com-

puted for each student on each of the
test subscores These regressed gain
scores sened as the measure of gain as
a result of the treatment and were
compared for the experimental vs. con-
trol students on each subscore by
means of the t technique.

The t analysis for the experimental
and control On the California Reading
Test resides are as follows:

Reading
Vocabulary

Reading
Comprehension 1.81

Total Reading 1.41

Signifi-
t canoe A"

.04 ti s. .00

p > .10 10

n.s. .05

The difference between the re-
gressed gain scores for the experimen-
tal and control groups in the reading
vocabulary and total reading scores on
the California Reading Test are not
significant The difference between
the regressed gain scores for the ex-
perimental and control groups on the
reading comprehension score is signifi-
cant at the .10 level. The t (-1 81
also tells the direction of the signifi-
cance; in this case, that the control
group regressed gains are significantly
greater than the experimental group
on the reading comprehension (silent )
subtest.

The t analysis for the experimental
and control groups on the Gilmore
Oral Reading Test are as follows:

t
Signifi-
canoe W'

Accuracy 2.16 p> .05 .16

Comprehension 2.76 p > .02 .25

Rate 1.95 p > .10 .12

The differences betWeen the re-
gress'l gain scores for the experimen-
tal and control groups on the Gilmore
Oral Reading Test subscores are all
significant. The results indicate that
the experimental group scores are sig-
nificantly greater titan the control
group scores The level of significance
for each of the subtests is different.

The results of the t analysis of the
regressed gain scores for the experi-
niental and control groups would en-
aliio us to conclude the following-

!. The remedial treatment program
apparently had little effect on the gains
of the reading vocabulary and total
reading subscores of the California
Reading Test ( silent reading)

2. There was a significant difference
(.10 level) between the experimental
and control groups on the California
Read,ng subtest. reading comprehen-
sion ; lowever, this difference indicated
control group gains to be greater than
experimental group gains.

3. The treatment program appar-
ently had a significant positive effect
on the three subscores of the Gilmore
Oral Reading Test. Although the lev-
els of significance are different for each
of the three subscores, they are all in
the same direction in this analysis indi-
cating that experimental group gains
were greater than control group gains.

4. Apparently the treatment pro-
gram was more effectiN e in increasing
oral reading gains than silent reading
gains.

The \V columns in the two tables
above tell us the percent of variance on
the respective reading achievement
measures accounted for by the experi-
mental treatments. The formula used

t2

t2-- 1

is from Hays. W. I,., Statistics for
Psychologists, Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, 1965, 327-328. Both oral reading
accuracy and comprehension measures
reflect significant treatment differences
favoring the experimental group and a
substantial amount of variance is ac-
counted for 1w the treatment. Silent
reading measures reflect only one sig-
nificant treatment difference and that
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favoring the control group but a rather
low degree of association between the
treatment and the dependent variables
In summary, we ha' e found the exper-
imental treatment parent training) to
ha% e an impresswe effect on oral read-
ing gains: thus. making a follow -up of
tins finding a promising venture

Teacher report
There is some evidence that the ef-

ken% eness of the training program
was in part due to greater parental in-
terest and inure regular work on the
part of their children. The remedial
teacher reported that six children re-
quested material to be sent home regii-
larh for parents to lit ar them read.
All six were experimentals. Nine
children (lid not report regularly on
home reading or had 'to be reminded
week after week to bring their reading
slips in All nine were controls. In
six out of seven cases where brothers
or sisters or cousins of remedial stu-
dents voluntarily went to the remedial
teacher for help, the children were
experimentals. The average regressed
gain on oral reading comprehension
for the six experinientals requesting
home material was + 1 3 compared

its an average regressed gain of a
5 for the nine controls who did

not report regularly on home reading
Parents made many positive re-

niaiks the remedial teacher after the
program was over concerning their
appreciation Of more interest were
the negative comments made by some
parents. The remedial teacher had
past experimental interviews with most
parents The major negative reactions
are illustrated by the following ex-
cerpts :

"They used such hard words. I
guess Ill have to get used to it."

"What is this negative and positive
stuff I'm positive. When I say `Do
this,' those kids jump. I ha%en't got
time for such foolishness."

"I have no time. I have Scouts on
Monday, Church on Tuesday, over-
time on Wednesday, and howling on
Friday. Saturday I work half-a-day.
Sunday we go to church. I have no
time to help the boy."

In spite of attempts to be nontechni-
cal, and shifting of methods when it
appeared ad% isable, early sessions dis-
couraged some parents because of the
jargon.

The parent- training pi ogram
The parent-training program contin-

ued for fourteen formal sessions start-
ing September 15, 1965, and including
September 22. 29. October 6. 13. 20.
27. November 3, 10, 17, 24, and De-
cember 1, 8, 15. Individual sessions
were held w ith each parent twice (lur-
ing the period September 15 to De-
cember 15

Betw een December 15 and the be-
ginning of pupil past- testing ( January
281 individual appointments in par-
ents' homes and a the University dealt
with discussion of their progress and
problems in applying contingency
management techniques to their chil-
dren

Parental pressure for child's school-
ing enters our training program rather
directly. We begin w ith the assump-
tion that, if a parent does not like the
child's beim% ior, the parent needs to
behave differently. Thus, one of the
first steps in our training program re-
quires the par to identify child be-
havior to be accelerated or decelerated
Since we are working with parents of
children with reading disability, school
behavior is typically on the list.
However, we make no attempt to ex-
chide other types of behavior since the
general parent-child interaction pattern
is of importance for school learning.

The number of cultural activities
pro\ ided for the child and the child's
participation in mealtime conversations
enter our training program initially
through exercises requiring the parent
to record conversations with the child
at mealtime, during a child's study ac-
tivity, in social activities outside the
home, and in other settings. These re-
ports often become the focus for devis-
ing activities for the parent to try out

Parental warmth and disapproval
enter our training program through
the obvious medium of specific parent
behavior we attempt to modify in
training. It may seem unusual that
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parents of the higher achievers give
more help and warmth as well as with-
hold more help and show more disap-
pros al It is. of course, possible that
the techniques of giving disapprm al
and withholding help work best for
parents who give much to their chil-
dren. That is, a child who is given
nitwit by a parent may well want to
conform to the parent's wishes or care
what the parent thinks if there is a
threatened loss of approval.

In brief, our training program in-
of ed the follow ing
1. Teach parent, a language for

talking about the nature and effects of
punishment and five alternatives to
punishment. The five alternatives in-
clude nano% mg the discriminative stim-
ulus. eliciting an inconliatIble response,
allowing time to iiass extinction. and
getting as resimnse under the control of
a different stimulus or shaping up a
new behavior.

2. The parent observes a child's be-
havior to be changed (accelerated or
decelerated), gets a base rate for the
behavior, and describes in detail what
happened and the circumstances or
stimulns conditions under which the lie-
havior occurred

3 The parent learns to identify
7o/tat is reinforcing for his child- That
is. the parent through direct observa-
tion and interview makes a list of ac-
tivities which are reinforcing for the
child and puts these in a hierarchy ac-
cording to response probabilit.

4. The parent identifies Hry behav-
iors to be changed including those de-
riving from step "2- above plus those
deriving from an analysis of the child's
reading ability reported to the parent.

5. The parent tries punishment
and/or any of the flee alternatives to
punishment that seem appropriate.
Constant contact is maintained with
the training staff. Some of the parent
attempts at using new techniques are
worked out in the home and some in
our laboratory.

The program undergoes frequent re-
visions on the basis of tryouts. Three
examples of how the program was re-
vised are presented here in concluding

our discussion of the training
program.

I In the initial t' --oerimental
versions of the trap ,.irani we
worked with parent, d re pay ing
fees for diagnostic and cd..al work
on their children Wit,. se bighl
motivated parents, ;Menthe, ., is no
problem. However, whet ron-
ducted the training prograi
random selection of parents of t n
with reading disabilth. we
change our procedures to maintain at-
tendance. Thus, we had to pro% idle
transportation for some parents, and
for others we had to modif% the highly
academic training program to maintaM
Interest and attendance I\ Inch of the
program that conummicated effectively
in w ritten format had to be changed
for parents who were poor readers.
Technical terminology was supplanted
by nontechnical language

2 We also learned from early ver-
sion, of our program that it was nut
very easy for parents to reinforce new
behmiors in a child because the par-
ents often chose neutral stimuli which
were not reinforcing Thus. we devel-
oped exercises for identifying reinforc-
ers based on the work of I.igon
( 1959) and Premack 1 1 965). the
parent applied these techniques in a
creatiNe WaN She noticed that her
daughter would do almost anything to
avoid being law to school ( e g , skip
breakfast, run to school. ask for a tide,
trade chores). Thus, when the parent
made 'getting to go to school on time
contingent on having homework 0111-
,);eted. the daughter got her homework
conipleted earlier. In training parents
to identify and use reinforcers we have
found it more effective to teach them
general principles rather than specific
techniques. Because behavior is com-
plex, a specific technique may fail to
work in a given situation, but a knowl-
edge of principles allows the parent to
figure out why and to devise alterna-
tive techniques

3. One problem that came to our at-
ten,ion early In the development of a
training program was the practical
problem of changing a parent's behav-
ior when a strong previously developed
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competing response was interfering.
In one case a mother had a tendency to
give the child a big lecture when the
child erred on a word. Thus, if the

child said "place" for "palace." the
parent might sav "Now Michael I told
%oil that before. You left part of
the word out_ Now sound it out

." In this particular case
the child quit listening to the parent
and "timed in" again ..'ter the long
lecture The mother did not respond
to our suggestions for her behavior
change but expressed a desire to
change Parent and child were brought
into our laboratory and placed in a

room with a one-way viewing screen.
The parent ( mother ) wore an earphone
allowing the trainer to communicate
"'ith her If the parent began a lecture
when her child read place /palace. the
trainer said (over the earphone) "pal-
ace. m-hm." signifying to the parent
that she should stop her lecture and
sat "palace. m-hm." The parent's lec-
tures diminished rapidly in length as a
result of such practice.

In each session with parents. whether
individually or in a group, there were
se%n major objectives of the training
program

I Encourage parent goal setting of
specific things to accomplish with
respect to themselves and their
children.

2. Relate new concepts to their own
background of experience with
as many common associations as
possible.

3. Provide knowledge of their own
progress and progress of their
children at home and school

4. Offer personal warmth and sup-
port to parents.

5. Establish identification of par-
ents with a new reference group
"acquainted with some special
terminology, successful in spe-
cific skills, in a winning opera-
tion, etc."

6. Develop skills in behavioral anal-
ysis and management through
discussion of their own cases and
selected training cases and role
playing.

7. Deelop awareness of own be-
hat for so they can sec how com-
peting habits of their own are
being reinforced

Home visits. We trade se%eral vis-
its to the homes of all experimental
children. The following is a report of
a kit to the home of Norinne.

III the course of discussion No-
rinne's parents mentioned another
familv in the experimental group.
The child an operation and was
required to wear a cast that kept him
home They wanted to do something
for the child. so they ga% e hint some
goldfish to watch. This hind of con-
cern for others in the group was quite
common and showed itself m offering
rides and offering emotional sniliort
during the class sessions A feeling of
confidence and identity with the group
was established in such encounters
Each person had some uniqueness for
which we showed appreciation and

recognition. Normn's mother made
some Eskimo Yo Yos and slippers and
a coat and showed these to Its Thus,
instead of being "a parent of a child
with a reading problem.- e. h parent
was recognised in his own right and
glory

Another value of the home visit cen-
tered around helping them to imple-
ment the principles that were discussed

in class. Of course, we had quite a bit
to go on in these home sessions
Discussion centered around parent de-
scriptions of changeworthe child be-
havior, descriptions of dinner table
conversations. the five-day log of the
eiild's activities. and the child's read-
ing performance on the varims tests
administered. The specific recommen-
dations for parents were followed up in
these home %isits. For example, in
cam ing out time suggested recommen-
dations. Norinne's parents had con-
siderable success but noted that a

major problem was the "soft volume"
in Norinne's oral reading. This diffi-
culty was noted by the child's L-achers
as well as the parents. Since it was of
concern to bo", teacher and parent,
suggestions we re made for increasing
the volume of Norinne's vocalizations.
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On a follem-uj vi:ilt parents reported
lack of success . \t that time the ex-
perimenter directed parents to ha' e
Norinne prepare some material to read
to the experimenter On a final visit
the experimenter listened to Norinne
and showed more approval for louder.
more fluent reading than for the softer
reading This demonstration followed
be a discussion eeith the parents helped
them to increase the amplmide of No-
rinne's oral reading as ee, 11 as her
fluency

The mother's ineffectiveness in get-
ting the children to respond to her re-
quests %%as also discussed in home vis-
its With parent permission the fam-
Ile agreed to support each other in
changing this circumstance Thus.
children responded more immediately
to niother when she spoke in a normal
tone than %ellen she raised her voice
Also, the mother folloeeed through on
her "commands" by not repeating
.hem many times but simply going
after the child and "walking them
through the required task" after the
first request

H onie % i sits gave the experimenters
insight into ccnditions that were in-
compatible %% nth homework or condi-
tions that were potentially quite pow-
erful Parent interaction patterns. TV
watching, parental neglect, and c _-

conditions were observed and proxi,ed
the basis for parent instruction in the
general class setting as %eell as in home
visits.

After bonne visits parents were more
responsive in bringing in reports of
child behavior. For example, alter
emphasizing to Norinne's mother the
importance of working with Norinne a
few minutes a day, and demonstrating
what to do, she brought to class brief
descriptions of her work as follows:

Did her spelling today. Had to find out
what each word meant. I find it good
practice for both of us. Fussed a little
cause she had to do the supper dishes,
but I only asked her once.
She se: ms to be grasping more of the
meaning of words today. She enjoys
the few minutes we spend together. She
conies to me more now about things and
words she don't understand.

ARCH 590

Thus, home e isits provided an op-
portunite for the experimenter to see
the situation inure clea rl% . conduct
denninstration of techniques and check
on the validity of parental "rationali-
zations" for the difficult% of imple-
menting suggestions. an the last
count, for example. one mother with
nine children argued she %ea, too bust
to super% ise her child's reading even
for 5 minutes a night. On the e% ening
of the experimenter's %isit (liv ap-
pointment ) the entire family %%as

watching TV it vias easy after that
to get at least 5 minutes a day from
this mother in which she listened to
her child read.

School visits The experimenter
visited all experimental and control
children in then school remedial read-
ing class. He did not make recom-
mendations to the remedial teacher lint
simply observed the children. The
school e isits by the experimenter ap-
peared to haee an impact on experi-
mental parents by demonstrating an
interest in their children. As reported
in '' ?xperimental results, experimen-
tal c idren (on urging from parents)
requested mire reading material to be
sent home and did more home eeork on
such material. \\Then experimental
parents eisited the school, they had
specific imposes in mind because of
class and 'irk ate discussions eeith the
experimenter.

Summar!, and discussion

Objectives. The two major hy-
potheses tested in this study arc:

1 Pupils whose parents are in-
volved in a training program will show
greater oral and silent reading re-
gressed gains than a control group
whose parents are not involved in the
program.

2. Mothers' attitudes as measured
by the PARI Factors 1. II, III are
significantly correlated with oral and
silent reading regressed gains.

Sample. A sample of forty remedial
reading students in grades three to six
in two elementary schools, 20 experi-
mentals and 20 controlsreduced to
13 experimentals and 16 controls due
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to I110% mg. lack of parental interest, or
infrequent attendance during the time
of the study.

Pupil measures In September, all
pupils were administered the Califor-
ma Reading Test. Elementary Level.
Form N. as a measure of silent r_tading
achie) ement and the Gilmore Oral
Reading Test. Form A. Alternate
forms of these tests were administered
during the w eek beginning January
28th

Parent measures. During the sec-
ond of September all mothers
were administered the P \RI. A
post-treatment administration was not
carried out as intended because an un-
expected contamination occurred when
man) of the experimental, were found
to be involved in another project in
which the PARI was administered an
discussed.

Desiyn. Parents and children were
randomly assigned to experimental and
control groups after an initial sample
of children and parents was selected as
described above. All pupils were in a
school remedial reading class receiving
instruction in groups of 2 to 5.
Mothers of experinientals were in a
training program during the course of
the studs-, and controls entered the
training program after post -test data
on children was obtained.

The parent-training program
Fourteen once-a-week formal ses-

sions from September 15 to December
15 were held with experiLiental par-
ents Each parent participated in two
indi)ultial sessions at their home or the
nniversitv during that period. From
December 15 to January 28 parents
met individually with experimenter to
discuss the progress of their children.
The parent training program is out-
lined in the bod of the report.

Results.
1. There was a significant differ-

ence (.10 level) between experi-
mental and control groups on re-
gressed gains on the California
Reading subtest, reading com-
prehension favoring the control
group. However, vocabulary

IN R; Aoixo

:Aid total reading in silent read-
ing measure did not differ signif=
icantl bet een groups.

2. Experimentals had significantly
higher regressed gains on Gil-
more Oral Reading accuracy
( 05). comprehension 1 02). and
rate 1 10)

3. None of the P \RI Factor I (ap-
prmal of niaternal control of the
child ) or Factor II approval of
expressions of hostilits ) were
significantly correlated with any
of the six reading achievement
measures However, Factor III
( approval of positive attitudes
to', ar'l child-rearing ) was sig-
nificantly correlated w ith silent
reading comprehension (.05)
and oral reading rate (.10)

Discussion. The exploratory work
in this study has supported previously
published data concerning the effect of
parent factors on reading achievement
Specifically maternal warmth has been
found to be reliably associated with
pupil achievenient in reading in both a
laborator) investigation of actual par-
ent behavior in structured discussions
with their own children as well as in
the larger treatment study. Putting
together tile results of our studies and
those re) ieed, we find the following
parent behavior patterns associated
with reading performance of children.

1. Parent pressure or aspiration for
the extent of the child's school-
ing.

2. Number and quality of cultural
activities provided for the child
including books and toys in the
home and places visited.

3. Allowing participation by chil-
dren in mealtime conversations
beyond talk about food.

4. Presence of emotionally positive
or warm parent interaction with
the child.

5. Participation by parents in train-
ing programs focused on one or
more of the above behavior pat-
terns as well as other behavior
patterns characteristic of our
own program.

Our studies, though they were small
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sample pilot project,. have made sev-
eral contributions to previous wo.L. in-
cluding use of regressed gain stores,
the development of a semi- structured
interaction situation on a reading task.
the development of hypotheses for fur-
ther imestigation, and the clarification
of training pr-dilems requiring further
development

One 11)pothc.is generated lw this
study comes from the result in the lab-
oratiu-% stud% conflicting m nth
stud% showing that mothers of high
verbal girls showed significantly- more
disappro al and withholding of help
than mothers of loN% erbal girls. This
discrepancy i. of ',articular interest
since the studies were so similar.
The% both obser%ed behavior in a labo-
raton interaction situation Bing's
study was on fifth grade girls and bms
and ours on sixth grade girls. and her
results for girls alone arc those re-
ported here Also. her definition of
high and low verbal abilitN was similar
to that used in Our study. One plausi-
ble and testable exploration of this di,-
crepancy is that W ithholding help and
di,approN al is characteristic of mothers
of high %erbal children when built on a
pre% ions history of much warmth and
apprcm al in each childhood phis a pres-
ent histon of inch warmth along with
the disapprtw al and withholding of
help

\wither line of research that follows
from the study just completed is the
identification of the amount of variance
in dependent \ ariable measures ac-
counted for by specific parts of the
treatment program. In our study. too,
treatment accounted for 16 percent of
the variance in oral reading accuracy
and 25 percent of the variance in oral
reading comprehension. It might well
he that a more limited treatment could
account for as much variance. Or. if
we could find out what part of .1.!

treatment accounts for most of the var-
iance, that part might be made even
more effective. Or. alternatiNely. treat-
ment parameters not accounting for
dependent vanalde varia.we may be
studied to determine whether revisions

in the treatment might make it more
productii e.

Filially. specific problems in imple-
menting the treatment program have
been identified. tiome of these suggest
modifications in the training- ',rowan].
Thus, we found ourselves naming fur-
ther :ma% from technical jargon as e

became imolved with parents who had
little formal schooling or little interest
III our jargon Also. we found that
when we introduced sessions III which
they looked at a profile of their own
children's performance in reading, me
had more attentkene,s and more fol-
low-through on treatment suggestions.
Thus. we would put speufic rise data
on their children earlier ill our next
parent program. Nlan% parents were
in such conflict with each other or
mere so bus) with two Job. children,
etc. that the) could not manage much
tune on the program Others who
could have arranged more time were.
according to their own reports. "too
busy." "sick- or "will he there next
time We found mays eventually of
getting to maim of these parents, but
our inexperience caught us unprei,ared
to cope early with the problem Thu.
me mould make a major part of our
next training program the identifica-
tion of "foot-draggers- and implemen-
tation of ways of getting them out to
our sessions Two of the most diffi-
cult problems faced by most parents in
implementing contingency management
were identifying events that were rein-
forcing. and ming out new behavior
pattern, diouisistent with their current
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FAN . AND STANDAR!) ')EVI TIONS FOR

VIE S1,19 I Nt IlF:R NUARY GRAllt
P1 %( 1.:Ml NT I )1, Tilt CnNf ROINtill

EXPERIUENTAI. GRM"I'S

September

.11«in

Control 3 7
Experimental 4 8

January

.Standard
Deviation

09
1.1

Standard
Mean DeviatiOn

119

1.1
Control 4.2
Experimental 5.3
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TABLE 2
NI LANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
THE SEPTEMBER AND JANUARY TESTING

IN ORAL READING (GILMORE ORAL
READING TEST), CONTROL. AND

EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Com Rol. GROUP
September Testing

Accuracy
CA our m

Rata

Meal

30
3 3

85 9

Standard
Deviation

10
1 2

38.2

January Testing

ccuracY 4 0 1 I

Comprehension 4.5 13
Rate 83 5 24.1

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
September Testing

Mean
Standard
DerialiOtt

Accuracy 26 0.6
Comprehension 2.7 09
Rate 70.3 24 1

January Testing

Accuracy 42 07
Comprehension 48 14
Rate 91.1 185

TABLE 3
MEAvs AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
TILE SEPTEMBER AND JANUARY TESTING

IN SILENT READING (CALIFORNIA
READING TEST), CONTROL AND

Ex PE.RIMENTAI. GROUPS

CUNT Rim GROUP
September Testing

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Vocabulary 3 ) 1.3

Comprehension 3 5 11
Total Reading 3.7 12

January Testing

Vocabulary 4 4 1.5

Comprehension 4 4 1.3
Total Wading 4 5 1.3

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
September Testing

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Vocabulary 2.9 1 0

Comprehension 2.5 0.5
Total Reading 2.7 0.7

January Testing

Vocabulary 3.4 1.2
Comprehension 3.4 1.0
Total Reading 3.5 1.1

behavior. One of the contributions of
our study was the preliminary develop-
ment of procedures for helping parents
to identify reinforceis using the work
of Premack and Ligon as our guides.
Another contribution was the prelimi-
nary (let elopment of special proce-
dures for helping a parent to break a
habit interfering mei, her trying out of
a new behavior pattern. These two
trammg innovations will be further de-
eloped for future training programs.
Other future developments should

include emphasis on father participa-
tion or. in the case of father absence,
some significant other adult follow-up
of parent attitude and behat ior change
as well as pupil gains, and det clirp-
meut of measures of more specific be-
haviors related to the training pro-
gram.

TABLE 4
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONs FOR

ME CALIFORNIA TsT OF MENTAI
MATURITY, CONTROL. AND

EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

C0'4;1-8(11. Gnour : N = lb
Standard

Mean Deriation

Language IQ 80.7 7

Nonlanguage IQ 919 81
Total 10 844 () 8

EX PERIM ENTA I. GROUP N 7,-- 13

LNiguage IQ
Nonlanguagc IQ
Total 10

Standard
Mean Deriation

80.0 0 2
995 115
913

TABLE 5
1511.A:ss AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR

111E MOTHERS. PARENTAL ATTITUDE
RESEAR(II INSTRUMENT FACTOR

S-('ORES, CONTROL AND
EC PERIMENTAL GROUPS

CONTROL GROUP

Factor
Factor II
Fdctor 11I

Standard
Mean Deviation

168.7 29.0
50.5 77
64.7 6.5

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Standard

Mean Deviation

Factor I 164.3 23.6
Factor I/ 58.2 7 0
Factor III 65 4 6.8
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The Effect of a Summer
"Eclevision Reading Program
on the Reading Achievement

of Children

Illmeuttr.v
F.%ans%ille. Indiana.

Reading Center

Al rill I xi) of the critical first grade
program. children leave school for the
bnig stumnei Nacati(ni where many of
them do little reading. Six- and set -
en- year -old children usually cannot go
to libraries b% themselves. and there
are comparatively fewer litioks in most
homes for these children thin for older
pupils it, tipper grades. :\lost school
,.%stems do not operate slimmer read-
ing classes for children leaving the first
grade. so it would seem that reading
skills might not increase mei- the sum-
mer and might even be lower when
school starts in the fall.

It seems to be common knowledge
among second grade teachers that chil-
dren lose some of their reading skills
during the summer acatiun after the
first grade. The +impose Of this study.
which %vas funded by the U. S office
of Flticatiiin. was to dternmw the
amount of reading skill loss that occurs
during the summer and to see if a tele-
%Isom reading program would help

(Mice/fres. The objectives of tins
study imolving children dting the
summer after the first grade were as
follows :

1 To determine the reading loss or
gain of first grade children during
the summers of PI65 and 1966.

a To find the loss or gain of
bo%s and girls.
b. To find the loss or gain of the
upper and lower intelligence quar-
ters.

2. To develop and present at slim-
mer reading program by television
3. To test the null hypothesis that
there was no difference between the
means of reading achievement tests
taken bj, children who did and who
did not participate in a summer tele-
vision program.
Procedure. A steering committee

%vas funned at the beginning of the
project The purpose of the commit-
tee was to :gyro% e the v:irions phases
of the project as well as to gi%e
suggestions and comments concerting
plans for each phase It was com-
posd of the superintendent. assistant
suprnityndnt in charge of instruc-
tion. director of eleme»tar% ed»cation.
director of educational tel%ision, ac-
counting supenisor. primary supervi-
sor, and the director of the project.

\ fter the formation of the steering
committee in January. 1%5, the Cali-
fiailia Reading Test. Lower Primary,
Forms NV and X. 1%3 norms. and the
California Short-Form Test of \blind

aturn . 1 it num-% 1957 S-Form.
1(68 110111N. were purchased so that all
forms %%timid be available for the ex-
perimental and control groups In
Nla%. first and second grade teachers
met for a presentation of the entire re-
search project Which included instruc-
tion in how to administer the readmit
:mil intelligence tests

The tests were administered to the
viand and experimental groups dur-

mg the -ane weeks in \ lav and Sep-
tember of 10)5 and i96. Although
the teachers hail one week to give the
tests and to return them to the reading
center. most of the tests were given MI
Ttfe:day or Wedne.sday. Written in-
structions were sent to teach( rs during
the sCOMI % ear of the project as no
general meeting seemed necessary.
Since no scoring or reading of Maw,
had to lie done li% teachers. the testing
of pupils was a relati% el% easy task.
\II teachers recei%ed copies of the

maimal so that they could administer
tli test properly. the directions in the
manuals wet e cleat and eas%, to 'low.
All tests were returned to the ri tding
center where secretaries did tin scor-
ing.

\ book was needed by e:tch clnld to
get him activek involved in the pro-
gram. to help hint become enthusiastic
about the program thrinigh ownership
of a special summer book, and to pro-

ide skill lessons to lie completed as in-
troduced by the television teacher.

Eight first and second grade teach-
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ers, including the television teacher
phis the primary supervisor, wrote the
lessons in the activity Look during the
summer of 1965 following an outline
developed prior to the workshop.
These teachers of different ages had
taught and had been taught with a va-
riety of methods. which enabled them to
present many different ideas for consul-
(Tatum by the group.

The content of the hook was based
on the judgment of the workshop par-
ticipants who knew the problems of
first and second grade children and
who were aware of the summer loss
and resulting fall reading deficiencies
They were concerned about the atti-
tudes of children and suggested fun
pages. They knew that many children
forget the names and sounds of letters
iwer the summer and that there is con-
fusion between letters such as "b" and
"d." Possessi%es, blends, recreational
reading, and other reading skills were
included in the final draft.

The title of the activity book, "Ride
the Reading Rocket," was selected be-
cause of the high interest in space ac-
tivities of both lows and girls. A spe-
cial featnre was a puppet which was
named Rocko lw the children at the
beginning of the program.

Tlw alphabet was placed on the in-
side of the front cover as a reference
for making correct letters in the book.
In the back of the ho k were pages to
record attendance and books read
Addressed postcards were placed in
the book for children and parents to
mail to the television teacher. They
were used to send in a name for the
puppet, the name of the books liked
best, comments by parents, and other
information.

/tiler pages featured puzzles, color-
ing, and writing letters and words.
Blanks for 40 %% Ifni:. of the day were
spaced throughout the book Numerals
were spelled and written at the bottom
of each page. A note to parents was
placed in the front ( the book to gig e
them directions on how to help their
child during the summer.

The lessons in the activity book
were designed so that most of them

could not he done by the children
without directions from the teacher.
Thus, lessons would be done correctly
and at the right time.

The vocabulary used in the activity
book was generally restricted to words
normally introduced in the first grade;
other words were used as necessary to
develop lessons about special topics
The skills involved in the lessons were
those normally used in the first grade
by the regular classroom teachers
They were planned to motivate the lis-
tener. to gke practice in word study
and the comprehension skills, to pro-
vide a review of the first grade vocabu-
lary, to introduce additional sight
words, to deelop the ability to follow
directions, to furnish opportunities for
self-direction. and to stimulate creative
expression.

The activity book was illustrated
and printed during the winter and
spring months. During this time a
puppet was designed to be used daily
in the program. The purpose of the
puppet was to capitalize on the inher-
ent interest that children have in pup-
pets as well as to have someone to as-
sist with the par:1g of the program.
Pictures of the puppet were also used
throughout the activity hook.

The television wt was designed as
the inside of a apace ship and included
control knobs, chalkboard, flannel
board, and space for mounting mate-
rials. The costume of the teacher was
a space suit which was designed to
show np on black and white television,
similar to space suits in the U. S.
space program.

The teacher was given a week's
leave of absence to work at the educa-
tional tcle%ision station. .\ complete
orientation given by the executive pro-
ducer of the summer program included
working in the control room and ob-
serving teachers preparing and pre-
senting programs. ( hi her last day at
the station the television teacher pre-
seined an in-service television program
to area teachers. She described the
program to teachers, emphasized the
importance of the project, and re-
viewed the role of teachers in gather-
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ing data and preparing children for the
summer reach clas3

On Thursday of the last creek of
school. a 15 minute televisi,m program
nas presented to all first graders. The
children met the puppet and %%ere in-
ited to help select a name for him by

sending- their suggestions on the post
cards in the :tett% ay book. Acti% ity
hooks were distributed to children. and
their use n ith the program was de-
scribd so pupils would not work
ahead prior to directions being given
null each lesson. The beginning date.

and ellaIllIel were eniphasized at
the end of the presentation.

The next 15 minutes of television
tulle in% olved onl% parents. %%-ho had
been notified earlier in the week to oh-
ser e the entire 30 mmutes. Parents
were given information comet roing the
need for the program as well as how
they could help by getting children up
on time. b seeing that children had
crayons and pencils to work with. and
by helping them understand directions
when necessary. The importance of
recreational reading was emphasized,
and parents were encouraged to take
children to the library. Parents were
also asked to be interested in the activ-
it% hook which was to be brought
home by the child that evening. and
the% were reminded of the starting
(late and time.

The theme of the summer tele% ision
program n as a space trip to Jupiter
%yid] Miss Sandy as the pilot and a
puppet. named Rock() by the children.
who was tr mg to learn to read. All
scenes took place on the rocket ship al-
though guests from earth could be ze-
roed in through special machines and
presented to the children.

Each day the children from one of
the schools were taken on an imagi-
nary rocket ride. The school %%as

mentioned by name and all of the pu-
pils were invited to climb aboard.

A word of the day was written each
day on the chalkboard by the teacher
and in the activity book by the chil-
dren. The word selected related to the
lesson presented that day.

A book was usually read to the chil-

dren each day. Permission n as granted
In over 20 publishers for 'use of their
books on the prog-ram

The attendance page n as illustrated
In the children rather than tilled with
".s.'s or colored in. A simple picture
relating to the day's lesson was di-an n
In the teacher. and the children made
similar pictures for their books For
example. they drew a lamb the day one
%%as shown on the program

As most of the pages in the acti% it
book were designed so that children
could not n ork them without direc-
tions from the teacher. each day's les-
son %%as planned so that there would
be entertainment for the children as
well as skill lessons

The majority of the children had
teleyts;on sets in their homes In the
spring of 1965. 97 5 pet cent of 2.395
first grade children out of 2.455 had
television sets in their homes. A
higher figure was found in 1966 uhen
98.7 percent or 2.300 out of 2.330 chtl-
den surveyed had television sets.

In 1965. 24 of the 60 children with-
out tele% ision sets were able to %len
programs in the homes of neighbors or
relatives. In 1966. 17 out of the 30
%vitlunt tele% ision sets were able to
view the program no other homes.
Thus. mil% 13 children out of the 30
or one hail of one percent %%ere %vith-
out television sets.

A stir% ey made in May 1966, to de-
termine the fa orite television pro-
grams of first grade children in the
Evansvill. Nanderburgh School Cor-
poration. revealed that the majority
liked "adult" or family shows pre-
sented (luring prime television tulle
rather than children's programs.

A total of 2.342 postcards and let-
ters were received from children dur-
ing the program. The following types
%%ere receked : name the puppet. 532;
parent comments, 273 picture re-
quests. 285: library books liked and
read. 195 and rhymes and miscella-
neous, 1.057.

During the summer 518 children
signed up in branches of the public li-
brary as "Rocket Readers." This club
was limited to children who had joist
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completed the first grade and who pat--
P.-mated in the program They
checked out 5.187 books or about 10
books per child These figures do not
inchide children ho got books from
bookmobiles or those whose parents
or older brothers or sisters checked
out books for younger children A
total of 1.036 children kited with the
teacher at libraries during the week
after the eight weeks program.

.X11 test information for both groups
was given to the computer center of a
local hank where IBM cards were
punched The cards were run on an
IBX1 1.40 computer, and information
concerning means and number of a-
non,' groups etas obtained. The Indi-
ana University Computer Center ran
all programs involving further analysis
of the data. The CDC3400-3600
Computer System was used to run the
anal sic of variance and the analysis of
covariance The analysis of variance
NN as computed using the Duncan Mul-
tiple Range Biomedical ( omputer Pro-
gram 01V. The II1ID04V analysis
of coy ariance-multiple cm ariates pro-
gram from the Health Sciences Com-
puting Facility. UCI.A. version of
MaN 4. 1965, was used for the anal)sis
of covariance. The number of cases
exceeded the capacity of the program
for covariance. so random t umbers
were generated by machine to elimi-
nate a small number of cases

Results The experimental group
contamedless boys and girls than did
the control group. The average age of
children in the experimental group was
one month higher than in the control
group due to a change in entrance age
requirements. The mean IQ of the
experimental group was higher than
the control group for boN s. girls, and
the total group. Boys had higher av-
(-Inge IQ scores than girls in both
groups.

The experimental group had higher
scores in all reading categories in the
pre-summer tests. Although both
groups did better in the vocabulary
test than in the comprehension test,
girls outscored boys in all areas of
reading in the pre-summer tests

In the post-summer tests. the differ-
ences between the two groups was
wider than in the pre-summer tests.
The control group had losses over the
slimmer in all areas except the com-
prehension test for girls The biggest
loss was in the vocabulary test where
there NN as a much larger loss than in
the comprehension test. The gills not
only outscored the boys in all areas of
the post-summer control group reading
tests but also had less loss over the
summer than boys; the boys had a loss
of 19 years and the girl,. 13 years.
The total decline from a pre-summer
control group score of 2 02 sears to a
post slimmer score 1 86 years was a
loss of .16 sears

The post-summer experimental
group had losses in all areas except in
the comprehension and total reading
scores for girls; these losses were much
less than those of the control group
The experimental group had a loss
over the summer in Nocalmlary of 05
years and gained 10 ti ears in compre-
hension.

.111 areas of the post-summer experi-
mental group tests ' ere higher than
the control group post-summer tests
Boys made higher gains in the experi-
mental group in Vocabulary, compre-
hension. and total reading than girls.
but the girls still had higher scores in
all areas on the post-summer scores
There NN ere larger differences between
the comprehension means of the post
summer tests than between those of
the post-summer vocabulary means.
There was a gain for the post-summer
experimental group over the p )st -sum

er ;ontrol group of .17 sears in vo-
cabulan, 21 year in comprehension,
and .18 years in the total reading
scores. Boys made up 52.1 percent of
the control group and 51.9 percent of
the experimental group.

In the low quarters of the control
and experimental groups. according to
IQ, there was a smaller percent of
boys in both the control and experi-
mental groups compar!d to the entire
population ; there were 50.1 percent
boys in the control group and
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48 3 percent boa. iii the experimental
group

The average age of the children in
the low quarter was higher than the
total g-oup as the control group was
four months older and the experimental
group three months older than the
average for the total population Tlw
hot s in the experimental group were an
average of two months older than the
girls

The average IQ for the experimen-
tal group was higher than the control
group as in the total population

The pre-summer control and experi-
mental groups scored higher in socah-
ulary than in coniprehension as did the
total group. The pre-summer e xpcn-
mental group boss scored higher than
the control group boys while the con-
trol group girls outscored the experi-
mental group girls.

The biggest loss over the summer
for the low quarter control group was
nt the vocabulary test where there was
a total loss of 16 sears. in contrast.
the control group gained .02 years in
comprehension. The total loss over
the slimmer for the control S and
gin is was 15 sears

The experimental group made its
biggest gain over the summer in Vo-
cabular There were losses in all
areas except in the comprehension and
total reading scores for girls. In the
experimental group, scores were
higher in all reading areas as com-
pared to those of the post-summer con-
trol groups Although the largest
gains were !wide in the socalmlary
tests, boys made larger gains than
girls. Finally there was a gain for the
post-summer experimental group os er
the post-summer control group of 13
years in vocabulary, .12 years in com-
prehension, and 12 sears in total read-
ing.

There was a larger percentage of
boys in the upper quarter, according to
IQ than in the total or lower quarter
groups as 53.9 percent of the tipper
quarter control group and 54 4 percent
of the experimental group were boys.
The children in the upper quarter were
younger than the total group The av-

crage IQ m the upper quarter experi-
mental group u as slightly higher than
the control group The boss had a
higher as erage IQ than girls in both
the experimental and control groups.

In the pre-sinumer tests the girls
scored better than boss in all areas for
both the control and experunental
groups '-cores were higher on the
vocabulary test than on the compre-
hension test for boss and gii1, in both
groups. The pupils in the control
group were superior in the pre-sum-
mer tests in vocahulars scores fi,t- boys
and ill the total rocaladars scot es.
The experimental grtnip scored higher
in all areas of comprehension and in
total reading for boss and for all pupils
combined

In the post-summer tests the chil-
dren in the control group had loss er
scores than in the pre-summer tests in
all areas except the comprehensi(ni
scores for girls More loss w as made
in vocabulary scores than in compre-
hension The exiwrimental group made
gains over the slimmer in all areas of
comprehension anul in the total reading
scores, although there was a slight loss
in each area of the vocabulary scores

The post-summer experimental
group had higher scores in all test
areas for both boys and girls than dud
the post-summer control group. The
biggest gains %sere made on the com-
prehension tests Boys made bigger
gains in yocabular, comprehension.
and total scores than did t" girls.
There uas a gain in the expo iniental
group oser the control group in post-
silMiller scores of .12 sears in ocabu-
lars , .19 years in comprehension, and

ears in the total reading scort.
The means for the boys in their

pre sunnier and post-summer reading
mid intelligence tests shows 1 that the
experimental groups scored 'higher in
all pre-summer and post-summer read-
ing and intelligence tests The experi-
mental groups scored higher in all
pre-summer and post-summer reading
tests. The difference between the
post-summer groups was larger than
the pre-summer difference.

There was a significant difference
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shown in the analysis of variance be-
tween the control and experimental
pre-summer groups of boys in vocabu-
lary. p < .01; comprehension, p < .01,
and total reading. p < 05. The
groups grew wider apart in the post-
summer tests %%liere there was a more
significant difference in vocabulary.
p < 001; comprehension, p < .001 ;
and total reading. p < 001 There
was also a significant difference be-
tween the means of the IQ scores for
the two groups. p < .001.

The means of the girls in their pre-
summer and lost- slimmer reading and
intelligence tests showed that the ex-
perimental group was stmt.:or in all
areas. The differences between the
reading scores of the groups grew after
the summer program.

Analysis of variance for the means
of the pre-summer reading tests for the
girls showed that none of the differ-
ences was significant. lint there were
higher scores for the experimental
group in all areas In the post-sum-
mer tests there was a significant differ-
ence iii vocabulary, p < 001; compre-
hension. p < .001: and total reading.
p < 001. There was a significant
difference between the groups in intel-
ligence. p. < .05.

Analysis of x anance revealed a sig-
nificant difference in intelligence be-
tween the groups as well as a signifi-
cant difference in the pre-summer
reading tests for boys. The number of
cases of boys and girls in each group
was reduced by rathlom sample to
allow the 11:\11)04V analysis of covari-
ance program to be used so that the
differences in the starting point for
Isith reading achievement and 10
could he corrected,

The analysis of covariance for boys
of the post-summer vocabulary test ad-
justed for the pre-summer vocabulary
test and IQ revealed that there was a
significant gain. F -_-= 158.033. p <
.001. during the summer months. Sim-
ilar gains were made in comprehension,
F -- 105.340. p < .001, and total read-
ing. F 67.649. p < .001. The fact
that the F for total reading is smaller
than for vocabulary or comprehension

suggests that the summer television
program influenced the vocabulary but
not the comprehension of some lico.s,
and the comprehension but not the vo-
cabulary scores for other lim s When
the scores are combined for vocabulary
and comprehension into total reading.
the effects seem to lie slightly weak-
ened.

The analysis of covariance for girls
of the post-summer vocabulary test ad-
justed for the pre-summer vocabulary
test and for IQ re% ealed that there was
a significant gain. F 22 729. p <
001. for the girls in vocabulary during
the summer. There was also a signifi-
cant gain for the girls in comprehen-
sion. F _f= 11.306. p < 001. and in the
total reading score, F -=. 22.269, p <
00)

The F was larger for both boxs and
girls in the vocabulary test than in the
comprehension test. The television
program appeared to lime an espe-
cially strong effect on boys as all out-
comes were higher than those for girls.

The children in the expernuntal
group were asked by their second
grade teachers to return their books to
school so that the number of days
watched could be recorded. The chil-
dren were divided into three groups
according to the number of days
watched. GrODI) I witched 21 to lo
days; Group 2 did not return their
books and may or may not have
watched the program, and Group 3 re-
turned their books an,' watched 0 to 20
days There were 795 children in
Group 1. 818 in Group 2. and 293 in
Group 3.

Group 1 had higher pre-summer
scores in all reading tests and in IQ
than Group 2 or Group 3. Group 3
had higher pre-summer scores in all
reading .gists and in TO than Group 2.
The vocabulary scores were higher
than the comprehension scores for all
three pre-summer groups.

The means in all post-summer read-
ing tests for Group 1 were higher than
pre-summer scores for the same group.
The largest gain. .1875 years. was
made in the comprehe..fion test.
Group 2 lost in all reading areas over
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the summer with the biggest loss in
vocabulary. Group 3 also lost in all
reading areas. but the highest loss was
in the comprehension test. Group 2
had less loss than Group 3 during the
summer.

Analysis of variance for the means
of the nre-summer vocabulary test for
experimental Groups 1. 2. and 3

showed that there was a significant
difference, F = 47.0327, p < .001. be-
tween the groups. Significant differ-
ences were also found in comprehen-
sion, F = 33.7230, p < .001. and in to-
tal reading, F 50.1129. p < .001.

The analysis of variance for the
means of the post-summer vocabulary
test for Groups 1, 1 and 3 showed
that the difference was wider than in
the pre-summer vocabulary test, F
102.1042, p < .001. The differences
were significant and w der than pre-
summer scores for comprehension, F
= 93.0457, p < 001, and in total read-
ing. F = 106.3714, p < .001.

There was a significant difference
between IQ scores for the groups. F
34.5893, p < .001. The average IQ
for Group 1 was 115.31 109.07 for
Group 2. and 113.03 for Group 3.
The total reading means for the pre-
summer groups were 2.2024 for Group
1. 1.9093 for Group 2. and 2.1468 for
Group 3. The post-summer reading
means were 2.2834 for Group 1,

1.8178 for Group 2, and 1.9973 for
Group 3.

The data indicate that children who
watched over half of the summer tele-
vision programs had higher intelli-
gence scores ; better pre-summer and
post-summer reading scores in vocabu-
lary. comprehension. and total reading ;
and made gains in reading ability in all
reading areas during the summer while
the average in reading scores for the
other groups declined during the sum-
mer months.

Conclusions and implications. The
following conclusions are based on in-
formation reported throughout the
study and, specifically, data concerning
availability of television sets and televi-
sion view ing interests, the use of li-
brary facilities, and the results of the

analysis of the data. All of the conclu-
sions concern children in the Evans-
ville-Vanderburgh School Corporation
who just completed the first grade.

1 Most of the children who com-
plete the first grade have television sets
in their homes.

2. The favorite television programs
of the children are not children's pro-
grams but "adult" or family shows
which are presented during prime tele-
vis:on tune.

3. Boys and girls have significant
losses in reading ability during the
summer vacation months.

4. Girls have less loss during sum-
mer %acations than boys.

5. Girls have higher reading scores
than boys at the end of the first grade.

6. There is an equal loss in reading
ability for the upper and low er quar-
ters based on IQ, but the percent of
loss is greater for the lower quarter
during the summer nionths.

7. The summer television program
significantly increased library usage
during the sunimer.

R. Boys and girls made significant
gams in vocal comprehension,
and total reading as a result of the
summer television program. as com-
pared to boys and girls who had no
formal reading program during the
summer.

9. Children %%lio watched over half
of the telel ision programs had
IQ and reading scores at the end of
the first glade and made significant
gains in all reading tests, as compared
to those children who did not watch
over half of the programs or who did
not return their hooks to school.

10. The telel ision program had an
especially strong effect on boys, as all
outcomes for the total group and for
the upper and lower quarters were
higher for lio% s than for girls.

The find:ngs of the study show that
there is normally a significant loss in
reading ability by children during the
summer vacation after the first grade.
The results suggest that many parents
do not utilise library facilities or en-
courage reading for their children dur-
ing the summer months.
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Even with the availability of activity
books and a summer television pro-
w am, help and encouragement is
needed by children from their parents
to sustain the interest necessary to
benefit from the program. As in most
good reading programs, cooperation of
the home and school will usually result
in better reading achievemnt for chil-
dren.

The results of the study show that
boys, despite having a higher average
intelligence than girls, do not achieve
as well as girls in reading during the
first year of school. When the content
of a program is aimed at the interests
of boysfor example, the summer tele-
vision program with its space theme
and boy puppetboys achieve better

than girls. As several authors indi-
cated in the related research, beginning
reading materials should he especially
concerned with the interests of boys.

Slimmer television is helpful in
maintaining reading achievement dur-
ing the summer. Good teachers are
available; children watch television
frequently and enjoy learning, using
the medium ; and post-first-grade chil-
dren during the summer are not over-
burdened with other studies and activi-
ties. The cost of a summer television
program is much less expensive than
normal reading programs. A much
larger percentage of the children par-
ticipated in the television program than
has been reported in summer reading
programs held in regular classrooms.
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Some Difficulties in Transfer of
Learning from i.t.a. to to.

JOHN DOWNING
Reading Research Unit

London, W.C.I.

Till; RESILS OF five years of basic re-
search on i t a. were published in Janu-
ary 1967 by the National Foundation
for Educational Research in England
and \Vales. The research report by
Downing (3) was reviewed by eleven
independent experts from Australia,
Britain. Canada, and the United States
and all this material is published to-
gether in one volume, The i.t.a. Sym-
posium.

The most important conclusion from
the research is that "the traditional 'or-
thography of English is a serious cause
of difficulty in the early stages of
learning to read and write" (p 51).
The evidence for this conclusion is
massive. For example, on the Scho-
nell ( /1) Graded Word Reading test
and on the Neale (10) Analysis of
Reading Ability, administered in the
middle of the second school year, the
t.o. word recognition and accuracy
scores of the t.o. pupils were less than
half of the i.t.a. scores of the i.t.a. pu-
pils on the same tests printed in i.t.a.

The report also concludes that "i.t a.
as an example of a transitional writ-
ing-system for beginning reading and
writing in English generally produces
superior results in to. reading and in
to. spelling by the end of the third
year of school" (p. 49). But the su-
periority of the i.t.a. group after tran-
sition from i.t.a. to t.o. at the end of
the third year, although significant, is
small compared with the great differ-
ence between i t.a. attainments and t.o.
attainments one and one-half years
earlier. What has happened to cut
down the dramatic advantage of i.t.a.
in the earlier phase?

The i.t.a. Symposium's report exam-
ines the children's progress during the
transition stage and concludes,

The success of i.t.a. in improving t.o.
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literacy skills occurs in spite of an im-
portant setback in the growth of these
basic skills at the stage of transition from
i t a to t.o (p. 49)

\Vhde subjective impressions may
suggest that the transition from i t.a. to
t o. is "smooth" and "painless," nev-
ertheless, the objective test results
from the basic research in Britain
show clearly that the i t a. students'
t o. attainments are generally inferior
to their !La. attainmentsa few weeks
earlier in the case of the Neale test,
and a few months earlier on the Scho-
nell test.

For example, 152 i.t a. students who
had been transferred from i.t a books
to t.o. materials by their teachers, took'
the i t.a. version of Form C of the
Neale Test in the middle of the second
year and one month later they were
tested again on the t o. version of
Form .\ of the Neale test The mean
score fell from 42.2 on the i.t.a test to
33 4 on the t o test.

Further evidence of this setback in
the development of the ability to read
the English language was obtained
front comparing the i.t.a. and to.
scores on Schonell's Graded Word
Reading test of 135 children who had
been transferred from i.t.a. to t.o.
materials at least four months prior to
the test. The i.t.a. test was adminis-
tered a little before the middle of the
second school year. The t o version
of the same test Is as given at the start
of the third school year. The mean
score fell from 51.6 in i.t.a. to 44.8 in
t.o. (Full statistical information is
given in The i.t.a. Symposium report.

In a second British i.t.a. experiment
designed to control the teacher variable
more rigorously than was possible in
the first one, and thus to check on the
results obtained, a similar setback ap-
pears to have occurred. All 13 of the
i.t.a. classes had lower t.o. scores than
i.t.a. scores on the Neale test adminis-
tered as in the first experiment.
These results were published in Down-
ing and Jones (7) and are further dis-
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cussed in a new hook by Downing (6)
.o be published shortly.

The report in The i.t.a. Symposium
states that the evidence supports the
%iew expressed by some teachers in the
i.t.a. classes that "no technique of cir-
cumventing to. would be as immedi-
ately effective as changing to a simple
and regular system, through a reform
of English spelling" (p. 52). Certainly
the setback at the transition stage is
still further evidence that t.o. is a seri-
ous handicap in learning to read in
English-speaking countries.

Ilowever, under present circum-
stances and possibly for many years to
come, methods of circumventing the
difficulties of t.o. seem likely to be im-
portant and therefore the final pa a-
graph of the report in The i.t.a. Sym-
posium reads:

If the Initial Teaching Alphabet or some
other transitional system is to be taken
up and more widely used, as seems
likely from current trends, then urgent
on=ideration should be given to this

need for a series of laboratory studies to
shape the new system to provide greater
effectiveness in transfer to reading and
writing in the conventional orthography
of English (p. 53).

As a preliminary step towards the
proposed laboratory experiments to es-
tablish these needed improvements in
i t a., an analysis of i.t.a. students' er-
rors in t.o. reading has been made in
an attempt to answer the question
"What are the causes of this setback in
skill development in the stage of tran-
sition from i.t.a to to. ?"

What causes the setback?

The three error analyses which have
been made are intended only as a
preliminary step to answering this
question. However, their results may
permit us at least to derive some hy-
potheses for testing in future experi-
ments.

The first two error analyses are
based on data from the original British
experiment on i.t.a. which commenced
in 1961. Full details of the design,
methods, and procedures of this exper-
iment are given in Downing's report in
The 1 t.a. Symposium on pages 3-24.

IN READING

The method of error analysis was to
count the number of errors made on
each t.o. word by i.t.a. students who
had been transferred from i.t.a. to t.o.
materials by their teachers. In this
way the t.o. words which were most
difficult for i.t.a. students could be dis-
covered. Two t.o. tests were used for
this purpose the Neale Analysis of
Reading Ability and Schonell's Graded
Word Reading test. The complete
statistics are provided on pages 63-65
of The id a. .Syinposium.

The design for transfer from i.t.a. to
t.o. is based on the similarity of i.t.a.
whole-word configurations to t.o.
whole-word configurations, PspeLially
in respect of the "top coast-line" or
upper part of the line of print. A de-
scription of the i.t.a. design for trans-
fer to t.o. is given in Downing (2).
However, the two error analyses re-
ported in Tice i.t.a. Symposium and
discussed further in Downing's (6)
la.er bt,ok, at least raise doubts about
the theoretical assumptions behind
i.t.a.'s design for transfer. The results
of these analyses of errors made by
i.t.a. pupils in the stage of transition to
t.o. suggested that they may have been
analyzing and paying attention to de-
tails within the whole word at least
part of the time. In particular, on the
Neale test lucre of the words which
caused difficulty appear to have dif-
fered in t.o. from their i.t.a. form in
terms of indi%idual letters rather than
in terms of overall configuration. For
example, in the second test passage of
the Neale measure the live most diffi-
cult items were:

T.O.

the center

frightened

to safety

fett.rmed

wandered

(the center)

(frietend)

saftti

(returnd)

(wonderd)

The i.t.a. theory of transfer might
predict "frightened" as a difficult word
at the transition stage because its t.o.
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configuration is different from its i.t.a.
one, but the other four items have i.t.a.
and t.o. configurations which are
highly similar. On the other hand,
four of the above five especially diffi-
cult items have some particular detail
within Nye t.o. word which is different
from the relevant detail in the i.t.a.
word. These and other examples led
to the proposal that there is a "need to
consider for the study of this problem
a smaller unit of transfer than the
upper half of the configurations of
whole words" (3, p. 50).

If one examines the problem of
transfer from i.t.a. to to. in terms
of such smaller units, the possibilities
for proactive interference are mucn
gre . Only a relatively few possi-
bilitit. are obvious from the configura-
tional point of view (e.g. Jh(Elshow),
but many of the more difficult words
found in the analysis of errors made on
the t.o. Neale and Schonell test by
"transferred" i.t.a. pupils contained
possible sources of proactive interfer-
ence, e.g., the .c in island ; the c in ceil-
ing ; the g in gnome , and the ph in
nephew on the Schonell test. In almost
every case those to.. words on the
Neale test which produced the greatest
number of errors represented a differ-
ent sound in i.t.a., e.g., the c in center,
the igh in frightened, the a in safety,
the a in wandered, the or in work, the
t in action, the i in final.

McBride's (9) study of transfer
from i.t.a. to t.o. provides further evi-
dence that proactive interference from
individual letters is an important fac-
tor in the transition stage. He found
that the six most difficult t.o. words
from a list of 100 words from the
Janet S John i.t.a. basal series were
these, age, huge, whom, fruit, magi-
cian, all of which contain t.o. letters
which have different sound values in
i.t.a:

The second British i.t.a. experiment
which began in 1963 has now prt..
duced further results beyond those
published in the article by Downing
and Jones (7). A report of these re-
sults from the later stages of the ex-
periment is currently in preparation
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but the full details as to aims, methods,
and procedures may he found in the
article already published. One new set
of results comes from the administra-
tion of the Schonell Graded Word
Reading test in t.o. to all experimental
(i.t.a.) group pupils and control (t.o.)
group pupils at the beginning of the
third year in school.

At this stage in the second experi-
ment less than half of the i.t.a. pupils
had been changed over to t.o. materials
by their teachers but all of the Experi-
mental i t.a. Group were tested in t.o.
The method of this third error analysis
was different. All the childrens' re-
sponses were utilized, but emus were
only counted if the word read incor-
rectly on the second test had been read
correctly previously, when the same
test had been administered approxi-
mately nine months earlier. In that
previous testing the experimental
( i.t.a.) group had been tested op the
same test in i.t.a. Now, they were
given the t.o. version. Thus the errors
showed which words read correctly in
i.t a. proved difficult to read in t.o.
Parallel data were collected for the
control ( to.) group tested on both
occasions in t.o. This provides some
control for random guessing. The re-
sults are provided in the table.

Naturally the results cannot be re-
garded as conclusive, but they increase
the doubts about the theoretical as-
sumptions underlying the i.t.a. design
for transfer to t.o. The words which
proved MOs." difficult in transfer from
i.t.a. to t.o. generally differed little in
thc:e i.t.a. and t.o. upper-half configu-
rations, but they did differ instead in
some detail within the configuration,
this detail being a possible source of
proactive interference.

If one breaks down the words in the
table into groups of ten, following
Schonell's order of grading, the more
difficult words in each group can be
ascertained. The most difficult word
among the easiest first ten words was
playing (P13;i9) . The to. and i.t.a.
forms of this word differ in terms of
both configuration and detail. The
high proportion of failures in transfer
on this word could be due to either
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SECOND i.t.a. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS OF ERRORS MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(N =203) AND CONTROL GROUP (N = 211) ON SCHONELL'S GRADED WORD READING TEST

First test administered after one and one-third years in i.t.a. to i t.a. experimental group sub-
jects anti in t.o. to t.o. control js:oup subjects. Retest at start of third year in t.o. to all subjects.

Word (i t a it o.)

tr« /tree

milk/milk
. cugiegg

bwk/book
se(ol/sehool
sit/sit
frog/frog
plx19/pla mg
hun/hun

flouer/flov.er
nrd/road
clock/clock
tram train
1,etilight
platter/Endure
0119k/think
summer summer
pit pi/people
sum0119/somethIng
dn1m/dream
dounstxrq

do% nstairs
him:it/biscuit
Theperd/shepherd
Thirstqt forst
croud/erov.d
sandv.911/sandv. 'eh
beginnila/beginning
pa:ma:I/postage
teland/island

sauser/saucer
a:rod/angel
s«
app« rd/appeared
mrm/ghome
eanxry/canar
at tractiqattracti% e
imann/imagine
net ue/ncphcw
gradueallqgradually

snurlder/smoulder
applaud/applaud
&pie% al/disposal
nuriTht/nounshed
dis« d/discased
uern%ersitq

uni %ersity
orccstra/orchcstra
noled3/know1edge
audiens/audience
situexted/snuated

EXPERIMENTAL (1 t a) GROUP CONTROL (t.o.) GROUP
Ss who read

Total No Ss word correctly
Percent reading word on first test Percent

failure in correctly but not on failure in
transfer first test second test second test

Total No Ss Ss who read
reading word word correctly

correctly in t t a
in i t a but not in t o.

137 5 3.6 123 7 5.7
199 7 3.5 191 5 26
135 2 1.5 122 1 08
143 4 2.8 122 2 1.6
147 12 8.2 127 4 3.1
119 9 7.6 82 2 2.4
142 3 2.1 121 8 6.6
125 10 8.0 100 1 1.0

134 20 14.9 103 1 1.0
111 2 1.8 103 2 1.9

100 4 4.0 62 3 48
119 22 18.5 50 1 2.0
107 8 7.5 87 1 1.1

146 17 11.6 110 3 2.7
137 48 35.0 39 1 2.6

75 3 4.0 S 0 0

96 8 8.3 67 1 1.5

82 3 3.7 64 2 31
89 11 12.4 42 1 2.4

120 22 18.3 97 6 6.2
97 21 21.6 29 1 3.4

52 9 17.3 28
87 23 26.4 36
79 13 16.5 35 1 2.9
41 4 9.8 22 0 0

85 20 23.5 25 1 40
67 6 9.0 40 1 2.5
26 1 3.8 26 5 192
52 14 26.9 11 0 0

71 30 42.3 8 0 0

SE 17 30.9 8 0 0

76
70
27

35
45

46.1
64.3
37.0

8
5
6

0
0
0

0
0
0

82 47 57.3 6 0 0

18 9 50.0 4 1 25 0
14 7 50.0 5 1 20.0
37
32
21

9
15

S

24.3
46.9
23.8

12
4
7

2
0
0

16.7
0
0

35 12 34.3 4 0 0

30
35

17
16

56.7
45.7

2
2

0

0

0
0

37 21 56.8 S 0 0

23 10 43.5 6 0 0

15 3 20.0 6 0 0

10 S 50.0 2 0 0

21 13 61.9 3

18 14 77.8 4
14 10 71.4 3 1 33.3
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difference, and therefore no conclusion
seems possible. The error analysis of
the most difficult words in the first
group of ten words in the table is also
inconclusive. But the second, third,
and fourth grouFs of ten words pro-
vide very interesting data.

In the second group of ten words
the most difficult in transfer were light
(liet), road (ned) something (sum-
ihili), people (p«p1), train (tran), in
that order of difficulty. Only one of
these has a markedly different t.o. con-
figuration from that of its i.t.a. version.
This was light. The other four diffi-
cult words have similar t.o. and i.t.a.
configurations, but what they do have
in common with light is some impor-
tant detail which is a probable source
of proactive interference.

The third group of words reveals a
similar pattern. The most difficult in
transfer were island (heland), postage
(mrstal), biscuit (hiscit), crowd
(eroud), dream (dm m). All the t.o.
configurations are very similar to the
i.t.a. configurations with the possible
exception of postage. but all contain a
detail which is a possible source of
proactive interference.

1 he evidence from the fourth group
is perhaps less clear but the trend
seems to be in the same direction.
Excluding canary and attractive be-
cause of the rather small number of
correct responses on the i.t.a. test, the
most difficult words in transfer to to.
were ceiling (m(1114), gnome (norm),
nephew (nes ue), angel (amjel).
Gnome and nephew do differ some-
what in their i.t.a. and t.o. configura-
tions, but this is not true of ceiling or
angel. On the other hand, all four
words contain a detail which is a pos-
sible source of proactive interference.

A study of the easiest words in each
group of ten does not add much to this
inquiry because generally they have
identical or similar i.t.a. and t.o. con-
figurations, but also their details do
nut contain probable sources of proac-
tive interference (e.g., bun, milk, sit).

Conclusions
The object of this study of i.t.a. stu-

dents' errors in reading t.o. was to
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seek hypotheses for testing experimen-
tally. Two hypotheses have emerged:
1. i.t.a. students do not transfer to t.o.

simply on the basis of the upper-
part of whole word configurations.
They also perceive details within
the t.o. configurations which are
different from details within the
corresponding i t.a. configurations.

2. The differences in the details of the
i.t.a. and t.o. spellings of words are
an important source of proactive
interference in transfer from i.t.a.
to t.o. Such interference is a sig-
nificant factor in the setback in
skills development at the transition
stage.

One more definite conclusion may be
added. This further analysis of i.t.a.
students' t.o. reading errors confirms
the conclusion of the British i.t.a. ex-
periment that there are needed im-
provements in i.t.a. which through
"systematic laboratory studies could be
shaped to provide improl ed proactive
facilitation and reduced proactive in-
terference and thus increase the
efficiency . . . in the transition phase"
(3. p. 52.). The difficulties facing
those who may seek these improve-
ments in i.t.a. have been outlined in
two recent articles by Downing (4 and
5,) but strong encouragement to pur-
sue these needed improvements has
come from the recent contributions by
Artley and by Holmes.

Artley (1) states, "Indeed, it .could
be extremely unfortunate if at this
stage in the development of the Initial
Teaching Alphabet it were to b. as-
sumed that both the code system and
the method of its use were fixed and
established so that no further work on
either would be necessary. Were this
to take place, the chances would be
great that we would be operating with
something less than the best. This,
the profession could hardly condone."

Holmes' (8) comment is as follows,
"In summary, this reviewer heartily
agrees with Downing's call for a series
of experiments in the 'psychological
laboratory' designed to determine how
the forms of i.t.a. characters ought to
be modified to maximize their transfer
value to t.o. and further to find what
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new materials and teaching techniques
should be de% eloped to facilitate trans-
fer from i.t.a. to t.o."
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An Experimental Study of the
Effect of i.t.a. on Reading
Achievement of Disabled

Readers in Grades
Seven and Eight

WALLACE D. MILLER
Southwest Baptist College

READING IS A COMI'L,EX PROCESS which
includes the recognition of printed or

written symbols, understanding of the
individual symbol in relation to other
symbols, and integration of the sym-
bols into a pattern which will elicit
both literal and interpretive responses

In order to present ideas in a writ-
ten or printed form, a particular orthog-
raphy must be adopted. This process
is sometimes referred to as encoding.
Reading is the converse or decoding
process. Therefore, it would seem
that the more regular the code the less
difficult the decoding process would be.

The purpose of this study was to
investigate the effectiveness of the ini-
tial teaching alphabet, a simplified al-
phabet, in facilitating the reading proc-
ess for students in the seventh and
eighth grades who were diagnosed as
disabled readers.

Basic hypotheses

1. Disabled readers' speed of com-
prehension w ill be significantly in-
creased when instruction is provided
through i.t.a.

2. Disabled readers' comprehension
skill will be significantly increased
when i.t.a. is used as a medium of in-
struction.

3. Disabled readers' knowledge of
individual word meanings will be sig-
nificantly increased when i.t.a. is used
as a medium of instruction.

4. Disabled readers' ability to iden-
tify words will be significantly in-
creased when i.t a. is used as a medium
of in,truction.

Predictive questions

Data were obtained to answer the
following questions :

Major question
Can a medium of instruction to in-

crease reading achievement be identi-
fied which is a superior aid to disabled
seventh and eighth grade readers?

Sub-questions
(I) Is the influence of various medi-

ums of instruction on speed of compre-
hension different across the range of
speed pretest scores and measured in-
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telligence for disabled seventh and
eighth grade readers? If not, then :

(2) Is there a constant level of
difference in medilds of instruction
for disabled seventh and eighth grade
readers across the range of speed pre-
test scores and measured intelligence?

These two sub-questions were" re-
peated for each of the skills under ob-
servation, i.e.. speed of comprehension,
vocabulary, comprehension, and word
recognition.

Need for the study

Modern technological development
has greatly increased the need for
schools to develop the reading ability
of all the students to a level that is
commensurate with their capacity for
learning. To do this it is necessary to
continually evaluate methods and
materials which are used for this pur-
lx)se.

There is considerable agreement
among educators that a student must
be provided with materials constructed
at an appropriate level. and in accord-
ance with what is known of patterns of
child development. if he is to acquire
efficient reading skills and habits. An
appropriate medium for presenting
such materials is needed as well.

Even though attempts have been
made to provide suitable material for
instruction. reading disabilities con-
tinue to plague the modern classroom
from primary school through the uni-
versity 1eve1_(2),

Frequently the reading disability is
the result of an inklividual's inability to
recognize words (7).

It has been stated (4) that the one
element common in all teaching meth-
ods is the traditional printed alphabet
and spelling. and it is the belief that its
unsystematic nature causes many read-
ing failures.

Several attempts have been made to
construct a simplified alphabet to be
used as a medium for teaching reading.

Phonotypy, one of the earliest al-
phabets of this nature, was described
as "a system of printing and writing,
in which the same sound has always
the same symbol, and the same symbol

has always the same sound" (6).
Using Phonotypy as a base, Sir James
Pitman developed the Augmented
Roman Alphabet which later became
known as the initial teaching alphabet
( 4 ).

Several researchers have reported
outstanding success in teaching begin-
ning reading using i.t.a. as a medium
for instruction (1. 4, 8. 9).

On the other hand. Sebesta (11)
found that when he used a simplified
alphabet in beginning reading instruc-
tion, there were "no statistically signif-
icant differences on familiar words. be-
tween the groups taught with the new
alphabet and those taught w ith tradi-
tional orthography."

Reported studies. where i t a. was
used with disabled readers. are not
only few in immber but also present
conflicting evidence ( 1, 5. 12 ).

The present investigation was de-
signed to obtai empirical evidence of
the extent to which mediums of in-
struction. pretest data, and/or meas-
ured intelligence relate to the reading
achievement of disabled seventh and
eighth grade readers.

Subjects

The population consisted of all sev-
enth and eighth grade students ( N =
148 in the Woodland R-IV School
District of Lutesville. Missouri. and all
eighth grade students (N = 163) of the
Jackson R-TT School District of Jack-
son. Missouri, in January 1966.

The sample drawn from the popula-
tion consisted of 77 subjects (38 girls
and 39 boys). The subjects ranged in
chronological age from 149 months to
178 months and in IQ from 89-117.
Each subject had a reading disability
of two or more Years as measured by
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children and the Gray Oral Reading
Test.

Methods

The subjects were divided into four
groups as near equal as possible in
number and sex.

The subjects were randomly selected
with the groups previously established
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in accordance w ith the administrative
procedures of the schools. A coin was
flipped to determine which medium of
inst ileum a group was to receive.

1.1.ra-class grouping was used so
that each subject used a text appropri-
ate for his reading level. The subjects
in Group I received instruction in
"i.t.a only" during the reading period.
The rest of the school .lay they fol-
lowed the regular schedule using tradi-
tional texts. Group II was divided
into two groups, half of them receivHg
instruction in i.t.a. and the other 'If
in t o. in the same classroom at the
same time Group III received in-
struction in to. during the reading ses-
sion as %yell as at other times during
the day. Group IV served as the con-
trol group. The subjects in this group
received the regular program of the
school which did not include any read-
ing instruction. The investigator vis-
ited this group as often as he visited
the other groups (one period every

o weeks).
The subjects recei\ ed five 50 minute

periods of instruction per week for l4
WM.).

The teachers who were using i.t.a
spent five days teaching sound-symbol
relationships of the new alphabet be-
fore they began instructing through
i.t.a

Each student received instruction at
the level indicated by the pretest diag-
nosis. 1 he teachers used the methods
and procedures recommended in the
manuals that accompanied the Sheldon

Basic Reading Series.
The Gray Oral Reading Test and

the Gates Reading Survey Test were
administered as pretests, at the end of
the tenth week of instruction, and ,-
post- tests.

Multiple linear regression analyses
were used to determine the level of sig-
nificance that obtained. The .05 level
of significance was adopted for this
study.

The data necessary for analysis
when multiple linear regression is used
include predictor variable scores and
criterion variable scores (3). In the

present study predictor variables w ere
cores repres,itative of mediums of in-

struction and intelligence. Criterion
variables were post-test scores on the
Gray Oral Reading Test and the Gates
Reading Stirs ev Test.

Four regression models were forum-
lated to test the level of relationship
that existed between the predictor var-
iables and the criterion variables. The
equation below illustrates an unre-
stricted linear regression model used in
the present study.

aixN

Model

411:-1- aox12' &ix"'
asx'" a,,x"" a7x'')
amx'" + a, x"" al,,x(""

apz

A complete description of the statis-
tical procedure used in this study
would be too lengthy for a report of
this nature

Statistical anal) ses were conducted
for each score obtained, i e.. word rec-
ognition, speed of comprehension. vo-
cabulary. and comprehension.

In order to determine the statistical
significance of the difference between
the residual variance of the unre-
stricted model and the residual vari-
ance of the restricted model the F dis-
tribution was used (3. 10).

Results

After ten weeks of instruction, the
restricted model indicated that i.t.a.
was a statistically superior medium of
instruction to increase speed of com-
prehension. No other significant rela-
tionships obtained at this point in the
experiment. However, the correlated
T-tests revealed significant gains in all
skills under observation except com-
prehension.

The results at the end of the investi-
gation (14 weeks of instruction) indi-
cated that the only significant differ-
ence between mediums of instruction
that obtained was on the speed of com-
prehension scores. The subjects in the
control setting made significantly
greater gains in speed of comprehen-
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sion than subjects in any medium of
instrnction used in this experiment.

While there were no other statisti-
cally significant relationships between
the mediums of instruction, subjects in
all mediums made significant gains in
reading achie% ement, .

Disc ussion of results

The discussion reported in this sec-
tion is relevant to the findings of this
stuf1%. There are okiousl) numerous
interpretations which may account for
the findings produced by the present
stud) No attempt has been made to
discuss all of tile possible circum-
stances that could account for the find-
ings. The theoretical and empirical
explanations offered here were based
upon the reported findings of this
study in relation to findings reported
in previous research which appeared to
le relevant to the present study.

17 yen though the results of this
inyesiigation did not providc unequiv-
ocal e% idence as to the be:-. medium
of instruction in reading foi disabled
seventh and eighth grade readers.
there are some aspects of the in% es-
tigation hich deserve attention. Spe-
cifically, the variance manifested by
this sample suggests that different me-
diums of instruction produce varied ef-
fects upon the functional criterion %ar-
iables measured in this study. The
only medium which produced a signifi-
cant effect upon the reading achieve-
ment of this sample was the control
setting. This group made significant
gains in speed of comprehension across
the range of pretest scores with IQ as
a non-;nteracting covariable.

Results regarding the relationship of
pretest scores, mediums of instruction,
and/or intelligence seemed quite clear.
There were no significant interactions
resulting from the use of any of the
regression models.

The apparent variance in mediums
of instruction used with this sample is
especially relevant when evaluated in
connection with earlier studies. One
such study which was conducted with
subjects whose IQ sores were all
below 85 reported no statistically sig-

nificant differences between experi-
mental and control groups (.5).
Another study found no statistically
significant differences with first grade
subjects when an artificial alphabet
%%as used for initial instruction (11).

The results of the present study in-
dicated that the subjects in the control
group made significantly greater gains
in speed of comprehension than did
those in any of the instruction groups.
A possible explanation of this is that in
the schools from which the sample was
drawn the students who were not in
reading classes were taking courses
in science. shop, or home economics.
The high interest %alue in these sub-
jects plus the fact that the students had
a choice might have adversely affected
the results of the study. It is also pos-
sible that the broad experience of these
courses supplied information to the
subjects which was indirectly related
to the test material. One other possi-
He explanation is that the added em-
phasis on word recognition skills in the
reading groups tended to slow the
speed of comprehension.

The theory that i.t.a. should reduce
the amount of effort needed to recog-
nize unfamiliar words was not verified
in this study. While no statistically
significant results were obtained, the
trend indicated that the subjects in-
structed through "i.t.a. only" made the
least amount of gain in word recogni-
tion. A possible explanation of this
finding is that the time element was
not long enough to allow the groups
who were receiving reading instruction
to assimilate the new knowledge. A
follow-up study will be conducted six
months from the close of the experi-
mem to assess the results over a longer
period of time.

Conclusions
Nonsignificant results on a substan-

tial number of F ratios indicate that no
one medium of instruction is a supe-
rior aid to disabled readers in improv-
ing all of the skills measured in this
study.

Some mediums of instruction yielded
greater gains on one skill than they did
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on another. Care must be used in se-
lecting the medium that promises the
best results for the particular skill be-
ing taught.
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from Reading Orally in t.o. to
Reading Orally in i.t.a.

TiiroDogi: A. NloRg
Western Washington State

College

IANY or THE proponents of i.t.a. have
suggested that transfer from reading in
i.t.a. to reading in t o. takes place read-
ilv and without instruction. However,
McCracken (1) it studying the abili-
ties of children to transfer in the oit-
posite direction, that is, from t.o. to
i.t.a., found that transfer does take
place automatically or without instruc-
tion if it is accepted that the transfer is
at a level one year or more below the
child's instructional level as measured
by the Standard Reading Inventory or
if it is accepted that the child's per-
formance after transfer will be signifi-
cantly slower and less fluent. This
raised the question of how much time
might be necessary to effect full, or
complete, transfer. NVould a small
amount of instruction and practice
make a sizable difference'

Purpose

This study examined the ability of
third and fourth grade children to
transfer from reading in traditional or-
thography to reading in i.t.a. at five in-
tervals of instruction and practice in
i.t.a., pretest, 15 minutes, 45 minutes,
105 minutes, and 165 minutes.

Subjects, tests, and procedures

Seventeen third and fourth grade
children enrolled in the Campus
School of Western Washington State
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College were the subjects. Pretests
were administered in to. and in i.t.a.
The children received 165 minutes of
instruction and practice in i.t.a. Tests

i.t.a. were administered after 15, 45,
105. and 165 minutes of instruction
and practice. The practice mate-
rials were the Early-to-Read Series
produced by Nlazurkiewicz and Tany-
zer (2) The Gray Oral Reading Test
(3) and the isolated word recognition
sub-test of The Standard Reading In-
ventory (4) were used to measure
speed of oral reading, errors in oral
reading. and isolated word pronounc-
ing ability. Both tests were transliter-
ated into i.t.a.

Results

Speed of i.t.a. reading increased and
the number of errors made in i.t.a.
reading decreased as the amount of in-
struction and practice increased. The
differences in speed and in the number
of errors between initial t.o. reading
and i.t.a. reading at each interval de-
creased, although initial t.o. was still
better after 165 minutes. More than
165 minutes of instruction and practice
would be ,Pcessary for i.t.a perform-
ance to equal reading perfor lance in
t o. 1 lowev:r the decrease. plotted as
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a linear relationship, indicated that
equal performances would be reached
in 6 to 7 hours.

This study indicated that some in-
struction and practice are necessary in
transferring from t.o. to i.t.a.
However, the child who is transferring
from i.t.a. to t.o. has t.o. "practice- in
his natural environmentstreet signs,
TV commercials, newspapers, comics,
and books. This would appear to be
sufficient practice to effect transfer in
reading from i.t.a. to t.o. without spe-
cial training.
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LINGUISTICS

Current Linguistic Research and
Its Implications for the
Teaching of Reading

RONALD WARDEAUGH
University of Michigan

ot-Rixt; HE past decade there have
been periodic discussions about the re-
lationship of linguistic research to re-
search in reading and to the teaching
of reading. Becentiv. several authors
have produced summaries of these dis-
cussions and have pointed out what
appears to them to be important in the
relationship. In one such summary
Carroll (6) criticizes reading research-
ers for their failure to incorporate lin-
guistic findings into the procedures
which the hale chosen to examine in
their research. He points out that
even though much reading research
has been methodologically sound, it
has proved to be of little use because
the teaching procedures which were
examined in the research were not
thoroughly sound. In another sum-
mary. Betts ( 3 ) vointN out some of the
relationships he perceives between
reading and linguistics but at the same
time criticizes linguists for being con-
tent to dabble in reading and for
adopting a rather name approach to
psychological and pedagogical prob-
lems, In a most able summary. of the
whole reading-linguistics controversy.
Devine (11) rightly points out that al-
though the controversy has been char-
acterized by opinion rather than by
fact, it still gives one good reason to be
optimistic that the findings of linguistic
research will prove to he of use to
reading specialists.

One view of linguistics

Perhaps it would be well at this
point to try to characterize just what
linguistics and the discoveries of lin-
puistic research appear to be for most
of the writers who so far have tried
to relate linguistics to reading. Ac-
cording to this characterization, the
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main findings of linguistics which
might have application to the teaching
of reading and to reading research
might be listed as a) language is
speech and writing is a reproduction of
speech: h) graphemes and punctuation
marks are representations of phonemes
and intonation patterns: c) language is
patterned, that is grammatical, and al-
though the patterns are relatively few
in number. they are almost bewildering
in possibilities for variation : d) lan-
guage iF spoken in dialects: and e II ii-
guists prefer description of linguistic
data to prescription and introspection.
While it is undoubtedly true that many
linguists would agree with the above
statements. nevertheless. the state-
ments by no means adequately charac-
terize current linguistic thinking and
researth. Even if they Isere adequate,
current reading procedures lag sadly
behind them, and this linguistic lag
really deserves a comment or two be-
fore any mention is made of current
linguistic thinking.

Linguists agree that speech and
writing may be considered to be differ-
ent codes but insist that the speech
code is somehow basic to the writing
code Consequently. comments abot
the sounds of speech and the symbol.
of writing must be clearly differen-
tiated from each other. In spite of the
work of Bloomfield and Barnhart in
Let's Read 14) and of Fries in Lin-
guistics and Reading (13). even these
basic facts have not been taken into
consideration in the majority of texts
on reading. This statement should not
be read as a blanket approval of
two books and the positions taken by
their authors. Both books overstress
the importance of the phoneme-gra-
pheme relationship and both oversim-
plify the process of reading: learning
to read means more than developing
high-speed recognition responses to
various letter patterns though not. to
be sure, as much as some statements,
for example those by Gates (14) and
Burton (5), make it out to be.
However. many of the teaching proce-
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(lures athocated by Fries, such as, the
use of contrast, the stress on vowels,
the insistence on whole word patterns,
and the separation of reading and writ-
ing. seem to be excellent linguistically
and pedagogically: and certainly Fries'
insistence on a clear use of the terms
phonics. phonetic, and phonelnics must
be recognized as crucial if there is to
be any really worthwhile discussion of
those topics by reading specialists.
Except for what is basically a sound
book by Cordts, Phonics for the Read-
ing Teacher (10), books on reading
still continue to confuse phoneme and
grapheme. phonics, phonetics, and pho-
nemics and to interweave linguistic
data and linguistic myth ad nauseam.
I leilman's Phonirs in Proper Perspec-
tive (15) is a good example of such
confusion: if this is a proper perspec-
tive, then reading teachers, like the
I Iabsburgs. have learned nothing and
forgotten nothing! And the ones to
stiffer are the children they would
teach. Furthermore, a recent series of
articles in The Reading Teacher by
Clvr ier ( 9). Bailey (1), and Emans
( 1?) on phonic generalizations would
have benefited from a much closer at-
tention to linguistic data than any of
the authors chose to give, for here is a
good example of the type of investiga-
tion of which Carroll speaks in which
adequate methodology is largely
wasted on unsound proL.dures.

Phoneme and grapheme

Reading teachers and particularly
reading researchers must make them-
selves aware of the phoneme-grapheme
correspondence; the clear distinctions
among phonics, phonetics, and pho-
nemics; and the difference between
statements about speech and state-
ments about writing. Happily there is
much 1;nguistic research available on
these topics. Current work in linguis-
tics does, however, indicate that a
word of caution is required at this
point on the subject of the phoneme.
Linguists in general have always
viewed the phoneme as a convenient
linguistic fiction, and a hard to define
one at that, rather than as an absolute

linguistic fact. Today many linguists
manage to do without phonemes be-
cause such linguists believe that a dis-
tinct phonemic level is not required in
describing a language. More impor-
tant to them than the phonemic is a
level of representation which may be
called the morphophonemic. For ex-
ample, instead of picking out the broad
phonetic differences among the end-
ings of cats, dogs. and judges, the [s],
[z], and [az] and calling these differ-
ences phonemic differences because of
certain contrasts elsewhere in the lan-
guage. these linguists point out that
English plural formation is character-
ized by a morphophonemic sibilant
which is predictably realized in various
phonetic shapes according to environ-
ment. Likewise, they stress the im-
portance of the morphophonemic con-
nection in English between such pairs
of words as produce and production,
nation and national. and tong and
longer. In each case it seems that a
phonemic spelling and an insistence on
"traditional" phonemicization conceals
rather than reveals the linguistic facts.
It might even be said that English
spelling in man) cases is a good (or at
least better than previously acknowl-
edged) representation of the phonolog-
ical facts of English. What this means
for reading specialists is that there is
reason to have serious doubts that a
child beginning to read is well served
by a strict insistence on a one-to-
one phonemegrapheme correspondence
when current linguistic research sug-
gests, first of all, that the phoneme nei-
ther exists nor is particularly useful
fiction and, secondly, that rules for
pronouncing are dependent in part on
grammatical and information.

There is really nothing new in what
has just been said. The lack of nov-
elty is readily apparent if you read an
interesting paper by Edward Sapir
(24), which first appeared over thirty
years ago. Although Sapir claimed in
this paper that phonemes have a psy-
chological reality, a close examination
of what he says shows toat what he
was talking about was morphopho-
nemes rather than phonemes. He also
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seems to have been making a distinc-
tion between linguistic facts, that is
linguistic reality, and linguistic data,
that is, the observable characteristics
of language It will be useful at this
point to take up this fact-data distinc-
tion in order to gain insight into the
nature of current linguistic research

Current linguistic research

During the period of approximately
1930 to 1960, linguistic research was
largely concerned with data. that is,

ith making observations of linguistic
e%ents and with procedures for classi-
fying these obsenations. Out of this
work came considerable development
and clarification of such concepts as
the phoneme, the morpheme, the sen-
tence pattern. the intonation contour,
the linguistic level, the slot and its fill-
ers. and so on. Li fact this is just the
kind of linguistic research that is re-
ferred to in most discussions of lin-
guistics by reading experts. Lefevre's
work is based on thi ype of thinking
and his hook (18) in many ways car-
ries the usefulness of such research to
reading about as far as it can be car-
ried. I would suggest that this is nei-
ther ver_ far nor far enough and I saw
this because there are severe shortcom-
ings in such research. Let us look at a
few Of these.

Do classifications of corpora of En-
glish utterances really tell us a great
deal about English? Do the account
for a speaker's ability to relate some of
the sentences to others within a cor-
pus? Do they << count for an ability to
distinguish between sentences and
non-sentences? Do they account for a
speaker's feeling that some sentences
are confused, or deviant, or ambigu-
ous? Do they allow us in some princi-
pled way to predict which sentences
might he produced in the future?
And so on. The suggestion is that the
facts of English may only be accounted
for if such questions as these are an-
swered by the grammar. Grammarians
concerned merely with the classifica-
tion of data reject such questions as
outside their concern, Books and arti-
cles relating linguistics to reading have
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fmored the data rather than the fact
approach. For this reason they find it
difficult to demonstrate an insightful
and economical relationship between
sound and s3mbol. Similarly, state-
ments that writing is speech put down
on paper are not as adequate as they
should be. Raw speech iq not lan-
guage, for the data of linguistic per-
formance are not the facts of linguistic
competence: and the data of written
performance are soniething else again.
Speech performance is characterized
by pauses, repetitions, syntactic shifts,
and so on. whereas almost all the read-
ing material presented to children is
written in full polished sentences, a
very different t3pe of performance.
The same basic competence apparently
underlies performance in both speech
and writing but the performances of
speech and writing are not easily re-
lated to each other. The data are dif-
ferent and they are not easily converti-
ble, and not convertible at all if the -in
d(rlying reality is ignored.

The point of view just presented is
one held by the transformational-ge-
nerative grammarians. It would be
true to say that linguistics has not been

the same since 1957, the year of the
appearance of Noam Chomsky's Syn-
tactic Structures (7). In this book
and since then (8), Chomsk has put
fprward a theory of language which
has revolutionized linguistics but
which appears hardly to have touched
the reading researcher. Perhaps this
is not surprising for the theory is not
easy to explain and any simple expla-
nation is very likely to be distorted and
misunderstood. The theory stresses

the fact that a good explanatory gram-
mar of a language requires a .5,A of ex-
plicit syntactic rules which generate
sentences of that language together
with grammatical descriptions of the
generated sentences, and such a set of
rules will reveal sentences to have deep
structures on which semantic rules
operate and surface representations
which are mapped out by phonological
rules. The phonological and gra-
phemic surface features of sentences
are automatic and superficial and con-
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tribute nothing to the nling of
sentences Sentences. the primal% e
grammatical units in the language.
may be understo(,d correctly only if
the deep underlying elements are
killmn and if the deep relationships
among elements are understood.

%HY. and compiehension

The importance of such a linguistic
theory for an understanding of com-
prehension surely cannot be overesti-
mated. Adequate comprehension of
any sontence. spoken or written. re-
quires more than just high-speed re-
c( ignition. left-to-right linear decoding.
or recognition of surface patterns. In
order to fully comprehend a sentence a
listener. or reader, must be able to re-
late the correct deep structure to the
surface structure of the sentence and
to project a consistent semantic read-
ing on the individual words. A reac-
tion to the surface structure alone, that
is, a recognition of individual sounds.
letters. words, or superficial syntactic
patterns. is insufficient for comprehen-
sion. since comprehension requires that
each sentence be gi% en both syntactic
and semantic interpretations in depth

The following sentences will illus-
trate a very few of the major syntactic
problems that appear to he of interest
in an understanding of comprehension

(1) The man sold the car.
(2) The car was sold.
(3) Who sold the car.
(4) What did the man sell ?
(5) What was sold ?

The first sentence requires the compre-
!lender to assign a deep reading which
will show that The man is the deep
subject of the sentence; sold the car.
the predicate; and the car, the deep ob-
ject.

(i) The man sold the car.
(ii) (SOMEONE) sold the car +

Passive.
This deep structure accounts for the
fact that a correct interpretation of
The car was sold requires an under-
standing that an unspecified person did
the selling and this unspecified person
sold the car, the car being the under-
lying or deep object of the sentence

NI) rs: RLADEs.,,

though the superficial or grammatical
subject.

The deep structures of the remain-
ing sentences may be represented as
fol low s

( Question SO M EON E sold
the car.

(iv) Question 'Hie man sold
SOMETHING.

(Y) Ouestion -4-- SOMEONE sold
tit ) \l ETI 11N( ; ) Passi% c.

A further group of sentences illus-
trates the need for the comprehender
to understand exactly %%hat is in the
deep structure and %%hat is not there.

(6) The (log amazed the IRA .

) The lin. %%as amazed b% the
(big.

:8)

amazedamazed
0) The d m(log's strength amazed the

bo
(10) Who was amazed 1)% the boy's

strength ?
These sentences lime deep structures
which may he represented as

( vi ) The dog amazed the boy.
( vii) The dog a111 zed the boy +

Passi ve.
( viii ) (S( )MENOI'N) amazed the

bo + Passive
(ix) S( )METIIING (The dog was

strong) amazed the boy.
Question SOMEl'HING
(The dog was strong ) amazed
SOMEONE + Passive.

Accurate comprehension of the aboNe
sentences requires an awareness that
all unspecified .VOMENOUN is the
deep subject "causing- the amazement
in (8), that SO.I/F.T/IUNG i, "caus-
ing" the amazement in both (9) and
(10), and that this SOMETHING is
the fact that The dog was strong, the
only plausible interpretation of The
dog's strength.

Ambiguity

The linguistic theory alerts us to the
fact that a comprehender must he
aware of the possibility that a sentence
may have more than one interpreta-
tion. Compare the following sen-
tences.

(11) The shooting of the hunters
disturbed us.

( X)
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121 The drinking of the hunters
disturbed us

13) The drinking of the %%titer dis-
turbed us
Whereas 1 11 t ina3 have tam interpr-
tations and is ambiguous

I ) \ 1 ETI I1 NG 1 The hunt-
r; shot ',OM ) I

disturbed us.
t xil) St )\1 1'."1'1 I 1 NG t (SOME-

( )N E ) shot the hunter, )
disturbed us.

1 12) and 13 ) Mice unique interpreta-
tions since 112 ) bill bear milt an in-
terpretation analogous to t Xla :

( X11 ) SOMF.T1 I I NG i The hunters
drank ( St )NIETHIN(;))

disturbed us
and t 13) will bear only an interpreta-
tion analogous to I xib) :

xiii ) tit /Al Ell I I NG ( ( SO 'AI E
) drank the hater)

disturbed 11
\10)i:4-nous sentences therefore call

liose serious ccmipreliension problems
since a correct interpretatioi; requires
the choice of the deep structure in-
tended h the producer of the sentence
Such ambiguous sentences are also in-
turisting linguistically for an adequate
thmry must sure account for the dif-
ferent possibilitit in a way that is both
elegant and intuitively satisfactory.

The kind of analysis just illustrated
could be carried much further into
comidentent structures, complex sen-
tnces, pronominal substitutions, and
vai tuns kinds of 11(11111 and ye rb classes :
hilt this %%mild lead us too far afield.
The anal% sis does serve the purpose of
illustrating the -utere- that linguists
are now taking in a. t.t:tig for how
sentences arc under particularly
in specifying %%hat must be in
sentences and in speakers to make
communication possible. A transfor-
mational-generative grammar offers all
explicit chat acterization of the gram-
matical elements in sentences, a char-
acterization which strives for com-
pleteness and which is based on a
theory of language which clearly dis-
tinguishes what is important about the
underlying facts of language from
what is involved in actual vrformance.

The theory says nothing about per-
formance, that is. about how a human
being actually generates or interprets
sentences. It does say though that any-
one Who it ants to understand how a
human being does either such task
must recognize the facts just pre-
sented. and that am one lio 'does not
cannot hope to discover anything Teri
revealing about actual sentence pro-
duction and interpretation.

Semantic s and «until ehension

Work in transformational-generati ce
grammars has also produced some in-
teresting %cork in semantics ; and since
reading is concerned c% ith getting
meaning out of a text. the work of Katz
and Fodor I Mt must be mentioned
Katz Fodor have prorised a se-
mantic them-% nhich relates closely to
Chomsky's mntactic theon How
that theory might appl.. to basic ln-
guage conipetenQ in reading may be
characterized somewhat as follows
Tlw comprehension of a sentence re-
quires that that sentence 1w given a
reading of its deep grammatical struc-
ture together with a reading of its se-
mantic content. This latter reading
requires that the lexical iems in a sen-
tence he intei wool in a manner con-
sistent with cad] other and that incon-
sistent readings be rejected. The abil-
ity to give a consistent reading %%ould
imply that sentence production and in-
terpretation require in producers and
interpreters a sense of a semantic norm
which can be explicitly characterized.

Sonic illustrations, based on sugges-
tions from Vida 120), may serve to
clarify these concepts :

(14) The man sat in the chair.
(15) The man died in the chair.

In sentence (14) a correct interpreta-
tion of the meaning of chair would he
one which marked this occurrence of
chair for such characteristics as "ob-
ject," "human use," and perhaps
"harml ess." Sentence (15) might
arouse a suspicion that a "harmless"
rather than "harmful" distinction can-
not be guaranteed because the verb
died appears in the sentence.
Sentence (15) is consequently more
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likel,. to pose an interpretation prob-
lem than sentence (14). In sentences
(16) and (17) the ambiguity of (15)
is resolved because ".,armful" now re-
places "harmless" as a characteristic of
chair

(16; He died in the electric chair.
(17) He died in the chair for his

crime.
Electric in (16) and for his crime in
(17) reqn;re that chair he given a dif-
ferent reading from chair in (14) and
illuminate some of the difficulties en-
countered in (15). In sentences (18)
and (19) a similar meaning for chair
to that in (14) seems to he required:

(18) He took the chair.
(19) He accepted the chair.

I however, the addition of at the me( 1-
ing to (18) would require a "role"
rather than "object" characteristic for
chair just as would the addition of at
the university to (19). Furthermore,
chair in (18) mould now require an
additional "judicial" characteristic ju,t
as chair in (19) would require an ad-
ditional "academic" characteristic.

Understa ' figurative
wage

.\ general ability to ret tginze the
correct syntactic and semantic in-
terpretations of sentence? is also basic
to any kind of specific bility to rec-
ognize that a particula sentence is in-
capable of a syntactic or semantic
interpretation that is, it is either un-
grammatical or nonsensical It is also
basic to an ability to interpret deviant
sentences, particularly the deviant sen-
tences of figurative and poetic lan-
guage. Sentences (20 to 24) are ex-
amples:

(20) My dog passed away yester-
day.

(21) Salt is eating away my car's
fenders.

(22) All nature sleet
(23) He sat in black despair.
(24) The king was a lion in battle.

Normally only human beings pass
away ; only certain animates eat and
sleep; only collet etc things are capable
of color ; and lions are non-humans,
whereas kir _ . are human. These sen-

tences deviate from the English norm
but not far enough so that they cannot
he given interpretations which relate
them to that norm. Because such in-
tem: etations can he achieved, the sen-
tences can be understood and it is pos-
sible to account for the "humanness"
of dog in '20), the animism of salt in
(21), and nature in (22 ), the meta-
phoric blackness of despair in (23),
and the animal attributes of king in
(24). Anyone with au interest in po-
etry can see how that interest and lin-
guistic research come together at this
point Linguists are indeed conduct-
ing research mhich is revehant to au
understanding of poetic and literary
sthe. and sonic of this research is prov-
ing to be most revealing. Agam the
basic distinctions between competence
and performance, and between gram-
mars accounting for facts and gram-
mars accounting for data. provide the
insights.

In structures beyond the sentence
little has as yet been done by linguists.
Transformational-generative grama-
rians work within the sentence frame
u at present, and a leading trans-
formationalist, Postal (23), has flatly
denied the need to become involved in
',11 a t he calls "discourse contexts."
Another group of linguists, the tag-
menucists, principally Pike (2?) and
Becker (2), have ventured beond the
sentence and concerned themselves
with such matters as lexical equiva-
lence chains. parallels, and verb and
pronoun sequences. This work holds
promise for reading research, particu-
larly as most of it is based on written
language rather than spoken language,
bat as yet it is only a beginning. It is
to be hoped too that tagmemicists and
transformationalists will come to mork
together on the problems that are in-
volved in supra-sentence analysis.

The dial _t problem

Before summarizing what has been
said in order to draw the main threads
together, it would be appropriate to
mention the dialect work that is being
conducted in at least three major
northern cities. by Labov and his
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associates in New York (1/ ), by 'm-
art of the Center for Applied Lin-
guistics and his associates in Wash-
ington, D.C. (25), and by McDavid
(19) and his associates (21) in Chi-
cago. These investigations are pro-
ducing descriptions of the English
spoken in such cities which will he in-
valuable for teachers of English and
reading The language of many chil-
dren in these cities is very different
from that of their teachers and their
textbooks. The dialect studies tell us
what the main phonological and gram-
matical differences are. The findings
suggest that teachers should clearly dif-
ferentiate the teaching of the language
habits of any kind of standard spoken
English from the teaching of reading.
It is possible to read standard written
English in almost any dialect, and a
standard printed text can be associated
with dialects which show considerable
phonological and grammatical varia-
tion from what might be considered a
standard spoken dialect. There are
several reports in the literature of chil-
dren reading the standar written
forms in nonstandard spoken forms
which are the dialect equivalents of the
standard forms only to he told that the
readings are "incorrect" by the teach-
ers. In each instance the child under-
stood what was on the page, under-
stood it in fact so well that he gave the
printed words the "correct" phonetic
realizations in his own dialect and in
each case the teacher revealed her con-
fusion between teaching the child to
read and teaching him to speak a dif-
ferent dialect. Likewise, the problem
of teaching a child to say with not wif
or to distinguish den and then is a dia-
lect problem, not a reading problem in
most cases, and almost _never is it a

speech correction problem in the usual
sense of that term. Again, a little lin-
guistic knowledge can go a long way in
helping teachers to arrive at sensible
attitudes and 1., ocedures in teaching
spoken and written English to such
children.

Conclusions

No definition of reading has been of-
fered in this paper but at least two

have been rejected : reading as high-
speed recognition, cri the one hand, and
reading as all things to all people. on
the other. Reading does involve get-
ting meaning from the printed page.
It does require perceptual skills not
required in oral communication. par-
ticularly, of course, visual skills. A
written text is also a special type of
linguistic performance; it is not just
speech written down. In addition,
most of us read and comprehend far
faster than we can listen and compre-
hend. and this fact must be explained
somewhere in a theory of reading
which incorporates the view of lan-
guage advanced here. However, no
matter what definition of reading is
finally agreed to. certain basic linguistic
principles must be recognized in such a
definition.

The first principle is that a clear un-
derstanding of any kind of language
use can be based only on discovering
answers to the question of what Ian

rage is and how language works.
1 ransformational- generative t he ory
gives us clues to answer these ques-
tions. The second principle is that
there is an important distinction be-
tween competence and performance.
In teaching we are concerned with the
former for it is competence which al-
lows one to produce and understand
sentences. Performance, on the other
hand, is but a record of those par-
ticular sentences that were produced
along with all the imperfections that
occurred in such production. Per-
formance acts, of course, at the same
time as a kind of screen through
which we must investigate all compe-
tence. The final principle is that most,
if not all, language behavior is rule
governed behavior, and this fact must
be taken into account if one is to seek
to reinforce or change existing behav-
ior.

Current linguistic research p,miscz
much to the reading researcncr. It
tells him about language; it shows him
how granhemics relates to phonological
structure: it points out to him what he
has to be aware of in talking about
comprehension ; and it indicates some

1
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of the variables that must be taken into
account in poetic appreciation. It is
not quantitative and computerized, and
for that a linguist need make no apol-
ogy.; Instead, the linguist offers the
reading researcher and reading teacher
insights that do not depend on the
computer 'and on the research design
and asks only that reading research be
based on sound linguistic understand-
ing. for only in that way can any in-
sights of real interest and real signifi-
cance be gained.
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Phoneme-grapheme
Correspondences in
Monosyllabic Words

RICHARD E . I fonGEs
University of Chicago

IN ills STUDY the spellings of all
monosyllabic words in the core vocab-
ulary if American English were ana-
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lyzed in order to determine the degree
hich the orthography approxi-

mates the alphabetic principle (i.e., a
one-to-one correspondence between a
phoneme and a single graphemic
representation ) in this set of words.
Most beginning spelling and reading
programs, for a number of reasons,
typically use vocabularies comprised
largely of monosyllabic words. With
the proliferation of linguistically or-
iented spelling and reading programs
in %% hich pupils are guided toward
gaining an understanding of the alpha-
betic structure of our writing system,
i seems important to describe the or-
thography of those words which are
the basis for the child's introduction to
a structural analysis of American En-
glish orthography.

Monosyllabic words and the
orthography

Monosyllabic words ct, istitute a rich
and functional part of our language.
Indeed, 3-10 of the first five hundri,:
most frequently used American En-
glish words have monosyllabic struc-
tures (5). Why is there a predilec-
tion to employ monosyllabic words
with high frequency in our language?
It seems likely that it is simply easier
to remember and to pronounce mono-
syllabic words than other words hav-
ing more complex structures. This
"principle of least effort- (6), in fact,
probably accounts for such highly
functional monosyllabic words as

phone, ton, ad, lab, math, and bus that
are clipped forms of polysyllabic
words.

Monosyllabic words are therefore
characterized by tlieir functionality
and their structural simplicity, and
both of these characteristics cause
monosyllabic words to be quite useful
in beginning spelling and reading pro-
grams. Each characteristic, in fact,
can be used as the most basic ration-
ale for the selection of words for be-
ginning spellers and readers.

In terms of functionality, it is gener-
ally assumed that the child's introduc-
tion to written language should begin
with the study of words he will most

likeh be acquainted %vith and which
are useful to him in verbal communica-
tion. Numerous studies, the Rinsland
study for example (4), have attempted
to determine children's uses of words
and these studies ha% e, in turn, been
important sources for ward selection.
Because monosyllabic word tend to. be
among the most frequently used m ,o-ds
of the American English cJrc lexicon,
it is easy to see why these types of
words predominate in beginning spell-
ing and reading programs.

Structural simplicity, on the other
hand, refers to the idea that the words
a child initially mem. ers in learnig
to spell and read should be controlled
in terms of their structural comp!exi-
ties. Monosyllabic words, of course,
do not necessitate that the child con-
cern himself with such linguistic fac-
tors as syllabication and affixation.
Monosyllabic %vont:, are. in short, the
simplest structural forms 44 the lexicon
and therefore are assumed to be the
logic-0 starting points for subsequent
structural analysis of written language.

Structural simplicity, however, has a
second important consequence. partirn-
larly in light of recent linguistic in-
sights into the nature of American
English orthography. In crier to un-
derstand this consequence, we should
first examine briefly the notion of an a/-
phabctic orthography, since this is the
principle upon which American En-
glish orthography is based.

An alphabetic orthography is based
upon the idea that the constituent
speech sounds of oral languagethe
phonemes of a languageeach have
indi%idual graphic representations in
writing. The majority of the world's
writing systems are of this type chiefly
because alphabetic orthographies are
more efficient than other types of or-
thographies. "Word" writing systems
( technically, such systems are called
logographic orthographies), for exam-
ple, employ graphic symbols to repre-
sent the morphemes, or meaning ele-
ments, of a langt age. These writing
systems do have ti,e advantage of cir-
cumventing various language forces,
such as sound change and dialect, that
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can interfere in the translation of
speech into writing and ice versa.
But logographic writing systems also
require their users to master a prodi-
gious number of graphic symbols if
they are to use this type of writing
system, for each word of oral language
requires its own graphic symbol.

.k second type of Orthography is
called a syllabary. In such writing sys-
tems, graphic symbols are devised to
represent the syllables that, in combi-
nation. make up the words of a lan-
guage. Syllabic writing is an im-
provement over logographic writing
because there are fewer syllables than
words in a language ad therefore
fewer graphic symbols that must be
mastered in order to spell and read.
Yet, syllabically-based orthographies
still require substantial "memory
loads."

An ideal alphabetic orthography, on
the other hand, employs only as many
graphic symbols as there are phonemes
(speech sounds) in oral language. A
thirty-phoneme language, for example,
would use only thirty distinct graphic
symbols to represent these phonemes
in writing. Theoretically, at least, an
individual should be able to spell aid
read correctly any written representa-
tion of a spoken word once he has
mastered the ability to differentiate
speech sounds and has mastered their
graphic representations.

American English orthography is al-
phabet'cally based. It use; alphabet
letters and their combinations to repre-
sent the phonemes of American En-
glish speech. We are rll keenly aware,
however, that our writing system does
not attain the idealized state of a pure
alphabetic orthography ; but it is based
upon this principle, and for this rea-
son, linguists and others propose that a
basic, indeed crucial, aspect of a child's
tralerstanding of written language in-
volves his understanding the nature of
the American English orthography.
Most important, ton, it is argued that a
knowledge of the alphabetic structure
of the orthography can be applied as
important components of mastering
written American English.

But, because American English or-
thography does nut truly reflect the al-
phabetic principle. we cannot rely with
complete assurance upon the knowl-
edge that a given phoneme is spelled a
certain way. In our orthography we
are forced to play odds; we are obliged
to determine m Inch graphemic repre-
sentation of a phoneme most often rep-
resents that phoneme in mord,. mid
we must also master those excep-
tional phoneme-grapheme correspond-
ences which exist in the orthography.
The basic reason tmderh Mg our or-
thograpy's disparity with the alphabetic
principle lies not only in the fact that
we have but t enty-six letters to rep-
resent some three dozen or so pho-
neme; but that we use these letters in
various combinations, with the conse-
quence that we have far more graphic
symbols than necessry.

In any case. the notion of structural
simplicity, in linguistic terms, also re-
fers to the need to control the selection
of words for beginning spelling and
reading such that the dominant
sound-to-letter correspondences are
mastered initially by children before
they progress toward more complex
and less productive orthographic char-
acteristics. Such linguistically base,!
reading program; at the Bloomfield-
Barnhardt materials typify this condi-
tion.

Differences tx .ween spelling
and reading processes

The discussion to this point has been
directed toward an understanding of
the nature of American English ortho-
graphy. But, particularly in terms of
the study reported here, it should also
be noted that the processes of spelling
and reading differ in an alphabetic o:-
thography. At the risk of oversimpli-
fication, spelling is an encoding opera-
tion. The speller's task is to translate
speech sounds into writing, a task that
necessitates the development of an
ability to -zlect from a set of possible
graphic representations of a phoneme
that graphic symbol which correctly
represents the phoneme in the word to
be spelled. Reading processes, on the
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other hand, invol% e decoding opera-
tions. Reading an alphabetic ortho-
graphy, in short, requires an individual
to determine which of several possible
phoneme; is represented by a given
graphic symbol in a word.

In sum. spelling involves sound-to-
letter correspondences while reading
involves letter-to-sound correspond-
ences. In a pure alphabetic orthogra-
phy these processes are reciprocal.
But in an imperfect alphabetic ortho-
graphy such as the American Et Tlish
writing system, spelling and reading
have their own unique complexities.
The distinction. while _useful for ana-
lytic purposes. also has important edu-
cational consequences

Phoneme-grapheme correspondences
in monosyllabic words

The study reported here involves the
encoding process of spelling. Its pur-
pose is not particularly to identify edu-
cational implications for beginning
spkiliiig and reading programs but to
describe the orthographic structures of
monosyllabic words that are or could
be used in such programs and to dem-
oipttrate a technique that might be use-
ful in examining the orthography for
reading purposes.

A recently completed study of
phoneme-grapheme correspondences in
American English orthography (1)
analyzed the spellings of over 17,000
different words to determine the de-
gree to which this core vocabulary of
American English approximates the
alphabetic principle. The findings of
this research have been reported else-
where in the literature (1. 2, 3); but
these findings may be summarized
quickly by noting that the researchers
found that most phonemes are typically
represented at least 80 percent of the
time by a particular graphic symbol ei-
ther anywhere in a syllable or in par-
ticular positions in syllables. In other
words, recalling that in our imperfect
alphabetic orthography we must rely
on odds that a graphic symbol will rep-
resent a phoneme, American English
orthography is alphabetically based ;
but we must utilize cues in addition to
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simple sound-to-letter correspondence
to spell correctly American English
words. using alphabetic principles.

The Stanford Research Project did
not isolate monosyllabic words for crit-
ical analysis ; rather, all words in the
core American English orthography
were examined, each word being bro-
ken down into syllables, with the result
that monosyllabic words were treated
as syllables rather than as discrete
words. The present study isolated the
3.428 monosyllabic words of the earlier
study. and these words were subjected
to an examination of their phoneme-
grapheme characteristics.

A phonemic classification was de-
vised. a system that employed forty-
eight phonem. -twenty-eight conso-
nants and twenty vowels. Conventional
phonemic systems, of course, use fewer
numbers of phonemes to classify Amer-
ican English phonology. But, it was
felt appropriate for spelling purposes to
include phonemic notations for the oc-
currence of vowel phonemes before
as well as for the consonant clusters
/kw/ and /ks/, which have unique
orthographic characteristics.

The possible graphemic representa-
tions of phonemes used in American
English orthography were then de-
rived from the previous Stanford Re-
search, with some reclassifying of
those graphic symbols that include a
final letter c as in bake or spoke.

Computer technology was then em-
ployed to analyze the phoneme-gra-
pheme correspondences in monosylla-
bic words in two ways:

I. To examine them in terms of
how a given phoneme is spelled any-
place in monosyllabic words This ex-
amination was intended to describe the
orthography of monosyllabic words as
though the orthography were ideally
alphabetic. 1`,7,o factors were consid-
ered, other than how is a sound spilled
when it appears in a monosyllabic
word. This classification was termed
sample phoneme-grapheme correspond-
ence.

2. To examine them in terms of
how a given phoneme Mr-
ticaar positions

A
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words; that is. initial. medial, and final
position of monosyllabic words. This
examination thus described the ortho-
graphy of monosyllabic words using
additional cues that are needed to as-
certain how some phonemes are spelled
in our alphabetically bused orthogra-
phy This cis. ..ificatioil was termed
positional , onstraints.

fly rank-ordering the spellings of
each phoneme at each of these levels of
analysis it was therefore possible to as-
sess how nearly each phoneme in mon-
osyllabic words 1proximates the al-
phabetic principle. In this way, a de-
termination cord be made Of the odds
that a giiell phII/ICIne trould be repre-
sented by a particular graphic symbol
at least 80 percent of the time in mon-
osyllabic words or in some position in
them The 80 percent c,Iterion is a
useful measure of the degree t. %vhich

the orthography approximates al-
phabetic principle, si "ce it means that
,.ny phoneme-grapheme correspond-
ence achieving this criterion could he
applied to the spelling of monosyllabic
words and the resulting spelling would
be correct at least four times out of
five.

Findings

In terms of the phonological charac-
teristics of monosyllabic words as com-
pared to polysyllabic words, it was

found that
1. All phonemes of the general lexi-

con are not present in monos liable
words. The neutral vowel /a/, oc-
curring in unstressed syllables, for ex-
ample, does not occur in monosyllabic
words since, by definition, all monosyl-
labic words, when isolated from run-
ning speech, have primary stress.

2. More important for spelling pur-
poses, however is the apparent fact
that the number of spellings of certain
phonemes in the general lexicon as
classified in the Stanford Research are
considerably reduced in numbers when
monosyllabic words are separately
classified. In the general lexicon, con-
sonant phonemes employ 141 graphic
symbols, while in monosyllabic words

IN \DING

89 graphic symbols and cmplmed
This is also true of vowel phonemes.
In the general lexicon, 234 graphic

mbolS are emplmed to represent
towel phonemes, %vhile in monos.11ahic
w,nds 156 graphic sunbols are used.
In short. 130 fewer graphic symbols
are used in mom's% liable words than in
the general lexicon.

Such reductions in the number ( f
graphemes used to represent phonemes
in monosyllabic words as compared to
the general lexicon would seem to
infer that phoneme-grapheme corre-
spondences in monosyllabic words
mire nearly approximate the alphabetic
Finciplc in these words than in all
words of the general lexicon. But. is
this the case

3. At the level of simple phonem-
grapheme correspondence, American
English phonemes in the general lexi-
con fail to achieve the 80 percent cri-
terion (73.13 percent ) while phonemes
in monosyllabic words only exceed this
criterion (81.36 percent ). 'Alvan per-
centage tabulations, however, obscure
the important information concerning
consonant and vowel phonemes. re-
spectil el, as well as individual pho-
nemes. Consonant 141(41(.111es as a

group increase III approximations to
the alphabetic principle from 83.99
percent to 88.35 percent at the level of
simple phoneme-grapheme correspond-
ence. Vo el phonemes as a group
also increase. but from 6..27 percen.
to 64 percent, well below the 80 per-
t (lit criterion.

4. In terms of positional consra,..ts,
consonant phonemes further approxi-
mate the alphabetic principle in each
position of monosyllabic words as com-
pared to their occurrences i,n he total
lexicon. Vowel phonemes. on the
other hand, also approach this princi-
ple although in no position do vowel
phonemes exceed the 80 percent cri-
terion. Table- I summarizes approxima-
tions to the alphabetic principle of the
total phonemic system used in this
study as well as the separate consonant
and vowel classifications. This table
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TABLE I
Sum mAny TABLE OF puitcuATGEs OF APPROXIMATION 10 ALPHABETIC

PRINCIPTI OF PHONEMES IN MONOSYLLABIC \VORnS

Phonological Level :
48 Phoneme
Classification

No. of
Phonemes 7r

'sed

Simple Phoneme-
Grapheme Corres. 48 81.30

Position Factors
Initial 43 95 17
Medial 39 80.37
Final 33 81.46

Mean % t.4 92

also points out how position affects the
number-, of phonemes that are used in
resi,ecti% c positions in monosyllabic
words.

Findings such as the foregoing pro-
side us with general information about
the orthography. But they do not help
ti, determine the conditions that char-
acterize . merican English orthogra-
phy's (leis rture from the alphabetic
principle.

5. Twent:-four of the twenty-eight
consonant phonemes classified in this
study exceed the 80 percent ci of.rion
at the level of simple phoneme-gra-
pheme correspondence. The four pho-
nemes that do not are /j/. /k/, /ng /,
and /z/. However, all consonant pho-
nemes exceed this criterion when posi-
tional constraints -are considered.
That is, even the four errant phonemes
which fail to exceed the 80 percent cri-
terion at the level of simple corre-
spondence do so in some position in
monosyllabic words. Clearly. then,
consonant phonemes as a group are
not primarily responsible for American
English orthography s departure from
the alphabetic principle.

6. On the other hand, only sever'
the twenty vowel phonemes classified
in this study exceed the 80 percent cri-
terion at the level of simple phoneme-
grapheme correspondence, these pho-
nemes being the so-called "short
owel" phonemes and two vowel pho-

nemes occurring before Jr], Even
when positional constraints are consid-
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28 Consonant 20 Vowel
Classification Classification

V°. of
Phonemes c Phonemes %

/'srd Used

28 88 35

24 96 00
19 98.08
23 83.15

20 64.00

19 73 77
tis 48

iii 59.66

91.71 68 05

vied. vow ,1 phonemes as a group do
not appreciably increase in approxima-
tions to the alphabetic principle. al-
though /oi/. /ou /, and /all/ (the
vowel sound in one pronunciation of
law) exceed the 80 percent criterion in
some po,ition in monosyllabic words.
In sum, this examination of the ortho-
graphy of monosyllabic words reveals
that the phonemes largely r.sponsilile
for the orthography's failure to ap-
proximate the alphabetic principle in
monosyllabic w,rds are the so-called
"long vowel" phonemes and certain
diphthongs

Distussion

Such seeming disparities with the al-
phabetic principle should not require
that we "throw the baby out with the
bath water." For the fact of the matter
is that American English orthogra-
phy is alphabetically 1,..sed and al-
though as a system is more compli-
cated than it might be, contains many
sound-to-letter correspondences that, if
learned, can ease the burden of master-
ing our writing system. The conso-
nant and "short vowel" phonemes, for
instance, are rich sources for helping
children to understand the nature of
the orthography and to apply this
kr owledge in correctly spelling words.
Lt fact, it is precisely these phoneme
classifications that are so heavily uti-
lized in linguistically-based beginning
:TAUT and reading programs and
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are often used to initiate traditional
phonics-oriented reading programs.

American English words, however,
are obviously comprised of other pho-
nemes hating less consistent spellings.
What might be done about them?
One alternative is to present lists of
%%finis, selected for their functionality
in writing. in which particular pho-
neme-grapheme cornvondences, al-
though failing to exec. d the 80 percent
criterion, occur in large numbers of
words. This "spelling pattern" ap-
proach. for example. could be used to
demonstrate one of the several spell-
ings of the "long" vowel /ow/, the so-
fa:led "4)11g o" sound spelled on.
Although this spelling of /ow/ occurs
only 17 percent of the time in mono-
syllabic words. 45 of the 51 words in
which it occurs are extremely func-
tional words. A number of these
words are board, boat, cloak, coach.
coal. coast, coat, croak, foam, goat,
groan. load, loaf, loan, road, roam.
roar. roast soak. soap. and throat.

In short, one possible solution is to
present individual phoneme-grapheme
correspondences in terms of the func-
tional words in which they occur.
Rare spellings of phonemes would, in
this instance, be treated as exceptions
and lemned by whatever instructional
methods appear to he appropriate.

A second alternative suggests itself,
1 aut-ver, when we review the degree
to which phonemes approximate the
alphabetic principle in monosyllabic
words as compared to their spellings in
the general lexicon, particularly the
spellings of those phonemes which de-
part farthest from the alphabetic princi-
ple in monosyllabic words. The vowel
phoneme Jey/, for example, (the so-
called "long a" sound) in monosyllabic
words does not achieve the 80 percent
criterion at the level of simple pho-
neme-grapheme correspondence nor in
any position in these words. Hut, in
the general lexicon, this phoneme is
spelled a approximately 81 percent of
the time in the final position of sylla-
bles that are not word final.
Examples of this observation are able,
crater, lady, radio, acorn, flavor,

major, table. baby, gravy. bacon.
paper, and cable.

In other words, should we v ish to
do so, an earlier introduction of the
factor of syllabication and affixation
into beginning spelling and reading
programs would enable children better
to understand the ilphabetic principle
underlying our orthography and to in-
duce useful sound-to-letter correspond-
ences that pertain to the total lexicon.
Such an alternative, of course, neces-
sitates that words be selected with pre-
cision and with a concern for their
functionality. But, the concepts of func-
tionality and structural simplicity
which were discussed at the outset of
this report are not either-or proposi-
tions. What is suggested here is that
balanced spelling programs must con-
tend with both criteria : that is, if we
wish to provide pupils with spelling
content that accurately describes the
alphabetic structure of the orthogra:thy
and has utility for them as well.

The purpose of this study, however,
has not been to search for curriculum
implications per se but to provide a
description of the alphabetic nature of
the orthography of America, English
words and to illustrate a research de-
sign and methodology that has poten-
tial usefulness for further studies of
the orthography in terms of reading.
Studies such as this, it is hoped, con-
tribute to a better understanding of the
structure of Americtn English ortho-
graphy : and with such understanding
may well emerge more effective and
accurate spelling and reading program.
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Conditional Responsibilities in
the Phonemic Representation

of English Words

DoxAmi A. LETON
Honoluitt.Hawaii, Education
Research and Development

Center

IN DISCUSSING the nature and devel-
opment of reading. Judi (6) expli-
cated the process in tins statement.
"The printed units must be made to
coincide with their oral counterparts."
The coincidence of the two systems of
language. i.e.. the graphic system and
the oral system. is effected in the suc-
cessful teaching of reading; however.
the procedures for converting the
graphic system to oral language b ve
not been systematically ordered as yet.

Frequency studies of the compo-
nents of English have been concen-
trated on the two separate systems.
words and sounds. Sonic studies have
been based on counts of entries in dic-
tionaries; but these do not identify the
importance of the components in terms
of frequency of use. Other counts
have been based on running words, ei-
ther written or spoken. Some of these
have been made to determine the fre-
quency of sounds in the language; and
others, to determine the frequency of
words in various compositions.

Studies of the phonemic structure of
American English have been handi-
capped pry the lack of commonly ac-
cepted staral.rds. A wide acceptance
of the phonemic notation system pre-
sented by Trager and Smith (13) has
only recently developed among lin-
guists. Most of the basic studies,
however, have used earlier systems, for
example, Kenyon and Knott (7), Pike
(9). or the International Phonetic Al-
phabet. The information from these
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studies, therefore, has tended to be
noncumulative.

It is a surprising but little knoun
fact that the boundaries of American
English have not as yet been identified.
Linguistic geographers have made ex-
tensive efforts to identify. ill phonetic
notation. tit- regional and social varia-
tions of American English. Ever
sibte the 1930's, Kurath and his as-
sociates (8) have attempted to write
an American Linguistic Atlas; how-
ever, their investigations of the dialect
variations are not as vet complete.
The lack of a common standard for
phonemic notation and the concern
about phonetic variations have proba-
bly delayed the systematic study of
sonic of the basic problems in the ac-
quisition of language.

The objective of the International
Phonetic Alphabet, which was de%el-
oped prior to 1900. was to provide a
distinctive symbol for every sound in
human speech. In spite of minor
changes it has maintained a general
uti!itv for the phonetic analysis of En-
glish. More recently phonemics has
evolved as the structural analsis of
phonetics. A phoneme is defined as a
group of phone types that are phoneti-
cally similar and either in compihren-
tary eistrihttion or in free variation.
Each member of a phoneme class is an
allophone. The nunioers of allophones
in the phoneme classes vary in differ-
ent languages.

A grapheme is ordinarily defined as
the minimum unit of orthography.
Each of the 26 letters of the alphabet
and the punctuation marks qualify un-
der thi , definition as a grapheme.

Bloomfield and Barnhart (1) have
recommended phoneme analysis in the
teaching of reading ; and Stratemeyer
and Smith (12) have published a ser-
ies of primers for elementary school
children, which are based on a system-
atic phonetic translation. Gillingham
and Stillman (4) were pioneers in the
use of phonetics in remedial reading,
and their work has stimulated general
methods of instruction in reading.

Gibson and associates (3) ha% de-
fined grapheme-phoneme correspond-
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owe as the critical unit in the reading
process. They regard this correspond-
ence as a higher-order unit, ith the
graphemes and phonemes representing
the Ininiary variables. Empirical
studies using pseudo words have sup-
ported their hypothesis that reading
skill is a function of prior knowledge
of grapheme-phoneme relationships.

Although there are major corre-
spondences between the English alpha-
bet and English phonemes, there are
also a number of inconsistent, arbi-
trary. and unsystematic relationships
between the two systems. The man-
ner in which the regular and irregular
associat:ons are learned or the manner
in w hich they should be taught :or
most efficient learning has not as yet
been established.

In developing the Augmented
Roman alphabet, Pitnam (10; at-
tempted to establish a more direct rela-
tionship between the printed symbols
and the phoneme response. The i.t.a.
is composed of 43 characters. 14 of
which are digraphs. This *Italiet is
associated with 24 consonant pho-
neint-s and .6 vowel and diphthong
phonemes

Venezk Ill used a computer to
count the tokens of letters and letter
clusters appearing in the 19,607 words
in du Thorndike Senior Century Dic-
ti,nary. In his more recent wor', with.
Weir (15) he has been able to identify
a high degree of ,spelling to sound pat-
terning ; however, he also ackium
edged that the traditional view of or-
riography, i.e., as 26 letter graphemes,
is not adequate for spelling to sound
mapping. Their suggestions on the
use of "marker letters" and of identi-
fying relational units should !old sig-
nificant value for further research amt
teaching methodology.

Hanna and associates (5) have re-
ported on the spelling vatriatim s of the
phonemes appearing in a list of 17,000
American English words. In a sulise-
11 m-in phase of their work Rudorf
(1) developed an algorithm for com-
puter spelling which led to 49 percent
accuracy. I've works of Venezky

(14) antl Rudorf (11) demonstrate
the feasibility systematiiing the
procedures for converting from one
sy stem to another.

Procedure

The phonet,ie system developed bx
Trager and Smith (13) %% as used in

this study. The system included 33
segmental phonemes, nine phoneme
combinations. one juncture phoneme,
and a nonphoneme. There were ?-1-
consonant phonemes: p b t dkgcjf
V0-6sSz7.111 ;10r wy h/ nine
simple vowels :/i e x-i-aauo3 /, eight
vowel-semivowel nuclei /iy ey ay oy
aw uw ow 3h/. one consonant combina-
tion /ks/, the transition stop 1-1-/,
the nonphoneme /0/. The nonphoneme
was used to represent silent graphemes.
Stress and pitch phonen were re-
garded as suprasegi iental and not in-
cluded at this stage of analysis.

For this study a grapheme is rede-
fined as the minimum unit of orthogra-
phy to which a segmental phoneme, a
diphthong, or the silent phoneme could
Ise tagge.:. Sixt -five graphemes were
identified as the orthographic subunits
which generate all of the segmental
phonmes. Thirty-eight of these were
digraphs. i.e., nine consonant combina-
tions, sixteen vowel-vowel combina-
tions, and thirteen vowel-semi vowel
combinations. The other 27 gra-
phemes were the letters of the alphabet
anti the period. The period was used
to include the juncture phoneme.
Other punctuation marks can also he
included for the same phoneme. For
the grapheme <x> the phoneme com-
bination /ks/ is treated as a single
phoneme.

It was then postulated that a 65 by
44 matrix is an adequate structure to
accommodate all of the pertinent En-
glish grapheme-phoneme associations.
This matrix is part of the computer
output in a reading simulation study.
The limits of the matrix for the pho-
neme analysis of an extensive list of
English words has not been tested as
yet ; however, its use is illustrated in

this study.
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Results
The associations which occurred in

the new words and in the total words
4,1 the prprimr and primer program
of the Ginn Basic ReaderS Were tabu-
lated and recorded in the matrix. The
assort:num, for 6.949 total words III
the primer prtigram are presented.

The frequencies in the matrix rep-
resent condituoial or one -was prob-
abilities. The conditional associations,
although these did not occur in the
primer data. are illustrated in the fol-
lowing examples. In the word lead
the grapheme <ea> is associated with
the 1oponeme /e/ arid the word is pro-
nounced /1 e *1/ if it refers to the metal.
The Mille grapheme is associated with
the dipththong /i/ and pronounced
/1 it d/ if it refers to the front position
Or to guide. In this illustration the
conditions of the association are not
disceruilde at the word level. Also.
since there are noun forms for the two
I ronunciation-. the ..issociations can not
lie determined through syntactical
analtsis. The correct grapheme-pho-
neme association is determined only by
the word meaning. At the text level.
if the word appeared frequently in a
report on mineral resources. the proba-
bility that its proininciation would be
/1 e d/ could be i.,sign«1 from prior
analyses of other reports on mineral
resources. If the word appeared fre-
quently in a report on racing six,rts or
card games, a prediction of /1 iy d/
would lie fairly reliable.

In one -war probability the relation-
ship between the antecedent conditions
and the consequences is not reversible.
The conditioaal association is also il-
lustrated for phoneme-grapheme rela-
tionships. For example, *he phoneme
chain /1 e d/ may be presented as the
aotecedent condition and lie required
task is to predict the correct orthogra-
phy, i.e., < led > or < lead >. In
this case the prediction 'in he made
through syntactical analysis.

Conditional grapheme-phoneme as-
sociations can also 1w illustrated in
words such as < tough > < dough >
and < ghost >. In these words the
correct phoneme choice for the < gh >

digraph is determined at the word
he el. The one-way probabilities for
phoneme-grapheme associations are
again illustrated in the phoneme chains
It ti f/ and /d o w/. The orthography
for It tt 1/ may be < tough > or
< tuff >. and the orthography for 1(1

w/ may be < dough > or < doe >.
Obviously. there are few words that

are illustratixe of these one -way condi-
tional associations. The grapheme-
phoneme associations may be consist-
ent ; a.tugh. and the conditions or rules
tt hich determine the associations max
be objectively identified. S4) that some
Maximum prediction could be effected.

There are sex eral purposes w hich
the frequencx matrix such as that pre-
sented for the graphem-phoneme as-
sociations in the Ginn Primer can
sent. First. it has an heuristic value.
Mir example, the associat;on between
the grapheme < b > and th? phoneme
/h/ may prevail through the primary
grades. It may he considered to be a
one-to-on relationship until words
such as debt and bomb are introduced
for phoneme analysis. The second
purpose which 3uch a matrix can serve
is that it can indicate the hierarch: of
rules for an efficient al (within. For
example, the associations of the 2,648
occurrences of grapheme < a > in the
primer matrix were /.)/ ,i;e/ /e/ /a/
/u/ /a/ /ex / /0/ and /a!-./. the fre-
quencies, extracted from the table in
their order of magnitude are .313,
.291. .128. .096. .088, .039, .022, .018,
.005. For the phoneme analysis of
similar material the rules tniderl_titig
these associations should then he ap-
plied in descending order for optimum
efficiency.

The proprtions of phonemes for
the < a > graphen_ indicated above
are row probabilities. The phoneme-
grapheme associations are determined
on the basis of column frequencies. For
exam' de, the phoneme /a/ appeart.d 502
times in the 6,949 words in the primer
and it was associated with the < e >
< a > and < tt > graphemes in the
following proportions, .806, .174, .020.
In this case the phoneme represents the
antecedent conditic n and the graphemes
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are the consequent:, The hierarchy of
spelling rules, i.e., rules for ortho-
graphic analysis. might be established
from the column associations.

Discussion

Although the teaching of grapheme-
phoneme relationships has been recom-
mended for the teaching of reading for
a number of years. the precise nature
of these relationships has not been
studied. On the basis of existing defi-
nitions of graphemes and phonemes
the recommendation could not i,e car-
ried out. With the traditional defini-
tion of a segmental grapheme the letter
t in the < th > digraph is not asso-
ciated with a phoneme ; the grapheme
< > in a word such as bite is not
associated with a phoneme; and the
grapheme < x > ordinarily requires
two phonemes (except in words such
as xy/ophotic).

This study of grapheme-phoneme
relationships evolved from an effort to
develop a computer program for the
simulation of reading. The condi-
tional nature of these associations led
to a further study of conditional proba-
bility (2) as a procedure for phoneme
analysis.

A 65 x 44 matrix was use -I to tabu-
late the graphem2-phoneme associa-
tions appearing in the new words and
the total words of the Ginn Basic
Reading Series. This procedure
should be of practical value to authors
of reading texts to obtain objective
data on the range and frequency of
associations. The row associations
represent grapheme-phoneme relation-
ships; the column associations repre-
sent phoneme-grapheme relationships.
To the extent that rules for orthogra-
phy, i,e., spelling, and rules for pho-
nemic analysis, i.e., oral reading, coin-
cide the associations are symmetrical
and reversible. The joint probability
is an indication of the degree of con-
sistency in the graphic and phone:i.ic
representations of English. The joint
probability matrix appears only to

have theoretical mealt:ng, whereas the
one-way probability matrices should
hat e practical and research values.
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Children's Reading:
Syntactic Structure and

Comprehension Difficulty

JOANNE R. NUKSS
Emory University

N.S ACQUISITION and mastery
of the reading process are the focus of
primary grade education. The prob-
lem investigated in this study was one
aspect of the relationship between syn-
tactic structure and comprehension dif-
ficulty.

Gu anunatical structure and
reading comprehension

Reading comprehension has been
shown to be influenced by syntactic
structure in a variety of ways, includ-
ing the relationship of the sentence
patterns in the read;ng passage to
those in the children's oral language
(8) sentence or independent clause
length (4), and the structural depth of
the sentences in the reading passage
(2). The reader's awareness of gram-
matical structure (7) and the emphasis
on sentence patterns in the reading
curriculum (9) have been shown to in-
fluence reading comprehension. These
studies have been done with intermedi-
ate grade, high school, or college stu-
dents. Little is known about the rela-
tionship between syntactic structure
and comprehension difficulty in pri-
mary grade children.

Readability studies usually find a
significant relationship between some
measure of sentence structure and
reading comprehension. Once a vo-
cabulary measure has been included in
a readability formula, a measure of
sentence structure adds relatively little
to the formula's prediction of reading
difficulty. In a study of courtli
through eighth grade children's per-
formance on a Cloze procedure test,
I3ormuth (3) found that mean word
depth, computed according to Yngve's
procedure, made a significant contribu-
tion to the prediction of the compre-
hension difficulty.
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Measures of structural complexity

Yngve (10) has proposed a model
for language structure based on his
work with computer translation. He
defines the depth of a sentence in
terms of a tree diagt of its constitu-
ent structure. A sentence is analyzed
by successive binary clis usuons
Production of a left-hand branch of a
sentence requires temporary storage in
memocv of the right-hand branch of the
node. The structural depth of a sen-
tence is the maximum number of such
nodes that must he accumulated in the
temporary memory at any point within
the sentence. Comprehension involves
understanding the grammatical com-
plexity of the passage being read.
Structural depth, which reflects the
grammatical complexity of a sentence,
may be a measure of the difficulty of
comprehending that sentence

An equally promising procedure for
measuring structural complexity is
based on Allen's sector analysis (1).
Allen has sugge: ted that reading com-
prehension is dependent upon the read-
er's implicit analysis of the syntactic
structure of a sentence. In his analy-
sis of English grammar, Allen first
identifies constructions that occupy
certain defined positions within the
sentence and then analyzes the posi-
tions within these constructions on
lower levels. This process continues
throughout the levels of a sentence
until the word level is reached. The
structural depth is the maximum num-
ber of levels required to go from sen-
tence to word level. Allen has pro
posed that the sector analysis depth
figure may be a measure of the reada-
bility of a passage.

The concern of the study being re-
ported (6) was the effect of sentences
of varying structural complexity on
primary grade children's oral reading,
silent reading, and listening compre-
hension.

Hypotheses

It was expected that sentences of
more complex syntactic structure
would be more difficult for primary
grade children to read than would sen-
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knees of less complex syntactic struc-
ture, when structural complexity was
assessed by

1. structural depth, computed ac-
cording- to Yngve's depth hy-
pothesis ;

2. structural depth, computed ac-
cording to Allen's sector analy-
sis: and

3. structural organization, as de-
fined by traditional grammar.

Materials, procedures, and
sample

Thirty-six one-sentence "stories"
were written, one half representing
varying structural depths and one half
representing three types of structural
organization. The structural depth
stories were written in six different
forms and ranked into two high-, two
mid-, and two low-depth sentences ac-
cording to Yngve's analysis. Ttie
same six sentences were also ranked
into two high-, two mid-, and two low-
depth sentences according to Allen's
analysis. The ranks given the sen-
tences by the two analyses were not al-
ways the same, due to the different
conceptions of structural depth in the
two analyses. These differences al-
lowed a comparison of the prediction
of comprehension difficulty by the two
depth analyses. The structural organ-
ization stories were written in three
different types of organization, as de-
fined by traditional grammarcom-
plex. compound, and simple sentences.

The stories were the same interest
and difficulty level, and the sentences
were approximately the same length.
The vocabulary used in the stories was
words from the Dolch Basic Sight Vo-
cabulary of 220 Words and the Do lch
95 Most Common Nouns, supple-
mented by words from the Ginn cumu-
lative vocabulary for the first grade
and the second grade, level one.
Twelve of the stories (six structural
depth and six structural organization)
were read orally. The children read
another 12 of the stories silently and
had the remaining 12 read to them.
The stories in their different forms

were rotated over the three tasks.
The children's comprehension of each
story was tested by a picture compr--
!tension test Each child was sho
three pictures prepared for the stor:
just read so that he could select the
one which correctly depicted the events
described in the story. The same pic-
tures were used for each story regard-
less of the syntactic form in which
it was read and regardless of the mode
of presentation. The children's read-
ing was tape-recorded, and an analy-
sis of their oral reading errors was
made as another measure of the com-
prehension difficulty of the sentences

The subjects were second graders
from a suburban Connecticut school
system. They were tested in the
spring and the fall of 1966. One sam-
ple of 108 children, tested at the end of
second grade, was selected on the basis
of a vocabulary screening test. These
children read orally a list of 20 vocab-
ulary words selected at random from
those used in the stories, and only chil-
dren who could read at least 90 per-
cent of them were used as subjects.
When the sentences were administered
to- this selected group, the between-
subjects variation was small and the
picture comprehension test was very
easy. The reliability coefficients of
these scores were severely limited
when this screening procedure was
tised.

A second sample of 36 children,
tested at the beginning of second
grade, was selected without the vocab-
ulary test. Any vocabulary words that
the subjects did not know were sup-
plied by the examiner for both the oral
and silent reading tasks, Under these
conditions the materials were of more
appropriate difficulty for the children
and the range of their scores on the
picture comprehension test were wider.
The split-half reliability coefficients for
the total scores, calculated by applying
the Spearman-Brown formula to the
correlation between each pa;r of
scores, were .81 for the Yngye struc-
tural depth sentences, .77 for the Allen
structural depth sentences, and .80 for
the structural organization sentences.
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The reliability coefficients ranged from
.43 to .72 for the separate oral and si-
lent reading scores. The correlations
of the total picture comprehension
scores with the standard scores ob-
tained on the comprehension test of the
Gages-MacGinite Reading Test. Pri-
mary B. were .57 for the structural
d^pth sentences and .61 for the struc-
tural organization sentences. These
validity correlation coefficients ranged
from .42 to .62 for the separate oral
and silent reading scores.

The oral reading tapes for the sam
plc of children screened on the vo-
cabulary test were analyzed for oral
reading errors by three experienced
reading teachers. The errors tabulated
were corrections, substitutions, other
errors (additions, omissions, repeti-
tions) total oral errors t the first three
categories combined), and hesitations.
The percentage of agreement between
ai least two of the three judges ranged
from 54 percent to 85 percent, and the
correlations between the subjects' total
oral errors and their standard scores
on the comprehension Test of the
Gates-MacGinite Reading Test. Pri-
mary 13, were 0.53 for the structural
depth sentences and 0.40 for the
structural, organization sentences.

Results

The hypotheses that sentences of
greater structural depth would be more
difficult for primary grade children to
read were partially supported by the
oral reading error data but not by the
picture comprehension data. The hy-
pothesis that sentences of more com-
plex structural organization would be
more difficult for these children to read
was not supported by either compre-
hension measure.

The scores obtained by the children
on the picture comprehension test were
analyzed by several three-way analyses
of variance, testing the effects of syn-
tactic structure, mode of presentation,
and subjects. Because the stories
were rotated completely over the sub-
jects, a mixed model analysis of vari-
ance was used with subjects as the
random effect. No significant differ-

ences due to structural con iplexity
were found with the picture compre-
hension scores under either vocabulary
condition. However, there were
larger absolute differences between
comprehensibility of varying levels of
structural complexity with the vocabu-
lary screening test then without.

Significant effects due to mode of
presentation were found with the pic-
ture comprehension scores under the
vocabulary screening conditions. Si-
lent reading comprehension was sig-
nificantly more difficult than oral read-
ing or listening comprehension. Listen-
ing comprehension was also easier than
oral or silent reading comprehension
when the subjects were not screened
on vocabulary. It was not included in
the analysis of variance under these
conditia. however. because the dis-
tribution of scores was quite different
from that of the reading comprehen-
sion scores.

There also was a significant inter-
action effect between levels of depth
and modes of presentation under the
vocabulary screening conditions. For
the Yngve depth analysis, oral and si-
lent reading comprehension of sen-
tences of low depth was easier than
that of mid or high depth sentences,
but listening comprehension of mid
depth sentences was easier than that of
high or low depth sentences. For the
organization analysis, oral reading
comprehension of complex sentences
was more difficult than that of com-
pound or simple sentences, and silent
reading comprehension of complex
sentences was more difficult than that
of compound sentences. Listening
comprehension of complex sentences,
however, was easier than that of com-
pound or simple sentences. Syntactic
structure affected reading comprehen-
sion when the subjects had been
screened on the vocabulary test, but
the effects varied with the mode of
presentation of the stories.

The oral reading tapes for the sam-
ple of children who had been screened
on vocabulary were analyzed, using the
five categories of oral reading errors.
They show that the subjects made very
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few errors per sentence, although there
were wide differences among the sub-
jects. These errors were analyzed by
several two-way analyses of variance.
testing the effects of syntactic structure
and subjects.

Significant effects due to syntactic
structure were found for hesitations in
the Yngve and Allen structural depth
sentences. and in the structural organi-
zation sentences, for corrections and
for total oral errors in the Allen depth
sentences, and for substitutions in the
structural organization sentences.

Sentences of high Allen depth pro-
duced significantly more corrections
and hesitations than did those of mid
or low depth. Sentences of high
Yngve depth also produced signifi-
cantly more hesitations than did those
ci low depth. Simple sentences re-
sulted in significantly more substitu-
tions than did compound sentences.

Several additional analyses of oral
reading errors were made. The oral
reading repetitions were tabulated as a
repetition of either a whole structural
unit or part of a structural unit.
When a child repeated a whole unit, it
was assumed that he understood the
relationship of that unit to the rest of
the sentence. The proportion of
whole-unit repetitions decreased with
increasing sentence complexity.

When uncorrected substitutions, ad-
ditions, and omissions occurred, the
resulting sentence might or might not
be a complete, meaningful sentence
semantically and grammatically. These
errors more frequently "made sense"
in the sentences of low structural depth
and simple structural organization than
they did in the more complex sentences.

The hesitations were analyzed as oc-
curring at grammatical or nongram-
matical junctures according to the
crtieria established by Henderson,
Goldman-Eisler, and Skarbek (5).
Fewer hesitations occurred at non-
grammatical junctures in the sentences
of less complex syntactic structure
than in those of more complex struc-
ture.

Evidence from the analysis of oral
reading errors shows that sentences of

more complex syntactic structure, ac-
cording to the Yngve and Allen meas-
ures of structural depth and according
to the traditional grammar definition
of structural organization, are more
difficult for primary grade children to
read and understand.

Discussion

Vocabulary is a major factor in
comprehension difficulty at any level of
reading. Its role is esttecially large in
beginning reading where comprehen-
sion of materials depends heavily on
word knowledge and word attack
skills. For this reason, vocabulary
was controlled in the initial phases of
this study. However, when both the
vocabulary range of the materials and
vocabulary knowledge of the subjects
were controlled, major sources of var-
iability in comprehension difficulty at
this level were removed and the range
of the picture comprehension scores
was restricted. When the subjects
were not screened on vocabulary, how-
ever, there was more variability in
their vocabulary knowledge and the
distribution of comprehension scores
was wider. The sentences were more
difficult for these subjects, in spite of
the fact that the vocabulary words
which they did not know were supplied
during oral and silent reading.
However, there were smaller absolute
differences between levels of syntactic
structure under these conditions than
when the subjects were screened on
vocabulary.

Additional investigation of the ef-
fects of syntactic structure on primary
children's comprehension needs to be
undertaken using longer passages and
other comprehension measures. A
s. iificant interaction effect was found
in this study between levels of struc-
tural complexity and modes of presen-
tation. Within the oral and silent
reading modes, complex structures
were more difficult to understand but
within the listening mode, the simpler
structures were more difficult. This
interaction finding also needs to be in-
vestigated further. This study was in-
itiated, in part, to learn what types of
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syntactic structure should be used in
beginning reading materials. : he re-
sults indicate that strict control of sen-
tence structure in primary grade ma-
terials is probably not necessary.
However, these results should not be
interpreted to mean that any sentence
structures. no matter how complex or
long, should be used in these materials.
Primary grade reading materials need
to continue to give major attention to
vocabulary control and development,
but the analysis of oral reading errors
suggests thai sentences must not be
unduly long or complex. As more
complex syntactic structures are intro-
duced into primary grade reading
materials, instruction should be given
in ways of handling the increasing
complexity of sentences.
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Improving Comprehension
through Study of Syntax and

Paragraph Structure in Seventh
Grade English Classes

ESTELLA E_ REEn
Purdue University
Calumet Campus

THE PURPOSE of this investigation was
to determine the relative effect of the
study of syntax and paragraph struc-
ture on reading comprehension of
monolingual and bilingual pupils of
middle ability in grade seven. This
study was done in Washington High
School, East Chicago, Indiana. be-
tween February 1965 and :flay 1%5,
excluding a pilot study which was con-
ducted bets een September 16 and De-
cember 1, 1964. In this investigation,
reading comprehension was construed
as gainitig the general significance of
printed passages.

Why study literal comprehension?

The ability to read with comprehen-
sion is a prerequisite for success in
junior high school. Inability to read
at, or near, grade level causes failures,
frustration, and limitations in school
and in adult life. Goldenson (6)
points out that at least 90 percent of a
child's study consists of reading.
Penty (10) has shown a direct rela-
tionship between poor reading skills
and school dropouts. Conant (4) has
termed the low-skilled dropout "social
dynamite."

Reading is a complex act that in-
volves many skills. Broening (2) and
Robinson (11) call attention to the
fact that too many skills may be taught
at one time. Comprehension has been
adjudged a major problem in reading
by Brown (3) and Braam and Roehn
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(1). Literal comprehension precede,
critical comprehension in the hierarchy
cf skills. Reading to grasp the central
idea is one aspect of literal compre-
hension. Until the literal meaning is
achieved. a reader will not advance to
the implied level. and ultimately to the
creative meaning level.

Why emphasize junior high
school?

The seventh grade is a critical stage
in a pupil's development in reading be-
cause 1 ) the school organization fre-
quently thrusts the child into a new
administrative pattern : 2) formal read-
ing instruction has often been curtailed
by the end of grade six ; 3) grades
seven and eight have been traditionally
heavy in content subjects; and 4) skills
and attitudes could be nurtured that
would make the child a more produc-
tive reader in high school and in liter
life.

In this age of population mobility.
there is a growing urgency within the
American society to increase educa-
tional opportunities for the culturally
different pupil. Educators, such as

Edwards (5). Passow (0). Niemeyer
0V), Traxler ( /2). and Madeira (7),
have called attention to the existing
need for modifying both curricula and
methods to embrace the culturally dif-
ferent pupil found in the American
classroom today. Increased effort in
junior high schools might alleviate the
dropout rate in high school.

This study supports the contention
that a reexamination of method and
content in the junior high school cur-
riculum, with respect to reading, is in
order.

Two additional general conditions
make this study of reacting comprehen-
sion pertinent to educational needs to-
day: I) a common complaint among
secondary school teachers that pupils
cannot read as well as they should; and
2) a prevailing lack of knowledge of
methods for teaching reading in the
junior and senior high school.

Reading instruction within the
English class

This study pre,.ents one approach to
incorporating reading - instruction
within the English class of a regular
seventh grade curriculum. The rela-
tive effect of a planned program of in-
struction in reading comprehension is
compared with a program of incidental
reading instruction with intact classes
containing both monolingual and bi-
lingual pupils.

A monolingual pupil is one who uses
only one language and comes from a
home where only English is spoken
regularly.

A bilingual pupil is one who uses
more than one language (not learned
at school) and comes from a home
where English is not the only language
used regularly.

Reading instruction and syntax

Specific questions for which answers
were sought are as follows:

1. Will comprehension of the gen-
eral significance of a passage be facili-
tated if reading instruction is based on
a) recognition of sentence elements
and b) recognition of paragrai tit struc-
ture?

2. Will reading instruction based on
recognition of sentence elements and
paragraph structure result in greater
gain in comprehension for bilingual
pupils than for monolingual pupils of
middle ability in grade seven?

3. Will reading instruction based on
recognition of sentence elements and
paragraph structure result in greater
gain in comprehension for boys than
for girls of middle ability in grade
seven ?

Statement of the problem

The problem invest4ated was to
compare the reading achievement in
comprehension of seventh grade pupils
in programs characterized by a con-
trasting method of reading instruction.
In one method there were semiweekly
study sheets, designed to emphasize
comprehension skills through directed
study of antax and paragraph struc-
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titre. in addition to the regular text-
book lessons and library hooks for free
reading: in the other method the regu-
lar textbook lessons and library books
were used.

The following hypotheses were
tested :

1. There 0. no significant difference
in achievement in reading comprehen-
sion between a group characterized by
a program of reading instruction based
on a) recognition of sentence elements
and b) recognition of paragraph struc-
ture and a group characterized by inci-
dental reading instruction in a regular
English class.

2. There is no significant difference
in the -eliding ach;evement in compre-
hension of boys in the two groups.

3. There is no significant difference
in the reading achievement in compre-
hension of girls in the two groups.

4. There is no significant difference
in the reading achievement in compre-
hension of monolingual pupils in the
two groups.

5. There is no significant difference
in the reading achievement in compre-
hension of bilingual phpils in the two
groups.

6. There is no significant difference
in the reading achievement in compre-
hension between monolingual pupils in
the experimental group and bilingual
pupils in the experimental group.

7. There is no significant difference
in the reading achievement in compre-
hension between boys in the experi-
mental group and girls in the experi-
mental group.

Pro( ed u re

A sample survey of the sixth grade
population in April 1%4 was taken to
ascertain the possible number of sub-
jects. linguality, and sex.

A series of 30 lessons, devised to
promote ability in literal comprehen-
sion in reading, was written by the ex-
perimenter. The materials were tested
in a pilot study with one 7A class be-
tween September and December, 1964.
Modifications were made in the mate-
rials.
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Eight classes of Track II pupils
( Middle ability) were randomly as-
signed to four regular English teach-
ers by school administrators. ascii
teacher had one experimental class and
one control class as a part of his regu-
lar teaching load. The classes were
randomly assigned to experimental or
control-elaAsifiration by the researcher.
A total of 167 pupils were in the eight
classes.

Among the 84 subjects in the experi-
mental groups were 47 bilingual pu-
pils and 37 monolingual pupils. The
control classes had a total of 83 pupils
with 48 being bilingual and 35 mono-
lingual. Linguality was established by
two questionnaires to pupils. The pre-
dominant language among bilingual
pupils was Spanish.

In the experimental group there
were 40 lx,ys (21 bilingual) and 44
girls (26 bilingual). In the control
group there were 28 boys (17 bi-
lingual) and 55 girls (31 bilingual).

The pretest. Nelson Reading Test.
Form A. was administered by the in-
vestigator to experimental and control
classes in February. 1965. Raw scores
from the "Paragraph Comprehension"
subtest provided the data. Analysis of
data by single classification analysis of
variance dc [ermined homogeneity of
the two groups.

Semi eekly study materials

The following criteria for writing
the study sheets were used in this re-
search :

1. Stare goals and use models in
each lesson.

2. Stress sentence units and main
ideas.

3. Use local places, people, and
events within the background of
the pupils.

4. Use material from geography
and science textbooks.

5. Direct attention to punctuation
as an aid to meaning.

6. Provide practice for writing as a
counterpart of reading.
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7. Encourage library usage and
reference skills.

8. Repeat goals and items of syntax
more than once.

The study sheets were mimeo-
graphed and distributed to pupils in
the experimental classes. No grades
were assigned to the study sheets by
the experimenter, but full corrections
and comments were written to the pu-
pils. The study sheets were merely the
reading training and no analysis was
made of these materials.

A practice booklet. Gates-Peardon
Practice Exercises in Reading. Type
.4, Rook VI, was used during the last
ten lessons.

Pupils in the experimental classes
had three days of regular English
classwork and two days of reading in-
struction each week for fifteen weeks.

The control group followed a regu-
lar course of study for the seventh
grade, Track II.

The post-test, Nelson Reading Test,
Form B, was administered by the in-
vestigator to experimental and control
classes in May, 1965. Using scores
from the "Paragraph Comprehension"
subtest on Forms A and B, single clas-
sification analysis of variance was used
to determine the significance of gain
scores.

Findings

1. The experimental group was sig-
nificantly superior to the control group
in gain score on the Paragraph Com-
prehension test at the .01 level.

2. A significant difference at the .05
level existed between the boys of the
experimental group and the boys of the
control group; the difference favored
the experimental boys.

3. A significant difference at the .01
level existed between the girls of the
experimental group and the girls of the
control group; the difference favored
the experimental girls.

4. There was no significant differ-
ence between monolingual pupils in the
experimental group and monolingual
pupils in the control group.

5. A significant difference at the .01

level, favoring the experimental group.
existed between bilingual pupils in the
experimental group and bilingual pu-
pils in the control group.

6. When the experimental group
was considered alone, the bilingual
pupils were superior to the monolin-
gual pupils at the .01 level in gain
score in comprehension.

7. When the experimental group
was considered alone. there was no
significant difference between boys and
girls in gain score in reading compre-
hension.

Conclusions

1. The superiority of the experimen-
tal program, based on study of syntax
and paragraph structure, suggests that
this program has much to offer in
helping both bilingual and monolingual
pupils in grade 7 to gain the literal
comprehension of a sentence or para-
graph. Since the findings in this study
are based upon Tack IL or average
ability pupils. the same results might
not be achieved with gifted or slow
pupils.

2. Since boys in the experimental
group excelled boys in the control
group in reading achievement, there is
evidence (at the .05 level of confi-
dence) that boys benefited from read-
ing instruction based on recognition of
syntax and paragraph structure.

3. Girls in the experimental group
excelled girls in the control group in
paragraph comprehension, at the .01
level of confidence. In comparing
Cr ticlusion 2 and 3. the data suggest
that girls gained somewhat more in
comprehension than boys in the experi-
mental program.

Since no significant difference ex-
isted between the sexes in the experi-
mental group singly and since signifi-
cant differences did exist between the
sexes v.hen the experimental and con-
trol groups were considered antitheti-
cally, the implication is that the treat-
ment reduces differences in compre-
hension between sexes while increasing
the gain scores for both sexes.

Since there was no significant differ-
ence between monolingual pupils in the
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experimental and control groups and
since there was a highly significant
difference between bilingual pupils in
the experimental and control groups,
the greatest value of this study may lie
in a contribution to the methodology
for teaching bilingual pupils.

Summary

In summary, the answers to the ori-
ginal questions in this study are as fol-
lows:

Is comprehaision facilitated by the
treatment? Within the limits of this
study, the answer is in the affirmative.
A program of reading instruction
based on 1) recognition of sentence
elements and 2) recognition of para-
graph structure did produce greater
gains than a program of incidental
reading instruction.

Will the treatment result in greater
gain in comprehension for boys than
for girls? There is no evidence to
support the contention that boys will
make greater gain in reading compre-
hension than girls will make.

Will the treatment result in greater
gain in comprehension for bilingual
pupils than for monolingual pupil!? 11.

Bilingual pupils did make significantly
greater gain than monolingual pupils
did, within the limits of this study
conducted in East Chicago, Indiana.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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OUTSTANDING DISSERTATIONS

Pupil Understanding of
Connectives in Reading

JEAN 1:. ROBERTSON
University of Alberta

STU1WNTS in the upper elementary
grades are often required to read sen-
tences which have coordinate and sub-
ordinate ideas in them, but very little
is known about the problems which
these sentence structures may present
to them in reading. The purpose of
this study, therefore, was to investigate
children's understanding of connec-
tives, the linguistic form that connects
a clause to another clause or some
word ;n it on the printed page. The
subjects were children aged eight to
twelve studying in grades four to six.

Even though there are a number of
ways of associating ideas in English,
connectives are widely utilized. Many
investigations of clauses children use
in their speech and writing have been
made but very little research has con-
centrated on the connectives of the
clauses. The concern mans felt was
voiced by Smith (6:18) when she
said, "One wonders whether over-
emphasis upon subject and predicate.
which appear in both the clause and
the sentence as a whole, and too little
attention to the meaning signaled by
the connective may cause the diffi-
culty."

Children in school are forced to read
books written by adults who very often
use more mature language structures
and thinking processes than those the
child can understand. The structural
patterns of these printed materials
often contain ideas which are linked
coordinately or subordinately to other
ideas by this linguistic unit called a
connective. Any control over the use
of these complex sentence patterns
does not appear to extend beyond the
first few years in school. The result is
an imposing array of these reading
materials both in the basal develop-
mental reading program and in the
functional and recreational reading
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programs. Although there may be
many factors contributing to reading
problems. one factor may be the lack of
understanding of connectives.

The investigation itself was con-
ducted in three stages. Stage one ana-
lyzed stories of basal readers to iden-
tify the connectives in them and the
type of sentence structures in which
they are often found. The second
stage was the construction of multiple-
choice test items containing selected
connectives in sentence structures of
basal readers. The administration of
the test and the processing of data col-
lected according to selected statistical
techniques constituted the third stage
of the study. Following a summary of
the main hypotheses and definition of
the term "connective." each stage of the
investigation is summarized briefly,
concluding with a statement of some
of the main findings. conclusions, and
implications.

Summary of main hypotheses and
definition of term "connective"

It was hypothesized in the study
that there would be no significant in-
crease in pupils' understanding of con-
nectives from grade four, to five, to
six and no significant difference in the
rate of development of their under-
standing of different connectives. It
was also hypothesized that there would
be no significant variation in the pu-
pils' understanding of connectives
within each grade and no significant
relationship between their understand-
ing of a connective and the three stated
types of reading errors. In addition,
there was a hypothesis that there
would be no significant relationship be-
tween the understanding a child would
have of connectives and the factors of
sex, mental and chronological age,
socioeconomic status, and achievement
in listening, reading, and written lan-
guage.

A connective was defined as a lin-
guistic form that linked a clause to an-
other clause or some word in it on the
printed page, and the common element
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appeared to be that these connectives
were semantic links basic to the under-
standing orinianing. The forms of
connectives were identified, one-word
and phrasal connectives, but the latter
were not studied in this investigation.
The one-word connectives were di-
vided for the study into groups,
classes, and subclasses as shown in
Table 1.

A group of one-word connectives
was studied as a special case of subor-
dinate clause connectives. They were
called "absent" connectives because,
although they were "absent" in print,
the words or groups of words being
connected were present. For example,
in the sentence, "The corn the donVey
had saved each month had turned tn
gold" (7:40), the group of words
"the donkey had saved each month" is
connected to "the corn . . . had turned
to gold," but the connective is not
present. The purpose of including this
construction in the investigation was to
investigate whether the absence of con-
nectives hindered the understanding of
students in reading. As the connec-
tive was absent, it could not be said to
have form, so it was entered as a spe-

cial case of the Group I, Class A, one-
word connectives in Table 1.

A review of investigations of chil-
dren's language with particular refer-
ence to their use of clauses, the formal
language of print, and possible mem-
ory problems revealed close relation-
ships in the development of children's
language, reading skills, and thought
processes. The selected review of re-
search also identified the factors of
chronological and mental age, occupa-
tional status of parents, parental edu-
cation. and language ability of students
as significant : and provision was made
for their statistical control in this
studs'.

Analysis of sentences in
selected basal readers

To substantiate the choice of con-
nectives for this investigation and their
use in sentences of particular struc-
tures, an analysis of sentences in three
basal reader series was considered es-
sential: the Winston Basic Readers,
the New Basic Readers (Canadian
Edition). and the Canadian Parade
Readers. Sentences were taken from
the first hundred words on every twen-

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF THE CONNECTIVE FORMS:
GROUPS As'I) CLASSES or THE ONE-WORD CONNECTIVES

Connective Forms and
Groups of Connectives

Connective is present
in graphic form.

I. Connectives connecting a
clause to another clause or
some word in it on the
printed page.

II. Those connecting one
sentence with another.

Connective is not present in
graphic form but the connective
"that" could be appropriately
inserted.

Classes of
Connectives

A. Subordinate
Clause
Connectives

B. Coordinate
Clause
Connectives

Subordinate Clause
Connective

Subclasses of Connectives and
Names of Connectives
Investigated in Study

1. Simple Includer:
although, because,

if, so, that, when, where.

2. Relative Pronoun :
that, which, who.

and, but, for, yet.

however, thus.

"absent", "that"
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tieth page of each reader for grades
four, five. and six in the three series.
In the sample of 2,587 sentences
drawn, 957 sentences contained 1,268
connectives. The 77 phrasal connec-
tives ( e.g.. in spite of) were deleted
and the 1,191 one-word and "absent"
connectives retained for study. The
957 sentences represented 37 percent
of the total sample. Three quarters of
them had one connective only and the
remaining one quarter had two or
more connectives. Forty-two different
connectives were identified and 17 con-
nectives were chosen representing the
subordinate. coordinate, sentence link-
ers, and "absent" connectives, as
shown in Table 1.

Distribution of connectives in the
three reader series did not appear to
follow any pattern consistently among
grade levels. No sequential program
for the introduction of classes of con-
nectives was apparent from one grade
level to the next. Nor was there any
clearly defined pattern for the progres-
sive introduction of single and multi-
connective sentences. A similar distri-
bution was noted within series of basal
readers.

The bases for selection of the seven-
teen connectives included frequency of
occurrence in basal readers; the
expression of functions such as time,
place. concession : and the variety of
both meanings and functions expressed
by the connective.

Sentences containing the seventeen
connectives were analyzed according to
a modified structural grammar ap-
proach and then each clause was ana-
lyzed separately (3, 4). From this
analysis, sentence patterns were identi-
fied for use as the bases for test items
in the Connectives Reading Test.

The construction of the
Connectives Reading Test

A multiple-choice reading test was
constructed using information from the
analysis of sentences containing the
seventeen selected connectives. The
first draft of the test used in the pilot
study consisted of 199 test items set
out in four comparable sections. The

second and final draft randomly dis-
tributed 150 test items equally among
three parts of the test, a total of eighty-
five single connective items and sixty-
live multi-connective items. This test
was the Connectives Reading Test. All
subjects took all parts of the test.

For the main study a second test
was added consisting of twenty test
items in which the children supplied
only the missing connective(s) to an
otherwise complete test item. The
name of this test was the Written Con-
nectives Test.

An overall pattern for selection of
the test items for each connective took
cognizance of direct and indirect dis-
course, the use of connectives singly
and in combination, as well as other
features such as passive voice, an im-
perative format, and an "it" construc-
tion.

The construction of any one test
item followed a set procedure:

I. The choice of a sentence pattern
was determined by the analysis of sen-
tences in the reader series. In many
cases one of the sentences from a
reader was extracted in its entirety
from the reader and only the vocabu-
lary was adjusted.

2. The sentence chosen was then
written as far as and including the
connective being tested, and the rest of
the clause which this connective intro-
duced was written below the sentence
as an alternative answer. A student
choosing this answer would reveal a
good understanding of that connective
as it makes a smooth connection ot
meaning from the clause to the rest of
the sentence.

3. The second alternative answer
used the connective correctly giving
the same smooth transition of meaning
to the sentence as the correct answer
but incorporating a grammatical error
of some type.

4. The third alternative answer also
endeavored to use the connective cor-
rectly, but the situation expressed in
that part of the clause following the
connective was incongruent.

5. The fourth and last alternative to
the test item was predicated on the us:
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of an entirely difterent connective than
the one being tested in the item.

6. The four alternative answers
were then randomly ordered in each
test item.

11.calitilary control in which only
words from the first 5,000 words of
the Thorndike and Lorge list were
used glazed the grade level of diffi-
culty of the test items at approximately
midpoint in grade five. The Connec-
tives Reading Test was untimed and
test instructions were based on those
of the Sequential Tests of Educational
Progress (STEP) in listening, read-
ing, and writing which were also given
in the main study.

A pilot study for the assessment of
reliability and validity of scores on the
Connectives Reading Test was carried
out with 112 students in grades four,
five, and six using a test-retest proce-
dure. Kuder-Richardson reliability
coefficients ( formula 20) were com-
puted. and the biserial coefficients of
correlation assessed the validity of
each test item. The difficulty index of
each test item was ascertained : and for
the final draft of the Connectives
Reading Test, items which hovered
about 0300 difficulty index and which
had the bighes, possible biserial corre-
lations were retained.

An alternate format for Part One of
the test was constructed to see if this
format would significantly change the
performance of students. but no sig-
nificant difference between the scores of
the students on Part One, regular for-
mat of the test, and Part One. alternat
format. was found.

The collection and treatment of
data

As some research has indicated that
children from various population strata
may have their own strengths and
weaknesses in the language arts, a
stratified random sample was drawn
proportionate to the population strata
of the province of Alberta. A test
sample of 402 children aged eight to
twelve, grades four to six, was chosen
from this population. Fifty-one per-

cent of the subjects were urban weli-
ers, twelve percent were sniall town
residents, and thirty-seven percent
lived in rural areas.

Several types of data were collected.
The Connectives Reading Test pre-
pared especially to appraise under-
standing of connectives in reading was
administered to all subjects. Mental
ability was ..isessed by the Cooperative
School and College Ability Test
( SCAT) Level 5. Form 5 :. while the
STEP tests. Level 4. Form 4A, in
reading, u riting. and listening assessed
achievement in these three areas.
Each subject's father was rated on the
Occupational Class Scale (Blishen).

In the analysis of the dati. the ef-
fects of the variables of sex, chronolog-
ical age. mental ability, socioeconi
status, and achievement in listening.
reading, and written language were
controlled statistically. The scor, on
the Connectives Reading Test was
used as the criterion variable. The
statistical techniques of multiple
regression. analysis of variance and
covariance, and factor analysis were
used to investigate the hypotheses.
The statistical procedures summarized
in Table 2 were programed for use on
the IBM 7040 by the Division of Edu-
cational Research Services at the Fac-
ulty of Education, University of Al-
berta.

The children's answers to all tests
except the Written Connectives Test
were scored by the I.B.M. Optical
Mark Reader while test papers for the
latter were hand scored. Three mark-
ers. the investigator, and two other ex-
perienced elementary school teachers
assessed the work of 394 students who
attempted the Written Connectives
Test. The Kendall Coefficient of Con-
cordance: NV was computed and found
to he 0.936, a high value with p < .001
(5: 288-239). Student scores were
grouped by grade, sex, and population
strata for comparisons.

In a nonstatistical analysis, the per-
centages of certain language elements
and structures in each Connectives
Reading Test item by 4zsignated diffi-
culty index ranges were computed to
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isolate possible patterns of language
difficulties in the test items.

Significant findings and
conclusions of the study

Statistical analyses showed the fol-
lowing :

1. Variables of sex, mental age,
and the abilities of listening, reading,
and written language exerted signifi-
cant effects upon the total test scores
of students on the Connectives Read-
ing Test.

2. Grade is a highly significant fac-
tor, and students developed in their un-
derstanding of each of the seventeen
connectives from a lower grade to a
higher grade. A progression in under-
standing from grades font- to six was
also shown in the informal analysis of
the Written Connectives Test.

When the sentences in the basal
readers were analyzed, it was apparent

t pv,centage of connectives in
them varied negligibly from one grade
to another. Writers of basal readers
appeared to have concluded that stu-
dents in grade four have reached a
satisfactory level of understanding of
connectives, that there is no develop-
ment of understanding from grade fi
upwards, and that there is no nm#c to
control the introduction or use of con-
nectives in any way. This investiga-
tion showed that these factors should
be considered by writers of basal read-
ers and by teachers.

3. The development of student un-
derstanding of connectives proceeds at
a different rate for each of the seven-
teen connectives. Not only were there
different beginning levels of compre-
hension in grade four but the develop-
mental rates from grades four to six
varied also. The analyses of connec-
tives also showed that for students in

TABI.E 2
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES USED IN THE TREATMENT OF THE DATA

Statistical Procedure Use of Procedures

counter check on the reliability and validity of the test.
identification of student membership of each of five achievement

Item Analysis groups in sample.
identification of most difficult test items.
analysis of student achievement on test items.

assessment of relationships between total test scores on Connec-
tives Reading Test and scores of test :ems assessing reading
comprehension of each of 17 connectives by grade and sex.

assessment of relationships between Connectives Reading Test
and selected variables.

Correlation Coefficient
Computation

Stepwise Multiple
Regression Analysis

One-Way Analysis of
Variance

ability of seven covariants to predic' total score on Connectives
Reading Test (2: 191-203)

--test of significance of variations in student performance on
Connectives Rearli Test by grade (9: 48-55).

Three-Factor Experiment determination of effect of three factors of sex, grade, and Con-

with Repeated Measures nectives Reading Test on test scores, for each of 17 connective

on One Factor subtests and the total test scores of the Connectives Reading

Test (1: 347-355).

test of significance of variations in student performance on
Connectives Reading Test by grade, sex, and place of resi-
dence (1).

Analysis of Covariance determination as to whether the initial differences on 5 variables
identified by Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis were im-
portant to final scores on Connectives Reading Test (1).

assessment of whether the variance of Connectives Reading Test
scores could be accounted for by a number of smaller basic
categories than the criterion factor, connective(s) preset.* in

each test item (8).

Three-Way Analysis
Variance

Principal-Axis Factor
Analysis
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higher achievement groups of the Con-
nectives Reading Test, greater growth
in understanding came between grades
four and five, while for those in lower
achievement groups, it came between
grades five and six. As students who
are high achievers in the Connectives
Reading Test are also high in mental
ability, it is evident that theite is a close
relationship between the understanding
of different connectives and mental
ability.

4. When the students were divided
into five achievement groups according
to their test scores on the Connectives
Reading Test, most of the group
means were sigqificantly different one
from the other, Moth within and across
grades. Also, within any one of the
five achievement groups the develop-
ment of understanding of connectives
could be traced from grades four to six.

5. There was a consistent relation-
ship between the students' understand-
ing of a connective and their choice of
responses on test items for that connec-
tive. As students developed in their
ability to understand connectives, as
shown by an increase in the number of
correct answers on test items, a pattern
of the three types of errors suggesting
increasing semantic awareness of the
connectives was noted. At each grade
level, ungrammatical answers were
chosen in error most frequently, then
the wrong connective answers, and
finally the situational error answers.
This relationship between correct
answers and types of errors neld not
only from grade to grade but also
within each of the five achievement
groups of a grade.

6. The total student group in
grades four to six understood 67 per-
cent of the sentences having connec-
tives. The understanding level rose
from 57 percent in grade four, to 66
percent in grade five, and to 75 percent
in grade six. Since basal reader stories
are materials used at an instructional
level, it appears that student compre-
hension in grades four and five is too
low. For independent reading materials
such as textbooks in science, social
studies, and literature where there may

be very little reading instruction, this
comprehension level is very low, even
in grade six classrooms.

By connective class, the comprehen-
sion problems appear to center on sen-
tence linkers. For six of the seventeen
;ndividual connectives, the comprehen-
sion levels fell below the 67 percent ac-
quired by the total test group in grades
four to six on the Connectives Reading
Test. These connectives were how-
ever, and, thus, although, which, and
yet. When the twenty most difficult
test items were ordered, fifteen of them
were common to both the total test
group and the grade groups.

7. The correlation coefficients be-
tween total test scores and test scores
for the items of sixteen connectives
were all high and positive as were the
intercorrelations. The connective thus
was the exception. There was a high
positive correlation between the Con-
nectives Reading Test and the STEP
Reading Test.

8. Sixty-three percent of the total
variance in the Connectives Reading
Test was apparently attributable to one
factor, part of which could be a con-
nective. The factor was also common
to the three STEP and the two SCAT
tests (verbal and nonverbal) suggest-
ing that, basically, the common ele-
ment in the Connectives Reading Test
was one of language.

9. Each analysis of connectives
showed the positive effect of the grade
factor upon comprehension of connec-
tives. In addition to the development
of comprehension by grade reported
earlier, there were a number of signifi-
cant interactions of grade with both
sex and population strata. Between
grade and sex, for example, the test
performance of boys and girls on the
Connectives Reading Test in grades
four and five revealed that boys lagged
significantly behind the girls, suggest-
ing that they may need extended help.
The grade by population strata factors
revealed that place of residence pro-
vides a verbal environment for stu-
dents at particular grade levels such
that development of understanding of
connectives is affected.
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10. The informal analysis of lan-
guage features of the most difficult test
items in the Connectives Reading Test
indicated that multiplicity of both
meaning ....nd function of connectives
were characteristics of these test items.
Test items, in which there were devia-
tions from the oral and written lan-
guage students use, were also found
difficult to read. For example, clauses
longer than those students speak or
write and featuring adjective clauses
or adverb clauses of condition or
concession rare in childre ; language
at this age recurred often ,n the most
difficult test items.

Implications of the study

1. Since the reading comprehension
level of students in grades four and
five as revealed in this study may be
termed inadequate, it appears that the
developmental reading program should
intensify the systematic teaching of
comprehension skills. Special provi-
sion could then be made for the devel-
opment of understanding of a) con-
nectives which are characteristic of the
formal language of print, or b) con-
nectives which have not -, become a
part of the speech of students.

2. As students develop in under-
standing of connectives from grade to
grade at different rates for individual
connectives, there is no plateau of
comprehension ; educators should both
expect and aid this development in
reading.

3. Different rates of development of
understanding among students for in-
dividual connectives necessitate flexibil-
ity in the conduct of the reading pro-
gram. Also, as boys in grades four
and five appear to develop understand-
ing for connectives more slowly than
girls, additional adjustments in the
reading program may be necessary.

4. Students who score low on tests
of mental ability may need more help
with the development of formal lan-
guage structures which they need as
vehicles for logical thought processes.
Similarly, students who score high on
tests of mental ability should be sys-

tematically trained in an earlier grade
in the formulation, manipulation, and
use of these formal language struc-
tures.

5. Development of understanding
similar to that in reading can be ex-
pected in listening, speaking, and writ-
ing, with systematic training in one
and a possible aid to their understand-
ing of connectives in another.

This study showed that although
children acquire language structures
using connectives early in life, they
gain mature understanding of them
gradually throughout their school
years. Children use clauses in speech
before they go to school, but they do
not develop a sufficient understanding
of the meanings of connectives in print
for a number of years after that.
Therefore, children should be given
systematic training through the read-
ing program so they may develop more
facility, at an earlier age, in under-
standing communications from the
printed page.
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Effectiveness of Four Methods
of Increasing Reading Rate,

Comprehension, and Flexibility*

ALLEN BERGER
Southern Illinois University

VARIOUS METHODS which claim to in-
crease reading rate, comprehension,
and flexibility are now available to the
public and to the schools. Most stud-
ies that nave attempted to evaluate the
results or effectiveness of these reading
improvement methods have fallen
short. Many are in reality only de-
scriptit.as. Others may lack a needed
controi group or pilot study or an as-
sessment of retention of gains after a
period following the completion of in-
struction (/).

This study was designed to deter-
mine 1) the effectiveness of four
methods of increasing rate, compre-
hension, and flexibility ; 2) retention of
gains after a period following comple-
tion of instruction ; 3) differences in
gains in rate, comprehension, and flexi-
bility : 4) retention of these differences
5) effect of increase in reading rate on
the reading of textbook-like materials ;
and 6) whether increase in reading
rate th:ough a specific method will re-
sult in an in.reased rate of reading
both short and long passages. The
four metl.ods used in this study are re-
ferred to as 1) tachistoscopic, 2) con-
trolled reader, 3) controlled pacing,
and 4) paperback scanning.

Objectives

In this study, thirteen hypotheses
were tested :

1. No gains in reading rate will

*The research reported herein was per-
formed _pursuant to a contract with the
United States Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, Office of Education.

READING

result from any of four different
methods of instruction.

2. No gains in reading compre-
hension will result from any of
four different methods of in-
struction.

3. No gains in reading flexibility
will result from any of four dif-
ferent methods of instruction.

4. There will he no retention of
gains in reading rate resulting
from any of four different meth-
ods of instruction.

5. There will be no retention of
gains in reading comprehension
resulting from any of four dif-
ferent methods of instruction.

6. There will be no retention of
gains in reading flexibility re-
sulting from any of four differ-
ent methods of instruction.

7. There will be no differences in
gains in reading rate resulting
from different methods of in-
struction.

8. There will be no differences in
gains in reading comprehension
resulting from different meth-
ods of instruction.

9. There will be no differences in
gains in reading flexibility re-
sulting from different methods
of instruction.

10. There will be no differences in
retention of gains in reading
rate resulting from different
methods of instruction.

11. There will be no differences in
retention of gains in reading
comprehension resulting from
different methods of instruction.

12. There will be no differences in
retention of gains in reading
flexibility resulting from differ-
ent methods of instruction.

13. afferent methods of instruction
will result in no differences in
the rates with which short and
long passages are read.

In addition, analyses were made of
the effect of the variables of verbal and
math aptitude and sex.
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Population sample and procedure

This study, conducted during the
first semester of the 1965-1966 school
year, is based upon findings and con-
siderations arising from a pilot study
conducted the previous semester. In-
volved in both studies were fresh-
man students enrolled in Improvement
of Learning, a one-semester two-credit
hour reading-study skills course at
Syracuse University. Instruction in
this course focuses on improvement of
reading rate and comprehension, vo-
cabulary. and study Akins.

Twelve sections of the Improvement
of I.earning course at Syracuse Univer-
sity were involved in the major inves-
tigation. Nine sections meet for one
50-minute session three mornings a
week ; three sections meet for extended
sessions two afternoons a week. Total
classroom time is 150 minutes a week.
Although the course is open to all who
wish to enroll, the majority of students
are freshmen. Those whose college
board verbal scores are below 500 are
recommended for enrollment. Only
fully matriculated freshmen were con-
Nidered in the investigation. For the
control group, two instructors from
the university's English department
contributed five sections in response to
a request for volunteers from the di-
rector of Freshman English. The con-
trol group was composed of a total of
76 students. The total number of stu-
dents in the experimental group was
179; each treatment group was com-
posed of 40 to 45 students. A total of
255 students was included in the
study.

The college board scores were com-
parable among the treatment groups,
the range being 483 to 493 for the ver-
bal and 555 to 580 for the math. The
initial reading rates were also rela-
tively comparable among the treatment
groups, as indicated by the measuring
instruments.

The number of sessions required for
each major aspect of this investigation
is presented:
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ifajor Aspects Number of Sessions

Orientation to Course 1

Pretesting 3
Training Sessions 17
Post-Testing 2
Post-Post-Testing 2

25

Lesson plans for these 25 sessions
may be found in Appendix B of the
final report (2).

Treatment methods were randomly
assigned to the experimental sections.
Three sections were instructed through
the tachistoscope ; three, through the
controlled reader ; three, through the
controlled pacing ; and three, through
the paperback scanning method.

Each method took approximately 30
minutes each session. For the remain-
ing time in all sections under all meth-
ods, students read paperbacks with the
encouragement to apply their newly
acquired skills. The paperbacks used
for this transfer reading were not the
same titles used for training in the
paperback scanning method.

On the first session each week dur-
ing the time norn-ally allotted for
transfer reading. a quiz was given to
all sections on specified chapters in a
vocabulary text.

With all methods, the intent was to
present the programs following as
closely as possible the recommenda-
tions made by the publishers.

Following is a description of each of
the four methods :

Method ATachistoscope. Essen-
tially, each lesson involved the use of
Classroom Kit VII (RK-7) published
by Learning Through Seeing, Inc. (7).
The kit contaios sets of four types of
filmstrips : Seeing Skills, Word Mas-
tery, Phrase Mastery, and Reading
Development. Material on the film-
strips is flashed at 1/40 second, and
two strips were viewed each session.
As an illustration, during the first
training session the students viewed the
first filmstrip from Seeing Skills and
the first filmstrip from Word Mastery.
The Seeing Skills strip includes forms
and numbers which the students record
and then check for accuracy. The Word
Mastery strip contains words flashed,
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recorded, and then checked. The stu-
dents recorded their words in note-
books. The publisher claims that
reading rate and comprehension will
be increased through the use of the
material.

Method BControlled reader. The
instruction closely followed the recom-
mendations made by the publisher, Ed-
ucational Developmental Laboratories
(5), which claims that through use of
the material reading rate, comprehen-
sion and flexibility (referred to as var-
iability) will be increased. Each day's
lesson involved building a readiness for
the filmstrip to be viewed, discussion
of the vocabulary, viewing the strip.
and then checking comprehension
through multiple choice questions. To
correspond to the readability level of
the material used in the other methods,
Set I J was used. Each student used
an EDL-Study Guide, which corre-
sponded to the filmstrips in Set 1 J, ro
that the program might be followed
exactly as recommended. On caw
training session, the filmstrip was
viewed at approximately 30 words
faster than the strip on the preceding
session. The first filmstrip was
viewed at 150 words a minute and, on
the seventeenth and final session, the
students viewed a filmstrip at 540
words a minute.

During the last six sessions, the
speed of the filmstrips combined with
the reading rate attained by the stu-
dents made it necessary to group stu-
dents. Two groups were formed in
each section and the filmstrip was
viewed twice by each grouponce at a
speed 30 words a minute faster than
the strip on the preceding session for
the faster group. In addition, during
the remaining six training sessions, on
the recommendation of the publisher,
this method incorporated the practice
of viewing the last session's filmstrip at
the last session's speed before begin-
ning the lesson using the new filmstrip.

Method CControlled pacing. The
primary difference between this
method and Method B was that the
reading matter on the filmstrips used
in Method B was in this method pre-

sented in book form, with the same
number of words per line as on the
filmstrips. To substitute for the left-
to-right visual pacing of the machine,
students moved 3 x 5 cards containing
slots large enough to reveal half a line,
along each line and down the page. to
the pacing of a metronome, which was
synchronized to the steady click made
by the Controlled Reader. As in
Method B, there was an introduction
of the material about to be read, a dis-
c'ission of the vocabulary followed by
the reading of the passage, and the
comprehension check.

During the last sessions, groups
were formed as needed. During these
last sessions, to remain as close as pos-
sible to Method B, the practice was
incw-porated of reading the last ses-
sion's reading at the last session's
speed before beginning the lesson
using the new reading. Each student
used an EDL-Study Guide.

Method 13Paperback scanning.
In this method, the reader is required
to scan each page under time pressure.
For the first two minutes of this exer-
cise, the student was allowed 8 seconds
a page ; for the next two minutes, 7
seconds a page and on down to 2 sec-
onds a page and then immediately up
to 10 seconds a page. A metronome
was used to click each second, with the
instructor indicating the start of a new
page, thereby insuring controlled pac-
ing of the material.

Primary objective of this exercise is
to accustom the eyes to move verti-
cally. Paperbacks were selected with
a particular consideration to a com-
parable readability level as determined
by the Dale-Chall Readability Formula
to the material used in the other meth-
ods; in addition, consideration was
given to type size and line length. To
correspond to the other methods, 10-
item quizzes based on the paperbacks
were prepared. The method, which
basically involves a five-minute pretest,
the countdown exercise described
above, and then a post-test, requires
approximately 30 minutes, like the
other methods.
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group was not absolutely essential to
the design and scope of this particular
study ; that is, the effectiveness of the
four methods of increasing reading
rate, comprehension, and flexibility
could have been discerned with only
the treatment groups ; however, the
control group was included to provide
additional data and a basis of compari-
son.

Control

Instructors of the control sections
gave students standard instruction in
Freshman English. To counterbal-
ance the Hawthorne Effect, the control
sections were told that they were part
of the experiment. A brief statement
was read to each treatment group at
the first meeting which explained that
all sections would cover similar mate-
rial but through different methods.

In selecting the control group, an at-
tempt w as made to have the students
in both the experimental and control
groups as comparable as possible. To
reach this end, answers were needed to
two basic questions, one dealing with
whether or not the control group
should be a part of the Improvement
of [.earning course. At Syracuse Uni-
versity, there are two main groups of
Freshman English students, those
scoring above and those scoring below
550 on their college hoard verbals.
After examining the data from the
pilot study, it was agreed that the ver-
bal scores of the lower group of En-
glish students were comparable to the
verl Al scores of freshmen in the Im-
provement of Learning course.

.nother question that had to be
answered in regard to the comparabil-
ity of students in the experimental and
control groups related to the motiva-
tional fact that students were required
to take Freshman English but were
not required to take Improvement
of Learning. However, considerable
thought was giver to the typical fresh-
n.an coming to a large campus alone
and bewildered and, during orientation
week, talking to his faculty adviser
who has in his hands the Syracuse
University Freshman Test Profile
Card ; on the IBM card it is recom-
mended that the student take the Im-
provement of Learning course : the
consensus was that when the faculty
adviser looked at the card and told the
student that he should take the Im-
provement of Learning course, the typ-
ical freshman would feel required to
take the course, just as he would feel
required to take Freshman English.

It should be noted that a control

Measuring instruments

The following measuring instru-
ments were selected:

1. The Van Wagenen Rate of Com-
prehension Test (Forms D, C. and
H). Testing Time: 4 minutes. The
test is composed of 30-word passages ;
in each passage there is an incon-
gruous word which the student must
cross out. This is almost a sheer rate
of reading test since the level of com-
prehension is such that the reader
should attain 100 percent. Reliability
is reported between .86 and .96. with a
15-word error of measurement (8).

2. The Robinson-Hall Reading Test
of History (Forms Canada and Rus-
sia). Testing Time: approximately 20
minutes-10 minutes to read and
about 10 minutes to answer questions.
The test is approximately 3,000 words
in length. The student notes where he
is at the end of 10 minutesor, if
finished earlier, notes the time that
elapsed and begins responding to test
items, nearly all multiple choice. The
reliability is reported as .91 for reading
rate (6).

3. The Braam-Sheldon Flexibility of
Reading Test (Forms 1, 2, and 3).
Testing Time : approximately 40 min-
utes. The test is composed of five pas-
sages selected from different areas (e.g.,
narrative, literature, science, history,
and psychology). The student is re-
quired to respond to ten multiple
choice items following each passage.
Because none of the multiple choice
questions and only the first two forms
have been published (3), all the ma-
terial was reproduced in order to have
all forms comparable in format. The
present investigator obtained an over-
all rate reliability of .89 between the
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first and second forms and .90 between
the second and third forms.

From these three measuring ;rstru-
ments, the following data were ob-
tained :

a. Initial reading rate and compre-
hension level

h. Final reading rate and compre-
hension level

c. Retention of gains in reading
rate and comprehension level

d. Initial reading flexibility and
comprehension level

e. Final reading flexibility and
comprehension level

f. Retention of gains in reading flex-
ibility and comprehension level.

In addition, Syracuse University
Freshman Test Profile Cards provided
the following data

g. College Entrance Examination
Board Scholastic Aptitude Test
verbal and math scores.

General statistical design

The design used for this investiga-
tion was the Non-equivalent -Control
Group Design (4). It was selected
because it most closely fit the experi-
mental situation. It was not possible
to randomize either students or in-
structors ; the treatment variable, how-
ever, for each section was randomly
selected.

To compensate for any possible ini-
tial differences between groups, the
major statistical method used to ana-
lyze the data was the analysis of co-
variance. Attention was given to the
variables of verbal and math aptitude
and sex. In addition, after significant
F values were found, the t-test was ap-
plied to all possible combinations of
group means. The t-test was also
used to determine any significant
differences in the It vel of compre-
hension scores. The Pearson product-
moment mefficient of correlation was
used to obtain a correlation matrix and
t, test reliabilities.

Findings and implications
The major purpose of this study

was to test thirteen hypotheses related
to reading effectiveness. These hy-
potheses were built on a hierarchical
structure which required the rejection
of prior hypotheses in order to test re-
lated hypotheses. For example, be-
cause there were no gains in reading
comprehension, it was not possible to
test retention of gains in reading com-
prehension. Four of the thirteen hy-
potheses proved to he untestable for
this reason.

Following are the hypotheses and
results of this study :

I. The first hypothesis, which
stated that no gains in reading rate
would result from any of our different
methods of instruction, was rejected.
Significant gains lit rate were made as
a result of all methods on two measur-
ing instruments.

Implications for designing a pro-
gram of reading and study skill devel-
opment may he derived from this find-
ing. Since students seem to like the
idea of increasing their reading rate, it
may be psychologically advantageous
to begin a program NN ith emphasis on
this particular skill. Nearly all stu-
dents can see a marked increase in a
relatively short time The develop-
ment of an increased reading rate al-
lows an entrance into other areas, such
as study skills. For example, to use
any of the reading-study skills formu-
las, such as SQ3R, students must be
able to skim. From this point, the in-
structor may move into a variety of
areas, depending upon student need.

2. The second hypothesis, which
stated that no gains in reading compre-
hension would result from any of four
different methods of instruction, was
accepted. However, it must be noted
that the tests in this study were de-
signed to measure comprehension of
details, primarily ; therefore, it cannot
be assumed that increases in rate of
reading will have no effect on other
kinds of comprehension.

3. The third hypothesis, which
stated that no gains in reading flexibil-
ity would result from any of four dif-
ferent methods of instruction, was re-
jected. The gain in flexibility was
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anticipated, for the more rapidly the
student is able to read, the greater is
his potential for flexibility. The reader
who can skim some materials at 1,000
words a minute may read other mate-
rials at 200 words a minute. whereas
the reader whose top rate is 250 words
a minute has a limited range.

Support for the view that the more
rapidly the student is able to read the
greater his potential fo- flexibility
conies from the findings of gains in
rate made through the four treatment
methods. Although all four methods
produced significant gains in rate, the
smallest amount of gain was produced
lw the tachistoscopic method, as indi-
cated by both instruments measuring
rate. The finding that the tachisto-
scopic method produced the smallest
amount of gain in rate may account for
the fact that the tachistoscopic group
made no significant gains in flexibility
at the .01 level of confidence, although
at a less conservative level gains may
he observed.

4. The fourtn hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no retention
of gains in reading rate resulting from
any of four different methods of in-
struction, was rejected. Although
gains in rate were retained by all the
experimental groups, one must recog-
nize that eight weeks is a relatively
short interval. Moreover, during this
interval the experimental groups con-
tinued in the Improvement of Learn-
ing course. Even though reading and
study skills other than rate are empha-
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sized in this course, it may be assumed
that this instruction and practice were
supportive of maiirena»ce of gains.

5. The fifth hypothesis, which
stated that there wculd be no retention
of gains in relding omprehension re-
sulting from any =bf four different
methods of ins,:uction, was untestable,
since no gain=- in comprehension were
made.

6. The sixth hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no retention
of gains in reading flexibility resulting
from any of four di.ferent methods of
instruction, was rejected. Like the
finding of the fourth hypothesis, this
finding is encouraging, bearing in mind
the limitations of the relatively short
interval and the fact that the experi-
mental groups continued in the course.

7. The seventh hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no differ-
ences in gains in reading rate result-
ing from different methods of instruc-
tion, was rejected.

The following four tables contain
data bearing upon this hypothesis.
Tables I and 3 contain the results of
the analysis of covariance with the var-
iable of verbal and math aptitude and
sex covaried out, using different meas-
uring instruments. Results of t-tests
are reported in Tables 2 and 4.

Because significant F values were
found when verbal aptitude, math apti-
tude, and sex were held constant, the
t-test was applied to all possible combi-
nations of pairs of means, with the re-
stilts reported in Table 2.

TABLE 1

ANAL \SIS OF COVARIANCE OF GAINS IN READING RATE ON THE
VAN WAGENEN RATE OF COMPREHENSION TEST

Variable
Held

Constant
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square

Verbal Between Groups 64,818.38 4 16,203.35 8.06**

Aptitude Within Groups 390,779.84 195 2,004.00

Math Between Groups 64,994.60 4 16,248.65 8.15**

Aptitude Within Groups 390,460.30 195 2,002.36

Sex Between Groups 30,871.37 3 10,290.46 5.19**
Within Groups 335,256.49 169 1,983.77

**p <.01.
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In .pection of Table 2 reveal, ten
sign:ficant differences between pairs of
means at the .01 level of confidence
when verbal aptitude, math aptitude,
and sex were held constant. Nine of
the 10 t-tests favor the paperback
scanning method ; of these 9, 7 indicate
superiority over other treatment meth-
ods and 2 over the control group. The

CORRELATED I-TESTS
ON THE

tenth significant t-test favors the con-
trolled reader group over the control
group.

No significant F value was found
when sex was held constant.

Because significant F values were
found when verbal aptitude and math
aptitude were held constant, the t-test
was applied to all possible combina-

TABLE 2

FOR PAIRS OF MEANS FOLLOWING ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
VAN WAGENEN RATE OF COMPREHENSION TEST

Groups Verbal Math Sex

Tachistoscopic
Controlled 1-:ader 1.234 .979 .534

Tachistoscopic
Controlled ?acing 407 .485 .174

Tachistoscopic
Paperback St cliaing" .960 3.771** 2.954**

Tachistoscopic
Control 1.443 1.935

Controlled Reader
Controlled Pacing .213 .496 .036

Controlled Reader
Paperback Scanning** 2.425 2.729** 2.849**

Controlled Reader**
Control 2.591 3.528**

Controlled Pacing
Paperback Scanning** 3.148" 3.293" 3.181**

Controlled Pacing
Control 1.983 2.398

Paperback Scanning"
Control 5.074 5.604**

**significantly superior **P < .01 level of confidence

TABLE 3

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OP GAINS IN READING RATE
ON THE ROBINSON-HALL READING TEST OF HISTORY

l'ariable
Held

Constant
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F

Verbal Bet een Groups 257,355.86 4 64,338.97 4.19**
Aptitude Within Groups 3,155,804.20 202 15,622.79

Math Between Groups 228,69023 4 57,112.56 3.69"
Aptitude Within Groups 3,132,622.00 202 15,508.02

Sex Between Groups 189,756.72 3 63,252.24 3.74
Within Groups 2,907,244.80 172 16,902.59

**P < .01.
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tions of pairs of means, with the re-
sults reported in Table 4.

TABLE 4

CORRELATED t-TESTS FOR PAIRS OF MEANS
FOLLOWING ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON

THE ROBINSON-HALL READING TEST
OF HISTORY

Verbal Math
Groups t

Tachistoscopic
Controlled Reader .096 .918

Tachistoscopic
Controlled Pacing 1.027 .881

Tachistoscopic
Paperback Scanning" 2.985" 2.891"

Tachistoscopic
Control .721 .632

Controlled Reader
Controlled Pacing .912 .766

Controlled Reader
Paperback Scanning" 2.835" 2.756**

Controlled Reader
Control .803 .711

Controlled Pacing
Paperback Scanning 1.897 2.026

Controlled Pacing
Control 1.720 1.491

Paperback Scanning"
Control 3.677* 3.496"

**significantly
superior

"P < .01 level of
confidence

Inspection of Table 4 reveals signifi-
cant differences at the .01 level of con-
fidence in six mean comparisons wheo
verbal aptitude and math aptitude were
held constant, all favoring the paper-
back scanning method. On the basis
of the data presented in Tables 1

through 4, the seventh hypothesis was
rejected. This finding, however,
should not imply ruling out the use of
the other methods considered, for cer-
tain individuals may learn better
through one or a combination of them.
In addition, it must be borne in mind
that the methods considered are group
pacing methods and there may be in-
dividuals who would profit more from
individual pacing methods.

8. The eighth hypothesis, which
states that there would be no differ-
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ences in gains in reading comprehen-
sion resulting from different methods
of instruction, was untestable. since it
was contingent on the rejection of a
prior hypothesis which was untestable.
No significant change in the level of
comprehension was found.

9. The ninth hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no differ-
ences in gains in reading flexibility re-
sulting from different methods of in-
struction, was accepted. No method
produced significantly superior results
in reading flexibility at the .01 level of
confidence. However, a rank-order
was observed, with the paperback
scanning method making the greatest
gains, followed by the controlled
reader, controlled pacing, and tachis-
toscopic method.

10. The tenth hypothesis, which
stated that there would he no differ-
ences in retention of gains in reading
rate resulting from different methods
of instruction, was rejected. It is in-
teresting to observe that, although all
changes remained within the measur-
ing instrument's 15-word error of
measurement, the control group was
the only group showing a loss, while
the treatment groups all showed gains.

11. The eleventh hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no differ-
ences in retention of gains in reading
comprehension resulting from different
methods of instruction, was untestable,
since no gains were made in reading
comprehension.

12. The twelfth hypothesis, which
stated that there would be no differ-
ences in retention of gains in reading
flexibility resulting from different
methods of instruction, was also
untestable, since no differences were
found in reading flexibility.

13. The thirteenth hypothesis,
which stated that different methods of
instruction would result in no differ-
ences in the rate with which short and
long passages are read, was rejected.
A reason for including this hypothesis
was to obviate the possibility of a par-
ticular method having the effect of
teaching 4or the testing instrument.
This hypothesis was also included to
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determine if one method might pro-
duce significantly superior results in
both short and long passages. The
paperback scanning Method appeared
to be significantly superior over all
other methods on the two different
types of measuring instruments.

Conclusions

The fact that the paperback scan-
ning method produced the most signif-
icant results over the other methods
has additional educational implications
Of all the methods. the paperback
scanning method allows for the great-
est amount of reading. The training
material is or can be more closely re-
lated to material read normally. The
cost of the paperback scanning method
is far less than the other methods.
Virtually no upkeep is required ; teach-
ers need not concern themselves with
the po .sibility of burned-out bulbs or
short circuits. Costs of replacing 30
copies each of six titles should amount
to approximately $100 every two or
three years.

In addition, one of the indices of
good teaching is that the students
should he far more different from one
another at the end of instruction than
at the beginning of instruction; the
paperback scanning method produced
a dispersion, as indicated by the stand-
ard deviation on a post-test instrument
measuring rate, that was approxi-
mately three times greater than that
produced by the Controlled Reader
method.

The work of teachers interested in
increasing the reading effectiveness of
their students may he coordin: ted
through a reading specialist, 1 'ho
might conduct a program to familiar-
ize reading teachers with the methods
considered in this study and with the
latest research on increasing rate, cm-
prehension, and flexibility. A periph-
eral benefit of such a program would
be a greater understanding of claims
made by commercial reading pro-
grams.

In short, then, the findings of this
study suggest that the current empha-
sis on the use of machines to increase

reading rate. comprehension, and flexi-
bility should he reevaluated, for there
appear to be other. more effective, less
c<implicated, and less expensive ap-
proaches to the desired end.
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The Flexibility of Reading Rate

BEATRICE JACKSON LEVIN
Philadelphia Board of Education

AS FAR RACK as the latter part' Of the
nineteenth century, investigators began
to study eye movements ;n an effort to
understand the speed aspect of read-
ing. Interest in this has continued u
abated ; studies on both the peripheral
and the central functions during read-
ing have created contradictory and
controversial conclusions. One of the
phenomena of the present day is the
enormous interest, with attendant mis-
conceptions. concerning rate of read-
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ing. The spurt in public attention to
this particular aspect of reading has
spawned ln image of the good reader
as a sort of omnivorous chimera, hun-
grily ingesting books at the rate of
thousands of words per minute. The
idea of being able to absorb all the in-
telligence contained on any page of
print at the flick of the wrist so fired
the public imagination that, too often,
form has been confused with substance
and a direct result has been the pro-
liferation of speed reading courses and
schools throughout the country.

That most people can learn to read
faster, just as they can learn other
reading skills, has been amply demon-
strated. Reading skills do grow and
expand with training and practice.
The danger here is on the continued
and undue emphasis on speed of read-
ing as an end in itself, despite the fact
that educators ( Artley, 1963: Carlson,
1952; Tinker, 1946) have long recog-
nized that speed is not a unitary proc-
ess, nor should it be a constant; that
unless speed is considered in concert
with comprehension, particularly the
type oh co-w-rehension demaaded by
the specific reading situation, it be-
comes little more than an optical exer-
cise. Studies point to the fact that the
fast reader is not inevitably the best
reader (Shores, 1960: Shores & Hus-
bands, 1950): that the really efficient
reader adjusts his rate according to the
nature of the reading situation. Most
educators agree that it is flexibility of
reading rate rather than speed itself
that is basic to good reading (Artley,
1963; Ehrenworth & McAuliffe,
1963). Yet there have been relatively
few attempts to study this aspoct of
reading; while many standardized tests
of reading include a check on speed,
there are few tests, or inclusions in
other tests, to check flexibility of rate.
This paucity of testing devv-_s must
affect the teaching of flexibility; in
practical terms, while flexibility is gen-
erally included as a goal of good read-
ing instruction, very little is done prac-
tically to implement it.

This stt.dy attempted to reveal the
nature and importance of flexibility of

reading rate and. hopefully, to de-
emphasize the current concentration
on speed alone. If flexibility of read-
ing rate is a natural concomitant of
efficient reading, as measured by avail-
able standardized tests and as con-
cluded by Anderson (1937). Blom-
mers and Lindquist (1944). then it
need not be taught as a seixtrate skill.
If. as maintained by Carillo and Shel-
don (1952), Sister M. Herculane
(1961), Letson (1956), and Perry
(1959), it does not inevitably accom-
pan% "good" reading. then it w ould
appear necessary to teach flexibility.
along with other specific skills, as an
important part of the reading instruc-
tional program. It would also be nec-
essary to have tests of flexibility for
diagnostic as well as teaching pur-
poses. Standardized tests of reading
would have to be reexamined and reas-
sessed and perhaps be niodified,
changed, or appended to include a
measure of flexibility. If the results of
the test constructed proved singularly
significant, it might be feasible, with
additional research and consequent al-
teration or modification, to standardize
such a test, to adapt it as an informal
technique, or to incorporate some of its
objectives and features into otherwise
acceptable standardized tests.

Statement of the problem

The major purpose of this study was
to investigate the flexibility of reading
rate among ninth grade students at an
academic high school for girls, by esti-
mating the presence and amount of
flexibility of rate in two separate
groups of readers: "good" readers and
"poor" readers, so designated by
scores on an accepted standardized test
of reading. In order to study the
problem, a test of flexibility of reading
rate had to he constructed and admin-
istered. Results of the two groups and
the group as a whole were to be com-
pared and correlated with outside crite-
ria considered relevant. Specifically.
the following questions were studied ;

1. Is flexibility of reading rate a
separate skill, to he taught along
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with other reading skills, or is it
generally a concomitant of
"good" reading? To dieck this.
the following two subordinate
areas were evaluated :
a. What is the relationship be-

tween scores on a standard-
ized test of reading and flexi-
bility according to difficulty
of material, for "good.' and
for "poor" readers ?

b. What is the relationship be-
tween scores on a standard-
ized test of reading and flexi-
bility according to purpose.
for "good.' and for "poor"
readers?

2. Is there more flexibility accord-
ing to difficulty of material than
according to purpose, generally?
In "good'. readers? In "poor"
readcrs?

3. What is the relationship between
flexibility of reading rate accord-
ing to difficulty of material and
according to purpose, and mental
ability, as measured by a group
intelligence test ?

4. What is the relationship between
flexibility of reading rate accord-
ing to difficulty of material and
according to purpose, and school
achievement, as measured by
grades in major subjects on the
first report period?

Limitations

One hundred subjects were used in
the study, all members of the ninth
grade class at the Philadelphia High
School for Girls, a college preparatory
secondary school. At the time of the
testing, the subjects ranged in age
chronologically from twelve years six
months to fourteen years eight months
inclusive, with a mean age of thirteen
years six months. The group was
Negro and white.

Tests administered and materials
used were the following:

1. The Cooperative English Test :
Reading Comprehension, Form
2A

2. The Flexibility Test. constructed
by the investigator

3. The Otis Quick- Scaring Mental
Ability Test. Gamma Test, Form
EM

4. School records to compute the
mean of marks in major subjects
for the first report period follow-
ing the testing.

A two-part test was constructed
composed of four subtests: the first
two subtests were to test flexibility of
rate according to difficulty of material ;
and the second two subtests were to
test flexibility according to purpose.
In the first two selections, called A
and B. the purpose was to be held con-
stant, but the difficulty level of the se-
lections was divergent (A was at the
5th-6th reading level, and B was at the
I I th-I2th level). In the second two
selections, called C and 1), the level of
difficulty was the same for both (9th -
10th level), but the purpose for which
each was to be read was different ; for
subtest C, the purpose set was to read
for main ideas only: and for subtest I),
the purpose was to read for complete
knowledge of main ideas and support-
ing facts. An alternate form of the
test was constructed at the same time,
using similar material=

Materials were to ',e moderately in-
teresting and similar to those encoun-
tered in normal high school reading.
It was decided that social studies
material would be most suitable. Each
selection was to be of continuous con-
text. The selections were to be of suf-
ficient length to assure a reliable rate
but were not to be so long that all sub-
jects could not have the time to finish
them. It was decided that selections
of approximately 500 words would
meet these requirements.

The test was to be timed by mark-
ing five-second intervals on the chalk-
board. As soon as each subject fin-
ished the reading of a selection, she
was to copy down on her answer sheet
the last time recorded on the board.
She was then to turn the page and
answer all the questions without re-
course to the text. When this was
done, she was to close her test booklet
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and wait for directions to go on The
same procedure was to be repeated for
each of the remaining three subtests.
Each subject was to be given time to
finish the reading and the answering of
all the questions on all subtests.

Rate and comprehension were to be
measured separately ; rate was to be
based strictly on minutes and seconds
of reading time and recorded in words
per minute, and comprehension was to
be the percent of questions answered
correctly of the total number of ques-
tions for that selection. The directions
which preceded each selection were
precise, with the purpose carefully
stressed for each reading

Procedures

From their scores on the standard-
ized test of reading, the final popula-
tion of 50 "good" and 50 "poor" rEad-
ers, to be known as Group I and
Group II respectively, was selected.
Group I, the so-called "good" readers,
ranked between the 95th and 99th per-
centile. Group II, the so called
"poor" readers ranked between the
37th and 53rd percentile.

The flexibility test was administered
to Groups I and II on November 17,
1964. The entire test, including the
distribution and collection of materials,
was completed in one hour and fifteen
minutes. For each subject, rate and
comprehension were marked and re-
corded. Indices of flexibility were
computed: flexibility according to dif-
ficulty of material (the difference in
rate between Selections A and B) and
flexibility according to purpose (the
difference in rate between Sele^!ions C
and D).

Estimates of reliability and validity
of the flexibility test were computed.
The internal consistency reliability was
computed with the use of the Kuder-
Richardsan Formula 20. Since the
tests were composed of relatively few
items, the Spearman-Brown Formula
v.-as applied to see how the reliability
changed when the length of the test
was increased, When lengthened (5
times), subtests A, C, and D seemed
relatively reliable with rtt's of .85, .70,
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and .86 respectively, while subtest B,
with an rtt of 17 was still quite low.
According to Baggaley (1964, p. 84),
any measurement represents an inter-
action of several factors, such as the
trait structure of the individual, the
nature of the measurement (e.g., the
difficulty of the test), the conditions of
the testing, and that the range of
scores can be affected by any one of
these. Subtest B was the most diffi-
cult selection of all four subtests and
may have been beyond the comprehen-
sion level of many subjects, even when
they slowed down their rate. The pri-
mary purpose of the flexibility test was
to measure versatility of reading rate,
and while a change in rate should be
accompanied by adequate comprehen-
sion, the essential interest here was in
the ability to vary the rate according to
the difficulty of the material and in the
consistency of this change in rate.

Since thc.re were no outside criteria
considered comparable, the test had to
be its own criterion. Analys,is of the
purpose of the test and of the desired
outcomes support the belief that the
test was a valid measure of flexibility
of rate ; the results, showing the differ-
ences in rate between subtests A with
B and C with D, also support this con-
tention.

An item analysis done on all of the
test items composing each subtest
yielded results showing an acceptable
mean proportion passing each subtest
(.76 for subtest A, .68 for B, .52 for C,
and .73 for D ). Guilford (1956, p.
450), states that reliability tends to be
higher when items are equal in diffi-
culty. Items of moderate difficulty,
i.e., where p equals .50, yield maxi-
mum %ariance. Since the flexibility
test 'vas concerned primarily with ver-
satility of rate, the questions for each
subtest were mainly aimed at tapping
literal comprehension of material, a
type of questioning assumed to be less
demanding than that which necessi-
tates a more critical analysis. This
type of question should yield a higher
proportion passing than questions that
probe greater depth of thinking. Any
item having less than a .50 proportion
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passing would be open to question
Only three individual items were
slightly under .50.

Item validity, to provide a basis for
improving those items which appear
weak, was estimated via the propor-
tions of success on the :ndividual test
items in the tipper and lower 27 per-
cent of the population and the estima-
tion of the vzlidity coefficients (accord-
ing to Flanagan. 1939). The capacity
of a test item to discriminate be-
tween good and poor readers is re-
flected in those items where the pro-
portion passing is higher in the good
readers than in the poor readers. An
item that fails to have a higher propor-
tion passing in the better readers than
in the poorer ones is considered weak.
Except for item 7 in subtest C, all tlic
test items did discriminate between
good and poor readers. The mean va-
lidity coefficients for each subtest (i.e..
.47 for subtest A, .35 for subtest C.
and 52 for subtest D) appeared satis-
factory.

The effectiveness of distractors was
also estimated as another check on the
accuracy of the test. It was found that
only seven distractors failed to attract
an ubjects. These responses and the
questions of which they are part %%ar-
rant reexamination.

The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental
Ability Test : Gamma Test, Form HAI.
was administered to Groups I and 11
on November 24. one week following
the administration of the Flexibilit%
Test. Results sk,wed that the mean
1.0 was 129.66 for Group 1, 11 98 for
Group 11. and 122.320 for the group as
a whole.

For each student the mean of the
numerical marks in major subjects for
the first report period, ending on No-
vember 23. 1964, was computed.
Group I had a mean of 83 20. Gronp
II had a mean of 79.04, and the group
as a whole had a mean of 81.12.

The data were organized and then
processed by computer. Fisher's t test
of significance was applied to test the
difference between the mean rates of
the two pairs of subtests, A vs 13, and
C vs D, to see if the mean indi..2s of

flexibility according to difficulty of
material (the mean difference in rate
between subtests .k and B) and the
mean indices of flexibility according to
purpose (the mean difference in rate
between subtests-C and D) were sta-
tistically significant. Since it was hy-
pothesized that reading rate was or
should be decelerated by an increase in
difficulty of the material, and by a set
to read for complete knowledge rather
than just for main ideas, a one-tailed t
test of significance was calculated for
all the indices of flexibility. Scores
that were negatively flexible were ex-
amined in the light of the compre-
hension for those scores, and possible
reasons for these reversals were hy-
pothesized.

The Pearson pnidnct-moment coef-
ficient of correlation was used to ex-
amine the relationships for Group I.
Group II. and the group as a whole.

Results

Findings relevant to the specific
questions posed are as follows :

1. a. The correlation between the
index of flexibility A-B and
the speed of comprehension
section of the Cooperative
English Test : Reading Com-
prehension, Form 2A. yielded
a coefficient of .05 for Group
1. .05 for Group II. and .08
for the group as a whole.

b. The correlation ben% een the
index of flexibility C-D and
the speed of comurehension
section of the foregoing test
of reading comprehension
yielded a coefficient of .05 for
Group I, .04 for Group II.
and .37 for the group as a
whole.

The mean index of flexibility A-
B (according to difficulty of
material) was approximately 35
wrxt for Group 1, 28 wrm for
Group II, and 32 Ivint for the
group as a whole. The mean
index of flexibility C-D (accord-
ing to purpose) was approxi-
mately 42 WPM for Group I, 20

2.
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TABLE 9

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS CF
RATE IN WPM IN ACCORDANCE WITH
DIFFICULTY OF MATERIAL AND PUR-

POSE AND MEAN FLEXIBILITY OF
THOSE PARTS

Group I
N=50

Group II
N=50

Both
Groups
N=100

Subtest .1
M 313.120 222.140 267.630

SD 80.335 35.589 77.003

.Subtest B
M 271.480 194.020 232.750

SD 54.089 28.933 58.150

Index of Flexibility A-B
M 35 340* 28.100* 31.720*

SD 59.90 28.306 47 047

Subtest C
M 264.800 195.520 230.160

SD 52.988 43.771 59.680

Subtest
M 110.880 173.780 197 330

SD 47 191 34 797 47.681

Index of Flexibility C -P
M 42.180* 19.740* 30.960*

SD 31 883 21.039 29.248

*Significant at the 1 percent level of con-
fidence

PNI for Group II, and 31 weN,
for the group as a he e. The /
ratios (Fisher's) for 'he differ-
ence in mean rates <1-B were
3.09 for Group I, 4.28 for Group
II, and 3.59 for the group as a
whole. The t ratios for the
diKerence between the mean
rates C-I) were 4.33 fur Group 1.
2.72 for Group 11 and 3.14 for
the group as a whole. These ra-
tios were all found to be signifi-
cant at the 1 percent level of
confidence.

3. The correlation between the
mean index of flexibility A-B
and 10 yielded coefficients of .10
for Group I, .16 for Group II,
and .13 for the group as a whole.
The coefficients of correlation for
the index of flexibility C-ll and
IQ were .09 for Group I, .13 for
Group II, and .33 for the group
as a whole.
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4. The correlation between the
index of flexibility A-B and the
mean of marks in major subjects
yielded coefficients of .10 for
Group I, .07 for Group II, and
.01 for the group as a whole.
The coefficients of correlation for
the index of flexibility C-D and
the mean of marks in major sub-
jects were .12 for Group I, .13
for Group II. and .40 for the
group as a whole.

Additional findings relevant to the
major facets ('f this investigation in-
cluded the following:

1. Comprehension on the Flexibil-
ity Test was generally higher on
subtest 13 than on A and on D
than on C: while the comprehen-
sion of Group I was adequate on
all subtests, that of Group II was
generally less than adequate.

2. Intercorrelations between rate on
subtests A and U. and C and D,
yielded coefficients ranting from
.51 to 83

3. Correlations of comprehension
between subtests A and B
ranged from .27 to .41 between
C and 1), these correlation;
ranged from .13 to .46.

4. Con elations between rate and
comprehension on the subtests
ranged from -.25 to .36.

5. Correlations between the indices
of flexbilitv A-13 and the indices
of flexitility C-1) yielded a range
of from .08 to .19.

Conclusions

Within the limitations of the popula-
tion and of the measures used in this
study, the following qualified conclu-
sions can be drawn ;n terms of the
original questions posed:

I. Although a certain amount of
flexibility of reading rate is pres-
ent and is more pronounced in
"good" readers than in "poor"
readers, it apparently does not
inevitably accompany "good"
reading. There appears to be
little relationship between scores
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on a standardized test of reading
comprehension and flexibility ac-
cording to difficulty of material
and according to purpose for
both "good" and "poor" readers.
This supports the theory that
flexibility of reading' rate is a
skill separate from those skills
measured in standardized tests of
reading; that a high score on
such a test is apparently no guar-
antee of the ability to be flexible.
For the group as a whole. there
appears to be about the same
amount of flexibility according to
difficulty of material as there is
for flexibility according to par
pose. While "good" readers
seem to be more flexible in both
areas than "poor" readers, pur-
pose appears to affect the rate of
"good" readers more than does
difficulty of material. In "poor"
readers, difficulty of material ap-
pears to be more influential on
rate than purpose.

3. Flexibility of reading rate for
both difficult!: of material and for
purpose bears little relationship
to mental ability, as measured by
a group test of intelligence.
This suggests that ability to
adapt rate of reading to the de-
mands of the reading situation k
not related to basic intelligence
but is a skill which must be ac-
quired.

4. There appears to be yer little
relationship between flexibility of
rate according to both difficulty
of material and purpose and
marks in major school content
areas. This again suggests that
flexibility is not related to school
achievement as it is usually meas-
ured but is .,,other ability need-
ing training.

Overall findings point to the fact
that, within the context of this investi-
gation, flexibility of reading rate does
not incontrovertibly accompany mental
ability, school achievement, or "good"
reading as generally evaluated but is

another ability in the total complex of
reading techniques needing implemen-
tation and development.

Within the same limitations other
conclusions can be drawn. While the
lower comprehension on subtest B (as
compared to A) "as probably largely
due to the more complex level of the
text, had there been more deceleration
in rate tl.ese comprehension scores
might have been higher. Comprehen-
sion on the selection read for main
ideas was generally lower than that on
the selection to be read fer more com-
plete knowledge. This may have been
due to the fact that the call to read
for complete mastery stimulates more
alertness. Also, possibly there has been
not enough training and practice in
reading for main ideas.

Support is given to the contention of
other researchers that there is a low.
positive relationship between speed and
comprehension but that this relation-
ship is not inevitable. Also. appar-
ently adjusting the rate of reading to
the difficulty level of the text requires a
different adaptation than adjusting the
rate to the purpose ie.- which the read-
ing is done.

Educational implications

Since flexibility of reading rate ap-
parently does not inevitably accom-
pany "good" reading, there is a ,need

for instruction in adapting rate of
reading to the level of the material and
to the purpose for which it is read.
Results of this investigation point to
the fact that while "good" readers
seem to exhibit more flexibility than
"poor" readers, there is ample reason
to believe that both could profit from
such instruction.

,Nlong with the teaching of flexibil-
ity, there is a need to have a suitable
instrument for testing it. Principles of
flexibility should be incorporated into
otherwise acceptable tests of reading,
or a test such as the flexibility test and
its parallel form might be improved,
amended, and possibly standardized so
that it could be employed diagnosti-
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cally to measure the effects of teaching
of flexibility.
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The Utilization of Accent
Generalizations in Identifyirc
Unknown Multisyllabic Words

CAROL K. WINKI.EY
Northern Illinois University

THE MAJOR PURPOSE of this study was
to assess the extent to which pupils
learn and apply certain generalizations
concerning the placement of accent
when attacking unfamiliar nu
words. To accoinplish this purpose
the reading of two groups of pupils at
the fourth-, sixth-, and eighth-grade
levels was compared. Children in the
experimental group received system-
atic instruction in the application of
various accent "clues" as a technique
of identifying unknown words (the
"accent generalization group"). The
control group was comprised of pupils
who were taught the dictionary skill of
reading words which had the accented
syllable( s) marked (the "marked ac-
cent group").

The chief hypothesis tested by this
in% estigation was that the "accent gen-
eralization group" would be signifi-
.2antiv superior to the "marked accent
group":

1. In ability to attack unfamiliar
words of more than one syllable,

2 In level of vocabulary develop-
ment. and

3. In ahlity to comprehend printed
material.

The significance of the study

This study of one aspect of the word
recognition program recommended by
sonic authors of basal reader series
was needed since there was no evi-
dence available demonstrating the ad-
visability of teaching the application of
accent generalizations as a word at-
tack method. Two recent studies, con-
ducted by Clymer (1) and Groff (6),
investigated related aspects of this
problem. Both studies raised questions
regarding the efficacy of teaching prin-
ciples of accentuation at either the pri-
mgry or the intermediate grade levels.

Reeding teachers, authors of teach-
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ers' manuals to accompany basic read-
ers. and reading experts who write
textbooks describing and recommend-
ing variou methods of teaching read-
ing need to know whether children crit
be taught to make effective use of ac-
cent generalizations in identif' ing un-
known words. The absolute lack of
any experimental research to sub-
stantiate the teaching of this word rec-
ognition technique made this study im-
perative.

Background of the study

A survey of textbooks on reading
instruction written by reading authori
ties confirmed the conclusion reached
by Groff (6) that these pedagogues
differed in the relative importance they
placed on the understanding of accent
as a skill in word analysis. Groff di-
vided the authorities into three
groups: 1) those who did not mention
accent in their discussions of phonic
analysis: 2) those who advocated the
reading of words in which the accents
were marked: and 3) Gray and his
followers who favored an extensive
study of accent and the teaching of
principles of placing accent marks.

In the 1960 edition of On Their
Own in Reading, (5) Gray presented
a detailed plan for teaching numerous
"clues to accent." Teaching these
accent generalizations was an integral
part of the intermediate grade word
analysis program of the Scott, Fores-
mar: "Curriculum Foundation Series,"
of which Gray was an author.

Whereas reading specialists have
been interested in the stress patterns of
isolated words, linguists have been
more concerned with the stress pat-
terns in connected speech and have
pointed out that these are often differ-
ent from the accent patterns of the ci-
tation forms of words. In addition,
the linguists have shown the effects of
shifts of accent on intended meaning.
Nevertheless, the teaching of the stress
patterns of the citation forms or iso-
lated words was investigated in this
study.

Procedures of the investigation

Three steps were planned to test the
hypothesis of this in estigation: 1) the
development of the experimental de-
sign. 2) the collection of evidence. and
3) the analysis of the ,lata.

I. The experimental design. The
design was planned as a cross-sectional
study involving pupils at the fourth.
sixth, and eighth grade levels in two
different school systems (one using the
Scott. Foresman readers which in-
cluded accent generalizations ; the
other using a basal reader in which the
pupils learned to read words in which
the accented syllables were marked).
Both basal readers were to have been
used in each respective school system
for a period of five years or more.
This design made it possible to assess,
during the course of one s&ool term,
the long-:ange benehts which pupils
gained from instruction in the applica-
tion of accent generalizations. Thus, a
section of the subjects on the Ix sis of
"natural variation" (where no ci ange
in present practices was invol .ed)
made it possible to compare differences
in current methods of instruction,
thereby eliminating the Hawthorne ef-
fect.

Three types of tests were used : 1)
the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental
.kbility which served as measures of
intelligence; 2) two sections of the
Gates Reading Surveyvocabulary
and comprehension and 3) an accent
test, constructed by the experimenter,
requiring the pupils to perform three
tasks in relation to each unknown
worda) to underline the accented
syllable. b) to select the right vowel
sound for the accented syllable, and
c) to choose the correct meaning for
the word.

The unknown words for the accent
test were secured from two word lists
Dale and Elichholz, Children's
Knowledge of Words (3), and a list of
words known in grades 11 and 13,
compiled by Diederich and Palmer
(4). A total of 10,896 multisyllabic
words, which could be considered un-
known to an average fourth grader,
were classified according to the getter-
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alizatien with which they were corn
piled. Gray's generalizations, as ap-
pearing in the Scott, Foresman readers
at the intermediate grade level, were
used for this purpose and are listed
below :

1. Compound Nord Clue. In
compound vords, a common pattern of
accent is a primary accent on or within
the first word and a secondary accent
on or within the second word.

2. Noun-Verb Clue. In two-sylla-
ble words which may be used either as
a noun or a verb, the accent is usually
on the first syllable when the word is
used as a noun and on the second syl-
lables when the word is used as a verb.

3. "-Ion" Clue. In words ending
with -ion. the primary accent falls on
the next-to-the-last syllable.

4. Varied Suffix Clue. The primary
accent usually occurs on the syllable
before the suffixes, -itt, -ic, -ital. -ion.
-ial. or -ions, and on the second syllable
before the suffix -ate.

5. I; `rd Final "e" Clue. A sin-
gle cons., letter following a single
vowel letter before an ending or suffix
( beginning with a vowel) may he a
clue that a final e was dropped and the
last syllable of the root word is ac-
cented.

6. Cuaccented Syllable Before
Ending Clue. A single consonant let-
ter following a single vowel letter be-
fore an ending or suffix ( beginning
with a vowel) may be a clue to an un-
accented final syllable in the root word.

7. Two Consonants Before Ending
Clue. Two like consonants before an
ending or suffix are a clue to an ac-
cented final syllable in the root word.

8. Twin-Consonant Clur. Two
like consonant letters following the
first vowel letter are a clue to an ac-
cented first syllable.

9. "Ck" Clue. The letters ck fol-
lowing a single vowel letter are a clue
to an accented first syllable.

10. Final "e". Two vowel letters.
one of which is final e, in the last sylla-
ble of a word. may be a clue to an ac-
cented final syllable.

11. Two Vowels Together Clue.
Two vowel letters together in the last

syllable of a word may be a clue to an
accented final syllable.

12. Final "y" Clue. In a two-
syllable word that ends in a consonant
followed by v the first syllable is us-
ually accented.

13. Common Beginning Clue. If
re-. be-, ex-. in- or a- is the first sylla-
ble in a word, it is usually unaccented.

14. "-Ture," "-Le" Clue. If the fi-
nal syllable in a word is -lure, or -/c
preceded by a consonant, that final syl-
lable is usually unaccented.

15. Root -II 'ord Clue. In inflected
or derived forms of words, the primary
accent usually falls on or with the root
word.

16. Long Word Clue. In words of
three or more syllables, one of the first
two syllables is usually accented.

17. Two-Accent Clue. In longer
%%ords where there is a secondary as
well as a primary accent, often the sec-
ondary accent falls on the first or sec-
ond syllable, which is then followed by
one unstressed syllable before the pri-
mary accent.

The accent test was constructed us-
ing a random selection of words from
the lists obtained for each generaliza-
tion. The number of test words exem-
plifying each accent generalization re-
flected the percent of words of that
type in the total sans :le at each partic-
ular grade level. The "foils." origi-
nally used by Dale and Eichholz in
their testing, were obtained and used
as the multiple-choice items of the test.
The administration of the test in pilot
studies provided an additional check
on the familiarity of the words and
made it possblie to improve the content
of the test and refine the procedures of
a. !ministration.

race validity," supplemented by
v.--nce obtained in individual inter-

viekcs with subjfcts of both groups,
and reliability coefficients of .92 and
.95 (using the Spearman-Brown
"split-half" technique) established the
accent test as a dependable instrument.
There were seven levels of the test
each containing 50 words. No time
limits were set. Each pupil took tests
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at two consecutive levels, thereby pro-
A icing a sample of 100 words.

2. The collection of evidence. The
Gates Reading Survey and the accent
tests were administered to all subjects
in May 1964, while alternate forms
had been administered to the fourth
graders as pretests in October 1963.

The subjects of the study were 207
pupils from the Aurora Public Schools
(West Side) and 202 stude its from
the Batavia Public Schools. The
neighboring community of Batavia was
selected following a survey of the
treatment of accent in eight basal
reader series. Inquiries to four com-
panies whose basal reader manuals
contained no recommendations for
teaching accent generalizations dis-
closed this nearby school system which
met the criteria previously set up as
essential for the selzction of the control
group.

The Aurora pupils, using the Scott,
Foresman series of readers, were
taught accent generalizations as a part
of their word recognition program at
the intermediate grade levels; while
the Batavia pupils, using the Lyons
and Carnahan basal readers, were in-
structed in pronouncing words which
had their accented syllables marked.
The iL,estigator had served as a read-
ing consultant in the Aurora schools
for a period of six years while Bata-
via's reading consultant had been there
an equal length of time. Both consult-
ants were familiar with the teaching
practices in their schools and had
urged teachers to follow the manuals
in respect to understandings related to
accent. Conferences with principals
and teachers in both school systems re-
vealed that they concurred with the
consultants' beliefs that the manuals
had been followed.

All students from 13 classrooms in
six different schools in Aurora and 12
classrooms in five different schools in
Batavia were tested. Teachers of
these classrooms had had at least two
years of experience in that school sys-
tem, had a bachelor's degree and at
least one course in the teaching of
reading. The pupils in both systems
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represented a cross section of A arious
socioeconomic levels. The final selec-
tion of pupils for the study was made
using these additional criteria.

1. They had average mental ability
or above (IQ of 100 or more). This
was essential since children in the ex-
perimental schools, reading at lower
levels, were seldom taught the accent
generalizations.

2. They had attended their present
school system since the beginning of
fourth grade.

3. They had been taught by teachers
in the intermediate grades who met the
standards mentioned earlier for the se-
lection of teachers.

4. Fourth graders, at the beginning
of the study, scored above the national
norms on the average of the vocabu-
lary and comprehension sections of the
Gates Reading Survey.

The groups selected as described
were found to be equated at each grade
level on three variablessex, age, and
IQwhile the fourth grade groups
were also comparable at the beginning
of the study in vocabulary, comprehen-
sion, and ability to apply accent-gener-
alizations to unknown words, as meas-
ured by the accent tests.

3. Analysis of the data. All data,
including grade-equivalent scores on
the vocabulary and comprehension sec-
tions of the standardized reading test,
raw scores on the accent tests, intelli-
gence quotients, chronological ages.
and sex for each subject were coded
and punched on IBM cards.

To test the main hypothesis the
Harvard Multiple Discriminant Anal-
ysis Program (UCSM 336), a revision
of three programs described in Cooley
and Lohnes, Multivariate Procedures
for the Behavioral Sciences (2), was
used to process the data at the Univer-
sity of Chicago's Computation Center.
The output of this program provided
means, standard deviations, and all of
the information needed for a standard
F-Distribution Table. An F-Ratio of
the difference between the groups on
any variable, which attained the 5 per-
cent level of significance, led to accept-
ance of the hypothesis. Table 1 pre-
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TABLE 1

MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT

Fourth Grade (Pretest)
Overall F -Ratio = 2.2360
df = 4/195
p=>.05

Mean in
Exper.
G-oup

(N=94)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Mean in
Control
Group

(N = 106)

F-Ratio

df =1/198 p

607

Accent Test 100.26 99 83 001 (Overall
Vocabulary 6.17 6.60 4.23 F-Ratio
Comprehension 6.02 6.03 0.00 not sig.)

Fourth Grade (Post-Test
Overall F -Ratio = 32186
df = 6/193
p= < .005

Accent Test
Vocabulary
Comprehension

Sixth Grade
Overall F- Ratio = 32866
df = 6/108
p=<.005

Accent Test
Vocabulary
Comprehension

Eighth Grade
Overall F-Ratio = 4.3002
df = 6/87
p = < 005

) Mean in
Exper.
Group

( N = 94)

142.97
6.25
6.95

Mean in
Exper.
Group

I N = 61)

164.49
8.90
8.90

Mean in
Exper.
Group

IN=52)
Accent Test 178.12
Vocabulary 11.06
Comprehension 10.23

*Significant at .05 level

.eats the data for the
ance, which are basic
and conclusions of this

or beyond.

analysis of vari-
to the findings
investigation.

Limitations of the study

Various limitations of the study
were recognized and considered when
the findings were interpreted.

I. Since the sample comprised pu-
pils with intelligence quotients of 100
and above, any generalizations regard-
ing the findings are applicable to a
similar population only.

2. Findings based on the results of
the accent test may have been affected
by the degree of familiarity each child
had with the sample words.

3. Appraisals of ability and achieve-
ment in various facets of reading were
limited to the behavior evoked by the
tests which were administered.

4. There was equivocal proof that
the quality of instruction, interest in

Mean in
Control
Group

(N= 106)

F-Ratio

df =1/198 p

122 92 10 49* < .005
6.20 .07 > .05
6.52 4.04* < 05

Mean in F-Ratio
Control
Group df=1/113 p

(N = 54)

134.30 13 85* < .0005
8.08 6.50* < .025
8 25 5.22* < .025

Mean in F-Ratio
Control
Group df =1/92 n

(N= 42)

170.93 .98 > .05
10.52 6 14* < .025
10.75 2.49 > .05

reading. and other motivational factors
were comparable in the experimental
and control groups.

Chief findings of the study

The following findings, supported by
the data presented in Table 1, are re-
lated to the hypothesis stated earlier :

1. In ability to attack unfamiliar
words of more than one syllable, the
fourth and sixth grade "accent-gener-
alization groups" were superior to the
"marked-accent groups" at the same
gra& levels but there was no signifi-
can,. difference between the eighth
grade experimental and control
groups. Therefore, the first part of
the hypothesis was sustained by the
data obtained at two grade levels, but
not by the data secured for the eighth
graders.

2. Sixth and eighth grade students
in the "accent generalization group"
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were superior in vocabulary develop-
ment to students in the same grades of
the "marked-accent group"; whereas,
at the end of fourth grade, neither
group demonstrated superiority. Thus,
the second part of the hypothesis was
partially accepted.

3. In ability to comprehend printed
material, superiority was demonstrated
again by the subjects of the " accew
generalization groups" at two grade
levels. Nonsignificant differences in
comprehension at the eighth grade level
prevented complete acceptance of the
last part of the hypothesis.

Related findings
Findings concerning the relative

value of each accent generalization
have been reported previously. In an
article appearing in the Academic
Therapy Quarterly (7), the writer re-
ported on the "applicability" of the ac-
cent generalizations to the multisylla-
bic words that children meet in their
reading. From a list of words of more
than one syllable that children from
the fourth to the eighth grade levels
must identify, the percentage of words
complying with each principle and the
percentage of exceptions were com-
puted. Six of Gray's "clues to accent"
were found to be applicable to a signif-
icant proportion of the words and did
not have a high proportion of excep-
tions (Nos. 3, 4, 8, 13, 15, and 16
listed previously). In addition, the
clue "In a word of two syllables the
first syllable is usually accented, unless
another clue is applicable to the word"
was found to help in locating the ac-
cented syllable in about 10 percent of
the words.

In a second article entitled "Which
Accent Generalizations Are Worth
Teaching ?" (9) the investigator dis-
cussed the relative usefulness of each
generalization to the children in the
study in the identification of unfamiliar
multisyllabic words. Following an
item analysis of test responses related
to each generalization, proportions
were computed comparing the total re-
sponses that were correct with the
total possible responses for all of the

test items exemplifying each generali-
zation. The relative merits of each ac-
cent clue were determined by compar-
ing differences between the resulting
proportions. Eight of the generaliza-
tions had proportions significantly
higher than the remaining generaliza-
tions (Nos. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and
15).

As a result of the findings reported
in these two articles, a recommended
list of seven accent generalizations was
proposed as worth teaching to chil-
dren. The list included the clues num-
bered 11, 13, 15, and 16 above. It was
suggested that Clues 7 and 8 be com-
bined, thus, "When there are two like
consonant letters within a word the
syllable before the double consonants is
usually accented." Likewise. Clues 3
and 4 could be combined by including
"-ion" in the list of suffixes found in
Clue 4. The need for teaching Clues
8, 9, 12, 14, and 18 would be elimi-
nated if the principle were taught that
"When there is no other clue in a two
syllable word, the accent is usually on
the first syllable."

Major conclusions

On the basis of the findings enumer-
ated, the following conclusions of this
investigation were reached.

Conclusion 1: At the intermediate
grade levels, pupils of average ability
and above, who received instruction in
applying accent generalizations to un-
familiar multisyllabic words, had
greater "power" in a) ability to attack
unknown words, b) vocabulary devel-
opment, and c) comprehension than
pupils who had learned only the dic-
tionary skill of pronouncing words in
which the accented syllables were
marked.

Conclusion 2: Knowledge of accent
generalizations and the ability to apply
them in the identification of unknown
words were not acquired by pupils at
the sixth grade level and below who
had not participated in a word recogni-
tion program in which accent princi-
ples were taught.

Conclusion 3: Teaching pupils to
read words in which the accented syl-
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lable was marked did not give children
at the intermediate grade levels the de-
gree of independence in attacking un-
known words which was provided by
instruction in the application of accent
generalizations. Pupils must use the
dictionary to find the accent marks be-
fore they can pronounce the word.

Conclusion 4: The ability to com-
prehend written material was not ad-
versely affected by attention given to
the identification of individual words
through the teaching of accent princi-
ples.

Conclusion 5: Instruction in the ap-
plication of accent generalizations at
the intermediate grade level ceased to
be of great value to students of average
ability and above when they reached
the eighth grade level.

Implications of the findings

The following implications of this
investigation were niade considering
the limitations, findings, and conclu-
sions presented.

First, accent generalizations should
be taught to intermediate grade pupils
with average ability and above because
pupils capable of using the accent gen-
eralizations to attack unfamiliar words
enjoy a distinct advantage in reading
over pupils who receive no instruction
helpful in locating the accented sylla-
ble. Thus, teaching the generaliza-
tions, even though the advantages may
not be maintained at the eighth grade
level, is justified.

Second, since learning to apply ac-
cent generalizations was found to be a
valuable method of word attack for
pupils of above average ability, it is
likely that pupils with ability below av-
erage would benefit from similar in-
struction at the time that they have ac-
quired the basic word recognition
skills usually taught at the primary
grade levels.

Third, only the most useful accent
generalizations should be taught at the
intermediate grade levels. Those prin-
ciples that have a high proportion of
exceptions, that are applicable to a lim-
ited t. amber of words, or that are not

helpful to the pupils in the identifica-
tion of unknown words, should be ex-
cluded from the word recognition pro-
gram or be taught at higher levels.

Fourth, reading authorities, writing
textbooks on the teaching of reading,
should reexamine their theories and
recommendations related to the teach-
ing of accent generalizations. Since
the effectiveness of this practice has
been demonstrated, practicing teachers
and prospective teachers should he
familiarized with the technique of ap-
pling accent generalizations in their
study of various methods of word at-
tack.

Fifth, all authors of basal reader
manuals should provide suggestions
and exercises which the classroom
teachers can use to teach pupils who
are reading at the intermediate grade
level to apply accent principles when
"unlocking" unknown multisyllabic
words.

Concluding statement

Since this study is the only investi-
gation known to the experimenter
which, based on classroom experimen-
tation, demonstrates the advisability of
teaching the accent generalizations as a
part of the word recognition program
in reading, additional research is
needed to verify its findings.
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Applying Research Findings
in Comprehension to
Classroom Practi,7e

(Elementary)

JOSEPHINE B. WOLFE
University of Scranton

"citti_DREN don't comprehend what
the read !" is becoming an increasing
complaint among today's competent
teachers. Since the perplexity without
doubt can be channelled to lack of
knowledge and practice, it appears the
professionals who educate teachers
need to inquire of themselves: 1) do
we. as students of reading, understand
the process of teaching children to
comprehend? 2) are those who edu-
cate teachers knowledgeable of the re-
search findings in the area of compre-
hension? and. 3) do students of read-
ing possess the know-how to apply the
significant research findings in compre-
hension to classroom practice? It is my
intent to examine each of these queries.

Comprehension: a definition

To teach children to comprehend
one must understand the process of
comprehending. Perhaps a definition
is necessary. Yet, in arriving at a def-
inition, a definitive explanation. or a
conceptualization of the process of
comprehending, he who teaches com-
prehension must recognize the involve-
ment of a great variety of behaviors
Of the many behaviors some are ob-
serving and regarding, experiencing a
felt problem or task, locating and de-
fining the difficulty, utilizing past
knowledge and experience, evolving
suggestions for solutions, reasoning
about possible outcomes for solutions.
verifying solutions in thought, as well
as including and taking action after
solutions have been made. However,
regardless of the behavior or behaviors
exhibited, there are three common
components present in any behavior
that takes place, namely experience
(the material needed for comprehend-
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ing). thinking (the process of compre-
hending), and language (the product
needed to communicate what has been
comprehended). Although these three
component parts are unequivocably
imperative to any proposed definition,
a professional must perform two tasks
before making judgments or sugges-
tions : 1) he must review and deter-
mine the worthiness of the research
that has been completed in comprehen-
sion. and 2) he must outline the ex-
periences of educational practitioners
who have been successful in utilizing
with students "the known" about com-
prehension.

What research has said since 1960

Two research projects have been
completed reviewing the research in
READING COMPREHENSION. The first
study "Research in Reading Compre-
hension from 1900-1960" was reported
in 1963 by Barbara Binkley Maestle
under the direction of James W.
Becker, the graduate school, Millers-
ville State College, Millersville. Penn-
sylvania. The lk laestle-Becker Study
has been currently updated by the
Walsh-Wolfe Study, "Reading Com-
prehension 1960-1966," a study com-
pleted in April 1967 by John J. Walsh
under the direction of Josephine B.
Wolfe. the graduate school. Univer-
sitY of Scranton. Scranton, Pennsyl-
ania A compilation of studies totaled
119. Of all the studies completed from
1900-1966, 42 were considered valid
and 77 were considered invalid when
using the criteria listed below :

1. the definition and restriction of
the experimental factor

2. the control of the pupil factors
3. the control of important nonex-

perimental factors
4. the accuracy and validity of

measures of differences in
achievement

5. the justification of the generali-
zations.

Of course, the need is great for such
studies which are useful to teachers
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and students of reading. Any attempt
to collect, to examine, and to analyze
research findings in reading compre-
hension is valuable for classroom prac-
tice, for designing, for developing
and/or for examining reading pro-
grams within a school as well as
teacher education programs which in-
volve the preparation of reading teach-
ers.

Of the 42 studies considered as
studies of value to teachers, each was
categorized into 5 specific classifica-
tions: 5 were related to comprehension
and motivation, 12 were related to
comprehension and method, 9 were re-
lated to comprehension and physical
components. 9 were related to compre-
hension and material, 5 were related to
comprehension and format of material,
and 2 were related to comprehension
and vocabulary. But, to possess
knowledge is one thing. to place it into
practice is another! Therefore. it is
imperative that we use "the known."

Using what is known

There arc four phases of "the
known" : 1 ) the process of compre-
hending. 2) the kinds of comprehen-
sion, 3) the relationship between com-
prehension and concept development.
and 4 ) the place of word perception in
comprehension.

The process
The process of comprehending in-

volves the ability to understand lan-
guage in its total sense. In fact, a
classroom teacher cannot deny that
comprehension is a complex process.
As everyone who communicates
knows, the efficiency of transferring
ideas from writer to reader is seldom
high for the following reasons:

1. The reader must rely on the
printed symbols ONLY. He does
not have the advantage of know-
ing the additional meanings the
writer may have intended to em-
ploy through the use of personal
factors such as the writer's voice,
his facial expressions, and his
gestures. Therefore, the reader
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must create his own images and
understandings.

2. There is an unavoidable varia-
tion in what readers may com-
prehend because of the differ-
ences in background as well as
the mental processes among
readers and teachers.

3. The reader may experience inac-
curacies due to improper word
perception, mistaken word mean-
ings, strange differences in sen-
tence structure, inaccurate impli-
cations, and lack of practical
knowledge in applying his ex-
periences to cultural standards.

Teachers must also know the three
components of comprehension and be
able to apply each to classroom
practice.

1. A teacher always must be mind-
ful that experience gives meaning
to language. just as the writer
lends his experiencrc and ideas
to his writing sym ools. so do
readers lend their experiences
and ideas to the printed symbols.
Therefore, teachers must assume
the responsibility of equipping
each child with the appropriate
experiences for the material he
is reading. In other words, the
teacher must begin with the ex-
periences of the child and build
his experiences to the material
he is to read.

2. A teacher must recognize that
thinking is the most important
component in teaching children
to comprehend. Teaching chil-
dren to think is not easy. It in-
volves too many high level ele-
ments such as the acquisition, or-
ganization and ul:e of experi-
ences. Following this these ex-
periences must be evaluated and
applied to solving the prpblem
"at hand." Thus, teaching chil-
dren to think becomes no small
task!

3. A teacher must never fail to re-
member that without language,
the third component part of com-
prehension, children are unable
to communicate what they coin-
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prebend. Unless tiotdren are
able to express verbally what
they think. full understanding
and comprehension cannot be ex-
pected,

The kinds of comprehension
There are four basic kinds of com-

prehension with which all teachers
should be familiar, teachers who teach
children and teachers who teach teach-
ers. In addition to the four kinds of
comprehension, teachers should know
the specific skills that are included in
the program for studying each area of
basic comprehension.

The most commonly taught compre-
hension is assimilatin (factual) com-
prehension which involves the use of
some ten skills. The next area of
comprehension given major considera-
tion by teachers is critical (inferential)
comprehension. This area of compre-
hension is usually considered the most
difficult of all kinds to teach because it
requires greater depth of perception
than the others. According to current
research studies in comprehension.
there are twenty-one specific skills in
the area of critical comprehenrion. A
third classification of skills, equal in
importance to critical comprehension,
is organizational coin prehension. This
type of comprehension includes such
skills as observing the sequence of
ideas about what is re,,d, interpreting
charts and graphs, and understanding
and using the parts of a book.
Included in this particular area are
twelve specific skills to be learned and
used. Finally, we look at the last clas-
sification of comprehension skills,
tl'ose involving the reading-study area.
Although it is listed as last in this
paper, it is by no means less in impor-
tance because there are more specific
skills to be taught and used in this area
of comprehension than in any other
area. In fact, there is a total of twenty-
fi% e. Thus, it is evident that teach-
ing children to comprehend the printed
symbol is no small professional en-
deavor! However, since there is a
direct relation of comprehension to con-
cept development, teaching comprehen-

sion can become a stimulating experi-
ence in classrooms at all levels.

The relation .mp between
comprehension and
concept development

Concept development is basic to
comprehension. The reasons are
threefold. 1) If a reader has the ap-
propriate concepts that are basic to un-
derstanding the symbols he is to inter-
pret. comprehension will take place
with ease. 2) If a reader understands
the appropriate concepts of a seleaion
before he reads the selection, he will
experience a minimum number of
word recognition difficulties. Of
course, it is an unequivocably known
fact that loss in word recognition leads
to loss in comprehension. 3) If a
reader understands the appropriate
concepts of a selection prior to his
reading the particular selection, he us-
ually will develop broader concepts
and/or new concepts as a result of his
reading. Therefore, since the building
of concepts must be considered a pre-
requisite to comprehension, teachers
must know how concepts can be built.

First, oncepts are built basically
upon concrete (actual) experiences.
When vicarious experiences are used
to build a concept, children must be
taught that experiences should be re-
lated to concrete experiences if mean-
ing is expected to be associated with a
new printed word. Secondly, a reader
must be taught how to organize his ex-
periences.

.1 child may have been on a boat,
in a car, on an airplane, and on
a train, .yet he may not understand
the concept of transportation.
Thirdly, a reader must be taught to

recognize the levels of concepts he will
experience as he reads, low level con-
cepts and high level concepts as well as
the existing v- ,7iations between each.

A child in j, understand that milk
is white, is something he drinks, is
a liquid, is a nutru:.-us liquid, and
is a food.
Lastly, regardless of grade levels,

book levels, or content areas, teachers
must recognize and adhere to the fact
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that they must begin in terms of a
reader's experiences.

It is difficult for a reader to un-
derstand the phrase, "Mary's
home," if the reader does not have
full experience with the word
"home."
After this discussion, o ..: might ask,

"What about word perception ?" Of
course, any student of reading would
be dilatory not to acknowledge the
area of word perception and its impor-
tance to comprehending the printed
symhoi.

Word perception: its importance
to comprehension

A !though the ability to think always
will receive priority wher compre-
hending, word forms and odier aids
are needed by a reader if he is to re-
ceive complete conveyance of the writ-
er's ideas. Meaningful aids helpful to
a reader include such specifics as antic-
ipating meanings from context, clues
from illustrations, language patterns,
phonetic "cues," and structural ele-
ments, as well as the extension of word
meanings by synonyms, homonyms,
homographs, and words which have
multiple meanings. Each provides the
reader with an opportunity for "check-
ing" the accuracy of his experience.
Thus..it should be clearly understood
that there is no single method or single
device for developing comprehension.
It is the use the reader makes of each
method with emphasis being on "all."
Although the process of using these
many aids is complicated, permit me to
suggest some considerations for help-
ing children in classrooms to compre-
hend the printed symbol.

Applying "the known"
to the classroom

Before delving into the act of teach-
ing children to comprehend, there are
prerequisites to which the classroom
teacher must be alert.

1. She must be cognizant of the
number and the nature of the ex-
periences the child possesses.

2. She must be aware of the -lain s
ability to organize his experi-
ences.

3. She must be knowledgeable
and/or sensitive to the child's
ability to think. In other words.
the teacher must know whether
the child is able to think in a
concrete (practical) fashion.

4. She must be observant of the
child's ability to listen as well as
to express himself in oral and
written form.

To begin where the learner is and help
him to develop his fullest potential in
comprehending, the classroom teacher
must understand that there is a se-
quential development in the compre-
hensive process. Though there are
many means of development, let me
suggest one sequence.

1. associative comprehensionThis,
perhaps. may represent the low-
est level of comprehension, the
level of immediate thought which
is related to an experience.

2. concept formationThis act of
comprehending represents the
relation of insight to the problem
or word which precedes the for-
mulation of -1 definition to a
problem.

3. problem solvingThis is repre-
sentative of the process by which
a child goes from a task or a
problem to a sa'isfying solution.

4. critical comprenensionThis
phase of comprehending is char-
acterized by the judgments which
are made after examination of
significant facts and correlated
materials.

5. concentrative comprehension
This is a depth process by which
implications are made after care-
ful examinations of significant
facts and correlated materials.

6. creative comprehensionThis
process represents the highest
level of comprehension. Here
new ideas are produced. reac-
tions to previous ideas and to the
ideas of others are utilized.
Problem solving is objectively
directed toward a goal and more
"fixed" with facts. Comprehend-
ing becomes more personal, less
fixed and provides opportunity
for greater ii-.:ights.
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Keeping the aboNe in mind, a simple
plan for helping children learn to com-
prehend in a scientific manner as a
group or as individuals might he as
follows:

1. Help them to select and/or de-
fine a problem.

.
2. Suggest that they "set up'

hunches or guesses about the
protilem they select.

3. Guide them in selecting proce-
dures for solving their problems.

4. Decide with them how they are
going to evaluate and record the
results from their "set" proce-
dures.

5. Discuss possibilities for drawing
their conclusions and making
their generalizations.

6. Describe how their results, con-
clusions, and generalizations can
be used as implications for fur-
ther study.

Will this plan help children to
think ? The response from successful
practitioners is an enthusiastic, "Aye"
accompanied by a preface of "musts

Too many musts?

Are there too many "musts" to
make the teaching of comprehension
practical ? Do TOO MANY MUSTS ap-
pear in this paper ? No, I think not if
you wish to help your children apply
what they learn to their own experi-
ences, to develop other experiences
from their learning, and to find the
answers to the many problems they are
attempting to solve. As teachers we
should accept the belief that there are
never TOO MANY It:STS to help our
pupils become good comprehenders.

Applying Research Findings
in Comprehension to
Classroom Practice

(Secondary)

HAROLD COVELL
University of British Columbia

COMPREHENSION is something like the
weather. We talk about it a great deal,
but we do relatively little research on
it ( 14).

Perhaps one reason for the paucity
of research on comprehension in read-
ing is that we are not exactly sure
what comprehension is ( 17). Some
-scholars, in ntempting to clarify the
concept of comprehension, have re-
sorted to making models, others to
drawing diagrams. Research workers
have ranged widely in their study of
comprehension, from Gray (5), who
fifty years ago equated it with getting
meaning through reading. to Ruddell
( 12), who recently discovered that
passages with greater frequency of oc-
currence of syntactical elements are
more easily mule' stood than ones with
less. We may be well aware of the
pitfalls of the circular argument im-
plied in Gray's concept of comprehen-
sion. Nevertheless. his seductively
simple and illusory definition of com-
prehension as getting meaning through
reading may he the most practical one
to orient us to the topic "Applying Re-
search Findings in Comprehension to
Classroom Practice.-

Selected research in
comprehension

While Gray's definition may serve to
orient us in a general way to a concept
of comprehension its inadequacies soon
become apparent when we try to put it
into practice. We can not blithely trip
along distributing general comprehen-
sion goodies to students. We must
use methods and materials of instruc-
tion and procedures of sound class-
room organization, and we must be
quite specific. When we face the rigor-
ous reality of teaching comprehension
some of the more analytic studies of
this process, although incomplete,
serve as a basic in research for class-
room practice.

Early in his work on the substrata-
factor theory of reading, J. A. Holmes
(7) listed vocabulary in context, intel-
ligence, and perception of verbal rela-
tionships as some of the main factors
related to getting meaning in reading.
Referring to comprehension as a proc-
ess, Russell and Fra (13) have organ-
ized a succinct summary of research
on this topic under the following head-
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ings: I ) percepts (sensations and im-
ages). 2) concepts ( smholization of
meaning), 3) verbals (standardization
of symbols), and 4) relationships of
verbalized concepts (multiple meanings,
denotationconnotation, figurative lan-
guage, grammarsyntax ).

The Da% id (2, factor analysis re-
search on the components of compre-
hension is one of the earliest of several
such studies. He identified the funda-
mental factors of comprehension in
reading as 1 ) knowing word meanings,
2) seeing dationships, 3) handling
explicit statements, 4) identifying the
writer's intent, 5) using context to de-
cide on the meaning of unfamiliar
words, 6) understanding the literal
meaning of words, 7) the writer's or-
ganization of his materials, 8) being
familiar with literary devices, and 9)
recognizing main ideas. This study is
a most useful one because it can be ap-
plied ;caddy to the classroom situation.
Attempts to fragmentize comprehen-
sion skills ni:ich beyond those related
to these nine factors have so far served
1111 practical purpose in the classroom.

.\ (Efferent approach involving in-
trospection and retrospection on the
part of her subjects, was used by Pie-
karz (11) to further our knowledge
of the process of comprehension.
She identified three areas of com-
prehension ; literal meat'' xs, implied
meanings, and critical evaluation.
jenkinson (8) combined the introspec-
tive approach with doze test proce-
dures to analyze the factors that differ-
entiated the high doze test scorers
from the low scorers among her sub-
jects. The high scorers tended to re-
late more ideas, assume a more active
role in interpreting ideas from the au-
thor's words, and have a better knowl-
edge of language structure than low
scorers.

Perhaps reading comprehension
reaches its highest planes as critical
reading and creative reading. Even
though many different meanings have
been attached by different writers to
these terms a few studies have yielded
some evidence that 1) critical reading
may be distinguished from literal corn-

prehension (/o), 2) readers' attitudes
affect critical reading ability (6) and
creative interpretation of materials
(9), and 3) there are specific reading
abilities related to critical reading (3)
and creative reading (10), and that
these require separate, specific prac-
tice.

In summary, these selected studies
have indicated that comprehension, un-
like bologna, does not remain compre-
hension when we begin to slice it. On
close examination we discover that it
involves structural elements of lan-
guage such as breadth and depth of vo-
cabulary and relationships among
words in sentences, paragraphs and
longer passages. It has been dissected
into lexical, literal and interpretive lev-
els of meaning. It is influenced subtly
by human factors such as the intent of
the author and the biases and stereo-
typed concepts of the reader It may
be synthesized according to the pur-
pose of the reader into a hierarchy of
reading skills such as selecting and re-
lating details, recognizing main ideas,
understanding an author's organiza-
tion, and doing inferential reasoning.
Finally, these skills can be applied ei-
ther separately or in various combina-
tions at any level of maturity of the
reader, provided suitable materials of
instruction :HAI conditions of learning
are employed.

Of these several facets of compre-
hension we shall observe the applica-
tions to classroom practice of research
findings in this area only insofar as the
relationship of certain aspects of vo-
cabulary development, levels of com-
prehension, and some of the purposes
of the reader are concerned.

Applications to classroom
practice

Knowledge of word meanings is the
one factor which most research work-
ers seem to agree is basic to reading
comprehension. Words are labels sym-
bolizing concepts and concepts depend
on accurate percepts. The first practi-
cal application of research findings in
comprehension, then, is that we must
give students direct, vivid experience
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in building percepts which will endow
their concepts with sonic depth of un-
derstanding if we hope that the words
they read may be symbols with some
richness of meaning. However, it is
impossible to develop all of the con-
cepts needed by secondary school stu-
dents by direct experience alone.
Much of their experience must be of
the vicarious variety. Therefore, dis-
criminating use of audiovisual aids.
experimentation. demonstrations, and
dramatizations is vital to concept de-
velopment. If these kinds of class-
riom activities are accompanied by
discussions students will be helped to
understand better and to put into
words the many dimensions of the con-
cepts they are considering. And this
better understanding of concepts and
the verbal symbols used to represent
them can only result in better reading
,-omprehension.

We might consider picture reading.
an often neglected reading skill in the
content subjects, as a specific example
to illustrate the use of visual aids in
concept. vocabulary, and comprehen-
sion development. Students i,hould lw
given opportunities to think about and
discuss the facts and the possible Sin-
plications of the facts presented by the
illustrations in their textbooks. Often
the five If' questions (Who! What!
II 'hen! II 'here! and Why?) may
serve as a conceptual framework for
picture reading.

Wide reading is universally recog-
nized as another way of developing vo-
cabulary and, thereby. skill in reading
comprehension. This assumption is as
common in classroom practice as it is
unwarranted in research. Perhaps.
one reason for the disappointing re-
sults of research about the effects of
wide reading on vocabulary develop-
ment is the tendency for students to do
their wide reading in areas of familiar
vocabulary. This tendency might be
offset if students were encouraged to
read widely in familiar contexts con-
taining some unknown words.

'Verbalism forms a constant threat to
comprehension in reading. Students
may be good, glib, accurate word call-

ers w ith little, or no, or wrong under-
standings of the concepts for which the
words are minhols This problem can
be particularly acute in reading in the
content subjects. At the secondary
school level this problem can he re-
duced by inductive teaching of techni-
cal vocabulary before students read.

A thread running through all of the
research on comprehension is that di-
rect teaching is needed for the student
to develop any skill. This generaliza-
tion is particularly valid in teaching
vocabulary in relation to comprehen-
sion. 1 he following suggestions by
W. S. Gray for direct vocabulary in-
struction are as pertinent today as they
were when he made them sixteen years
ago (4).

(1) Teachers should constantly direct
pupils' attention to words to Ap-
propriateness of the author's choice
of words. to accuracy of meaning.
to the power of o ords in appealing
to the various senses.

(2) Teachers should offer two choices
when a word is required s() that
pupils may practice selecting the
exact word.

(3) Reading material must contain un-
known words to afford practice in
extending word meaning.

(4) Pupils should he encouraged to
build their own lists of technical
words

We have considered in a limited
way a number a suggestions for ap-
plying to classroom practice comer of
the findings of research concernrig
relationship between word meauing
and comprehension. Let us now look
at a specific example of developing the
various levels of comprehension that
have been identified by research.

Students might be asked to read the
excerpt below adapted from Rachel
Carson's Under the Sea IVind

As Ookpik, the snowy owl. flew si-
lently up the valley he saw among the
willows the moving halls that were ptar-
migan. The white foe moved nearer,
blending into the pale sky. the white
prey moved, unfrightened, over the
snow. There was a soft 'whoosh of
wingsa scattering of feathersand on
the snow a red stain spread. red as a
new laid ptarmigan egg before the shell
pigments have dried.
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Then, an exercise, such as the fol-
lowing addressed to the students.
might follow this excerpt :

To help you to grasp the idea of the
three levels of comprehension study the
words

on the snow a red stain spread

The first level of comprehension is the
one where you know the meaning of
each word.

on
(the) snow
(a) red
stain
spread

The second level of comprehension is
the one where you understand the literal
meaning of these words as they are used
together in the phrase

on the snoz.' a red stain spread
You should be able to imagine a picture
of red stain growing outwards from a
central point on the snow.
The third level of comprehension is
where you read between the lines, where
you go beyond the literal meaning of the
words and interpret the idea implied by
the words in the total context within
which they are used.
What is the idea implied by the words

on the snow a red stain spread?

At the secondary level the skilled
reading teacher will help his students
to acquire the habit of assessing the
nature of the reading task before him
and then to adjust his rate and manner
of reading according to the difficulty of
the material and his purposes for read-
ing it. This habit which has been var-
iously labeled as "previewing" or "sur-
veying" can be learned and maintained
only by having many opportunities to
practice it.

Four purposes for reading which
have been identified with regular fre-
quency by various studies (15) are
reading for details, for main ideas, for
understanding the author's organiza-
tion, and for making inferences.

Some mental image of a hierarchy of
comprehension skills ranging from
easy to difficult (1) is a useful concep-
tual structure for framing comprehen-
sion questions. A teacher should un-
derstand, for example, that, in any
given material, questions requiring the

location of specific details are usually
easiest to answer : that it is usually
more difficult to discos er the main idea
of a _sentence, paragraph, or story than
to answer a question involving specific
details: that understanding a writer's
organization involves some synthesis of
reading for main ideas and details: and
that questions :evolving inferential
reasoning are the most difficult to
answer. With this hierarchy in mind
the judicious teacher can distribute
the kinds of comprehension questions
according to an individual's or a

group's ability to answer and need for
practice.

There is evidence that. while we
tend to develop in our ::tudents the
skill of reading for details. we fail to
develop the other three comprehension
skills which require the higher mental
thought pmesses. Along with devel-
oping meaningful vocabularies a most
practical suggestion for applying re-
search findings in comprehension to
classroom practice is providing a bal-
anced comprehension skills develop-
ment program for each student. This
kind of direct comprehension instruc-
tional program should enable each stu-
dent to work with challenging and in-
trinsically interesting reading materials
at his own level of understanding. It
should give him opportunities to ex-
perience varying degrees of success in
answering thought-provoking ques-
tions based on those materials.

The hierarchy of the four important
and interrelated comprehension skills
should be a part of each content sub-
ject teacher's professional knowledge
as he helps to guide his students' un-
derstandings of his subject. He must
be aware that the teacher of English
can be expected to provide practice in
these skills only in a general way inso-
far as his own subject is concerned.
The research facts are that these four
skills have different emphases in each
subject and that the person most com-
petent to deal with these skills in any
subject is the subject matter specialist.
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Reading teachers at the secondary
lei el have one distinct advantage over
those at the elementary level because
they can help their more mature stu-
dents to understand the concept of the
hierarchy of comprehension skills.
The secondary school student not only
should know how to read well but also
he should know something about the
reading process itself.

When he undertakes a reading com-
prehension exercise or test the second-
ary student should know what skills
are being appraised. He should be a
partner with his teacher in a process of
continuous evaluation of his own prog-
ress, continuous diagnosis of his own
reading problems and suggestions of
possible remedies for those difficulties.
All this can be made easier with ap-
propriately designed materials of in-
struction. While all this can be ac-
complished tinder the guidance of a
competent teacher, the student himself
should understand the nature of the
reading comprehension skills he is to
learn and the purpose of learning and
practising those skills.

Conclusion

An obvious conclusion to the re-
search in comprehension is that good
readers are made, not born. At the
secondary level it is both possible and
practical for students and teachers to-
gether to set broad and far reaching as
well as specific and immediate goals in
reading instruction. Perhaps the most
important application of research in
comprehension to classroom practice is
that secondary students are mature
enough to be involved as partners with
their teachers in the improvement of
reading instruction,
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. laudable for
its earnest efforts to emulate the exact-
ness of the physical sciences, fre-
quently fails to carry its impact to
classroom practice. In the area of
reading, it is common for three to five
decades to elapse between the collec-
tion of useful research data and their
related application to curriculum.
materials. or methods. No donbt
many factors contribute to this subcul-
tural lag. No argument is tendered
here against professional reticence to
change reasonably successful opera-
tions until solid evidence of better
procedures is available. What is de-
cried is the inconsistent, nearly fickle
manner in which the profession furls
its sails against the small but orderly
winds of empirical evidence. and then
races aloft. shakes out its canvas, to run
before the tempest created by all opin-
ionated article in one of the national
Sunday snpplements. Sometimes we
come to our senses before we are
blown hopelessly off course. It must
be admitted, the gale usually does jar
us out of our complacency.

Thus has it been in that area of the
business known as reading rate and its
improvement. Here is a pertinent
case in point. As early as 1879, Javal
reported that in the process of thor-
ough reading, the eyes moved in a ser-
ies of small fixations along each line of
print. Since Javal's research. hun-
dreds of carefully controlled studies
using finite reading instruments have
confirmed this fact and its supporting
data. This evidence was dutifully re-
ported in research journals. reading
theory texts. psychology texts, as well
as in general professional sources.
Then, in the early 1960's a private
reading business, Laving learned a les-
son from the Coca Cola Company, ma-

nipulated a .:et of fortuitous Madison
Avenue incidents, and soon the Ameri-
can public (and too many profession-
als) accepted that it was possible to
read at "astronomically" high rates of
ten thousand words-per-minute. as one
learned how to read an entire page at a
fixation. In time, and after further re-
search, certain scholars of reading crit-
icized this generalization and its related
practices. A controversy ensued. and
the improvement of reading rate, tradi-
tionally considered a questionable ob-
jective in some quarters, became a
dirty professional word.

A little time has passed, egos have
calmed. high interest has subsided,
and we find ourselves looking at the
issue once again. The illustration is
pertinent to this introduction, because
it enables you to see something of the
dilemma of this writer. First, he
would like to spare his audience the
non-lurid details of statistical summa-
ries. since experience indicates they
come to naught in transfer to class-
room practice. Evidently the stuff re-
search is made ofthe cold hard facts
of means, standard deviatilms. and
"significance carries little force
when matched against the needs of the
beating heart. Secondly, he would like
to draw some generalizations from his
review of the available research, and to
avoid being stereotyped as an eyeball
mechanic while respectfully suggesting
that down where the people live, the
vorld is picking up its paceand if

one wishes to keep with it. he'd better
master the survival skills.

We make our start by looking at
several observations from three publi-
cations not likely to be considered as
reading research journals. The first
of these sources is a cartoon which ap-
peared in the Wa 11 Street Journal sev-
eral years ago. It depicts a harried
traveler aiming his auto along the
complex maze of a superhighway. Al-
though moving at a good rate, he is
being pressed on all sides by the horns
and indignation of those who would go
faster. As he looks ahead, he sees
three routes, and a decision coming up.
The sign over the route to the left says
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Montreal, Bangor, Boston and fades
into a blur of tell more city names.
The sign over the route to the right
reads "1 allahassee, Washington, D. C.,
Baltimore, and gradually decreases in
size like the Sne llen chart. And the
one over the route straight ahead
statesCity Dump and Slow Readers.

The second source is a rather fearful
little paperback, entitled Children
Under Pressure. Here are a few quo-
tationsstatements made by high
school students.

I don't think there's anything physically
rung with me but I ) ust go through

life feeling terribly tired.
There's so much pressure, it seems, that
it builds up to a point at w Inch you have
to let off steam. So 1 get nervous
twitches, or my hands start shaking, or
I start arguing with people.
After studying. I feel tired because re e
been reading mer and over again the
facts I'm likely to be tested on.
When I come home, I feel I have to get
to bed early because I sta)ed up late
stud)ing last night So I start right
after school. but the tt ark goes on and
on because I'm tired and I seem to have
lost my ability.
College seems to have moved doun to
the high school In my sophomore )ear
c had a tat notebook full of notes the
teacher of biology had taken during a
summer institute, plus our regular text-
book and a supplementary hook that said
inside it "This book is for seniors in
college \\110 are orking in their field 44
concentration (6).

These are the students who are most
serious and successful academically.
The quotes from those who have gi. en
11p are much less complim ntary. The
third source is for those who might
hold the opinion that these are just idle
adolescent complaints. The following
comments are from the Goroon's hook,
The Blight on the Ivy, and they reflect
something of the emotional state of to-
dav's youth. The comparative per-
centages of males, age 13-24, who at-
tended New Jersey private out-patient
psychiatric clinics primarily for rea-
sons of academic pressure read : 1953-
55 = 34 percent ; 1956-57 = 54 per-
cent ; and 1960-61 ----- 74 percent. Thus,
nearly three fourths of those getting
psychiatric care were most concerned
with academic pressures. The Gordons

turned up evidence that the increase in
the number of adolescents among psy-
chiatric patients has increased from 4
percent in 1953 to 12 percent in 1962.
They also cite a considerable increase
in psychosomatic illnesses, such as ul-
cers, in adolescents (7).

Please don't misinterpret me. I
don't mean to imply that the answer to
societal and personal problems lies in
developing flexible reading rate.
Rather, I hope that we will keep in
mind that the following research gen-
eralizations are derived from patterns
of empirical statisticsand each statis-
tic represents a live body with dreams
and fears.

Rate of leading

Reading rate, as an element of the
reading process. has been a part of the
literature since the earliest scientific
investigations of the process (21).
.And, if w e diligently search the litera-
ture, we will find that upper school
level teachers identified a need for ihn-
proved reading rate as early as 1894
( 10 ). "rraditionallv, we have not
liewed a direct emphasis upon the im-
provement of reading rate to be a basic
objective of elementary reading in-
struction, although a good total pro-
gram in elementary reading reflects it-
self in pupil reading efficiency, as in
other positive reading attributes.
College le. el programs were the first
to accept the improl einem of reading
rate as a worthwhile objective in itself,
and during the period 1945-60, when
college reading programs were found
at the majority of higher educational
institutions in this country, the major-
ity of such programs emphasized late
improvement and study efficiency.
High schools tended to follow suit,
wit' some lag in time, and with lesser
dir emphasis. A survey of the liter-
ature on high school reading programs
published by IRA in 1965 indicated
that the most frequent pattern of a
high school reading program was a
class or center primarily directed to-
ward the improvement of reading rate
and study efficiency (11), The "dy-
namic speed reading" boom of the
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early 1960's and its related contro-
versy appears to be tailing off.
Perhaps we are ready to view the im-
provement of reading rate as one of
the set eral worthwhile objectives of
higher level reading development, and
to consider any improvement made in
this direction to be useful to the
reader, even though it does not reach
the phenomenal claims of the private
enterprisers.

Selected generalizations from
reading rate rese?rch

It should be recognized that the re-
search on reading rate reflects differ-
ences in findings and conclusions.
We would be naive to expect perfect
consensus from the study of human be-
havior. The following generalizations
represent consistent patterns among
the empirical investigations.

1. The meaningfulness of reading
rate and the legitimacy of programs di-
rected toward its improvement is quite
depcndtm upon the assumption of ade-
quate comprehension of the material
read (14 ). But this raises an enigma
of the entire area of reading instruc-
tionthe nature of adequate compre-
hension. It has been traditional and
expedient to use 75 percent accuracy
in answering questions constructed for
the selection as a criterion of reading
adequacy for testing or instructional
purposes. This places emphasis on ac-
curacy of comprehension "per-unit-of-
material." More importantly, it ig-
nores the instructional goal of the
self-directed reader. In the broader
life setting, as well as the pressure cir-
cumstance of the modern high school,
it would seem reasonable to stress
adequate comprehension in terms of
concepts gained "per-unit-of-time."
Reasonable, perhaps, in instructional
emphasis, but very difficult in terms of
objective measurement (4).

2. We encounter a similar problem
of measurement with rate itself. It is
traditional and statistically expedient
to measure reading rate and its im-
provement in units of "words-per-
minute," whether measured on an
"amount-limit" basis (how much time

IN READING

taken to read a selection of certain
word length) or on a "time-limit"
basishow many words can be read in
a selection when given a certain limit
of time in which to read (21). Like
the percent accuracy of comprehension
measure, the words-per-minute meas-
ure is practical in measurement and re-
search. Nevertheless, it would seem
instructionally appropriate to develop
readers who assimilated concepts-per-
hour. or whatever practical period of
time is available for such reading.

3. It is widely accepted that the
most effective reading rate is that
which permits the reader to achun e his
reading purposes as adjusted to the
nature of the material he reads. his
background in the topic, the setting in
Nvhich he reads, and his pertinent per-
sonal characteristics. Thus, long ago,
effective reading rate became an inti-
mate consequence of reading flexibility
(25).

4. It follows, therefore, that it is fal-
lacious to think of one general ap-
propriate rate of thorough reading for
any one individual or group. Rather,
it is better to view the individual as
having a series of rates of thorough
reading. Empirical findings support
this (1, 2). However, there is some
evidence to suggest that while an indi-
vidual reader may read different mate-
rials at different rates, he will tend to
maintain his relative position in com-
parison with the rates of other readers
on those different materials (21).
The major exception, of course, would
occur when he counters content for
which he has little background.

5. Like other aspects of the reading
process, reading rate is influenced by.
and rate improvement is limited by,
personal characteristics of the reader :
his intelligence ; his general grasp of
the language, particularly his meaning
and sight vocabulary ; his background
of concepts; his mastery of the basic
skills of reading; his physiological con-
dition : and his effective drive and
emotional flexibility (16).

6. Empirical data indicate that the
majority of high school students ha-
bitually read at rates considerably
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below their capacities to perform (15)
7. There is considerable evidence

that high school students can increase
their reading rates in either short, in-
tensive programs or in longer multi-
objective reading programs (18, 20).
This increase in reading rates is main-
tained to a large extent if the individ-
ual continues to apply his learned ap-
proaches. Further, it does not take a
great deal of teaching experience to
develop a program which successfully
improves reading rate, a finding which
has both positive and negative implica-
tions for reading professionals.

8. While reading rates can be im-
proved, and most students can learn to
read faster, there are limits to the ex-
tent of this improvement (3). Spache
has presented evidence which places a
physiological limit on thorough read-
ing around 800-900 wi'm (19). Stroud
has indicated that the psychological
limit of thorough reading under work
conditions is more frequently around
500 wpm (21). In these estimates,
the term "thorough reading" is an im-
portant consideration. This means
that these limits are imposed when
the reader covers his material in a
progressive series of . fixations, line
by line, paragraph by paragraph, at-
tempting rather total assimilation of
content. If he "skim-reads" the mate-
rial by skipping certain sentences or
even paragraphs, there is no real limit
to his rate in terms of words-per-
minute (16). The limit in skimming is
imposed only by how familiar the indi-
vidual wishes to be with the author's
literal presentation and by how well
the reader can generalize understand-
ing from a limited set of cues.

Generalisations emanating front
eye-movement studies

Much of what we have learned
about reading rate has resulted from
eye-movement research. Some of
these generalized findings are listed
here. It can be seen that they apply to
more than the one aspect of the read-
ing program (1, 22, 24).

I. Silent reading is more efficient
than oral reading as soon as the reader

has mastered a basic sight vocabulary
and the fundamental reading process.

2. Words can he recognized as units
from partial cues, and are not depend-
ent upon minute analysis as long as
the word is a part of the reader's sight
vocabulary.

3. Mechanically, total reading time
is composed of fixation time and eye-
ny-.ement time. Of these, the much
greater portion, (approximately 9/10
of the total reading tune), is spent in
fixations. This would include, of
course. time spent in regressive fixa-
tions. eye stops.

4. ',lower readers make mere fixa-
tions, more regressions, and spend
more time per fixation than faster
readers. Were it otherwise, we should
be surprised!

5. In the larger setting, good com-
prehenders reveal more efficient eye-
movement performance. better rate,
and more flexible adjustment to read-
ing conditions than poor comprehen-
dm. ,Again, we should be s rprised if
this were not so, since we recognize
that comprehension is the final product
of interrelated skills and habits.

6. Eye - .movement efficiency and its
related aspect of reading rate are ad-
versely effected by certain conditions,
as long as the reader accepts the chal-
lenge of understanding the material he
is reading. These conditions include ;
a) more difficult material in terms of
readability, b) 1 eading purposes of
greater complexity, such as critical
analysis of material or organizing a
structure of ideas as contrasted to gen-
eral enjoym;nt of content, c) ex-
tremes in intensity of "felt pressure"
by the reader ; that is, both too little or
too much pressure will cause the
reader to perform less efficiently.

It is ironic that the eye-movement
research process has been employed to
justify the use of eye-movement train-
ing as a means of improving reading
rate. when that very source has pro-
vided hard data of the uselessness of
such operations. Eye-movement data
indicate clearly that with the excep-
tion of quite young readers, the eye-
movement processes are shaped by the
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corral perceptual and thinking proc-
esse, of the reader, not vice versa.
The futility of attempting to increase
reading rate by concentrating upon the
reader's "eye-ball" actions is seen in
such evidence as; a) time spent in ac-
tual movement is fractional, (approxi-
mately .003 seconds), b) interfixative
movements are reflex action and are
uninfluenced by reader volition or
training process, and c) eye-span per
fixation seldom extends beyond one
and a fraction words in the contextual
reading situation (22).

It does not follow, necessarily, that
mechanical devices such as reading
pacers, reading films, or tachistoscopes
are useless or dishonest, as some writ-
ers would imply. This would depend
upon how they are employed, the ex-
tent to which they take over the pro-
gram, the motivation and skill objec-
tives of the instructor, and, since they
are relatively expensive, how much
their purpose limits the other functions
of the reading program (17). Used
judiciously, they can provide variety,
motivation, and a source of independ-
ent practice for secondary students.
Many otherwise adequate secondary
school readers operate sluggishly and
rather rigidly in their attack upon
reading content (13). The teacher
can employ reading films or pacers as
part of a program to gradually condi-
tion these students into faster assimila-
tion of content. There is considerable
research to support this generalization
(23). But we are speaking here of their
value in developing faster reading
reaction response, not about their
value in training specific eye-movement
patterns, which is equivocal (8).
Surely, the same objective can be
reached by well motivated instruction
and a variety of reading materials.
But, it must be recognized that this
takes teacher time, talent, and energy
which might better be directed to those
aspects of the program for which there
are few materials or devices of instruc-
tion available.

Nor does it necessarily follow that
the use of mechanical devices to condi-
tion a faster perception of reading

content precludes a total program ob-
jective of developing reading flexibil-
ity. After all, one of the major detrac-
tors from flexibility is that many read-
ers are rigidly slow in their attack on
all materials. And, there is no reason
why mechanical devices, particularly
individual pacers which can be adjusted
to purpose and material, cannot be em-
ployed to considerable advantage in
conditioning the reader to a varied at-
tack.

A note concerning flexibility
of reading rate

It was not the specific function of
this paper to treat the broad issues of
reading flexibility, per se. However,
it must be obvious that reading flexibil-
ity and rate of reading are intimately
related In terms of program objec-
ties, scholars of the area are agreed
that our major purpose is to develop a
flexible reader, one who adjusts his
total reading attack to fit his reading
purposes (including consideration of
the state of his knowledge about the
topic), and to the readability of his
matrial. In this, being capable of
reading rather rapidly for some pur-
poses and in sonic materials enhances
his potential for flexibility. Also, we
would hope that whatever approach he
used, whether it be scanning, skim-
ming, rapid thorough reading, or care-
ful analysis of ideas, he would do each
as efficiently as possible!

The concept of reading flexibility is
not a recent development (1, 25).
However, it has gained considerable
emphasis as a major objective of read-
ing instruction during this decade.
Partly, this has resulted from the rate
vs. comprehension controversy, with
the recognition that the concept of flex-
ibility provides both a theoretical and
operational catalyst to combine the
best elements of both reading rate and
reading comprehension.

McDonald and several others have
provided good summaries of the re-
search and thinking on the topic of
flexibility (5, 16). It may he useful to
consider here several implications of
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flexibility research they relate to
rate of reading.

Even good readers at the high
school and college levels are not as di-
versified in their reading attack as they
could be (12. 15). While there has
been little controlled study of the most
effective nature of flexibility programs,
we have evidence that improvement in
flexibility can be gained through pro-
grams directed to that end (2. 9). As
one might expect, a reader's flexibility
is influenced by a number of factors,
both personal and instructional (16).
These are much the same as those
which influence reading comprehension
and reading rate ( 10). In a sense, all
reasonable reading instruction from
the readiness period to the college
graduate coin se which deals with the
analysis of specific technical content
contributes to the objecti-,e of flexible
reading behavior. It has been recom-
mended that specific instructional ac-
tivity to dodo') conscious reader ad-
justment of attack, particularly in
reading rate, should not be emphasized
before the reader is well founded in his
fundamental reading skills, somewhere
around sixto or seventh grade (5).

Instructional implications

Flopefull). Ilost of the foregoing
comment has classroom value for im-
proving flexible rate of reading. A
few specific implications for instruction
are presented here.

1. As in any good reading program,
it is wise to assess the reading skills
and developmental characteristics of
the pupils. Students with basic real;
ing skill deficiencies should receive
more fundamental corrective reading
help before undertaking intense in-
struction in rate. Those with physical
and personal anomalies should be re-
ferred for corrective aid.

2. Improvement of thorough rate of
reading should consist of but one im-
portant phase of the development of
reading flexibility. Other phases
should include instruction and practice
in the use of a) a reading-study proce-
(lure such as POINT or sQ3a, b) scan-
ning to locate specific information, c)

skimming to gain an impressic
total idea structure. d) a rapid
procedure, and e) critical anal) a f

content. Of these, the study pi .

(lure should be taught first since it can
be immediately employed by the pupil
and provides a meaningful setting for
use of the other phases.

3. In the improvement of thorough
reading rate, the practice reading
materials are quite important. They
should be easier than the student's in-
structional level (e.g. fewer than 5
percent word hesitations and better
than 75 percent comprehension on un-
timed readings). The materials
should be lucid, neatly organized, on
topics of interest, but not requiring
special background of information.
These recommendations are particu-
larly important for materials read un-
der mechanical pacing.

4. The early portion of the rate im-
provement program should concentrate
rather intensively upon jolting the
reader out of sluggish reading reaction
habits. The four basic elements of this
attack are a) instruction in the ration-
ale of flexible reading rate, b) demon-
stration of procedures, c) controlled
guided practice (here the mechanical
devices are useful), and d) immediate
transfer reading practice (timed but not
mechanically controlled).

5. After the initial phase of estab-
lishing new patterns, the direction of
instruction and materials should rr3ve
in graduated steps a) from easy to
more difficult content, 1)) from shorter
to longer selections, c) from compre-
hension tasks of general overview to
identification of main ideas, to sum-
mary organization of the major struc-
ture, to specific recall of factual con-
tent, and d) from instructor provided
purpose to pupil Identification of pur-
pose. When the more efficient habits
of thorough reading are well estab-
lished, the instructor would intensify
the practice of flexible adjustment of
reading rate to a variety of materials
and purposes.

6. Motivation is important since the
student is being asked to change
deeply grooved behavior. To this end,
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frequent mdii idual conferences, peri-
odic testing, ariety in instructional
procedures, reading selections of inter-
esting content, the keeping of progress
records, and a personable teach& are
quite helpful.

It seems appropriate to end by citing
Arthur Heilman's application of Par-
kinson's Law to the publishing busi-
ness. It states "When a society devel-
ops high productive capacity in paper
manufacture and printing facilities,
that society find something to
print on the paper" (8). I can think
of no better reason why we must teach
students to read selectively and nip-
idly, as well as accurately.
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Applying Research Findings
in Comprehension to
Classroom Practice

(College)

RicHARD P. WILLIAMS
New Mexico State University

RESEARCH in education began in the
nineteen twenties, as one conside:s the
element.; of comprehension in reading.
Three factors gave rise to the research
and contra. uted to its growth. First,
there was a new emphasis on deter-
mining a scimtific basis for curriculum
by determining the extent of individual
disciplines. The field of reading was
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on of the first areas to be analyzed.
Secondly, the experience-centered ap-
proach in education, proposed by
Dewey, Kilpatrick, and Thorndike,
emphasized that the school take its
cues from the values, needs, and inter-
ests of children. Books and associated
reading materials were examined to
determine whether they actually Intl:
the values, needs, and interests of the
children. Thirdly, the most important,
there was a growing recognition for
the need of individualizing instruction
due to the enforcement of compulsory
school attendance laws. Also, psy-
chologists disclosed that children's
abilities develop with age, but that the
degrees of attainment of these abilities
varied tremendously within a given
age.

Therefore, if the democratic idea of
education the greatest good for the
greatest numberwas to be fulfilled in
the reading field, reading material had
to he suitable for the majority of the
children and vet provide for the de-
N units within specified chronological
age groups. Some forty vears of re-
search have followed.

In spite of the generally favorable
attitude toward science and research, a
considerable time lag is required befoi e
au innovation reaches wide acceptance.
This is true despite the economic bene-
fits of the innovations stu r Nl. For in-
stance. a 40-year tine lag was found
between the first success of the tunnel
oven in the pottery industry and its
general use Over 14 years were re-
quired for hybrid seed corn to reach
complete adoption in Iowa. About 50
years elapsed after development of a
new educational practice before its
adoption by all public schools. Put in
another way, the average American
school lags 25 years behind the best
practice. To help close this time lag,
classroom practitioners should apply
research findings in comprehension to
classroom practice.

George Spache has described com-
prehension as an almost perfect exam-
ple of a gestalt, a total that is greater
than the sum of its parts. It is un-
doubtedly true that the factors of word

meanings, interrelationship of details,
and reasoning are significant compo-
nents of comprehension. These fac-
tors are identified in a majority of
factor analyses of reading tests Yet
certainly comprehension is more than
these three simple elements, for this in-
formation leaves unanswered the ques-
tions of what thinking processes o9er-
ate in comprehension and how those
processes may be measured or trained.

Thinking and comprehension must
be considered as an intellectual process
in term, of the individual's personality
makeup. Among the factors to be
considered are the background of ex-
perience of the indh:dual and how
readily he can deliver this information
into consciousness. The ability to
form concepts also vitally affects how
well one can comprehend in any learn-
ing situation.

Reading comprehension is more
than decoding an interpretation of
meaning fro . .e printed page. To il-
lustrate that a .ding comprehension is
more than decoding an interpretation
of meaning from the printed page, con-
sider Albert Kingston's example of the
le Tothetical reaction of a group of
c :-en who read the following nor-
s, I y rhyme:

Jack and Jill went up the hill
to fetch a pail of water.
Jock fell down and broke his crown
And Jill came tumbling after.
I. Two lads went up a hill to get

some water but both fell down.
2. A boy named Jack and a girl

named Jill went up a hill to get a
bucket of water from a well, the boy
fell down, and hurt his head. Then
the girl fell down too.

3. A king and queen went up a hill
to get some water. The king fell down
and broke his crown. The queen fell
too.

4. A man and a woman climbed a
mountain. The man whose name was
Jack fell and broke a crown the dentist
had put in a tooth. The lady whose
name was Jill fell down after him as
she tried to help hi.n.

5. Two people went up a hill look-
ing for water. The man slipped and
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fell dow n to the bottom. The woman
fell down on top of him.

6. A boy and a girl named Jack and
Jill ascended a hill seeking water.
Jack slipped and fractured his skull.
Jill also slipped and rolled down the
hill.

In each interpretation there are cer-
tain elements of correct average decod-
ing. Each child made associations
from his experience background that
were meaningful to him. Can we as-
sume which child had the greatest
comprehension? Certainly not on the
eN idence shown here. As classroom
practitiocers we would seek to elicit
more information from each student by
questions, discussions, and suggestions.

An early study by Thorndike indi-
cated that comprehension of even sim-
ple reading material was a complex
process. He analyzed the test re-
sponses of several hundred students in
grades 3-8 in terms of three dimen-
sions: individual word meaning, the
weighting of words or larger elements,
and the purpose or mental set of the
reader. He concluded that the com-
plex nature of comprehension favored
the teaching of silent reading followed
by questioning rather than oral reading
instruction, since vocalizing was no in-
dication that understanding had oc-
curred.

The nature of reading comprehen-
sion has more recently been investi-
gated by means of factor analysis.
Davis found nine factors underlying
comprehension in his study of the com-
prehension skills of 421 college stu-
dents. His experimental materials
were tests Cl and C2 of Form Q of
the Cooperative Reading Comprehen-
sion Tests. He interprett d he nine
factors in terms of the following abili-
ties: 1) knowledge of word meanings:
2) ability to select the appropriate
meaning for a word or phrase in the
light of its particular contextual set-
ting; 3) ability to follow organization
of a passage and to identify antece-
dents and references in it ; 4) ability to
select the main thought of a passage;
5) ability to answer questions that are
specifically answered in a passage; 6)

ability to answer questions that are
answered in a passage but not in the
words in which the question is asked ;
7) ability to draw inferences from a
passage about its contents ; 8) ability
to recognize the literary devices used
in a passage and to determine its tone
and mood ; and 9) ability to determine
a writer's purpose, intent, and point of
view, hence, to draw inferences about
the writer.

In contrast to Davis' results, Harris,
in his study of the elements underlying
comprcbension of literature by 112 col-
lege students, found one general factor
to account for comprehension of both
prose and poetry and one general fac-
tor underlying seven skills considered
by the in estigator to be necessary to-
the comprehension of literary mate-
rials. In a somewhat later study, Ver-
non also found that two factors ac-
counted for the `intercorrelation of
seven tests of comprehension and vo-
cabulary constructed by him to investi-
gate the reading ability of 183 Ameri-
can and British college students.

A number of studies have been con-
ducted to determine variables that
might improve reading comprehension.
Arnold investigated the effect of four
study techniquesunderlining, reread-
ing, outlining, and summarizingupon
the comprehension of history text
materials by 242 college students. No
method yielded consistently better
comprehension scores. Christensen
and Stordahl did not find sigrificant
differences among groups of compre-
hension scores when the passages read
included headings, underlinings, sum-
maries, or outlines. The subjects for
this pair of studies were approximately
800 Air Force trainees. In contrast to
the results just summarized, Holmes
found that comprehension of history
and science material was significantly
better when 170 college students were
guided by pertinent questions rather
than by using a rereading technique.
The questioning technique was espe-
cially effective for delayed recall.

Factors other than study techniques
have been examined in relation to im-
proving reading comprehension.
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Bernstein found that comprehension
and rate of reading of 100 ninth grad-
ers were significantly better on a story
designed to be more interesting than
on another passage where readability
was held constant. In contrast to her
finding, Bryant and Barry did not find
that varying interest affected either the
comprehension or the rate of 57 college
freshmen when reading simple (junior
high level) narrative style articles.

The effect of programed instruction
on reading comprehension has been re-
ported in two studies. Raygor and
Wark investigated the effectiveness of
two variations of programed instruc-
tion as compared with an instructor-
centered approach to the teaching of
skills in locating the main idea of a
passage. Three groups of 24 college
freshmen participated in the study.
Both programing groups performed
significantly better than the third
group on a standardized test of reading
comprehension. Neither programed
approach was more effective than the
other. Calvin and Hanky studied the
effect of programed instruction in
mathematics on the reading compre-
hension of 408 high school students.
When results of the STEP reading
achievement of students who had been
instructed in mathematics without pro-
gramed materials were compared with
those of the experimental group, the
students studying geometry by means
of programed materials showed a sig-
nificant gain in speed of reading com-
prehension, but none of the experimen-
tal group showed a significant gain in
total reading score or level of compre-
hension.

The effect upon reading comprehen-
sion when reading material orally or
silently was investigated by Collins
He used seven levels of difficulty for
both the silent and oral passages. In
his study of 60 college freshmen, oral
reading yielded significantly higher
total comprehension scores. Oral
reading was especially effective for
"very easy" and "fairly difficult" mate-
rial.

Another factor was studied by
Strom. She correlated the reading

comprehension scores of 327 high
school sophomores with their scores on
a test of their knowledge of the gram-
mar and syntax utilized in the ten pas-
sages read on the comprehension test.
She found a significant correlation be-
tween comprehension and knowledge
of grammar among four classes who
attended a university laboratory school
where instruction in grammar and syn-
tax was closely integrated with writing
and oral expression. No significant
correlation was found between compre-
hension and knowledge of grammar for
the other classes drawn from public
and private schools.

Investigators have presented evi-
dence which shows that a reader is
more likely to accept a statement or
argument which harmonizes with,
rather than runs counter to, his atti-
tudes and beliefs. Crossen reports
that "an unfavorable attitude toward a
topic of some personal and immediate
concern tends to interfere with the
critical reading of material about that
topic."

To support the findings of Crossen.
Cannel! and MacDonald found that the
acceptance of the finding of the rela-
tionship between smoking and cancer
differed significantly on the part of
smokers and nonsmokers.

Lefford pointed out that a reader's
ability to reason accurately in a non-
emotional situation is no indication of
his ability to do so in an emotional
one. The Mc I:111°p study established
that answers to questions of fact are
far le,s affected by the reader's atti-
tude than are answers to questions
which require value judgments and
evaluative conclusions.

Results of the studies reported in
this review indicate that reading is not
a unitary process, but differing num-
bers of factors are reported to under-
lie comprehension. Several inferences
should be made from the studies re-
ported concerning classroom practice.

These inferences include
1. Comprehension is a gestalt of

reading involving every aspect of the
process of reading.

2. Comorehension must be consid-
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ered as an intellectual process in terms
of the individual's personality makeup
to include:

a. The background of experi-
ence of the individual, and

b. How readily the learner can
deliver this past experience to the pre-
sent experience.

3. Silent reading followed by perti-
nent questions for the reader to answer
is better than oral reading instruction
since vocalizing was no indication that
understanding had occurred

4. Factors of comprehension in-
clude :

a. Knowledge of word mean-

b. Ability to select the ap-
propriate meaning for a word or
phrase in the light of its particular
contextual setting.

c. Ability to follow the organi-
zation of a passage and to identify an-
tecedents and references in it.

d. Ability to select the main
thought of a passage.

e. Ability to answer questions
that are specifically answered in a pas-
sage.

f. Ability to answer questions
that are answered in a passage but not
in the words in which the question is
asked.

g. Ability to draw inferences
from a passage about its contents.

h. Ability to recognize the liter-
ary devices used in a passage and to
determine its tone and mood.

i. Ability to determine a wri-
ter s purpose, intent, and point of view,
hence to draw inferences about the
writer.

5. The four study techniques, un-
derlining, rereading, outlining, and
summarizing are equally efficient in
obtaining comprehension gains.

6. Comprehension gains improve
when reading is guided by pertinent
questions rather than by using a re-
reading technique.

7. V trying interest of material
read to that of the student caused an
improved comprehension score.

8. The programed instruction ap-
proaci. appears to elicit more effective

ings.

results in comprehension than an in-
structor-centered approach.

9. At certain ievels of difficulty
oral reading appears to have advan-
tages over silent reading.

10. A knowledge of grammar and
syntax has little value in attaining
reading comprehension.

11. The personal emotions of the in-
dividual reader will interfere with the
comprehension of what is read.

12. The ability to reason accurately
in a non-emotional situation is no indi-
cation of the ability to do so in an
emotional one.
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Applying Research Findings
in Rate of Reading to

Classroom Practice
(College)

WALTER J. MOORE
University of Illinois

WITH VERY FEW EXCEPTIONS, adults
enrolled in reading improvement pro-
grams and college students in credit
and non-credit courses are reported to
have achieved increases in reading
speedas much as one hundred per-
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cent, with some gain, or at least no
loss, in comprehension. To the ques-
tion, "Can adults improve reading
rate?' the answer is very definitely,
"yes!" The further question "Do
these increases in the rate hold up?"
can he answered in the affirmative.
One reviewer summarized thirty stud-
ies in which it appeared that although
variability in retention of gain in rate
prevailed, the average retention was
about c:_venty percent after one year.

One researcher, Standlee. wondered
if it could be shown that improvement
detected as a result of intensive course
work in reading spilled overor trans-
ferred to other performance areas. He
managed to locate some twenty-five
studies dealing with academic achieve-
ment of college students following
reading instruction. Results tended to
he positive; that is, college students
were reported to have improved their
grades and to have continued in col-
lege following completion of a read-
ing improvement program. The one
researcher, though, who correlated
achievement in a teading course with
achievement in other courses in the
following semester, reported a correla-
tion coefficient of only .08.

Factors influencing the
effectiveness of reading
improvement programs

Against this background, then, it is
interesting to speculate on the factors
which influence the effectiveness of
reading improvement programs. Ob-
viously, the method of instruction
the mechanical aids, the teaching
procedures, the organizationdo make
a difference and considerable research
has been devoted to these aspects of
reading programs. There is one fac-
tor. however, which cannot be said to
have heat carefully or exhaustively re-
searched, and this is the motivational
factor.

As this writer has stated elsewhere
(6),

many of the reported attempts to im-
prove rates have centered on the im-
provement of word perception skills and
to a more limited extent, to the im-
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provemer,t of comprehension. Both
nord perception and comprehension
have been more or less acceptably de-
fined, but less thoughtful attention has
been directed at other and !woe impor-
tant components of reading. These in-
clude the thoughtfu. reaction in olving
both' critical evaluation -Ind appreciative
responses. and assimilation, or the inte-
gration nith previous experience of the
ideas acquired through reading.

It is at this point that most improe-
ment programs have been failures.
They may have improved rates, that is,
have improved perceptual habits which
in turn have made it possible for the
reader to proceed more rapidl 01.
such programs may have resulted in im-
provril comprehension as revealed by in-
creased abilityin answering questions
aimed at disclosing the reader's ability
to literally recount ghat has been cm-
ered.

Such programs have not usually
sentare(' into the realm of mons anon.
Spache (9), in commenting on the

'studies of Holnies and Singer, ob-
served that- "approximately half of the
variability in speed is accounted for
by the trainee's vocabulary and word
attack skills. Another 44 percent of
the variations depend upon motiva-
tional habit or desire for speed.
[Italics mine].

The motis animal factor in
-reading improsement programs

WitInnit lengthy and profound at-
tempts at a definition of motivation. a
useful general description might be
"how behavior gets started. is ener-
gized. is sustained, is directed, is
stopped, and what kind of subjective
reaction is present in the organism
while all this is going on." (.5).

The first major step in getting the
learning process under way is to iden-
tify intelligently sonic of the learner's
present and prospective problems.
Simpson has observed that "the ability
on the part of the learner to take this
step successfully will ne of paramount
importance in determining whether he
will be intrinsically motivated or
whether lie will actively help carry on
the learniit because lie sees its prob-
able benefit to him. If the teacher or
somPooe else attempts to t: this step
for the learner the latter is not likely to

IN RLADING

accept responsibiliq for his learning in
a wholehearted fashion. Rather he is
likely to learn systematically onk as
long as the teacher is around and then
in a rather passive manner" (7).

Or, as Ausubel has put it. "Doing
without being interested in what one is
doing results in relatively little perma-
nent learning. since it is reasonable to
suppose that only those materials can
be meaningfully incorporated on a
long-term basis into an individual's
structure of knowledge that are rele-
s ant to areas of concern in his psycho-
logical field. Learners who have little
need to know and understand. quite
naturalls expend little learning effort ;

manifest an insufficiently meaningful
learning set : fail to develop precise
meanings, to reconcile new ideas with
existing concepts, and to formulate
new propositions in their own words:
and do not devote enough time to
practice and review. Material is
therefore never sufficiently consoli-
dated to form an adequate foundation
for sequential learning" (1).

Gans has observed "that many of us
can recall when sonic of our teachers
considered that they were warming up
cooling ardor about school by telling
us how important school was. Others
may have prescribed more homework
to lie sure that learning efforts came in
for their proportionate ,hare of time.
Still others, and unfortunately this is
still too prevalent. applied fear as the
technique of recharging lagging learn-
ers. Low grades, threat of failure,
notes to parents. as well as public
scolding and ridicule. were (and still
are) the processes whereby the inferior
teachers attempted to stimulate in-
creased eagerness to learn" (2).

Levels of motivation

Levels of motivation and their uses
have been studied by Simpson (7)
who envisions a learning-motivation
ladder as consisting of six levels:
I) the lowest level, here learning is

based on fear;
2) the next to the lowest level finds

people working for extrinsic re
wards (credits, marks. etc.) with-
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out understanding the purposes of
the instructor ;

3) the third level from the bottom
wherein the individual understands
the purposes of the instructor di-
recting the work, largely rejects
these, but works for extrinsic re-
wards:

4) the fourth levelhere the individ-
ual sees the purposes of the in-
structor, accepts them as impor-
tam, and works to carry them out
sithout ha% ing any share in form-
ing them :

5) the fifth level. near the top of the
ladder, is the individual who with
proper guidance. has set up well-
thought-out goals and problems
and has started to meet them, and.

) the sixth or highest level finds the
individual independently setting up
his own goals and problems and
facing them wisely with a minimum
of help from others.

It goes w idiom saying that no com-
petent instructor of a reading improve-
ment program would be satisfied with
the so-called lower motivational levels,
but it is not always possible to begin
operations at the higher levelsor put
another %yay, operations do not usually
begin at an appropriate level.

The role of purposes and
motivation in reading

improvement programs

When a beginning reader is delayed
in learning that we wad for meaning,
or for some equally clear purpose. thc
result can be ineffecti,e rnading habits.
It can also produce slight to severe
retardation in reading achievement.
Teacher explanations and children's
discussions of why various "reading
for meaning" teaching activities arc
used are important when teaching be-
ginners to read. Young children have
limited ability to understand the reason
for using these activities. Therefore,
the inadequately trained beginning
reader may sec the reading activities as
nothing more than interesting or unin-
teresting pastimes. This attitude to-
ward reading may never change!

What is meant by the term purpose

as it pertains to reading? There
would appear to be two major kinds of
purposes for reading: first, the broad.
general purposes w hich are sometimes
called the life purposes for which a
reader selects and reads particular
books or 'articles. These might be
called the primary purposes; and sec-
ond. the different kinds of comprehen-
sion skills, or as they are sometimes
called, the secondary purposes.

Kinds of purposes for leading

Examples of primary purposes ac-
cording to Smith (8) are to extend
one's range of information. to evaluate
possible solutions to social or economic
problems. to understand one's self, to
achieve aesthetic alpreciation, and the
like. Examples of the secondary pur-
Ixses include understanding the main
idea, noting sequential order. making
generalizations. and anticipation of
outcomes.

Smith makes the .point that reading
to understand details and the main
idea are considered basic to all other
secondary purpos. Reading to un-
derstand ideas in sequential order. to
follow directions. to make compari-
sons. to relate cause and effects of
ideas and/or phenomena, and to un-
derstand or to reach ,eneralizations
and conclusions appear to be depend-
ent upon the reader's skill in reading
for detail.. and for main ideas.
Interrelated with any or all of the fore-
going are reading to anticipate ideas or
to predict outcomes, to understand
characterization and descriptions, to
determine the mood or tone of a selec-
tion. to distinguish between fact and
opinion and fact and fiction. and to un-
derstand sensory imagery. It appears
that the reader may be called upon to
achieve the foregoing purposes by un-
derstanding the literal meanings, the
implied meanings, or both the literal
and implied meanings.

This same writer points out further
that both the primary and secondary
purposes appear to be interrelated and
dependent upon each other. There is
no published research which shows the
interdependency among the purposes ;
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yet, subjective opinion points to this
assumption. Many extraneous factors
which may be important in reading but
are not readers' purposes per se are
noted in the literature, such as writers'
purposes, style, content of the selec-
tions, writers' point of view, the liter-
ary type, and techniques used in read-
ing for different purposes, such as the
selection, analysis, organization, eval-
uation of the content, and relating the
content to one's own personal experi-
ences.

Dealing with motivation and
purposes in reading improvement

programs

I t may well be that instructors in
reading improvement programs will
have to learn how to deal with motiva-
tional problems by departing from the
literature of reading and delving into
the fields of human relations and man-
agement. Writers like Giles (3) and
Gellerman (4) who have been work-
ing in these respective fields have
achanced theories and practical sug-
gestions which may prove to be quite
effective in reading improvement sit-
uations. In discussing the dynamics of
motives, Gellerman observes that

much of the difficulty we have in un-
derstanding motives stems from the way
they arrange themselves in any given
individual. They seem to acquire a struc-
ture and to follow a dynamic all their
own. The structure has sometimes been
called a hierarchy; that is, one motive
will lisually be more powerful, and
therefore more prominent M influencing
the individual's behavior, than the oth-
ers. Another will be the second most
powerful, another the third, and so on.
However, this structure is not fixed: A
primary motive today may not be pri-
mary tomorrow. A reshuffling occurs
whenever a motive has been so well sat-
isfied that it sinks into the background
and all the others move up a notch to
replace it. As long as the 'old' motive
gets plenty of gratification it will remain
fairly quiescent and much less likely to
rouse the individual to action than one
of the 'newer' still unsatisfied ones (4).

Gellerman sees the kinds of motives
which can be diminished when enough
rewards are given as satisfiersthat is,
they press themselves insistently upon

the individual when they do not re-
ceive enough gratification but lapse
into insignificance when they do.
Likewise he sees those motives which
are not susceptible to being "appeased"
as motivators. He believes that they
can continue to play commanding roles
in an individual despite the fact that he
enjoys repeated success. Motivators
are likely to be "highly subjective, per-
sonalized experiences like feelings of
growth, achievement, and signifi-
cance."

Gellerman observes that

. . a pei son learns how to satisfy the
needs that one phase of his life thrusts
upon him, and having satisfied them, he
is no longer very strongly motivated by
them. Instead he anticipates newer
needs. This is why it is a mistake to
continue appealing to individuals by sat-
isfying needs that are already satisfied.
Thus a person's motives may not always
be the same; at any given time he is
likely to have ,a motivational potential
that is, a capacity for responding to
new incentives and rewardswhich he
has not yet given any hint of possessing
This potential is likely to remain
masked with his more basic needs arc
attended to and will not ordinarily
spring forth merely because an incentive
has been flourished before him. As a
matter of fact, his overt pursuit of a
particular goal may give a completely
misleading impression of what his true
motivation is like. Lastly, time itself
will gradually realign the importance of
his motives. Motivation is not, there-
fore, a particularly straightforward
process, which is precisely why so many
st,aightforward schemes for motivating
individuals achieve such unspectacular
results.

Summarizing statement

Certain factors profoundly influence
the effectiveness of reading improve-
ment programs and one of the most
important but difficult of these factors
to deal with is that of motivation. The
levels of motivation are inextricably
interwoven with the purposes for
which individuals read. Not all in-
structors in reading improvement pro-
grams recognize the importance of and
interrelations of motivation and pur-
pose. It is reasonable to believe that
theories derived from the fi 'ds of
human relations and management have
pertinence for education, and more
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specifically, for those engaged in work
with people in reading improvement
programs.
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